
1921 Estes Park Trail, editor Arthur B. Harris

[The first issue of the Estes Park Trail was dated 15 April 1921, although it is unclear 
when it actually came out, because there was another “extra” dated 15 April 1921 that 
includes news of 19 April 1921, and describes a large snowstorm occurring on 14 April 
1921 and 15 April 1921.  A “subscribers notice” in the first issue apologizes for appearing 
three days late because of the snow, so my guess is the first issue came out Monday, 18 
April 1921, and the extra edition came out Wednesday, 20 April 1921.  The only “dated” 
news on the front page was from 3 April 1921 – most of the generic front-page articles 
were of the “recent” variety, and could have been written anywhere from one month to 
one day prior to publication.  A financial report from the town treasurer was dated 9 April 
1921, the Saturday before the first issue, and a notice of a bill paid (in the amount of 
$19.50) by the town board to the Estes Park Trail at their regular meeting on Monday, 11 
April 1921 suggests Tuesday, 12 April 1921 was likely the deadline for this first issue 
going to press.  As well, the bill for work done suggests the Estes Park Trail was set up to 
do printing jobs by the beginning of April 1921 at the latest.  The Estes Park Trail editor 
was Arthur B. Harris, previously a Fort Collins newspaperman.  The initial Estes Park 
Trail “office”, for a total of one hour each day (and, once the season ended, just 30 
minutes each day), was Dugald Floyd Godfrey’s store on the first floor of the Josephine 
Hotel, and, during that first year, crucial, time-sensitive news items (scores of the World 
Series baseball games, for example) were displayed in Godfrey’s window.  However, the 
Estes Park Trail’s physical printing plant was on Arthur B. Harris’ private property in the 
“Estes Park Trail Building” in the Prospect Heights subdivision, south of the Big 
Thompson Hotel.  Whether this plant was separate from his residence is unknown.  At the 
time, the Big Thompson Hotel was Clem Yore’s hotel on the Big Thompson River, east of 
Beaver Point.  Annotation [set off from the original text by square brackets, as indicated 
here] was the work of John Meissner, largely between the project’s inception in January 
2008 and when the first electronic version of the 1921 Estes Park Trail was made publicly  
available in February 2009.]

15 April 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Volume 
I, Number 1     Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, April 15, 1921     Price 10 cents

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Huge Bear is Guest of Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company.  There was great excitement one morning recently when employees of the 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company came down to work and found what 
appeared to be the tracks of a huge grizzly bear in the dust-covered courtyard of the 
office.  The animal did no damage.  Speculation was rife as to the purpose of the visit.  
Some thought he was after Holmes’ liver [Arthur K. Holmes, the manager of the Rocky 
Mountain Parks Transportation Company], others that he was around to see if there were 
prospects of a prosperous business, while others asserted he was merely looking for the 
first tourist of the season, declaring it had been his custom for some years to devour 
annually the first arrival.  Liebman [a Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company 



employee] declared that ere the ringing of the dinner bell, bear meat would be offered at 
bargain prices that day.  However, we broke our fast and were compelled to be content 
with the common but substantial beefsteak instead.

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Now We Know Spring is Here.  Newton Miller, who has been 
a traveling salesman with the Morey Mercantile Company since heck was a pup, and the 
sure harbinger of spring, made his first rounds of the merchants last week.  Newt has 
spent the past eight years in Estes Park as Morey’s representative, and has the happy 
faculty of being able to convince the merchants that if they want their business to grow 
with the of Estes Park, they must display the Solitaire brand [of groceries, primarily] 
conspicuously on their shelves.  We were given the private tip that Dan Cupid also had 
designs on Newt, and planned to bring him back to Estes Park shortly, accompanied by a 
life-governess.

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Presbyterian Church Calls Pastor.  At the annual meeting of 
the Presbyterian Church, Rev. B.C. Montgomery was called to the pastorate.  Rev. 
Montgomery has been serving the church the past six months as stated supply pastor, and 
the call makes his connection with the church permanent.  Rev. Montgomery has twice 
before served the church as pastor, and the third call speaks highly of his previous work 
in Estes Park.  Rev. Montgomery is a singer and music director of merit, as well as a 
good preacher and pastor, and we rejoice with the rest of the people of Estes Park in his 
acceptance of this last call to serve among us.  Officers of the church were elected as 
follows:  Elder Dugald Floyd Godfrey reelected, trustee Albert Hayden, Sunday school 
superintendent J.A. Shepherd.  It was voted to increase the pastor’s salary to $2000 per 
year.  

15 April 1921 – Among the places of business that are “sprucing up” the paint brush route 
are Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business], the Log Cabin barbershop [a block 6 business], 
Tallant’s Confectionery [a block 5 business], Church’s Confectionery [a block 6 
business], and Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business].

15 April 1921 – Photograph:  Gray-bordered, 3 inch by 2 inch scenic image of snow-
covered Flattop Mountain area, with lone female figure, wearing a dark top and light 
pants, standing in right foreground.  The day is sunny, and the woman casts a shadow 
slightly shorter than her height.  Caption [as headline]:  A Partial View of Flattop 
Mountain.  Caption:  Just above Fern Lake are the Odessa Gorge snowfields on the side 
of Flattop Mountain.  Beyond, the Tyndall Glacier, Halletts [Glacier], and Longs Peak are 
to be seen.  Credit:  Courtesy of Frank W. Byerly.

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Now has One of the Best Print Shops in the State.  
Without undue boasting, we can say that Estes Park now has, in the office of the Estes 
Park Trail, one of the best-equipped job printing plants in the state, located in a 
community the size of Estes Park.  We felt that the demands of Estes Park was for the 



best to be had, and that the best was none too good for Estes Park, hence we sought in 
installing the plant to purchase only that which would tend to produce the best.  The 
machinery, type, and equipment is of the latest designs, and most suitable for the class of 
work needed in Estes Park.  We have been assured the hearty support of all those we have 
been able to interview, and do not doubt but that we shall have the support of all.  The 
leading men of the community have expressed themselves as feeling the necessity for a 
newspaper and job printing plant in Estes Park and, although we have secured but half the 
necessary advertising contracts to make the venture a success, we do not doubt but that 
the rest will be forthcoming.  We have also been pleased with the way those we have 
been able to mention the matter to have placed their names on the subscription list.  
Naturally, we had supposed that this community had the usual kickers and knockers, but 
to our surprise, and you may imagine a pleasant one, only one has not seen fit to place his 
name on our list of readers.  Considerable effort was necessary to get the issue out this 
week, but we trust as the weeks go by to improve considerably the appearance and 
readability of the newspaper.  We shall also look forward to serving you by caring for 
your needs in job printing.

15 April 1921 – Headline:  YMCA Conference Activities Begin 7 June 1921.  The Estes 
Park YMCA Conference begins this year at he Association Camp with the Rocky 
Mountain Student Conference on 7 June 1921 through 17 June 1921.  This conference is 
followed by the YWCA High School Girls Conference 21 June 1921 through 1 July 1921, 
Epworth League Institute 8 July 1921 through 18 July 1921, YMCA Summer School 20 
July 1921 through 3 August 1921, YWCA Community Conference 5 August 1921 
through 15 August 1921, and Student Conference 16 August 1921 through 26 August 
1921.  As usual, a goodly number of improvements have been made on the conference 
grounds, and Secretary Ira C. Lute is looking forward to a profitable year for the 
delegates.  Among the improvements that might be mentioned are improvements in the 
arrangement of the cafeteria, the installation of electric-bake ovens in the kitchen, the 
erection of a commissary building, the equipment of a private dining room in the 
basement of the dining hall, and the installation of a larger generator in the powerhouse.  
A number of alterations have also been made in the administration building.  An 
extensive sewerage and drainage system is also being installed.

15 April 1921 – Abner Sprague is making extensive improvements on the hotel, and will 
be prepared to handle a larger tourist trade this coming season.  Ed Andrews is doing the 
work.

15 April 1921 – Headline:  State Auto License Inspector Checking up.  State auto license 
inspector Schoonmaker was in Estes Park Sunday, 3 April 1921, checking up on the car 
owners who were operating their cars without a 1921 license, as about 30 persons can 
testify.  The day was a fine one, and many people got out the tin lizzie and hied 
themselves to the mountains for a day of sport, forgetting all about the license tag, and 
plumped themselves right into Inspector Schoonmaker’s wide open and welcoming arms.  



Thereupon they were tenderly informed that the Secretary of State was determined to see 
that the state lost no interest on the money due it for licenses and that it must be 
forthcoming at once, or else, etc., etc.

15 April 1921 Headline:  Estes Park Visitor has Thrilling Experience.  One of the 
Loveland newspapers recently carried a thrilling story of an experience of an Estes Park 
visitor, who, according to the newspaper, claimed an unusually friendly mountain lion 
leaped form the bushes as he was passing in his machine a certain spot in the canyon, ran 
for a distance beside the machine, and the appropriated for himself a seat on the running 
board, where he remained for some distance, perfectly contented.  Wonder where the 
tourist got his home brew, or was it merely the effect of home brew on the brain of Mr. 
Editor?  Next!

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Look for Your Photograph in Estes Park Trail.  We plan a 
weekly feature that we trust will be the source of considerable pleasure and profit to our 
readers.  This feature will consist of a cartoon each week of some citizen of the 
community.  Now we shall not use any names, but you read the write up and see if you 
can pick him out.  We hope in the use of this feature to create a greater boosting spirit and 
a lot of jolly good nature.  Look for it each week, it will be entitled, “People of our 
Town.”  If you should put the shoe on, suppress the screams, force a smile when in 
company, bless the editor when in public, curse him in private, and no one will suspect it.

15 April 1921 – Headline:  W. Mackintosh Building Fine Summer Home.  W. Mackintosh 
of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma has purchased a building site in Grandview Addition from 
O.P. Low and is building thereon a beautiful strictly modern seven-room summer home.  
The residence when completed will represent a valuation of about $12,000, and will be 
numbered among the best homes in Estes Park.  Mr. Mackintosh is an architect, and we 
trust that ere long there will be such demands here in Estes Park that he will find it 
profitable to locate here the year round.

15 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Help us make this a better newspaper by 
telephoning us items of interest at #27-J3.

15 April 1921 – Column title:  Colorado News Notes.  By a vote of 29 to 5, the Senate 
passed House Bill No. 89 on third and final reading, thereby assuring a state hospital and 
medical school for Colorado…The Kersey Drug Store was robbed of $2000 worth of 
high-grade merchandise by thieves who used an automobile to carry the loot.  There is no 
clue to the thieves…The trial of Rienzi Dickens, charged with the murder of his aged 
father, William H. Dickens, banker of Longmont, on 30 November 1915 [sic], has been 
postponed until September 1921…The preliminary report issued by the census bureau of 
the State Immigration Department for the Colorado Year Book shows that the total area 
of irrigated land in 1919 was 3,348,385 acres, as compared to 2,792,032 acres in 1909.  
This is a gain of 19.9%…A Bohemian metal miner who is known as Thomas Adams was 



shot and fatally wounded by Walter E. Behr, superintendent of the electric power station, 
Idaho Springs, while he was trying to kill town marshal William Ives with a long knife…
The Fort Collins American Legion has started a movement to have set aside a tract of 
forest land near Estes Park for a playground for ex-servicemen of the state and elsewhere.  
A site also is asked for an institution for ex-servicemen who are suffering from 
tuberculosis…The city of Denver formally withdrew its suit against the highway 
commission, which aroused a storm of protest from throughout the state, when city 
attorney James A. Marsh appeared in person before Judge C.J.  Morley of the district 
court in Denver…With four business buildings now under way in the heart of the 
business section of Grand Junction, about ten new buildings in course of erection, and 
many more planned for early starting, the building boom is taking form rapidly.  There is 
a bitter battle on against “rent hogs”…The Holly Sugar Corporation, operating a factory 
in Swink, has just issued checks aggregating $125,000 to farmers, the amount of the 
bonus of $1 a ton promised last year.  Contracts for this year are coming in rapidly, with 
every promise of the usual large acreage, contrary to recent reports that the factory would 
not operate this year…The residents of Ophir and Ophir Loop have drawn a petition 
asking the state highway to aid them in building a road between Ophir and Silverton.  
The proposed road would follow the old wagon road in many places, and the expense of 
the road will be comparatively small.  It is the plan to have the Ophir road to join the 
Silverton-Durango highway at Hoffman Park…Ole Hansen, 67, a resident of Jefferson 
County for nearly 40 years, whose home was two miles east of Golden, was gored to 
death by a bull on a neighboring ranch, while attempting to save the life of a woman.  
Hansen was working in the field when Mrs. Burgand, mother-in-law of Steve Rogers, 
who owns the bull, shouted for Hansen to come to her assistance…Congressmen Taylor 
and Vaile of Colorado, and 36 other congressmen, are home for a trip to Panama.  While 
there, they were special guests of American officials of the canal zone, and attended a 
reception given by President Porras of the Republic of Panama.  En route home, they 
stopped at Jamaica, and also touched at Cuba, where they visited the Atlantic fleet…
Gamblers and bootleggers are responsible, it is believed, for the murder of marshal Jack 
Lindamood at Fountain, Colorado, when it was at first thought the sensation crime had 
been committed by a gang of bank robbers, in an attempt to rob the First National Bank at  
that place…With assurance of approximately a $20,000 allotment by the federal 
biological survey for the Colorado district the coming fiscal year, coupled with the 
$12,500 annual appropriation by the state legislature, L.B. Crawford, chief predatory 
animal inspector, has announced he will start an immediate campaign for the 
extermination of the mountain lions and the gray wolves in Colorado…The Stevens-Barr 
Lumber Company at Frazier, Colorado, suffered a $50,000 loss from a fire which broke 
out in the planing mill of the plant.  The planing mill and 30,000 feet of lumber were 
completely destroyed.  The other buildings of the company were saved from loss by the 
prompt arrival of firefighters and equipment on a special engine dispatched from 
Tabernash.  The cause of the fire is unknown…Nitroglycerin and crowbars opened the 
vault of the Bennett State Bank at Bennett, Colorado, for a robber gang, but nothing of 
value was taken.  It is believed the robbers were frightened away.  The safe, containing in 



the neighborhood of $50,000, was not disturbed.  The attempted robbery was discovered 
by cashier C.R. Campbell.  A screen taken from one of the bank windows was found in 
the railroad yards.  It is believed the attempted robbery was the work of the same gang 
that tried to rob the Strasburg Bank a month ago…More than three miles of gravel 
surface road will be built between Hayden and Craig, Colorado, if a project statement 
submitted by the state highway commission to the federal public roads bureau meets with 
the approval of J.S. Bright, district engineer.  The cost is estimated at $49,976, of which 
the government is asked to pay one-half…Three prisoners who escaped from the Larimer 
County road camp in Poudre Canyon were captured within four miles of the camp from 
which they escaped, after wandering through the hills for three days.  The men were 
found by two cowboys, and said they believed they were at least 100 miles from the 
camp.  All were exhausted by hunger and fatigue…The business optimism and faith of 
Denver’s automobile dealers has been justified.  The annual Denver Automobile Show at 
the municipal auditorium fulfilled all expectations of the enterprising men who arranged 
it.  Excellent attendances were reported…An attempted robbery of the Rio Grande ticket 
office at Salida was thwarted by the quick action of Harold R. Strayer, night ticket 
agent…The State Teachers College and Dr. J.G. Crabbe, its president, are confronted with 
claims totaling $13,000 as the sequel of an accident, in which a car owned by the college 
and used by Dr. Crabbe was involved, which resulted in the death of one person and 
injury to two others, in Denver on 18 March 1921.  A touring car owned by the college 
and used by the president started from its parking place near the state office building in 
Denver, and, rolling down the hill, plunged into pedestrians at Broadway and Colfax 
Avenue.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W, Estes 
Park, Colorado.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage, 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop.

15 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  [Fanciful illustration of an Exide battery recast as a tall 
building in a city skyline, with eight automobiles of different makes and models at its 



base, hooked to it by individual cables which join about mid-height and extend as two 
cables to its top.]  Announcement.  We have been appointed authorized dealers for the 
renowned Exide batteries.  Let us tell you about the Exide.  Let us show you how no 
other battery is like it in construction, performance, and durability, and why it will deliver 
day-in and day-out efficient service.  Regardless of the make or model of your car, we 
have an Exide that is exactly suited to its needs.  Osborn Garage, telephone #17-R2.  
Goodyear tires and tubes.  Storage and repairing.  Exide batteries authorized dealer [in a 
square logo].

15 April 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  President Harding’s international policy 
is becoming better defined day by day, and the world is fast learning the attitude of his 
administration in foreign matters.  There were several important developments during the 
past week, taking the form of notes to other powers.  Foremost of these was the message 
which Secretary of State Hughes sent to Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan, 
concerning mandates.  It followed up the course adopted by Secretary Colby just before 
Mr. Wilson went out of office, but was stronger in argument and more pointed in 
suggestion than the note of Mr. Hughes’ predecessor.  In effect, Secretary Hughes’ note 
says that the United States holds that the disposition, without its consent, of any of the 
territories ceded to the allied and associated powers by the central powers is invalid, and 
in particular, it suggests that the approval by the council of the League of Nations of the 
award to Japan of the mandate for Yap and the other North Pacific islands should be 
reconsidered.  This in view of the fact that, a month before that action by the council, the 
United States called the attention of the powers to its understanding that Yap was to be 
internationalized as a cable station, and not given to Japan.  Secretary Hughes states flatly 
that the right to dispose of the overseas possessions of Germany, acquired through the 
victory of the allied and associated powers, is shared by the United States, and that there 
can be no valid or effective disposition of those possessions without the assent of the 
United States.  This, of course, applies not only to North Pacific islands, but also to 
Palestine, Mesopotamia, and the German colonies in Africa and Australasia.  It is 
believed in London, England, that Great Britain will give to Japan advice that will 
amount to a command to yield to America’s claims in the matter of Yap, and to consent to 
reopen the case in the interest of world peace and justice.  The British government is 
influenced both by the desire for the friendship of America, and by pressure from the 
dominions, which are strongly opposed to Japanese domination of the Pacific…Another 
note from Secretary Hughes, of vast importance, was sent to Germany in reply to requests 
from Berlin, Germany, for a statement of the administration’s attitude in the mater or 
reparations.  This document dashed the hopes of the Germans that the refusal of America 
to ratify the Treaty of Versailles mean an endorsement of their efforts to escape 
punishment.  They were informed that “this government stands with the governments of 
the allies in holding Germany responsible for the war, and therefore, morally bound to 
make reparation, so far as may be possible.”  The only consolation for the Germans in the 
note was the expressed hope that reopened negotiations “may lead to a prompt settlement 
which will at the same time satisfy the just claims of the allies, and permit Germany 



hopefully to renew its productive activities.”  The German note suggested that the only 
solution of the reparations problem is an international loan.  In favor of which, the allied 
and associated powers would waive the general mortgage on German assets created by 
the Treaty of Versailles.  It also invited the examination by unbiased experts of 
Germany’s ability to make payments.  On these propositions, the American reply made 
no comment…The visit to Washington, D.C., of M. Viviani, and the need of a program 
for the consideration of Congress in the extra session, have brought out the 
administration’s plans for ending the state of war, and for dealing with the question of 
world peace.  These plans, according to authoritative information, may be thus 
summarized:  1. Complete rejection of the Versailles peace treaty, including the league 
covenants.  2. Adoption of the Knox resolution declaring peace.  3. Negotiation of a 
separate treaty with Germany, settling damage claims and other questions growing out of 
the war.  4. Declaration in the Knox resolution of American intention to cooperate with 
our chief co-belligerents for mutual defense if the peace of Europe should be threatened 
by any power or combination of powers.  5. Adoption of a separate resolution declaring 
that the United States stands with the allied powers in holding Germany responsible for 
the war, and bound to make reparation to the full extent of its ability.  6. Negotiation with 
Great Britain and Japan of an agreement for the reduction of naval armaments.  7. 
Submission to the other powers of suggestions as to the association of nations for the 
promotions of world peace, which the United States would be willing to join in 
conformity with its traditional policy of non-entanglement in the affairs of Europe, and of 
preservation of independence of action.  It was stated that the Knox resolution would be 
introduced in the Senate immediately upon the convening of Congress, after being 
amended by the addition of a section declaring that the United States stands ready to fight  
whenever in the judgment of this government the civilization of the world is imperiled.  
This promised cooperation in the preservation of peace is an important part of President 
Harding’s program for ultimately abolishing war.  There is reason to believe that M. 
Viviani is well satisfied with the plans of the administration, and that France will be as 
satisfied when he has explained them to his countrymen.  The satisfaction of the other 
allied powers is problematical…Charles of Hapsburg, having marched up the hill, 
marched down again.  He had a week’s outing in Hungary, got a bad cold, and returned to 
his exile in Switzerland.  He never had the ghost of a chance to regain the Hungarian 
throne, for both the ententes – big and little – declared flatly against him, and the military 
support which he claimed did not materialize.  Before leaving Steinamanger, Charles 
stated that he was abandoning his attempt only temporarily, and that he still maintained 
his right to the throne, and the right of his son Otto to inherit it.  Charles’ adventure was 
watched with intense interest by the supporters of other ousted rulers, and it is said it 
gave rise to several schemes for the restoration of William Hohenzollern and his son, or 
at least their removal from Holland, but it is extremely unlikely that any such plans will 
be put into execution…With all her coal miners on strike, and the other members of the 
“triple alliance”, the transport workers and railway men, ready to aid the miners in every 
way, Great Britain at this writing is facing one of the greatest crises in her history.  The 
coal industry already is absolutely paralyzed, and many of the mines are being ruined by 



water.  Numerous industrial plants that depend on coal have closed down, and others are 
preparing to quit.  Is some compromise is not arranged, and the transport and rail workers 
go on strike, industrial disaster such as the country never has known must result.  The 
government does not seek to minimize the threat of peril, and Premier Lloyd George and 
his colleagues have been seeking to avert it by every means consistent with the policies 
of the government.  Their failure, if they do fail, probably will mean their own downfall.  
In anticipation of violence – which already has broken out in Scotland and South Wales – 
troops have been distributed in various parts of the country, and others have been recalled 
from Ireland, and are being brought even from the Near East.  Warships have been 
stationed in several important ports.  At the close of the week, there was still hope that 
negotiations between the miners and mine owners would be reopened, with the 
government acting as mediator…Prospects for peace in Ireland have fizzled again.  
Hostilities on the island continue undiminished, and the crown forces have been 
subjected to a number of strong attacks by the “republican” fighters.  The government 
made a rather bald attempt to conciliate the Irish Catholics by the appointment of Lord 
Edmund Talbot to succeed Viscount French as viceroy of Ireland.  He is the leading 
Roman Catholic of England.  The Sinn Feiners did not “fall” for this very well, an official 
statement issued by them saying Talbot had been appointed because the government 
hoped to turn his name and religion to successful propagandist use in foreign countries, 
and create disunion among Irish Catholics.  The statement added, “The actual effect of 
this appointment among Irish Catholics will be repulsion at the thought of a Catholic 
acting as the agent of tyranny.”…The reports of the defeat of the Greeks by the Turkish 
Nationalists at Eski-Shehr was confirmed, but the extent of the disaster is not known, 
neither side having issued a detailed statement.  The Greeks retreated to the Brusa front, 
where they awaited reinforcements.  These, however, are not easy to obtain, for when 
King Constantine called two new classes to the colors, less than 50% of the reservists 
enrolled.  There is a rumor, indeed, that the failure of the offensive in Asia Minor may 
result in the expulsion of Constantine, and the restoration of Venizelos to power.  The 
former premier left Paris, France, suddenly and secretly, and it was said he had gone to 
the Riviera preparatory to a dash across Italy to Greece, in case an uprising against the 
king’s war policy occurs.  He believes he can count on the support of the English, French, 
and Italians if he returns to Greece.  The Greek royal family, it seems, is going to make 
sure of the Leeds millions.  The former Mrs. Leeds, now Anastasia, the “Dollar Princess”, 
who married Christopher, the king’s brother, has the use of her former husband’s vast 
estate during her life, but at her death it all goes to her son William, or his heirs.  Just 
now, she is seriously ill, and young William, summoned to Athens, Greece, promptly 
proposed marriage to Princess Xenia, niece of Constantine, and as promptly was 
accepted…Charles G. Dawes and his commission have concluded their inquiry into the 
matter of relief for disabled servicemen, and their report has been submitted to President 
Harding.  The three major recommendations which the commission makes are as follows:  
One centralized government authority with complete charge of all federal agencies for 
soldier relief, a decentralization of administration service to carry federal aid as near as 
possible to the home of the soldiers in all parts of the country, and a request to Congress 



for additional appropriations for hospitals, and for a permanent building program…
Attorney General Daughtery has issued what he calls “a modest but emphatic warning” to 
business to keep straight, declaring that the Department of Justice will countenance no 
violations of the law.  He pointed out that while the profiteering sections of the Lever Act 
had been declared unconstitutional, the department could still proceed under the Sherman 
Antitrust Law.  Illegal practices in the building material trades, said Mr. Daugherty, will 
be investigated in all parts of the country. 

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  If machines wear out, what of mothers?  If machines 
wear out, what of mothers?  [sic redundancy]  Machines can be replaced, mothers, never.  
Why not let our washing machines do your family washing, and save mother’s strength 
for more important things?  We can obtain new laundry equipment when ours wear out, 
but you can’t fill mother’s place in the home.  Save her by having us take the washing off 
her shoulders.  By gently sousing clothes up and down in warm water, soft as new-fallen 
rain, with suds of mild white soap, we wash your apparel spotlessly clean and preserve 
the fabrics.  Far better than that, our washing process will add years to mother’s life.  
Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.

15 April 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, paid in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 
125 inches or more, 20 cents per single column inch per issue [this would quickly be 
increased to 25 cents].  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign 
contract rate – 25 cents per issue [this would quickly be increase to 35 cents].  Local 
reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  
Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for 
all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of 
thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or 
less, $1.50.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is 
sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  
Application made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 
1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

15 April 1921 – Editorial:  The Estes Park Trail is a reality at last.  Late in February 1921, 
it became apparent that such a venture as this could be made a success.  At that time, 
there were few of the businessmen of Estes Park here, but after interviewing those who 
were here, we were assured the hearty support of every one of them, as is evidenced by 
the appearance of our advertising columns in this issue, and we decided to establish 



ourselves at once, well knowing there could be no doubt of the success of such an 
undertaking if we received the same wholehearted support from those other businessmen 
who were out of Estes Park for the winter.  That we will have their support to the utmost 
has already been demonstrated, although we have been unable as yet to interview all of 
them.  The hearty support, we might more properly say, the hilarious support, we have 
received on every hand has made our coming, brief residence here, and strenuous labors 
in getting ready for publication, days of joy to us.  To say that we appreciate your 
sympathy and support in this undertaking is putting it mildly, and yet we know not words 
that will stronger express our feeling.  We plan to make this the very best newspaper it is 
possible for our ability, plus your continuous support and cooperation, to produce.  It is 
our hope that it shall at all times favorably reflect the wonderful community in which it is 
published, and through its columns many may be led to make the acquaintance of Estes 
Park, and that many others who cannot be here the year round may through its columns 
keep in touch with the activities of Estes Park and its beauties.  We trust each morning as 
we rise and begin our labors of joy, for such the work is to us, that as we gaze upon the 
wonderful, the majestic handiwork of God, we may be given a fresh inspiration that may 
be reflected in a gladsome way.  However, no individual can make by himself a 
successful publication.  Its success depends also on the readers and advertisers.  There 
isn’t an individual in Estes Park but that can assist us in making this the newspaper we all 
would have it be by calling and imparting to us bits of information that come your way.  
True, a successful editor has a “nose for news”, but aforesaid nose is not infallible, nor 
ever present, hence we must depend largely on you for assistance in making up the 
newspaper’s news columns.  Do not get the mistaken idea that you are unduly pushing 
yourself forward by telling us what you are doing, or what your plans may be to make 
this a better and more attractive community in which to live.  The policy of the 
newspaper shall be fairness and justice to all, favoritism toward none.  We trust that this 
meets with the hearty approval of all.  If there are community differences, we beg that 
you will not expect us to mix in them.  Every community has them, and no newspaper 
has yet benefited matters by publicly mixing in them, except when they become moral 
matters.  We are here to present to the world the attractive features of the community.  We 
shall at all times try to grant the other fellow respect for his opinions, and ask for 
ourselves the same great American right.  We trust that we shall be able to respect and 
love you each, and look for that which is manly and noble in you each, forgetting those 
things which are in us all, commonly known as human limitations.

15 April 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Cartoon illustration of well-dressed 
man striding confidently, wearing a Panama hat and smoking a cigar.  He has a bushy 
moustache and bushy eyebrows, wears very dark-rimmed spectacles, and sports a polka-
dotted tie.  The artist’s name, Charles Sughroe, appears in the upper left corner.]  The 
booster is the town’s most useful citizen, because he unselfishly supports every 
movement to better the town, and make it a better place to live.  Everyone answering the 
above description is a bona fide booster.  For the number of boosters in our town, see the 
last census report.



15 April 1921 – Poem and byline:  The Trail by Mrs. Arthur. B. Harris.  It was a morn in 
early spring,/When, as the birds began to sing,/I sprang up from my cozy bed/And tapped 
my sister on the head./“Awake,” I cried, “the morn is clear,/Why should we linger longer 
here?/Arise and take a hike with me.”/“I will,” she cried with joy and glee./Soon on the 
mountain trail were we./Our hearts beat light and merrily./For all about us grew the 
pines./They bordered the trail in stately lines./And silver spruces, tall and blue;/Queen of 
the forest surely are you./Old pine is King, but you are Queen./More stately grace is 
rarely seen./As up the mountain path we strove,/We came upon a quaking-asp grove./The 
leaves were just beginning to spread/Their brilliant canopy overhead./Their tall white 
trunks gleamed in the light/Like specters on a starry night./And all the while the leaves 
would shake/As though in joy at their awake./As through this grove, we wandered slow,/
We heard a murmur deep and low./It seemed to issue from a spot/Deep wooded, low, and 
filled with rock./We hastened quickly to the place/Where branches closely interlaced,/
And here a crystal spring we spied,/’Neath rock and moss it seemed to hide./It laughed 
with glee, as from its source/It quickly bounded down its course./It sprang o’er rocks, 
dashed down the slope/And sped away with joy and hope./The spray dashed high as on it 
flew, And quickly ran toward the ocean blue./How eager are we, when life is new./To 
leave our homes for the ocean blue;/But life is hard, the rocks are steep,/And only God 
can guide our feet./We clambered on up the rocky slope,/And every rise we climbed with 
hope;/But ever as we reached the place/Another stared us in the face./But after many a 
weary drop,/We finally reached the mountain top;/And when at last we reached our goal,/
We saw a sight that stirred the soul./The mountains rose on every hand,/And seemed to 
cover all the land./The highest peaks gleamed white with snow,/Far up above where the 
pine trees grow./The lower hills were green with trees,/Which billowed in the gentle 
breeze./And far below us gleamed a lake,/A gem of nature’s rarest make./Enormous rocks 
rose all about,/As though to keep the curious out./This spot by nature held most dear/
Could but to worthy eyes appear./We gazed in awe upon this scene,/Until we seemed to 
catch a gleam/Of what His love for us must be,/Who made the earth, the sky, the sea.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business], telephone #15.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round, best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable, telephone #26.



15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service [a block 5 
business].  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Goodrich tires and 
tubes, automobile accessories.  Gasoline and oils, storage and repairing.  Curing motor 
ills our specialty.  Telephone #184, George Johnson, proprietor.

15 April 1921 – Column title:  The World in Paragraphs.  “Go to it,” smilingly exclaimed 
Postmaster General Hays after Dr. Hubert Work of Pueblo had taken the oath of office, 
and prepared to assume his duties as first assistant postmaster general.  Dr. Work 
preferred that the taking of oath be just an incident, but the postmaster general called in 
several department heads as witnesses, and made a ceremony of the induction into 
office…Secretary Mellon has announced the reappointment of Colonel R.G. Cholmely-
Jones of New York as director of the bureau of war risk insurance, who re-entered upon 
the duties of his office at once.  He was returned to the department at the request of the 
secretary to assist in carrying out the recommendations of the special committee 
appointment by the President, of which General Charles G. Dawes was chairman…Need 
for increased facilities in handling mail in the larger cities is apparent, Postmaster 
General Hays has announced, adding that whether these would be obtained by renting or 
buying additional property remained undetermined…Agreement with a German 
syndicate whereby certain American potash importers will obtain a rebate in potash equal 
to 45% of their purchases has been announced by the Department of Commerce.  The 
agreement, department officials explained, means delivery of more than $2,000,000 
worth of additional potash to those American importers who bought German potash 
during the war…Railroads suffered a deficit in February 1921 of $7,205,000, while 106 
out of 200 reporting to the Interstate Commerce Commission failed to earn expenses, and 
taxes, as against a deficit of $1,167,800 for January 1921, with 109 out of 202 failing to 
make expenses, according to tabulations made public by the Association of Railway 
Executives.  Of the 106 roads reported as failing to make expenses, 46 were in eastern, 16 
in southern, and 44 in western districts…Special safeguards around shipment of currency, 
worked out during the “crime wave” by a committee of two inspectors and one 
representative of the post office department, are in effect, it was announced at a 
conference in Washington, D.C., between Postmaster General Hays and postmasters from 
11 of the larger cities.  Inspectors working under the post office department, and in 
addition to the regular force, are charged with the safety of all cash shipments, it was 
said, and generally the plans was proved a success…In a 22-inning game, the longest in 
organized baseball so far this season, Seattle, Washington, defeated Los Angeles, 
California, 12 to 8, in the first game of a scheduled double-header at Los Angeles, 
California.  The second game was postponed because of darkness…The Western 
Macaroni Manufacturing Company at Salt Lake City, Utah, was practically destroyed 
when fire of unknown origin, which is believed to have developed in the basement of the 



building while the factory caretaker was at lunch, did damage estimated at $150,000…
After holding John West, alias Edward Roberts, in jail as a suspect, Lincoln, Nebraska, 
police released him, only to receive notice form Joliet, Illinois, that he was wanted for 
violating a parole granted by the Illinois penitentiary authorities.  Advices from Joliet, 
Illinois, said West had served two terms in San Quentin prison…Walter Lips, formerly 
Los Angeles, California, fire chief, and later for several years a Los Angeles County 
deputy sheriff, denied that he had confessed having solicited and accepted a bribe of 
$12,000 from Joe Furay, alleged swindler now in jail in Texas, as the district attorney and 
the latter’s chief deputy stated he had done…The Assembly of the California Legislature 
has voted to submit proposed prohibition enforcement legislation to a popular 
referendum.  After a bitter fight, and by a majority of one, the legislators amended a bill 
which would adopt the Volstead Ace entire as a state law so that, if finally passed, it must 
be confirmed by the people at the next general election before it becomes effective…
Unanimous approval was given the cooperative wool marketing plan of the committee 
named by the Utah Senate Farm Bureau and the Utah Wool Growers’ Association at a 
meeting of sheepmen of the state held in Salt Lake City, Utah, and the committee of 
seven was instructed to proceed at once to the execution of the plan which will probably 
result in the pooling of upwards of 5,000,000 pounds of Utah’s 1921 clip…Fire which 
swept the Asakusa district of Tokyo, Japan, destroyed 1600 buildings and rendered a total 
of 5000 homeless, a survey of the fire zone showed.  The fire was the biggest in Japan 
since 1913…Greeks express confidence that they can yet beat the Turks in Asia Minor, 
notwithstanding the serious Greek losses before Eski-Shehr.  Reinforcements are being 
sent.  King Constantine is said to be anxious to go to the front, but opinion as to this is 
divided, particularly as his health is not of the best…Former Empress Augusta Victoria of 
Germany died in Doorn, Holland.  Born 22 October 1858 at Dolzig, Augusta Victoria was 
the oldest daughter of Grand Duke Frederick of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-
Augustenburg, and ranked as a princess of Schleswig-Holstein.  Her early childhood was 
spent at Kiel.  She married to the then Prince William of Prussia on 27 February 1881.  
They had six sons and one daughter…Former Emperor Charles [of Hapsburg, who 
attempted to regain the throne of Hungary] is homeless.  He has been notified that he may  
remain in Switzerland only long enough to arrange asylum elsewhere.  It is believed he 
will go to Spain.  Carl was met in Lucerne, Switzerland, by the former Empress Zita.  Her 
welcome was warm, although attendants declared she was greatly disappointed that her 
husband’s venture had not gained him the throne…The conflict between the Croats and 
Italians around Carnizza, in the Pola area, which had its inception in an attack by Croats 
on Italian Fascisti, continues serious, and is becoming worse near the coal mines, which 
have been occupied by Croat workmen for several weeks.  The anti-Italian propagandist, 
Cilega, is declared to be encouraging the peasants to believe Istria is about to pass from 
Italian sovereignty to that of the Jugo-Slavia…Voicing the opinion of the Danish trading 
community of Copenhagen, Denmark, the Politiken suggests that King Christian combine 
his visit next June to Iceland and Greenland with a visit of state to President Harding in 
Washington, D.C.  The suggestion is that the king pay this visit to thank the United states 
as the first nation to recognize Danish sovereignty over Greenland, and for the 



introduction by the representatives of the principle of self-determination into the peace 
treaty…Convicted of murder at Covington, Georgia, in connection with the Jasper 
County peonage cases, and sentenced to life imprisonment, John S. Williams, plantation 
owner, has been taken to Atlanta, Georgia, to await in jail action 30 April 1921 on his 
motion for a new trial…Thirty-six of the 45 men tried during the last four weeks in 
federal court at Macon, Georgia, on charges of conspiracy to rob the American Railway 
Express Company of goods valued at more than $1,000,000, were found guilty, and the 
other nine were acquitted…Doubt that the Cherokee Indian nation can properly lay claim 
to 14,000,000 acres of land in Oklahoma and Texas, as was done in a petition filed in the 
United States Supreme Court because it has no official or legal status as a nation, was 
expressed by S.P. Freeling, attorney general of Oklahoma.  He said, however, it might be 
possible for individual descendents of members of the nation to support the petition…The 
United States battleship Connecticut, and the tank steamer S.C. Folger, from Port Arthur, 
Texas, collided off Point Breeze, four miles south of Camden, New Jersey.  The 
“Connecticut” was steaming up the Delaware River, when the tide caused the moorings 
of the “S.C. Folger” to break.  The “Connecticut” was not badly damaged.  SOS calls 
from the “Connecticut” said the “Folger” was in danger of sinking, and aid was rushed at 
once…Eleven miles of railroad trackage has been washed out as a result of cloudbursts 
on the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific lines between Clinton, Oklahoma, and Foss, 
Oklahoma, according to reports at the office of the railway at Fort Worth, Texas.  No loss 
of life has been reported…Applications filed by the New York Central, Denver and Salt 
Lake, Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe, Chicago and Northwestern, and 19 other railroads 
for permission to put into effect temporary wage cuts, retroactive to 1 April 1921, were 
denied in a decision handed down by the United States Railway Labor board…Erwin 
Bergdoll, wealthy Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, draft dodger, must serve the remainder of 
his four years in Leavenworth, Kansas, prison for evading the draft, according to a 
decision handed down by federal judge John C. Pollock at Kansas City.  Judge Pollock 
denied a write of habeas corpus applied for by attorneys for Bergdoll.  The Philadelphian 
contended he had not been technically advised that he was drafted.  Judge Pollock waved 
aside all objections to the manner of notification.  Bergdoll is now in jail at Leavenworth, 
Kansas.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Everyone desires a home in Estes Park eventually – why  
not now?  Lumber prices are down.  This is the time to build.  We shall be glad to serve 
you in any way possible.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone 
#48. 

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms – 
European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  The café with the 



big electric sign [a block 6 property].  The Josephine – European plan.  Rooms with 
private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building [a block 5 property].  The 
Lewiston is now open for business.  Prompt attention to all inquiries.  Telephone #80 or 
#81 for reservations.  Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park, at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, 
consisting of large central building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge 
is up-to-date in every respect, has its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be 
reached from Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver 
via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 
June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all 
communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  
The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

15 April 1921 – Poem:  Clem’s Ford.  Clem Yore had a little Ford./Its paint was black as 
ink,/And everywhere the Clem would go,/It took him in a wink./It carried him to town 
one day,/And while he stopped to talk,/That little Ford just ran away/And left him there to 
walk./But if from this you should conclude,/“That Ford, it loves him not,”/then you are 
much mistaken, for/It loves him such a lot./Whenever Clem has work to do,/He calls 
upon his Ford./It works for him day after day/And doesn’t ask for board./It carries 
groceries from town/Or valley far away,/It even saws his wood for him,/And sings a 
merry lay./Or if our friend is busy/Writing stories by the bale,/It hurries off to post them/
On the early morning mail./O how fine to have a friend/So loyal and so true!/Can you 
wonder at his smile,/Or that he’s never blue?

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurrah for Estes Park!  We wish to thank the people of 
Estes Park, the hotels, and the travelers for their patronage during the past year.  We are 
here to give you the best is merchandise of all kinds at the lowest possible prices, and 
earnestly solicit your patronage during the coming year.  We have just received our spring 
line of Brown Shoe Company Maxine oxfords in dark brown, black, and white canvas.  
For fit, style, wear, and comfort, they can’t be beat.  Come in and see them.  Exclusive 
dealer for Ed V. Price clothes.  Gooch’s Ready to Wear [sic, generally Ready-to-Wear] 
Shop [a block 2 business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

15 April 1921 – Column title:  Local and Personal [which was soon replaced by the local 
news column “Town and Countryside”].  Mrs. Harry Augustus Gooch, mother of Ernest 
C. Gooch, who is well known here, is in Boston, Massachusetts on her way to England 
for a visit which will extend to early October… W.E. Crawford of Loveland has moved 
his family up and connected himself with the Electric Shop Company as electrician…The 
PEO sisterhood, Chapter AV, announce a May party at the Lewiston Saturday evening, 30 
April 1921.  There will be dancing, card playing, and special features of entertainment.  
Admission will be $1, the proceeds to be given to the European Relief Fund.  Everything 
will be done to furnish an enjoyable evening, and it is hoped that their efforts will be 
rewarded by a large attendance.  Good eats… Miss Anna Wolfrom, proprietress of the 



Indian Shop and the Wigwam, is having the storeroom of the Indian Shop enlarged for 
the better accommodation of her stock and the comfort of shoppers…Semi-
advertisement:  Compare our goods and prices with out of town merchandise, and you 
will trade at home.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey…Morton S. Magers of Denver, who some 
weeks ago purchased the Aksarben Hotel, is making extensive improvements on the 
building, and the edict has gone forth that henceforth it shall be known as the Sherwood 
[under managements of Magers and Dawson of Denver, according to 20 May 1921 
article]…G.F. Wiard and family, who have been residents of Estes Park for the past two 
years, moved to Fort Collins Tuesday of last week, where they have traded for a six-acre 
tract on the Lincoln Highway just south of the city, and for other property in the city…
Semi-advertisment:  Every dollar spent at home helps your community – we give full 
values.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey…J.F. Liebman and wife and Augustus Denby Lewis 
motored to Denver Wednesday of last week, remaining several days…Semi-
advertisement:  The Civic Committee of the Woman’s Club will hold a home bake and 
canned fruit sale at the Estes Park Drug Store Saturday afternoon, 23 April 1921, at 2:30 
p.m…Elmer Turner, teacher of manual training in the Fort Collins high school, and 
sisters Clara and Dorothy of Greeley, the former a teacher in the Greeley public schools, 
were in Estes Park making arrangements for the erection of a cottage on their property in 
Glen Haven at the head of Devils Gulch as soon as school is out in the spring…The 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company has been making some improvements in 
their office…Semi-advertisement:  Bon-Ton corsets at Godfrey’s. 

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Pioneer of Estes Park Passes to Home Beyond.  The entire 
community was saddened by the sudden death of Mrs. Flora Manford on Monday, 4 April 
1921, at the hospital in Longmont where she had gone for an operation for cancer.  [This 
is one of two times the word “cancer” appears in the 40 issues of the 1921 Estes Park 
Trail.]  Mrs. Manford had been operated on several days previously, and was supposed to 
be on the road to recovery, when death came as she was sitting in her wheelchair on the 
porch at the hospital.  Mrs. Manford was born in the state of Ohio 56 years ago, and 
moved with her parents at an early ago to Denver, where a brother still resides.  She later 
lived in Berthoud, then Loveland, coming to Estes Park 26 years ago, where she was 
married to Mr. John Manford.  Mr. Manford was builder of the Manford Hotel, now 
known as the Hupp, and since disposing of his interests in the hotel [in 1908], of several 
cottages.  Funeral services were held in Loveland Friday [assume 8 April 1921], Rev. 
Montgomery officiating, and were attended by many from Estes Park.  Burial took place 
in Loveland cemetery.  The passing of this much loved and highly respected pioneer of 
Estes Park is much regretted by the many who knew her, and all join in extending to the 
bereaved ones who survive her the heartfelt sympathy of the entire community.

15 April 1921 – Subscribers notice:  Because of the heavy snow, the extra duties caused 
thereby, the loss of telephone service, and the disablement of the power plant for three 
days prevented our getting the paper out on Friday, we appear three days late.  We are 
compelled to leave out much news and print eight pages instead of twelve.



15 April 1921 – Column title:  Social Events.  The Estes Park Post of the American 
Legion held a banquet for the members of the American Legion and ex-servicemen at the 
National Park Hotel last Friday evening, at which 29 were present.  Mr. Robert Lindley 
presided as Toastmaster, and he found a very ready response on the part of the members, 
and several interesting talks were made.  An excellent three-course dinner was served, 
and the members were very enthusiastic in their praise of the entire occasion…One of the 
most pleasing events in the history of the local Odd Fellows Lodge was staged last 
Thursday evening when a class of six men were initiated into the mysteries of the Odd 
Fellowship.  The initiatory work was put on under the direction of Mr. Albert Hayden, 
and the candidates as well as the members of the lodge expressed great appreciation of 
the splendid work.  Those receiving the degree were Rev. B.C. Montgomery, William 
Manning, Richard Pocher, E.D. McDaniels, J.G. Francis [this is Joe Francis, F.J. Francis’ 
son], and D.H. Byrd.  After the work, and excellent lunch was served, which was enjoyed 
by all the members present, but especially by John Frank Grubb and Arthur K. Holmes 
[perhaps an inside joke].

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Music and Study Club.  The Estes Park Music and 
Study Club will meet at the residence of Mrs. Clem Yore on Thursday, 21 April 1921 at 
2:00 p.m.  Papers of two grand operas – “Les Countes d’Hoffman” by Jacques 
Offenbach, to be read by Mrs. W.R. Thompson, “Lohengrin” by Richard Wagner, read by 
Mrs. Frank Service, and a discussion on classical music, led by Miss Lois Griffith, will 
be the subjects for the afternoon.  Selections from the above operas, written for piano, 
together with compositions by classical and modern writers will be given by Mrs. Service 
and Miss Griffith.  A review of Sinclair Lewis’ “Main Street” will be generally discussed.  
On 14 May 1921, the club will present Miss Esther Essig of Loveland in a musical 
program at the church.  Miss Essig is the possessor of a pure and beautiful lyric soprano 
voice.  At present, she is doing concert work on the Redpath Chautauqua and Lyceum 
circuit, resting at her home for the new season soon to begin.  She is a graduate of 
Chicago Musical College, and is meeting with phenomenal success.  Full particular will 
be given a little later with respect to her appearance in Estes Park.

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees of the 
town of Estes Park, held Monday, 11 April 1921.  George W. Johnson $141.07.  George 
W. Johnson $1,029.75 [likely for the bridge improvement work].  Samuel Service $55.94.  
Stanley Power Department $33.75.  Elmer D. Lindley $46.45.  Estes Park Trail $19.50 
[the fact that the Estes Park Trail was already being paid prior to publishing its first issue 
indicates it was set up to do printing work prior to 15 April 1921].  Estes Park Bank 
$6.69.  Charles F. Hix, clerk.

15 April 1921 – Annual report of town treasurer of Estes Park, Colorado.  Fiscal year, 
April 1920.  Receipts:  Balance on hand 1 April 1920 $3,271.82.  Taxes collected from 
Larimer County treasurer $3,968.77.  Collections from licenses, fines, sewer, etc. $861.  



Collections from post office $200 [likely for rent].  Total receipts $8,301.59.  
Disbursements:  Warrants paid as evidenced by warrant register (Nos. 189 to 283 
inclusive) and warrant No. 287.  From the different funds as follows:  Street and alley 
fund $3,349.08.  Sewer fund $477.60.  Contingent fund $1,603.52.  Total $,430.20.  
Interest coupons paid on sewer bonds $327.  Total disbursements $5,757.20.  Cash on 
hand 1 April 1921 $2,544.39.  Total disbursements and cash on hand $8,301.59.  Post 
office fund up to and including 7 April 1920 $194.01.  Rentals paid during the fiscal year 
$200.  Total amount to the credit of post office fund $394.01.  Augustus Denby Lewis, 
treasurer, town of Estes Park, Larimer County, Colorado.  Subscribed and sworn to 9 
April 1921.  Charles F. Hix, notary public.  My commission expires 19 August 1923.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Attention ladies – We expect to have on sale by the time 
this newspaper goes to press the largest and most attractive assortments of piece goods 
ever shown in town.  Included in the line are ginghams, percales, lawns, organdies, 
embroidered silk and cotton voiles, and taffetas.  Also White goods, including Indian 
Head long cloth, lingerie cloth, veils, etc.  Come in and let us show you.  J.E. Macdonald 
[a block 5 business]

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The best vacation home is one of Hayden Brothers’ 
furnished cottages in Estes Park.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Welcome – We welcome to Estes Park this new and 
enterprising newspaper.  We believe in its possibilities for success.  We believe in the 
future of Estes Park, its people, its institutions, and all its enterprises, and we believe that 
this newspaper will be a valuable aid in developing this community.  Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey [a block 5 business]. 

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Town Election Brings out Many Voters.  A spirited contest 
between the Citizen and Taxpayers tickets, in which both parties pledged themselves to 
faithfully care for the best interests of the town as they saw it, resulted in the election of 
the former’s [i.e., the Citizen party’s] candidates.  The Taxpayers had no candidate for 
mayor, their nominee refusing to accept the nomination.  Albert Hayden received 157 
votes for mayor against nine scattering.  The following were elected to serve the town as 
trustees for a term of three years [sic, it was generally for two years]:  James H. Boyd, 
William H. Derby, and Augustus Denby Lewis.  Harry Cornelius Preston was the high 
man on the opposition ticket. 

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Town Widens Bridges.  Contracts were recently let to George 
W. Johnson for the widening of the two bridges over Fall River, and the bridge over the 
Big Thompson River at the lower entrance to the village.  Heretofore, these bridges have 
been of single and double width, and with the immense amount of traffic now entering 
Estes Park during the tourist season, have become far too small.  The bridge over Fall 
River at the upper end of Elkhorn Avenue has been widened to almost the full width of 



the street.  The bridge [over the Fall River] near the picture theatre [Park Theatre on 
Moraine Avenue] has been widened so that it will permit the passing of several vehicles 
at the same time, and the bridge over the Big Thompson River at the lower end of 
Elkhorn Avenue is being widened to double width.  D.F. Lamb drew the plans and 
specifications for the enlargement of the bridges.

15 April 1921 – Headline:  Parke Sells Property and Business [a block 2 business].  
William Tenbrook Parke, who has conducted a novelty shop in the village for a number 
of years, has disposed of his interest to John Bechtel Baird and wife of Denver, who have 
already taken charge, and are now in the midst of a remodeling campaign.  The Bairds 
were formerly to their coming to Colorado residents of Cleveland, Ohio, from where Mr. 
Baird traveled for a number of years as a Burroughs adding machine salesman, and are 
old friends of the Schwartz’s [presumably Julius Foss Schwartz and wife].  On behalf of 
the community, we extend to them the glad hand, and wish them every success.  Mr. 
Parke plans to remain in Estes Park for the time being at least, and spend more of his time 
with Mother Nature now that he is released from business cares.

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company.  
Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also Fort Collins and 
through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, baggage, and United 
States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] 
#20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

15 April 1921 – There have been large crowds in Estes Park the past two Sundays, and 
business was good at the various hotels that are now open.  Somer’s Dainty Shop reports 
the largest crowd Sunday, 3 April 1921 they have ever had in the months of April or May.  
A number of cars bearing Nebraska license tags are already in Estes Park, while several 
have been seen from a dozen other states…The lumber yards of Estes Park report a 
splendid business since the middle of February 1921, and from present indications, there 
will be considerable building this year, especially of summer cottages…Semi-
advertisement:  Special sale on army shoes at Godfrey’s…Sheriff Smith and deputies 
captured two stills last week between Fort Collins and Loveland, and placed under arrest 
George Pepler and Dave Ernst, Russians, on whose premises they were found…Miss 
Stella Gray is having a cottage built on the hill above the Lewiston…The O.V. Webb 
cottage above the schoolhouse, on which construction work was started a few weeks ago, 
is rapidly nearing completion…Semi-advertisement:  Why wear old clothes, when you 
can be measured for a Royal suit right in your home town, and have fit guaranteed, as 
well as pre-war [World War I] prices?  Dugald Floyd Godfrey, Royal dealer…Ed and Carl 
Gooch, proprietors of the Lincoln Highway Garage in Loveland, together with their 
families, visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Gooch.  Mrs. Mulvaney, mother of 
Mrs. Gooch, also accompanied the party.  



15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Drugs.  
Toilet articles, fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #36

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Dodge, Ford, Nash agency.  Savage and Michelin tires 
and tubes.  Automobile supplies, gasoline, oils.  First-class repairing, storage.  Estes Park 
Garage, Harry Cornelius Preston, proprietor

15 April 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery.  We 
can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

15 April 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Want Ads.  Read for profit, use for results.  
If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, want anything, lost anything, 
try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  The results are good, the cost just a trifle, 2 cents per 
word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion.  Minimum charge 25 
cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Position around hotel, restaurant, or on ranch in 
Estes Park.  Steady and willing worker.  Come at once.  J.A. Greer, Jr., 232 Pine Street, 
Fort Collins, Colorado…Wanted – Position by conscientious workman.  R.S.W., room 15, 
Miller Block, Fort Collins, Colorado…Wanted – To purchase cottage near the [YMCA] 
Conference grounds.  Must be priced right.  Address B.V.E., care the Estes Park Trail…
Wanted – To purchase marble slab from old dresses, in good condition.  State size and 
price.  A, care the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Fence posts, in exchange for subscription, 
at the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Garden plowed.  Telephone #27J3 [this is the 
telephone number for the Estes Park Trail shop].  Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale – Cole 8 
car, 7 passenger, in fine shape, two new tires.  A bargain.  803 East 7th Street, Loveland, 
Colorado…Subhead:  Lost.  Lost – Automobile crank between Big Thompson Hotel and 
town.  Finder please leave at Osborn or Preston garage, or telephone #27-J3 [this is the 
telephone number for the Estes Park Trail shop]…Semi-advertisement:  An Estes Park 
Trail want ad will sell that article you no longer need, if it’s worth the price.

15/20 April 1921 – Banner:  Extra Edition – Late wire despatches [sic, if it was spelled 
that way in 1921, it is now spelled “dispatches”].  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain 
National Park)     Volume I, Number 1     Estes Park, Colorado, Wednesday [sic], April 
15, 1921     Price 10 cents  [The weekday provided in the banner, Wednesday, likely 
corresponds to 20 April 1921, because 15 April 1921 was a Friday.]

15/20 April 1921 [dated 15 April 1921, but should probably be dated 20 April 1921, 
because this is a four-page extra almost certainly published the following Wednesday] – 
Headline and dateline:  Disastrous Storm Sweeps over Entire Country (Special wire to 
the Estes Park Trail).  Denver, Colorado, 19 April 1921.  A terrific wind, rain, sleet, and 
snowstorm swept the entire United States Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of last week, 
causing damage the amount of which cannot yet be estimated.  The entire mountain 
districts of the Rocky Mountain states are shut off from the outside world.  No trains have 
as yet attempted to run on the Moffat line, which is completely shut in.  No estimates can 



as yet be made of suffering in the mountain districts, but so far as yet known no deaths 
have occurred in the state.  It is thought the casualty among the cattle herds will run large.  
Hundreds of miles of telephone lines and telegraph lines are down all over the United 
States.  The great transcontinental telephone line has 250 poles down in the vicinity of 
Denver.  Mail, passenger, and freight trains are at a standstill everywhere.  Cyclones and 
tornadoes took a heavy toll of life in many states.  The south suffered heavily from 
terrific winds.  To date, 70 lives have been lost.  Reports from all parts of the country 
indicate that the severity of the storm can hardly be overestimated.  [This article is 
reprinted word-for-word in the 22 April 1921 issue.]

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Hotel Burns During Storm (Special to the 
Estes Park Trail).  Walsenberg, Colorado, 16 April 1921 (delayed).  One of the largest 
hotels of the city burned to the ground while the storm was raging its worst, and forced 
the guests to flee in haste from the building to safety.  No lives were lost.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Five Rescued from Starvation (Special to the 
Estes Park Trail).  Colorado Springs, 19 April 1921.  A party of five persons who were 
snowbound on Pikes Peak were rescued from starvation and brought to safety last night.  
None of the party are thought to be in serious condition.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Steel Trust Making Gigantic Effort to Break 
Labor Unions (Special to the Estes Park Trail).  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 19 April 1921.  
The Steel Trust today announced that it would begin the distribution of $10,000,000 
among its worthy employees.  This is to further its effort to break unionism, and establish 
the open shop, the fight for which it is sponsoring.  Labor, on the other hand, asserts it 
was forced to organize, and was shown how by the steel trust, and will confidently stand 
pat in its right to exist.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  United States Will Intervene (Special to the 
Estes Park Trail).  Washington, D.C., 19 April 1921.  It is unofficially stated in well-
informed circles that the United States will intervene in behalf of Panama in the event the 
Central American countries make good their threat to declare war on the new republic.

15/20 April 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Cartoon illustration of a long-
striding, well-dressed, preoccupied man holding a derby hat tightly down on his head 
with both hands.  The sky is pitch black with a full moon out, casting a shadow 
comprised mostly of the gentleman’s right leg.  The cartoonist’s name “Charles Sughroe” 
appears in the upper right corner.]  The Henpecked Husband got tangled up in a long-
winded card game down at the club on his one-evening-a-month off, and is now on his 
way home at midnight for a fierce bawling out by an expert.  His wife expects him to 
work every day supporting her, and to stay home every night entertaining her.  [This 
illustration and text reappears in the 22 April 1921 issue, supplemented with additional 
copy.]



15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  France Sends Ultimatum to Germany (Special 
to the Estes Park Trail).  Paris, France, 19 April 1921.  France today issued an ultimatum 
to the German government demanding that the sum due it as reparations be deposited in 
French banks not later than 1 May 1921, with the alternative that in the event of her 
failure to do so to the last mark, hostilities would begin at once.  Warlike preparations are 
much in evidence everywhere, and several classes of reserves are to be called to the 
colors.  France feels she has been trifled with long enough, and will cease further 
diplomatic efforts.   
  
15/20 April 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Has Four Feet of Snow.  Beginning Thursday 
afternoon, 14 April 1921, the heaviest snowstorm since [December] 1913 began falling in 
Estes Park, continuing until Friday evening, when four feet of snow had fallen.  The first 
two feet of snow was extremely wet and heavy, and it was feared that if it should 
continue much longer, much damage to buildings would result.  Thursday evening about 
9:00 p.m., some poles went down on the power line, and Estes Park was pitched into utter 
darkness.  The damage was repaired and current again turned on about 1:30 p.m. Sunday 
afternoon.  The telephone system in Estes Park was practically paralyzed.  In the Big 
Thompson Canyon, two landslides occurred which took out about 18 poles and severed 
communication with the outside world.  The snow in the valley was much lighter than 
here, but was accompanied by a heavy wind.  Traffic in the Big Thompson Canyon has 
been possible up to the Forks Hotel, as nearly all the snow has melted from that point and 
beyond.  In Moraine Park, at the YMCA Conference grounds, and at Lester’s Hotel, the 
snow was about four feet on a level.  At Sprague’s, the snow was 3-1/2 feet deep but 
badly drifted.  At Baldpate Inn, the drifts were eight and nine feet deep.  There has been 
no telephone service to Longs Peak Inn, so that we were unable to ascertain conditions 
there.  But little damage was done in the village, except that the roof of the rubber 
department of the Osborn Garage caved in.  [This article is repeated in the 22 April 1921 
issue, except that the last two sentences are updated.]  

15/20 April 1921 – The Estes Park Trail hopes to ever be on the job to serve its readers, 
and in presenting this little extra, we hand you the latest wire dispatches to be had.  Late 
yesterday, one toll line was put into intermittent service with Denver, and after persistent 
effort on the part of Mrs. Berkley, telephone operator, we were enabled to get in touch 
with the Western Newspaper Union, with the result that you now may know some of the 
more important topics of the day, although communication with the outside world is not 
yet restored fully.  This sheet represents the labors of typesetters while you were sleeping.  
Although the remuneration will not repay us for the effort put forth, we gladly do what 
we can as we are here to serve the community.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Japanese Situation Looking Serious (Special 
to the Estes Park Trail).  Washington, D.C., 19 April 1921.  The question of the 
disposition of the island of Yap grows more serious.  The Japanese government stands pat 



in their claims to the island and do not show any inclination to go further into the matter.  
It is feared unless they show a sudden change of front that the question will soon lead to 
serious difficulties between the Japanese and the United States.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Senator Fall Accuses England of Bad Faith 
(Special to the Estes Park Trail).  Washington, D.C., 19 April 1921.  Senator Fall in a 
letter accuses England of double-crossing the United States in the Mexican oil land 
question.  Senators fall says that while England professes to desire to turn her Mexican 
holdings over to United States interests, she is gobbling up everything in sight, and that 
she is merely using her professed friendliness to further her deep-laid plans for her own 
enrichment.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Labor Strike in England Settled (Special to 
the Estes Park Trail).  London, 19 April 1921.  Premier Lloyd George today won a 
complete victory on behalf of the government in its effort to break the big strike of the 
triple alliance of the labor circles, and today is heralded as the greatest living statesman.  
The railroad men were the first to break away from the alliance, and the others without 
their support were compelled to give in.  The mine owners state that they will increase the 
pay of [best guess, could also be “to” or “for” - this right margin of the article has been 
torn out, and this entire, although short, word is missing] the lower classes of labor, but 
refused to concede all the demands of the miners.

[Note:  The subsequent three pages of this “extra” are essentially either lifted verbatim 
from the initial eight-page issue of the Estes Park Trail dated 15 April 1921, or reprinted 
in the 22 April 1921 issue.]

15/20 April 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trial.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, paid in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 
125 inches or more, 20 cents per single column inch per issue [this would quickly be 
increased to 25 cents].  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign 
contract rate – 25 cents per issue [this would quickly be increase to 35 cents].  Local 
reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  
Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for 
all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of 
thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or 
less, $1.50.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is 
sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  



Application made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 
1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

15/20 April 1921 – Editorial:  The Estes Park Trail is a reality at last.  Late in February 
1921, it became apparent that such a venture as this could be made a success.  At that 
time, there were few of the businessmen of Estes Park here, but after interviewing those 
who were here, we were assured the hearty support of every one of them, as is evidenced 
by the appearance of our advertising columns in this issue, and we decided to establish 
ourselves at once, well knowing there could be no doubt of the success of such an 
undertaking if we received the same wholehearted support from those other businessmen 
who were out of Estes Park for the winter.  That we will have their support to the utmost 
has already been demonstrated, although we have been unable as yet to interview all of 
them.  The hearty support, we might more properly say, the hilarious support, we have 
received on every hand has made our coming, brief residence here, and strenuous labors 
in getting ready for publication, days of joy to us.  To say that we appreciate your 
sympathy and support in this undertaking is putting it mildly, and yet we know not words 
that will stronger express our feeling.  We plan to make this the very best newspaper it is 
possible for our ability, plus your continuous support and cooperation, to produce.  It is 
our hope that it shall at all times favorably reflect the wonderful community in which it is 
published, and through its columns many may be led to make the acquaintance of Estes 
Park, and that many others who cannot be here the year round may through its columns 
keep in touch with the activities of Estes Park and its beauties.  We trust each morning as 
we rise and begin our labors of joy, for such the work is to us, that as we gaze upon the 
wonderful, the majestic handiwork of God, we may be given a fresh inspiration that may 
be reflected in a gladsome way.  However, no individual can make by himself a 
successful publication.  Its success depends also on the readers and advertisers.  There 
isn’t an individual in Estes Park but that can assist us in making this the newspaper we all 
would have it be by calling and imparting to us bits of information that come your way.  
True, a successful editor has a “nose for news”, but aforesaid nose is not infallible, nor 
ever present, hence we must depend largely on you for assistance in making up the 
newspaper’s news columns.  Do not get the mistaken idea that you are unduly pushing 
yourself forward by telling us what you are doing, or what your plans may be to make 
this a better and more attractive community in which to live.  The policy of the 
newspaper shall be fairness and justice to all, favoritism toward none.  We trust that this 
meets with the hearty approval of all.  If there are community differences, we beg that 
you will not expect us to mix in them.  Every community has them, and no newspaper 
has yet benefited matters by publicly mixing in them, except when they become moral 
matters.  We are here to present to the world the attractive features of the community.  We 
shall at all times try to grant the other fellow respect for his opinions, and ask for 
ourselves the same great American right.  We trust that we shall be able to respect and 
love you each, and look for that which is manly and noble in you each, forgetting those 
things which are in us all, commonly known as human limitations.



15/20 April 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Illustration:  Cartoon of well-
dressed, somewhat corpulent man striding confidently, right leg in front of left, wearing a 
Panama hat and smoking a cigar, which trails smoke like a cyclone from the back of his 
neck.  He has a bushy moustache and bushy eyebrows, wears very dark-rimmed 
spectacles, and sports a polka-dotted tie and pinstriped pants.  The artist’s name, Charles 
Sughroe, appears in all caps in the upper left corner.]  The booster is the town’s most 
useful citizen, because he unselfishly supports every movement to better the town, and 
make it a better place to live.  Everyone answering the above description is a bona fide 
booster.  For the number of boosters in our town, see the last census report.

15/20 April 1921 – Poem and byline:  The Trail by Mrs. Arthur. B. Harris.  It was a morn 
in early spring,/When, as the birds began to sing,/I sprang up from my cozy bed/And 
tapped my sister on the head./“Awake,” I cried, “the morn is clear,/Why should we linger 
longer here?/Arise and take a hike with me.”/“I will,” she cried with joy and glee./Soon 
on the mountain trail were we./Our hearts beat light and merrily./For all about us grew 
the pines./They bordered the trail in stately lines./And silver spruces, tall and blue;/Queen 
of the forest surely are you./Old pine is King, but you are Queen./More stately grace is 
rarely seen./As up the mountain path we strove,/We came upon a quaking-asp grove./The 
leaves were just beginning to spread/Their brilliant canopy overhead./Their tall white 
trunks gleamed in the light/Like specters on a starry night./And all the while the leaves 
would shake/As though in joy at their awake./As through this grove, we wandered slow,/
We heard a murmur deep and low./It seemed to issue from a spot/Deep wooded, low, and 
filled with rock./We hastened quickly to the place/Where branches closely interlaced,/
And here a crystal spring we spied,/’Neath rock and moss it seemed to hide./It laughed 
with glee, as from its source/It quickly bounded down its course./It sprang o’er rocks, 
dashed down the slope/And sped away with joy and hope./The spray dashed high as on it 
flew, And quickly ran toward the ocean blue./How eager are we, when life is new./To 
leave our homes for the ocean blue;/But life is hard, the rocks are steep,/And only God 
can guide our feet./We clambered on up the rocky slope,/And every rise we climbed with 
hope;/But ever as we reached the place/Another stared us in the face./But after many a 
weary drop,/We finally reached the mountain top;/And when at last we reached our goal,/
We saw a sight that stirred the soul./The mountains rose on every hand,/And seemed to 
cover all the land./The highest peaks gleamed white with snow,/Far up above where the 
pine trees grow./The lower hills were green with trees,/Which billowed in the gentle 
breeze./And far below us gleamed a lake,/A gem of nature’s rarest make./Enormous rocks 
rose all about,/As though to keep the curious out./This spot by nature held most dear/
Could but to worthy eyes appear./We gazed in awe upon this scene,/Until we seemed to 
catch a gleam/Of what His love for us must be,/Who made the earth, the sky, the sea.

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.



15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business], telephone #15.

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round, 
best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable, telephone #26.

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service [a block 5 business].  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard 
candies, malted milks a specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We 
sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and you will be steady customers.

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Goodrich tires 
and tubes, automobile accessories.  Gasoline and oils, storage and repairing.  Curing 
motor ills our specialty.  Telephone #184.  George Johnson, proprietor.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  United States Supreme Court Says Haywood 
Must Serve Jail Sentence.  Washington, D.C., 18 April 1921.  William D. Haywood and 
79 other Industrial Workers of the World, convicted before federal judge Landis of 
Chicago, Illinois, in 1918 of attempting to obstruct the government’s prosecution of the 
war, must return to prison as a result of the refusal of the Supreme Court to review their 
convictions.  Haywood, a former secretary of the IWW [Industrial Workers of the World], 
and 14 others were sentenced to 20 years each, and fined sums ranging from $20,000 to 
$35,000.  They and others were sent to the federal penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kansas, 
but were released on bail bonds aggregating $500,000 pending the outcome of their 
appeals.  The trials results from a raid on the offices and homes of members of the IWW 
[Industrial Workers of the World] by the Department of Justice on 5 September 1917.  A 
total of 166 men were brought into court on charges of violating the selective service and 
espionage acts, and 97 were convicted.  In appealing to the Supreme Court, the men 
argued that the principal evidence used against them was illegally obtained, in that it was 
seized by federal agents during the raid without search warrants.  Dateline Chicago, 
Illinois.  A request for general amnesty will be the next step in the efforts to save from 
prison William D. Haywood and his associates.  This was announced by Otto 
Christenson, attorney for Haywood.  He said he would attend the meeting to be held at 
Washington, D.C., at which members of the Socialist party intend to request amnesty for 
Eugene V. Debs and other prisoners.  The appeal for amnesty for Haywood, he said, 
would be based on the ground that he is a “political prisoner”.  

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  To Seize Automobiles Carrying Liquor.  New 
York.  Police have been ordered to seize all automobiles which contain liquor, with or 
without the owner’s knowledge.  Warning that the restriction would extend so far as to 
include “confiscation” of an automobile, even though the liquor was on the person of a 



“guest” was issued by deputy police commissioner Leach.  Right to prescribe liquor to 
his patients was denied Dr. Donald McCaskey by Judge E.B. Holmes of the legal staff of 
the federal prohibition commission.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Seating of Kansas Man Protested.  
Washington, D.C.  The seating of Richard E. Bird, as a Republican representative from 
the Eighth Kansas district, was protested on the floor of the House by Representative 
Flood, Democrat of Virginia.  At his own suggestion, Mr. Baird [sic, previously and 
subsequently Bird] stood aside until the other members had been sown.  Mr. Flood 
charged that Mr. Bird’s own sworn statement of campaign expenditures showed that he 
had spent more than $10,000, twice the amount a candidate for representative was 
permitted to expend under the federal corrupt practices act.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Use Wireless in War on Crime.  Chicago, 
Illinois.  Wireless telephones are to be used by the Chicago, Illinois, police in their war 
on crime.  A $12,000 plant is being installed on the roof of the city hall for 
communication with rifle squads, fire boats, fire engine houses, police stations, and patrol 
wagons.  At first, the terminals will have only receiving apparatus.  William G. Keith, 
commissioner of gas and electricity, who proposed the experiment, said that he hoped 
“ultimately to have every policeman equipped with receiving apparatus, which weighs 
only a few ounces.”

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and byline:  Jumps from Brooklyn Bridge.  New York.  
While motion picture cameras clicked on the deck of a tug in the East River, Daniel 
Carone, 27, puffing a cigarette, leaped fro the center of the Brooklyn Bridge, and was 
picked up in the water 133 feet below, unharmed.  It was his second jump, the first being 
made in 1915.  Carone’s friends on the waiting tub saw him strike the water.  He soon 
appeared, and began to swim towards the tug.  He was hauled aboard amid cheers.

15/20 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  U.S. Seizes Japanese Ship.  Jacksonville, 
Florida.  Federal authorities libeled and seized the Japanese ship Erie Maru on the ground 
that the vessel carried liquor, and unlawfully disposed of it while in this port.  Receiving 
a tip that the Japanese would attempt delivery of the liquor, the prohibition agents lay in 
wait.  The small boat from the ship ran up to the dock, within 10 feet of the officers.  
Called upon to surrender, the Japanese began to fight, and opened fire on the officers.

15/20 April 1921 – Advance reports received by the state immigration department from 
various sources indicate that the total acreage in cultivation in Colorado this year will be 
somewhat less than that for 1920, due chiefly to unsatisfactory prices for farm products, 
to difficulty on the part of farmers in obtaining money for financing their operations, to 
uncertainty about prices for farm labor, and to other similar causes.  Preliminary inquiries 
indicate that the acreage devoted to winter wheat is about 90% of that planted in 1919, 
and that there will be some decrease in area devoted to spring wheat.  There is also 



indication of a decrease in acreage of sugar beets and of field beans, and possibly some 
decrease in oats and barely.  Apparently, there will be a slight increase in acreage of 
potatoes, and perhaps a slight increase in acreage of corn and sorghum…A case filled 
with conflicting testimony which appealed to the persons who heard it as humorous in 
many aspects has been ended in Fort Collins by a judgment for $40 in favor of the 
plaintiff by a jury in the district court.  M.T. Harned of Waverly sued his neighbor, 
George Frank, for damage alleged to have been caused to his corn last fall by the latter’s 
hogs.  Under the statute, the damaged fixed by the jury are tripled, because of the 
violation of the statute forbidding the running of stock at large…Frank J. Bartorello, 25 
years old, a farmer living near Ridgeway, was killed instantly in the pool of the Ridgeway 
natatorium.  He dived from a springboard 20 feet above the surface of the pool into seven 
feet of water, and crushed his skull from the impact on the rock floor.  A large crowd of 
bathers were in the pool at the time of the accident.  The body immediately came to the 
surface and floated.  Others bathers went to the victim’s rescue and removed the body 
from the water…Frank W. Smith, 33 years old, better known as “Indian Smith”, an 
eccentric character living on an acre plot in the Poudre river bottoms, two miles 
northwest of Greeley, was shot and instantly killed by Chris Neuswanger, 57 years old, a 
neighboring rancher.  The men had been quarreling for a month over a line fence, and 
Smith had frequently threatened to kill Neuswanger.  After killing Smith, Neuswanger 
telephoned to Sheriff Frank Hall to come and arrest him [see 22 April 1921 issue for 
additional comments on this]…George M. Taylor, receiver for the Cripple Creek short 
line railroad, has announced that the line will not operate during the tourist season of 
1921.  The line operated to a halfway point last summer, but the plan was not a financial 
success…Emphatic denial was made at the offices of the United States Steel corporation 
in New York of published stories that wage reductions of 20%, and cuts in prices of iron 
and steel products were contemplated by the company [but see contradictory article in 
this same issue].  No policy on these questions has been adopted, it was declared…
Married in 1869, separated in 1874, seeking divorce in 1921 is the tragic record of John 
Mentzer’s marriage to Elizabeth F. Mentzer.  The case came up for trial in the superior 
court at Marion, Indiana.

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Everyone desires a home in Estes Park eventually – 
why not now?  Lumber prices are down.  This is the time to build.  We shall be glad to 
serve you in any way possible.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, 
telephone #48.

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the 
way of luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The 
Lewiston Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring 
water, horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and 
Rooms [a block 6 business] – European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala 
carte service.  The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – 



European plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  
The Lewiston is now open for business.  Prompt attention to all inquiries.  Telephone #80 
or #81 for reservations.  Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the 
Rocky Mountain National Park, at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent 
camp, consisting of large central building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The 
lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has its own lighting equipment, and water supply.  
Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from 
Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be 
open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all 
communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  
The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.    

15/20 April 1921 – Headline:  Proprietor of Thorncroft Resort Instantly Killed [a slightly 
different headline is used with this article runs again in the 22 April 1921 issue].  Mr. 
Smith, proprietor of the Thorncroft summer resort, on the Saint Vrain [River or highway] 
about three miles above Lyons [meaning west or northwest of Lyons], was instantly killed 
Monday afternoon.  Mr. Smith was helping to move a boiler, and was under one end of 
the boiler with a 2 x 6 [board] as a lever, when an unusual strain was thrown on the lever.  
Without warning, the lever snapped in the middle, and one end of it struck him directly 
over the heart, killing him instantly.  Mr. Smith has been in charge of Thorncroft for a 
number of years, and is very well known in Estes Park.

15/20 April 1921 – Column title and byline:  Varieties of Courage by Walt Mason.  [A 
mug shot of the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp suit and tie, and 
with a part in his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column, the text wrapped 
around it.]   “Kersmith is an awful coward,” said the retired merchant.  “He hasn’t as 
much spunk as a chipmunk.  This morning, I saw a man half his size twist his nose, and 
he never offered to defend himself.  He trembled all over and was covered with a cold 
sweat.”  “And yet, under other circumstances, Kersmith might show all kinds of 
courage,” said the hotelkeeper.  “It isn’t safe to jump to conclusions about such things.  A 
woman will climb a tree and shriek for the police if she sees a mouse, and if a real peril 
comes along, she’ll exhibit more courage in five minutes than the average man could dig 
up in a hundred years.  There are scores of different kinds of courage in this world, and 
you can’t expect one man to have them all.  A man may tremble and cringe when 
threatened with physical violence, and yet stand up serene and magnificent when the 
assessor comes to the door, and there’s nothing fine than that sort of moral courage.  
There used to be a blacksmith in this town who had a wide reputation as a fire-eater.  He 
wasn’t afraid of anything, people said.  If he heard of a promising bruiser anywhere in the 
countryside, he couldn’t rest until he had mixed things with him.  And he didn’t ask for 
purses or other inducements.  He engaged in combat just because he loved it, and was 
happiest when his nose was knocked to one side, and his eyes were bunged up so that he 
couldn’t see whether he was going or coming.  He acted the hero on several occasions, 
rescuing people from burning buildings, and saving gents who were drowning, and his 



nerve became a byword.  Well, in the fullness of time his teeth went wrong and his head 
swelled up until it looked like a squash.  He bought about a million things at the drug 
store, and they wouldn’t relieve the pain.  The doctor told him he could have his 
sufferings ended in five minutes by going to the dentist’s, but that idea turned him faint.  
At last, he had to go, and the dentist told me he never saw such a doggone coward.  That 
invincible blacksmith just had to be lifted into the operating chair, and as often as he 
could get his breath, he yelled.  The dentist’s chair takes the starch out of many a brave 
man.  I used to have to frequent it a good deal before I brought these hand-made 
tortoiseshell teeth, and I saw some moving sights when I was seated in the waiting room.  
Women would come in there as calm and cool as though they had just stepped in for a 
dish of ice cream.  I have seen a girl graduate sit chatting comfortably until her turn 
came, and then she’d step into the chamber of horrors without turning a hair, and then 
some big policeman, who’d think nothing of fighting a revolver duel in the dark with a 
burglar, would come into the waiting room as limp as a dishrag, sweating ice tea and 
groaning every time he drew a breath.  A man might easily get a lot of false ideas about 
courage in the dentist’s waiting room.  That man Kersmith, who stood and permitted a 
smaller man to twist his nose, has a sort of courage I’d give a lot to own.  I’ve always 
wished I could make public speeches.  I’ve a lot of pent-up eloquence inside of me that 
ought to be turned loose for the edification and instruction of the people.  But every time 
I’m called upon for a few timely remarks, I’m scared stiff, and can’t say a blamed word.  
I just gurgle and splutter like a sunstruck lunatic, and hate myself for three weeks after it.  
But when Kersmith is called, he rises without a tremor, and smiles sweetly upon the 
audience, and goes ahead saying what he has to say as though in his own armchair by the 
fireside.  I’d be willing to have my nose and ears twisted several times to have his 
courage.”

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company 
[a block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins, and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 
baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  
Drugs.  Toilet articles, fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone 
#36.

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Dodge, Ford, Nash agency.  Savage tires and 
Michelin tires and tubes.  Automobile supplies, gasoline, oils.  First-class repairing, 
storage.  Estes Park Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, proprietor.

15/20 April 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery 
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.



15/20 April 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail want ads.  Read for profit – use for 
results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, want anything, lost 
anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  The results are good – the cost just a trifle – 2 
cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion.  Minimum 
charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Position around hotel, restaurant, or on 
ranch in Estes Park.  Steady and willing worker.  Come at once.  J.A. Greer, Jr., 232 Pine 
Street, Fort Collins, Colorado…Wanted – Position by conscientious workman.  R.S.W., 
room 15, Miller Block, Fort Collins, Colorado…Wanted – To purchase cottage near the 
[YMCA] Conference grounds.  Must be priced right.  Address B.V.E., care the Estes Park 
Trail…Wanted – To purchase marble slab from old dresser, in good condition.  State size 
and price.  A, care the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Fence posts, in exchange for 
subscription, at the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Garden plowed.  Telephone #27J3 [this is 
the Estes Park Trail telephone number]…Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Cole 8 car, 
seven-passenger, in fine shape, two new tires.  A bargain.  803 East 7th Street, Loveland, 
Colorado…Subhead:  Lost.  Lost – Automobile crank between Big Thompson Hotel and 
town.  Finder please leave at Osborn Garage [a block 5 business] or Preston Garage.  
Telephone #27-J3 [this is the Estes Park Trail telephone number].

15/20 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  An Estes Park Trail want ad will sell that article 
you no longer need, if it’s worth the price.

22 April 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Volume 
I, Number 2     Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, April 22, 1921     Price 10 cents

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Disastrous Storm Sweeps over Entire Country 
(Special wire to the Estes Park Trail).  Denver, Colorado, 19 April 1921.  A terrific wind, 
rain, sleet, and snowstorm swept the entire United States Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 
of last week, causing damage the amount of which cannot yet be estimated.  The entire 
mountain districts of the Rocky Mountain states are shut off from the outside world.  No 
trains have as yet attempted to run on the Moffat line, which is completely shut in.  No 
estimates can as yet be made of suffering in the mountain districts, but so far as yet 
known no deaths have occurred in the state.  It is thought the casualty among the cattle 
herds will run large.  Hundreds of miles of telephone lines and telegraph lines are down 
all over the United States.  The great transcontinental telephone line has 250 poles down 
in the vicinity of Denver.  Mail, passenger, and freight trains are at a standstill 
everywhere.  Cyclones and tornadoes took a heavy toll of life in many states.  The south 
suffered heavily from terrific winds.  To date, 70 lives have been lost.  Reports from all 
parts of the country indicate that the severity of the storm can hardly be overestimated.  
[This identical article appeared in the 15/20 April 1921 special edition.]    

22 April 1921 – Photographs:  Two gray-bordered, scenic “posed” images placed top to 
bottom without headline or caption, the bottom photograph slightly overlapping the 



border of the top photograph.  The top photograph, 2 inches x 3-1/2 inches, is oriented 
horizontally, and includes five individuals, seated or standing, alongside a lake strewn 
with large boulders, with snow-laden mountains in the background.  The bottom right 
corner is labeled “Below Lake Hiayaha” in all-caps.  The bottom photograph, 2-1/2 
inches by 2 inches, is vertically oriented, and includes two women in light dresses, one of 
gingham material, and large-brimmed hats walking near an aspen grove.  The woman in 
the left foreground is facing the camera, the woman in the right background faces away 
from the camera.  Credit:  Courtesy of Frank W. Byerly.  

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Dr. John Timothy Stone First Outsider to Enter Estes Park.  
Dr. John Timothy Stone, pastor of the Fourth Presbyterian church of Chicago, Illinois, 
and founder of the Rocky Mountain Camp for Boys in the Rocky Mountain National 
Park, arrived Wednesday afternoon in a Hudson Super Six accompanied by a party of 
three.  They started from Denver Tuesday morning, fighting their way through mud and 
snow, and came in on the Lyons road just ahead of the mail trucks.  The road for 13 miles 
out of Denver was strewn with tangles of wire, barbed and telephone, and posts and 
poles.  To Broomfield, the road was in fair condition, but from there on to Longmont they  
were terrible, especially along the detour road between those points, which it was 
necessary for them to travel because of the concrete work being done on the Lincoln 
Highway.  From Longmont on, the roads were very good except for the snow.  They got 
to the springhouse along the Saint Vrain Road Wednesday evening [sic, suggest Tuesday 
evening], coming on to Estes Park the next day, and getting in before 2:00 p.m.  Dr. Stone 
was accompanied by Dr. H.A. Bazell, head of the northern Presbyterians.  They drove on 
to the foot of the hill at the Conference grounds Wednesday evening, from where they 
took snowshoes to the Stone cottage, going on to the boys camp Thursday.  The party will 
return to Denver Saturday.

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Has Four Feet of Snow.  Beginning Thursday 
afternoon, 14 April 1921, the heaviest snowstorm since [December] 1913 began falling in 
Estes Park, continuing until Friday evening, when four feet of snow had fallen.  The first 
two feet of snow was extremely wet and heavy, and it was feared that if it should 
continue much longer, much damage to buildings would result.  Thursday evening about 
9:00 p.m., some poles went down on the power line, and Estes Park was pitched into utter 
darkness.  The damage was repaired and current again turned on about 1:30 p.m. Sunday
afternoon.  The telephone system in Estes Park was practically paralyzed.  In the Big 
Thompson Canyon, two landslides occurred which took out about 18 poles and severed 
communication with the outside world.  The snow in the valley was much lighter than 
here, but was accompanied by a heavy wind.  Traffic in the Big Thompson Canyon has 
been possible up to the Forks Hotel, as nearly all the snow has melted from that point and 
beyond.  In Moraine Park, at the YMCA Conference grounds, and at Lester’s Hotel, the 
snow was about four feet on a level.  At Sprague’s, the snow was 3-1/2 feet deep but 
badly drifted.  At Baldpate Inn, the drifts were eight and nine feet deep.  [From this point 
on, the article is no longer identical to that appearing in the 15/20 April 1921 special 



edition.]  At Longs Peak Inn, there was the same snowfall as in the village, but above 
timberline on Longs Peak there was no snow whatever, as Longs Peak towered above the 
storm.  At the Mill Creek Rangers Station, there was 5-1/2 feet of snow.  At the Y 
conference grounds, the roof of the icehouse was caved in, but the big dining hall roof 
that caved in several years ago suffered no damage.  [There is no mention of the Osborn 
Garage roof collapse in this article, as there was in the 15/20 April 1921 special edition.]  
The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company made strenuous efforts to open the 
Lyons road, with the result that the road was opened to traffic Wednesday afternoon.  The 
entire force of employees worked continuously, beginning immediately after the storm 
and working until the road was cleared.  Many of the businessmen of the village assisted 
in the work of shoveling out the road, among whom Frank Wheelock deserves especial 
mention, as he stayed on the job from start to finish.  Among others that assisted in the 
work were William Tallant, Dugald Floyd Godfrey, Robert Lindley, Sam Buchannan, and 
E.A. Somers.  Others assisted, but we did not get their names – although they each one 
deserve honorable mention.  Manager Berkley [of the telephone company] and force of 
men have been working like troopers, and have established full temporary service 
[whatever this is] through the canyon late Thursday night [assume 21 April 1921], and 
began on the tangle of wires in the village this morning.  They hope to have all lines 
working in three to four days.

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Trail on the Job – Gives Estes Park First Outside 
News since Storm.  The editor of the Estes Park Trail and Dan Griffith worked on the 
telephone line south from the village all Tuesday afternoon, getting several lines in 
working order, including ours, and late that afternoon succeeding in getting connection 
with Denver, with the result that we got the latest wire news.  We then worked all night 
and early Wednesday morning getting out an extra [which was dated 15 April 1921, but 
should have been dated 20 April 1921], containing the first news from the outside world 
Estes Park was able to secure.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Hotel Burns During Storm (Special to the Estes 
Park Trail).  Walsenberg, Colorado, 16 April 1921 (delayed).  One of the largest hotels of 
the city burned to the ground while the storm was raging its worst, and forced the guests 
to flee in haste from the building to safety.  No lives were lost.  [This article also 
appeared in the 15/20 April 1921 Estes Park Trail special edition]

22 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news.  Telephone #27J3.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  France Sends Ultimatum to Germany (Special to 
the Estes Park Trail).  Paris, France, 19 April 1921.  France today issued an ultimatum to 
the German government demanding that the sum due it as reparations be deposited in 
French banks not later than 1 May 1921, with the alternative that in the event of her 
failure to do so to the last mark, hostilities would begin at once.  Warlike preparations are 
much in evidence everywhere, and several classes of reserves are to be called to the 



colors.  France feels she has been trifled with long enough, and will cease further 
diplomatic efforts.  [This article also appeared in the 15/20 April 1921 Estes Park Trail 
special edition]   

22 April 1921 – Column title:  Gleaned from the State.  Only one beet sugar factory of 
the Holly Sugar Corporation system on the western slope will operate during 1921, 
according to present beet acreage, Superintendent W.H. Draper of the Delta factory has 
stated.  He reported that 2000 acres had been signed up in Delta County, and less than 
1500 in Montrose County…Strenuous objection has been made before the Colorado 
Utilities Commission by citizens of the Clear Creek mining district to a proposed 
reduction in passenger service on the Colorado and Southern railroad.  The railroad 
petitioned the commission for permission to reduce passenger service to one train a 
day…A marked revival of mining in the Cripple Creek district has been noted.  What 
mining men consider an event of the month was the reopening of a mine that long had 
been idle.  Other mines have been installing new machinery, and a revival of the mining 
industry is considered by mining interests in the state…A new town site connecting 
Colorado Springs and Manitou has been opened along the southern boundary of the 
Garden of the Gods.  The place is to be known as Lennon Park.  Landscape gardeners 
assert that its scenic boundaries, the Garden of the Gods and Balanced Rock Park, make 
it an ideal site for unique homes.  Electric lights have been installed, and sewers are now 
being laid…Probably the greatest silver strike recorded in the Aspen district since the 
boom days was discovered in the Hope Mine, according to L.A.W. Brown, Aspen banker.  
The strike disclosed a three-inch vein assaying 2100 ounces of silver and a 12-ihc streak 
assaying 1700 ounces.  As a result of the discovery, old trunks and bureau drawers are 
being searched for stock in the Hope Mine, which had been laid away as probably 
valueless.  Excitement is running high, and the once famous camp is taking on new life, 
and business is reviving as the result of the discovery…Denver will celebrate “Music 
Week” from 15 May 1921 to 20 May 1921, and the event is attracting widespread 
interest.  Denver schools, churches, business houses, men and women’s clubs, theaters, 
and all musical organizations of the city will take part in the week’s program.  There will 
be scores of band concerts, special musical programs in churches and theaters, musical 
recitals in homes and schools, and community sings in factories and stores.  Racial units 
of the city will present an All Nation Night Pageant.  Another entertainment will be 
represented by 2000 school children, in addition to programs of interpretive and folk 
dancing.  Every event is to be free to the people of Denver and those visiting the city…
Expenditure of approximately $320,000 is planned in the construction and improvement 
of eight road and trail projects in the national forests of the state during the ensuing year, 
it has been announced by Allen S. Peck, district forester of the United States forest 
service.  Two hundred and fifteen thousand dollars are provided from the federal funds 
under the federal aid road act, officials said.  The balance will be expended by the State 
Highway Commission, cooperating with the various counties of the state.  The road work, 
which will be under the supervision of the United States Bureau of Public Roads, will 
consist in relocation and construction to eliminate excessive grades.  It is proposed to 



expend $180,000 on three projects alone, consisting of Berthoud, Monarch, and 
Independence passes…Charlotte Epping, 4 years old, was burned to death when a small 
chicken coop in the rear yard in Denver in which she was playing caught fire from lighted 
matches in the hands of her 6-year-old brother, Anthony Epping, Jr….John H. Thatcher of 
Pueblo, recently appointed to the Colorado State Fair Commision by Governor Shoup, 
has been elected president.  Sites were chosen for the new $35,000 cattle and horse 
building and the $10,000 poultry building to be erected.  Both will be constructed of 
brick and hollow tile, and located west of the state building, on land recently acquired…
Serious loss to fruit growers is likely to result from a fire which destroyed a Denver and 
Rio Grande [railroad] icehouse in Grand Junction.  The building contained 8000 tons of 
ice, which had been stored for icing cars during the fruit shipping season.  The direct loss 
caused by the fire is estimated at $65,000, of which $25,000 represents the cost of the 
burned building.  The value of the ice, which it is feared has been ruined by the heat, is 
placed at $40,000…The Telluride public and high schools are without a superintendent, 
as a result of the resignation of G.H. Bonner, who had acted as superintendent of the 
Telluride schools.  Mr. Bonner’s resignation came upon request of the three members of 
the school board…H.E. Webster of Denver, engineer of the state highway department, 
and a crew of men are in Alamosa, to begin work on improving the Wolf Creek Pass 
highway.  The state will spend $30,000 on this road during the coming season…
Thousands of visitors from all parts of Colorado, and from neighboring states, are 
expected to be in Denver for “Music Week”, 15 May 1921 to 20 May 1921 [already 
mentioned in an earlier article in this same column.  The committee in charge is giving 
wide publicity to the affair, and cities all over the state are cooperating with Denver in the 
idea…Considerable uncertainty exists, and there is much difference of opinion among the 
fruit growers, as to the damage done to the fruit crop of the Cañon City district by the 
severe frost of recent nights.  Horticultural inspector Bruce McIntyre estimates that 9/10 
of the fruit buds are killed, but if the surviving buds are sufficiently scattered, and remain 
uninjured by subsequent freezes, there will still be enough left for a good yield…The city  
council of Fort Collins has accepted the proposition of the Mountain States Telephone 
and Telegraph Company, whereby the company will withdraw its injunction suit pending 
in the federal court to prevent the city from enforcing lower rates, and the city will permit 
the present rates to remain in effect…Thirty-five dollars a month, with board and room 
provided, is to be the maximum wage for farm laborers in Logan County this year.  If a 
laborer elects to do without board, he will be entitled to $60 a month, and will be 
provided with a house, garden, and a cow, the county farm bureau decided at a meeting 
recently held in Sterling…Passenger service between Greeley and Fort Collins on the 
Colorado and Southern railroad will not be curtailed, according to notice given the 
Colorado Utilities Commission.  The railroad withdrew its request to operate only one 
train each way a day between the two cities.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 



motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W, Estes 
Park, Colorado.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage, 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

22 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  [Fanciful illustration of an Exide battery recast as a tall 
building in a city skyline, with eight automobiles of different makes and models at its 
base, hooked to it by individual cables which join about mid-height and extend as two 
cables to its top.]  Announcement.  We have been appointed authorized dealers for the 
renowned Exide batteries.  Let us tell you about the Exide.  Let us show you how no 
other battery is like it in construction, performance, and durability, and why it will deliver 
day-in and day-out efficient service.  Regardless of the make or model of your car, we 
have an Exide that is exactly suited to its needs.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business], 
telephone #17-R2.  Goodyear tires and tubes.  Storage and repairing.  Exide batteries 
authorized dealer [in a square logo]

22 April 1921 – Column title:  Happenings Everywhere.  Craig Chesterfield, claiming to 
be the son of an English lord, was found guilty in the district court at Fremont, Nebraska, 
of forgery, and sentenced to serve from one to twenty years in the penitentiary…Charred 
bones, identified as those of a human being, found in the Ambassador Hotel ruins in 
Santa Barbara, California, indicate that at least one life was lost in the fire that destroyed 
the hotel.  Firemen reported they saw a man run into the hotel, and did not see him come 
out…Mrs. Frances Ernest has confessed before the Idaho State Pardons Board that she, 
and not her husband, who is serving time at the state penitentiary, is guilty of the murder 
of F.A. Rehberg.  The murder took place two years ago at Rehberg’s cabin in the 
mountain fastness [sic, suggest vastness] of Lemhi County, Idaho…A committee of the 
California State Senate tabled all the “mildly wet” resolutions before the committee.  
Authors of the resolutions, all asking Congress for modification of the prohibition 
enforcement, failed to agree on which should be reported to the floor.  The House had 
adopted one of the resolutions…Former mayor Edmond A. Bock of Salt Lake City, Utah, 
sentenced last December to an indeterminate term in the state prison, the trial judge 
recommending a term of seven years, on charges of embezzlement involving a total of 
$12,000, has been paroled by the state board of pardons.  Prior to his trial, Bock made 
restitution of the amount…The life of Adolph Spreckels, millionaire sugar magnate of 



San Francisco, California, was saved by two policemen who dragged him from a burning 
automobile at the Monticello Steamship Company’s pier.  Spreckels had driven on the 
pier, and the friction from the brakes in stopping the car, it was believed, set the machine 
afire.  The chauffeur, without noticing the blaze, left the machine.  The fire spread 
quickly, and was seen by the two police officers, who dragged Spreckels from the 
automobile to safety…Interest in the murder of Mrs. Fay Sudow, whose mutilated body 
was found in an Edendale, California, eucalyptus grove last December, was revived when 
deputy sheriff Bell and deputy sheriff Couts of Los Angeles, California, announced the 
belief that arrests are imminent in connection with the unsolved crime.  New facts 
unearthed by the deputies direct suspicion, the officers said, on three men who are 
believed to have defrauded the wealthy woman of property and money.  This evidence 
gives rise to a theory that the three, whose names are withheld, may have killed her to 
conceal the swindle…Nominations of George Harvey of New York to be ambassador to 
Great Britain, and Myron T. Herrick of Ohio to be ambassador to France have been sent 
to the Senate by President Harding…Four rebels, including the leader of the band, 
Augustin Michel, were killed in a sharp battle between revolutionists and federal troops 
at Autlan, in the state of Jalisco, Mexico.  Two more rebel officers were sentenced to 
death by a court martial, for their connection with a revolt on 24 March 1921…Secretary 
of the Interior Fall has offered for lease, under the provisions of the oil land leasing act, 
6000 acres of oil land in the Salt Creek fields in Wyoming.  The leases will be given to 
those offering the highest cash bonus, and no single person or corporation will be 
permitted to secure more than 640 acres…It is no longer doubted in circles in Paris, 
France, considered to have the best sources of information, that France will either alone, 
or in common with the allies, take radical action against Germany if satisfactory 
assurances regarding the payment of reparations are not forthcoming by 1 May 1921.  
What form the action will take is still only a matter of surmise, but semi-official opinion 
is that it will be such as to impress the German people as they have not been impressed 
since the armistice…Senator Phipps has introduced in the Senate an amendment to the 
Dillingham immigration bill, to provide that the Secretary of Labor, when an emergency 
exists, may admit farm laborers from Mexico, Canada, Cuba, or the Bahama Islands 
without regard to the illiteracy test.  Such admission may be made only at times when 
there is no unemployment in the country among agricultural workers.  The amendment is 
designed primarily to permit the beet sugar growers of Colorado and other western states 
to obtain temporary labor from Mexico.  Max Hoelz, alleged to have been the leader of 
the recent communist uprising in middle Germany, has been arrested…A revolutionary 
court in Scolensk has pronounced sentence on 320 peasants accused of having 
participated in an uprising, according to advices in Stockholm, Sweden…The first 
execution of a woman in the strife in Ireland has been announced in Dublin, Ireland.  She 
was taken from her home in the Scotstown district of Monaghan and shot and killed on 
the bank of the river.  The woman, who was Kitty McCarron, belonged to the farming 
class…The revolt of natives in Belgian Congo last month, during which 50 trading posts 
were burned, was fomented by a native pretending to have discovered a charm making its 
possessor invisible and invulnerable, according to Congo advices received in Brussels, 



Belgium…Russian Bolshevist authorities have closed the frontier of that country against 
immigration from America, according to a cablegram received by a London, England, 
shipping company from its agent in Libau.  Immigrants will be accepted, however, from 
steamers already on their way to Russia from America…A plot to assassinate ex-Emperor 
Charles of Austria has been discovered at Lucerne, Switzerland, where he again resides, 
according to a dispatch from the Swiss city to the Petit Parisien.  The alleged conspiracy 
was revealed to the police by a private detective.  Several foreigners who were equipped 
with passports were arrested…Skirmishing is going on between Turks and Greeks in the 
Badizag region of Asia Minor, where it is reported neither of the combatants is respecting 
the American flag hoisted over the Near East relief stations, shots having been fired at the 
American Women’s hospital unit of Mrs. Mabel Nickerson.  Miss Bernice Everett of the 
Wellesley College unit has been cut off in Brusa, although the orphans in her care have 
been transferred from that place to Bardizag…Subhead:  General.  Fifteen years ago, 
William Kincaid of Leith, North Dakota, started a divorce action in Ohio.  The case, after 
sessions in three courts, has just ended in a decree for him.  A son, 8 years old when the 
action was started, now is married…An argument for more municipal tennis courts in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, by William T. Tilden Ii, world’s singles champion, moved the 
city council’s committee on property and service to report favorably an ordinance 
authorizing the spending of $50,000 for building new city courts, and for repairing 32 old 
ones…Mrs. Adah Bishop, a farmer’s wife, was painfully injured when a tornado 
demolished the three-room house in which the family resided near Boone, Colorado, 30 
miles east of Pueblo.  Considerable damage was done to small buildings in the vicinity, 
and a lumber yard shed 150 feet long was demolished in Boone.  Several barns were 
unroofed…Concealed in wads of chewing gum, ten diamonds, valued at more than 
$8000, were removed from their hiding place behind a lock on an inside door of his home 
by Virgil Helm, former Rock Island night baggage man, who is under arrest, charged with 
complicity in the recent $51,000 jewelry robbery in Topeka, Kansas…Reports in 
Memphis, Tennessee from six states swept by recent storms showed 97 deaths, with 20 
seriously injured, and nearly 130 suffering lesser injuries.  Property damage, it was 
estimated, will run into the millions, and when reports come from isolate sections, it is 
feared that the death toll will be higher.  As compiled, the death list was Texas 9, 
Arkansas 52, Mississippi 8, and Alabama 14.  In Arkansas, the injured totaled 96…
Penalties for men and women guilty of crimes violating the moral code, strict 
enforcement of prohibition laws, equal citizenship rights for women, and standardization 
of American schools under federal supervision were among the issues before the League 
of Women Voters, in its second annual convention, in session in Cleveland, Ohio…
Because she ate oysters with her fingers and couldn’t tell brown from blue, Mrs. Eliza 
Climer was of unsound mind, according to testimony of her sister, Mrs. Eloise Von 
Schrader, who is contesting the will of the dead woman in the St. Louis, Missouri, courts.  
Mrs. Climer’s estate, valued at approximately $500,000, was left to her nephew, Dana 
Von Schrader…Love for his dog nearly cost the life of Harold O’Grady, 7, in Chicago, 
Illinois.  Harold and his brother, Ray, 6, live next door to the Livingston warehouse, 
which was burned at a loss of $100,000.  The father of the boys rushed into his home and 



rescued them.  Harold remembered his dog, and rushed back into the house after it.  As 
walls were caving in, firemen rescued him.  He had the dog…Notice of the circulation of 
a petition to recall Gov. J.A.B. Robertson and Lieutenant Governor M.E. Trapp has been 
filed with the secretary of state at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.  Clark Hudson, secretary of 
the Gore Volunteers in Senator Thomas P. Gore’s unsuccessful campaign for 
renomination, filed the notice…Attorneys for W.D. Haywood and other IWW 
[International Workmen of the World] convicted of conspiracy to obstruct the 
government’s prosecution of the war, will seek to save Haywood and his associates from 
prison, by requesting general amnesty…The federal railway labor board has issued an 
order that clears up the transportation situation, or should do so speedily.  Briefly, it 
terminates the national working agreements on 1 July 1921.  Meanwhile, conferences 
between the carriers and the workers are ordered to settle the controversies over working 
rules as far as possible.  On 1 July 1921, the board will promulgate “just and reasonable” 
rules for classes of employees regarding whom rules have not been reached by 
agreement.  Both sides are urged to act as quickly as possible.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Motion pictures at the schoolhouse.  Friday evening, 22 
April 1921.  “Nurse Marjorie” featuring Mary Miles Minter.  Also, two-reel comic “Four 
Times Foiled” featuring “Snooky”.  7:30 p.m., admission 15 cents.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Business efficiency for home management.  In the 
business world, the executive – the man who thinks, plans, and executes – succeeds 
because he delegates the detail and the drudgery to his assistants.  And the woman will 
succeed who, in the home, does likewise.  In this, our family laundry service can assist 
you.  It gives you more time to think, more time to plan, and additional time for the more 
important things of life.  And it is such an economical service, and so prompt and 
satisfactory, that once you have tried it you will never return to the old wearisome way of 
home washing.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.

22 April 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine 
Hotel building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop 
in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 
125 inches of more, 20 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches 
transient rate.  Transient and foreign contact rate 25 cents per issue.  Local reading 
notices 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  Classified 
advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding 
insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, 
obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The 



Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in 
unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application 
made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.

22 April 1921 – Column title:  Trailettes.  Snowbound, begorra!…”The snow began in the 
gloaming and busily all the night/Heaped field and highway with a silence deep and 
white.”…Four feet of snow is some snow, we’d say…The Estes Park Trail was lost in the 
storm.  It sure is exasperating to have the power go off when we are half off the press, but 
we wouldn’t trade jobs with Humphreys – not by a jugfull…Just wait until Old Sol gets 
about a three-day squint with his April smile at the heaps of snow, and we’ll be 
wondering what became of it.  Hurry up, old sport, we’re waitin’…It’s sure a good one 
on the old timers.  Just ’cause it hadn’t snowed in Estes Park for eight years [December 
1913 was the last major snowstorm, although there was a significant snowfall in April 
1920], they thought it never would no more…It’s one on the good citizens who went to 
California for the winter, too.  We didn’t have any winter until they all got back…Glen 
Baird says the hens held a strike vote, and all decided to quit work unless more 
seasonable weather is granted them…Glen promises not to wear out nine pairs of tires in 
the next three days…The village benchwarmers have all gone on strike, too – at least they 
are not about their usual vocation.  Their wives refused to shovel out the paths, and they 
are now employed at home.

22 April 1921 – Poem and byline:  Winter by Mrs. Arthur B. Harris.  O, April is the 
month of showers,/So say the poets all;/But evidently they are not/From Colorado’s hall./
For here we know old Winter has/To take a final stand;/And April is the month he loves/
To cover up the land./He gathers all his forces then/In one great army bold;/And when he 
first begins his siege,/We shudder with the cold./He lingers ’till the ground is piled/With 
heaps of fleecy snow,/And then he sends the North Wind down/To heap it up and blow./
He keeps this us until we feel/That winter has begun,/And then he quickly scampers off 
–/Surrenders to the Sun.

22 April 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Cartoon illustration of a long-
striding, well-dressed, preoccupied man holding a derby hat tightly down on his head 
with both hands.  The sky is pitch black with a full moon out, casting a shadow 
comprised mostly of the gentleman’s right leg.  The cartoonist’s name “Charles Sughroe” 
appears in the upper right corner.]  The henpecked husband got tangled up in a long-
winded card game down at the club on his one-evening-a-month off, and is now on his 
way home at midnight for a fierce bawling out by an expert.  His wife expects him to 
work every day supporting her, and to stay home every night entertaining her.  Every 
benedict in town has confided to us that the above picture is a true representation of 
himself, but requests us not to mention his name – of course, fearing the consequences 
when he arrives at home.  There are several people in town who are like the man’s picture 
we shall print next week, and we are going to print their names, too.  They are the ones 



who not only boost the community in which they live by subscribing for the newspaper, 
but they send it to friends and relatives elsewhere.  Watch for the list next week.  [This 
illustration and a portion of the text appeared previously in the 15/20 April 1921 issue.]

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Chilean Nitrate Fields.  The nitrate fields, the principal source 
of Chile’s wealth, are limited to a narrow strip of arid desert, located on the eastern slope 
of the coastal range, west of the cordillera of the Andes, at an altitude of from 2000 to 
5000 feet above sea level, and inland a distance varying from 16 miles in the northern 
part of the zone to 90 miles in the southern part.

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Where Some of our Imports Come From – Perfumes.  Milady 
America paid $4,972,541 during the last year for perfumes, cosmetics, and toilet 
preparations, a fact which has led to confused speculation by mere man as to what she did 
with them.  The real romance and adventure in the statement lies not so much in the uses 
to which these imports were put, as where they came from.  The sunny isles and lands 
along the Mediterranean probably grew some of the flowers, others perhaps were plucked 
by dark Moorish hands in Algeria, and mayhap an animal in the brooding hills of western 
China gave its life to furnish one constituent of the perfume.  The vegetable kingdom is 
necessarily the most fertile source of perfumes.  From its flowers such as the rose and 
jessamine, and from its seeds, woods, and barks, such as the spices and sandalwood, even 
the most fastidious connoisseur would be able to select either some simple odor or a 
complex bouquet.  Nor are they for perfumes alone, but for scenting soaps, creams, 
pomades, and in making flavorings and extracts.  Rosemary, thyme, sweet basil, and 
marjoram are found in great profusion in Mediterranean countries, and here the chemist 
can distill the whole plant and not bother about picking the flowers.  Shakespeare, the 
unfailing naturalist that he was, made no error when he chose for Ophelia the flowers she 
scattered.  The old-fashioned lavender flowers in which our grandmothers used to pack 
the household linen, and their rich old lace, grew best in France and England.  The rose 
geranium, which has such an exquisite odor, is also grown and distilled in France, but 
Spain, Algiers, and the island of Reunion engage in the industry.  Unlike the lavender, 
however, the perfume of the rose geranium comes from its leaves and not from the 
flowers.  But the country that might well be known by its scent is Bulgaria, for its rose 
crop is second only to its tobacco.  Over 12,500 acres of land in the provinces of 
Philippopolis and Stara Zagora are given to the grown of roses, from the petals of which 
attar of roses is distilled.  In the wonderful gardens at Kazanlik, Karolovo, Klisoura, and 
Stara Zagora, the best of the flowers are grown.  About four thousand pounds of roses are 
produced on an acre of land, but it takes about two hundred pounds of petals to produce 
an ounce of oil, for an attar which before the war cost about $250 a pound.  Roses are 
grown in other parts of the Balkans, as well as in Asiatic Turkey, and in India, Persia, the 
Fayum province in Egypt, and in France.  The industry lately has been introduced into 
Germany…The animal perfumes are extremely limited in number.  Ambergris is secreted 
by the sperm wale, civit by the animal of the same name, and musk by the musk ox, the 
muskrat, and the musk deer, which is found in the high Himalayas, Tibet, and eastern 



Siberia.  About 15,000 ounces of musk, usually in the grain form, are annually imported 
to the United States from China and India.  Musk has one peculiar and almost 
inexplicable characteristic.  One grain of it kept freely exposed to the air of a will-
ventilated room will impregnate the atmosphere for ten years, without sensibly 
diminishing in weight.

22 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business], telephone #15.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round, best of 
home cooking.  rates reasonable, telephone #26.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and fountain 
service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  
We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and 
you will be steady customers.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Goodrich tires and 
tubes, automobile accessories.  Gasoline and oils, storage and repairing.  Curing motor 
ills our specialty.  Telephone #184, George Johnson, proprietor.

22 April 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  President Harding in his program for 
international relations as set forth in his message to Congress, has accomplished the 
remarkable feat of satisfying all factions in his party, if the expressions of leaders in 
Washington, D.C., are to be taken as representing the opinions of the people.  The 
forecast of this program, made a week ago, was not far astray.  It contains, however, a 
plan for the acceptance of such terms of the Versailles Treaty as confirm America’s rights 
and interests, in other words, the ratification of the treaty with such reservations and 
modifications as well completely cut out the League of Nations covenant and secure “our 
absolute freedom” from entanglement in purely European affairs.  Just how the covenant, 
so closely interwoven into the fabric of the treaty, can be eliminated, is not yet apparent.  
In Washington, D.C., it is said a delegation might be sent to Europe, or a conference of 
the allies called in our national capital.  It is also suggested that it may be necessary to 
draw up a new treaty or treaties to be signed by the United States, the allies, and 
Germany.  Any negotiations to this end, however, are to await reconsideration by the 



allies of their award of the island of Yap to Japan, and their formal acknowledgment of 
America’s rights in the disposition of all the territories taken away from the central 
powers.  At first, France replied to Secretary Hughes’ note on Yap by a suggestion that 
the question be settled by the United States and Japan, and it is believed Great Britain 
will propose the same course, offering its good offices in behalf of the American claims.  
Japan wants the controversy to be included in the general negotiations to settle all matters 
at issue between this country and Japan.  Neither of these suggestions is acceptable to the 
administration, and neither will be considered.  Mr. Hughes’ position is that the Yap affair 
concerns the allies jointly, and must be settled by them jointly in negotiations with the 
United States.  As was foreseen, President Harding said he favored the adoption of the 
Knox resolution ending the state of war, but with modifications.  Accordingly, it was 
introduced in the Senate at once with changes to suit, and plans were made to push it 
through as soon as the Columbian Treaty is disposed of.  As it stands, the resolution 
carefully reserves all American rights acquired by the war, the armistice, and the 
Versailles Treaty, but there is no provision for the negotiation of a separate peace treaty 
with Germany.  The instrument also declares the state of war with Austria ended, but no 
one here thinks much about Austria these days, except in pity for its starving poor…Early 
comment in France on President Harding’s message indicated that the French were trying 
to find it satisfactory.  They expected the flat rejection of the league covenant, and many 
of them are not wildly enthusiastic over the league, anyhow.  They are elated by the 
expressed determination that America shall stand with allies in holding Germany 
responsible for the war, and in compelling her to make reparation to the extent of her 
ability.  They still hope that America will specifically promise aid to France in case of 
German aggression, or of Germany’s failure to pay.  The British are so occupied with 
their great strike that they have not had much to say about the message up to the time of 
writing.  An interesting bit of comment comes from Buenos Aires, Argentina, where a 
leading newspaper sees only self-interest in the future international policy of the United 
States.  “The egoistic independent nationalism which is proclaimed as the law of 
international activity by the United States is dominant in Mr. Harding’s words,” the 
newspaper declares.  “Americanism and Monroeism, notions clear and concrete, which 
have had their rise and fall since 1824, reappear with more vigor than ever in the 
directing thought of the United States.”…Concerning domestic matters, which he 
declared of prime importance, President Harding said nothing unexpected, expressing 
what leaders of his party called “sound Republican doctrines”.  He especially urged 
speedy relief for the ex-servicemen, and the passage of an emergency tariff bill.  The 
latter is already before Congress, the ways and means committee of the House having 
reported out a combination measure including the farmers’ tariff bill which Mr. Wilson 
vetoed, and anti-dumping bill, and a new provision for the regulation of foreign 
exchange.  The Democrats of the House speedily organized their opposition to the 
measure under their leader, Representative Kitchin of North Carolina.  Mr. Kitchin 
charged that the bill is not in the interest of the farmers of the country, “but is really for 
the purpose of swelling the already swollen fortunes of the trusts and speculators.”  He 
declared that it gives “to the packers’ trust, the sugar trust, and the woolen trust the right 



and privilege to take from the American people the enormous sum of over $775,000,000, 
increasing to that extent the present high cost of living.”…Allusion is made above to the 
Colombian Treaty.  This was the first thing the Senate tackled, and a fight developed at 
once.  The pact is the old one giving Colombia $25,000,000 for the loss of Panama and 
the Canal Zone.  It has always been bitterly opposed as a virtual repudiation of the acts of 
Theodore Roosevelt when he was President, but now it has been modified by the 
omission of any expression of the government’s regret for the part played by the United 
States in connection with the separation of Panama from Colombia.  President Harding 
has told the Senate he hopes it will ratify the treaty, and it probably will do so.  Senator 
Lodge led the debate in favor of the pact, and revealed one of the strong reasons for its 
adoption – the existence of rich oil fields in Colombia which Americans wish to develop.  
Senator Kellogg of Minnesota said the ratification of the treaty would be a pusillanimous 
act, and on the strength of a telegram and letters from Colonel Roosevelt, written in 1917, 
he declared it would make the United States liable to international blackmail running into 
hundreds of millions of dollars.  The telegram said:  “I know, of course, that you are 
against this infamous Colombian treaty, but I wish you would point out that it makes 
precedent for some successor of Wilson to pay at least as large a sum apiece to Costa 
Rica, Nicaragua, Haiti, and Santo Domingo for what has been done to them recently, and 
also to Chile for our insolent and improper treatment of her in connection with the Alsop 
claim.”…President Harding has approved a new list of brigadier generals, and Clarence 
R. Edwards, whom President Wilson omitted from his list, and who commanded the New 
England National Guard division in France, comes first of all.  Among the others are 
General Haan, General Bell, General Allen, and General Menoher.  A number of colonels 
are recommended for promotion to brigadiers…Germany will refuse to accept the 
indemnity figures of the allies when they are presented on 1 May 1921, according to Dr. 
Julius Ruppel, chief of the German financial delegation in Paris, France.  He says the 
time allowed is altogether too short for estimating the total liabilities for reparations, and 
that the German experts have been forced to rely on written statements that are neither 
accurate nor adequate.  A Paris, France, journal asserts that the sum to be demanded by 
the allies will be between 30 and 38 billion dollars, and that when Germany refuses to 
accept the figures, two classes of French reserves will be called to the colors and the Ruhr 
basin occupied.  In that region are the most important industrial plants and the largest 
coal mines of western Germany…Once more, Premier Lloyd George has been able, by 
super-juggling, to avert economic disaster from Great Britain.  The strike of the miners’ 
federation, which threatened to involve nearly all the organized labor of the United 
Kingdom, was called off by the federation Friday evening.  Just how this result was 
brought about is not known at this writing, but apparently it was due primarily to the 
action of the railway men and the transport workers.  these are the other two elements in 
the “triple alliance” and, having been called on for support by the miners, they had 
decided to quit work Friday night.  But Mr. Lloyd George and other indefatigable persons 
worked on them to change their minds, and six hours before the hour set for striking, they  
announced that they would not strike.  The triple alliance was thus split, and the miners 
must have seen that their cause was hopeless.  Another reason for the change of attitude 



by the miners is seen in the evident intention of a large number of members of the House 
of Commons to see that justice is done the workers in the matter of wages.  After they 
had heard from the premier that the miners refused to reopen negotiations, they 
themselves conducted an inquiry into the matter.  Presumably, the plan for regulation of 
wages on a national basis, accepted by the government some time ago, will be put into 
effect.  The national pooling of profits, also demanded by the miners, was declared 
impossible by the government…An important step toward the revival of industry in 
America was made last week then the United States Steel corporation announced a new 
price list showing lower prices for steel.  The cut ranges from $1.50 to $9 a ton, and the 
price of tin plate also was reduced $15 a ton.  The decreases are confined to certain 
products, and, according to builders and architects, and not in themselves sufficient to 
revive the building industry, but the cut does remove uncertainty, and establishes a 
general stabilized price level for steel, and experts in the trade say it should stimulate 
industry.  The first concrete result was the announcement by the International Harvester 
Company of a straight 10% reduction on its products in which steel is the principal raw 
product used…Secretary of Labor Davis, in an address in Chicago, Illinois, made his first  
public statement of his attitude toward labor and capital.  He called for a fair deal for 
capital, a decent living wage for labor, larger profits for farmers through lower rail-
shipping rates, and the settlement of all industrial disputes through conferences between 
employees.  He warned labor that if it is to take a share in the policies of the nation, it 
also must share the national responsibilities, declaring it was up to labor to see that 
transportation conditions were such that the farmer could make a fair profit.  

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  Chairman of board 
James D. Stead, president Augustus Denby Lewis, vice-president Julius Foss Schwartz, 
vice-president Albert Hayden, cashier Charles F. Hix.  “Make the home bank your bank”.  
The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and 
domestic exchange, safety deposit boxes, come in and see us.  Where your patronage is 
appreciated.

22 April 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside [this is the first appearance of this 
contributed local news column].  The country road leading from the Dunraven ranch 
house to the Longs Peak Inn road, and usually known as the circle drive, has been put in 
first-class condition for summer traffic…”Chich” Kistler, son of President Kistler of the 
Longmont Farmer’s National Bank, who was caught in the storm in Estes Park with 
another boy friend from Longmont, succeeded in getting the Kistler car down from the 
cottage on Tuesday afternoon, and returned home Wednesday morning…The first train 
since the storm got into Lyons late Monday…Crutcher and Stephens of the [Rocky 
Mountain National Park] Mill Creek ranger station broke their way to the village on 
horseback Tuesday, repairing their telephone line as they came.  They informed us by 
telephone Wednesday night that there was still fully three feet of snow on the ground…
J.B. Baird and wife, who recently took possession of the William Tenbrook Parke store, 
were unavoidably detained in the valley by the storm…Semi-advertisement:  Compare 



our goods and prices with out-of-town merchandise and you will trade at home.  Dugald 
Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…Richard Pocher left the village Thursday morning 
for Longs Peak Inn in an effort to get through with an extra saddle horse…Mrs. Robert 
Becker, wife of our most popular barber, and daughter Edna Mae were up from Fort 
Collins to spend the week’s vacation at the Agricultural College.  The storm caught them 
in Moraine Park, from where they returned Tuesday, going on to Fort Collins 
Wednesday…Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Hill of Platte, Nebraska, are visiting with Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Berkley.  Mrs. Hill and Mrs. Berkley are sisters…Semi-advertisement:  Every 
dollar spent at home helps our community – we give full value.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a 
block 5 business]…Alfred Lamborn, manager of the Stanley Hotels, broke the Loveland 
road Tuesday in the big Stanley Steamer truck.  He was accompanied by W.C. 
Humphreys, driver, and G.G. Church.  They left the village at 9:00 a.m. and got to the 
Forks Hotel in the Big Thompson Canyon at 1:15 p.m., from where Mr. Lamborn took a 
Ford to Loveland.  The truck was trailed by three Fords of marooned tourists…Robert B. 
Baird, traveling salesman for the Libby-McNeel Company – and who’s mouth does not 
water at the mention of the name of the firm – was marooned in Estes Park for a week.  
Mr. Baird says this was a little earlier than he had planned to take a vacation…Howard 
James pulled three tent houses up the hill to their former positions previous to a certain 
wind storm some time ago, and says he is dead sure they will stay there for a while if four 
feet of snow is good for anything…Frank W. Byerly spent Monday and Tuesday getting 
views of large herds of deer and mountain sheep, and went up to Fern Lodge 
Wednesday…Rev. B.C. Montgomery is building a nice cottage at Woodland Heights for 
Dr. A.C. Rowand, pastor of the Methodist church at Boulder…Semi-advertisement:  
There’s no use experimenting when you can get quality, fit, and style guaranteed in 
Edward V. Price clothes.  See the line at Gooch’s…Mr. and Mrs. John Brown, Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter Brown, Mrs. C.C. Williams and daughter, and Mrs. C. Brown, all of Boulder, 
were marooned at the Hupp, returning to their homes by way of Loveland Tuesday, 
trailing the Stanley truck…Mrs. Van Antwerp, son [I wonder if this is Albert Van 
Antwerp, who will figure so prominently in promoting Estes Park beginning in 1931?], 
and daughter of Fort Collins took an extra week’s vacation in Estes Park, stopping in one 
of the Clatworthy cottages…Mrs. Charles A. Lory chaperoned a party of college students, 
consisting of Helen Boyd, Caroline McLean, and Arthur Moinet, to Estes Park last week.  
They returned to Fort Collins Wednesday…Dr. Wiest reports the birth of a fine seven-
pound girl to Mr. and Mrs. Williamson at Glen Comfort Monday noon.  Mother and baby 
are doing nicely [This is Mrs. Ida Williamson of the Glen Comfort Store, not Mrs. Forrest 
Williamson of the later Williamson’s Toggery in Estes Park]…Semi-advertisement:  Bon 
Ton corsets at Godfrey’s…Somer’s Dainty Shop has a very cleverly designed Dutch 
windmill that actually pumps water, and pond just to the rear of the soda fountain.  The 
windmill and pond are beautifully lighted with colored lights, and present a very striking 
appearance…L.S. Hickman of the Hickman-Lunbeck Grocery Company of Greeley was 
one among those snowbound in Estes Park…Augustus Denby Lewis left for Denver 
yesterday, expecting to return Saturday…A telephone message from Mrs. J.E. 
Macdonald, who is taking treatments at the Boulder Sanitarium, states that she is feeling 



fine, and that she plans to return home sometime next week…Mr. and Mrs. Julius Foss 
Schwartz, who motored to Denver Wednesday of last week, left their car there and 
returned by rail yesterday…Semi-advertisement:  Special sale on army shoes at 
Godfrey’s…Mrs. Dan Marsh, of the Fall River Lodge, returned to Estes Park Tuesday of 
last week.  Mr. Marsh will remain in California for the present, as he has not as yet fully 
recovered his health…James H. Boyd, the village blacksmith, is another of the Estes Park 
residents returning from California in time to enjoy the full benefits of the snowstorm.  
Jimmy says it beat any snowstorm he saw in California all winter…Semi-advertisement:  
The PEO sisterhood, Chapter AV, announce a May party at the Lewiston Saturday 
evening, 30 April 1921.  There will be dancing, card playing, and special features of 
entertainment.  Admission will be $1, the proceeds to be given to the European Relief 
Fund.  Everything will be done to furnish an enjoyable evening, and it is hoped that their 
efforts will be rewarded by a large attendance.  Good eats…Charlotte E. Carpenter, 
professor of home economics at the State Agricultural College, was an Estes Park visitor 
the early part of last week…Joe Ryan and wife returned Tuesday of last week from 
California, where they spent the winter.  Mr. Ryan has for several years been connected 
with the National Forest Service…Members of the Country Club have been at work on 
the grounds, getting them in readiness for the coming golf season.  W.A. Ensinger of 
Greeley has had a roadway graded to his property, preparatory to building a summer 
home.  The property is located just south of Prospect Place…Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Middleby 
returned from Demming, New Mexico, where they spent the winter, in time to enjoy the 
kind of a snowstorm Bret Harte loved to write about…Dr. Charles A. Lory, president of 
the Colorado State Agricultural College, has purchased the Gus Shory cottage near the 
Lester Hotel, where they hope to spend as much of their time as his multitudinous duties 
will permit.  Dr. Lory has also purchased 40 acres of A.D. Lewis that formerly was a part 
of the old Zeigler place…A two-day cabinet conference of the CAC [Colorado 
Agricultural College] YWCA was recently held at the YMCA grounds in Estes Park.  
There were 28 in the party.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Japanese Situation Looking Serious.  (Special to 
the Estes Park Trail).  Washington, D.C.  The American and Japanese governments have 
adopted equally firm attitudes as to the status of the island of Yap.  Diplomatic exchanges 
are continuing, but those to date made public in Washington, D.C., and Tokyo, Japan, 
consist of two memoranda and three formal notes.  Japan, in its last communication 
received late in the Wilson administration, insisted it had been awarded a mandate for the 
island by the supreme council on 7 May 1919, and that is could not agree with the 
American contention that irrespective of any award of mandate, other nations should 
have free access in the island for cables.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  British Miners are Out.  (Special to the Estes 
Park Trail).  London, England.  While the coal strike continues, there is a favorable 
atmosphere to be observed in London, England, regarding settlement.  Premier Lloyd 
George in the House of Commons was conciliatory, and declined to be hurried by recent 



happenings into legislation curtailing privileges of trade unions.  “Nothing would 
provoke more serious industrial trouble than an attack on the privileges conceded from 
time to time to the trade unions,” he declared.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Girl is Stowaway.  Boston, Massachusetts.  
Without funds in a foreign land, Marie Scott of Seattle, Washington, who had ambitions 
to become a great singer, lost hope, longed for home, and came by the first available 
means, as a stowaway.  This was the story told authorities here by the young woman of 
22, who had secreted herself on the United States Mail Steamship Company’s liner 
“Princess Matoika” at Naples, Italy, and who was surrendered to immigration authorities 
on arrival here.

22 April 1921 – Mrs. Edwin Ard Stephens and W. Sherman Fisher, both prominent in 
Denver society, are in a critical condition at St. Joseph’s hospital as the result of an 
automobile accident on the Mount Vernon Canyon Road between Golden and Denver.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  America Faces War with the Central Americans.  
(Special to the Estes Park Trail).  Washington, D.C., 19 April 1921.  Guatemala, 
Honduras, and Salvador, members of the new Central American union, are pledged to 
declare war simultaneously with Costa Rica against Panama, if Costa Rica deems such 
action necessary, in view of the present boundary dispute with Panama, according to 
official advices received here.  Mobilization of Panama troops near the boundary is said 
to have stirred up strong public feeling in Costa Rica in favor of a declaration of war 
against Panama.  War between Panama and Costa Rica growing out of the boundary 
dispute will not be tolerated by the United States.  Both governments are understood to 
have been informed that the obduracy of Panama over acceptance of the White award, 
insisted on by the American government, must not be made the basis for the renewal of 
hostilities.  It was not revealed in what manner the United States had made known its 
position, but it was assumed representations had been sent to both Panama City, Panama, 
and San Jose, Costa Rica.  Official reports recently have indicated peace on the isthmus 
was again about to be disturbed.  The American position is understood that the United 
States is bound by treaty obligations to safeguard the integrity of Panama, and that any 
move by Costa Rica would justify drastic action.  Officials declined to indicate what 
action would be taken.  They are hopeful that the representations made to Panama and 
Costa Rica will serve to prevent armed conflict.  There is a considerable force of 
American troops in the garrison in the Panama City, Panama, zone.  This is supplemented 
by the force on the special service squadron in Central American waters, and in addition, 
the Atlantic fleet is in Cuban waters.  The reported plan for support of Costa Rica by the 
three Central American republics was regarded as having something more than a mere 
altruistic object, since they are members of the new confederation of Central America.  
Costa Rica is expected to ratify the confederation pact in May 1921, and Central 
American diplomats explain that with Costa Rica a member, it would be the obligation of 
the other three to give all support possible.



22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Anything electrical, we have it.  Responsible wiring and 
repair work.  Key fitting and novelty work.  The Electric Shop Company.

22 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad. 

22 April 1921 – Column title:  Social Events.  Subhead:  Woman’s Club Meeting.  The 
Woman’s Club held their regular meeting at the schoolhouse Wednesday afternoon of last 
week.  Mrs. Emery had a very interesting paper on the tourist industry abroad since the 
war.  It was decided at the club meeting to endorse Dr. Roy Wiest for president of the 
school board at the coming school election to fill the unexpired two-year term caused by 
the resignation of Mr. MacGregor.  For treasurer, they will support William Tallant.  This 
action on the part of the Woman’s Club is merely to place a ticket before the public, 
inasmuch as no other organization has given this important matter their attention, and not 
a desire to dictate the officers of the new board.  Subhead:  Rebekah’s Entertain State 
Officers.  Mr. and Mrs. H.J. Canis of Longmont, Miss Lamont of Dnever, and Mr. 
Swenson were visitors at the Rebekah Lodge here Tuesday night, and favored the lodge 
with addresses.  Mrs. Canis is the state president of the Rebekah Assembly, and this was 
her official visit to the local lodge.  Miss Lamont is state secretary of the Rebekah 
Assembly, while Mr. Canis is the brigadier general of the patriarchs militant of the Odd 
Fellows of Longmont.  After the session of the lodge, a box supper was held which 
proved a great success in every way.  It was held for the benefit of the fund to pay for the 
new piano, and over a hundred dollars was cleared, besides the event being one of the 
most enjoyable of the season.

22 April 1921 – Headline:  MacGregor Resigns.  Donald MacGregor, president of the 
school board, resigned last week.  Mr. MacGregor stated among other reasons that his 
direct interest in the schools had now ceased in that his daughter this coming fall would 
enter Colorado College, and this among other reasons had prompted him at this time to 
hand in his resignation.  [Only one senior graduated from the Estes Park high school in 
May 1921, and it was not Muriel MacGregor.  According to Harriet Burgess, interviewed 
in October 2008, this is because Muriel was allowed to enter Colorado College after her 
junior year – apparently she had taken all the required courses, even though Estes Park 
was not yet an accredited high school.]  Mr. MacGregor has served the district well, and 
has untiringly sought to raise the standard of the schools, and it is our hope that he may 
be prevailed upon to continue to serve us in his present capacity.  At the regular school 
election to be held 2 May 1921, it will be necessary to elect a treasurer for a term of three 
years, Joe Mills being the present incumbent, and in the event Mr. MacGregor insists, a 
president to fill the unexpired term of two years.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Steel Trust Making Gigantic Effort to Break 
Labor Unions.  (Special to the Estes Park Trail)  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 19 April 1921.  
The Steel Trust today announced that it would begin the distribution of $10,000,000 



among its worthy employees.  This is to further its effort to break unionism, and establish 
the open shop, the fight for which it is sponsoring.  Labor, on the other hand, asserts it 
was forced to organize, and was shown how by the steel trust, and will confidently stand 
pat in its right to exist.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Senator Fall Accuses England of Bad Faith.  
(Special to the Estes Park Trail).  Washington, D.C., 19 April 1921.  Senator Fall, in a 
letter, accuses England of double-crossing the United States in the Mexican oil land 
question.  Senator Fall says that while England professes to desire to turn her Mexican 
holdings over to United States interests, she is gobbling up everything in sight, and that 
she is merely using her professed friendliness to further he deep-laid plans for her own 
enrichment.

22 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Help up make this a better newspaper by 
telephoning us items of interest.  Telephone #27-J3.

22 April 1921 – Gross revenue of insurance companies of all classes in Colorado during 
the last year amounted to $27,208,997.39, according to the preliminary annual report 
issued by the state insurance commissioner.  Losses paid by the companies totaled 
$11,417,564.85.  Life insurance in force during 1920 reached $545,634.499, on which 
$12,223,157.99 was paid in premiums…Twelve years of litigation between the executors 
of the estate of John Pierpont Morgan, who died in 1913, and Colonel James A. Ownbey 
of Boulder, terminated when the United States Supreme Court announced a decision 
affirming action of the district court of Delaware, awarding judgment for $200,000 
against Ownbey.

22 April 1921 – Column title and byline:  Varieties of Courage by Walt Mason.  [A mug 
shot of the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp suit and tie, and with 
a part in his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column, the text wrapped around 
it.]   “Kersmith is an awful coward,” said the retired merchant.  “He hasn’t as much spunk 
as a chipmunk.  This morning, I saw a man half his size twist his nose, and he never 
offered to defend himself.  He trembled all over and was covered with a cold sweat.”  
“And yet, under other circumstances, Kersmith might show all kinds of courage,” said the 
hotelkeeper.  “It isn’t safe to jump to conclusions about such things.  A woman will climb 
a tree and shriek for the police if she sees a mouse, and if a real peril comes along, she’ll 
exhibit more courage in five minutes than the average man could dig up in a hundred 
years.  There are scores of different kinds of courage in this world, and you can’t expect 
one man to have them all.  A man may tremble and cringe when threatened with physical 
violence, and yet stand up serene and magnificent when the assessor comes to the door, 
and there’s nothing fine than that sort of moral courage.  There used to be a blacksmith in 
this town who had a wide reputation as a fire-eater.  He wasn’t afraid of anything, people 
said.  If he heard of a promising bruiser anywhere in the countryside, he couldn’t rest 
until he had mixed things with him.  And he didn’t ask for purses or other inducements.  



He engaged in combat just because he loved it, and was happiest when his nose was 
knocked to one side, and his eyes were bunged up so that he couldn’t see whether he was 
going or coming.  He acted the hero on several occasions, rescuing people from burning 
buildings, and saving gents who were drowning, and his nerve became a byword.  Well, 
in the fullness of time his teeth went wrong and his head swelled up until it looked like a 
squash.  He bought about a million things at the drug store, and they wouldn’t relieve the 
pain.  The doctor told him he could have his sufferings ended in five minutes by going to 
the dentist’s, but that idea turned him faint.  At last, he had to go, and the dentist told me 
he never saw such a doggone coward.  That invincible blacksmith just had to be lifted 
into the operating chair, and as often as he could get his breath, he yelled.  The dentist’s 
chair takes the starch out of many a brave man.  I used to have to frequent it a good deal 
before I brought these hand-made tortoiseshell teeth, and I saw some moving sights when 
I was seated in the waiting room.  Women would come in there as calm and cool as 
though they had just stepped in for a dish of ice cream.  I have seen a girl graduate sit 
chatting comfortably until her turn came, and then she’d step into the chamber of horrors 
without turning a hair, and then some big policeman, who’d think nothing of fighting a 
revolver duel in the dark with a burglar, would come into the waiting room as limp as a 
dishrag, sweating ice tea and groaning every time he drew a breath.  A man might easily 
get a lot of false ideas about courage in the dentist’s waiting room.  That man Kersmith, 
who stood and permitted a smaller man to twist his nose, has a sort of courage I’d give a 
lot to own.  I’ve always wished I could make public speeches.  I’ve a lot of pent-up 
eloquence inside of me that ought to be turned loose for the edification and instruction of 
the people.  But every time I’m called upon for a few timely remarks, I’m scared stiff, 
and can’t say a blamed word.  I just gurgle and splutter like a sunstruck lunatic, and hate 
myself for three weeks after it.  But when Kersmith is called, he rises without a tremor, 
and smiles sweetly upon the audience, and goes ahead saying what he has to say as 
though in his own armchair by the fireside.  I’d be willing to have my nose and ears 
twisted several times to have his courage.”

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Iceland:  Lacks Ice and Railroads.  Carrying ice to Iceland 
will appear to most persons about as reasonable as carrying wheat to the Dakotas, cotton 
to Texas, or beans to Boston.  But according to press dispatches, the Icelanders made an 
appeal during the past winter to Norway, the nearest European country, to ship them ice, 
in order that they might save their herring harvest from being spoiled by the mild 
weather.  The land which has come down in history as Iceland might with more accuracy 
have been given a diametrically opposite title, and been called “The Land of Fire”.  The 
surface of no other country, perhaps, is so deeply marked by the withering blasts that will 
up from time to time, and in no country of equal area are to be found so many volcanic 
peaks and vents.  Nearly 5000 square miles of the 40,000 of the country’s area are 
covered by lava flows.  Iceland is approximately the size of Ohio, and about 8000 square 
miles larger than Ireland.  It is only a short distance of the Europeward coast of 
Greenland, and its northernmost cape just touches the Arctic Circle.  From there, the 
midnight sun can be seen.  In spite of its position so near the North Pole, Iceland, thanks 



to the gulf stream, has a relatively mild winter climate.  Reykjavik, the capital, is in the 
same latitude as Nome, Alaska, but has a January temperature milder than that of 
Munich, Germany, or Milan, Italy.  Icelandic summers, however, are cool, due to the 
large fields of ice that float down from the north.  Grain cannot be grown satisfactorily, 
and all breadstuffs must be imported.  Though Icelanders, faced by implacable natural 
forces and conditions, have been unable to achieve any great degree of physical 
development on their lava-covered, short-summered island, they have made notable 
advances in less material fields.  A truly remarkable literary development sprang up in 
this far northern island in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, a full hundred years before 
the Renaissance began to make itself felt in sunny Italy.  In more recent times, the 
Icelanders have shown themselves to be in advance of many parts of the world in their 
social and political ideas.  Women had full political privileges in Iceland earlier probably 
than in any other civilized country.  At the present time, part of the Althing, the Icelandic 
parliament, is elected by proportional representation.  Votes for women is not the only 
mark which feminism has placed on the life of Iceland.  The custom of women retaining 
their own names when they marry is more general in Iceland, perhaps, than in any other 
modern country.  The political status of Iceland is in some ways peculiar.  In effect, it 
might be said to be an autonomous state, in partnership with Denmark.  It has no army or 
navy, and is under no obligation to contribute either men or money to the Danish military 
forces.  Denmark recognizes the country’s permanent neutrality.  Furthermore, the present 
arrangement is only temporary, and after 31 December, 1940, either of the associated 
countries may demand a revision of the “Act of Union” which now unites them.

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Only United States has Al Fresco Inauguration.  If President 
Harding had been inducted into the chief office in some other republics on 4 March 1921, 
the ceremonies would have varied from a simplicity even greater than that he insisted 
upon, to an investiture of almost regal splendor.  If he had followed the customs long 
observed in France, the ceremony would have taken place in the White House.  Instead of 
taking a formal oath, he would have uttered a pledge to consecrate himself to the service 
of the republic – and he would have ended by kissing the retiring President on both 
cheeks.  If he had been made President according to the practice of the Mexicans, he 
would have taken the oath in the hall of the House of Representatives at midnight.  After 
the administration of the oath, he would have received the embrace of his predecessor.  In 
Brazil, after being sworn in, he would have hung across his chest a broad band of the 
colors of his country, supporting a medal – the insignia of the presidency.  In Chile, 
following the taking of the oath before a joint session of congress, he would have gone 
through streets lined with soldiers at “present arms” to a special Te Deum service in the 
principal church of the city.  Immediately afterward, he would have held a reception, and 
would then have paid a visit to the ex-president.  If he had been inducted into the 
presidency of the war-torn and war-threatened republic of Poland, he would have gone to 
a “White House” at whose doors were stationed cavalrymen with drawn sabers.  When he 
went abroad, he would be preceded, not by a trim policeman or an Argus-eyed secret 
service man, but by a herald who would demand that the populace “uncover before the 



most noble President.”  And if Mr. Harding, instead of being installed as chief executive 
of the world’s biggest republic, had been seated as one of the heads of the smallest 
republic, San Marino, he would have experienced the most elaborate procedure of all.  He 
would have donned quaint medieval state garments, would have marched through the 
streets of the capital preceded by heralds, and escorted by gorgeously-uniformed soldiers, 
would have attended a preliminary church service during which his predecessor would sit  
on a canopied throne soon to be occupied by him, and finally, would have had placed on 
his head a headdress indicative of his office.  In addition to differences in the official 
ceremonies by which the presidents of the world are inducted into office, there are many 
variations in the festivities and celebrations that accompany these events.  In some cases, 
the accompanying observances have become practically a part of the official procedure.  
The newly installed French president almost invariably drives to the Hotel de Ville, the 
Paris, France, city hall, after taking office, to attend a luncheon and reception as the guest 
of the president and members of the municipal council.  In Mexico, during the evening 
preceding the midnight induction into office, the president-elect usually attends a banquet 
given in his honor by the mayor of the Mexico City.  There is a public reception at the 
presidential palace the morning after the inauguration.  In Chile, the inauguration day is 
often closed by a special concert at the municipal theater, and on the following evening, 
the new president gives a state banquet for diplomatic representatives, special envoys, 
and high officials of the republic and the provinces.  The United States, although its 
capital is a more rigorous climate than those of many republics, is alone in having an “al 
fresco” inauguration.

22 April 1921 – Headline:  The Winning of the Canadian West.  Discovery of oil in 
northwest Canada toward the Arctic Circle has increased the importance of the western 
Canadian provinces near the United States border, which will be the doorway for the new 
oil treasury.  The prairie provinces of Canada – Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta – 
were not without their bids to fame before this discovery.  For example:  The last of the 
wild buffalo herds of America, survivors of the millions of animals which roamed the 
plains and woodlands of the continent, now range through northwestern Alberta.  This 
province alone is estimated to contain 15% of the world’s known coal supply.  The 
myriad of wild ducks, geese, and other migratory fowl that fly northward each spring are 
for the most part bound for the northern parts of the three prairie provinces, where they 
build their nests and rear their young.  The three provinces are naturally considered at 
once, for among them they cover all of Canada, which is in process of being settled, west 
of the older Great Lakes province of Ontario and east of the Rocky Mountains.  This is 
Canada’s “West”, where restless pioneer spirits from all lands are carving out an empire 
as kindred spirits a generation or so ago wrought the wilderness of the Missouri Valley 
and the “great American desert” into the rich states of today.  The Canadian pioneers have 
advantages over those who won the American west, in that they have better railroad 
methods and equipment, telephones, and wireless.  But they have a relentless new enemy 
in the bitter cold of the northern regions of the provinces.  For though the southern 
portions are separated from the United States by only an imaginary line, and are similar 



to the northern reaches of Minnesota, North Dakota, and Montana, of which they are 
geographically a part, to the north the three provinces sweep to within 500 miles of the 
Arctic Circle.  The predominant part of the populations and development of the three 
provinces is in their southern halves.  In this region, Winnipeg, capital of Manitoba, with 
is populations close to 200,000, is Canada’s Chicago, Illinois, of a generation or so ago, 
while Edmonton, capital of Alberta, is the St. Paul, Minnesota, of a similar period.  The 
northern portion of the provinces is a region crossed by many rivers and dotted with 
numberless lakes, a region divided between woodlands and “muskegs”, or swampy flats.  
There the trapper still reigns supreme, and life is primitive.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  United States Supreme Court Says Haywood 
Must Serve Jail Sentence.  Washington, D.C., 18 April 1921.  William D. Haywood and 
79 other Industrial Workers of the World, convicted before federal judge Landis of 
Chicago, Illinois, in 1918 of attempting to obstruct the government’s prosecution of the 
war, must return to prison as a result of the refusal of the Supreme Court to review their 
convictions.  Haywood, a former secretary of the IWW, and 14 others were sentenced to 
20 years each, and fined sums ranging from $20,000 to $35,000.  They and others were 
sent to the federal penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kansas, but were released on bail bonds 
aggregating $500,000 pending the outcome of their appeals.  The trials results from a raid 
on the offices and homes of members of the IWW by the Department of Justice on 5 
September 1917.  A total of 166 men were brought into court on charges of violating the 
selective service and espionage acts, and 97 were convicted.  In appealing to the Supreme 
Court, the men argued that the principal evidence used against them was illegally 
obtained, in that it was seized by federal agents during the raid without search warrants.  
Dateline Chicago, Illinois.  A request for general amnesty will be the next step in the 
efforts to save from prison William D. Haywood and his associates.  This was announced 
by Otto Christenson, attorney for Haywood.  He said he would attend the meeting to be 
held at Washington, D.C., at which members of the Socialist party intend to request 
amnesty for Eugene V. Debs and other prisoners.  The appeal for amnesty for Haywood, 
he said, would be based on the ground that he is a “political prisoner”.  

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  To Seize Automobiles Carrying Liquor.  New 
York.  Police have been ordered to seize all automobiles which contain liquor, with or 
without the owner’s knowledge.  Warning that the restriction would extend so far as to 
include “confiscation” of an automobile, even though the liquor was on the person of a 
“guest” was issued by deputy police commissioner Leach.  Right to prescribe liquor to 
his patients was denied Dr. Donald McCaskey by Judge E.B. Holmes of the legal staff of 
the federal prohibition commission.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Seating of Kansas Man Protested.  Washington, 
D.C.  The seating of Richard E. Bird, as a Republican representative from the Eighth 
Kansas district, was protested on the floor of the House by Representative Flood, 
Democrat of Virginia.  At his own suggestion, Mr. Baird [sic, previously and 



subsequently Bird] stood aside until the other members had been sown.  Mr. Flood 
charged that Mr. Bird’s own sworn statement of campaign expenditures showed that he 
had spent more than $10,000, twice the amount a candidate for representative was 
permitted to expend under the federal corrupt practices act.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Use Wireless in War on Crime.  Chicago, Illinois.  
Wireless telephones are to be used by the Chicago, Illinois, police in their war on crime.  
A $12,000 plant is being installed on the roof of the city hall for communication with rifle 
squads, fire boats, fire engine houses, police stations, and patrol wagons.  At first, the 
terminals will have only receiving apparatus.  William G. Keith, commissioner of gas and 
electricity, who proposed the experiment, said that he hoped “ultimately to have every 
policeman equipped with receiving apparatus, which weighs only a few ounces.”

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Jumps from Brooklyn Bridge.  New York.  While 
motion picture cameras clicked on the deck of a tug in the East River, Daniel Carone, 27, 
puffing a cigarette, leaped fro the center of the Brooklyn Bridge, and was picked up in the 
water 133 feet below, unharmed.  It was his second jump, the first being made in 1915.  
Carone’s friends on the waiting tub saw him strike the water.  He soon appeared, and 
began to swim towards the tug.  He was hauled aboard amid cheers.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  U.S. Seizes Japanese Ship.  Jacksonville, Florida.  
Federal authorities libeled and seized the Japanese ship Erie Maru on the ground that the 
vessel carried liquor, and unlawfully disposed of it while in this port.  Receiving a tip that 
the Japanese would attempt delivery of the liquor, the prohibition agents lay in wait.  The 
small boat from the ship ran up to the dock, within 10 feet of the officers.  Called upon to 
surrender, the Japanese began to fight, and opened fire on the officers.

22 April 1921 – Advance reports received by the state immigration department from 
various sources indicate that the total acreage in cultivation in Colorado this year will be 
somewhat less than that for 1920, due chiefly to unsatisfactory prices for farm products, 
to difficulty on the part of farmers in obtaining money for financing their operations, to 
uncertainty about prices for farm labor, and to other similar causes.  Preliminary inquiries 
indicate that the acreage devoted to winter wheat is about 90% of that planted in 1919, 
and that there will be some decrease in area devoted to spring wheat.  There is also 
indication of a decrease in acreage of sugar beets and of field beans, and possibly some 
decrease in oats and barely.  Apparently, there will be a slight increase in acreage of 
potatoes, and perhaps a slight increase in acreage of corn and sorghum…A case filled 
with conflicting testimony which appealed to the persons who heard it as humorous in 
many aspects has been ended in Fort Collins by a judgment for $40 in favor of the 
plaintiff by a jury in the district court.  M.T. Harned of Waverly sued his neighbor, 
George Frank, for damage alleged to have been caused to his corn last fall by the latter’s 
hogs.  Under the statute, the damaged fixed by the jury are tripled, because of the 
violation of the statute forbidding the running of stock at large…Frank J. Bartorello, 25 



years old, a farmer living near Ridgeway, was killed instantly in the pool of the Ridgeway 
natatorium.  He dived from a springboard 20 feet above the surface of the pool into seven 
feet of water, and crushed his skull from the impact on the rock floor.  A large crowd of 
bathers were in the pool at the time of the accident.  The body immediately came to the 
surface and floated.  Others bathers went to the victim’s rescue and removed the body 
from the water…Frank W. Smith, 33 years old, better known as “Indian Smith”, an 
eccentric character living on an acre plot in the Poudre river bottoms, two miles 
northwest of Greeley, was shot and instantly killed by Chris Neuswanger, 57 years old, a 
neighboring rancher.  The men had been quarreling for a month over a line fence, and 
Smith had frequently threatened to kill Neuswanger.  After killing Smith, Neuswanger 
telephoned to Sheriff Frank Hall to come and arrest him [see 19 August 1921 issue for an 
almost identical story, just recast in a different county using different names, which seems 
like an incredibly unbelievable coincidence.  Were border disputes that common and 
people’s behaviors that scripted, or did the reporter, nearing deadline, reach back to the 
files and slightly modify an oldie but a goody?]…George M. Taylor, receiver for the 
Cripple Creek short line railroad, has announced that the line will not operate during the 
tourist season of 1921.  The line operated to a halfway point last summer, but the plan 
was not a financial success…Emphatic denial was made at the offices of the United 
States Steel corporation in New York of published stories that wage reductions of 20%, 
and cuts in prices of iron and steel products were contemplated by the company [but see 
contradictory article in this same issue].  No policy on these questions has been adopted, 
it was declared…Married in 1869, separated in 1874, seeking divorce in 1921 is the 
tragic record of John Mentzer’s marriage to Elizabeth F. Mentzer.  The case came up for 
trial in the superior court at Marion, Indiana.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Everyone desires a home in Estes Park eventually – why  
not now?  Lumber prices are down.  This is the time to build.  We shall be glad to serve 
you in any way possible.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  The Lewiston is 
now open for business.  Prompt attention to all inquiries.  Telephone #80 or #81 for 
reservations.  Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park, at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, 
consisting of large central building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge 
is up-to-date in every respect, has its own lighting equipment, and water supply.  Can be 
reached from Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver 



via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 
June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all 
communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  
The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.    

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Austin Smith is Killed near Lyons [when this article first ran 
in the 15/20 April 1921 “extra” issue, the headline was slightly different:  “Proprietor of 
Thorncroft Resort Instantly Killed”].  Mr. Smith, proprietor of the Thorncroft summer 
resort, on the Saint Vrain [River or highway] about three miles above Lyons [meaning 
west or northwest of Lyons], was instantly killed Monday afternoon.  Mr. Smith was 
helping to move a boiler, and was under one end of the boiler with a 2 x 6 [board] as a 
lever, when an unusual strain was thrown on the lever.  Without warning, the lever 
snapped in the middle, and one end of it struck him directly over the heart, killing him 
instantly.  Mr. Smith has been in charge of Thorncroft for a number of years, and is very 
well known in Estes Park.

22 April 1921 – Column title and byline:  Spring Hats Prove Tempting by Julia 
Bottomley.  [Head shots of five young female models arranged essentially at the corners 
of an inverted pentagon, wearing markedly different styles of fancy spring hats as 
described in the text.  The photograph is uncaptioned and uncredited.]  It seems that this 
spring has favored us with a greater wealth of beautiful millinery than can be recalled for 
many years.  So many new materials have been added to those that have been long 
established as belonging to headwear, that there is an unending variety in the displays.  
Lines are graceful, colors pleasing.  One makes a little journey in quest of new hats, with 
a disposition to buy more than are needed, for they are as alluring as fairy tales that never 
grow tiresome, with new and unexpected chapters added to those we are already devoted 
to.  It is consoling to reflect that prices are not quite so high as they were a year ago – but 
they are still high enough, and this is no fairy tale.  Materials and other costs of 
production have not yet reached a pre-war level [World War I], but they are settling.  In 
the meantime, whatever else fate may deny her, every woman is entitled to a new spring 
hat.  She will find among the displays a few at least, and perhaps many, that enhance her 
good looks, for there are shapes for every face and type, and colors that are subtly 
flattering.  It is worthwhile to look carefully for them.  A group of summer hats is shown 
here in shapes that have proved very generally becoming.  At the top, a round-crowned, 
rolling brimmed straw hat is very artfully curved as to its brim, and handsomely 
embroidered on the crown.  It features a large ornamental pin as a decoration, and is 
intended to spend its days in the company of an equally classy veil, having irregular dots 
scattered over a fine, but open, mesh.  Just below it at the left a lovely leghorn effaces its 
upper brim and crown in favor of strips of ribbon frayed at the ends and drooping over 
the brim’s edge.  It is a model that speaks the language of youth.  At the right, a matronly 
hat suggests the Napoleonic era in shape.  It is of straw, with embroidered flowers strewn 
over it, and a wide ribbon drops over the top and sides.  At the left, a brilliant hat of satin 
and highly lustrous braid suggests a coronet, and is a stately affair suited to many ages.  



Crepe de chine and ribbon make the elegant hat that comes last in the group, although it 
is the brightest star in the galaxy.  The faille ribbon so cleverly used to form the brim is in 
a darker color than the crepe de chine crown.  A very handsome tassel clings to the 
crown.  [Signature in cursive:] Julia Bottomley.  Copyright by Western Newspaper 
Union. 

22 April 1921 – Photograph:  Cut-out image of rail-thin female model wearing a dark 
jacket and skirt ensemble which falls in a straight line.  The pose is essentially full face 
and full body, turned slightly to the right.  The model wears a matching hat and dark 
pumps, and has her right hand tucked slightly into the jacket pocket.  Caption [as 
headline]:  The Spring Suit of Jersey.  Caption:  A spring suit of jersey will fill many 
needs, and be voted a great success, especially if on the slim and boyish lines of this 
tailleur.  Credit:  The photograph includes an illegible copyright near the model’s right 
shoe in the lower right corner, which includes two names, each at least eight letters in 
length.  

22 April 1921 – Headline and subhead:  Sweater Dress for Kiddies.  Knitted garments 
with long waists and short plaited skirts attract attention.  Among the prettiest of 
children’s clothes, writes a Paris, France, fashion correspondent, are the smart little 
topcoats carrying all the fashion ideas seen in the motor coats of grownups.  Very 
abbreviated full coats are cut with kimono sleeves and narrow standing collars.  They 
open in the front like a painter’s smock, and are slipped on over the head.  The standing 
collar usually fastens with a bow tie.  The coat may be of gray or castor color, trimmed 
with bands of bright peasant embroideries.  The tailored suits for children are quite those 
of the grande dame.  Nothing that goes with the dress of the grownup is lacking.  The 
most favored style is the straightline box coat, usually worn without a belt of any sort, of 
if a belt is used, it is in the form of a trimming or side belt.  A great many collars are of 
the Dutch type, which is so becoming to children.  On cool days, knitted sweater dresses, 
with long waists and short plaited skirts, are seen.  Sometimes, they are untrimmed and 
merely finished with a banding of the same material, and again the neck, sleeves, and 
bottom of the skirt may be banded with a contrasting material.  Many little girls are seen 
wearing bright-colored homespun frocks embroidered in wool.  One of yellow homespun 
was made with a long waist.  The skirt was extremely short and full.  The dress was 
trimmed with a running stitch of wool in several bright shades.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business].  Most centrally located 
hotel in Estes Park, in the center of Estes Park village.  First-class service, good 
accommodations, and excellent table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  
Estes Park, Colorado.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Just received.  Our new spring line of ladies’ and misses’ 
wool plaid sport skirts, direct from New York City, New York, manufacturer at reasonable 
prices.  Come in and look at them.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business].



22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Dodge, Ford, Nash agency.  Savage and Michelin tires 
and tubes.  Automobile supplies, gasoline, oils, first-class repairing, storage.  Estes Park 
Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, proprietor.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Drugs.  
Toilet articles, fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #36.

22 April 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
Church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Prayer meeting Wednesday 
evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all the services of the church.  
Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 24 April 1921.  Poverty and Riches.  Lesson text – 
Isaiah chapter 5, verses 8-10, Amos chapter 8, verses 4-7, Luke chapter 16, verses 19-25.  
Golden text – For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also – Luke chapter 12, 
verse 34.  Reference material – Proverbs chapter 30, verses 8 and 9, Matthew chapter 6, 
verses 19-34, Matthew chapter 13, verse 22, Luke chapter 6, verses 24, Luke chapter 12, 
verses 13-34, I Timothy chapter 6, verses 6-10, I Timothy chapter 6, verses 17-19.  
Primary topic – A kind woman – II Kings chapter 4, verses 8-11.  Junior topic – What two 
men did with their money – Luke chapter 12, verses 15-21, Acts chapter 4, verses 36-37.  
Intermediate and senior topic – Earning and using money.  Young people and adult topic 
– Problems of poverty and wealth.  I. Wealth in the hands of the few (Isaiah chapter 5, 
verse 8).  1. “Join house to house” (Isaiah chapter 5, verse 8).  2. “Lay field to 
field” (Isaiah chapter 5, verse 8).  The avaricious greed of these men caused them to 
enlarge their estates at the expense of their neighbors.  In agricultural districts it took the 
form of land-grabbing and the eviction of the small proprietor, and in the commercial 
centers the crowding out of the small concerns by the large corporations.  God hates the 
spirit of avarice.  II. Methods employed in the acquisition of wealth (Amos chapter 8, 
verses 4-6).  1. “Swallowed up the need (Amos chapter 8, verse 4).  “Swallowed up” 
literally means to pant after, like a beast after its prey, with eagerness to devour.  Many 
today get rich by swallowing up the needy.  2. “To make the poor of the land to 
fail” (Amos chapter 8, verse 4).  They were grasping after the houses and lands of the 
poor, and in order to accomplish this, they impoverished them in every way possible, so 
as to root them out of the land.  This they doubtless did by withholding from them their 
lawful wages, an example of which we find in James chapter 5, verse 4, and placing 
exorbitant taxes upon them, and cheating them in the courts.  3. Begrudged the loss of 
holy days (Amos chapter 8, verse 5).  They were restlessly impatient because of the 
restrictions of those days.  Though outwardly conforming to the Sabbath, they were 
seeking all the while to commercialize it.  Many today go to church for the sake of 



respectability, while impatiently waiting for the day to pass in order to to [sic 
redundancy] pursue their business.  4. Dishonesty in business dealings (Amos chapter 8, 
verse 5).  (1) They made the ephah small.  Their measures were less tan the price paid for.  
(2) They made the shekel great.  The shekel being the coin used to pay bills, the 
merchants put into circulation overweight shekels, thus getting a higher price for their 
grain.  The purchaser was thus cut on both sides.  (3) Falsified their balances.  Even the 
scales by which the gold and silver were weighed had been tampered with, making them 
guilty of cheating in three ways.  5. They bought the poor for silver (Amos chapter 8, 
verse 6). The poor were reduced to such poverty by the above means of cheating that they 
were obliged to sell themselves into slavery, even for a pair of shoes.  6. They sold the 
refuse of the wheat (Amos chapter 8, verse 6).  In time of famine, they even sold to the 
people that part of the wheat which was intended for the cattle.  III. God’s judgment upon 
them (Amos chapter 8, verse 7, cf. Isaiah chapter 5, verses 9 and 10).  God says, “I will 
never forget.”  Not one act of greed and oppression will escape God’s notice.  1. Many 
houses shall be desolate.  2. The land unproductive (Isaiah chapter 5, verse 10).  IV. A 
picture of a rich man and a beggar (Luke chapter 16, verses 19-25).  1. Their lives.  (1) 
The rich man.  He had much goods.  He operated in the highest society.  (2) The beggar.  
He not only was poor, but helpless.  He had no place in the social order.  2. Their deaths.  
(1) The rich man was taken by death.  He seems to have had a great burial.  (2) The 
beggar.  There is nothing told as to what was done with his body when he died.  Perhaps 
the very dogs who licked his sores fed upon it.  3. Their destinies.  (1) The rich man lifted 
up his eyes in hell.  The beggar was carried by the angels into Abraham’s bosom.  (2) 
What determined them.  The future life grows out of the present.  The rich man was 
interested in the things of this life, so selfish that even when the poor beggar was laid at 
his gate, he gave him no attention.  He not only lacked the kindness of seeking 
opportunity to do good, but refused the one opportunity that was thrust before him.  (3) 
Their fixedness.  Their destinies were determined by their actions while alive, and after 
death there was no possibility of a change…Quotation from S.T. Coleridge.  Subhead:  
Lesson from singing birds.  In the deepest night of sorrow God gives us so much to be 
thankful for that we need never cease our singing.  With all our wisdom and foresight, we 
can take a lesson in gladness and gratitude from the happy bird that sings all night as if 
the day were not long enough to tell its joy…Quotation from Johnson.  Subhead:  Best to 
trust.  It is better to suffer wrong than to do it, and happier to be sometimes cheated than 
not to trust…Quotation from the Church Missionary.  Subhead:  Man’s glory.  Man’s 
glory lies in his striving after the best, his shame, in contentment with the second rate.  
The banner under which the true man marches bears the word “Excelsior” but the goal 
upon which he fixes his eye bears the inscription “The Best”…Quotation from Rivarol.  
Subhead:  All-seeing one will discover.  No fallacy can hide wrong, no subterfuge cover 
it so shrewdly but that the All-Seeing One will discover and punish it…Quotation from 
Nixon Waterman.  Subhead:  Look out.  For where your treasure is, there will your heart 
be also (Golden Text).  “It is well to be prudent/And thrifty-who wouldn’t?/And quite 
self-supporting, ’tis true;/But in getting your money/(Now this may sound funny),/Oh, 
don’t let your money get you!”



22 April 1921 – Three unmasked bandits, armed to the teeth, held up and robbed Ellis B. 
Hart, auditor, and J.R. Leftwich, clerk, of the Stockyards National Bank of Denver of 
$23,000 cash.  After disarming the bank men and putting the engine of their taxicab out 
of commission, the robber trio fled in a high-powered automobile, and disappeared in a 
cloud of dust.  One of the bandits accidentally shot himself through the foot as he was 
transferring money sacks from the taxicab to the robber car.  The robbery, staged in broad 
daylight, and in full sight of a number of residents of the neighborhood, was one of the 
most daring ever attempted in Colorado.  Likewise, it was one of the most skillfully 
executed [self-inflicted gunshot wound not withstanding].  It was pulled off so quickly 
and so smoothly that Hart and Leftwich scarcely could believe it had taken place…No 
clue to the slayer of S. Yamaguchi, wealthy Japanese health seeker, whose body was 
found in Beaver Brook at its junction with Clear Creek near Golden, was developed at the 
coroner’s inquest held at Golden.  The jury returned a verdict finding that Yamaguchi, 
who disappeared 12 January 1921, came to his death from a gunshot wound inflicted by 
persons unknown to the jurors.  State rangers who had been investigating the case since 
Yamaguchi’s disappearance, and who found his automobile at the foot of a cliff on 
Genesee Mountain the day before his body was discovered, were the principal witnesses 
at the inquest…One hour after they had entered the First State Bank at Aguilar, held up 
W.T. Emberton, president, and Miss Jeannie Balle, cashier and teller, and escaped with 
more than $500 in cash, two automobile bandits were in the county jail in Trinidad.  The 
bandits, with the money in a sack, were rounded up by Undersheriff F.E. Cole and a 
posse of citizens on the road six miles north of Trinidad.  The bandits gave their names as 
Will Avery and B.L. Sloan, and say they are life insurance agents…Mrs. Pearl Burgman, 
widow of the late Fred C. Burgman, who died in Grand Junction 16 September 1920, on 
the operating table in the offices of Dr. J. Henry Hook and Dr. James Keen, osteopaths, 
had filed suit asking $10,000 damages.  She charges malpractice.  Burgman was operated 
on that date for the removal of tonsils.  The complaint charges that the deceased came to 
his death through lack of ability on the part of the doctors who performed the operation…
The first contest among the commercial classes of the western slope high schools will be 
held in Montrose 6 May 1921, when representatives from five commercial departments 
will compete for the western slope honors.  The counties to compete in this are Montrose, 
Ouray, San Miguel, Delta, and Hinsdale, and the victor in the contest will go to Greeley 
for the state tournament on 22 May 1921.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Attention ladies.  We expect to have on sale by the time 
this newspaper goes to press [this advertisement also appeared in the 15 April 1921 issue] 
the largest and most attractive assortment of piece goods every shown in town.  Included 
in the line are ginghams, percales, lawns, organdies, embroidered silk and cotton voiles, 
and taffetas.  Also White goods, including Indian Head long cloth, lingerie cloth, veils, 
etc.  Come in and let us show you.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].



22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The best vacation home is one of Hayden Brothers’ [a 
block 5 business] furnished cottages in Estes Park.

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Welcome.  We welcome to Estes Park this new and 
enterprising newspaper [this advertisement also appeared in the 15 April 1921 issue].  We 
believe in its possibilities for success.  We believe in the future of Estes Park, its people, 
its institutions, and all its enterprises, and we believe that this newspaper will be a 
valuable aid in developing this community.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way is a Busy 
Man.  Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way is a busy man these days with 
the road work in Rocky Mountain National Park.  The Moraine Park and High Drive 
roads have heretofore had several rather dangerous places on them, and Superintendent 
Way is doing the best his appropriations will permit of doing to eliminate them before the 
heavy tourist travel begins.  Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way says 
Rocky Mountain National Park belongs to the public, and he is doing his best to make it 
safe and accessible for the thousands who choose to come here and enjoy the heritage 
Uncle Sam has set aside for the pleasure of the present and future generations.

22 April 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Postponement.  The civic committee of the 
Woman’s Club announces that the sale of baked and canned goods to have been held 
Saturday will be postponed indefinitely.

22 April 1921 – The following new incorporations supplied direct from state records by 
Carl S. Milliken, secretary of state:  The Producers Exchange State Bank, care C.B. 
Canfield, Palisade, Harry B. Davis, George Ulmer, Charles F. Griffee, $25,000, Palisade, 
full paid stock, seal.  The Efisio Simola Company, care Joseph W. Hawley, Trinidad, 
Efisio Simola, Rocco Di Paolo, Rosa Simola, $100,000, El Moro.  The Big Bend 
Drainage Company, P.W. Allen, 822 Ninth Street, Greeley, Roy Noel, W.K. Gilcrest, 
$75,000, Greeley.  The Mail Creek Ditch Company, care W.M. Ault, 214 Colorado 
Building, Fort Collins, not for profit.  The Daily Optomist Corporation, G.S. Bridge, 
Walsenburg.  Elkton Leasing Company, care Spurgeon and Cassidy, Colorado Springs, 
Frank Phillips, R.M. Skinner, W.P. Johnson, $25,000, Colorado Springs.  The Rocky Ford 
Land Company, care John H. Vorrhees, 39 Opera House building, Pueblo, F.M. Tyrrell, 
E.R. Kenyon, H.W. Kenyon, $100,000, Denver.  The Sychronized Scenario Music 
Company of Colorado, Frederick Sass, 919 Foster Building, H.A. Kyler, Edgar G. 
Sparks, $50,000, Denver.

22 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Five Rescued from Starvation.  (Special to the 
Estes Park Trail).  Colorado Springs, 19 April 1921.  A party of five persons who were 
snowbound on Pikes Peak were rescued from starvation and brought to safety last night.  
None of the party are thought to be in a serious condition.



22 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  An Estes Park Trail want ad will sell that article 
you no longer need, if it’s worth the price.

22 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Help us make this a better newspaper by 
telephoning us items of interest.  #27-J3.

22 April 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Want Ads.  Read for profit, use for results.  
If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, want anything, lost anything, 
try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  The results are good, the cost just a trifle – 2 cents per 
word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion.  Minimum charge 25 
cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Carpenter wants work in Estes Park for season.  
Address H.F., care Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Position around hotel, restaurant, or on 
ranch in Estes Park.  Steady and willing worker.  Come at once.  J.A. Greer, Jr., 232 Pine 
Street, Fort Collins, Colorado…Wanted – Position by conscientious workman.  R.S.W., 
room 15, Miller Block, Fort Collins, Colorado…Wanted – To purchase cottage near the 
[YMCA] Conference grounds.  Must be priced right.  Address B.V.E., care the Estes Park 
Trail…Wanted – To purchase marble slab from old dresser, in good condition.  State size 
and price.  A, care the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Fence posts, in exchange for 
subscription, at the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Garden plowed.  Telephone #27J3 [this is 
the telephone number for the Estes Park Trail shop]…Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Cole 
8 car, 7 passenger, in fine shape, two new tires.  A bargain.  803 East 7th street, Loveland, 
Colorado…For sale – Mountain potatoes $2 per cwt.  Baled hay – best quality, $22.50 per 
ton.  Donald MacGregor…For sale – Small hotel range, used only one year.  Inquire 
Lewiston Hotels Company.  

22 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a 
block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 
baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

29 April 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Volume 
I, Number 3      Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, April 29, 1921     Price 10 cents

29 April 1921 – Headline and subhead:  Estes Park Trail Gets Fine Stories Written by 
High School Students.  Watch for the “Lost Hope Romance” winner of first prize in Estes 
Park Trail story writing contest.  A few weeks ago [the first issue of the Estes Park Trail 
was published 15 April 1921, so it must have been prior to publication], the Estes Park 
Trail offered prizes to the students of the high school for the best original stories, with the 
result that our readers are to have the pleasure of reading the efforts of our young local 
talent.  The stories were judged according to plot and grammatical structure, principally, 
and the work of judging was not an easy one.  Each story was numbered only, so that the 
author was unknown until after the prizewinners were selected.  We give below the 



prizewinning stories and their authors.  First Prize – “A Lost Hope Romance” by Melissa 
Husted [Melissa Husted is the only member of the graduating class].  Second Prize – “A 
Ghost Story” by Helen Service.  Third Prize – “The Ghost on the Stairs” by Muriel 
MacGregor.  [According to Harriet Burgess, interviewed in October 2008, Muriel 
MacGregor was allowed to enter Colorado College after her Estes Park high school 
junior year.]  Honorable Mention – “A Ghost Story” by Maurine Lewis, and “A Romance 
of a Lost Letter” by Louise Macdonald.  The prize stories will all be printed in the Estes 
Park Trail, and we want you to read them and see if you agree with us that some of the 
authors have talent really worth developing.  We want to especially call attention to the 
story entitled “A Lost Hope Romance.”  We believe you will agree with us when we state 
that for the age of the author, it is one of the best amateur stories it has been our privilege 
to read for a long time.  [“A Lost Hope Romance” is serialized in the 6 May 1921, 13 
May 1921, and 20 May 1921 issues.]       

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Honest Now --- Who Did?  Who ever saw a person carry 
home a billboard to find out about what you had to sell?  Billboards fill and important 
need – usually hiding an unsightly spot, but how many people who pass them really 
known what is posted thereon?  Watch for next week’s cartoon, look it over carefully, and 
then do some real thinking.  Remember that the Estes Park Trail has a Want Column 
which is read by nearly every person in Estes Park, and by many people not in Estes 
Park.  Remember they look the newspaper over when they are NOT in a hurry.  The 
remember that it will cost you less to use an Estes Park Trail Want Ad that the time, labor, 
and material used in fixing up a mussy sign – that you can phone it in most any time, and 
that you will be helping an enterprise that is seeking to boost YOUR community.  Watch 
for the cartoon next week.

29 April 1921 – Photograph:  Gray-bordered, 4 inch by 3 inch scenic image of at least 13 
individuals, male and female, standing on the snow-covered bank or the ice partway out 
into the Lake Odessa outlet, viewing the unfrozen portion of the outlet and the Rocky 
Mountains in the background.  Caption [as headline]:  Outlet of Lake Odessa in Odessa 
Gorge.  Credit:  Courtesy of Frank W. Byerly.

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Cooke is Selected for Town Marshal.  At the meeting of the 
town board Monday night, Elmer I. Cooke, former sheriff of Larimer County, was hired 
to fill the position of town marshal, beginning 1 May 1921, and his services to continue 
until 1 October 1921.  While sheriff, Mr. Cooke made a reputation for himself as a sure 
getter of offenders of the law, and he is simply death on bootleggers.  We have no doubt 
that Mr. Cooke will maintain his reputation here, and that the interests of the town will be 
well cared for.  

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Everett West Operated on.  Little Everett West, age 11 [sic, 
obituary says age 9, 1920 Loveland census says 9, he was in the fourth grade at the time 
of his death], son of Mrs. Adella [sic, the 1920 Loveland census spells it Adala, which 



seems unlikely, but in any event presents a different option] West, was taken to the 
Longmont hospital Sunday afternoon suffering from appendicitis.  His condition was so 
serious that the surgeons did not dare operate until Wednesday afternoon, when they 
placed drain tubes following the bursting of the appendix.  The little fellow’s condition is 
extremely critical.  [The announcement of his death appears in the 27 May 1921 issue]

29 April 1921 – A.I. Root, wife, and little son of Omaha, Nebraska, have arrived in Estes 
Park, and are stopping at the Lewiston until their summer home can be put in readiness 
for occupancy.

29 April 1921 – Headline:  George H. Hardy in Estes Park for the Summer.  Mr. and Mrs. 
George H. Hardy, Mr. Hardy’s mother, and Miss Ryden, all of Greeley, arrived in Estes 
Park Thursday of the big snow [assume 14 April 1921] and will be at their beautiful 
summer home the entire season.  Mr. Hardy and party arrived about two hours before the 
storm broke over Estes Park, and says the experience was a novel one, and not altogether 
unenjoyable.

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Laundry to Open Soon.  Ralph Macdonald is busy these days 
getting everything at the steam laundry ready for the season.  He is planning on opening 
the plant about 1 May 1921, and made a trip to the valley Wednesday to look after some 
of the details necessary for the opening.  Mr. Macdonald has one of the best equipments 
we have ever seen, and it is ever his aim to keep abreast of the times with the best to be 
had that will facilitate handling the work of the patrons of the plant in the best possible 
manner.  As one instance of this, we might mention that Mr. Macdonald has ordered one 
of the latest belt lacing machines.  When a belt breaks or needs splicing, all the operator 
needs to do is to place the ends of the bet in the machine, pull a lever, and the thing is 
ready to be placed back on the pulleys.  Mr. Macdonald also realizes the real direct value, 
as well as the indirect value, of modern ideas in advertising, and studies them carefully 
and uses liberal amounts of space in a judicious manner.  He realizes that most of the 
great concerns of the United States reached their station through advertising, and that 
most of the successful merchants of the various communities are those who advertise 
constantly and judiciously.  A careful reading of Mr. Macdonald’s advertisements will 
convince anyone that he knows how to present in an attractive manner the service he has 
to render to the public.

29 April 1921 – Headline and subhead:  Woman’s Club Gives Prizes to School Children.  
The prize-winning compositions will be published in the Estes Park Trail.  According to 
their annual custom, the Woman’s Club awarded prizes to the school children for the best 
birdhouses, and this year also on the best compositions on “Birds and What I Know about 
Them.”  The awards were made yesterday as follows:  Birdhouses:  First grade Richard 
Wooley, second and third grades Maurice Rockwell [son of Clayton Newell Rockwell].  
Compositions:  Fourth grade Everett West, fifth, sixth, and seventh grades Esther Griffith.  



Honorable mention was given to Charles Grace, Braxton Griffith, Marian Derby, Fred 
Clatworthy, Roger Low, Lucie Schwilke, Helen Byerly, and Charles Bishop.

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Precipitation is above Normal this Month.  So far this month, 
there has been 2-3/4 inches of moisture fallen in the snows we have had, according to the 
gauge at the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company office.  The ground, which 
was rather dry the first of the month, is now saturated, and the streams are running a good 
flow of water for this time of year.  The weather the past week has been of the typical 
April brand.  All the roads are in good condition again, with the exception of a little 
surfacing that has been washed off in spots here and there.  Most of the trails are also 
open to traffic once more, and the road gangs are at work rapidly bringing everything 
back to normal. 

29 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news.  Telephone #27J3.

29 April 1921 – Column title:  Gleaned from the State.  John Foster Symes of Denver has 
been nominated by President Harding to be United States attorney for the district of 
Colorado…Two hundred and fifty Denver and Rio Grande railroad shopmen, 
representing practically all of the mechanical departments crafts, have been put back to 
work after being laid off since 16 March 1921…For the benefit of tourists from Texas 
and other southern states, a movements has been launched by Trinidad businessmen for 
the building of a direct route into the San Luis valley from that place…Delegates from 
towns on the Union Pacific [railroad] from Denver to the Kansas state line, and on the 
Rock Island [railroad] from Colorado Springs to the Kansas boundary met at Limon to 
perfect the organization of an eastern Colorado Chamber of Commerce…One man was 
killed and two women were injured in a snow slide which came down Republican 
Mountain at Silver Plume, Colorado, during the blizzard, wrecked several houses and 
buried the town under from six to twelve feet of snow…E.M. Carr of Ault, Colorado, was 
elected president of the northern Colorado district of Christian churches at the closing 
session of the convention of that body in Loveland.  Fort Collins was chosen as the 
meeting place for next year by the delegates…Baptists of Longmont will start work on a 
new $40,000 church building within the next 30 days, according to announcement made 
by the building committee.  A campaign for the raising of a building fund has resulted in 
the subscribing of a total of $37,500…Delegates from all quarters of the globe will gather 
in Montrose during the first week of June 1921 to attend the meeting of the general 
missionary society of the United Presbyterian Church.  More than 250 are expected to be 
in attendance at the convention [this mention runs again verbatim in the 6 May 1921 
issue]…The first American silver dollars ever manufactured in Denver are now being 
coined at the United States mint [the last of the 1921 Morgan dollars] following receipt of 
more than 1,000,000 ounces of silver in small amounts extending over a period of more 
than 30 days, from the leading mining camps of the west.  Coins of this denomination 
were last stamped by the Philadelphia mint in 1904, until their resumption at that place 
last month, officials said…Judge James L. Cooper in the Fremont County district court in 



Cañon City sustained the demurrer of attorneys for ex-County Commissioners G.V. 
Hodgin, James Belknap, and J.V. McCandless in the suit instituted against them as 
individuals by John W. Richardson of Denver for $50,000 damages for injuries to himself 
and $5000 or the death of his wife, as a result of an automobile accident near the 
McCumber Ranch on the Cañon City-Florence road on the night of 30 April 1920…”I 
can think of no more delightful place to go on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true 
western hospitality,” commented President Harding [this quote would be incorporated 
into the Estes Park Trail banner in the very next issue, 6 May 1921] after Senator Phipps, 
speaking on behalf of the citizens, had formally extended to the president the invitation 
from the Colorado legislature to make the Rocky Mountain state his summer home.  
Besides Colorado’s invitation to become its guest, the president was presented with a 
certificate of life honorary membership in the Denver Press Club.  On behalf of the club, 
Warren R. Given of Denver handed the president a gold engraved membership card…
Robert Courtland Pierson, 20 months old, who fell from a third-story window in Denver, 
probably will live.  Physicians at the county hospital say the infant, who is suffering from 
a fracture at the base of the skull, has an excellent chance to recover [see 6 May 1921 
follow-up article for the bad news].  The case is said to be one of the most unusual in the 
history of the accident ward of the hospital…A purebred Holstein cow, Princess Johanna 
Hope, owned by E.J. Lindquist of Denver, produced the greatest amount of butterfat of 
any milch cow in Colorado during March, according to reports of the Colorado Cow 
Testing Association.  Highest record for herds was made by that of Harry Yeager of 
Longmont.  His cattle produced 58.5 pounds of butterfat…Charging that they were 
illegally arrested and held in connection with the murder of S. Yamaguchi, wealthy 
Japanese health-seeker, Charles Ferguson and Samuel Franklin, mountaineers living near 
Golden, have filed suit in the district court of Jefferson County asking damaged totaling 
$100,000 against Sheriff Gary Kerr of Golden and Charles Bjork, a private detective of 
Englewood…While working in the Cyclops Mine tunnel in Gilpin County, one mile 
northwest of Black Hawk, David Nelson and Edward Nelson, brothers, were blown 50 
feet by a double explosion, and terribly burned.  The injured men were forced to drag 
themselves 1400 feet back through the mine tunnel to the entrance, where they were 
given medical attention…Thrown from a horse which she had just mounted, Mrs. Oritha 
Christian, 32 years old, a former cowgirl and the mother of two children, was instantly 
killed at Craig…The payroll and property campaign initiated by the Denver Civic and 
Commercial Association to show Colorado people that the prosperity and happiness of 
every individual in the state is enhanced by purchasing Colorado-made goods, began by 
offering $100 in prizes for the best ten-word slogan which most forcibly expresses the 
fundamental idea of the campaign.  The slogan must be mailed to the publishing and 
publicity committee of the civic association, whose members will be the judges in the 
contest…Unless the owners of job-printing establishments in Colorado agree to a 44-hour 
work week by 1 May 1921, members of the five printing trades crafts will go on strike, it 
was declared at the hearing conducted by the State Industrial Commission.  “We will 
grant no concession, not even 47-1/2 hours,” replied Charles Welch, spokesman for the 
employers.  “I will say further that rather than recede from our present position, we will 



break off negotiations.”…Because of jury in the Routt County district court was not 
given an opportunity to order him hanged, Costa D. Nesteroff, a Bulgarian, has appealed 
to the Supreme Court for a reversal f the verdict of the lower court.  Nesteroff was 
convicted of the murder of Pete Evanoff several months ago, and sentenced to life 
imprisonment.  Lawyers and attaches of the Supreme Court declare this pleading to be 
the most unusual ever presented to the higher tribunal…Governor Shoup has issued a 
proclamation urging all citizens of Colorado to join the silo campaign planned by the 
State Farm Bureau the week of 30 May 1921.  He also asks farmers wherever possible to 
start the construction of silos that week, or at least draft plans for one.  Silos are great 
savers of food costs, especially in milk production, according to statistics compiled by the 
farm bureau…A deck of cards decided the fate of alderman’s position and member of the 
city council at Goldfield.  H.A. Hansen and Fred Hanna each received 28 votes at the 
election held 4 April 1921, and after a mass meeting held in the town hall, it was decided 
to cut the card deck to see who would land the position.  Hanna drew the four of 
diamonds, and Hansen cut an eight of hearts, qualifying for the office…Following the 
blizzard, during which Donald Goodspeed of Colorado Springs, toeghter with three 
companions, was marooned at a roadhouse on the Cañon City road, Mrs. Adra Hudson 
Goodspeed filed suit for divorce on the grounds of cruetly…The board of trustees of the 
Colorado School for the Deaf and Blind has appointed Mrs. William K. Argo as 
superintendent for the next two years, succeeding her husband, who died recently…One 
hundred and ninety-six boys and girls are enrolled in the various boys’ and girls’ clubs of 
Montrose County, according to the report of county agent Ben H. King, who stated that 
the county now needed a regular club leader to handle the various activities of the boys.  
The organizations conduct work in care of and rasing pigs, calves, poultry, sewing, 
canning, and potatoes…The conference of the Midwest League has decided upon a 120-
game schedule for the season.  Drastic rulings regarding freak deliveries were made, 
according to Rick Ricketson, president of the league.  All freak balls, including the 
“emery ball”, the “paraffin ball”, etc., were barred.  Provision was made for punishing 
any pitchers who break this ruling…Theodore Knight, 19-year-old Monte Vista youth, 
who was the hero of the great storm in his rescue of aged Frank Williams, 14 miles south 
of Colorado Springs, was presented with a gold watch by Mayor Ira Harris.  The watch 
was the gift of a number of admirers, who have made cash donations.  Application for a 
Carnegie Medal for Knight has been made…Archibald Malcolm MacLean, titular head of 
the clan MacLean, a noted Scottish family, died in the county poorhouse at Colorado 
Springs.  Fifteen years ago, Dr. MacLean was one of the prominent physicians and 
surgeons in this part of the state, and at one time has charge of the Iron-Silver Mining 
Company’s hospital…Frank T. Howbert, for many years a leader in Republican political 
circles in Denver and the state, has been nominated by President Harding to be internal 
revenue collector for the district of Colorado.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 



motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis courts, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons, telephone #14-W, Estes 
Park, Colorado.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Sweetest place in town.  Our candies are the sweetest, 
daintiest bits of goodness human skill can make.  They never fail to please.  Our fountain 
drinks are so tempting too.  We also serve the daintiest quick lunches – you’ll like them.  
Somer’s Dainty Shop.

29 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration of gigantic Exide car battery towering over 
eight automobiles parked at its base, all of them being charged by it.]  Announcement.  
We have been appointed authorized dealers for the renowned Exide batteries.  Let us tell 
you about the Exide.  Let us show you how no other battery is like it in construction, 
performance, and durability, and why it will deliver day-in and day-out efficient service.  
Regardless of the make or model of your car, we have an Exide that is exactly suited to 
its needs.  Osborn Garage, telephone #17-R2.  Goodyear tires and tubes, storage and 
repairing.  Exide batteries authorized dealer [in a square logo]

29 April 1921 – Column title:  Happenings Everywhere.  Verda Brown, 13, was seized on 
the streets of Tacoma, Washington, gagged, bound, and spirited away in an automobile.  
The two kidnappers drove the girl to Camp Lewis, Washington, where they discovered 
she was not the one wanted.  They then drove her within a block of her home, apologized 
for taking her, and disappeared.  The girl was with the men four hours…Count Armand 
D’Aleria of Spain, whose wife was the widow of United States Senator George Nixon of 
Nevada, arrested recently on a complaint charging insanity, sworn to by his mother, 
Countess Marguerite D’Aleria of Pasadena, California, was ordered released by the Los 
Angeles County superior court after a hearing in the psychopathic ward of the county 
hospital…John P. (Jack) Cudahy’s turbulent career has ended.  Cudahy blew his brains 
out with a shotgun in this room in the house in the Hollywood district of Los Angeles, 
California, where he and his family made their home.  Friends of Cudahy came to the 
conclusion that the erratic son of Michael Cudahy, famous packer, killed himself because 
of worry over financial difficulties and ill health…Charles W. Paddock fo the University 
fo Southern California broke world records for 100 meters, 200 meters, 300 yards, and 
300 meters [in track and field] at the Southern California AAU meet at Redlands, 
California.  Paddocks time for 100 meters was 10-2/5 seconds, 200 meters 21-1/5 
seconds, 300 yards 30-1/5 seconds, and 300 meters in 34 seconds flat.  He ran 100 yards 
in 9-3/5 seconds, tying the world record, and 220 yards in 21-1/5 seconds…Charles R. 
Parmelee, aviator, executed a descent and landed his plane safely on the Embarcadero, 



the broad street which parallels San Francisco, California’s water front, after the engine 
had developed trouble, and stopped in mid-air over the bay.  Parmelee had two 
passengers aboard.  They were en route from Sausalito, California, to the Marina Field in 
San Francisco, California.  After repairing a feed pipe, which was the cause of the 
trouble, the party resumed the journey…A new high record for net tonnage passing 
through the Panama Canal and tolls earned was established in March 1921, according to 
official announcement.  The previous high record was made in January 1921.  The 
aggregate net tonnage of commercial traffic for March 1921 was 1,112,818, as compared 
with 1,094, 323 for January 1921, and the tolls in March 1921 amounted to $1,105,529, 
about $10,000 more than in January 1921…Secretary Wallace has written letters to the 
governors of all states asking their cooperation in the nationwide observance of forest 
protection week, 22 May 1921 to 28 May 1921, recently proclaimed by President 
Harding.  “Adequate provision for the safeguarding and renewal of our forest is of vital 
importance to the nation,” the secretary said in his letter, adding that the magnitude of the 
area burned over the last five years “represents a territory larger than the state of 
Utah.”…Further investigation into foreign loans by the judiciary committee is authorized 
in a resolution adopted by the Senate.  It was offered by Senator Reed, Democrat of 
Missouri…After a conference between Secretary Denby and the House subcommittee in 
charge of the naval appropriation bill, Chairman Kelly announced that the measure would 
be reintroduced in the form in which it was approved at the last session.  It will carry 
approximately $395,000,000.  Mr. Denby indicated that the work on the great battle 
cruisers would be rushed at a faster clip than on any other craft…Restoration of free tolls 
through the Panama Canal to American shipping will be taken up by the Senate oceanic 
canals committee, of which Senator Borah, Republican of Idaho, is chairman.  Three bills 
dealing with the free tolls question are before the committee, introduced by Senator 
Borah, Senator Jones of Washington, and Senator Poindexter of Washington, all 
Republicans.  Two bills would limit the free toll privilege to American coastwise 
shipping, while another would give the privilege to all ships flying the American flag…
Curtailment of property rights is justifiable in case of public exigency, the Supreme Court 
held in deciding two cases involving the validity of laws affecting leases on apartments 
and business property.  Dividing five to four, the court upheld the Ball Act and the so-
called New York City housing laws.  The Ball Act prohibits dispossession of a tenant at 
the expiration of his lease on any grounds except undesirability.  The New York laws 
make it obligatory on landlords to furnish certain service to tenants and prohibit filing of 
dispossess suits…Nicaragua has given up its membership in the League of Nations, this 
step being due to the expense attached to the holding of a place in that organization…The 
German foreign office sent a note to Loring Dresel, American commissioner, expressing 
regret for the attack of a German crowd on James E. Tobinson and his wife of Chicago, 
Illinois…Soviet Russia’s debt to Switzerland, according to statistics of the Swiss federal 
government, amounts to 466,000,000 rubles, 129,000,000 Swiss francs, 6,000,000 French 
francs, 4,500,000 pounds, and 3,000,000 marks…Professor Thomas G. Mararyk has 
resigned as president of Czechoslovakia, according to a Prague, Czechoslovakia dispatch.  
Ill health is given as the reason.  Dr. Edward Benes, foreign minister, will become 



premier and acting president…General tightening of the conscription laws by Japan, 
including extension for the first time of the application of universal military training to 
Japanese residents in the Philippines, East Indies, and the South Sea Islands, has been 
reported to official circles in Washington, D.C….An indemnity of $40,000,000,000 was 
the “penalty” which the Kaiser proposed to impose upon the United States if Germany 
had won the war in 1917.  It was included in his “peace terms” written by himself in the 
spring of that year, and just discovered in the archives of the German foreign office, 
according to a Berlin, Germany, foreign correspondent…Great Britain is seeking 
American coal, but dock men at British ports are putting obstacles in the way of 
unloading imported coal, the United States Department of Commerce at Washington, 
D.C., has been advised.  The dock men were reported to be sustaining the striking miners 
also by refusing to coal ships, to prevent vessels proceeding to continental ports for 
supplies…The government of Panama has dropped its defiant attitude toward the White 
award of the boundary dispute with Costa Rica, and shows every sign of compliance with 
it.  It recalled the troops that had been concentrated in the neighborhood of Coto Cosrica.  
The boundary force at the capital was ordered to disband.  These actions were taken as 
positive indication that the Panama government has decided to accept the White award at 
final…The imminent collapse of the Constantine government in Greece is foreseen in 
receipt of news on the deplorable condition of the Greek army in Asia Minor and the 
destitute condition of the treasury at Athens, Greece.  Seven Greek divisions used in the 
last offensive were smashed, and their morale weakened.  The 6000 troops sent as 
reinforcements are being used to fortify Smyrna, thus indicating that the forces around 
Ushak and Brussa are preparing to retire…Two fox terriers caused the explosion on Fort 
Street in Detroit, Michigan, which killed three persons and destroyed four houses.  
According to the police, the dogs kicked over a can of nitroglycerine while engaged in a 
rat hunt in the shed of Mrs. Gustave Hermann…Twenty-six thousand persons are at the 
point of starvation in the coalfields of northern Alabama, Governor Thomas E. Kilby was 
told in an appeal by the Salvation Army, southeastern division, with headquarters in 
Birmingham, Alabama.  The organization said it was helping to the limit of its resources, 
but that additional aid must come from other sources…United States secret service 
operatives of Chicago, Illinois, revealed what they declared was a plot to flood the central 
west with smuggled diamonds from Canada, after arresting I. Gittler, a furrier, and his 
wife.  The government agents said they had information which led them to believe the 
couple were the Chicago, Illinois, representatives of an organized band of smugglers…
Positive identification of Tilo Ligi, arrested in Scranton, Pennsylvania, on suspicion of 
complicity in the Wall Street explosion last September, was made by Thomas J. Smith of 
Brooklyn, New York, employed in the legal department of an insurance company having 
offices in the New York financial district…To offset the wiles of Mrs. Cora Isanelle 
Orthwein, it was proposed by Lloyd Heth, assistant state’s attorney in Chicago, Illinois, 
that she be tried by a jury of women on the charge of slaying Hebert P. Ziegler, tire sales 
manager.  The plan was agreed to by Mrs. Orthwein’s attorneys, and a venire of women 
will be drawn if there are no legal obstacles…”Captain” Harry W. Devore is serving a 
five-year term in the Oklahoma state penitentiary all because, Harry says, he has a 



“double” brother who likes the ladies.  Devore was convicted of bigamy when three 
wives identified him in open court in Sapulpa, Oklahoma.  “They got me wrong,” alibied 
the “Captain”.  “I’m the victim of a double.  My brother is the guy who married these 
ladies.”  The court decided it was the “Captain”…A searchlight 60 inches in diameter has 
been shipped by the General Electric Company for installation on Mount Tamalpais, near 
San Francisco, it has been announced in Schenectady, New York.  This is one of the 
largest searchlights constructed, it was said, there being only two or three as large in use.  
The light was purchased by a joint organization of civic clubs of San Francisco, 
California, to illuminate an amusement park.  The rays of the searchlight will pick up a 
battleship 12 miles at sea, and is 500 times more powerful than the headlight of a 
locomotive.     

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  A new idea about thrift as applied to the washday 
problem.  A woman used to be thought thrifty if she did all the baking, all the preserving, 
all the sewing, all the washing – in a word, if she toiled from morn till night, she was 
called “Thrifty”.  The thrifty woman today is the woman who can get all these things 
done economically, and still have time for recreation and self-improvement.  A thrifty 
solution of the washday problem will be found in our family laundry service.  Our pound 
rate is so moderate, there’s double economy – many valuable hours saved, and release 
from the thraldom of the tub.  We take over the heavy duties of washday, leaving for you 
only the less irksome task of ironing only a few of the lighter pieces.  Your bundle is 
called for, and washed by simple, sanitary methods that remove dirt and prolong the life 
of the fabric.  Things like bath towels are fluffily dried, the flat pieces are wonderfully 
ironed, and such other articles as need it are nicely starched.  Your whole washing is then 
returned to you as clean and sweet as only pure water and pure white soap can make it.  
And it’s so truly thrifty.  We do three-quarters of the work of washday, you only an 
agreeable one-quarter.  The cost surprisingly moderate.  Try this new thrift.  Estes Park 
Laundry, launderers and dry cleaners.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Motion pictures at the school house.  Friday evening, 29 
April 1921.  “Erstwhile Susan” featuring Constance Binney.  Ford weekly educator.  7:45 
p.m., school children free, adults 15 cents.

29 April 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, Editor and Publisher.  Office Hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in the Josephine 
Hotel building [a block 5 location].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop 
in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – contract rates for one year, 
125 inches or more, 20 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, 
transient rate.  Transient and foreign contract rate – 25 cents per issue.  Local reading 
notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  Classified 



advertising:  Want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding 
insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, 
obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The 
Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in 
unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application 
made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter, 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.

29 April 1921 – Headline:  We Close Saturday Noons.  In accordance with an agreement 
reached two years ago by the International Joint Conference Council, composed of the 
various employing printers organizations and the organizations of the printing trade 
workers, when it was agree to establish a 5-1/2 day work week, consisting of 44 hours, 
we shall close at noon Saturdays.  This agreement becomes effective 1 May 1921.  We, 
for a number of years, worked in a large city in the south where it was the rule for all 
business houses and factories to close Sunday noon, and became fully acquainted with its 
benefits and advantages.  A universal Saturday noon closing would mean that both the 
employer and laborer would have an afternoon for relaxation from strenuous business 
duties and recreation each week without being compelled to use Sunday for that purpose.  
It would be looked forward to each week, and enable both to return to their labors with 
greater vim and renewed determination to make ’er go.  Just as an extra pair of shoes 
worn alternately will give greater service and satisfaction, so will a half-day spent in the 
bosom of Mother Nature add years of strength and a clearer brain for the business grind.  
All hail the day when the half-holiday shall become universal.

29 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads – they’re inexpensive.

29 April 1921 – Column title:  Trailettes.  The village benchwarmer says:  “Thet thar 
Estes Park Trail newspaper ain’t got a ghost of a show to succeed.  What with about a 
dozen gossipin’ women in the village could thet editor dig up thet’s new, even if he turned 
every building inside out and uprooted every tree and turned over every rock every week, 
an’ laid awake o’ nights tryin’ to hatch up suthin’”…We have seen more sunburned faces 
the past week than one could see at the beach in a whole season…Sh-h!  Don’t let the 
sheriff find out about the red noses in the village, or he will be here hot scotch with a 
nose for moonshine stills as keen as a wolf’s…Old winter staged a comeback Sunday 
alright…Subhead:  What does it mean?  Sign on cottage near country club – “Welcome 
Inn”, “Keep Out”.

29 April 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Illustration of older gentleman, face 
turned in left profile and full body turned in left 3/4 profile, wearing a tie and suit coat 
and dark hat, with prominent ears and a handlebar moustache, and standing slightly 
stooped, grasping a $5 bill in his left hand.  Words in the upper right read “Wanted!/
Dollars!/Mazuma!/Jack!/Simoleums!/Dough!/Frogskins!/Drag Em In!” and the artist’s 



name “Charles Sughroe” appears in the lower right corner.]  Behold the friend of the 
editor, coming in to pay for his newspaper without being sent for.  He does this every 
year, and send the newspaper to his two sons as well.  The friend of the editor is welcome 
to come in and park his feet on our Persian rug any ole day in the year.  The above picture 
is a true likeness, except in looks, or Augustus Denby Lewis, Charles F. Hix, Julius Foss 
Schwartz, and Frank W. Byerly.  There are others who will soon be in their class, for they 
have already told us of their intention.  Don’t fail to look for the stone age relic pictured 
in next week’s newspaper.

29 April 1921 – Poem by Mrs. Arthur B. Harris:  The Anemone.  O brave little snow 
flower, we greet you./What joy to our hearts you have bro’t!/With gladness and pleasure 
we meet thee,/O herald of spring as thou art./In delicate lavender dresses,/You come in 
your royal array./A pioneer Queen of the mountains,/Attended by no leaf or spray./No 
fear of the storm has our beauty./When snow comes  you hide your fair face./A mantle of 
fur, soft and downy,/Is closely about you in’laced./The rocks are your favorite 
companions,/For they are so strong and so bold./They form cozy nooks in the sunshine,/
And shelter you there from the cold./Sometimes you are found on the mountain./A glen 
you may choose for your home./But where’er your footsteps may lead you,/Dame nature 
in joy bids you roam./The birds greet your presence with singing./How happy they all 
seem to be!/Your gay robes, your fine yellow tresses,/To them are bright spots on the lee./
Again we would greet you, fair flower./Your name is the sweet anemone./When summer 
brings more gorgeous blossoms,/Still dear to our hearts you will be./Fro are you not 
strongest and bravest/Of all the great kingdom of flowers?/If we were as bold and as 
hardy,/What richness and fame might be ours.

29 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Says School is Radical Hotbed.  Valparaiso, 
Indiana.  Charging the Valparaiso University at Valparaiso, Indiana, is a hotbed of 
Bolshevism, communism, and other cults, and that all his efforts to thwart this 
propaganda has failed because of “sinister inside influences”, Daniel Russell Hodgdon 
[sic], president, has sent his resignation to the trustees.  “The stream of propaganda,” 
declared Dr. Hodgdon [sic], “can be traced to the very heart of the federal government, so 
firmly are its protagonists entrenched.”

29 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Shoot at Italian Minister.  London, England.  An 
attempt by two Montenegrins to assassinate Count Sforza, the Italian foreign minister at 
Rome, Italy, has been revealed in Balkan diplomatic circles.  The attempt to kill the 
Italian minister was made while he was walking through an isolated street at Rome, Italy.

29 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Man Kills Two Sons.  San Francisco, California.  
John Cornyn, recently released from a state hospital, appeared at the police station with 
his clothing covered with blood, and said he had killed his two boys, Arthur, aged 7, and 
Andrew, aged 8, in the hills twelve miles from here.  According to police, he expressed 
no remorse for his confessed act, and gave as a reason that he had been “in 



communication” with his wife, who died a year ago, and that she “had asked him to send 
all of their five children to her.”

29 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, Telephone #27-R2.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business], telephone #15.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable, telephone #26.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service [a block 5 
business].  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Goodrich tires and 
tubes, automobile accessories.  Gasoline and oils, storage and repairing.  Curing motor 
ills our specialty.  Telephone #184.  George Johnson, proprietor.

29 April 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Ratification of the Colombia treaty, by a 
reluctant Senate, did no evoke many loud cheers in the United States.  Democrats for 
years had urged the adoption of the pact as a virtual repudiation of the acts of Theodore 
Roosevelt and John Hay in connection with the separation of Panama from Colombia.  
The Harding administration urged it, not on that ground, but because it believed this sop 
to Colombia would help to restore amicable feelings toward the United States on the part 
of the Latin American peoples, and also because Americans wish to develop oil fields in 
Colombia.  All but four of the Democratic senators voted for the treaty, presumably for 
their old reasons.  Forty Republicans obeyed the behest of the administration, most of 
them because they hesitated to break with it on an important issue so soon after the 
beginning of Mr. Harding’s regime.  Fifteen Republican senators refused to turn so 
squarely against the policy of their party, and voted against ratification after putting up a 
strong fight, in the course of which they tried to amend the pact by provision that nothing 
in it should be regarded as a confession of wrongdoing by Roosevelt in the acquisition of 
the Canal Zone.  Colombia will now greedily seize the gifts made her –  $25,000,000 and 
valuable privileges in the use of the Panama Canal – and gives practically nothing in 
return, not even assurance of fair treatment for our capitalists who may invest in her oil 



fields.  If most of the money does not stick to the palms of the grafting politicians of 
Colombia, there will be a complete reversal of custom.  More important, there is little 
reason to believe this treaty will lessen the hatred of the United States which is the 
prevailing sentiment throughout most of Latin America.  This statement is based on the 
opinions of men who are thoroughly familiar with the Latin Americans…In pursuance of 
his policy of conciliation, President Harding delivered a happy address on Tuesday on the 
occasion of the unveiling, in New York, of a statue of Bolivar the Liberator.  The day was 
the anniversary of both the Battle of Lexington and the opening of the final campaign 
which resulted in the independence of Venezuela.  Naturally, the Monroe Doctrine was 
the subject of the main part of the President’s speech, and of it he said:  “The doctrine 
proclaimed under Monroe, which ever since has been jealously guarded as a fundamental 
of our own republic, maintained that these continents should not again be regarded as 
fields for the colonial enterprises of Old World powers.  There have been times when the 
meaning of Monroeism was misunderstood by some, perverted by others, and made the 
subject of distorting propaganda by those who saw in it an obstacle to their own 
ambitions.  The history of the generations since that doctrine was proclaimed has proved 
we never intended it selfishly, that we had no dream of exploitation.  On the other side, 
the history of the last decade certainly must have convinced all the world that we stand 
willing to fight, if necessary, to protect these continents, these sturdy young democracies, 
from oppression and tyranny.”…The government of the United States has decided that 
General Alfredo Zayas, candidate of the conservative-popular coalition party, was elected 
President of Cuba last November, and that nothing should be done to prevent the island 
Congress from proclaiming him president.  Boaz Long, American minister to Cuba, 
communicated this decision to the Cubans, and it was expected they would abide by it.  
Our government also took further action in the Panama-Costa Rica dispute, letting both 
those nations understand that the refusal of Panama to accept the White boundary award, 
insisted upon by the American government, must not be made the basis for the renewal of 
hostilities.  Both these little republics, it is understood, are mobilizing their forces and 
breathing fire.  Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala, comprising the new Central 
American union, have assured Costa Rica of their support…According to the Tokyo, 
Japan, newspapers, the Japanese cabinet has decided that there is no reason to change 
Japan’s policy on the Yap mandate because of the recent American note on the subject.  
Public opinion in Japan is increasingly against any yielding in the controversy, and no 
one in the United States believes our administration will give an inch.  Official 
information has reached Washington, D.C., that the conscription and universal military 
training laws of Japan are being applied more rigidly, and that all Japanese officers 
stationed in the Pacific Islands south of the equator and in the East Indies have been 
recalled to Japan, and all Japanese between the ages of 21 and 37 without previous 
service have been ordered to return to Japan for military training.  Former Secretary of 
the Navy Daniels, in an address at Memphis, Tennessee, said, “America cannot surrender 
the Yap cables even if it should mean war with Japan…No matter what it may cost, and 
that may be war.  I cannot imagine that a peaceful settlement of the Yap situation with 
Japan will be found.”  All of this sounds rather warlike.  But the allied powers in Europe 



seem inclined to side with the United States in the controversy, and reliable observers 
believe that if they do consent to exclude Yap from the Japanese mandate, Japan will be 
forced to bow to such a decision…Fighting has broken out between the armies of north 
and south China, and it is feared in Peking, China, that it is the precursor of renewed civil 
war.  The eight military governors of the Yangtse Valley have combined against General 
Chang Tsoling, warlord of the northern government, and alleged ally of Japan and 
Semenoff.  Chang is suspected of a scheme to restore the monarchy…Premier Lloyd 
George held a conference during the weekend with Premier Briand of France concerning 
the further coercive measures against the Germans to be adopted in case they do not 
comply with the reparations demands on 1 May 1921 – as they almost certainly will not 
do.  What these measures will be is not yet known, but it is reasonably sure that Great 
Britain will support France in the occupation of the Ruhr district.  The reparations 
commission ordered Germany to transfer the gold holdings of the German Imperial Bank 
to its Coblenz and Cologne, Germany, branches as security for payment of reparations.  
This Germany refused to do.  Berlin last week pleaded with President Harding to act as 
mediator in the reparation dispute, promising to pay what he might determine was just.  
The president declined to act, but said if Germany would formulate new proposals, he 
would consider bringing the matter to the attention of the allied governments…
Premature, to say the least, was the report of a week ago that the miners’ federation of 
Great Britain had called off the strike.  The story was based on a false cablegram.  The 
transport and rail workers, indeed, did change their minds and decided not to quit work in 
sympathy, but the miners, though somewhat disconcerted by this split in the triple 
alliance, are still standing firm at this writing.  New proposals were made by the mine 
owners, but the federation declared they were too vague to form a basis for negotiations.  
The miners assert that their own present proposals are entirely clear – a national wage 
board with a national tonnage levy to enable the poorer pits to pay the rates of wages 
agreed upon out of funds contributed through the levy by the miners and mine owners.  
The government, it is said by well-posted persons, is confident that it will be able to keep 
the nation’s coal need supplied even if the strike continues.  There is enough coal on hand 
in England to last for three months, and plenty more to be obtained from other 
countries…Twenty leaders of the British Protestant church recently sent to the premier a 
memorial protesting against the disorders in Ireland.  In replying to them, Lloyd George 
made an important declaration.  First, answering their allegations in order, he denied the 
existence of an irregular force which had no discipline, that there were unauthorized 
reprisals, and all other charges against the crown forces.  He quoted figures showing that 
police and soldiers were punished for breaches of discipline, and appealed for public 
support for the “sorely tried men who are trying to preserve order in a county given up to 
anarchy.”  He then dealt with the Sinn Fein in this manner:  “The Sinn Fein rejected home 
rule and demanded in its place an Irish republic for the whole of Ireland.  The Sinn Fein 
went further.  It deliberately set to work to destroy conciliation and constitutional 
methods because it recognized that violence was the only method by which it could 
realize the republic.  If I thought there was a different policy, which would lead to a 
solution of our difficulties, I would not hesitate to adopt it, however different it might be 



to the course the government is now pursuing.  The government of which I am at the head 
will never give way on the fundamental question of secession.  So long, therefore, as the 
Sinn Fein demands a republic, and refuses to accept, loyally, membership in the British 
Commonwealth, coupled with the fullest home rule compatible to conceding Ulster the 
same rights it claims for itself, the present evils will continue.  I do not wish there to be 
any misunderstanding on that point.”…The Greeks and the Turkish nationalists have 
resumed operations in Asia Minor.  The former, having reorganized their army, are 
carrying on an offensive on the Brusa front with Eskishehr as their main objective.  The 
Turks are making a show of resistance without really giving battle, and meanwhile are 
using most of their forces in an advance on Smyrna.  At last reports, they were only 60 
miles from that city.  The Kemalists, however, are not entirely happy, for they are 
beginning to realize the perfidy of their allies, the Russian Bolsheviki.  The shamelessly 
faithless Reds are not giving the aid promised in the treaty, and are demanding from the 
Turks further concessions with regard to the settlement of Near East questions…The 
bootlegging industry of the United States was dealt a severe blow last week when the 
Canadian province of Ontario, by a majority of more than 150,000, voted for the 
application of the Dominion law prohibiting the importation of liquor from any province, 
state, or country.  There has been a steady stream of liquor smuggled into the United 
States from Canada, the amount brought in across the Detroit River alone being estimated 
at 1000 cases a day.  Much of this will now be stopped, and what is brought across will 
be much more expensive.  New York City is in agony these days, because the new state 
prohibition law is being enforced in the metropolis, which had come to consider itself 
exempt from such laws that the rest of the country were supposed to observe.  The police 
there are feverishly active, and great quantities of liquor have been confiscated.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Millions of persons have carried travelers cheques to 
every nook and cranny of the earth.  Inexperienced travelers as well as veteran 
globetrotters have found this form of self-identifying travel funds essential to their 
comfort.  When you buy travelers cheques at this bank, you convert your travel money 
into a form of currency which is readily negotiable anywhere, and yet which can be spent 
by no one buy you.  Travelers cheques are popular with tourists because they positively 
safeguard travel funds.  They are popular with hotels and railroad and steamship 
companies because they are not alluring loot to thieves, and because they eliminate 
embarrassment and hazards incidental to cashing personal checks.  We regard the sale of 
this international currency as one of the most important phases of our complete banking 
service.  It costs little to insure your funds against loss by purchasing travelers cheques at 
this bank.  The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Saving and checking accounts, 
safety deposit boxes, loans, exchange and bonds.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if it’s 
lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent.  Just telephone #27-J3 and our 
little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.          



29 April 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  The melting snow has washed out 
the Longs Peak road between Hardtack and the Mills homestead.  The water has cut a 
channel fie feet deep and 100 yards long, and those now using that road are compelled to 
make a slight detour.  D.M. Parten [sic, suggest Parton] of Kingsley, Kansas has just 
finished a fine home on the Cassiday place, adjoining Griffith’s, and left today to bring 
out his family.  Mr. Parten is a contractor and builder…Mrs. M.M. Freeburg returned 
Wednesday from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, where she and Mr. Freeburg spent the 
winter with an uncle.  Mr. Freeburg is driving the car through…Semi-advertisement:  
Compare our goods and prices with out-of-town merchandise and you will trade at home.  
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…John B. McCutcheon of Greeley came up 
Sunday and will occupy his summer home above Griffith’s.  Mr. McCutcheon has had a 
new garage built on his place…Claude Erwin Verry made a business trip to Loveland 
Wednesday…Mrs. J.E. Macdonald returned from Boulder Thursday after spending 15 
days at the sanitarium.  She came up with Rev. Montgomery, who had been visiting his 
family in Boulder…Miss Leona Cole came up from Fort Collins Thursday to take up a 
position in the telephone office for the summer…Rocky Mountain National Park 
Superintendent L. Claude Way drove to Denver Wednesday afternoon…Semi-
advertisement:  Every dollar spent at home helps your community – we give full values.  
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…Mrs. William Manning returned to Estes 
Park Friday after a pleasant visit in Greeley…D.M. Derby, manager of Moraine Lodge, 
returned from California Saturday…Mrs. W.D. McPherson, proprietress of Moraine 
Lodge, is expected to arrive in Estes Park this week…Saturday, 7 May 1921, has been 
designated Cleanup Day by action of the town board.  Let’s do the job right…The town 
board by their action Monday night put a force of men at work on the city streets Tuesday 
morning, and before long we hope to see our dream of being able to cross the hill by the 
telephone office [i.e., Moraine Drive, now Moraine Avenue] without having to tie 
ourselves in the car come true [clearly, Moraine Drive was in bad shape]…Charles F. 
Hix, cashier of the bank, and Milton Clauser [his uncle] went to Denver Wednesday 
afternoon on a business trip of several days…D.H. Byrd received a box of beautiful lilies 
Wednesday, the gift of his parents in Alabama.  The flowers came through in good 
shape…Mr. and Mrs. F.H. Secord [of Dr. Muphy’s] returned from New Orleans, 
Louisiana Tuesday…Mr. and Mrs. Kerr [likely Frank P. Kerr] returned from California 
Wednesday…Dr. and Mrs. E.O. Johnson [sic, Carl O. Johnson] came up from Loveland 
for the summer, and will open the bakery [Home Bakery, a block 3 business two doors 
west of the Estes Park Bank] as soon as they can get arrangements made…J.B. Baird 
took the first degree in Odd Fellowship Saturday night…Mr. Roe Emery, wife, and son 
have been at the Lewiston for several days.  Mr. Emery is president and principal owner 
of the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company, the Denver Cab Company, and 
the Glacier Park Transportation Company.  Mr. Emery is looking over the affairs and 
equipment of the company here, to see that it is fully equipped to properly care for the 
large tourist business that all indications promise us this coming season…Semi-
advertisement:  Bong-Ton corsets at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…Walter A. Dixon of 
Denver has rented the Hayden cottage near the Hayden home on the hill for the season.  



Mrs. Dixon is expected about 1 May 1921…Miss L.M. Butler, stenographer in Rocky 
Mountain National Park Superintendent Way’s office, has leased one of the Hayden 
cottages on Moraine Road and will obtain possession 1 May 1921…Semi-advertisement:  
Special sale on army shoes at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…George R. Patterson, who 
has been connected with the bank for the past two years [and will later take over the 
Osborn Garage], has leased one of the Hayden cottages on Moraine Road, and will get 
possession 1 May 1921…Miss Zora Alford of Loveland spent several days last week 
visiting with Mrs. Garrett Casey…O.P. Low moved Wednesday into his nice new four-
room bungalow just completed on the hill…Semi-advertisement:  The PEO sisterhood, 
Chapter AV, announce a May party at the Lewiston Saturday evening, 30 April 1921.  
There will be dancing, card playing, and special features of entertainment.  Admission 
will be $1, the proceeds to be given to the European Relief Fund.  Everything will be 
done to furnish an enjoyable evening, and it is hoped that their efforts will be rewarded 
by a large attendance.  Good eats…Foss Yennce [sic] of Fort Morgan has rented the 
Hayden cottage on Broadview tract for the season, and will probably take possession 1 
May 1921…George C. Summy, of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, has leased a cottage on the 
hill for the coming season…Mrs. C.D. Howe of Wabash, Arkansas, will have the same 
cottage as last year north of the Elkhorn…Frederick W. Gooken of Chicago, Illinois, will 
occupy the same cottage as last year north of the Elkhorn Lodge…Semi-advertisement:  
Full line of Henderson corsets at Gooch’s [a block 2 business]…Doris Bond came up 
from Loveland, and spent the weekend with her parents…Henry Lynch of Boulder spent 
the weekend in Estes Park, the guest of D.H. Byrd of the Rocky Mountain Parks 
Transportation Company…F.A. Knight, district manager of the Continental Oil 
Company, made a business trip to Estes Park the latter part of last week…A.T. Shattuck, 
traveling representative of the Tritch Hardware Company of Denver, made the rounds of 
the Estes Park merchants last week…William A. Heaton and wife returned to Estes Park 
the latter part of last week, and have taken up their residence at their cottage in the 
Boulder-Greeley Colony…L.C. Grace [sic, suggest Lawrence E Grace] and wife were in 
Boulder Thursday and Friday and Saturday of last week, where Mr. Grace was called to 
substitute in the manual training department of the Boulder schools.

29 April 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Seamen Strike Sunday – Refuse Wage Reduction.  
New York, 26 April 1921.  Lines tending toward a nationwide strike on 1 May 1921 of 
more than 175,000 unionized marine engineers, firemen, and seamen, were closely drawn 
here when the unions refused to consider a new contract proposed by the owners, 
carrying wage cuts averaging 25% to 35%.  The engineers, trough their national 
president, William R. Ryan, followed their refusal by issuing a strike order effective that 
date, if the cut is put into effect.  The firemen and seamen, through Andrew Furuseth, 
president of the International Seamen’s Union, said their men had voted on the matter and 
they, too, would quit work if the wage cut was made effective.  Overseas and coastwise 
American flag ships on the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Pacific will be involved unless 
the differences are adjusted.  The conferences were the culmination of a series of 
meetings between representatives of the unions and the owners.  The engineers last week 



announced a wage cut would not be accepted, and the declaration was reiterated.  At 
previous conferences, the firemen and seamen insisted that wage question be made 
secondary to enforcement of alleged violations of the La Follette law, abolishment of the 
Shipping Board’s Sea Service Bureau, and preference in employment of union men.  The 
answer of the owners was that the La Follette seamen’s law was a federal statute, and the 
sea service bureau was a government agency.  It was further stated that this bureau was 
furnishing American ships with seamen, 80% of whom were American citizens, while the 
seamen’s unions were furnishing a negligible  percentage of Americans.  Preference in 
employment of union men was declared to be discrimination against Americans, and the 
demands were refused.  As a result of the refusal, Mr. Furuseth and his associated left the 
meeting, and declared that the men would refuse to work after 1 May 1921, if the wage 
reduction was put into effect.  Ships on the Great Lakes and tugs, barges, and other craft 
employed in harbor transportation would not be affected by the strike, union leaders said, 
as they are under separate contracts.  A tie up of deep sea and coastwise ships would be 
felt by several hundred thousand men.  Recent reports of American shipping show that 
the United States shipping board owns 1,773 ocean-going ships, of 7,790,736 gross tons, 
the majority in the hands of private operators.  In addition, there are 1,917 ships of 
5,125,273 gross tons owned by private companies.  The American flag passenger vessels 
which possibly would be affected by a strike include those of the International Merchant 
Marine, Hamburg, Germany, and Antwerp, Belgium, service, the United State Mail 
Steamship Company, the United American lines in the European trade, and all coastwise 
lines operated on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, and between cities on the Atlantic and 
Gulf coasts.  The engineer representatives declared that the American strike would throw 
out of work approximately 500,000 men of the allied marine trades.

29 April 1921 – When her clothing caught fire as she threw a pan of blazing oil into the 
yard of her home, a mile east of Hudson, Mrs. Earl Shackle, 20, bride of five months, 
leaped into bed and smothered the flames.  The quick action of the young woman 
undoubtedly saved her life.  She was badly burned about the face and hands, but 
physicians assert that she will live…Twelve thousand dollars in liberty bonds, postal 
savings stamps, and cash was found by officials of Eagle County in the cabin owned by 
Charles Miller, a railway track walker, after his death.  Miller, who was a recluse, had 
charge of miles of track.  He had secreted the money in every conceivable place about the 
tiny cabin which he occupied…Arthur Malone, alias Arthur Zassi, an Italian, is seeking to 
be deported as an undesirable alien, to escape a sentence of not less than seven years and 
not more than eight years in the federal penitentiary, which was given him in district 
court at Colorado Springs.

29 April 1921 – Column title:  Social Events.  Subhead:  Woman’s Club Meeting.  The 
Woman’s Club held its regular meeting at the schoolhouse Wednesday afternoon, with a 
good attendance.  Mrs. Edsall gave a very interesting paper on birds and trees, in 
commemoration of Arbor Day.



29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Every woman knows that Phoenix jersey silk vests and 
bloomers are the best to be had.  We have all sizes in stock now.  See them at Gooch’s 
Ready-to-Wear Shop.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Anything electrical.  We have it.  Responsible wiring and 
repair work.  Key fitting and novelty work.  The Electric Shop Company.

29 April 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered scenic image of a tall pine tree in the 
mountains, on a sunny day with the sky partly filled with white clouds.  Caption [as 
headline]:  King of the Forests.  Credit:  Courtesy of Frank W. Byerly. 

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Subscribe today.  Do not delay.  Don’t wait for us to call 
on you for your subscription.  Just sit down and write us a note or postal card and tell us 
to put your name on the mailing list at once.  Or telephone us – call #27-J3.  While they 
last, we will furnish the back numbers if you want to file them.  Estes Park Trail.

29 April 1921 – Column title and byline:  Beginning the Day by Walt Mason [A mug shot 
of the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp suit and tie, and with a part 
in his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column].  “If a man begins the day in a 
good humor,” observed the professor,” everything will prosper with him.”  “You talk as 
though beginning the day in a good humor was as easy as falling off a log,” said the low-
browed man.  “I suppose you have been reading one of those fool sunshine books, and 
you think a man can be in a good humor just by saying he is going to be.  But a man can’t 
control his humors any more than he can control dreams.  Some days I feel like the 
original Sunny Samuel, and I just naturally go around shedding light into the dark places, 
and making everyone glad.  At such times, the world seems an unqualified success, and 
the fact that I was born into it does not cause me any remorse.  If some prominent citizen 
backed me up against a fence and asked me what made me feel so gay, I couldn’t give 
him any helpful information.  I don’t know, myself, what causes the chipper feeling.  I 
suppose it must be because my works are in good condition, doing their digestive stunts 
at the old stand.  After a few days, the glad feeling passes away, and instead of being a 
Sunny Samuel, I become a Mournful Moses.  I have all kinds of presentiments of evil.  I 
have a firm conviction that the bottom is about to drop out of everything, and that I’ll be 
mixed up with the wreckage.  I take a pessimistic view of everything, and go grouching 
around until even the cows are sick of seeing me, and they give me a lift with their hind 
feet as a gentle hint that I should come out of my trance.  If a leading business man asked 
me to explain my melancholy, I couldn’t do it.  The world seems to be moving along as 
though nothing had happened.  The same old sun is shining on the day shift, and the 
scented zephyrs are blowing through my whiskers as of old.  Often a man begins the day 
wrong through some accident or unpleasant experience.  Then he knows why he has a 
grouch, but that doesn’t help him to get rid of it.  This morning, I was lying in bed 
dreaming that I was the only original white hope, and that I was making a heroic effort to 
bring the laurels back to the Caucasian race.  I was just administering an uppercut that 



seemed destined to bring home the bacon, when I fell out of bed and practically ruined 
my head against the floor.  I came downstairs in a beastly humor, and after breakfast I 
went over and picked a quarrel with old Doolittle, so that he had to shin up a tree to 
escape violence, and all because I was feeling ornery.  It wouldn’t have been safe for any 
man to tell me that in order to begin the day right, all a man has to do is to begin it right.  
I have gone out from the house to milk the cows in the morning, many a time, feeling as 
blithesome and glad as a dickeybird, and quite satisfied that the day was going to be one 
round of pleasure.  Then a cow would give me a poke in the ribs with one of her celluloid 
horns, or push her big splay foot into a brimming bucket of milk, and the joyous stuff was 
all off, and I’d be so sore all day that Aunt Julia would hand me my meals with a 
pitchfork.  The other morning I got up feeling so mean, that I was ashamed to look in the 
mirror.  I went downtown after breakfast, in the mood to rob a blind organ grinder of his 
few plugged nickels.  Then I went to the post office and got a registered letter.  A man 
who had owed me $2 for five years had an ingrowing conscience at last, and sent the 
money to me.  When I left the post office, everybody commented on my winning smile, 
and said I was the little sunbeam of the town.”

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Hudson Bay:  Where U.S. Naval Balloonists Alighted.  In 
coming to earth near Moose Factory, at the southernmost point of Hudson Bay, pilots of 
the United States naval balloon which in the closing days of 1920 was blown from New 
York City to the frozen north in relatively a few hours, stumbled on a country rich in the 
history and traditions of the picturesque old Hudson’s Bay Company.  Henry Hudson – 
“Hendrick” Hudson to his Dutch employers – was responsible, strangely enough, for 
putting on the map both the starting and ending point of this recent chance balloon trip.  
In 1609, he anchored his famous “Half Moon” close to the present location of New 
York’s Goddess of Liberty, and the following year, still searching for the elusive 
Northwest Passage, he sailed into Hudson Bay and followed its eastern shore south to 
near the present Moose Factory.  It was there in James Bay, the shallow southern arm of 
Hudson Bay, that Henry Hudson suffered the keenness of disappointment that can come 
only to the world’s great dreamers.  His dream was to find a passage to the “South Sea” 
and therefore a shortcut to India.  When he sailed into Hudson Bay and found that it was 
a great body of water, he was sure his dream was about to be realized.  But when he 
reached the shallow James Bay, and nosing across found that there was a great west coast 
to the great expanse of water, his dream came to an end.  It was on the shores of James 
Bay that Hudson and his surly crew wintered following his discovery, and only a short 
distance to the north that the great explorer met his tragic end next spring, when, bound 
by mutineers, he was set adrift in a small boat with a handful of sick men, to perish.  “The 
Company of Gentlemen Adventurers Trading to Hudson’s Bay” which carved dominion 
for Great Britain across North America, established its first post near Moose Factory soon 
after King Charles II signed its charter in 1670, and blithely made its members “true and 
absolute lords” of three-quarters of a continent, vested them with trading monopolies, 
rights to pass laws and impose punishments, and even gave them power to make war on 
non-Christian peoples.  During the 3-1/2 centuries since that time, Moose Factory has 



remained one of the important posts of the Hudson’s Bay Company, gathering a rich 
harvest of furs.  It was the scene of many raids and counter-raids in the early days 
between the French and the company’s employees.

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Where Chinaware Comes From.  Ching-teh-chen, possibly a 
stranger city to the average American, needs only this introduction:  “It is the home of 
chinaware.”  It is the subject of the following communication to the National Geographic 
Society from Frank B. Lenz:  “The greatest industrial city of China is not one of the 
treaty ports, where the direct influence of western progress is constantly felt, but a 
bustling interior city of Kiangsi Province – Ching-teh-chen.  This is the famous porcelain 
and pottery center of the nation – indeed, it is the original home of the porcelain industry 
of the world.  There are few cities in America or Europe that are so completely given over 
to a single industry as this one.  Chinaware!  What does the word connote?  It is simply a 
ware made of clay and named for the country that first produced it.  Whether it be a green 
tile form a temple roof, a dish, a vase, or a painted ornament from a wealthy Celestial’s 
home, it all has a traceable connection with Ching-teh-chen.  With the Chinese, Ching-
teh-chen and porcelain are synonymous.  Ching-teh-chen (“Town of Scenic Virtue”) is 
one of the four largest towns (as distinguished from cities) of China.  Technically, it is a 
town, because it has no wall.  In reality, it is a busy industrial city of 300,000 people, 
two-thirds of whom are engaged in the manufacture and sale of porcelain.  Romantically, 
it is a city to stir men’s souls.  Longfellow, in his ‘Keramos’, speaks of it.  The 
geographical location of Ching-teh-chen is not accidental.  It became the pottery center of 
the country centuries ago because of the enormous quantities of excellent clay in the 
district around Po Yang Lake.  More than a dozen kinds of excellent clay are found in the 
neighborhood of the lake.  After the clays are thoroughly cleansed, sifted, and refined, 
they are kneaded together in varying proportions, usually by a bare-footed boy, until they 
are ready for the potter.  The wet lump of clay is then placed on the knob of the potter’s 
wheel.  The potter’s wheel, which was invented by the Chinese, is a huge circular 
machine, about four feet in diameter, made of heavy timbers to lend it momentum.  It 
rests on a perpendicular axis in a slight depression, or pit, into which water and debris 
rapidly drain.  The potter is perched above the wheel, with one foot on either side, in 
order to allow sufficient space for the movement of his hands.  After revolving the wheel 
swiftly with a short pole, he deftly and with mechanical precision fashions a plate, bowl, 
or vase.  After years of practice, he can estimate to within a hair’s breadth the proper size.  
The piece is then removed and placed on a long tray in front of the potter, where it awaits 
the next artisan.  Handles and other decorations, made in molds, are added, and then the 
whole is scraped smooth and allowed to dry, until it is ready for the next process – the 
under-glaze decoration.  Several basic colors, like blue and red, can be painted on under 
the glaze.  The glaze is next applied in various ways – by dipping, by blowing on with a 
tube, or by sprinkling.  After the mark has been added, the piece is ready for the furnace.

29 April 1921 – Article reprinted from the Indianapolis [Indiana] News.  Headline:  Twins 
Strangely Linked.  Albert Grierson and Walter Grierson, St. Louis, Missouri, Twins, were 



members of the same company, and each wore a small diamond ring and a watch and 
chain in France.  Albert lost the stone of his ring, and a few days later Walter lost the 
stone of his.  Then Albert lost his watch and chain, and soon afterward Walter’s 
disappeared.  Then Albert was wounded, and Walter followed suit.  And now, they intend 
to marry twin sisters, Geraldine Smalley and Blendine Smalley of Sheldon, Illinois.

29 April 1921 – Headline and subheads:  Silks for Spring.  Fabric in high favor for 
various garments.  Material used for hats arriving from Paris, France, and for headgear 
created in America.  While the new styles are undeniably attractive, notes a New York 
fashion correspondent, the big question that must be satisfactorily settled before much 
buying can be safely done, whether it be of ready-made things or of materials for custom 
or home preparation, is “what will the favorite fabric be?”  The answer seems to be – silk.  
Fashion has decreed linen years, madras years, other silk years, cotton years, and, during 
the war, a gingham year.  Now, silk is to return to a place that it once held, and never 
entirely lost, in the hearts of women.  Garments are made up almost entirely in silk from 
brassieres to evening frocks, while the spring hats arriving from Paris, France, and those 
created here are trimmed with silk used in novel ways.  It seems probable, too, that silk 
shoes will be used this year for street wear, as well as a part of the evening costume.  It 
hosiery, the more expensive lines will be plain, and of the heavier grades of silk without 
fanciful designs.  The designer for one of the famous modistes declares that there is a 
strong psychological angle to the appeal of silk to women.  She has discovered that from 
children of 12 or 14 up to dowagers, all prefer silk for the same reason, differently 
expressed.  She found it difficult to put this universal reason into a phrase, and it is even 
more difficult to record it as second hand, as it were.  The children frankly said that it 
made them feel “dressed up”, the debutantes said that it made them feel properly 
equipped, the matrons declared it “such good form”, and the dowagers expressed the 
belief that silk was a dignified and proper fabric for those who are no longer young, and 
that it had the advantage of lasting so well that they did not have to bother about new 
gowns every little while just as they were getting accustomed to their favorite ones.

29 April 1921 – Headline and subhead:  The Skirt Length Question.  Younger women 
prefer shorter garments despite what Dame Fashion may have to say.  As to skirt length, 
that question is an individual one, and always will be.  It seems impossible to induce a 
great many of the younger women to wear their skirts longer, no matter what Dame 
Fashion may have to say about the matter.  And as a matter of fact, some matrons whose 
skirts should have a more dignified length seem to feel that a trifle below the knees is 
quite as far as a skirt should go.  However, skirts for the coming season are distinctly 
wider than for several seasons, and a rather wide skirt, especially if it has any flare at all, 
looks shorter than it really is.  The circular skirt is distinctly in the limelight just now, but 
it is too early to say whether or not it will really “take”.  The type of skirt is always an 
experiment, and the woman who is to have just one suit or frock for spring will do well to 
avoid it.  Circular skirts almost always sag, that is, unless made of very firm material and 
most carefully shaped.



29 April 1921 – Photograph:  Black-and-white image of a female model wearing a 
tailored matching jacket and skirt, along with a hat and dress boots or shoes.  Her pose is 
essentially full face and full figure, body turned slightly to her right, and her right arm 
rests on a tall potted plant.  Caption [as headline]:  Spring Fashion Show Model.  
Caption:  This is an interesting tailleur shown at the spring promenade of the National 
Retail Garment Association in Chicago, Illinois.  It is of gray cheviot stitched in blue.  
Credit:  The photograph is uncredited, although the lower left corner has a copyright 
mark with the words “Mayer Chic” or something similar beneath.    

29 April 1921 – Headline and subhead:  Millinery Easy to Create.  Headgear may be 
constructed at home – waste cloth pieces used to advantage.  In millinery, it is easy to 
create a becoming little toque with a ready-made buckram shape, which need not cost 
over $2 at most, and some fabric from one’s scrap bag.  Silk and cloth are all so much 
used this year, in both dark and bright colors, that one can practically choose any color 
that is becoming or that goes nicely with one’s street clothes.  A combination of fabrics, 
too, is just as modish for hats as for dresses, so a hat crown of silk draped around with 
cloth or feathers is a way to utilize scraps.  An old silk dress, either taffeta or satin, can be 
used even when quite worn, if covered where there is a thin spot with wool, silk, or 
chenille embroidery.  Metallic threads, too, make an old fabric look quite new and smart.  
As feathers are more used this year on hats than formerly, it is possible to make a feather 
“mélange” – that is, to use up a great many small feathers of all colors, and band a toque 
with them.  To hold them in place, a piece of malines in dark blue is both neat and 
attractive...Subhead:  Velvet poppies.  Velvet poppies ringed with matchless flues of 
ostrich make one shoulder-strap of an evening gown, and brilliants make the other…
Subhead:  Favorites in silk.  In silks, the tendency is toward soft fabrics like Canton 
crepes and heavy silk crepes, charmeuse, and satins.  Taffetas also are very good, 
particularly in brown and navy…Subhead:  Beltless jackets.  Jackets are generally 
beltless and single buttoned.

29 April 1921 – Headline:  When Dinosaurs Gamboled in America.  Spring in America, 
which is heralded in this age by the coming of the birds, the stirring of small animals, and 
the emergence from hibernation and water lethargy of the few large animals that 
civilization has left us, was a vastly different matter a few eons ago, when America 
produced animals larger than any now living here.  An idea of what these creatures were 
like is given in the following communication to the National Geographic Society from 
Barnum Brown:  “That was so long ago that nothing remains of these creatures except 
their bones, and they are turned to stone.  Hidden away under strata of earth, their spoor 
has long since grown cold.  The animals are dinosaurs, for the moment we will call them 
lizards – not the creeping, crawling kind, but huge reptiles that stalked upright through 
the jungles, rivaling in size the elephant, the hippopotamus, and the rhinoceros.  In the 
marshes of prehistoric times dwelt a host of reptiles, some large, some small, and of 
various forms, flesh eaters and herb eaters, but all sharing certain characters in common, 



and known as dinosaurs.  Not any were closely related to any living reptile, yet they had 
some characters common to the lizards, crocodiles, and birds.  Of the kinds characteristic 
of the period, one species, an herb eater named Trachodon, was more than 30 feet long 
and about 15 feet high when standing erect.  Its head, with broadly-expanded mouth, 
resembles that of a duck, but back of the beak there are more than 2000 small teeth, 
disposed in many vertical rows, each containing several individual teeth, the new ones 
coming up from below as the old ones wore out.  The long hind feet terminated in three 
large-hoofed toes, and the shorter, slender front feet were partly webbed.  A long, thin, 
slender tail acted as a powerful swimming organ, and the body was covered with rough 
tuberculate skin.  Having no means of defense, it lived chiefly in the water, where it was 
free from attacks of the flesh eaters.  Strangest of all was the herbivorous Ankylosaurus, a 
stocky, short-legged, big-bodied creature, completely encased in armor.  Dermal plates 
covered the skull, followed by rings of plates over the neck, and rows of flat plates over 
the back and hips.  Its tail terminated in a huge club, and the belly was covered by a 
pliable mosaic of small, close-set plates.  It was further protected by a movable plate that 
could be dropped down like a shutter over each eye, thus completing its protection from 
insects and formidable foes.”

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Everyone desires a home in Estes Park eventually – why  
not now?  Lumber prices are down.  This is the time to build.  We shall be glad to serve 
you in any way possible.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Come to the PEO dance and card party at the Lewiston, 
Saturday, 30 April 1921.  Given for the benefit of the starving children of the world.  A 
good time promised to all.  Lunch will be served.  8:00 p.m.  Admission $1.

29 April 1921 – Column title and byline:  Tomorrow’s Modes in Tafettas by Julia 
Bottomley.  Photograph of two young girls wearing dresses and dress shoes.  Their poses 
are both essentially full face and full figure, with their arms down at their sides.  Both of 
their hairstyles are short with permanent waves and curls.  The photograph is uncaptioned 
and uncredited.  The directoire, late eighteenth century and certain Spanish influences in 
the styles, are all disputing the claims of the straight-line or chemise dress, to 
preeminence.  The best American and French creators of costumes appreciate the 
adaptability of taffetas and organdies to bouffant skirts and the charm of a flavor of 
quaintness in the silhouette that is too attractive to be ignored.  Therefore, in the passing 
show of spring styles, among those present, and present in considerable numbers, there 
are such sprightly dresses as are pictured here.  The frock at the left includes a tunic 
among its assets, over a much narrower underskirt – a plain and inconspicuous affair that 
plays only a small part in the composition of the dress.  The tunic and bodice divide 
honors in points of interest.  By means of cords about the hips and at the bottom, the tunic 
achieves a hoop-skirt effect, and it is decorated with flat puffs of taffeta.  The peasant 
waist also employs these puffs as a finish for the collar.  The introduction of a dainty 
vestee of lace and narrow velvet ribbon laced across the front are the means by which the 



bodice rivals the tunic.  A dark and light color are used to make the sprightly dress at the 
right, and ribbon plays a star role in its composition.  Taffeta ribbon with a fancy edge 
makes the side plaitings that are emphasized on the tunic by placing them on a light-
colored background, which might be of crepe de chine.  The slip-on bodice, with double 
fill of plaited ribbon about the waist, has short sleeves lengthened by means of the plaited 
ribbon, and finished with a tie of narrow ribbon.  The same ribbon forms a girdle with a 
half-wreath of little blossoms set across the front.  Nothing more original or prettier has 
made its appearance so far than this useful frock, but it has many competitors in a spring 
that is rich in its variety of attractive taffetas.  [signed in cursive] Julia Bottomley

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Pretty Camisole for Girls.  It is impossible for a girl to have 
too many camisoles.  Dainty little crepe de chine or mercerized lawn affairs can be made 
in half of no time.  A strip of material a little wider in front than at the back and half as 
long again as the bust measurements of the wearer, an edging of Valenciennes or filet 
insertion (the straight edge is much smarter than scalloped lace edging), a hem for an 
elastic runner, ribbon shoulder straps, and a little wreath of hand-made roses.  That’s all, 
but how attractive.  And about the shoulder straps.  Give each shoulder two straps instead 
of the customary one.  Set them across on the shoulders and hold them together with a 
wee rosebud or rosette of ribbon.  This is the brilliant idea of a French woman, and straps 
made like this never skip or get uncomfortable.

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Fads and Fancies.  Spring models are characterized by the 
long waist and wide hip girdle.  Certain modish gowns made of gray cloth are trimmed 
with gray Persian lamb collar and cuffs.  Evening gowns designed in straight chemise 
style are smartest when they are made of gold, silver, or steel net.  Brilliant-hued sashes 
tied low about the hips add a charming touch of color.

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Becoming Style.  Anew millinery model, particularly 
becoming to a brunette, has a circle of ostrich feathers in attractive shades of bronze and 
green and blue, over which falls a lace veil in tete de negre.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Just received, our new spring line of ladies’ and misses’ 
wool plaid sport skirts direct from a New York City manufacturer at reasonable prices.  
Come in and look at them.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business].

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery.  We 
can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Dodge, Ford, Nash agency.  Savage and Michelin tires 
and tubes.  Automobile supplies, gasoline, oils, first-class repairing, storage.  Estes Park 
Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, proprietor.



29 April 1921 – Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Drugs.  Toilet articles, 
fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #36.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business].  Most centrally located 
hotel in Estes Park, in the center of Estes Park village.  First class service, good 
accommodations, and excellent table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  
Estes Park, Colorado.

29 April 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
Church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sermon “Foreign Missions”.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  
Sermon “He Went Away.”  Special music at both services.  Prayer meeting Wednesday 
evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all the services of the church.  
Subhead:  The church at mission study.  The first meeting of the church to take up the 
study of the book “The Near East – the Crossroads of the World” will be held at the 
church Wednesday evening, 4 May 1921.  Between 6:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m., a supper 
will be served, and all who have not been solicited should bring sandwiches.  Following 
the supper, a review of the first four chapters of the book will be held.  Mrs. Higby will 
have charge of the devotional part of the meeting.  Rev. Montgomery will give an 
introduction to the book, and the various chapters will be reviewed by Mrs. Shepherd, 
Mr. Godfrey, Mr. Harris, and Mr. Shepherd.  Mrs. Clatworthy will favor us with a vocal 
solo.  Everyone is urged to come to the supper and remain for the program.  Subhead:  
Sunday school lesson, 1 May 1921.  Bible teachings about education.  Lesson text – 
Deuteronomy 6:4-9, Proverbs 3:13-18, Luke 2:52.  Golden text – Wisdom is the principal 
thing, therefore get wisdom – Proverbs 4:7.  Reference material – Proverbs 1:7-9, 4:1-13, 
Colossians 2:3, James 1:5, II Peter 1:5.  Primary topic – The boy Jesus with the teachers.  
Junior topic – Pleasing God in school.  Intermediate and senior topic – The value of an 
education.  Young people and adult topic – Making education Christian.  I. The 
excellency of wisdom (Proverbs 3:13-18).  Let no man confuse this “wisdom” with the 
so-called wisdom resulting from an education in the arts, sciences, and philosophy taught 
in the modern colleges and universities.  The way to have this in its true sense is to get it 
from the Bible, God’s revealed Word (Psalms 119:98-100).  Wisdom personified means 
Christ (Proverbs 8).  All real wisdom leads to Christ, who is made unto us wisdom, 
righteousness, and sanctification (I Corinthians 1:30).  Wisdom is desirable because:  1. 
Of its inherent qualities (Proverbs 3:13-15).  (1) “Better than the merchandise of silver 
and the gain of gold” (Proverbs 3:14).  Men set great value upon these, but they are 
corruptible, and shall soon pass away.  (2) “More precious than rubies” (Proverbs 3:15).  
Though among the most valuable among the precious stones, the ruby is of secondary 
value when compared with the wisdom of God.  (3) Of immeasurable value (Proverbs 
3:15).  The best things that the human heart can desire are not worthy to compare in value 
unto wisdom.  2. It ministers to our earthly welfare (Proverbs 3:16-18).  (1) “Length of 
days is in her right hand” (Proverb 3:16). Godliness tends to long life.  (2) “In her left 
hand riches and honor” (Proverbs 3:16).  “Riches and honor” may not be always 



according to the world’s standard.  (3) “Her ways are ways of pleasantness” (Proverbs 
3:17).  The notion that the life of the Christian is hard, and that pleasure does not enter 
into his experience, is all wrong.  The way of the transgressor is hard (Proverbs 13:15).  
Godliness is profitable unto all things, having promise of the life that now is and of that 
which is to com (I Timothy 4:8).  (4) “All her paths are peace” (Proverbs 3:17).  There is 
no peace to the wicked.  “The wicked are like the troubled sea when it cannot rest, whose 
waters cast up mire and dirt (Isaiah 57:20-21).  (5) “She is a tree of life to them that lay 
hold upon her” (Proverbs 3:18).  Those who eat of the tree of life, Christ, have eternal life 
(Genesis 3:22, John 6:63).  (6) “Happy is everyone that retaineth her” (Proverbs 3:18).  
The only true happiness that can be had is in laying hold on wisdom in God’s word.  II. 
Israel’s responsibility with reference to the statutes of the Lord (Deuteronomy 6:4-9).  1. 
Central truths to be taught (Deuteronomy 6:4-5).  (1) Unity of God.  “The Lord our God 
is one Lord.”  This was a testimony against the polytheism of that day.  He is God alone, 
therefore to worship another is sin.  (2) Man’s supreme obligation (Deuteronomy 6:5).  
God should be loved with all the heart, soul, and might, because He is God alone.  2. 
How these truths are to be kept alive (Deuteronomy 6:6-9).  The place for God’s Word is 
in the heart.  In order that it may be in the heart (1) “teach diligently to thy 
children” (Deuteronomy 6:7).  The most important part of a child’s education is that 
given in the Word of God.  (2) Talk of them in the home (Deuteronomy 6:7).  How 
blessed is that home where God’s Word is the topic of conversation.  (3) Talk of them 
when walking with our children and friends (Deuteronomy 6:7).  (4) Talk of them when 
retiring for the night (Deuteronomy 6:7).  The last thing upon which the mind should rest 
before going to sleep should be God and his Truth.  (5) Talk of them when rising in the 
morning (Deuteronomy 6:7).  How fitting that God should speak to us the first thing 
when we awake.  (6) Bind them upon thine hand (Deuteronomy 6:8).  This was literally 
done by the Jews.  (7) Write them upon the posts of the house and on the gates 
(Deuteronomy 6:8).  III. The growth of Jesus (Luke 2:52).  1. Bodily stature.  Being 
really human, His bodily size and strength increased.  2. Increased in wisdom.  His 
mental equipment enlarged as any normal human being.  His fountain of knowledge 
increased as He came in contact with men and the world.  3. In favor with God and man.  
His innate perfection and beauty more and more expressed itself as His human nature 
expanded.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  And still they come – more fresh, new and most 
attractive wash materials are arriving almost daily.  We invite your inspection – 
Ginghams, percales, Ramatex suitings, Arizona pongee, Kimona [sic, suggest kimono] 
cloths, dotted organdie, embroidered voiles, wool plaids, white goods in fine variety.  
Also sheetings, awning cloths, tickings, towelings, curtain materials, etc.  Don’t fail to 
see the line.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The best vacation home is one of Hayden Brothers’ 
furnished cottages in Estes Park.



29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  Quality goods are dependable.  The one aim of this store 
is to secure the very best lines of merchandise that money will buy, and then guarantee 
these goods.  We call your attention to the following well-known and advertised lines of 
good merchandise:  Arrow shirts, Old Elm fishing boots, Royal Tailor suits for men, 
Arrow collars, American Gentleman shoes, American Lady shoes, Haynes [sic, suggest 
Haines] underwear, Maurice Hirsch suits, skirts, and dresses for women.  We are always 
pleased to show our goods, and extend an invitation to visit us often.  Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey [a block 5 business].    

29 April 1921 – Headline:  Many Changes and Improvements in Lewiston Hotels 
Company.  The opening of the Lewiston a few weeks ago marked the beginning of 
activities of the Lewiston Hotel Company for the coming season’s business.  The 
Lewiston has been receiving the finishing touches during the winter just past following 
the extensive building operations of 1920.  Within a week or ten days the entire main 
building will be ready for business, and with the interior all newly decorated will present 
a most attractive appearance.  An addition has been built to the kitchen, making one of 
the lightest [sic, presume this means well-lit] and most sanitary kitchens in Estes Park.  
The work of getting ready the Lewiston Café will commence about 1 May 1921, and it is 
expected that it will be open about 15 May 1921.  Miss Eunice Peters of Keokuk, Iowa, 
who has been with the company in various capacities for the past two years will have 
charge of the café this year, and its many patrons may be assured of prompt and efficient 
service.  The Josephine Hotel will be conducted in much the same manner as last season 
and will probably be opened about 1 June 1921.  The Lewiston Chalets will open 15 June 
1921, and in speaking of the chalets, Mr. Lewis, president of the company, said that in all 
probability some added improvements would be made in the way of the addition of 
several rooms with private bath.  This place will be used again this summer for the 
accommodation of the Northwestern and Union Pacific tours, in addition to the regular 
business.  Mr. Lewis has also arranged with other private tour companies including the 
American Express Tours, although the latter will be accommodated at the Lewiston.  Mr. 
and Mrs. Claude Erwin Verry will be in charge of the chalets this summer, with A.L. 
Bennet will be chef, and Miss Bernice Allen of Iowa as head waitress.  Mr. Bennet and 
Miss Allen were at the chalets in the same capacity during the 1920 season.  Mr. Verry is 
already planning many new and attractive features for the entertainment of the chalet 
guests with the end in view of making this one of the most popular stopping places of the 
company.  I.B. Allen, for a number of years manager of the Shirley Hotel in Denver, has 
been chosen by Mr. Lewis as general manager of the Lewiston Hotels Company, and 
plans to take up his duties with the company about 10 May 1921, if he can arrange his 
affairs elsewhere by that time.  Mr. Lewis feels that the company is fortunate in getting 
Mr. Allen, and his coming will relieve Mr. Lewis from much of the detail work, which is 
becoming overburdensome on one man.  Mr. Lewis, who is also president of the Rocky 
Mountain Lodges, Incorporated, owners of Grand Lake Lodge, says that the lodge will 
open for business 1 June 1921.  All of the Northwestern tours that come to the chalets 
will be routed over the new circle drive stopping at Grand Lake Lodge for two or three 



days, before going on to Denver via Berthoud Pass.  The tours this year will come in over 
the South St. Vrain road instead of through the Big Thompson Canyon as last year.  
During their stay at the chalets, each tour will be taken on the Devils Gulch trip in the 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company buses, and will be given a view of the 
Fall River Road while en route over Milner Pass to Grand Lake Lodge.

29 April 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company.  
Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also Fort Collins and 
through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, baggage, and United 
States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] 
#20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

29 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  An Estes Park Trail want ad will sell that article 
you no longer need, if it’s worth the price.

29 April 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  This is No Joke.  Help us make this a better 
newspaper by telephoning us items of interest.  #27-J3.

29 April 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Want Ads.  Read for profit, use for results.  
If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, want anything, lost anything, 
try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  The results re good – the cost just a trifle – 2 cents per 
word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion.  Minimum charge 25 
cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Carpenter wants work in Estes Park for season.  
Address H.F., care Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Position around hotel, restaurant, or on 
ranch in Estes Park.  Steady and willing worker.  Come at once.  J.A. Greer, Jr., 232 Pine 
Street, Fort Collins, Colorado…Wanted – Position by conscientious workman.  R.S.W., 
Room 15, Miller Block, Fort Collins, Colorado…Wanted – To purchase cottage near the 
[YMCA] Conference grounds.  Must be priced right.  Address B.V.E., care Estes Park 
Trail…Wanted – To purchase marble slab from old dresser, in good condition.  State size 
and price.  A, care the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Fence posts, in exchange for 
subscription, at the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Garden plowed, telephone #27J3 [this is 
the Estes Park Trail telephone number]…Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale – Cole 8 car, 7 
passenger, in fine shape, two new tires.  A bargain.  803 E. 7th Street, Loveland, 
Colorado…For sale – Mountain potatoes $2 per cwt.  Baled hay – best quality $2.50 per 
ton.  Donald MacGregor…For sale – Small hotel range, used only one year.  Inquire 
Lewiston Hotels Company…For sale – Small dining table.  Mrs. Fulton, first house east 
of creamery [presumably on block 8]…Subhead:  Lost.  Lost – Film pack, 3-1/4 x 4-1/4, 
on Longs Peak Road.  Leave at barbershop, or notify post office box 212.

5 May 1921 – Casper [Wyoming] Daily Tribune – Headline:  Allen to Manage Estes Park 
Hotels.  I.B. Allen, general manager of the Hotel Teton, Riverton, Wyoming, and one of 
the most widely known hotel men in the west, has been chosen general manager of the 
Lewiston string of hotels in Estes Park and vicinity.  Mr. Allen will assume his duties 10 



May 1921, if he can obtain release from his present position in Riverton, Wyoming.  His 
contract expires 15 June 1921.  The Lewiston hotels include Grand Lake Lodge, the 
Lewiston, the Josephine in the Estes Park country [as well as the Lewiston Café and 
Rooms and the Lewiston Chalets, later the Estes Park Chalets].

6 May 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.” [This is the first appearance 
of this quote in the banner, and is retained throughout the rest of 1921.  It first appeared 
in an article in the 29 April 1921 Estes Park Trail.]     Volume I, Number 4     Estes Park, 
Colorado, Friday, May 6, 1921     Price 10 cents

6 May 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, 2 inch by 5 inch documentary image of 
Rocky Mountain sheep on flat ridge, at least six entire sheep visible either facing the 
camera or in left or right profile, with bodies of two other sheep partly visible.  The 
photograph is a darker exposure of an identical photograph used in the 27 May 1921 
issue, although that photograph has been cropped to include only a single sheep, the one 
visible on the far left in this photograph.  The cropped version of this photograph also 
appeared in the Brinwood advertisements running in the 1920 Trail Talk newspaper, 
indicating it was taken prior to the summer of 1920.  Caption [as headline]:  Bighorn 
Rocky Mountain Sheep.  Credit:  Courtesy of the Brinwood.  Coyrighted.  [This is one of 
the few times the word “Coyrighted” appears with a photograph.  Surprisingly, it does not 
appear beneath the identical cropped photograph in the 27 May 1921 issue.] 

6 May 1921 – Headline and subhead:  Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company 
Prepared for Biggest Business in History.  Chicago and Northwestern-Union Pacific to 
run thirty-eight tours into Estes Park this summer.  Manager [Arthur K.] Holmes of the 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company states that the company is prepared to 
handle the largest crowd of tourists in the history of Estes Park this coming season.  
Everything at this end of the line is in ship shape, and every possible preparation for a 
record-breaking tourist business has been made.  The company has placed orders for 25 
new ten-passenger White trucks, and three have already been delivered.  The company 
has already booked 36 Chicago and Northwestern-Union Pacific personally conducted 
tours for the season.  The tours begin 18 June 1921, leaving Chicago, Illinois, every 
Saturday evening, and arrive in Estes Park on Tuesdays.  They travel by rail to Denver, 
thence by the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company bus line to Estes Park.  All 
tours this year enter Estes Park over the Saint Vrain road, and the parties will be taken to 
the Lewiston Chalets, where they will spend their first night in Estes Park.  [Roe Emery 
of the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company would shortly thereafter assume 
management of the Lewiston Chalets.]  All tours will be given the Devils Gulch trip, and 
will be taken over Fall River road to Grand Lake, from where they will return to Denver.  
Each of the tours will probably contain about 100 persons, and will be given the best run 
for their money of any tour that has ever been made to the Rocky Mountain region.



6 May 1921 – Headline:  Commissioner Finds Estes Park Roads are in Good Shape.  
Commissioner McMullen was up last week on an inspection trip of the roads.  Mr. 
McMullen expressed himself as being well pleased with their condition.  In this 
connection, we might say that the people of Estes Park are not at all pleased with they 
way in which some of the valley newspapers have made reference to road conditions in 
Estes Park since the storm [on 14 April 1921 and 15 April 1921].  One who did not know 
better after reading some of the stories printed recently would believe Estes Park almost 
inaccessible, when such is not the case at all.  Such thoughtless misrepresentation of 
Estes Park conditions by valley people not only injures Estes Park business, but keeps 
people away from those towns as well.  Very rarely are the roads ever closed to traffic by 
storm conditions more than a few hours, and the roads are almost invariably in better 
condition that the valley roads, from the fact that they never become muddy.  

6 May 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, 3 inch by 4 inch scenic image of Rocky 
Mountain National Park Fall River entrance gate, right “guard house”, and surrounding 
landscape covered in deep snow, looking west.  This photograph was presumably taken 
sometime on or after 14 April 1921.  Caption [as headline]:  New Fall River Entrance to 
Rocky Mountain National Park after Recent Snowstorm.  Credit:  Photograph by [Oliver] 
Frantz

6 May 1921 – The May number of Association Men, a monthly magazine published by 
the YMCA, is beautifully illustrated with a fine view of Fern Lake on the front cover.  We 
were sorry that it did not state on the cover where the scene was located.

6 May 1921 – Headline:  Bunch of Deer Visit the Village.  A pretty sight in the village 
Wednesday morning was a bunch of seven deer in the Schwartz lumberyard.  They had 
jumped the fence in the night to get at the luxuriant growth of grass along the banks of 
the river within the enclosure, and remained there until nearly 8:00 a.m. before deciding 
to leave the village.

6 May 1921 – Thomas Manning has returned from Taft, California, where he spent the 
winter.

6 May 1921 – Friends of Clifford Starr Higby, who has been engaged in YMCA work in 
Italy for the past three years, will be glad to learn of his return to the United States with 
his family.  Clifford and family are visiting with his grandfather in New York City.  They 
plan to arrive in Estes Park soon.  [Clifford Higby is the oldest of the three Higby boys, 
and eventually became a minister.]

6 May 1921 – Mrs. Alfred Scott Warthin and son, Alfred Scott Warthin, Jr., of Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, were guests at the National Park Hotel last week.  Alfred will remain in Estes 
Park for the summer.



6 May 1921 – Headline and byline:  Commercial Club Meeting Monday by Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey, secretary.  One of the most important movements in Estes Park is the work that 
is being done by the Chamber of Commerce, which was organized a little over a year 
ago, and since its organization has become a great benefit to the community, as well as to 
the travelers who visit us.  In years past, the hotel men have had their association, and the 
merchants theirs, and both have done good work, but the present Chamber of Commerce 
represents the hotel men, merchants, real estate men, professional men, and in fact the 
majority of our citizens who want to see Estes Park grow to be a greater and better 
community.  This organization maintains a free information bureau, publishes a booklet 
concerning the scenery and accommodations in Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National 
Park, and this literature is mailed out to those who inquire about Estes Park during the 
winter, and it is also sent to the tourist agencies in different parts of the country.  Every 
public spirited citizen should be a member of this organization, as the fee is very small in 
comparison to what other towns are charging, and exceptionally small in comparison to 
the importance of the work, and the value of the results obtained.  There will be a meeting 
at the Lewiston Hotel next Monday evening at 7:00 p.m., at which time dinner will be 
served to the members, and following the dinner, a discussion of the business of 
importance.  These meetings are always helpful, and all who have ever attended one are 
looking forward to the event.  Anyone who desires to become a member may do so by 
handing $10 to one of the officers as a membership fee.  Why not make the membership 
100%?  Can you invest $10 in a better cause?  Or do you want other people to pay for the 
benefits you enjoy?  If you are a member, you have a right to vote, and to help plan the 
work.  Why not be a booster?  We need you.

6 May 1921 – Headline:  Street Supervisor Putting Thoroughfares in Fine Shape.  The 
town board is determined that the village shall have first-class streets, and with that view 
in mind, they have engaged one of the best street and road men in northern Colorado to 
look after them this summer.  Walt Lee is the man we refer to.  He, for a number of years, 
while road supervisor in Boulder County, had one of the best stretches of road under his 
care in that county.  Walt has been at work on our streets now about ten days, and has 
already made many improvements.  Several vicious rocks have been blasted from their 
places, and the streets are being nicely graded.

6 May 1921 – Column title:  Gleaned from the State.  50% federal aid has been approved 
in the following proposed road construction and improvements:  4-9/10 miles of gravel 
road between Durango and Hesperus, in La Plata County, 4-3/10 miles of gravel road 
between Breed and Colorado Springs, Colorado, in El Paso County, and 2-7/10 miles of 
improved sand-clay road between Limon and Madison, Colorado, in Lincoln County.  
Approximately $21,020 aid was requested and approved by the federal bureau in the 
improvement of one miles of improved mountain graded road between Silverton and 
Durango, Colorado, officials said…Miss Helen Dowe of the United States forest service 
of Denver has left for Rico, Colorado, with a forest service surveying party, thus winning 



the honor of being the first woman in the entire United States to join a party in that 
department of the government service.  She is a scenic artist for the Denver division 
during winter months, and patrol woman and “fire lookout” at Devil Head Mountain in 
the Pike National Forest during the fire season.  On her trip, she will act as chainwoman, 
and will be accompanied by her chaperone, Mrs. Grace Stewart of Denver…That the old 
Midland railroad bed will be utilized in the construction of a county highway in the 
Carbondale district has become known following a trip of inspection over the route by 
county commissioners.  By using the abandoned roadbed, considerable expense can be 
saved to the county, as the old highway along the Frying Pan River is in poor condition, 
and the work of getting it into shape would be costly.  Financial assistance will be given 
to the work by the forestry service…A “scientific kiss” purposes to awaken dormant 
faculties may cost James A. Murdock of Los Angeles, California, his license.  Murdock, 
who is almost 60 years old, advertised as being “an incomparable psychic and 
clairvoyant”.  Miss Billie Blackburn, 17, got the kiss.  Her mother, Mrs. Sarah Blackburn, 
got a bill from Murdock for $199.  Te board of supervisors has under consideration Mrs. 
Blackburn’s application for revocation of Murdock’s license.  The latter made a sweeping 
denial of the charges…Several of the leading summer resorts in the Platte Canyon have 
organized an association, which will open a bureau of information on 15 May 1921 in the 
Albany Hotel, for the benefit of the many tourists to Denver who desire a short trip into 
Colorado’s mountain wonderland.  Besides the public informant who will be maintained, 
reservations for hotels and cottages may be made, and an outing of any duration will be 
planned…More than 50 students of the University of Colorado donned overalls, and 
joined in the work of rebuilding the road up Bluebell Canyon, above Chautauqua.  They 
were granted a half-holiday to permit them to participate in the project, which was carried 
out by the Lions Club.  Many prominent businessmen of Boulder, including Mayor J.O. 
Billig, were in the expedition.  Regents of the university were also present…20-month-
old Robert Pierson, who fell from a third-story window of the Vincent Hotel in Denver, 
died of injuries sustained in his fall [see original hopeful article in 29 April 1921 issue].  
The baby, who had been sleeping with his mother, Mrs. Josephine Pierson, awakened 
before the mother, and crawled out of the bed over the ledge of an open window.  Mrs. 
Pierson’s first intimation of the accident was when her baby was brought to her by a 
policeman.  The fall fractured the base of the baby’s skull…After a spirited automobile 
ride, Sheriff Lewis Worker lodged Jose M. Gomez, 36, in the Crowley County jail at 
Odway, following the killing of Pasquel Compos, 41, for years a resident of southern 
Colorado, in the main street at Sugar City.  Scores of pedestrians and farmers witnessed 
the shooting.  The shooting is said to have followed a series of quarrels between Gomez 
and Compos…Delegates from all quarters of the globe will gather in Montrose during the 
first week of June 1921 to attend the meeting of the general missionary society of the 
United Presbyterian church.  More than 250 are expected to be in attendance at the 
convention [this mention appeared verbatim in the 29 April 1921 issue]…Two women 
and two men were fined for rioting, a justice of the peace lost his office and was fined for 
malfeasance, and one prominent Moffat County man is being sought be officers, as the 
result of two fracases which kept Sunbeam and the whole lower section of Moffat County 



in a state of excitement for two weeks.  Mrs. Bessie Morea, wife of justice of the peace 
C.O. Morea, her sister Mrs. Beatrice Handside, Ray Hanley, and Roy Hanley were each 
fined $500.  Justice of the peace Morea resigned from office during the heat of the fray…
Representatives from all towns between Denver and Colorado Springs met in Limon 
recently to form an eastern Colorado Commercial Club…A.C. Parks, 28 years old, owner 
of a ranch a half mile north of the Denver city limits near Sacred Heart College, was 
beaten into insensibility by two men as he was leaving his ranch for Denver recently…
Two automobile bandits secured $235 from the café of the Niles Drug Store in the 
suburbs of Pueblo after they had bound and gagged J.F. Conant, a clerk.  The car in which 
they escaped was piloted by a woman…Potato pickers will be paid 5 cents a sack with 
board, or 6 cents a sack without board in the section around Montrose next fall, according 
to a decision reached by members of the farm bureau of the Coal Creek section at a 
recent meeting…The public schools of Colorado Springs will hold a big May festival at 
Monument Valley Park on 20 May 1921.  It will be an all-day affair, including music and 
dances in the morning, a basket picnic at noon, and an athletic field day in the afternoon.  
It will be the largest affair of the kind ever attempted in the city…Farmers of eastern 
Weld County plan to market their own livestock, and have organized the Briggsdale 
Farmers’ Union Shipping Association.  Officers elected for the association are president 
R.W. Bidwell, vice-president H.P. Kettleson, secretary and treasurer A.W. Woolensack, 
and manager J.F. Pitney…The Denver Livestock Exchange has voted to aid livestock 
growers by reducing commission rates at the stockyards.  This was decided at a long 
session at which members urged that the exchange should take the lead in helping the 
farmer in his drive for lower railroad rates, and that a reduction on commission charges 
would show good faith…James T. Keeney, 47 years old, wealthy land owner of Antonito, 
shot and killed his 20-year-old wife Pearl, then committed suicide in the home of his 
wife’s mother in Denver.  Failure to effect reconciliation between himself and his wife 
was given as the cause by Mrs. M.B. Wells, mother of the young woman, who witnessed 
the tragedy…More that 200 wheat growers, representing all sections of Colorado, 
unanimously adopted the Sapiro marketing plan, providing for a 100% pool of grain, at a 
meeting held in Akron.  Resolutions were adopted pledging the support of the Colorado 
Wheat Growers’ Association in continuing the program adopted by the national body, and 
the work of signing contracts for the pool…Julius Josephson, Denver youth convicted of 
embezzling $6000 from the American Bank and Trust Company, has been paroled from 
the state reformatory on order of Governor Shoup.  Josephson was sentenced to an 
indeterminate term.  He served exactly 50 days.  Following his arrest, Josephson declared 
that he lost the money gambling in “Dago Mike” Mongone’s club…Critically ill and 
almost penniless, with four minor children and a rooming house on her hands, Mrs. 
Charles H. Sanchez, recently of Walsenburg, Colorado, is in Denver seeking for a trace of 
her husband’s whereabouts since he disappeared on 2 April 1921, with the explanation 
that he was going to Trinidad for a few days on business.  He has not been heard from 
since he dropped from sight…Attorney General Keyes has rendered an opinion that the 
new motor vehicle law enacted by the 23rd General Assembly is constitutional.  As a 
result of this ruling, Secretary of State Milliken announced that he will appoint eight 



Republican “supervisors” to replace a like number of Democratic “inspectors” who were 
employed under the provisions of the old law…Announcement has been made by F.A. 
Wadleigh, passenger traffic manager of the Denver and Rio Grande [railroad], that the 
open top car service would be established for the summer season 1 May 1921 through the 
Royal Gorge.  The cars will run between Cañon City to Texas Creek, on the two through 
daylight passenger trains…After being lost in the high mountain passes between Denver 
and Dolores, Colorado, when a blizzard swept the entire west, relatives of L.W. Stark of 
Denver were located at Stone City, Pueblo County, Colorado, and are now in Dolores, 
according to information received in Denver…Harold R. Shurtiff, 20, who was sentenced 
to serve from eight to nine years in the state penitentiary on a charge of grand larceny, has 
escaped from the convict road camp near Montrose.  A reward of $50 has been offered for 
his arrest.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel at 
home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and motoring.  Here 
you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric lights, good meals, 
telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, shed for automobiles, 
tennis courts, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but using rings instead of 
shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons, telephone #14-W, Estes Park, Colorado.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Sweetest place in town.  Our candies are the sweetest, 
daintiest bits of goodness human skill can make.  They never fail to please.  Our fountain 
drinks are so tempting too.  We also serve the daintiest quick lunches – you’ll like them.  
Somer’s Dainty Shop

6 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-J3.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration of gigantic Exide car battery towering over 
eight automobiles parked at its base, all of them being charged by it.]  Announcement.  
We have been appointed authorized dealers for the renowned Exide batteries.  Let us tell 
you about the Exide.  Let us show you how no other battery is like it in construction, 
performance, and durability, and why it will deliver day-in and day-out efficient service.  
Regardless of the make or model of your car, we have an Exide that is exactly suited to 
its needs.  Osborn Garage, telephone #17-R2.  Goodyear tires and tubes, storage and 
repairing.  Exide batteries authorized dealer [in a square logo]

6 May 1921 – Column title:  Happenings Everywhere.  Francis M. Goodwin of Spokane, 
Washington, has been nominated by President Harding to be assistant secretary of the 
interior…”He spanked me so hard that for a long time I couldn’t sit down,” testified Mrs. 
Irene Gerstad, known on the screen as Irene DeVoss.  She was granted a divorce in Los 
Angeles, California, from Harry W. Gerstad, wielder of the hefty palm.  In addition, 
Gerstad, a motion picture cameraman, was ordered to pay her $30 a week…Dancing in 



the cafes of San Francisco, California’s once-famed uptown tenderloin ceases 1 May 
1921, by an order promulgated by the police commission.  The order forbids further 
dancing in the Pup and Black Cat cafes, the last two of a score of establishments in the 
once-noted district, and leaves only a few resorts, all in the Barbary Coast, where dancing 
is permitted…Carl Nordlander, 16 years old and an orphan, was found asphyxiated in his 
room in San Francisco, California.  The police version of his death was that he lost his 
life through his devotion to art.  Lacking the prepared charcoal which artists use for 
drawing, he apparently had been charring in a a gas jet splinters of wood, to finish a 
drawing which was found uncompleted in the room, but had retired without turning the 
jet entirely off…Tagged for a journey of several thousand miles by boat and rail, Tommy 
Bradford, 9, and his sister Margie, 5, are on their way to their father in Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada.  They were shipped by the prosecuting attorney of Seattle, Washington.  Held as 
security for a board bill, according to information reaching the prosecutor from the father, 
and the American consul at Calgary, the children had been with Mrs. H.E. Sloan at Roy 
since she brought them from Calgary last summer.  Mrs. Sloan gave them up as soon as 
an officer called.  A collection was taken up to aid the children in their journey…
Secretary Denby has asked for $25,000 for use in obtaining a historical pictorial record of 
the American fleet in foreign waters during the war.  Should the money be provided, the 
secretary said, Burnell Poole, an artist, would be engaged to do the work…By direction 
of President Harding, the federal reserve board has undertaken a special inquiry into the 
problem of deflating industrial values without serious injury to the agricultural interests.  
It is understood that some steps to aid agriculture in connection with the deflation trend 
may be taken by the board in the near future…After having reposed with moth balls for a 
number of years, the principal articles of dress uniform formerly worn in the navy have 
been restored to use by an order of Secretary Denby.  It authorizes the wearing, on stated 
occasions, of the frock coat, full dress trousers, cocked hat, dress sword, and sword belt 
and epaulets.  Special full dress dinner dress and mess dress uniforms were not 
restored…The House judiciary committee ordered a favorable report on the Volstead Bill 
permitting organization by farmers, ranchmen, dairymen, and fruit growers for purposes 
of collective marketing.  The Secretary of Agriculture would have supervisory powers…
A brigade of “railroad artillery” has been sent to the Hawaiian Islands for the better 
protection of that distant post.  This force has in large part already arrived, and as its 
name indicates, is intended for instant mobilization in case of emergency.  The great 
problem of the army, so far as the island of Oahu, and Pearl Harbor, are concerned, is to 
safeguard them from sudden attack in the event of war [a problem recognized 20 years 
prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor]…A vacation trip to the Pacific coast for President 
Harding late this fall is being urged by some of his friends, and is understood to be 
receiving favorable consideration.  President Harding is said to have indicated that if he 
finds opportunity for a vacation this year, he will spent it in the northwest.  The 
northwestern trip first was suggested as part of a trip to Alaska, but it has been indicated 
that President Harding has little hope of getting that far away during the present 
summer…The Interstate Commerce Commission has granted authority to the Northern 
Pacific and Great Northern Railroad companies to issue $230,000,000 of joint 15-year 



convertible gold bonds at not less than 91.5%, and authorized the company to issue and 
pledge $33,000,000 of other bonds to aid in securing the joint bonds.  The issue was 
authorized to enable the two roads to retire joint bonds amounting to $215,227,000, 
issued in 1901 for the purpose of purchasing the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
railroad…The Tivoli gambling establishment, one of the largest of the kind ever operated 
in Mexico, has closed its doors, in compliance with orders from Governor Enriquez of 
Chihuahua, Mexico.  The place has been in operation since the first of the present year, 
and during that time paid $506,000 gold in license fees to the state government…
Physicians of Dublin, Ireland, regardless of politics, have ignored the order of the 
government military authorities to report at once the arrival in hospitals of persons 
suffering from gunshot wounds.  Thus far, no proceedings have been taken against them. 
The order was intended to aid the military in identifying their attackers, many of whom 
escape though wounded…Reports from Paris, France, from an authoritative source say 
the Council of the League of Nations has decided to award the Aland Islands to Finland.  
Sweden insisted on ownership of the islands, but the decision states that “Finland’s right 
is incontestable.”  The Soviets refuse to recognize the allocation of the islands to anyone 
except Russia, as they control the entrance to Petrograd [now St. Petersburg, Russian 
Federation]…Rene Viviani, special French envoy, en route home, in a wireless message 
of congratulations to the American Legion, its national commander, Colonel F.W. 
Galbraith, Jr., and General Pershing, invited the legion men to visit France, and declared 
he never would forget the “courageous soldiers” of Amerca.  “Among the great people 
who love them, they will find anew the image of the great country which they honor,” the 
message concluded…Dr. Koudish, Russian Soviet representative at Constantinople, 
Turkey, who was given a British passport visa to go to London, England, to confer with 
Leonid Krassin, Soviet minister of trade and commerce, was assaulted and beaten by a 
Russian colonel while dining with his wife in a restaurant.  The colonel exclaimed, “How 
dare you drink champagne among the victims of Soviet Russia!”  British police, who 
were called in, told Koudish, “You are free to strike back.”  He demanded British official 
protection…Riccardo Zanella, leader of the Fiume people’s party and head of the 
communist faction in the Italian elections, by a coup d’etat, occupied the city hall at 
Fiume.  Count Caccia-Dominione, the Italian minister, left Fiume aboard a torpedo boat 
destroyer owing to the rioting.  The frontier has been closed by a brigade of infantry.  
When the Autonomists claimed the had won the election by more than a thousand votes, 
Zanella and his forces stormed the city hall and ejected the old administration…Filling 
stations in the middle west have dropped gasoline from 25 cents to 22 cents a gallon, it 
was announced by the Standard Oil Company of Indiana.  Gasoline at tank wagons is 
now 20 cents instead of 23 cents…Plans for recruiting harvest hands in Kansas this 
season were discussed at a conference of heads of employment agencies in the various 
cities, and the labor department of the industrial court.  It was estimated 40,000 to 50,000 
men would be required to gather the 1921 crop…Reports from districts swept by a 
violent windstorm shows that the counties of Hamilton, Webster, and Adams were visited, 
and the property damage is considerable.  Fifty farms within a radius of 25 miles of 
Hastings, Nebraska, were swept.  On a number of farms, the barns and outbuildings were 



completely destroyed, and the houses damaged.  On several farms, horses and sheep were 
either killed or injured.  In the vicinity of Guide Rock, the wind took the form of a 
tornado, unroofing several houses, and in one or two instances, completely destroying 
them…Cut off from the fortune of George M. Oyster, the widow, Mrs. Cecil Ready 
Oyster of Syracuse, New York, will wage a bitter legal battle for a large part of the estate, 
it was predicted here, when word came from Atlantic City, New Jersey, that Oyster 
shortly before his death had executed a codicil to his will by which the society girl he 
married 15 January [presumably 1921] was disinherited…With the definite selection of 
“Boyle’s 30 acres” adjoining Montgomery Park in Jersey City, New Jersey, as the site of 
the arena for the Dempsey-Carpentier heavyweight championship bout 2 July 1921, 
training plans of the contestants were laid accordingly.  It is generally understood that the 
champion will select Atlantic City, New Jersey, while the Frenchman will train on Long 
Island…Miss Lucia Russell Briggs, daughter of Lebaron Russell Briggs, president of 
Radcliffe College and dean of the faculty of arts and sciences at Harvard, has been 
chosen president of Milwaukee Downer College at Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  She succeeds 
Miss Ellin C. Sobin.  Miss Briggs is a graduate of Radcliffe, and since 1915 has been 
connected with the English department at Simmons College…Papers filed in the county 
clerk’s office at Buffalo, New York, state that Ethel J. Mahan, owner of a grocery store, 
became so worried over fear that the government would confiscate her business, because 
of possible errors in her income tax report, that she lost her mind.  She was committed to 
the state hospital for the insane by Acting Judge Ottoway…Floods threatened several 
parts of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and residents of the south shore faced the loss of their 
homes through continued crumbling of the shore, as the result of steady rains. 

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis, photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  [Illustration of a muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen tree growing from a 
rocky slope, with a mountain peak and a cotton-wool cloud artistically arranged in the 
background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed “Seid”.]  Most complete 
photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts [a block 6 business].

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  A laundry service within every woman’s means.  It is here 
for you in this family service we offer.  What is most disagreeable on washday?  Isn’t it 
the mussiness of wash water, the steam of boilers and tubs, the lifting and hauling?  And 
it’s of that we relieve you – at a cost truly moderate.  We take your family bundle, wash it 
thoroughly clean.  Next, we daintily iron the flat pieces, the things like bath towels we 
dry soft and fluffy – they need no ironing, and other pieces that require it we starch and 
make ready for you to iron in your own home.  In a word, we do all the toilsome, mussy 
work of washday, and leave for you only the milder, pleasanter task of ironing the lighter 
pieces.  It’s a truly economical service within the means of every woman – we’re sure 
you’ll like it immensely.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.

6 May 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 



a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in the Josephine 
Hotel building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop 
in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 
125 inches or more, 20 cents per single column inch per issue [but see below].  Less than 
125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign contract rate – 25 cents per issue [but see 
below].  Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type 
double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent 
per word each succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading 
rates charged for all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is 
charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of 
condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879. 

6 May 1921 – Headline:  Notice to Advertisers.  It will greatly facilitate our work if you 
will kindly furnish us with your change of copy not later than Monday of each week.  
Call us and tell us you wish to change, or mail new copy to us not later than Monday.  
Thank you.  We wish also to give the usual 30-day notice of an advance in rates for 
display advertising, effective 1 June 1921.  Our rates are lower than those of similar 
communities, and we have found that it will be necessary, in order to maintain our 
present standard, to place our rates almost on a par with those of other communities.  
Beginning 1 June 1921, local contract display rates will be 25 cents per inch [they were 
initially 20 cents per inch], local advertising not on contract basis and foreign advertising 
contracts will be 30 cents per inch [sic, this actually becomes 35 cents per inch, they were 
initially 25 cents per inch].  The advance in rates will not affect contracts already made, 
or made previous to 1 June 1921, covering a stated time, but do affect contracts made 
after that date, and advertising not covered by contract.  We are doing our best to give 
you a good run for your money, and we trust that you will each one fully appreciate the 
necessity for this action.

6 May 1921 – Poem, illustration, and byline:  The Cheerful Cherub by R. McCann.  
Coming home from work at night/Gladness in my heart just wells/As I hurry down the 
street/Sniffing all the dinner smells.  [Simple cartoon outline of a smiling, unclothed, 
sexless cherub clutching a paper in its right hand, perhaps to shield its nonexistent bits, 
marching in tandem with an expressionless, or possibly haughty, puppy or toy poodle.]

6 May 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Cartoon illustration of a codger in 
profile, wearing a derby and dark vest, clutching a hammer in his right hand while he 
readies a leaflet for posting on a telephone pole near a picket fence.  The pole is already 
covered with other unrelated advertisements, including one with a large 5-pointed star.  



The stack of advertisements at the base of the pole reads “XX”, as does the one about to 
be posted, and the cartoonist’s name “Charles Sughroe” is in the lower left corner.]  
Observe Oswald Stupid, the stone age advertiser, helping make the town beautiful by 
tacking signs all over everything.  Before newspapers were invented, this was considered 
keen advertising, but not no more.  Did you ever see anybody carrying a telephone pole 
home to read the advertisements on it?

6 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  The Woods by Douglas Malloch [sic, spelled 
Maloch in one mention in the 24 June 1921 issue, but spelled Malloch in a different 
mention in that issue].  Poem:  Rain.  Rainin’, is it?  So it is–/An’ I knew it would./When 
a man has rheumatiz/In this old left stem of his/he can tell as good/When It’s go’n’ to 
leak/As your fancy wetherman/Donw here in Chicago can,/if he thinks a week./An’ I 
guess it’s jest because/Rheumatiz an’ Nature’s laws/Sort of work together–/Lots of 
moisture in the air,/Rhematiz a-plenty there,/Both mean stormy weather./This left stem of 
mine can smell/Water miles away;/This old stem of mine can tell/Fifty furlongs from a 
well/Where it ought to lay./An’ I’ll tell you why;/This old stem an’ me has tramped,/
Waded, swum an’ drove an’ camped,/Never gittin’ dry,/Forty Winters, forty Springs;/Do 
you wonder thet she sings/When she smells the water?/If you fellahs really knew/All that 
laig an’ me went through/Guess you’d think she oughter./You ain’t never had the luck/
Swampin’ in the snow;/None of you ain’t never stuck/To your boot-tops in the muck/
When it’s ten below./There ain’t none of you/Ever drove the Chippeway/In the early days 
of May/When a norther blew./When the river water froze/In your boots an’ in your 
clo’es–/Freezin’ thawin’, freezin’./If this stem of mine finds out/When there’s water 
‘round about,/Surely there’s a reason./An’ besides, there’s quite a line/Of such signs of 
rain;/There is many another sign/’Ceptin this old stem of mine/Thet is just as plain./There 
is bunions yet–/For a corn er bunion is/’Most as good as rheumatiz/’Prophesyin’ wet./
When you see a cat eat grass,/When you see a small-mouth bass/Sendin’ up a bubble,/
When you hear a rain-crow caw–/It is simply Nature’s law/Indicatin’ trouble./Rainin’, is 
it?  So it seems;/It’s a nasty night./Yonder how the street lamp gleams!/Like the light you 
see in dreams,/Soft an’ far an’ white,/Like the light you see/When you let life’s half-hitch 
slip,/When you kind of lose your grip/On the things that be./An’ I sometimes think the 
shore/That we all are headin’ for/Looks so far an’ ghostly/’Cause we’re lookin’ (like 
tonight/We are lookin’ at the light)/Through a fog-bank mostly./How the asphalt 
pavements shine!/Almost lookin’ clean./Ev’ry lamp post makes a line/Like the shadow of 
a pine/On a snowy scene./In the gutter nigh/Little ripples curl and comb,/Little dirty 
rivers foam,/In an hour to die./They are like the streams of life,/Full of work an’ play an’ 
strife,/Proud with splash an’ splutter./Each believes himself a flood–/Most of us is only 
mud/Runnin’ down a gutter./Rainin’?  Sure enough it is,/But it ain’t the goods;/Doesn’t 
git right down to biz/Like the whirling raindrops whiz/Up there in the woods./It’s a city 
shower,/Like the other kinds of stuff/In the city, mostly bluff,/Lastin’ fer an hour./Up 
there, when it rains, it rains,/Fillin’ rivers, floodin’ plains/Down the mountains washin’./
Up there when a rain we git,/When we’re really through with it/Things are jest a-
sloshin’./Fer a rainstorm in the brush/Is the wettest thing,/Ground beneath you soft as 



mush/An’ around you all a hush,/Not a bird to sing–/Jest the droppin’ slow/Of the 
raindrops on the leaves,/Spillin’ from a billion eaves,/On the earth below;/Jest a blanket 
in the mire,/Jest a smudgy kind of fire,/Weak an’ slow an’ smoky;/Breakfast – pancakes 
simply lead;/Dinner – wet an’ soggy bread;/Supper – biscuits soaky./Rainin’, is it?  So it 
is./Glad I’m high and dry./When a man has rheumatiz/In this old left stem of his/Keep 
inside, say I./Now, this city stuff/Ain’t like woods rain near as wet,/Ain’t like woods rain 
is, an’ yet/It is wet enough./Course the woods rain is the best/It is dampest, healthiest,/
Better altogether;/But I guess I’ll stay inside/Tryin’ to be satisfied/With this city weather.  
(Copyright)     

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the consumer.  
Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin Griffith, phone 
#27-R2

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service, 
telephone #15 [a block 2 business]

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel.  Mrs. Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  
Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of home cooking.  Rates 
reasonable, telephone #26 [a block 2 business]

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service.  Fine cigars, 
Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  We use only the 
purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and you will be 
steady customers [a block 5 business].

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  20% reduction.  Goodrich tires and tubes by the Goodrich 
Rubber Company at Johnson Garage.  Telephone #184.  George Johnson, proprietor [a 
block 6 business].

6 May 1921 – Headline, subhead, and byline:  A Lost Hope Romance.  First prize winner 
in Estes Park Trail’s high school story writing contest by Melissa Katherine Husted.  
’Twas sunset on the western plains, and sunset in the foothills where lay the isolated, 
straggling little town of Lost Hope.  Originally expected to be a thriving mining camp, it 
had been named Good Hope, but its bright prospects having proven a dismal failure, had 
been rechristened by the departing and dispirited prospectors, Lost Hope.  It now served 
as a short of social center for the ranchers and cowboys from the outlying cattle ranges, 
who gathered there once every week to greet the incoming stage, which brought their 
supplies and mail – mostly supplies, let it be said – from the nearest railroad point, about 
a hundred miles distant.  On the one main street of Lost Hope was the general store, 
which also served as a post office.  There were a couple of saloons, and one or two other 
shacks, where one could get a horse shod perhaps, or stable one for the night, if an 



exciting game of poker happened to be going on in one of the nearby saloons.  Then, too, 
there was Shorty Steve’s hangout, where one could get a shave or a haircut, if one felt too 
fastidious to go to “the city” looking too “bristly” or “bushy”.  “The city”, by the way, 
was only a small burg, but in comparison to Lost Hope, was as a lamp beside a candle.  A 
few of the abandoned shanties had been made habitable for the families of the different 
dwellers of Lost Hope.  The proprietor of the general store had quite a pretentious 
looking place, although his family, which consisted of a wife, two daughters, and a son, 
were away most of the time, schooling being necessary for the children.  “The old boat 
seems to be rather late today, doesn’t she?” remarked Shorty Steve to Mr. Evans, the store 
proprietor and postmaster.  “So she does,” replied Evans, glancing at the clock.  “I 
wonder why Joe doesn’t learn to drive that new car of his that he is always bragging 
about, instead of sticking to those broncs and the old stage.  We’d get our stuff in some 
decent kind of time then.  But he just naturally seems to love those horses.”  “Yes,” 
answered Steve with a laugh, “and he just naturally seems to be deathly afraid to drive a 
new car.”  Just then, what seemed a mere speck on the horizon, soon developed into 
something more tangible, as clouds of dust began rolling up from the old winding road.  
“She’s comin’ in at last,” remarked one of the waiting cowboys, as the old stagecoach 
dipped into a hollow out of sight, and then rounded a curve and came into view about a 
quarter of a mile away.  Finally, with the four horses running at top speed, they reached 
the general store, and came to a sudden halt, the driver leaping to the ground almost 
simultaneously with the sudden stop of the horses.  With a “Hello, everybody” he began 
pulling at the rather flat mail sack, and hauling various parcels and packages from their 
different places.  “What’s the news in town?” came from different spectators, as Joe 
proceeded with unloading.  He regaled them with all the interesting pieces of late gossip 
from “the city”, but failed to give them the most exciting item of national interest.  This 
came with a “Whoopee” from old Lanky Jim, who nearly fell off the dry goods box on 
which he was perched, so excited did he become, as he read the newspaper headlines to a 
few eager bystanders.  “Wall – it’s sure come at last!  The President has fin’ly woken up 
jest as he ought ter a did a while back.”  “What’s he done?”  “What’s happened now?” 
came from different ones.  “War with Germany!” exploded old Jim.  “Glory be, –now 
we’ll show ’em!  If we don’t lick that Kaiser to a finish I’ll eat my hat!”  “Humph!” 
sneered a young fellow looking up from a letter he was reading.  “It’s more likely that 
Germany will have America licked before she even gets one eye open.  If your fine 
President takes such a heck of a time waking up, the nation is bound to take a longer time 
making up its mind to back him, now that he is trying to pretend to put on a bold front.”  
“So that’s the kind of a good American citizen you have made of yourself, is it Dick?” 
queried Shorty Steve, eyeing him rather scornfully.  Dick flushed angrily, but made no 
reply.  “Wall Dick Brandt,” drawled Lanky Jim, “admittin’ the President might a been a 
leetle, just a leetle mite slow makin’ up his mind, or so it might ’pear to some.  It’s not 
sayin’ every feller, young an’ old hain’t ready an’ willin’ to help him out now good an’ 
plenty.  That is,” letting his keen gray eyes travel leisurely from the top of Dick’s head to 
the toes of his boots, and then back up to his face, “providin’ they’re good Americans.”  
Dick muttered something under his breath, and looked daggers at Jim.  He had not made 



himself universally popular among these free and easy cowboys, for he resented any 
interference in what he considered his own affairs, refused to answer any questions in 
regard to his past, and treated his fellow workers as though they were beneath him.  It had 
been whispered also, that he was not American born, and had been overheard bragging of 
that fact, and sneering at the U.S. and Americans in general.  Thus any reference in a 
crowd to his non-citizenship always provoked him, for there were a few to whom he 
wished to appear at his best.  To Thomas Evans, for instance, with whose eldest daughter 
he was very much smitten.  Old Lanky Jim knew this perfectly well, and having formed 
an abiding and deep-rooted dislike for Richard Brandt, he never failed to “rub it in”, as he 
expressed it.  Jim was an honest old cow puncher, loyal to his friends and his employer.  
He was not easily prejudiced, but as he confided to an old friends some weeks before, 
“That thar Dick Brandt jest natchally got my goat the fust time I set eyes onter him.”  The 
discussion of the latest news grew more exciting as the evening wore on, and the different 
groups of men were swelled by newcomers, who had arrived late for their mail.  Some 
were with old Jim in his loyal views, some were undecided, and some entirely opposed, 
and though the coming war could have been avoided, while a few expressed no opinion at  
all.  “Wonder where Jack is?” said a tall, thin young fellow.  “He’s usually here early.  
Wonder what he’ll think of the news?”  About half an hour later, a young man rode 
quietly into the little town, and as quietly dismounted.  As he tied his horse to a nearby 
post, he gave her a few affectionate pats, and was answered by an understanding whinny.  
“I won’t be long, old girl,” he said, as he started toward the post office.  (Continued next 
week)  [This novelette continues over the next two issues.]

6 May 1921 – Headline:  School Election Draws Big Vote.  The school election Monday 
brought out a large vote, and we should judge from the result that everyone was satisfied, 
for out of 98 votes cast, Dr. Wiest for president and William Tallant for treasurer, each 
received 94 votes, and one ballot was spoiled.  We move that the vote be made 
unanimous.

6 May 1921 – Miss Gertie Cope, Miss Martha Kreider, and Miss Margaret Searles, three 
young ladies from Hastings, Nebraska, are cozily settled in Kinnikinnick Lodge, one of 
the Carruthers cottages in Moraine Park [the Carruthers were originally from Hastings, 
Nebraska].  These young ladies expect to remain until 1 October 1921, and have already 
begun on the long series of “hikes” which they have planned for the summer.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms – 
European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  The café with the 
big electric sign [a block 6 business].  The Josephine – European plan.  Rooms with 
private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building [a block 5 business].  The 



Lewiston is now open for business.  Prompt attention to all inquiries.  Telephone #80 or 
#81 for reservations.  Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, 
consisting of large central building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge 
is up-to-date in every respect, has its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be 
reached from Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver 
via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 
June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all 
communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  
The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Millions of persons have carried travelers cheques to 
every nook and cranny of the earth.  Inexperienced travelers as well as veteran 
globetrotters have found this form of self-identifying travel funds essential to their 
comfort.  When you buy travelers cheques at this bank, you convert your travel money 
into a form of currency which is readily negotiable anywhere, and yet which can be spent 
by no one but you.  Travelers cheques are popular with tourists because they positively 
safeguard travel funds.  They are popular with hotels and railroads and steamship 
companies because they are not alluring loot to thieves, and because they eliminate 
embarrassment and hazards incidental to cashing personal checks.  We regard the sale of 
this international currency as one of the most important phases of our complete banking 
service.  It costs little to insure your funds against loss by purchasing travelers cheques at 
this bank.  The Estes Park Bank.  Saving and checking accounts, safety deposit boxes, 
loans, exchange, and bonds.    

6 May 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Dick Smith and wife came up from 
Fort Collins for the summer.  Dick is employed at the Log Cabin Barber Shop…Morton 
S. Magers, manager of the Sherwood Hotel, plans on opening for business about 20 May 
1921…A.E. Shinn, Wellington’s druggist, and wife were in Estes Park Saturday looking 
for a property.  Mrs. Shinn plans to spend the summer here…W.A. Dixon and wife of 
Denver arrived Monday, and will be at home to their friends in the Hayden cottage near 
the Hayden home for the summer.  They were accompanied by R.E. Winters, who 
returned to Denver that afternoon…Semi-advertisement:  Full line of Henderson corsets 
at Gooch’s…Dan Griffith has moved from his home in the village to his property near the 
Griffith lumberyard for the summer.  Clyde Low has moved into the cottage vacated by 
Dan…Fred A. Noble returned from Long Beach, California, Monday…Jim Prock 
returned last week from Fountain, Colorado, where he had been called by the serious 
illness of his grandfather…Semi-advertisement:  Don’t forget the entertainment, Miss 
Esther Essig, soloist, at the church Saturday evening, 14 May 1921, at 8:00 p.m. prompt.  
Admission:  Adults 50 cents, children under eighteen 25 cents.  Tickets on sale at 
National Park Hotel…Mr. and Mrs. G.R. Patterson motored to Loveland Tuesday to have 
an obstinate tooth treated that has been giving Mrs. Patterson some trouble…Harry B. 
Boyd, proprietor of Boyd’s Market, returned Tuesday from California…Mr. and Mrs. 



G.G. Church, who have been in Denver for several days on business, returned to Estes 
Park Tuesday…Semi-advertisement:  Compare our goods and prices with out-of-town 
merchandise and you will trade at home.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey…The Preston Garage is 
in receipt of a telegram stating that the Dodge Brothers will not make any reductions in 
the price of their cars this season.  It would seem, therefore, that those contemplating the 
purchase of a Dodge might as well get the critter and enjoy a full season’s service…Dr. 
Wiest spent a couple of days in Denver on business the first of the week…Charles K. 
Phillips of Denver moved to his summer home in Moraine Park Wednesday…Semi-
advertisement:  Every dollar spent at home helps your community – we give full value.  
Dugald Floyd Godfrey…Mrs. Peter Hondius went to Denver Monday for a visit of a few 
days…W.A. Gray is building a cottage across the river from the Schwartz residence…
Mrs. Garrett Casey went to Loveland to visit her parents, and attend a shower given for 
Miss Zora Alford…Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Hill, who have been visiting the past month with 
Mr. and Mrs. Berkley, have gone to Boulder to visit her mother before returning to their 
home in North Platte, Nebraska…Arthur K. Holmes, manager of the Rocky Mountain 
Parks Transportation Company, left Wednesday for a 10-day business and pleasure trip to 
Cleveland, Ohio [he previously worked for the White Motor Company in Cleveland, 
Ohio]…Mrs. W.H. Derby spent several days in Loveland last week on business…Mr. and 
Mrs. Waite Downs, Miss Marie Feed, Miss Grace C. Fuller, and Thomas W. Potter were 
at the Miss Fuller cottage at Prospect Place Sunday…Attorney and Mrs. Hubert Waldo, 
Miss Mable Woolf, and R.U. Williams of Greeley spent Sunday at the Sanborn cottage 
near Prospect Place…Semi-advertisement:  Bon Ton corsets at Godfrey’s…Julius Foss 
Schwartz left for Denver Tuesday on business, and will bring back the Schwartz car, 
which has been there since the snowstorm…Semi-advertisement:  20% reduction on 
Goodrich tires and tubes by Goodrich Rubber Company at the Johnson Garage…Dr. H.T. 
Pershing, wife, and son H.T., Jr., of Denver, spent the weekend at their cottage near 
Prospect Place…Elmer I. Cooke arrived Monday to take up his duties as town marshal 
for the summer.  Mr. Cooke is occupying the Miss Richards cottage…F.P. Warren of 
Emporia, Kansas, has rented the Hayden cottage No. 6 in Alfresco Place for the summer, 
and will arrive about 1 July 1921 with his family…Robert Becker, the village squirrel 
scraper [barber] and erstwhile foe of the bobcats, made a trip to Fort Collins Sunday for a 
brief visit with Mrs. Becker and Edna Mae, a student at the Agricultural College, 
returning to Estes Park Monday morning…Semi-advertisement:  The William Tenbrook 
Parke store has just received a fine assortment of Morris’ candies, and count themselves 
fortunate in having secured the exclusive agency for the Morris line in Estes Park.  Every 
lover of fine candies knows the word Morris on the box always ensures a most tempting 
confection…Foss Yennee of Fort Morgan arrived with his family Wednesday, and took up 
their residence in Broadview for the summer…Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wheelock motored to 
Denver Monday…The National Park Outing Company, Mrs. Higby, proprietor, will open 
its doors for the season Saturday morning…Frank A. Chlanda of Longmont was a 
business visitor in Estes Park several days last week…Mr. and Mrs. Claude Erwin Verry 
motored to Denver Wednesday…Charles Robbins, who spent the winter in Long Beach, 
California, returned to Estes Park Monday [Eva Mae Robbins, his 18-month-old 



daughter, died in Long Beach, California, according to a 17 June 1921 article.]…E.N. 
Brown, Jr., of the Brown Mercantile Company, Denver, was a business visitor in Estes 
Park the first of the week…C.O. Patrick [sic, suggest C.C. Patrick], one of the proprietors 
of the Horseshoe Inn, was in Estes Park from Fort Collins Tuesday.  Mr. Patrick plans to 
move to the Horseshoe Inn about 15 May 1921…Miss Fluta A. Ruple returned to Estes 
Park Tuesday from Chicago, where she spent the winter…Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Van Meter 
of Longmont spent Sunday with O.P. Low and family…William Tenbrook Parke has 
started work on his new cottage on the hill…Oliver Frantz and family returned Saturday 
from Denver, where they spent the week…Mrs. Frank Service is spending a couple of 
weeks in the Boulder sanitarium, where she is taking hot baths for rheumatism.  She had 
been laid up for several days with the flu, and was able to be up last week, a few days, 
prior to going down last Sunday…Mrs. Service has many friends here who are interested 
in her speedy recovery.  Besides her husband, her parents Mr. and Mrs. W.E. Graves 
accompanied her to Boulder…Miss Elizabeth Stone, teacher of domestic science in the 
Colorado Springs schools, accompanied by her two assistants, will occupy the Bluebird, 
one of the Carruthers cottages, just west of the bank [sic, a business section is just west of 
the bank].  It is rumored that these experts in domestic science will have some of their 
wares to sell from time to time to their less skillful neighbors…Semi-advertisement:  We 
will appreciate your calling us when you know of an item of news.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Riding breeches.  Men take notice!!!  We have the most 
complete line of riding breeches in Colorado, including khaki, moleskin, gabardine, 
corduroy, and wool serge, in both button and lace legs.  This is our specialty.  See the line 
at Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers.  Lindley and Son [a block 8 
business].  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Your printing.  We are exceptionally equipped to handle 
your needs in printing.  Our work speaks for itself, and our prices are based on the actual 
cost of producing each job, plus a reasonable profit.  Telephone #27-J3 for an 
appointment.  The Estes Park Trail.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Anything electrical, we have it.  Responsible wiring and 
repair work.  Key fitting and novelty work.  The Electric Shop Company.

6 May 1921 – Column title:  Social Events.  The supper given by the Missionary Society 
Wednesday evening was a most successful affair.  Following the supper, an hour was 
most profitably spent in a review of the first four chapters of the book now under 
discussion.  Another meeting will be held Wednesday evening of next week for further 
study…The next regular meeting of the Woman’s Club will be held at the schoolhouse 
Wednesday afternoon.  Mrs. Joe Mills will give a paper entitled “The Present Status of 
the League of Nations, and the New World Map”.  It is expected that there will be a large 



attendance…Mrs. Joe Mills returned to Estes Park Sunday from Boulder, where she with 
Mr. Mills spent the winter…Harry E. Wallace, salesman for the Whitaker Paper 
Company, was in Estes Park Wednesday and Thursday, caring for the wants of the 
merchants in the paper line [unclear how this is a social event]…Mrs. Schwartz and Mrs. 
Ralph Macdonald entertained about 50 guests at the home of Mrs. Schwartz Thursday 
evening.  Those present indulged in military euchre.  A sumptuous two-course supper was 
served.  The ladies present all voted Mrs. Schwartz and Mrs. Macdonald splendid 
hostesses…Mrs. Albert Hayden, Jr., is entertaining two tables of bridge this afternoon in 
honor of her mother…Mrs. Frank Wheelock will entertain two tables of bridge Saturday 
afternoon…The Estes Park Music and Study Club met Thursday afternoon at the home of 
Mrs. Harry McMahan.  A splendid musical and literary program was rendered.  The 
attendance was good, and dainty refreshments were served by the hostess at the close of 
the program…The PEO dance and card party given at the Lewiston Saturday night was a 
decided success in every way.  130 persons partook of the PEO hospitality, and all report 
a most enjoyable evening.  During the evening, a splendid lunch was served.  A goodly 
sum was cleared, which will all be used for the relief of the starving children of the 
world.

6 May 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way Pushing 
Road Work.  Superintendent Way of the Rocky Mountain National Park returned the first 
of the week from an official business trip to Fort Collins and Denver.  Rocky Mountain 
National Park Superintendent Way has augmented the road crews by the addition of 
seven men.  Every effort is being made to get all the rock work done on the different 
roads before the heavy tourist traffic begins.  Surfacing will begin shortly on the roads 
that are in need of it within the boundaries of Rocky Mountain National Park.  Temporary 
quarters and storehouses for the rangers, and stables for the rangers’ horses, are being 
constructed above Horseshoe Inn on the Fall River Road.  There will be a force of 10 
rangers employed this season, and every effort will be made to care for the interests of the 
tourists.

6 May 1921 – Headline:  Cherries are Ripe.  Cherries are ripe, or will be about the 18 
May 1921, according to the plans of Paul Henderson, salesman for the Hays Candy 
Company.  Mr. Henderson says they are fine, juicy fellows and most tempting, and will 
be on sale here about the last of the month.  [Are these real cherries or chocolate-covered 
cherries?]

6 May 1921 – Letter from Frank Smith.  Headline:  William H. Derby is a Deputy 
Sheriff.  Fort Collins, Colorado, 2 May 1921.  Mr. William H. Derby, Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Dear sir:  I wish to thank you for your assistance last week at Estes Park, also 
that in case anything that you think needs immediate attention, I will leave it to you to use 
your judgment and go ahead, and I will stay with you.  There was quite a large delegation 
down from Estes Park.  I simply told them my duty ended when they are landed in jail or 
placed under arrest, and that it was up to the court to make proper decision.  I am 



enclosing to you commission as special deputy sheriff.  You mat at your convenience take 
it before a notary public, and then send me the lower sheet, and I will record same at the 
Larimer County clerk’s office.  Sincerely, Frank Smith, Sheriff.  [It is unfortunate that no 
context was provided to help decipher the first two paragraphs of this letter.]  

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Subscribe today.  Do not delay.  Don’t wait for us to call 
on you for your subscription.  Just sit down and write us a note or postal card, and tell us 
to put your name on the mailing list at once.  Or telephone us – call #27-J3.  While they 
last, we will furnish the back numbers, if you want to file them.  Estes Park Trail 

6 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  The Unattainable by Walt Mason.  [A mug shot 
of the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp suit and tie, and with a part 
in his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column.]  “There’s a spot on my back, 
about the size of a postage stamp, that has been itching all day,” said the retired merchant, 
“and it has caused me more grief than the last attack of rheumatism.  I can’t reach it with 
either hand, and I have been backing up against every telephone pole and gatepost, 
rubbing like a horse with the mange.  A man of my social and commercial standing 
doesn’t look dignified while thus engaged, but when a man’s back itches, he has to defy 
the conventions, and get relief the best way he can.”  “I can understand just how it has 
worried you,” said the hotelkeeper.  “The fact that you couldn’t reach around and claw 
the itching place with your fingers kept the matter fresh in your memory and got on your 
nerves.  The pursuit of the unattainable always is more interesting to us than the easier 
work close to hand.  You had your whole person to scratch, and might have bought a 
currycomb for a quarter, and had a good time, but you couldn’t be happy until you had 
reached the one inaccessible spot.  A while ago, I imagined I had heart disease, and went 
and saw the doctor.  He knows I have money in the bank, and am considered good pay.  
So he confirmed my worst fears, and made up his mind to have me for his star patient, 
until one of us petered out.  He threw an awful scare into me, so that I went home 
sweating ice-cold circus lemonade.  He gave me some medicines and a lot of instructions.  
Among them was one to the effect that when I went to bed, I should always sleep on my 
right side.  He cautioned me over and over again against laying on my left side, and left 
the impression that if I disobeyed him, I’d wake up some morning to find myself a 
candidate for a floral horseshoe.  That matter looked easy at the time, and I assured the 
doctor I’d follow his bylaws to the letter.  When I went to bed that night, I stretched out 
on my right side, and in ten minutes I was just suffering to roll over.  I don’t believe I 
ever had such a hankering for anything.  It seemed to me the height of human happiness 
would lie in sleeping on one’s left side.  I followed instructions for two nights, and then I 
decided that life wasn’t worth such sacrifices, and I rolled over and slept on my left side, 
and nothing happened.  I was feeling better than usual next morning when I got up.  Of 
course, the experience lessened any confidence in the doctor’s instructions, and I 
concluded that if I was going to sidestep the instructions, I might as well sidestep the 
medicines, too, for they tasted like low life in a Chinese alley, and I threw the whole lot 
out of the window.  Thus, the sawbones lost his most promising patient, because he 



handed out a rule that wasn’t strictly necessary.  Speaking of the unattainable, do you 
know what’s the matter with Silas Furbelow?  He has everything a man could ask, a 
stranger in the town would say.  He has a beautiful home and a wife who would be 
considered a success anywhere, and he has festoons of money where it will do the most 
good.  Yet he has a secret sorrow.  I think he’s the most melancholy man I ever saw, and 
his trouble is that he can’t raise a good stand of whiskers.  Nowadays, when whiskers are 
considered an infirmity, it seems strange that any man should grieve over such a matter.  
He sends all over the United States for hair growers, and half the time his face is blistered 
or swollen, and still the whiskers won’t grow on him.  If some miracle happened, and he 
woke up some morning to find his countenance all covered with whiskers, he’d probably 
have them shaved off within a week, but because they won’t grown, he won’t be happy 
until he gets them.”     

6 May 1921 – Joseph Burghardt of Denver, apprentice seaman, U.S.N, has been named in 
the honor roll of the United States naval training station, San Francisco, California, as 
being one of the eleven men who have made the most progress in instruction, personal 
appearance, and attention to duties.  The honor rolls states that Burghardt is considered 
one of the most efficient men now at the training station.

6 May 1921 – Anonymous letter to the editor:  An Appeal.  To the editor of the Estes Park 
Trail:  I am one of the faithful, silent old citizens of Estes Park, and I have heard so many 
nice things said about our new newspaper that I wondered if it were not possible to get 
the editor to print this letter, calling attention to something much needed by a lot of us – 
in fact, I have persuaded a very busy person to typewrite this for me to make it easy for 
the editor.  I have been a hard, faithful, patient worker all my life, and I do not think I can 
survive another winter unless there are some things changed.  All summer long, during 
the “busy season”, I work from early dawn until late at night to serve the guests who are 
here.  For this service, I just get my board, and sometimes the rations are very scant, and 
by the end of the season, I am very thin and lame and tired.  Then, I have a month or two 
of rest, but food is not very plentiful, because of the high prices which tempt the man for 
whom I work to sell all that he possibly can, although he is quite rich and does not need 
the money.  This leaves myself and the other faithful servants in bad shape for the long 
winter.  This last winter was called very mild, but still it was pretty hard on one who was 
already tired from the strenuous season, and several of my best and dearest friends just 
slowly starved until they were so weak that when the big storm came, they submitted to 
the tragedy which overtakes so many of us, and lay down to die, with the howling of the 
wolves our only consolation after our many years of faithful service.  I would be almost 
ashamed to tell you how much money I have earned for the man for whom I have worked 
for the last ten years.  Just a very small percent of what I earn all summer would keep me 
in comfort all winter – the shelter really would cost nothing, for the barns and sheds are 
all there.  And God has made enough of the right kind of food to grow luxuriantly in 
Estes Park to keep every one of its citizens in comfort, if it were not carried away and 
sold.  I have heard of some talk of organizing a real, live Humane Society in Estes Park, 



and I cannot tell you how long I have hoped and waited for this.  A society that would 
prevent cruelty both in summer and winter, that would watch for the interests of the best 
and most faithful citizens of Estes Park.  They say our new mayor [Albert Hayden] is 
very kind, and he looks it.  So, now, Mr. Editor, if you will please print this, and other 
articles from these “silent citizens”, maybe something good will be started that will keep 
on growing, until cruelty of all kinds – and there is much of it – be banished from our 
beautiful Estes Park.  Please, Mr. Editor, start something by printing this.  Yours 
sincerely, A. Faithful Dobbin. 

6 May 1921 – Headline and byline:  Birds I Have Seen and What I Know about Them.  
Prize for 5th, 6th, and 7th grades, by Esther Griffith, grade six.  Subhead:  The Slate 
Colored Junco.  We call this little bird the Tom-Tit, or snow bird.  We know it by its slate-
colored back and pure white breast, and the white feathers it shows at the sides of its tail 
when flying.  Towards spring, I have often seen them with a patch of orange feathers on 
the back.  It makes its appearance with the first snows of winter, first in pairs, and later in 
flocks of 10 to 20.  They come to pick up the crumbs about the doorstep on snowy 
mornings, or to the hay barn in search of grass seeds.  As the winter becomes older and 
food scarcer, they become very tame, and come regularly for their breakfast of crumbs or 
wheat.  Two years ago, for some reason or other a Tom-Tit stayed all summer.  We found 
its nest by accident when we went to picket the calf [likely for veal].  We were just going 
to tie him to a low shrub when a little bird flew out, and looking down we saw a little nest 
at the foot of the bush with six brown speckled eggs in it.  Not far off the mother bird was 
trying to ask us to go away in the most helpless manner.  We tied the calf in another 
place, and by and by when I went down to the nest, five little mouths were always opened 
for something to eat, but we did not feed them because mother said what we fed them 
might not be good for them.  Later, we saw them up in our garden picking bugs off the 
peas and beans.  Subhead:  The Chickadee.  Two years ago, I had some chickadees for 
pets.  They are very small birds with curious black markings on the head and over the 
eyes, and hop about merrily singing chick-a-dee-dee, chick-a-dee-dee.  These three saucy 
little fellows I first fed from a low limb of a pine tree, but they soon grew tame enough so 
that if I did not make too much noise, they would come and peck the crumbs out of my 
hand, or if I would sit down and put a crumb on my toe, they would come and take it.  
These chickadees stayed all winter, and sometimes they made us a call during the 
summer.  Subhead:  The Rocky Mountain Blue Jay.  Our blue jay’s color is a bright blue 
with black and white on the tail and wings, while its breast is all blue and its head is black 
with two white splotches above its beak.  Its legs and feet are black.  They are of the crow 
family.  Blue jays do not build nests as other birds do, but lay their eggs in other birds’ 
nests, but sometimes the other bird does not wish to hatch the other bird’s eggs for her, so 
she goes to work and builds her a new nest on top of the old one.  The blue jay’s eggs are 
green with black and brown markings.  Blue jays are easy to tame.  When they find out 
where they can get food, they come every day at a regular time.  I have a pet blue jay I 
call Jimmy.  He and his mate come for their breadcrumbs every morning.  It if fail to 
come out, Jimmy soon is calling and chirping for me at a great rate.  Then he will not eat 



until I have finished filling his box.  One morning, when he was sitting up above my head 
and making as much noise as he possibly could, I put some crumbs in my hand and held 
them up to him.  He took them, but it felt as though he took a piece of my hand, too.  
There are many kinds of jays, all having the same shape but a different color…Winner of 
prize in 4th grade is printed on page 11.

6 May 1921 – Certificate of authority No. 37, report of condition of the Estes Park Bank 
at Estes Park, in the state of Colorado, at the close of business 28 April 1921.  Resources:  
Loans and discounts unsecured $114,885,65.  Loans and discounts secured by collateral 
$18,910.50.  Loans on real estate $6700.  Overdrafts $1,496.67.  United States bonds 
$17,550.  Other bonds and securities $3,130.  Furniture and fixtures $3700.  Banking 
house $4700.  Due from banks (not reserve banks) $2,062.22.  Due from reserve banks 
$19,671.61.  Checks on other banks $35.  Cash on hand $7,982.38.  Total $200,824.03.  
Liabilities:  Capital stock $25,000.  Surplus fund $3750.  Undivided profits (less expense 
and taxes paid) $611.67.  Bills payable $15,000.  Individual deposits $109,036.85.  Time 
certificates of deposit $47,425.51.  Total $200,824.03.  State of Colorado, Larimer 
County, ss.  We, Augustus Denby Lewis, president, and Charles F. Hix, cashier, of the 
above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of our 
knowledge and belief.  Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Charles F. Hix, cashier.  Attest:  
Samuel Service, Albert Hayden, Ralph R. Macdonald, directors.  Subscribed and sworn 
to before me 5 May 1921.  My commission expires 31 August 1921.  Cornelius H. Bond, 
notary public.

6 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  The Right Thing at the Right Time by Mary 
Marshall Duffer.  When you travel.  Epigraph by Publius Syrus:  “An agreeable 
companion on a journey is as good as a carriage.”  Don’t open the window until you have 
asked your seat companion whether or not she would object, as many a person detests a 
draught [draft], and is seriously tormented by the dust or soot that comes in.  Don’t wear 
a hat with a feather long enough to threaten eyes and cheeks every time you turn, or carry 
great bunches of flowers, which take up too much room in the seat, or else drip water 
from the rack above.  Don’t forget that when you draw up the shade of the window in 
your own seat, you may be causing the rays of the sun to shine directly in the eyes of the 
person in the seat behind you.  By lowering it slightly, you can prevent this without 
blocking your own view.  Remember that when you pay a single fare for a ride in the day 
coach, you are really entitled only to a single seat.  You are not, therefore, conferring any 
favor on the person who asks whether he may ride beside you.  You have actually paid for 
no more than half the section, so when you permit your luggage or other belongings to 
lop over on the other side, you are using something that does not belong to you – 
something, in fact, that your seatmate has paid for.  Don’t forget, however, if you take a 
seat beside another person, to express your thanks if he moves his things to make more 
room for you.  This need be no more than a formal but gracious “thank you.”  In short, do 
nothing that you would not do to your best friend, or the person you loved with all your 
heart, for every train traveler is your brother and sister in a broad sense.  (Copyright.)



6 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  How Do You Say It?  by C.N. Lurie.  Common 
errors in English and how to avoid them.  “Grand”.  The word “grand” has its proper 
place in English, but it is frequently misused.  Used properly, it means “impressive, of 
imposing character or size, of large proportions.”  Thus, we may say of St. Peter’s in 
Rome, Italy, that it is grand.  “The sun rising over the mountaintop presented a grand 
spectacle” furnishes also an instance of the correct use of the word, as does “Gladstone is 
called the ‘Grand Old Man’ of England.”  But we hear frequently such ludicrous uses of 
the word “grand” as the following:  “Did you enjoy your dish of ice cream?”  “Yes, it was 
grand!”  “We had a fine sail down the bay, the weather was grand.”  “We had a grand 
time at the picnic.”  In most cases of the incorrect use of the adjective “grand”, the word 
“enjoyable” or “delightful” may be substituted.  In other cases, it is not difficult to find an 
adjective that expresses correctly the meaning of the writer or speaker.  (Copyright.)

6 May 1921 – Column title:  How It Started.  [Words boxed, above a line of four common 
items, similar to clip art, arranged left to right:  A woman’s pump, a barber pole, a board 
game piece, and a penknife.]  The Pencil.  In the earliest days, draftsmen used simply bits 
of colored chalk or clay to mark with, a little later, metallic lead was used.  The modern 
plumbago or graphite is not lead, there has come to be a confusion of names owing to the 
ancient use of the metal.  The first graphite pencils were manufactured in England in 
1564.  From there, the industry spread to the United States, which now leads in the 
manufacture.  (Copyright.)     

6 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep the 
blues away.  

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Everyone desires a home in Estes Park eventually – why 
not now?  Lumber prices are down.  This is the time to build.  We shall be glad to serve 
you in any way possible.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if it’s 
lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent – Just telephone #27-J3, and our 
little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.

6 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  Confirming Early Rumors by Julia Bottomley.  
[Uncaptioned, uncredited photograph:  Two young children, a girl on the left and a 
shorter boy on the right, modeling the latest in summer fashions.  The girl, with a short 
bob, has her head turned slightly outward and her body turned slightly inward, and wears 
a gingham dress as described in the text which comes to just above the knee.  Her white 
socks end above the shin, and her shoes resemble saddle oxfords.  She is clutching a book 
in her left hand which hovers over a wooden stool - It is clear from this, and how far her 
feet float off the ground, that this portion of the photograph has been cut out and 
amateurishly pasted onto the photograph of the boy, who I would have taken for a girl if 



the text didn’t indicate otherwise. He wears a summer suit with short pants and a soft hat, 
and is inexplicably posed, full face and full body, with his eyes looking off-camera left 
and his left index finger pointing skyward, while his right hand clutches a toy horse.  The 
base of this toy actually rests on the surface of the wooden stool, or end table, which is 
the most inviting piece in the whole ensemble.  Its four carved helical legs resembling 
spiral pasta, if spiral pasta came in rich mahogany, curving in opposite directions, 
connected by simpler lathe-turned dowels, ending in ball feet or casters.]  The air is full 
of the talk of cottons for summer frocks, both for grownups and children.  Rumors of 
morning and porch dresses of gingham, Swiss organdy, and plain chambray vying with 
colored linens are confirmed in all the recent displays.  Ginghams have invaded the realm 
of sport clothes also, the best grades of it make handsome skirts for wear with sweaters 
and sweater coats, for all sorts of outdooring, and it is found in company with taffeta in 
pretty, informal afternoon frocks.  The feminine public appears to be newly awaked to the 
character and virtues of their old favorites in fabrics, and is demanding much of it.  
Naturally, ginghams lead in the review of children’s clothes.  For the little folks, very 
small checks, combining white with a color, small plaits and crossbars, in soft colors, 
make up into dainty frocks.  White lawn, white organdie, rick-rack braid, and plain 
colored chambrays are called upon to furnish embellishments, and cross-stitch 
embroidery finds itself very much at home on the checked ginghams.  Sprightly organdy 
frills are as welcome as spring flowers on many little frocks, and others make themselves 
charming with applique flowers or simple embroideries.  One of the checked ginghams – 
in a blue and white check that is larger than the average – is shown in the novel little 
frock picture here.  The sleeves and bottom of the skirt are split, in order to display more 
of the ruffling, and the cross-stitch and running stitch used as a finish, all in plain blue 
cotton.  There are several variations of this model – in one of them the sleeves are not 
split.  There are some lovely shades of color among the plain linens that are making their 
cheerful presence felt in the displays of children’s clothes, they include cherry red, 
apricot, Alice [Roosevelt] blue, yellow, and green, and are not monopolized by the female 
of the species.  Small boys find themselves resplendent in colored linen suits with plain 
white underblouses, or in colored chambrays or heavier cottons.  The suit pictured is a 
practical affair in which a little chap can enjoy himself this summer.  [Signature in 
cursive] Julia Bottomley.  

6 May 1921 – Headline and subhead:  Use Colors in Hairnets.  Hairdresser advises 
certain shades to add colorful glints to the tresses.  A well-known hairdresser advises the 
use of hairnets of certain colors to add colorful glints to the hair.  If the hair is a dull 
mouse color and the eyes are blue, use a gold-yellow hairnet.  If the eyes are brown, a red 
net should be tried.  Of course, the very best nets must be purchased, and not those of 
artificial hair, poorly colored.  If gray hair is inclined to be yellow, a very fine, dark blue 
hairnet, worn over the coiffure, will take all tinge of yellow out of it.  As blue hairnets 
cannot be purchased, a white one will have to be dyed in one of the bluings prepared.  
The net should be of the best quality, so as to give the right effect…Subhead:  Patent 
leather hat.  A smart hat worn by a woman who knows how to dress is made of black 



patent leather of a fine, thin quality, with tiny colored beads, sewed on at regular intervals 
all over its surface. 

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery.  We 
can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Michelin tires and tubes.  Fresh stock just received.  
Complete line and at Denver prices.  Estes Park Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, 
proprietor.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company.  Drugs.  Toilet articles, fishing 
tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #36.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel.  Most centrally located hotel in Estes Park, in 
the center of Estes Park village.  First class service, good accommodations, and excellent 
table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  Estes Park, Colorado.

6 May 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
Church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church.  Sunday school lesson, 1 May 1921 [sic, suggest 8 May 1921].  
Rest and worship – recreation.  Lesson text – Leviticus 23:39-43, Deuteronomy 5:12-15, 
Mark 6:31-32.  Golden text – The streets of the city shall be full of boys and girls, 
playing in the streets thereof – Zechariah 8:5.  Reference material – Exodus 33:14, 
Leviticus 23:3, Nehemiah 8:9-18, Hebrews 4:9.  Primary topic – The happiest day of the 
week.  Junior topic – Holy and happy days.  Intermediate and senior topic – Sane 
recreation.  Young people and adult topic – The use and guidance of recreation.  The title 
“Rest and Recreation” as chosen by the committee, is hardly true to the content of the 
Scripture passages.  It should be “Rest and Worship”.  [Who is coming up with the titles, 
and who is criticizing them?  For example, is Estes Park’s Rev. Montogomery writing the 
weekly study guide based on suggestions from the local deacons or elders or the nearest 
Presbytery, or is this argument taking place on a nationally-syndicated level?]  I. The 
feast of tabernacles (Leviticus 23:39-43).  This was the final feast of the series which in 
type covered the great facts of redemption.  1. Time of (Leviticus 23:39).  It was on the 
fifteenth day of the seventh month, and last seven days.  This time would about 
correspond to the close of our September and the beginning of October.  It was after the 
harvest had been gathered.  2. Method of keeping (Leviticus 23:40, 42).  They were to 
take the boughs of goodly trees, branches of palm trees, and the boughs of thick trees, 



and willows of the brook, and construct booths.  These booths were placed on the flat 
tops of houses, on the streets and open places of the city, and even in the fields.  In these, 
the people dwelt for the whole week.  3. The significance of it (Leviticus 23:43). (1) A 
memorial of Israel’s dwelling in booths in the wilderness (Leviticus 23:42-43).  It 
reminded them of God’s care of them during their journey through the wilderness. (2) A 
“harvest-home thanksgiving” (Leviticus 23:39). “When ye have gathered the fruits of the 
land.” (3) It foreshadowed the final gathering of God’s redeemed ones from all nations 
(Zechariah 14:16-17).  II. The Sabbath day (Deuteronomy 5:12-15).  1. Meaning of 
(Genesis 2:2-3, cf. Exodus 20:8-11).  According to the etymology of the word, “Sabbath” 
means to desist from exertion – repose.  God rested when the work of creation was done.  
On the basis of this, God has established the law of labor and rest.  It is not only a 
memorial of creation, but of redemption (Deuteronomy 5:15).  The Jews were to keep the 
Sabbath in memory of the deliverance from Egyptian bondage.  2. Obligation of 
(Deuteronomy 5:12-15). (1) Kept as a sacred institution (Deuteronomy 5:12).  God 
sanctified it (Genesis 2:3).  “Sanctify” means to consecrate, dedicate, therefore holy.  it 
means set apart to God’s service, therefore keeping the Sabbath meant more than 
cessation from labor – it meant to cease from labor in order to occupy one’s self with 
God.  Its supreme signification and obligation was to remember God. (2) No work to be 
done on the Sabbath (Deuteronomy 5:13-14).  All work was to be done in six days.  In 
fact, the obligation to work six days is here made just as banding as to keep the Sabbath 
day.  (3) By whom should the Sabbath be kept? (Deuteronomy 5:14).  (a) The head of the 
family.  He should be the example for all. (b) The children.  The children should be 
obliged to follow the example of the parents in keeping the Sabbath. (c) The servants.  
The maid in the kitchen, the servant on the farm, the chauffeur in the city, should keep the 
Sabbath as well as the head of the family and the children. (d) The beasts of burden.  The 
dumb animals are likewise entitled to their rest. (e) The stranger.  The foreigner who 
comes to our shores should be obliged to keep the Sabbath.  It should be kept in mind that 
Christians are not under obligation to keep the Sabbath as law (Colossians 2:16-17), and 
especially as it applies to any particular seventh day.  The first day of the week is the 
proper day for a Christian to observe.  This he does, not as a law, but as a glorious and 
exalted privilege.  He is on resurrection ground, therefore above the law.  While the 
keeping of the Sabbath is a matter of privilege, woe unto the one who abuses this 
privilege.  The principle of resting one day out of seven is inexorable in its demands.  (4) 
The ground of obligation was redemption from bondage (Deuteronomy 5:15).  III. Jesus 
invited his disciples to rest (Mark 6:31-32).  He took them apart to a desert place.  This 
was not primarily for recreation, but that they might be free from the crowd, to have 
fellowship with Him, that they might be prepared for the strenuous days which were to 
follow…Subhead:  From whom cometh our help.  It is the privilege of those who are the 
children of God to dwell among the hills, among the hills were the showers gather big 
with blessing, where life is lifted above the swamps and miasma of the low-lying lands of 
doubt and uncertainty, and were the soul of man can commune with its God, from whom 
cometh our help…Subhead:  Two yoke-devils.  Quote from Shakespeare:  “Treason and 
murder are ever kept together, as two yoke-devils, sworn to either’s purpose.”   



6 May 1921 – Headline and byline:  The Woodpecker.  Prize for fourth grade, by Everett 
West.  [This is one of the most poignant things in the entire 1921 Estes Park Trail.  Young 
Everett had been hospitalized on 24 April 1921 with appendicitis, and his death, 
following a long struggle, was reported in the 27 May 1921 issue.  This composition was 
written prior to his hospitalization, but I’m not sure if he knew of his award prior to 
entering the hospital.]  The woodpecker has black and white wings, a red head, and a 
white breast.  When he is hungry, he flies to a dead tree limb.  When he hears a worm 
inside, he pecks a hole to where the worm is.  He has a sharp tongue to get it with.  In 
winter, they go south ’till it is summer again.  When it is time to build a nest, he pecks a 
hole just big enough for the mother bird to get in.  The bottom of the nest is made of 
chips.  There the mother bird lays four or five white eggs.  When the little ones are 
hatched, the mother and father birds have to feed tem until they are big enough to fly 
away.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  And still they come – More fresh, new, and most attractive 
wash materials are arriving almost daily.  We invited your inspection.  Ginghams, 
percales, Ramatex suitings, Arizona pongee, kimona [sic, suggest kimono] cloths, dotted 
organdie, embroidered voiles, wool plaids, White goods in fine variety.  Also sheetings, 
awning cloths, tickings, towelings, curtain materials, etc.  Don’t fail to see the line.  J.E. 
Macdonald.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The best vacation home is one of Hayden Brothers’ 
furnished cottages in Estes Park.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Quality goods are dependable.  The one aim of this store is 
to secure the very best lines of merchandise that money will buy, and then guarantee 
these goods.  We call your attention to the following well-known and advertised lines of 
good merchandise:  Arrow shirts, Old Elm fishing boots, Royal Tailor suits for men, 
Arrow collars, American Gentleman shoes, American Lady shoes, Haynes [sic, suggest 
Haines] underwear, Maurice Hirsch suits, skirts, and dresses for women.  We are always 
pleased to show our goods, and extend an invitation to visit us often.  Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey.

6 May 1921 – Headline:  Fine Weather Brings Many Visitors to Estes Park – Much Game 
is Seen.  The splendid weather of the past few days has brought in a good many Estes 
Park visitors, and already there is a heavy demand for cottages for the summer.  Sunday, 
there were a number of picnic parties along the banks of the various streams, and the 
hotels enjoyed a good patronage for Sunday dinner.  All of the roads are in splendid 
condition, except the higher trails which are still slightly obstructed, in some spots 
heavily shaded, by snow.  The Estes Park Trail editor and family [Arthur B. Harris and 
family] went over the Moraine Park Road and a portion of the Fall River Road, and found 
them to be in better condition than last summer [indicating that Arthur B. Harris had been 



in Estes Park prior to starting the newspaper].  Game was seen frequently, and ye editor 
got within 50 feet of a band of about 20 mountain sheep, and snapped them while they 
gazed in idle curiosity [Arthur B. Harris’ photographs never appear in the Estes Park 
Trail, or if they do, they are uncredited].  On another recent occasion, we saw about 30 
mountain sheep, and over 40 deer.  Others have reported seeing as many as 100 deer in a 
single day, and fully half as many sheep.  It is hard to resist the silent call of the fresh 
green grass and beautiful flowers, and the songs of the many birds these warm spring 
days, and it will not be long until many will be here to enjoy it all with us.  Truly, Estes 
Park is a wonderful place for the person who loves to find nature at her best.

6 May 1921 – Headline:  Parke Store gets Large Shipment of Post Cards.  The William 
Tenbrook Parke store [a block 2 business], John Bechtel Baird, proprietor, has received 
the largest shipment of souvenir post cards ever brought into Estes Park.  There were 
400,000 cards in the shipment, and each card is a work of art.  Mr. Baird is the 
distributing agent for the Sanborn Agency in this region, and will wholesale their product.  
Mr. Baird just recently opened for business, and reports a fine trade already, even beyond 
their fondest expectations.

6 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a 
block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins, and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 
baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

6 May 1921 – Headline:  Francis Lands Contract that will Advertise Estes Park.  F.J. 
Francis Photographic Studio [a block 6 business] has just closed a contract with a firm 
covering 26 states by traveling salesmen to furnish them with photographic Christmas 
cards and mottos.  All cards and mottos will have some scene of Estes Park.  Thus will 
the beauties of Estes Park be brought in a splendid way to the attention of people in every 
portion of the globe.  [In the fall of 1920, F.J. Francis was an instructor in the Estes Park 
school, although he ran the Estes Park Hotel in the summer of 1918.]

6 May 1921 – Headline:  National Park Hotel Dresses Up.  Mrs. Harriet Byerly is having 
considerable work done on the National Park Hotel [a block 2 business], and in a few 
days it will present a most attractive appearance both inside and out.  Workmen are 
putting the finishing pebble dash coat on the stucco exterior.  Inside, the office and dining 
rooms and private rooms have been freshened by the tint and varnish brushes [it has just 
opened in May of 1920].

6 May 1921 – Headline:  Saturday Good Citizenship Day.  Saturday, the civic pride of 
every citizen of Estes Park will be put to the test, for that day, 7 May 1921, has been by 
the city fathers declared Clean-up Day.  On this day, every citizen will march forth, 
armed with rake and hoe, and whatever other implements may be needed, and make a 



determined raid upon every tin can, trash heap, and unsightly object that can and should 
be removed.  Each person should arrange to dispose of the rubbish upon their premises if 
they can do so.  Those who have no means of hauling away the rubbish can have same 
removed by notifying the city authorities.  Dumping grounds will be provided.  Mayor 
Hayden [who had just been elected in April 1921] or Marshal Elmer Cooke will be glad 
to supply any information you may desire.

6 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  An Estes Park Trail want ad will sell that article you 
no longer need, if it’s worth the price.

6 May 1921 – Column title:  Hotel Arrivals.  The following Loveland people took Sunday 
dinner at the Hupp Hotel:  Oliver Robenstein, John Cross, Jr., W.W. Foote, T.A. Dove, 
R.C. Skinner, Mason M. Dove, Bruce Thornton, J.M. Graham, Miss Betty Walkup, and 
Miss Frances Osborn…Among those taking Sunday dinner at the Lewiston were C.N. 
Jackson, wife, and daughters Dorothy and Katherine, of Greeley, Mrs. Campbell of Utica, 
New York, C.Y. Linnville, Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Wheeler of LaSalle, Colorado, and Miss 
Helen Kam of Jewell, Kansas…Mrs. Edward R. Davidson and daughter, Miss Dorothy, 
of Denver, relatives of Mrs. Harriet Byerly, were Mrs. Byerly’s gests at the National Park 
Hotel for several days…A. Pettys of Brush, Colorado, and J.H. Bloedorn of Fort Morgan 
were guests at the National Park Hotel, while looking for summer cottages for their 
families…C.W. Richardson, wife, and son, and L.J. Market, wife, and daughter, all of 
Denver, were among those taking Sunday dinner at the National Park Hotel…E.O. 
Brown, treasurer of the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company, with offices in 
Denver, arrived in Estes Park Wednesday, and is a guest of the Lewiston Hotel.  Mr. 
Brown is checking over the books of the company previous to the heavy traffic of the 
approaching season.

6 May 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt of Longmont have engaged “The Shingalow”, the new 
Carruthers cottage on the hill west of the bank, and are moving in this week.  Mr. Wyatt 
will have charge of the new plumbing establishment which is being fitted up next door to 
Johnston’s [sic] Garage [the location is given as the first door east of Johnson’s Garage in 
a 20 May 1921 article, in any event, a block 6 business].  The well-known firm of 
Buckley and Company of Longmont, of which Mr. Wyatt is a member, is establishing this 
business.  Mr. Wyatt expects to remain here permanently, and has engaged his cottage by 
the year [he ends up purchasing the business, advertised as A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company, by the end of the season – see 28 October 1921 article.  He may have 
subsequently moved it to Cleave Street].

6 May 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail want ads.  Read for profit, use for results.  If 
you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, want anything, lost anything, 
try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  The results are good, the cost just a trifle – 2 cents per 
word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion.  Minimum charge 25 
cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Carpenter wants work in Estes Park for season.  



Address H.F., care Estes Park Trail…Wanted – To purchase cottage near the [YMCA] 
Conference grounds.  Must be priced right.  Address B.V.E., care Estes Park Trail…
Wanted – To purchase marble slab from old dresses, in good condition.  State size and 
price.  A, care the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Fence posts, in exchange for subscription, 
at the Estes Park Trail…Wanted – Garden plowed.  Telephone #27-J3 [this is the 
telephone number of the Estes Park Trail shop]…Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale – L.C. 
Smith typewriter, in good condition.  Address M, care Estes Park Trail…For sale – An 
organ.  Mrs. Vivian at the MacGregor Ranch…For sale – Practically new electric iron 
and electric heater.  K, care Estes Park Trail…For sale – Cole 8 car, 7 passenger, in fine 
shape.  Two new tires.  A bargain.  803 East 7th Street, Loveland, Colorado…For sale – 
Mountain potatoes, $2 per cwt.  Baled hay – best quality, $22.50 per ton.  Donald 
MacGregor…For sale – Small hotel range used only one year.  Inquire Lewiston Hotels 
Company.

13 May 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 5     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, May 13, 1921     Price 10 cents

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Clatworthy Secures Convention for Estes Park.  A little 
missionary work on the part of Fred Payne Clatworthy has brought to Estes Park almost 
unexpected results.  About 1-1/2 years ago, it occurred to Mr. Clatworthy that it would be 
a splendid thing to hold the next national convention of one of the largest college 
fraternities, the Beta Theta Pi, of which he happens to be a member, in Estes Park.  To the 
end of securing this convention, he wrote the national president, with whom he is well 
acquainted, and both of whom are members of the same chapter, and sent with the 
descriptive letter of Estes Park a number of photographs depicting some of the attractive 
spots in Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park.  Mr. Clatworthy never heard 
from his effort setting forth the advantages of Estes Park as a convention place, and 
supposed his efforts had fallen on stony ground.  Ten days ago, Mr. Clatworthy was 
called on the phone and asked to come to Denver and exhibit some of his autochrome 
pictures of Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park.  Upon asking the reason for 
this, he was told, must to his surprise, that the national convention of the fraternity was to 
be held at the Stanley Hotel in September, and a big district booster meeting was to be 
held in the Brown Palace, and that they would be delighted to have him bring down an 
exhibit.  This convention will probably be the largest ever held in Estes Park, since there 
will be 600 delegates in attendance.  A special train will be run over the Burlington from 
Chicago, Illinois, direct to Lyons, and will be the largest and most finely equipped ever 
run by this road.  It will be known as the Beta Theta Pi DeLuxe Special.  The tickets will 
permit the spending of an extra week in Estes Park.

13 May 1921 – Headline:  The Osborn Garage Gets Salvaged Letter.  Sunday, the Osborn 
Garage received a letter that had gone through a rather unique experience.  On 5 May 



1921, one of the postal airplanes in the transcontinental air service from New York City 
to San Francisco caught fire in the air near Rock Springs [Wyoming, presumably], and 
fell to the ground, killing the pilot.  The plane carried a cargo of 18,000 letters.  Many of 
the letters were completely destroyed, but some of those in the center of the packs were 
not completely destroyed, and the postal department undertook their delivery.  The letter 
received by the Osborn Garage, while considerably charred, had a sufficient amount of 
the address legible that it was possible to make delivery.

13 May 1921 – The Estes Park Steam Laundry will open for business Monday morning, 
16 May 1921.  Mr. Macdonald was delayed somewhat in the opening date by the non-
arrival of machinery parts, but will be ready to take on all comers at either plant Monday 
morning [until 1922, Ralph Macdonald maintained a plant on East Elkhorn and a plant on 
Riverside].  Mr. Macdonald is planning to care for the family washing, in some 
communities known as rough dry, which is becoming so popular among laundry patrons 
in many towns and cities.

13 May 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, 2-1/2 inch by 4 inch scenic image of snow-
covered evergreen trees.  Caption [as headline]:  Estes Park Snow Scene.  Credit:  
Photograph by F.J. Francis

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Big Booster Meeting Favors Campaign to put Estes Park on 
Map.  Forty-two persons attended one of the best booster meetings at the Lewiston it has 
ever been the privilege of the writer to attend.  The occasion was the first meeting of the 
year of the Estes Park Chamber of Commerce.  The fact well known to the housewife that 
if you would be able to handle your husband, feed him well, seemed to work splendidly.  
At 7:00 p.m., a splendid banquet, Lewiston quality, was served.  After the fragments had 
been stowed away in those reserve capacities known only to man, and when everyone 
was in the best of spirits, President Stead with a steady hand grasped the tiller and steered 
the craft of the Chamber of Commerce safely through the shoals into the deep waters of 
possible accomplishment.  President Hower and Mr. Pratt of the Hower Advertising 
Agency presented an outline of an intensive advertising campaign in the state and the 
Missouri Valley regions, which seemed to impress those present.  It apparently was the 
prevailing opinion that the outside advertising done by individuals should be pooled, and 
the principal efforts this year be concentrated on Denver.  To this end, it was decided to 
plan an advertising campaign using the Rocky Mountain News, the Denver Times, and 
the Denver Post exclusively this season.  A budget of $4000 was decided upon, and half 
that amount was pledged upon the spot.  A committee composed of C.E. Verry, J.F. 
Schwartz, and Julian Hayden was appointed to canvas those not present and do whatever 
necessary to insure the full amount of the budget before the next meeting of the Chamber 
of Commerce.  This year in addition to the newspaper campaign in Denver, a good man 
will be employed to look after the interests of Estes Park in the capital city.  It will be his 
duty to keep Estes Park literature prominently displayed in the hotels, tourist bureaus, and 
other public places, and to meet the tourists arriving in Denver and assist them in 



planning their vacation in Colorado, giving directions to those desiring to drive to Estes 
Park, etc.  “Jimmy” Manning, known to every resident of Estes Park, was selected for the 
position of Denver representative, if he can be induced to accept.  In his hands, every 
Estes Parker feels our interests will be safe and well cared for.  The business of the 
evening required constant attention until nearly 12:00 midnight.  The meeting was 
harmonious, and a splendid spirit of cooperation was displayed by every person present, 
which augments [sic] well for the future [of] the organization and the tremendous 
possibilities before it.  The next meeting of the Chamber of Commerce will be held 
Monday evening, 16 May 1921, at the Hupp Hotel, at which time the annual election of 
officers will take place.  We believe every person in Estes Park is a booster for its future, 
that this is one place where a sponger cannot – or should not, exist, and we are sure the 
next meeting will be fully as well attended, and each person there for constructive 
plugging with all their might.

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Brinwood will Open Saturday Next Week.  Mine Host [this is 
an antiquated style of referring to a hotel manager, in this case Charles Lowery] Reed of 
the Brinwood informs us he will be ready to accommodate his guests this season 
beginning Saturday, 21 May 1921, and that the hotel has been put in readiness for those 
who always enjoy a stay in Moraine Park, both for the scenery and the fishing in the 
streams in that part of Rocky Mountain National Park.  Mr. Reed always plans to 
accommodate and give special attention to Decoration Day, weekend and fishing parties, 
and since the fishing season opens 25 May 1921, he will be ready to care for the fishing 
parties who wish to pick the hole form which they hope to pull out the first trout of the 
season, previous to the opening date.

13 May 1921 – Howard James has his garden all in.  This is one of the big features of the 
Elkhorn, and is greatly appreciated by the guests.  Last summer during the height of the 
season, the requirements of the hotel were nearly 2500 ears of corn weekly.  [This is over 
300 ears of corn a day, or over three ears per guest per day with 100 guests – a lot of 
corn.]

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Ansel Watrous, Pioneer Newspaper Man of Colorado, and 
Others Pass Judgment on Estes Park Trail.  Ansel Watrous:  Thanks for a copy of the 
Estes Park Trail of 29 April 1921.  I have read it, through and through, from caption to 
finis, and am mightily pleased with it, including every department of it.  Its original 
matter is ably and carefully edited, fresh from the mint, its selections first class, and 
possess a high educational value, while the makeup and general appearance is decidedly 
possessing.  The good people of Estes Park ought to be, and no doubt are, proud if its 
Estes Park Trail, and I sincerely hope they and its energetic and enterprising publisher 
will follow that trail to the height of prosperity.  [Ansel Watrous’ first contributed article 
to the Estes Park Trail appeared on the front page of the 27 May 1921 issue.]  Mary Wolf 
Dargin, Register, U.S. Land Office:  This office is in receipt of the first issue of the Estes 
Park Trail, and we are much pleased at the community spirit and the fine newspaper 



appearance of this newspaper.  Anna V. Duffield, Librarian:  Loveland Public Library has 
received a copy of your Estes Park Trail.  We heartily congratulate you on the appearance 
and matter of the newspaper, and wish you success.  Carter, Rice, and Carpenter Paper 
Company:  We wish to compliment you upon the very nice appearance of the first issue 
of the Estes Park Trail and the newsy reading of the sheet.  It should make a place for 
itself, and you certainly deserve the backing of those interested in the welfare of Estes 
Park.  J.O. Goodwin, Manager Western Newspaper Union:  Mr. Arthur B. Harris – I want 
to compliment you on the first, and also the extra edition of the Estes Park Trail.  It is a 
most commendable little paper.  The people of Estes Park and your subscribers in the 
circulating territory should feel very proud of the Estes Park Trail.  Loveland Reporter:  
Volume I, number 1 of “The Estes Park Trail,” a weekly newspaper being published by 
Arthur B. Harris, a former printer and newspaperman of Loveland, made its appearance 
Friday.  It is a neatly printed and well gotten up four column, eight page sheet, filled with 
good reading matter, and well patronized by advertisements of Estes Park merchants.  
The first issue contains an original poem by Mrs. Harris, and many interesting items 
regarding the community where the newspaper is published.  Longmont Ledger:  Vol. 1, 
No. 1 of the Estes Park Trail has arrived and looks well.  The editor proposes to publish 
every Friday, and it depends on his support how he succeeds.  The newspaper looks fine, 
the advertisements are well set, and it starts with good patronage.  It is printed at Estes 
Park, in its own shop.  The Longmont Ledger extends best wishes.  L.F. Willoughby, 
Manager American Type Founders Company:  We have received copy No. 1, Volume 1 of 
the Estes Park Trail dated Friday, 15 April 1921, and we wish to compliment you highly 
on the excellent typographical appearance of this initial number.  We are also pleased to 
note the very generous advertising patronage which has been extended you.  We trust 
business will be good.  

13 May 1921 – Column title:  Gleaned from the State. Brayton J. Inman, 21 years old, a 
senior in the college of engineering at the University of Colorado, died of heart disease at 
Boulder…Guy Newton, wealthy farmer and cattle feeder of Mead, was held up and 
robbed by two masked bandits on the Liberty Hall roads after a seven-mile chase.  The 
men obtained $12…[A paragraph originally appearing here has been moved to its more 
appropriate location in the column]…“One of our first aims in predatory animal work is 
to exterminate the gray wolf,” says assistant biologist S.E. Piper.  “Persistence in cleaning 
up each wolf pack is to be the keynote, but any of these hunters can be shifted on short 
notice in case such a move is warranted by depredations in a given locality.”…Walter S. 
Hotchkiss, renowned western slope hunter, came in to Delta with the pelt of an animal 
eight feet long from tip to tip and weighing more than 200 pounds.  Mr. Hotchkiss states 
that he has killed more than 100 lions.  He has run across the tracks of five more lions of 
late, and will keep up his hunt for more of the animals which have been destroying 
cattle…Peter Mettunef [sic, one appearance as Mettunuf], 32 years old, a shoemaker of 
Telluride, committed suicide by cutting his throat with a shoemaker’s knife at the top of a 
30-foot telephone pole he climbed, and then plunging head foremost to the ground.  
Mettunef’s skull was fractured, and he died six hours later.  A score of persons watched 



Mettunuf’s [sic, otherwise Mettunef] attempt to kill himself, but were powerless to 
restrain him…The sewing club girls of Penrose, who are starting with their first year’s 
work, are each taking a budget for the purchase of their hair ribbons, stockings, and 
handkerchiefs.  In addition to their sewing work, the girls will have specific instructions 
in the care of these three articles, and will be held responsible by their mothers for the 
purchase of the articles for the year, and for the care of them…Two hundred and thirty 
forest officers are scattered over the 15 national forests of Colorado, and they know the 
13 million acres of forest land intimately.  One ranger will know that there are three wolf 
dens on his district, another has seen lion tracks in two widely separated places, and this 
knowledge will be invaluable in mapping the locations of these killers of livestock…
Sugar beets are now being used by bootleggers in the manufacture of liquor.  Sheriff 
Wilson of Delta County captured a large still at Hotchkiss recently, in which sugar beets 
were being used instead of corn or the other ingredients commonly used by distillers.  An 
automobile radiator was also being used for the condensation of the booze.  The still was 
of 30-gallon capacity.  Two men were captured in the raid…Pueblo’s airplane landing 
field adjoining the state fairgrounds, and ideal for the purpose, is offered the United 
States war department for the accommodation of three airplanes from the government 
field at Sacramento, California, to be sent across the country to map war airplane routes.  
The airplanes are to make the cross-country trip the latter part of May 1921 or early in 
June 1921, according to a communication from Major B.M. Atkinson, commandant at 
Sacramento, California…The Boulder Territorial-Pioneer Society is to be formed as a 
result of a meeting of pioneers at Boulder in connection with community week.  J.E. 
Hubbard, Professor F.L. Chase, and Mrs. R.E. Arnett were appointed a committee to draft 
bylaws.  A meeting will be held annually.  An attempt will be made to preserve historical 
pictures and buildings of that region…Charles Mahl of Monte Vista has had 2-1/2 acres 
of yellow sweet clover pasture for the past two years, growing on land that is white with 
alkali.  Last year, it pastured three head of cows all summer, and four horses at night 
during the summer season.  Mr. Mahl state that he had to turn 40 head of stock in on this 
pasture twice to keep it down…The country population of Colorado has been increasing 
for the last 20 years, although the percentage of the population that if from the country 
has not increased all the time.  The rural population of Colorado in 1900 was 202,839, in 
1910, 297,427, and in 1920, 373,868.  In 1900, 39% of the people of Colorado lived in 
the country, in 1910 37%, and in 1920 39%…Tobe J. Guess of Norwood, well-known 
ditch digger, was critically injured when part of the bank of a ditch in which he was 
working caved in.  Guess and young Berry [not introduced previously, most likely this is 
a last name] were working in a private irrigation ditch when both sides of the ditch 
suddenly caved in.  A huge boulder pinned Guess to the bottom of the ditch, while he was 
buried under a pile of dirt.  Berry went four miles to get assistance.  A jack was used to 
extricate Guess, who was rushed to a hospital at Telluride.  Physicians declare he will 
live, although it will be necessary to amputate one leg…Such reports as had been 
received by the State Irrigation Department from county assessors up to 1 May 1921 
seem to indicate that there will be no appreciable decrease in acreage under cultivation in 
Colorado this year, though earlier reports from other sources indicated that the cultivated 



acreage would be materially decreased on account of inability on the part of farmers to 
obtain needed financial support.  Reports have been received from something more than 
2500 farmers, and the total of these reports show a larger amount of land under 
cultivation than the total shown by the first 2500 reports received last year.  Increases in 
cultivated acreage are indicated for Kiowa, Baca, and Las Animas counties, while most of 
the other counties from which partial reports have been received show little indications of 
changes from last year.  Contrary to the expectation of many persons well informed on 
agricultural subjects, there apparently will be an increase in the acreage of spring wheat 
as compared with last year.  A few of the less developed counties in eastern Colorado 
show increases in acreage of winter wheat, but apparently there is a decrease in the 
principal winter wheat districts, though most of these same districts are showing 
increases in acreage of spring wheat…”Over 10,000,000 head of stock will be permitted 
to graze on the national forests of the United States during 1921,” according to district 
forester Allen S. Peck, who quotes the grazing allowance schedule recently received from 
the Secretary of Agriculture.  This includes cattle, horses, sheep, goats, and swine on 143 
national forests in 27 states.  Colorado, with her 15 national forests, including over 
13,000,000 acres of land, provides range for over 20% of these meat animals.  In exact 
figures, 571,605 cattle and horses, 3100 swine, and 1,625,835 sheep and goats will be 
permitted to graze on the forests of Colorado this year.  Homesteaders, ranchers, 
prospectors, campers, etc., are allowed to graze a few head of milk cows and work horses 
free.  These are in addition to the foregoing figures, and amount to about 8800 head.  
Nearly 2200 people are benefited by this free use of the range in Colorado…Coyotes are 
killed mainly with poison.  Advanced methods now ins use by the Biological Survey 
make is possible to clear the stock ranges of these animals in brief, decisive campaigns.  
“The method of poisoning is highly specialized, both as regards the kind of poison and 
the manner of its use, also careful system has been developed in safeguarding against the 
destruction of dogs and fur animals,” sys Mr. Piper…Rodents, mainly prairie dogs, 
Wyoming ground squirrels, and pocket gophers, are exterminated by poisoning, and this 
work, also, is done by Biological Survey experts in cooperation with forest rangers…
Harry E. McIntyre, the 19-month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. McIntyre, and West 
Wilsey Smith, the 6-month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy B. Smith, whose average of 99.5 
tied in the better baby contest held at Colorado Springs during child welfare week, will 
each receive a gold medal for the highest score.  Since the contest, each one has been 
measured over again, with the result that neither lost a point upon closer examination…
The alumni of Colorado College will hold a picnic atop Lookout Mountain, Saturday, 21 
May 1921.  Outdoor “eats” will be the big feature, according to the arrangement 
committee, which is composed of Mary Walsh, Ernest Fowler, Charles Emery, Larry 
Greenlee, and Gerald Schlessman.  The committee asks that those planning to attend who 
have automobiles aid in transporting the picnickers…Rufus Kline, age 14, of Berthoud, is 
suffering with a cracked breast bone as the result of an accident while scuffling with a 
playmate.  The injury, though unusual and painful, is not thought to be serious…The Fort 
Morgan Baking Club has been organized recently, and is composed very largely of 
country girls who live around Fort Morgan.  There are 12 members at present in the club, 



and it will probably reach 15 by the end of the enrollment period.  The plan of the girls is 
that each one will take over the entire family baking during the summer months.  The 
requirement of the club is that each member bake at least 20 bakings of family size 
during the club season…For the protection of property owners in East Pueblo, whose 
land has been encroached upon by the Fountain River, the channel of the stream is being 
changed.  Beginning near 15th Street, a channel 15 to 20 feet in width and several feet 
deep is being dug, which will extend 1000 feet in length, and will so change the course of 
the river as to save further damage…Two hundred and ninety young people will be 
graduated from the Pueblo two high schools on 2 June 1921.  Central high school will 
graduated 40 boys and 45 girls, and the Centennial school class consists of a similar 
number of boys and girls [this can’t be correct, except in the sense that there would have 
to be ~100 boys and ~100 girls graduating to add up to 290 total graduates in Pueblo]…
Rehearsals are being held daily in Boulder now for the mammoth May fete, which will be 
staged in the new amphitheater on the northeast corner of the University of Colorado 
campus, Saturday, 21 May 1921.  More than 700 girls, including nearly every young 
woman in the institution, will take part in the fete, which is to surpass in splendor, cost, 
and number of persons engaged any previous attempt of the university in this field, and 
will, it is believed, be one of the five largest spectacles of the kind in the United States 
this spring.  [Generally, this column appears to be professionally written and typeset.  
This particular column in this issue has so many typos, and contains so little real news, 
that it wouldn’t surprise me if it was later revealed to be the work of a junior-high English 
class.  Previously, I thought this column arrived at the Estes Park Trail pre-written and 
pre-typeset, similar to a syndicated column, but this particular example makes me think 
the typesetting may have been done locally.]  

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

13 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage, 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop.



13 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Tire reduced.  Goodyear reduces tire prices.  We have 
them.  Exide batteries for every car.  We have expert mechanics.  All work guranateed.  
Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2

13 May 1921 – Column title:  Happenings Everywhere.  Woolgrowers of Jericho, Utah, 
have rejected all bids on the 100,000 pounds of wool pooled by them.  The highest bid 
was 16-3/4 cents a pound…Fifteen men, including an American engineer, were badly 
injured in an explosion in the Rosita coal mine in Coahuila, Mexico.  Reports stated that 
all of the injured have been taken from the mine…A resolution petitioning the federal 
government to extend the Yukon trunk road and telegraph system to the Fort Norman oil 
fields in the Mackenzie Valley was unanimously adopted by the Yukon legislature.  This 
is the shortest possible route to Fort Norman…Cantaloupes, first of the season to reach 
San Francisco, California, sold recently for $1.66 each, when a crate of six from Brawley, 
Imperial County, California, was disposed of at $10 in the commission district.  The 
shipment was a week earlier than the first last year…A hog with a taste for corn mash led 
revenue officers to an illicit still located about 30 miles northwest of Chickasha, 
Oklahoma.  Revenue agents were looking for the still, but it was not located until the hog, 
nosing its way out of the brush, and rooting in the ground for the top of a buried barrel of 
mash, brought it to their attention…Women who perform men’s work are entitled to the 
same wages as men, the Industrial Relations Court ruled at Topeka, Kansas, in the case of 
the Wolff Packing Company of Topeka, Kansas.  A reduction hanging [sic] from 10% to 
15% in wages was ordered, and the basic eight-hour day established for the packing 
industry in Kansas…Miss May Brown of Salt Lake City, Utah, 28, a school teacher, took 
her brother-in-law’s pistol, walked from the house to an orchard at the rear, and, while 
members of her family watched from the windows, shot herself in the heart and died 
instantly.  As she left the house, Miss Brown said she was going for a walk, and when she 
reached the orchard, placed the revolver to her breast and fired…An increase of 
$15,460,378.64 in the public debt during April 1921 has been announced by the treasury.  
On 31 March 1921, the total was $23,980,104,397.83, as compared with 
$23,995,564,776.47 on 30 April 1921.  Issuance of treasury certificates and the payment 
of more than $120,000,000 of interest on the public debt during the month, which was an 
off month for income tax receipts, officials explained, was responsible for the increase…
The Senate passed the emergency immigration bill fixing admission of aliens to 3% of 
each nationality resident in the United States in 1910.  The bill is effective for 14 months 
beginning 15 days after enactment.  The vote on passage was [illegible number ending in 
8, likely 98] to 1, Senator Reed, Democrat of Missouri, opposing the measure.  The 
measure was sent to conference with the House to adjust differences made in it as passed 
by the House…A husky navy “gob” apparently eats half again as much as an army 
“doughboy”, Senate naval committee information indicated.  The comparative ration cost 
for March 1921 was shown to be 60 cents a day for a jackie against 38 cents for a lad in 



khaki.  “The salt sea air builds good appetites,” observed Chairman Poindexter…Austria, 
foiled in her attempt to get out of chancery via the receivership route, now proposes to 
turn over her industries to foreigners, providing they will come in and run them, a 
consular report to the Department of Commerce revealed.  The Vienna, Austria, 
government has decreed that Austrian corporations may transfer their entire business to 
foreign companies…Building of homes and apartments is beginning to boom generally 
throughout the United States, according to reports to the Federal Reserve Board.  This 
does not mean that rents will drop immediately.  The nation now is five years behind its 
normal building program, and approximately 1,250,000 dwelling short, according to data 
collected by the government.  This shortage cannot be reduced in a few months…A bill 
said to be designed to carry out President Harding’s desires for the curbing of demands 
from executive departments for deficiency appropriations has been introduced in the 
House.  It would create a board, in which the chairman of the House and Senate 
appropriations committee would sit, to pass on applications for deficiency appropriations 
before they could be transmitted to Congress…William M. Stuart of Michigan, now 
assistant director of the census, was nominated by President Harding to be director of the 
census…An official declaration of the White Russian government of the independence of 
White Russia as a White Russian Jewish state was published by the Reval Peoples Daily, 
says a dispatch from Reval…Marion Bielicker, 17, was found drowned in a car of 
gasoline on the Kansas City Southern [railroad] tracks near Port Arthur.  He had evidently  
been overcome by fumes, and slipped into the liquid…Almost on the ever of the arrival 
in the Philippines of the American mission, headed by Major General Wood, Maharah 
Untoong, a Moro religious fanatic, and 92 of his Mohammedan followers were killed in a 
pitched battle with the constabulary…A. de Bernardi, vice president of the Kansas City, 
Mexico and Orient [railroad], who made an inspection trip over the Orient lines in 
Mexico, said the company is contemplating the expenditure of $20,000,000 to 
$35,000,000 to complete the line from Kansas City, Missouri, to the Gulf of California…
France held a two-day observance of the centenary of the death of Napoleon.  A salvo of 
artillery at the Invalides marked the passing of a century since the death of the great 
warrior at St. Helena, and closed the exercises.  The celebration appeared to have little 
appeal for the general public…Frank Miller is held at Muskegon, Michigan, on a charge 
of mayhem.  It is alleged he twisted off his wife’s ears because of her relations with 
Jaseph [sic, suggest Joseph] Romenoff…Five hundred city laborers of Lima, Ohio, 
petitioned the council to be allowed to work ten hours a day, instead of eight, as 
heretofore.  No increase in wages was asked…A strike of approximately 150 bakers 
employed in twelve Jewish wholesale baking companies was the principal development 
in the 1 May 1921 labor situation at Cleveland, Ohio…High school fraternities and 
societies were declared evil, in that they tended to “create snobishness and 
insubordination” in an opinion given in circuit court in St. Louis, Missouri…Motion 
pictures censorship by a board of review established under the industrial commission 
failed to receive the approval of the Wisconsin senate, which killed the bill 27 to 4…Fire 
destroyed the Osage cottonseed oil mill and small buildings in the same business block 
with a total damage of approximately $2,000,000 at Shawnee, Oklahoma.  Flames 



reached more than 100 feet in the air…An orderly parade and meeting called by the 
Socialist Party of America as a demonstration in favor of Soviet Russia were the only 
observances of May Day at Chicago, Illinois.  Police had forbidden the display of the red 
flag, and not a one was to be seen…Mrs. Clarence Mullenix, 36 years old, is confined in 
a hospital for the insane at St. Joseph, Missouri.  It was disclosed she drowned her two 
children, a 6-year-old boy and an 8-year-old girl, in a pond near their home, several miles 
from Unionville, Missouri.  The bodies were recovered…The Portuguese steamer 
“Mormugao” went to New London under the own power, after having been floated by 
tugs from the west side of Block Island, where she grounded in a heavy fog.  All of her 
448 passengers were transferred to naval vessels, and were taken to New Bedford…
While cleaning out a box of supposed rubbish, a waiter at the Hotel Ambassador of Los 
Angeles, California, discovered a necklace with 100 small diamonds.  Ht was found to 
have been the property of Mrs. Arthur T. Gage of Los Angeles, California, and is 
supposed to have been accidentally lost.  It was returned to the owner.  The value is 
$10,000…The Extension Service of the Colorado Agricultural College has a good 
selection of bulletins available for distribution to the people of Colorado…The theft of 
jewelry and money totaling $10,555 while she dozed in a moving picture theater in 
Chicago, Illinois, was reported to the police by Mrs. Bessie Morrison, wife of an oil 
operator of Salt Lake City, Utah…The automobile driver’s license of Peter E. Thropp, 16-
year-old son of Peter D. Thropp, a manufacturing machinist, was revoked at Trenton, 
New Jersey.  Thropp admitted placing tacks in the highway near Bordentown, New 
Jersey.  He said he did it to disable a car of his chum and rival in love, who had taken a 
girl they both admired for a drive…Colorado is becoming more distinctively an American 
state.  There was a decrease of 7.8% in the foreign-born population of Colorado in the 
decade from 1910 to 1920.  According to an announcement of the census bureau, the 
actual foreign-born decrease was from 126,851 in 1910 to 116,954 in 1920.  The 
population of the state has increased from 799,024 in 1910 to 939,629 in 1920…Creation 
of a new state of northern Illinois was advocated by senator Denvir of Chicago, Illinois, 
who introduced a resolution in the Illinois Senate calling on Congress to divorce Cook 
County and seven neighboring counties from the other 94 counties in the state…Burglars 
who blew and plundered the safe deposit vaults of the Bank of Campbell at Campbell, 
New York, escaped with Liberty bonds and other securities valued at $50,000.  No details 
or precise statement of the valuables taken have been made up yet. 

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  H-e-l-p!  H-e-l-p!  You have to houseclean soon, and the 
thought of it is as unpleasant as a dose of sulphur [sulfur] and molasses – another spring 
delight.  Well, here’s help for you.  Just you remember that good laundries are not 
confined to shirts, collars, and family washings.  See here what we can do for you:  Lace 
curtains, table spreads, blankets, quilts, bedspreads, rugs, feather pillows, carpets.  
Whatever can be cleaned with soap and water, we can do to your entire satisfaction, and 
at reasonable rates.  So make us your spring helper and “you’ll be in clover.”  Estes Park 
Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.



13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis.  Photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  [Illustration of a muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen tree growing from a 
rocky slope, with a mountain peak and a cotton-wool cloud artistically arranged in the 
background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed “Seid”.]  Most complete 
photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.   

13 May 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription 
rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 
cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or 
more, 20 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  
Transient and foreign contract rate – 25 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents 
per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 
2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum 
charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, 
socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents 
per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The Estes Park Trail 
will not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the 
signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission 
through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 
March 1879.

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Notice to Advertisers.  It will greatly facilitate our work if you 
will kindly furnish us with your change of copy not later than Monday of each week.  
Call us and tell us you wish to change, or mail new copy to us not later than Monday.  
Thank you.  We wish also to give the usual 30-day notice of an advance in rates for 
display advertising, effective 1 June 1921.  Our rates are lower than those of similar 
communities, and we have found that it will be necessary, in order to maintain our 
present standard, to place our rates almost on a par with those of other communities.  
Beginning 1 June 1921, local contract display rates will be 25 cents per inch [they were 
initially 20 cents per inch], local advertising not on contract basis and foreign advertising 
contracts will be 35 cents per inch [sic, when this notice first appeared in the 6 May 1921 
issue, this advertising rate was 30 cents, which was either a typo, or the editor changed 
his mind.  Initially, when the newspaper first started in April 1921, it was 25 cents per 
inch].  The advance in rates will not affect contracts already made, or made previous to 1 
June 1921, covering a stated time, but do affect contracts made after that date, and 
advertising not covered by contract.  We are doing our best to give you a good run for 
your money, and we trust that you will each one fully appreciate the necessity for this 
action.



13 May 1921 – Column title:  Trailettes.  Oh, boy!  Wasn’t that some feed at the Chamber 
of Commerce dinner at the Lewiston [Hotel, presumably, although neither the article in 
this issue, nor this set of comments make that entirely clear] Monday night?…Didn’t 
Mine Host [Augustus Denby] Lewis look cute, though, in that little waitress apron and 
cap?…Ed Somers saved the life of Sam Service, by insisting on having the last roll on the 
plate…That feed certainly came at an opportune time for ye editor.  Wife gone, bachelor 
meals, Chamber of Commerce banquet, a full tummy, sleep, serene and sweet…Poem:  
Don’t Forget Monday Night.  Come on boys, hop to the Hupp,/And with Mine Host 
Derby you may sup./Hurry all, you must not be late,/Bring your appetite and clean up the 
plate./Seven o’clock is the time/If with us you wish to dine,/Election of officers is the 
slate–/If you’d be president, don’t be late…The decree has gone forth that the town shall 
no longer resemble a hayseed village – no more stock running loose…The dream of the 
bovines and Rocky Mountain canaries of a feast on luxuriant grasses by the waysides 
within the village limits have been “Cooked”.

13 May 1921- Column title:  People of our Town.  [Cartoon illustration of a middle-aged 
balding man standing in profile in front of a mirror, dressed in a dark vest and pinstripe 
pants, right hand grasping his chin, left thumb and index finger pinching the very distal 
end of a safety razor, engaged in the act of shaving, apparently badly, according to the 
text, and as signified by lightning bolts and constellations of stars emerging from various 
regions of his head and neck, which may have been comic shorthand for cursing (or 
blood loss) in the early 20th century.]  The self-shaver is mowing ’em down with the ole 
rusty – we mean trusty – safety hoe, and becuz his whisker pasture is tougher’n alligator 
hide, the hoe is doing a mean job, and the patient will be elected to the Luklikell [Look 
Like Hell] Club when he gets through.  Ladies, you’ll never know what you’ve missed!  
We’ll be around for our complimentary shave after supper, Bob [likely Robert Becker, 
Estes Park barber].

13 May 1921 – [A quote that appears here is relocated to its proper spot on the page, yet 
another example of the poor typesetting work in this issue]…President Harding won the 
first part of his fight for a big navy, the naval committee of the Senate having reported the 
navy bill with provisions for funds not only for completing the 1916 building program 
but also for a personnel 20,000 in excess of the 100,000 proposed by the House.  Besides 
this, the committee refused to incorporate in the measure the proposal of Senator Borah 
authorizing and requesting President Harding to invite Great Britain and Japan to a 
disarmament conference in Washington, D.C.  Borah will make a fight for his amendment 
on the floor of the Senate, and Senator Pomerene also has a similar amendment which he 
will introduce.  The Senate committee increased the House total to $396,000,000 to 
$496,500,000, or the same figure in the bill as it failed in the Senate last March…The 
Senate passed the Dillingham immigration bill, which limits immigration to 3% annually 
of persons of various nationalities in the United Stated in 1910.  Only Senator Reed of 
Missouri voted in the negative.  The measure went to conference, and it was expected the 
House would accept the Senate bill, and that it would be signed by President Harding.  It 



becomes effective within 15 days after enactment, and remains in force until 30 June 
1922.  The measure would permit the landing in America of about 350,000 immigrants in 
the next 12 months…Now that the Senate has adopted the Knox peace resolution, it is up 
to someone to devise our further procedure in the matter of restoring our relations with 
Germany.  In the final debate on the resolution, Senator Lodge admitted the Versailles 
Treaty could not be so amended as to meet the requirements of the United States, as 
President Harding hoped, and that a new treaty must be negotiated.  This, of course, is 
pleasing to the “irreconcilables”, who now believe the Versailles pact never will be 
resubmitted to the Senate.  And, as has been said before in this review, it is difficult to see 
how that treaty can be separated from the League of Nations covenant.  The situation is 
not satisfactory to the majority of Americans, nor to our associates in the war.  German 
officialdom was glad to hear of the adoption of the Knox resolution, though there is no 
hope there of an early resumption of diplomatic and commercial relations with 
America…The little republic of Panama is going around with a chip on his shoulder, and 
is talking back to Uncle Sam.  Secretary Hughes warned Panama that unless she acts 
voluntarily in a reasonable time, the United States will take steps to compel her to 
transfer jurisdiction of the disputed Coto territory to Costa Rica, and to abide by the 
White award.  President Porras asserted that Mr. Hughes’ note has not changed the 
attitude of Panama, and that she “feels backed in her right in refusing the White award,” 
her position being supported by the opinion of Doctor Bustamente of the University of 
Havana, an authority on international law.  Porras concludes:  “Panama feels sure that the 
American government will cease its endeavors in recommending acceptance of a decision 
upon which public opinion already has uttered its last word, and which has become an 
adjudged matter.  Panama refused the White decision with the same right and for almost 
the same reasons that the United States government declined in 1831 to accept the 
decision of the king of the Netherlands in a boundary litigation with Great Britain.”…
Senator Truman H. Newberry of Michigan is set free from all charges of violation of the 
federal corrupt practices act.  The United States Supreme Court set aside the conviction 
of Newberry and 16 other defendants, the majority opinion holding that the law under 
which they were convicted is unconstitutional.  All the justices agreed that the conviction 
should be reversed, but three of them held that Congress, under the provisions of the 
original Constitution, has the power to regulate primaries…The board of directors of the 
United States Steel Corporation has announced a cut in wages of day labor of about 20%, 
effective on 16 May 1921, and an equitable adjustment of all other rates, including 
salaries.  Chairman Gary also announced that the board had been unable to find a 
practicable basis for the entire abandonment of the 12-hour day in the immediate future.  
The average wage will be cut, by this order, about $1.40 per day, and the reduction in the 
corporation’s payroll will be not less than $150,000,000 [the original figure appeared 
with four zeros instead of three after the last comma, almost certainly a typo] annually.  
Frank Morrison, secretary of the American Federation of Labor, denounced the wage cut 
as unjustifiable.



13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, phone #27-R2

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service, 
telephone #15 [a block 2 business]

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel.  Mrs. Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  
Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of home cooking.  Rates 
reasonable, telephone #26 [a block 2 business]

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service.  Fine cigars, 
Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  We use only the 
purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and you will be 
steady customers [a block 5 business].

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  20% reduction.  Goodrich tires and tubes by the 
Goodrich Rubber Company at Johnson Garage.  Telephone #184.  George Johnson, 
proprietor [a block 6 business].

13 May 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Two things operated to prevent the 
occupation of the Ruhr district by allied forces last week.  One was the hesitation of 
Great Britain and Italy to exact the sanctions which France demanded, and which 
everyone admits are warranted.  The other was the time required to mobilize the French 
troops and move them over into German territory.  The French minister of war, however, 
called to the colors about 140,000 men of the class of 1919, and started them toward the 
Ruhr, armed and equipped for real warfare…For several days, the supreme council, in 
session in London, England, argued over the reparations and sanctions, Lloyd George and 
Count Sforza delaying final decision as long as they could, while Premier Briand insisted 
on speedy action.  Lord Curzon was singularly stubborn in contesting the French 
propositions, and in the effort to delay matters he persuaded the council to summon to 
London, England, the entire reparations commission.  Early in the week Secretary of 
State Hughes had replied to the German note, saying that the offer of Berlin, Germany, 
was not, in the opinion of the American government, worthy of transmission to the allies, 
and expressing the hope that Germany would “at once make directly to the allied 
governments clear, definite, and adequate proposals which would in all respects meet its 
just obligations.”  The wording of this note made it clear that America would not 
interfere, but the British and Italian members of the council still hoped Doctor Simons 
would come across with a new offer that would make the seizure of the Ruhr 
unnecessary.  On Wednesday, however, they gave in, and a final agreement was reached 
regarding the ultimatum and protocol to Germany.  Next morning, the documents were 
signed, and the ultimatum, giving Germany six days to accept, was handed to Doctor 



Sthamer, German ambassador to Great Britain.  The allied reparations commission 
carried the protocol to Paris, France, and handed it to the German representatives there.  
The total sum demanded from Germany was increased from 132,000,000,000 to 
135,000,000,000 gold marks, by the inclusion of the sum due Belgium for her debts to 
the allied nations.  Germany is to acknowledge the indebtedness by the issue of bonds in 
three sections, the first immediately, the second in November 1921, and the third 
according to her ascertained ability to pay.  Germany is ordered to pay 2,000,000,000 
gold marks annually, and, in addition, 26% of the value of her exports.  when these 
payments exceed the interest on the bonds issued, the reparations commission is entitled 
to require the issue of further bonds to the amount of the annual income.  It was also 
decided that the proceeds of certain German revenues such as the customs, should be 
appropriated to the service of the debt.  To enforce compliance with the demands of the 
allies, France will occupy the Ruhr district on 12 May 1921, her troops being 
accompanied by relatively small detachments of British and Belgian soldiers, and it is 
probable the British and French navies will at least make a demonstration in the North 
Sea and the Baltic, possibly establishing naval control of Bremen, Hamburg, and Stettin.  
Concerning this, it was felt the advice of the United States should be obtained.  
Meanwhile, the German cabinet was holding futile sessions trying to frame a new offer, 
and on Wednesday, Chancellor Fehrenback, Foreign Minister Simons, and their 
colleagues gave up and resigned.  At this writing, it is understood Dr. Stresemann, leader 
of the people’s party, will be chancellor, and Dr. Meyer-Kaufbeuren, German ambassador 
to France, will be foreign minister [neither of these changes occurred].  The collapse of 
the German cabinet had no effect on the plans of the allies.  The United States doubtless 
will take no part in the military occupation of the Ruhr district, but it may soon be a party  
to the enforcement of the reparations terms.  The supreme council has invited President 
Harding to name representatives in the council and the reparations commission, and there 
is reason to believe the invitation will be accepted.  The administration, it is said in 
Washington, D.C., desires to participate in the work of the commission to promote 
American interest in a permanent settlement…Enraged by reports that the allies’ 
plebiscite commission had recommended that only the Rybnik and Pless regions in Upper 
Silesia be awarded to Poland, and that the rest of the territory be given to Germany, some 
20,000 Poles, well organized and armed, invaded Upper Silesia, seized a number of 
important cities, cut the communications with Germany, and at latest reports were 
advancing on Oppeln, north of the Oder River.  The French, British, and Italian control 
officers and their small bodies of troops were unable to cope with the situation, and the 
whole region was overrun, the peasants there siding with the Polish invaders.  At Gross 
Strehlitz, Italian forces, commanded by Colonel Bond, an Englishman, resisted the Poles 
who sought to occupy the city, and an artillery engagement ensued.  The German 
government, of course, formally protested against this action of the Poles to the allied 
governments, and the latter took immediate steps to regain control of the situation, 
declaring martial law in the plebiscite zone and sending troops against the invaders.  It 
was admitted that it would be hard to oust the Poles, and the alleged fact that their course 
was tacitly approved by the French authorities there created considerable ill feeling 



between the British and the French.  Premier Briand, however, asked Prince Sapieha, 
Polish foreign minister now in Paris, France, to transmit to the Polish government a 
request to end the disturbances in Upper Silesia.  When the allied supreme council 
adjourned its London, England, session, it was said it would soon meet again in Ostend, 
Belgium, to take up the Upper Silesia question…In the Republican presidential 
preference primaries last year North Carolina went for Hiram Johnson.  In the Republican 
National Convention, Delegated David H. Blair refused to abide by those instructions and 
voted for Warren G. Harding.  A few days ago, President Harding nominated Mr. Blair for 
the important office of commissioner for internal revenue, and the nomination came 
before the Senate in executive session.  There was a stormy debate, the opposition being 
led by Senator Johnson, who told of Blair’s action in the convention and asserted that “a 
man who will violate his own state’s laws is unfit to administer the nation’s laws.”  A 
second objection made by Johnson was connected with tax returns.  He said, “Mr. Blair’s 
father-in-law is one of the richest men in North Carolina, and he sought, by forming a 
partnership with his family, to lessen the amount of his income tax.”  The nomination was 
referred back to the Senate finance committee, which, on Saturday, began a thorough 
investigation of Johnson’s charges.

13 May 1921 – The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Operating four 
hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of luxurious 
appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston Chalets – 
The company’s artistic country riding place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, horseback 
riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms – European 
plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  The café with the big electric 
sign.  The Josephine – European plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in 
café in same building.  The Lewiston is now open for business.  Prompt attention to all 
inquiries.  Telephone #80 or #81 for reservations.  Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, 
Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its western entrance.  A new, 
complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building and attractive one- and 
two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has its own lighting 
equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park over the 
famous Fall River road, or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage, 
over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921, rates $6 per day, 
$35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes 
Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Millions of persons have carried travelers cheques to 
every nook and cranny of the earth.  Inexperienced travelers as well as veteran 
globetrotters have found this form of self-identifying travel funds essential to their 
comfort.  When you buy travelers cheques at this bank, you convert your travel money 
into a form of currency which is readily negotiable anywhere, and yet which can be spent 
by no one but you.  Travelers cheques are popular with tourists because they positively 
safeguard travel funds.  They are popular with hotels and railroads and steamship 



companies because they are not alluring loot to thieves, and because they eliminate 
embarrassment and hazards incidental to cashing personal checks.  We regard the sale of 
this international currency as one of the most important phases of our complete banking 
service.  It costs little to insure your funds against loss by purchasing travelers cheques at 
this bank.  The Estes Park Bank.  Saving and checking accounts, safety deposit boxes, 
loans, exchange, and bonds.      

13 May 1921 – Headline:  World’s Supply of Nitrates.  The world’s visible supply of 
nitrates is estimated at 2,102,00 tons.

13 May 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Mrs. M.M. Lord and daughter, 
Mrs. W.E. Wallace of Denver, are spending the week at Mrs. Lord’s cottage in Prospect 
Heights.  Mrs. Lord is having some improvements made on the cottage preparatory to 
renting it for the season.  Mrs. Lord will officiate in the kitchen at the Horseshoe Inn this 
season…The Wallace cottage in Prospect Heights was occupied Sunday by a Fort Collins 
party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Hill, James Mosman, Mrs. P.H. Wood and son 
Howard, Henry Smith, and Frank Davis…Semi-advertisement:  Full line of Henderson 
Corsets at Gooch’s…Dr. A.C. Rowand, pastor of the First Methodist Episcopal church of 
Boulder, and wife, spent the first of the week in Estes Park. They expressed themselves as 
much pleased with the cottage being built for them by Rev. Montgomery…M.D. Graves, 
wife, daughter Miss Ella, and son M.D. Graves, Jr., arrived in Estes Park Monday 
afternoon, and will be at home this summer at their cottage in Prospect Heights…Semi-
advertisement:  Compare our goods and prices with out-of-town merchants and you will 
trade at home.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey…Roe Emery came up from Denver Monday to 
attend the meeting of the Chamber of Commerce at the Lewiston…W.C. Cook, manager 
of the Longmont Milling & Elevator Company of Fort Collins, was in Estes Park 
Sunday…Cashier G.A. Webb of the Fort Collins National Bank and S.W. Brown, also of 
the bank, accompanied by their wives, spent Sunday at the Webb cottage, Homespun, in 
Prospect Heights…Semi-advertisement:  20% reduction on Goodrich tires and tubes by 
Goodrich Rubber Company at the Johnson Garage…Miss Grace C. Fuller, Miss Marie 
Thede, Mr. and Mrs. Waite Downs, and Thomas W. Potter, all of Loveland, were at the 
Miss Fuller cottage in Prospect Place again Sunday…H.D. Parker, son Bruce, and Mr. 
Gelder, civil engineer, all of Greeley, were in Estes Park at Prospect Place Sunday.  Mr. 
Parker has spent the summer here every year for 16 years, but will not be with us this 
summer, as he is a delegate to the Rotarian convention held in Edinburgh, Scotland, this 
summer.  Mr. Parker has also just been elected governor of this district of the Rotarian’s 
organization, a very distinctive honor…Semi-advertisement:  Every dollar spent at home 
helps your community – we give full values.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey…Hugh Peak, the 
well known plasterer, started work on the Chester Hall building [presume the Estes Park 
Market Company] bright and early Monday morning…The Rocky Mountain Parks 
Transportation Company finished hauling in the I beams for the new bridge at the east 
entrance to the town this week.  Construction work is expected to start in the near 
future…Joe Mills is adding a lunchroom which will be used in connection with his dance 



hall.  This will be a great convenience to the guests of the Crags…Semi-advertisement:  
Bon Ton corsets at Godfrey’s…J.E. Macdonald spent the weekend in Denver on 
business…The road to Baldpate Inn is now in good shape.  Mace Brothers have done a 
lot of good work in fixing up turnouts and digging out some of the bad rocks.  The 
country is planning to have the big hill in fine order before long.  From the Boulder 
County line south, the road is in splendid shape…Frank Lutz and family have moved up 
from Denver, and will be at home for the summer in the Webb Cottage No. 8 [Mrs. Lutz 
runs a classified advertisement for sewing in this issue]…Claude Erwin Verry drove to 
Loveland Tuesday afternoon and brought up Miss Eunice Peters of Keokuk, Iowa, who 
will superintend the Lewiston Café this summer…Miss Hazel Lumbeck of Denver is in 
Estes Park for two weeks doing stenographic work for the Lewiston Hotels Company…
Mrs. Frank Service [Georgia Graves], who has been at the Boulder sanitarium for over a 
week, is expected to return home Sunday.  She is getting along nicely, and is about herself 
again…W.L. Petrikin, manager of the Great Western Sugar Company, and family of 
Denver spent the weekend at their cottage south of Prospect Place…R. Tindall and 
daughter moved up last week from Longmont to Prospect Ranch (see Liebman for 
definition) [sic, I don’t know if this is a joke, or a reminder that the editor forgot to 
remove] where he will truck garden this summer…Miss Caroline James [sic, likely 
Carolyn James, daughter of Carrie James] spent the weekend in Loveland…C. Byron 
Hall, road supervisor of Boulder County, was in Estes Park Sunday.  Mr. Hall states that 
he will have all the Boulder County roads within Estes Park in the very best possible 
condition in the very near future…Ye editor saw 34 bighorn mountain sheep and five deer 
from the public highway Sunday afternoon…Semi-advertisement:  We will appreciate 
your calling us when you know of an item of news.

13 May 1921 – Column title:  Social Events.  The regular meeting of the Ladies’ Aid will 
be held Wednesday afternoon, 18 May 1921, at 2:30 p.m. with Mrs. Edsall and Mrs. 
[Arthur K.] Holmes…The civics committee of the Estes Park Woman’s Club, of which 
Mrs. Arthur K. Holmes is chairman, is rejoicing over the success of its baked food sale 
held last Friday.  Thirty-eight dollars and twenty cents [$38.20] was made, and more 
could have been had the “feed” only lasted.  This money will be expended on civic 
improvements.

13 May 1921 – Headline and byline:  In Memory of “Flanders Fields” by Betty A. 
Macdonald.  In Flanders Fields the poppies blow/Between the crosses row on row –.  
When in 1917, the honor of the flag and the safety of the country were assailed by the 
foe, unheedful of danger, brave men rushed to the defense of American tradition.  They 
went ready to give their all.  Some went across the seas, some stayed in camps at home, 
but all did “A Man’s Work,” and when victory had been achieved they came home, but 
not all, many were lying in Flanders Fields, forming the cornerstone of the peace of the 
world.  For these heroes, for their sorrowing mothers, and in gratitude for the security we 
are enjoying today, thanks to their sacrifice, let us keep in a sacred and reverent manner 
Memorial Day, 30 May 1921.  The American Legion has chosen the poppy of Flanders 



Fields as the memorial flower to be worn on 30 May 1921.  It has [been] requested that 
the emblem be not commercialized, therefore the flowers are being made in the very 
places where the boys fought and won, and where so many sleep.  The profits will be 
given to the relief of children in devastated France.  There are three kinds of poppies 
coming from Flanders Fields:  Poppies to be worn on Memorial Day, 10 cents each, 
decorative poppies, 25 cents each or 5 for $1, and poppy corsage bouquets for dance or 
dinner parties, 15 cents each.  The Estes Park Woman’s Club who wish in a patriotic and 
loyal spirit to undertake the sale of poppies in their town will receive 200 of the small 
size, 15 of the decorative size, and 25 of the corsage bouquets.  Let every true American 
man, woman, and child consider it a sacred obligation to wear the bright red poppy on 
Memorial Day.  The Estes Park post of the American Legion has purchased 15 of the 
decorative poppies and ordered 25 of the poppies to be worn on Memorial Day.  Betty A. 
Macdonald, Chairman Poppy Committee.  

13 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to see our new spring and summer line 
of ladies silk sport sweaters and wool sweaters for ladies, misses, men, boys, and 
children, direct from United Knit Wear and Cadet Knitting Mills.  Our Thermo gold 
sweater coats for men are here also.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Your printing.  We are exceptionally equipped to handle 
your needs in printing.  Our work speaks for itself, and our prices are based on the actual 
cost of producing each job, plus a reasonable profit.  Telephone #27-J3 for an 
appointment.  The Estes Park Trail.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Scott’s Heights.  Adjoining YMCA.  To rent for the 
season.  Large bungalow, tent house, garage and stable for four horses.  Also five-room 
cottage with garage, modern conveniences.  Single rooms to rent close to dining hall.  
First-class table service.  Telephone #27-R7

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Anything electrical, we have it.  Responsible wiring and 
repair work.  Key fitting and novelty work.  The Electric Shop Company.

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Lewiston Café Opens.  The Lewiston Café will open its doors 
for the season Sunday and will celebrate the occasion by serving a big chicken dinner.  
Miss Eunice Peters will have the management of the café this year, and those acquainted 
with her know what that means in food and service  [This is lots 24-26 of the Hupp 
Subdivision on Block 6].



13 May 1921 – Dr. John Timothy Stone moved his family to Estes Park for the summer  
Thursday.  Dr. Stone will himself be able to be with us this year during July and August, 
since he has been granted a two-month vacation by his church…Mr. and Mrs. Clem Yore 
were in Loveland and Fort Collins on business Tuesday…L.B. Smith and wife are up for 
the summer at their cottage in Prospect Heights.  Mr. Smith is carpentering…The 
Missionary Society will give its second evening in missionary study on Wednesday 
evening, 18 May 1921, when the last four chapters of the book “Near East” will be 
reviewed by Mr. Carruthers, Mr. Thompson [sic, possibly Gaylord H. Thomson], and 
Rev. Montgomery.  Miss Nix will give two violin solos, assisted by Miss Hill.  Rev. 
Montgomery will have special music.  Come and enjoy a profitable evening at the church 
at 8:00 p.m….Mrs. Roy Wiest’s brother, Fred Armstrong, and family, and Miss Jessie 
Rogers, all of Longmont, spent the weekend with Dr. and Mrs. Wiest.

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Notice to stock owners.  Stray stock in the street having 
become a nuisance it will now be necessary to enforce the town ordinance forbidding 
stock running at large.  Hereafter all stray stock will be impounded and the usual fee for 
release of same charged.  Elmer I. Cooke, Marshal

13 May 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Miller of Loveland visited at the home of Mrs. 
Miller’s father, Albin Griffith, this week…O.P. Low started construction work on a new 
filling station.  The building will be of tile and fireproof construction. [I think this was on 
East Elkhorn near MacGregor Lane, on block 11 or 12.]

13 May 1921 – Two men, Sterling [Barnes?] and James Barnes, are in jail as the result of 
killing a deer near Loveland Heights Wednesday, according to the Fort Collins Express, 
and will remain there until the full exactions of the law have been satisfied by decree of 
County Judge Bouton.  Sheriff Smith is hot on the trail of certain others said to have 
killed deer recently, and expects to have them with in the toils of law soon.  One of the 
most beautiful sights in Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park are the large herds 
of deer and sheep, and we are sure the citizens of Estes Park will do all [in] their power to 
see that those who violate the state game laws are made to pay the full penalty for their 
acts.

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees of the 
town of Estes Park, held Monday, 9 May 1921.  John Frank Grubb $25, Stanley Power 
Department $33.75, Julius Foss Schwartz  $3.42, Walter Finn $2, Albert Schwilke $6, 
James H. Boyd $11, T.C. Jelsema $87.50, William Carvell $20, Harry Lee $38.50, Walt 
Lee $113.25.  Charles F. Hix, cashier.

13 May 1921 – The Estes Park Golf and Country Club held its annual election of officers 
Saturday afternoon at the clubhouse.  Officers for the ensuing year were elected as 
follows:  President Joe Mills, vice-president J.E. Macdonald, secretary William Tallant, 
treasurer Charles Hix, executive committee Joe Mills, James D. Stead, and Dr. Roy 



Wiest.  It is planned to build a concrete storage reservoir to provide drinking water on the 
grounds during the entire season.  Secretary Tallant has received a letter from the Fort 
Collins club inviting them to a friendly match in the near future.  The local greens will be 
in readiness within a day or two for use, and a schedule will be arranged shortly for the 
season.

13 May 1921 – The Estes Park Post No. 119, American Legion, is planning another 
dinner at the National Park Hotel on Tuesday evening, 17 May 1921.  A good program is 
being planned, and all those who can possibly arrange to attend are assured of a pleasant 
evening.  The committee on arrangements extend a hearty invitation to all ex-servicemen, 
whether members of the American Legion or not, to attend this meeting, and the reading 
of this notice or knowledge of the meeting is considered your invitation to attend.  The 
invitation is very broad, including all ex-servicemen staying in Estes Park or vicinity.  
That the committee may known how to plan, you should, however, notify Clifford 
Mantor, Post Adjutant, box 78, of your intention to be present, not later than Saturday, 14 
May 1931.  Plates will be $1.  

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Subscribe today.  Do not delay.  Don’t wait for us to call 
on you for your subscription.  Just sit down and write us a note or postal card and tell us 
to put your name on the mailing list at once.  Or telephone us – call #27-J3.  While they 
last, we will furnish the back numbers if you want to file them.  Estes Park Trail.

13 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  A Great Help by Walt Mason.  [A mug shot of 
the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp suit and tie, and with a part in 
his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column.]  “I suppose you do your own 
washing, ma’am?” inquired the seedy stranger.  “Yes, I do, although I don’t see that it’s 
any of your business,” replied Mrs. Curfew, with some warmth.  “I suppose you’ll be 
telling me that you’re collecting statistics for a government bureau, or maybe for the state 
board of health.  It seems that the authorities are greatly interested in family matters that 
don’t concern them nowadays, and every day or two somebody comes along asking 
impertinent questions as to how many children I have, and my maiden name before I was 
married, and whether there’s insanity in the family.  I’m sick and tired of answering such 
questions.  If my old friends want to dig into my family history, I’ll give them all the 
information they want, although I may consider their conundrums in bad taste, but when 
a perfect stranger comes along and asks me if I do my own washing, I feel that the line 
must be drawn somewhere.  Every jack in office asks questions.  It used to be that the 
assessor would come to the door politely, and inquire how many dogs we kept, and take 
out estimate of the value of our property without looking as though he knew we ought to 
be prosecuted for perjury.  But now he must know the color of your grandfather’s side-
whiskers, and if you tell him that you keep no dogs, he goes out and looks under the 
house, and in the barn, and when he comes back, he warns you that the penalties for 
giving false information are severe.  Mr. Curfew says that the next time the assessor 
comes, he is going to throw him over the back fence, and kick him down the alley for a 



distance of seven blocks, and I hope he keeps his word.”  “I didn’t mean to offend you,” 
said the stranger.  “I’m introducing a washing powder that saves half the labor, and 
dispenses with soap altogether.  With this marvelous powder, a woman can do the week’s 
washing and have her clothes hung on the line, inside of two hours.”  “Well, mister, you 
take a package of your marvelous power down to the creek, and give yourself a good 
scrubbing, for you look as though you had been fishing out of somebody’s dustbin. Your 
whiskers are full of sawdust, and your face is covered with grime.  If you were 
introducing bituminous coal, there might be some excuse for your appearance, but a man 
who is selling washing powder ought to be like the driven snow, or nobody will have 
confidence in him.  And I wouldn’t have anything to do with your washing powder if you 
offered to bring me a wagonload for 20 cents.  I make my own soap of lye and grease, 
and although it isn’t endorsed by the crowned heads of Europe, or by prelates or vice 
presidents, it’s the best soap ever made, and I know the ingredients are wholesome, even 
if they don’t comprise barks and buds and healing herbs.  When I use my own soap, I 
know the things I wash won’t be any the worse for it, but the washing powders sold by 
agents are made of dynamite and lunar caustic, and a garment once washed with them 
will never be fit to use again.  Last spring, I was feeling too poorly to make the usual 
batch of soap, so I bought a package of washing powder from an agent who had his 
pockets full of testimonials showing that he was a man of high moral character.  it 
happened that week that all of Mr. Curfew’s white shirts were in the wash.  Mr. Curfew is 
very particular about his shirts.  they must be as white as Arctic snow, or the way he raves 
around the house is a disgrace.  Well, I wish you could have seen those shirts after they 
were washed.  They had an old gold color, and have been getting yellower ever since, and 
Mr. Curfew never sits down but he speaks about it and makes things uncomfortable.  So 
you had better toddle along and sell your washing powder to some woman who doesn’t 
know how to make good soap.”

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Sadie.  The quaint name of Sadie, lately spelled Sadye, has its 
origin with Sarah.  It comes from a Hebrew verb meaning to fight or rule, and hence 
came to signify “princess”.  The first record of the use of Sarah or Sara belongs to Bible 
history, where the wife of Abraham was so called.  Sadie came into existence through the 
Irish – unless one came to believe that she is only an Americanization of one of Sarah’s 
many diminutives.  But for the sake of etymological exactness, it is nice to believe that 
the Irish Sadhbh [sic] was the real forerunner of Sadie.  But between the time of 
Abraham’s wife and the appearance of the Irish version of her name, Sarah had been 
adopted by other countries, and had won great popularity.  In England, Sara Beauchamp 
gave it vogue in the reign of Edward I, and Sarrota de Moulton, who lived in a former 
reign, was also supposed to possess a name which was another and favorite form of 
Sarah.  The French preferred Sara without the “h”, and it still continues in great vogue 
there.  They have another form, Sarotte, which is also popular.  Ireland’s Sadhbh [sic] and 
America’s Sadie are apparently the only other existing forms.  Sadie has a curious 
talismanic gem – malachite.  If it is engraved with an image of the sun, it will bring her 
peace, freedom from danger and disease, and sound sleep.  It is particularly lucky for 



children, and it is said that a piece of malachite tied to a child’s cradle will protect it from 
dangers through later life.  Saturday is Sadie’s lucky day, and 7 her lucky number.  
(Copyright.)

13 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  A Line O’ Cheer by John Kendrick Bangs.  
Poem:  How Fares the Leaf?  How fares the leaf that you turned o’er/When glad New 
Year first shower her face?/Today what seems to be the score/No mortal hand can e’er 
erase?/’Tis withered?  And your promise fair/Hath gone to glimmer with the days./And 
many a blot hath fallen there/Through lapses into former ways?/Ah well – too bad.  And 
yet Time’s tree/Holds leaves abundant to your hand,/and if this one shall withered be/A 
fresher waits for your command./(Copyright) 

13 May 1921 – Certificate of authority No. 37.  Report of condition of the Estes Park 
Bank at Estes Park, in the state of Colorado, at the close of business 28 April 1921.  
Resources:  Loans and discounts unsecured $114,885.65.  Loans and discounts secured 
by collateral $18,910.50.  Loans on real estate $1,496.67.  United States bonds #17,550.  
Other bonds and securities $3,130.  Furniture and fixtures $3700.  Banking house $4700.  
Due from banks (not reserve banks) $2,062.22.  Due from reserve banks $19,671.61.  
Checks on other banks $35.  Cash on hand $7,982.38.  Total $200,824.03.  Liabilities:  
Capital stock $25,000.  Surplus fund $3,750.  Undivided profits (less expenses and taxes 
paid) $611.67.  Bills payable $15,000.  Individual deposits $109,036.85.  Time 
certificates of deposit $47,425.51.  Total $200,824.03.  State of Colorado, County of 
Larimer, ss.  We, Augustus Denby Lewis, president, and Charles F. Hix, cashier, of the 
above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of our 
knowledge and belief.  Augustus Denby Lewis, president.  Charles F. Hix, cashier.  
Attest:  Samuel Service, Albert Hayden, Ralph R. Macdonald, directors.  Subscribed and 
sworn to before me 5 May 1921.  My commission expires 31 August 1921.  Cornelius H. 
Bond, notary public.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Musical and entertainment given by Estes Park Music 
and Study Club.  Miss Essig, soloist and reader.  Saturday, 14 May 1921, 8:00 p.m.  
Presbyterian church.  Programme:  Cycle of Life…..Ronald/a. Prelude/b. Down in the 
Forest/c. Love, I Have Won You/Miss Essig/A Sisterly Scheme…..Miss Essig/a. Si mes 
nel’s waient des ailes…..Hahn/b. Elegie…..Massenet/Miss Essig/If I Were a 
Bird…..Henselt/Miss Foote/Madame Butterfly…..Miss Essig/a. Robin, Robin Sing Me a 
Song…..Spross/b. Pirate Dreams…..Huerter/Miss Essig/a. To a Water 
Lily…..MacDowell/b. To a Wild Rose…..MacDowell/Miss Foote/a. Maggie McCarthy 
Goes on a Diet…../b. Friday Afternoon at School…../Miss Essig/a. I’m in Love 
Today…..Yore/b. Last Night and You…..Yore/c. In Italy…..Boyd/Miss Essig.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Big Dance.  Estes Park.  Saturday, 14 May 1921.  IOOF 
Hall.  Van’s orchestra, ladies free.



13 May 1921 – Headline, subhead, and byline:  A Lost Hope Romance.  First prize 
winner in Estes Park Trail’s high school story writing contest by Melissa Katherine 
Husted.  (Continued)  His entrance was hailed by greetings on every hand, for Jack 
Boston was one of the fortunate few who seem beloved by the majority of his fellow 
men.  Above medium height, athletic, with wavy black hair and a pair of handsome dark 
eyes, he had been nicknamed Handsome Jack, when he first cam to this land of cattle and 
cowboys, where nearly everyone had a nickname of some kind.  At first, he deeply 
resented this nickname jeeringly conferred upon him by a few young fellows who took it 
for granted tat he was a conceited tenderfoot and a softy.  Later, having resented their 
insulting jeers and jibes at different times by a few knock-downs and drag-outs, affairs in 
which he came out victorious, and also, having ridden one of their wickedest pitching 
broncos to a standstill without having to “pull leather”, their opinion was modified 
extremely.  But Jack was neither conceited nor quick to be angered to blows.  He did his 
work well, was temperate in his habits, and won the respect and good will of all those 
round him by the simple expedient of treating them as he liked to be treated, and never 
forgetting to be a man.  The nickname, Handsome Jack, remained with him, however, but 
now was used more as a term of affection and respect.  “Well, what do you think of it, 
Jack?” came from different parts of the room after the latest news had been told him, and 
newspapers given him to read.  Jack only shook his head and went on reading, while the 
talking and discussions commenced anew.  He was closely watched by Dick Brandt 
during his reading of the newspapers, and after he had finished, and stood quietly 
thinking, Dick’s frowning gaze was still directed toward him.  Of this, Jack was fully 
aware, but gave no sign.  He and Dick were not at all friendly, and Dick was one of the 
very few persons for whom Jack made not the slightest effort to overcome his antagonism 
and prejudice.  Too many suspicions and unexplainable things had arisen lately.  Little 
things, perhaps, but anything that seemed sneaking or underhand, was, to Jack, 
unforgivable.  “What’s your opinion, Jack?  Haven’t you digested that news yet?”  “Oh 
yes,” smiled Jack quietly, “I suppose we really expected this in a way.  It just had to come 
after the way Germany has been acting.” Then, after a thoughtful pause, “Well, every 
good American should be ready to pitch in and see it through.”  “Is that what you intend 
doing?” was asked by several.  “Oh, certainly, most certainly,” responded Jack.  Then 
followed more excited discussion, and he was buffeted right and left with questions of 
“whys” and “what right has Uncle Sam?”, “what right has Germany?” and so forth, until 
a final “I couldn’t make all of you see my side of it if I talked and argued all night.”  He 
made his few purchases, and with a smiling “good night” left the post office and its group 
of men.  His mare gave a welcoming whinny as he neared her, and he was soon mounted 
and on his way.  “I knowed Jack ’ud be agin’ them pesky Germans the fust thing,” said 
Lanky Jim, looking straight at Dick Brandt.  “No beatin’ round the bush few him, I tell 
ya.  Jack is the boy all-right, I sez.”  But he failed to get an answering retort from Dick, 
although that was quite obviously what he wished.  All the others agreed with him that 
Hack was certainly a fine fellow.  Meanwhile, Jack was riding slowly toward the cattle 
ranch, which had been his home for the past year, and which was situated a few miles 
from Lost Hope.  As he proceeded, he was thinking deeply.  Yes, of course he would go.  



He must go.  It was what he intended all along.  Everyone who thought at all must surely 
have foreseen long ago that trouble with Germany was inevitable.  He was eager and all 
alive to be off, and he could arrange his affairs in very short order and get away.  Of 
course, it would inconvenience his employers at the ranch for a short time, until they 
could get another to fill his place.  However, they had known for some time of his 
intention to enlist the moment Uncle Sam put his foot down against this brutal and 
uncivilized [as compared to the kind and civilized] warfare of the Germans.  Only one 
thought saddened him.  He would have to leave behind him the little girl who had grown 
to be all the world to him – Wilhelmina Evans.  Billy, she was called by all those around 
Lost Hope who had known and lover her since childhood.  And “Little Billy” she had 
always been to Jack when she was more of a child, but now, grown up and attending 
college, although he still thought of her as “Little Billy Evans”, she had grown into his 
heart and his life until he could not plan or picture any future existence or home of any 
kind without her beside him.  He gave an unconscious sigh.  Why hadn’t he discussed 
more freely with her his future intentions in regard to this war?  When she had been home 
Christmas, he had told her he intended to enlist if war was declared.  He remembered she 
had said nothing, only looked at him with rather frightened blue eyes and slowly 
whitening lips.  Then, he had taken her in his arms, and laughingly kissed away her fears, 
telling her nothing could affect their future.  When this last college year was over, they 
would plant their future and their home.  But now things looked different.  He wished 
again that he had talked more seriously with her.  Would she see things as he saw them?  
The gravity of the situation!  The necessity, as it seemed to him, for all right-minded men 
to stand shoulder to shoulder in this crisis.  He knew Billy was a loyal enough patriot, but 
when this meant the possible sacrifice of those nearest and dearest, would she stand the 
test, he wondered.  Then he fell to thinking and wondering how many of the fellows of 
the nearby ranches would be enlisting?  A good many of them he knew felt as he did.  
There was Sam Langdon and Charlie Brown [sic].  They would probably be off at once, 
the same as he.  Thinking of them brought Dick Brandt to his mind, for he worked for the 
same cattle outfit.  What was there about Dick that always seemed so untrustworthy – 
that made people doubt him?  Not all people, of course, for he remembered with a 
whimsical smile how Billy always stood up for him, just because so many seemed against 
him.  He remembered, too, with a half-angry feeling, how Dick always tried to 
monopolize Billy’s society at every gathering, and the looks he always directed toward 
here when she was within range of his vision.  Then, dismissing the unpleasant thoughts 
with a shrug, he turned in at the bars leading to his own sleeping quarters.  Of course 
everyone loved Billy!  Who could help it?  Dick Brandt probably the same as the rest.  A 
few weeks [later], Jack Boston and several others of the different ranches around had 
enlisted in that branch of the service which they thought would take them most quickly to 
the front.  Jack had made a trip to the college town where Billy was finishing her last 
year, and they had one last, long talk together.  Billy had not disappointed him.  Her heart 
was loving and brave, and she was fond of her Jack.  To be sure, she had broken down 
once and could not be comforted, but she had pulled herself together after that, and had 
sent him away with all the loving prayers and blessings of her loyal, little heart.  He 



would always remember how she looked as she stood on the platform, waving a last 
farewell as the train pulled from the station.  (Continued next week)  [concluded next 
issue] 

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Last Picture Show of Season Friday.  Friday of next week, the 
last picture show of the season at the schoolhouse will be given.  Every effort will be 
made to give as attractive a show as possible.  Those in charge were fortunate in securing 
for this occasion the film of the famous play, “The County Fair,” made famous by Neil 
Burgess.  An effort will be made to add other attractive features to the evening’s 
entertainment.  We believe every person in Estes Park had a desire to see this play, and, if 
a laugh is good for anything, it may prolong your life about ten years.  Those responsible 
for the community show at the schoolhouse have given the people of Estes Park a good 
clean bill of pictures during the winter, and deserve the gratitude of the entire community.  
The shows have been given without thought of profit, the one desire being to give the 
people some diversion, clean and educational.  In this, they have succeeded admirably.  
Children were always admitted free, and the nominal charge made to adults hardly paid 
the cost of film rent and operating expenses.  May the idea grow and spread to other 
communities, and we trust the present high standard may always be maintained here.

13 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Motion Pictures at Schoolhouse Friday Evening, 21 May 
1921.  “County Fair” featuring Edith Chapman, from the play of the same name written 
by Neil Burgess.  Ford Weekly Educator.  7:45 p.m.  School children free, adults 15 cents.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if it’s 
lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent – Just telephone #27-J3 and our 
little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.

13 May 1921 – Mrs. William Spanier, proprietress of Prospect Inn [a block 1 business], 
returned Saturday from Reading, Pennsylvania, where she spent the winter.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottages sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.



13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Michelin tires and tubes.  Fresh stock just received.  
Complete line and at Denver prices.  Estes Park Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, 
proprietor.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company.  Drugs.  Toilet articles, 
fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #36.

13 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  In the Review of Blouses by Julia Bottomley.  
What we designate as sports skirts and not confining their usefulness to sports wear, but 
have extended it to all sorts of outdooring, including street wear.  These snappy skirts 
require blouses that are designed for the same kind of service, and a demand for attractive 
tailored blouses has been answered by the appearance of fine models in taffeta, pongee, 
crepe de chine, and satin.  As nearly all the skirts are striped or made of plaids and 
checks, the blouses are simply designed and plain.  Some of them have lingerie collars 
and vestees, by which means they may be always kept fresh looking, but the smartest 
style requires the simplest and most casual designing.  A blouse of exactly this character 
appears at the left of the two shown above, in a dark blue taffeta silk.  Many of these 
taffeta blouses are made in the slip-on style with necks high at the back, and having a 
shallow “V” at the front.  They are finished with narrow, picot-edged ruffles of the silk, 
as in the blouse pictured.  Loosely adjusted girdles of silk, weighted at the end with small 
balls or other ornaments are provided for them, but sometimes a narrow girdle, made of 
the material in the skirt, is worn instead.  the three-quarter length, slightly flaring sleeve 
is a favorite, for it is cool and practical, and pongee blouses in this same style are above 
criticism for style and utility.  The satin blouse at the right is one of those that fills the 
same niche in the wardrobe.  It is a shade less severe in style by the introduction of collar, 
vestee, and sleeve finishings of embroidered batiste, which are all detachable and may be 
easily laundered.  The shops show many of these collar and vestee sets, and sell by the 
yard materials for making them, so that blouses may be varied with different patterns in 
these accessories.  For wear with handsome silk sports skirts, fine lingerie and georgette 
blouses are presented.  “Sports skirts” is really a misnomer for the smart silk affairs, 
which provide with their corresponding blouses a substitute for afternoon frocks.  
[signature in cursive:] Julia Bottomley…Subhead:  Easy way of making dress ruffles.  
Ruffles, wide and narrow, are going to be used extensively as trimming on the shorter 
wash dresses during the coming summer.  Organdie, dimity, voile, tissue, lawn, and even 
the heavier ginghams will be ruffled.  For the home dressmaker, the construction of an 
even ruffle is something of a problem.  Even when one’s sewing machine has a ruffling 
attachment, not all requirements can be met.  For the ruffle that needs some special 
adjusting, or in case of one’s not possessing a machine ruffler, the tension of the machine 
may be loosened, the stitch lengthened, and the material to be ruffled simply stitched.  
This done, the under-thread may be pulled up, and the fullness adjusted wherever 
needed…Subhead:  Cape and dolman.  The cape and cape dolman wrap is to continue 
through the spring, judging from reports from Paris, France, and advance models seen 
here.



13 May 1921 – Headline and subhead:  Clothes for Stout Women.  Black, navy blue and 
all extremely dark shades will attract less attention.  While the slender women may 
occasionally indulge in bargain corsets, a purchase of this kind with its haphazard fit is to 
be avoided by the woman inclining toward stoutness, for it is by means of a properly 
adjusted corset that the figure foundation is made.  The choice of fabrics for gowns is also 
very important when a slender appearance is desired.  There are certain materials and 
colors that have a tendency to magnify the figure, while others have the opposite effect.  
Rough surfaces should be avoided by large women.  Brilliant colors can be used 
successfully only in very small touches.  Certain colors are generally known to apparently 
diminish size, among them being black, navy blue, and all the extremely dark shades, 
while white and the light colors are apt to be expansive.  Stripes cut off the width and 
emphasize the length, but a woman even verging on stoutness cannot consider a plaid.  
Fabrics woven or printed in large figures are not to be thought of, although small figures 
may be considered.  A one-color scheme of dressing is good for the stout woman.  In 
dress designs, long ones should be cultivated, as they break up the width of the figure.  
Horizontal or cross lines should be studiously avoided.  Tunics and draperies are good if 
they are long.  Tightness is a mistake.  A gown this is tight fitting will attract attention to 
size.  The lines should be easy, no compression in one place to cause a bulge in another, 
for flesh must go somewhere.  Plain girdles and narrow crushed girdles may be used with 
one or two narrow sash ends.  Soft, indefinite colors suit an older woman.  She should 
avoid bright, harsh shades that call for a young, fresh complexion on the one hand, and 
the drab tones and dull blacks that suggest the old lady on the other hand.  Pearl, silver, 
oyster-gray, clematis, wisteria, pansy color, and black and white are the best colors for 
her.  For street suits, older women should keep pretty close to very dark blues, blacks, and 
dark grays.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel.  Most centrally located hotel in Estes Park, 
in the center of Estes Park village.  First-class service, good accommodations, and 
excellent table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

13 May 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson 13 May 1921 [sic, should be 
15 May 1921].  Working with others.  Lesson text – I Corinthians 12:4-27.  Golden text – 
Ye are the body of Christ, and members in particular – I Corinthians 12:27.  Reference 
material – I Kings 5:1-12, Nehemiah 3:1-32, 4:15-23.  Junior topic – Helping one 
another.  Intermediate and senior topic – Team work.  Young people and adult topic – 
Cooperation of competition.  The scripture pictures the church, the body of Christ, under 
the figure of the human body.  The topic “Working with Others” can only have 



application to Christians working with each other, for it is as members of the body of 
Christ that this relationship and obligation are set forth.  The church is an organism, not 
merely an organization.  As such it is:  I. One body (I Corinthians 12:12-20).  As a body, 
it has many members, each with a definite ministry or function.  Many members are 
essential to a body or organism.  So it is with the church.  Each member has its own gift 
and office.  The proof of this oneness is that by the sovereign act of the Holy Spirit, all 
believers are constituted one body (I Corinthians 12:13).  A multiplicity of organisms 
does not make a body, but a multiplicity of members with their separate functions.  There 
is no room for jealousy or discontentment among them (I Corinthians 12:15-16).  It 
would be as reasonable for the foot to complain of its lot and refuse to function as a foot, 
as for one member of a church to envy the place of another.  A deacon who is such by the 
appointment of God should not complain that he is not a minister.  The church needs its 
foot-members, that is, those who are swift to run on its errands, it needs its eye-members, 
who are quick to perceive opportunities for service, it needs its ear-members, who are 
quick to hear the call to duty, it needs its tongue-members, who can speak forth the 
message of truth, it needs its hand-members to perform its many deeds of kindness.  Each 
member of the church has its place by the sovereign will of God (I Corinthians 12:18).  If 
this were realized, there would be the most efficient cooperation among the members of 
the church.  The pastor would faithfully do the work of a pastor, the minister, the work of 
a minister, the teacher, the work of a teacher, etc.  II. The mutual dependence of the 
members of the body (I Corinthians 12:21).  They must cooperate for the life and service 
of the body.  As the foot cannot dispense with the head, the eye with the hand, etc., so in 
the church, even the most highly gifted are dependent upon those of the lower order.  
Self-conceit and pride are as much out of place on the part of the highest in ability as of 
the lowest.  In fact, a sober realization of this will do away with selfish pride.  III. The 
least attractive members are the most necessary (I Corinthians 12:22-23).  In the human 
body, the heart is of more vital importance than the tongue.  So in the church, prayer is of 
much more importance than the gift of eloquence.  Many examples could be given of 
those who wrestled with God in the closet, doing more for the cause of Christ than those 
who shone forth most conspicuously in the public eye.  The lungs are never seen or 
heard, yet without them the tongue could not utter a sound.  IV. The different members 
have been adjusted by God (I Corinthians 12:24-25).  So perfectly has this been done that  
if each performs its own function, there will be harmony in the body.  All schism in the 
church is due to failure of one member to perform its duty, because of envy of the 
position of another.  By considering Christ the head, and obeying Him, all strife and 
division in the church will be eliminated.  V. Members are sympathetically related.  (I 
Corinthians 12:25-27).  One member should have the same care for the other as for itself.  
The eye has the same concern for the foot as it has for itself, so the most eloquent has the 
same solicitude for the humblest member as for itself.  This is true because the suffering 
of the one is the suffering of the other, the honor of one is the honor of the other, the 
sorrow of one is the sorrow of the other, the property of one is the property of the other, 
the shame and disgrace of one is the shame and disgrace of another.  This is true because 
there is a common life which is derived from and directed by its head, Jesus Christ 



(Ephesians 5:23).  Subhead:  Doing things.  God made us to do things, and there is no 
tonic like that which comes from doing things worthwhile.  A clear conscience and a 
clean life are far more to be desired than money.  Real happiness without the achievement 
of some aim is unthinkable.  Subhead:  More valuable than gold.  Quote from Addison:  
“A good disposition is more valuable than gold, for the latter is the gift of fortune, but the 
former is the dower of nature.”  

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  And still they come – More fresh, new, and most 
attractive wash materials are arriving almost daily.  We invite your inspection – 
ginghams, percales, Ramatex suitings, Arizona pongee, kimona [sic, suggest kimono] 
cloths, dotted organdie, embroidered voiles, wool plaids, and White goods in fine variety.  
Also sheetings, awning cloths, tickings, towelings, curtain materials, etc.  Don’t fail to 
see the line.  J.E. Macdonald.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The best vacation home is one of Hayden Brothers 
furnished cottages in Estes Park.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Quality goods are dependable.  The one aim of this store 
is to secure the very best lines of merchandise that money will buy, and then guarantee 
these goods.  We call your attention to the following well-known and advertised lines of 
good merchandise:  Arrow shirts, Old Elm fishing boots, Royal Tailor suits for men, 
Arrows collars, American Gentleman shoes, American Lady shoes, Haynes [sic, suggest 
Haines] underwear, Maurice Hirsch suits, skirts, and dresses for women.  We are always 
pleased to show our goods, and extend an invitation to visit us often.  Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey.

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Chautauqua Star to Entertain in Estes Park.  The people of 
Estes Park are to have the privilege of hearing a really good vocal soloist right at home 
Saturday evening, 14 May 1921.  Miss Essig has a sweet voice splendidly trained, and 
most of her time is occupied on the chautauqua platform.  Just now, she is resting at the 
home of her parents in Loveland, and the Estes Park Music Club, which is presenting her 
on Saturday evening, grasped the opportunity to secure her for an engagement.  Miss 
Essig is a reader of merit also, and we know those who hear her will be well pleased with 
the evening’s entertainment, and we trust she may be given a good hearing.

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Fall River Road to be Opened by 15 June 1921.  Rocky 
Mountain National Park Superintendent L.C. Way states that every effort will be made to 
open the Fall River Road to traffic by 15 June 1921, the date for the formal opening of 
the Rocky Mountain National Park.  At the present time, there is considerable snow in 
places covering the road, but if it can be shoveled out at a cost that will not be 
prohibitive, the snow will be removed, and the road put in the best possible condition for 
traffic by the opening date.  On 19 June 1921, there is an Alpha Delta Pi tour booked to 
arrive in Estes Park, consisting of 250 persons, which is to make the circle drive, going 



over the Fall River Road and returning to Denver via Grand Lake.  There is some gravel 
surfacing yet to be done on the other end of the road, and a force of men is on the ground 
to begin work as soon as weather conditions will permit.  With reference to the policy of 
Gov. Shoup in completing the state work still to be done on the road, Rocky Mountain 
National Park Superintendent Way was called to Denver Tuesday afternoon for a 
conference with the governor. 

13 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  An Estes Park Trail want ad will sell that article you 
no longer need, if it’s worth the price

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company.  
Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also Fort Collins and 
through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, baggage, and United 
States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] 
#20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

13 May 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park People Should Cooperate with Marshal Cooke.  
Now that there are so many machines using the streets of the village, it has become 
necessary in order to prevent accidents to enforce the town’s traffic ordinances, and it 
behooves every person of Estes Park to assist Marshal Cooke in this work, and to set the 
proper example to our visitors by always being careful to observe them.  Two “Dead 
Men” have been placed in the intersection of the streets at the bank corner [this is the 
main Elkhorn-Moraine intersection, and it would be interesting to see if these could be 
identified in photographs], the proper turning of which should be easily understood by all 
motorists.  Heretofore, there has been but one at this point, the turning of which has been 
rather awkward because of the job in the streets at this point, and the new arrangement 
should make the handling of heavy traffic much easier. 

13 May 1921 – Article reprinted from the Loveland Reporter.  Sam Milliner was arrested 
Sunday by Marshal Williamson for having liquor in his possession, and pleaded guilty in 
Judge Payne’s court.  He had four pints of whisky in a trunk in a barn in the east part of 
town, and this was confiscated by the officers.  [Note added by editor:]  Milliner is well 
known to Estes Park residents.

13 May 1921 – Mrs. George R. Patterson was in Loveland Monday and again today 
having some dental work done.

13 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The three basic requirements in building a summer home 
in Estes Park are utility, strength, and beauty.  Utility depends on skill in the interior 
arrangement, strength and beauty primarily on the lumber used.  Right now, since prices 
have been reduced, builders realize that lumber gives them the utmost of these qualities at 
the greatest ultimate economy.  Let us give you an estimate on what you need.  Estes Park 
Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48



13 May 1921 – Column title:  Hotel Arrivals.  R.H. Sisson and wife and W.D. Rich and 
wife composed a motor party from Brighton to Estes Park, registering at the Lewiston 
Saturday…A large motor party from Denver were Sunday dinner guests at the Lewiston.  
Those composing the party were Mary Mannix, Luella Pearson, Jarvis Johnson, Esther 
Johnson, Charles Lane, Guila Cooper, Bob Webb, M. Pratt, C.M. Hoover, William R. 
Wright, E.N. Brown, Jr., and H.D. Sabato…Dr. and Mrs. W.A. Kickland of Fort Collins 
were guests of the Hupp Hotel the first of the week…Among those taking dinner at the 
Hupp Hotel Sunday were Steve James of Loveland, D.W. McCarty and C.M. Dumbauld 
of Berthoud, and W.W. Jones and R.L. Harris of Longmont.

13 May 1921 – A snipe hunt was recently arranged in honor of Henry Williams and Harry 
Parks of Bowling Green, Kentucky, by a member of the entertaining and enterprising 
stellar lights of the village and tributary territory.  The hunt proceeded with great 
earnestness at Beaver Dam above Horseshoe Inn, but without much promise of success, 
until, after some hours of strenuous toil, the light of day suddenly broke upon two young 
gentlemen, and they assured the crowd the treat was on them.

13 May 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Want Ads.  Read for profit, use for results.  
If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, want anything, lost anything, 
try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  The results are good, the cost just a trifle – 2 cents per 
word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion.  Minimum charge 25 
cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Plain and fancy sewing.  Mrs. Lutz, Webb cottage 
No. 8, west of Catholic church.  5-8p…Wanted – To purchase cottage near [YMCA] 
Conference grounds.  Must be priced right.  Address B.V.E., care the Estes Park Trail…
Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale – One electric Butter Kist popcorn and peanut roaster in fine 
shape.  One Chalmers touring car, extra good tires.  A good buy.  R.R. Finley, Loveland, 
Colorado…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water 
system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last 
long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…For sale – Specially picked 
Burbank seed potatoes.  Milton Clouser…For sale – Cole 8 car, 7 passenger, in fine 
shape, two new tires.  A bargain.  808 East 7th Street, Loveland, Colorado…For sale – 
Mountain potatoes, $2 per cwt.  Baled hay – best quality $22.50 per ton.  Donald 
MacGregor…Subhead:  For Rent.  Homes to Rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. 
Griffith.  Subhead:  Lost and Found.  Found – Leather hand bag.  Owner can have same 
by identifying and paying for this advertisement.  Call Rocky Mountain Parks 
Transportation Company office.

20 May 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 6     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, May 20, 1921     Price 10 cents



20 May 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, 3 inch by 6 inch scenic image of the Estes 
Park Golf and Country Club two-story log clubhouse and surrounding landscape, with 
one automobile parked in front of entrance and two individuals standing close by.  At 
least two individuals are leaning against the railing of the second-floor porch.  Longs 
Peak and Mount Meeker are visible in the background.  Caption [as headline]:  Club 
House of Estes Park Golf and Country Club.  Credit:  Courtesy of the Country Club  

20 May 1921 – Headline:  Memorial Day Exercises.  The Estes Park Post of the 
American Legion invites and urges each and every loyal American citizen to be present at  
the Memorial Day exercises to be held at the Estes Park church, 30 May 1921, at 10:30 
a.m., in memory of our G.A.R. veterans [of whom none still live in Estes Park], Spanish 
War veterans, and our departed “Buddies” who rest beneath the little white crosses in the 
cemeteries of the Allied countries, that America might be made safe for democracy, and 
that the Stars and Stripes might continue to wave aloft over the land of the brave and the 
home of the free.

20 May 1921 – Headline:  Miss Mary White Killed.  The friends of William Allen White 
of Emporia, Kansas, were shocked to learn of the death of his daughter, Miss Mary, who 
was well known here.  She was knocked from her horse when he ran under a low-
branched tree, and her skull fractured Tuesday of last week, and death occurred Friday 
following.  The following telegram was received by Mrs. A[rah] Chapman:  Mary, who 
was fatally hurt while on her horse last week, will be buried today (Monday).  We cannot 
let her leave the world here without telling her dear friends of her passing.  In the spot of 
earth she loved most of all, please tell her other friends, including Dick who carried the 
mail for us, and give them Mary’s love.  She would wish it.  W.A. White, Emporia, 
Kansas.  To the bereaved ones we extend the sympathy of the entire community in this 
their hour of suffering.

20 May 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Carruthers are enjoying (?) a series of trips to the valley 
while having some dental work done.  They speak enthusiastically of the beauty of the 
drive, but less so of their stay in the valley town.

20 May 1921 – Headline:  Community Picnic Given by Country Club 6 June 1921.  The 
Estes Park Golf and Country Club will hold a picnic on the club grounds Monday, 6 June 
1921, to which every resident of Estes Park is invited.  Fill up the picnic lunch basket, 
load the entire family into the old bus, and make as near a beeline for the club grounds as 
topographical conditions will permit.  And do it early.  Leave the grouch behind, practice 
that almost forgotten winsome courtship smile thoroughly, then bring it along.  Don’t 
bother about the coffee – it will be there ready to serve, savory and steaming hot, with 
plenty of cream and sugar.  Better bring a cup, though, and come prepared to have a good 
time, and thou wilt not be disappointed. 



20 May 1921 – Headline:  The Sherwood Hotel Opens 21 May 1921.  We are informed 
that the Sherwood Hotel in the village will open to the public Saturday, 21 May 1921, 
under the management of Magers and Dawson of Denver.  These men, experienced in 
catering to the public, have put forth every effort to make the Sherwood a real “homey” 
home for its guests.  They have remodeled, redecorated, and refurnished the hotel, and 
are prepared to give special attention to weekend and fishing parties.  The remodeling has 
been quite extensive, the building is steam-heated, and running hot and cold water is now 
in every guest room.  The decorating has been artistically done, and a sun parlor on the 
second floor provided.

20 May 1921 – The Francis Tire Store has opened its doors, and its proprietor informs us 
that it is absolutely unnecessary for a tourist to bring a load of tires with him, as all those 
dealing in tires in Estes Park sell the best standard tires at Denver prices, which saves the 
consumer the cost of transportation.

20 May 1921 – Mrs. Gertrude Best of Denver has rented Hayden Brothers cottage no. 1 
for the season, and will take possession about 1 June 1921.

20 May 1921 – Headline:  Next Week is Forest Protection Week.  We are indebted to Joe 
Ryan for an extensive assortment of literature issued by the national government bearing 
on Forest Protection Week.  President Harding has issued a proclamation designating the 
week of 22 May 1921 to 28 May 1921 as Forest Protection Week, and Secretary Wallace 
asks that it be observed throughout the United States.  It is said that four out of every five 
forest fires are preventable, this fact, together with the enormous loss occasioned each 
year by fires, should command the thoughtful consideration of every citizen.  In keeping 
with the action of the governors of many other states, Governor Oliver H. Shoup has 
issued a proclamation urging the general observance of the week in the state of Colorado.

20 May 1921 – The Estes Park Woman’s Club will begin next week to improve the city 
park property [what is now Bond Park] adjoining the post office on the east.  The town is 
having the fence repaired surrounding the property, and the ladies are planning to put in 
several flowerbeds and benches.  This will add greatly to the appearance of the town, and 
to the comfort of many of the Estes Park visitors.  Everybody together, three cheers for 
the ladies!  

20 May 1921 – Headline:  High School Graduating Exercises.  The baccalaureate sermon 
will be preached this year by Rev. Montgomery at the church Sunday evening at 8:00 
p.m.  Special music will be furnished by the high school.  On Wednesday evening, the 
high school will give their play, “The Sweet Girl Graduates” in the high school 
auditorium at 8:00 p.m.  Good faithful work has been done on the play, and no doubt it 
will be well worth your attendance and encouragement.  The admission will be 25 cents 
for adults and 15 cents for children.  The proceeds will be used in buying a statue for the 
school building.  Everyone is invited.  The commencement exercises will be held at the 



high school auditorium on Friday evening, 27 May 1921, at 8:00 p.m.  Dr. A.C. Rowand 
of Boulder, one of the best pulpit orators of northern Colorado, will deliver the 
commencement address.  Special music will also be provided for the occasion.  Everyone 
is invited to attend.  The graduating class this year has one member, Miss Melissa 
Katherine Husted.

20 May 1921 – Headline:  Fish and Game Association to be Organized.  A number of the 
businessmen have become greatly interested in a proposition looking toward the 
organization of a Fish and Game Association, the partial purpose of which is to foster the 
propagation of trout for our streams and game protection for the game within our 
territory.  It is a well-known fact among our fishermen that many thousands of the fish 
taken from the hatchery are devoured by the larger fish when they are planted in the 
streams, and one of the objects of the Fish and Game Associations formed in the various 
parts of the state is to provide nursing ponds where these may mature to a size that will 
enable them to care for themselves when finally placed in the streams.  Those interested 
in the organization of such an association have called a meting for Wednesday evening of 
next week at the IOOF Hall, and it is urged that each of our citizens make every effort to 
attend this meeting.  The importance of the meeting is readily apparent to all, and we trust 
none will stay away from this meeting unless absolutely forced to do so by the press of 
circumstances.  In the event you cannot possibly attend, be sure to call W.A. Gray, and 
tell him of your interest in the proposition.

20 May 1921 – The Home Bakery, Mrs. C.O. Johnson, proprietor, expects to open for 
business Saturday morning.  The capacity of the bakery has been doubled, and new 
equipment in the way of electric bread mixer, bun snapper [what is this?], bread warming 
oven, etc., added.

20 May 1921 – Column title:  Gleaned from the State.  George Gilmore, a rancher 
residing on the Lower Florida, about ten miles from Durango, has on display a freak in 
the nature of a two-headed calf.  The calf was born dead…Alamosa established a city 
mail delivery on 15 May 1921.  The requirements of the post office department in the 
matter of numbering houses and putting up mail receptacles has been complied with…
The state convention of the Colorado Christian churches will be held in Colorado Springs 
on 24 May 1921, 25 May 1921, and 26 May 1921.  Arrangements are being made to take 
care of several hundred delegates and visitors…George W. Steward, 76 years old, a 
pioneer rancher at Clear Creek Valley, is dead at his home at Fruitdale, two miles east of 
Golden.  Mr. Stewart was a veteran of the Civil War, and had lived in Jefferson County 
since the early days…The members of the Grand Junction Rotary Club enjoyed a calf 
barbecue at the mouth of Monument Canyon, ten miles west of the city, and 150 people 
took part in the festivities.  A big pit was dug, and the veal was cooked over a cedar 
fire…The Rocky Mountain Climbers’ Club has blazed a new trail from Boulder to the 
summit of Bear Mountain, through Fern Canyon.  This club, which is composed largely 
of university students, has spent three Sundays on trips to Bear Mountain…Charles 



Henry Wheeler, 74 years old, a pioneer banker of Greeley, died at Long Beach, 
California, of heart trouble following a long illness.  Mr. Wheeler was born in Chicago, 
Illinois, on 30 March 1847, and came to Colorado in 1875, and took a position with 
Emerson and West, the pioneer bankers of the Greeley Union Colony…Mrs. F.W. Egan, 
policewoman, has been removed by Mayor Harris of Colorado Springs following two 
other ten-day suspensions by the chief of police.  The only reason assigned is “for the 
good of the force”, and it is stated that the reasons will not be made public unless she 
compels the mayor to do so…Mining shows a steady gain in the Cripple Creek district, 
with a number of leasers engaged in new work. Surface water, the result of recent storms, 
is causing some trouble.  This, however, is of a temporary nature.  Quite a number of 
former residents are returning to the district to engage in mining or in business 
ventures…Hugh Toohey, 55 years old, of Granby, Colorado, was killed by a rock slide on 
the Moffat Road near Azure.  He, with others, was clearing away a rock slide that came 
down and buried the track eight feet for a distance of 90 feet.  It is presumed that as this 
slide was cleared, the loosened earth caused the second one.  Nobody else was injured…
The 2-year-old son of Charles Carlson, who resides south of Fort Morgan, was bitten by a 
rattlesnake.  He died shortly after being bitten.  The child was playing in the farmyard, 
and seeing the snake coiled nearby, approached it, not knowing the danger.  He was 
rushed to a hospital, but doctors were unable to save his life…The United Gold Mines 
Company is prospecting with a diamond drill in the Trail claim at Victor, some 200 feet 
blow where the Anderson-Benkleman lease ceased operations.  About 90 feet has been 
explored at an angle of 45 degrees, the drill core testing from 412 to $18 per ton in gold.  
The indications are excellent for a large body of high-grade ore…Reports of the census 
bureau on the agricultural census for 1920, recently completed, afford statistical evidence 
of the wonderfully rapid development of agriculture in Colorado in the past 30 years, and 
emphasize the increase in agricultural production for the state in the past ten years.  
Compilations from this report and from previous reports, now being compiled by the state 
immigration department for publication in the Colorado Year Book, show that the value 
of farm property in the state at the beginning of 1920 was about nine times as great as in 
1890, and 119.1% greater than in 1910.  the value of all farm property in the state in 1920 
was $1,976,794,749, compared with $491,471,806 in 1910, and $117,439,558 in 1890.  
The actual increase for the past decade was greater than for any preceding decade, and 
the percentage of increase was greater than for any decade in the period, except that from 
1900 to 1910…Cyril E. Sterling, an electrician at the Akron Light and Power Company, 
was killed ten miles south of Akron, when his automobile turned over, pinning him 
beneath it.  He was found by Charles McLaggert, a passing farmer, who notified a 
physician, but Sterling was dead before aid arrived.  Sterling, who worked from midnight 
to noon, started late at night for Hugo, Colorado, to bring home his wife and baby, who 
had been living at that place.  The road was smooth, but it is believed that on account of 
the darkness, he missed the culvert, thereby upsetting the car…Accused of forging the 
name of H.A. Johnson, vice president of the Buckingham State Bank, to checks totaling 
$35,000, Rudolph A. Nordell, cashier of that institution, which closed its doors 29 
December 1920, has been arrested at Greeley, and lodged in the county jail there.  The 



alleged forgeries are said to have been started by Nordell 3 June 1918, when a check for 
$4300 is said to have gone through.  District attorney Louis B. Reed declared that more 
than 30 of the alleged forgeries are in the hands of authorities…Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Denio of Longmont have left for France, where they will hunt for the grave of Lieutenant 
Eddie Evans, who was killed in action in France, and whose burial place in unknown.  
Mr. Evans was a prominent University of Colorado athlete.  The university chapter of the 
American Legion bears his name.  Previous efforts to locate the burial place of Lieutenant 
Evans were unsuccessful.  Mrs. Denio is a sister of Lieutenant Evans…The board of 
county commissioners of Jefferson County have decided that if an inmate of the county 
poor farm is physically able to do his share of the work at this institution, he will have to 
do so, or else his diet will be limited to bread and water.  The action was taken as the 
result of complaints which had come to the commissioners concerning the refusal of 
inmates to do any part of the work…Miss Maude Sheridan, leader of boys’ and girls’ 
clubs conducted by the state agricultural college at Fort Collins, is one of three club 
leaders in the United States to be called to Washington, D.C., where she will assist in 
work concerned with reports from clubs all over the country.  Miss Sheridan will be in 
the capital during the month of June 1921…Scott Jaynes, a brakeman of the Great 
Western railroad, who was badly injured by being knocked from the top of a car by the 
eves of a warehouse at Loveland, and who it was thought was fatally hurt, will recover, 
according to statements of his physicians…The Woodland Park Wild West Association 
has voted to hold the second annual rodeo for the Ute Pass district 3 August 1921, 4 
August 1921, and 5 August 1921.  The first event of this kind, held last year, drew 
hundreds of tourists from the Pikes Peak region…It was definitely determined by the city 
council of Colorado Springs that the Stratton estate is to get the contract for paving the 
four main thoroughfares in Colorado Springs at a maximum of $865,000, exclusive of the 
street car company’s right of way.  Work will start immediately after 21 May 1921.  All 
four streets are to be paved with asphaltic concrete on a concrete basis. 

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W, Estes 
Park, Colorado.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage 
and that of your friends if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop.

20 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-J3



20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Tires Reduced.  Goodyear reduces tire prices.  We have 
them.  Exide Batteries for every car.  We have expert mechanics, all work guaranteed.  
Osborn Garage, telephone #17-R2.

20 May 1921 – Column title:  Happenings Everywhere.  Branches of the Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan are being organized in Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota, 
North Dakota, and South Dakota…Madge Anne Sawyer, accused of the slaying of her 
husband, was acquitted by a jury in less than one minute at Seattle, Washington.  It was 
her second trial, the first having resulted in her conviction of murder in the second 
degree…Sixteen hundred and fifty-one seniors, comprising the largest class ever 
graduated from any university in the world, received their diplomas and were awarded 
degrees and honors at the annual commencement exercises of the University of 
California, in the Greek theater in Oakland, California…Joseph Alexander is being held 
at San Antonio, Texas, on a charge of alleged attempt to smuggle ammunition and 
firearms into Mexico, following the seizure of 70,000 rounds of ammunition and 15,000 
pistols, said to be the largest amount of seized ammunition to come into the hands of the 
department of justice…Rev. Guy Kyle was sentenced to 18 years’ imprisonment and 
fined $3000 in federal court at St. Louis, Missouri, when he pleaded guilty of robbing the 
mails of $189,000.  Loren Williamson, partner in a garage business at Mount Vernon, 
Illinois, was found guilty by a jury previously and given the same sentence…The board 
of bishops of the Methodist Episcopal church discussed at Portland, Oregon, session 
courses of study for Methodist ministers.  Twenty-two bishops from all parts of the 
United States attended the meeting.  The problem of finding enough men to fill up the 
ranks of the ministry is on the program.  Washington, D.C., was selected as the next 
meeting place, and 26 October 1921 was fixed as the date…Four thousand pounds of 
ammunition were seized and the engine crew on the Mexican Central passenger train 
which left Juarez, Mexico, was arrested near Chihuahua City, Mexico, according to 
Rafael D. Davila, commander of customs guards in Chihuahua, Mexico.  The 
ammunition, Mr. Davila said he had been privately informed, was intended for rebels in 
central Chihuahua, Mexico.  The ammunition was hidden in the tender of the engine 
under the coal, he said…The United Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees and 
Railway Shop Laborers, with its membership of about 200,000, cannot be reinstated in 
the American Federation of Labor until it has turned over to the building trades union its 
members now engaged in station construction work.  This decision was made by the 
executive department of the federation.  The Railroad Shop Laborers’ Union was 
suspended in December 1919 because of its alleged disregard for the jurisdictional rights 
of the building trades organizations…Michael Rivics stopped an old-fashioned duel in 
Chicago, Illinois.  Two men, quarreling in the street, drew guns as Michael approached.  
He stepped between them.  Both fired.  Both bullets struck Michael.  The duelers fled 
while a policemen sent Michael to a hospital.  He will recover…The board of directors of 
the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Chamber of Commerce has adopted a resolution under 
which the organization would form a $200,000 corporation for the construction of 1000 



residences of moderate cost to be rented at a reasonable figure…House leaders have 
decided to turn a deaf ear to pleas for passage at this session of a rivers and harbors bill.  
Representative Mondell, Republican leader, announced that in the interests of economy, 
no new authorization for river improvements would be voted…The Interstate Commerce 
Commission has granted the Butte, Anaconda, and Pacific Railway Company in Montana 
permission to increase its passenger and excess baggage rates to the level in effect in 
interstate commerce tariffs to be filed upon five days’ notice.  The carrier is an electric 
road, and on that account was omitted from the last rate order issued by the 
commission…Resolutions of the Hawaiian Legislature requesting legislation by Congress 
to permit immigration of sufficient persons to remedy an “acute labor shortage” in the 
islands have been presented to the Senate, and referred to the territories committee.  They  
proposed that alien immigrants admitted should not exceed 25% of the total insular 
population, a restriction designed, it was understood, to exclude Japanese…The export 
trade of the big packers slumped $526,000,000 during the last year, Thomas E. Wilson of 
Wilson and Company told the House agriculture committee in opposing packer control 
legislation.  Meat producers, he declared, received 87 cents of each dollar the packers 
receive for meat, and the decrease in exports resulted in a loss to the livestock raisers of 
$450,000,000.  “In the year 1920, there was exported from the United States 
1,200,000,000 fewer pounds of meat products than during the previous year,” he said.  “It 
was this decrease that caused the lower prices to the producer.”…The Townsend Bill for 
the establishment of a post-road and interstate highway system, and the creation of a 
federal highway commission, has been introduced in the Senate, and hearings on it are to 
be held soon.  This measure differs from the original Townsend Bill in several particulars, 
and it recognizes the federal aid principle, but with reservations…The Senate bill 
authorizing presidential control over cable landings was ordered favorably reported 
without amendments by the House commerce committee…Miss Idell Boland, 17 years 
old, of Chicago, Illinois, chose death to blindness.  She ended her life with poison when 
she knew her sight was fading…Six men, comprising the crew of the barge Miztec, are 
believed to have been lost in the blizzard which tore the Miztec and the barge Peshtigo 
loose from the steamer Zillah off Whitefish Point, in Lake Superior…More than 25,000 
employees of the H.C. Frick Coke Company had their wages cut from 25% to 35% when 
a new scale was put into effect.  The wage cut affects the workers of the entire 
Connellsville region in Pennsylvania…Testimony that he paid $7500 to a “business agent 
of a plumbers’ union” to settle a strike called by the wreckers when construction of the 
Woods theater was started was given before the Dailey legislative committee at Chicago, 
Illinois, by George A. Thomas of the Longacre Construction Company of New York.  
Thomas declined to name the man to whom he paid the money…An unidentified African 
American was lynched at McGenee, Arkansas, for alleged participation in an attempted 
attack on J.P. Sims, a railroad blacksmith, and a young white woman while they were 
riding in an automobile along a country road.  She reported three African Americans 
stopped the car and demanded he leave the young woman.  He opened fire, and the trio 
fled…Fire, causing a loss of more than $1.5 million, destroyed No. 8 breaker of the 
Lehigh Coal and Navigation Company at Coaldale, Pennsylvania.  The structure, together 



with much valuable machinery, is entirely in ruins…Nearly 200 years ago, a thoughtful 
boy printer, named Benjamin Franklin, ran away from Boston, Massachusetts to 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  Recently, a bronze statue of Franklin was acclaimed by 
thousands in the city of his birth as it was exhibited in a parade.  The statue, in reaching 
Boston, Massachusetts, had reversed the route taken by Franklin to Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania…Discovery of valuable oil and gas territory near Puerto Limon, on the east 
coast of Costa Rica, is reported.  It is believed that this is the first discovery of natural gas 
in Central America…General Francisco Murguia, rebel leader, was severely injured in a 
recent clash with federal troops near Mier, state of Tamaulipas, Mexico, according to war 
office reports, and is now recuperating on the American side near Las Vegas [either New 
Mexico or Nevada]…Organization of an airplane force to fight forest fires in the province 
of British Columbia is to be begun soon, following the announcement of the British 
Columbian government that it had appropriated $20,000 for the purpose…King Alfonso 
and Queen Victoria of Spain escaped injury when their automobile overturned while they 
were going to the hippodrome to attend the races, says a dispatch from Madrid, Spain.  
The accident was due to the bursting of a tire…General Lucio Blanco, General Eduardo 
Hernandez, General Ireneo Villareal, and General Pablo Gonzales, former Carranza 
chieftans, who have been reported to be starting a revolution against the Mexican 
government from the United States side, have made an appeal to President Obregon of 
Mexico for leniency if they surrender, according to official advices…The Argentine 
government, under an agreement reached with representatives of the labor organizations, 
will not permit nonunion labor in the port area.  Work in the major section of the port, 
which has been at a standstill for some time as a result of the boycott declared by the port 
workers, is expected to begin shortly…A mule is not a horse, according to an opinion of 
the Manitoba [Canada] court of appeals, which awarded $100 and costs to Thomas Pople, 
a mule dealer, against the city of Dauphin, Manitoba, Canada.  Pople sold 20 mules there 
last summer, and was forced by town officials to pay $5 a head tax, which is levied on 
horses brought to the town for sale.  He sued to recover the amount…Major General 
Leonard Wood, and W. Cameron Forbes, former governor, comprising President 
Harding’s special mission to investigate conditions in the Philippine Islands, settled down 
to investigation work immediately upon arrival at Manila, Philippines.  After a popular 
demonstration in the shape of a parade of all civic organizations, headed by Mayor 
Fernandez, in honor of the commissioners, the mission started action.  

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The modern way.  [Illustration:  Pen-and-ink sketch of a 
man in right profile standing at a large, manually-operated clothes press in the “open” 
position, arranging the back of a suit jacket, and beginning to depress a foot-pedal with 
his left foot.  A whiskbroom rests near the front right corner of the press.  The drawing is 
uncredited.]  Have your clothes pressed on an American Steam Pressing Machine.  
Sanitary.  We sterilize your suit with live steam and drive out all dust and dirt.  Steam 
pressing restores the “life” to your clothing – makes it look like new.  Keep your 
garments in good condition by having them pressed regularly – the modern way.  Estes 
Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.



20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis.  Photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  [Illustration of a muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen tree growing from a 
rocky slope, with a mountain peak and a cotton-wool cloud artistically arranged in the 
background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed “Seid”.]  Most complete 
photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.  

20 May 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 
125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue [initially 20 cents].  Less 
than 125 inches – transient rate.  Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue 
[initially 25 cents].  Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face 
type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 
cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local 
reading rates charge for all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is 
charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of 
condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

20 May 1921 – Headline:  Game Laws for 1921.  Fishing license required by males over 
16 years of age.  Open season – (Both dates inclusive).  Fish – Trout and grayling (not 
less than seven inches):  In running streams 25 May 1921 to 31 October 1921, in lakes 
not exceeding 7500 feet in altitude 1 May 1921 to 31 October 1921, lakes over 7500 feet 
1 June 1921 to 31 October 1921.  Bass, catfish, sunfish, perch, and wall-eyed pike 25 
May 1921 to 31 October 1921.  Fishing permitted from 4:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m., with line 
and rod held in hand.  No open season on elk, mountain sheep, antelope, beaver, turkey, 
upland plover, pheasant, ptarmigan, partridge, pigeon, quail, sage chickens, dove, wood 
duck, swan, crane, curlew, or any other game bird except as specified under “open 
season”, nor on any non-game bird (except English or European house sparrow, sharp-
shinned hawk, Cooper’s hawk, goshawk, duck hawk, great horned owl, piñon jay, 
magpie, blue jay, and eagle).  Shooting from public highway prohibited.

20 May 1921 – Poem and byline:  My Heart’s Obbligato by Clem Yore.  As one who 
bares his brow/To wind that cuts as a knife;/As the rust-bit share of a plow/Is glossed by 
furrow rife,/With weed-root, stone and tare,/Let me be polish’d by care./As one who drips 
with sweat/In the harvest of lifeless grass,/Dust-grimmed, soil-streaked, and yet/Singing 



as moments pass,/Honest in sleep, rising strong,/Let me to the poor belong./As one who 
harks to strife,/Its ring and whine of toil,/Let me catch the song of life,/The lilt of tuneful 
soil,/Let me sing where the Wasteful tread,/Chanson of The Under-fed.  Copyrighted 
1921 by Clement Yore.

20 May 1921 – Anonymous letter to the editor:  A Response.  Dear Mr. Editor.  A lot of 
folks in our neighborhood are talking about the letter from “A Faithful Dobbin”, and we 
were all going to write and tell you how glad we were that something good like that was 
being started.  Hooray for the Estes Park Trail.  Long life and prosperity in big measure to 
the editorial staff!  Poor old Dobbin – of course I never cry, but I had to wink very hard to 
keep from it, when I read his letter.  I just hope he and his companions will be better 
cared for.  And say, Mr. Editor, why wouldn’t it be a good plan for the Woman’s Club to 
give its prizes this coming year for the best and warmest winter houses for dogs, cats, or 
other household pets, instead of bird houses?  The birds are nice fellows, and it’s all right, 
but you see they don’t stay here in the winter much, because they have wings, and can fly 
away to the south when the weather gets cold, and food gets scarce, while the poor 
animals which the tourists pet and care for in the summer and then go off and leave, just 
about freeze and starve.  We read Shakespeare a good deal in our family, and like one of 
his famous characters “I could a tale unfold whose lightest word…”  But , if that Humane 
Society just gets started right, perhaps I will never tell this dreadful tale at all, because 
things will not be the same, and I am trying to be – A. Wise Canine.

20 May 1921 – Untitled poem by Sara Teasdale:  The dusk was blue with blowing mist,/
The lights were spangles in a vail,/And from the clamor far below/Floated faint music 
like a wail./It voiced what I shall never speak,/My heart was breaking all day long,/But 
when the dawn was hard and gray/My tears distilled into a song./I said, “I have shut my 
heart/As one shuts an open door,/That love may starve therein/And trouble me no more.”/
But over the hill there came/The wet new wind of May,/And tune blew up from the curb/
Where the street-pianos play./My room was white with the sun,/And Love cried out to 
me,/“I am strong, I will break your heart/Unless you set me free!” 

20 May 1921 – By a vote of 63 to 28, the Senate last week passed the emergency tariff 
bill.  Only one Republican – Moses of New Hampshire – stood fast with the opposition, 
and seven Democrats were found with the majority.  The Senate and House conferees at 
once began their efforts to reach agreement, the only radical difference being over he 
anti-dumping and currency revaluation sections, which were rewritten by the Senate 
committee, which also made provision for continuing the wartime restrictions on imports 
of dyestuffs.  The House passed the army appropriation bill, but it refused to recede from 
its determination to make the army small.  The measure provides for an army of only 
150,000 men, and an amendment was adopted which authorizes the Secretary of War to 
discharge enlisted men upon their application until that limit has been reached.  It is 
likely there will be a prolonged contest with the Senate over the size of the army, and 
possibly a veto by President Harding if the House wins.



20 May 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Illustration of a middle-aged man in 
profile with a bushy moustache, a tam-o-shanter cap, and a cardigan sweater, squatting 
with laughter with his right arm raised and his left hand practically slapping his knee.  He 
stands outdoors in the blazing sun, with what strangely appears to be smoke rising from 
the chimney of a lone house visible in the background.  The name “Charles Sughroe” 
appears in the lower right corner.]  Every town has a jolly fat man like this, who likes 
everybody and whom everybody likes.  He’s always in good humor, and goes about 
dispersing good cheer.  This good scout has just as many troubles as anybody else, but he 
does all his worrying in private.    

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, phone #27-R2

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service, 
telephone #15

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel.  Mrs. Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  
Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of home cooking.  Rates 
reasonable, telephone #26

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service.  Fine cigars, 
Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  We use only the 
purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and you will be 
steady customers.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  20% reduction.  Goodrich tires and tubes by the 
Goodrich Rubber Company at Johnson Garage.  Telephone #184.  George Johnson, 
proprietor.

20 May 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Germany has surrendered again.  
Unconditionally and completely, she has accepted the demands of the allies supreme 
council, and has promised to carry out the terms of the ultimatum without delay.  There 
had been little doubt of this result, but the trouble was to find a cabinet that would assume 
the responsibility and perhaps odium of yielding to the inevitable.  After several leaders 
had declined the job, Dr. Wirth, minister of finance in the Fehrenbach cabinet, and leader 
of the Centrist party, agreed to become chancellor and foreign minister, selected the rest 
of the cabinet, and had it acquiesce in the demands of the allies.  Then he went before the 
Reichstag and said, among other things:  “There is no possibility for us other than 
acceptance or rejection.  The victors have decided.  Acceptance means that we declare 
our readiness to bear in voluntary labor the heavy financial burdens demanded year by 



year.  Refusal would, however, mean surrendering the basis of our entire industrial 
activities, and, as a consequence, dismemberment of our economic body, already so 
greatly weakened, and the shackling of our entire industrial life.”  Thereupon the 
Reichstag, by the rather small majority of 221 to 175, voted to accept the ultimatum.  The 
German government’s reply to the ultimatum was telegraphed at once to Premier Lloyd 
George, who wired it to all the governments concerned.  He then announced it to the 
House of Commons, which received the news with cheers.  In France, satisfaction over 
the surrender of Germany was lessened by the smallness of the majority vote in the 
Reichstag, and the feeling that the Wirth ministry cannot last long.  The French are still 
skeptical of Berlin’s good faith, and propose to maintain their forces on the Rhine at 
sufficient strength to occupy the Ruhr until it becomes evident that Germany will carry 
out the terms of the ultimatum.  Dr. Wirth’s reply commits the Germans absolutely to this 
course.  In it he said:  “The German government is fully resolved, first, to carry out 
without reserve or condition its obligations as defined by the reparations commission.  
Second, to accept and carry out without reserve or condition the guarantees in respect of 
those obligations prescribed by the reparations commission.  Third, to carry out without 
reserve or delay the measures of military, naval, and aerial disarmament notified to the 
German government by the allied powers in their note of 29 January 1921, those overdue 
to be completed at once, and the remainder by the prescribed date.  Fourth, to carry out 
without reserve or delay the trial of war criminals, and to execute the other unfulfilled 
portions of the treaty referred to in the first paragraph of the note of the allied 
governments on 5 May 1921.”  The chief stumbling block, hitherto, in the process of 
disarmament of Germany has been the determination of Bavaria to maintain its civil-
military organization.  It is understood now the Bavarian authorities have promised that 
that body shall be disbanded immediately, though another report has it that Bavaria is to 
negotiate directly with France concerning civilian guards, offering to place those under 
the control of French authorities.  As for the reparations, Germany can pay, and she will 
pay if she is compelled to pay.  But if there is any way of wriggling out of paying, 
Germany may be depended upon to try it.  Only ill-informed sentimentalists now take 
any stock in the German wails of poverty and threatened bankruptcy, and might few 
people have any remaining confidence in German good faith.  Before the end of May, it is 
believed the allied supreme council will meet again, either in Belgium or Italy, to discuss 
the modalities for securing the reparations payments, and to take up the problems of 
Upper Silesia.  At that session of the council, the United States will be represented, 
probably by Ambassador Harvey, who has arrived in England with promises of the close 
cooperation of this country in the task of readjusting the affairs of Europe so far as they 
affect America, at least.  This is in accord with the policy adopted by President Harding, a 
policy which probably will not be changed by the attacks on it already being made by 
certain elements in the Senate.  The fight in that body was opened by La Follette of 
Wisconsin, who introduced a resolution declaring it to be the sense of the Senate that the 
United States should take no part in European affairs under the Versailles Treaty, 
denouncing the pact and pointing out that it has been repudiated by the Senate and the 
American people.  Ambassador Wallace in Paris, France, last week resumed his place in 



the ambassadors’ council, which is trying to settle the Upper Silesia imbroglio, and 
Roland Boyden again took his old place on the reparations commission, under 
instructions from Washington, D.C….At this writing, the situation in Upper Silesia 
appears more serious than ever, despite reports of an armistice, and statements by 
Korfanty, leader of the Polish insurgents, that an agreement with the allies had been 
reached.  The Germans in the region and nearby, forbidden by the French to make actual 
war on the Poles, are making full use of their armed civilian forces there, and are reported 
to have defeated the Poles in the Cosel district, east of the Oder River.  At Ratibor and 
Rosenberg, also, there was severe fighting.  The Poles were using heavy artillery and 
other guns they had captured from the Italian plebiscite force, and the Germans had 
batteries provided by the Italians for defensive use.  It was fairly evident that the French 
were at least tacitly supporting the Poles, and there was reason to believe that if the 
British and Italians could restrain the German civilian forces, a temporary truce could be 
arranged pending the settlement of the entire controversy by the supreme council or the 
League of Nations.  The Poles feel they have been “double crossed” by the allies, about 
Teschen, about the Ukraine, about Danzig, and now about Upper Silesia, and their 
patience was exhausted.  Those who are informed concerning the treatment Poland has 
received are inclined to sympathize with her in this instance.  Others look on her action at 
this time as another example of the impetuous and unruly behavior that has been 
characteristic of Poland in the past.  The allies are about to emphasize their aloofness 
from the struggle between the Greeks and the Turkish Nationalists in Asia Minor.  
Dispatches from Constantinople, Turkey, say the allied high commissioners, general, and 
admirals there have decided to proclaim the neutrality of that city, and of the Bosporus 
and Dardanelles, while the warfare between the Greeks and Turks continues.  Greece will 
be asked to remove her warships from territorial waters, and will not longer be able to use 
the city as a base.  Her forces on the Brusa and Ismid fronts must be supplied by way of 
Rodosto.  The difficulty in understanding the situation in the Near East is illustrated by 
the news tat the Russian soviet authorities, who were supposed to be supporting Kemal 
Pasha, leader of the Turkish Nationalists, have been plotting against him, with the object 
of establishing a Soviet republic in Angora.  The scheme was uncovered in time, and 
many arrests of Bolsheviki were made…President Harding has fixed things so the 
administration can, to a certain extent, use its judgment in appointing postmasters.  He 
has issued an order affecting about 13,000 post offices of the first, second, and third 
classes, authorizing the selection of any one of the first three applicants on the eligible list  
as determined by open competitive examinations.  Under an order of President Wilson, 
the one at the head of the list had to be appointed.  President Harding said the new 
arrangement was made to permit business training and experience to be considered, and 
so that the choice would not be based merely on “a cloistered scholastic examination 
which might result in a high grade in theory, but not a guarantee of efficiency in fact.”    

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 



Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms – 
European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  The café with the 
big electric sign.  The Josephine – European plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table 
d’hote meals in café in same building.  The Lewiston is now open for business.  Prompt 
attention to all inquiries.  Telephone #80 or #81 for reservations.  Grand Lake Lodge.  
Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park, at its western 
entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building and 
attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has its 
own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail 
and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 
per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, 
Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Millions of persons have carried travelers cheques to 
every nook and cranny of the earth.  Inexperienced travelers as well as veteran 
globetrotters have found this form of self-identifying travel funds essential to their 
comfort.  When you buy travelers cheques at this bank, you convert your travel money 
into a form of currency which is readily negotiable anywhere, and yet which can be spent 
by no one but you.  Travelers cheques are popular with tourists because they positively 
safeguard travel funds.  They are popular with hotels and railroads and steamship 
companies because they are not alluring loot to thieves, and because they eliminate 
embarrassment and hazards incidental to cashing personal checks.  We regard the sale of 
this international currency as one of the most important phases of our complete banking 
service.  It costs little to insure your funds against loss by purchasing travelers cheques at 
this bank.  The Estes Park Bank.  Saving and checking accounts, safety deposit boxes, 
loans, exchange, and bonds.

20 May 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside:  Mrs. Frances Grubb of Ault has 
been visiting her son John Frank Grubb and family…Mrs. John Frank Grubb spent the 
weekend in Longmont with her mother, Mrs. Moses G. Rockwell…Albin Griffith was in 
Denver Thursday on business…H.C. Bond [sic, suggest Cornelius H. Bond or Frank C. 
Bond] was in Denver on business the middle of the week…Bert Stephens of Longmont 
has just completed a cottage on the Cooper place above Griffiths, and will move up soon 
for the summer…Mr. and Mrs. G.V. Croft of Gallup, New Mexico, came into Estes Park 
Tuesday.  Mr. Croft has accepted a situation with the Rocky Mountain Parks 
Transportation Company as stenographer.  Mr. Croft says he has never seen anything to 
compare with the beauty of Estes Park…Semi-advertisement:  Special for Saturday and 
Sunday, fresh strawberry ice cream at Somers’ Dainty Shop…H.F. Knight of the 
Continental Oil Company was in town Wednesday looking after the interests of the 
company here…Mrs. R.X.E. McGraw spent the first of the week in Denver…Howard 
James informs us that the Elkhorn will open for business Saturday, 28 May 1921.  This of 



course is good news to the patrons of the Elkhorn who prefer to spend the entire summer 
in Estes Park…Semi-advertisement:  20% reduction on Goodrich tires and tubes by 
Goodrich Rubber Company at the Johnson Garage…Augustus Denby Lewis left 
Thursday for Grand Lake via Denver.  He expects to return Tuesday…The Brown Tea Pot 
Café [a block 3 business] will open this year with a special dinner Sunday. Mrs. H.B. 
Tomlinson and daughter, Miss Nellie, are the proprietors.  They are courteous and have 
their place of business attractively arranged, and we bespeak for them a prosperous 
season…Mrs. B.D. Sanborn and Mrs. S.W. Williams of Greeley came up Sunday for a 
two week stay at the Sanborn cottage in the High Pines neighborhood…The Estes Park 
post of the American Legion of ex-servicemen of this community enjoyed a very 
delightful three-course luncheon at the National Park Hotel Tuesday evening.  A very 
interesting meeting followed the luncheon.  The Legion boys are a live bunch, and always 
have a good time at their meetings…M.D. Graves is building a sleeping porch addition to 
his cottage in Prospect Heights…Mrs. M.M. Lord is having a number of improvements 
made on her property in Prospect Heights.  The house has been wired for electricity…Dr. 
Pershing and family of Denver spent the weekend at their cottage in the High Pines 
neighborhood…Mrs. Bradford of Boulder spent the weekend at her cottage in the High 
Pines neighborhood…Fishermen who always prefer to try their luck first in Fall River 
will be pleased to know that Fall River Lodge will be open for business 25 May 1921…
Secretary Dugald Floyd Godfrey of the Chamber of Commerce is in receipt of a letter 
from the Fort Collins Chamber of Commerce speaking in a pleasing way of the Estes 
Park Trail, and also asking for a supply of Estes Park literature.  Wouldn’t it be a fine 
thing if the Estes Park Trail could be placed each week on the reading table of travelers’ 
rest rooms provided by the principal cities through which tourists pass en route to the 
Rocky Mountain region?…The Steads will be ready to care for its patrons this year as 
usual at the opening of the fishing season, opening 24 May 1925.  The streams, while 
running good heads of water, are clear, and fishing should be good for this time of year…
R.E. Smith, barber at the Log Cabin barbershop, drove to Fort Collins Sunday, 
accompanied by Robert A. Becker, Miss Leona Cole, telephone operator, and Uncle John 
of the Elkhorn, the latter going on to Windsor to spend the day with his daughter…
Boyd’s Market and Grocery opened its doors for business Saturday morning with an 
attractive stock of goods.  Harry B. Boyd, proprietor, returned two weeks ago from 
California, where he spent the winter.  Bob Wertz, who was in the market last year, is 
meat cutter again this year…Dr. Harry Jordan will open his dental office 1 June 1921 and 
be here again all summer…Mr. and Mrs. B.R. Merkin of Long Beach, California, M.C. 
Wallace of Edgemont, South Dakota, and Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Davis and daughter Roberta 
of Loveland were recent visitors at the George Johnson home…I.B. Allen, the new 
general manager of the Lewiston Hotels Company, arrived in town Monday and will 
make his home in one of the cottages on the Fall River Road this side of the Elkhorn…
Manager Derby of the Moraine Lodge informs us that the lodge will as usual be prepared 
to care for fishing parties at the opening of the season…Henry Dockhorn and wife of St. 
Joseph, Missouri, who are driving through to Los Angeles, California, made a side trip to 
Estes Park Tuesday and were much impressed with the beauty and grandeur of the Big 



Thompson Canyon and Estes Park region…C.H. Alexander, the popular proprietor of the 
Columbines Hotel, came down Monday from Longs Peak region.  The road in Boulder 
County is being kept in the finest possible shape, far ahead of that portion in Larimer 
County, and that portion through the Rocky Mountain National Park is almost impassible.  
We trust that the authorities who have charge of this work may soon be able to give the 
roads in this region the attention they are so much in need of…Elton Johnson, Irvine 
Hupp, and “Red” James, all students at the University of Colorado at Boulder, spent the 
weekend in Estes Park with their parents…W.E. Wallace of Denver, and mother and 
friends of Fort Collins, Mrs. L.E. Wallace, E.C. Dake and family and Mrs. L.W. Welch, 
were up Sunday at the Mrs. Lord cottage in Prospect Heights.  Mrs. W.E. Wallace, who 
had spent the week with her mother, Mrs. Lord, returned to Denver with her husband.

20 May 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Prompt Action on Peace Foreseen.  Washington, 
D.C.  After a conference with President Harding, Representative Mondell, Republican 
leader, said he saw no reason why there should not be reasonably prompt action by the 
House in passing a peace resolution.  He said the situation resulting from the reperations 
controversy apparently had been cleared up.

20 May 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Estate to Aid Education.  Cincinnati, Ohio.  The 
$2,000,000 estate left by Mrs. Eleanor C.U. Alms, widow of Frederick Alms, a founder of 
the Alms and Doepke Company, department store here, is to go into a trust for the benefit 
of educational charity, art, musical, and recreational institutions in this city, by the terms 
of her will filed here.

20 May 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Patent Officials Named.  Washington, D.C.  
William A. Kinnan of Michigan has been nominated to be first assistant commissioner of 
patents.  At the same time, President Harding named Karl Fenning of Ohio to be assistant 
commissioner of patents, and Sidney F. Smith of Massachusetts to be examiner in chief in 
the patent office.

20 May 1921 – Headline and dateline:  Senate Declares for Big Army.  Washington, D.C.  
An army of 175,000 men has been decided on by the Senate military affairs 
subcommittee considering the army appropriation bill.  The measure as passed by the 
House provided for an army of 150,000.  In fixing the army strength at 175,000 men, the 
subcommittee acceded to the request of Secretary Weeks that such minimum be provided, 
even if other items had to be decreased.  The bill before the full committee would carry 
$339,859,000.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Your printing.  We are exceptionally equipped to handle 
your needs in printing.  Our work speaks for itself, and our prices are based on the actual 



cost of producing each job, plus a reasonable profit.  Telephone #27-J3 for an 
appointment.  The Estes Park Trail.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Scott’s Heights, adjoining YMCA, to rent for the season.  
Large bungalow, tent house, garage, and stable for four horses.  Also, five-room cottage 
with garage, modern conveniences, single rooms to rent close to dining hall.  First-class 
table service.  Telephone #27-R7.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Anything electrical, we have it.  Responsible wiring and 
repair work.  Key fitting and novelty work.  The Electric Shop Company.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market.  Fresh and cured meats, staple and fancy 
groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  Telephone #73, Estes Park, 
Colorado. 

20 May 1921 – Column title:  Social Events.  Mrs. Freburg, assisted by Mrs. Manning, 
entertained at a pretty four-course luncheon Friday afternoon in honor of Mrs. Walter 
Fulton, who left this week with her husband for Glacier Park, Montana, where he will be 
employed by the Glacier Park Transportation Company.  Covers were laid for Mrs. 
Manning, Mrs. Fulton, Mrs. Piltz, Mrs. Fred Anderson, Mrs. Stith, Mrs. Lee Tallant, Mrs. 
William Tallant, Mrs. Rivers, Mrs. Charles Anderson, Mrs. Rockwell, and Miss Isabel 
Matteson.  The decoration scheme was carried out with carnations and sweet peas.  
Several piano selections were given by Miss Matteson…The Woman’s Club held their 
regular meeting at the schoolhouse Wednesday of last week.  Mrs. Joe Mills gave a 
splendid paper on “Summary and Achievement of the League of Nations.”  She also 
displayed the present world maps showing the changes made during and since the world 
war.  The next meeting will be held Wednesday of next week at the Stead’s Hotel in 
Moraine Park, which will also be the Spring Rally meeting.  This meeting coming during 
Forest Protection Week, the club will observe it by short appropriate talks.  The roll call 
will be answered by current events bearing on forest protection…The Westminster Guild 
will give an apron social and tea at the church next Thursday afternoon, to which all are 
invited.  This is a social occasion, and no charge is made.  Aprons have been sent out, 
however, and it is hoped you will bring yours at that time with the pocket well-filled with 
coins.  The Westminster Guild desires to raise sufficient funds at this time in this way to 
build new steps at the church.  Don’t forget the date, and plan to be there…The Ladies 
Aid met Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Edsall and Mrs. [Arthur K.] Holmes.  There was 
a good attendance, and nice refreshments were served.  The next meeting will be held 15 
June 1921 with Mrs. Samuel Service…The Women’s Missionary Society would like to 
secure cast off coats, sweaters, and stocking caps for boys and girls ages 8 to 16 years.  
These are to go to the Kirkwood Memorial School at Ganado, Arizona.  Leave whatever 
you can with Mrs. Godfrey…Last Friday evening, a dinner and slumber party was given 
to a few of the girls by Helen Service in Mrs. Service’s cottage on the hill.  After the 
dinner, they all came down and enjoyed the picture show, returning to the cottage, where 



they spent the rest of the evening telling stories and playing games.  Those present were 
Miss Humphrey, Miss Elise Johnson [sic], Miss Blanche Sarchet, Miss Maurine Lewis, 
Miss Melissa Husted, Miss Louise Macdonald, Miss Caroline James [daughter of Carrie 
James, former Loveland postmaster], and Miss Beulah Walker.  It was almost noon 
before they decided it was time to depart for their homes. 

20 May 1921 – Mace Brothers, proprietors of Baldpate Inn, will have completed 
extensive improvements to their hotel property by 28 May 1921, when they will have 
their formal opening for the season.  Last Sunday, they had as weekend guests a party 
from Denver consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Al Kempter and daughters Cecil and Winifred.  
G.E. Michael of Council Bluffs, Iowa, and J.T. Enright of Omaha, Nebraska, came in a 
week ago for a brief stay, after having spent most of their vacation in Colorado Springs.  
They were very enthusiastic about the beauty and grandeur of Estes Park, and expressed 
great regret that they had spent any of their vacation elsewhere.  They made the Baldpate 
their headquarters, and while here, among other trips, they succeeded in getting to 
timberline on Longs Peak.

20 May 1921 – We will appreciate your calling us when you know of an item of news.

20 May 1921 – Photograph:  Image of female model in an evening gown, full face and 
full figure, standing in near-right profile, holding a feathered or frilled purse and wearing 
dress shoes.  Caption [as headline]:  New gown for debutante.  Caption:  This evening 
gown for the debutante is of shell pink faille, trimmed with silver lace.  The apron front is 
wired out in hoop effect.  Credit:  The photograph is uncredited, but there is an illegible 
copyright under the model’s left heel, which lists two names of at least eight letters each.  

20 May 1921 – Headline:  Chamber of Commerce Elects Officers.  The annual election 
of officers of the Chamber of Commerce took place Monday night at the Hupp Hotel 
following a splendid dinner.  There was a large attendance, nearly 60 being served, and a 
splendid spirit prevailed during the entire evening.  The entire list of officers and board of 
directors were received for another [word missing, presumably “year”].  James D. Stead 
president, Dugald Floyd Godfrey vice-president, and Claude Erwin Verry treasurer.  The 
ladies of those present gathered at the National Park Hotel for a dinner and social time, 
and during the evening, sent a bunch of Flanders poppies to the Chamber of Commerce 
with their compliments, and the request that they be worn Memorial Day.  H.D. Parker, 
who has been a summer resident of Estes Park for a good many years, leaves Saturday for 
the Rotarian convention in Edinburgh, Scotland, and the Chamber of Commerce provided 
him with literature and views of Estes Park, and Mr. Parker will work hard to bring the 
1923 convention here.  The body voted a cup to be given for one of the events during the 
golf tournament here next month.  A number of matters pertaining to the welfare of the 
traveling public was discussed.  The committee having in hand the raising of the budget 
for this year reported nearly $3700 raised, which will be used in community advertising 



this year.  The pooling of advertising monies is a long step in the right direction, and the 
advertising solicitors and fakirs hereafter will have mighty slim pickings in Estes Park.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Subscribe today.  Do not delay.  Don’t wait for us to call 
on you for your subscription.  Just sit down and write us a note or postal card and tell us 
to put your name on the mailing list at once.  Or telephone us – call #27-J3.  While they 
last, we will furnish the back numbers if you want to file them.  Estes Park Trail.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel “In the Village”, Magers and 
Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention to weekend and 
fishing parties.  European plan, rates reasonable.

20 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell, funeral director and licensed embalmer, 
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Phone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]

20 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  XX Sure Cures by Walt Mason.  [A mug shot of 
the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp suit and tie, and with a part in 
his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column.]  “Old Jingleson says he can cure 
any disease by drinking hot water,” announced the bald boarder.  “He has had every 
disease that is officially recognized by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons, 
and has banished them all by that simple means.”  “Anything becomes a curative agent if 
a man believes in it hard enough,” said the star boarder.  “Jasper Jones says he was 
tormented with rheumatism for ten years, and tried everything of which we read in the 
almanacs, and nothing did him any good until he got a horse chestnut and carried it 
around in his pocket.  Then, the rheumatism disappeared, and hasn’t played a return 
engagement since.  I have talked with Jasper often, trying to point out the folly of his 
claim, but he refuses to yield an inch.  ‘I used to have all kinds of rheumatics before I got 
that horse chestnut,’ he says, ‘and now I haven’t a single one.  Who would ask better 
proof than that?’”  “And echo answers who, my dear Mrs. Jiggers.  It may be that a horse 
chestnut in the hip pocket is a specific for rheumatism.  It isn’t safe to denounce any 
theory as a false alarm.  Ira Grifway used to be always groaning about his diseases, until 
it became unpleasant to meet him.  He couldn’t talk about anything else.  He ignored the 
crops, and regarded the weather with contempt, and devoted all his great energy and 
talents to a discussion of the things that were hurting him.  Then, all of a sudden, he 
began boasting of how hale and hearty he was.  He explained that the road to health was 
absurdly easy, and there was no excuse for sickness anywhere.  All a man had to do, he 
said, was to get up early in the morning, before sunrise, and draw in a hundred long 
breaths of crisp, morning air.  He made the discovery himself, and it was more important 
than any modern invention.  His sincerity is shown by the fact that there was no possible 



graft connected with it.  A man can’t sell the morning atmosphere at so much per breath.  
Ira’s great discovery was free to everybody.  If I were going to invent a cure for anything, 
I’d compound something that could be put up in bottles and sold at a dollar a throw.  The 
man who invents a fresh air cure is running benevolence into the ground.  His cure was so 
cheap that I decided to try it, as I was suffering from a broken heart and a sluggish liver at 
that period.  I set my alarm clock for an hour before sunrise, and got up in the pale, bleak 
dawn, and put my head out of the window to inhale the prescribed hundred breaths.  I had 
reached the twenty-seventh breath when a dissipated bee or wasp, on its way home from 
a night of revelry, stung me on the nose, and I was in such haste to put a porous plaster on 
that organ, that I didn’t finish the treatment, and never tried it again.  But I knew many 
people who claimed they were cured of everything from the mumps to hoof and mouth 
disease by the hundred-breaths treatment.  There was a spring on my father’s farm, and I 
doped it with sulphuric acid and a few other wholesome ingredients, and then began 
selling the water to the afflicted for ten cents a jug.  Some marvelous cures were effected.  
Men hobbled there on crutches to buy the healing fluid, and when they left, they threw 
their crutches away.  For a brief session, I had more small change than any boy in the 
county, but my father returned home from a visit, and when he found out what I had been 
doing, he interviewed me with a hickory pole, and for a year or two, I was busy paying 
back the money I had collected from sufferers.  The people who had been healed suffered 
a relapse as soon as they heard the water was faked, which goes to show, Mrs. Jiggers, 
that we are entitled to a better quality of butter on this table.”

20 May 1921 – Fire of unknown origin which threatened for a time to destroy the entire 
town of Calhan, burned the Groves drug store to the ground, partially destroyed a large 
community store, and caused a damage estimated at nearly $100,000…After a search of 
more that a year, Joseph Christopher of Fort Collins found his 5-year-old daughter, Sarah 
Adeline, at Cripple Creek, at the home of her grandmother.  The child was restored to the 
father by Sheriff Von Paul.  Christopher asserts the child was kidnapped by her mother 
and grandmother, and taken to points in Kansas and Oklahoma, and later brought here…
A.A. Foster, 88 years old, who for many years was editor of the North American Review, 
is dead at Montrose.  In 1868, he established the Wakefield Banner, which is still 
operating, and, after many other journalistic ventures, became the editor of the North 
American Review, which position he held until he was forced to come west because of 
his health.  During his 14 years’ residence in Montrose, he has continued his 
contributions to the North American Review and other national magazines…Marking the 
site of old Fort Pueblo, the scene of the Ute massacre of Christmas Eve in 1854, at which 
time the entire white population of that district lost their lives, a large granite monument 
is to be erected on the north bank of the Arkansas River, between the levee and the new 
city hall building, by Pueblo and Arkansas Valley chapters of the Daughters of the 
American Revolution…Edward Stanko, 17 months old, the only child of Mr. and Mrs. 
E.R. Stanko of Pueblo, was drowned in the Booth irrigation ditch at the Stanko Ranch, 
two miles east of Pueblo…The Woman’s General Missionary Society of the United 
Presbyterian church will hold its 38th national convention in Fort Morgan, 3 June 1921 



through 7 June 1921.  Between 250 and 300 delegates from all over the United States will 
gather, besides a score or more of missionaries from Egypt, India, and the Sudan, who 
will tell of their work in the Far East and Near East…Russell Stout and Reason Stout, 
boys who assisted Theodore Knight in the rescue of the aged insane man known as 
“William the Prophet” during the great storm here in April 1921, were presented with 
watches by the Colorado Springs Rotary Club.  The Stout boys live on the Cheyenne 
Valley Ranch, where William was taken after being found in the marooned automobile…
A contract was made with the Dixon Transportation Company for hauling the mail and 
parcel post from Wamsutter, Wyoming, on the Union Pacific, to Craig, Colorado.  When 
the crew began taking the stuff away from Wamsutter, Wyoming, three carloads of parcel 
post for the Bear River section had accumulated, and for several days, trucks were used 
to relieve this congestion…A total of 266 railroad employees have been placed back on 
the job in the local railway service at Salida [Colorado].  The number includes nearly 
every one of the various crafts…Publication of the slacker lists has been begun in various 
parts of the country, but some newspapers already have discontinued it, because it was 
found the lists as supplied by the war department were woefully faulty, including the 
names of many men who served their country patriotically in the war.  Such names, 
according to a ruling of the department, cannot be removed from the lists without the 
authorization of the department after the injured persons have proved their cases at 
Washington, D.C.  As fort he most offensive of all the slackers, G.C. Bergdoll, the war 
department intends to keep after him unremittingly, until it brings him back from 
Germany and punished him.  Such is the statement of General March, chief of staff, to the 
House committee investigating the escape of the draft dodger.  The inquiry, which has 
brought out many acrimonious accusations, seems to be narrowing down so that the 
blame for the escape of Bergdoll will be placed on Clarence Gibboney, one of the 
slacker’s attorneys, since dead, and the two sergeants from whose custody Bergdoll got 
away…Another crisis drew near in the British coal strike last week.  The transport 
workers decided that no foreign coal should be unloaded in the United Kingdom, 
promising aid in this to the miners, and taking up the matter with the railway workers.  
The government was determined that the entry of foreign coal for vital purposes should 
not be prevented, and began concentrating soldiers and sailors in areas where trouble 
might be expected.  Robert Williams, leader of the transport workers, said, “The embargo 
will be maintained even if disease results.  The remedy is to stop the importation of 
coal.”…According to foreign correspondents, the British government has offered the 
Sinn Fein leaders a new peace proposition, which the latter seem willing to accept.  
Ireland is offered all the rights possessed by any self-governing member of the empire, 
including full fiscal autonomy, and full control of its judiciary and police, and the annual 
tribute of 18,000,000 pounds will be abandoned.  Arrangements for defense by the army 
and navy are left open for discussion.  A condition to the offer is that both north and south 
Ireland must accept it as a final settlement, and must work together as a united Ireland.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music, Mountain Hall, Estes 
Park.  [Illustration of a two-story wooden lodge or cabin in the mountains with a large, 



wrap-around porch, and a wooden staircase leading up from the approach road to the side 
of the building.  The porch is supported by wooden poles angled back to the ground near 
the building’s foundation.]  Instruction in piano and theoretical studies under a faculty of 
artists of established reputation.  For information address John M. Rosborough, 2020 S. 
25th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska, until 1 June 1921, Estes Park thereafter

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison phonographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records – player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and show cases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at Estes Park Drug Store.  
In Estes Park one of two days each week.

20 May 1921 – Headline, subhead, and byline:  A Lost Hope Romance.  First prize 
winner in Estes Park Trail’s high school story writing contest.  By Melissa Katherine 
Husted. (Continued)  [Concluded]  It was sunset again on these same western plains, and 
on the little town of Lost Hope.  Sunset but more than two years later.  The mail car, now 
an automobile, had come and gone.  A sweet-faced girl with blue eyes and sunny hair 
stood looking wistfully toward the distant horizon.  She started suddenly as her father 
spoke to her, for her thoughts were far away.  They were not only sad thoughts, but bitter 
ones also.  Why had Jack never written one word of explanation?  Surely something was 
due her, even if only a line or two.  Those first letters!  She still treasured them, although 
she knew she should have destroyed them long since.  But they were like the Jack she 
knew of old, so loving and true and brave; not like the Jack who had married over in 
France a few months ago, and would soon be coming back to Lost Hope with his young 
bride.  The letter he had written before his marriage did not sound like Jack at all.  
Certainly not like her Jack.  In her thoughts, she went over everything again for the 
thousandth time.  Those first months with their hopes, their fears, and their terrors!  Then 
Jack wounded, so far away and among strangers!  Those agonizing weeks of suspense!  
How she had longed to fly to him!  The hopeful and cheering letters she had written every 
day.  Then Jack pronounced well enough again to go back to the front, and a few more 
brave and loving letters to treasure with the rest.  Then Jack reported among the missing!  
How she had hoped against hope, and how these loving friends around her had cheered 
her and kept up her fainting heart by hopeful words and thoughtful deeds, until one by 
one they also lost all hope!  All except Lanky Jim, good old Lanky Jim!  He always held 
to it that Jack was alive and well, and that she would surely hear from him soon.  Well, 
she had heard just a month ago.  A letter in Jack’s handwriting, but, oh, the words and 
expressions!  So unlike her Jack of old!  Just to tell her how sorry he was that he had 
changed, and their old dreams and plans could never come true.  The little French girl he 
had met and loved.  How he had dwelt on her charms, and begged Billy to forgive him 
for his fickle mind.  Lanky Jim would not believe the letter came from Jack, and at first 
she had tried to believe it with him.  But later, she had thought she was foolish to try 
longer to delude herself.  It was far more sensible to try to forget.  A car drove up to the 
door of the post office, and a young man alighted.  “Good evening, Billy.  Come for a 
spin in the new car with me.”  “Why, thank you, Dick, I shall be delighted.”  At first she 



thought she would refuse, but, it would help her to forget.  They rode in silence for some 
time.  Then Dick spoke on the one subject which seemed always in his mind, and which 
Billy had forbidden him to mention so many, many times.  It seemed useless to forbid it, 
for he would not be stilled.  Would she marry him, and when?  Surely she had had a long 
enough time to consider the question.  In times past, he had been wont to drag Jack’s 
name in with sneers and vituperations in spite of Billy’s protests, until the time Billy had 
surprised him by quietly jumping out of the car as he was moving slowly round a sharp 
curve, and had taken a short cut through some timber to her home.  He had run after her, 
and tried to induce her to return to the car, but she would not listen to his promises or 
protests, nor indeed speak to him at all through the entire walk home.  He was so angry, 
he would have like to have carried her back by force, but had sense enough to see that his 
cause would be forever ruined if he did.  So, although inwardly raging, he was outwardly 
very humble, but after leaving her at the door, he cursed wickedly on his way back to the 
car, and viciously kicked that unoffending object when he reached it, muttering fiercely 
meanwhile, “Just wait, young lady, until I have you in my power, then we shall see who 
is boss.”  Since then, however, he refrained from mentioning Jack’s name.  During the 
time after Jack had been reported missing, it was useless to even try to approach Billy on 
the one subject Dick most desired to mention, or indeed on any subject whatsoever.  But 
the advent of Jack’s last letter had gradually changed things, so tonight Dick was 
determined to have a definite answer.  He gave a sarcastic and rather revengeful smile 
each time he thought of that last letter of Jack’s, while Billy, in spite of his urgings and 
importunities, pleaded for a longer time to consider her answer to his question.  He was 
obliged to see her disappear at last through the front door of her home, without having 
succeeded in getting his much desired answer.  Dick had been the butt of sneers, sarcasm, 
and even open antagonism during that first year of the war, when so many of the young 
fellows had enlisted and gone.  For the little town of Lost Hope was intensely patriotic.  
But later, he had won back some respect from the majority, and even reluctant admiration 
from a few, by announcing that he had been called by Uncle Sam to go overseas on a 
special mission, leaving it to be inferred that it was exactly what he had been expecting 
and waiting for, but that the government had expected him to practice all secrecy in 
regard to it.  The following day, an automobile drove into Lost Hope, and one of its 
occupants stepped out in front of Billy Evans’ home.  He walked rather slowly, and with a 
slight limp.  His uniform and his medals proclaimed him one of our own boys, returned 
from overseas, and with honors.  In answer to his rap, Billy herself came to the door, and 
stood as one petrified when she gazed into the eyes of Jack Barton [sic, previously Jack 
Boston]!  She was expecting him, of course, so why stand dumb?  She tried to rouse 
herself, and at last forced a smile and a “Why Jack, welcome home!”  As he stood facing 
her and gazing fixedly into her eyes as if searching longingly for something, he asked, “Is 
that all you have to say to me, Billy?”  Then, after a short pause, “Couldn’t you explain 
just a little bit to me, Billy, or are you too happy?”  “Explain!  Happy!” exclaimed poor 
Billy, bewildered.  Then suddenly, “Where is your wife?”  “Wife!  I have no wife!  Why, 
what are you talking about?”  Then he sprang suddenly forward, and caught her in his 
arms, as she reeled and would have sunk to the floor.  As he laid her on the couch, he 



muttered brokenly, “Oh Billy, Billy, something is surely wrong somewhere!”  When she 
came to herself, with his arm still round her, and looked long and deep into his honest 
dark eyes, she felt as positive as he that surely something had gone amiss, and that he was 
telling her the absolute truth when he asserted again that he had no wife, and had never 
even thought of having any but her, if only it wasn’t too late.  At this, Billy exclaimed, 
“What do you mean by ‘too late’, and what about your letter?”  Jack said he had written 
no letter since being taken prisoner so long ago, and lying wounded in a German camp, 
and had received no news from home until her letter awaiting him, when he reached 
America.  Her letter telling him she was to be married soon to another man.  It was 
Billy’s turn to be surprised, for she had written no letter.  Many explanations followed, 
but the mystery of the letter was not solved.  They were so happy to be together, however, 
that they ceased to discuss it, for a while at least, and to talk of more wonderful things, 
and their future plans.  In response to a knock at the door, they both went to open it, and 
Richard Brant stood there.  As sight of Jack, he turned white, muttered, “My God, Jack 
Barton!”, turned, climbed into his car, and drove off at full speed.  He was never seen in 
those parts again, and it developed later that his secret mission for the U.S. government 
was only a blind, and that he had long been a spy in the employ of the German 
government.  This accounted for the many suspicious acts and unexplainable absences, 
which his employers and acquaintances could never understand.  The mystery of the 
letters was never wholly explained, except in the minds of Billy, Jack, and Lanky Jim.  
His sole reason for coming back to those parts seemed to be his determination to win 
Billy for his bride.  Thus, the far-reaching influence of a good woman, and as Lanky Jim 
put it when Billy and Jack were married, “Wall, wall, as the sayin’ is, ‘All’s wall that ends 
wall,’ and you’re both jest as happy and no worse off for your ’sperience.”  (The end.)

20 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  True economy lies not is saving a small sum on the initial 
purchase, but in securing an article which will give permanent and satisfactory wear.  For 
instance, Aladdin aluminum wear – that is an article which possesses real merit, and the 
price, now greatly reduced, is little higher than common granite.  We are now showing a 
complete line from percolators to pie tins.  Note the window display.  J.E. Macdonald.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if it’s 
lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent – Just telephone #27-J3 and our 
little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley, builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the Park Theatre [so on the east side of what is now Moraine Avenue] or third 
house on High Drive at Pinerift.     



20 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  New Ideas in All-Day Frocks by Julia 
Bottomley.  [Photograph:  Image of two female models standing side-by-side, both 
wearing dark-colored outfits with lighter blouses or chemises underneath.  Both are posed 
full face and essentially full figure, although slightly turned inward toward each other.  
The model on the left grasps the right arm of an ornate, high-backed chair.  The 
photograph is uncaptioned and uncredited.]  The diverse occupations and activities of the 
modern woman’s day make a frock suited to every hour of it about impossible of 
accomplishment.  Therefore, “all-day” as a description is to be taken with some 
limitations – it really means the greater part of a day.  But crepe-de-chine, Canton crepe, 
and similar weaves have inspired creators of frocks to make models hat come as near to 
answering for all-day wear as we are likely to ever come.  Two of these all-day frocks, as 
shown in the illustration, are unpretentious, but elegant models in which one recognizes 
many of this season’s style points, and either of them might be developed in crepe-de-
chine, Canton crepe, or other supple weaves of silk.  The frock pictured at the left must 
be imagined in a dark color of crepe-de-chine, and a good quality.  It is one of many that 
insures its success by refusing to depart from straight lines.  The bottom of the skirt is 
enriched with a wide band of embroidery in silk, like the dress in color, and narrower 
bands finish the sleeves.  The loose girdle across the front, fastening with a large buckle, 
the very long opening at the front, the handsome lace chemisette and the undefined waist 
line, all emphasize the adoption of good points in the new modes by the designer of this 
frock.  Another straight-line dress asserts its approval of deep slashes forming panels in 
the tunic, in accordance with a much-slashed mode.  For these slashes appear in suits as 
well as dresses, in tunics and the skirt portion of coats, among the handsomest models.  
Each of the slashes in the dress pictures is outlined with a border of embroidery and a 
narrow embroidered border defines the collar and the turned-back cuffs that finish 
gracefully three-quarter length sleeves.  The crowning glory of this dress is presented in 
its wide girdle, made of the material and finished with a handsome fringe, that is adjusted 
in the approved fashion about the waist.  [Signature in curvsive] Julia Bottomley  

20 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  Mother’s Cook Book by Nellie Maxwell.  Poem 
by Christine Kerr Davis.  Blossoms are spread like a tapestry priceless,/Orient opulence 
over the land./And skies have grown bluer,/And hearts have grown truer,/For the magic 
of springtime but few can withstand.  Subhead:  What to eat.  For those who are fond of 
hominy, try cooking it in bacon fat after it has been cooked in boiling water under tender, 
or the canned variety may be used, draining it before frying.  Subhead:  Delicious salad.  
Take halves of canned pears, arranged on head lettuce.  Fill the centers with chopped nuts 
and pour over it a dressing made of whipped cream and one cake of snappy cream 
cheese, mixed and beaten with a Dover eggbeater.  Subhead:  May party cakes.  Break 
into a large bowl six eggs, one cupful of sugar, and three-fourths of a cupful of softened 
butter (not melted).  Set the bowl in hot water and beat until the butter is well mixed with 
the ingredients.  Add one cupful of flour, sifting it in a little at a time while beating, and 
continue to heat until the mixture thickens slightly.  Pour into a shallow pan lined with 
greased paper, and bake until firm.  When cold, cut into fancy shapes and decorate, or use 



for jelly sandwiches.  Subhead:  Bran bread.  Take two cupfuls of bran, one-half cupful of 
molasses, one-quarter cupful of sugar, one teaspoonful of salt, two cupfuls of sour milk, 
one teaspoonful of soda, three and one-half cupfuls of flour, one-half cupful of chopped 
raisins, add one beaten egg, mix all together, and bake in a slow oven an hour and twenty 
minutes.  [Signature in cursive] Nellie Maxwell

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Michelin tires and tubes.  Fresh stock just received.  
Complete line, and at Denver prices.  Estes Park Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, 
proprietor.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company.  Drugs.  Toilet articles, 
fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #36

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel.  Most centrally located hotel in Estes Park, 
in the center of Estes Park village.  First class service, good accommodations, and 
excellent table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

20 May 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 22 May 1921.  The Christian 
view of the family.  Lesson text – Luke 10:38-42; 2:51-52, II Timothy 3:14-15.  Golden 
text – Children, obey your parents in all things, for this is well-pleasing unto the Lord.  
Fathers, provoke not your children to anger, lest they be discouraged.  Colossians 
3:20-21.  Reference material – Colossians 3:18-25, II Timothy 1:3-6, Titus 2:1-8.  
Primary topic – Helping to make home happy.  Junior topic – Making home happy.  
Intermediate and senior topic – Being a Christian at home.  Young people and adult topic 
– The Christian ideal of family life.  The lesson committee has made an infelicitous 
choice of title for this lesson.  [Are these nationally syndicated primers, or did local 
people comprise the lesson committee?]  The teacher would better ignore it, and give 
himself to the explanation of the passages of Scripture selected, as they are of immense 
importance.  I. The behavior of Martha and Mary when Jesus was in the home (Luke 
10:38-42).  The attitude of Martha and Mary toward Jesus was the same.  They both 



loved Him sincerely.  1. Jesus welcomed into Martha’s home (Luke 10:39 [sic, suggest 
Luke 10:38]).  Though Jesus had no home of His own, into this home He could come at 
any time, and throw off the restraints incident to a public ministry.  How pleasant it is to 
enter a home where one can feel “at home”.  In Martha’s home, Jesus was welcomed for 
what He was, not for what He might appear to be.  This home was His special retreat in 
the last days of His life on earth.  2. Mary sitting at Jesus’ feet (Luke 10:39).  Though this 
was Martha’s home, her sister Mary lived with her.  Mary had a peculiar spiritual insight 
which prompted her to sit at Jesus’ feet and listen to His words.  The real place to hear 
Jesus’ words is at His feet. Let no one imagine that Mary did not render any service.  The 
little word “also” implies that she had taken her turn at service.  3. Martha’s complaint 
(Luke 10:40).  She was desirous of preparing the very best possible meal for Jesus 
because she loved Him.  She was mistaken as to what pleased Jesus.  He much prefers the 
love which concerns itself with Him than for His.  Because of her failure to perceive this, 
she was “cumbered about much serving”.  Her serving got on her nerves, she became 
distracted.  In her distraction, she not only found fault with Mary, but even censured Jesus 
for allowing Mary to sit at His feet while the dinner was not finished.  In order to serve 
Jesus without distraction, one must first sit at His feet, and listen to His words.  This 
gives personal poise.  4. Jesus’ reply (Luke 10:41-42).  (1) He rebuked Martha, telling her 
that she was careful and troubled about many things.  Those who are concerned with the 
Master are anxious for nothing (Philippians 4:6).  The one thing needful for every life is 
to sit at Jesus’ feet.  The time to choose this place is in the day of sunshine.  (2) He 
commends Mary.  “Mary hath chosen that good part which shall not be taken away.”  
Those who choose this good part cannot be robbed of it by circumstances, friends, or 
foes.  II. Jesus, the obedient son (Luke 2:51-52).  Although Jesus was conscious of His 
deity and divine mission, He rendered due obedience as a faithful son.  Since he was 
known as the carpenter’s son (Matthew 13:55), and the carpenter (Mark 6:3), it is 
reasonable to suppose that He assisted Joseph in his work as a carpenter, and after 
Joseph’s death, He, as the eldest son of the family, continued with the trade to support the 
family.  Indeed, tradition has it that soon after they found Him in the temple at the age of 
12, Joseph died, leaving the care of the family upon Him.  The obedient child is really 
about his father’s business when running errands for mother in loving obedience to her 
request.  III. Timothy’s home training (II Timothy 3:14-15).  This is a picture of a real 
Christian home.  From a child, that is, a babe, Timothy was taught the Holy Scripture (II 
Timothy 3:15).  This teaching was not done in the Sunday school, but in the home of his 
mother (II Timothy 1:5).  The Sunday school can never take the place of home teaching.  
Timothy had a godly ancestry.  His mother had the good sense to fill his mind with the 
word of God before it became preoccupied with other things.  The reason this is so 
important is because the Scriptures are God-breathed, and able to make one wise.  The 
wisdom which is obtained from the Scriptures leads to Christ, the only Savior, in whom 
alone is salvation (Acts 4:12).  Subhead:  Those without fault.  And I looked, and lo, a 
Lamb stood on the Mount Zion, and with him an hundred and forty and four thousand, 
having the Father’s name written in their foreheads.  And in their mouths was found no 
guile, for they are without fault before the throne of God. –Revelation 14:1, 5.  Subhead:  



Peace.  Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on Thee, because he 
trusteth in Thee. –Isaiah 26:3  

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company.  Taxidermy 
museum.  Furs, heads, trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to rent.  Men’s and 
women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Special shipment of hand-
carved Italian trophies just received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing 
tackle.  Mrs. Nina W. Higby, Estes Park, Colorado.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Brown Tea Pot Café [a block 5 business] will open 
Sunday, 22 May 1921, with a special dinner from 12:00 noon to 2:30 p.m.  Your 
patronage is solicited.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The best vacation home is one of Hayden Brothers’ 
furnished cottages in Estes Park.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company.  

20 May 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park has New Plumber.  A.H. Buckley of Longmont has 
opened a plumbing shop the first door east of Johnson’s Garage, and informs us he will 
be open the year round for business.  With Mr. Wyatt in charge, Mr. Buckley says that 
while he is the newest businessman in the village, he is by no means a tenderfoot to the 
region, as he was first in Estes Park the summer of 1878, and that the only building he 
remembers seeing in Estes Park was the James homestead near the Elkhorn.  Mr. Buckley  
says he is a firm believer in advertising, stating that if it did not pay, the large progressive 
firms of the United States would not pay $2000 and $3000 for a single-page 
advertisement in large city dailies and national weeklies and magazines.

20 May 1921 – John Wallace returned to his home in Fort Collins after spending several 
days here visiting with friends.

20 May 1921 – Frank Bond made a business trip to Loveland Tuesday, and also to try out 
his new Dodge.  His sisters accompanied him.



20 May 1921 – Headline:  Miss Essig Pleases Good-Sized Audience.  Miss Esther Essig, 
connected with the Redpath Chautauqua circuit, and who is visiting with her parents at 
Loveland, gave a very pleasing entertainment and musical at the church Saturday night 
under the auspices of the Estes Park Music and Study Club.  Miss Essig is a singer and 
entertainer of merit, and was ably assisted by Miss Edna Foote of Chicago, Illinois, on 
the piano.  The attendance was good, and those in attendance were much pleased with the 
entire program.

20 May 1921 – Dr. Harry Jordan and sisters, Miss Bessie and Mrs. Margaret J. Johnson 
and son David of Richmond, Virginia, arrived Saturday and will occupy the Walter Fulton 
[a driver for the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company] cottage.  The doctor is 
teaching dental surgery in Colorado College, Denver [sic, Colorado College is in 
Colorado Springs], and will be here permanently after 1 June 1921.  He will have his 
office in Mr. Francis’ house, where it was last year.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company.  
Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also Fort Collins and 
through service to Denver during tourist seasons.  Freight, express, baggage, and U.S. 
mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call #20-W for any 
information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

20 May 1921 – Headline:  Rev. Montgomery Installed.  Installation services for the 
purpose of installing Rev. Montgomery as pastor of the Estes Park Presbyterian church 
were held at the church Monday evening.  Dr. Hummel of Boulder, Rev. Warnick of 
Longmont, who was accompanied by Mrs. Warnick, and Rev. Hall of Laporte assisted in 
the service.  Following the installation, a reception was tendered Rev. and Mrs. 
Montgomery by the members of the church.  A good crowd was present, and a most 
enjoyable time had.  

20 May 1921 – Arthur K. Holmes, manager of the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company, returned home Sunday from a trip to Cleveland, Ohio, and Akron, Ohio…The 
Bluebird Lunch Room has opened for the season [See 6 May 1921 mention of Miss 
Elizabeth Stone and the Bluebird cottage.  Is this different from the Bluebird Cliff 
establishment run by the Cain sisters?]…Dr. I.N. Rogers of Long Beach, California has 
rented Hayden Brothers cottage No. 11, and expects to arrive in Estes Park for the 
summer about 1 July 1921.  Miss Rogers has been employed in the drug store for a 
number of years…Where did [Arthur B.] Harris get it?  Or what did he have when he ran 
into Ed Andrews car?  (We wish to all special attention to the above item, since it is the 
first we have been able to extract from Dr. Wiest since the first issue of the Estes Park 
Trail, without the use of forceps.)  [I have no idea what this means, except to suggest that 
Dr. Wiest was reluctant to provide news to the editor of the Estes Park Trail.]…Sankey 
West and family [in the 1920 Loveland census, Sankey West had one child], accompanied 



by Edna and Paul [In the 1920 Loveland census, Edna is a daughter of Edward and Adala 
(sic) West, and Paul is a son.  Both Edna and Paul are Everett’s siblings, and Edna, who is 
the same age at Everett, is potentially his twin], drove to Longmont Sunday to see 
Everett, who has been in hospital for several weeks.  Everett was operated on again 
Friday, and the doctors are now quite hopeful of his condition…Mr. and Mrs. Osborn 
made a business trip to Loveland Friday.

20 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The three basic requirements in building a summer home 
in Estes Park are utility, strength, and beauty.  Utility depends on skill in the interior 
arrangement, strength and beauty primarily on the lumber used.  Right now, since prices 
have been reduced, builders realize that lumber gives them the utmost of these qualities at 
the greatest ultimate economy.  Let us give you an estimate on what you need.  Estes Park 
Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

20 May 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements [prior to this 
issue, this column was called Estes Park Trail Want Ads].  Read them for profit, use them 
for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, want anything, 
lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get results, and the cost is 
only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each following insertion.  Minimum 
charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Plain and fancy sewing, Mrs. Lutz, Webb 
cottage No. 8, west of Catholic church.  5-8p…Wanted – To purchase cottage near the 
[YMCA] Conference grounds.  Must be priced right.  Address R.V.E., care the Estes Park 
Trail…Wanted – Man to drive team.  Call Albin Griffith, telephone #27R2…Wanted – 
Carpenter for a few days work.  Call for Oliver Frantz at Albin Griffith’s…Subhead:  For 
Sale.  For sale – Practically new electric iron and electric heater.  K, care of Estes Park 
Trail…For sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office, 
telephone #27J3…For sale – Refrigerator, used only one summer.  Mrs. Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey…For sale – One electric Butter Kist popcorn and peanut roaster in fne shape.  
One Chalmers touring car, extra good tires.  A good buy.  R.R. Finley, Loveland, 
Colorado…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water 
system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last 
long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…For sale – Specially picked 
Burbank seed potatoes.  Milton Clauser…For sale – Cole 8 car, 7 passenger, in fine 
shape, two new tires.  A bargain.  803 East 7th Street, Loveland, Colorado.  For sale – 
Mountain potatoes, $2 per cwt.  Baled hay – best quality, $25 per ton.  Donald 
MacGregor…Subhead:  For Rent.  Homes to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. 
Griffith…Subhead:  Lost and Found.  Found – Leather handbag.  Owner can have same 
by identifying and paying for this advertisement.  Call Rocky Mountain Parks 
Transportation Company office.

27 May 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 



vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 7     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, May 27, 1921     Price 10 cents

27 May 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, 3 inch by 4-1/2 inch scenic image of 
Lewiston Hotel perched on its hill and Block 9/Sunny Acres subdivision to the south, 
covered in snow, with unfrozen Fall River and two telephone/electric poles in foreground.  
Caption [as headline]:  Winter Scene Looking toward the Lewiston.  Credit:  Courtesy of 
the Lewiston.

27 May 1921 – Headline and byline:  Outline of Estes Park’s Early History by Ansel 
Watrous.  It is five score and ten years [so 110 years, although later it becomes apparent 
that the year was 1810, or at the latest the spring of 1811, so Ansel Watrous either wrote 
this in 1920, or is referring to the latter date] ago since a white man gazed fort eh first 
time on the beauty, grandeur, and sublimity of what is now known as Estes Park and its 
environs.  How his heart must have thrilled with pleasure as the view of the enchanted 
scene burst upon him from the summit of Park Hill, as the slow-descending sun was 
shedding its evening glory on mountain, stream, and meadow.  It was a beautiful sight 
that greeted his eye, and he rejoiced in the thought that he was probably the first white 
man that had ever been favored with a view of the scene spread out before him.  That was 
a long, long time ago.  James Madison was then serving his first term as President of the 
United States.  Only 24 years had elapsed since the close of the Revolutionary War, and 
two years later the second war with Great Britain [the War of 1812] was declared.  The 
colonies had become states, and they had to fight to protect the rights of the nation.  Ten 
years after the first white man stepped foot within the limits of what is now Estes Park, 
Major Stephen H. Long got his first glimpse of the summit of that rugged old Monarch of 
the Continental Divide which now bears that gallant explorer’s name [Longs Peak].  
Thirty-nine years later, in 1859, Joel Estes visited the park, and in 1960 he built a cabin 
on Fish Creek for a house.  In his honor, the park was called Estes Park.  David 
Thompson, an English engineer and astronomer, was the first white man to set foot in 
what is now Estes Park.  The Big Thompson and Little Thompson Streams were named 
by him.  Mr. Thompson was in the employ of the Northwest Fur Company, and in 1810 
he explored the country from the headwaters of the Missouri to the headwaters of the 
Arkansas, in search of trapping grounds.  He established trapper’s camps on the two 
Thompson Rivers, and the Cache a la Poudre [sic] and their tributaries.  It was while 
exploring the Big Thompson to its source that he came upon Estes Park.  When his 
trappers came out of Estes Park in the spring of 1811, their packing animals were loaded 
with the pelts of fur-bearing animals, beaver, and bear.  Whether trapping in Estes Park 
was followed during the succeeding years by the Northwestern Fur Company is not 
known, as tradition and the records at hand are silent on that point.  It is, however, fair to 
assume that the company, or its successor, the American Fur Company, carried on 
trapping and game hunting in Estes Park for several years thereafter.  The records do 
show that Kit Carson, the famous scout, guide, and hunter, with a band of trappers, spent 
the winter of 1840-41 in Estes Park, very profitably, gathering furs.  From that time on, 



and for unknown years before that, the redman [sic, Native American] of the forest and 
plain were the only occupants of Estes Park in the summertime until Joel Estes 
established a home there in 1860.  The foregoing, partly from the records and partly 
traditional, is an outline of the early history of Estes Park [most of this account prior to 
1860 has since been discarded as fantasy].  Its subsequent history is truthfully and 
entertainingly told by Enos A. Mills, the noted mountaineer and guide, in his little book 
called “The Story of Estes Park.”  Estes Park is now a national playground, and 
thousands, nay tens of thousands, travel hundreds and even thousands of miles to spend 
the summer months, or a part of them, in that beautiful retreat.

27 May 1921 – Headline:  New Rocky Mountain National Park Literature is Out – Rocky 
Mountain National Park Superintendent Way to Maintain Information Bureau.  Rocky 
Mountain National Park Superintendent Way has just received from the government 
printing office in Washington, D.C., a supply of rules and regulations booklets of the 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  It is a 54-page affair, bound with a beautifully illustrated 
cover of unusual scenes in Rocky Mountain National Park, and contains in addition to the 
rules and regulations governing Rocky Mountain National Park much material of interest 
in Rocky Mountain National Park.  The information bureau has been opened, and will be 
maintained this year by Mr. Way, thus relieving the Chamber of Commerce of this duty.  
Mr. Way will also have checkers at all the entrances to Rocky Mountain National Park, 
thus relieving the Colorado Tourists Association of this responsibility.  Ten rangers will 
be on duty within Rocky Mountain National Park this year, adding police protection to 
the tourists, and aiding in providing for their comfort.  Information concerning Rocky 
Mountain National Park may this year be secured at any of the entrances to Rocky 
Mountain National Park.

27 May 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, 2 inch by 2-1/2 inch scenic image of single 
male mountain sheep on ridge in full-face, full-figure pose.  This is a cropped version of 
the photograph that appeared on the front cover of the 6 May 1921 issue.  Caption [as 
headline]:  Mountain Sheep Snapped Near Brinwood.  The photograph is uncredited, 
although previously, credit was given to the Brinwood Hotel.

27 May 1921 – Headline:  Brinwood Profits by Advertising.  The Brinwood Hotel made 
good use of Estes Park Trail advertising and pulling power.  A week previous to their 
opening, they ran a write up of their opening in addition to their display advertisement, 
and placed an order for one hundred copies, which they mailed out to a selected list of 
guests of other years.  The result was 28 for dinner on opening day, and Mr. Reed 
informed us practically every one of them was traceable to the Estes Park Trail.  The 
breakfast guests enjoyed the novelty of watching a herd of deer grazing about 75 yards 
from the dining room windows, and the dinner guests had the privilege of watching a 
band of Bighorn mountain sheep graze in the same spot the deer had been in that 
morning.



27 May 1921 – Mrs. Gordon Mace was in Denver Wednesday and Thursday.

27 May 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club Offers Building Site to Department of the 
Interior.  The Estes Park Woman’s Club at their meeting Wednesday afternoon voted 
almost unanimously to offer a building site to the Department of the Interior National 
Park Service for a federal administration building in the village.  The site is a most 
beautiful one, and from it visitors to Estes Park will be greeted by a superb view of Longs 
Peak and the snowy ranges for miles.  [This is lot 6 of Buenna [sic] Vista Terrace 
Subdivision, on the north side of Davis Hill.]  The administration building no doubt will 
be in keeping with the usual federal building and a great addition to Estes Park, and a 
perpetual monument [well, until it was vacated in the 1960s] to the enterprising ladies of 
Estes Park.  This action on the part of the Woman’s Club settles for all time the discussion 
about offering the city park to the federal authorities for the much-needed administration 
building, and it will be beautified and made one of the attractive spots in the village [it 
was completed by 1923].

27 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Telephone the Estes Park Trail the news, phone 
#27J3.

27 May 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Roadwork Progressing.  
Roadwork in the Rocky Mountain National Park is progressing rapidly, and 
Superintendent Way hopes soon to have all the roads in good condition.  Work on the 
High Drive and the Moraine Park Road is going along nicely, and a gang of men has been 
put to work on the Longs Peak road, and it is hoped this road will soon be in good 
condition.  Larimer County also has started work in its stretch of this road, and we trust 
they will not stop until this part of the road compares favorably with Boulder County’s 
portion of it.  A recent inspection trip over the Fall River Road revealed the fact that the 
snow is melting rapidly, and it is still hoped to have that highway open for traffic on 
scheduled time, 15 June 1921.

27 May 1921 – Oliver Frantz started work on the construction of a studio at the forks of 
the YMCA and Moraine Park Road.  This will be known as the Rocky Mountain National 
Park Studio.  [Presumably, this is a photography studio.  Oliver Frantz died in 1927.]

27 May 1921 – Column title:  Gleaned from the State.  With a representative attendance 
from all parts of the state, the fifth annual convention of the Colorado Retail Coal 
Dealers’ Association was held in Fort Collins…More than 100 delegates from all over 
northern Colorado gathered in Loveland for the annual convention of the Woman’s Home 
Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal church, which comprises seven counties 
in Colorado…Mable Jesser, the 8-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jesser, 
northwest of Loveland, died very suddenly, and was buried at a private funeral.  She is 
the third child of this family to die in two days, the other two dying within a few hours of 
each other of diphtheria…Fifty-six merchants of Loveland organized the Larimer County 



Credit Association, with Ross H. Comly as secretary, and a board of directors 
representing seven different lines of business.  A thorough canvass of businessmen was 
made, and the membership raised to nearly 100…At a meeting of the taxpayers, it was 
unanimously decided to instruct the board of education to call an election to decide the 
issue of $12,000 in bonds to enlarge the Seibert High School building, consolidate the 
five schools of the district, and place the school on the accredited list…Word has been 
received at Loveland that C.E. Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Davis of Loveland, who 
is now stationed with the United States army at Fort Clark, Texas, has been promoted to 
captain, and, at the same time, was selected captain of the polo team, which is said to be 
one of the best in the United States army…Plans have been completely by William W. 
Stickney, architect for the hospital to be built by the state for the use of the inmates of the 
reformatory at Buena Vista.  The inmates themselves will construct the building, and will 
make the cement blocks to be used in it.  It will be one story and basement, with a ward 
to contain 25 beds, two private wards, and one isolation ward…Charged with stealing an 
automobile from a garage in Walsenburg and driving toward Pueblo, Mick Maes, a 
Mexican, was acquitted by a jury in district court in Walsenburg.  The verdict was based 
on failure to prove intent on the part of Maes, it was announced.  Maes was accused of 
misrepresenting himself to the garage keeper and obtaining the car, which he is alleged to 
have driven away…Charging that Edward J. Schley, vice president of the First State Bank 
of Keenesburg “endeavored to ruin” him by destroying his character and business 
reputation, Barton E. Timbers, president of the Hudson State Bank of Hudson, and the 
Keene Valley State Bank of Keenesburg, has filed suit in the district court at Greeley, 
demanding $50,000 damages and a body judgment against Schley…More than 900 
applications for prospecting permits under the oil sections of the leasing act of 25 
February 1920, and covering the structural relations, were reported on by the United 
States geologic survey during the past month, according to M.C. McEniry, chief of the 
field division of the United States general land office in Denver.  The total number of 
reports rendered since 1 July 1920 is nearly 5500, it was explained.  Thirty-two reports 
were rendered during April 1921 on applications for coal leases from the government, the 
reports show…J.L. Cockrill and wife, of Eureka, Nevada, drove over 1000 miles in their 
car to reach Grand Junction, in order that a shoemaker, who specializes in making shoes 
for people who cannot wear normal shoes, might make a pair for Mrs. Cockrill.  A week 
in the valley and the trip and shoes together cost approximately $250…Prospects for one 
of the heaviest yields of sugar beets every known in the Berthoud district are brighter 
now than any season for many years, according to reports of the field men of the Great 
Western Sugar Company, who say most of the beets are up with the best stand in years, 
and blocking and thinning has begun in earnest…Between 1200 and 1400 miners in the 
Silverton district are expected to return to work within the next two weeks, following an 
agreement reached between representatives of the miners, the mine owners, and members 
of the Colorado State Industrial Commission, which met in Durango.  The mines have 
been closed since last December, and the agreement reached was the result of 
investigation by the commission since that time…The vein of gold and molybdenum ore 
discovered in Nothorofare Canyon, seven miles southwest of Grand Junction recently, 



assays at $50 per ton in gold and $100 per ton in molybdenum, according to reports from 
Seattle, Washington, where samples of the ore were sent to be assayed…Lieutenant St. 
George Creaghe, Jr., one of the first Colorado soldiers to enlist in the army after America 
entered the war, a hero of several major engagements, died in a hospital at Lamar, after 
being knocked down by an automobile on the streets of that city…Completion of the 
Mutal Carey [sic] reclamation project in Bent County, being constructed under the 
supervision of the state land board, will be completed by early fall, according to a recent 
report made by members of the board.  About 14,000 acres of land will be irrigated by the 
dam and head-gate, which are now completed.  A tunnel has been bored through 1500 
feet of solid rock, and the ditch has been built to within two miles of the land to be 
irrigated.  It is reported that a few of the homesteaders will be able to get water some time 
this summer, while all of the tract is assured of a full water supply next spring.  About 
$1,500,000 is being expended on the project…“I’m going to shoot you,” said Thelma 
Young, 8 years old, as she picked up a revolver at the home of her father in Lyons, and 
aimed it at her cousin, Elton Young, age 7, of Niwot.  The revolver discharged as she 
pressed the trigger, and sent a bullet that went through his right shoulder into the pleural 
cavity.  The boy was rushed to the hospital in Longmont.  His condition is considered 
serious.  The two children had been playing together, and had no quarrel.  Officials 
believe that the little girl had no intention of shooting, and that the discharge of the gun 
was accidental…Three boys were drowned in the Bartels Reservoir, a small lake seven 
acres in area, located one mile south of Greeley, when the flat boat in which they and two 
companions were paddling across the small body of water sank.  The three youth are 
Oliver Brenhan, 13 years old, Marvin Doney, 16, and Albert Tinker, 15.  All of the boys 
resided in Evans.  John Miller, 13 years old, and Timothy O’Grady, 15 years old, who 
were in the boat with the other three, swam to safety when the tiny craft sank…Mrs. Josie 
Clinton, wife of Charles C. Clinton, alleged bank bandit, now serving 10 to 12 years in 
the state penitentiary, died at a hospital in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, following an 
operation, and the secret of the cache of bonds said to have been stolen by her husband 
went to the grave with her…Harry McReynolds, wanted in Boulder for killing Miss Avo 
Durbin, his sweetheart, on 10 May [1921, presumably], has been arrested in Denver.  
McReynolds has been hiding in the home of a friend.  McReynolds confessed, officials 
declare.  He is said to have run all the way to Denver after the shooting…Seven graduates 
left the high school at Berthoud and received diplomas.  Dr. J. Lackland delivered the 
address, and every one of the graduates was presented with a scholarship for excellence 
in studies.  Two were given scholarships in the State Teachers College [i.e., the present 
UNC in Greeley], one in the State University [i.e., the present CU-Boulder], one in the 
Agricultural College [i.e., the present CSU in Fort Collins], one in the School of Mines 
[in Golden], one in Colorado College [in Colorado Springs], and one in Denver 
University…Arrangements have been made by President Victor C. Alderson of the 
Colorado School of Mines for the establishment of a practical mine at Idaho Springs for 
demonstration work to the students of the school this summer.  Miami Tunnel is to be 
used.  Mine surveying, tool sharpening, and practical mining will be indulged in by the 
students, under the direction of Dean L.S. Grant and Professor James Underhill…The 



first voluntary reduction in railroad rates to be made in the United States since the 
beginning of the world war [World War I] was made in Grand Junction 20 May 1921, 
when both the freight and passenger rates of the Grand River Valley Railway Company 
were reduced 25%…One of the immediate results of the reduction in wages of unskilled 
labor on railroads announced by the United States Labor Board, effective 1 July 1921, 
will be the return to work of 5000 men on railroad lines in Colorado alone, according to 
statements made by railroad officials.  Between 1000 and 1200 men will be employed by 
the Denver and Rio Grande [railroad] and a similar number by the Colorado and Southern 
[railroad].  Other lines operating in Colorado will expand their unskilled forces.  These 
lines include the Santa Fe, Burlington, Union Pacific, and Rock Island [railroads]. 

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W, Estes 
Park, Colorado.

27 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop.

27 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-J3

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars – We have been appointed agents for the 
Buick cars through the Bonnell Buick Motor Company, at Loveland.  See us for 
literature.  Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for 
the Hoffner improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the 
tank to the last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3 smooth $12.50, 30 x 3 
rough $14.50, 30 x 3-1/2 smooth $15.75, 30 x 3-1/2 rough $17.50.  Springs – Temme 
quality guaranteed springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars – 
Changing station maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – 
Two service cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] 
basis.  Osborn Garage, telephone #17-R2.

27 May 1921 – Column title:  Happenings Everywhere.  Patrick Hurley, 44, choked to 
death in a restaurant in San Francisco, California, when a piece of steak which he was 



eating became lodged in his throat…William Beasley, charged with breaking jail at 
Rockport, Missouri, who was shot by Sheriff Fischer at Nebraska City, Nebraska, while 
attempting to evade arrest, died in a hospital at that place…The seven members of the 
Oregon supreme court signed a telegram to President Harding, petitioning him to appoint 
William Howard Taft as a member of the United States Supreme Court, to succeed the 
late Chief Justice White [whose death is reported elsewhere in this issue]…John C. 
Marsh of Memphis, Tennessee, agent of the secret service, arrived in Little Rock, 
Arkansas, with B.G. Morgan, who was arrested at Hot Springs, Arkansas, in connection 
with recent threatening letters written to President Harding.  Morgan will be examined as 
to his sanity.  He said he had traveled extensively recently and that he had “fallen out 
with Harding”…The sentence of private William E. McDuffy, who was found guilty by 
an army court martial of the murder of private Oscar C. Mattman, on the night of 7 
September 1920, has been commuted by President Harding from death by hanging to life 
imprisonment, according to orders received from Washington, D.C., at Eighth Corps Area 
headquarters in San Antonio, Texas…Recommendation that a 7000-foot peak in the 
Tatoosh range, Rainier National Park, will be named Lane Peak, in honor of Franklin K. 
Lane, former Secretary of the Interior, who died recently, has been forwarded to the 
National Geographic Board by the Rainier Park Advisory Board of Seattle, Washington.  
The peak was described as one of the most beautiful in the national park…Flames which 
shot from a stove and burned Mrs. Alfred L’Ecuryer’s arm when she replenished the 
firebox with coal, which had been stored in the basement, resulted in the discovery of oil 
seeping into the excavation beneath the L’Ecuyer home in the heart of Spokane, 
Washington’s residence district.  Several gallons of the fluid were baled from the 
basement in a day, according to Mrs. L’Ecuyer’s account, conveyed by neighbors…A 
resolution directing that “The Star-Spangled Banner” be sung every day in the House, 
immediately after the chaplain’s prayer, has been introduced by Representative Appleby, 
Republican of New Jersey…Appeals to the state department by persons having friends or 
relatives detained in Russia show 100 Americans are held by Soviet authorities, a much 
larger number than indicated in officials reports.  The situation has served to strengthen 
the administration’s determination not to deal with the government of Moscow, Russia, 
until the status of Americans in Russia is remedied, it is said in Washington, D.C….The 
grain standardization laboratory of the Department of Agriculture was practically ruined 
by two explosions of chemicals which were of such force as to shake the east wing in 
which the laboratory is located.  No one was injured…Sale of 5% beer and wine with a 
14% alcoholic content would be permitted in states where votes approved such 
liberalizing of prohibition enforcement, if a bill introduced by Representative Ryan, 
Republican of New York, became a law.  The measure provides for a popular referendum 
in each state on petition of 15% of qualified voters…The number of Canadians resident 
in the United States during the last ten years has decreased by 87,501, compared with an 
increase of 27,000 in the previous decade, according to statistics just given out by the 
United States census bureau.  The report gives the total number of Canadians in the 
United States as 1,117,136.  French-Canadians number 307,681, and show a loss of 
77,402 in the ten years, while Canadians of other origin number 809,455, and show a loss 



of 10,099…Establishment of noncotton zones in pink boll worm-infected areas in west 
Texas and New Mexico was recommended to Secretary Wallace by the conference of 
representatives from the cotton growing states, who met in Washington, D.C., to devise 
the best methods of stamping out the menace to the cotton crop…An army of 175,000 
men has been decided on by the Senate military affairs subcommittee considering the 
army appropriation bill.  The measure as passed by the House provided for an army of 
150,000…The next session of the League of Nations council has been postponed from 9 
June 1921 until 17 June 1921…Canadian police searched the Welland Canal for 1400 
pounds of dynamite, stolen from the government stores near Allanburg.  Several years 
ago, an attempt to wreck the canal by explosives was made at Thorold, a few miles from 
Allanburg…Rebels have adopted a new method for attacks on police barracks in Ireland.  
Traveling by train, they compelled the trainmen to stop the train at Ballaghaderreen, 
where they opened fire on the barracks.  The police replied, wounding one passenger in 
the train…The peasants of Russia have thus far failed to respond to the appeal of the 
Bolshevist government to sow grain to enrich this year’s harvest, according to reports.  
The Soviet authorities are beginning to take a gloomy view of the prospects for next 
winter…The British Columbia, Canada, liquor moderation act, providing for the 
government control and sale of liquor within the province, will become effective 
sometime after 1 July 1921, instead of on 1 June 1921, as had been originally planned.  
Inability of the provincial liquor board to prepare for the opening of the government 
stores on 1 June 1921 was given as the reason for the delay…Francisco Villa, former 
Mexican bandit leader, expects to harvest a crop of 50,000 bushels of wheat this year, 
according to a report from Consul J.B. Stewart of Chihuahua, Mexico.  Villa was said to 
have equipped extensively with modern American farming implements, including tractors 
and motor trucks, the large tract he is cultivating with the assistance of the Mexican 
government…An Italian tenor dropped dead on the stage of the Bellinzona theater in 
Geneva, Switzerland, while singing in the last act of Puccini’s “La Boheme” to Mimi, 
who was lying dying on a bed.  The actress, unaware of the tenor’s death, continued 
singing her role until a physician appeared on the stage, and ordered the curtain rung 
down.  The performance ended abruptly on announcement of the actor’s death…One 
large Chicago, Illinois, brewery and two other smaller ones in Illinois have been seized 
by agents from the internal revenue office, it was announced, on formal complaints 
charging them with making and selling beer containing more than 1/2 of 1% of alcohol…
A necklace of pearls, diamonds, and platinum, valued at $40,000, was found by E.L. 
Kelly, a guard on the pier, where the Aquitania docked at New York.  Customs officials 
believe the necklace was lost by a smuggler…While digging for water on his farm a short  
distance from Calgary, Alberta, William Embree stopped work for a moment to light his 
pipe, and in stooping down to do so, ignited gas coming from the well.  The flame shot 
several feet in the air, and was only put out by the use of sods [sic] and earth.  This strike 
of natural gas was made at a depth of 130 feet, and is said to be a wet gas, indicating the 
probability of oil…Poland’s request for American support in the settlement of the 
disposition of Upper Silesia has evoked a formal answer from Secretary Hughes that the 
American representatives abroad would take no part in the discussions concerning the 



Silesian question.  Poland was informed further, in the reply delivered to Prince 
Lubomirski, the Polish minister, that “so far as at present may be seen”, the American 
representatives on the supreme council, the council of ambassadors, and the reparations 
commission, would not so much as express an opinion as to the settlement.

27 May 1921 – Sam Hand, a farmer living 25 miles south of Walsenburg, fired the shot 
which caused the death, during a dispute over a fence line, of Gar Callhan, another farmer 
living on an adjoining farm, according to the verdict returned by a coroner’s jury.  Three 
witnesses were called during the hearing.  The physician who attended the dying man, 
and Callhan’s wife and mother-in-law, testified concerning the shooting.  The jury held 
the shot was fired with felonious intent…While William Johnson, a farmer residing 
northeast of Fort Morgan, was clinging to the blades of a windmill wheel oiling the 
mechanism, a gust of wind started the wheel revolving.  Johnson grasped the blades 
desperately as they whirled around in the air, gathering speed at each revolution.  Just as 
his hold on the wheel was loosening, his son, who was playing in the yard, noticed his 
father’s plight, and hastily applied a brake to the mechanism, and Johnson descended to 
terra firma with alacrity.

27 May 1921 – A commission of six mining experts will sail from Seattle, Washington, 
early in June 1921 for China, to make a geological and engineering examination of iron 
ore and coal deposits in a section of Manchuria for the South Manchuria Railway 
Company, it has been announced in Duluth, Minnesota…William Randolph Hearst has 
purchased property in New York on which a 25-story building is to be erected to house 
his newspapers, the American and Journal, and his magazines, news services, and film 
companies.  The building will be ready for occupancy in about a year…Raymond 
Doolittle, 4, is dead, and several other children are seriously ill as a result, physicians 
believe, of eating poison candy.  The Doolittle boy became ill after eating candy he had 
bought at a neighborhood store.  He was seized with nausea and convulsions that resulted 
in death [no indication of where this took place is included in the Estes Park Trail, 
although from where the article appears in national newspapers, it likely happened in 
Chicago, Illinois].

27 May 1921 – Attorneys representing the citizens of Eagle, Colorado, have filed their 
reply brief in the Supreme Court to the appeal of the town of Red Cliff from the decision 
of district judge James L. Cooper, awarding the county seat of Eagle County to the town 
of Eagle.  Irregularities in the election in which the Eagle supporters were victorious were 
claimed in the suit. 

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  “Send it to the laundry.”  [Illustration:  Text broken by a 
vignette of a well-dressed woman handing a liveried gentleman a bundle, essentially a 
covered box, of laundry.  The woman’s back is to us, the driver extends his hands to 
cradle the package.  A girl with a small dog stands next to the front fender of the paneled 
delivery truck in the background, and a potted plant behind the gentleman completes the 



tableau.  The copyright logo “©” and “The A.L.M. Company” serve as a caption.  A.L.M. 
likely stands for American Laundry Merchants, or similar.  The graphic is uncredited.]  
Blankets, comforts, carpets, rugs, family washing, dry cleaning.  Estes Park Laundry.  
Launderers and dry cleaners.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen 
tree growing from a rocky slope, with a mountain peak and a cotton-wool cloud 
artistically arranged in the background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed 
“Seid”.]  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.  

27 May 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in the Josephine 
Hotel building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop 
in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 
125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per year.  Less than 125 inches, 
transient rate.  Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading 
notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  Classified 
advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding 
insertions, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, 
obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The 
Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in 
unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application 
made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.

27 May 1921 – At a well attended and enthusiastic meeting held in the Odd Fellows Hall 
Wednesday evening, an organization to be known as the Estes Park Fish and Game 
Association was formed.  The purpose of this organization is the construction of maturing 
ponds and protection of game.  It was decided to begin at once the construction of a 
maturing pond near the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company office, on 
ground owned by Mr. Bond [likely Cornelius H. Bond, rather than his son].  In this pond, 
rainbow trout will be matured. When this pond is completed, others will be constructed 
higher up for eastern brook and native trout.  In this way, practically all the trout will be 
saved that are placed in the streams, and in two or three years, Estes Park streams will 
swarm with trout, and will be the paradise of the fishermen of the state.  The association 
as the assurance of the entire output of the Estes Park fish hatchery.  The following 
officers were elected for one year:  Dr. Homer E. James president, Dr. Roy Wiest vice 
president, W.A. Gray secretary and treasurer.  The board of directors consists of the 



officers elected, plus Howard James and Julian Hayden.  The membership committee 
consists of Arthur K. Holmes and Claude Erwin Verry.  The publicity committee is Arthur 
B. Harris.  The annual dues are $5 from April to April.  This movement is one of the most 
important ever started in Estes Park, and we trust that it will receive the hearty support of 
every red-blooded American citizen in Estes Park, and it will no doubt be necessary to 
provide for associate membership for those outside who will wish to assist in this 
important work.

27 May 1921 – At the town council meeting considerable business aside from the usual 
routine was transacted.  The matter of a sidewalk in the business section of town was 
thoroughly discussed, and it was decided to permit property owners on the north side of 
Elkhorn Avenue from Anderson Lane [the current Big Horn] to Fall River to construct 
six-foot walks in the edge of the street.  It seemed to be the consensus of opinion, though, 
that these property owners should open their porches and lay the walk on their own 
property.  The property owners on the opposite side of the street have placed the walk on 
their own property, and feel that those across the way should be as generous, inasmuch as 
the street is already too narrow for the immense automobile traffic on the streets during 
the tourist season.  For the sake of the welfare and beauty of the town, we trust that the 
streets may be kept as wide as possible.  It is a well-known fact that the side of a street 
that is most convenient for use and safest to pedestrians is the best business location.  On 
the south side of Elkhorn from Anderson Lane to the Big Thompson River [what is now 
called East Elkhorn], several business houses are built on the property line, while those 
on the north side all have the walks on their own property [most of these started out as 
residences, however].  The council decided to make good its determination to keep stray 
animals off the streets by providing a pound in which the marshal is instructed to place all 
loose four-footed beasts.  It was definitely decided not to offer the city park property to 
the government for a federal building, and the Woman’s Club have already generously 
offered a far more suitable site.

27 May 1921 – Dr. I.A. Finney, wife, and little son, and Mr. and Mrs. Higgins and little 
daughter of Loveland called on L.B. Smith and wife Wednesday afternoon.  They came 
up as far as Loveland Heights Tuesday and tried their luck with the finny tribe 
Wednesday morning…Mrs. J.W. Curiens and daughter Jane of Boulder were visiting this 
week at the W.C. Humphries home…Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Humphries entertained Mr. and 
Mrs. Clem Yore at a trout dinner Wednesday evening…Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. 
Lawrence, Miss Ruth, and Master Richard, of New York City, who have been guests at 
the Lewiston the past two weeks, left Tuesday morning for Colorado Springs after a 
delightful time in Estes Park…Mrs. G.C. Van Nordhein and baby of Lyons came up 
Saturday for a week’s visit with her mother, Mrs. H.B. Tomlinson, proprietor of the 
Brown Tea Pot Café…Theodore Handfield has arrived in Estes Park from Australia, and 
taken a cottage in the Moraine Park for the summer…The Chamber of Commerce has let 
the contract for the season’s advertising in the Denver newspapers to the Hower 
Advertising Agency.  The advertising was to begin in all three Denver newspapers 26 



May 1921 and 27 May 1921, and extend into August…Major Louis D. Blauvelt, State 
Highway Commissioner, of Denver, and H.A. Edmonds of Fort Collins were in Estes 
Park Tuesday looking over the roads and determining the extent of the work necessary on 
the various roads.  In a conference with Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent 
Way, Major Blauvelt made arrangements that are highly satisfactory to all concerned, and 
which will facilitate road work in Rocky Mountain National Park…Mr. [sic, suggest 
Mrs.] Joe Mills attended a meeting of the Executive Board of the Colorado Federation of 
Women’s Clubs in Denver on Thursday of last week…Mrs. R.E. Smith has taken a 
position with the telephone company as operator for the summer…James R. Noland and 
wife, father, mother, and a brother from Kansas City, Missouri, were Sunday guests at the 
Big Thompson Hotel.  Jimmy was formerly our Secretary of State, and is a popular man 
wherever he is known.  He is making Denver his home since releasing his office to his 
elected successor the first of the year…J.W. Robinson and wife of Chicago, Illinois, were 
weekend gusts at the Big Thompson Hotel.

27 May 1921 – Amendment to Ordinance No. 17, entitled:  “An ordinance in relation to 
licenses” which Ordinance No. 17 was passed and adopted by the board of trustees of the 
town of Estes Park on 21 June 1920.  Be it ordained by the board of trustees of the town 
of Estes Park, Colorado.  Section 1.  That Ordinance No. 17 of the town of Estes Park, 
passed and adopted on 21 June 1920, be and the same is hereby amended by adding to 
said ordinance Article No. 8, which Article No. 8 shall be in words and figures as 
follows:  Article 8.  Section 1. No person, firm, or corporation shall keep for pay or hire 
any automobile or other motor vehicle of any kind or description or engage in the 
business of renting, letting, or hiring motor vehicles within the corporate limits of the 
town of Estes Park unless he, they, or it shall first secure a license from the town of Estes 
Park for carrying on said business, as hereinafter provided to do so.  Section 2. The shall 
be paid to the town clerk by the person, firm, or corporation applying for each such 
license, the sum of $15 per annum for each motor vehicle kept for rent or hire.  Section 3. 
Each applicant for a license under this article shall make such application in writing to 
the board of trustees, and pay the proper fee therefore.  Said application shall state the 
name and address of applicant, and the location of his or its place of business, the number 
of motor vehicles for which a license is desired, the make, name of manufactors and 
manufactor’s number, together with state license number of each vehicle.  And upon 
payment of the above-mentioned license fee, the town clerk, when authorized by the 
board of trustees, shall issue to said applicant a license number, which license number 
shall be attached to the front of each vehicle at all times when the same is in operation 
upon the streets of the town of Estes Park, so that the same can be easily distinguished 
when said vehicle is approaching any officer of said town.  Section 4. No license issued 
under this article shall be assigned or transferred without the consent of the clerk, and no 
license shall be for a lesser period than one year.  Section 5. Any person or persons 
violating any provision of this article shall, upon conviction, be fined in any sum, not less 
than fifteen dollars ($15), nor more than three hundred dollars ($300) and costs, and in 
default of payment of such fine and costs, shall be imprisoned not to exceed ninety (90) 



days.  Introduced, read, passed, and adopted 23 May 1921.  Albert Hayden, mayor.  
Attest:  Charles F. Hix, clerk and recorder.  I, Charles F. Hix, clerk and recorder of the 
town of Estes Park, Colorado, hereby certify that the above and foregoing amendment to 
Ordinance No. 17 was duly published in the Estes Park Trail, a newspaper published and 
in general circulation within the corporate limits of the town of Estes Park, on 27 May 
1921.  Given under my hand and the seal of said town, 27 May 1921.  [Hard to 
understand how something could be attested to as being published on the same day it was 
published.]  Charles F. Hix, clerk and recorder.  I. Charles F. Hix, clerk and recorder, of 
the town of Estes Park, Colorado, do hereby certify that the above foregoing amendment 
to Ordinance No. 17 was duly published by posting copies thereof, on 24 May 1921, in 
the three public places designated by resolution of the board of trustees adopted 11 June 
1917.  Given under my hand and seal of said town on 24 May 1921.  Charles F. Hix, clerk 
and recorder.   

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, phone #27-R2

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service, 
telephone #15 [a block 2 business]

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel.  Mrs. Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  
Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of home cooking.  Rates 
reasonable, telephone #26 [a block 2 business]

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service.  Fine cigars, 
Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  We use only the 
purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and you will be 
steady customers [a block 5 business].

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  20% reduction.  Goodrich tires and tubes by the 
Goodrich Rubber Company at Johnson Garage.  Telephone #184.  George Johnson, 
proprietor [a block 6 business].

27 May 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Upper Silesia threatens to become a 
wedge to split the entente alliance.  The Poles, slowing up in the insurgent movement, are 
relying on France, and have asked at least the moral support of America.  The British, as 
represented by their government, are thoroughly disgusted with the Poles, and resent the 
attitude and actions of the French.  France practically unanimously stands back of the 
Poles, and promises to “go it alone” if necessary.  Italy and Japan are said to side with the 
British, and America will not, for the present, mix in the imbroglio at all.  Premier Lloyd 
George probably has been talking too much – a fault of his which has been in evidence 



before.  First, he told the House of Commons that Poland was in the wrong, that it was up 
to the allied plebiscite forces, which are mighty weak, to restore order in Upper Silesia, 
and put the Poles back where he thinks they belong, and that if they could not do it, 
fairness demanded that the Germans be permitted to do it.  He also sent to Paris, France, a 
note severely criticizing the action of the French troops in Upper Silesia, and declaring 
the French government was supporting Korfanty in his rebellion.  Premier Briand and the 
press of Paris, France, responded with bitter attacks on the course being pursued by Great  
Britain, and it was declared France never would recognize the alleged promise made by 
the British to Germany, that she should have Upper Silesia in return for acceptance of the 
reparations ultimatum.  Though the total plebiscite vote in the zone was in favor of 
Germany, certain of the districts voted for union with Poland, and the French claim these 
should go to Poland in accordance with the Treaty of Versailles.  In fact, both sides to the 
controversy assert that that treaty must be carried out, but apparently they interpret it 
differently.  The French say order could have been maintained easily if Great Britain had 
not withdrawn her part of the occupation force, and that her excuse that the troops were 
needed at home is insufficient.  The opposition press in England admits the truth of this.  
Mr. Lloyd George reinforced his statements by further assertion that he would not accept 
the French contentions, and he spoke with biting sarcasm of the attitude of the French 
press.  The editor of Paris, France, indeed, are saying some very unpleasant things about 
the British Prime Minister and his government.  One of them prints an account of alleged 
intrigues with Berlin, Germany, concerning the ultimatum, designed to give the British 
complete control of the economic situation in Europe, and another accused Lloyd George 
of thinking he can continue to dictate laws for the continent.  “He forgets,” says this 
editor, “that the French army is available for backing France’s work, whereas England is 
represented in Europe only by Mr. Lloyd George’s speeches.”…As a matter of fact, even 
granting the technical and moral correctness of the British position, the French have the 
best of it from a material point of view.  Their army numbers more than 800,000 men, 
that of Poland is the second largest in Europe – not counting the Soviet Russians – and 
the efforts of France since the armistice to build up a block of friendly nations in central 
Europe has given her the support of Czechoslovakia, Jugo-Slavia [sic], and very probably  
of Hungary and Roumania [sic].  At this time, it seems certain that France will enforce, 
by arms if necessary, abstention by Germany from armed intervention in Upper Silesia, 
and compliance by Germany with the terms of the ultimatum concerning both the 
payment of reparations and disarmament.  France is still standing ready to occupy the 
Ruhr, and will not ask for much excuse to carry out that movement…The supreme 
council is expected to convene very soon, especially to take up the Silesian problem, and 
American Ambassador Harvey will sit with it.  But, as was said above, he will take no 
part in the discussions concerning that question, nor will he even express an opinion on it. 
This was made clear by Secretary of State Hughes in his reply to an appeal from Poland 
for American support.  Mr. Hughes explained to Prince Lubomirsky, Polish minister, that 
this is in accord with the “traditional policy of the United States” not to become involved 
in matters of purely European concern.  The Polish note accuses the allies, except France, 
of dealing with the whole question “not by principles of justice, but by the material 



interests of those power,” and it concludes, “This is not a purely European matter.  On the 
just solution of the matter of Upper Silesia depends the pacification of this province and 
the stimulation of its productivity, which has a great importance in the re-establishment of 
the economic stability of the whole world.”  So the Silesian question has created a most 
serious situation, and Germany is sitting back hopeful of a real breach in the unity of the 
allies.  But probably wiser councils will prevail, the anger of the chief actors will subside, 
and some peaceful way out of the muddle will be discovered.  The allies last week sent to 
Berlin, Germany, a note reiterating the demand that Germany be disarmed by 30 June 
1921, and the German government began looking for means of compliance, especially as 
regards the orgesch [sic] of Bavaria, which has refused to disband.  Berlin informed the 
reparations commission that it was ready to pay 150,000,000 gold marks of the billion 
due 31 May 1921.  The sum, partly in gold and partly in foreign securities, will be paid 
through an American bank, probably Morgan’s.  The gold will be deposited in the 
Reichsbank subject to call, and a check sent to New York and from there to Paris, France.  
Thus, the transfer of 50 tons of gold from Berlin, Germany, to Paris, France, is obviated.  
The United States government is not concerned in the transaction…After one day’s 
consideration of the railway wage case, the federal railway labor board made a 
preliminary announcement forecasting a general reduction of wages on every railroad, 
effective 1 July 1921.  On 1 June 1921, the board will make its decision on wage disputes 
filed prior to 18 April 1921, and this will set the standard for all future decisions affecting 
the two million employees who were granted a $600,000,000 annual wage increase one 
year ago.  The reduction may be as much as 12%.  An immediate result of the 
announcement was the re-employment of 3000 men by the Chicago and Alton [railroad], 
and there were predictions that practically all of the 250,000 railway men now out of 
work would be employed by the time the wage reductions go into effect…Continuing its 
hearings on the Volstead Bill to make the prohibition enforcement law more drastic, the 
House judiciary committee did not find any friends of beer or the medical bootlegger. 
Manufacturers of flavoring extracts, patent medicines, and perfumes, in protesting against 
added restrictions, were outspoken in opposition to medical beer and the sale of 
concoctions, masquerading as medicine.  Chemists appeared before the committee and 
protested vigorously against legislation which, they believed, would tend to restrict the 
legitimate use of alcohol in industry.  Representative Ryan of New York has introduced in 
the House a bill which would permit the sale of 5% beer and 14% wine in states where a 
referendum showed the voters wished it [this mentioned appeared elsewhere in the same 
issue].  This, of course, won’t get anywhere except into a pigeonhole, but there was some 
real solace for the wets in last week’s news.  On Friday, more than two-thirds of the 
federal prohibition forces were discharged on orders from Commissioner Kramer, 
because of lack of funds with which to pay their salaries.  This condition will last, it was 
asserted, for 40 days, and the bootleggers all over the country got busy at once.  Mr. 
Kramer hoped the police would supply the deficiency in enforcing the dry law, but in the 
cases of many cities, his hope was baseless.



27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms – 
European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  The café with the 
big electric sign.  The Josephine – European plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table 
d’hote meals in café in same building.  The Lewiston is now open for business.  Prompt 
attention to all inquiries.  Telephone #80 or #81 for reservations.  Grand Lake Lodge.  
Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its western 
entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building and 
attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has its 
own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail 
and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 
per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, 
Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your convenience, 
open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic exchange, 
safety deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank your bank”.  Chairman 
of board James D. Stead, president Augustus Denby Lewis, vice-president Julius Foss 
Schwartz, vice-president Albert Hayden, cashier Charles F. Hix.  The Estes Park Bank.  
“Where your patronage is appreciated”

27 May 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Mr. and Mrs. Helsell of Fort 
Dodge, Iowa, Mr. Stephens, Loveland druggist, and Guy Hollowell and wife, also of 
Loveland, were guests at the Steads the first of the week…The high school present their 
play “The Sweet Girl Graduate” in splendid style to a well-filled and appreciative house 
Wednesday night…Hurd and Woolley are building a new house on the High Drive for 
John Osterberg of St. Louis, Missouri…Mr. A.G. Rice was a visitor in the Woolley home 
Wednesday, coming up to see his daughter and grandchildren…Semi-advertisement:  
Special for Saturday and Sunday, fresh strawberry ice cream at Somers’ Dainty Shop…
C.S. Allison and Frank Anderson drove in from Merino, Colorado, Wednesday and have 
accepted employment with the Lewiston Hotels Company.  Mr. Allison was second cook 
at the Lewiston Café last season and will hold a similar position at the Lewiston Chalets 
this year…Semi-advertisement:  20% reduction on Goodrich tires and tubes by Goodrich 
Rubber Company at the Johnson Garage…Semi-advertisement:  new stock of Middies at 
Godfreys…Enos Abijah Mills made a trip to Denver today to address the Denver Civic 
and Commercial Association…Bert Brinkley has come down from Sheridan, Wyoming, 
and will be in charge of the stock room at Preston’s Garage for the summer…The ex-
service boys, or a number of them, gathered at the post office Sunday morning and had 
their picture taken.  Charley Mace says it ought to be a good one, for the shutter gave 



them such a loving little wink during the ordeal…Father Bozetti, Father O’Dwyer, and 
Lester Varian, architect, were weekend visitors at St. Williams Lodge near Longs Peak…
William P. McPhee of Denver was a guest at the Schwartz home last week…Don’t forget 
the community picnic given at the Country Club grounds 6 June 1921 by the Estes Park 
Golf and Country Club.  If you are a resident of Estes Park, it is meant for you…L.M. 
Carsrud of Fort Collins, nephew of Robert A. Becker, came Tuesday for the opening of 
the trout season…Semi-advertisement:  Brassieres in many styles, also Ferris waists and 
corsets at Miss Ruple’s…James D. Stead made a trip to Denver Sunday, and says he was 
never in a harder rainstorm than he encountered on the return trip near Longmont…
Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way made a trip to the capital city 
Wednesday to arrange with the state highway authorities for some much-needed road 
equipment.  He hopes to secure a caterpillar tractor for use in working the roads and 
opening the Fall River Road to traffic within the proscribed time of 15 June 1921…Semi-
advertisement:  You can get very attractive bungalow aprons at Miss Ruple’s at prices 
that can’t be beat…Miss Alice Fuller of Loveland was in Estes Park Tuesday and 
Wednesday preparing her cottage at Prospect Place for a weekend party…Semi-
advertisement:  Now it the time to stock up on towels and table damasks.  A full line at 
Miss Ruple’s…Mrs. J.M. Wood, Virginia, and J.M. Wood, Jr., of Chicago, Illinois, are at 
Shingleside cottage in Prospect Place for the summer…Dr. Frank Stockover, Grant 
Wilson, Mr. Stone, Charles Clark, and John C. Mozier of Greeley came in Tuesday to 
help inaugurate the fishing season in Estes Park…We understand that work will soon 
begin on the bridge over the Big Thompson River at the east end of the village. The 
structure will be a 104-foot span, double width…Semi-advertisement:  See those new 
ladies jersey coats at Godfreys…John Frank Grubb, the millionaire liveryman, made a 
business trip to Denver last week…L.B. Smith and wife, who are located in their cottage 
in Prospect Heights for the summer, spent the weekend in Loveland, returning Monday…
Mrs. Graves, Mrs. L.B. Smith, Mrs. L.W. Welch, and Mrs. Arthur B. Harris [Bessie 
Briggs] constituted the members of a quilting party at the home of Mrs. Lord in Prospect 
Heights Wednesday afternoon…Semi-advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan will open his 
dental office 1 June 1921, and be here again all summer…Julius Foss Schwartz returned 
Wednesday from a trip to Grand Lake, being accompanied there by Augustus Denby 
Lewis.  Mr. Schwartz says the snow at Grand Lake is gone, and that Mr. Lewis and 
another man made a trip from there on horseback to the Poudre lakes.  Mr. Schwartz 
thinks there will be no trouble in opening the Fall River Road through by 15 June 1921…
L.W. Welch is having new floors laid in his cottage this week…Mr. Sherman, proprietor 
of the Jazz Bird Studio on the Fall River Road above the fish hatchery, arrived in Estes 
Park Sunday…It is nothing uncommon to hear tourists speaking of the splendid condition 
of the roads through the canyons to Estes Park.  Many of them also express surprise at the 
mild, pleasant weather we are enjoying, compared with the cool, damp weather in the 
valley…Professor Margaret Durward of the Colorado College and Mr. [sic] Sylvia Printy 
were among the Estes Park visitors Sunday from Fort Collins.



27 May 1921 – The trout fishing season in lakes below 7500 feet elevation began 1 May 
1921, in running streams 25 May 1921, and in lakes above 7500 feet elevation the season 
opens 15 June 1921.  When removing an undersized trout from your hook, always 
moisten you hands before grasping the fish, otherwise the dry hand will remove the slime 
from the back of the trout, when it is only a question of time until fungus sets in and the 
fish will die.  Always kill your fish that are large enough to keep as soon as taken from 
the hook.  This can be done by giving it a stroke with a stick on the head, back of the 
eyes.  It will avoid all suffering, and make your fish far better for table use.  The 
American Fisheries Society at Washington, D.C., meeting from 21 September 1908 to 24 
September 1908 recommended that the various state commissions educate the people by 
every means in their power to follow the directions given about wetting the hands.  [This 
information was undoubtedly provided by Gaylord H. Thomson.]

27 May 1921 – Rev. Guy Kyle was sentenced to 18 years’ imprisonment, and fined $3000 
in federal court at St. Louis, Missouri, when he pleaded guilty of robbing the mails of 
$189,000.  Loren Williamson, partner in a garage business at Mount Vernon, Illinois, was 
found guilty by a jury previously, and given the same sentence…Every public school 
teacher in Hattiesburg, Mississippi, including Superintendent F.B. Woodley, has resigned 
as a result of an announcement by the board of school trustees that next year, salaries 
would be reduced 10%…Few things lately have given the American people more 
satisfaction than the sentencing of Mrs. Emma Bergdoll of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
and of her son Charles F. Braun and several others for the part they took in the escape 
from the draft of her two sons, Grover and Erwin.  Mrs. Bergdoll must pay a fine of 
$7000, or go to the federal penitentiary for a year and a day.  Braun and J.E. Romig 
received the same sentence.  Others are to pay smaller fines or serve lesser terms in 
prison…Two eminent Americans passed away last week – Edward Douglass White, chief 
justice of the United States Supreme Court, and Franklin K. Lane, for sever years 
Secretary of the Interior in President Wilson’s cabinets.  Both of them succumbed after 
surgical operations.  Chief Justice White, a native of Louisiana, was in his 76th year.  He 
served in the Confederate Army during the Civil War, and was elected to the Senate in 
1891.  President Cleveland appointed him to the Supreme Court bench, and President Taft  
made him chief justice.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Your printing.  We are exceptionally equipped to handle 
your needs in printing.  Our work speaks for itself, and our prices are based on the actual 
cost of producing each job, plus a reasonable profit.  Telephone #27-J3 for an 
appointment.  The Estes Park Trail. 

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Scott’s Heights, adjoining the YMCA.  To rent for the 
season:  Large bungalow, tent house, garage, and stable for four horses.  Also five-room 



cottage with garage, modern conveniences.  Single rooms to rent close to dining hall.  
First-class table service.  Telephone #27-R7.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Anything electrical, we have it.  Responsible wiring and 
repair work.  Key fitting and novelty work.  The Electric Shop Company.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #73 [sic, telephone number later in 1921 is #32], Estes Park, Colorado.

27 May 1921 – Column title:  Social Events.  One of the prettiest social occasions of the 
season was the linen shower given by Mrs. Garrett E. Casey and Mrs. Byrd at the home 
of the former on Saturday evening, in honor of Miss Zora Alford, who is soon to be 
married to Newton Miller.  The decorations were in pink and pale blue, and most 
artistically arranged.  The occasion was especially enjoyable in that it had been planned 
with the assistance of Miss Doris Bond, who quietly slipped away the day before, and 
was married to Dan H. Byrd, and then turned into a joint linen shower and surprise 
wedding party.  At the opportune moment in the evening’s festivities, a lovely wedding 
cake was brought in, much to the surprise of Mrs. Byrd.  Covers were laid for Mrs. 
Rockwell, Mrs. Rivers, Mrs. Freeburg, Mrs. Will Tallant, Mrs. Lee Tallant, Mrs. 
Wheelock, Mrs. Granville Elmer Wright, Mrs. Albert Hayden, Mrs. Ralph R. Macdonald, 
Mrs. J. Foss Schwartz, Mrs. Gordon Mace, Mrs. Byrd, Mrs. Garrett Casey, and Miss 
Joyce Alford, Miss Zora Alford, and Miss Florence Bond…Mrs. Albert Hayden 
entertained two tables at bridge Monday afternoon in honor of Mrs. Ralph Macdonald…
Mrs. Irene McGraw entertained informally Tuesday afternoon, having as her guests the 
members of the Estes Park Music and Study Club.  The occasion was a most enjoyable 
one…Mrs. C.H. Thompson [sic, possibly Mrs. Gaylord Harper Thomson] and Mrs. 
Cornelius H. Bond will entertain the Estes Park Music Club at their next meeting at the 
home of Mrs. Thompson [sic, possibly Mrs. Thomson]…The Odd Fellows initiated a 
class of nine candidates Saturday night giving the Canton degree.  The team from 
Longmont Canton No. 3 put on the work.  Those taking the degree were Albert Hayden, 
Julian Hayden, J. Walker, John Barnett, W.A. Gray, Emil Johnson, Charles Chapman, 
Raymond Cobb, and [line missing, no guesses possible]…Mrs. Ralph Macdonald gave a 
party Saturday for Miss Louise Macdonald, the occasion celebrating her sixteenth 
birthday.  Sixteen girlfriends were invited.  The decorations were in pink, and a lovely 
bunch of pink roses graced the board.  Dainty refreshments were served.  The occasion 
was a very happy one, and all wished the guest of honor many returns of the day.

27 May 1921 – Column title:  Hotel Arrivals.  A.F. Jaggi of Tampico, Mexico, who is 
touring the United States, was in Estes Park the first of the week, and a guest at the 
Hupp…E.R. Cartright of Springfield, Illinois, is in Estes Park for the season representing 
the Goodrich Tire Company, and is stopping at the Hupp.  C.L. Carl of Cleveland, Ohio, 
also with the Goodrich Company, is in Estes Park.  He will represent his company this 



year in Glacier National Park when it opens for the season…M.M. Robson of Hamilton, 
Australia, and Ingeborg Strew of Copenhagen, Denmark, were in Estes Park the first of 
the week and guests at the Hupp.  They are on a hiking tour of the world, and were 
greatly pleased with Estes Park…The Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity of the University of 
Colorado, Boulder, will give a housewarming party at the Baldpate Inn Friday, Saturday, 
and Sunday, 3 June 1921 through 5 June 1921.  They will bring their fraternity orchestra 
and the usual fraternity stunts will be in evidence.  There will be 30 couples in the 
party…Mr. and Mrs. Daniel DeMeen and Dr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Parmenter of Denver 
motored to Estes Park and spent the weekend at the Baldpate Inn…Mr. and Mrs. Oliver 
W. Toll of Denver were weekend guests at the Brinwood…Lieutenant Greeno, buyer for 
the Recuperation Camp at Aurora, and wife, Fred W. Klink, Jr., manager of the K & B 
Packing Company of Denver [in 1921, Fred Klink was the president of K & B, and Louis 
Sigman was the secretary – presumably Fred Klink, Jr., was the president’s son], and 
Miss Irene Klink and Miss Doris Weiglle [sic] were a motor party taking Sunday dinner 
at the Brinwood…Mr. and Mrs. R.T. MacCracken were Sunday guests at the Brinwood…
Professor J.A. Schmidt of the [Colorado] Agricultural College and son Lindsay and 
brother, H.A. Schmidt, wife, and son Charles H. of Chicago, Illinois, L.H. Brown, Mr. 
and Mrs. L.U. Berry, C.O. Simonds, Bertha R. Most, Mabelle G. Thurlow, all of Fort 
Collins, and Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Wilson and Mr. and Mrs. W.D. Sanborn of Denver took 
Sunday dinner at the Brinwood.

27 May 1921 – Headline:  Miss Doris Bond and D.H. Byrd Steal March on Friends.  Dan 
Cupid was in a hurry this year and just couldn’t wait until June, so he capture Dan Byrd 
and with him flew away to Boulder last Friday, where they folded their wings and 
alighted at the marriage license clerk’s desk and demanded the paper that would enable 
Rev. A.W. Atkinson of Loveland to make the bonds that would unite D.H. Byrd and Miss 
Doris Bond, daughter of [state] representative Cornelius H. Bond of Estes Park [from his 
first marriage].  When the coveted scrap of paper was secured, they hastened to Loveland, 
where the young lady in the case was in waiting, and after the knot was tied, they 
returned to Estes Park.  Of course, the affair was not announced, except for the fact that 
Dan secured leave of absence to make a supposed trip to Denver and Colorado Springs, 
and Miss Bond a casual trip to the valley town.  However, Dan didn’t fool the Estes Park 
Trail editor, for we got wind of the affair before the clerk’s signature to the necessary 
document was dry, but since Dan is a pretty good fellow, we kept his secret.  We extend 
to the happy couple the best wishes of the community.

27 May 1921 – Headline:  The Sprague Doubles Capacity.  The Estes Park Trail editor 
and family enjoyed the privilege Sunday of looking over Sprague’s Lodge, which has 
become famous for its trout dinners.  The lodge is beautifully located in Glacier Basin at 
an altitude of 8700 feet, near Bear Lake, Halletts Peak, Flattop Mountain, and Loch Vale, 
all among the foremost attractions of Rocky Mountain National Park, and is reached after 
a beautiful drive along the bank of Glacier Creek.  The hotel is being thoroughly 
remodeled, several private baths installed, a new water system laid that will provide the 



purest water in ample quantities for any emergency, including good fire protection, a new 
Alamo lighting system added to the equipment, a new heating plant is to be installed, a 
number of guests rooms added, and the kitchen and dining room enlarged.  The new 
dining room is being built adjoining the old on the west, with a colonnade between the 
two.  The capacity of the lodge is being doubled, and made even more attractive than 
ever.  Mr. Sprague tells us that he has more reservations than ever before at this time of 
the year.  He will leave some time this week for Denver to buy new furnishings, and will 
be accompanied by Mrs. Sprague, who went to Denver last week to have some dental 
work done.

27 May 1921 – Column title:  Cottage Notes.  Mr. and Mrs. F.A. Somerville of Fort 
Collins and daughters Katherine and Elaine spent the weekend at Somervilla, their pretty 
summer cottage south of the village.  They had as their guests Miss Barton and Master 
Bobbie Barton, Mr. and Mrs. T.H. Robertson and daughter Helen, Dr. and Mrs. W.A. 
Kickland, and Mrs. Harry Dodson, all of Fort Collins, and Cecil Peters of Longmont…
B.S. Tedmon, Jr., and family are up from Fort Collins for the summer at the Tedmon 
cottage “Riverby”, and had as their weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. B.S. Tedmon…Mr. and 
Mrs. L.W. Welch of Fort Collins spent the week at their cottage in Prospect Heights, and 
had as weekend guests Mrs. Joe Finger and Donald Welch.

27 May 1921 – Glen Smith, manager of the Denver Cab Company, accompanied by a 
party of ten, made a tour of Estes Park Monday…John Sherman came up Saturday from 
Denver, and will be the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company representative in 
the Longs Peak region this summer.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Subscribe today.  Do not delay.  Don’t wait for us to call 
on you for your subscription.  Just sit down and write us a note or postal card, and tell us 
to put your name on the mailing list at once.  Or telephone us – call #27-J3.  While they 
last, we will furnish the back numbers if you want to file them.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European plan, rates reasonable.  

27 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]

27 May 1921 – Column title and byline:  Vexation of Spirit by Walt Mason.  [A mug shot 
of the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp suit and tie, and with a part 



in his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column.]  “When I was in business,” 
said the retired mechanic, “I never had time to read much, and I used to look forward to 
the glad day when I could revel in literature.  I felt sure I’d be entirely happy.  I used to 
jot down the titles of books I intended to read, and when I retired from business I had a 
list as long as the Russian battle line.  And now that I can read all I want to, I don’t get 
any enjoyment out of books.  They bore me the worst way.  I get sleepy as soon as I begin 
to read, and my wife comes and tells me my snoring is disturbing the neighbors.”  “It’s 
that way with everything we look forward to,” observed the hotelkeeper, sadly.  “Man 
always will be, but is never blest, as some half-baked poet remarked.  Young 
Gooseworthy was in here last evening, bubbling over with happiness.  There wasn’t 
anybody around, so he took me into his confidence.  He’s going to marry Gwendolin 
Jimalong, next month, and he’s perfectly satisfied that his married life will be one long 
stretch of sunshine.  He seems to have the idea that he’s going to do something original 
when he gets married, but the idea isn’t new.  Men have been getting married ever since 
Christopher discovered Columbus, Ohio, and every doggone man jack of them had the 
idea that everlasting bliss was going to be inaugurated on the wedding day.  I listened to 
Gooseworthy for three hours, and hadn’t the heart to say anything that would dampen his 
enthusiasm.  His twittering recalled the long vanished days when I was getting ready to 
be married.  I felt about it then just as he does not.  I thought the parson opened the gates 
of paradise when he joined two loving hearts.  My wife lived up to all the plans and 
specifications, and was and is one of the best women in the United State, but I hadn’t 
been married three months before I had a sneaking conviction that the man who gets 
married is a chump.  A good many optimists say that a married man doesn’t need any 
more money than a single one, if he marries the right sort of woman, but they might as 
well go to the blackboard and demonstrate that two and two make two, instead of four.  I 
fell for that cheerful theory when I was married. I was earning enough to keep myself 
comfortably, and never had any financial worries.  I could have been buried for less 
money that it took to be married, and the expenses from that time forward were double 
what they used to be, although my wife was so economical she used to make waists and 
such things for herself out of my superannuated shirts.  Oh, doggone it, there isn’t any 
unadulterated happiness in matrimony.  I wonder that young fellows like Gooseworthy 
don’t look around them, and contemplate the dejected appearance of the majority of 
husbands.  But even if they did, it wouldn’t do them any good, I suppose, for they are full 
of pipe dreams, and they think the girls they are going to marry are different from all 
other girls, and that they will prove exceptions to the general rule.  I had a wise old uncle 
in those halcyon days, and about a week before the wedding day, he backed me into a 
corner and handed me a dust-proof package of wisdom.  He tried to lead me into taking a 
sensible view of the future.  He talked about the cares and responsibilities that would be 
mine after the wedding, and wanted to know if I felt equal to them.  He tried to show me 
that I wasn’t going to marry an angel, but a human being like myself, with a human 
being’s faults and frailties.  I let him get that far, and then I told him that his gray hairs 
alone saved him from having his head remodeled, and said I never wanted him to darken 



my door, and he never did.  I had to darken it myself, with walnut stain.  But many a time 
afterward, I recalled his wise words and wept over his grave.”

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain School of Music.  [Illustration of a 
two-story wooden lodge or cabin in the mountains with a large, wrap-around porch, and a 
wooden staircase leading up from the approach road to the side of the building.  The 
porch is supported by wooden poles angled back to the ground near the building’s 
foundation.]  Mountain Hall.  Estes Park.  Instruction in piano and theoretical studies 
under a faculty of artists of established reputation.  For information, address John M. 
Rosborough, 2020 South 25th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska, until 1 June 1921, Estes Park 
thereafter.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison phonographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records, player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and show cases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at Estes Park Drug Store.  
In Estes Park one or two days each week.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Macaroni and cheese.  Almost a national dish – 
economical, appetizing, and nourishing.  Here’s a chance for everyone to indulge at less 
than pre-war [World War I] prices.  For one week beginning Saturday morning, we will 
sell Golden Age macaroni, spaghetti, and noodles at 5 cents per package.  Buy a package, 
a dozen, or a case – go the limit for this price won’t happen again.  for this connection, 
we offer Wisconsin full cream longhorn cheese at 25 cents per pound.  prices are for one 
week only, or until present stock is sold.  J.E. Macdonald

27 May 1921 – Headline and subhead [the byline, which is accidentally omitted in this 
issue, should be “by Miss Helen Service”]:  A Ghost Story.  Second prize story in Estes 
Park Trail’s high school story writing contest.  It was late in the afternoon of a sultry day 
in August.  Away to the westward great banks of black clouds were rolling up, with now 
and then a flash of vivid lightning piercing their dark billows.  A party of four, Harry and 
Vivian Estabrooke and their school friends Beatrice Burns and Bod [sic, suggest Bob 
from later appearances] Geary, were hurrying along a country road to get to their homes, 
in town about three miles away, before the storm broke.  They had left home early that 
morning, and had eaten their lunch on top of Dome Mountain after a hard climb.  While 
rushing along, Beatrice exclaimed, “Harry, do you think we will ever be able to make it 
before the storm breaks?  I am so tired and my feet are so sore, I don’t see how I can walk 
another step!”  “Cheer up, Bee,” replied Harry, “we only have a little way, and besides, if 
it starts to rain, we can go in the old Baker house until it is over.”  “Oh!  But they say it is 
haunted,” exclaimed Vivian breathlessly.  “Haunted, fiddle sticks!” answered Harry, “here 
it is and it is beginning to rain, so I think we had better make for it, eh, Bob?”  “Sure,” 
came the answer.  “Wow!  Look at that lightning, hurry up, girls!”  By this time, it was 
nearly dark, and the storm had broken in earnest.  The boys ran, half-dragging the 
frightened girls, until they were on the broken-down porch of a large ramshackle 



building.  “Whew!  That was a close call,” said Bob, as the rain roared on the old roof.  It 
beat in under the eaves, until they were forced to crowd against the wall to keep from 
getting drenched.  “Let’s go inside,” shouted Harry.  Just then, the old door, blown by the 
wind, gave a blood-curdling screech.  The girls screamed, and the boys were even 
startled.  “Only the door, nothing to be afraid of,” cried Bob.  “Come on!  In we go.”  The 
boys pushed the trembling girls through the door.  Harry struck a match, and as the 
flames sputtered up, the girls shrank back at the uninviting appearance of the room in 
which they stood.  “I thought I saw a candle on that box over there,” said Bob as he 
fumbled for another match, and began moving toward one corner of the room.  Sure 
enough, the next match revealed the stub of a candle on a box.  “There, that’s better,” said 
Bob as the candle sputtered up.  “Oh!  What a horrible place,” exclaimed Vivian.  “Better 
than out in this storm, anyway,” said Harry.  The room was a large one, and at one end, a 
stairway led to the rooms above.  Large pieces of plastering had fallen off the walls and 
ceiling, covering the floor around with broken pieces and boards.  The wind whined 
through the broken shutters, and the thunder was deafening.  “What was that?  I thought I 
heard a scream,” cried Beatrice, crowding closer to the rest.  “I heard it too,” wailed 
Vivian. The boys had also heard it, but they refused to admit it.  Again it rang out, there 
was no mistaking it this time.  It was a terrible, long drawn screech, and it came from the 
direction of the old stairway.  The girls clung to the boys in an agony of fear.  The boys 
themselves admitted that their hair was bristling.  Again came the scream, this time 
nearer.  “What do you make of it, Harry?” whispered Bob.  “I don’t know,” answered 
Harry in a rather trembling voice, as he began edging toward the door.  The candle was 
nearly gone, and they were determined to get out before the room was in darkness.  “It’s 
the ghost of old Baker,” yelled Bob, as the scream seemed to fill the whole room.  All 
stood as if petrified, staring at the old stairway as a small object hopped down and gave 
voice to another scream, followed by the words, “Poor Polly, Polly wants a cracker.”  
“Mrs. Sanders’ parrot,” cried Bob, in a very relieved voice.  “She told me it had gotten 
out of its cage yesterday, and asked me to look for it.”  “Pretty Poll, pretty Poll,” cried the 
parrot as it strutted about the room.  Bob made a dive for it, and he caught it by the tail, 
and with much squawking Polly was captured.  The rain had nearly ceased by this time, 
and the party left the weird house behind, and started once more toward home.  Before 
they had gone farm, they met Mr. Estabrooke in his car, who laughed heartily when told 
of their adventures.  Polly was returned to Mrs. Sanders, whose delight knew no bounds.  
And thus ended an experience never to be forgotten. 

27 May 1921 – Headline:  Tourist Season will Open with Bright Prospects.  The end of 
this week sees practically every hotel in Estes Park open for business, and every 
hotelman the most optimistic fellow we ever saw.  Hewes-Kirkwood Inn, which opened 4 
May 1921, reports early tourist trade better than in any previous year, and states that they 
have all reservations taken for six weeks during the season.  They inform us that all 
present indications point to a heavy season.  Columbine Lodge will open 1 June 1921 and 
Mr. Alexander informs us that the prospects are most encouraging for a good season.  He 
states that he has never had so many reservations before at this time of the year.  The Big 



Thompson Hotel opens Saturday, 28 May 1921, with the largest number of reservations 
they have ever had, and Mr. Yore predicts a big season.  He informs us tat he has a large 
number of people of national repute, who have heard so much of the beauties of Estes 
Park that they have decided to come here this season, booked for the summer.  The 
Stanley Hotel has opened with a number of guests, and the prospects there indicate a 
splendid season.  The Stanley has a new assistant manager, Mr. W.S. Dunning, who had 
the old English Hotel [the Estes Park Hotel] thirty years ago east of where the Country 
Club house now stands, and who has been in charge of the Antlers and Broadmoor Hotels 
in Colorado Springs since 1905.  Joe Mills of the Crags plans to open Saturday, and he 
too, like the rest, reports more reservations than ever in the history of the Crags.  Longs 
Peak Inn will open Saturday with the anticipation of a good season.  All the other hotels, 
the opening of which has already been announced in these columns, tell the same story of 
more reservations and more inquiries than ever before.  And their statements are borne 
out by reports from the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company, the telephone 
office, and the post office to the effect that business is heavier at this time than ever 
before in the history of Estes Park.  The merchants, too, tell of a better business than they 
had anticipated.

27 May 1921 – Letter to the editor from H. Scilley:  I thank you for the copy of the Estes 
Park Trail, and congratulate you on the way it is gotten out.  It appeals to me so forcibly, 
that I am enclosing check for subscription, and you have my best wishes for the success 
of the newspaper.  H. Scilley, manager Great Western Sugar Company Loveland factory.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well-stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle and driving 
horses.  Our own dairy farm furnished our milk, cream, butter, and eggs.  Telephone or 
write for rates and reservations.  C.E. Lester and Company.  Telephone #4 J-2.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

27 May 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if it’s 
lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent – just telephone #27-J3, and our 
little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley.  Builders, Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the Park Theatre [so on the east side of what is now Moraine Avenue] or third 
house on High Drive at Pinerift.  

27 May 1921 – Poem reprinted from “The Landmark”:  Memorial Day.  I have a lover in 
the fields of France,/Where larks still sing and scarlet poppies wave./There let him lie – I 
ask not his return/That my poor grief may tend a lonely grave./There let him lie, among 



his comrades all,/In the world’s common sepulchre and shrine;/The trysting-place of 
every nation’s heart;/And let the common sorrow hallow mine./But let me plant beside 
his resting-place,/Where fleur-de-lis and scarlet poppies nod,/A bit of beauty from his 
native land–/The yellow glory of our golden-rod./There Belgium’s bloom and Italy’s 
fragrance blend;/There shamrock buds and purple heather grows;/There the fair lilies of 
the fields of France/Grow side by side with England’s beauteous rose./There, with the 
whispering maples and the pines,/With cypress black and fragrant laurel bloom,/The 
evening winds with gentle rapture blend/The breath of wattle and the southern broom./O 
ask me not to take my love away–/We should be lonely for the fields of France. [Text 
superimposed on a photograph of a cemetery, with crosses both simple and slightly more 
elaborate clustered on the far left and far right, but the main features of the photograph a 
flowing field of flowers, almost certainly poppies, which practically spill off the front of 
the frame, and a tree, more trunk than branches, creating the right border.  The outline of 
three birds have been hand-drawn into the scene, two to the left of the text and one to the 
right, and the outline of a cloud has also been penciled in around the title and first two 
stanzas.]

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Michelin tires and tubes.  Fresh stock just received.  
Complete line and at Denver prices.  Estes Park Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, 
proprietor.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company.  Drugs.  Toilet articles, 
fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #41 [sic, prior to this 
issue, the telephone number had been #36].

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel.  Most centrally located hotel in Estes Park, 
in the center of Estes Park village.  First class service, good accommodations, and 
excellent table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

27 May 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson 29 May 1921.  Christ pictures 



a real neighbor.  Lesson text – Luke 10:25-37, Acts 2:44-47.  Golden text – Love worketh 
no ill to his neighbor, love therefore is the fulfillment of the law. – Romans 13:10.  
Reference material – Proverbs 2:18, Matthew 25:31-40, Romans 13:8-10, 15;1, Ephesus 
4:25-32.  Primary topic – The story of a man who helped.  Junior topic – The good 
Samaritan.  Intermediate and senior topic – Being a good neighbor.  Young people and 
adult topic – Who is my neighbor?  I. Christ questioned (Luke 10:25-29).  1. By whom 
(Luke 10:25).  A certain lawyer.  He was not a lawyer in the modern sense of that term, 
most nearly corresponds to our theological professors.  2. The purpose of (Luke 10:25).  
It was to tempt Jesus as to whether He was really learned in the law, and also to entrap 
Him to show Him to be heterodox.  3. The question (Luke 10:25).  “What shall I do to 
inherit eternal life?”  Though a lawyer, his theology was defective.  He thought eternal 
life was to be obtained by doing.  The very words he used involved a contradiction.  All 
inheritance is not obtained by doing, but by being.  4. Jesus’ reply (Luke 10:26-29).  He 
cited to him the law.  This is the proper place to send one who is expecting to get eternal 
life by doing.  The lawyer answered well, for supreme love to God and love to one’s 
neighbor as he loves himself is the sum total of human obligation.  “This do and thou 
shalt live.”  But this is the very thing he could not do.  Man needs God’s enabling grace 
to love at all, so he stood condemned by his own conscience enlightened by the law.  He 
set out to trap Jesus, and now he is caught in a trap, and in order to justify himself, he 
said to Jesus, “Who is my neighbor?”  The question is answered in the story of the Good 
Samaritan.  II.  Playing the neighbor (Luke 10:30-37).  In this story of the Good 
Samaritan, the question is shifted so as to make clear that the supreme question is not, 
“Who is my neighbor?” but “Whose neighbor am I?”  To be a neighbor is – 1. To see 
those about us who need help (Luke 10:33).  We should be on the lookout for those in 
need of help, and love is keen to discern need.  2. Have compassion on the needy (Luke 
10:33).  Since Christ is the compassionate One, all who have His nature will be likewise 
moved when they see need.  3. Go to those in need (Luke 10:34).  The personal touch 
many times is more important than material aid.  It is easier to give money than personal 
aid.  The true neighbor gives both.  4. Bind up wounds (Luke 10:34).  5. Set the helpless 
ones on our beasts while we walk (Luke 10:34).  Willingness to deny ourselves in order 
to help others is a proof of the genuineness of love.  6. Bring to the inn and take care of 
the unfortunate (Luke 10:34).  The true neighbor is not spasmodic in his giving help.  7. 
Give money (Luke 10:35).  It costs much to be a neighbor.  Love is the most expensive 
thing in the world.  It cost God His only Son, it cost Jesus Christ His life.  May we go and 
do likewise!  III. The behavior of the early church (Acts 2:44-47).  1. They were together 
(Acts 2:44).  They were together because they were baptized into the one body, of which 
Chris was head by the Holy Spirit (I Corinthians 12:13).  The oneness of the body was 
symbolized by the breaking of bread.  Such unity is only possible to believers in Christ, 
that is, those regenerated by the Holy Ghost.  To get unity, therefore, in the neighborhood, 
we must get people to be saved.  2. Had a community of goods (Acts 2:44-45).  They sold 
their possessions and goods and parted tem to all men as every man had need.  This 
proved that they were under the power of the Holy Spirit, that is, that the supernatural 
was being manifest, for it is not natural to abandon one’s title of possession. 3. They were 



filled with gladness and singleness of heart (Acts 2:46).  Those who were really born 
again have no ulterior motive.  What they seem to be, they really are.  Unsaved men and 
women are controlled by selfish motives, they seek their own, not another’s good.  This 
they do while feigning love for others.  4. Praising God and having favor with all the 
people (Acts 2:47).  Such unselfishness gained the attention of the people, and induced 
them to yield themselves to God, who added daily such as were being saved.  Subhead:  
Deal not treacherously.  The Lord, the God of Israel, saith that he hateth putting away, for 
one covereth violence with his garment, saith the Lord of hosts, therefore take heed to 
your spirit, that ye deal not treacherously – Malachi 2:16.  Subhead:  Let the power of my 
Lord be great.  And, I beseech thee, let the power of my Lord be great, according as thou 
hast spoken, saying, the Lord is long suffering, and of great mercy, forgiving iniquity and 
transgression. – Numbers 14:17-18.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company.  Taxidermy 
museum.  Furs, heads, trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to rent.  Men’s and 
women’s outing goods, ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Special shipment of hand-
carved Italian trophies just received [Clifford Starr Higby had just returned from Italy].  
You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright Higby. Estes 
Park, Colorado.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then 
you can’t be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brothers’ bungalows at 
Braodview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed and furnished, 
beautifully located, away from the noise and dust of the main roads, and yet but ten 
minutes drive from the post office.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find hat we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company.

27 May 1921 – [This column title is generally “People of our Town”, but a more personal 
headline is used in this installment.]  Headline:  Neil and “Sprouts” New Members of 
Private Society.  [Cartoon illustration by of man wearing a straw boater hat and a clown-
sized bow tie in a state of mirth.  His mouth is open in a wide guffaw, his nose and cheeks 
are flushed, and his left hand is raised as if preparing to slap his knee.  His pose is face 



turned slightly outward from full face, body in 3/4 profile right.  The cartoonist’s name 
“Charles Sughroe” is in the lower left corner.]  Our artist caught Neil Heaton and 
“Sprouts” Young right in the act, and this is the result, true to life.  The boys went out to 
flirt with the finny tribe [i.e., went fishing] and beguiled 60 with the tempting bait – real 
fish, too, and they weren’t the least bit afraid to look the game inspector square in the 
eye.  They proved themselves eligible to membership in the editor’s friend society by a 
generous basket of beauties, three of which measured 11, 12, and 13 inches, respectively 
[unclear why “respectively” is needed, since there is no fish line-up].  And then the above 
picture somewhat resembled ourselves.  We have elected J.C. Simms [this may be John 
Simms, who was sentenced to 1-2 years in the state penitentiary in 1917] and C.E. Lester 
to membership in the editor’s friend society, along with Augustus Denby Lewis, Julius 
Foss Schwartz, Charles F. Hix, Frank W. Byerly, Neil Heaton, and “Sprouts.”  J.C. 
[Simms] gets in for a nice little load of wood all unsolicited, the others all got in for a 
nice little list of subscriptions at their expense, except the last two named.  The other 
members of the society may be ascertained by glancing over our advertising columns.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company.  
Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also Fort Collins and 
through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, baggage, and United 
States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] 
#20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

27 May 1921 – Headline:  Everett West Passes Away.  Little nine-year-old Everett West 
passed on to his heavenly father Tuesday morning [presumably 24 May 1921], after 
making a heroic struggle against repeated operations and weeks of intense suffering at the 
Longmont hospital.  Burial took place Wednesday morning [presumably 25 May 1921] at 
11:00 a.m. at Loveland.  Rev. Montgomery conducted the service, assisted by Mrs. 
Montgomery in the music, from the Bell and Findley parlor.  To the bereaved ones, we 
extend the heartfelt sympathy of the community, and such consolations as humanity has 
to offer.  He was remembered by the school children with a beautiful floral offering.  
[The 1920 Loveland census includes the family of Edward and Adala West, parents of 
five children:  Lela (f) 18, Moody (m) 16, Paul (m) 11, Everett (m) 9, and Edna (m) 9.  It 
is possible Everett and Edna were twins.  The Sankey West family also resides in 
Loveland in the 1920 census, but he and his wife have only one child.  It is quite possible 
that Sankey West and Edward West were brothers.]

27 May 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Views in Scotland.  The Fort Collins Commercial 
Club at their meeting last week, at the instance [sic, insistence?] of Clem Yore, asked the 
loan from the Union Pacific railroad of their 2000 feet of moving picture films of Estes 
Park, and their 175 autochrome color plates made and originally owned by Frank W. 
Byerly, to be taken to Edinburgh, Scotland, by Charles McMillian, representing the Fort 
Collins Rotary Club, and Harvey Parker, representing the Greeley Rotary Club, and used 
there in their endeavor to land the 1923 World Rotary convention for Estes Park.  The 



Estes Park Chamber of Commerce sent over a thousand beautifully colored booklets, and 
an invitation to meet in Estes Park.

27 May 1921 – Advertisement:  The Three Basic Requirements in building a summer 
home in Estes Park are utility, strength, and beauty.  Utility depends on skill in the 
interior arrangement, strength and beauty primarily on the lumber used.  Right now, since 
prices have been reduced, builders realize hat lumber gives them the utmost of these 
qualities at the greatest ultimate economy.  Let us give you an estimate on what you need.  
Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

27 May 1921 – Communication from the Estes Park Post of the American Legion.  
Headline:  Memorial Day Service.  Please, American people, do not forget the Memorial 
Day exercises at the Estes Park Church 30 May 1921 at 10:30 a.m., in memory of our 
G.A.R. veterans [of whom none were still alive in Estes Park in 1921], Spanish War 
veterans, and our departed “buddies” who made the supreme sacrifice for you.  Don’t 
forget to wear your poppy.

27 May 1921 – The family of Robert Scott, mechanic at Preston’s Garage, is to arrive in 
Estes Park today from Loveland, and they will make their home in the Bond cottage on 
the hill.

27 May 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them for 
profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, 
want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get results, 
and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each following 
insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale – Practically new 
electric iron and electric heater.  K, care Estes Park Trail…For sale – Furnished cottage 
inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3.  For sale – 
Refrigerator, used only one summer.  Mrs. Dugald Floyd Godfrey…For sale – One 
electric Butter Kist popcorn and peanut roaster in fine shape.  One Chalmers touring car, 
extra good tires.  A good buy.  R.R. Finley, Loveland, Colorado…For sale – 120 acres, 
splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  
This has just been put on the market, and will not last long at the price.  Address CC, care 
the Estes Park Trail.  tf…For sale – Cole 8 car, 7 passenger, in fine shape, two new tires.  
A bargain.  803 East 7th Street, Loveland, Colorado…For sale – Mountain potatoes $2 
per cwt.  Baled hay – best quality, $25 per ton.  Donald MacGregor…Subhead:  Wanted.  
Wanted – Plain and fancy sewing, Mrs. Lutz, Webb cottage No. 8, west of Catholic 
church.  5-8p…Wanted – To buy, baby’s crib with mattress, post office box 140, 
telephone #174-J…Subhead:  For Rent.  Homes to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  
D.B. Griffith.

3 June 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 



vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 8     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, June 3, 1921     Price 10 cents

3 June 1921 – Headline:  Good Fishing and Better Roads Draw Huge Crowds on 
Decoration Day [now referred to as Memorial Day].  Good fishing and splendid roads, a 
Saturday half-holiday, Decoration Day coming on Monday this year, fine weather, and 
nicely illustrated ads in Denver newspapers calling attention to Este Park, all worked 
together for by far the largest Decoration Day crowd ever in Estes Park.  The hotels 
enjoyed a splendid patronage, several of them having a goodly number of guests which 
never before had guests this early in the season, and several filled up before noon Sunday, 
and compelled to turn many away for lack of further accommodations.  One place of 
business informed us they did $5 more business Sunday than on the Fourth of July last 
year.  Another made a comparison of the crowd this year with that which attended the 
Fourth of July celebration at Longs Peak 12 years ago [4 July 1909?], stating that they 
had that year 16 automobiles, and though they had a terribly large crowd.

3 June 1921 – Roe Emery, president of the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company, was in Estes Park over the weekend with a party composed of W.S. Basinger, 
passenger traffic manager for the Union Pacific [Railroad], George Russel, vice-president 
of the White Motor Company, and Mr. Starkweather, a Denver hotel man.

3 June 1921 – Headline:  Cisterns were Made for Water Anyway.  C.W. Cistern of Denver 
seems to take naturally to water, at least certain occurrences Sunday would so indicate.  
He was driving up the Fall River Road with his Overland roadster when he suddenly lost 
control of the machine and it plunged over a bank of the river about five feet high near 
the Fish Hatchery.  A call to Preston’s Garage brought the service car in post haste, but it 
required three hours of strenuous work to get the car out of the river.  The car went into 
the water on all fours without doing any very serious damage to the car, and Mr. Cistern, 
who was the only occupant, escaped unhurt but somewhat startled.

3 June 1921 – Glen Preston, a student at the State University in Boulder [i.e., what is now 
referred to as CU-Boulder], spent the weekend with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
Cornelius Preston.  This is commencement week at the University, and Glen expected to 
return to Estes Park for the summer Thursday…W.A. Samuelson and family of Greeley 
spent the weekend enjoying the beautiful scenery of Estes Park…W.A. Dixon drove to 
Denver Friday of last week on business, returning Saturday accompanied by Miss George 
and Miss Aldeman, who were weekend guests in the Dixon home.

3 June 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, 3 inch by 4 inch scenic image from the east 
looking west, with the Snowy Range in the background.  An unpaved, single-track road is 
visible in the left foreground, and a dead tree extends top to bottom on the left side of the 
frame.  Caption [as headline]:  Snowy Range from Estes Park.  Credit:  Courtesy of the 
Berthoud Bulletin. 



3 June 1921 – Headline:  Fall River Road will be Open by Middle of June 1921, Weather 
Permitting, Tra, La, La.  Augustus Denby Lewis returned Wednesday afternoon from 
Grand Lake, where he has spent the past week.  He reports that 15 men came in there 
yesterday on the Moffat Road to begin work opening the Fall River Road from that end.  
A force of men has also begun work on this end, and a larger force will be put to work 
next week.  The original plan of opening the road by 15 June 1921 is still the schedule, 
notwithstanding the assertion of the valley newspapers that “it caint be did [sic, it can’t be 
done].”  Watch our smoke, brothers.  We’re going over the 19 June 1921, the date of the 
first scheduled trip, or bust.  And we ain’t going to bust – get that?  [Perhaps, although 
the first, and perhaps only, vehicle over the pass on Sunday, 19 June 1921, was a private 
car.]

3 June 1921 – Headline:  Toothache Delays Estes Park Trail – Rain Delays Traffic in the 
Valley [Does this headline suggest this particular issue of the Estes Park Trail was 
delayed by the editor’s unpublicized dental problems?].  Heavy rains in the mountains 
and valleys did considerable damage and tied up rail and automobile traffic from Denver 
north.  Cloud bursts north of Denver and between Longmont and Loveland took out 
ditches, bridges, roads, and flooded streets in both the latter towns.  The rain in the 
mountains was heavy, but did no particular damage, and did not stop traffic to the valley.  
[I’m not sure if the toothache forewarned the rain, or if the editor’s toothache really did 
delay the Friday publication of the Estes Park Trail.]

3 June 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. P.K.H. Bauer, newlyweds from Lincoln, Nebraska, who have 
been registered at the Lewiston the past week, left for their home Wednesday.  They 
declare Estes Park a lovely place in which to spend a honeymoon…F.J. Chamberlain, 
vice-president of the Denver Tourist Bureau, and wife were weekend guests at the 
Lewiston.

3 June 1921 – Headline:  Soldier’s Grave near Estes Park is Remembered on Memorial 
Day.  Mrs. J.E. Macdonald this year decorated the grave on Memorial Day of Estes 
Park’s only soldier of the civil war, H.P. Welcome, who was one of the early settlers in 
Estes Park, and owner of the ranch now owned by Mrs. Springer, and who died about 11 
years ago and was buried on the place owned by him [he died in March 1911].  Mrs. 
Macdonald has very beautifully remembered the burial place each Memorial Day, and 
made her way to the grave to do the nation’s honors to one of its heroes, being compelled 
by force of circumstances but once to omit this loving act.  She has always been very 
quiet about this kindly deed, but it did not escape our attention, and we feel that it is only 
fair that some mention be made of this faithfulness, and we feel that it merely needs the 
suggestion for the American Legion to see that this beautiful custom, faithfully performed 
each year by Mrs. Macdonald, is perpetuated.



3 June 1921 – J.E. Pope, for many years a Colorado newspaper publisher, was a visitor at 
the Estes Park Trail office Monday.  Mr. Pope has just returned from California where he 
spent the past year, and has not definitely located yet.  He is credited as being one of the 
best newspaper men in the state, and we trust we shall soon have a publication bearing 
his name at the editorial masthead on our exchange table.

3 June 1921 – Winton Ault and family, his father A.E. Ault, and Miss Vera Carter, all of 
Fort Collins, were in Estes Park Sunday.

3 June 1921 – Headline:  You Can’t Keep Fish under Seven Inches and “Get Away with 
It”.  Superintendent Thomson of the fish hatchery Tuesday placed under arrest a man 
employed on a road gang for having in his possession several fish said to be less than six 
inches in length.  When brought before police magistrate [J.J.] Duncan, he pleaded not 
guilty.  His case has been set for hearing Tuesday, at which time the district attorney will 
be present the present the state’s side of the case.  In this connection, it might be well to 
call attention to the fact that, while the Rocky Mountain National Park regulations permit 
the taking of fish over six inches long, the state has not turned the fish over to the Rocky 
Mountain National Park administration, and the state laws therefore apply within Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Also, the rangers are sworn is as deputy game wardens under 
the state law, and therefore sworn to enforce the state law governing the taking of fish.  
The state law does not permit taking fish under seven inches in length.

3 June 1921 – The prize story printed in the Estes Park Trail last week went through 
without the name of the author.  It was merely an oversight caused by the press of duties 
on publication day.  The story, entitled “A Ghost Story”, was written by Miss Helen 
Service.  We trust Miss Helen Service will forgive us for the omission.

3 June 1921 – Headline:  Fish Association to Meet Next Wednesday.  A well-attended 
meeting of the Este Park Fish and Game Association was held at the IOOF Hall 
Wednesday evening.  The association already has a paid membership of 31, and the 
membership is increasing rapidly.  Those desiring to become members should see one of 
the membership committee, which is composed by Claude Erwin Verry, Arthur K. 
Holmes, and Charles Chapman.  The next meeting will be held Wednesday evening of 
next week, at which time it is hoped to have present the state game and fish 
commissioner Roland G. Parvin of Denver, Superintendent L. Claude Way of the Rocky 
Mountain National Park, and Gaylord Harper Thomson, superintendent of the fish 
hatchery, to discuss the proper locations and construction of maturing ponds.  It is a well-
known fact that if we would maintain our reputation of being the fisherman’s paradise, 
we must prepare to mature to proper size the fish placed in the streams.  You are urged to 
attend this meeting.

3 June 1921 – Georgia Victor came into Estes Park Wednesday, and is stopping at the 
Hupp Hotel until Fern Lodge opens, where she will be for the summer.  



3 June 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office Hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in the Josephine 
Hotel building [a block 5 location].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop 
in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – contract rates for one year, 
125 inches or more, 25 cents [this is an increase from the initial rate of 20 cents] per 
single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign 
contract rate – 35 cents [this is an increase from the initial rate of 25 cents] per issue.  
Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  
Classified advertising:  Want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for 
all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of 
thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or 
less, $1.50.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is 
sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  
Application made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter, 15 April 
1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

3 June 1921 – Quote by James Fennimore Cooper:  We have no spring; vegetation seems 
to leap into existence, instead of creeping, as in the same latitudes of the old word; but 
how gracefully it retires!

3 June 1921 – Poem and byline:  Old and New Friends by Henry Van Dyke.  Make new 
friends, but keep the old;/Those are silver, these are gold./New-made friends, like new-
made wine/Age will mellow and refine./Friendship that have stood the test/Of time and 
change are surely best./Brow may wrinkle, hair turn gray,/Friendship never knows 
decay;/For ’mid old friends kind and true/We once more our youth renew./But, alas! old 
friends must die;/New friends must their place supply./Then cherish friendship in your 
breast;/New is good, but old is best./Make new friends, but keep the old;/Those are silver, 
these are gold.

3 June 1921 – The best thing going is an unwelcome guest…Fortunate is the man whose 
friends are all good and his enemies all bad…Quote from Phillips Brooks:  “He who 
helps a boy become a strong man makes a contribution of the first order to the welfare of 
society.”

3 June 1921 – Frank Service wants us to write up a big yarn about that guy who made 
such brags the other day of how he could ride just ‘cause he had on such a natty riding 
“habit”, but from what Frank tells us, we will leave it to the guy himself, for he sure can 
tell bigger ones than ye editor…The Estes Park Trail is in receipt of a special edition of 



the Steamboat Pilot styled “Good Roads and Better Business” edition.  The number is 
splendidly gotten up, well patronized by the business interests, and presents in an 
attractive way the attractions of the region served by the newspaper.  The edition is no 
fake, as are some of the so-called special editions sometimes gotten out elsewhere.  
Accept our congratulations…The office is just in receipt of an interesting article 900 
years old.  It is a copy of the Fort Collins Express dated Thursday, 19 May 1021 [sic], and 
is especially interesting from the fact that is was printed some hundreds of years previous 
to the time when printing was supposed to have been invented, and about 850 years 
before it had been supposed white men had settled in the hamlet of Fort Collins.  Thus do 
archeologists, explorers, and excavators upset continually the traditions of man...Letter to 
the editor from C.E. Lester:  Enclosed please find check for subscription for self, and 
enclosed list.  I want to tell you, as I told you over the telephone, that I am very much 
pleased with the Estes Park Trail, and wish you every success.

3 June 1921 – Poem and byline:  You Looked Fairest in the Hills by Charles Edwin 
Hewes.  Looking back, dear Heart, it seems to me/You looked fairest in the hills./Back in 
that rarest summer spent/Beside the alpine rills./’Twas June – You well remember, Love,/
Those effulgent nights of Moon,/That bathed the Vale in glory-light,/And set the world 
atune./We wandered – Ah, Love, you blush to tell;/How far those flowering glades./We 
lingered – Ah, ’till Morn’s first/Dew-kist hour we sweetly strayed./Nymph, you were – a 
naiad blushing rare./And I, gath’ring roses fair,/Keen envied their soft leaves nestling/In 
the clusters of your hair./Let’s go back, dear Heart, this summer day./To those same 
beloved hills./I’ll woo your cheeks to roses back/Beside the alpine rills. – From “Songs of 
the Rockies”, by Charles Edwin Hewes, Estes Park.

3 June 1921 – George Johnson and William Tallant made a trip the last of the week to 
Lawn Lake on an inspection trip for the Farmer Ditch Company of Loveland, which uses 
the lake for storage purposes.  They found lots of snow and ice…The rainfall for the 
month [of May 1921] to Monday noon registered just 1-1/2 inches…Fishing licenses 
were in strong demand on the first few days of the fishing season.  On the opening day, 
Church’s sold 106 licenses, and 186 to Monday evening.  Mrs. Higby sold 16, and the 
Big Thompson Hotel 5, making a total sold in Estes Park of 209 the first six days of the 
season…Dr. S.C. Halley and family of Fort Collins spent the weekend at their cottage 
“The Dixie” in Prospect Heights, and had as their guests Mr. and Mrs. Mustard and Mr. 
and Mrs. O.M. Wheeler, also of Fort Collins…W.P. Winthrow and family of Fort Collins 
spent the weekend at the Wayside Inn cottage in Prospect Heights, and had as their guests 
Mrs. Mammie Fitzgerald of Fort Collins and Fay Albro of Maywood, Nebraska…C.S. 
Ickes of the Farmers Bank and Trust Company of Fort Collins and wife were Estes Park 
visitors Sunday and Monday.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel at 
home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and motoring.  Here 



you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric lights, good meals, 
telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, shed for automobiles, 
tennis courts, swings, and quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but using rings instead of 
shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

3 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them
3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our business 
a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage and that 
of your friends if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain drinks, 
quick lunches.  Somers’ Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

3 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-J3

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars – we have been appointed agents for Buick 
cars through the Bonnell Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  Liberal 
terms.  Hoffner gasoline systems – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.   Goodyear Tires – 30 x 3 smooth $12.50, 30 x 3 rough $14.50, 
30 x 3-1/2 smooth $15.75, 30 x 3-1/2 rough $17.50.  Springs – Temme quality guaranteed 
springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars – charging station 
maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – Two service cars 
ready to go day or night.  All labor back on pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn Garage 
[a block 3 business], telephone #17-R2.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  20% reduction Goodrich tires and tubes by the Goodrich 
Rubber Company at Johnson’s Garage [a block 6 business].  Telephone #184, George 
Johnson, proprietor

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and fountain 
service.  Fine cigars, Johnson’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  
We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and 
you will be steady customers.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise   You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business], telephone #15



3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the consumer.  
Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin Griffith, 
telephone #27-R2

3 June 1921 – W.H. McKenna of Boulder and a party of five were in Estes Park 
Wednesday, and took dinner at the Crags.  Mr. McKenna was accompanied by an old 
friend from Scotland, George Chapman and wife, who were wonderfully impressed with 
the grand scenery in Estes Park…The fine log summer home which was started 22 
February 1921 for E. Tyler Smith, a Denver insurance man on the High Drive, will be 
completed in about a week.  The building is 38 feet by 46 feet, six rooms, and entirely 
modern.  The construction was under the supervision of Charles A. Chapman.  The logs 
were secured near Bierstadt Lake and we have heard it said that the building is the finest 
log structure anywhere in the state.  Mr. Smith and family and a party of friends were in 
Estes Park over the weekend.  They expect to return  for the summer the latter part of this 
week…J.E. Macdonald advertised in  last week’s Estes Park Trail a special sale on cheese 
and macaroni for this week, and sold 120 pounds of cheese and 15 cases of macaroni and 
spaghetti.  Advertising with brains in it is the duster that keeps the cobwebs from  
collecting in the front door…Dale Myers and wife, Dr. Duckworth and wife, A.L. 
Waddell, Will Berner and family, and undertaker J.B. Bell with a party of eight were 
among the Lovelandites in Estes Park Monday…Lena Schiedeman, sister of Mrs. Carl O. 
Johnson, proprietor of the Home Bakery [a block 3 business], was a guest of Mrs. 
Johnson’s Friday to Monday.  She will return to Estes Park soon and accept employment 
in the bakery…Nellie T. Akin, daughter Dorothy, and mother Mrs. W.W. Taylor of Fort 
Collins were in Estes Park Wednesday, bringing up a party to Estes Park…Dr. J.D. 
Dunshee, an officer in the United States army during the world war, spending 18 months 
in the service in France, has rented one of the Carmen cottages for the summer, and 
expects to arrive in the next few days to take possession…The district convention of the 
Neighbors of Woodcraft will be held 6 June 1921 and 7 June 1921 at Loveland.  On 8 
June 1921, the Loveland Chamber of Commerce will furnish transportation to give all the 
delegates a chance to tour Estes Park.  Mrs. Carl O. Johnson of the Home Bakery [a block 
3 business] is one of the delegates to the convention…A. Marshall and family of Lincoln, 
Kansas, drove through to Estes Park, arriving Wednesday.  They have taken one of 
Hayden Brothers cottages in Broadview [ they would later build a summer home in the 
same area]…Good fishing and splendid roads, a Saturday half-holiday, Decoration Day 
[i.e., Memorial Day] coming on Monday this year, fine weather, and nicely illustrated 
advertisement in Denver newspapers calling attention to Estes Park all worked together 
for by far the largest Decoration Day crowd ever in Estes Park…Clem Yore was in  
Loveland, Fort Collins, and Denver this week on business…H.R. Cook, Boulder’s agent 
for the Buick, and family have rented a cottage east of the village for the season…Semi-
advertisement:  Dr. Henry Squire Reid of Denver announces the opening of an office on 
main street in the William Tenbrook Parke building for the summer season for the 
practice of medicine and surgery.  Office hours 10:00 a.m. to noon and 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 
p.m.  Residence telephone #66J2, office telephone #89.



3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then 
you can’t be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brothers’ [a block 5 
business] bungalows at Broadview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed 
and furnished, beautifully located, away from the noise and dust of the main roads, and 
yet but ten minutes drive from the post office.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company, Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  The Lewiston is 
now open for business.  Prompt attention to all inquiries.  Telephone #80 or #81 for 
reservations.  Grand Lake Lodge, Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, 
consisting of large central building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge 
is up-to-date in every respect, has its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be 
reached from Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver 
via] the Berthoud Pass Road.  By rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 
June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all 
communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  
The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  “Send it to the laundry”.  [Text broken by graphic of a 
woman handing a liveried gentleman a bundle, essentially a covered box, of laundry.  The 
woman’s back is to us, the driver extends his hands to cradle the package.  A girl with a 
small dog stands next to the front fender of a delivery truck in the background.  The 
words “Copyright the A.L.M. Company” serve as a caption.  A.L.M. likely stands for 
American Laundry Mission, or similar.] Blankets, comforts, carpets, rugs, family 
washing, dry cleaning.  Estes Park Laundry, launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J

3 June 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Classified advertisement:  For Rent 
– Furnished, two rooms with sleeping porch, in village, Address M, care of Estes Park 
Trail…Clifford Higby and wife are expected to arrive in Estes Park the last of this week 
from the war zone, where Clifford has been engaged in YMCA work the past two or three 
years…Semi-advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan has opened his dental office in the Francis 
house, telephone #198J…H.L. Higby [Clifford Higby’s father, Nina W. Higby’s ex-
husband], who has been in Wyoming and Nebraska the past winter, returned to Estes Park 
for the summer season…Semi-advertisement:  20% reduction on Goodrich tires and tubes 
by Goodrich Rubber Company at the Johnson Garage…The traffic rules of the town are 



as a whole being well-observed by visitors.  One party, however, desiring to turn his 
machine around in the street without driving to the street corner, looked carefully around 
for a bluecoat, and being satisfied the coast was clear, suddenly swung around in the 
street when town marshal Elmer I. Cooke, who was an interested bystander, stepped out 
and informed the party it would be necessary to turn around once more and go to the end 
of the street and make the turn properly.  To this request, he complied with alacrity, and 
soon made himself scarce, no doubt thanking his stars that he got off so easily…Semi-
advertisement:  Brassieres in many styles, also Ferris waists and corsets at Miss Ruple’s 
[a block 5 business]…Mr. and Mrs. E.H. Warner and R.T. Smith, abstractor for the 
Larimer County Abstract Company, all of Fort Collins, were luncheon guests of the 
Lewiston Thursday…Semi-advertisement:  You can get very attractive Bungalow aprons 
at Miss Ruple’s [a block 5 business], at prices that can’t be beat…Larimer County 
commissioner J.W. McMullen was in Estes Park viewing the roads in his district Monday.  
He found most of them in a satisfactory condition, and was well pleased with the way 
they have been maintained during the winter and spring…Semi-advertisement:  See our 
new stock of dresses.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…Elbertine Cooke, 
daughter of town marshal Elmer I. Cooke, came in Sunday for the summer from Fredrick, 
Oklahoma, where she has been teaching school…Semi-advertisement:  New line of furs 
just received at National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…A Denver motor 
party in Estes Park Sunday and Decoration Day [i.e., Memorial Day] and registering at 
the National Park Hotel were Ernest E. Barnes and wife, W.F. Meyers, J.E. Brush, W.C. 
Mace, and F.A. Knight…Semi-advertisement:  Now is the time to stock up on towels and 
table damasks.  A full line at Miss Ruple’s [a block 5 business]…W.F. Kelley, 
representing the Detroit Drug Company of Detroit, Michigan, was looking after business 
in Estes Park Thursday, and registered at the National Park Hotel…Semi-advertisement:  
Khaki hats and caps are the best for the mountains.  Complete lines in all sizes at Gooch’s 
[a block 5 business]…J.A. Girard of Boulder was in Estes Park the first of the week, 
stopping at the National Park Hotel…Semi-advertisement:  New stock of work shirt’s at 
Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…Milo G. Rice of Longmont has registered at the National 
Park Hotel for the summer…Semi-advertisement:  Godfrey’s [a block 5 business] for 
overalls…Mr. Lute and his corps of workers have everything at the YMCA conference 
grounds in good shape for the opening of the student conference on 7 June 1921.  Thirty 
leaders will arrive Sunday, and about 200 student delegates will come in Tuesday, the 
opening day of the conference.  The hot weather in Kansas and elsewhere in the east has 
filled up the YMCA cottages much earlier than had been expected…Semi-advertisement:  
Men’s work socks at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…Mr. and Mrs. W.C. White and sons, 
who have been stopping at the Lewiston, have rented one of the Manford cottages for the 
summer…What might properly be termed a California millionaire luncheon was given at 
the Lewiston Saturday by General Sherman.  The entire party of eleven were made up of 
California people, sev- [sic, last half of this word dropped, either “seven” or “several”] of 
whom are millionaires.  The entire expense of the party is borne by General Sherman as 
they make a tour of the state of Colorado.  Mrs. Alice Richardson, proprietor of the 
Mission Inn of Riverside, California, was one of the party.  They were greatly pleased 



with the vastness, grandeur, and beauty of Estes Park, and expressed great pleasure in 
having included Estes Park on their tour…Mr. and Mrs. Leon E. Lavington, their three 
children, and their maid arrived in Estes Park today, and are the guests of the W.A. Dixon 
family.  Mr. Lavington is a “Beta” [member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity], and expects 
to enjoy the housewarming given by that fraternity of Boulder at the Baldpate Inn on 3 
June 1921, 4 June 1921, and 5 June 1921.  He will return to his home in Flagler, 
Colorado, Monday, leaving his family to enjoy a visit at the parental home. 

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #73, Estes Park, Colorado.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  National quality lamps.  Bryan-Marsh Mazda [this is part 
of a royal crown logo].  Electric Shop

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Don’t play your money on a dark horse.  “Sending off” for 
merchandise, where you cannot see what you are buying, and paying out your money two 
or three weeks before you see your goods, is not always satisfactory.  Why not try your 
home merchants?  You can save money by buying in Estes Park, not only in this store, but 
other stores in town as well.  If we can’t sell you, we want other stores in Estes Park to 
get the business.  You save money and help the community by trading at home.  We have 
just received a new stock of summer dresses in organdie, voile, Swiss, etc.  Our Vanity 
Fair silk underwear should arrive this week, and we have a splendid assortment in transit.  
The prices are right, and we invite you to come in and see for yourself.  Our men’s goods 
are also arriving, and we have just received a good stock of overalls and work shirts, and 
have more coming.  All goods are guaranteed.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 
business]

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Developing and printing correctly done.  Fresh stock 
Eastman N.C. films.  “We put the snap in snapshots”.  The Gracecraft [sic, generally 
Gracraft] Shop [a block 6 business], Lawrence E. Grace, Estes Park, Colorado. 

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Scott’s Heights adjoining YMCA.  To rent for the season.  
Large bungalow, tent house, garage, and stable for four horses.  Also a five-room cottage 
with garage, modern conveniences.  Single rooms to rent close to dining hall.  First class 
table service.  Telephone #27-R7

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Anything electrical, we have it.  Responsible wiring and 
repair work.  Key fitting and novelty work.  The Electric Shop Company.

3 June 1921 – It is announced in Athens, Greece, that the Turkish nationalists and Soviet 
Russia have made a treaty based on mutual aid for “the emancipation of all peoples of the 
East and the absolute right of self-determination.”  All pacts or conventions imposed by 



force on Turkey are denounced by the treaty, and the protocol of 20 January 1920 is made 
effective, giving Batum to Georgia and making Azerbaijan an autonomous state…A 
raiding party of Irish “republicans” succeeded in destroying by flames the historic and 
handsome custom house in Dublin [Ireland].  They scattered gasoline throughout the 
great building and set it afire, and then delayed the fire department and fought a desperate 
battle with British troops that came to the rescue.  Several of the raiders were killed by 
rifle and machine gun bullets, and a number of persons perished in the blazing building.  
All the archives of the government were burned.  The Irish Times declares that this act of 
the Sinn Feiners is “not merely a blow to Irish pride and commerce, but it is a blow to all 
our prospects of peace.  Its political effect in Great Britain will be to still further discredit 
the republican demands, but the effect in Ireland will be to increase the difficulties of any 
form of national settlement.”…President Harding journeyed to New York on the 
Mayflower early in the week and took part in memorial services on the piers of Hoboken, 
New Jersey, for more than 5000 American soldiers who died abroad, and whose bodies 
had just been brought home.  Standing before the long rows of flag-draped coffins, 
President Harding delivered an address notable for pathos and sentiment.  He said, “I find 
a hundred thousand sorrows touching my heart, and there is ringing in my ears, like an 
admonition eternal, an insistent call – ‘it must not be again!  It must not be again!’  God 
grant that it will not be, and let a practical people join in cooperation with God to the end 
that it shall not be.  I would not wish a nation for which men are not willing to fight, and 
if need be to die, but I do wish for a nation where it is not necessary to ask for that 
sacrifice.”  In the evening, President Harding attended a banquet of business and financial 
leaders, to whom he said his aspiration was to inaugurate an era of understanding 
between the government and the people and between nations…In Washington, D.C., it is 
taken for certain that President Harding will nominate William Howard Taft to be chief 
justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, and, indeed, the nomination may be 
announced before this is read.  President Harding let Mr. Taft know that he was his 
choice, and Mr. Taft permitted word to go back to the White House that he would be glad 
to accept.  There can be no criticism of the President’s selection…Intense and general 
interest was aroused by the attempt of American golfers to carry off the British amateur 
championship in the tournament at Hoylake, Liverpool, England.  An excellent team went 
across for the purpose, and in the preliminary foursomes and individual matches it made 
a fine showing.  But in the tournament those young experts – [Chick] Evans, [Bobby] 
Jones, [Francis] Ouimet, and the rest – went down one after another.  Only one lasted to 
the sixth round – Frederick J. Wright of Boston, Massachusetts, who had been considered 
perhaps the weakest man on the team…Postmaster General Hays has abolished the 
Burleson censorship of the press, which had been in force for three years.  The ruling was 
made in announcing the admission of the Liberator, a radical publication, to second-class 
mailing privileges.  Mr. Hays ruled that if a publication of public character is mailable 
under the law at all, it is entitled to the second-class rate, but if it is not mailable, it should 
be excluded from the mails entirely.  If it is treasonable, its proprietors should be 
prosecuted.



3 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news.  Telephone #27J3 

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County lump.  Fireplace and stove wood.  
Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley Hotel entrance in season.  
Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Estes Park Produce.  Telephone #197.  Albert Schwilke.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, week, 
or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson Rivers, 
manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes Park.  
S.H. Stockton, Telephone #Loveland 77J

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen 
tree growing from a rocky slope, with a mountain peak and cotton-wool clouds 
artistically arranged in the background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed 
“Seid”.]  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business], photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business], “in the village”.  
Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention to 
weekend and fishing parties.  European plan.  Rates reasonable.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your convenience, 
open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic exchange, 
or safety deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank your bank”.  
Chairman of board James D. Stead, president Augustus Denby Lewis, vice-president 
Julius Foss Schwartz, vice-president Albert Hayden, cashier Charles F. Hix.  The Estes 
Park Bank [a block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  Hours 9:00 a.m. 
to noon, 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Oh boy!  We have been congratulating ourselves ever 
since on the early business of last Saturday and Sunday – now we want to congratulate 
everyone else.  Francis Tire Service Company.  “Service that satisfies”.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Phone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley, builders, Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the Park Theatre [so on the east side of what is now Moraine Avenue], or third 
house on High Drive at Pinerift.



3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business].  Most centrally-located 
hotel in Estes Park, in the center of Estes Park village.  First-class service, good 
accommodations, and excellent table.  William H. and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Drugs, 
toilet articles, fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #41 [sic, 
until the 27 May 1921 issue, the telephone number for the Estes Park Drug Company had 
been #36]

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Michelin tires and tubes.  Fresh stock just received, 
compete line and at Denver prices.  Estes Park Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, 
proprietor.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

3 June 1921 – The Alpha Tau Omega sorority of the Colorado State Agricultural College 
of Fort Collins held their annual picnic in Estes Park, partaking of their picnic dinner near 
the Horseshoe Inn on Saturday of last week.  That evening, they came back as far as the 
Elkhorn Lodge, where they took dinner and danced into the wee sma’ hours o’ the 
morning [sic, the wee small hours of the morning], when they returned to Fort Collins.  
There were 90 in the party, most of whom came up in the Rocky Mountain Parks 
Transportation Company buses, a few coming up, however, in Aggie trucks…Dr. 
Pershing and family of Denver spent the weekend and Decoration Day [Memorial Day] 
in Estes Park at their summer home…George W. Vance, of the Vance-Maxwell Shoe 
Company of Fort Collins, and family were in Estes Park Sunday…Larimer County 
Assessor H.B. Hammond and John Yale Munson, the popular proprietor of the Berthoud 
Bulletin, accompanied by Mrs. Munson, are in Estes Park this week making up the tax 
schedules for this district.  Mr. Munson favored this office with a pleasant visit 
Wednesday.  They are stopping at the Munson cottage.  Mr. Munson informs us that he 
made his first trip to Estes Park in the year 1877, 46 years ago [sic, either this is a typo or 
a subtraction error, suggest 44 years ago], in the days when Estes Park was comparatively  
young…A.E. Ashcraft, wife, and baby, J.H. Brown, and Clarence Buckley were guests 
over the weekend at the home of M.D. Graves and family.  They returned to their homes 
in Merino, Colorado, Monday…Semi-advertisement:  The Home Bakery [a block 3 
business] caters to special orders.  Fresh home-baked bread, cakes, and pastries daily…
Thomas B. Stearns and family of Denver arrived in Estes Park Tuesday, and will be at 
their home here for the summer…Edward Higby will not come to Estes Park this 
summer, but plans to remain in Wyoming with his brother Reed Higby [sic, Reed Higby’s 
brothers were Clifford Higby and Lester Higby.  The mistake is either “Edward Higby” 



instead of one of Reed Higby’s two brothers, or “brother” instead of “uncle”, if Edward 
Higby is the same as Ted Higby, Clifford Higby’s son]…Semi-advertisement:  Fresh 
shipment of Brecht’s candies just received, none better.  Our prices are just what you 
have been looking for.  Church’s Confectionery [a block 6 business]…Miss Maud Smith, 
employed in the Weld County clerk’s office, visited Saturday and Sunday with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.B. Smith.  The Smiths also had as guests J.D. Thomason and 
family of Denver…The Hewes Brothers, proprietors of Hewes-Kirkwood Inn, have 
platted a townsite on an 80-acre spot on their property, to be known as Hewes-Kirkwood.

3 June 1921 – Headline:  Card of Thanks.  We wish to express our sincere thanks to the 
friends in Estes Park for their sympathy and the floral gifts during the illness and burial of 
our son and brother, Everett West.  [Signed] Mrs. Adela [sic, appears in the 1920 
Loveland census as Adala, which seems unlikely, but is yet another variant to consider] 
West and children [see 27 May 1921 annotation for the West family tree].

3 June 1921 – Letter to the editor:  Today’s mail brought me my first Estes Park Trail.  I 
have been waiting for years for someone to start something like this, and at last you’ve 
got just what I want.  You know I can get out to dear old Estes Park only about once in 
three years, and in the meantime, I get hungry for news.  Now I hope to have the Estes 
Park Trail comfort me a little.  So much for that.  Enclosed find check for $3 for my first 
year’s subscription.  Here’s luck.  Yours truly, A.S. Goodenough, Peru, Illinois.  P.S.  
Hope I’m not too late to get in on your generous offer for back numbers.  Sure would like 
to have them.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Shoes! Shoes! Shoes!  We can fit your feet in the best 
boots and shoes for hiking and riding in the mountains.  See them at Gooch’s Ready-to-
Wear Shop [a block 2 business]

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain School of Music.  [Illustration:  Pen-
and-ink sketch of a two-story wooden lodge or cabin in the mountains with a large, wrap-
around porch, and a wooden staircase leading up from the approach road to the side of 
the building.  The porch is supported by wooden poles angled back to the ground near the 
building’s foundation.  The drawing is uncredited.]  Mountain Hall, Estes Park.  
Instruction in piano and theoretical studies under a faculty of artists on established 
reputation.  For information, address John M. Rosborough, 2020 South 25th Street, 
Lincoln, Nebraska, until 1 June 1921, Estes Park thereafter.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison photographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records, player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and show cases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at Estes Park Drug Store 
[a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.



3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Elkhorn Lodge.  A hotel of high standards.  
Telephones, golf links, electric lights, tennis courts.  Cuisine first class.  Season from 1 
June 1921 to 15 September 1921.  Howard James, manager.  Estes Park, Colorado.   

3 June 1921 – Dr. C.J. Davis of Omaha, Nebraska, has rented a cottage near the Elkhorn 
for the month of July…Peter P. Brehm, manager of the drapery and carpet department of 
the A.T. Lewis and Company store, and Lee Fox, salesman for the Moss-Rose 
Manufacturing Company, from New York City, New York, spent the weekend in Estes 
Park, and were guests at the Steads…George W. Johnson [not related to the Estes Park 
resident of the same name], proprietor of the Longmont Call newspaper, wife, and sons 
Gene and Loren and mother-in-law of the latter, were in Estes Park over the weekend and 
guests of the Big Thompson Hotel…Mrs. Anna Gaylord, Mrs. E.L. Kelso and son 
Vernon, and Kenneth Coleman of Fort Collins were at the Wallace cottage over the 
weekend…Mr. and Mrs. E.L. Kuhlman of Denver were visiting last week at the William 
Tallant home…The Estes Park Produce Store will open Saturday for the season.  Mr. 
[Albert] Schwilke [who also supplies Estes Park with coal and wood] is the proprietor 
and has built up a splendid reputation for his garden truck, which is grown on the ground 
immediately adjoining…L.G. Roy Liggett, Larimer County’s popular treasurer for a 
number of years, has accepted the position of assistant manager at the Crags, and he, with 
his wife, is in Estes Park and on duty…H.B. Ober of Lawrence, Kansas, will occupy the 
Hayden cottage No. 8 this summer.  He and his family have been coming to Estes Park 
for several seasons, last year occupying a cottage on the High Drive…A. Strouss of Perla, 
Arkansas, will have a cottage north of the village this summer…Mrs. Gertrude Best, who 
has rented one of the Hayden brothers cottages, is expected to arrive in Estes Park 
tomorrow…G.W. Patterson and wife left last week for Lincoln, Nebraska, on a business 
trip, and will return with the family pet, a Henry [likely an automobile]…The new signs 
forbidding parking cars near the street corners have been placed, as have also the new 
traffic-directing signs in the intersections of the streets…I.B. Allen, general manager of 
the Lewiston Hotels Company, and family made a trip to Denver Friday…A Johnstown 
party composed of Edna Carlson, Burel Brown, Mary Rhodarmer [sic, Rhodamer in the 
same mention], Estelle Harris, sister of the Estes Park Trail editor, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Noah Rhodamer [sic, Rhoadarmer in the same mention] spent Decoration Day [Memorial 
Day] in Estes Park…Miss Betty Butler of Sutherland, Iowa, sister of Miss L.M. Butler in 
the Rocky Mountain National Park office, and Miss Mildred Chantry of Sidney, Iowa, are 
in Estes Park for the summer.  Miss Betty Butler will be employed this summer in the 
Francis Studio…Mrs. C.O. Culver, Warren [Culver?], and Edith [Culver?] of Fort Collins 
spent the weekend at their cottage in Prospect Heights…Fred Payton and son of Greeley 
spent the weekend at their cottage in the High Pines neighborhood…S.W. Williams 
motored over form Greeley Saturday, accompanied by Dr. and Mrs. H.A. Zick, to be with 
Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Sanborn, who have spent the past ten days at the Sanborn cottage 
in the High Pines district.  The party returned to Greeley Tuesday…S. Steele and family 
and Mr. and Mrs. R.F. Wyrick of Fort Lupton spent the weekend in Estes Park enjoying 
camp life…W.A. Smith and wife of Boulder were weekend guests at the Rev. 



Montgomery home.  They are much pleased with Estes Park, and may decide to locate 
here…Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way secured last week from the 
state three 3-ton Packard [trucks], and one 1-ton G.M.C. truck for road work within 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  He also has the promise of a caterpillar tractor for use in 
opening the Fall River Road.  Some of the knowing ones says it can’t be done, others say 
it’s easy…Mr. and Mrs. John Clark Mitchell of Denver spent the weekend at Baldpate 
Inn.  Mr. Mitchell is president of the Denver National Bank.  They had as their guests Mr. 
and Mrs. Dunlevy, Mrs. Caldwell Yoeman [sic], Mr. and Mrs. A.H. Low, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Sidney Sincheimer [sic], all of Denver…The Estes Park Golf Club has secured a 
match game with the Fort Collins club, and will play them on their grounds Sunday, 12 
June 1921.  A return game will be played in Estes Park the week following…Albert A. 
Reed [the former block 3 property owner?], vice president of the United States National 
Bank of Denver, wife, and daughters Charlotte, Esther, and Frances spent several days at 
their cottage in the High Pines.  Mr. Reed began coming to Estes Park 25 years ago, in 
the days of the stage coach, and enjoys Estes Park now just as much as in its pioneer 
days…Floyd Liggett, of the Poudre Valley National Bank of Fort Collins, and wife were 
Estes Park visitors Decoration Day [Memorial Day]…Mr. and Mrs. Bruce D. Parker of 
Greeley gave a house party Saturday, Sunday, and Monday to a number of their friends in 
Greeley at the Parker property, Prospect Place, also making use of the Miss Alice Fuller 
cottage.  They had as their guests Mrs. Harvey D. Parker, Mr. and Mrs. L.L. Wood, Mr. 
and Mrs. W.B. Moody and children, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clay, Mr. J.J. Mosher, and 
Mrs. C.W. Crouter of Wheatland, Wyoming…Semi-advertisement:  An Estes Park Trail 
advertisement will sell that article you no longer need, if it’s worth the price.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  E.D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].  
Taxidermy museum.  Furs, heads, and trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to 
rent.  Men ‘s and Women’s outing goods, ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Special 
shipment of hand-carved Italian trophies just received.  You can get your fishing license 
with your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright Higby, Estes Park, Colorado.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating 
Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You will find 
that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are prepared to take 
care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. George Wyatt will 
have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and first-class 
mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, and 
will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or are contemplating 
doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the class of work that 
we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly attended to.  We are 



here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company [a block 6 business].

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle and driving 
horses.  Our own dairy farm furnishes our milk, cream, butter, and eggs.  Telephone or 
write for rates and reservations.  C.E. Lester and Company.  Telephone #4J-2, Estes Park, 
Colorado.

3 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep the 
blues away.

3 June 1921 – E.H. Hall of Fort Collins, who has been assisting Larimer County assessor 
Hammond in Estes Park this week, and the assessor left today for their homes, having 
practically completed their work here…Emma T. Wilkins, Larimer County 
superintendent of schools, and W.S. Hill, county club leader, registered at the Hupp Hotel 
Friday, and attended the graduating exercises of the high school…Mrs. Joseph Schaffner 
and son of Chicago, Illinois, of the Hart Schaffner and Marx Tailoring Company 
[founded in 1887 by Harry and Max Hart, Joseph Schaffner, and Marcus Marx], are 
making an automobile tour of Colorado and Wyoming, and spent several days in Estes 
Park, registering at the Lewiston.  They were greatly surprised and pleased with Estes 
Park, and said it was much like the peaks of Switzerland, but on a much larger scale…Mr. 
and Mrs. William F. Geddes of Denver entertained Mr. and Mrs. Clement Castillo of 
Dublin [presumably Ireland] at the Lewiston over the weekend.  The Castillos have been 
visiting in the United States for four months, and think this is a grand country…Miss 
Gene Fitzwilliams of Boulder came in yesterday, and will hold the position of chief 
operator at the telephone office for the summer…Mrs. Ethell Steer of  Greeley arrived in 
Estes Park Sunday, and is matron at the telephone company plant…E.E. Montgomery and 
Larimer County engineer Edwards of Fort Collins were in Estes Park the first of the week 
looking after road work on the Longs Peak Road…George W. Johnson of Loveland 
[presumably unrelated to the George W. Johnson of Estes Park, or the George W. Johnson 
of the Longmont Call], father of Mrs. Augustus Denby Lewis, is visiting at the Lewiston 
this week…Mr. and Mrs. Winters and Mrs. Ward were guests of W.A. Dixon and family 
this week.  The ladies came up with Mr. and Mrs. Dixon, who were in Denver the first of 
the week, and Mr. Winters drove the Dixon Ford coupe through for the use of Mr. Dixon 
on his fishing excursions…Irene Hurd entertained a number of her little friends Saturday 
afternoon, 28 May 1921, the occasion celebrating her seventh birthday.  Those present 
were Gwendolyn Low, Mary [Jane] James [presumably the adopted daughter of Homer 
James and Jennie Chapin James, who would have been around this age in 1921], Mary 
Schwilke, Marjorie Wooley, Maxine Wooley, Richard Wooley [sic, the latter three 
children likely sons and daughters of the Hurd and Woolley enterprise, which is spelled 
“Wooley” or “Woolley” almost interchangeably], Edna West, Paul West, Charles Grace, 
Braxton Griffith, Ida Harris, Virgil Harris [the latter two Estes Park Trail editor Arthur B. 



Harris’ children], Merl Hurd, and Irene Hurd [for the latter two children, see the comment 
about Hurd and Woolley above].

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a 
block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 
baggage, and U.S. mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call 
[telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Canned fruit prices tumble.  There’s a pleasant surprise for 
those who buy canned fruits here in the great reduction in prices.  Last fall, the price scale 
ranged from 60 cents to 85 cents.  Now, you can buy the best grades from 25 cents to 60 
cents.  We handle only the best we can possibly buy, and the variety is greater than ever 
before, and includes in several sizes peaches, pears, apricots, black cherries, white 
cherries, red cherries, plums, pineapple, blackberries, loganberries, blueberries, 
gooseberries, raspberries, etc.  We specialize this season in Del Monte brand, and there is 
none better in the market.  Del Monte vegetables also.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 
business].

3 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The three basic requirements in building a summer home 
in Estes Park are utility, strength, and beauty.  Utility depends on skill in the interior 
arrangement, strength and beauty primarily on the lumber used.  Right now, since prices 
have been reduced, builders realize that lumber gives them the utmost of these qualities at 
the greatest ultimate economy.  Let us give you an estimate on what you need.  Estes Park 
Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48

3 June 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them for 
profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, 
want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get results, 
and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each following 
insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For Sale.  For Sale – 2000 pounds of 
corn chop $2.50 cwt.  3000 pounds Red Texas oats at$2.50 per cwt.  E.X. Glover.  7-2p.  
For Sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  
Telephone #27J3.  For Sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity 
water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market and will 
not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf.  For Sale – Mountain 
potatoes, $2.00 per cwt.  Baled hay – best quality, $25.00 per ton.  Donald MacGregor.  
Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Plain and fancy sewing.  Mrs. Lutz, Webb cottage No. 8, 
west of Catholic Church.  5-8p.  Subhead:  For Rent.  Homes to Rent – One cottage, and 
land for sale.  D.B. Griffith.  Subhead:  Miscellaneous.  Automobile Trips – Fort Collins 
and Estes Park at any time.  Experienced mountain driver.  Leave orders at Lewiston Cafe 
or Hupp Hotel.  Telephone #Sherwood 1219 [a Fort Collins telephone designation].  
Nellie T. Akin.  8-12p



3 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad.

[Additional Colorado news:  Partial reports received by the state Immigration Department 
indicate that, in spite of the depressing effects of falling prices and money stringency, the 
farmers of Colorado will cultivate fully as large an acreage to crops this year as they did 
in 1920.  Reports so far received so that the cultivated area this year will be but little 
short of 6,000,000 acres.  County assessors reported on 49,117 farms in the state last year.  
Reports have been tabulated up to date this year on 11,624 farms.  These farms, for 11 of 
the leading crops, report an acreage this year of 1,195,013, or a little more than 102 acres 
per farm.  The entire acreage reported for these crops last year was 4,195,512, or a little 
more than 80 acres per farm.  If all farms this year should report these crops in the same 
ratio as those already in, the total acreage would be above 5,000,000.  The crops included 
in the figures given above are corn, oats, barley, winter wheat, spring wheat, rye, 
potatoes, grain sorghums, sweet sorghums, beans, and alfalfa…W.L. Burnett, in charge of 
rodent control of the state, and his assistant, C.L. Corkins, with the local Adams County 
agent Waldo Kidder, have completed a check of the work done in pest eradication in 
Adams County.  County farmers have been saved from $175,000 to $200,000, Mr. 
Burnett says, by the extermination work thus far completed.  More than 125,000 acres 
have been baited to date, and, with the territory now under poisoning, 200,000 will have 
been treated…Joseph Nitchen, 73 years old, a pioneer resident of Cañon City and 
Colorado, is dead after an illness of several weeks.  Nitchen was a pioneer railroad 
builder.  He had charge of the gang of men that laid the first rails for the Denver and Rio 
Grande in the Royal Gorge in the early 1880s, during the time of the bitter contest for the 
possession of the Grand Canyon of the Arkansas River between the Rio Grande and Santa 
Fe railroad companies…Partial reports from county assessors received by the state 
Immigration Department indicate that the acreage of winter wheat in Colorado this year 
is fully as large as that last year, and perhaps slightly larger.  Partial reports to date have 
been received from 25 counties, several of which already have reported more winter 
wheat than their complete reports showed for last year…Out of a total of $3,700,033.08 
cabled to China to date through the American Committee for China Famine Fund for the 
relief of the famine victims of the northern provinces, Denver has contributed $3,684.31, 
according to a report made public by treasurer Vernon Munroe, American Committee for 
China Famine Fund…Donald Fitch, 8-year-old son of Professor George Fitch, 
superintendent of the Golden public schools, was crushed to death at Golden when he 
attempted to climb onto a moving wagon loaded with sand, missed his footing on the side 
brake rod, and fell under one of the rear wheels…The bond issue of $50,000 for the 
construction of water and light systems carried by a vote of 43 to 4 at Seibert.  The 
council will proceed at once to the sale of the bonds, and it is the plan to have the systems 
installed before snow flies…James Wimmer, a businessman, incurred eight broken ribs, a 
dislocated collarbone, and severe bruises at Boulder, when he was pinned under his 
automobile after it had been hit and turned over by a machine driven by another man…
Curtis Haupt, senior in the Colorado Springs high school, was awarded a four-year 



scholarship in Colorado College by the local Kiwanis Club.  The scholarship goes to 
Haupt as the most proficient student in physics in a class of 192…One woman is dead, 
and heavy damage is reported in buildings and fences, as the result of a high wind north 
of Seibert.  Mrs. Frank Robinson, a farmer’s wife, was killed when the wind blew down a 
chicken house.  Mrs. Robinson, according to reports, had rushed out of the house to try to 
protect her chickens from the storm…Colorado and the west will have the greatest tourist 
travel in the history of railroad transportation this summer, according to a statement made 
by H.T. Cornell, division passenger agent of the American Express Company travel 
department for the territory between Denver and the Pacific coast, with headquarters in 
San Francisco, California…Robert Bishop, 15-year-old son of H.M. Bishop of the 
Riverside section near Montrose, is dead as a direct result of a fall four weeks ago form 
the roof of the house onto a pump handle, which pierced his side.  Young Bishop was 
sweeping snow from the roof of the house when he slipped and fell, landing on the pump 
handle ten feet below…The speed program of the Rocky Mountain Racing Circuit has 
been made up, and starts at Fort Morgan 23 August 1921 to 26 August 1921, finishing up 
at Calhan 6 October 1921 to 8 October 1921...Roud McCann of Chicago, Illinois, has 
been appointed director of the extension service of the Colorado Agricultural College.  
The appointment was made by the executive committee of the state Board of Agriculture 
at a meeting at Fort Collins.  Mr. McCann will assume his new duties some time in June 
1921 [This first appeared in the 24 May 1921 Fort Collins Courier]…Edwin Jennings, 55 
years old, a pioneer farmer of the Peyton district, 40 miles east of Colorado Springs, was 
struck by lightning while in a cattle feeding lot and instantly killed.  Two of the cattle also 
were killed…Mrs. Louise Dotzl, 63, was burned to death near Durango when she 
attempted to save her 2-year-old grandson.  Only the charred remains of both bodies were 
found in the ruins of the house by neighbors…Mrs. Vonnie Smith, 25 years old, died at 
Montrose following three hours of terrible suffering as a result of a large dose of poison 
which she drank.  Two years ago, Mrs. Smith’s youngest daughter died, and she has been 
of a melancholy disposition ever since.  Brooding over her daughter’s death is said to 
have been the cause of her taking the poison…With a representative attendance from all 
parts of the state, the fifth annual convention of the Colorado Retail Coal Dealers’ 
Association was held in Fort Collins.]

10 June 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 9     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, June 10, 1921     Price 10 cents

10 June 1921 – Headline, subhead, and dateline:  Pueblo Disaster Worse than San 
Francisco, California, Earthquake, says Governor Shoup.  Martial Law Declared in the 
Stricken Zone, and Several Looters Shot.  (Special Wire to the Estes Park Trail.)  Denver, 
6 June 1921, 11:00.  Friday evening [3 June 1921], cloudbursts above Pueblo on the 
Arkansas River, which drains the mountains from Tennessee Pass to that city, put the 
river about three feet over its banks as far up as Florence, and within a few hours was 15 



feet deep in the business section of Pueblo, which is 3/4 of a mile wide.  The business 
section and the poorer residence section is completely washed away, with but a few of the 
stone and brick mercantile buildings remaining.  Forty business blocks have been 
destroyed, and property damage of $10,000,000 done.  The entire railroad yards of the 
Santa Fe, Denver & Rio Grande, Colorado & Southern, and Missouri Pacific were ten 
feet under water.  The second floor of the Union Depot was flooded, which is 17 feet 
above the foundation.  This flood had hardly receded when the second struck.  Sunday, 
the third cloudburst above Pueblo, and the breaking of Beaver Dam near Florence again 
flooded the town, and reached the high-water stage of the first.  The first flood carried 
away the water, sewer, and electric plant, and soon fires in various parts of the city broke 
out, doing much damage.  The loss of the water supply and destruction of the sewer 
system have caused an outbreak of typhoid and diphtheria which threatens the entire city.  
Hundreds who did not heed the warning sent out of the oncoming flood were trapped like 
rats and carried away.  Today’s reports indicate that the death toll will probably reach 
1000, although the exact number of dead will never be known [current historians place it 
at 1500].  Governor Shoup is on the grounds with the state rangers and the state militia, 
and martial laws declared.  Many looters have been arrested, and several shot.  The 
damage to railroad property in the city alone will exceed $2,000,000. All bridges for 
miles north, west, and east from the city are out, and it will take several weeks to 
establish even temporary service on the railroads again.  The devastated area is beyond 
description, and reaches to the Kansas line down the Arkansas Valley.  Most of the towns 
– Swink, Rocky Ford, Holly, etc., suffered property damage.  Thousands of farms in the 
valley have been completely ruined, and it is thought some lives lost.  Hundreds of daring 
rescues and miraculous escapes have been reported.  Denver, Colorado Springs, Victor, 
Trinidad, and other towns have rushed machines laden with supplies to the stricken areas.  
At Pueblo, 201 bodies had been recovered up to Monday morning, and many were buried 
in the sands or floated down the stream never to be found.

10 June 1921 – The rainstorm that broke over Estes Park Thursday afternoon has proven 
to be almost one continuous storm lasting until 7:00 a.m. Monday morning, with a little 
less than one-inch total rainfall.  This, however, coming when the streams were running 
bank full, has put the Big Thompson River out of its banks, and caused it to overflow the 
road crossing near the Crags and filled up the backyards of those along the riverbanks, 
but did no particular damage.  The bridge near the Y has been threatened, and the Y and 
Superintendent Way had a force of men there endeavoring to hold the bridge intact.  Mr. 
Lute of the Y Conference grounds informed us that the leaders would arrive Monday, and 
over 250 delegates on Tuesday, as per schedule, the attendance being larger than had been 
expected.  At 10:00 a.m. Monday morning, the water in the Big Thompson Canyon at the 
Forks Hotel was four feet over the road.  It is probable that some of the old bridges in the 
canyon will be carried away as the water was touching some of the stringers Sunday 
evening.  At Longmont, no severe damage has been done, although fields are flooded and 
crop damage is extensive.  There are no rail connections working, as bridges on both 
sides are out.  Boulder had cloudbursts on every side, but suffered no particular damage 



in the city.  The report that the Marshal Reservoir went out is false.  No reservoirs in the 
eastern part of the state of any size gave way, except at Loveland, Broomfield, Frie [sic, 
suggest Erie] and other towns in that part of the state [which] are flooded, but no lives 
lost.  At Sterling, four persons were drowned, but the Pruett and the North Sterling 
Reservoirs, with an area of 24 square miles and 40 square miles, held.  The rainfall at 
Fort Collins was 2.35 inches, at Loveland 2.76 inches, at Longmont 4.04 inches, and the 
storm was general over the entire state, with an average rainfall of 2 inches over northern 
Colorado.  

10 June 1921 – Dateline:  Loveland, 6 June 1921.  The Big Thompson River is rising 
again this morning, but is not expected to do much further damage.  The county 
fairgrounds have been seriously damaged, several tenants houses, one residence, barns, 
implements, livestock and crops along the river bottom have been swept away.  The 
concrete bridge on the Lincoln Highway south of town has been destroyed, and the 
railroad bridge washed away.  A number of families with difficulty escaped from the 
swirling floods that struck about dusk Friday night from the heavy rains of the day.  
George Arndt, age 60, died Saturday from overexertion and exposure in making his 
escape through the water south of town.  The Ryan Gulch reservoirs gave way, and added 
their waters to that of the swollen streams.  The valley for ten miles below the town is 
covered with water, in some places being more than a mile wide.  Lake Loveland was 
already full of water and it was feared Friday night that it would go out at any minute.  
Warnings were sent out and residents below the lake spent the night elsewhere, several 
hundred sleeping in the Lincoln school building.  There is no train service south, and 
probably will not be for several days.  Several bridges are out between here and Denver, 
and track badly washed.  Several ditches broke and all overflowed their banks.  The roads 
are in a very bad condition, but traffic to Estes Park was resumed Saturday afternoon, the 
bridge over the river west of the plaster mill being temporarily repaired.

10 June 1921 – R.U. Williams and Miss Mable Wolf were married 1 June 1921 in 
Greeley, and are spending their honeymoon in Estes Park.  They were guests of the 
Lewiston several days, and then took the Sanborn cottage for a couple of weeks.  Both of 
these popular Greeley young people are well known in Estes Park.  Mr. Williams is 
connected with the Greeley Loan Company.

10 June 1921 – F.M. Wiest of Detroit, Michigan, is visiting his son, Dr. Roy Wiest, and 
family.  

10 June 1921 – Headline:  Big Barbecue and Fourth of July Celebration at Grand Lake.  
Grand Lake is on the map as this portion of the world will discover next month.  They 
have a nice new community house in the city park, and will have a housewarming 4 July 
1921, and everybody will be there, at least that is the invitation, and the attractions are 
such that we are sure thousands will make the scenic drive to Grand Lake and partake of 
their hospitality.  The usual Fourth of July sports and stunts are scheduled for the 



occasion, and in addition there will be a huge barbecue.  For those who do not care for 
the hurrah of the cowboys and the blare of the brass band, there is boating and sailing on 
the lake, and many cozy retreats of nature to lure and enchant one.  Make your 
preparations now for the event, be sociable, and don’t forget the neighbor who has no 
way to go, if you have spare room.

10 June 1921 – Headline:  Newton Miller and Miss Zora Alford Married in Loveland.  
Wednesday, 1 June 1921 at a beautiful home wedding, Newton Miller and Miss Zora 
Wren Alford were united in marriage by Rev. Atkinson at the residence of the bride’s 
parents at 905 N. Lincoln, Loveland.  The rooms were profusely and beautifully 
decorated with snowballs and pink and white roses.  The wedding march was played by 
Mrs. Cedarblade, Mr. Cedarblade was best man, and Miss Joyce Alford, sister of the 
bride, was bridesmaid.  The bride carried a lovely bunch of white brides roses, and the 
bridesmaid a bouquet of pink roses.  The bride was becomingly attired in a traveling suit 
of tan silk.  Following the ceremony, a dainty wedding breakfast was served, and bride 
and groom departed immediately after for Denver, amid showers of rice and the rattle of 
long trains of musical tin cans.  Those present were the parents of the bride, Mr. and Mrs. 
George Alford, Miss Joyce Alford, Loren Alford, Mr. and Mrs. Cedarblade, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Garrett E. Casey of Estes Park, and Rev. Arthur W. Atkinson.  Both bride and groom 
are well known in Estes Park, and their many friends unite in wishing them happiness and 
every success in life.  

10 June 1921 – Communication from Mrs. Daniel J. March [Minnie Brown]:  Mr. March 
writes from California that he is very much pleased with the Estes Park Trail, it is a credit  
to the town, also the editor, and wishes you all success.    

10 June 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine 
Hotel Building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop 
in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 
125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches – 
transient rate.  Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading 
notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  Classified 
advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding 
insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, 
obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The 
Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in 
unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application 



made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.

10 June 1921 – Editorials:  We notice that certain of our exchanges fail to give us credit 
for the news they clip from our columns.  Now brother editors, we don’t want to 
encourage news piracy by refusing to accept the responsibility of our articles.  So go to it, 
reprint all you care to, but remember, we are willing to vouch for what you get from us, 
and don’t forget the courtesy to say at the end “Estes Park Trail”…At lat our curiosity as 
to the cause of the recent storm and floods has been satisfied, and the question in our 
minds answered.  We learned Tuesday that the recent slight disturbances were caused, not 
by the anger of Thor, the god of lightning and thunder, but by a huge planet that is 
rushing with terrific speed toward the earth.  Said planet has now approached so close to 
the earth that it is beginning to cause slight atmospheric disturbances, and is responsible 
for the recent little sprinkles we have so much enjoyed.  However, there is great cause for 
alarm, and immediate necessity for the purchase of raincoats of quality and hip rubber 
boots that are guaranteed waterproof at the top, for the aforesaid planet in its mad career 
continues to rush toward the earth until 27 June 1921, when the climax will have been 
reached.  On that date, if by some miraculous chance we should avoid a head-on 
collision, the higher peaks will at least be scraped, and torrents of water from its lakes 
and seas slop over into our valleys, which will make our recent little affair sink into 
insignificance.  We are becoming greatly alarmed.  If we should crawl to the peaks for 
safety, our brains will be dashed out.  If we seek safety in the valleys, we shall be washed 
away.  If we seek safety among the crags, the tornadoes, lightning, and thunder shall find 
us out.  But cheer up, there will be an opportunity to get out one more Estes Park Trail 
before that fateful day when we shall all pass in our checks and bid adieu to this cold, 
heartrending, cruel earth…The usual false reports of conditions in Estes Park have been 
circulated in Denver and elsewhere.  One party left Denver for Estes Park a few days ago 
and called Lyons from Boulder to find out about the roads between there and Estes Park, 
and were told that three bridges were out.  Such false reports continually told hurt 
business, and the people of Estes Park are getting mighty tired of being compelled to 
combat false reports thoughtlessly or purposely told.  It is very seldom that conditions in 
this favored spot are rarely cut off from the outside world more than an occasional few 
hours.

10 June 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park to Have School of Music.  Estes Park is to have a 
new enterprise that we trust will prove to be an attractive one.  It is to be the Rocky 
Mountain School of Music, and will be located in buildings specially constructed for the 
school on the Moraine Park Road just before one reaches the Boulder-Greeley Colony 
[which was on the Big Thompson River, east of the Y junction].  The buildings are of a 
rustic nature and very attractive.  The school also provides a limited number of 
accommodations for those who wish to take up their residence there while pursuing a 
course of study.  The main building, which will be used for teaching and recitals, is 
known as Mountain Hall.  At present, there are five buildings in the school equipment.  



John M. Rosborough, a Lincoln, Nebraska, musician, is the founder of the Rocky 
Mountain School of Music, which is a summer school, and is assisted by Arne Oldberg, 
director of the piano department of Northwestern University School of Music in Chicago, 
Illinois.  A recent Sunday edition of the Lincoln Star [newspaper] devotes a half page to a 
write-up and pictures of the school of music by Lynnelle Greer, who has the gift of word 
pictures, which goes extensively into the details of the beauties and peculiar fitness of the 
surroundings for a combined vacation, in the most beautiful, easily accessible spot in 
American, and intensive study of music.  The formal opening and dedication of Mountain 
Hall will take place Monday evening, 4 July 1921, and a splendid program has already 
been arranged.  Following the program, a reception to the students and their friends will 
be held.  The regular term beings 4 July 1921, and covers a six-week period.  Special 
studies, however, may be arranged for.  The faculty will be in Estes Park probably within 
a week for the summer.  The Lincoln Star has this to say regarding the school:  Mountain 
Hall, you see, is far from being just a music school or studio.  In Estes Park, there is quite 
an active, musical club and a Woman’s Club, which the residents and some of the tourists 
are very much interested in.  The founders of the new school have asked both of these 
organizations to consider Mountain Hall their home, and to make use of it whenever they 
wish.  They may hold programs there, or just come for social pleasure, or both, if they 
care to.  There are several plans that may be selected by the students for pursuing a 
course of study at their option, including any theoretical subject.  Practice cottages and 
pianos are provided, and every facility that will aid in the study of music is at hand.  The 
regular tuition rates are $75 for the term.  Estes Park should prove an ideal place for the 
best application of one’s desire to perfect his musical talents, and we with the school 
every success that should attend an enterprise of this high quality in nature’s own most 
attractive studio in America.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

10 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them. 

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage, 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 
business].  



10 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars – We have been appointed agents for the 
Buick cars through the Bonnell Buick Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  
Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3 smooth $12.50.  30 x 3 rough $14.50.  
30 x 3-1/2 smooth $15.75.  30 x 3-1/2 rough $17.50.  Springs – Temme quality 
guaranteed springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars – Charging 
station maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – Two service 
cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn 
Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  20% reduction.  Goodrich tires and tubes by the 
Goodrich Rubber Company at Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Telephone #184.  
George Johnson, proprietor.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and fountain 
service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  
We use on the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and 
you will be steady customers.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietor.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business].  Telephone #15.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.

10 June 1921 – Headline and byline:  Odd Fellows’ and Rebekahs’ Memorial Service by 
Faith Rockwell, Noble Grand [an honorary title].  The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will 
hold their memorial service at the church Sunday morning, 12 June 1921, Rev. 
Montgomery taking charge.  All Rebekahs as far as possible will please wear white.  
Meet at the Odd Fellows Hall Sunday morning at 10:30 a.m. for regalia.   

10 June 1921 – Frank W. Byerly and wife drove to Denver Tuesday of last week and 
returned this Wednesday.  They found it practically impossible to make the return trip by 



automobile, and after making the attempt, left the machine in the capital city and came 
via the C & S [Colorado and Southern railroad] to Longmont, and from there to Estes 
Park with the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company.  The C & S got their train 
as far north as Berthoud Wednesday…State plumbing inspector John C. Conner and wife 
of Denver were in Estes Park last week on official business, looking after recent work 
installed in Estes Park…The latest additions to the Editor’s Friend Society are Mrs. Julius 
Foss Schwartz and J.G. Francis, each sending the Estes Park Trail to friends for one year.  
In this connection, it might be of interest to our readers to know that we now have readers 
in 12 states, and Mexico.  We hope before the season is gone to have readers in every 
state of the union.  It is impossible to print all the complimentary letters received, and all 
the nice things said about us by other publishers, but we appreciate them each one 
nevertheless…[Rocky Mountain National Park?] Ranger Eaton is the author of about the 
biggest, whatever you want to call it [i.e., tall tale, lie, story], we have heard this season.  
He states that one morning last week, when he went to the garage to get out the tin lizzie, 
he found a mosquito just getting ready to crank the car and go out for a morning spin.  
Eaton, however, after considerable difficulty, became master of the situation, and took 
possession of the car.  Say Eaton, some of us old-timers who have never been out of Estes 
Park would like for you to bring the gentleman around and let us see what a mosquito 
looks like.  Eaton is ranger in the Wild Basin country, which, no doubt, accounts for his 
wild fancies.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Some items from our stock just received.  Most complete 
line of ladies riding suits in Estes Park.  $500 stock of women’s, men’s, and children’s 
outing hats and caps.  Splendid line of silk sweaters in all colors for ladies.  Wool 
sweaters for ladies, men, and children.  Phoenix jersey silk vests and bloomers.  Phoenix 
and Cadet full fashioned silk hosiery.  Men’s and ladies’ high top hiking and riding shoes.  
Ladies’ brown, black, and white oxfords.  All kinds of shirts for men.  Exclusive dealers 
for Ed V. Price made to measure clothes.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 
business].

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Send it to the Laundry.  Don’t you envy the woman who 
simply bundles up her family washing and sends it to us to be laundered, thus relieving 
herself of a big burden?  Don’t envy her – follow her example.  It costs no more, and my, 
what a relief.  Hundreds of women have dropped home washday.  Join them.  It’s the 
thing to do.  Simply ring our telephone, #50-J.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry 
cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Watch your step.  If you want to feel fully assured that 
you are spending your money to the best advantage in buying your groceries, compare 
your charge slips with our prices.  Our business is run on an economical basis, and we 
aim to have our prices uniformly lower.  If in any instance you find our price higher than 
you can obtain elsewhere, we would appreciate having our attention called to the matter, 
so that we can make immediate adjustment.  We eliminate many unnecessary expenses – 



delivery expense, for instance, losses from charge accounts for another, and we can afford 
to make lower prices, and we do.  Check us up and satisfy yourself.  J.E. Macdonald [a 
block 5 business].

10 June 1921 – Town and Countryside:  Classified advertisement:  For sale – Automobile 
trunk.  Telephone #87.  9-2p…Semi-advertisement:  Fancy gingham dresses and 
bungalow aprons at Gooch’s [a block 2 business]…E.K. Gaylord, wife, and three 
children, accompanied by a nurse and a cook, came in Saturday from Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, for the summer, and are at their summer home south of the Crags.  Mr. 
Gaylord is owner and publisher of the Daily Oklahoman and several other daily 
newspapers, and although a very busy man, finds time to spend part of the summer here 
with his family and inhale some of the invigorating atmosphere of the Rocky 
Mountains…Semi-advertisement:  Henderson corsets at Gooch’s [a block 2 business]…A 
committee from the State Retailers Monumental Association spent Thursday, 2 June 
1921, at Fall River Lodge making final arrangements for their annual jollification the 
early part of July.  They expect to spend a week or ten days with their families in this 
beautiful part of Rocky Mountain National Park…Semi-advertisement:  Gooch’s [a block 
2 business] Gloves of all kinds…Newton Miller doesn’t propose to forget nor lose track 
of Estes Park and his friends if he has been transferred to Canon City, and has ordered the 
Estes Park Trail sent to him there for one year…Semi-advertisement:  Godfrey’s [a block 
5 business] for work shirts and overalls…John Yale Munson, editor of the Berthoud 
Bulletin, who is now engaged in Estes Park making out tax schedules, says he lost his 
sheep pens and granary in the recent storm, the loss amounting to about $600…Semi-
advertisement:  New line of silk shirts at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…The Missionary  
Society held their last meeting this spring at the home of Mrs. Fred Payne Clatworthy 
Wednesday of last week.  An interesting meeting was held, and tea and wafers were 
served…Semi-advertisement:  see those new golf and riding suits for men at Godfrey’s [a 
block 5 business]…W.F. DeMars came up last week from Longmont to assist during the 
summer with the work of the Buckley Plumbing Company…Mr. and Mrs. William Bush 
and family of Wakefield, Kansas, are in Estes Park for the summer and have taken a 
cottage east of town…Dr. H.H. Harmon has rented one of the Griffith cottages for the 
summer, and the family arrived from Lincoln, Nebraska, Wednesday.  Dr. Harmon is 
pastor of one of the Christian churches in Lincoln, Nebraska…The Ladies Aid Society 
will meet at the home of Mrs. Samuel Service Wednesday afternoon of next week.  This 
is the last meeting of the summer, and it is hoped there will be a good attendance.  Work 
for the coming year will be discussed…Dr. I.A. Phinney and wife, and sister Miss 
Margaret Phinney, of Loveland, came up the Big Thompson Canyon Sunday, and spent 
the day at their cabin at Loveland Heights.  The water in the river became so high that 
they did not attempt to return to Loveland, but came on up to Estes Park and spent the 
first of the week with L.B. Smith and wife at Prospect Heights…If the weather and roads 
permit, the Estes Park Golf Club will motor to Fort Collins Sunday for a match game 
with the Fort Collins club.  The Sunday following, the Fort Collins club will play a return 
game in Estes Park…A girl was born to Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Patrick of the Horseshoe Inn 



in Fort Collins on 31 May 1921…A.E. Anderson and wife, Rev. C. Elizabeth Anderson of 
Denver, came in last Friday, and will have charge of the campgrounds east of the village 
again this year…Miss Ellen Gere and Mr. John Gere of Lincoln, Nebraska, came into 
Estes Park Friday for the summer and are comfortably located in their cottage in 
Dunraven Park.  Miss Margaret Day and Miss Ida Roberts, also of Lincoln, Nebraska, 
accompanied them…C.A. Brayton and family came up last week and are comfortably 
situated in their cottage at Woodland Heights for the summer…J.E. Macdonald went to 
Denver on a business trip last week and had the privilege of getting home via detours, 
mud holes, and washouts.

10 June 1921 – Request for Bids:  Bids for the digging and laying of 2400 feet of six-inch 
sewer will be received at the office of the town clerk up to and including the date 16 June 
1921.  Specifications may be obtained from the town clerk, or city engineer Frank Bond.  
The town council reserves the right to reject all bids.  [signed] Committee members 
William H. Derby, Ralph R. Macdonald, and James H. Boyd.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  National quality lamps.  Bryan-Marsh Mazda.  Electric 
Shop.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We are glad to announce that we have just received 
several shipments of new up-to-date goods, including Vanity Fair silk underwear.  This 
line of goods is known the world over as the best glove silk underwear made.  We have 
received and will receive in the next few days, a complete line of these new and dainty 
garments.  All ladies are cordially invited to come in and look them over.  Our new stock 
of dresses will please you.  Organdies, voiles, Swiss, tissue gingham, etc.  The very latest 
styles at prices that are very attractive.  Our one aim is to give the best goods for less 
money than the same goods can be bought in the city stores.  If we do not do this, we do 
not ask for your business.  New Goods [vertically, centrally oriented].  Men’s golf suits.  
We are just receiving a new stock of the best line of golf suits on the market.  The 
imported English tweeds included in this line are of the very best grade, and the tailoring 
is the best that money can buy.  New stock of shirts, both silk and wool.  When it comes 
to shirts, we can give you most wonderful values, both in quality and prices.  We have 
coming in this week an entirely new shipment of wool shirts, and you will have a larger 
stock from which to choose than we have ever shown.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 
business].

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Developing and printing correctly done.  Fresh stock 
Eastman N.C. films.  “We put the snap in snapshots”.  The Gracraft Shop [a block 6 
business].  Lawrence E. Grace.  Estes Park, Colorado.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  John Bechtel Baird [a block 2 business].  Successor to 
William Tenbrook Parke.  Our photographic department is now open for Kodak finishing.  



Mr. A.H. Reading, who has been in charge of this department for the past three years, is 
again with us.  Eastman agency.  Kodaks rented.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Clatworthy’s [a block 3 business].  Enlargements in sepia 
of Estes Park. Watercolors and oils.  Estes Park souvenirs and postcards.  Kodaks and 
films – craft goods.  Developing and printing, the kind that brings you back.  Visit our 
Native American room.

10 June 1921 – Headline:  Chamber of Commerce Holds Interesting Meeting.  The 
Chamber of Commerce held their regular meeting Monday night at the Brinwood, and 
there was a splendid crowd there to partake of the hospitality of mine hosts [Charles 
Lowery] Reed and Sons.  The large attendance was particularly pleasing form the fact 
that the roads were wet and the night threatening.  Following a splendid repast, the 
business of the evening was taken up, and the secretary instructed to wire $100 to the 
relief committee at Pueblo for the flood sufferers.  The action of Joe Mills in securing for 
Estes Park a half-page advertisement in the beautiful illustrated booklet of Estes Park 
published and circulated by the Union Pacific railroad was highly commended, and a vote 
of thanks extended him, and bill for advertisement ordered paid.  The steps necessary to 
secure the International Rotary Club convention in 193 were discussed, and Joe Mills 
made chairman of a committee to work for the convention here on that date, and funds 
were assured him for the necessary expenses of the work.  W.A. Gray, secretary of the 
Estes Park Fish and Game Association, was present, and brought up the matter of 
securing sizing ponds, which were discussed to some length, and considerable breadth, 
and all were agreed as to the importance of the work of the Estes Park Fish and Game 
Association.  Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way confirmed his 
statement through the Estes Park Trail that he would this year maintain the information 
bureau and checkers at the various entrances to Rocky Mountain National Park, and it 
was voted by the body to install a telephone, and pay all necessary toll charges, for the 
use of the information bureau.  The Chamber of Commerce is very grateful indeed to 
Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way for assuming this important work, 
and showed every determination to cooperate with him in every possible way.  The matter 
of alleged inequality in the electric light service came up and was thoroughly discussed, 
and the secretary instructed to take up the matter of complaints with the Public Utilities 
Commission.  When discussing this action on the part of the commercial club with 
Manager [Alfred] Lamborn, he informed us that a new generator had been ordered for 
some time, and delivery on same promised not later than 1 September 1921.  The new 
generator, Manager Lamborn states, will supply sufficient current for all needs in Estes 
Park for many years to come.  The next meeting of the Chamber of Commerce will be 
held Monday evening, 20 June 1921, at The Steads [sic, Stead’s Ranch].

10 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news.  Telephone #27J3.



10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County lump.  Fireplace wood and stove 
wood.  Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley [Hotel] entrance in 
season.  Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Estes Park Produce.  Telephone #197.  Albert 
Schwilke.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes Park.  
S.H. Stockton.  Telephone #Loveland 77J.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of the 
outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing by experts.

10 June 1921 – Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way is mightily pleased 
with the condition of the roads under his jurisdiction in Rocky Mountain National Park 
following the storm.  All of the work that has been completed held up beautifully, and 
was hardly washed by the rain.  None of the bridges, save the old bridge near the Y 
grounds, were at any time in danger, and none suffered any damage worth mentioning.  
Work on the Fall River Road was stopped by the storm, but a force will be at work again 
upon return of settled weather.  Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way will 
use TNT in clearing the road of snow and ice.  For this purpose, a thirty-hole firing 
battery has been purchased, which will enable the men to proceed rapidly, as with it they 
can clear a long stretch with each shot.  With the use of the battery, it is not necessary to 
make use of fuses, and many more shots can be fired at one time and without the usual 
delay.

10 June 1921 – A son was born Friday morning of last week to Mr. and Mrs. Will Hubner 
at Steads [Ranch].  Baby and mother are doing nicely.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European plan.  Rates reasonable.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your convenience, 
open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic exchange, 
or safety-deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank your bank”.  James 
D. Stead, chairman of board.  Augustus Denby Lewis, president.  Julius Foss Schwartz, 
vice president.  Albert Hayden, vice president.  Charles F. Hix, cashier.  The Estes Park 
Bank [a block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  Hours:  9:00 a.m. to 
12:00 noon, 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.



10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Tires.  Their own records sell them.  No salesman 
needed.  We have them in stock.  Francis Tire Service Company.  “Service that satisfies”

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”] 

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business].  Most centrally located 
hotel in Estes Park, in the center of Estes Park village.  First-class service – Good 
accommodations and excellent table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  
Estes Park, Colorado.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Drugs.  
Toilet articles, fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #41.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Dropped.  Dodge cars.  $1160 touring cars.  $1110 
roadster.  $1820 coupe.  $2025 sedan.  $1210 commercial car.  Free on board Fort 
Collins.  All cars full cord [tires] equipped.  Estes Park Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, 
proprietor.

10 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then 
you can’ be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brothers’ [a block 5 
business] bungalows at Broadview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed 
and furnished, beautifully located, away from the noise and dust of the main roads, and 
yet but ten minutes’ drive form the post office.  

10 June 1921 – Headline:  Town Should Have More Walks.  The recent storm has pressed 
home the necessity for crosswalks along the main street, and we hope that it will receive 
the attention of the town council.  There should be two each way at the intersection of 
Elkhorn Avenue and Andersons [sic, Anderson, but now Big Horn] Lane, the bank corner 
[if I interpret up to this point this correctly, this means one or more crosswalks across 
Elkhorn Avenue, plus one across the current Big Horn], and one each way at the Service 
corner, also a walk from the corner to the post office [again, it is clear that an east-west 
crosswalk is suggested across the current Virginia, plus a north-south crosswalk across 



Elkhorn at the location of Sam Service’s store].  The town has been sadly in need of 
better walks for several years, and we are glad to see them going in front of private 
property, now let the town not be behind in this work.  Elkhorn Avenue west from 
Andersons [sic, see above] Lane to Fall River is having a walk laid along its north side 
[i.e., along the Elkhorn Avenue side of block 3], and is a great improvement over 
previous conditions.  While this walk has been laid in the street, it still leaves the street 
63 feet in width from curb to curb, which, we are informed, is three feet wider than 
Broadway in Denver.  It is time also that the old boardwalks were removed, and concrete 
laid.  It will add greatly to the appearance of our little village and to the comfort and 
safety of our visitors and townspeople.  There are places where there is no walk of any 
description, and our visitors are compelled to meander down the street dodging cars on 
every hand.  This ought not to be, and we are sure those who have not put in walks would 
be glad to do so if the town board would establish the proper place for them, and a 
uniform grade.

10 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Home Bakery [a block 3 business] caters to 
special orders.  Fresh home-baked bread, cakes, and pastries daily…Port Glassgow came 
up Saturday from Loveland, and will have charge of the Willard Service Station [no idea 
where this is] in Estes Park for Charles Evett.  They are now open for business, and we 
are told Port is a first-class automobile mechanic…Semi-advertisement:  Fresh shipment 
of Brecht’s candies just received – none better.  Our prices are just what you have been 
looking for.  Church’s Confectionery [a block 6 business]…Robert A. Becker’s family 
returned to Estes Park last week from Fort Collins for the summer, and Bob says he 
swore off on the baching [i.e., living like a bachelor] stuff instantly.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley, builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the [Park] Theatre [so on the east side of what is now called Moraine Avenue] or 
third house on High Drive at Pinerift.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music.  Mountain Hall.  
Estes Park.  Instruction in piano and theoretical studies under a faculty of artists of 
established reputation.  For information, address John M. Rosborough, 2020 South 25th 
Street, Lincoln, Nebraska, until 1 June 1921, Estes Park thereafter.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison photographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records – player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and showcases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at [Estes Park] Drug 
Store [a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Elkhorn Lodge.  A hotel of high standards.  Telephones, 
golf links, electric lights, tennis courts.  Cuisine first class.  Season from 1 June 1921 to 
15 September 1921.  Howard James, managers.  Estes Park, Colorado.



10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #73.  Estes Park, Colorado.

10 June 1921 – Headline:  Card of Thanks.  Dear Estes Park Friends:  Only a few months 
ago we left you, little realizing the grim misfortune awaiting us – the loss of our little 
Alice.  The sympathy extended to us from Estes Park people has done much to uphold us 
in our great affliction, and proves that distance is not a barrier when the heart speaks.  We 
thank you for the beautiful flowers, and accept them as a token of love for the little girl 
whom most of you have known since babyhood.  [signed] Most sincerely, Mr. and Mrs. 
Hiatt, Long Beach, California.

10 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail advertisements are business getters.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Scott’s Heights, adjoining YMCA.  To rent for the 
season:  Large bungalow, tent house, garage, and stable for four horses.  Also, five-room 
cottage with garage, modern conveniences.  Single rooms to rent close to dining hall.  
First-class table service.  Telephone #27-R7.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  
Estes Park, Colorado.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

10 June 1921 – Headline:  Kansas Club Organized.  A large crowd of former Kansas 
residents attended the Kansas meeting held at the Chamber of Commerce rooms at Fort 
Collins Saturday.  The meeting was called for the purpose of organizing a club in this 
country.  A good-sized party from Loveland attended this meeting.  The Lovelanders had 
held a similar meeting some nights before, not knowing that former Kansans around Fort 
Collins were thinking of the organization of a similar club.  Upon finding that Fort 
Collins was holding a meeting, the Lovelanders came up to make it a Larimer County-
wide club.  T.A. Reiser of Fort Collins was elected president of the “Good Time Kansas 
Club”, which was the name chosen for the club.  A vice-president for each community 
was either elected, or will be soon.  J.H. Abbott of Loveland is vice-president for that 
district, Tom Puleston and J.M. Rogers will represent Wellington and the northern part of 
Larimer County, respectively.  Berthoud and Campion will also have vice-presidents.  
A.E. McClymonds was elected secretary and treasurer.  It is planned to hold two 



meetings a year, one in the summer, which will be a picnic, and the other on Kansas Day, 
29 January.  This summer’s picnic will be held Wednesday, 15 June 1921, at Chasteen’s 
Grove up the Big Thompson Canyon, which is the gateway to Estes Park.  Every former 
Kansan and family, whether residence in the Sunflower State [i.e., Kansas] has been 
recent or not, is cordially invited to attend the picnic.  Bring well-filled baskets, and plan 
on having a real get-together meeting.  The club plans to make a register of all Kansasites 
in Larimer County, and when newcomers arrive from the state, an effort will be made to 
locate any friends they may have here.  Tourists from Kansas will also be cordially 
welcomed at the picnic.

10 June 1921 – Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman left today for Salt Lake City, Utah, to 
attend a meeting of the Council of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, which 
meets in that city all next week.  There will be about 3000 women in attendance.  The 
Estes Park Woman’s Club is directly affiliated with the General Federation of Women’s 
Clubs.  Mrs. Sherman is a director of the federation board, and chairman of the 
department of education…Lawrence E. Grace went to Denver Monday via the Kite and 
Glacier Route, returning the middle of the week…C.A. Quarve and wife, and Miss Edith 
Quarve of Fistenden, North Dakota, and Fred Williams and wife of Denver, came into 
Estes Park Thursday, and left the first of the week for Yellowstone National Park.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].  
Taxidermy museum.  Furs, heads, trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to rent.  
Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Stock of furs just 
received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright 
Higby.  Estes Park, Colorado.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park on Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to say, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American Plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well-stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle horses and 
driving horses.  Our own dairy farm furnishes our milk, cream, butter, and eggs.  
Telephone or write for rates and reservations.  Charles E. Lester and Company.  
Telephone #4 J-2.  Estes Park, Colorado.



10 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away. 

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Chalets.  Claude Erwin Verry, manager.  
Big opening dinner – Thursday, 23 June 1921, $1.50 per plate.  Free dancing from 8:30 
p.m. to 12:00 midnight.  Everybody invited.  Orchestra will be announced in next week’s 
Estes Park Trail.  Telephone your reservations before noon, 23 June 1921, if possible.  
Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.

10 June 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them for 
profit – Use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, trade, want help, want a position, 
want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get results, 
and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each following 
insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Position by young 
lady as bookkeeper, or combined with other work.  Call Estes Park Trail.  9-2p…
Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – 2000 pounds of corn chop $2.50 cwt.  3000 pounds Red 
Texas oats at $2.50 per cwt.  E.X. Glover.  7-2p…For sale – Furnished cottage inventory 
sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3.  For sale – 120 acres, 
splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  
This has jus been put on the market, and will not last long at the price.  Address CC, care 
the Estes Park Trail.  tf…For sale – Mountain potatoes $2 per cwt.  Baled hay – best 
quality $25 per ton.  Donald MacGregor…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class 
vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf…For rent – For the 
season.  Lord cottage, seven rooms, bath, kitchenette, nicely furnished.  See Cornelius H. 
Bond.  9-2p…For rent – Furnished, two rooms with sleeping porch in village.  Address 
M, care Estes Park Trail…Homes to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. 
Griffith…Subhead:  Miscellaneous.  Automobile trips – Fort Collins and Estes Park at 
any time.  Experienced mountain driver.  Leave orders at Lewiston Café or Hupp Hotel.  
Telephone #Sherwood I210 [sic, Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”, but I’m not sure if 
the initial character really should be a capital letter “I”, rather than the digit “1”].  Nellie 
T. Akin.  8-12p.  

10 June 1921 – Secretary [Dugald Floyd] Godfrey [of the Chamber of Commerce] 
yesterday, to correct misinformation regarding Estes Park, telephoned Fort Collins, 
Greeley, Loveland, and Denver, informing them that the roads in Estes Park are in good 
condition, and that we did not suffer any damage, nor was it necessary to chain down the 
bridges, as one newspaper reported we had done.

10 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a 
block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 



baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

17 June 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail      (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 10     
Estes Park, Colorado, June 17, 1921     Price 10 cents

17 June 1921 – Headline:  Activities at YMCA Conference Camp in Full Swing.  The 
Rocky Mountain Student Conference at the YMCA this week has been largely attended, 
over 250 college students being in attendance, and the program has been exceptionally 
good.  Although the conference was one of the largest ever held in Estes Park, there were 
many who were unable, because of the flood condition in the southern part of the state, to 
reach here at all, and many of those who did come were compelled to detour hundred of 
miles, but all those who were able to get here have expressed themselves as being well 
repaid for all the extra efforts they put forth.  Next Tuesday, the YWCA high school 
conference will begin their sessions, holding until 1 July 1921.  There will be about 400 
in attendance at this conference.  Considerable sporting interest was created among the 
members of the student conference by the organization of a baseball league, one team 
from each state.  The Nebraskaites [sic] won the championship and the disdain of the 
YMCA helpers, who immediately organized a team and summarily challenged the 
champions to a showdown.  Said challenge was immediately accepted, and the hash 
slingers taken on.  In the ninth inning, the score stood 3 to 4 in favor of the champions, 
with the hashers at bat and two down, when suddenly the man at bat leaned heavily on 
the willow, smashed the ball squarely between the eyes, sent it rocketing into the ether 
and tall timber, brought in two base runners, chalked up the score 5 to 4 in favor of the 
hashers and walked off the field dragging the scalp and feathers of the Nebraska Indians 
in the dust.  And now the hashers issue a challenge to any organization of American 
citizens in Estes Park be they white, brown, yellow, red, or black.

17 June 1921 – Reprinted from Long Beach Press.  Headline:  Robbins Baby Dies in 
California.  Eva Mae Robbins, 18 month-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robbins 
of Estes Park, Colorado, died yesterday afternoon at 822 Maine Avenue.  Mrs. Robbins, 
who with two other children has been here for two winters, is ill and not able to return 
home at this time.  The body will be sent to Estes Park by Grote and Comer. [This is the 
second child that Mr. and Mrs. Robbins lost unexpectedly.]

17 June 1921 – The Estes Park Chamber of Commerce, with the assistance of the Rocky 
Mountain Parks Transportation Company, placed road signs between here and Denver 
directing traffic headed for Estes Park, so that there will be no more confusion as to the 
direction to take until roads and bridges in the valley are repaired and replaced.



17 June 1921 – Secretary Lute of the Conference Camp was in Denver on business the 
middle of the week.

17 June 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, scenic image of mountains silhouetted at 
sunset with a sky full of clouds.  A tree fills the left 1/3 of the frame.  Caption as headline:  
An Estes Park Sunset.  Credit:  Photograph by F.J. Francis.

17 June 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Officially Opened to Public 
Wednesday.  The official opening of the Rocky Mountain National Park occurred 
Wednesday, with good prospects for a big season.  There are a great many already in 
Estes Park for the summer, and practically every hotel in Estes Park and Rocky Mountain 
National Park informs us they have never before had so many reservations made at this 
time of year.  Estes Park is one of the most beautiful spots in America, and its vastness 
and easy accessibility to almost any point by automobile is the wonder of all tourists 
visiting Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park the first time.  One tourist 
registered at the Lewiston the other day stated they had been all over Europe, and that 
Estes Park compared favorably with even the parks of Switzerland, except that Estes Park 
is far more vast than anything there.  The growth of the popularity of Estes Park for 
summer homes is attested by the number of fine residences being constructed by those 
who have visited Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park and were so impressed 
with the beauty of nature here that they had a longing to return each summer, and are 
preparing for themselves permanent summer locations.  Another thing that is adding to 
the popularity of Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park is the fact that it is one of 
the most reasonable summer resort places in America.  Here one may secure splendid 
hotel accommodations for less than they may be secured in Denver or almost any other 
town in the state, or the United States for that matter, and that in the face of the fact that 
our season is very short.  In California, with their seasons nearly three times as long as 
ours, prices for identical accommodations are double to three times what they are here in 
Estes Park.  Hotel accommodations are not the only reasonable commodities in Estes 
Park and Rocky Mountain National Park.  Most of the merchants are selling goods for 
prices that compare favorably with communities that enjoy a twelve-month business.  
Such facts will help more than any other feature, except our scenic advantages, to extend 
the popularity of this region.  Hold-up merchants and hotel people in Colorado Springs 
have done more to injure the tourist trade in the state than anything else, and the Estes 
Park people are smart enough to realize this.  In this connection, a little occurrence on the 
street in the village the other evening will illustration people’s misconceptions of Estes 
Park.  A bunch of YMCA boys came to the village, all more or less in need of the 
attention of a barber, but were somewhat in doubt of the effect of such a visit upon their 
pocketbooks.  So one ventured to call at the tonsorial parlors and took most of the course 
and nearly took the crowd off their feet when he reported that there was no better service, 
and that the price was as low as anywhere, and cheaper than many.  Estes Park is 
exceptionally equipped to care for the man or woman of moderate means, or the 
multimillionaire, and is proving equally attractive to both.  Another attractive feature of 



Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park is the variety of ways in which one may 
spend his or her vacation.  For the lover of motoring, there are many miles of splendid 
mountain roads and wonderfully beautiful scenic drives.  For the lover of horseback 
riding, there are many and varied bewitching trails.  For those who prefer the exercise 
and beneficial close-to-nature associations, there are many points of beauty and interest 
that may be reached by hikes.  Hiking, for instance, has become so popular in Rocky 
Mountain National Park that there is this year a hiking tour arranged that provides 
accommodations and guides to many of the super beauty spots of the snowy range.  We 
also have fishing for the fisherman, wonderful golf links for the golfer, tennis courts for 
the lovers of that sport, and many other things to occupy the attention of visitors.  [This 
shameless, seemingly neverending plug for Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National 
Park most likely brought to you by your local Chamber of Commerce.]

17 June 1921 – Headline:  Marshal Cooke Arrests Violators of Town Traffic Rules.  
Marshal Cooke, in his determination to see that traffic rules of the village are enforced, 
placed a Mr. Forbes of Denver under arrest Thursday evening for violation of the 
ordinance forbidding the open muffler, and he appeared this morning before Police 
Magistrate Duncan, and paid a fine of $5 and costs.  The arrest was made after repeated 
warnings to cease traffic violations.  There is no joke about the village traffic rules, as 
other violators will discover if they fail to consider the rights of others. 

17 June 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Market Company Opens Fine Home Saturday.  
[F.E.] Brainard and [Chester B.] Hall, who have just completed one of the best business 
blocks in the village just opposite the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company 
office, will have their formal opening Saturday.  The firm will be known as the Estes Park 
Market Company, and will deal in creamery products, meat fresh and cured, staple and 
fancy groceries, and will also conduct a first-class delicatessen.  The building is of brick 
and concrete construction, and a credit to the village.  The entire first floor will be used 
by the Market Company.  The second floor is arranged nicely for a number of offices.  
The equipment and stock of the store is first class and modern in every respect.  Watch 
for the display advertisement in next week’s Estes Park Trail.  [The business is the former 
Estes Park Creamery and Mercantile Company, according to a 24 June 1921 
advertisement, but not in location – that business was located on Cleave Street in 1920, 
and operated under the name Estes Park Creamery and Mercantile for many more years 
after 1920.]

17 June 1921 – The Estes Park Golf Club motored to Fort Collins Sunday for a match 
game with the latter club.  Joe Mills and Dr. Wiest each won from their opponent, Mr. 
Lester tied with his man, and the rest of the eleven each lost.  The Fort Collins club will 
play a return game here next Sunday.

17 June 1921 – Norman Fuller, a Loveland student at the State University at Boulder, was 
an Estes Park visitor this week.



17 June 1921 – Frank W. Byerly has a force of workmen under the supervision of 
Granville Elmer Wright at work on a structure at Bear Lake Camp, which will be used for 
a dining hall, lobby, and kitchen.  This building is 36 feet by 80 feet.

17 June 1921 – Column title:  Current Events [sic, technically, this column title is used 
for national and international news, whereas everything in the section in this issue is 
Colorado news].  Reports received by the state Immigration Department from county 
assessors indicate that the combined acreage of spring wheat and winter wheat planted in 
Colorado for the 1921 harvest was perhaps slightly larger than that planted for the 1920 
harvest, and possibly the largest in the history of the state.  Reports had been received on 
1 June 1921 from 24,205 individual farmers in 42 counties.  The total number of farmers 
reporting through county assessors last year was 49,117, and indications are that the total 
number reporting this year will be fully as large.  The area of winter wheat reported up to 
1 June 1921 was 710,534 acres, and that of spring wheat 185,642 acres, or a total of 
896,176 acres.  County assessors reported a total of 1,034,143 acres of winter wheat and 
334,866 acres of spring wheat in 1920, or 1,369,009 acres of wheat…Here’s one of the 
freak stories of the [Pueblo] flood:  Captain O.L. Dennis of the Colorado rangers tells it.  
When he made an inspection trip through the flooded regions at Pueblo, he looked into a 
railroad coal car, over which floodwaters had flowed.  He found grunting therein a large, 
healthy sow and a wriggling family of newborn pigs.  The high sides of the car, and the 
fact that hogs are never shipped in coal cars, left only one explanation.  The sow was 
swept into the car by the water, penned there, and left high and dry when the water leaked 
out through the cracks.  The sow then farrowed her new litter.  Captain Dennis found the 
car and its family near Cañon Junction…Over 1500 delegates are expected to attend the 
41st annual Sunday School Convention at Colorado Springs 21 June 1921 through 23 
June 1921.  Authentic figures show that only seven states in the union have a larger 
proportion of their population outside the church than Colorado.  Entertainment is to be 
provided by the people of Colorado Springs.  The folks of that city are busy now 
arranging the details of caring for their guests.  Among the many splendid features 
planned for the visitors is a sightseeing trip, at which time all delegates will be taken in 
an automobile tour to view the natural beauties to be found in the shadow of Pikes 
Peak…A memorial hall to cost $65,000 is to be erected at the Modern Woodmen 
sanitarium, 50 miles north of Colorado Springs, within the next year, as a monument to 
the 2000 members of the order who lost their lives in military service during the world’s 
war [World War I].  The names of these men will probably be cast in a succession of 
bronze tablets, which will be placed in the building…All of the civic organizations of 
Boulder are working hard on a plan for a Fourth of July 1921 celebration that will eclipse 
anything of its kind ever held north of Denver.  Different parts of the general program 
have been assigned to civic organizations in an effort to secure their support and a 
friendly rivalry that will make the celebration a great success…Company M, 177th 
infantry, Colorado National Guard, with Nelson D. Wells of Fort Morgan as captain, has 
been given federal recognition by the war department.  In a short time, a local armory 



costing $30,000 will be built by the state, and will be fully equipped in every way for the 
company, which comprises nearly 75 men and officers…The Pueblo County 
commissioners have adopted resolutions providing for a severe fine for physicians in 
Pueblo County who treat contagious diseases without reporting these cases to proper 
authorities.  The action was taken after reports had been received to the effect that many 
physicians in country districts were not observing the law which provides for filing of 
such information…One of the first things to come before the Colorado Springs city 
council as an actual city manager municipality will be a proposed ordinance regulating 
air traffic over the city.  Members of the council are said to favor a law prohibiting stunt 
flying of any kind, and fixing a given height at which all airplanes may fly over the 
city…George H. Walton, 54 years old, said to be a retired jeweler of Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania, dropped dead of heart disease as he was climbing Green Mountain on the 
way to Royal Arch, a scenic spot two miles from Boulder…Spawning crews of the state 
fish department are busy at Electra Lake, where they expect to gather 1,000,000 eggs 
before the season closes.  They are hindered by high water.  The principal spawning 
ground is at the mouth of Elbert Creek, where it empties into Electra Lake.  Elbert Creek 
has been very high, with the result that only 500,000 eggs have been gathered, whereas 
the spawners expected to be able to gather 2,000,000…Two more companies of Colorado 
National Guard have been granted federal recognition by the War Department.  The 
companies and the officers are as follows:  Company M, infantry, of Fort Morgan – 
Nelson D. Wells captain, Floyd F. Fine first lieutenant, Samuel C. Crawford second 
lieutenant.  Company A, infantry, of Craig – Frank D. Miller captain, Ralph B. Yoder first 
lieutenant, Curtis N. Chapman second lieutenant…Lieutenant E.E. Bowers of the United 
States air service and C.L. Talmadge, formerly of the Royal Air Corps of Great Britain, 
had a narrow escape from death when attempting to make a forced landing near the 
outskirts of Colorado Springs.  The airplane landed in a tree, tearing off the wings and 
running gear, and disabling the engine.  The landing is said to have been forced by 
running out of fuel…More than $2500 in prize money is to be put up for Fort Collins’ 
second annual round-up, which is planned to be the biggest thing of the kind ever held in 
the northern part of the state.  The round-up will take place 4 July 1921 and 5 July 1921, 
and already contracts are being signed with some of the best riders, ropers, and rodeo 
champions, to insure their appearance as a nucleus of a big show…An issue of $75,000 
first mortgage bonds was authorized at a special meeting of the Loveland Canning 
Company.  The issue is to prepare the company for handling the large fruit crop expected 
this season.  W.C. Vorreiter, A.V. Benson, John R. Handy, Hugh Scilley, and G.A. Benson 
were named as a board of directors, and plans were made for handling 1,500,000 pounds 
of cherries alone this season…Colorado ranks third in a list of 21 states in the matter of 
business recovery, according to a survey just completed by the National Industrial 
Council, of which Colorado Manufacturers’ Association is a unit.  Taking 1 February 
1920 as 100%, the production of Colorado industries on 1 February 1921 is given as 
82%.  Only California and Texas show higher percentages of production.



17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis courts, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

17 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage, 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 
business].

17 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars – We have been appointed agents for the 
Buick cars through the Bonnell Buick Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  
Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3 smooth $12.50.  30 x 3 rough $14.50.  
30 x 3-1/2 smooth $15.75.  30 x 3-1/2 rough $17.50.  Springs – Temme quality 
guaranteed springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars.  Charging 
station maintained the year round. We meet all competition.  Service cars – Two service 
cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn 
Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

17 June 1921 – Column title:  Miles O’ Smiles.  [Illustration:  Side-by-side cartoon heads 
of three balding gentlemen, the head on the left, turned slightly inward, resembling a 
beady-eyed German potato with a handlebar mustache, the head in the middle, posed full-
face, likely pulled from the body of a pampered Polish bureaucrat, and the head on the 
right, turned slightly inward and sporting a bushy beard, taken from a Scottish farmer.  
All three heads have crazed smiles.  The cartoon is uncredited.]  Poem:  Just Nonsense.  It 
was midnight on the ocean,/not a streetcar was in sight/The sun was shining brightly/And 
it rained all day that night./’Twas a summer day in winter,/the snowflakes fell like glass;/
A barefoot boy with shoes on/Stood sitting on the grass./’Twas evening and the rising 
sun/Was setting in the west,/And the little fishes in the trees/Were huddling in their nests./
The rain was pouring down,/The moon was shining bright/And everything that you could 
see/Was hidden out of sight./While the organ peeled potatoes/Lard was rendered by the 



choir,/As the sexton rang the dish rag/Someone set the church on fire./“Holy smoke,” the 
preacher shouted/In the rain he lost his hair,/Now his head resembles heaven/For there is 
no parting there.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  20% reduction.  Goodrich tires and tubes by the 
Goodrich Rubber Company at Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Telephone #184.  
George Johnson, proprietor.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Some items from our stock just received.  Most complete 
line of ladies riding suits in Estes Park.  $500 stock of women’s men’s, and children’s 
outing hats and caps.  Splendid line of silk sweaters in all colors for ladies.  Wool 
sweaters for ladies, men, and children.  Phoenix jersey silk vests and bloomers.  Phoenix 
and cadet full fashioned silk hosiery.  Men’s and ladies’ high top hiking and riding shoes.  
Ladies’ brown, black, and white oxfords.  All kinds of shirts for men.  Exclusive dealer 
for Ed V. Price made-to-measure clothes.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 
business].

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Book lovers take notice.  We have just received 250 
volumes of copyright and popular fiction.  Included in this lot are all the latest and best 
publications, such as “Main Street”, “The Mountebank”, “Star Dust”, “Leed of the Lun”, 
“The Man of the Forest”, “The Brimming Cup”, “In Red and Gold”, “The Profiteers”, 
“The Mysterious Rider”, and many others.  We have standing orders with the publishers 
for all new books as soon as they come from the press, and any title not in stock can be 
promptly furnished.  Over 200new volumes of popular fiction now in stock – the latest 
novels of Zane Gray, James Oliver Curwood, Loche Lincoln, Vance, Porter, Sinclair 
Lewis, White, Openheim [sic], Fernol, Bocker Beach Bindloss, and many others.  We 
have in stock also a complete line of Enos Mills books, and the poems of Robert W. 
Service, James Whitcomb Riley, and Edgar A. Guest.  We are headquarters for books and 
magazines.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business].  Telephone #15.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  National quality lamps.  Bryan-Marsh Mazda.  
[Illustration:  The three words in a royal crown logo.]  Electric Shop.

17 June 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription 
rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 



cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or 
more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches – transient rate.  
Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents 
per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 
2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum 
charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, 
socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents 
per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The Estes Park Trail 
will not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the 
signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission 
through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 
March 1879.

17 June 1921 – Reprinted from “Songs of the Rockies”.  Poem and byline:  The Heavenly 
Blush by Charles Edwin Hewes, Estes Park.  The Heavenly Blush is pressing/Its cheeks 
’gainst the mountain soft;/Last kiss of the fading sunset,/Pressed fond on the peaks aloft./
Oh, lingering One, thou wringest/A sigh from my earth-bound heart,/For one who dwells 
beyond ye–/By my ribbed flesh thus kept apart./Oh, Heavenly Blush, my message bear,/
As ye fade from yonder sky;/Caressing Eve’s dusky deep-murked spaces,/As ye lambent 
westward play./Tell her, my immortal soul is pressing/Its red lips upon her brow:/That our 
troth, divinely shining,/But waits Death to break Life’s mortal vow.

17 June 1921 – Reprinted from Scientific American, via the Longmont Ledger.  Headline:  
A Rocky Mountain Town that Owns its Own Plant.  An interesting example of municipal 
ownership of a public utility on a small scale which has apparently succeeded is 
presented in the experience of Longmont, Colorado, with its electric lightning and power 
plant.  Longmont is a pretty little town of 6500 population, built on an elevation above 
the broad farming lands on the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, and is one of the 
principal gateways to Estes Park.  The business streets are well built and paved, with 
smooth boulevards stretching into the country, inviting the motorist, while the residence 
avenues are lined with tall trees and lighted by rows of electric globes on iron pillars 
down the middle of the avenues.  The first thought of owning an enterprise of this kind 
was stimulated by an article on “The White Coal of Switzerland” appearing in a leading 
weekly 10 or 12 years ago.  The rugged mountain scenery of the region may have 
suggested to the town lying along the base of the range that possibly similar benefits 
could be obtained by the development of its own natural resources.  There was also some 
dissatisfaction with the local company already in the field, which naturally opposed the 
project vigorously when it heard the citizens taking up the subject.  In fact, the 
corporation sought to enjoin the city from spending the city funds outside of the city 
limits, when it became necessary to seek the source of power in the Rocky Mountains, 
some 20 miles away, but this difficulty was overcome by the organization of the 
Longmont Service Company, a private corporation of 63 public-spirited citizens, who 
built the plant, transmission line, and substation and sold them to the city of Longmont at 



the original cost of $40,500, thereby extending their credit to their hometown to that 
amount, and taking in payment city warrants payable from 65% of the net earnings of the 
plant.  A never-failing water supply had already been assured two years before by 
throwing a dam across the north fork of the St. Vrain River to form a settling basin, 
freeing the water of silt before it was piped for domestic use, and the city built its power 
plant on this pipeline.  The pure mountain water, fed by the melting snow, is led overland 
in a 30-inch concrete pipe from the face of the dam for 3-1/2 miles on a water grade to a 
point above the powerhouse, where it enters a 20-inch steel pressure line and drops 475 
feet with force sufficient to generate 800 horsepower.  The consumers have the advantage 
of an unusually low rate for cooking, namely three cents per kilowatt, based on the 
amount taken, from April to October, and 10 cents during the winter months, November 
to March, each house being also allowed one porch light at night free.  About 1600 
meters are connected to the system, and 75 families use the electric current for cooking 
exclusively.  A household’s bill will run from $2.50 to $10 per month, according to 
demand for the current.  On the booking side, the city seems to be coming out ahead.  The 
investment in powerhouse, transmission line, and so on represents $120,000, which in the 
nine years since the current was first turned on has been fully paid for, and the city’s 
balance sheet shows a surplus of $150,000.  The gross annual revenue is about $60,000.  
It did not seem fair to the water department to ask it to stand the entire expense of 
impounding the water in the first place, and the electrical department get the use of it for 
nothing, so it was arranged for the electrical department to pay an annual rental of 
$12,000 to the water department.

17 June 1921 – Mrs. A.J. McLaughlin was killed by the discharge of a shotgun in the 
hands of the 4-year-old son of W.J. Thompson, a garage man, at Kim.  Mrs. McLaughlin 
was one of the pioneer settlers of eastern Las Animas County…Cripple Creek powder 
dealers have announced a drop of $1.75 per 100 pounds on powder, and $1.25 per 1000 
for caps.  Powder is now selling at $18.50 per 100 pounds.  Powder reached the high peak 
here two years ago, when it sold for $26.75…Colorado and the west will have the 
greatest tourist travel in the history of railroad transportation this summer, according to a 
statement made by H.T. Cornell, division passenger agent of the American Express 
Company travel department for the territory between Denver and the Pacific coast, with 
headquarters in San Francisco, California [This mention first appeared in other Colorado 
newspapers at the beginning of June 1921]…Charles Hayes of Mancos has returned after 
an exploration trip into the region north of the Navajo Mountains.  He reports the 
discovery of some of the most marvelous ruins ever seen by a white man.  Where the 
Navajo Mountains break away into deep canyons that open into the San Juan River and 
Colorado River, the ruins were found in almost every canyon, many of them of good size, 
and some even better preserved than those of the Mesa Verde National Park.  The section 
where these ruins were found is almost inaccessible except to a person on foot…Paul 
Jones, a confectioner, while playing on the links at Fort Morgan, missed the ball in a 
stroke and fractured his right arm, being the only case of its kind on record, according to 
golf authorities.  Jones made a particularly heavy swing for a drive, but missed the ball 



and swung himself half around by the force of the delivery.  A sharp pain in his right arm 
caused him to groan, and the arm hung limp at his side.  Other players came to him, and it  
was seen that his arm was fractured…The graduating class of the University of Colorado 
law school contained two women, and the medical school an equal number [of women].  
The lawyers are Marjorie Stratton of Hillrose and Helen Hulburt of Fruita.  The doctors 
will be Marie Keim and Margaret Bryson.

17 June 1921 – Headline:  British After Trade.  British merchants are planning 
exhibitions in large cities of China to recover their commercial position lost during the 
war [World War I].

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then 
you can’t be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brothers’ [a block 5 
business] bungalows at Broadview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed 
and furnished, beautifully located, away from the noise and dust of the main roads, and 
yet but ten minutes’ drive from the post office.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Dropped.  Dodge cars.  $1160 touring cars.  $1110 
roadster.  $1820 coupe.  $2025 sedan.  $1210 commercial car.  Free on board Fort 
Collins.  All cars full cord [tires] equipped.  Estes Park Garage.  Harry Cornelius Preston, 
proprietor.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  
Estes Park, Colorado.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.  

17 June 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Twenty-seven students of the 
School of Mines [in Golden], members of the ROTC, have gone to Camp Humphrey, 
Virginia, where they are to undergo six weeks of intensive training…Members of the 
state organization of Foresters of America will hold their next convention in Boulder next 
June 1922.  This decision was reached just before the 1921 annual convention adjourned 
in Denver…A school for community leadership is to be held in Boulder 18 July 1921 to 
22 July 1921, inclusive, under the direction of the University of Colorado, in cooperation 
with the American city bureau…Pharmacy as a profession is making more and more an 
appeal to women, according to the records of the University of Colorado, which shows 
that of 30 students specializing in that work at the present, 17 are women…Harry 



Stewart, son of Mrs. Pearl Stewart of Boulder, was given a military funeral upon return of 
the body from France, where he died during the war.  The American Legion conducted 
the funeral, provided a military escort and a firing squad for the funeral…The Electra 
Lake dam, belonging to the Wolcott, Colorado, Power Company, 15 miles above 
Durango, was declared to be safe from any further pressure of the heavy flood waters, 
which have been threatening its safety, according to inspectors who went over the 
barrier…Fourth of July 1921 will be celebrated at Grand Lake in true western style.  
Broncos and riders are being secured for the event, and many prizes have been offered.  
The opening of the new Fall River Road will bring thousands of visitors to Grand Lake – 
the western gateway to the Rocky Mountain National Park…Damage from flood waters 
in Weld County is expected to total more than $750,000, according to reports.  Many 
bridges have been washes away, and at least 30,000 acres of crops have been destroyed.  
The damage to roads in Weld County also is increasing, as a result of high waters in the 
Platte River and Cache la Poudre River, and the overflowing of other streams in Weld 
County…Forty-five thousand ex-servicemen in the states of Colorado and Wyoming have 
failed to make application for their Victory medals, according to Colonel R.J. Reaney, 
who is in charge of the distribution of medals for these two states.  A special appeal to 
those who have not asked for their medals is being made by Colonel Reaney…Colorado 
Springs this summer will celebrate the 50th anniversary of the city’s founding.  The 
celebration will be in the form of an elaborate parade depicting life in the Pikes Peak 
region, from the earliest history down to the present day.  Representatives of the Ute 
Native American tribe will be brought from the reservation in southwestern Colorado to 
assist in the pageant…A verdict of murder in the first degree, with recommendation of 
life imprisonment, was returned by a jury in the district court at Boulder, against Harry 
McReynolds, African American porter.  McReynolds, on 9 May 1921, shot his 
sweetheart, Avo Dirvin, an 18-year-old prep school student, after a quarrel.  After the 
shooting, he ran all the way to Denver, according to his own statement, and went into 
hiding at the home of friends…A campaign for $4500 for the support of the Boulder 
YMCA has been decided upon as part of a new plan to turn the building over to the free 
use of all boys between 12 and 18 years of age.  The money will employ a full staff of 
attendants to manage the YMCA…Dr. William A. Bell, one of the founders of the Denver 
and Rio Grande railroad, and one of the pioneer developers of Colorado and the west, 
died suddenly of angina pectoris at his home in Pendell Court, Bletchingly, Surrey, 
England…Promise of federal aid for the Pueblo flood district along three material lines, 
in addition to the relief work now being done, is indicated in information received in 
Denver.  They are:  Dispatching of a commission of engineers from the United States 
Reclamation Service to devise plans for safeguarding the area contiguous to the Fountain 
River and Arkansas River, cooperation of United States bureau of public roads with the 
state highway commission in repairing highways and bridges, and loaning of money by 
the Federal Farm Loan bank to farmers and livestock men who sustained losses in the 
floods…Building in Fort Collins is beginning to increase rapidly.  While there were 
comparatively few building permits issued 1 May 1921, they have since been steadily 
increasing in number, and now many homes are being planned and are under process of 



construction.  One group of a half-dozen is being built near the Agricultural College at 
one time.  Apparently, times are jut about back to normal here in the building line…A 
class of 234 was graduated by the University of Colorado at Boulder in the newly 
completed Macky Auditorium.  The storm interfered considerably with the attendance, 
and kept a number of the graduates of the medical school from attending.  This was the 
largest class since 1914.  It included representatives of three foreign countries and 18 
states other than Colorado…Ninety-four persons have been officially reported dead in the 
flood district lying between Pueblo and La Junta, according to a compilation of figures 
given out in Pueblo…The police department has been detailed to patrol the city diligently 
every night to locate, if possible, the young people who have been stealing flowers and 
strawberries from a number of local homes at Palisade.  The early strawberries are just 
coming into bearing, and several patches have been badly damaged by the miscreants…
Flags of all Colorado American Legion posts will fly at half-mast for 30 days in respect 
to F.W. Galbraith, Jr., national commander of the American Legion, and colonel in the 
world war [World War I], who was killed in an automobile accident near Indianapolis, 
Indiana, his home.  Charters of the posts will also be draped for the same period…The 
Farmers’ Union Milling and Elevator Company will build a concrete elevator in Denver, 
according to a permit issued by the city building department.  The structure will be six 
stories in height, and cost $40,000…The Dayton, Ohio, Rotary Club, mindful of the flood 
disaster in Dayton, Ohio, in 1913, was the first of the Rotary Clubs to come to the aid of 
flood-stricken Pueblo, Colorado, with a preliminary gift of $500…Elwood A. Wildman, a 
farmer residing 20 miles southwest of Wray, was shot to death, and his 13-year-old 
daughter Edith was wounded in the knee, by Arthur Flinn, his son-in-law, said to be 
insane.  Flinn killed himself with a bullet through the temple after shooting his father-in-
law.   

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Bulky rugs washed for you.  Laundering heavy rag and 
washable rugs at home is slow work, especially in these uncertain days when the right 
sort of drying weather is so seldom available.  In five minutes, you can pack up half this 
heavy work of housecleaning, and have us do it expertly for you in our modern way.  
Then, too, your floor mats and bathmats, which soil so quickly, probably need washing.  
You can send them along also.  Let us lighten this toilsome work, and at the same time 
help you make your home brighter with old rugs washed to look like new.  Telephone 
#50-J.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Advertising pays.  Our best agents are “satisfied 
customers”.  Francis Tire Service Company.  [Illustration:  These four words incorporated 
on a logo consisting of a tire or tube draped with a central ribbon.]  “Service that 
satisfies”

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if it’s 
lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent – Just telephone #27-J3, and our 
little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.



17 June 1921 – Town and Countryside:  Semi-advertisement:  Fancy gingham dresses and 
bungalow aprons at Gooch’s [a block 2 business]…Mrs. C.M. McCleary, a niece of E.I. 
Cooke, and Mrs. J.H.T. Gordon, both of Huntsville, Ohio, spent several days at the Cooke 
home last week.  This was their first visit to Estes Park, and they were unstinted in their 
praise of the beauties of the place…Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Peirson and son Kenneth of 
Shenandoah, Iowa, are occupying one of Glen Baird’s cottages at present.  They are here 
on account of Mrs. Pierson’s health, and expect to buy and build in the near future…
Semi-advertisement:  20% reduction on Goodrich tires and tubes by Goodrich Rubber 
Company at the Johnson Garage [a block 6 business]…Mr. and Mrs. John Trainer of 
Central City, Nebraska, spent the weekend at one of Glen D. Baird’s cottages east of the 
village, en route on a honeymoon tour to Denver and other points of interest in Colorado 
and Wyoming.  They were accompanied by her sisters, Miss Josephine Klem and Miss 
Toddie Klem of Omaha, Nebraska…Miss Esther Anderson, a teacher in the Loveland 
schools, and sister Mrs. Oscar Rosenquist and son Russel of Kansas City, Missouri, were 
weekend guests of the L.B. Smith family…Arthur K. Holmes was a Denver visitor 
Tuesday…Mr. and Mrs. M.C. Youngs of Falls City, Oregon, are spending the summer 
here at the Mert cottage in the Glen D. Baird colony east of the village…Dr. John 
Timothy Stone of Chicago, Illinois, arrived in Estes Park Sunday, and was on the 
program at the [YMCA] Student Conference…Mr. and Mrs. C.D. Charles of Windsor 
entertained as weekend guests Mrs. Stella MaGill [sic] of Grand Junction, Colorado, Mrs. 
Vassie Shaffer of Cripple Creek, Mrs. Maud Carl of Wray, and Mrs. Alberts [sic, suggest 
Alberta] Sprague of Estes Park at the cottage at Loveland Heights…Mrs. Howe and Mrs. 
Estep and brother Harry Prichard returned to their home at Longmont Tuesday after 
spending a few days at the Neil Sullivan cottage…Mrs. Abner E. Sprague returned 
Saturday from Windsor where she spent the past week in attendance at the state PEO 
convention in that place.  Returning with ere were Mrs. Helen Townsend of Albia, Iowa, 
Supreme President, Mrs. Winona Reeves of Minneapolis, Minnesota, editor of the PEO 
Record, Miss Margaret Durward of Fort Collins, a past Supreme President, and Miss 
Virginia Corbett of Fort Collins, a past state president.  The party returned to Fort Collins 
the following day…Mrs. S.L. Maxwell of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, will occupy Mrs. 
Service’s cottage on the hill for the summer.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Practical for all sports.  [Illustration:  Montage of stylish 
women dressed to the hilt in the latest DuBrock styles, involved in various leisurely 
sporting activities, including not riding, not golfing, not driving, and not swimming or 
boating.  Catalog numbers are conspicuously placed next to each outfit.]  DuBrock.  
Chicago, Illinois.  They are here.  Our new outing and sport clothes – the newest things 
on the market.  We are proud of the new lines we are receiving, and our prices are right.  
Our one idea is to give good value to everyone.  We call your especial attention to our 
men’s golf suits, and also to the high-grade riding breeches.  You will buy these if you see 
them.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]



17 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Charles A. Ball, the Longmont optician, will be at 
John Bechtel Baird’s [a block 2 business] every two weeks beginning Monday, 20 June 
1921, one day only.  Eyes tested by the latest electric methods and glasses fitted, 
satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.  I especially invite any of my old patients to 
call and have any adjustments done that they may need.  Remember the place and date.  
At Bairds’ 20 June 1921.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Developing and printing correctly done.  Fresh stock 
Eastman N.C. Films.  “We put the snap in snapshots”.  The Gracraft Shop [a block 6 
business].  Lawrence E. Grace.  Estes Park, Colorado.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and fountain 
service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  
We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and 
you will be steady customers.

17 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads.

17 June 1921 – The Estes Park Music and Study Club held an enjoyable meeting at the 
home of Mrs. Gaylord Harper Thomson Thursday of last week.  This was the annual 
meeting, and an all-day affair.  Mrs. Thomson was assisted as hostess by Mrs. Bond.  
Mrs. Clatworthy sang, and Mrs. Frank Service gave a review of the opera Lohengrin and 
famous operatic musical settings.  A final review of the book “Main Street” was given.  
Miss Lillian Sharp and Esther Sarber, violinist, assisted in the program…Miss Lois 
Griffith will give a reception at her home next Thursday afternoon from 2:00 p.m. until 
5:00 p.m. in honor of Miss Lillian Sharp and Miss Esther Sarber…Semi-advertisement:  
The Home Bakery caters to special orders.  Fresh home-baked bread, cakes, and pastries 
daily…Mrs. J. Frank Gray came in from Eaton Wednesday for the summer.  Mr. Gray is 
again employed at the [Estes Park] drug store…J.E. Johnson of Greeley, who is running 
an automobile line between that city and Estes Park, informs us that the Big Thompson 
Canyon is again in good condition, and that the work of surfacing is progressing rapidly, 
and will be practically completed in a few days…W.C. Parker of Longmont came up 
Saturday and opened his cleaning and pressing establishment Monday.  He is situated 
next to the barbershop.  [An advertisement appears in this issue for “Right Way” dry 
cleaning and pressing, next to the Estes Park Drug Company, which is a block 6 business]
…Mr. and Mrs. Julius Foss Schwartz drove to Denver Friday.  Mr. Schwartz returned 
Sunday, and Mrs. Schwartz spent the week in the capital city [Denver]…Semi-
advertisement:  Full line of Pign Whistle Cailfornia Candy just in at Tallants [a block 5 
business].  You’ll like them…Mrs. Reed and daughter Miss Alma Reed of Fort Collins 
are at Sprague’s for the summer…Professor B.O. Longyear of the state agricultural 
college of Fort Collins, wife, and son Lawrence are in attendance at the [YMCA] student 
conference this week…Mr. and Mrs. William Bush and family of Wakefield, Kansas, are 
in Estes Park for the summer…Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Shattuck of Denver spent the weekend 



at the Brinwood…Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howe of Chicago, Illinois, have registered at the 
Brinwood for a few weeks stay…The Westminster Guild wishes to thank those who so 
kindly contributed to the [Community] church steps fund.  Signed, the Apron 
Committee…Chancellor Engle, Dr. Warfield, Professor Trout, Dr. Dickinson, and their 
families and Mr. Iliss, all of Denver University, were in Estes Park several days ago, 
stopping at one of the Mrs. Bryson cottages…Clarence Thomson and Laurence Thomson, 
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Gaylord Harper Thomson, are home from Denver University for the 
summer…Miss Viola Foster of Loveland is a guest at the Gaylord Harper Thomson home 
this week…First Assistant Secretary of the Interior Finney and family of Washington, 
D.C., will be in Estes Park 23 June 1921.

17 June 1921 – Column title:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees of the 
town of Estes Park held Monday, 13 June 1921.  John Frank Grubb $71.  Stanley Power 
Department $33.75.  Julius Foss Schwartz $52.67.  James H. Boyd $282.34.  Harry Lee 
$42.  Walt Lee $112.  Ross Lee $28.  George W. Johnson $67.59.  Theodore Schlapfer 
$17.50.  E.I. Cooke $125.  Walker Lee $112.15.  Harry W. Lee $54.25.  Theodore 
Schlapfer $7.  Ab H. Romans $20.  Electric Shop $17.44.  J.E. Macdonald $7.75.  Estes 
Park Trail $9.59.  Elmer D. Lindley $5.20.  Elmer D. Lindley $4.35.  A.L. Cobb $18.  
LaPier and Wallace $51.65.  Albert Hayden $3.75.  Samuel Service $10.  R.H. Tallant 
$10.  Arthur K. Holmes $10.  William B. Tallant $2.50.  William Parks [sic, perhaps 
William Tenbrook Parke] $2.50.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, clerk.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen 
tree growing from a rocky slope, with a mountain peak and cotton-wool clouds 
artistically arranged in the background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed 
“Seid”.]  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Dry cleaning and pressing.  We do it the “Right Way”.  
Satisfaction guaranteed.  Next to [Estes Park] drug store [a block 6 business].

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W [the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company telephone 
number].  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”].

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes Park.  
S.H. Stockton.  Telephone #Loveland 77J.



17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European plan.  Rates reasonable.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial order 
means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

17 June 1921 – Column title and “byline”.  Reindeer in Alaska (prepared by the National 
Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.]  [Photograph and illustration:  Gentleman in fur 
parka standing beside a tethered reindeer.  A line drawing of an outdoor mountain scene 
in the upper right corner serves as part of the framing device.  Caption:  Alaskan herder 
with reindeer.  The photograph is uncredited.]  A new meat has been reaching American 
tables during the last few years, a food that as yet comparatively few American palates 
have had the opportunity to compare with their familiar roast beef, mutton, and pork.  It 
is the meat of a reindeer, and it comes not from a foreign country, but from our own 
Alaska.  Within a single generation, “Cupid” and “Vixen” and “Comet” and “Prancer”, 
those semi-mythological companions of ruddy Saint Nick which spring into action with 
the very first remembered syllables of the famous Christmas poem, have become the 
staple livestock of the far northwest of the American continent.  Santa Claus may use a 
motor truck or even an airplane in making his city deliveries, but in Alaska the reindeer is 
coming into its own.  In Europe and Asia, the reindeer was domesticated in prehistoric 
times.  Not so in America, where this species of thee deer family, the Cervidae, were 
known as caribou, and are still so known, to distinguish them form the domesticated and 
imported animal.  The first importation, consisting of only 162 reindeer, was landed at 
Teller, Alaska, on Independence Day [presumably America’s Independence Day] 1892.  
During that year and the decade following, 1118 more were imported from Siberia and 
landed on the shores of Port Clarence Bay.  The reindeer imported from Norway in 1898 
were all draft animals, steers, and are now extinct.  From the outset the deer thrived, and 
as the number increased, other herds were formed from the mother herd at Teller, Alaska.  
Roaming the frozen wastes north and south, from Point Barrow, Alaska, to the Alaskan 
peninsula, there are today more than a hundred herds, aggregating about 100,000 deer.  It 
is estimated that during this period, more than 100,000 have been killed for food and 
skins, so that in less than 30 years, the increase has been more than 200-fold.  Although 
the Alaskan reindeer industry is still in its infancy, it is rapidly becoming firmly 
established.  The reindeer is not, however, highly prolific.  The female deer usually gives 
birth to but one or two fawn a year, and if there are twins, one of the young is likely to 
die.  Subhead:  Reasons for rapid increase.  The rapid increase is due to two facts:  One is 
the remarkable hardiness of the fawns, which only a few hours after birth are strong and 
fleet of foot.  The contrast between the self-reliant reindeer fawn and the weak, knobby-
kneed colt or calf is striking, and has much to do with the tendency of reindeer herds to 
increase rapidly in spite of a low birthrate.  As the social worker would say, the infant 
mortality is slight.  The other factor in the rapid increase, and an illustration of the fact 



that early fecundity is not entirely a tropical trait, is the remarkable fact that yearling 
reindeer frequently reproduce.  The reindeer has been aptly named.  Of all ungulate, 
ruminant, and gregarious animals, it is one of the most particular in the selection of food.  
It pastures during the summer on tender mosses, lichens, mushrooms, algae, and grasses.  
Its typical home is Lapland.  In the Lapp tongue, the word “reino” means pasturage, so 
that the word “reindeer” means an animal that pastures.  During the long winter, the deer 
subsist entirely upon moss, which abounds on the vast tundras and hills of Alaska, so that 
the deerman has almost unlimited grazing land for his herds.  Subhead:   Plenty of moss 
for food.  It has been estimated that there are 200,000 square miles of this dry, coral-like 
moss in Alaska – enough grazing land for 5,000,000 deer.  This class of pasturage is 
suitable for no other animal except, it may be, the musk ox, hence these thousands of 
square miles in Arctic Alaska, were it not for the reindeer, would prove practically 
valueless, and could not be permanently inhabited.  There is only one drawback to this 
calculation:  Inevitably, the reindeer seek the coast in summer, to escape the swarms of 
mosquitoes, and to lick up the salt deposited by the ocean waters.  The Lapps have a 
saying that “mosquitoes make the best herders in summertime.”  It is believed, however, 
that if salt can be supplied in sufficient quantity inland, and if the deer can be taken to the 
hills, where land breezes will serve the same purpose as the sea winds in blowing away 
the mosquitoes, the animals can be persuaded to overcome their inbred instinct for a 
seaside excursion in summer.  Subhead:  Eskimos own most of them.  Eskimos own 
approximately 70% of all the deer in Alaska, and the bureau of education has been much 
handicapped by the smallness of the $5000 annual appropriation granted in recent years 
to care for the industry, instruct herders, and administer general supervision over herds 
which cover a stretch of territory more than a thousand miles in extent.  Of late years, the 
industry has been taken up by a number of white men as a private enterprise.  No 
objection to their entering the reindeer field has been raised on the part of government 
officials, as the development of outside markets for reindeer meat, skins, and byproducts 
will thereby be promoted, but, in order to protect the Eskimos, a rule has been established 
that female deer may not be purchased from the natives.  A number of Lapps, originally 
employed by the government to teach the Eskimos the occupation of herding, were 
permitted to borrow not to exceed 100 deer each.  In five years, they were to return a like 
number, keeping the increase.  From one such loan in 1901, a count of 800 was made in 
108.  During that year, 800 animals were equally divided into two herds, one of which 
now numbers not less than 10,000.  The meat of the dear is not “gamy”, and yet there is a 
suggestion of venison in its flavor.  It has been aptly described as having the juiciness of 
beef and the delicacy and tenderness of venison.  The animal is butchered by modern 
methods, after which the carcass is frozen with the hide on, and shipped to distributing 
points in the states, principally Seattle, Washington, and Minneapolis, Minnesota.  There 
it is kept in cold storage until sold for food.  Female deer are seldom killed.  Of the males, 
a certain number are set aside for breeding purposes, and the rest are fattened as steers.  
The average life of a deer is about 15 years, but steers are butchered when three years 
old.  Subhead:  Camel of the Arctic region.  The reindeer has been called the camel of the 
far north.  It serves as a beast of burden, and is to the nomad of the north what the camel 



is to the nomad of the southern desert.  Like unto its southern “brother” that “lives on its 
hump”, the reindeer draws on its supply of fat in times of want.  For long-distance travel, 
the Eskimo prefers the reindeer to dogs, as the former finds its own feed, not so the dogs.  
Surprising records have been made in long-distance travel, and also in speed tests.  
Indeed, for short distances, the deer can outrun the dog or horse.  The usual rate of travel 
on long-distance excursions should be from 25 to 35 miles a day, if the welfare of the 
deer is considered.  Even then, the deer can only be employed continuously in that 
fashion for 15 to 17 days.  While traveling, it has no chance to graze.  When compelled to 
do this at night it loses sleep.  In consequence, the store of fat which encases its body and 
furnishes reserve food and strength becomes exhausted.  The Eskimo never prods or 
crowds the deer after it indicates its desire to quit the journey.  He unharnesses it and 
leaves it to find its way back to its herd, which it usually succeeds in doing.  If it does not 
succeed in this, it is likely to join another herd.  The ownership of reindeer is indicated by  
ear marks.  By marking the ears, the reindeer of various herds are distinguished, and 
annually there is a general reassignment of animals to their owners.   

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  J.B. Baird [a block 2 business].  Successor to William 
Tenbrook Parke.  Our photographic department is now open for Kodak finishing.  Mr. 
A.H. Reading, who has been in charge of this department for the past three years is again 
with us.  Eastman agency.  Kodaks rented.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your convenience 
open a checking account.  If you wish:  Travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic 
exchange, or safety-deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank your 
bank”.  Chairman of the board James D. Stead, president Augustus Denby Lewis, vice-
president Julius Foss Schwartz, vice-president Albert Hayden, cashier Charles F. Hix.  
The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business], where your patronage is appreciated.  Hours 
9:00 a.m. to noon, 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all ties.  By day, week, 
or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson Rivers, 
manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County lump.  Fireplace and stove wood.  
Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley entrance in season.  
Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Estes Park Produce.  Telephone #197.  Albert Schwilke.

17 June 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church….Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 19 June 1921.  Making the 
social order Christian.  Lesson text – Luke chapter 4, verses 16 to 21, Matthew chapter 



25, verses 34-40.  Golden text – Quotation from Matthew chapter 25, verse 40:  Inasmuch 
as ye have done it unto one of the best of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.  
Reference material – Acts chapter 2, verses 37 to 47, Acts chapter 8, verses 4-8.  Primary 
topic – Pleasing Jesus by helping others.  Junior topic – The example Jesus gave us.  
Intermediate and senior topic – Making all of life Christian.  Young people and adult 
topic – Christianity transforming the social order…Again we say not “Making the social 
order Christian”, if the committee please [Is the committee a local committee?  Is the 
person writing these comments the local pastor?  The criticism of the committee that 
follows is fairly strong, and risks open warfare if both committee and pastor read the 
same newspaper].  At least these texts selected by the committee do not so teach, for they 
have no bearing upon the question.  Why two texts so widely separated in meaning 
should be selected to go together under the subject named is incomprehensible.  The 
teacher should therefore ignore the subject chosen and endeavor to bring out the meaning 
of the texts.  I. Jesus in the synagogue at Nazareth (Luke chapter 4, verses 16 to 21).  1. 
His custom was to go to the house of God (Luke chapter 4, verse 16).  He now had come 
back to the town of his boyhood days, and entered the place of worship as was His 
custom.  2. Jesus reading from the Scriptures (Luke chapter 4, verses 18 and 19).  He 
opened the book at chapter 61 of Isaiah, and read the Scripture passage which set forth 
his entire mission.  (1) Character of his mission (Luke chapter 4, verses 18 and 19).  (a) 
Preach the gospel to the poor.  God has peculiar regard for the poor, and the glory of the 
gospel is that it comes to the help of the very ones most in need.  It puts a ladder at the 
feet of a man, and enables him to climb as high as his ability will permit him.  (b) Heal 
the broken-hearted.  How many are the broken-hearted!  (c) Preach deliverance to the 
captives.  Those who are in captivity to sin and Satan.  Christ can and will delivery (John 
chapter 8, verses 34 to 36).  (d) Recovering of sight to the blind.  Christ not only can open 
the physical eyes, but the eyes of the spirit as well.  (e) Set at liberty them that are 
bruised.  Satan has been most mercilessly bruising men, but the Mighty One has come 
who can set them free.  (f) Preach the acceptable year of the Lord.  This was the Year of 
Jubilee which looked forward to the glorious millennial age (Leviticus chapter 25, verses 
8 to 13 and verses 50 to 54).  (2) His endowment (Luke chapter 4, verse 18).  The Holy 
Spirit came upon Christ for the express purpose of fitting Him for His divine mission.  
Because of this enduement, He cannot fail in His glorious work.  (3) His testimony (Luke 
chapter 4, verses 20 and 21).  Having completed the reading, He declared that the 
Scriptures had fulfillment then and there in himself.  This was a critical hour for the 
people.  May it be just as critical for the members of every class where this lesson is 
studied!  May there not be rejection, like that which followed His testimony at Nazareth!  
II. The judgment of the nations (Matthew chapter 25, verses 34 to 40).  The biblical unit 
here is Matthew chapter 25, verses 31 to 46.  One cannot intelligently teach the verses 
selected without their setting, so it would be better to take a survey of the whole.  This 
judgment should be carefully distinguished from what is popularly called “general 
judgment”.  The bible speaks of different judgments, differing in respect to the subjects, 
the place, the time, and the results of the judgment.  Note the following particulars:  1. 
The judge (Matthew chapter 25, verse 31).  The Son of Man in glory.  2. The time 



(Matthew chapter 25, verse 31).  It is when the Lord shall come to His glory accompanied 
by His glorious retinue of angels.  3. The place (Matthew chapter 25, verse 31).  It will be 
on the throne of His glory.  This throne will be most surely in the land of Israel.  The 
prophecy of Joel, chapter 3, and Zechariah chapter 14, verses 1 to 5, make it to be in or 
near Jerusalem.  4. The people judged (Matthew chapter 25, verses 32 to 45).  There 
people will be the living nations upon the earth after the church has been translated (I 
Thessalonians chapter 4, verses 16 and 17).  These nations are the ones to whom the 
gospel of the kingdom shall be preached just prior to the coming of the Lord (see 
Matthew chapter 24, verse 14).  The preachers of this gospel will be Jews (Revelations 
chapter 7, Romans chapter 11).  5. The issue of the judgment (Matthew chapter 25, verse 
46, compare Matthew chapter 25, verses 34 to 41).  The sheep enter upon the inheritance 
of a prepared kingdom (Matthew chapter 25, verse 34).  The goats go into an everlasting 
fire prepared for the devil and his angels.  Their destiny is fixed (Matthew chapter 25, 
verse 36).  

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a 
block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 
baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

17 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Side view of electric Thor tub washing 
machine with attached wringer.]  Let the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It 
prolongs the life of the clothes, and makes washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop, 
Walter Eugene Baldridge and Vernon David Horrel [sic, suggest Hurrel]

17 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business].  Most centrally located 
hotel in Estes Park, in the center of Estes Park village.  First class service – good 
accommodations and excellent table.  W.H. Derby and A.M. Derby, proprietors.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

17 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company.  Drugs.  Toilet articles, 
fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #41.

17 July 1921 – Headline, subhead, and byline:  The Ghost on the Stairs.  Third prize story 
in Estes Park Trail’s high school story-writing contest by Muriel MacGregor.  A few years 
back, we decided to take a house on the seashore for the summer, as Bobby, our six-year-
old son, had been ill during the winter, and we hoped (Harry and I) that he would be 
benefited by a summer at the seacoast.  Harry heard of a very fine old mansion near 
Bristol [England].  I wished to see it, but it was so stormy in March that in the end Harry 
went alone.  He thought the house well enough, and rented it, the only possible objection 



being its isolated location.  I would of necessity be alone much of the time, as my 
husband could not leave his business for more than weekend trips, but the ideal place for 
the children overcame my fears.  We went out early in June.  I was worn out with packing 
and closing the townhouse (my husband would board).  Besides, the servants, from 
Susan, this children’s nurse, to the scullery maid were in a discontented mood, and 
making things as disagreeable as possible.  But the old house standing so serenely, about 
half a mile from the rocky seacoast, made me forget my troubles and look forward with 
pleasure to the summer spent here.  The first week passed delightfully, the whole summer 
might, but Bobby took a severe cold from being on the seashore too much, and became 
seriously ill.  Susan and I took turns sitting up with him, I leaving about 1:00 [presumably 
1:00 a.m.].  On this particular night, it was very dark, the wind blowing a gale and rain at 
intervals.  I came out of the nursery, which was at the head of the main stairway and 
isolated form the other rooms, which opened off the different corridors, and then, 
spellbound with horror, I stood staring.  For an old man with a white beard and flowing 
hair, bent with age, dressed in a manner that bespoke of several centuries back, and 
carrying a dirk, was coming slowly and deliberately up the stair.  Just opposite me, he 
turned to a panel in the wall, and pushing it back, entered, the panel closing behind him.  
I dared not rouse the servants, for at mention of ghosts they would all leave.  I waited till 
morning, and then went myself to the small fishing village about a mile away, and 
telegraphed to Harry to come out.  It would be a day before he could get there, and oh! 
the misery of that day!  If Bobby had not been pronounced out of danger, I doubt if I 
could have stood it.  I watched that night, and at the same hour, the old man walked up 
the stairs, and disappeared in the identical place.  Harry came at last, having settled his 
business so he could stay a while, for he knew I was not given to false alarms, but when I 
told him the ghost story, I fear his faith in me was somewhat shaken.  However, he said 
nothing, and that nigh we waited, prepared to follow.  At the same hour, we saw him 
coming up the stairs, and when he pushed back the panel and passed in, we passed in too, 
and followed him rather fearfully down a narrow winding stair.  The stairway ended in a 
sort of cave, and around the rock we heard the water lapping.  Then, it seemed as if the 
old man, who had paused at first entering, was fighting with someone, and at last, made 
motion of pitching something into the water.  We saw nothing, but plainly heard a splash, 
and then the next instant, the man had seized an old spade, and was digging a hole 
wherein he put the now bloody dirk, and covered it again.  He passed us like a breath of 
wind, and we heard him mounting the stairs.  A moment we stood transfixed, and then 
made a rush up the stairway.  The panel was shut, but my husband managed to slide it 
back, and once more we stood at the head of the stairs.  All was as quiet as a house is 
about 2:00 a.m. in the morning, and we went to bed, not to rest, but to plan.  In the 
morning, we went down to the coast, and soon found an old half-natural, half-made 
tunnel.  The tide was out, and would not come in till about twelve [noon].  We had three 
hours, and made the most of it, getting up to a point where a jagged rock jutted out, 
barring our passage, but we realized that we had been on the other side the night before.  
We were obliged to hurry back because of the returning tide, that would, in all events, 
close the mouth of the tunnel.  Harry, however, had decided to get into communication 



immediately with the friend who told him of the house.  In the meantime, we decided we 
could not stay in that house any longer, and busied ourselves in preparations for leaving.  
We were in London, England, again when David Lanthrop’s (the friend’s) letter arrived.  
He was of course very sorry that the house had been so unsatisfactory.  He, himself, had 
only known of the house, but he had learned its history since receiving Harry’s letter, and 
I will give it briefly.  Two brothers had built this old mansion, and it was understood 
throughout the country that they were smugglers.  It was also found out that one brother 
had been killed in a quarrel, it was whispered by his brother, and the smugglers 
disbanded.  Mystery had shrouded the house, and for years scarcely anyone had been in 
it.  We could not doubt that the murder of the brother and the smugglers’ cave had been 
revealed to us in the strange way related.

17 June 1921 – Headline:  Notice to Dog Owners.  Dog tax is now due, and must be paid 
to Charles F. Hix, town clerk, during the month of June 1921.  [signed] E.I. Cooke, town 
marshal.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

17 June 1921 – Henry Fowler of Branson, tried in the district court in Trinidad for the 
murder of Joe Walters at that place 16 February 1921, was found guilt of voluntary 
manslaughter by the jury, which reported Fowler shot and killed Walters, with whom he 
had quarreled, in a pool hall at Branson.  The men were former friends…Walter McAfee, 
a farmer near Wiggins, may lose his eye through an odd accident.  He was repairing a 
fence when a staple glanced and struck him in the eye, cutting a deep gash…All old 
Missourians, native born or former residents, are invited to a great birthday party in 
Sedalia, Missouri, 10 August 1921 in celebration at the Missouri State Fair of the 100th 
anniversary of the admission of the state into the union.  This big birthday party is being 
arranged by the Sedalia, Missouri, Chamber of Commerce, and Secretary M.V. Carroll 
writes that every old Missourian will be welcomed…Because the city council did not feel 
financially able to make a contract with the Loveland band for free concerts this year, the 
citizens have taken it up, and are making a collection to provide the funds.  The Rotary 
Club has pledged $250 of the $1000 necessary, the Lions Club has appointed a committee 
to solicit funds, and several individuals have contributed from $5 to $10 each…Several 
hundred Native American arrowheads have been stolen from the agricultural college 
museum at Fort Collins.  No value has been placed on the collection in the report to the 
sheriff, as the relics cannot be replaced, and are of great value as a collection, but have 
little intrinsic value.  No trace of them has as yet been found…Edward Timmon, 48 years 
old, proprietor of the Manhattan Café of Fort Morgan, was seriously injured while 
plastering a room of a house in that city.  The scaffold broke, throwing Timmons to the 
floor, a distance of ten feet, bruising him severely and injuring him internally.



17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain School of Music [a John M. 
Rosborough enterprise].  Estes Park.  [Illustration:  Well-executed pen-and-ink drawing 
of a two-story wooden lodge or cabin located in the foothills of a mountains range, the 
surrounding landscape dotted with pine trees.  The building, viewed nearly end-on, has a 
gabled roof, horizontal siding, a wrap-around porch, and a wooden staircase leading from 
the approach road to an indistinct entrance.  The front porch, which appears to have 
outdoor lighting, is supported by wooden poles angled back to the ground near the 
building’s foundation.  The designation “Mountain Hall” appears beneath the side porch, 
above the road, and the artists’ initials, although quite tiny, are “PSL” or something very 
similar.]  Instruction in piano and theoretical studies under a faculty of artists of 
established reputation.  For information, address John M. Rosborough, 2020 South 25th 
Street, Lincoln, Nebraska, until 1 June 1921, Estes Park thereafter.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison phonographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records – player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and showcases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at Estes Park Drug Store 
[a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley, builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the [Park] Theatre [so on the east side of what is now called Moraine Avenue] or 
third house on High Drive at Pinerift.

17 June 1921 – Column title and byline:  Gay Old Men by Walt Mason.  “Sam Jagway 
was trying to be funny this morning,” related the town doctor.  “He saw some boys 
turning handsprings, and undertook to show them how the trick used to be done in the 
halcyon days, and the doctor says he wrenched his back so he’ll be in bed for several 
days.”  “Disasters of that sort usually happen to the graybeard who tries to demonstrate 
that he isn’t any older than he was 40 years ago,” commented the village patriarch.  “I’m 
always being tempted to do some idiotic thing, and have to suppress such impulses with a 
mailed fist.  It’s all the outcome of vanity.  A man hates to admit that he’s a back number.  
He wants to assure the plain people that, notwithstanding his gray whiskers and string-
halted legs, he’s a four-horse team with a dog under the wagon, when it comes to athletic 
skill.  I was in the livery barn the other evening, when young Fretsinger began explaining 
that he had been taking boxing lessons from one of the old masters.  He had learned all 
the tricks of the game, and was just suffering agonies because there was nobody present 



who would stand up and exchange scientific swats with him.  In my younger days, if I do 
say it myself, I was a star performer in the ordinary knock-down-and-drag-out form of 
combat, but I never was worth shucks at boxing.  Nobody knows that better than I do.  
Why, then, did I inform Fretsinger that I would be glad to spar a few rounds with him?  It 
surely was vanity and nothing else.  I had an idea that, while he might have plenty of the 
fancy stuff on hand, I might land one of my old-time haymakers, in which case I felt sure 
the town would soon be ringing with the story of an old man’s prowess.  So I took off my 
long jimswinger coat, and my vest, and stood up for battle.  If anybody tells you, my 
friends, that Fretsinger doesn’t know how to wield his hands, you may regard the story as 
a roorback.  I never saw fists so numerous as on that occasion.  I couldn’t see anything 
else for a while, and they landed on me in many unexpected places, and I don’t remember 
a time when I was so embarrassed.  Fretsinger explained afterward that he merely tapped 
me gently because I was a venerable man, old enough to be his grandfather.  In that case, 
I never want to become involved in an argument with him when he is in earnest.  I had a 
black eye for a week after this recital, and my nose has never satisfied me since.  Every 
time I came downtown, I had to explain to a thousand people that I blackened my eye 
while splitting kindling, or that I dropped a sad-iron [“sad” in this case meaning heavy or 
solid] on it.  There is nothing more humiliating than a black eye, and I made up my mind 
that I’d try to realize my advanced age thereafter, and behave myself like a grave and 
reverend man.  But no sooner had my eye recovered that I was in trouble again.  I saw 
some young men wresting, and paused to point out that they didn’t know the rudiments of 
the game.  I assured them that in my younger days I was a holy terror, and I didn’t think 
that my hand had lost its cunning.  It would afford me genuine happiness, I said, to show 
them how wrestling was done in the palmy days of Muldoon and Whistler.  So I removed 
my coat and vest and went into executive session with a husky young man who had no 
respect for gray hairs.  I am not sure about what followed, but I think he must have 
thrown me over his head.  Anyhow, I made a great dent in the earth with my person, and I 
was so sore for two weeks that I had to take myself around in a wheelbarrow.  Of course, 
I am determined to make no more bad breaks of the kind, but I haven’t much confidence 
in myself, and tomorrow you may see me climbing a tree half a mile high, to show some 
boys how to rob birds’ nests.”

17 June 1921 – Mrs. Mary Smith and her 12-year-old son Henry were seriously but not 
critically injured on the Hillrose-Brush road when the automobile in which they were 
riding collided with a machine driven by W.W. Stoddard of Brush.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].  
Taxidermy museum.  Furs, heads, trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to rent.  
Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Stock of furs just 
received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright 
Higby.  Estes Park, Colorado.



17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well-stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle horses, and 
driving horses.  Our own dairy farm furnishes our milk, cream, butter, and eggs.  
Telephone or write for rates and reservations.  Charles E. Lester and Company.  
Telephone #4 J-2.  Estes Park, Colorado.

17 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.  

17 June 1921 – Elmer Turner, professor of art in the Fort Collins high school, and Mrs. 
Daniel J. Briggs, mother of Mrs. Arthur B. Harris [Bessie Briggs], came up the Big 
Thompson Canyon from Fort Collins, returning Monday via Lyons.  Professor Turner 
attended the student conference at the YMCA…Professor John M. Rosborough and Arne 
Oldberg and family and servants arrived in Estes Park Friday for the summer.  They are 
the founders of the Rocky Mountain School of Music, and were greatly pleased with 
work that has been done on the campus and buildings during the winter…Dr. and Mrs. 
Kickland [sic] of Fort Collins were in Estes Park Saturday looking over the site for their 
new bungalow they are building in Prospect Heights, just above the Hayden home 
cottage.  John Hubbell of Fort Collins has the contract…W.S. Iliff and family and Mrs. 
Briggs of Denver have been stopping at the Brinwood.  The sons J.W. Iliff and W.S. Iliff, 
Jr., are joining Clarence Thomson and other friends for a camping trip to Lawn Lake and 
other high altitudes…Mr. and Mrs. O.B. Marvel of Hemingford, Nebraska, have been 
spending a part of their honeymoon at the Brinwood.

17 June 1921 – Photographic advertisement:  [Photograph:  Documentary image of the 
three-story main lodge of the Lewiston Chalets, with its distinctive stick architecture 
porches, at the height of the season.  At least 11 large open-air automobiles are parked in 
front of the lodge, each jammed full of well-dressed tourists, some of whom spill out to 
lean on or stand in front of the vehicles.  The dining room staff, which appears greatly 
outnumbered, clusters near the entrance, while one man in a separate group of employees 
near the top of the entrance ramp waves his right hand goodbye.  A collie dog, or similar, 



stands against the direction of traffic in the right foreground, and a separate building in 
the complex, partially blocked by the main building, is visible in the right background.  
The photograph is uncredited.]  The Lewiston Chalets.  Claude Erwin Verry, manager.  
Big opening dinner – Thursday, 23 June 1921, $1.50 per plate.  Free dancing to all dinner 
guests from 8:30 p.m. to 12:00 midnight.  Everybody invited.  Music by the Rose 
orchestra.  Telephone your reservations as early as possible, and not later than 12:00 
noon, 23 June 1921.      

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style or are soon forgotten by the individual who receives 
them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little cottage in the 
mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48.

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthy’s [a block 3 business] for:  –  
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park.  
Largest collection in the state.  – Developing and printing.  The kind that brings you back.  
– Navajo blankets and Native American baskets.  Finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world. 

17 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The modern way.  [Illustration:  Pen-and-ink drawing of 
a man in right profile bent slightly over a large, manually-operated clothes press in the 
“open” position, arranging the back of a suit jacket, while preparing to depress a foot-
pedal with his left foot.  A whiskbroom rests near the front right corner of the press.  The 
drawing is uncredited.]  Have your clothes pressed on an American steam pressing 
machine.  Sanitary.  We sterilize your suit with live steam, and drive out all dust and dirt.  
Steam pressing restores the “life” to your clothing – makes it look like new.  Keep your 
garments in good condition by having them pressed regularly – the modern way.  Estes 
Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50-J.

[Additional Colorado news appearing in other Colorado newspapers:  Conditions on the 
Cache la Poudre River up the canyon threaten the health of children of Fort Collins and 
Greeley, and conditions up the Big Thompson River similarly threaten the health of 
Loveland citizens, Lieutenant Stockton of the Colorado rangers stated in Fort Collins to 
the city council, after an inspection trip of this section…The Big Thompson River is 
higher now than it has ever been at this season, except in times of actual freshets.  It is 
already out of its banks in many places in the Big Thompson Canyon, and still is rising.  
There is no apprehension felt, because the road through the Big Thompson Canyon has 
been built so high that it is almost impossible for the water to reach it, even in flood 
time…A complete cafeteria will be installed on the campus of the University of Colorado 
at Boulder by the opening of the term, 26 September 1921, to accommodate students, 
according to plans completed by the ASUC commission.  Food will be sold at a margin of 
profit of 10% for the first two years, it is expected, and thereafter the cafeteria will be 
operated on a cost basis…If arrangements can be completed, Colorado will have a 



balloon squadron as a part of its federal National Guard now being organized.  Offer of 
the assignment of the squadron was made to Colonel Patrick J. Hamrock, adjutant 
general, by the United States military bureau.  The squadron will consist of a “balloon 
group headquarters”, four balloon companies, one balloon park (shops), and one 
photography section…E.A. Powell has been named as delegate of the Colorado Springs 
Advertising Clubs of the World, which is to be held at Atlanta, Georgia, beginning 11 
June 1921…Florence seemed to be in the direct path of the recent terrific cloudburst and 
hailstorm.  There was no loss of life, but property damage will reach into the hundreds of 
thousands [of dollars], it is estimated…Just north of Berthoud, the last of the series of 
cloudbursts that swept Colorado broke, and flooded the business section of the city.  
Damage to the crops in that vicinity will run up into several thousands of dollars…Fully 
30 houses were washed from their foundations and some of them carried several hundred 
yards on the crest of the flood that descended on Erie as the waters in Coal Creek raised 
during the recent cloudburst…Cañon City and vicinity, although hard hit by the big 
storm, did not fare as badly as other places further down the Arkansas Valley.  There was 
no loss of human life, so far as known, but considerable livestock was killed.  Many 
farms and truck gardens were ruined so far as this year’s crops are concerned.]

24 June 1921 – Banner – Estes Park Trail    (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 11     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, June 24, 1921     Price 10 cents

24 June 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, 2-1/2 inch by 6 inch documentary image of 
the 18th hole at the Estes Park Country Club.  One man is bent over in the act of putting, 
and three men are standing around him, observing or waiting their turn.  All of the men 
are wearing hats and long-sleeved shirts.  The area in the right midground appears to be 
fenced off.  The sky is clear, the golfers long shadows suggest it is early morning, and 
Twin Sisters and Longs Peak are visible in the background.  [Through the years, this 
photograph reappeared numerous times in the Estes Park Trail, and after one such 
appearance in early 1951, a subsequent article in the 16 March 1951 issue stated:  The 
golf course picture which we printed on the cover of the Estes Park Trail a couple of 
weeks ago struck a responsive chord in Julian Hayden.  He sends us back a copy of it, 
together with identification of the four pictured.  In addition to Jude [i.e., Julian Hayden], 
they are Sam Service, Albert Hayden, and Ed Somers.  “For those who may be interested, 
Mrs. Hayden is slowly improving, and I hope will be in shape to travel back to Estes Park 
in late April 1951.”  While this is helpful, it should be noted that the article, likely in 
contrast to the annotated photograph, does not definitively match the people mentioned 
with the people pictured.  Their order left to right can only be presumed to correspond 
with the order listed left to right.]  Caption [as headline]:  Estes Park Golf Links, Where 
Invitation Tournament is Held Next Week.  The photograph is uncredited.  [This 
photograph with the distinctive diamond shaped “18” sign or flag appears frequently in 
later issues.]



24 June 1921 – Headline:  No Clue to Fate of Missing Man is Found.  H.F. Targett of Los 
Angeles, California, who is registered at Longs Peak Inn, has been lost on Longs Peak 
since Tuesday.  Superintendent Way of the Rocky Mountain National Park has a 
searching party of five Rocky Mountain National Park guards out, and Enos Mills and 
party of three from Longs Peak Inn are also searching for some trace of the man.  Targett, 
who is a man between 40 and 50 years of age, left the Longs Peak Inn early in the 
morning, announcing his intention of going to Chasm Lake.  He took only a sweater and 
no lunch.  Chasm Lake is at the base of the 2000-foot precipice on Longs Peak.  A tourist 
party that visited the lake Wednesday found tracks that might be those of Targett leading 
to the lake, but could find none leading from it.  There is a possibility that he crossed 
instead Mount Lady Washington or Mount Meeker.  Enos Mills found tracks on Battle 
Mountain, but it is hardly possible that the same man could have made these tracks and 
those at Chasm Lake.  This morning, the Rocky Mountain National Park guards are out 
continuing the search, and large numbers of tourists are also assisting in the search.  
Searching parties who were out all day Thursday failed to find any trace of Targett, who 
left the Longs Peak Inn early Tuesday morning for Chasm Lake [I think this is now 
becoming redundant].  A telegram from Los Angeles, California says there is no such 
name in the city directory.  A pocket diary found among his effects in his room says, “in 
case of accident, please notify my address at 838 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, 
California.”  The man came into Estes Park Sunday, and registered at the Longs Peak Inn.  
He was not communicative, and no one seems to have gained any knowledge of the man 
or his affairs.  He seemed to be in good spirits and enjoying his stay in Estes Park.  
Searching parties Thursday scaled the north, west, and south sides of Longs Peak as far 
as the drifted snows would permit, but failed to find the slightest trace of the missing 
man.  It is now supposed that Targett slipped form some rock or precipice and is seriously 
injured or possibly killed by the fall.  Superintendent Way of the Rocky Mountain 
National Park reports that none of the parties of Rocky Mountain National Park guards 
who are assisting in the search have found the slightest clue.  They searched Longs Peak, 
Battle Mountain, and the country as far as Copeland Lake.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Golfers Win from Fort Collins Players.  The Estes 
Park Golf Club won seven of the matches with the Fort Collins club last Sunday, lost 
five, and tied three.  Winners of the matches were Howard James, J.D. Stead, Dr. Wiest, 
Sam Service, William Tallant, [no first name, perhaps William?] Jamison, and Dr. 
Maitland.  J.E. Macdonald, C.H. Estes, and L.E. Osborn each tied.  

24 June 1921 – L.G. Roy Liggett and wife were in Fort Collins on business the first of the 
week.   

24 June 1921 – Mrs. E.I. Briggs of Denver was hostess for a special chicken dinner party 
at the Brinwood Sunday, the party consisted of Mr. and Mrs. L.K. Robinson and family, 
and Mr. and Mrs. W.S. Iliff and family of Denver.  



24 June 1921 – B.S. Tedmon, Jr., and family went to Fort Collins Monday for the week.

24 June 1921 – Seattle, Washington, Man First to Go to Top over Fall River Road This 
Season.  Dr. L.D. Grant, mother Mrs. A. Grant, Mrs. C.R. Bowersox, and Mrs. C.A. 
Bowersox, en route to Byran, Ohio, from Seattle, Washington, drove into Estes Park 
Saturday evening, and Sunday the party started for the Continental Divide over the Fall 
River Road.  Dr. Grant is driving a Lexington Six, 1921 model equipped with the new 
Ansted motor, and found the going good until he approached timberline.  From there on 
the party bucked the snow, often times up to the running boards, to the top of the range, 
and were the first tourists of the season who have been able to reach the top of the 
Continental Divide.  One party tried to gain the summit Wednesday previous, but were 
unable to get anywhere near it, and when asked for their names refused to give them.  
They got stuck in the snow and were compelled to stay there all night.  Dr. Grant is an 
enthusiastic booster of the Lexington, and has no fear of getting there if any other car can 
get there.  He says he has owned nearly all the best makes and at last has found the car 
that is unsurpassed for dependability, comfort, and economy in operation.  Dr. Grant has 
been on the road 90 days, traveling in that time 6,550 miles with no attention at all, 
except which was caused by carelessness in operation, and claims a mileage of 16.5 miles 
per gallon.  Dr. Grant is just as enthusiastic a booster for Estes Park and Rocky Mountain 
National Park, this being one of a number of visits.  He says they have beautiful scenery 
in Washington and Oregon, but for the grandeur and ruggedness they have to come to the 
Estes Park region.  Another feature of Estes Park on which he commented was the prices 
for accommodation charged here.  In his remarks he stated he had been to all the summer 
and winter resorts in America, and that Estes Park was the one place that could not be 
styled a “Jesse James Park,” [this observation reappears in a 21 October 1921 article] that 
he had not found a single holdup feature in Estes Park, and in his opinion the Estes Park 
region is destined to become one of the greatest pleasure resorts in America.  Two of the 
women of the party are past 60 years of age, but both are enjoying the trip immensely.  
The party stopped while in the village at the Sherwood Hotel. 

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Assistant Secretary Finney of Interior Department Visits 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  E.C. Finney, First Assistant Secretary of the Interior, 
Washington, D.C., wife, and daughters Bernice and Edith, arrived in Estes Park Thursday 
on an inspection trip, the purpose of which is to secure firsthand information of the 
Rocky Mountain National Park and its needs.  Friday noon, a luncheon was given by the 
Chamber of Commerce at the Elkhorn Lodge, at which Assistant Secretary Finney was 
the guest of honor, and at which time the formal transfer of the site for a federal 
administration building was made.  The site for the new administration building is the gift 
of the Estes Park Woman’s Club, and is a commanding one of one of the finest views in 
Estes Park.  Assistant Secretary Finney expressed great delight with the beauty and 
grandeur of the Rocky Mountains as found in the Rocky Mountain National Park.  Before 
returning to his duties in Washington, D.C., Secretary Finney will visit Denver, Marshall 



Pass and inspect the Uncompaghre Project, and visit Salt Lake City, where he will confer 
with the land office division there.  On his return trip, he will make an official visit to 
Yellowstone National Park.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Popular Fort Collins Girl Weds, and Spends Honeymoon in 
Estes Park.  Miss Lois Rohling of Fort Collins was married Wednesday afternoon to Mr. 
Paul E. Combs at the Episcopal church of that city, Rev. Shutt, rector, officiating.  A sister 
of the bride, Cordilla, was maid of honor, and Mrs. Lynn Rohling was matron of honor.  
The bridesmaids were Helen Robertson and Margaret Galbraith.  The wedding was a 
beautiful affair, and witnessed by a large number of friends.  The bride is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. A.L. Rohling of Fort Collins.  Mr. and Mrs. Combs are spending their 
honeymoon in Estes Park, and are registered at the Lewiston.  They will make their home 
in Long Beach, California, where the groom has a fine new bungalow in waiting.

24 June 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Best of New York City are registered at the Lewiston 
for the summer.  Mr. Best is a well-known mechanical engineer.

24 June 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  With her head caught fast between the 
iron railings of a bed and the mattress, Mary Tennant, 11 months old, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. C.F. Tennant of Seibert, was strangled to death.  The infant had been left at home by 
the parents, and an older child had been instructed to care for the baby.  Although in the 
same room with the infant, the older child did not notice the baby fell between the railing 
and the mattress with her body suspended over the edge of the bed until it was too late to 
save the child’s life…Montrose has emerged from the greatest flood that has ever swept 
that district.  The Uncompahgre River has receded, due to the remarkable work of 
hundreds of citizens and farmers who are fighting night and day, and have built many 
dikes in an effort to keep the water within its banks.  The loss is estimated between 
$200,000 and $300,000.  Long stretches of rich fruit land has been ruined, and hundreds 
of horses and chickens have been killed…Lawrence Lockhart, about 18 years old, of 
Arvada, is in a critical condition in the county hospital at Greeley as the result of an 
attempt to commit suicide.  Lockhart placed himself across the rails of the Union Pacific 
tracks, two miles west of La Salle, and permitted his body to be struck by an eastbound 
train.  His skull is severely crushed, the fingers of his right hand severed, and his chest 
lacerated and bruised…Flood waters in mountain streams of Colorado have destroyed 
thousands of fish, according to reports reaching Roland G. Parvin, state game and fish 
commissioner.  Hardest hit by the flood has been Bear Creek Canyon, where mud and silt 
have brought destruction of hundreds of trout with which the stream was stocked early in 
the spring.  In other places, the trout have been washed upon the banks of the streams and 
have died there…Building in Fort Collins is beginning to increase rapidly.  While there 
were comparatively few building permits issued the first of May 1921, there have since 
been steadily increasing in number, and now many homes are being planned and are 
under process of construction.  One group of a half-dozen is being built near the 
Agricultural College at one time.  Apparently, times are just about back to normal here in 



the building line…The Harold DeHaan Post No. 19 of the American Legion, Fort 
Morgan, is fully prepared to handle the biggest crowd of people over the Fourth of July 
that has ever assembled in Fort Morgan.  The occasion is the American Legion round-up, 
which begins 4 July 1921 and ends some time during the night of 7 July 1921.  All the 
cowboys of the Rocky Mountain region are expected to come to Fort Morgan for the 
celebration…The 14-month-old baby of Mrs. William Angerslave was drowned, and Mrs. 
Angerslave narrowly escaped death, when both fell into the San Miguel River at 
Telluride.  Mrs. Angerslave was crossing a small footbridge across the river with her baby 
in her arms when she slipped and fell into the water…Colorado-mined radium worth 
$120,000, and measuring one gram, recently purchased by the Belgian Red Cross from 
the Radium Company of Colorado, a Denver concern, will be shipped early in August 
1921, officials of the company have stated.  The precious metal will be packed in heavy 
lead-lined containers…Leo Sprague, 21, a member of the United States naval aviation 
corps, and son of Albert Sprague of Longmont, wealthy retired farmer, was instantly 
killed by a passenger train at Wolcott, Wyoming.  It is believed that Sprague attempted to 
board the train for Denver, and missed the step and fell under the wheels, dying 
instantly…The school population of El Paso County increased 531 in 1920 over 1919, 
according to a complete report compiled by Mrs. Inez Johnson Lewis, county 
superintendent of schools.  The census includes persons between the ages of 6 and 21.  
The school population of the county is 12,025.  The increase over the preceding year in 
the rural districts was 194, and that of District No. 11 was 337…Three men were killed 
and three rescuers were overcome with gas following an explosion in a mine at Rico.  
The dead are brothers Joe Stampfel and Louis Stampfel and Cameron Stiles.  Stiles lost 
his life when he rushed back into the mine to rescue the two men after summoning aid.  
Clouds of gas following the explosion caused the death of the three men…Andrew 
Zurick, 26 years old, mayor of Louisville, sacrified his life to save a 10-year-old boy 
from drowning.  After rescuing the lad from deep water in a lake of the Western Light 
and Power Company at Lafayette, Zurick was stricken with what is believed to have been 
a heart attack, and sank in sight of 15 companions.  His body was recovered 15 minutes 
later…Damage to highways and bridges from the unprecedented floods of the past two 
weeks in the Arkansas Valley and other sections of eastern Colorado is estimated at 
$3,500,000 by L.D. Blauvelt, state highway engineer, and June Johnson, in charge of the 
Denver branch of the federal bureau of public roads…Knocked down and run over by a 
heavy automobile as she was waiting for a street car, Mrs. Myra Merrill, 62 years old, 
wife of G.W. Merrill, a wealthy and prominent retired farmer of Greeley, was critically 
injured…Miss Zolo Wohler of McCoy has established a record for examination grades 
for the second year of high school at Steamboat Springs.  She was awarded a perfect 
mark in the final examinations taken in all of her five studies – geometry, French, 
English, history, and Latin…The town council has increased the license fee on male dogs 
from $1 to $5, and on female dogs from $2 to $10.  The town marshal has been instructed 
to see that all dogs have licenses, and it is probable that the new ordinance will mean a 
great decrease in the canine population of Steamboat Springs…The Steamboat Springs 
troop of Boy Scouts has been reorganized, with game warden Sam Stevens as 



scoutmaster.  The troop has not been active for the past few months, but plans have been 
made for many activities this year.  L.L. Segur, Claude E. Leukens, and F.E. Daugherty 
have been made assistant scoutmasters.

24 June 1921 – Reprinted from “Uncle Henry’s Sayings”.  Headline:  Hope and pray.  Let 
us hope and pray that those who teach and those who worship in the temples of God may 
never be out of touch with the saints above or the sinners below.  When we get out of 
touch with humanity, we are never in very close touch with Divinity.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, and quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit you continued patronage 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars – We have been appointed agents for the 
Buick cars through the Bonnell Buick Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  
Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3 smooth $12.50, 30 x 3 rough $14.50, 
30 x 3-1/2 smooth $15.75, 30 x 3-1/2 rough $17.50.  Springs – Temme quality guaranteed 
springs for all cars.  Fort front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars – Charging station 
maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – Two service cars 
ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn 
Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

24 June 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Thefts from the Denver National 
Bank said to aggregate several thousand dollars, and to have extended over a period of 
years, came to light Thursday, following the arrest of John E. Hanley of 1318 Marion 



Street, veteran bookkeeper employed by the bank…Pueblo flood loss is believed to have 
resulted in the closing of the Bank of Pueblo.  The affairs of the bank have been placed in 
the hands of the state bank examiner.  It will probably be several days before a statement 
can be issued on its condition…Under the auspices of the American Legion, and backed 
by every booster in the community, Montrose will this year put on the biggest Fourth of 
July celebration every attempted on the western slope.  There will be street parades and 
street sports, water fights, automobile races, baseball, fireworks, and boxing…James T. 
Monroe, slayer of Albert Snook, has been acquitted of a charge of murder by a jury in the 
West Side court in Denver.  Snook was shot to death by Monroe in Room 503 of the 
Millard Hotel last December [1920], as a climax to the alleged interference in the family 
affairs of Monroe and his wife…Work has started on the Esperanza group of mines near 
Silver Plume, which will be welcome news to those interested in mining in the famous 
silver district.  Brown Mountain, on which this property is situated, has been the scene of 
more excitement, both as to rich strikes and killings over the same, than any other 
mountain in American…M. Bruce Ammons, 62 years old, of Denver, who first made 
“front page” newspaper stories in Denver a year ago, when he shot and killed Joseph 
Jardino,  his son-in-law, for mistreatment of the aged man’s daughter, was killed instantly 
by an inbound Atchison, Topeka, and Sante Fe train from Chicago, Illinois, which 
knocked Ammons from a bicycle, fracturing his skull and crushing his body…Badly 
disfigured, the body of a woman about 40 years old was found in a large packing case in 
an alley in the downtown section of Pueblo.  Following an examination by medical 
authorities, it was stated the woman evidently had been dead eight or nine months.  a 
group of children playing in the alley noticed the large box hidden beneath a pile of 
debris.  They pulled it out into the alley and told an officer of the discovery…Coming as 
a complete surprise to the many friends of Mr. and Mrs. M.M. Rinn was the “secret” 
interlocutory divorce decree obtained by Mr. Rinn in the district court at Boulder.  Mrs. 
Rinn visited Boulder less than two weeks ago, was met at the train by Mr. Rinn, and spent 
the night at their home on Lovers’ Hill, where her sister, Mrs. Ellen Judy, has been 
visiting since the alleged escapade of 9 May 1921 between Mrs. Rinn and Blaine B. 
Gibson, former instructor in journalism at the University of Colorado…“I’m a bad 
hombre.  During the last year I’ve handled more than $40,000 taken in through robberies.  
I was one of the men who cracked the Kansas City, Missouri, bank for $50,000 last year.”  
This was the statement made in the Brighton jail by Glenn Stitt, alias Ray Jones, alias 
Raymond Miller, charged with the murder and robbery of Charles L. Liebers on the 
Brighton road last September [1920].  Police place little credence on Stitt’s story of the 
Kansas City, Missouri, robbery.  It is believed he is something of a “professional 
confessor” who wishes to make himself appear a bold bad bandit to the public…A bandit 
gang, mounted on swift horses and armed with automatic .45s, raided Crestone, near 
Saguache, and shot up the three principal stores.  The gang raced into town at breakneck 
speed and immediately opened fire.  Citizens fled to safety before the raiders, though a 
few of the bolder spirits exchanged shots with the outlaws.  No attempt was made to rob 
the stores, and the bandits soon dashed on out of the town…At a mass meeting held in 
Pueblo, at which several fraternal and relief organizations, including the American Red 



Cross, five civic organizations, the commander of the Colorado National Guard, and city 
and county commissioners [were present], a telegram was formulated and signed by the 
various bodies, 14 in all, and sent to John W. Weeks, secretary of war.  The message 
stated that “your published statements given to the Associated Press of 17 June 1921 is 
not only based on misinformation, but is misleading, and has done Pueblo and the 
Arkansas Valley enormous injury.”  The wire further said that “more than 1500 persons 
are drowned or missing, 665 homes have been swept away, more than 3500 persons are 
homeless.”…An offer of the services of the best engineering talent in the state of 
Colorado to assist in the prevention of a recurrence of the Pueblo flood disaster has been 
made to Governor Shoup by the Colorado Society of Engineers.  In a resolution adopted 
by the society, the engineers offer to give this service to the state free of charge…More 
than 200 bankers and their families attended the convention held in Boulder of Group 1 
of the Colorado State Bankers’ Association.  The group is composed of the Denver and 
northern Colorado banks.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  For the best automobile service, telephone #160.  
Cadillac 8’s, cautious drivers.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company [sic 
punctuation].  Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, 
manager [this advertisement was likely an open challenge to the “monopoly” of the 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company] 

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Thirteen years ago, on 25 June 1908, we published the 
following advertisement in “The Mountaineer,” Estes Park’s first newspaper:  “Estes Park 
Laundry, bring us your work and have it done right.  No delay waiting for bundles, no 
packages lost, no disappointments.  A modern-equipped plant and competent help enables 
us to turn out the very best work.”  Thirteen years of successful operation.  Patronize the 
old reliable Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Service that satisfies.  Francis Tire Service Company 
[these four words in a tire logo with a ribbon across the middle].  “Service that 
satisfies”  [sic, redundancy]

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  Grand Lake 
Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its 
western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of a large central 
building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every 



respect, has its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver 
via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass 
road, by rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 
1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby 
Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  If it’s lost, send a little Estes Park Trail want ad to 
find it.

24 June 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 
125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, 
transient rate.  Transient rate and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading 
notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  Classified 
advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding 
insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, 
obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The 
Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in 
unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application 
made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.

24 June 1921 – Poem and byline:  Grand Lake by Charles Edwin Hewes.  Grand Lake!/
Beauteous Mother of the River/That in California land/Pours its flood of crystal water/
From the Valley of the Grand./Rio Colorado–/Born of Rocky Mountain snows./Rio 
Colorado–/To the far Pacific flows./Spruce-rimmed Basin!/The meeting place of gorges,/
Vast, stupendous–/Between mountains dim and/Misty high beyond–/With wide extended 
beaver flats,/Canals and hutted pond./Abysmal Cistern!/Walled with dizzy fathoms/Of 
moss-grown granite,/Rising ghostly from/Subterranean steeps;/As columned cities seen 
dimly/In Ocean’s vasty deeps./Blue-recessed Grot!/Of snows – which, falling/From the 
blue empyrean/In whitest fleece, and/Melted by the Sun,/Again take on the color/Of the 
sky in thy bosom./Flashing Inlets!/North and East – pouring,/Eternal, their crystal flood/
Into the waters of/This shining pool;/Drawn from the melting ices of/The Alps-land’s 
glaciers cool./Ambrosial Teat!/The Outlet – of this/Mothering breast, which/Bears and 
feeds the/Mighty Colorado River,/Rushing seaward thru the/Arizona land, its water./
Grand Lake!/Beauteous Mother of the river/That in California land/Pours its flood of 



crystal water/From the Valley of the Grand./Rio Colorado–/Born of Rocky Mountain 
snows./Rio Colorado–/To the far Pacific flows.         

24 June 1921 – Editorial reprinted from the Burlington Iowa Saturday Evening Post.  
There are two distinct classes of daily newspapers in America, and each reflects perfectly 
the personal character of the individual exercising control of newspaper expression.  One 
class performs a useful function in the home, by carrying to members of the family 
inform [ation] of the events of the day.  It is an act of wisdom on the part of the head of a 
family to know what class of daily newspaper he is admitting into his home, placing in 
touch with the plastic minds of his children.  The class which reason admonishes him to 
go around and not to touch, or to permit his children to contaminate themselves with, is 
the prurient sheet that aims at effect by vulgar and impure sensation, regardless of taste or 
morals, and in defiance on frequent occasions of ordinary decency.  It is simply a vulgar 
lie, a mere weak plea of justification, to claim that immoral divorce cases and murder 
trials are news, and as such deserve prominent headings, portraits, and columns of 
salacious details unfit to be read aloud in the family circle.  The editor who seeks to 
justify such breaches of newspaper decency is himself a degenerate unfit for the exalted 
position to which accident has called him, and unfit as well for association with ladies 
and gentlemen.

24 June 1921 – Poem by unnamed author [Walt Mason’s poetry appears frequently on 
this page in other 1921 issues, and has a similar layout, but I am not proposing this is one 
of his]:  Selfishness.  Jim Kickshaw has a touring car, in which he journeys near and far.  
There’s room for seven in the same, and Jim might bring to many a dane [sic, possibly 
dame] who seldom has a chance to ride, pure happiness ten cubits wide.  But Jim would 
rather ride alone, than take some poor old gent or crone.  He’d take a banker or some 
skate who’s made a lot in real estate; he’d load his car with damsels fair, and still insist 
there’s room to spare.  He’d gladly take a joyous crew, to whom such rides are nothing 
new.  But there are men with spavined limbs, and poor old dames with worn-out glims; 
and crippled kids who sit and sigh, as gorgeous cars go whizzing by; and mothers, tired 
until their hearts, just year for rids in choo-choo carts; and maiden aunts who’d trade their 
hair for three long breaths of country air.  But these will never ride with Jim; they’re poor, 
and don’t appeal to him; the men don’t wear their whiskers straight, the women’s hats are 
out of date, the kids have seedy pinafores, from rolling round on unwashed floors.  
There’s nothing in it, anyway; you haul the poor for half a day, and all you get for it is 
thanks; they have no assets in the banks.

24 June 1921 – We are indebted to John Sherman for the following bit of interesting 
information taken from the Omaha [Nebraska] Bee newspaper:  Mrs. Marie Leff 
Caldwell, head resident of the South Side Social Settlement and known as the “woman of 
sorrows”, is soon to wed Ralph S. Dowd, Omaha, Nebraska, newspaper man.  Dowd is a 
Central High School [in Omaha, Nebraska] and University of Nebraska graduate, a 
former Omaha Bee reporter, and won a captain’s commission at the first officers training 



camp at Fort Snelling.  He served at Camp Dodge and in staff offices in Washington, 
D.C., during the war.  The wedding will take place in Omaha, Nebraska, the middle of 
July, but Mrs. Caldwell expects to continue her work on the South Side for another year.  
The couple will spend their honeymoon on Mr. Doud’s [sic, presumably the same person 
mentioned in the article, so suggest Dowd’s] Ranch near Longs Peak Inn.

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Tallant’s Confectionery has been compelled to 
telegraph for another shipment of Martha Washington Candies.  The editor’s family was 
treated to a fine box of them, and can testify that they “hit the spot”…Frank Keck of 
Boulder is the professional at the Country Club this summer…Roland G. Parvin, state 
fish and game commissioner, came up to Estes Park Saturday, accompanied by a party 
consisting of R.K. Stockwether, Charles J. Wall, and A.F. Megahn, all of Denver, and 
Colonel C.P. O’Connor of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and on Monday went over the 
proposed sites for the fish maturing ponds that the Estes Park Fish and Game Association 
propose building…R.A. Becker and wife enjoyed a visit over the weekend with their sons 
Buyrel [sic] and family, and R.A., Jr., of Fort Collins.  Lowell, one of the twins, and just 
three years old, stayed with grandpa and grandma…Mrs. Mattie Fauson [sic] of Loveland 
is up for the summer at her cottage Bob-Inn.  She has as her houseguests for the week 
Miss Clara Hoburg, Mr. and Mrs. A.S. Gow and son Arthur of Eaton, Colorado, and Earl 
Mason of Boston, Massachusetts…O.P. Low has completed an attractive filling station 
below [meaning east of] the post office, and opens to the public this week.  His 
advertisement will be found in our advertising columns.
 
24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. R.A. Murphy, NA. RD. [no idea what these 
abbreviations stand for] Root Beer!  Needs no recommendation.  Home-made candy by 
Mr. Jacob Heininger.  Fountain drinks by the doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn Avenue, 
Estes Park.  [Estes Park did not have street addresses in 1921, so these numbers are 
completely invented.  Previously this appeared as “41144 Elkhorn Avenue”.  It is not a 
telephone number.  Dr. Murphy’s was a block 6 business.]

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then 
you can’t be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brother’s bungalows at 
Broadview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed and furnished, 
beautifully located away from the noise and dust of the main roads, and yet but ten 
minutes drive from the post office [Hayden Brothers was a block 5 business in 1921].

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Dropped – Dodge Cars.  $1160 touring cars, $1110 
roadster, $1820 coupe, $2025 sedan, $1210 commercial car.  Free on board Fort Collins.  
All cars full cord equipped [presumably the tires are cord tires].  Estes Park Garage, 
Harry Cornelius Preston, proprietor.



24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery.  We 
can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

24 June 1921 – E.H. Cahill and wife of New York City came in last week and are at their 
home on the hill for the summer.  Mr. Cahill is [a] publisher and advertising man.  They 
were in England last year in the Kenwick Lake district, and say the place reminded them 
greatly of Estes Park, except for the grandeur of Rocky Mountain National Park…
Baldpate Inn reports a steady influx of June brides, and incidentally, of course, their 
respective grooms.  Apparently, love laughs also at spring floods and erroneous road 
reports.  Among the guests at Baldpate this week are no less than six honeymoon couples, 
with reservations booked for many more.  Last season, Baldpate Inn hosted 24 bridal 
parties, two of the young people having met for the first time on the balcony of the inn 
the year previous.  The Mace boys, proprietors of Baldpate Inn, are remodeling the 
lounging room to include a “honeymoon corner” where will be hung snapshots of all the 
brides and grooms who register at the inn.  The newlyweds now honeymooning at 
Baldpate are the following:  Mr. and Mrs. Ted Crum of Denver, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young 
of Denver, Mr. and Mrs. P.E. Peltason of St. Louis, Missouri, Mr. and Mrs. E. Stake of 
Morrill, Nebraska, and Mr. and Mrs. L.W. Kline of Lincoln, Nebraska [not to be a stickler 
for details, but this is less than six honeymoon couples]…A party of three young ladies 
from Baldpate Inn sought to claim the distinction of being the first of the season to reach 
the summit of Longs Peak, and set out early Tuesday morning with great determination.  
Heavy snowdrifts blocked their way, however, just beyond the Keyhole, and they were 
forced to return, experiencing many thrills in the dense clouds which hung low over 
Longs Peak.  The party consisted of Miss Shelton Wilhite of Kansas City, Missouri, Miss 
Beulah Jackson of Ovid, Michigan, and Miss Jean Dorrell of Aurora, Indiana…Mr. 
Donald Heape of England, who spent the greater part of last summer in Estes Park, is 
again a guest at the Baldpate Inn.  He reports many thrills with icebergs during the 
passage over, as the boat on which he sailed was the first of the season to take the 
northern route.  Mr. Heape, who travels a great deal, says few places get the hold on one 
that does the Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park region.  [He] declares he 
couldn’t stay away, although many of his friends who are in the habit of “running across” 
will stay at home this time, inasmuch as their pound notes are worth only about $3.75 
over here [compared to approximately $1.50 at the beginning of 2009]…Miss Delores 
[sic] Ecker of Greeley has been visiting the past two weeks with Mr. and Mrs. W.T. 
Isert…Mr. and Mrs. A.F. Ray of Greeley spent the weekend in Estes Park…D.H. Byrd of 



the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company left Saturday on a ten-day business 
trip to New York City. 

24 June 1921 – Senator Nicholson and Senator Phipps have recommended the 
appointment of W.H. Poud of Julesburg for register and E.T. Conquest of Sterling for 
receiver of the Colorado land office at Sterling.  Mr. Poud served as register once before, 
and is entirely familiar with the duties he will assume.  Each office pays a salary of $3000 
a year…William A. Ketcham of Indianapolis, Indiana, commander-in-chief of the Grand 
Army of the Republic, has informed the Denver American Legion and other organizations 
supporting the plan the first definite statement that the Union veterans of the Civil War 
are eager to come to Denver for the proposed join reunion of the GAR and the United 
Confederate Veterans in American Legion week, beginning 24 October 1921…In the 
biggest session ever held by the state board of pardons at Cañon City, one life-term 
convict was pardoned, the sentences of six prisoners were commuted, 42 appeals were 
denied, and seven cases were continued.  Harold F. Henwood, who killed Tony von Phul, 
noted aeronaut, in the barroom of the Brown Palace Hotel on the night of 24 May 1911, 
and was sentenced to life imprisonment, was denied a parole for the second time by the 
board…A bronze memorial tablet in the memory of Glenn E. Bryant, former 
superintendent of the Sunday school of the United Presbyterian church at Loveland, who 
was killed in battle in the Argonne, has been received in that city.  Funds to pay for the 
tablet were raised by a class of boys whom he taught in Sunday school…Wandering for 
nearly the whole night in the hills, two Loveland girls, Frances Heath and Ida Heath, and 
a girlfriend who was visiting them from Nebraska, lost their way, and were compelled to 
seek shelter in a deserted cabin near the Forks Hotel.  They were discovered by a party of 
searchers who had been out all night looking for them.  [Interestingly, all of this “news” 
is almost one month old, having first appeared in other Colorado newspapers in early 
June 1921.]

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  What Not Shop [a block 6 business].  Latest ideas in arts 
and crafts.  Party favors, Ouija boards.  Gifts for everybody.  Marie Witwer and Mrs. 
Katherine Lindsey Perkins.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Some items from our stock just received.  Most complete 
line of ladies’ riding suits in Estes Park.  $500 stock of women’s men’s, and children’s 
outing hats and caps.  Splendid line of silk sweaters in all colors for ladies.  Wool 
sweaters for ladies, men, and children.  Phoenix jersey silk vests and bloomers.  Phoenix 
and Cadet full fashioned silk hosiery.  Men’s and ladies’ high top hiking and riding shoes.  
Ladies’ brown, black, and white oxfords.  All kinds of shirts for men.  Exclusive dealer 
for Ed V. Price made-to-measure clothes.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 
business]



24 June 1921 – Headline:  Notice to Dog Owners.  Dog tax is now due, and must be paid 
to Charles F. Hix, town clerk, during the month of June [1921].  Elmer I. Cooke, town 
marshal.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Blankets and comfortables.  We have now in stock a good 
assortment of bedding requisites, including sheets, pillow cases, blankets, and 
comfortables – all at greatly reduced prices.  Comfortables range in price from $3.25 to 
$6.  Blankets from $2 to $12.  Also a wonderful bargain in cots and mattresses.  The cots 
and mattresses were released from government quartermaster supplies, and we offer them 
at about half the cost to Uncle Sam.  Come in and inspect them.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 
5 business].

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business], telephone #15.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  “Right Way” shoe shiners.  Open for business.  We polish 
all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work guaranteed.  Next to Estes Park 
Drug Store [a block 6 business]

24 June 1921 – Town and Countryside:  Semi-advertisement:  Fancy gingham dresses and 
bungalow aprons at Gooch’s…Among the new arrivals at the Brinwood are Mr. and Mrs. 
Edwin G. Hatfield of Denver, who are on their honeymoon, Mrs. Jacob Schey, Miss Amy 
Herron of Longmont, and Mrs. W.N. Chaffee of Honolulu, [territory of] Hawaii…Sunday 
guests at the Brinwood were Mr. and Mrs. F.C. Wickersham of Denver, E.S. Thomas, 
Miss L. Meyers of Fort Collins, Mrs. J.W. Denio, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kistler and 
family of Longmont…Semi-advertisement:  Go to Miss Ruple for convenient and 
attractive shopping bags…Mr. and Mrs. Lucas Brandt and Mr. Ferris Brandt of Loveland 
and Mr. Jesse Brandt of Caldwell, Idaho, were visitors over the weekend at the 
Brinwood… Semi-advertisement:  Homemade fudge, doughnuts, picnic lunches at 
Bluebird Cliff, opposite Lindley, the plumber…Mr. and Mrs. C. Weis, daughter Dorothy, 
and son James spent the weekend at their cottage Journey’s End, in the Longmont 
Colony.  Mr. Weis is proprietor of the Model Laundry at Longmont…Semi-
advertisement:  Tallant has secured the exclusive agency for the famous Martha 
Washington candies.  They’re pure, delicious, and reasonable in price.  Each bite invites 
another.  Fresh stock just received…Thomas H. Power [sic, later Powers] is again 
spending the summer in Estes Park after and absence of 25 years.  He was one time 
owned a large ranch in Delta County, and is well-known to our old timers.  He now 
claims Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as his home.  Mr. Powers is greatly pleased with the 
advancement made in Estes Park since his last visit.  He is registered at the Lewiston for 
the summer…Mrs. K. Tiedmann of Galveston, Texas, came in Tuesday for the summer 
and is stopping at the Hewes-Kirkwood Inn…Semi-advertisement:  Melba ice cream at 
Tallants.  Something new and delicious…Fred Henry of Denver is adding two bedrooms 



to his property in the north end and Lindley and Son are installing hot and cold water and 
a bathroom outfit…Mrs. Francis Carter, dramatic reader of New York City, is in Estes 
Park and has Miss Linda Clatworthy’s cottage for the summer…Semi-advertisement:  
Miss Ruple is showing the new patchwork bedspreads, dresser scarves, porch sets, 
etc….Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dodd returned to Denver Monday after spending the weekend 
at one of the Baird cottages.  Mr. Dodd is secretary of the Auto Motive [sic] Supply 
Company of Denver…Semi-advertisement:  Dainty Sanitas lunch sets that save laundry 
bills, at Miss Ruple’s.  Buy one now…T.F. Mahoney and family of Longmont were at the 
Sullivan cottage several days last week, returning home Monday…Mrs. Glen Baird was 
in Denver the first of the week…Semi-advertisement:  Do you need a hat?  Miss Ruple 
has a beautiful assortment for all occasions…Semi-advertisement:  Would you go to a 
dentist for a surgical operation?  Yet a dentist is a mender of human bodies.  Why not take 
your tires and their troubles to the tire surgeon.  The Francis Tire Service Company 
specializes in the ailments of tires and do nothing else…Town Marshal Elmer I. Cooke 
intends to see that those who habitually violate the traffic rules of the village be a little 
more careful and will give them an introduction to the police magistrate if they do not 
mend their ways…Mrs. Frank Wheelock’s mother, Mrs. Parsons of Cleveland, Ohio, will 
spend the summer here with her daughter.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Style, quality, service at prices that are right.  Once more 
we emphasize the fact that we are headquarters for the best advertised lines on the 
market.  Goods that you read about every day are found right here in our hometown.  Earl 
and Wilson shirts and collars.  We have just received a shipment of this well-advertised 
line of men’s goods that will prove that Estes Park is not behind the times in obtaining the 
newest styles in collars.  The Chipwood and the Zelwood are the newest creation in 
men’s collars.  If you want to be up to date, you will buy some of these collars.  Hugo 
DuBrock and Company of Chicago, Illinois, have placed their exclusive agency with us, 
and we bought their line of dresses and ladies riding suits.  If you but glance at their 
stylish riding habits, you will be interested, because they look absolutely “different” from 
the ordinary riding suit of today.  Vanity Fair glove silk underwear.  Our line of ladies silk 
sports bloomers are the most up-to-date goods on the market.  This line of goods needs 
no introduction to the public.  It sells itself.  Come in and look them over.  We are their 
exclusive agents…Men’s Fadcraft golf suits.  This is the line of golf suits carried by the 
city stores, and right here in our hometown you can get the goods that you would buy if 
you were buying in the city.  We are pleased with the ever-increasing men’s trade, which 
shows that they like to buy in Estes Par, and we appreciate this spirit.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service [a block 5 
business].  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.



24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Cottages for rent.  Modern and completely furnished.  
One and one-fourth miles north of village.  MacGregor’s Ranch.  Telephone #66R2.

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads.

24 June 1921 – Insert banner:  Estes Park Trail  Section 2  Estes Park, Colorado, June 24, 
1921.

24 June 1921 – Column title:  YMCA Notes.  The YWCA high school conference being 
held at the Y Conference grounds this week has a registration of 329, from the states of 
Colorado, Kansas, Wyoming, and Utah.  Miss Amanda Nelson of New York City is the 
executive in charge.  Dr. Evan Edwards of Lawrence, Kansas, and Dr. E.S. Kessler of 
Denver are among those on the program.  There are two Danish YMCA boys registered at 
the Y.  They are Mr. Kroigaard and Ernst Miller, and will be here a month…Miss Emily 
Dorsey, whose father is a wealthy businessman of Dallas, Texas, is at the Y grounds with 
13 girls and 5 boys from the Spofford Home, a Methodist orphans home of Kansas City, 
Missouri, with which she is connected.  The little tots will spend a month here and are 
having the time of their lives…Mrs. Mary W. Roe, who, with her husband, now deceased, 
spent their lives as missionaries among the Indians [Native Americans], and foster son 
Henry Roe Cloud, a full-blooded Indian [Native American], are registered at the Y.  
Henry is a graduate of one of the large eastern universities, and has founded an Indian 
[Native American] school in Wichita, Kansas…A.A. Hyde and party came to the Y for 
the summer Thursday…Among the cottagers at the Y are:  Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Minear of 
Denver – Mr. Minear is international industrial secretary of the YMCA, Mrs. N.W. 
Benning and family of Topeka, Kansas, Mrs. Roy L. Bone and family of Topeka, Kansas, 
R.W. Shuman, publishing agent for Stoddards Lectures, etc., and wife of Chicago, 
Illinois, C.M. Emry, editor of the Automobile Blue Book, and wife of San Francisco, 
California, Douglas Malloch [sic, appeared previously in this issue as Maloch], the “poet 
of the woods” of Chicago, Illinois, and family [a different mention in this issue said they 
intended to arrive 24 June 1921, which means either they arrived earlier, or the YMCA 
news is published almost instantaneously], W.B. Tagg, livestock commission man of 
Omaha, Nebraska, and family, Mrs. A.D. Johnston, wife of cashier Johnston of the First 
National Bank of Cheyenne, Wyoming, F.D. Pierce of Denver, international secretary of 
rural YMCA work, and family, Rev. J.H. Baxter, pastor of the First Presbyterian church 
of Loveland, and family, and R.C. Pifer, regional educational director of YMCA war 
funds, and family…Ira E. Lute, executive secretary of the Association Camp, leaves 
today for Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, to attend the International Employed Officers 
Conference to be held there next week.  Mr. Lute is a member of two commissions, and 
will preside at a portion of the sessions.

24 June 1921 – G.A. Webb, cashier of the Fort Collins National Bank, and family came 
up Saturday and are at their cottage Homespun, in Prospect Heights.  Mr. Webb ordered 
the weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail…Mr. and Mrs. John J. Mitchell, Jr., of Chicago, 



Illinois, are spending a portion of their honeymoon in Estes Park, and are guests at the 
Stanley Hotel.  Mrs. Mitchell is a daughter of Ogdon Aamor [sic, if “Ogdon Aamor” was 
a recognizable figure in 1921, he no longer is.  Suggest Jonathan Ogden Armour, the 
famed meatpacker of Chicago, Illinois, who did have a daughter].  They are very 
enthusiastic about the beauty of Estes Park.

24 June 1921 – Column title and byline:  Baled Music by Walt Mason.  [A mug shot of 
the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp suit and tie, and with a part in 
his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column.]  “There’s going to be a great 
concert at the opera house tonight,” said the retired merchant, “and if you’ll go along 
with me, I’ll pay your way, and buy you five cents’ worth of peanuts.  I’m sure nothing 
could be more liberal than that.”  “You’ll break yourself up in business if you go around 
wasting your substance in that fashion,” replied the hotelkeeper.  “But you will have to 
hunt up another victim.  Since I bought a photograph and a bunch of records, I quit going 
to concerts.  There’s nothing but vanity and vexation of spirit about an entertainment of 
that kind.  It’s advertised to start at a certain hour, say 8:00 p.m., and you are credulous 
enough to think that the specifications will be lived up to.  You break a hame strap to get 
there in time, and when you arrive, at ten minutes to eight, you find you’re the first one 
there.  You sit around, waiting for an hour or two, and people walk on your feet and sit 
down on your hat and make things unpleasant as possible.  By the time the curtain goes 
up, you are wishing you had possessed sense enough to stay at home.  But, being there, 
and having paid for the privilege, you determined to hold her nozzle agin the bank, as it 
were.  The entertainment usually is opened by a talksmith.  The man who makes a few 
remarks always looms up at such entertainments, and should be taken to jail for obtaining 
money under false pretences.  When he has said all that he can think of, the artists begin 
to dish up the music.  It may be elegant music – it usually is.  But you can’t enjoy it in 
comfort, for the gentleman with the large splay foot, in the seat directly behind you, 
persists in beating time with that organ until he drives you frantic.  If you turn around and 
dot him in the eye, you will be ejected from the building.  Then you will find that a 
woman with a shrill, carrying voice, who has heard better singers, sits right in front of 
you, and she keeps on talking in a maddening way.  The last concert I attended had a fine 
contralto who sang some stem-winding songs of the kind we all like.  But the woman 
with the shrill voice was right in front of me, and I could hear her saying, ‘Really, you 
should hear Margaret Keyes or Christine Miller sing that selection, this woman is 
impossible as a vocalist.’  Then a man [word missing, suggest “with”] a hectic voice and 
a name that he imported without paying duty on it, stood up and whinnied like a doggone 
zebra, and we were expected to believe that he was singing a Neopolitan song.  I never 
heard anything that filed my nerves the way that voice did.  It recalled the halcyon days 
when my father used to sharpen a bucksaw with a rasp.  Well, when he finished his first 
number, the applause was frantic, and he reared up and did it all over again.  Then, the 
applause was louder than ever, and he whinnied something else. They kept that blamed 
pirate there for half an hour, and I don’t know when I suffered so much.  The hall was 
overheated, and I was jammed in the middle of a row of seats, so I couldn’t get out 



without climbing over a number of ladies and gentlemen.  We were kept there for three 
hours, and when I got out, I swore by my Sunday hat I’d never go to another public 
concert.  Next day, I bought a phonograph and a lot of records of the kind I like, and now 
I enjoy my music.  I start it when I get ready, and quit when I am tired.  No punk singers 
are encored.  No Windy Jims introduce the singers with a few pertinent remarks.  If a 
singer displeases me, I stop the machine and throw the record into the alley.  You’d better 
tear up your concert ticket and come and hear my music mill. 

24 June 1921 – “I want to see where the bullets come from,” said 8-year-old John Klein, 
son of a prominent farmer of Loma, near Grand Junction.  The Klein boy picked up the 
gun, and, with the remark quoted, put his eye to the barrel.  It is not known by Kroskob 
[sic, this individual was not previously introduced, although a search of the name from 
that era in that location suggests it is probably John Kroskob.  As well, the remainder of 
the story is a partial non sequitur, suggesting the copy was improperly edited, although 
this is not an Estes Park Trail problem, but a news service problem, based on its identical 
appearance in other Colorado newspapers from early June 1921] how it was discharged, 
but it is presumed that the lad either struck the hammer against a table, or touched it with 
his foot.  [Interestingly, this “news” story is almost a month old, having appeared in early 
June 1921 in other Colorado newspapers.]  

24 June 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Crabb of Greeley, Colorado, and Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur 
Crabb [sic, appear as Mr. and Mrs. J. Wilber Crabb later in this same issue, but then 
reappear as Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Crabb in yet another mention] of Des Moines, Iowa, are 
spending this week at Fall River Lodge…Dr. R.G. Clapp of the Lincoln University [sic, 
the University of Nebraska?], Lincoln, Nebraska, and family came in Monday for the 
summer, and are at their cottage in University Heights…C.A. Espelin, the Fort Collins 
florist, and family spent several days the first of the week at the Espelin cottage in 
Prospect Heights.  They had Alex Edie and wife of Fort Collins as their guests…Mr. 
Pattberg of New York, while out fishing near the Fall River Lodge, found a nest with two 
little fawns.  The deer are getting so numerous and tame that guests can see them nearly 
every evening in the meadows…Mr. and Mrs. J. Wilber Crabb [sic, previously and 
subsequently appear as Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Crabb in this issue] are spending their 
honeymoon at Fall River Lodge.  Mr. Crabb is a druggist of Des Moines, Iowa…The 
Lewiston Chalets opened Thursday evening with a dinner and dance.  The music was 
good, and the guests enjoyed a pleasant social evening…Mr. Harry Epstein, wife, and son 
John Henry of Chicago, Illinois, who have spent the past several summers in Estes Park, 
are registered at the Stanley Hotel for the summer…Mr. A. Singer, wife, and two sons of 
St. Louis, Missouri, who spend their summers each year in Estes Park, are again 
registered at the Stanley…The pretty new cottage of Mrs. V.D. Hostleter [sic] has just 
been completed, and will be occupied this season by Mr. and Mrs. Northrop of Denver.  
The cottage was built by Mr. O.L. Green…Mr. and Mrs. N.C. McClure, who have been 
spending the winter in Hot Springs, Arkansas, have arrived in Moraine Park, where they 
will spend the summer.  Mr. McClure will again act at bookkeeper at Steads Hotel…



Louis Kendall, a student of journalism at the University of Kansas, motored through to 
Moraine Park, and will be employed at Steads Hotel during the summer…Mrs. S.E. 
Wright and daughter, Mrs. E.A. Root of Los Angeles, California, are visiting at the home 
of Mrs. Dr. James [i.e., Jennie Chapin James].  They plant to visit at Higgins Lake, 
Michigan, before returning to their home in California…Miss Jessie Rogers, who is 
employed for the summer at the drug store, informs us of the arrival of her father and 
mother and brother in Estes Park.  Dr. and Mrs. I.N. Rogers are from Long Beach and 
Jack is a student at the University of Nebraska.  They will be here all summer…The PEO 
Chapter AV met Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Charles Bryson.  There was a 
good attendance, and a fine meeting is reported.  This is the last meeting for the summer.  
The 1921-1922 year books, from the Estes Park Trail press, were distributed at the 
meeting…Dr. D.M. Fee of Fort Collins, wife, and children Elizabeth and David, have the 
Wallace cottage in Prospect Heights for a couple of weeks.  Elizabeth is attending the 
YWCA conference this week.  The Fees have as their guests J.D. Wilson and wife of 
Brookins, South Dakota, and Mrs. Russel Knappen.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Rules of Interest to People in 
Estes Park.  Some of the important rules governing the use of Rocky Mountain National 
Park will no doubt be of interest at this time to our readers, and we shall try to give some 
of them briefly.  The ascending machine always has the right of way.  Saddle horses and 
horse-drawn vehicles always have the right of way, and must be given the inside of the 
road on a hill, grade, or curve.  The Rocky Mountain National Park rules prohibit the 
gathering of flowers, but Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way informs us 
he will permit the gathering of flowers if they are picked in moderation, and carefully 
picked and not pulled up by the roots.  Care in picking must, however, be observed, and 
flowers taken in moderation.  Fires can only be kindled in open spaces or on rocks, never 
on grass, leaves, or near trees and bushes, and must be extinguished with water or 
covered with earth before leaving.  Hunting is absolutely prohibited, and firearms must 
not be taken into Rocky Mountain National Park.  Fishing is permitted as under the state 
law.  Information may be obtained at any of the Rocky Mountain National Park 
entrances.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  The Romance of Helium.  A group of United States balloonists 
recently left for Italy to bring back a huge dirigible balloon, purchased by the 
government, to form a part of our fighting equipment.  Addition of this great flying ship 
to our “air navy” will probably call into use helium gas, one of the materials which 
chemists, urged on by the needs of the world war [World War I], produced in large 
quantities, where only infinitesimal amounts were available heretofore.  Helium, this new 
incombustible balloon gas, so called because it was discovered on the sun 30 years before 
it was identified on earth, which promises to revolutionize the science of ballooning, is 
the subject of the following communication to the National Geographic Society by Dr. G. 
Sherburne Rogers:  “When the United States joined the allies, the military value of 
helium was at once brought to the attention of the army and navy authorities, and a 



vigorous campaign was begun for the production of helium in quantities.  The two main 
problems were obvious – first, to develop methods of extracting helium from natural gas, 
and second, to determine the geologic occurrence of the gas, and so to locate adequate 
supplies.  Late in 1917, two small experimental plants using different methods were 
erected in Fort Worth, Texas, to treat the gas of the Petrolia field, and some months later, 
a third plant, using a still different method, was erected in the field itself.  As the 
apparatus used in all the processes of extracting helium gas for balloon purposes requires 
rather delicate adjustment and manipulation, some time was naturally consumed in 
determining the most efficient working conditions, but just prior to the armistice the first 
shipment of 150,000 cubic feet of helium, compressed and stored in steel tanks, had been 
started to Europe.  This was enough to fill four of the ordinary kite balloons, though large 
dirigibles require one to two million or more cubic feet of gas.  Although quantity 
production of helium was achieved just too late to be of value in the actual hostilities, it 
was in itself a great accomplishment, for the world’s total output of helium up to 1915 
was probably less than 100 cubic feet, the market value of which was about $1700 a 
cubic foot.  Our helium can be produced by the first two methods developed at less than 
10 cents a cubic foot, and if the third process fulfills expectations, this figure will be still 
further reduced.  The details of the process of extracting helium are highly technical, but 
the general scheme is easily understood.  All of the main constituents of natural gas, 
including the nitrogen, become liquefied when cooled to about minus 328 degrees 
Fahrenheit, but the helium remains a gas at this exceedingly low temperature, and is thus 
easily separated.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Notice of adjustment day.  Estate of Flora Shoemaker 
Manford, deceased.  No. 2432.  All persons having claims against said estate are hereby 
notified to present them for adjustment to the county court of Larimer County on 25 July 
1921.  John J. Manford, administrator of estate of Flora Shoemaker Manford, deceased.  
Jacob S. Schey, John F. Reynes, Longmont, Colorado, attorneys for administrator.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  [We] 
extend cordial welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to make the 
acquaintance of new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde M. Low and 
O.P. Low

24 June 1921 – Kenneth Evans of Phoenix, Arizona, came in last week, and will be 
employed at the Preston Garage.  Kenneth is considered a Dodge expert, having been 
employed in the largest Dodge plant in the southwest.  He was at the Preston Garage last 
season also.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  Gaylord Harper 
Thomson, deputy warden.



24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental X-ray.  
Telephone #198-J.

24 June 1921 – Dr. and Mrs. R.J. Workman and two daughters arrived last Friday from 
Ashland, Kansas, to spend the summer in their cottage here…Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Crabb of 
Greeley and Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Crabb [mentioned twice earlier in this issue] of Des 
Moines, Iowa, spent Wednesday with Mrs. F.A. Prouty…C.T. Neil, cashier of the Greeley 
National Bank, and family are in Estes Park for the summer at their cottage above the 
Elkhorn…Mrs. G.R. Palmer, who has been spending a week with her sister, Gertie Cope, 
returned Saturday to her home in Hastings, Nebraska.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Market Company [a block 2 business].  The 
new public market.  Formerly Estes Park Creamery and Mercantile Company.  Staple and 
fancy groceries.  Fresh meats, creamery products, delicatessen service, fruits, vegetables, 
breads, and pastry daily.  Our luncheonette a cozy place to eat.  Free delivery.  F.E. 
Brainard and Chester B. Hall, proprietors.  Creamery telephone #202, store telephone 
#203

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We put the “snap” in snapshots by using the best 
developers and the proper handling of films and prints.  A trial will convince you.  The 
Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, Estes Park, Colorado.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Baldpate Inn.  Gordon Mace and Charles Mace.  Fourth 
season, same cook.  50% of our guests of last season had been here before, and all 
declared their intention of coming again.  Come on up to dinner some time.  Telephone 
#2W.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if it’s 
lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, or rent it if it’s for rent.  Just telephone #27-J3 and our 
little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Home Bakery [a block 3 business] caters to 
special orders.  Fresh home-baked bread, cakes, and pastries daily…Prospect Rebekah 
Lodge No. 126 will hold their regular meeting Tuesday evening at 8:00 p.m. in the IOOF 
Hall…Mrs. Francis E. Whitley of Webster City, Iowa, chairman of the department of 
conversation of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, is in Estes Park for a few days 
consulting with Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman and Mrs. Enoch Joe Mills regarding their 
work, and is a guest at the Crags…Semi-advertisement:  Full line of Pig-n-Whistle 
California candy just in at Tallants [Confectionery].  You’ll like them…Mr. and Mrs. D.J. 
Witt, newlyweds from Denver, are spending their honeymoon at the Lewiston…The 
Lovelanders golfers have announced their intention of taking part in the golf tournament 
to be held here next week…F.A. Somerville and family of Fort Collins are at their pretty 



summer home Somervilla for the season…Semi-advertisement:  Homemade candies, 
fresh every day, telephone #79.  Miss Inez Hoover [in the fall of 1920, Inez Hoover was 
an elementary school teacher in Estes Park], Virginia Drive, north of post office…Miss 
Amy Herron, assistant at the Longmont post office, and friends Mrs. Jacob L. Schey of 
Longmont and Mrs. W.N. Chaffee of Honolulu [territory of Hawaii], returned to 
Longmont Sunday after spending several days in Estes Park and vicinity [see another 
mention in the Town and Countryside column in this issue]…Rocky Mountain National 
Park guard Eaton was seen in town Thursday purchasing a lariat rope.  It is presumed the 
rope will be used to capture some of those winged creatures [mosquitoes, as becomes 
evident] he has been telling about.  His latest relates an experience with a mosquito 
equipped with a Liberty Six motor.  Hearing the hum of an airplane just a few feet 
overhead, he dodged and just in time to let the aforesaid mosquito pass.  Missing Eaton, it 
struck the garage door with such force that its fingernails ran through the boards, and 
Eaton seized a hammer and quickly clinched its nails, holding the monster captive and 
saving his own life…The county school superintendents of the state will hold a 
conference next week in Fort Collins and on Thursday, which is recreational day, they 
will come to Estes Park for the day, returning in the evening and stopping at the Half Way 
place for a picnic supper.  Miss Emma T. Wilkins, superintendent for Larimer County, 
will have charge of the convention the day they visit Estes Park…Mrs. O.D. Howe of 
Wabash, Arkansas, who has the Reynolds cottage for the summer, entertained the Session 
Girls of Longmont and Estes Park on Thursday at luncheon at the Brinwood.  Those 
present were Mrs. J.A. St. Clair, Mrs. D.C. Donovan, Mrs. J.C. Casey, Mrs. D.G. Huyett, 
Mrs. N.J. Grosjean, Mrs. Albert Hayden, Jr., Mrs. Jacob Schey, Mrs. E.I. Kiteley, Mrs. 
W.N. Chassee, Mrs. Gray Secor, Mrs. Alice E. Williams, Mrs. Clyde Low, Mrs. Charles 
Lowery Reed, Miss Amy Herron, and Miss Dorothy Donovan…John Sisk, city marshal 
of Loveland for a number of years, has been employed as night police in the village for 
the summer months…The equipment at Fall River Lodge is being increased by the 
addition of two cottages…Mrs. E.R. Wall of Beverly Hills, California, is stopping at the 
Stanley.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen 
tree growing from a rocky slope, with a mountain peak and a cotton-wool cloud 
artistically arranged in the background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed 
“Seid”.]  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.
  
24 June 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail classified advertisements.  Read them for 
profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, 
want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get results, 
and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each following 
insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale – Beautiful resort 
proposition, located 30 miles north of Estes Park.  Altitude 8000 feet.  Several lakes 
stocked with trout.  Fine automobile road to the grounds.  Abundance of timber and 



firewood.  Open parks for outdoor sports.  Ideal spot for boating, fishing, hunting.  
Address M.H. Akin, Fort Collins, Colorado.  10-4p…For sale – Electric heater, 
practically new, post office box 113.  tf…For Sale – Hay, baled, best quality, $25 per ton.  
Donald Macgregor.  11-tf…For sale – Fie quality potatoes, sorted.  James D. Stead…For 
sale – Good second-hand range, cheap.  Inquire at Hupp Hotel…For sale – Furnished 
cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For 
sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  
Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last long at the price.  
Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  Lost and Found.  Lost – Brown 
leather suitcase with initials “G.B.A.” between Loveland and Half-Way House.  Return to 
Miss Kate Ward, Duncan cottage, and receive reward…Lost – Gold wristwatch and 
chain.  Name inscribed in case.  Return to Bertha Gless, 218 West Laurel, Fort Collins, 
Colorado…Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Will the party who borrowed the upper section 
of our extension ladder from the side of the Lewiston Café please return same.  Lewiston 
Hotels Company…Wanted – Position by young lady as bookkeeper, or combined with 
other work.  Call Estes Park Trail.  9-2p…Subhead:  For Rent.  For rent – For the season.  
Lord cottage, seven rooms, bath, kitchenette, nicely furnished.  See Cornelius H. Bond.  
9-2p…For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone 
#395.  tf…Home to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith…Subhead:  
Miscellaneous.  Automobile trips – Fort Collins and Estes Park at any time.  Experienced 
mountain driver.  Leave orders at Lewiston Café or Hupp Hotel.  Telephone #Sherwood 
I210 [sic, this is typeset as I210, not 1210.  Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”].

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Dry cleaning and pressing.  We do it the “Right Way”.  
Satisfaction guaranteed.  Next to Estes Park Drug Store [a block 6 business].

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W.  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes Park.  
S.H. Stockton, telephone #Loveland 77J.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European plan, rates reasonable.



24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial order 
means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

24 June 1921 – Column title and byline:  Ribbons in Caps and Girdles by Julia 
Bottomley.  [Photographs:  Ornately-framed images of two young female models, both 
with dark hair, wearing soft ribbon and lace hats as described in the text.  The separate 
photographs are offset top-to-bottom, the bottom photograph superimposed on and 
slightly obscuring the top photograph.  The top model is posed in left profile, the 
photographer shooting from behind her left shoulder.  The bottom model is posed in 3/4 
left profile, cut off at the neck.  Both models appear to be wearing lace blouses or 
peignoirs.  The photographs are uncredited.]  Breakfast caps go their cheerful and 
frivolous way this spring with ribbons and laces hand in hand in their making.  Each 
appears to be quite helpless without the aid of the other in their accomplishment of a 
successful cap, and it is sometimes one and again the other that dominates.  Two such gay 
and versatile materials might be expected to wander into many bypaths, and that is what 
they have done.  The new displays reveal tem in the mimicry of many styles in headware, 
beginning with a ribbon-trimmed, lace stocking cap and ending with caps having wired 
lace brims, like the cap at the left of the two shown in the picture.  An excellent use is 
made of ribbons with picot edges, which can be caught up by the crochet needle, by 
which means the ribbons may be joined to lace insertions or to each other, but usually 
edges are whipped together to form caps, as shown in the model at the right of the two 
pictured.  In the other cap, a crown of net supports rows of satin ribbon, sewed to it along 
one edge and joined to a brim of lace held in place by fine wires.  Ribbons are making 
themselves useful in many directions on all kinds of apparel from head to foot of fair 
ladies and their children, but girdles remain the most important of their missions, 
increasing in beauty and ingenious designing each year.  Two-toned satin ribbons, dark on 
one side and light on the other, inspire beautiful examples.  One of these, a ribbon about 
five inches wide, has two loops at each side over the hips.  These loops are six and seven 
inches long, and a cluster of little ribbon roses is placed at their base.  Long-pointed ends 
are knotted a little below the waistline in the back.  A similar girdle of light-colored, plain 
satin ribbon has hanging ends and loops at each side.  It is made of sash ribbon and has 
flat, conventional flowers of ribbon set about the crushed girdle.  Two-inch ribbons in the 
darker colors, bordered with very narrow, picot-edged ribbons in contrasting color make 
pretty sashes, brought about the waist and knotted at one side.  Like all their companions, 
they are bedecked with ribbon flowers in flat applique – one at each end and row about 
the waist.  [Signature in cursive] Julia Bottomley.   

24 June 1921 – Fire in the basement of the Fort Collins Express-Courier office at Fort 
Collins destroyed paper stock and did other damage estimated at $10,000.  Two men were 
temporarily overcome while fighting the fire.  [Interestingly, this “news” is almost a 
month old, having appeared in early June 1921 in other Colorado newspapers.]

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad.



24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable, telephone #26.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Founders of Rocky Mountain School of Music.  Top 
photograph:  Black-bordered, 1 inch by 1 inch documentary head and shoulder image of 
John M. Rosborough, wearing a dark suit and tie and high white collar.  His dark hair is 
parted on the right, and his face and body are posed between full-face and 3/4 profile 
right, so that his right ear is completely visible and no portion of his left ear is visible.  
Caption:  John M. Rosborough.  The photograph is uncredited.  Bottom photograph:  
Black-bordered, 1 inch by 1 inch documentary head and shoulders image of Arne 
Oldberg, wearing a dark suit and white bow tie and high white collar.  His light hair is 
brushed back, and he affects an Ignace Paderewski look, very European.  His face is 
posed essentially full-face, turned a few degrees to left profile, so that his left ear is more 
visible than his right.  His body, however, is almost 3/4 left profile.  Caption:  Arne 
Oldberg.  The photograph is uncredited.    

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain School of Music.  [Illustration:  
Pen-and-ink sketch of a two-story wooden lodge or cabin in the mountains with a large, 
wrap-around porch, and a wooden staircase leading up from the approach road to the side 
of the building.  The porch is supported by wooden poles angled back to the ground near 
the building’s foundation.  The drawing is uncredited.]  Mountain Hall.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Instruction in piano and theoretical studies under a faculty of artists of 
established reputation.  For information, address John M. Rosborough, 2020 South 25th 
Street, Lincoln, Nebraska, until 1 June 1921, Estes Park thereafter.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison phonographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records, player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and show cases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at Estes Park Drug Store 
[a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley.  Builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the Park Theatre [on the east side of what is now Moraine Avenue] or third house 
on High Drive at Pinerift.



24 June 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 26 June 1921.  Review:  The 
social task of the church.  Golden text – He shall dwell with them, and they shall be his 
people – Revelations 21:3.  Devotional reading [this is a new category, replacing 
reference material, at least in this issue] – Revelations 21:1-14.  Primary topic – The way 
Jesus wants us to live.  Junior topic – Some things Jesus wants us to do.  Intermediate and 
senior topic – The challenge to boys and girls.  Young people and adult topic – The 
challenge to the church.  Revelations 21:1-14 is the passage of Scripture selected for 
devotional reading.  Instead of attempting to review the lessons of the quarter, it would be 
of great interest and profit to enter into a detailed study of this Scripture.  The following 
outline may be helpful.  I. The new Heaven and the new Earth (Revelations 21:1-2).  II. 
The new people (Revelations 21:3-8).  III. The new Jerusalem (Revelations 21:9-14).  
Another way would be to assign the Golden Texts to different members of the class, 
asking them to give the part of the particular lesson which illustrated the teachings of the 
text.  Still another way would be to summarize the different Scripture passages, giving 
the leading lessons of each.  The following is given by way of suggestion [Yet again, the 
question is raised – Is someone locally writing this, and is someone other than the writer, 
locally or nationally, providing the topics to write about.  Why, for example, the 
obligation to say “instead of attempting to review the lessons of the quarter…” unless 
someone is dictating that the lessons of the quarter should be reviewed?]:  I. The 
believer’s supreme obligation is to present himself as a living sacrifice to God.  The 
grand reason for so doing is that he has received the mercies of God.  The one so yielded 
will love his fellow believer sincerely [no Estes Park Trail prior to 15 April 1921].  II. 
The believer’s body is God’s property – the temple of the Holy Ghost, therefore, we are 
under solemn obligation to use it for His glory [no Estes Park Trail prior to 15 April 
1921].  III. Since God the Father and Jesus Christ work, it is incumbent upon all to work, 
and the man who will not work should not eat [no column in the 15 April 1921 issue].  
IV. God hates the greed that moves men to dishonest method in order to get rich.  His 
judgment shall fall upon such [22 April 1921 issue].  V. True education will lead one to 
Christ.  The one only book which tells about him is the Bible.  No one can call himself 
educated who is ignorant of the Bible [29 April 1921 issue].  VI. God rested when His 
work of creation was done.  On this basis, He has established the law of labor and rest.  
The obligation to cease from labor is that one may remember God [6 May 1921 issue].  
VII. The church is an organism as the human body.  In order that there may be real 
helpful cooperation, there must be membership in that body [13 May 1921 issue].  VIII. 
Jesus should be welcomed as a guest into every home.  He is an example of an obedient 
son in the home [20 May 1921 issue].  IX. The most important question is not “Who is 
my neighbor?” but “To whom can I be a neighbor?”  Being a neighbor is seeing those 
about who need help, and rendering such help in loving sympathy [27 May 1921 issue].  



X. The Christian is a citizen as well as a church member.  Intelligent Christians will show 
proper loyalty to the state [no column in the 3 June 1921 issue].  XI. When Christ shall 
reign as King, there shall be peace all over the world between animals and men.  The 
supreme business of the believer in this dispensation is to preach the Gospel to all the 
world as a witness.  XII. Jesus came and preached the gospel to the poor, but shall come 
again to judge the world, and reign as King.  Since the whole of man’s duty is summed up 
by Christ in duty to God and duty to man (Matthew 22:36-40), it would be profitable to 
go through the quarter’s lesson and set down the teachings under:  I. Duties to God and 
II. Duties to Man…Quote from Bishop Howden.  Subhead:  House divided against itself.  
“He who sits above the waterfloods is still working out His ways, and man’s extremity is, 
as ever, God’s opportunity.  But if we are to be real sharers in this task of divine 
reconstruction, and fulfilling of God’s purpose for the human family, it behooves us to do 
our utmost by prayer and effort to repair the breaches which human waywardness has 
wrought in that instrument which He has designed, and through which He has chosen 
especially to work out humanity’s salvation – the church of the living God, the One, 
Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Body of Christ.  For until these wounds are healed, the 
church must present herself as a house divided against itself, and, because the Savior’s 
prayer for a unity in the “one fold” remains unfulfilled, His enemies continue to triumph, 
and the forces which make for righteousness are thwarted.”

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a 
block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 
baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Pen-and-ink side-view sketch of a Thor 
washing machine, consisting of a curved metal drum on a four-legged stand, with the 
“Thor Hurley Machine Company” logo in cursive on the side and the “water line” mark 
below this, an electric motor on the bottom, and a wringer on the right side.  The 
illustration is uncredited.]  Let the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It prolongs the 
life of the clothes and makes washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop.  Walter E. 
Baldridge and V.D. Horrel [sic, suggest Hurrel].

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business].  Most centrally located 
hotel in Estes Park, in the center of Estes Park village.  First-class service, good 
accommodations, and excellent table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  
Estes Park, Colorado.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Drugs.  
Toilet articles, fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #41.



24 June 1921 – Article prepared by the National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.  
Headline:  Greece and the Greeks [stylized, possibly hand-drawn font, which may be an 
attempt to represent the concept of “ancient”].  [Illustration:  Pen-and-ink sketch of ruins, 
symbolized by a deteriorating but upright stone column, scattered vines growing around 
it central section, its base partially obscured by a fallen partial column, angled toward the 
viewer and resembling a new pencil.  Both of these columns partially obscure a set of 
stone steps in the background.  The illustration is uncredited]  [Photograph:  Triple-black 
line bordered, 3-inch by 4-inch documentary image of the Acropolis in Athens, Greece, as 
viewed from near ground level about 1/4 mile away.  A few figures, at least one carriage, 
a few leafless trees, as well as numerous wooden poles, are visible in the street or 
promenade in the foreground, a forest of trees and a few building tops are visible in the 
mid-ground, and the Acropolis dominates the background.  Caption:  Athens and the 
Acropolis.  The photograph is uncredited.]  Greece, in carrying on in Asia Minor, against 
the Turkish Nationalists, what may be called the only major war now in progress, attracts 
attention anew to the prolonged presence of the Greeks on the world stage.  There are few 
parallels to the striking racial phenomenon of Hellenic continuity through the vicissitudes 
of 2000 years.  Modern research has penetrated the dark byways of medieval Greek 
history, and we now know that the Greeks, whatever their temporary fate, have preserved 
unbroken the thread of their national existence.  The firmest bond which unites the Greek 
of today with his illustrious forebears of the golden age is the Greek language, the 
essential elements of which remain as they were in the days when the tongue served as 
the medium of the noblest poetry and the sublimest philosophy which the race has yet 
produced.  This tongue traces its unbroken lineage back through medieval and New 
Testament Greek to the classic speech of Plato and of his contemporaries.  And yet, will 
all this continuity of language, there exists now in Greece a linguistic condition of affairs 
around which centers a controversy at once comic or tragic, for there are in Greece two 
languages, or rather, the one language in two forms – one written by the newspapers, 
spoken by the educated classes, and used in parliamentary debates and in public 
documents, including the Scriptures, the circulation of which is regulated by law, and the 
other a vernacular used by the masses of the people, containing many words of foreign 
origin, especially Turkish and Italian, arising from those periods of foreign occupation, 
with a much simplified grammar rarely reduced to writing, except for private 
communications.  The former is the cultured tongue, the latter the popular idiom, and 
between the two there rages a merciless warfare, in which fanatical students of the 
university have lost their lives, ministers their portfolios, and a Metropolitan of Athens 
his miter.  Subhead:  Greece of today almost new.  Greece of today looks back only three 
generations, if one places its origin in the war for independence, which was concluded by 
the protocol of London in 1830, and, witnessing the progress which in that brief span has 
been made in a land of such sparse resources, one cannot see how praise can be withheld 
from a people who have accomplished so much.  When the city of Athens, Greece, passed 
from Turkish control and was designated as the capital of the new free kingdom of 
Greece, it was a mere handful of wretched huts clustered about the Acropolis.  Today, it is 



a thoroughly modern city, with splendid streets, magnificent public buildings, handsome 
residences, attractive parks, and most of the modern improvements of which western 
cities boast.  The building of this city alone in a land of such scanty resources is fairly 
comparable to the development of our own rich west, and as meritorious when all the 
circumstances are considered.  Indeed, had the Greek of today nothing to his credit save 
the building of the attractive capital of his nation, that alone would be sufficient to rank 
him among the constructive agencies of the modern world.  In this city of old memories 
and new hopes, Greek life centers now as in its classic days, and here ancient and modern 
Greece are inextricably mingled in a curious medley of modernity and antiquity, which 
colors the most ordinary of everyday affairs.  On every hand arise the shattered 
monuments of its splendid past, and even the tiniest fragments which serve to link the life 
of the present with the days that are gone are most carefully preserved.  Subhead:  Guards 
its antiquities.  The Greek government is keenly alive to its responsibility for the 
safeguarding of its antiquities, and the department of archaeology, under the charge of the 
ministry of education and religion, is painstakingly organized and prudently 
administered.  The museums at Athens, Greece, are handsomely housed, conveniently 
arranged, accurately catalogued, and open to inspection and study without fee, this latter 
being a point of great pride with Athenians.  In addition, there are now, at various points 
in the kingdom where research is going on, smaller museums devoted to the preservation 
of the treasures of the locality.  Crowning the city of Athens, Greece, stand the sheer and 
mighty rock of the Acropolis, dominated by the Parthenon, matchless even in its ruins, 
which projects the changeless purity of its lines against the background of the changing 
centuries, which have made of it in turn the shrine of the vestal, the church of the 
Christian, the mosque of the Moslem, and now and ever the ideal of all lovers of the 
beautiful.  Near at hand cluster the chief remnants of the glory that was Greece, on the 
one side the tiny gem of the Temple of the Wingless Victory, so chaste and delicate in its 
proportions and outline, and on the other the Erechtheum, with its unique porch of the 
Caryatides.  Hard by the stairs of the imposing Propylaea rises the sturdy rock of the Hill 
of Mars, whence St. Paul declared the unknown God and incidentally took the Athenian 
measure for all intervening time.  At a little distance stands the rough-hewn Bema, where 
Demosthenes and Ctesiphon strove in matchless phrase, while just below rise the ivory-
tinted columns of the Temple of Theseus, best preserved of all the classic remains.  
Against such a background, it is easy to project the ties of sentiment which bind the life 
of the Greek of today to that of the classic worthies from whom he claims direct descent.  
With only a slight shock one will learn that the man who gives him his morning coffee 
bears the tremendous name of Themistocles.  And yet, it is difficult to visualize the 
modern Athenian with those who once walked his streets.  It is only in the islands or deep 
in the country, where the Albanian flood which swept across the Attic plain has never 
reached, that one finds the facial lineaments and the bodily grace which the ancient 
sculptor has taught the modern world as being common to all Greeks of classic time.  
Subhead:  Its agriculture backward.  Greece is essentially a land of agriculture, pre-
eminently intended to be such, but, owing to the tremendous drain by emigration from the 
rural districts, the progress of agriculture has been painfully deficient.  In many places, 



the land is tilled only by women and girls.  Many of the men have gone off to America.  
Many find the Athenian climate agreeable.  Cold winds there are, to be sure, in winter, 
blowing down from the snow-capped hills above the town, or blowing up from the sea at 
Phaleron, but there are no frosts, the roses bloom during every month of the year, oranges 
ripen in the open air, one may pick his breakfast fruit from the trees outside his window.  
The summer head is easily endurable, the absence of rain removing the humidity which 
makes American mid-summer so intolerable.  One cannot truthfully say that midsummer 
nights in Athens, Greece, are really cool, but there is a sensible difference from the heat 
of the day, and a freshness which always makes sleep possible.  At the beginning of the 
hot season, there is usually an exodus of the court, the diplomats, and the wealthy from 
Athens, Greece.  To take their places, there flock to Athens and to the seaside hotels at 
Phaleron and to villas and resorts at Kephisia-in-the-hills numbers of rich Greeks from 
Asia Minor and from Egypt, and the whole city reverses the order of its winter life, 
turning night into day, and spending most of the hours between sunset and sunrise out of 
doors.  Everywhere about the town, on the roofs of clubs or hotels, in the gardens or on 
the terraces of restaurants, beneath the pepper trees of the parks, and even in the streets, 
tables are spread, and probably as many as 100,000 people dine in the open air each night  
of an Athenian summer.  Throughout Greece – and indeed, throughout the entire Balkan 
region – English is much heard, because of the great numbers of Greeks who have 
returned home from America, and few travelers in the Peloponnesus will fail to recall at 
almost every railroad station the eager face thrust in at the carriage window and quivering 
with the demand, “You fellers from America?”

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  John Bechtel Baird [a block 2 business], successor to 
William Tenbrook Parke.  Our photographic department is now open for Kodak finishing.  
Mr. A.H. Reading, who has been in charge of this department for the past three years, is 
again with us.  Eastman agency, Kodaks rented.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your convenience, 
open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic exchange, 
or safety deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank your bank.”  
Chairman of the board James D. Stead, president Augustus Denby Lewis, vice-president 
Julius Foss Schwartz, vice-president Albert Hayden, cashier Charles F. Hix.  The Estes 
Park Bank [a block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  Hours:  9:00 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery, Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County Lump.  Fireplace and stove wood.  
Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley entrance in season.  
Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Estes Park Produce.  Telephone #197.  Albert Schwilke.



24 June 1921 – Headline:  Chamber of Commerce Meets.  There was a large attendance 
at the Chamber of Commerce dinner at Stead’s Ranch Monday night.  Three lady 
members of the body were present, and the gentlemen members very chivalrously 
refrained from the usual after-dinner smoke.  The repast was a top-notcher, and the 
evening was spent in discussing ways and means of informing the public of the splendid 
condition of the Estes Park roads, and a committee consisting of H.C. Bond [sic, suggest 
Cornelius H. Bond], Enoch Joe Mills, and Arthur K. Holmes was appointed.  The matter 
of a public dump grounds came up for discussion, and Albert Hayden and H.C. Bond [sic, 
suggest Cornelius H. Bond] appointed a committee to arrange for same.  Mr. Lamborn 
[manager of the Stanley Hotel] offered the use of a spot that is hidden from public view 
and yet accessible, if the town would take the proper care of the rubbish dumped.  The 
proper method of disposing of the rubbish and garbage would be to erect an incinerator 
on the grounds and dump all refuse hauled out, except ashes, into same, as is done at all 
army camps.  All refuse is dumped into the incinerators, which are constructed with bars 
for grates, and fired regularly.  All combustible materials that would otherwise 
contaminate the streams, are consumed, and the residue thrown into the dump.  In this 
manner, a large amount of refuse is disposed of, and when burned the remains will 
occupy a very small space, thus enabling the use of a small space for a number of years.  
There is nothing left to attract or breed flies, no loose papers to blow away and litter the 
adjoining premises, and nothing that could in any possible way contaminate any streams.  
We are informed that an incinerator of ample capacity can be constructed for less than a 
hundred dollars, and that the solder melted from the tin cans will more than pay the cost 
of maintenance, or at least the army found it so.  Would it not be well for the town 
council to look into this matter and arrange for the proper and sanitary disposal of 
rubbish?

24 June 1921 – J.W. McCausland of Denver is at the Horseshoe Inn for the summer…
Mrs. C.H. Oman of Garrett, Kansas, came in for the summer Friday, and has the Bluebird 
cottage in University Heights, near the Country Club.  She has as her summer guest Mrs. 
Sarah Smith of Kansas City…W.E. Vaplon [formerly of the Vaplon and Johnston 
Creamery in Estes Park], Walter Garret, H.B. McCreery, and Harris Akin of Fort Collins 
brought in a party of Fort Collins high school girls last week chaperoned by Mrs. Smith, 
teacher of domestic science in the high school, and Miss Smith, city YWCA secretary.  
The party made the Dr. C.A. Lory cottage near Devil’s Gulch their headquarters, leaving 
this week for their home…Dr. H.T. Pershing and family of Denver spent the weekend in 
Estes Park at their summer home.  Dr. Pershing has some of the most beautiful porch 
boxes we have ever seen…Dr. S.C. Halley and family of Fort Collins spent Monday in 
Estes Park at the Dixie cottage in Prospect Heights…C.J. Buckley of Merino spent the 
weekend in Estes Park visiting at the home of M.D. Graves…Augustus Denby Lewis is at  
Grand Lake Lodge, getting everything in readiness for the opening [which, according to 
the advertisements, should have already occurred on 15 June 1921]…A.G. Birch, former 
city editor of the Denver Post for a number of years, and who has a summer home in 



Estes Park, was up Monday for the day…In a letter from the secretary to Douglas Maloch 
[sic, appeared as Malloch in 6 May 1921 issue, and appears as Malloch in a different 
mention in this issue], known as the “poet of the woods”, we are informed that he and 
family will probably arrive in Estes Park for the summer today, 24 June 1921 [either he 
arrived earlier, or the news from the YMCA is published almost instantaneously, because 
he is mentioned as staying at the Y with his family in another article in this issue].  Mr. 
Maloch’s home is in Chicago, Illinois.  We published Mr. Maloch’s poem “Rain” in our 
first issue in May [6 May 1921] and expect to have the pleasure of publishing more of his 
writings during the summer…Miss Jean Stauffer of Denver, a niece of Mrs. J.E. 
Macdonald, came in last Thursday for a few weeks’ visit at the Macdonald home…Mr. 
and Mrs. H.B. Miles are in Estes Park for the summer, and have the Willard cottage 
[likely the Willards from Omaha, Nebraska] in University Heights…Elliot Blackwell is in 
Estes Park for the summer, and has leased the Bonnell cottage in Beaver Flats.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].  
Taxidermy museum.  Furs, heads, trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to rent.  
Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Stock of furs just 
received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina W. Higby.  
Estes Park, Colorado.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well-stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle horses and 
driving horses.  Our own dairy farm furnishes our milk, cream, butter, and eggs.  
Telephone or write for rates and reservations.  C.E. Lester and Company.  Telephone #4 
J-2.  Estes Park, Colorado.

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Grand Lake will have Big Fourth of July, and Offers Bumper 
Crop of Attractions.  Grand Lake, which is the western gateway to the Rocky Mountain 



National Park, is planning for a rousing big Fourth of July, and it is hoped that many 
Estes Parkers will make the trip across the range to enjoy the sports.  The day’s events 
will include a big barbecue at noon, a ball game, horse racing, bronco busting, and a 
dance in the new community building at night.  The best horses and riders in 
northwestern Colorado are being lined up for the racing and bucking.  Something doing 
all the time.  Liberal prizes are being offered for all events.  The new community house at 
Grand Lake will be completed before the Fourth of July.  It is a log structure that has 
been built at a cost of $6000, and is a building of which the people are justly proud.  A 
splendid program has been arranged, and there will be something doing every minute.  
The program as outlined is given below.  9:00 a.m. - Program will open with ball game.  
11:30 a.m. – Dedication of the community house.  12:00 noon – Free barbecue.  2:00 
p.m.  Bucking contest, first prize $50, second prize $25, third prize $15.  Fifteen dollar 
prize for the hardest bucking horse.  3:30 p.m. – Horse races.  Running race 400 yard 
dash, first prize $15, second prize $10.  4:30 p.m. – Relay race.  Suitable prizes will be 
given.  4:30 p.m.  Cow pony race.  8:00 p.m.  Dance in the community house.  Numerous 
other amusements at the park during the afternoon and evening.  All entries to the 
bucking contest and races must be made to Leslie J. Ish, Grand Lake, Colorado, before 25 
June 1921.  Bring your knives and forks.

24 June 1921 – Frank P. Stover and wife of Fort Collins are at their cottage in Somervilla 
Heights for the season…A.I. Root of Omaha, Nebraska, who last fall purchased the two 
Green cottages on the hill back of the Root home, is having them overhauled and 
modernized, by the installation of hot and cold water…Dr. Dixon of Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, who has recently built a nice cottage in Estes Park, is having Lindleys install 
a complete water outfit in same…Dr. W.A. Kickland’s cottage in Prospect Heights is 
rapidly nearly completion, and will be strictly modern.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthy’s [a block 3 business] for:   – Photos, 
watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park.  Largest 
collection in the state.  – Developing and printing, the kind that brings your back.  – 
Navajo blankets and Indian blankets.  Finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to see the 
smallest Indian basket in the world.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Summer School Students Plan Weekend Trips to Estes Park.  
The Agricultural College summer school opened Monday at Fort Collins with a large 
attendance.  The summer school has been well advertised all over the country, and has a 
big representation from many other states.  Two very attractively illustrated catalogues of 
the school were gotten up by director of publications Crossman, which are a great credit 
to him.  They include in their collection of cuts a number of pretty scenes in Estes Park.  
A feature of the summer school is a weekend trip to Estes Park each Saturday.  This 
feature of the school has been well-advertised, the slogan being “Attend the Colorado 
Agricultural College summer school and see the Rockies.”  Professor G.A. Schmidt, 
associate professor in charge of agricultural education, was in Estes Park the first of the 



week making arrangements for the weekly visits of the students enrolled.  According to 
the Fort Collins Express newspaper, there are 554 students enrolled from 35 states and 11 
foreign countries.  The foreign countries represented are Canada, China, Norway, 
Armenia, Guam, Finland, Alsace-Lorraine, Macedonia, Italy, France, and Belgium.  Their 
visit to Estes Park should assist in spreading abroad the attractions and fame of the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.

24 June 1921 – Headline:  Alpha Delta Pi Convention has Enjoyable Time in Estes Park.  
The national convention of the Alpha Delta Pi sorority being held at the Stanley Hotel 
this week is largely attended, over 200 delegates being present from 40 states and 
Canada.  This is the second-oldest sorority in the United States, being founded 15 May 
1851 at Wesleyan Female College in Macon, Georgia, and one of the largest in existence.  
The girls are enjoying immensely their stay in Estes Park, and the hotel management 
speak very highly of the character of the delegates.  They have been enjoying the usual 
good times that only girls can arrange.  Hikes, beefsteak fries, bonfires, dance, 
impromptu vaudeville, and many other amusements have been enjoyed, in addition to the 
regular business sessions.

24 June 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news.  Telephone #27J3.

24 June 1921 – Dr. Morrell and G.B. Irwin and family from Fort Collins are at their 
summer homes near the Country Club…R.V. Smith and family arrived in Estes Park from 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Saturday for the summer…Miss Maud Rumley [potentially 
related to Clarence Cyrus Rumley, although he didn’t have any children, so it would have 
to be a cousin or niece] of Loveland public schools left for Fort Collins Monday after 
spending several weeks in Estes Park…F. Bernhard, who has a summer cottage on High 
Drive, plans the organization of a troop of Boy Scouts in Estes Park Thursday evening at 
the schoolhouse.  All of the boys of the community are urged to attend this meeting.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  The modern way.  [Illustration:  Pen-and-ink drawing of 
a man in right profile bent slightly over a large, manually-operated clothes press in the 
“open” position, arranging the back of a suit jacket, while preparing to depress a foot-
pedal with his left foot.  A whiskbroom rests near the front right corner of the press.  The 
drawing is uncredited.]  Have your clothes pressed on an American steam pressing 
machine.  Sanitary.  We sterilize your suit with live steam and drive out all dust and dirt.  
Steam pressing restores the “life” to your clothing – makes it look like new.  Keep your 
garments in good condition by having them pressed regularly – the modern way.  Estes 
Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50-J.

24 June 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style or are soon forgotten by the individual who receives 
them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little cottage in the 
mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.



1 July 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation that Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 12     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, July 1, 1921     Price 10 cents

1 July 1921 – [Photograph:  Scenic image of sailboat on Grand Lake.  Caption [as 
headline]:  Grand Lake.  Caption:  A big Fourth of July celebration and old-fashioned 
barbecue, with bear and elk meat, will be given at Grand Lake.  Wild West features, 
boating, and the scenic drive over the Fall River Road are other features that will draw 
large crowds.  The photograph is uncredited.]

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Douglas Malloch, “Poet of the Woods,” is in Estes Park for the 
Summer.  Douglas Malloch of Chicago, Illinois, “the poet of the woods,” and his family 
have arrived at Estes Park and are settled at “Larkspur,” one of the cottages on the 
YMCA conference grounds.  The party includes besides Mr. and Mrs. Malloch their 
daughters Miss Dorothy and Amy Jean and their son Donald.  Mrs. Malloch’s sister, Mrs. 
George H. Voyzey of Kalamazoo, Michigan, has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Malloch 
during their first two weeks in Estes Park.  Sunday, the party will leave for Boulder, 
where Mr. Malloch is to open the 1921 session of the Colorado Chautauqua with an 
address on the afternoon of 4 July 1921.  From there, they will make a trip through the 
Royal Gorge, and a visit to Colorado Springs, were Mr. Malloch will be the guest of 
honor at a luncheon of the Colorado Springs Kiwanis Club on 6 July 1921.  Mrs. Voyzey 
will return homeward to Michigan from there, and the rest of the party will return to 
Estes Park to remain until 1 September 1921.  Mr. Malloch is the author of four books of 
verse having to do with the outdoors, the best known being “The Woods” and “Tote-road 
and Trail.”  He wrote the poem “Today,” which has been reprinted in nearly every 
newspaper in the world published in the English language, and which is said to be the 
most widely quoted poem by an American written since Edwin Markham’s “Man with a 
Hoe.”  Mr. Malloch is a former president of the Press Club of Chicago, Illinois, and past 
president of the American Press Humorists, the national organization of humorists and 
cartoonists of the American newspapers.  When the Society of Midland Authors was 
organized in 1913 by Emerson Hough, Hamlin Garland, Zona Gale, Edna Ferber, Mr. 
Malloch, and others, Mr. Malloch was made its first secretary, with the late James 
Whitcomb Riley heading the organization.

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Salvation Army Home Service Drive is on.  Mrs. Jessica Winter 
and Miss G. Weaver, connected with the Salvation Army Home Service work in Denver, 
together with L.J. Rachofsky, president of the Loveland Chamber of Commerce, and 
Elmer Ivers, Exalted Ruler of the Loveland Elks, were in Estes Park Sunday arranging 
with Mrs. Doris Bond Byrd for the Salvation Army tag day, 3 July 1921 and 4 July 1921.  
Miss Weaver had charge of an army hut in France for two years, and is now engaged in 
the Home Service work.  The two ladies were the first two to ride into Pueblo after the 



flood, on a Salvation Army freight car filled with $9000 worth of supplies for the stricken 
city.  Such work as this is what the Home Service funds are used for, and the Loveland 
Elks have underwritten the $2000 allotted to the southern part of the county, and they are 
counting on Estes Park to do her part in this work.  Salvation Army kettles will be on the 
street corners, and we are sure the pots will be kept boiling.

1 July 1921 – The Lewiston informs us that reservations for 4 July 1921 are coming in 
very rapidly, most of them being made for two days in Estes Park and the third day at 
Grand Lake. 

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Assistant Secretary of the Interior Finney Impressed by Great 
Beauty and Accessibility of Rocky Mountain National Park.  That the Rocky Mountain 
National Park in Colorado has more of a lure for tourists than any other federal 
playground in the country, is the opinion of Edward C. Finney, first assistant Secretary of 
the Interior, who returned from his initial trip to Rocky Mountain National Park 
yesterday.  Mr. Finney progressed along the Fall River Road to the point were it is 
blocked by a 40 foot ice gorge, which, he stated, would be opened early next week, 
removing the last obstacle to the operation of the 255-mile circle trip from Denver 
through the Rocky Mountain National Park system.  The work of clearing the highway is 
progressing rapidly.  “Through official reports, I have, of course, been familiar with the 
development of the Rocky Mountain National Park,” said Mr. Finney, “but I have long 
been curious to know why there was such a powerful lure for tourists to this particular 
park, and why visitors returned year after year for protracted stay in Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Now I understand it.  In the first place, the approaches are magnificent 
beyond description in beauty and charm.  The scenery en route, either by way of the St. 
Vrain or through the Big Thompson Canyon, makes one wonder if anything further on 
can surpass it.  Then you emerge from either of these canyon roads and find stretching 
before you a vast, park-like area much like the far-famed English parks, dotted with trees 
and spanned by a silver stream, and with a background of incomparable snow-capped 
peaks.  In Rocky Mountain National Park are a thousand things to attract and lure the 
lover of nature or the city-jaded businessman who likes to rest in the vigorous air of the 
high altitude.  There are wildflowers for the botanist, many things that appeal to the 
naturalist, and the scientist finds an interesting study in the dead and live glaciers in the 
big Rocky Mountain National Park.  Can you imagine the beauty of vivid wildflowers 
nestling in snow banks?  Deer, Rocky Mountain sheep, and other animals wander about 
as unafraid as a domesticated housecat.  There are opportunities for the hiker, the men 
and women who love horseback riding, and those who are keen for outdoor sports.  I saw 
the most perfect specimen of a moraine glacier in the world.  It stretches across the range, 
resembling in perfection of contour manmade works.  I know now why people like to 
visit the Rocky Mountain National Park, and why they come again and again and make 
long stays.  I have no doubt that this playground will receive the support it should from 
Congress to enable the people of the country to fully enjoy its beauty and its charm, and 



its facilities for rest and recreation.”  Mr. Finney and his family left last night for a trip to 
the Yellowstone National Park. 

1 July 1921 – Photograph:  Exterior image of dog, breed approximating a collie, posed 
with face in right profile, chest and front paws viewed head-on, perched on a flat portion 
of the Longs Peak summit.  Caption [as headline]:  “Thistle,” the Julius Foss Schwartz 
dog, on the summit of Longs Peak.  The photograph is uncredited.

1 July 1921 – The State Colorado Teachers College Summer School, including Nebraska, 
Kansas, and the middle west, plan a series of weekend outings from Greeley to Estes 
Park, the first weekend tour coming in last night in their own cars provided by the 
management of school, and camped at Dunraven Camp.  From the camp they go on to 
Hewes-Kirkwood Inn, where their packhorses and camp equipment is waiting.  Here they 
secure an afternoon lunch and start up the Longs Peak trail to the camp at timberline in 
Granite Pass known as Rocky Mountain Jim’s Grove, and also known as Sunrise Camp, 
taking with them a double lunch for evening and breakfast, and a sleeping bag for each 
couple.  Sunday morning early, hot coffee is served with the cold lunch, and the party 
starts for the Keyhole and summit of Longs Peak in charge of Shep Husted and Warren 
Rutledge, weathered guides.

1 July 1921 – Column title:  Current Events [sic, this is usually reserved for national and 
international news, but everything that follows is Colorado news].  The name and fame of 
the Rev. Ben Zersen, Fort Morgan’s “wrestling preacher”, have filtered into the camps of 
the movie stars, with the result that he has left Fort Morgan for California to play the 
leading part in a picture…Ten Chinese and two African Americans were captured, several 
truckloads of furniture, lottery paraphernalia and chinaware were seized, and $1000 in 
cash confiscated by Denver police in a raid on alleged Oriental gambling houses in Hop 
Alley [sic]…Owners of land along the Big Thompson River south of Loveland are 
planning on dyking [i.e., damming] the river with sandbags to force it back into its old 
channel from the new channel, 50 yards from the old, which was washed by the flood to a 
depth of 16 feet, through two or three fields in the bottoms…Fort Collins machine gun 
company, now known as Company H, machine gun, 177th regiment, 45th division, will 
soon be fully equipped and doing training work.  The company was mustered in by 
Captain C.H. Parcell of the adjutant general’s staff, and Major McConiff, federal 
mustering officer, and Rudolph J. Seyfried was chosen captain…Joe Innocenzo, 18 years 
old, is dead, and Fransco Ochinpinto, 33 years old, Guy Applegate, 30 years old, and Joe 
Innocenzo, 27 years old, the latter a brother-in-law of the dead youth, are in jail in 
Greeley as the result of a pitched battle with county and federal officers for possession of 
an illicit whiskey still, in operation near the Colorado-Wyoming dividing line in northern 
Weld County…On representations made by William E. Passmore, in charge of the public 
sampling works at Idaho Springs, which handles ores from the Gilpin County and Clear 
Creek County mines, a reduction in freight rates from Idaho Springs to Leadville has 
been granted.  On ores up to $20 per ton, the rate is $3 per ton, while ores worth $100 or 



over that figure pay $5.  Rates of $3.50, $4, and $4.50 cover ores between $20 and $100 
per ton in value…Pueblo must have federal aid to prevent a recurrence of floods, or there 
will be no business block rebuilt on their old sites, according to H.H. Seldomridge, 
receiver of the Mercantile National Bank of that city.  The accounts of the Pueblo flood 
which appeared in the eastern press fell far short in conveying an adequate conception of 
the catastrophe which has visited this unfortunate city, according to Mr. Seldomridge…
The sheepmen of southwestern Colorado who use San Juan forest service range have 
agreed through their representative, H.D. Abrams, to pay three cents per head for all 
sheep driven over the Durango-Silverton highway in reaching their range, according to a 
statement made at Durango by Supervisor H.E. French of the forest service.  Heretofore, 
there has been some controversy from driving stock over the highway…Weld County 
will produce 5,000,000 bushels of wheat this year, judging from present indications.  
Figures compiled by the field men of the county assessor show that there are 165,000 
acres planted to wheat in Weld County this year.  Because of the large amount of 
moisture, the yield will be from 30 bushels to 50 bushels on the non-irrigated land as well 
as in the irrigated districts.  There are 56,000 acres of wheat on the irrigated farms, and 
about 109,000 on the dry land…Registration at the University of Colorado closed with 
1,973 students enrolled for the first term [of summer school], which will close 20 July 
1921.  The second term will open the following day, and continues for a period of six 
weeks.  Many of the present students are expected to stop at the end of the first term, and 
new ones will undoubtedly enter, as many inquiries have been received…Flood waters in 
the Animas Valley caused a loss of $851 per farm, or a total of $31,500 for 37 property 
holders, according to a report made in Durango at a meeting of residents of Animas 
Valley presided over by George W. Greaves.  F.W. Jeffrey, and J.H. McCord constituted 
the committee which formulated the report after investigation of the inundated area…All 
restrictions on tourist traffic by train or automobile into Pueblo has been lifted by the 
military authorities following a request by President Lovern of the city council.  Pass 
officers stationed at Colorado Springs, Denver, Cañon City, Walsenburg, and other points 
have been relieved from duty on the main highways.  Restrictions on freight shipments 
also have been removed…Sixty-five thousand dollars of federal funds will be spent on 
the Rocky Mountain National Park projects during the fiscal year beginning 1 July 1921.  
This sum exceeds by $55,000 [i.e., the annual appropriation from 1915 on had always 
been $10,000] any fund ever before appropriated by Congress for use on these 
playgrounds…Colorado College receives $100,000 by the terms of the will left by the 
late Henry Roger Wolcott, one of Colorado’s pioneer mining men, whose estate totals 
more than $600,000, according to a petition filed in the county court in Denver…What 
promised to be a “murder mystery” of the great flood at Pueblo followed the finding of 
the skeleton of a woman in a box in an alley off the main business district.  Colorado 
rangers estimated that the woman had been dead eight or nine months, and an 
investigation was started to determine the identity of the murdered woman.  R.H. 
Wimmer, manager of the Gallup Saddlery Company, blew the “murder” theory to pieces 
with the announcement that the “body” was the mummy of a cliff dweller which had been 
in the store for at least 15 years.  The mummy floated into the alley during the flood…



The federal government has refused to grant an emergency appropriation of $3,500,000 
for road reconstruction work in Colorado, and the state highway commission is left with 
only the funds already granted for federal aid projects with which to carry on the 
enormous amount of repair work made necessary by the recent floods.  This was the 
statement made in Colorado Springs by Charles B. Lansing of the highway advisory 
board, after a series of conferences with Major L.D. Blauvelt, state highway engineer…
Transfer of the Denver office of the United States bureau of markets to Fort Collins, 
Colorado, for maintenance in connection with the Colorado State Agricultural College, 
has been ordered by the state and federal governments acting jointly, according to 
information received by W.F. Heppe, in charge in Denver…A young man giving his name 
as Harry P. Coffin, and asserting he is the son of George Coffin, head of the Coffin 
Packing Company of Denver, is in the El Paso County jail in Colorado Springs, charged 
with forgery.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel at 
home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and motoring.  Here 
you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric lights, good meals, 
telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, shed for automobiles, 
tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but using rings instead of 
shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

1 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our business 
a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage and that 
of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain drinks, 
quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

1 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-J3.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick Cars – We have been appointed agents for the Buick 
cars through the Bonnell Buick Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  
Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3 smooth $12.50, 30 x 3 rough $14.50, 
30 x 3-1/2 smooth $15.75, 30 x 3-1/2 rough $17.50.  Springs – Temme quality guaranteed 
springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars.  Charging station 
maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – Two service cars 
ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn 
Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.



1 July 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  After spending 30 days at liberty 
under bond to think over the matter, John Ferrero, janitor at the home for dependent 
children in Denver, gave himself up to Sheriff Frank Smith of Fort Collins, declaring he 
was ready to begin serving a year’s sentence in the state penitentiary, which was imposed 
on him in the Larimer County court at Fort Collins a month ago if he refused to 
contribute $50 a month to the support of his wife and six children in Loveland.  After he 
was sentenced, he was given 30 days in which to consider the matter, but he came back 
the day his time for consideration expired and said that he would go to the penitentiary 
for life, officers stated, rather than contribute a cent to the support of his wife…As the 
Platte River has dropped gradually from the highest flood stage recorded since 1893 to a 
normal flow, estimates of the damage done by the raging stream and its numerous 
tributaries in Weld County have steadily increased, rather than decreased.  That the total 
loss from the flood water in Weld County alone is near the $2,000,000 mark is the 
consensus of opinion of engineers, farmers, Weld County officials, and railroad men who 
have surveyed the situation from their own points of view.  Weld County’s loss on roads 
and bridges is somewhere between $150,000 and $200,000…An official statement from 
the American Red Cross of the flood sufferers in Pueblo has been given out.  The total 
number of families registered in Pueblo district was given at 1702, besides 383 homeless 
men, it states, and 600 houses were listed as totally destroyed.  The total number of 
persons affected by the flood, according to the statement, is 5695.  The Red Cross report 
for La Junta shows, according to the statement, 186 families registered, representing 760 
persons…Secretary of War Weeks, through Senator Nicholson and Senator Phipps, 
claims that he had been quoted incorrectly regarding the Pueblo fund situation, according 
to a message received in Pueblo.  The message said that Secretary of War Weeks’ 
statement was misconstrued when he is alleged to have declared that Pueblo was asking 
for too much federal aid.  The message was in answer to one sent the Colorado 
congressional delegation by Colorado businessmen…Another link has been added to the 
Durango-Silverton highway, which, although completed last year, has never officially 
been declared open.  The highway will be known as the Durango-Silverton-Ouray 
highway, it being decided to include the former famous toll road between Silverton and 
Ouray as part of the highway.  This route will permit tourists to travel through the most 
scenic part of the United States…The fourth annual convention of the Colorado State 
Aerie of Eagles was held recently in Trinidad.  Delegates from all but three aeries of the 
state were present.  Mayor E.H. Day delivered an address of welcome, which was 
responded to by State President William McIntosh of Aspen…Airplane patrol for the 
detection of forest fires in the Pikes Peak region around Colorado Springs, Colorado, has 
been permanently established, according to an agreement entered into by the government 
and the Western Aircraft Company of Colorado Springs…Stalled on a railroad track near 
Fort Morgan, the automobile of L.E. Jeffery of Brush was completely demolished by a 
freight train.  Mr. Jeffery, his wife, and baby saved their lives by leaping from the 
machine [sic, the baby leapt from the automobile?] when they saw the train, traveling at a 
high rate of speed, bearing down on them…Rider Herrickstad, 6 years old son of Ole 



Herrickstad, was killed almost instantly by an automobile on a street, crossing one of the 
main streets of Akron recently.  Lights blinded the boy and caused the accident.   

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Cadillac 8’s.  Cautious drivers.  For the best automobile 
service, telephone #160.  The National Park, Service Auto Company [sic punctuation]. 
Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, manager.  [Is the 
punctuation game intended to avoid “copyright infringement”?]

1 July 1921 – Mrs. Stella Miller Spanier, proprietor of Prospect Inn, reports a larger 
number of requests for reservations this summer than in any previous year, and predicts a 
particularly successful season not only for herself, but for the entire Estes Park.  Many of 
the persons requesting reservations live in the middle west, some in the extreme east, 
others as far south as Georgia…Mr. R.H. Tallant has established himself at Prospect Inn 
for the season.  One of Mr. Tallant’s most noteworthy paintings adorns the interior of the 
dining room, and attracts much favorable attention.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  If machines wear out – what of mothers?  If machines 
wear out – what of mothers [sic redundancy]?  Machines can be replaced – mothers, 
never.  Why not let our washing machines do your family washing, and save mother’s 
strength for more important things?  We can obtain new laundry equipment when ours 
wears out – but you can’t fill mother’s place in the home.  Save her by having us take the 
washing off her shoulders.  By gently sousing clothing up and down in warm water, soft 
as new-fallen rain, with suds of mild white soap, we wash your apparel spotlessly clean, 
and preserve the fabrics.  Far better than that, our washing process will add years to 
mother’s life.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American Plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American Plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European Plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European Plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  Grand Lake 
Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its 
western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building 
and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has 
its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail 
and state, over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 July 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 
per day, $35 per week.  Address all communication to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, 
Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.



1 July 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, Larimer 
County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 a.m. to 
9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone $27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription 
rates:  One year, cash in advance $3.  Six months $1.75.  Three months $1.  Single copy 
10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches 
or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  
Transient rate and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 
cents per printing line per issue, blackface type double price.  Classified advertising, want 
ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, 
minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of 
entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee in charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, 
obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The 
Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in 
unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application 
made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.

1 July 1921 – Poem and byline:  Song of the Trout by Charles Edwin Hewes.  My song to 
the world is motion–/The sheen of my body light;/Its exquisite colors flashing,/Thru clear 
waters sparkling bright./In the sun’s effulgent glory/I take my watery flight,/O’er the 
shining sands of mountains/Set in pebbles crystallite./I leap and bound ecstatic/In the 
sluicing torrent’s foam;/I glide and lurk prismatic/In my turquoised lakelet home./I flash 
in glint impulsion/My flexed form of rosy pearl./I gleam the Hymn of Ocean/In the 
riffles’ fleecy whirl./Beneath the willow catkins,/And the dogwood’s honeyed bud,/I dart 
the waving shadows,/And swift fleet the shallows’ scud./I chant a sacred paean/Of holiest 
devotion;/With dolphined form and beauty,/Voiced in seraphic motion.

1 July 1921 – Prose poem and byline:  The End of the Road by Walt Mason.  Some day 
this heart will cease to beat; some day these worn and weary feet will tread the road no 
more; some day this hand will drop the pen, and never never write again those rhymes 
which are a bore.  And sometimes, when the stars swing low, and mystic breezes come 
and go, with music in their breath, I think of Destiny and Fate, and try to calmly 
contemplate this bogie men call Death.  Such thinking does not raise my hair; my 
cheerful heart declines to scare or thump against my vest; for Death, when all is said and 
done, is but the dusk, at set of sun, the interval of rest.  But lines of sorrow mark my brow 
when I consider that my frau, when I have ceased to wink, will have to face a crowd of 
gents who’re selling cheap tin monuments, and headstones made of zinc.  And crayon 
portrait sharks will come, and make the house with language hum, and ply their deadly 
game; they will enlarge my photograph, attach a hand-made epitaph, and put it in a 
frame.  They’ll hang that horror on the wall, and then, when neighbors come to call, 



they’ll view my crayon head, and wipe sad tears from either eye, and lean against the 
chairs, and cry:  “How fortunate he’s dead!”  

1 July 1921 – Poem and byline:  My Thistle by Mrs. Arthur B. Harris.  (Lines written 
upon the death of “Thistle”, the dog owned by Mr. and Mrs. Julius Foss Schwartz, loved 
by many tourists and children.  He displayed unusual intelligence, and many people made 
trips each day to the Schwartz home to visit him.  He was run over recently by a tourist, 
and died three days later.)  I once had a friend who was faithful and true,/And always did 
just as I wished him to do./This friend was my Thistle.  Now perhaps you say,/“A Thistle 
is naught but a thorn in the way”/This is true, no doubt, on the thistles you see,/Which 
grow by the roadside, in meadow and lee./My Thistle, however, was not of this type,/For 
he was a collie, a dog brown and white./By why was he given so airy a name?/A thistle, a 
collie, could not be the same./When first I received him, a friend said to me,/This is not a 
dog, but a thistle must be;/So graceful, so airy, so light and so gay,/That name fit so well 
that I named him that day./A friend to the children, so gentle and mild./Whenever they 
met him the strocked [sic, suggest stroked] him and smiled./He followed me when I was 
happy and gay,/But did not desert me when joy flew away./No matter how weary or sad I 
might be,/He always stood by me in adversity./Alas!  My dear Thistle has passed from 
this earth,/And only his friends will remember his worth./How happy and pleasant this 
old world might be,/If all friends were noble and faithful as he./May all those who shared 
in his unselfish love,/Be drawn closer to the great Father above…Letter from J. McR. 
Jones, Mexico City:  My dear Julius [Julius Foss Schwartz]:  Both your letter and 
Dorothy’s came a few days ago, and I can’t tell you how sorry we were to hear of the 
passing on of dear old Thistle.  Helen wrote Dorothy [Dorothy Scwartz] at once with the 
tears streaming down her cheeks.  He was certainly a wonderful friend, and was more 
than a dog.  To have known him and shared in his great confidence was one of the great 
privileges of our life.  How much better the world would be if there were more human 
beings who had the big, noble character of our dear Thistle!  His life was an epic!  Peace 
to his ashes!

1 July 1921 – “Gentlemen of the jury:  The best friend a man has in this world may turn 
against him and become his enemy.  His son or daughter that he has reared with loving 
care may prove ungrateful.  Those who are nearest and dearest to us, those whom we trust 
without happiness and our good name, may become traitors to their faith.  The money 
that a man has, he may lose.  It flies away from him, perhaps when he needs it the most.  
A man’s reputation may be sacrificed in a moment of ill-considered action.  The people 
who are prone to fall on their knees to do us honor when success is with us may be the 
first to throw the stone of malice when failure settles its cloud upon our heads.  The one 
absolutely unselfish friend that a man can have in this selfish world, the one that never 
deserts him and the one that never proves ungrateful or treacherous, is his dog.  
Gentlemen of the jury, a man’s dog stands by him in prosperity and in poverty, in health 
and in sickness.  He will sleep on the cold ground, where the wintry winds blow and the 
snow drives fiercely, if only he may be near his master’s side.  He will kiss the hand that 



has no food to offer, he will lick the wounds and sores that come in encounters with the 
roughness of the world.  He guards the sleep of his pauper master as if he were a prince.  
When all other friends desert, he remains.  When riches take wings, and reputation falls 
to pieces, he is as constant in his love as the sun in its journey through the heavens.  If 
fortune drives the master forth an outcast in the world, friendless and homeless, the 
faithful dog asks no higher privilege than that of accompanying him to guard against 
danger, to fight against his enemies, and when the last scene of all comes, and death takes 
the master in its embrace, and his body is laid away in the cold ground, no matter if all 
other friends pursue their way, there by his graveside will the noble dog be found, his 
head between his paws, his eyes sad but open in alert watchfulness, faithful and true even 
to death.”   (The above “Tribute to the Dog” was a speech delivered by Senator Vest of 
Missouri at the trial of a man who had wantonly shot a dog, which resulted in a judgment 
more than twice asked.)

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  R.H. Lindley, telephone #78.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then 
you can’t be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brothers’ [a block 5 
business] bungalows at Broadview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed 
and furnished, beautifully located, away from the nose and dust of the main roads, and 
yet but ten minutes’ drive from the post office.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and Ford 
cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin tires and 
Savage tires at Denver prices.  [This is Harry Cornelius Preston’s business.]

1 July 1921 – Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved property.  
Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

1 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Splendid Opportunity for Bible Study Offered.  The Estes Park 
Community Church is offering a special series of bible lectures this summer. These are 
open to all young folks from 18 to 35 years of age, are given Sundays at 10:30 a.m. in 
connection with the Young People’s Bible Class in Sabbath School, and at 7:00 p.m. at 
the Young People’s service hour.  The reason for having these studies at this time is that 
the teacher who will conduct these classes is summering in Estes Park, and has consented 



to donate his services, this enables us to offer the courses free.  It is hoped that visitors in 
Estes Park, as well as permanent folk, will avail themselves of this opportunity to study 
these, which are collegiate courses in the bible.  Mr. O.J. Bowman, the leader, is a 
specialist in this line, having served some of the larger churches in the country as director 
of religious education and music.  Some of his bible classes have numbered hundreds in 
attendance.  He has been called to this line of work in Toledo, Ohio, to begin in the fall 
with the St. Paul’s Methodist Episcopal church.  When in our midst last season, he was 
connected with Trinity Methodist Episcopal church of Denver.  The work will be 
systematic, outlined, practical, with special reference to problems of modern-day living.  
Sunday School workers will be especially interested in the morning course on “A 
Comprehensive Study of the Bible Narrative”.  This will give a working knowledge of 
the book as a whole, proceeding in logical order from event to event, and assisting the 
scholar to get a view of the chain of cause-effect that runs through the Scriptures.  The 
evening subject will be an intensive study of Ecclesiastes, whose theme is “The Quest of 
the Chief Good”.  This section of the “Wisdom Literature” of the bible, though written so 
long ago, is especially applicable to life right now.  You are invited to come and bring 
your friends.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  ‘Right Way’ Shoe Shiners open for business.  We polish all 
kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work guaranteed.  Next to [Estes Park] Drug 
Store [a block 6 business].

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  20% reduction.  Goodrich tires and tubes by the Goodyear 
Rubber Company at Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Telephone #184.  George 
Johnson, proprietor.

1 July 1921 – Poem and byline:  To the Mountains by A.R. Ross.  (Lines written upon 
return in spring to Estes Park.)  Ye massive hills so often seen,/Ye small ones that lie 
between,/Ye valley with thy fragrant green;/I’m with you once again./Ye might peak with 
magic spire/Which seem to reach and stretch up higher,/On you we look and never tire;/
I’m with you once again./Ye snow-capped peaks so calm and still/From whence comes 
out each trickling rill./Awinding down our streams to fill;/I’m with you once again./
Majestic, grand, sublime, we say,/As each silver drop speeds on its way/To quench the 
thirst of wheat and hay;/I’m with you once again./Ye mountains grand with world wide 
fame,/Ye many peaks that we might name,/We think we know from whence you came;/
I’m with you once again./Ye rippling streams from peak to plain,/Ye lofty spruce that 
spread the same,/Ye sturdy pine of pasture strain;/I’m with you once again.

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Notice to Dog Owners.  Dog tax is now due, and must be paid to 
Charles F. Hix, town clerk, during the month of June 1921 [sic, this notice is now 
outdated].  [signed] E.I. Cooke, town marshal.



1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the consumer.  
Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin Griffith, 
telephone #27-R2.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Riding and outing suits for men, women, and children.  
Duxbak and Kampit line form the famous Utica [New York] Duxbak Corporation.  Our 
hose has carried this line for years, and have found them to be the best for quality, fit, and 
style.  We have also outing clothes for girls and boys.  Come in and look at them.  
Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business].

1 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  Deer Ridge Chalet is Attracting Attention.  
Is located at the summit of High Drive, Deer Ridge, elevation 9,176 feet above sea, five 
miles beyond Estes Park, Colorado, and in the heart of the Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  At no other point in the Rocky Mountain region can there be seen such a superb 
array of craggy, snow-covered peaks, every one of the 18 or more in the chain towering 
above the 12,000 foot elevation mark, nearly a dozen of them well over 13,000 feet, and 
with Longs Peak buttressing the chain, head and shoulders above them all.  From this 
point, the return trip to the village of Estes Park is made over an entirely different route, 
affording splendid panoramic views of the main range and the lesser peaks to the east 
throughout the entire distance.  Deer Ridge is a privately-owned tract of land, and is 
thrown open for your special enjoyment.  At the Chalets, lunches and refreshments are 
served, and the finest collection of photographic enlargements, prints, and postcards are 
to be had.  Deer Ridge is the most beautiful beauty spot in the Rocky Mountain National 
Park, and you should arrange to make the High Drive trip and pay them a visit.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  There are many people who have money to burn – who are 
loath to apply the match.  Opportunities for spending money are ever present, while 
chances to save are more rare, and should appeal to the prudent minded.  In the conduct 
of our business, we eliminate many useless expenses, and this saving is reflected in our 
lower prices.  The maintenance of a delivery system adds at least 10% to selling prices.  
This is no bald statement, it’s an absolute fact.  Free delivery is a misnomer – “There’s no 
such animal.”  Every time your goods are delivered, you pay for the accommodation.  
You may not observe it on your bill, but if you dig down deep enough by comparing the 
cost of the various items with our prices, you will find the [offensive term for African 
American] in the woodpile.  And – bear this in mind, we never sacrifice quality in order 
to quote low prices – our groceries are the best money can buy.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 
5 business]

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business].  Telephone #15.



1 July 1921 – The Gideons will have charge of both services at the Presbyterian church 
Sunday…Mrs. Wiles and family of West Virginia are spending the summer in one of the 
Low cottages in Grand View

1 July 1921 – Column title:  YMCA Notes.  A.P. Griggs of Davenport, Iowa, and I.F. 
Downder of Denver, with their families have cottages at the Y for the summer…The 
Epworth League Institute will open their summer session at the Y Association Camp 9 
July 1921…Sunday morning, Dr. Edward A. Steiner, who occupies the chair of sociology 
in the university at Grinnell, Iowa, will lecture in the Y Assembly Hall Sunday morning 
at 11:00 a.m.  The public is welcome.  Dr. Steiner has just returned from three months 
spent in the war-stricken [World War I] portion of Europe and Russia.  He will spend the 
summer at Steiner’s Acres, near Longs Peak, which has been his summer home the past 
four years…O.F. Benwell, C.W. Butterworth, Roy Chysler [sic], Dr. E.J. Conant, Dr. C.L. 
Draper, L.J. Lord, F.A. Hartong, H.S. Hopkins, I.L. MacFarland, William A. Simmons, 
and D. Edgar Wilson, of Denver, and Dr. Bixler of Erie, Colorado, are among those at the 
Y this week.

1 July 1921 – The golf club tournament played in Estes Park this week was a very 
successful affair, with entries from practically every club in the northern part of the state.  
The preliminary rounds of 18 holes had 48 entries.  The Estes Park team composed of Joe 
Mils, Dr. Wiest, Dr. James, and Howard James won the Wheelock trophy cup.  Joe Mills 
won the gold medal in qualifying round, Will Gilkison of Fort Collins the championship 
cup, W.E. Fair of Cheyenne, Wyoming, the pioneer cup, and Professor Lovett of Fort 
Collins the tenderfoot cup…The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will hold a joint installation 
of officers Friday, 8 July 1921.  Big feed too…Mr. Woods, the Knight-Campbell Music 
Company man, who has been occupying one of the Low cottages the past six weeks, will 
return to Denver with his family in a few days…Will Gilkson [sic, see separate mention 
above, where it is spelled Gilkison] and family of Fort Collins have been occupying 
Wayside Inn, one of Dr. Halley’s cottages in Prospect Heights…Mr. E.W. Skinner of 
Anamosa, Iowa, formerly of Doane College, Nebraska, is stopping at the Columbines.  
Mr. Skinner has taken some interesting trips since he has been in Estes Park.  He spent 
Monday in climbing Twin Sisters, and Tuesday he explored the Wild Basin territory by 
horseback.  Mr. Skinner reports the Ouzel Lake and Ouzel Falls very beautiful, and 
Mahana Peak even greater than he had expected it to be…The William Allen White 
cottage in Moraine Park is occupied this summer by Mrs. Jessie Kane and baby daughter 
of New York City, and her mother Mrs. Lindsey of Kansas City, Missouri…The 
Chapman cottage is occupied by a party consisting of Dr. W.G. Anderson and family and 
Dr. T.S. Anderson and family, Mrs. A.R. Buzik, Mrs. I.M. McAdams and daughter, and 
Mrs. Westfall and daughter, all of Plainville, Kansas…Following an official trip of 
inspection through the national parks of the country, Assistant Secretary of the Interior 
E.C. Finney, who with his family was in the Rocky Mountain National Park last week, 
has stated that $65,000 would be expended by the government in improvement and 
maintenance of that playground this year, commencing 1 July 1921.  This is $55,000 



more than was ever appropriated by the government for use in Rocky Mountain National 
Park, and will be expended in policing the park, improving the roads, and erecting 
buildings [a truncated version of this story appears in this same issue]…The summer 
entertainment committee of the Estes Park Woman’s Club has planned a series of 
entertainments to be given by the club during July 1921 and August 1921.  These affairs 
are given for the financial benefit of the club, but the motive in using this method of 
raising funds is the earnest desire of the members to fill Estes Park’s need of more really 
good entertainments, to which the public is invited.  Each event will be advertised by 
posters, and announced in the Estes Park Trail.  The first of the series will be a card party 
and tea at the Estes Park County Club on 7 July 1921…Mr. and Mrs. F.W. Collins of the 
Boyero, Colorado public schools and Miss Ruth Shively, director of physical education in 
the Nebraska State Normal of Lincoln, Nebraska, have one of the Glen D. Baird cottages 
for the summer.  W.H. Collins of Denver, who is connected with the Army library service, 
is also spending the month with them…P.F. Eustis, passenger traffic manager of the 
Chicago Burlington and Quincy [railroad], and wife spent Saturday, Sunday, and Monday 
in Estes Park, registering at the Stanley Hotel and the Lewiston Hotel.  On Monday 
morning, the party left the Lewiston, taking with them a picnic lunch which they enjoyed 
on the top of the range along the Fall River Road.  Mr. Eustis and party were delighted 
beyond the gift of expression with the wonderful sight from the top of the range, as they 
looked down thousands of feet into Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park on the 
east and the Grand Valley on the west.  Mr. Eustis says his road is doing all possible to 
counteract the erroneous reports of the condition of the state after the Pueblo floods.  Few 
easterners realize the vastness of the state of Colorado, that the extent of the floods 
affected but a dot on the map, and that most of the damage was done nearly 200 miles 
from the Rocky Mountain National Park.  Semi-advertisement:  Don’t fail to attend the 
card party and tea given by the Estes Park Woman’s Club at the Country Club on 7 July 
1921 at 2:00 p.m.  This will not be a progressive party.  Bring your friends and make up 
your own table, or come alone and congenial partners will be found for you.  You may 
play any game you choose.  A prize will be given to the winner at each table.  If you do 
not care to play cards, come for tea at 4:30 p.m….Semi-advertisement:  Hardly a week 
passes but we bump into some citizen who asks:  “Why didn’t you have something in the 
newspaper about So-and-So?  I thought everybody knew about it.”  And that’s where they 
make a mistake.  The thing you hear may be a long time getting to the editor.  You may 
think it is common talk, when in fact not more than a dozen known anything about it.  So 
don’t think the editor is a mind reader, or that he has a way of finding out news without 
people telling it to him.  March right up or call up and tell him that which you have heard, 
and which you believe would interest others when they see it in the newspaper.  It takes 
but a few seconds, and it may help wonderfully to make the very kind of newspaper you 
want printed in your hometown.  Don’t wait until the newspaper has been printed to tell 
the editor the things that are news to you.  Practice the modern slogan – “Do it now!”…
George Johnson, proprietor of the Longmont Call, was in Estes Park Sunday, renewing 
his youth that he might the better withstand the onslaughts of the valley sun for another 



week.  He didn’t tell us where he would spend the Fourth of July 1921, but we’ll wager a 
peanut hull he may be found in Estes Park.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music.  Opens 5 July 1921.  
Mr. Arne Oldberg of Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, piano and composition.  
Mr. John Rosborough, Dean of the University [of Nebraska] School of Music, Lincoln, 
Nebraska, theoretical courses.  A department for young students at reasonable prices.  For 
terms and information, address Mr. John Rosborough, Mountain Hall, Estes Park.  
Informal reception to friends and students Friday, 8 July 1921, from 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 
p.m. by invitation, obtainable upon request from Mr. Rosborough.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental X-ray.  
Telephone #198-J.

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Rules of Interest to People in 
Estes Park.  Some of the important rules governing the use of Rocky Mountain National 
Park will no doubt be of interest at this time to our readers, and we shall try to give some 
of them briefly.  The ascending machine always has the right of way.  Saddle horses and 
horse-drawn vehicles always have the right of way, and must be given the inside of the 
road on a hill, grade, or curve.  The Rocky Mountain National Park rules prohibit the 
gathering of flower, but Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way informs us 
he will permit the gathering of flowers if they are gathered in moderation and carefully 
picked, and not pulled up by the roots.  Care in picking must, however, be observed, and 
flowers taken in moderation.  Fires can only be kindled in open spaces or on rocks, never 
on grass, leaves, or near trees or bushes, and must be extinguished with water or covered 
with earth before leaving.  Hunting is absolutely prohibited, and firearms must not be 
taken into Rocky Mountain National Park.  Fishing is permitted as under the state law.  
Information may be obtained at any of the Rocky Mountain National Park entrances.

1 July 1921 – Headline:  From Missouri?  Were you born in Missouri?  Was it ever your 
home?  If you answer “yes” to either of the above questions, you are wanted. Your name 
will not be revealed to the sheriff, nor need you be ashamed of the “Show Me” state, for 
that is the home of Ralph Nicholas, clerk to the district court in Fort Collins.  Ralph and a 
bunch of other Missourians think it would be nice to organize a Missouri Club in the 
country, and all who have at any time claimed the state as their home are urged to register 
at the office of Cornelius H. Bond, who has kindly consented to look after this in Estes 
Park.  A picnic and program, possibly in Estes Park, is being arranged for 10 August 
1921, and all Missourians now in Larimer County are urged to attend.  Don’t forget to 
register at once.

1 July 1921 – Column title and byline:  Perversity of Things by Walt Mason [A mug shot 
of the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp suit and tie, and with a part 
in his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column.].  “It beats all how fate puts a 



crimp in a man’s fondest ambitions,” said the retired merchant.  “Recently, I have been 
hungering for an old-fashioned boiled dinner, composed of corn [sic, meaning corned] 
beef and all the standard vegetables.  I mentioned the matter several times, and my wife 
said she would give the hired girl a holiday and get me up a boiled dinner, such as we 
used to have in the halcyon days.  The banquet was scheduled for yesterday, and I looked 
forward to it like a hungry wolf.  I couldn’t think of anything else for three days.  And 
when the meal was dished up I had an attack of jumping toothache and was jumping over 
the chairs with my head under my arm.”  “That’s always the way in this world, doggone 
it,” commented the hotelkeeper.”  “Just as sure as you look forward to something, you’re 
going to run up against a disappointment that will break your heart.  Last week, I had so 
much business I was on my feet day and night.  I didn’t get any sleep to speak of for 
several nights, and my eyes felt like hard-boiled eggs.  I was just dead on my feet I was 
so played out.  I looked forward to the time when I could saw off a few lengths of 
slumber just as you looked forward to the boiled fodder.  At last things slacked up, and I 
went up to my room at 7:00 p.m. in the evening, prepared to sleep round the clock, or as 
much longer as I felt necessary.  I was so drowsy I could hardly see to get my rags off, 
and I heaved a sigh of relief when I crawled in between the sheets.  But before I had been 
there three minutes, old Jiggleson came along with his brass band and began playing 
selections under my window.  The congressman from this district was occupying the 
room next to mine, and those to locoed musicians were serenading him, probably hoping 
to be appointed postmaster before long.  They played every blamed tune you ever heard 
of, and I had to leave my own room and go to one at the back of the hotel.  That room 
hadn’t been used for a long time, and things weren’t in good repair.  I climbed into the 
bed and was snoring a few quotations from the classics, when all the slats came down at 
once, and I landed on the floor on my ear, with my feet up on the foot of the bed.  I 
thought my back was broken in three places, but I managed to get up, and then I hiked 
back to my own room.  I had left the window open when I yelled at Jiggleson and threw 
some furniture at his musicians, and I was so sleepy I forgot to close it.  The bed was 
right up against the window, and I was just getting asleep once more when it began to 
rain.  About 40 gallons of water blew in on me before I could get the doggone window 
closed.  I had to rustle around for a dry nightshirt and some sheets and things, and by that 
time I was pretty near desperate.  I don’t know of anything more aggravating than to be 
dying for a good old-fashioned sleep, and then be unable to make connections.  At last, I 
got into bed again, all snug and comfortable, and was doing some ground and lofty 
sleeping.  Then along came a guest who mistook my room for his own, which was on the 
floor above.  It happened that his key fitted the lock of my door, so he opened it and came 
in.  When he saw me there, he took me by the ankles and dragged me out onto the floor 
and sat on me, and asked what to thunder I meant by occupying his bed, for which he had 
paid in advance.  It took ten minutes to make things clear to him, and by that time I felt 
like a driveling idiot.  But I had sense enough left to get back into bed and make another 
try at sleeping.  I had slept about 27 watts when a big framed picture of my wife, which 
hung over the head of the bed, came down and smashed itself on my face, and put my 
nose out of joint.  Then I gave up.  I put on my clothes and went downstairs and sat up all 



night, hoping the building wouldn’t cave in on me.  It didn’t and that was the only bit of 
luck I had that night.”

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  [Photograph:  Unframed, 3-1/2 inch by 6 inch scenic 
image of Deer Ridge Junction looking west, with a near-horizontal stretch of unpaved 
road in the foreground, and snow-capped Rocky Mountain peaks in the background.  The 
photograph is uncredited.]  The above is a photograph of Estes Park’s most beautiful 
hotel site, and its location is on Deere [sic, suggest Deer] Ridge, at the summit of the 
High Drive.  I will sell or I will lease.  See O.W. Bechtel at Deer Ridge Chalet, top of the 
High Drive.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Market Company [a block 2 business].  The 
new public market.  Formerly Estes Park Creamery and Mercantile Company [in a 
different location].  Staple and fancy groceries.  Fresh meats, creamery products, 
delicatessen service, fruits, vegetables, breads, and pastry daily.  Our luncheonette is a 
cozy place to eat.  Free deliver.  F.E. Brainard and Chester B. Hall, proprietors.  Creamery 
telephone #202, store telephone #203.

1 July 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  W.H. Haile, district sales manager 
of the Union Carbite [sic, suggest Union Carbide] Company, and wife are here from 
Chicago, Illinois, and are stopping at Moraine Lodge…Dr. and Mrs. Harry Reid took 
lunch Sunday at Moraine Lodge…Semi-advertisement:  Homemade fudge, doughnuts, 
picnic lunches at Bluebird Cliff, opposite Lindley, the plumber [which is a block 8 
business]…O.V. Lavollie, connected with the Western Electric Company, and wife of 
Chicago, Illinois, who were married 20 June 1921, are spending their honeymoon at 
Moraine Lodge…Miss Marion Cutter and Miss Marjorie Sheppard of Aurora, Illinois, are 
spending the summer in Estes Park and are guests of Moraine Lodge…Miss Mary Ross 
Potter, dean of women, Northwestern University College of Liberal Arts, Evanston, 
Illinois, is a guest of Moraine Lodge for the summer…Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Collins of 
Chicago, Illinois, who are in Estes Park for the summer, entertained at luncheon and 
dinner Sunday at Moraine Lodge, Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Boyd [sic, Harry B. Boyd was a 
widow, so this must be someone else]…C.A. Ball, the Longmont optician, will be at John 
Bechtel Baird’s every two weeks, next visit being Monday, 4 July 1921, one day only.  
Eyes tested by the latest electric methods and glasses fitted, satisfaction guaranteed or 
money refunded.  I especially invite any of my old patients to call and have any 
adjustments done that they may need.  Remember the place and date.  At Baird’s 4 July 
1921…Miss Anna Humphery and sister Naomi returned to their home at Patriot, Indiana, 
Friday.  Miss Humphery was superintendent of the school at Estes Park the past year…
Semi-advertisement:  Tallant [a block 5 business] has secured the exclusive agency for 
the famous Martha Washington candies.  They’re pure, delicious, and reasonable in price.  
Each bite invites another.  Fresh stock just received…Mr. and Mrs. H.R. Hohlfeld of 
Holstein, Nebraska, are spending a portion of their honeymoon at Glen Baird’s cottage 
east of the village.  Mr. Hohlfeld is superintendent of the public school at Holstein…



Semi-advertisement:  Melba ice cream at Tallants [a block 5 business].  Something new 
and delicious…Miss Kate Harriman, junior high school teacher of Kansas City, Missouri, 
came to Estes Park Friday. She will spend her vacation at the Wigwam…Mr. A.A. 
Roeven of Parker, South Dakota, is spending a few days with his brother in the Longmont 
Colony…Mrs. C.W. Brewer of Van Meter, Iowa, and Mrs. A.B. Adams of Colo, Iowa, are 
visiting at the home of their brother M.D. Graves and family at their cottage in Prospect 
Heights…Semi-advertisement:  Would you go to a dentist for a surgical operation?  Yet a 
dentist is a mender of human bodies.  Why not take your tires and their troubles to the tire 
surgeon.  The Francis Tire Service Company specializes in the ailments of tires and do 
nothing else…Mr. Frank Kilmer of Charleston, Mississippi, and his mother, Mrs. F.P. 
Kilmer of Salina, Kansas, terminated a two-week visit here Friday, expressing themselves 
as greatly pleased with their visit…Owen Cavault of Guthrie, Iowa, who is visiting 
relatives in Loveland, spent the first of the week with his cousin Charles Dove at Mrs. 
Prouty’s…Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Parks and family, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Holowell of 
Loveland visited the former’s son, Reuel, on Sunday…A new cottage is being built just 
south of the Steads Hotel, and will be occupied when completed by Mr. and Mrs. William 
Heubner.  Mr. Heubner is foreman of Mr. Stead’s ranch.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The men who signed the Declaration of Independence had 
faith in it.  Its success meant fame – its failure meant death.  But they had faith – they 
identified themselves with it – they signed.  And today, we enjoy the blessings of liberty 
under the grandest flag that ever waived.  Why not celebrate the Fourth of July by buying 
some new clothes.  We call your attention to the following:  Men’s hats and caps.  You’ll 
need a new hat or cap for the Fourth of July – we have them, and we know our stock will 
please you.  See those new English tweeds and checks in our new cap stock.  Why not get 
the best?  Men’s suits.  You must see the new stock that we are receiving this week – we 
know you can save money.  They are new and up to date, and bought after the prices hit 
the bottom, so we can save you money.  Ladies blouses.  We just received a shipment of 
waists that are the newest styles and colors, and the most exclusive patterns.  Every effort 
is being made to give our customers the very best values.  Come in and look them over.  
Summer dresses.  We make a special effort to get the newest and best numbers in summer 
dresses, and we know you will not be disappointed, as our stock is new, and our prices 
right.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and fountain 
service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  
We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and 
you will be steady customers.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Cottages for rent.  Modern and completely furnished.  
1-1/4 miles north of village.  MacGregor’s Ranch.  Telephone #66R2.  

1 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads.



1 July 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. A. Dingman and son Hugh arrived here Saturday, by way of 
automobile from Long Beach, California.  Mr. Dingman will do carpenter work for Mr. 
Stead this summer.  Mr. and Mrs. Dingman are occupying a part of Mr. Green’s cottage…
An improvement which makes the Columbines more inviting than ever is the installation 
of a modern light plant.  Mr. Whitmore, of the Lalley-Whitmore Electric Company, 
Denver, has just completed the job…Semi-advertisement:  Buy candy and baked goods 
from the Estes Park church ladies at the home of Mrs. J.E. Macdonald on Saturday, 2 July 
1921 at 2:00 p.m.  The proceeds will be used to pay for the new sidewalk recently laid in 
front of the church…Mr. Sawyer and wife and Miss Nichols of Webb City, Iowa, came in 
Wednesday, and have rented one of the Webb cottages for the season…Professor L.G. 
Carpenter, a noted irrigation engineer, and for many years holding the chair of Civil and 
Irrigation Engineering at the State Agricultural College at Fort Collins, was an Estes Park 
visitor this last week, and registered at the Lewiston…Mr. and Mrs. H.G. Poague of 
Clinton, Missouri, are spending their honeymoon in Estes Park, registering at the 
Lewiston…E.A. Shinn and wife of Wellington, accompanied by Miss Otilla Braun, drove 
up to Estes Park Wednesday.  Their cottage was purchased a few weeks ago, and is 
christened “Sh Inn”.  Mr. Shinn, who is the Wellington druggist, ordered the weekly visit 
of the Estes Park Trail…Mrs. Scott of Loveland is making a substantial addition to Park 
View cottage, which she recently purchased…W.H. McCreery, who has been making 
Estes Park his home for the past 45 years, arrived Monday of last week and is occupying 
his cottage, Sunshine Inn, with the family of his son, Rev. E.L. McCreery of Liberty, 
Missouri…Mr. and Mrs. E.L. Lauer of Petersburg, Michigan, are expected to arrive in 
Estes Park today to spend the summer with their daughter, Mrs. Joe G. Francis…L.R. 
Lewis and family have arrived in Estes Park from Tulsa, Oklahoma, and will occupy one 
of the Webb cottages north of the post office [in 1921, the post office was located in what 
is now Bond Park] for the summer.  Mr. Lewis comes every year, and is much in love 
with Estes Park…John Bauer and family of Lincoln, Nebraska, are located for the 
summer in Webb’s new cottage just north of the post office [in 1921, the post office was 
located in what is now Bond Park]…Mr. Pierson of southwestern Iowa is building a 
cottage on the McCreery place which will be occupied by his family when completed.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dry cleaning and pressing.  We do it the “Right Way”.  
Satisfaction guaranteed.  Next to [Estes Park] Drug Store [a block 6 business].

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business], photographer of the 
outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing by experts.

1 July 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them for 
profit – Use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 



following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Beautiful 
resort proposition, located 30 miles north of Estes Park.  Altitude 8000 feet.  Fine 
automobile road to the grounds.  Abundance of timber and firewood.  Open parks for 
outdoor sports.  Ideal spot for boating, fishing, and hunting.  Address M.H. Akin, Fort 
Collins, Colorado.  10-4p…For sale – Good second-hand range, cheap.  Inquire at Hupp 
Hotel [a block 2 business]…For sale – Strictly fresh eggs, 45 cents per dozen.  
MacGregor’s Ranch.  tf…Subhead:  Lost and found.  Lost – Gold wristwatch and chain.  
Name inscribed in case. Return to Bertha Gless, 218 West Laurel, Fort Collins, 
Colorado…Lost – Wednesday morning on the Loch Vale-Lake Mills trail, small vest 
pocket camera in leather case.  Call Sprague’s Hotel…Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – 
Electric heater, practically new.  Post office box 113.  tf…For sale – Hay, baled, best 
quality, $25 per ton.  Donald MacGregor.  11-tf…For sale – Fine quality potatoes, sorted. 
James D. Stead…For sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park 
Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  
Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, 
and will not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…For sale – 
A few thoroughbred Duroc Jersey hogs.  Weight 200 to 300 pounds.  Lewiston Hotels 
Company.  Telephone #83.  12-3…For sale or trade – Fruit and vegetable lands.  What 
have you to trade?  S. Brown, Florence, Colorado…For sale – One water-power washing 
machine, new, and one hand-power washing machine.  Lewiston Hotels Company.  
Telephone #83.  12-2…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – For the season.  Lord cottage, 
seven rooms, bath, kitchenette, nicely furnished.  See Cornelius H. Bond.  9-2p…For rent 
– First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf…Homes 
to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith.  Subhead:  Miscellaneous.  
Automobile trips – Fort Collins and Estes Park at any time.  Experienced mountain 
driver.  Leave orders at Lewiston Café or Hupp Hotel.  Phone Sherwood I210 [sic, this is 
a capital letter I, rather than a number 1].  Nellie T. Akin.  8-12p.

1 July 1921 – Column title:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees of the 
town of Estes Park, held Monday, 27 June 1921.  Mountain States Telephone and 
Telegraph Company $12.50.  Harry W. Lee $42.  Walker Lee $80.  Theodore Schlapfer 
$91.  Estes Park Trail $5.46.  Lee Tallant $15.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, clerk.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  Office 
with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Telephone 
#20-W [the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company telephone number].  Greeley 
telephone #Greeley 125.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”]



1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes Park.  
S.H. Stockton.  Telephone #Loveland 77J.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel.  “In the village”.  Magers and 
Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention to weekend and 
fishing parties.  European Plan.  Rates reasonable.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial order 
means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

1 July 1921 – The first passenger automobile to go over the top of the Fall River Road 
was driven by General Manager Arthur K. Holmes on Tuesday, 28 June 1921, leaving the 
Estes Park office of the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company at 12:35 p.m. 
and arriving at the Grand Lake Lodge of the Lewiston Hotels Company at 6:00 p.m.  It 
had been the intention to send the first party of tourists over the road on that day, but as a 
precaution, Mr. [Arthur K.] Holmes, accompanied by Mr. Earl Brown, treasurer of the 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company, went over the road, and decided that its 
condition would not justify running the large cars until the snow banks could be cut out 
more.  At the summit, at timberline, the road is cut thru a snow bank five to fifteen feet 
deep for a distance of half a mile, and a gang of men, under Foreman Hodgson, has been 
blasting the ice and snow out with TNT.  The road Tuesday at this point was about a foot 
deep with snow slush, and the ascent was made only with the help of workmen, but on 
Wednesday, the road was better, and by the end of the week will be much improved for 
travel.  Accompanying Mr. [Arthur K.] Holmes and Mr. Brown were F.J. Francis, who 
remained to make some photographs at Grand Lake, and G.A. Webb, cashier of the Fort 
Collins National Bank.  The return trip Wednesday was made in 4-1/2 hours…Mr. and 
Mrs. A.R. Ross of Fort Collins, accompanied by Arthur and Margaret [Ross, 
presumably], came up Friday of last week, returning yesterday.  Arthur is engaged in 
Smith-Hughes work at Center, Colorado, and was compelled to return to his work.  Mr. 
and Mrs. Ross will return in a few days for the rest of the summer…Mrs. Hondius last 
Friday entertained at luncheon the board of directors of the Woman’s Club, Mrs. Whitely, 
and Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman of Chicago, Illinois, at the Elkhorn Lodge…Mrs. 
Henry Deigle, master Paul Deigler, and Miss Mary Freeman of Atheson [sic, perhaps 
Atchison], Kansas have rented one of Mrs. Petrie’s cottages for the season…Dr. and Mrs. 
William P. Best of Indianapolis, Indiana, and Dr. and Mrs. J.K. Scudder of Cincinnati, 
Ohio, who have been attending the national medical association convention in Colorado 
Springs are visiting Estes Park, and are registered at the Lewiston…Mrs. Thomas B. 
Stearns entertained the Denver Garden Club at luncheon Thursday…Mr. and Mrs. W.P. 
McPhee of Denver spent several days the first of the week in Estes Park…Many 
improvements have been made at Moraine Lodge since the past season.  Among those we 
might mention are the installation of electricity in the lodge and cottages, the installation 
of baths in the cottages, and the addition of a beautiful rustic design porte-cochere to the 
main lodge.  The latter mentioned improvement adds wonderfully to the attractive 



appearance of this cozy retreat…Last week, a party from Corpus Christi, Texas, spent a 
few days at Prospect Inn.  They were enthusiastic in their praise of the beauties of the 
mountain scenery hereabout, which they said excelled that of any place they had seen 
since leaving home.  The party consisted of Mr. and Mrs. L.H. Baskin and children, Mrs. 
Jessie Clark, and Mr. and Mrs. H.W. Schaeffer and family.

1 July 1921 – Column title and byline:  Something to Think About by F.A. Walker.  
Headline:  Looking Backward.  In a Fifth [grade] Reader which I studied in a New 
Hampshire country school was a selection which began “An aged man was standing at a 
window.”  I cannot remember any more of it verbatim, but the story told was of the 
appeal of the old man to a star to give him back his youth.  As a boy, the story had a 
peculiar effect upon me.  I felt a great and sorrowful sympathy for the man who south 
what it was impossible for him to attain, and I hoped profoundly that no one that I knew 
would ever have to seek from his star what he knew in advance could not be granted…
There is one picture that we all paint – rich or poor, successes or failures.  It is the portrait 
of “The Man I Might Have Been”.  We look back over our lives, and see where we might 
have planned more wisely, acted more discreetly, built more substantially.  There never 
was a man who, if he could have lived his life a second time, would not have varied it in 
some way.  Very likely, the second living would not have been so free from regret as the 
first, but we are prone to think it would, because we flatter ourselves that we would have 
avoided the first’s mistakes…A tiny pebble will change the course of a great stream.  
There are little things in our youths that have profound effects upon our manhood.  Who 
knows what would have happened to Abraham Lincoln if Mary Owens had told him she 
could not marry him because he was “deficient in those little links which go to make up 
the chain of a woman’s happiness.”  She meant that Abraham Lincoln in his awkwardness 
did not know how to make love after the fashion of the day.  But Lincoln was very fond 
of her, and many times, perhaps, long years after she had refused him, he thought of “The 
Man I Might Have Been” had she married him.  You can imagine, too, that she must have 
thought sometimes of what would have been her history had she been the wife of the 
Great Emancipator…The man you might have been which you picture with greater or 
less regret is only a fanciful being, perhaps less lovable, less capable of good, less fitted 
for your real tasks, than the man you are.  The man you are is a reality, and realities are 
the only things worth thinking much about.  Regrets never built much of a success.  You 
have to add right action to get a substantial and worthwhile result.  Do not waste your 
time or worry your mind about “The Man I Might Have Been”.  Bend all your energies to 
the shaping of “The Man You are Going to Be”.  He is in the making.  He will be a 
reality.  He is worthwhile worrying about, if we should worry about anything.  Don’t say, 
“It is too late.”  It is never too late.  There is an excuse for everything but quitting.  Just 
say over to yourself these two splendid lines that Henley was inspired to write:  “I am the 
master of my fate,/I am the captain of my soul.”  And put the accent on the “I”.



1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We put the “snap” in snapshots, by using the best 
developers, and the proper handling of films and prints.  A trial will convince you.  The 
Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace.  Estes Park, Colorado.

1 July 1921 – Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  [We] extend [a] cordial 
welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to make the acquaintance of 
new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde M. Low and O.P. Low.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Baldpate Inn.  Gordon Mace, Charles Mace.  Fourth 
season.  Same cook.  50% of our guests of last season had been here before, and all 
declared their intention of coming again.  Telephone #2W

1 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  If it’s lost, send a little Estes Park Trail want ad to 
find it.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads place in the Estes Park Trail will find it if it’s 
lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent – Just telephone #27-J3, and our 
little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 
week.  Per day $4 to $6.  For information, call G.M. Derby, manager [no telephone 
number is provided in the advertisement].

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden.

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Adjustment Day.  Estate of Flora Shoemaker Manford, 
deceased.  No. 2432.  All persons having claims against said estate are hereby notified to 
present them for adjustment to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, on 25 July 
1921.  [signed] John J. Manford.  Administrator of estate of Flora Shoemaker Manford, 
deceased.  Jacob S. Schey, John F. Reynes, Longmont, Colorado, attorneys for 
administrator.

1 July 1921 – Column title:  The Sandman Story [Obviously this is a syndicated 
children’s column, or a column for adults to read to their children, which never reappears 
in the Estes Park Trail].  [Illustration incorporating title:  Sketch of woman in dark garb 
holding a small boy on her lap.  The woman is in right profile and holds what looks like a 
broadsheet in her right hand.  The boy wears white or light-colored footy pajamas that 
button down the front, and has straight hair cut in a bowl shape, with bangs that come to 
the level of his eyebrows.  He is posed essentially full face, turned slightly to the left.  



The cartoon is uncredited.]  Story title:  Old Earth Replies.  One night jus before the 
Spring called her children to come forth in all their splendor of color and beauty, a little 
flower poked out its head and asked:  “Where does the snow go that covered the Earth all 
winter?”  “Oh, what a useless question!” said another flower, “who cares where the snow 
goes as long as it goes, and we can come out and find the sun nice and warm?”  “I think it 
must go just as the rain does,” said another flower who was ready to come out in the 
morning sun.  “But where is that?” asked the first flower, “that is what I want to know, 
and no one can tell me.”  “I do not use it,” said a big rock.  “I let it slide right off of me.  
I’d [text interrupted at this point by an illustration of a flower garden crowding up against 
a stone fence, with rolling hills in the background.  To the right of a cottony cloud are 13 
words of almost verbatim foreshadowing, handwritten in uppercase:  “Oh, dear, will not 
[sic] one answer my question?” asked the first little flower.  The sketch is uncredited.] 
much rather be nice and dry, and I cannot see of what use the snow and rain can be to 
anyone.”  “Well, I can tell you that if we had no snow or rain, we should not grow,” said a 
tree standing nearby.  “But where it goes after we have had all we need for our roots, I 
cannot tell you.”  “I wonder if the old Sunman drinks it up?” said the first little flower.  
“Oh! No, I am sure he does not,” said the tree, “for he has all the water he wants nearer 
home.  There are all the rain clouds right up there where he lives.”  “Oh, dear, will no 
[sic] one answer my question?” asked the first little flower.  “Here I am ready to bloom, 
and the one thing I wanted to know I have not discovered, and all the winter I slept, with 
one eye open, too, just to find out.”  “Ask the birds,” suggested another little flower.  
“But the birds are all asleep at night when we can talk,” said the first little flower.  “You 
forget the owl, he is awake, sister,” replied one little flower, “and I have heard that he is a 
very wise bird.”  “He is so far away,” complained the first flower, “my head is hardly 
above the ground, and I can never make him hear.  Where do the snow and rain go?  Will 
no one tell me?”  “Why not ask me where they go?” said Mother Earth, who had listened 
all the time to what had been said.  “You seem to have forgotten me, my children.”  “But, 
Mother Earth, I thought you were so old-fashioned that you would not know,” said the 
first little flower.  “This is a new question.  I have never asked it before, and I have never 
heard anyone else ask it, either.”  “My child, there is nothing new under the sun to me, 
and if you had asked me first, you would have been spared all this bother.  Even if I am 
old, I can answer all questions, old or new, that my children ask.”  “Well, tell us then,” 
said the little flower.  “Where does the snow go when we come back in the spring?”  “I 
drink it, my dear, of course,” replied Mother Earth, “how do you suppose you all would 
grow if I did not?  Your roots are nourished, it is true, but first your Mother Earth drinks, 
and then she gives to her children the nourishment they should have.  How would the 
infant seeds know what is good for them if I were not here to feed them?”  “Do you know 
everything, Mother Earth?” asked the little spring flowers.  “All you need to know, my 
dears,” replied Mother Earth.  “Now, go to sleep, or you will not be able to bloom 
tomorrow.  (Copyright.) 

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain Hotel Men’s Association to Meet in Estes Park.  
The date for the annual outing of the Rocky Mountain Hotel Men’s Association, which 



will be held in Estes Park, was today set for 11 October 1921, 12 October 1921, 13 
October 1921, and 14 October 1921, which, it was decided, would be more convenient 
than a spring outing, as heretofore held each year.  It is planned to make the peak-to-peak 
trip, taking four days for the sessions and outing.  The opening session and the first day 
of the outing will be in Estes Park.  The morning of the second day, the hotel men will 
start on their journey, stopping at Ward for a beefsteak fry, and at Idaho Springs for an 
evening luncheon.  The night will be spent at Troutdale, and an early morning trout 
breakfast will be served there.  The party will reach Manitou the third evening, and return 
to Denver the following day, where the final session of the association will be held.

1 July 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. A.E. Bower and daughters Virginia and Marguerite, of 
Wellington, Kansas, came last week to Prospect Inn for the summer.  Mr. Bowers has 
absented himself temporarily from the party in order to visit his mother, who lives in 
Montana. 

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

1 July 1921 – Headline:  Mary.  [Photograph:  Ornately-bordered, 4-1/2 inch by 2 inch 
documentary image of Mary Pickford-Fairbanks, face posed in right profile.  She has 
long, curly, brunette hair, fair skin, and a prominent nose.  The photograph is uncredited.]  
Among the hundreds of popular “movie” stars there is one who is known as the “world’s 
sweetheart”.  She is Mary – Mary Pickford-Fairbanks – and she is known to practically 
every man, woman, and child [in] this county and in all others.

1 July1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news each week.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Service that satisfies.  Francis Tire Service Company 
[Illustration:  These last four words superimposed on a tire or tube bedecked with a 
central ribbon.].  “Service that satisfies” [sic, redundancy]

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison phonographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records – player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and showcases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at [Estes Park] Drug 
Store [a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  What Not Shop [a block 6 business].  Latest ideas in arts 
and crafts.  Party favors.  Ouija boards.  Gifts for everyone.  Marie Witwer and Mrs. 
Katherine Lindsey Perkins.



1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats.  Staple and fancy groceries.  Fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley.  Builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the [Park] Theatre [so on the east side of what is now called Moraine Avenue] or 
third house on High Drive at Pinerift.

1 July 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church…Subhead:  Sunday school lesson 3 July 1921.  The early life 
of Saul.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 21, verse 39, Deuteronomy chapter 6, verses 4-9, cf. 
II Timothy chapter 3, verses 14 and 15.  Golden text – Today if ye will hear his voice, 
harden not your hearts – Hebrews chapter 3, verses 7 and 8 [also Psalms chapter 95, 
verses 7 and 8].  Reference material – Deuteronomy chapter 4, verses 9 and 10, 
Deuteronomy chapter 6, verses 20-25, Joshua chapter 4, verses 20-24.  Primary topic – 
When Saul was a boy – Acts chapter 22, verse 3, Deuteronomy chapter 6, verses 4-9.  
Junior topic – When Timothy was a boy – II Timothy chapter 3, verses 14-15.  
Intermediate and senior topic – Jewish boy life.  Young people and adult topic – Saul’s 
early training and education.  We are now entering a six months’ study of the life and 
teachings of one of the greatest men who ever lived.  I. Saul’s birth (Acts chapter 21, 
verse 39).  His parents belonged to the tribe of Benjamin, and were “Hebrews of the 
Hebrews”, that is, Jews who have not become contaminated in their ancestry through 
intermarriage with the Gentiles (Philippians chapter 3, verse 5).  1.  Time of.  It is 
impossible to determine the exact year of his birth, but the probability is that it was 
practically the same as that of Jesus.  He was a “young man” when Stephen was stoned 
(Acts chapter 7, verse 58).  “Young man” may mean any age from 20 to 30.  About 60 
A.D. in the Roman prison, he calls himself “Paul the aged” (Philemon chapter 9).  This 
distinction would hardly be appropriate for a man under 60.  2. Place of (Acts chapter 21, 
verse 39).  Tarsus, the capital of the Province of Cilicia.  Representative businessmen 
came here from all parts of the world.  It was a self-governing city, which made 
citizenship therein honorable.  Besides, it was one of the three great educational centers 
of the Roman empire.  God’s providence ordered that the apostle to the Gentiles should 
be born in a city where he would encounter men of every class and nation, making him 
broad in his sympathy and tolerant in his dealings with others.  II. Saul’s home training 
(Deuteronomy chapter 6, verses 4-9, cf. II Timothy chapter 3, verses 14 and 15).  He was 
brought up in a pious home (Philippians chapter 3, verse 5). In the passages cited above is 
given the responsibility of a Jew in the training of his children.  1. Central truths to be 
taught (Deuteronomy chapter 6, verses 4 and 5).  (1) United of God.  “The Lord our God 
is one Lord.”  This was a testimony against the polytheism existing among the Gentiles of 
the day.  He is God alone, therefore to worship another is sin.  The word translated “God” 



is plural in form, giving room for the doctrine of the Trinity – Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit.  The great need of the world is a recognition of the fundamental doctrine of the 
unity and trinity of the Godhead.  There can be no established order until God is given 
His rightful place, neither can there be any moral health.  (2) Man’s supreme obligation 
(Deuteronomy chapter 6, verse 5).  God should be loved with all the heart, soul, and 
might, because He is God alone, and supreme.  This being the first and great 
commandment, we know what is man’s supreme duty.  2.  How these truths are to be kept 
alive (Deuteronomy chapter 6, verses 6-9).  The place for God’s Word is in the heart.  In 
order that it may be in the heart (1) “teach it diligently to they children” (Deuteronomy 
chapter 6, verse 7).  The most important part of a child’s education is that given by 
parents in the Word of God.  (2) Talk of them in the home (Deuteronomy chapter 6, verse 
7).  How blessed is that home where God’s Word is the topic of conversation.  (3) Talk of 
them when retiring for the night (Deuteronomy chapter 6, verse 7).  The last thing upon 
which the mind should rest before going to sleep should be God and His truth.  (5) Talk 
of them when rising in the morning (Deuteronomy chapter 6, verse 7).  How fitting that 
God should speak to us the first thing when we awake!  (6) Bind them upon thine hand 
(Deuteronomy chapter 6, verse 8).  This was literally done by the Jews, even to the 
wearing of little boxes between their eyes.  (7) Write them upon the posts of the houses 
and on the gates (Deuteronomy chapter 6, verse 9).  III. Saul’s education (Acts chapter 
22, verse 3).  1. In college at Jerusalem.  A Jewish child became a child of the law at the 
age of 13.  Most likely at this age, he went to Jerusalem to enter upon his course of study.  
Here he sat at the feet of Gamaliel, one of the most eminent teachers that ever blessed 
Israel.  The course of study here was restricted to the Holy Scriptures.  2. A trade at 
Tarsus.  Perhaps after finishing his college course at Jerusalem, he returned to Tarsus and 
learned a trade.  One rabbi said, “He that teacheth not his son a trade doeth the same as if 
he had taught him to steal.”  The trade he learned was tent making.  This came in very 
good in his later life, enabling him to support himself while preaching the gospel.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a 
block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 
baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

1 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.  

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Let the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It prolongs 
the life of the clothes and makes washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop.  Walter E. 
Baldridge and V.D. Horrel [sic, suggest Hurrel].

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business].  Most centrally located 
hotel in Estes Park, in the center of Estes Park village.  First-class service – Good 



accommodations and excellent table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  
Estes Park, Colorado.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Drugs.  
Toilet articles, fishing tackle, Ansco films, stationery, cigars, toys.  Telephone #41.

1 July 1921 – Headline [open block letters with ornate bracketing foliage] and “byline”:  
Czechoslovakia – Prepared by the National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.  
[Photograph:  Ornately bordered, 5 inch by 4-1/4 inch documentary image of buxom 
brunette woman attired in native costume of headscarf with ribbon ties draped over the 
left shoulder, an intricately-embroidered long-sleeved blouse, and an “apron” of applique 
lace, braids, buttons, and ties.  Her pose is essentially full face, turned slightly to the left, 
and her body is cut off below the chest.  Caption:  Slovak Girl in National Dress.  The 
photograph is uncaptioned.]  Czechoslovakia, which has recently lifted a ban against the 
importation of American cotton, may thus become one of the first of the Central 
European countries to start in motion the stream of products between America and that 
portion of the world.  Because it is a colorful country with quaint people and customs and 
costumes, observers have often written almost exclusively of these phases of life in the 
new nation.  But it is also industrially of great importance.  It was the workshop of 
Austria-Hungary, if you saw an Austrian velour hat on Broadway [New York City, New 
York] or an Austrian-made Turkish fez beside the Golden Horn, the chances were four to 
one that it was produced in what is now Czechoslovakia, since 4/5 of the industries of the 
former Hapsburg monarchy were concentrated there.  Textiles formed the largest group of 
pre-war [World War I] industrial products, and made the country an important customer 
for the cotton exported from our southern states.  It is estimated that about one million 
bales of cotton are required each year to keep the Czechoslovakian textile factories busy.  
The textile industry is centered at Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, which is Czechoslovakia’s 
main port on the Danube River, to which vessels of a thousand tons can come at all 
season.  In spite of the financial difficulties of Central Europe, a market for the finished 
product seems assured.  Every country in Central Europe needs textiles.  Subhead:  Skoda 
works transformed.  The great Skoda munitions works at Pilsen, the main source of 
Austro-Hungarian war materials, were as famous in their way as the Krupp factories at 
Essen, Germany.  They are still fully capable of making some of the most powerful of 
war engines, but in these days of peace for Czechoslovakia, there has been a striking 
transformation.  While guns and swords are not literally being beaten into plowshares, the 
machinery which has turned out every variety of ordnance in the past is now busily 
engaged in making tools, locomotives, car wheels, printing presses, and various other 
implements of industry, transportation, and enlightenment.  Bohemia is known, too, for 
its glass.  One of the important centers of glass factories is what a younger generation of 
geography students was taught to call Carlsbad, Czechoslovakia, one of the world’s best 
known watering places.  The town’s new Czechoslovakian name is Karlovy Vary, 
Czechoslovakia, a change which to the outsider seems very much like the deliberate 
destruction of a valuable trademark.  Czechoslovakian glass is best known, perhaps, by 



two special products – the so-called amethyst glass, and emerald glass.  Subhead:  Sugar, 
beets, and water.  In the northern portion of the republic, near large fields of sugar beets, 
are located numerous sugar factories, which turn out large quantities of this product.  
Before the war [World War I], about $40,000,000 worth of sugar was sent out annually 
from the territory which now constituted Czechoslovakia.  One of the most recent 
suggestions for facilitating the export of American cotton to Czechoslovakia is that sugar 
from that country be exchanged for the cotton.  The name alone of Pilsen (now Pizen, 
Czechoslovakia), tells in part the story of another important industry of Czechoslovakia.  
It is the raising of hops, the preparation of malt and the brewing of the famous Pilsner 
beer and other beers.  Both the raw materials and the finished products have always been 
exported in large quantities.  An industry that may seem in a way of striking contrast to 
that of brewing is the sale of waters from the famed springs of the new republic.  Bottling 
mineral water may not sound like a big industry, but the mineral waters of the Bohemian 
and Moravian health results are widely sold.  One peculiar thing in traveling in Europe is 
that on the restaurant cars, one is forced to drink the mineral water of the country through 
which he is passing.  Subhead:  Slovakian paper industry.  Slovakia is not so highly 
organized along industrial lines as is Bohemia, but it has vast forests, and already there 
are many paper mills, some of them still running under the old Hungarian names.  But 
these are all small affairs, and so far the paper and wood pup industry has not been 
developed to anything like the proportions which could be reached in a stable, industrious 
Europe.  In Slovakia, too, one may see bentwood chairs being made for the American 
market.  Czechoslovakia is short of coal, but this may be a good thing in the long run, for 
Slovakia is one vast storehouse of hydraulic power, and there is enough unused 
waterpower among the Slovakian hills, and in the fashionable high Tatra region, to run all 
the factories that are likely to be started for a long time to come.  The Tatra mountains are 
rivals of the Swiss Alps for scenery.  There, the wealth and aristocracy of Hungary have 
been accustomed to go for generations for mountain climbing and other outdoor 
recreations.  While Bohemia, the land of the Czechs, is predominantly an industrial 
country, Slovakia, the home of the Slovak portion of the partnership, is at present chiefly 
agricultural.  There are to be found the quaintest and most artistic of the peasant costumes 
of the republic, which are a never-ending delight.  The men wear white shirts, 
embroidered at wrists and throat and faultlessly laundered, a thickly-braided vest, wide 
white trousers, high boots, and a round-topped hat circled by a wide figured band.  
Subhead:  How the women dress.  The women run the whole gamut of color, and a group 
of them makes a picture on which the eye must linger.  Their skirts of plain black reach 
only a few inches below the knees.  Just below the waist is a line of fine embroidery.  
Their stockings are thick and serviceable.  Some have small square colored designs 
knitted into the dull black.  Their shoes are stout and usually high cut.  High soft leather 
boots are worn by some.  The jacket, which reaches to the waist, may also be plain, 
except for an applique design of handmade lace.  Where then is the colorfulness of the 
women’s costumes?  It is in the gay and striking headdress and apron.  White and red are 
the favorite colors for the head shawls, but the aprons – the real adornments for which the 
other clothes seem merely the background – are every color under heaven – bright green, 



changeable to gold; yellow with a silver overlight, pink, blue, cerise, and all the other 
colors that feminine fancy may choose.  When a few hundred of these gaily-colored 
aprons are displayed in one moving picture, the scene is a charming one indeed.  The 
handwork that of old was put upon women’s costumes, utilizing as its materials 
homemade vegetable dyes, produced artistic results.  But with the growth of 
industrialism, less and less of this old-fashioned work is being done.  Aniline dyes are 
being substituted, and machinery is being called upon to turn out its products quickly and 
in great volume.  The factories, too, are attracting to the towns the women who would 
have engaged in the home work.  Thus, gradually, the arts of the past are being lost.  Even 
from the tiny villages of Slovakia, hitherto the stronghold of rural customs, young girls 
are going to the cities.  They have neither time nor energy to do the fine needlework that 
made their mother’s costumes things of beauty, nor money to purchase similar clothes 
made by others.  They are coming more and more to wear white hats with wide brims, 
spotlessly white dresses, and white stockings and slippers.  These newer costumes are 
charming, but lack the beauty and individuality of the old.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  John Bechtel Baird, 
successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Developing and printing.  A.H. Reading has been 
in charge of this department for the past three years.  Hand-colored views of Estes Park a 
specialty.  Eastman agency, postcards, Kodaks rented.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your convenience, 
open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic exchange, 
or safety deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank your bank”.  James D. 
Stead, chairman of the board.  Augustus Denby Lewis, president.  Julius Foss Schwartz, 
vice president.  Albert Hayden, vice president.  Charles F. Hix, cashier.  The Estes Park 
Bank [a block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  Hours:  9:00 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, week, 
or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson Rivers, 
manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County lump.  Fireplace wood and stove 
wood.  Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley Hotel entrance, in 
season.  Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Estes Park Produce.  Telephone #197.  Albert 
Schwilke.   

1 July 1921 – Headline, subhead, and byline:  A Ghost Story.  Winner of honorable 
mention in the Estes Park Trail high school contest by Maurine Lewis.  Mary had at last 
arrived at her destination, after three days tiresome riding.  As the train pulled out, she 
looked around at the few houses and tumbled-down depot, and thought to herself “what a 
place to be left in”.  She had made this trip by herself, at the summons of an aunt who had 



written her to come and stay with her as a companion.  Her aunt in the letter had 
mentioned she would have a conveyance at the depot to meet her, and Mary began to 
think at first that she had forgotten this most important arrangement, until she espied an 
old horse and wagon standing by the curb some little distance from the depot.  In the 
wagon sat a little old man.  As there was no other vehicle in sight, Mary approached and 
asked the man if he had come from Mrs. Pennington, her aunt.  He replied that he had, 
and without giving her much time to get in, he started the horse down the road.  Almost at 
once she notice that he acted very funny, mumbling to himself and whipping the horse 
with an old broken whip.  It did not take her long to become frightened, and she wished 
very much that she might walk.  Some minutes later, they stopped, and the old man got 
out, saying that something had broken and it would take sometime to fix it.  Being 
frightened and glad to get away from the old man, she told him she had decided to walk.  
After he had directed her, she started down the road.  When she had walked what seemed 
miles, she saw a house which she supposed must be her aunt’s but upon approaching it, 
seemed quite deserted.  She hesitated for some time whether to go in or not, but as it was 
growing dark, she pushed open the gate, which gave a terrible squeak.  She approached 
the door, and when about to knock, she noticed that it was ajar – pushing it open, she 
went in.  It was a large room she had entered, evidently deserted for a great many years, 
for the paper was torn off of the walls, the windows broken, and the stairs were badly 
broken.  Most of the furniture had been taken out or stolen, for there remained but a chair 
and a table.  Was it imagination, or did she hear someone upstairs?  No, she heard it 
again, a swishing noise, a board squeak.  A little breeze passed through the room, and 
with a bang, the door she had entered closed, sending little shivers all over her.  She stood 
for some minutes, petrified, daring not to breathe, trying to collect her thoughts.  Then, 
braving herself to it, she started for the door.  But just as she took a step, she heard the 
noise again, only much nearer.  It was coming down stairs, one, two, then hesitated, 
something few over her head, but she was too frightened to move, three, four continued 
the noise on the steps, she could stand it no longer.  With one shriek, se ran across the 
room and jumped through the window.  She did not stop running until she came upon the 
old man, who said he had been looking everywhere for her.  He told her to climb in, that 
they had a short distance to go.  When he heard of her experiences, he only laughed, and 
said that it was supposed to be haunted, for two people had been murdered there.  When 
she arrived at her aunt’s house, she was greeted by a nice cozy house, a warm fire, and 
best of all, a very sweet old lady.  She spent many happy days with her aunt, but could 
never go by the haunted house without shivering.

1 July 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Illustration:  Cartoon of angry man, 
face and body in right profile, kicking up dust as he walks with clenched right fist and left  
hand clutching a newspaper in front of him.  He wears a light-colored vest and jacket 
with a checked tie, dark pants, and a dark, wide-brimmed hat.  The artist’s name, Charles 
Sughroe, appears in capital letters in the upper right.]  The bully beat up his wife last 
week, and he is now en route to beat up the editor for putting it in the newspaper.  The 



editor will remind the bully that he is merely printing the news, not making it, and then 
he will bust the bully over the bean with the mallet, and set him out in the alley to rest up.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Murphy, NA. RD. [no idea what these titles mean] 
Root Beer!  Needs no recommendation.  Homemade candy by Mr. Jacob Heninger.  
Fountain drinks by the doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn Avenue [this is a completely 
invented street address for this block 6 business, as Estes Park didn’t have street 
addresses until the mid-1950s].  Estes Park.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].  
Taxidermy museum.  Furs, heads, trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to rent.  
Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Stock of furs just 
received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright 
Higby.  Estes Park, Colorado.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating 
Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You will find 
that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are prepared to take 
care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. George Wyatt will 
have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and first-class 
mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, and 
will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or are contemplating 
doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the class of work that 
we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly attended to.  We are 
here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company [a block 6 business].

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American Plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well-stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle horses and 
driving horses.  Our own dairy farm furnishes our milk, cream, butter, and eggs.  
Telephone or write for rates and reservations.  Charles E. Lester and Company.  
Telephone #4 J-2.  Estes Park, Colorado.

1 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep the 
blues away.
1 July 1921 – Headline:  Cashier Webb can Have “Sit” on Estes Park Trail force Any Old 
Time.  We do not know whether cashier C.A. Webb of the Fort Collins National Bank 
was borned [sic] in Missouri or not, but we do know that he staged a creditable comeback 
in the Estes Park Trail office last Friday.  Thirty-five years ago in 1876 [sic, that would be 
45 years ago], he was assistant foreman of the Denver Times, later coming to Fort 
Collins, where he took charge of the Fort Collins Express, then published by H.A. Crafts.  
Mr. Webb had an interesting time of it there, as there were forty-’leven [sic, another word 
for numerous] different makes of type in the shop, and no two of them of a supposed size 



being exactly alike.  After battling with the problems of the pioneer printer, he decided 
the business of the banker was more profitable and less trying on one’s nerves, and left 
the composing room to take up a position in one of the Fort Collins banks.  Although 
Cashier Webb has been out of the printing game for nearly 35 years, the smell of printer’s 
ink still makes his fingers itch, and he just simply felt that his vacation would not be 
complete until he had renewed his acquaintance with the case.  If anyone wishes to know 
the results, we can point out six very creditable ads in last week’s Estes Park Trail set by 
Mr. Webb in a half-day.

1 July 1921 – The Loveland Chamber of Commerce last week placed orders with 80 of 
the large eastern dailies [daily newspapers] for advertising, to call the attention of eastern 
readers to the fact that the roads of northern Colorado are in splendid condition, and that 
Estes Park is easily accessible [this may be in response to the Pueblo flood]…The family 
of J.M. Elliott, member of a large law firm of Peoria, Illinois, have taken a cottage at 
Moraine Lodge for the summer, and Mr. Elliott hopes to spend the month of August 1921 
here…Harry H. Hartman and wife, Harry Randall, and Mrs. Sarber were Fort Collins 
visitors in Estes Park Sunday…J.B. Davoren, general manager of the Davoren Brass and 
Machine Words of Denver, and wife are at the Moraine Lodge…Mrs. Frederick Gookin 
of Chicago, Illinois, entertained a number of friends at tea Thursday afternoon, in honor 
of Mrs. Albert Hayden, Jr….Miss Grace Hupp of Boulder is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Henry 
Hupp [Josephine Leach Blinn Hupp]…Horseshoe Inn is building a large dance hall and 
refreshment stand…R.C. Cresswell, assistant cashier of the Fort Collins National Bank, 
and family, and his brother, Dr. George Cresswell and wife of Duchesne, Utah, were 
Estes Park visitors Wednesday [don’t confuse with Dr. George Best Crissman, the dentist]
…Miss Forbes of Denver has a cottage 24 x 40 well underway, and a double garage about 
completed.  Miss Forbes plans to make Estes Park the summer home of herself and her 
mother…Edward C. Finney, assistant secretary of the Interior, in his remarks to the 
members of the Woman’s Club entertained by Mrs. Peter Hondius in honor of Mrs. 
Finney and two daughters, spoke very highly of the action of the Woman’s Club in 
offering to the government such a beautiful site for the new Rocky Mountain National 
Park administration building, which he practically assured them would be built by the 
government in the near future…The Crags had as guests several of the Rotary Clubs of 
northern Colorado Saturday…Mrs. D.H. Huyett of Longmont has been the houseguest of 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hayden for the past week.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthy’s [a block 3 business] for:  – 
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park.  
Largest collection in the state.  – Developing and printing.  The kind that brings you back.  
– Navajo blankets and Native American baskets.  Finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The modern way.  Have your clothes pressed on an 
American steam pressing machine.  Sanitary.  We sterilize your suit with live steam, and 



drive out all dust and dirt.  Steam pressing restores the “life” to your clothing – makes it 
look like new.  Keep your garments in good condition, by having them pressed regularly 
– the modern way.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50-J.

1 July 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  May expensive gifts afford pleasure for a short 
time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who receives 
them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little cottage in the 
mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48.

1 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Order the weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail.

8 July 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 13     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, July 8, 1921     Price 10 cents

8 July 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Rangers Find Corpse on Flattop 
Mountain.  Rocky Mountain National Park rangers E.R. Guild and Richard E. Wagner 
stationed at Grand Lake, while out on scout duty and telephone work 29 June 1921, came 
upon the body of a man lying in the snow at the head of Tyndall Glacier on Flattop 
Mountain, 12 miles southwest of Estes Park, which had evidently lain there since 
sometime last October.  The body was fairly well preserved and was that of a man about 
50 years of age, and about 5 feet 6 inches in height.  Two days previous to the finding of 
the body by the rangers, Superintendent Way of the Rocky Mountain National Park 
received a letter signed “A Tourist” which stated that the body of a man was lying on 
Tyndall Glacier and that saddle bags, a rifle, revolver, hat coat, etc., were lying nearby.  
Superintendent Way at once sent a ranger to Flattop Mountain to seek the body and 
effects in the spot mentioned in the tourist’s letter, but no trace of either man or trappings 
could be found, and it was supposed someone was seeking to play a prank on the 
National Park Service men.  Because of both the National Park Service and the Mountain 
States Telephone Company’s phones being out of order, Superintendent Way was unable 
to communicate to the rangers in the vicinity of Grand Lake his desire that they be on the 
lookout for the body of a man on the Continental Divide, and their finding the body was 
purely accidental.  The body was found about a mile from the place described in the 
tourist letter, which carried no date line and was merely signed “A Tourist.”  The 
envelope containing the letter was mailed in Denver 27 June 1921, according to the 
postmark.  The letter follows:  “Superintendent Estes National Park [sic], Estes Village, 
Colorado.  Dear Sir:  A little time ago, just north of Tyndall Glacier at the head of the 
cliff, where the Flattop Trail goes nearest to it, I came across what was evidently the 
luggage of a miner – saddlebags, provisions, a rifle and revolver, an overcoat, sock, coat, 
vest, etc.  Same seemed very strange, and after some thought I concluded that the owner 
of them had evidently fallen over a cliff into the glacier below.  Feeling that notifications 
should be made in case of any names or addresses in his pockets, or in the saddlebags, I 



went through them and found two letters addressed to J.P. Chitwood – at Grand Lake and 
at Cheyenne, Wyoming.  There were also several cards and names, one of them being 
J.A. Grout, 1311 South University, which I supposed to be of Denver.  Just before leaving 
I made a wider search, and came across the body of an old man, perfectly preserved 
except that the skin had shrunken somewhat and grown black.  He had evidently fallen 
and hit his head on a rock.  As the last letter in his pocket was dated sometime in October 
1920, I take it that he must have perished last fall and been preserved in the snow since.  
The shock to me was tremendous.  Of course I touched neither him nor the clothing upon 
him.  And I left immediately as it was growing dark and I was not familiar with the trail 
or country.  I am notifying J.A. Grout and you, so that whatever should be done will be 
done.  A Tourist.  Nothing was taken and the letters – one insurance letter, etc., were put 
in coat and weighted with stone to save them from weather.”  The correctness of the 
letter, insofar as the finding of the body is concerned, is born out by the report of Rocky 
Mountain National Park ranger Guild to Superintendent Way, which follows:  “Discovery 
of a Corpse – On 29 June 1921, Ranger Wagner and I, while on telephone work on the 
summit, discovered the body of a man who evidently lost his life through a fall about last 
October.  The body is black and somewhat decomposed.  Age about 50 years, height 5 
feet 6 inches.  Full beard and hair, brownish gray.  He was dressed as follows:  No hat, 
blanket-lined canvas coat, brown corduroy vest, gray trousers, blue flannel shirt and 
badly worn tan shoes.  A yellow slicker with the bottom edge burned off lay nearby.  He 
wore a cartridge belt and knife sheath, but neither gun nor knife were found.  No papers 
or other marks of identification were found.  The contents of his pockets were as follows:  
Two pencils, one pair of steel-rimmed spectacles, one pipe with porcelain-rimmed bowl, 
one small black rubber comb, six 32-40soft-nose rifle cartridges, one piece of one [sic, 
one piece of a rifle cartridge?].  Location:  The body was found about 250 yards south of 
the Continental Divide, near the Flattop Trail, and on the brink of the cliff above Tyndall 
Glacier.  The body lay face own, pointing toward the glacier, with his head against a rock.  
The head was crushed on one side where he had evidently tripped and fallen on the rock.  
He had never moved after he had fallen.  Your attention is called to my letter, File 128, 
dated 14 October 1920.  I believe this man to have met his death a day or two before I 
came upon the Continental Divide on 14 October 1920.  The snow at that time was a foot 
deep in this locality and had fallen the night before.  I made a search at that time for 
someone, but without results.  The dog’s tracks were of that same day, and came from 
south along the Continental Divide past Hallett’s Peak, which led me to believe that he 
had wandered up on the Continental Divide unaccompanied by anyone.  Disposition of 
the body:  I have covered the body with a slicker and placed rocks around the edges of it, 
awaiting instructions for final disposition.  Technically, the body is in Larimer County, 
and I suppose it is a matter for the county coroner.  Signed Eugene R. Guild, Rocky 
Mountain National Park ranger, Grand Lake district.”  A man answering the description 
of the body found was employed last summer on the road force of Dick McQuery, 
contractor on the Fall River Road, and left the employ of the contractor about 1 October 
1920 with a dog and about $400 in money.  [So what happened to the money?  Did the 
tourist who wrote the letter take the money, or did someone happen upon the body prior 



to the tourist, or did someone kill this individual for his money?]  The letter referred to 
dated 14 October 1920 in Ranger Guild’s report above mentioned finding on the top of 
the mountain the fresh tracks of a dog and later the dog itself, which he took with him to 
the ranger station.  This dog was later said to be the same dog belonging to the road 
worker.  Coroner H.M. Balmer and Under Sheriff Ira Knapp of Fort Collins, and Rocky 
Mountain National Park rangers McDaniel and Stephens went to the place Wednesday 
where the body was lying, for purposes of holding an inquest and burying the corpse.    

8 July 1921 – Headline:  School of Music Postpones Reception to Students.  On account 
of inability to complete furnishings of the Rocky Mountain School of Music, the 
reception to students and friends which was to have been held 8 July 1921 has been 
postponed to Wednesday evening, 13 July 1921. 

8 July 1921 – The free information bureau in connection with the National Park office is 
for the free use of the public, and everyone in Estes Park is urged to cooperate with it to 
the fullest extent, in order that our visitors and those contemplating a visit may be better 
served.  The better the cooperation the home people give to the information bureau, the 
better will be the service it is able to give to the tourist.  The government is furnishing 
office space and paying all expenses whatsoever, including the salary of an experienced 
man in charge.  All we need to give is our cooperation – Let’s do it.

8 July 1921 – Photograph:  Scenic image of Rocky Mountain National Park Fall River 
entrance [arch flanked by two wooden cottages] in wintertime.  Caption:  Fall River 
Entrance to Rocky Mountain National Park.  Credit:  Courtesy of Oliver Frantz

8 July 1921 – Headline:  Big Crowds in Estes Park for Fourth of July.  The popularity of 
Estes Park as a national playground was again demonstrated Saturday, Sunday, and 
Monday.  Nearly every summer home, cottage, and mountain cabin was occupied, and 
the 30 hotels were filled to capacity.  The Rocky Mountain National Park checking 
stations reported 3958 cars entering Rocky Mountain National Park those days with 
12,373 people.  These in addition to the many already in Estes Park caused the village 
resemble a human beehive.  In addition to those coming to the mountains from their 
places of business in the nearby towns were 400 soldier boys of the ROTC from Fort 
Logan.  They came into Estes Park Saturday in 50 army trucks, remaining until Monday 
and camped just east of the village.  While here, the boys had their regular payday and the 
stocks of fireworks in the various stores were quickly depleted.  The boys enjoyed their 
stay immensely.

8 July 1921 – B.S. Tedmon of Fort Collins spent the weekend in Estes Park with Mrs. 
Tedmon and sons Allyn H. Tedmon and B.S. Tedmon, Jr., and families 

8 July 1921 – Allyn H. Tedmon, wife, and two boys of Littleton, Colorado, are visiting 
with his brother, B.S. Tedmon, Jr., and family.



8 July 1921 – Mrs. Clifford Starr Higby has joined her husband in Estes Park for the 
summer.  Mr. Higby has charge of the Rocky Mountain National Park information 
bureau.

8 July 1921 – Mrs. George Butler came in Sunday for a month’s visit with her daughter, 
Miss L.M. Butler of the Rocky Mountain National Park office

8 July 1921 – Mr. Charles P. Ladd and family of St. Louis, Missouri, are guests at Hewes-
Kirkwood Inn.  Mr. Ladd is an officer of the Hamilton Brown Shoe Company, one of the 
largest shoe concerns in the world.

8 July 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Stover spent the weekend in Fort Collins, returning 
Wednesday.

8 July 1921 – Professor Schmidt, Professor Gordon, and Miss Hayden made the trip to 
Halletts Glacier last Sunday.  They report a wonderful trip, and found the scenery more 
beautiful than they had expected.  They are stopping at Fall River Lodge.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  ‘Right Way’ Shoe Shiners.  Open for business.  We polish 
all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work guaranteed.  Next to Estes Park 
Drug Store [a block 6 business].

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  20% reduction.  Goodrich tires and tubes by the Goodrich 
Rubber Company.  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Telephone #184, George 
Johnson, proprietor.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the consumer.  
Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin Griffith, 
telephone #27-R2.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Come on fellows, let’s all go fishing!  Soon the streams 
will all be low and the fish hungry, and then you will want fishing tackle and waders, and 
we have both a plenty.  Two kinds of waders – the light Ball Band sporting boots and the 
heavyweight red Gum hip boots, all sizes.  Rubber boots for the boys and girls.  We can 
fit them all from the child of six to youths of 16.  It’s good insurance to have dry feet, and 
where is there a child who doesn’t like to splash around in the water.  A big stock of 
fishing tackle.  Three piece jointed split bamboo rods as low as $2.25 and upward to $12.  
Reels, lines, leaders, flies, Snell hooks, creels, etc., at prices that will save you money.  
J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business]  

8 July 1921 – Column title:  Colorado News Notes.  Martial law has been lifted in 
Pueblo, and the city and county turned over to the civil authorities by Colonel Newton, 



the military commander.  City authorities have put into effect all the regulations made by 
the military order providing that no person shall be in the streets after 10:30 p.m. without 
a good excuse.  No passes will be issued, as was the case under martial law.  The city has 
been under martial law since the flood of 3 June 1921, and during that time not one house 
has been robbed, or a single holdup reported.  Only a few cases of looting occurred, but 
they were not important ones.  Fifty Colorado rangers will remain there indefinitely, and 
will be in command of Colonel Newton…Three hours after a suit for $28,274 had been 
filed against him in the district court at Boulder, Colonel J.A. Owenby appeared before 
Judge Neil F. Graham and confessed judgment.  The suit was brought by John W. Gaynor, 
a wealthy farmer of the Niwot-Longmont district, who alleged that he had loaned Colonel 
Owenby $20,650, which was the total of 16 notes issues in the years 1915, 1916, and 
1917.  Of this indebtedness, $7600 was made good to the Farmers’ National Bank of 
Longmont by Mr. Gaynor, who signed promissory notes to that amount jointly with 
Colonel Owneby…The threatened invasion of El Paso County by a grasshopper army 
moving northwest from the southeastern corner has been averted, according to J.C. Hale, 
county agent.  The grasshoppers descended on the county recently, and it was only 
through the hardest sort of work that the pest was stopped, according to Hale, who 
declared that farmers in the community worked day and night in their efforts to head off 
the grasshoppers.  Poison bran and arsenic was used in the battle against the insects…
Admission by officials of the Colorado New Beer Manufacturing Company of Pueblo 
that 259 barrels of beer had been manufactured and sold by the concern in the past four 
months was followed by a revocation of the government permits enabling the company to 
operate as a near beer brewery.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel at 
home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and motoring.  Here 
you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric lights, good meals, 
telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, shed for automobiles, 
tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but using rings instead of 
shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W, Estes Park, Colorado.

8 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our business 
a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage and that 
of your friends if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain drinks, 
quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

8 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-J3



8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars – we have been appointed agents for Buick cars 
through the Bonnell Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  Liberal terms.  
Hoffner gasoline systems – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner improved 
gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the last drop.  
$4.50 installed.   Goodyear Tires – 30 x 3 smooth $12.50, 30 x 3 rough $14.50, 30 x 3-1/2 
smooth $15.75, 30 x 3-1/2 rough $17.50.  Springs – Temme quality guaranteed springs 
for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars – charging station maintained the 
year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – Two service cars ready to go day or 
night.  All labor back on pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 
business], telephone #17-R2.

8 July 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Plans are being made to make the 
Moffat County Fair at Maybell, 9 September 1921 through 10 September 1921, one of 
the best affairs in that part of the state…The jury in the case of Amanda B. Byrd, Denver, 
who brought suit against the National City Company of New York for $125,000 for false 
imprisonment, was unable to agree on a verdict…John P. Keith, a Denver and Rio Grande 
[railroad] freight conductor, was killed when his touring car plunged over the 
embankment on Eighth Street, Pueblo, where the flood of 3 June 1921 carried away the 
long bridge spanning the stream…Neal R. Fosgate, 28 years old, chief chemical research 
engineer of the Great Western Sugar Company at Denver, died suddenly while in his 
automobile near the company’s laboratory at Twenty-first Street and Blake Street…
Because his parents were unable to find a physician, and were ignorant of home remedy 
methods, Clyde Schmeeckle, 2-year-old son of William Schmeeckle, a farmer living three 
miles east of New Raymer, died of rattlesnake bite…Edward McConnell, 35 years old, 
prosperous farmer and owner of a 2100-acre ranch 30 miles southwest of Colorado 
Springs, Colorado, has been arrested by federal dry agents John R. Smith and Fred 
Mangold on liquor violation charges.  He was released on bond…State aid to the counties 
which have suffered by the invasion of the army of grasshoppers was promised by 
Governor Shoup at a meeting of the county commissioners from Lincoln County, 
Crowley County, Pueblo County, and El Paso County, in Colorado Springs.  The amount 
definitely decided upon was $3500…Colorado Game and Fish Protective Association has 
launched a campaign for 10,000 members before 1 August 1921, and is offering prizes 
for those who bring in the largest number of members.  There are $1.50 and $1 
memberships, and women are eligible to membership, and to compete for the prizes…
The Apple Mercantile Company’s store building and cream station, the Kitzmiller Drug 
Store, a large ice house, the building and printing office of the Tribune newspaper, and 
Woods Brothers building were all destroyed by fire recently at Eckley, Colorado.  The 
total loss is estimated at more than $75,000…Fred Smithills, escaped Denver convict, 
was captures 20 miles south of Colorado Springs by Sheriff John Weir.  Smithills had 
been starved out by the posse for three days, and when he applied at a ranch house at 
daybreak for food, he was taken into custody.  He was sentenced from Denver County for 
forgery 22 February 1920.  Guards from Cañon City returned him to prison…Officials of 
the Chamber of Commerce of St. Louis, Missouri, have announced they would request a 



Carnegie hero medal for Robert J. Taylor of that city, African-American Pullman porter, 
who is said to have saved 26 lives when Missouri Pacific train No. 14 was overturned in 
the Pueblo flood in June 1921…The new Colorado division of marketing, authorized by 
the last general assembly, has been established.  W.M. Allewelt of Greeley was appointed 
director of the division by the executive committee of the state board of agriculture.  He 
has established headquarters at the Colorado State Agricultural College in Fort Collins…
Pete Smith, a well-to-do bachelor-farmer, about 40 years old, was shot by another farmer, 
George Lammers, also well-to-do, southeast of Sedgwick near the Phillips County line.  
Smith is thought to be insane…Martin Gabrich, 45 years old, an Austrian, alleged to be 
the murderer of H.C. Baisch, has been captured at Ophir Loop, 12 miles south of 
Telluride, by Sam Richards and Jim Penaluna, special deputies…Thirty-two cavalry 
horses to serve as mounts for Troop B of the Colorado National Guard cavalry have 
arrived in Denver from the government remount station at Fort Robinson, Nebraska, 
according to an announcement by Captain R.H. Jancke, the commanding officer of the 
troop.  The horses, which are said to represent the finest type of cavalry mount, are all of 
the same color, a deep bay, and Troop B. will be known henceforth as the “bay horse 
troop”, Captain Jancke said…The dam at Marshall Lake will not be rebuilt for the present 
at least, according to A.J. Shaw, receiver of the Farmers’ Reservoir and Irrigation 
Company, owner of the structure.  “Inasmuch as the dam is safe for the present,” said Mr. 
Shaw, “and because we believe it to be the interests of the farmers, whose lands we 
irrigate, the water will not be drawn out.”…Frank W. Howbert, newly appointed internal 
revenue collector for the Colorado district, has assumed his duties in Denver, supplanting 
Harry T. McCauley, who occupied the position temporarily, following the resignation of 
Mark A. Skinner several months ago…Sheriff Francis L. Hampton of Moffat County is 
authority for the statement that there is no sheep war impending in Moffat County, or on 
the Colorado-Utah line, so far as he can ascertain, despite wild reports to the contrary.  
According to Sheriff Hampton, the “sheep war” reports being circulated resulted from the 
refusal of homesteaders and ranchers and cattlemen in a section of country 18 miles south 
of Craig to allow a small bunch of sheep to pass over their holdings to the reserve west of 
them.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  For the best automobile service, telephone #160.  Cadillac 
8’s, cautious drivers.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company [sic punctuation].  
Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, manager.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Delicate garments daintily laundered.  Do you know that 
we use great care in washing delicate shirtwaists and lingerie than you do yourself?  It’s a 
fact!  We wash each of these garments separately.  Then they are carefully and expertly 
ironed by hand.  So you see, there is really no need of your doing this work yourself.  If a 
garment is washable, no matter how sheer it may be, you can send it to us with perfect 
confidence.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J



8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  12%.  Your money is worth 1% banking interest per 
month.  Investments $100 or more.  Guaranteed by National Bank deposits.  Choice of 
maturities – 12 December 1921, 12 May 1922, or 12 December 1922.  J.D. Blue, Jr., 
Company.  Investment bankers.  Sterling, Colorado.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company, Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  Grand Lake 
Lodge, Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its 
western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building 
and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has 
its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road.  By rail 
and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 
per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, 
Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

8 July 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Admiral Winslow and family of 
Boston, Massachusetts, who spent the summer in Estes Park last year, are guests at the 
Elkhorn Lodge…Semi-advertisement:  Would you go to a dentist for a surgical 
operation?  Yet a dentist is a mender of human bodies.  Why not take your tires and their 
troubles to the tire surgeon.  The Francis Tire Service Company specializes in the 
ailments of tires, and do nothing else…Donald Keape of England is registered at the 
Elkhorn Lodge for the summer…Semi-advertisement:  Tallant [a block 5 business] has 
secured the exclusive agency for the famous Martha Washington candies.  They’re pure, 
delicious, and reasonable in price.  Each bite invites another.  Fresh stock just received…
Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Mitchell of Denver are guests at the Stanley Hotel.  Mr. Mitchell is 
president of the Denver National Bank…Semi-advertisement:  Melba ice cream at 
Tallants [a block 5 business].  Something new and delicious…Mr. and Mrs. Bert Stevens 
of Longmont, Colorado, are spending a few2 days at their cabin near Eagle Cliff.  They 
have as their guests Miss Nelle Howard of Monett, Missouri, and Mr. Jack Rossler of 
Pueblo, Colorado…Miss Helena Dpuska of Lakopane, Poland, a niece of Madam Curie, 
who is the discoverer of radium, spent last week at Sprague’s Lodge.  She is now 
studying mineralogy and geology in Chicago, Illinois…Semi-advertisement:  The Cain 
Sister’s Kitchen for homemade candy, doughnuts, sandwiches, and picnic lunches, at the 
Bluebird Cliff, on the hill one block behind the bank.  2t…Semi-advertisement:  
Driverless Fords – for rent.  Call Estes Park Garage, telephone #166…Semi-
advertisement:  You can make a dainty sweater for less than $2.  Miss Ruple [a block 5 



business] will help you selected the present stitches and styles.  Also sport dresses and 
capes for evening at a small outlay…Semi-advertisement:  Fragrant balsam pillows at 
Miss Ruples [a block 5 business].  Send one to a friend at home, who is not able to go to 
the mountains…Semi-advertisement:  Miss Ruples [a block 5 business] is showing 
sweaters in pure thread silk, silk and fibre, and alpaca – a new sheer fabric now so 
popular…Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news each week.

8 July 1921 – Headline:  How to Serve God.  Serve the Lord with gladness.  Enter into 
His gates with thanksgiving, and into His courts with praise, be thankful unto Him and 
bless His name . For the Lord is good – Psalms 100:2, 4-5.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Welcome to Estes Park.  We welcome you as new visitors 
to our community, and extend to you a cordial invitation to visit our store and make it 
your headquarters.  We are anxious to have you see our new goods that are arriving every 
day, and we especially call your attention to the following:  Men’s hats and caps.  You’ll 
need a new hat or cap for the Fourth of July [this advertisement is now out of date] – we 
have them and we know our stock will please you.  See those new English tweeds and 
checks in our new cap stock.  Why not get the best?  Men’s suits.  You must see the new 
stock that we are receiving this week – we know you can save money.  They are new and 
up to date, and bought after the prices hit the bottom, so we can save you money…Ladies 
blouses.  We just received a shipment of waists that are the newest styles and colors, and 
the most exclusive patterns.  Every effort is being made to give our customers the very 
best values.  Come in and look them over.  Summer dresses.  We make a special effort to 
get the newest and best numbers in summer dresses, and we know you will not be 
disappointed, as our stock is new, and our prices right.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 
business].

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and fountain 
service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  
We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and 
you will be steady customers.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Cottages for rent.  Modern and completely furnished.  
1-1/4 miles north of village.  MacGregor’s Ranch, telephone #66R2.

8 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads.

8 July 1921 – The western division of the $125,000 Field Club of the Mutual Life 
Insurance Company of New York, with an attendance of 250 delegates, held their 
convention at the Stanley Hotels this week.  In addition to the regular business sessions, 
they made the Fall River Road trip to the top of the Continental Divide, and expressed 
great wonder at the beauty of the panoramic view that greeted their eyes…Mrs. H.J. 
Penny, son, and two daughters, of Lawrence, Kansas, and Miss Gertrude Mahon of Ellis, 



Kansas, drove through to Estes Park, and are at the Chancellor Strong summer cottage in 
Prospect Heights for the summer…Among the new arrivals at the Brinwood are Mrs. 
Tennent and children, Mrs. McMasters of Houston, Texas, Mr. and Mrs. Poole and sons 
form Chicago, Illinois, A. Wickersham, wife, and daughter from Denver, Dr. and Mrs. 
E.P. Lawrence from Lincoln, Illinois, Judge and Mrs. C.N. Potter from Cheyenne, 
Wyoming, Mrs. L.H. Drey, Mrs. Randall Tilles, Edith Tilles, and Miss Hellmen [sic] from 
St. Louis, Missouri, Henry E. Hill from Kansas City, Missouri, Mrs. O.H. Sample and 
three sons Sam, Gus, and Oscar from Webster Groves, Missouri, Mr. and Mrs. O.B. 
Stebbins form Chicago, Illinois, Miss Mobley from Buffalo, New York, Miss Nelson 
from Seattle, Washington, and Miss Condon from Cincinnati, Ohio…The Mary Gray Tea 
Room, which is a popular place among the tourists for teas and luncheons, opened 2 July 
1921 for the season…Episcopal services will be held at the Elkhorn Lodge Sunday 
morning at 11:00 a.m., and at Steads Hotel Sunday night at 7:30 p.m.  The services will 
be conducted by Captain Edwards, of the 35th division, U.S. Army…W.B. McPherrill 
and family from Loveland were in Estes Park Sunday…Mr. and Mrs. I.J. Henderson are 
in their cabin for the summer…E.E. Walker and family spent 4 July 1921 in Estes Park…
Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have you telephone the news.

8 July 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, Mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, Deputy Warden.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement to the friends of Kelly-Springfield tires.  
Kelly-Springfield and Lotta Miles have brought their smiles to Estes Park and found a 
home, just below the post office [meaning east of the post office], with Francis Tire 
Service Company [these four words in a tire logo, with a ribbon across the middle].  30 x 
3-1/2 size $21 fabric, $28.40 cord, tubes $3.35.  32 x 4 size $35 fabric, $46 cord, tubes 
$4.30.  33 x 4 size $36.60 fabric, $47.60 cord, tubes $4.50.  34 x 4 size $38 fabric, $49 
cord, tubes $4.65.  32 x 4-1/2 size $41.40 fabric, $53 cord, tubes $5.45.  33 x 4-1/2 size 
$43 fabric, $55 cord, tubes $5.60.  33 x 5 size [no prices listed for fabric], $65.40 cord, 
tubes $6.65.  35 x 5 size $56.60 fabric, $68 cord, tubes $6.95.  Cost more?  Sure, a little – 
worth a lot more!

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Riding and outing suits for men, women, and children.  
Duxbak and Kampit line from the famous Utica Duxbak Corporation.  Our house has 
carried this line for years, and have found them to be the best for quality, fit, and style.  
We have also outing clothes for girls and boys.  Come in and look at them.  Gooch’s 
Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business].

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Market Company [a block 2 business].  The 
new public market.  Formerly Estes Park Creamery and Mercantile Company.  Staple and 
fancy groceries.  Fresh meats, creamery products, delicatessen service, fruits, vegetables, 



breads, and pastry daily.  Our luncheonette a cozy place to eat.  Free delivery.  F.E. 
Brainard and Chester B. Hall, proprietors.  Creamery telephone #202, store telephone 
#203.

8 July 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, Larimer 
County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, Editor and Publisher.  Office Hours:  8:30 a.m. to 
9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in the Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 location].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – contract rates for one year, 
125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, 
transient rate.  Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading 
notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  Classified 
advertising:  Want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding 
insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, 
obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The 
Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in 
unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application 
made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter, 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.

8 July 1921 – Headline:  Asiatic Province of Ancient Greece.  The province of Smyrna, 
on the coast of Asia Minor, was placed under Greek administration following the world 
war [World War I], and has been the scene recently of fighting between Greek and 
Turkish national forces.  The basis for Greek claims to the Smyrna district in Asia Minor 
is put pithily in a statement which former Premier Venizelos of Greece is reported to have 
made to the supreme council of the allies.  “We seek no mandate, we seek to enter our 
home.”  Smyrna, and the remainder of the west coast of Asia Minor, which have been 
accepted as Turkish with little question for many generations, had a well-developed 
Greek civilization and culture when the ancestors of the Turks, half-civilized nomads, 
were still wandering with their flocks over the bleak steppes of central Asia.  The portion 
of the province of Smyrna which had been occupied by Greek forces comprises roughly 
old Ionia, a country which was as purely Greek as Attica itself, and parts of Aeolis, 
another Greek country adjoining Ionia on the north.  Greeks, possibly from Crete or other 
islands of the Aegean, are supposed to have settled in Ionia shortly after the Trojan War.  
The cities which they built in this favored land of sunny mountain slopes, fertile valleys, 
and good harbors were thriving and wealthy marts of trade, and centers of culture 800 
years or more before the time of Christ, when they are first heard of in recorded history.  
Smyrna is one of the cities which claims to be the birthplace of Homer, and tradition even 
points out a cave near the city in which he is said to have composed many of his poems.  
Sappho was born in Asiatic Greece, and maintained a school in one of its cities.  



Sculpture, painting, and practically every phase of the Greek art which has delighted later 
generations and served as their models had its beginning in Asiatic Ionia, and flourished 
there before coming to full flower in Athens and the other cities of European Greece.  
Ephesus, where that world wonder, the temple of Diana, stood, was not far from the 
present city of Smyrna, and a dozen more of the great cities of the early Greeks were 
nearby.  The modern province of Smyrna is the most favored of all the provinces of Asia 
Minor.  It contains three of the most considerable rivers of the country, including the 
Meander, whose serpentine course has given the English language an expressive verb.  
Fertile soil and temperate climate have added to the region’s attractions, while the 
possession of a port and a city – the city of Smyrna – unequaled by any other in Asia 
Minor, has contributed another immeasurably important asset.  Though imperfectly tilled 
during its control by Turkey, the province of Smyrna has nevertheless been noted for its 
fine fruits.  For a long time, it has furnished the best figs and raisins which reach the 
markets of Europe.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

8 July 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Adjustment Day.  Estate of Flora Shoemaker Manford, 
deceased.  No. 2432.  All persons having claims against said estate are hereby notified to 
present them for adjustment to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, on 25 July 
1921.  John J. Manford.  Administrator of estate of Flora Shoemaker Manford, deceased.  
Jacob S. Schey, John F. Reynes, Longmont, Colorado, attorneys for administrator.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental X-ray.  
Telephone #198-J

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  [Photograph:  Deer Ridge Junction looking west, with a 
nearly-horizontal stretch of unpaved road in the foreground, and snow-capped Rocky 
Mountain peaks in the background.]  The above is a photograph of Estes Park’s most 
beautiful hotel site, and its location is on Deer Ridge at the summit of the High Drive.  I 
will sell or I will lease.  See O.W. Bechtel at Deer Ridge Chalet, top of the High Drive.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and Ford 
cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin and Savage 
tires at Denver prices.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  E.D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then 
you can’t be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brothers’ [a block 5 



business] bungalows at Broadview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed 
and furnished, beautifully located, away from the noise and dust of the main roads, and 
yet but ten minutes drive from the post office.  

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond.  Estes Park, Colorado.

8 July 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
Church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 10 July 1921.  Saul the 
Pharisee.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 7, verse 54 to Acts chapter 8, verse 3, Acts chapter 
22, verses 3 and 4, Acts chapter 26, verses 4 and 5 and 9 and 10.  Golden text – Christ 
Jesus came into the world to save sinners, or whom I am chief. –I Timothy chapter 1, 
verse 15.  Reference material – I Corinthians chapter 15, verse 9, Galatians chapter 1, 
verse 13, Philippians chapter 3, verses 4-6, I Timothy chapter 1, verse 13.  Primary topic 
– Going to school in Jerusalem – Acts chapter 22, verses 3 and 4, Acts chapter 5, verse 
34.  Junior topic – Saul persecuting Christians.  Intermediate and senior topic – A young 
Pharisee.  Young people and adult topic – Saul persecuting the church.  I. Saul’s training 
as a Pharisee (Acts chapter 22, verses 3 and 4, Acts chapter 26, verses 4 and 5).  1. Taught 
to love his own nation.  “I am a Jew.”  The Pharisees were the nationalists of their day.  
Those who are intelligently loyal to their own nation can more effectively help others.  2. 
Taught to love God’s law.  “Taught according to the perfect manner of the law of the 
fathers.”  Love for the Holy Scriptures is a valuable asset in life.  One may misinterpret it 
and dangerously misapply it, but if he has love in his heart for it, there is hope of getting 
him to come into right relationship to it.  3. Was “zealous toward God.”  The root of the 
word “zealous” signifies “to boil”.  It means a passion for God and His work.  It was zeal 
for God that made Saul think of and plan for his work.  This zeal for God expressed itself 
in persecution of the Christians, whom he regarded as doing that which was contrary to 
God’s law and purpose.  He spared neither age nor sex, even to imprisonment and death 
(Acts chapter 22, verse 4).  II. Saul thoroughly conscientious (Acts chapter 26, verses 9 
and 10).  In his conscientiousness, he opposed Jesus, for he regarded Him as an impostor.  
Saul is to be commended in that he responded to his conscience, but he is to be 
condemned for his attitude toward Jesus, for there was overwhelming evidence tat Jesus 
was God’s Son, and came in fulfillment of the Scriptures.  The resurrection of Christ was 
such an outstanding miracle – a proof of the Deity of Christ, that there was no room left 
for doubt.  III. Stephen’s Martyrdom (Acts chapter 7, verse 54, Acts chapter 8, verse 3).  
In order to understand the significance of his martyrdom, we must obtain a synthetic view 
of his life.  1. Who Stephen was (Acts chapter 6, verses 1-7).  He was one of the seven 
who were appointed to look after the temporalities of the church.  2. Why Stephen was 
opposed  (Acts chapter 6, verses 8-15).  In his work, he testified of Christ, and by the 
Holy Spirit wrought miracles.  These mighty works aroused the people.  The following 



features characterized him:  (1) Wisdom, which means common sense, (2) Grace, which 
means beauty of character, and (3) Power.  He had the ability to do wonders and great 
signs and speak the truth effectively.  The men of the opposing synagogues were not able 
to “withstand the wisdom and the Spirit by which he spake.”  They arrested and brought 
him before the great council.  Even here, they could not silence him by argument, so they 
decided to do it by violence.  3. Stephen stoned (Acts chapter 7, verses 54-60).  Before 
the council, he made a magnificent defense.  This he did by tracing the history of Israel 
from the call of Abraham to the crucifixion of Christ.  His aim in this review was to show 
that God never had been localized, and that the temple was but a small part of God’s plan.  
In his address, he did not speak against the temple, but showed that God did not in the 
fullest sense dwell in it at any time.  He proved this from Scripture (Isaiah chapter 61, 
verses 1 and 2, I Kings chapters 8-27).  In his conclusion, he declared that the Jews had 
always been a stiff-necked people, resisting the Holy Spirit, and now their stubbornness 
had reached its culmination in the betrayal, rejection, and murder of the Son of God.  This 
charge cut to the heart.  His arguments were unanswerable.  Being unwilling to answer 
him and at the same time to accept the truth presented, their anger was stirred to its 
highest pitch, so their only answer was stones.  They gnashed upon him as a mad dog.  In 
this hour of trial, God gave him a wonderful vision.  He was permitted to see into heaven 
itself, and there he got sight of the glorified Son of Man standing at the right hand of 
God.  4. Stephen’s burial (Acts chapter 8, verses 1-3).  His death is described as a falling 
asleep.  This is really all that death is to the Christian.  Devout men buried him, making 
great lamentation over him.  

8 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a 
block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 
baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Pen-and-ink side-view sketch of a Thor 
washing machine, consisting of a curved metal drum on a four-legged stand, with the 
“Thor Hurley Machine Company” logo in cursive on the side and the “water line” mark 
below this, an electric motor on the bottom, and a wringer on the right side.  The 
illustration is uncredited.]  Let the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It prolongs the 
life of the clothes, and makes washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop.  W.E. Baldridge 
and V.D. Horrel [sic, suggest Hurrel].
 
8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business].  Most centrally-located 
hotel in Estes Park, in the center of Estes Park village.  First class service, good 
accommodations, and excellent table.  William H. Derby and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  
Estes Park, Colorado.



8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The store that satisfies.  We are introducing a lotion which 
we make especially for sunburn, chapped skin, and for use after shaving.  Ask for 
menthol lotion.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Telephone #41.  

8 July 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Rules of Interest to People in 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  Some of the important rules governing the use of the 
National Park will no doubt be of interest at this time to our readers, and we shall try to 
give some of them briefly.  The ascending machine always has the right of way.  Saddle 
horses and horse-drawn vehicles always have the right of way, and must be given the 
inside of the road on a hill, grade, or curve.  Rocky Mountain National Park rules prohibit  
the gathering of flowers, but Rocky Mountain National Park superintendent Way informs 
us he will permit the gathering of flowers if they are gathered in moderation and carefully 
picked, and not pulled up by the roots.  Care in picking must, however, be observed, and 
flowers taken in moderation.  Fires can only be kindled in open spaces or on rocks, never 
on grass, leaves, or near trees and bushes, and must be extinguished with water or 
covered with earth before leaving.  Hunting is absolutely prohibited, and firearms must 
not be taken into Rocky Mountain National Park.  Fishing is permitted as under the state 
law.  Information may be obtained at any of the Rocky Mountain National Park 
entrances.

8 July 1921 – Undersheriff Ira D. Knapp [sic, suggest Ira O. Knapp] and Larimer County 
coroner Balmer were up from Fort Collins on business Wednesday [likely investigating 
the discovery of the J.P. Chitwood corpse on Flattop Mountain]. 

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley.  Builders, Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the Park Theatre [so on what is now the east side of Moraine Avenue], or third 
house on High Drive at Pinerift.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 
week, per day $4 to $6.  For information, call G.M. Derby, manager [no telephone 
number is included in this advertisement].

8 July 1921 – Headline:  From Missouri?  Were you born in Missouri?  Was it ever your 
home?  If you answer “yes” to either of the above questions, you are wanted.  Your name 
will not be revealed to the sheriff, nor need you be ashamed of the “Show Me” state, for 
that is the home of Ralph Nicholas, clerk to the district court in Fort Collins.  Ralph and a 
bunch of other Missourians think it would be nice to organized a Missouri Club in the 
country, and all who have at any time claimed the state as their home are urged to register 
at the office of Cornelius H. Bond, who has kindly consented to look after this in Estes 
Park.  A picnic and program, possibly in Estes Park, is being arranged for 10 August 



1921, and all Missourians now in Larimer County are urged to attend.  Don’t forget to 
register at once.

8 July 1921 – Charles Kruger and Howard Hutchenson, of Eaton, Colorado, are in Estes 
Park for a few days…Mr. Ted Wood of Denver, who has just graduated with honors at the 
University of California, is a visitor in Estes Park…Mrs. Charles R. Berger and family 
from Orangee [sic], California, are expected in a few days at the McCreery Ranch, where 
they expect to spend the summer…Miss Florence Boyd, Miss Inez Hupp, Mr. Clarence 
Wallace, and Mr. Fred Snider of Milliken spent Sunday in Estes Park…Mr. and Mrs. 
Arkebud and daughter Luetta, Mr. and Mrs. Westburg, and Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hooper, 
all of Denver, came over the Fall River Road from Grand Lake, and are in one of the 
Duncannon Cottages for the week…On account of the busy season, the Rebekah and Odd 
Fellows installation of officers has been called off.  The Rebekahs will have their regular 
meeting Tuesday night…Clarence Buckley of Moreno, Colorado, was taken into custody 
Tuesday by the sheriff on a charge of issuing bad checks.  Some of the Estes Park 
merchants have received other bad checks this year, with the result that hereafter, those 
who wish to use checks will do well to transfer sufficient funds to the local bank, to cover 
their requirements while in Estes Park…H. Bennett, of the Morey Mercantile Company, 
was calling on our merchants this week.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We put the “snap” in snapshots by using the best 
developers and the proper handling of films and prints.  A trial will convince you.  The 
Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, Estes Park, Colorado.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  [We] 
extend a cordial welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to make the 
acquaintance of new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde M. Low and 
O.P. Low

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Baldpate Inn.  Gordon Mace and Charles Mace.  Fourth 
season, same cook.  “I have always wanted to own a mountain lodge where I could go 
and do just as I pleased.  Fortunately, I discovered Baldpate Inn, and saved myself a lot of 
unnecessary expense.  The folks all say I talked as if I owned it anyway, so my very 
ambition is realized.” – From a guest’s letter.  Our chicken dinners have had a great deal 
to do with our success.  Come up to dinner sometime.  Telephone #2W.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music.  Students accepted at 
any time.  Address Mountain Hall.  Estes Park, Colorado.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  What Not Shop.  Latest ideas in arts and crafts.  Party 
favors, Ouija boards.  Gifts for everybody.  Marie Witwer and Mrs. Katherine Lindsey 
Perkins [who I believe were sisters, or good friends in any event, and in 1921 at least, 
located this business on block 6].    



8 July 1921 – Certificate of Authority No. 37, report of condition of the Estes Park Bank 
at Estes Park, in the state of Colorado, at the close of business 30 June 1921.  Resources:  
Loans and discounts unsecured $124,222.50. Loans and discounts secured by collateral 
$26,270.  Loans on real estate $8,250.  Overdrafts $6,755.14.  United States bonds 
$17,550.  Other bonds and securities $3,638.  Furniture and fixtures $3.700.  Banking 
house $4,700.  Due from banks (not reserve banks) $2,255.44.  Due from reserve banks 
$36,190.48.  Checks on other banks $640.08.  Cash on hand $13,442.14.  Total 
$247,613.78.  Liabilities:  Capital Stock $25,000.  Surplus fund $3,750.  Undivided 
profits (less expense and taxes paid) $988.03.  Bills payable $15,000.  Individual deposits 
$152,079.93.  Time certificates of deposit $50,471.77.  Certified checks $31.30.  
Cashier’s checks $292.75.  Total $247,613.78.  State of Colorado, county of Larimer, ss.  
We, president Augustus Denby Lewis and cashier Charles F. Hix, of the above-named 
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and 
belief.  Augustus Denby Lewis, president, and Charles F. Hix, cashier.  Attest:  Samuel 
Service, Albert Hayden, Ralph R. Macdonald, directors.  Subscribed and sworn to before 
me this 7 July 1921.  My commission expires 31 August 1921.  Cornelius H. Bond, 
notary public.  

8 July 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements:  Read them for 
profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, 
want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get results, 
and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each following 
insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Miscellaneous.  Automobile trips – Fort 
Collins and Estes Park at any time.  Experienced mountain driver.  Leave orders at 
Lewiston Café or Hupp Hotel.  Telephone #Sherwood I210 [sic, the Sherwood prefix 
indicates a Fort Collins telephone number].  Nellie T. Akin.  8-12p…Automobile Trips – 
Experienced driver.  Estes Park to Fort Collins, Longmont, and Loveland at any time.  
Telephone #27J-3 or address post office box 263, B.S. Tedmon, Jr.  14tf…Subhead:  For 
Sale.  For sale – Beautiful resort proposition, located 30 miles north of Estes Park.  
Altitude 8000 feet.  Several lakes stocked with trout.  Fine automobile road to the 
grounds.  Abundance of timber and fire wood.  Open parks for outdoor sports.  Ideal spot 
for boating, fishing, hunting.  Address M.H. Akin [likely related to Nellie T. Akin], Fort 
Collins, Colorado.  10-4p…For sale – Strictly fresh eggs, 45 cents per dozen.  
MacGregor’s Ranch.  tf…Subhead:  Lost and Found.  Lost – Black seal leather hand bag 
containing card case and other articles of no value, except as keepsakes.  Please leave at 
Estes Park Trail office.  Lost – Monday, 4 July 1921, one Kelly-Springfield ribbed tire, 37 
x 5, mounted on rim.  Will party in Ford who picked up tire in lower Big Thompson 
Canyon kindly leave at Service’s store, and receive liberal reward…Lost – Between 
Loveland and Estes Park, blue jacket to suit.  Leave at Godfrey’s store.  1t…Subhead:  
For Sale.  For sale – Two porch awnings, one swinging porch couch, cheap.  National 
Park Outing Company…For sale – Electric heater, practically new.  Box 113.  tf…For 
sale – Hay, baled, best quality, $25 per ton.  Donald MacGregor.  11-tf…For sale – 



Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone 
#27J3…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system 
installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market and will not last long at 
the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…For sale – A few thoroughbred 
Duroc Jersey hogs.  Weights 200 to 300 pounds.  Lewiston Hotels Company.  Telephone 
#83.  12-3…For sale or trade – Fruit and vegetable lands.  What have you to trade.  S. 
Brown, Florence, Colorado…For sale – One water-power washing machine, new, and 
one hand-power washing machine.  Lewiston Hotels Company, telephone #83.  12-2…
Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – Two lovely rooms, accommodations for four – day, week, 
or season.  Bath, electricity, exclusive use of screened porch.  Garage for large car.  
Splendid location, ½ mile from village, on Devils Gulch Road.  Board if desired, next 
door at Mary Gray Tea Room.  Address Catherine B. Rogers, post office box 23, or 
telephone #43J3…For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop, 
telephone #395.  tf…Homes to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dry cleaning and pressing.  We do it the “Right Way”.  
Satisfaction guaranteed.  Next to Estes Park Drug Store [a block 6 business]

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen tree 
growing from a rocky slope, with a mountain peak and cotton-wool clouds artistically 
arranged in the background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed “Seid”.]  F.J. 
Francis [a block 6 business], photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most 
complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  Office 
with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Telephone 
#20-W [this is the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company telephone number].  
Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell, funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight Service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes Park.  
S.H. Stockton, telephone #Loveland 77J

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the village”.  
Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention to 
weekend and fishing parties.  European plan, rates reasonable.



8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial order 
means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

8 July 1921 – Headline, subhead, and byline:  A Romance of a Lost Letter.  Honorable 
mention in the Estes Park Trail’s high school story writing contest.  By Louise 
Macdonald.  Sir:–/I accept./Sincerely yours,/E. Lanier.  This note dropped into the lap of 
its imaginative reader, and immediately the mind of that reader former pictures of a 
satisfactory closed business deal, an invitation cordially accepted, an admission made, a 
suitor made happy by a promise given, and many more impressions, to which only such a 
mysterious message could excite.  The letter itself, if such it could be called, an epistle 
yellow and worn with age, undated and brief, could perhaps have told a story different 
from any which the aforementioned mind had created.  The “E” of its signature might 
have been either an Elizabeth or an Edward, but was Elmira.  Its heading might have been 
any place, any where, and any date.  For the sake of definiteness, the heading was:  
Greenboro [sic], Vermont, 10 April 1876.  Elmira, as her name might suggest, was an old 
maid, the primest of all prim old maids.  Her time was spent only at her home, where she 
lived in solitude.  Even the wealth of which she had no small amount did not serve to 
ingratiate her with her neighbors, but rather seemed to form an almost impassible barrier 
between them.  Her life went on daily in the same routine, seldom interrupted, seldom 
changed.  Greenboro [sic] was a village of no great importance, in fact, scarcely on the 
map.  Since such a letter as the one about which its reader built her dream castles could 
be nothing but an answer, it is necessary to learn something of the letter which demanded 
such an answer.  The heading upon that message, had the dreamer been able to read it, 
would have been: –State Home for Dependent Children, New York City, N.Y., 6 April 
1876, and if, as some people believe, the character may be read by the handwriting, its 
penman was narrow, and extremely odd.  In the mail, on 9 April 1876, Miss Elmira 
received a letter, which more than likely caused that worthy woman no little worry and a 
sleepless night.  Whatever may have been her first decision, the words “I accept” were 
not lacking in force or resolution.  In the New York State Orphan’s Home, there was a 
child who, like all his companions in that full-to-overflowing institution, was without 
family, and almost destitute of friends.  His mischievousness, if such pranks could be 
termed, made his keepers doubly anxious to place him in a home.  At last, an opportunity 
presented itself, a family asked for the boy, and having received no communication from 
those to whom they had written concerning the lad, the officers of the institution placed 
him in the care of these people, thinking that with them, he would receive the best of 
care.  The boy became “Mike”, one of the many street urchins in the city to which his 
new parents took him.  He was poorly clothed, poorly fed, utterly neglected in all save his 
education, education in theft, deceit, and falsehood.  He became the tool for that band of 
which his foster-father was leader.  His adopted parents took delight in degrading him, 
making him as they themselves were.  From bad to worse, this life took him until his 
career of crime was ended with his life sentence to the state penitentiary on the charge of 
murder.  The lad was made to be what he was by evil surroundings and companions.  The 
letter, received by Miss Elmira on that April day, asked that she accept the care of a child 



from the orphan asylum, and her answer was “I accept.”  On whom should the blame be 
laid?  The letter never reached its destination, and was found nearly 50 years later, in an 
old garret, unopened, unknown.  Mike was the boy whom Elmira was asked to raise, and 
only after several weeks of vain waiting for Miss Elmira’s answer did the officials 
consent to the child’s adoption.  She, of course, felt indignation upon receiving no answer 
from her supposedly neglected note.  It will never be known what the lad might have 
become under correct guidance, certain it is, however, that in place of a criminal, there 
should have been an upright and honorable man, had not the letter been lost.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  [Photograph:  Elaborate piece of machinery, presumably 
different stations of “Landis” shoe-repair machinery, involving a long, belt-driven axle 
connected to a motor.]  The most up-to-date shoe repair shop in northern Colorado.  If 
you want your shoes repaired, take them to Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop.  Better service, 
lower prices.  The New Electric Shoe Shop.  Fine shoe repairing.  Harold M. Dunning, 
proprietor.  The all-American shop.  Loveland, Colorado.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  J.B. Baird, successor 
to William Tenbrook Parke.  [Illustration of open box of Eastman “Autographic” film 
cartridge.]  Developing and printing.  A.H. Reading has been in charge of this department 
for the past three years.  Hand-colored views of Estes Park a specialty.  Eastman agency, 
postcards, Kodaks rented.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your convenience, 
open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic exchange, 
or safety deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank your bank”.  
Chairman of board James D. Stead, president Augustus Denby Lewis, vice-president 
Julius Foss Schwartz, vice-president Albert Hayden, cashier Charles F. Hix.  The Estes 
Park Bank [a block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  Hours 9:00 a.m. 
to 3:30 p.m.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, week, 
or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson Rivers, 
manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County lump.  Fireplace and stove wood.  
Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley entrance in season.  
Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Phone #197.  Albert Schwilke.

8 July 1921 – Mr. O.C. Watson, Colorado manager of New York Mutual Life Insurance, 
with Mrs. Watson, are spending the week at the Stanley Hotels.



8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round, best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business], telephone #15.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Murphy, NA. RD. [no idea what these titles might 
mean, perhaps they are invented] Root Beer!  Needs no recommendation.  Home-made 
candy by Mr. Jacob Heininger.  Fountain drinks by the doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn 
Avenue, Estes Park [because Estes Park didn’t have street addresses in 1921, these is a 
purely invented address for a block 6 business].

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison photographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records – player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and show cases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at Estes Park Drug Store 
[a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.

8 July 1921 – The Estes Park Music and Study Club will hold a regular meeting on 
Thursday morning, 14 July 1921, at the usual hour.  The club will be guests of the Rocky 
Mountain School of Music, and will present artists from Denver who will give a classic 
program, including important selections from popular operas, and Mrs. Carter, New York 
dramatic reader, will assist.  Following this program will be the entertainment at the 
church the first week in August 1921, which program will be open to the public.  Mrs. 
I.A. [sic, generally A.I.] Root, well-known contralto from Omaha, Nebraska, member of 
the club, will be the soloist upon this occasion.  She will be accompanied by Eric 
Oldberg, an accomplished pianist from Chicago, Illinois.  Other artists will be presented 
at this time, and during the summer.  The Music and Study Club was organized three 
years ago, with a limited membership, and has been most active in its interest for the 
development of music, art, literature, and presentation of recognized artists at its regular 
and special meetings.  During the winter, the meetings were held semi-monthly, and 
every meeting was attended with enthusiasm.

8 July 1921 – One of the most delightful dinner parties of the season was given at the 
Crags Hotel last week in honor of Mrs. Dr. Morrill, Mrs. Dr. Kickland, Mrs. Frank 
Stover, Mrs. F.D. Hall, and Mrs. Somerville, the hostesses being Mrs. Frank Miller, Miss 
Mary Hottel, Mrs. Lowell, and Mrs. Bellairs, all of Fort Collins.  Although strictly a Fort 
Collins affair, the guests of honor are all making their home in Estes Park for the 
summer…A big barbecue and dance was planned at Copeland Lake Lodge for 4 July 
1921.  One hundred Longmont Elks had planned to spend the day there, and the Burnham 
orchestra had been secured for the occasion.  Those who braved the elements report fine 
eats and an all around good time, notwithstanding the unfavorable day…Warren Culver 



and bride, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cross, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown, all of Fort Collis, 
spent several days at the Culver cottage in Prospect Heights…Miss [Inez] Hupp, whose 
home was formerly in Estes Park, and Miss Boyd spent Sunday night and Monday with 
Mrs. Henry Hupp [Josephine Leach Blinn Hupp].

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].  
Taxidermy museum.  Furs, heads, and trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to 
rent.  Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Stock of furs 
just received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina W. 
Higby, telephone #205-J, Estes Park, Colorado.  

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating 
Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You will find 
that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are prepared to take 
care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. George Wyatt will 
have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and first-class 
mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, 
and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or are 
contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as in consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle and driving 
horses.  Our own dairy farm furnishes our milk, cream, butter, and eggs.  Telephone or 
write for rates and reservations.  Charles E. Lester and Company.  Telephone #4 J-2, 
Estes Park, Colorado.

8 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep the 
blues away.

8 July 1921 – Headline:  Union Pacific Tours to Colorado Proving Popular.  The Chicago 
and Northwestern - Union Pacific tours from Chicago, Illinois, are proving very attractive 
to those desiring to make a tour to the west.  Each of these tours stop at the Lewiston 
Chalets while in Estes Park, and make the Fall River Road trip the second day to Grand 
Lake, where they are entertained at the Grand Lake Lodge.  From here, they return to 
Denver, and then on to Yellowstone National Park.  The tour arriving Monday afternoon 
is composed of the following:  J.W. Fisher and Miss Margaret Pratt, John W. Fisher, Jr., 
and William M. Craflin, C.H. Betts and wife, Miss Helen Balcom and Miss Irene 
Schrage, Miss Anna Ricker and Miss May Calta, Miss Ruth M. Pashley and Miss Harriet 
F. Pashley, Mrs. Jennie Carson and Miss Edna Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. S.D. Carson, Miss 
Nellie Sullivan and Miss Elsie M. Knoth, A. Anderson and wife, Mr. and Mrs. H.F. 



Bradford, Miss L.W. Schaffner and Miss F. Hyman, Miss Malvina Freedman and Miss 
Helen Williams, Otto Goldberger and Fred Plotke, Mr. and Mrs. Carl P. Dietz, Mr. and 
Mrs. J.H. Gleason, Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Shoemaker, Miss M. Haggarty and Miss I. 
Haggarty, Miss E.R. Eggers and Miss Katherine Bulger, Mr. and Mrs. G.H. Wheeler, Mr. 
and Mrs. Edward E. Fellin, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Berman, J. Vinson Atchinson, Mrs. I. 
Sands and Miss Melvin Sands, Miss Rosyln Sands and Miss Myrtle Bialosky, Richard 
Polsky, Mr. Tom Polsky, Myron Morgenroth, Miss Ada Phillips and Miss Mildred 
Friedman, Mrs. A.J. Lande and Miss Clara M. Moss, Miss Laura Richards and Harold 
Richards, Mr. and Mrs. Max M. Korshak, Mr. and Mrs. Byron B. Ramsey, Mr. and Mrs. 
Phillip Hoffman, Wallace C. Hueme and Harry H. Friedman, Mr. and Mrs. H.C. Krider, 
Miss Katherine Hulick, Miss Melle Hulick, Mr. and Mrs. F.P. Allen, Miss Bess K. 
Bollinger and Miss Emma Runte, William N. Gerhart, Mr. and Mrs. O.N. McCormick 
and children, Miss K.M. Powers, Miss Pritchard and Miss Burgardt, Mrs. Nettie Pick and 
Miss Nel Shriver, and tour conductor John G. Elliott and assistant tour conductor E.W. 
Fiala.

8 July 1921 – It cost the state of Colorado $28,000 to pay the salaries of national 
guardsmen on duty in the Pueblo flood district, according to payroll figures compiled in 
the office of Adjutant General Patrick Hamrock.  “Vouchers for the pay of guardsmen to 
the extent of $27,500 have already been drawn,” said Colonel Hamrock in discussing the 
expense of guarding the flooded city, “and when the payrolls for the last contingent of 
troops are completed, the total will run slightly over $28,000.”…Pueblo County property 
owners, who suffered financial losses during the flood early this month [June 1921], will 
receive a reduction in their tax for 1921, according to an announcement made in Denver 
by C.P. Link, member of the state tax commission.  Mr. Link has just completed a 
detailed survey of the actual damage done in the county.  He places the total loss at 
$11,000,000.  A tax levy on this property will be reduced 5/12 of the original assessment, 
the state official announced…Melvin Hill Smith, 23 years old, the grandson and heir of 
Eben Smith, pioneer mining man of Colorado, was killed recently when a machine he 
was driving crashed into a stone pillar on a Los Angeles, California, street.  Jack H. 
Abbott, a Los Angeles, California, patrolman, riding with Smith, also met death in the 
accident, and a girl companion of Abbott, Jeanette Bruneault, 18 years old, was seriously 
injured…William Raitz, who confessed in the district court at Fort Collins to stealing a 
saddle valued at $65 in the Log Cabin district recently, was sentenced by Judge George 
Bradfield to from two to four years in the penitentiary.

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthys [a block 3 business] for:  –  
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park, 
largest collection in the state.   – Developing and printing, the kind that brings you back.  
– Navajo blankets and Indian baskets, finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to see the 
smallest Indian basket in the world.
  



8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Our dry cleaning department is in charge of a man who has 
had over 20 years experience in all kinds of dry cleaning.  The Estes Park Laundry.  
Telephone #50-J

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Service with a snap.  Francis Tire Service Company [these 
four words part of a tire-shaped logo with a ribbon across the center].  “Service that 
satisfies”

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48

8 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32, Estes Park, Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 14     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, July 15, 1921     Price 10 cents

15 July 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club has Delightful Meeting at Elkhorn Lodge.  In 
pursuance of its usual custom, the Estes Park Woman’s Club will hold its regular meeting 
throughout the summer months.  Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman, noted clubwoman and 
chairman of the department of applied education of the General Federation of Women’s 
Clubs, says she knows of no other club that meets all the year round, allowing themselves 
no vacation.  The Estes Park Woman’s Club meets during the summer season to 
contribute its bit toward the hospitality of Estes Park, holding open house for its visitors 
and thereby accentuating that spirit of “hominess” so remarked upon by our summer 
guests.  It is the hope of the Woman’s Club some day to have a club house in which to 
entertain their friends, but until that time, its loyal members throw open their hotels and 
homes for its meetings, and its admiring friends contribute their talents to make the 
summer sessions enjoyable for its guests.  Last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Peter 
Hondius, one of its board of directors, lent the beautiful ballroom of Elkhorn Lodge for 
the first open meeting of the season.  There was a large attendance.  During the brief 
business session, a letter was read from Mrs. L.A. Miller, president of the Colorado 
Federation of Women’s Clubs, acknowledging with pleasure the invitation extended by 
the local club to the C.F.C. to hold its state convention in 1922 in Estes Park.  Mr. 
Frederick Gookin, of Chicago, Illinois, and Japan, authority on Japanese art, gave a most 
learned and interesting lecture on the theatre of Japan, illustrated by slides of precious old 
prints, and accompanied by phonograph records of the Japanese chorus grand opera 
singers, and a monologue of a Japanese actor.  Mr. Gookin had prepared this very 



scholarly lecture to deliver before the Chicago Drama League and the Denver Art 
Association this autumn, and the Estes Park Woman’s Club was especially privileged in 
hearing it first.  Mrs. Julius Foss Schwartz, chairman of the summer program committee, 
announced that the next meeting would be held on 27 July 1921 at the summer home of 
Mrs. Thomas B. Stearns of Denver, the regular business meeting to be called at 2:00 p.m., 
to be followed by a musical program beginning at 3:00 p.m. by Mrs. I.A. Root of Omaha, 
Nebraska, one of the nonresident members of the club who will be in charge of the 
musicale.  Mrs. Root and her charming voice need no introduction to Estes Park.

15 July 1921 – The Chicago Northwestern Tours that make the Rocky Mountain National 
Park and Yellowstone National Park stopped over at the Lewiston Chalets.  There were 
90 in the party.  They made the trip to Grand Lake on Wednesday, and all reported it a 
most wonderful trip.

15 July 1921 – Mr. R.C. Logan, attorney from Louisville, Kentucky, is a guest at the 
Crags.

15 July 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered 3-inch by 3-1/2-inch documentary image of 
the Grand Lake Lodge façade, a brand new two-story wooden structure with porches on 
both levels.  Although the sky is filled with clouds, the day is sunny, and at least two 
vehicles are parked in front of the stairway, with people either loading or unloading, and 
a few individuals near the top of the stairway on the second floor.  The number 8254, or 
similar, is in the bottom right-hand corner, but the photograph is otherwise uncredited. 

15 July 1921 – Mrs. Verne O. Williams and small son arrived 3 July 1921 to spend the 
summer with Mrs. Williams’ mother, Mrs. Matteson, and sister, Miss Isabel Matteson at 
their ranch, Windvale.  Mr. Williams accompanied them from Kansas City, Missouri, and 
stayed overnight.  He expects to return for a longer visit in August.  Other guests at Mrs. 
Matteson’s are Mrs. Leta Cook of Kansas City, Missouri, Miss Edna McEldowney of  
Chicago, Illinois, Professor E.D. Phillips of Kansas City, Missouri, and Dean Jones of 
Columbia, Missouri.  Professor Phillips, who is head of the English department of 
Northeast High School in Kansas City, Missouri, has been a teacher for 45 years.  Dean 
Jones is acting president of Missouri State University…Mrs. Thomas B. Stearns of 
Denver, a member of the Estes Park Music and Study Club, will entertain the club at her 
summer residence here in Estes Park, Thursday morning, 21 July 1921, at 10:00 a.m.  At 
this program, Professor Carter, violinist from Greeley, Colorado, and Miss Agnes Bonnell 
of Denver will be presented.  Guests of the club members will be welcome at this 
meeting…The Shriners Automobile Club of Denver were guests at the Lewiston.  
Saturday night, they were entertained with a dinner dance and Healys orchestra from 
Denver, along with several other entertainers from Denver and Kansas City, Missouri.  
There were 170 in the party…The Woman’s Club of Estes Park gave a very delightful tea 
and card party at the Country Club Thursday.  There were 95 ladies present.  The color 
scheme was yellow.  The beautiful wild yellow flowers that grow in Estes Park were used 



for decoration.  A colored scene of Estes Park was the prize given for each table…
Captain J.J. Miller of Camp Pike, Arkansas, motored through to Estes Park, and is a guest 
at Moraine Lodge.  [He is shortly to be married, the ceremony reported in the 22 July 
1921 issue.]…Mr. C.J. Collins, who is in charge of the National Park Service and Travel 
Bureau of Chicago, Illinois, and manager of the Chicago and Northwestern-Union Pacific 
tours [he is given a slightly different title in a 29 July 1921 article], is touring through the 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  He stopped at the Lewiston Hotel, the Lewiston Chalets, 
and the Grand Lake Lodge.  Mr. Collins’ trip is one of inspection, and he expressed great 
satisfaction for the way his tours are being handled here.  He reported that his people on 
their return to the east were vigorous in their praise of the Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Mr. Collins was accompanied by his wife and son…Mr. Lee Long and wife are at 
the Stanley Hotel for the summer.  Mr. Long is a manufacturer of artificial leather in 
Chicago, Illinois, connected with the firm known as the Chicago Decorative Leather 
Company…Sam B. Campbelle and family are guests at the Stanley Hotel.  Mr. 
Campbelle is proprietor of the Coates Hotel in Kansas City, Missouri.

15 July 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Trail Force under New Management.  Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur B. Harris are the proud parents of a daughter who arrived Sunday night, 10 July 
1921 [Arthur B. Harris and Bessie Briggs were married in Fort Collins 8 August 1920.]  
Mrs. Harris is with her mother [Mrs. Daniel J. Briggs] in Fort Collins.  At last report, 
mother and daughter were doing fine.

15 July 1921 – Mayor F.W. Stover and family of Fort Collins were weekend visitors in 
Estes Park, and guests of F.P. Stover and wife…Mr. J.D. Blue, Jr. [who began running a 
short-lived display advertisement in the Estes Park Trail], and family of Sterling, 
Colorado, are spending a part of the summer in Estes Park.  They are formerly of Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa.  Since coming to Sterling, Mr. Blue has been appointed a member of the 
state highway advisory board, which represents District No. 7.

15 July 1921 – Headline:  Captain Morrow Touring Western States.  Captain Morrow, 
who is on a tour of the western states in the interest of the military orders of the world 
war [World War I], is a guest at the Big Thompson Hotel.  He was in France 22 months, 
and while there, in going to a remount depot to get a horse, he found a beautiful little 
black mare, which he got permission to use for his own personal mount.  He named her 
Petite.  At the first corps army horse show he won two ribbons with her.  After the 
armistice was signed, Major Chamberland [sic, subsequently spelled Chamberlain] took 
the horse to Germany, thinking she would make a jumper, later he brought her to Fort 
Riley, Kansas, and there she was trained into one of the fastest polo ponies in the country.  
Captain Morrow stopped over 4 July 1921 in Colorado Springs, and quite accidentally 
met Major Chamberlain [sic, previously spelled Chamberland], and was informed Petite 
was there in the Broadmoor stables.  The reunions after a separation of three years was a 
very happy one between Captain Morrow and Petite.



15 July 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Alfred W. Johanning of St. Louis, Missouri, who have spent 
every summer at the Brinwood since its opening [which was in 1911], are here again this 
year.  They spent the latter part of the winter in California, and three days in Glacier 
National Park before coming to Estes Park.  They say they cannot withstand the lure of 
Estes Park, and nothing can compare with the attractions here…Professor and Mrs. S.P. 
Bradley, who have had charge of the Wellington school for several years, spent the first 
of the week in Estes Park.  They were accompanied by Dr. C.W. Watts and wife, mother 
and father of Mrs. Bradley, and Mrs. Charlie Watts of Fayette, Missouri.  Professor and 
Mrs. Bradley have accepted a position in the faculty in the college at Fayette, and will 
begin work there this fall…Fred R. Walker, known generally as the cowpuncher artist of 
the southwest, has returned to Estes Park after an absence of six years, and is again with 
Mr. Clatworthy.  Mr. Walker has seen more of the west and southwest, probably, than any 
other person in this locality.  He also lived in Mexico for 12 years, and is familiar with 
many phases of the life in that country.  Several souvenirs of Mr. Walker’s travels are 
displayed on the walls of Prospect Inn…Some soldiers who rode into town on 4 July 
1921 had a joke on a dudish fellow who was lounging about one of the hotels.  They told 
him that one of our most famous generals had arrived in town.  The stranger expressed a 
desire to meet the general, and asked where he could be found.  One of the soldiers took 
him aside and told him to go to the post office and inquire for General Delivery. 

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  ‘Right Way’ Shoe Shiners.  Open for business.  We polish 
all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work guaranteed.  Next to [Estes Park] 
Drug Store [a block 6 business].

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.

15 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Just eggs.  We have all heard of the merchants who have 
eggs at various prices labeled “Extra fancy”, “Strictly fresh”, “Fresh”, “Choice”, and just 
“Eggs”.  Nothing like that in this store.  We sell only one grade of eggs – the best 
obtainable.  Too bad we can’t stand with a basket and catch the eggs when they are 
dropped, as some people seem to think we should do, but we’re most too busy for that, 
and must depend to some extent on our source of supply – which, by the way, is never the 
commission merchants.  Our prices today – subject to chance without notice, are – Eggs 
38 cents.  Creamery butter 46 cents.  Wisconsin longhorn full cream cheese 32 cents.  
Nuccoa Nut margarine 32 cents.  Silver Leaf lard 1 pound carton 28 cents.  Brookfield 
link sausage 38 cents.  Bacon 38 cents, 40 cents, 55 cents, and 60 cents.  Premium 
frankfurters 30 cents.  Leona sausage 28 cents.  Boiled premium ham 62 cents.  The 
butter and egg market is advancing, prices will probably be higher next week.  



Raspberries are coming in daily – you can depend on us for the best fruit and the lowest 
prices.  Cash and carry – No deliveries.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].

15 July 1921 – The Ladies Aid Society of the Presbyterian church will give a bazaar at 
the home of Mrs. J.E. Macdonald on Wednesday, 17 August 1921, from 10:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m.  Any contributions will be greatly appreciated.  Kindly leave all contributions 
at Hayden Brothers real estate office.  The proceeds will be used for the improvement of 
the church property…Mrs. Harriet R. Byerly, proprietress of the National Park Hotel, 
made a business trip to Fort Collins and Longmont, Colorado, last Friday…Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter A. Dixon drove to Denver last week, accompanied by their daughter Mrs. L.E. 
Larington of Flagler, Colorado, and her three children, who have made a ten-days visit at 
the Dixon bungalow.  Mrs. Larington hopes to return again for the month of August 
1921…Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Saragean of Denver were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. 
Dixon over the Fourth of July 1921…Mr. and Mrs. Clingenpeel of Johnstown, Colorado, 
spent Thursday in Estes Park…Miss Estelle Harris, from Johnstown, Colorado, sister of 
the editor [Arthur B. Harris], and Miss Joe Anna Rogers of Lathrop, Missouri, are 
spending the week at  Prospectus cabin in Prospect Heights…Eli Miller, president of First 
National Bank of Litchfield, Illinois, and wife are at the Brinwood for the summer…Mr. 
L.B. Smith ad wife of Prospect Heights are spending the weekend in Loveland, Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel at 
home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and motoring.  Here 
you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric lights, good meals, 
telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, shed for automobiles, 
tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but using rings instead of 
shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our business 
a success during the past season, and we plant to merit your continued patronage and that 
of your friends if quality and service can do it.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 
business].

15 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-J3.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars – We have been appointed agents for the 
Buick cars thru the Bonnell Buick Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  
Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3 smooth $12.50.  30 x 3 rough $14.50.  



30 x 3-1/2 smooth $15.75.  30 x 3-1/2 rough $17.50.  Springs – Temme quality 
guaranteed springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars – Charging 
station maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – Two service 
cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn 
Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

15 July 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  The new Colorado division of 
marketing authorized by the last General Assembly has been established.  William F. 
Allewelt of Greeley was appointed director of the division by the executive committee of 
the State Board of Agriculture.  He has assumed his new duties, establishing headquarters 
at the Agricultural College…Because of the decreasing demands of guard duty in the 
Pueblo food district [sic, I have to wonder if this should say “flood district”, although I 
suppose they could be guarding food supplies after the flood], 23 Colorado rangers who 
have been stationed in that area since 4 June 1921 have been relieved, and ordered back 
to the stations in various parts of the state by Ranger Captain Orville Dennis…Gus 
Hampton, 26 years old, employed as a coal miner at the Blackhawk mine of the Triangle 
Coal Company, four miles below Durango, was almost instantly killed when, upon 
stepping from the room in which he was working, a falling rock, weighing about 100 
pounds, struck him on the head, crushing his skull…Automobile tax collections in 
Denver for the first six months of the current year, aggregating $246,152.66, exceeded 
the collections in the same district for the entire year of 1920, according to the semi-
annual report of the state motor vehicle department, issued by Secretary of State 
Milliken…The suit filed by School District No. 52, Lafayette, against the Union Pacific 
railroad, Northern Coal and Coke Company, and the Rocky Mountain Fuel Company, 
was thrown out of court by Judge Neil F. Graham of Boulder…Less than ten hours after 
she is alleged to have kidnapped her 3-year-old daughter from the home of the child’s 
father, John Edge, in Denver, Mrs. Madge Edge of Birmingham, Alabama, was arrested at  
McCook, Nebraska…An organization known as the Federated Woman’s Club has been 
organized at Hugo…The Colorado Supreme Court has upheld the validity of the election 
changing the county seat of Eagle County from Red Cliff to Eagle…An automobile truck 
in which 13 residents of Cañon City were making a trip into the mountains turned over on 
a sharp curve near Guffey, and all the occupants were more or less injured…A telegram 
received at Montrose from Nat Barney, who is spending the summer at Vera Cruz, 
California, conveys the information that his 12-year-old son, Maurice, was drowned 
while in bathing at the beach there…Word was received in Boulder of the death of David 
Hershman, pioneer of northern Colorado, at Long Beach, California.  Mr. Hershman 
came to Colorado immediately after the Civil War, and farmed at Loveland.  Later, he 
moved to this city [Boulder], and a few years ago to California…Two accidents in two 
days occurred on the racetrack at Granada.  Irvin Merrill, 26, of Lamar was instantly 
killed when a racing machine which he was testing skidded on a muddy stretch of the 
track and overturned.  Merrill was a son of H.C. Merrill of Cañon City, and well known 
there.  The other death occurred when Forest McGibbon, 10, son of a well-to-do farmer 
living near Holly, Colorado, was run down by a heavy truck on the track.  Both died 



before medical aid could be administered…The contract for the completion of the new 
$100,000 high school at Alamosa had been let by the board of education, and it is 
expected that the building can be completed before the beginning of the next school term.  
This school was authorized two years ago when the people voted a bond issue of 
$80,000, but when the bids were opened, it was found that owing to the great increase in 
costs of materials and labor, the bond issue was several thousand dollars short of enough 
to finish the building according to the plans…Mount Blanca, one of the highest mountain 
peaks in Colorado, was flown over by E.E. Bowers and C.O. Thalmadge, Colorado 
Springs aviators.  The men were flying at an altitude of 14,500 feet when they passed 
over the summit.  It is the first time an airplane has ever accomplished this feat, so far as 
is known…Artie McKee, charged with the murder of his wife in Yuma County on the 
afternoon of 5 April 1921, was convicted of murder in the first degree at Akron after the 
jury had been out five hours.  McKee had been tried twice before in Yuma County, the 
first trial being a hung jury and the second resulting in a conviction…One man is 
believed to be dying with four knife wounds in his side, another is in a critical condition 
with several slashes in his body and a third man is being held in the county jail here 
following a stabbing affray, at Prospect Heights, one mile south of Cañon City.  The 
wounded men are Frank Snyder and Louis Pierce, both Austrian smelter workers.  Mike 
Anderson is in jail accused of attacking the two men…Mrs. Katie Gertrude Bourk, 28 
years old, committed suicide by taking poison at the Weld County hospital at Greeley.  
Mrs. Bourk had given birth to a daughter at the hospital two weeks before.  She had two 
children at the State Home for Dependent Children in Denver…Reduction of livestock 
shipping rates of more than 50% from Denver, Pueblo, Trinidad, and Walsenburg to 
points on the western slope has been announced by the State Utilities Commission.  The 
reduction will remain in effect for 90 days.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Cadillac 8’s.  Cautious drivers.  For the best automobile 
service, telephone #160.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company [sic, 
punctuation].  Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, 
manager.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Delicate garments, daintily laundered.  Do you know that 
we use greater care in washing delicate shirtwaists and lingerie than you do yourself.  It’s 
a fact!  We wash each of these garments separately.  Then, they are carefully and expertly 
ironed by hand.  So you see these is really no need of your doing this work yourself.  If a 
garment is washable, no matter how sheer it may be, you can send it to us with perfect 
confidence.  Estes Park Laundry [a block 4 business].  Launderers and dry cleaners.  
Telephone #50J.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  12 percent.  Your money is worth 1% banking interest per 
month.  Investments $100 of more.  Guaranteed by national bank deposits.  Choice of 
maturities 12 December 1921, 12 May 1922, or 12 December 1922.  J.D. Blue, Jr., 
Company.  Investment bankers.  Sterling, Colorado.



15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American Plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American Plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European Plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European Plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  Grand Lake 
Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its 
western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building 
and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has 
its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass road, by rail and 
stage over the Moffat road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per 
day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, 
Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

15 July 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m, 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription 
rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 
cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or 
more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches – transient rate.  
Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents 
per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 
2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum 
charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, 
socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents 
per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The Estes Park Trail 
will not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the 
signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission 
through the mails as second-class matter, 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 
March 1879.

15 July 1921 – Prose poem and byline:  Politeness by Walt Mason.  In my youth I knew 
an aleck who was most exceeding smart, and his flippant way of talking often broke the 
hearer’s heart.  He was working for a grocer in a little corner store, taking down the 
wooden shutters, sweeping up the greasy floor, and he always answered pertly, and he 
had a sassy eye, and the people often asked him if he wouldn’t kindly die.  Oh, the festive 
years skedaddled, and the children of that day, now are bent beneath life’s burdens, and 



their hair is turning gray, and the flippant one is toiling in the same old corner store, 
taking down the ancient shutters, sweeping up the greasy floor.  In the same old sleepy 
village lived a springald [sic] so polite, that to hear him answer questions was a genuine 
delight; he was working in a foundry where they dealt in eggs and cheese, and the work 
was hard and tiresome, but he always tried to please.  And today he’s boss of thousands, 
and his salary’s sky high – and his manner’s just as pleasant as it was in days gone by.  
It’s an idle, trifling story, and you doubtless think it flat, but its moral might be pasted 
with some profit in your hat.

15 July 1921 – Last Sunday afternoon, Miss Hicks and Mrs. Eakin, two employees of 
Hewes-Kirkwood Inn, while hiking on the Wind River Trail near Baldpate Inn, had the 
startling experience to see a cinnamon bear.  The bear did not appear as frightened as the 
girls were at their accidental meeting, however, each took their separate ways.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

15 July 1921 – Poem and byline:  ’Tis Moonlight on the Twin Sisters by Charles Edwin 
Hewes.  ’Tis moonlight on the Sisters!/The Queen of Night in glory rims/The mount in 
lunar splendors,/And full the Vale with silver brims./’Tis moonlight on the Sisters!/The 
alp world in beauty shines./The voice of Nature whispers/To the green and glossy 
pines./’Tis moonlight on the Sisters!/The wild stag beside his mate/Scents keen with 
nostril quivers/The soft breeze that stirs the lake./’Tis moonlight on the Sisters!/And all 
living things are moved/To fond caress their lovers,/In the shadow of the wood./’Tis 
moonlight on the Sisters!/Come forth, my love, to me.  We’ll sweet appease Love’s 
hunger/’Neath the quaking aspen tree.

15 July 1921 – Mr. Peter Hondius of Elkhorn Lodge sailed on 9 July 1921 from New 
York for Holland on the “New Amsterdam”, a Highland American Liner.  He expects to 
spend three months in The Hague, Holland, visiting his family.

15 July 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Adjustment Day.  Estate of Flora Shoemaker 
Manford, deceased.  No. 2432.  All persons having claims against said estate are hereby 
notified to present them for adjustment to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, 
on 25 July 1921.  [signed] John J. Manford.  Administrator of estate of Flora Shoemaker 
Manford, deceased.  Jacob S. Schey, John F. Reynes, Longmont, Colorado, attorneys for 
administrator.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental X-ray.  
Telephone #198-J.



15 July 1921 – Photographic advertisement:  [Uncredited landscape photograph of the 
Continental Divide as viewed from Deer Ridge Junction.]  The above is a photograph of 
Estes Park’s most beautiful hotel site, and its location is on Deer Ridge at the summit of 
the High Drive.  I will sell or I will lease.  See O.W. Bechtel at Deer Ridge Chalet, top of 
the High Drive.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and Ford 
cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin tires and 
Savage tires at Denver prices.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then 
you can’t be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brothers’ [a block 5 
business] bungalows at Broadview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed 
and furnished, beautifully located, away from the noise and dust of the main roads, and 
yet but ten minutes’ drive from the post office.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  
Estes Park, Colorado.     

15 July 1921 – Clifford Rust, a tourist from Melbourne, Texas, was rescued from two feet 
of snow near the top of Pikes Peak.  Rust, in company with Otis Gillispie, a local youth, 
started to climb to the top of the mountain, but they were caught in a severe blizzard and 
lost their way.  After battling the elements for hours, the southerner gave out only about 
500 feet from the top.  Gillispie wrapped his helpless companion in his own coat, and 
struggled to the summit house, reaching there at midnight.  A rescue party was sent out, 
and succeeded in finding the freezing boy…The Denver and Interurban railroad, which 
has been in the hands of a receiver since the institution of a suit two years ago by the 
Guarantee Trust Company of New York, has been returned to its owners by action of 
Federal Judge Robert E. Lewis.  Under the terms of the decree handed down by Judge 
Lewis, the complaint of the Guarantee Trust Company is dismissed.  The action, 
however, is contingent on the payment by the owners of all costs of the suit, and all 
unpaid liabilities of the road…The Federal Farm Loan Bank will extend a loan of at least 
$1,500,000 to Pueblo County and other Arkansas Valley ranchers.  The loan will come 
indirectly, as a loan to the irrigation companies for repairs to the ditches, reservoirs, and 
intakes, but will be in reality aid given to farmers whose land must be assessed to meet 
the cost of repairs to the irrigation systems.  This cost as been estimated at least 
$1,500,000…Ascending Sneffels Peak, fourteen miles west of Ouray, Colorado, during 
the progress of one of the worst summer blizzards ever seen in that section of Colorado, 
six Grand Junction men came near losing their lives.  They became marooned on the peak 



in a terrible gale, which drove dense clouds of fine snow at low temperatures upon them, 
making it impossible to find shelter or get away from the stinging blast…The Western 
Light and Power Company have voluntarily put an order into effect reducing streetcar 
rates in Boulder from 10 cents to 7-1/2 cents a ride.  Less than four months ago, they 
were granted permission to raise the far from 5 cents to 10 cents.  The company found 
that the higher rate reduced the travel to such an extent that, instead of profiting by the 
raise, the company lost…Mike Salazar, a Mexican 26 years old, was sentenced to hang 
during the week of 17 July 1921, for his confessed part in the murder of Gaudencio Silva, 
a fellow countryman, at Morley, Colorado, on the night of 28 November 1920, will be 
spared from the gallows.  The state board of pardons, in a special session, ordered that 
Salazar’s sentence be commuted from death to live imprisonment. 

15 July 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

15 July 1921 – George Huling of Estes Park became suddenly insane yesterday, and was 
taken to Fort Collins by the sheriff until his case could be disposed of by the Larimer 
County court…Mr. Way, superintendent of Rocky Mountain National Park, is spending a 
few days in Denver…Mr. and Mrs. Frank Canby are spending the month of July 1921 
with Mrs. Albert Thresher, at their beautiful summer home in Estes Park…Miss Mary 
Metz, Miss Gretchen White, Miss Mildred White, and Major Allen White from Wooster, 
Ohio, are at the Crags for the summer…Mrs. Martha Cramner is a guest at the home of 
Mrs. Schwartz.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Riding and outing suits for men, women, and children.  
Duxbak and Kampit line from the famous Utica, New York, Duxbak Corporation.  Our 
hose has carried this line for years, and have found them to be the best for quality, fit, and 
style.  We have also outing clothes for girls and boys.  Come in and look at them.  
Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business].

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Front Range Camps.  Fern Lodge – by Fern Lake.  
Bear Lake Camp – at Bear Lake.  Two of the most popular excursion points in Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Special combination riding and walking parties will be 
conducted each week by capable guides from Estes Park over the famous Fern Lake Trail 
– to Fern Lake – Lake Odessa – Notch Mountain – Grace Fall – around the base of 
Flattop Mountain – to Bear Lake, Loch Vale, and the Glacier Basin, with overnight stops 
at Fern Lake and Bear Lake.  Other parties will be conducted to Bear Lake, then to Grand 



Lake via Flattop Mountain, returning to Estes Park by automobile via the new Fall River 
Road, with overnight stops at Bear Lake and Grand Lake.  Persons making one-day trips 
to Fern Lake and Bear Lake regions may secure splendid dinners at either place.  For 
further information, telephone Bear Lake at #201 R2, or Fern Lodge at #201 R3.  
Arrangements for joining parties on the three-day trips should be made at Lewiston Café 
[a block 6 business], Estes Park.  Telephone #80.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Market Company [a block 2 business].  The 
new public market.  Formerly Estes Park Creamery and Mercantile Company.  Staple and 
fancy groceries.  Fresh meats, creamery products, delicatessen service, fruits, vegetables, 
breads, and pastry daily.  Our luncheonette a cozy place to eat.  F.E. Brainard and Chester 
B. Hall, proprietors.  Free delivery.  Creamery telephone #202.  Store telephone #203.

15 July 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Miss Ruth Bingaman, Miss Grace 
Bingaman, brother Lee Bingaman, and Miss Eva Whitfield of Malvern, Iowa, are 
spending several days at Estes Park and vicinity…Semi-advertisement:  Tallant [a block 5 
business] has secured the exclusive agency for the famous Martha Washington candies.  
They’re pure, delicious, and reasonable in price.  Each bite invites another.  Fresh stock 
just received…Mr. Charles Weis and family returned to Longmont Monday, after 
spending the weekend at their cottage in the Longmont Colony…Mr. and Mrs. Scott Lord 
are guests at Fall River Lodge.  Mr. Lord is chief traveling auditor for the Union Pacific 
at Omaha, Nebraska.  Mr. Ed. Genge is also a guest at Fall River Lodge.  He is head of 
the freight department of the Union Pacific in Denver, Colorado…Rev. J.M. Eldridge, 
pastor of M.E. [Methodist Episcopal] church of Eaton, Colorado, is spending Thursday in 
Estes Park… Semi-advertisement:  Melba ice cream at Tallants [a block 5 business].  
Something new and delicious…Roland G. Holt, Jr., of Denver, financial agent for Penn 
Mutual Life Insurance Company, and small son are registered at the Brinwood…Semi-
advertisement:  Driverless Fords – For rent.  Call Estes Park Garage, telephone #166…
Professor Tashimitsu Kawaseki [sic] of Port Arthur, South Manchuria, is a guest at 
Hewes-Kirkwood Inn.  He is head of the Japanese Technical College and is spending a 
year in the U.S. studying educational methods.  He will spend next year in Europe…
Semi-advertisement:  The Cain Sister’s Kitchen for homemade candy, doughnuts, 
sandwiches, and picnic lunches, at the Bluebird Cliff on the hill, one block behind the 
[Estes Park] bank.  2t…Mr. C.M. Robinson of Cincinnati, Ohio, is a guest at Prospect Inn 
for several weeks.  Mr. Robinson has traveled extensively in Europe as well as in this 
country, and has a most interesting personality…Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the 
news each week…Professor C.M. Lotspeich of the Cincinnati University came to 
Prospect Inn last week for a stay of several weeks.  Professor Lotspeich is well known in 
educational circles as a specialist in philology…The Denver people who spent the 
weekend at Glen D. Baird’s cottages, returning home on 4 July 1921, were Mr. and Mrs. 
S.K. Goodwin and daughter Jane, Mr. J.G. Hahn and family, Mr. and Mrs. T.A. Hawkins, 
Leta Hawkins, Miss Helen Sharp, Oscar Olson, Frank Kretschmar, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul 
Kretschmar and son…Mrs. C.S. Deneen, wife of ex-Governor Deneen of Illinois, with 



her daughter Mrs. A.M. Blow, and little granddaughter of Tulsa, Oklahoma, are at 
Moraine Lodge for the summer…Professor B. Frank Brown and wife of Chicago, 
Illinois, are guests at Moraine Lodge.  Mr. Brown is principal of the Lake View High 
School in Chicago, Illinois…Mrs. F.C. Nichols and little son Fredrick, who have been 
spending several weeks with Mrs. Nichols mother, Mrs. G.A.Webb, at the Homespun 
cottage in Prospect Heights, left last Saturday for Denver.
 
15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Does dependability in clothes mean anything to you?  If it  
does – if you want the style plus everything else that goes to make up good clothes, then 
you surely will be interested in Dubrock’s riding suits, dresses, and blouses for ladies, 
and Fadcraft knickers, riding breeches, suits, pants, coats, etc., for men.  We are showing 
a wonderful line of these goods at prices than cannot be duplicated anywhere.  We invite 
you to visit us and see for yourself.  Practical for all sports.  [Illustration:  Circular 
collage of various items from the DuBrock fashion collection in action, with female 
models demonstrating their practicality for camping, golfing, riding, and standing beside 
luxury automobiles.  The catalog drawings are uncredited.]  DuBrock.  Chicago, Illinois.  
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dry cleaning and pressing.  We do it the “Right Way”.  
Satisfaction guaranteed.  Next to [Estes Park] Drug Store [a block 6 business].

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W [this is the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company telephone 
number].  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

15 July 1921 – Honorable W.K. Gilcrest of Gilcrest, Colorado, and Mr. and Mrs. Worth 
of Des Moines, Iowa, called at the Hardys Tuesday…Semi-advertisement:  Beautiful 
imported silk and wool knit dresses at the National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business]…Mr. and Mrs. Karl E. Harrison and family of Chicago, Illinois, are guests at 
the Big Thompson Hotel for the summer.  Mr. Harriman is editor of the Red Book…Mr. 
James S. Collins and Allen Collins of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, are guests at the Big 
Thompson Hotel.  Their father has been associated with the Ladies Home Journal for 
years…Semi-advertisement.  Handsome imported bead bag with carved ivory frame.  
National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…Mrs. Joye [sib] Webb and Lucille 
Daniels, of Chicago, Illinois, who are guests at the Columbines, took the Fall River Road 
and High Drive trip Monday.  These young ladies are on their way to Long Beach, 
California.

15 July 1921 – Certificate of authority No. 37.  Report of condition of the Estes Park 
Bank at Estes Park, in the state of Colorado, at the close of business 30 June 1921.  
Resources:  Loans and discounts unsecured $124,222.50.  Loans and discounts secured 
by collateral $26,270.  Loans on real estate $8,250.  Overdrafts $6,755.14.  United States 



bonds $17,550.  Other bonds and securities $3,638.  furniture and fixtures $3700.  
Banking house $4700.  Due from banks (not reserve banks) $2,255.44.  Due from reserve 
banks $36,190.48.  Checks on other banks $640.08.  Cash on hand $13,442.14.  Total  
$247,613.78.  Liabilities:  Capital stock $25,000.  Surplus fund $3,750.  Undivided 
profits (less expense and taxes paid) $988.03.  Bills payable $15,000.  Individual deposits 
$152,079.93.  Time certificates of deposit $50,471.77.  Certified checks $31.30.  
Cashiers’ checks $292.75.  Total $247,613.78.  State of Colorado, county of Larimer, ss.  
We, Julius Foss Schwarz, vice president, and Charles F. Hix, cashier, do solemnly swear 
that the above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.  [signed] Julius 
Foss Schwartz, vice president, and Charles F. Hix, cashier.  Attest:  Albert Hayden, 
Samuel Service, Julius Foss Schwartz, directors.  Subscribed and sworn to before me 7 
July 1921.  My commission expires 31 August 1921.  [signed] Cornelius H. Bond, notary 
public.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage.  We are here to help you with your car 
troubles.  Repairing, tire service, vulcanizing.  Goodrich tires.  Prices same as in your 
hometown.  Ford parts, automobile accessories, storage.  Service until 11:00 p.m.  
Telephone #184.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of the 
outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing by experts. 

15 July 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them for 
profit – Us them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, 
want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get results, 
and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each following 
insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Large furnished 
cottage on the best site in Big Thompson Canyon, across Big Thompson River below 
Loveland Heights.  Owner can be seen at “Iowa” next door.  Address Laura Wolf, Drake, 
Colorado, via Loveland Heights…For sale – Beautiful resort proposition, located 30 
miles north of Estes Park.  Altitude 8000 feet.  Several lakes stocked with trout.  Fine 
automobile road to the grounds.  Abundance of timber and firewood.  Open parks for 
outdoor sports.  Ideal spot for boating, fishing, hunting.  Address M.H. Akin, Fort Collins, 
Colorado.  10-4p…Subhead:  Lost and found.  Lost – Black seal leather handbag 
containing card case and other articles of no value except as keepsakes.  Please leave at 
Estes Park Trail office…Found – Packard hubcap.  Owner apply at Estes Park Trail 
office…Subhead:  Miscellaneous.  Automobile trips – Experienced driver, Estes Park to 
Fort Collins, Longmont, and Loveland at any time.  Telephone #27J-3 [the Estes park 
Trail telephone number] or address post office box 263, Estes Park.  B.S. Tedmon, Jr.  
14tf…Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Two porch awnings, one swinging porch couch, 
cheap.  National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…For sale – Electric heater, 
practically new.  Post office box 113.  tf…For sale – Hay, baled, best quality, $25 per ton.  



Donald MacGregor.  11-tf…For sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at 
Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for 
cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on 
the market, and will not last long at this price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  
tf…For sale – A few thoroughbred Duroc Jersey hogs.  Weight 200 to 300 pounds.  
Lewiston Hotels Company.  Telephone #83.  12-3…For sale or trade – Fruit and 
vegetable lands.  What have you to trade?  S. Brown, Florence, Colorado.  For sale – One 
water-power washing machine, new, and one hand-power washing machine.  Lewiston 
Hotels Company.  Telephone #83.  12-2…Subhead:  For Rent.  For rent – Two lovely 
rooms, accommodations for four – day, week, or season.  Bath, electricity, exclusive use 
of screened porch.  Garage for large car.  Splendid location, one-half mile from village, 
on Devils Gulch Road.  Board if desired, next door at the Mary Grey [sic] Tea Room.  
Address Catherine B. Rogers, post office box 23, or telephone #43J3…For rent – First-
class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf…Homes to rent 
– One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith.

15 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.  

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and fountain 
service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  
We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and 
you will be steady customers.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”].

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes Park.  
S.H. Stockton.  Telephone #Loveland 77J.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European Plan.  Rates reasonable.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial order 
means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.  

15 July 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Rules of Interest to People in 
Estes Park.  Some of the important rules governing the use of Rocky Mountain National 
Park will no doubt be of interest at this time to our readers, and we shall try to give some 
of them briefly.  The ascending machine always has the right of way.  Saddle horses and 
horse-drawn vehicles always have the right of way, and must be given the inside of the 



road on a hill, grade, or curve.  The Rocky Mountain National Park rules prohibit the 
gathering of flowers, but Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way informs us 
he will permit the gathering of flowers if they are gathered in moderation and carefully 
picked, and not pulled up by the roots.  Care in picking must, however, be observed, and 
flowers taken in moderation.  Fires can only be kindled in open spaces or on rocks, never 
on grass, leaves, or near trees or bushes, and must be extinguished with water or covered 
with earth before leaving.  Hunting is absolutely prohibited, and firearms must not be 
taken into Rocky Mountain National Park.  Fishing is permitted as under the state law.  
Information may be obtained at any of the Rocky Mountain National Park entrances.

15 July 1921 – Mrs. Martha J. Cramner of Denver entertained at the Mary Gray Tea room 
Thursday.  Covers were laid for 12…Mr. Stephens, Rocky Mountain National Park 
ranger at Mill Creek, and Frank W. Byerly went over the route of a new trail Thursday 
which is to be completed very soon, and will connect the Fern Lake and Bear Lake 
region.  For several years, the trail above Fern Lake has extended as far as Helene Lake, 
at the base of Flattop Mountain.  Opening of the additional trail is being pushed because 
of the personally conducted Lewis-Byerly [presumably Augustus Denby Lewis of the 
Lewiston Hotels, and Frank W. Byerly of Fern Lodge] Alpine Rambles, which run from 
Estes Park village through the Fern Lake, Bear Lake, and Grand Lake regions the rest of 
the season.  This will provide a very delightful alpine trip for persons desiring to visit 
Fern Lake, Bear Lake, and Loch Vale on the same outing…Mr. and Mrs. Ben Reese of 
Longmont, Colorado, are spending the week at their cottage near Eagle Cliff…Mrs. 
Schwartz very delightfully entertained in honor of Miss Mary Metz from Wooster, Ohio, 
with a progressive bridge party Tuesday afternoon…Semi-advertisement:  Charles A. 
Ball, the Longmont optician, will be at John Bechtel Baird’s [a block 2 business] every 
two weeks, next visit being Monday, 18 July 1921, one day only.  Eyes tested by the 
latest electric methods and glasses fitted, satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.  I 
especially invite any of my old patients to call and have any adjustments done that they 
may need.  Remember the place and date.  At Baird’s 18 July 1921…Mr. John 
Rosborough of the Rocky Mountain School of Music will give a talk on folk song at the 
entertainment given by Mrs. Stearns in honor of the Estes Park Music and Study Club 
Thursday morning.  Mrs. J.P. Kilgore of Fort Collins will sing at the Estes Park Music 
and Study Club Thursday morning…W.J. Stelle [sic, other Colorado newspapers refer to 
him as Warren Steele] who was hurt on a load of hay at the Horseshoe Inn gateway last 
week, is up today for the first time.  He expects to be back at work soon.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley.  Builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the [Park] Theatre [so on the east side of what is now called Moraine Avenue] or 
third house on High Drive at Pinerift.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 



week.  Per day $4 to $6.  For information, call G.M. Derby, manager [no telephone 
number is provided in this advertisement].

15 July 1921 – The body found near the top of Flattop Mountain by Colorado rangers has 
been identified as that of J.P. Chitwood, formerly a ditch worker employed by the Water 
Supply and Storage Company, according to an announcement made in Fort Collins by 
Coroner H.M. Balmer…Announcement has been made in Washington, D.C., of the 
recommendation by the Colorado senators of the appointment of E.H. McClenahan of 
Greeley to be the state prohibition director and enforcement officer for Colorado.  The 
position pays a salary of $4000 a year.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We put the “snap” in snapshots by using the best 
developers and the proper handling of films and prints.  A trial will convince you.  The 
Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace.  Estes Park, Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  [We] 
extend [a] cordial welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to make 
the acquaintance of new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde M. Low 
and O.P. Low.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Realizing that persons in business in Estes Park find it 
difficult, during the summer season, to leave their establishments long enough to 
familiarize themselves with road conditions throughout Estes Park and Rocky Mountain 
National Park, and that visitors are constantly asking for such information, we are taking 
this means of informing all readers of the Estes Park Trail that the road to Baldpate Inn 
and south is in excellent shape.  A large force of workmen are putting this long-neglected 
road in first-class condition, and tourists may be so informed with a clear conscience.  
Baldpate Inn.  Gordon Mace and Charles Mace.  Fourth season.  Same cook.  Come up to 
dinner sometime.  Telephone #2W.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music [a John M. 
Rosborough enterprise].  Students accepted at any time.  Address Mountain Hall [east of 
the Y junction], Estes Park, Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  What Not Shop [a block 6 business].  Latest ideas in arts 
and crafts.  Party favors, Ouija boards.  Gifts for everybody.  Marie Witwer and Mrs. 
Katherine Lindsey Perkins.

15 July 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church…Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 17 July 1921.  The 



conversion of Saul.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 9, verses 1-19a.  Golden text – This is a 
faithful saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that Jesus came into the world to save 
sinners, of whom I am chief. – I Timothy chapter 1, verse 15.  Reference material – Acts 
chapter 22, verses 1-21, Acts chapter 26, verses 1-23.  Primary topic – Learning to obey 
Jesus.  Junior topic – Saul becomes a Christian.  Intermediate and senior topic – The 
Pharisee becomes a Christian.  Young people and adult topic – A study of Paul’s 
conversion.  I. Saul’s burning hatred of Jesus (Acts chapter 9, verses 1 and 2).  Saul knew 
full well that unless the movement set on foot by Jesus was stopped, it would supercede 
Judaism, but he was entirely ignorant of the genius of Christianity.  Christianity thrives of 
persecution.  Prosperity may ruin the church, but persecution, never.  The noble display 
of faith by Stephen in sealing his testimony with his blood did not soften Saul’s spirit, but 
rather intensified his hatred for Jesus and His disciples.  It made him more determined 
than ever to stamp out this Nazarene heresy.  The intensity of his madness and the extent 
of its operations are best set forth in his own words (see Acts chapter 22, verse 4, and 
Acts chapter 26, verses 10-12).  He obtained authority from the chief priests to carry on 
this murderous work.  II. Saul kicking against the pricks (Acts chapter 9, verses 3-9).  
The figure here is that of the eastern ox-driver following the ox with a sharp iron fixed to 
the end of a pole.  The animal is prodded on with this instrument, and if it is refractory, it 
kicks against this sharp iron and injures itself.  This is a picture of Saul as he was madly 
fighting against Jesus.  1. A light from heaven (Acts chapter 9, verses 3 and 4a).  The time 
had come for the Lord to interfere.  Saul is stricken with blindness, and falls to the earth.  
This physical demonstration accentuated the workings of his conscience which doubtless 
were going on, quickened by the Holy Spirit as He used Stephen’s testimony.  2. A voice 
from heaven (Acts chapter 9, verses 4b and 5).  This was the Lord’s voice calling Saul by 
name and asking, “Why persecutest thou me?”  This moved Saul to inquire, “Who art 
thou, Lord?”  The answer came, “I am Jesus whom thou persecutest,” as if to say 
persecution of the church is persecution of Jesus.  3. “What will thou have me to 
do?” (Acts chapter 9, verse 6).  The dictator is now wiling to be dictated to.  The Lord 
told him to go into the city, where information would be given him as to what he must do.  
4. Saul entering Damascus (Acts chapter 9, verse 7-9).  The haughty persecutor goes 
quite humbly into Damascus, led by his attendants.  For the space of three days, he 
remained in blindness and fasting.  What went on in his soul in those three days no mortal 
can know, but we may be assured that he, like the Lord in the wilderness, was too deep in 
meditation and prayer to desire food.  Doubtless in this time, he got hold of the truths 
which he later proclaimed to the world, for his conversion was the basal fact of his 
theology.  III. Ananias sent to Saul (Acts chapter 9, verses 10-19a).  Here appears upon 
the scene a hitherto unknown disciple.  1. Ananias’ vision (Acts chapter 9, verses 10-12).  
In this vision, the Lord appeared and instructed him to go to Saul.  He gave him the name 
of the street and Saul’s host, and informed him that Saul was now a praying man, and that  
he had prepared Saul by the vision for the coming of Ananias.  2. Ananias’ fear and 
hesitancy (Acts chapter 9, verses 13-16).  He knew of Saul’s mission and the authority by  
which he came.  The Lord encouraged him to go, assuring him that Saul is no longer an 
enemy, but a chosen vessel to bear His name before the Gentiles, kings, and the children 



of Israel.  3. Ananias’ obedience (Acts chapter 9, verse 17).  His fears being removed, 
Ananias went to the house where Saul was staying, put his hands on him, and 
affectionately addressed him as “brother”.  The savage persecutor is now a brother in 
Christ.  He informed Saul that the Lord had sent him with a two-fold mission:  (1) “That 
thou mightest receive thy sight” and (2) “Be filed with the Holy Spirit.”  He received 
sight forthwith.  It is not said s to whether he received the Holy Ghost then, but his life’s 
work proves that he did.  1. [sic, perhaps the number 4 is more appropriate] Saul baptized 
(Acts chapter 9, verses 18 and 19a).  After Saul received his sight, Ananias baptized him.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a 
block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  Also 
Fort Collins and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, express, 
baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Let the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It 
prolongs the life of the clothes, and makes washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop.  
Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. Horrel [sic, suggest Hurrel]

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business].  Most centrally located 
hotel in Estes Park, in the center of Estes Park village.  First-class service – Good 
accommodations and excellent table.  William H. and Anna M. Derby, proprietors.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The store that satisfies.  We are introducing a lotion 
which we make especially for sunburn, chapped skin, and for use after shaving.  Ask for 
menthol lotion.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Telephone #41.   

15 July 1921 – Column title and byline:  Cleaning the Dog by Walt Mason.  “This is the 
most wonderful soap ever offered the public,” explained the voluble agent, as he opened 
his grip.  “It will clean anything under the sun.  It will remove grease, spots, polish 
tinware –”  “Oh, I have no doubt it will restore hair to bald heads and make chickens lay 
eggs,” said Mrs. Curfew, sarcastically.  “I feel quite satisfied it’s made of barks and buds 
and healing herbs, but I don’t want any of your marvelous soap, having had experience 
with other marvels of the same kind.  Last fall, an agent came along, selling a soap that 
would do everything you can think of, from beautifying the female complexion to 
chasing the cows out of the corn.  The agent talked as though he had eight-day works in 
him, like our old grandfather’s clock, and he didn’t make any impression until he said the 
soap would heal all skin diseases of man or beast.  It happened at that period that Mr. 
Curfew had an imitation bird dog that he traded a good watch for, and gave a dollar to 
boot, said dollar having been extracted from my private savings, and never returned.  This 



dog had the mange or some disagreeable disease that caused him to itch in the most 
reprehensible manner.  He was always scratching and rubbing against everything he 
could find, first and last.  One day, he upset my parlor table and broke all my best china, 
which I had placed on the table a few minutes before.  He also upset the sewing machine 
and the churn, and I don’t know what else.  So when Mr. Curfew heard that the agent’s 
soap would cure skin diseases, he insisted upon buying a cake, and after he had gone, he 
began to wash the dog with that marvelous soap.  I don’t know what ingredients said soap 
contained, but after it was rubbed into the dog’s skin, that unfortunate animal became 
frantic, and acted as though its reason tottered on its throne.  Mr. Curfew tried to hold the 
beast, and it reached around and bit his ear almost off, and of course he released it then, 
and the uproar he made, as he danced around the house, holding his ear with one hand, 
and summoning the police with the other, was simply scandalous.  Meanwhile, the dog 
ran off, entirely demented.  Mrs. Turpentine was crossing the road pushing her baby 
buggy, when the animal collided with said vehicle, and spilled her offspring into the mud.  
I am willing to admit that such an experience was aggravating, but I don’t think it was 
ladylike in Mrs. Turpentine to come over to my house with her muddy infant under her 
arm, and shake her fist under my nose, and tell me that for five cents she’d pull all my 
hair out.  Old Mr. Poppinjay was standing on the corner, leaning on his cane, waiting for 
a streetcar, when the crazy dog ran against his cane, and he took a header into the gutter, 
and I really felt sorry for him when I saw him going home ten minutes later, dripping 
slush and mud like a sea-serpent, but I couldn’t sympathize with him so very much when 
he picked up a brick as he was passing our place and smashed a panel in our front door.  
For two days, people were coming here claiming that we ought to reimburse them for 
damages done by that dog.  It seemed that the unfortunate animal made a circuit of the 
town, and left a trail of desolation behind him.  He upset six pans of milk for Mrs. 
Trumpeter, and scared Smith’s family horse so it ran away and injured several members 
of the family, and killed eight prize chickens for Mr. Dippy, and I don’t know what else.  
In view of which, I think we can struggle along without any of your marvelous soap.” 

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The most up-to-date shoe repair shop in northern 
Colorado.  If you want your shoes repaired, take them to Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a 
block 2 business].  Better service – lower prices.  The New Electric Shoe Shop.  Fine 
shoe repairing.  Harold M. Dunning, proprietor.  The all-American shop.  Loveland, 
Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Article reprinted from the London [England] Express.  Subhead:  Blocks 
easily removed.  A prominent tradesman in southwest London, England, expostulated 
with a gang of road repairers regarding a small mountain of wood blocks dumped in front 
of his premises.  The protest being ignored, he surreptitiously stuck a card, bearing the 
inscription:  “Please take one” on the offending heap.  The philanthropic suggestion was 
quickly acted on by the passers-by, and more than half the blocks had disappeared before 
a vigilant policeman removed the card.



15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  John Bechtel Barid, 
successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Developing and printing.  A.H. Reading has been 
in charge of this department for past three years.  Hand-colored views of Estes Park a 
specialty.  Eastman agency.  Postcards.  Kodaks rented.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your business.  For your convenience, open a 
checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic exchange, or 
safety-deposit boxes, come and see us.  “Make the home bank your bank”.  James D. 
Stead, chairman of board, Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Julius Foss Schwartz, vice-
president, Albert Hayden, vice-president, Charles F. Hix, cashier.  The Estes Park Bank [a 
block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  Hours 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County lump.  Fireplace wood and stove 
wood.  Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley Hotel entrance in 
season.  Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Estes Park Produce.  Telephone #197  Albert 
Schwilke.  

15 July 1921 – Mr. O.C. Watson, Colorado manager of New York Mutual Life Insurance, 
with Mrs. Watson, are spending the week at the Stanley Hotels…E.A. Shinn, a druggist 
from Wellington, Colorado, is in Estes Park for the weekend…Semi-advertisement:  
Bargains in fine sailor hats and other shapes at Miss Ruple’s [a block 5 business]…Semi-
advertisement:  Deer Ridge is the most beautiful beauty spot in the Rocky Mountain 
National Park, and you should arrange to make the High Drive trip and pay them a visit 
[meaning pay Deer Ridge Chalet a visit]…In the Alice Fuller cottage at Prospect Place 
over Sunday were Mrs. Asa Sterling, Mrs. Mabel Brink, Miss Marian Brink, Miss Eabel 
[sic] Balch, and Miss Alice Fuller of Greeley…Mr. and Mrs. Webster and Miss Helen 
Webster of Chicago, Illinois, are guests at the Columbines.  Miss Webster is building a 
large, comfortable cottage on the west side of Twin Sisters near the Columbines…A party  
of young people who are guests at the Columbines climbed Longs Peak Wednesday.  
They reported a fine trip and wonderful sights…Mr. and Mrs. Seidenstricker of Denver, 
and the Misses Smith [indicating there are at least two] of Colorado Springs, are 
registered at the Columbines.  This party made the trip to Chasm lake Friday…G.C.A. 
deCgraaff [sic] from the Isle of Java, with his Javanese wife, are guests at the Big 
Thompson Hotel.  Mr. deCgraaff is a big planter in Java, owns about 60,000 acres.   He 
has traveled all over the world, and he says Estes Park is the most ideal mountain sight he 
has ever seen…Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Rauh and family are stopping at the Stanley Hotel.  
Mr. Rauh is manufacturer of Red Top perfect fitting shirts in Cincinnati, Ohio…The 
camps at Fall River Road have been divided into three divisions, the Longs Peak Trail 
camp, in charge of Tex Eddins, the Fall River camp, in charge of J. Billings, and the 



Bartholf Park camp, in charge of Moore and Johnson.  Rocky Mountain National Park 
Superintendent Way expects to get another trail gang out soon.  The roads are reported in 
good condition.  A crew is working on the telephone line to Grand Lake…Mrs. W.P. 
McPhee and Miss Katherine Cramner of Denver are spending the week at Schwartzwald 
[what would become St. Malo]…Lester Varian, a well-known architect of Denver, is 
spending the weekend in Estes Park.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business].  Telephone #15.

15 July 1921 – Dr. Murphy, NA. RD. [no idea what these titles stand for]  Root Beer!  
Needs no recommendation.  Homemade candy by Mr. Jacob Heininger.  Fountain drinks 
by the doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn Avenue [this is a completely invented street 
address for this block 6 business, as Estes Park didn’t have street addresses until the 
mid-1950s].  Estes Park.

15 July 1921 – Advertisment:  New Edison phonographs. Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records – player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and showcases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at [Estes Park] Drug 
Store [a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].  
Taxidermy museum.  Furs, heads, trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to rent.  
Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Stock of furs just 
received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright 
Higby.  Telephone #205-J.  Estes Park, Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].



15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American Plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well-stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle horses, and 
driving horses.  Our own dairy farm furnishes our milk, cream, butter, and eggs [I doubt 
if it provides their eggs].  Telephone or write for rates and reservations.  Charles E. Lester 
and Company.  Telephone #4 J-2.  Estes Park, Colorado.

15 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.  

15 July 1921 – Headline:  Improve Telephone Service by Observing Commonsense 
Rules.  Take the receiver off before ringing central.  If the line is not in use, hold down 
the hook and ring.  Ringing central before taking down the receiver to ascertain if line is 
in use is impolite to those who may be using the line, and annoying to both those using 
the line and to central, and interferes with their conversation, and delays your chance of 
getting the line.  In answering the telephone, be sure it was your ring.  Answering the 
wrong call delays service, and annoys subscribers using the telephone.  Always call by 
number, this is very important, and helps central give you better service.  Giving the 
number not only tells central who you wish to talk to, but where to find their telephone on 
the switchboard.  When you call by name, central has to give you the “information” 
operator, she has to ask you what person you wish to talk to, you then are compelled to 
ring the operator again and give your number before the connection can be made.  If you 
want quick service – use your directory – that’s what it is for.  When you wish to talk 
over long distance, ring central, and when she answers “number please”, ask for “long 
distance”.  The line operator will at once connect you with the long distance operator, and 
when she answers, give your call in the following order:  Give first your telephone 
number, then your name, then the name of the person to whom you wish to talk.  The 
above order in placing your call not only helps the operator to get the call correctly, but 
insures you faster and better service.  Never leave the telephone after having placed a call 
until it is received.  When through talking on long distance, give the crank a twist so that 
central may know that the conversation has been terminated, without being compelled to 
listen in on the line.  If telephone users will always remember the above rules, it will tend 
to improve the service for all who use the telephones, and make the trying position of 
operator less irksome.

15 July 1921 – Miss Laura Hoch of Reading, Pennsylvania, is spending the summer at 
Prospect Inn.  Miss Hoch, who is a teacher of domestic science and a fluent writer on the 
subject, says she much prefers Estes Park to Yellowstone National Park, where she spent 
several weeks last summer…E.B. Johnson went to Longmont Saturday, to spend the 
Fourth of July 1921 [this news is now outdated] with his wife, who is located there.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthys [a block 3 business] for:  – 
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park.  



Largest collection in the state.  – Developing and printing.  The kind that brings you back.  
Navajo blankets and Native American baskets.  Finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world.

15 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  Deer Ridge Chalet Attracting Attention.  
Is located at the summit of the High Drive, at Deer Ridge, elevation 9176 feet above sea 
[level], five miles beyond Estes Park, Colorado, and in the heart of the Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  At no other point in the Rocky Mountain region can there be seen such a 
superb array of craggy, snow-covered peaks, every one of the 18 or more in the chain 
towering above the 12,000 foot elevation mark, nearly a dozen of them well over 13,000 
feet, and with Longs Peak buttressing the chain, head and shoulders above them all.  
From this point, the return trip to the village of Estes Park is made over an entirely 
different route, affording splendid panoramic views of the main range, and the lesser 
peaks to the east throughout the entire distance.  Deer Ridge is a privately-owned tract of 
land, and is thrown open for your special enjoyment.  At the chalets, lunches and 
refreshments are served, and the finest collection of photographic enlargements, prints, 
and postcards are to be had.

15 July 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Illustration:  Cartoon of nattily-
dressed, middle-aged, flushed and scowling gentleman looking to his right, with his right 
hand in his pocket and his left arm outstretched with left palm open in a “stop” gesture.  
He has slightly bulging eyes, a bushy white moustache, and a black bow tie.  A sign 
above his head to the left says “Let George do it”, and the artist’s signature, Charles 
Sughroe, appears in handwritten uppercase in the upper right.]  The tightwad 
businessman is repelling a raid on his one-way pocketbook?  They are getting up a Fourth 
of July celebration [this reference is not outdated], but all they get from him they can put 
in their eye.  He lets the other fellows advertise and bring the crowds to town, and he 
reaps the benefit – without expense.

15 July 1921 – Column title:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees of the 
town of Estes Park, held Monday, 11 July 1921.  E.I. Cooke $150.  J.T. Sisk $70.84.  
William LaPier $10.  Stanley Power Department $33.75.  Sachs-Lawlor $4.02.  Samuel 
Service $14.40.  Estes Park Garage $1.  Elmer D. Lindley $12.  Harry B. Boyd $3.65.  
Julius Foss Schwartz $55.41.  Ab H. Romans  $25.  Walker Lee $80.  Charles F. Hix $50.  
Harry W. Lee $40.25.  Theodore Schlapfer $17.50.  Walker Lee $80 [sic redundancy].  
[signed] Charles F. Hix, town clerk.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Our dry cleaning department is in charge of a man who 
has had over 20 years experience in all kinds of dry cleaning.  We handle all classes of 
work. The Estes Park Laundry.  Telephone #50-J.



15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Service with a snap.  Francis Tire Service Company 
[Illustration:  These four words incorporated on a logo consisting of a tire or tube 
bedecked with a central ribbon.]  “Service that satisfies”

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone 
#48.

15 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

22 July 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 15     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, July 22, 1921     Price 10 cents

22 July 1921 – Headline:  Beautiful Wedding at Moraine Lodge Thursday.  A very pretty 
wedding took place at Moraine Lodge Thursday at 11:00 a.m.  The bride was Miss 
Marjorie Shepard, of Aurora, Illinois, and the room was Captain Joe J. Miller of 
Magnolia, Mississippi.  The living room at Cohasset, where the ceremony took place, 
was beautifully decorated in wildflowers, pine boughs, and ferns.  Miss Mirian Cutter 
was bridesmaid.  The bride carried a lovely bunch of wildflowers and the bridesmaid a 
bouquet of sweet peas.  Rev. Montgomery of Estes Park officiated.  Following the 
ceremony, the wedding breakfast was served in the very attractive dining room at 
Moraine Lodge.  Covers were laid for 12.  Captain Miller enlisted in the U.S. Army in 
1917, and joined the first officers training camp at Camp Pike [in Arkansas].  He sailed 
for France on 9 May 1918, and was in active service there until the armistice was signed.  
He belonged to the 57th artillery, C.A.C. Company.  Major R.T. Ward and wife of Camp 
Pike attended the wedding, they having been married in the same room just nine years 
ago.  Mr. and Mrs. Miller will leave soon by auto for Camp Pike.

22 July 1921 – A.M. Davis and family and father Ed Davis, and Mrs. Lillian Vance from 
Merino, Colorado, have the “Homespun” cottage in Prospect Heights for the week.

22 July 1921 – J.R. Stevens, secretary of B.P.O.E. of Loveland, is registered at Steads for 
the summer.  

22 July 1921 – Elmer P. Turner, teacher of art in the Fort Collins school, was a visitor in 
Estes Park Sunday.



22 July 1921 – Mr. Bowman is having wonderful success with the young people in the 
study of Ecclesiastes.

22 July 1921 – Dr. Charles A. Rowand, Pastor of the First Methodist church at Boulder, 
Colorado, will preach at the Presbyterian church in Estes Park next Sunday morning at 
11:00 a.m.

22 July 1921 – Mrs. Frank Service sang at the Elkhorn Lodge Sunday night for the 
guests, and was very much appreciated.

22 July 1921 – Mr. D.J. March, owner of Fall River Lodge, came in Monday from 
California for a few day’s visit.  He expects to go to Chicago, Illinois, and St. Thomas, 
Ontario soon.

22 July 1921 – Mr. S.P. Morris, R.H. Malone, and Dr. R.R. Daniels of Denver are on a 
hunting and fishing trip at Lost Lake this week.  They have taken Mr. Nettleton as guide.

22 July 1921 – Mrs. J.P. Davis and Mrs. W.S. Wolfe of Omaha, Nebraska, came up from 
Loveland Heights Wednesday, and are visiting L.B. Smiths in Prospect Heights.

22 July 1921 – Photograph:  Exterior image of at least 12 individuals standing in snow 
alongside a riverbank, with snow-laden peak in background.  Caption [as headline]:  
Outlet of Lake Odessa in Odessa Gorge.

22 July 1921 – Headline:  Music and Study Club Meets at School of Music.  The Estes 
Park Music and Study Club held its regular meeting Thursday morning, 14 July 1921, at 
the Rocky Mountain School of Music.  This was the initial meeting of the club at the 
school, and a very successful program was presented, enhanced not a little by the beauty 
of the surroundings.  It was also the first occasion upon which the school auditorium had 
been thrown open for club use, and the enthusiastic and cordial welcome voiced by Mr. 
Rosborough was sincerely appreciated.  “I doubt if any place the size of Estes Park can 
boast of a club of this sort,” said Mr. Rosborough, in his address to the members of the 
club, “and the community is to be congratulated upon the privileges and programs 
presented by this organization, and it gives me great pleasure to offer this School of 
Music for any future meetings or programs given by the Estes Park Music and Study 
Club.”  The club has covered many subjects of real importance along the lines of music, 
art, and fiction in the two years of its active work.  It has presented through its local and 
associate talent intelligent programs, and has worked constantly toward the development 
of a musical and literary interest in the community.  Mrs. Clem Yore, president of the 
club, will be glad to receive information regarding anything of interest that may be used 
in behalf of the club, or any talent that would be of benefit to the club for its summer 
program.  It was through the courtesy of the Stanley Hotels that the artists appearing on 
the program presented at this meeting were available.  Miss Josephine Monahan, director 



and violinist of the Brown Palace Orchestra of Denver, together with Miss Agnes 
Schweka [sic, later Schweska], pianist, Miss Fern Keith, cellist, and Paul Yetter, 
drummer, gave selections from the operas Rigoletto and Carmen, which were most 
beautifully rendered.  Miss Schweska [sic, previously Schweka] sang two delightful 
numbers, and was accompanied by Mr. Eric Oldberg of Chicago, Illinois.  Miss Monahan 
gave several violin solos, and received hearty applause.

22 July 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club Plans Fish Fry for Public at Broadview 
Monday.  The ladies of the Estes Park Woman’s Club, with their usual energy and 
resources, are planning a fish fry to be given at Broadview next Monday, 25 July 1921, at 
high noon.  Direction signs will be posted to guide the trout lovers to the campgrounds, 
and the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company has agreed to take passengers 
there and back for fifty cents the round trip.  A glance at the following menu will make 
everyone’s mouth water:  Fried trout, camp-cooked bacon, deviled eggs, baked potatoes, 
corn, homemade hot rolls, homemade jelly, pickles, camp coffee, watermelon, and 
homemade cookies.  Wise ones, knowing the ladies’ custom of giving everyone all that he 
can possibly stow away, wonder how they can furnish such a feed at $1.50 per plate.  It is 
a big undertaking, and might even daunt the dauntless Estes Park women, but for their 
cooperating nonresident members, and also the fact that Joe Mills, old-time guide and 
campfire wizard, will be head chef.  Even so, the ladies find it necessary to limit the 
number of tickets to 200, and reservations should be made early to avoid disappointment.  
Besides eating contests, for which no prizes are offered, there will be races and games, 
for which prizes will be given.

22 July 1921 – Headline:  Summer Schools Now in Session at Y Conference.  The 1921 
session of YMCA Summer Schools, including City Administration, County Work, Boys 
Work, Industrial Work, Railroad Work, and Physical Training, is meeting on the grounds 
of the Estes Park Conference.  The following are in charge:  Principal Ira E. Lute, 
registrar J.B. White, chairman devotional committee W.S. Hopkins, chairman reading 
committee C.A. Musselman, chairman recreation committee J.W. Fuhrer, chairman 
entertainment committee W.C. Paige, chairman reception committee L.A. Black, director 
of music C.W. Van Patten.  Schools and deans:  School of administration W.A. Scott, 
school for county work Fred D. Pierce, school for boys work and school for volunteer 
leaders H.P. Demand, school for industrial work and school for railroad work A.B. 
Minear, school for industrial work and school for railroad work W.S. Blanton, and school 
for physical training Martin I. Foss.

22 July 1921 – Twenty cars from Cheyenne, Wyoming, loaded with “boosters” for 
Frontier Day [initially it was just one day, and for a time, when it expanded to more than 
one day, it was still referred to as Frontier Day, but it is now universally known as 
Frontier Days] were in Estes Park Sunday.  They entertained a good crowd just below the 
Crags, in the afternoon with bronco busting and other stunts.  There were a number of 



Indians [Native Americans] along with all the warpaints, whoops, and feathers, and they 
seemed to be having a good time in general.

22 July 1921 – An eight-piece orchestra, known as the Burton family from Kansas City, 
Missouri, are playing at the Presbyterian church during their stay in Estes Park this 
summer.  They have built a cottage in the village, and expect to make this their summer 
home.  Next Sunday night, a sacred concert will be given at 8:00 p.m., in which the 
Burton family will assist.

22 July 1921 – G.O. Holland of Loveland was in Estes Park Wednesday.

22 July 1921 – Column title:  YMCA Notes.  Two weekend conferences will be held at 
the YMCA conference grounds this week and next of special interest to men who are in 
Estes Park, and all are invited to attend whenever possible.  This weekend conference on 
human relations will be held Friday evening to Sunday evening.  Space forbids 
publishing the entire program, much as we would like to do so, but the following will 
give some idea of the value of the conferences:  “Health and Recreation in Industries” 
and “The Golden Rule in Industries”.  Some of the speakers are C.R. Orchard, 
employment manager for Armor [sic, perhaps Armour] and Company, Omaha, Nebraska, 
C.H. Fenstermacker, superintendent of welfare and personnel at Cosden and Company in 
Tulsa, Oklahoma.  A number of other prominent speakers are also on the program.  On 29 
July 1921 to 1 August 1921, the Laymen’s Institute, in connection with the YMCA 
summer school, will be held.  The topics and speakers for this occasion should draw well 
from our population and visitors…Rev. J.H. Baxter, pastor of the First Presbyterian 
church of Loveland, is visiting his family this week, who have housekeeping rooms at the 
YMCA…The next regular summer meeting of the Woman’s Club will be at the home of 
Mrs. Thomas B. Stearns, 27 July 1921, at 2:00 p.m.  At 3:00 p.m., a musical program will 
be given.  Visitors are especially invited [this is not a YMCA-related item, as the Stearns 
lived on the Devils Gulch Road]…Mrs. C.A. Musselman, state secretary of the YMCAs 
of Nebraska, has arrived at Association Camp with his family for the summer schools…
Mr. Walter C. Paige, general secretary of the Houston, Texas, Young Men’s Christian 
Association, and leader in the Christian forces throughout the southwest, is in Estes Park 
with his family, and will have an important place on the faculty of the Estes Park summer 
schools…Dr. H.A. Bridgman of Boston, Massachusetts, editor of “The 
Congregationalist”, spent a few days the first of the week at Association Camp inspecting 
the property, organization, and programs of the Estes Park Conference.  This is Dr. 
Bridgman’s first visit to Estes Park, and he is very enthusiastic, not only over the scenery, 
but also the opportunities for training of Christian leadership, which he considers second 
to none in the country…J.W. Babbit of Newburg-on-the-Hudson, New York, is a visitor at  
Association Camp, and is attending the session of the Estes Park summer school of 
YMCAs…Mr. G.M. Kirk, executive secretary of the 27 YMCAs in the coal camps of the 
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, is spending some time with his family in Estes Park.  
Mr. Kirk is on the faculty of the Estes Park summer schools of YMCAs.



22 July 1921 – Dr. H.T. Pershing and family of Denver, Colorado, are at their pretty 
summer home near Prospect Place…Mr. and Mrs. Bolton Smith of Memphis, Tennessee, 
arrived in Estes Park Wednesday, 6 July 1921.  Mr. Smith is a prominent banker of 
Memphis, Tennessee.  They are at the Crags for the summer…Martha Kreider, who has 
been spending several weeks in Moraine Park, returned Saturday to her home in 
Hastings, Nebraska…Miss Becker of Estes Park spent several days last week in Fort 
Collins…Mrs. John Smith, Mrs. James Trimble, and Mrs. N. Jacobson from Omaha, 
Nebraska, arrived in Loveland Heights Thursday, where they have a cottage for the 
summer…Dr. Davis arrived in Estes Park Saturday from Omaha, Nebraska, to spend his 
vacation with his wife, who is occupying the Low cottage, for the summer.  Mr. Earhart, 
manager of the federal reserve bank of Omaha, Nebraska, will join them later…Semi-
advertisement:  Telephone us the news.  Telephone #27 J3.

22 July 1921 – Record-breaking crops of both wheat and corn for Colorado, and 
somewhat better than average production of most of the less important crops, are the 
outstanding features in the state-federal crop report for July 1921, based upon the 
conditions of all crops on 1 July 1921, just issued by the Colorado Cooperative Crop 
Reporting Service.  The condition of winter wheat on 1 July 1921 was 89% of normal, 
the same at that for June 1921 and for 1 July 1920, but seven points above the ten-year 
average.  Revised acreage figures based upon nearly complete reports from county 
assessors place the area of winter wheat left for harvest at 1,400000, compared with 
1,096,000 acres harvested in 1920, and 1,032,000 acres returned by the census bureau in 
1919.  If condition at harvest time is the same as that on 1 July 1921, the production will 
be about 27,312,000 bushels, compared with a final estimate of 19,811,000 bushels last 
year, and 13,675,000 bushels reported by the census bureau for 1919…Organization of a 
new north-and-south highway has been completed at Yuma.  Articles of incorporation 
were completed, and the name of the North Star Highway Association of Colorado was 
adopted, at a convention held at Yuma, Colorado, and attended by more than 100 
delegates from the towns along the route.  The present highway runs from Cheyenne 
Wells, Colorado, to Beaverton, Stratton, Joes, Kirk, Yuma, Bryant, Haxtun, Sedgwick, 
and then to Chappell, Nebraska.  From the enthusiasm shown and the prominent men of 
eastern Colorado present, the highway is assured of a wonderful success.  It will pass 
through the richest and best of eastern Colorado agricultural country, and form a real link 
to the proposed Gulf-Canadian highway…A total of $375,340.72 will be distributed 
among the public schools of the state of Colorado during the next three or four weeks.  
This sum represents the earnings of the state permanent school fund, and the revenue of 
the state land board during the last six months from leases on public lands.  Distribution 
of the money will be made through Katherine M. Craig, state superintendent of public 
instruction, on a basis of school population.  On 1 January 1921, $357,478.97 was 
divided among the 63 counties in the state [As of 2009, Colorado has 64 counties.  
Broomfield County was formed in 2001].



22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel at 
home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and motoring.  Here 
you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric lights, good meals, 
telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, shed for automobiles, 
tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but using rings instead of 
shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

22 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our business 
a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage and that 
of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain drinks, 
quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].  

22 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-J3.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars.  We have been appointed agents for the Buick 
cars through the Bonnell Buick Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  
Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear Tires – 30 x 3 smooth $12.50, 30 x 3 rough $14.50, 
30 x 3-1/2 smooth $15.75, 30 x 3-1/2 rough $17.50.  Springs – Temme quality guaranteed 
springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars – Charging station 
maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – Two service cars 
ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn 
Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Cadillac 8’s.  Cautious drivers.  For the best automobile 
service, telephone #160.  National Park, Service Auto Company [sic punctuation].  Office 
with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, manager

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Delicate garments daintily laundered.  Do you know that 
we use greater care in washing delicate shirtwaists and lingerie than you do yourself.  It’s 
a fact!  We wash each of these garments separately.  Then, they are carefully and expertly 
ironed by hand.  So you see, there is really no need of your doing this work yourself.  If a 
garment is washable, no matter how sheer it may be, you can send it to us with perfect 



confidence.  Estes Park Laundry [a block 4 business].  Launderes and dry cleaners.  
Telephone #50J.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  12 percent.  Your money is worth 1% banking interest per 
month.  Investments $100 of more.  Guaranteed by national bank deposits.  Choice of 
maturities 12 December 1921, 12 May 1922, or 12 December 1922.  J.D. Blue, Jr., 
Company.  Investment bankers.  Sterling, Colorado.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American Plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American Plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business].  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  The café with 
the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business].  European Plan.  Rooms with 
private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand 
Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its western entrance.  
A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building and attractive one- 
and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has its own lighting 
equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park over the 
famous Fall River Road or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage 
over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, 
$35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes 
Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

22 July 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in the Josephine 
Hotel building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop 
in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 
125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, 
transient rate.  Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading 
notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  Classified 
advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding 
insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charge for all notices of 
entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, 
obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  The 
Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in 
unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application 
made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.



22 July 1921 – Poem and byline:  It’s You by John Adams.  It isn’t the town, it’s you!/If 
you want to live in the kind of a town/Like the kind of a town you like,/You needn’t slip 
your clothes in a grip/And start on a long, long hike;/You’ll only find what you left 
behind,/For there’s nothing that’s really new;/It’s a knock at yourself when you knock 
your town,/It isn’t the town, it’s you./Real towns are not made by men afraid/Lest 
somebody else gets ahead/When every body works and nobody shirks/You can rise a 
town from the dead,/And if when you make your personal stake,/Your neighbor can make 
one too/Your town will be what you want to see,/It isn’t the town – it’s you.

22 July 1921 – Editorial Headline:  Mistakes in Print.  Let a man make a mistake in his 
conversation, or even in a letter he may address to you, and you pay little attention to it.  
But let the same mistake appear in a newspaper, and it sticks out like a sore thumb, it 
seems to stand right out above everything else in the newspaper.  We’ll venture to say 
there are not a half-dozen citizens who have the least idea of the vast number of metal 
pieces contained in a single column of a newspaper.  But there are 3185 pieces to each 
column, and the displacements of a single one of these usually means an error.  When this 
is considered, you get a pretty good idea of how easy it is to make a mistake in print.  
And yet, considering that there are more changes for making a mistake on a single page 
of a newspaper than there is in writing a hundred letters, the newspaper possibly contains 
fewer errors than any other form of written or printed communication.  It might be a good 
idea, if you are among those who can’t understand why an occasional mistake creeps into 
the newspaper, to drop around to a newspaper office sometime and have this explained 
for your benefit.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

22 July 1921 – Article reprinted from the Exchange.  Headline:  Geese is a Bird [sic 
syntax, because what follows is either a joke or a sarcastic dig at Johnny Trueheart, the 
judges of composition contests, or geese].  Johnny Trueheart, in the fourth grade of a 
large city’s public school, may never make a Shakespeare or a Milton, but Johnny can 
write a good composition on “geese”.  At least, the judges in a composition-writing 
contest think so, and awarded him the first prize for his effort on the subject.  Here is the 
effusion of Johnny, which took the prize:  “Geese is a heavy-set bird with a head on one 
side and a tail on the other.  His feet is set so far back on his running gear that they nearly 
missed his body.  Some geese is ganders and has a curl on his tail.  Ganders don’t lay or 
set.  They just eat, loaf, and go swimming.  If I had to be a geese I would rather by a 
gander.  Geese do not give milk, but give eggs, but for me, give me liberty or give me 
death.” 



22 July 1921 – Mrs. M.E. Neher and Miss Iona Guthrie of Kansas City, Missouri, are 
guests at Blue Bell cottage at Manford Place.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental X-ray.  
telephone #198-J.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The above is a photograph of Estes Park’s most beautiful 
hotel site, and its location is on Deer Ridge at the summit of the High Drive.  I will sell or 
I will lease.  See O.W. Bechtel at Deer Ridge Chalet, top of the High Drive.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and Ford 
cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin tires and 
Savage tires at Denver prices.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then 
you can’t be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brothers’ [a block 5 
business] bungalows at Broadview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed 
and furnished, beautifully located, away from the noise and dust of the main roads, and 
yet but ten-minutes drive from the post office.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

22 July 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] F.W. Crocker and Colonel Charles P. 
O’Connor. 

22 July 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Semi-advertisement:  The Cain 
Sister’s Kitchen for homemade candy, doughnuts, sandwiches, and picnic lunches, at the 
Bluebird Cliff on the hill, one block behind the [Estes Park] bank.  2t…Mr. and Mrs. 
W.A. Dixon drove to Denver on Saturday, returning Monday, bringing with them Miss M. 
Addleman, who will be their guest for several weeks…Mrs. J.H. Roediger and daughter 
Virginia of Fort Morgan, Colorado, are at their summer cottage, Way-Way-Tay-See, at 
Virginia Vale [sic, this is not Virginia Dale, it is a (self-coined?) place name on Fall River 



Road].  They have as their guests Miss Sarah Cronch [sic, suggest Crouch] and  Miss 
Alma Mason from Fort Morgan, and Miss Marjory Coe of Evanston, Illinois…Mr. and 
Mrs. Ames and two daughters of Denver, Colorado, are spending sometime at Hoover 
cottage.  Mrs. Ames is stenographer to Governor Shoup, and Mr. Ames is division 
superintendent for the Denver Tramway…[PEO] Chapter AV of Estes Park will hold an 
informal reception at the Lewiston on Tuesday, 2 August 1921 from 2:30 p.m. to 5:00 
p.m.  All members of PEO sisterhood who are in or near Estes Park are cordially invited 
to be present…The Woman’s Club of Estes Park have planned a fish fry, at which trout 
will be served, at noon on 25 July 1921 at Broadview.  A number of events following the 
fish fry, for which prizes will be given, have been planned…Semi-advertisement:  Fresh 
bread, cakes, and pastries baked daily at the Home Bakery [a block 3 business].  Just like 
Mother used to bake.  Mrs. C.O. Johnson, proprietress…Mrs. W.J. Smith and sons Billy 
and Charles, Mrs. A.D. Cottngham [sic, suggest Cottingham] and daughter Francis, and 
Miss M.C. Rolls of Kansas City, Missouri, are occupying the Blue Bell cottages at 
Manford Place.  Freelan Oscar Stanley, owner of the Stanley Hotel, and wife arrived in 
Estes Park last week, and will spend the rest of the summer at their beautiful home here 
[another mention in this same issue says they are “out at View cottage for the summer” – 
I’m not sure if they refer to their home as “View cottage”]…G.O. Hollowell of Loveland, 
Colorado, was in Estes Park Wednesday…Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news 
each week…The Stanley Hotel will give a concert next Sunday evening to which all hotel 
guests and cottagers in Estes Park are invited.  The Stanley Orchestra is composed of 
talented musicians, and is one of the best in the west.  They played last winter in the 
Brown Palace Hotel in Denver…Howard and Charles Colville, Harry McKeaud [sic, 
perhaps McKeand], and L.B. Robinson of Dallas, Texas, who have spent every summer 
at Baldpate Inn since its opening, are here again for their annual visit…Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles E. Mace, of the proprietors of the Baldpate Inn, are the happy parents of a baby 
girl, born 18 July 1921 in Denver.  Mrs. Mace and little daughter are doing fine.  Mr. 
Mace is in Denver with them for ten days…Semi-advertisement:  Handsome imported 
bead bag with carved ivory frame.  National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].

22 July 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Adjustment Day.  Estate of George Patton, Jr., 
deceased.  No. 2432.  All persons having claims against said estate are hereby notified to 
present them for adjustment to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, on 22 
August 1921.  Edith Patton, administratrix.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dry cleaning and pressing.  We do it the “Right Way”.  
Satisfaction guaranteed.  Next to [Estes Park] Drug Store [a block 6 business].

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W [this is the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company telephone 
number].  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.



22 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Frontier Days celebration at Cheyenne, 
Wyoming, 26 July 1921 to 29 July 1921 this year promises to surpass all previous wild 
west exhibitions, this being the Silver Jubilee.  World-famous champion bronco busters 
and ropers have entered in the contests for the large prizes offered.  The committee in 
charge is making this year’s show the best on earth.  We have reserved the best seats in 
the grandstands for our patrons, and you can go up and back the same day in comfortable 
Cadillac touring cars by making reservations with us.  The National Park Service 
Automobile Company [note how this punctuation is different from the punctuation in 
their advertisement], office in the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 busines], telephone #160.  
Lawrence E. Grace, manager.

22 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Beautiful imported silk and wool knit dresses at the 
National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…Mr. Frank LaShille, wife, and 
daughter of Wray, Colorado, are occupying the Espelin cottage in Prospect Heights.  Mr. 
LaShille is editor of the Wray Rattler…J.O. Goodwin, manager of the Western 
Newspaper Union of Denver, and wife, Mr. Goodwin’s father and mother Mr. and Mrs. 
J.O. Goodwin of Lincoln, Nebraska, and Miss Ella Merritt of Boston, Massachusetts, 
were in Estes Park for a few days last week, and made the Estes Park Trail office a 
pleasant visit…Mr. Marlow, manager of the Graham Paper Company of Denver, 
Colorado, was in Estes Park Friday on business connected with the firm.  He was calling 
on our merchants, and made the Estes Park Trail office a pleasant call…Mr. and Mrs. 
W.R. Appel of Detroit, Michigan, are guests at the Columbines.  Mr. Appel has driven to 
Yellowstone National Park, and is very much pleased with Estes Park and vicinity…Mr. 
R.L. Dudman of the Dudman Printery, Macomb, Illinois, with his wife and daughter, are 
among the guests at the Columbines…Mr. H.F. Hafner and family of the Hafner 
Manufacturing Company of St. Louis, Missouri, are registered at the Columbines.  Mr. 
Hafner drove from St. Louis, Missouri, in his Chandler, and reports good roads most all 
the way…A party of people from the State Agricultural College at Fort Collins, with 
Professor Schmidt and Mr. Collier as guides, climbed to the top of Longs Peak Saturday.  
This party of young people is registered at the Columbines…A party consisting of Mr. 
and Mrs. C.K. Seamon, son Charles, and Mr. Ernest C. Walker, of Houston, Texas, are 
spending the season at Prospect Inn.  They divert themselves mostly by riding and 
climbing, and have already become boosters for Estes Park…Miss Jessie P. Carroll of 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, is at Prospect Inn for a few weeks.  Miss Carrol [sic, previously 
Carroll] is a daring rider of great skill, and she spends many hours on the trails 
hereabout…Miss Elanor [sic] McIntosh, a well-known illustrator of New York, and a 
friend of Mrs. Spanier of Prospect Inn [a block 1 business], was in Estes Park this week 
in quest of scenes for a forthcoming book on the subject of life in the Rocky Mountains.  
Miss McIntosh said that the beauty of Estes Park was even more impressive than she had 
expected to find it, though she came prepared to see some of the finest scenery in this 
country.  She intends to return soon for a stay of several weeks.



22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of the 
outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing by experts.

22 July 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them for 
profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a position, 
want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get results, 
and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each following 
insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Help wanted – Women and 
girls at Estes Park Laundry.  1t…Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – One guitar, one 
mandolin, cheap.  Drop a postal.  Post office box 212, Estes Park.  1p…For sale – Large 
furnished cottage on the best site in Big Thompson Canyon, across river below Loveland 
Heights.  Owner can be seen at “Iowa” next door.  Address Laura Wolf, Drake, Colorado, 
via Loveland Heights…Subhead:  Lost and found.  Lost – Last Saturday, gold bar pin set 
in center with a pearl.  $5 reward offered by owner if left at Estes Park Trail office.  
15-2…Lost – Man’s leather vest on Sprague road.  Return to Godfrey’s Store, or 
Rainbow Ranch.  1p…Lost – Black seal leather handbag containing card case and other 
articles of no value except as keepsakes.  Please leave at Estes Park Trail office…Found – 
Packard hubcap.  Owner apply at Estes Park Trail office…Lost – Black traveling bag on 
road to Loveland Heights, containing woman’s suit and child’s clothes.  $5 reward if 
returned to Sunview, Loveland Heights.  1t…Subhead:  For sale – Two porch swings, one 
swinging porch couch, cheap. National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…For 
sale –Electric heater, practically new.  Post office box 113.  tf…For sale – Hay, baled, 
best quality.  $25 per ton.  Donald MacGregor.  11-tf…For sale – Furnished cottage 
inventory sheets.  10 cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…Fro sale – 120 
acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of 
shade.  This has just been put on the market and will not last long at the price.  Address 
CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…For sale or trade – Fruit and vegetable lands.  What 
have your to trade?  S. Brown, Florence, Colorado…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – Two 
lovely rooms, accommodations for four by day, week, or season.  Bath, electricity, 
exclusive use of screened porch.  Garage for large car.  Splendid location, one-half mile 
from village on Devils Gulch Road.  Board if desired next door at the Mary Grey [sic, 
generally spelled Gray] Tea Room.  Address Catherine B. Rogers, post office box 23, or 
telephone #43J3…For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  
Telephone #395.  tf…Homes to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith…
Subhead:  Miscellaneous.  Automobile trips – Experienced driver, Estes Park to Fort 
Collins, Longmont, and Loveland at any time.  Telephone #27J-3 [sic, this is the Estes 
Park Trail telephone number] or address post office box 263, Estes Park.  B.S. Tedmon, 
Jr.  14tf.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and fountain 
service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  



We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and 
you will be steady customers.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”].

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes Park.  
S.H. Stockton.  Telephone #Loveland 77J.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention to weekend and fishing parties.  
European Plan.  Rates reasonable.

22 July 1921 – Headline:  Red Cross Home Service.  Although it is nearly three years 
since the armistice was signed, the American Red Cross finds that the number of disabled 
ex-servicemen in need of help is constantly increasing.  The Red Cross is charged with 
the obligation of helping these men just as it was during the war, but often it has difficulty 
in reaching them.  Certain service is available to them from the Red Cross and from the 
government.  It is theirs for the asking.  Larimer County chapter will be glad to assist in 
obtaining these rights.  The report of home service work done by Larimer County chapter 
during the past month shows that the total number of services given to ex-soldiers and 
sailors was 576, which in 504 cases involved the writing of letters or preparation of 
affidavits, or other services exclusive of merely giving information.  During the month 
just past, 21 men applied to the home service secretary for assistance in presenting to the 
government first claims for compensation and training.  In two instances, insurance was 
reinstated, the total amount being $80,000 [sic].  A brief outline of the service the 
government and the Red Cross are prepared to give them follows:  1. Compensation and 
medical service.  Veterans who can furnish affidavits showing (1) that their disability is 
due to or aggravated by war service, and (2) that others are dependent upon them, may 
secure additional compensation form the government, or medical treatment where it is 
needed.  The Red Cross will act as agent to help veterans fill out application blanks, and 
prepare detailed affidavits, and see that they reach the proper authorities.  The secretary 
of the Larimer County chapter will help them do this.  2. Certain cases of veterans call for 
occasional medical treatment.  The Red Cross often can assist in securing this treatment.  
3. In cases where veterans are sent to hospitals, the Red Cross is able to perform these 
services:  (1) See that the men get transportation to the hospital to which he is assigned, 
(2) Provides means for such recreation as the doctor allows him to enjoy, (3) Follows up 
compensational claims pending with the Bureau of War Risk Insurance, (4) Files his 
application for vocational training, and (5) Endeavors to look after his family during his 
absence.  4. The Red Cross home service, as at present constituted, strives to give 
veterans help for their families where needed, advice and assistance in working out their 



personal and family problems, medical service for those dependent on veterans, including 
care in maternity cases, assistance in legal problems, follow up claims for compensation, 
assistance in reinstating and converting insurance, assistance in securing a guardian in 
cases of mental incompetency, assistance in looking after Liberty bonds, back pay, bonus 
claims, and loss of baggage, assistance in getting certified copies of discharge papers, in 
obtaining wound and death certificates, and information as to Victory medals.  5. The Red 
Cross will show veterans how to make out applications for vocational training, whether at 
home or in a hospital.  The Red Cross has information about various trades available to 
the veterans, and puts him in touch with medical officers to see if he should and could 
take such training.  The veteran is advised how to complete these arrangements, and how 
he can get transportation to the training centers.  While he is in training, efforts will be 
made to care for his family at home.  6. Families of veterans who have died can secure 
the help of the Red Cross in preparing and following up claims for government insurance 
and compensation.  The Red Cross also gives advice and instructions as to the return of 
bodies form overseas.  7. It is not necessary for a veteran to go to Washington, D.C., to 
present his government claims and requests.  He needs only to ask the nearest Red Cross 
chapter.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley.  Builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the [Park] Theatre [so on the east side of what is now called Moraine Avenue] or 
third house on High Drive at Pinerift.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 
week.  Per day $4 to $6.  For information, call G.M. Derby, manager [no telephone 
number is provided in this advertisement].

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We put the “snap” in snapshots by using the best 
developers, and the proper handling of films and prints.  A trial will convince you.  The 
Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace.  Estes Park, Colorado.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  [We] 
extend [a] cordial welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to make 
the acquaintance of new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde M. Low 
and O.P. Low.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  From a guest’s letter:  “Now that we’re once more back 
in the old rut for another season, we want to take this occasion to thank you for having 
woven a golden thread in our mental fabric.  “Baldpate” will always mean much more 
than just a hotel to us, as it no doubt does to many others.  We congratulate you on your 
success.  We have heard your unique place mentioned in various sections of the country, 
and don’t understand how you have built up such widespread popularity in just a few 
years.  Surely you must advertise very extensively.”  As a matter of fact, we scarcely 



advertise at all.  Our chicken dinners, you know, have had a great deal to do with it.  
Baldpate Inn.  Gordon Mace and Charles Mace.  Fourth season.  Same cook.  Come up to 
dinner sometime.  Telephone #2W.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music [a John M. 
Rosborough enterprise].  Students accepted at any time.  Address Mountain Hall.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial order 
means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

22 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have you telephone the news…Semi-
advertisement:  Homemade candies, fresh every day, telephone #79, Miss Inez Hoover, 
Virginia Drive north of the post office.  tf.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your convenience, 
open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic exchange, 
or safety-deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank your bank”.  James 
D. Stead, chairman of the board.  Augustus Denby Lewis, president.  Julius Foss 
Schwartz, vice-president.  Albert Hayden, vice-president.  Charles F. Hix, cashier.  The 
Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  Hours 
9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County lump.  Fireplace wood and stove 
wood.  Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley Hotel entrance, in 
season.  Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Estes Park Produce.  Telephone #197.  Albert 
Schwilke.

22 July 1921 – Headline:  Musical at Home of Mrs. Stearns Enjoyable Affair.  Mr. 
Eugene Shaw Carter, student of Samintini [sic, an advertisement in this same issue says 
“Samitini”], violinist and violin maker, soloist to the public since the age of five years, 
gave a series of violin selections at the musical given by the Estes Park Music and Study 
Club at the residence of Mrs. Thomas B. Stearns on Thursday morning, and was 
accompanied by Mr. Thomas Terry, organist of the Orpheum Theatre in St. Louis, 
Missouri.  Mr. Shaw is an artist at the age of 24, and gave and exhibition worthy of his 
reputation.  The talk on folk song given by Mr. Rosborough of the Rocky Mountain 
School of Music was most instructive and altogether charming.  Solos by Mrs. Frank 
Service were greatly appreciated.  Miss Lois Griffith gave a brief outline of the difference 
in construction between classical and modern compositions.  The next regular meeting of 



the club will be held 11 August 1921.  Mrs. Francis Carter of New York City, New York, 
gave readings on this program.  This is the second time the club has been privileged to 
have her on its program, and it was indeed a treat to all present.  She showed splendid 
training in her presentation of the trio of poems “In Flanders Fields”, “America’s 
Answer”, and the splendid poem by Vilda Sauvage Owens, “Be Humble Oh America”.  
Paul Lawrence Dunbar’s poem “When Melindy Sings” was delightfully read.

22 July 1921 – A guest dance was given at Baldpate Inn on Wednesday evening.  Thirty 
couples were present.  Music was furnished by Bersfords [sic] orchestra…Mrs. William 
Rattery and daughter Miss Mable of Algonquin, Illinois, arrived in Moraine Park 
Saturday, and are guests of Mrs. Julia A. Prouty.  They were accompanied by Miss Erna 
Vetta of Whiteriver, Wisconsin, and Miss Reneta Duensing of Algonquin, Illinois, who 
spent the first of the week here.  They left Tuesday for a visit with friends in Palmer 
Lake…Mr. and Mrs. John A. Rush of Denver and son John, Jr., of Boulder University 
[i.e., CU-Boulder] spent Sunday here.  Robert Rush, who has been a guests at Stead’s, 
returned home with them, and is spending the week in Denver, Colorado…Mrs. A.I. 
Root, contralto of Omaha, Nebraska, will be the soloist for the program to be given to the 
public on 4 August 1921 at 4:00 p.m. at the Rocky Mountain School of Music.  Mrs. Root 
will be assisted by a pianist whose name will be announced later.  Eric Oldberg of 
Chicago, Illinois, will be her accompanist…Thursday evening of this week, Professor 
Tom Terry, organist at the Orpheum Theatre in St. Louis, Missouri, gave a special 
program for the benefit of the Estes Park Music and Study Club at the Big Thompson 
Hotel.  Mr. Terry gave new orchestral interpretation of the latest operas, and was assisted 
on the program by Mrs. P.P. Lucke, soprano, of Le Mars, Iowa…Semi-advertisement:  
The Ladies Aid will conduct a sale of fancy and useful articles, cooked food, candy, etc., 
at the home of Mrs. J.D. McDonald [sic, based on an announcement in the 15 July 1921 
Estes Park Trail, this is Mrs. J.E. Macdonald], Wednesday, 17 August 1921.  Proceeds to 
be used for the improvement of the Church property [i.e., the Presbyterian church on 
block 3].  Your support is earnestly solicited.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison photographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records, player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and show cases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at [Estes Park] Drug 
Store [a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week. 

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthys [a block 3 business] for:  – 
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park.  
Largest collection in the state.  – Developing and printing.  The kind that brings you back.  
– Navajo blankets and Native American baskets.  Finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world.

22 July 1921 – Reprinted from Poetry Review.  Poem and byline:  Supplication by 
T.W.N. Foster.  Give me the hills and a stout ash stick/And the turf beneath my feet,/And 



a leafy tree to rest beneath/In the height of the noontide heat./Give me the road, the long 
gray road,/As it wanders o’er the hill,/Past the ivied church and the larchwood copse/And 
the mumbling stone-tooth’d mill./Give me the moors that stretch around/Like a gray and 
purple wreath,/And the toppling clouds, and the setting sun,/And the winds across the 
heath./Give me the dew on the meadow grass/As it glints in the light of morn,/And the 
glassy tarn, and the gemmy pools/At the hour when the night is born./Give me but these – 
and the winking stars–/When the long glad day is done,/Then give me a friend to share it 
all/A friend – and only one!

22 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Fresh break, cakes, and pastries, baked daily at the 
Home Bakery [a block 3 business].  Just like Mother used to bake.  Mrs. C.O. Johnson, 
proprietress. 

22 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  Deer Ridge Chalet Attracting Attention.  
Is located at the summit of the High Drive, at Deer Ridge, elevation 9,176 feet above sea, 
five miles beyond Estes Park, Colorado, and in the heart of the Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  At no other point in the Rocky Mountain region can there be seen such a superb 
array of craggy, snow-covered peaks, every one of 18 or more in the chain towering 
above the 12,000-foot elevation mark, nearly a dozen of them well over 13,000 feet, and 
with Longs Peak buttressing the chain, head and shoulders above them all.  From this 
point, the return trip to the village of Estes Park is made over an entirely different route, 
affording splendid panoramic views of the main range and the lesser peaks to the east 
throughout the entire distance.  Deer Ridge is a privately-owned tract of land, and is 
thrown open for your special enjoyment.  At the Deer Ridge Chalets [sic plural], lunches 
and refreshments are served, and the finest collection of photographs, enlargements, 
prints, and postcards are to be had.  Deer Ridge is the most beautiful beauty spot in the 
Rocky Mountain National Park, and you should arrange to make the High Drive trip and 
pay them a visit.

22 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Our dry cleaning department is in charge of a man who 
has had over 20 years experience in all kinds of dry cleaning.  We handle all classes of 
work.  The Estes Park Laundry [a block 4 business].  Telephone #50-J.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone 
#48.



22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

22 July 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail second section.  Volume I, Number 15  Estes 
Park, Colorado, July 22, 1921.

22 July 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Rules of Interest to People in 
Estes Park.  Some of the important rules governing the use of Rocky Mountain National 
Park will no doubt be of interest at this time to our readers, and we shall try to give some 
of them briefly.  The ascending machine always has the right of way.  Saddle horses and 
horse-drawn vehicles always have the right of way, and must be given the inside of the 
road on a hill, grade, or curve.  Rocky Mountain National Park rules prohibit the 
gathering of flowers, but Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way informs us 
he will permit the gathering of flowers if they are gathered in moderation, and carefully 
picked and not pulled up by the roots.  Care in picking must, however, be observed, and 
flowers taken in moderation.  Fires can only be kindled in open spaces or on rocks, never 
on grass, leaves, or near trees or bushes, and must be extinguished with water or covered 
earth before leaving…Hunting is absolutely prohibited, and firearms must not be taken 
into Rocky Mountain National Park.  Fishing is permitted as under the state law.  
Information may be obtained at any of the Rocky Mountain National Park entrances.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Automobile 
repairing, tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your hometown.  30 x 3 safety 
$14.  30 x 3-1/2 safety $16.60.  36 x 4-1/2 cord $54.40.  Other sizes accordingly.  
Automobile accessories, Ford parts.  Storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble.  Nigh 
service until 11:00 p.m.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Little Harriet Thomy Dies of Infantile Paralysis.  Mr. and 
Mrs. John P. Thomy, 5290 Waterman Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri, lost their daughter 
Harriet Thomy, 11 years old, Wednesday of last week from infantile paralysis.  The 
Thomys have been guests in Estes Park for the past 12 years, and are well known here.  
Mr. Thomy is vice-president of the Gledden [sic, perhaps Glidden] Paint and Varnish 
Company of St. Louis, Missouri.  The many friends in Estes Park were shocked to hear of 
the sudden death of little Harriet, who was affectionately known here as sister, and extend 
to the parents their heart-felt sympathy.

22 July 1921 – J.A. Holt, real estate man of Loveland, was in Estes Park Friday…Freelan 
Oscar Stanley and wife are out at View cottage for the summer…Otto Law and wife from 
Washington, D.C., are visiting Mr. Law’s parents…L. Baird of the National Biscuit 
Company is calling on our merchants this week…C.A. Gould and wife of Fort Collins are 
visiting Dr. E.L. Morrill and family at their cottage near the Country Club…Dr. W.A. 
Kickland, Fort Collins surgeon, and wife are at their new cottage in Prospect Heights…



Colonel W.W. Crosby came in Wednesday to supervise the road work of the Rocky 
Mountain National Park during the rest of the summer…Rocky Mountain National Park 
Superintendent Way returned home this morning from a few days business trip to 
Denver…Dr. I.A. Phinney, wife, and son Donald from Loveland, Colorado, are visiting 
Mrs. Phinney’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.B. Smith, in Prospect Heights…Mrs. Lord was at 
her cottage in Prospect Heights Thursday…City marshal E.I. Cooke went to Fort Collins 
Thursday on business.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  What Not Shop [a block 6 business].  Latest ideas in arts 
and crafts.  Party favors.  Ouija boards.  Gifts for everybody.  Marie Witwer and Mrs. 
Katherin Lindsey Perkins.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Eugene Shaw Carter (pupil of Leon Samitini).  Violinist 
teacher.  A limited number of pupils accepted for summer.  Address by letter general 
delivery.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Market Company [a block 2 business].  The 
new public market.  Formerly Estes Park Creamery and Mercantile Company [on Cleave 
Street].  Staple and fancy groceries.  Fresh meats, creamery products, delicatessen 
service, fruits, vegetables, breads, and pastry daily.  Our luncheonette a cozy place to eat.  
F.E. Brainard and Chester B. Hall, proprietors.  Creamery telephone #202.  Store 
telephone #203.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if it’s 
lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent – just telephone #27-J3 and our 
little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a block 
2 business].  Telephone #15.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietor.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.  

22 July 1921 – Mr. C.C. Patrick [of the Horseshoe Inn] motored to Fort Collins 
Monday…Mr. Dave Sterling will have charge of the Horseshoe Inn Casino for the 
summer, and will serve light lunches and soft drinks…Horseshoe Inn Casino opened for 
the first time Saturday night with a dance.  It was well attended, and a good time was 
reported…Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Halabird of Elkhorn Lodge gave a luncheon at the Mary 
Gray Tea Room Friday.  Covers were laid for ten…Mrs. Alfred Johanning of St. Louis, 
Missouri, entertained a number of her friends at a luncheon and card party Saturday at the 
Mary Gray Tea Room…Mrs. Offutt and Mrs. Caldwell gave a luncheon at the Mary Gray 



Tea Room Tuesday.  Covers were laid for 12…Mr. R.P. McClelland of Fort Collins, who 
has his horses at Horseshoe Inn, gave an exposition of bucking Sunday afternoon.  The 
affair was well attended, and very interesting [this could probably be considered a quasi-
rodeo]…Mr. Bradley, a weekend guest at Horseshoe Inn, returned to Fort Collins 
Monday morning [is he still one of the Horseshoe Inn owners?]…W.T. Hollowell, 
undertaker at Fort Collins, and wife are occupying the Nutshell cottage in Prospect 
Heights.  Their son, M.K. Hollowell, who is cashier of the Great Western Sugar Company  
in Mitchell, Nebraska, and family are their guests…Dr. S.C. Halley and family of Fort 
Collins are at their pretty cottage, The Dixie, in Prospect Heights.  The family will remain 
in Estes Park for most of the season.

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Bakery goods fresh daily.  Leave orders at Boyd’s Market 
[a block 3 business].  Busy Bee Bakery.  “The Quality Shop”

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Provide yourself with suitable outing clothes.  Prices are 
so much lower this season than last that you can do so without extravagance.  If you are 
comfortably clad, your rest and enjoyment is sure to be greater.  For the men:  Riding 
breeches of olive twill serge, drab or green corduroy, Kampit twill or Duxbak.  Prices 
$3.50 to $9.50.  Long trousers of Khaki, twill serge, corduroy, Duxbak, or other material 
at $1.75 to $10.  Norfolk and hunting coats to match trousers.  Flannel shirts – We have 
an excellent assortment of men’s flannel shirts at greatly reduced prices.  Our special lot 
at $1.95 includes shirts which were formerly priced up to $3.50.  Leather puttees.  36 pair 
pigskin and sole leather puttees, last season’s prices $7.50 to $12.50.  Your choice $6.  
Men’s outing shoes, several splendid new lots just received at $3.95, $4.95, and $6.50.  
[Illustration:  Pen and ink drawing of well-dressed man and woman paddling a canoe, the 
woman near the front, the man at the back.  The “Duxbak” logo and circular “Cravenette” 
trademark are in the lower right corner.  The drawing is uncredited.]  The Special:  
Ladies’ Duxbak outing suits consisting of Norfolk coat and plain walking skirt.  Suit 
complete $10.  Less than half last season’s price.  For the women:  Riding trousers in 
various materials from $3.50 upward.  Black and white check wool suit coat and trousers 
at $25.  Heather mixed wool suits at $25.  Golden brown corduroy suit coats, trousers, 
and hat $22.50.  Olive twill serge suit coat and trousers $10.  All wool army serge coats at 
$10.  Shell shirts $8.75.  Wrapped puttees $2.50.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  ‘Right Way’ shoe shiners open for business.  We polish 
all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work guaranteed.  Next to [Estes Park] 
Drug Store [a block 6 business].

22 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Murphy [a block 6 business], NA. RD. [no idea what 
these honorific titles stand for] root beer!  Need no recommendation.  Homemade candy 
by Mr. Jacob Heininger.  Fountain drinks by the doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn Avenue 
[this is a completely invented street address].  Estes Park.



22 July 1921 – Another important recognition to Colorado came from the Harding 
administration with the nomination by President Harding of Rush L. Holland of Colorado 
Springs to be an assistant attorney general.  The appointed had the personal endorsement 
of Attorney General Daugherty, and of the Colorado senators…Joseph P. Flannigan, an 
ex-sailor, was arrested at South Platte by Sheriff G.C. Kerr, following two attempts to 
commit suicide.  His sanity is to be tested, authorities say.  Flannigan is said to have been 
gassed in France, and was recently a patient at Fitzsimons hospital…The third annual 
stampede, and event that now brings people from all over the intermountain region, will 
be held this year on 3 August 1921, 4 August 1921, and 5 August 1921 at Monte Vista.  
The committee in charge report that in the matter of attractions and general features, the 
stampede this year will be the best so far held, and there is every reason to believe that a 
record-breaking crowd will attend…Captain Arthur Talbott of Battery A, Colorado 
National Guard Artillery, has been notified that 64 horses are now en route to Pueblo for 
use of the battery.  There are also en route eight 75-mm guns.  With the horses now 
coming, the military organizations in Pueblo, Troop C of the cavalry, and Battery A, will 
have 96 horses, all to be stabled at the state fairgrounds…The count at the Colorado state 
penitentiary shows a prison population of 782, which is the highest for several years, and 
which is nearing the high-water mark of ante-prohibition days.  Following the adoption of 
statewide prohibition, the prison population gradually decreased from more than 800 to 
something like 550, the count on 30 November 1918 being 61, or 221 less than that of 
today…Alexander Baudino and Octavious Serrino, miners employed at one of the 
Triangle Coal Company mines, four miles south of Durango, were painfully burned 
when, after placing and firing a round of shots, they entered their coal room with lighted 
lamps, when an explosion of gas occurred.  The former was burned around the head, and 
the latter on the body.  Their burns are not fatal…Thomas Phoenix, superintendent of the 
Watrous Café in Curtis Street, Denver, his wife and his daughter Miss Margaret Phoenix, 
20 years old, were injured when an automobile in which they were driving to Colorado 
Springs for a day’s outing skidded and tumbled over a 200-foot embankment between 
Monument and Husted.  The top of the car, a sedan, prevented serious injuries to them 
when it caught the weight of the wheels and body as the machine turned over…Suffering 
from a serious concussion of the brain by reason of striking his head on an iron bar across 
a gate, Warren Steele of Estes Park is in a critical condition.  He was driving a truck 
loaded with hay to the workers at Fall River Road camp, and when he reached the 
entrance to Horseshoe Park, which is guarded by a high steel gate, the load was too high 
to get under the gate.  He is said to have been driving fast, and the iron bar above the gate 
struck him on the head, knocking him unconscious for several hours, and causing a 
serious concussion and possible fracture of the skull [I don’t know if this is the same 
individual, although it is possible, because the 15 July 1921 Estes Park Trail indicates he 
is already on the mend, but “Near Longmont, Sunday, 23 April 1922, a daughter was born 
to Mr. and Mrs. Warren Steele” according to the Longmont Call.  This is interesting if it 
is the same individual, because conception would have taken place in July 1921 for the 
baby to be born in April 1922…There are 24 county agents at work in Colorado, devoting 
their entire time to the advancement of the farmers’ interests.  Ask your agent to help you.  



If he cannot, he will get into communication with someone who can…The rapid increase 
in agricultural activity in non-irrigated sections of Colorado is especially emphasized by 
the statistics on irrigation for the state, just made public by the federal census bureau, and 
partially interpreted by the state Immigration Department by comparison with statistics 
furnished that department by county assessors.  The report of the census bureau shows 
that 1,923,950 acres of crops, exclusive of orchards, were harvested from irrigated land in 
the state in 1919, compared with 1,581,394 acres in 1909, or an increase of 21%.  The 
total area harvested in 1919, exclusive of orchards, was 5,032,955 acres, compared with 
2,613,917 acres, the increase being 93%.  This leaves the area of non-irrigated crops 
harvested in 1919 at 3,129,005 acres, compared with 1,032,523 acres in 1909, the 
increase being about 203%…The Ault school directors have accepted plans, and awarded 
the contract, for a new senior and junior high school building, which will cost $85,000, 
and which will eventually house 500 pupils.  The new building is to be completed and in 
use by early winter.  The building will front on Liberty Park, which was recently 
purchased and improved by the school district…All police court records were shattered at 
Pueblo when fines amounting to $2390 were assessed in one day.  The fines included $50 
each assessed against 45 vagrants rounded up…Death was cheated out of a victim when 
Hugh Quick, a Colorado Springs boy scout, saved a companion from drowning.  Elmer 
Moore, a lad 14 years old, had gone down twice when Quick reached the scene.  He 
immediately plunged into the water, and succeeded in bringing his companion to the 
bank, although the drowning lad put up a struggle.  The accident happened in Ridge 
Lake, located in the Garden of the Gods…The Western Light and Power Company have 
voluntarily put an order into effect reducing streetcar rates in Boulder from 10 cents to 
7-1/2 cents a ride.  Less than four months ago, they were granted permission to raise the 
fare from 5 cents to 10 cents.  The company found that the higher rate reduced the travel 
to such an extent that instead of profiting by the raise, the company lost [this appeared in 
the 15 July 1921 Estes Park Trail]…The old settlers of the Arkansas Valley will hold their 
annual picnic at the fairgrounds of the Arkansas Valley Fair Association in Pueblo, 1 
August 1921, which in this state is a holiday, and there is every prospect that this year’s 
celebration will be the greatest in the history of the organization, which is made up of 
people who have made the valley their home for 20 or more years…Charles L. Conrey 
Post of the Veterans of Foreign Wars will hold a two-weeks’ membership campaign in 
Fort Collins, with four teams, captained by John Hurdle, Ted Herring, Ray Combs, and 
Harry Mudge, competing for honors.  The two teams getting the most members will be 
the guests of the other two teams at a banquet 2 August 1921…Work has begun on the 
temporary bridge over the Arkansas River east of Rocky Ford, one of the steel spans of 
which was carried away in the flood, and is progressing satisfactorily.  It is expected that 
travel over the structure will be possible within a week, when that city will again be in 
touch with Holbrook and Cheraw…The Seibert Kanred Wheat Growers’ Association has 
been organized at Seibert to take charge of the sale of the immense crop of Kanred wheat 
now being harvested.  Seibert is the only place in Colorado with a large acreage of this 
wheat, which was developed during a 15-year period by the Kansas experiment 
stations…The National Association of Automobile Manufacturers will meet in Colorado 



Springs next June 1922, according to definite information.  The convention will be 
represented by 1200 delegates from manufacturing centers of the country…Sixty-two 
students of the Colorado Agricultural College, now at their homes, have just been notified 
that they need not return to college the coming year, since they did not make enough 
credits last year to remain in the institution…The general crops summary received by the 
bureau of markets, and crop estimates of the United States Department of Agriculture, 
indicates a general reduction of the potato crop throughout virtually all of the country, 
due to light rainfall.  Colorado is in a favored position, however, in this respect, as the 
potato crop in this state is expected to be one of the largest in history.  A survey of the 
Colorado potato crop, as it stands today, indicates an acreage of approximately 85,000, as 
compared to last year’s acreage, which was only 72,000.

29 July 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 16     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, July 29, 1921     Price 10 cents.    

29 July 1921 – Headline:  A Quiet Wedding at McCreary Ranch.  Sun Shine Inn [sic, also 
spelled Sunshine Inn] on the McCreary Ranch was the scene of a quiet, but pretty 
wedding Tuesday at noon.  The bride was Miss Helen Hale of Fort Collins, and the 
groom was Mr. Kenneth Goerner of Paige, Texas.  Rev. W.H. McCreary, uncle of the 
bride, officiated, assisted by the Rev. E.L. McCreary of Liberty, Nebraska.  The ceremony 
was followed by a wedding luncheon, served by Mrs. Charles M. Berger.  Only a few 
friends and relatives of the bride witnessed the ceremony:  J.W. Hale, the bride’s father, 
and Harold Hale, a brother, and his wife.  The bride is a graduate of Loveland High 
School class of 1914, and Colorado Agricultural College class of 1918, and has since 
been a teacher in domestic science.  Mr. Goerner is a rancher of Paige, Texas, and served 
as a sergeant of the Signal Corps in France, and has attended the Southwestern 
University.  Mr. and Mrs. Goerner will make their home at Paige, Texas.  [See a similar 
article appearing in the 27 July 1921 Loveland Reporter – Column title and byline:  
Loveland Society by Mrs. R.W. Tesch, editor.  Subhead:  Hale-Goerner [wedding].  
Sunshine Inn, McCreery Ranch, Estes Park, Colorado, was the scene of a quiet but pretty 
wedding Tuesday noon.  The bride was Miss Helen Hale of Fort Collins, formerly of 
Loveland, and the groom, Kenneth E Goerner of Paige, Texas.  Rev. W.H. McCreery, 
uncle of the bride, officiated, assisted by Rev. E.L. McCreery.] 

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club Entertained by Mrs. Stearns.  Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas B. Stearns delightfully entertained the members of the Estes Park Woman’s Club 
and their guests at their pretty summer home Aspen Rock on Wednesday.  Mrs. A.I. Root 
of Omaha, Nebraska, arranged a musical program which was very much enjoyed by all.  
Mrs. Stearns served dainty refreshments.



29 July 1921 – Headline:  Missouri Day.  Missouri Day will be celebrated 10 August 
1921 in Loveland Canyon.  The exact place has not yet been decided on, but will be 
announced later.  All persons from the “Show Me” state are urged to register at Bond’s 
real estate office and be on hand early to meet and greet your friends and get acquainted 
with all the other folks from the grand old state.  General Pershing will be there, and all 
Missourians might well be proud of him, and will be glad to meet him and hear his 
address.

29 July 1921 – Mr. C.J. Collins, manager of the Bureau of Service, National Parks and 
Resorts, and in charge of the Chicago, Illinois, and Northwestern Union Pacific system 
tours to Rocky Mountain and Yellowstone National Parks, paid Estes Park another visit 
on 25 July 1921 and 26 July 1921.  His weekly tours, numbering from 50 to 125 people, 
are doing much to spread the high reputation of Rocky Mountain National Park as a 
scenic resort.  Mr. Collins registered at the Lewiston.

29 July 1921 – Mr. Louis Steiner, who is connected with the Friend Hide and Fur 
Company of St. Louis, Missouri, is a guest at Moraine Lodge.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Furnishes Another Disappearance Mystery.  
Gregory Aubuchon, who with his parents drove through to Estes Park from 
Michigantown, Indiana, disappeared from their camp in Bartholf Park early Wednesday 
morning of last week.  The evening before, Gregory, 18 years old, had informed his 
parents of his intention of climbing Longs Peak and Halletts Glacier, and was told they 
would break camp and start for Cheyenne, Wyoming, the next morning.  Gregory is said 
to have replied, “you can go, I’ll climb Longs Peak.”  He evidently arose about 5:00 a.m. 
and left the camp.  The parents, Mr. and Mrs. Aubuchon, finding him gone, remained in 
camp several days, thinking he would return, but when he had failed to return by Friday 
evening, the office of Superintendent Way was notified, and a force of Rocky Mountain 
National Park rangers at once put out in search of the young man.  The entire country 
surrounding Longs Peak and Halletts Glacier was scoured, but without finding the 
slightest trace of the missing fellow.  It is now thought that Gregory, after attempting to 
make the ascent of Longs Peak, left for Cheyenne, Wyoming, hoping to find his parents 
there.  The parents, accepting this theory, have gone on their way.  [The discovery of his 
body was reported in the 23 September 1921 issue.]

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Barber Smith’s Daughter Dies.  Mr. R.E. Smith, who worked 
on the second chair in the Log Cabin barbershop, received word Friday afternoon that his 
little five-year-old daughter Maxine [Smith] was ill with meningitis.  She was living with 
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. L.B. Smith, in Jacksonville, Illinois.  Mr. Smith left 
Friday afternoon, and arrived in Jacksonville, Illinois, Sunday morning at 2:00 a.m.  The 
little girl had passed away Saturday morning at 10:00 a.m. before the arrival of her father.  
Mr. Smith’s many friends were sorry to hear of his great loss, and extend to him their 
heartfelt sympathy.



29 July 1921 – Headline:  Member of the Italian Alpine Club Climbs Longs Peak.  
Clifford Starr Higby of the Estes Park Information Bureau [in the National Park Service 
headquarters – Clifford was named a temporary Rocky Mountain National Park ranger on 
16 July 1921] and W.C. Berry of Turin, Italy, accompanied by Rocky Mountain National 
Park ranger McDaniel climbed Longs Peak Thursday.  Mr. Berry is head of the industrial 
department of the YMCA in Turin.  They report that 276 people have climbed Longs 
Peak this year.  Just a year ago Thursday, Mr. Higby and Mr. Berry climbed Mont Blanc 
Monte Bianco in Italian] in Italy.  Mr. Berry is a member of the Italian Alpine Club, and 
states he has never witnessed such a wonderful scene as greeted his eyes from Longs 
Peak.  

29 July 1921 – Mrs. W.D. Howell is giving a luncheon Friday at Baldpate Inn.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Music and Study Club Meets at Home of Mrs. Yore.  One of 
the most attractive musical programs presented by the Estes Park Music and Study Club 
was given at one of the informal meetings last Thursday morning, 28 July 1921, at the 
residence of Mrs. Clem Yore, president of the club.  The program opened with a trio by 
the artists, Mr. Eugene Shaw Carter, violinist, Miss Elizabeth Dean Fickett of Chicago, 
Illinois, pianist on the program and accompanist to Mr. Carter, and Miss Katherine M. 
Smith, violinist of Fort Collins.  Miss Katherine Madden, of Chicago, Illinois, sang a 
group of songs, including “I Heard a Thrush at Eve” by Arditi, and “Il Bacio – The Kiss” 
by McAuley-Yore.  The songs were delightfully presented and enthusiastically received.  
Miss Madden was accompanied with piano and violins.  Piano duets by Miss Fickett and 
Miss Applegate were exquisitely executed.  Miss Applegate is a graduate of Chicago 
Musical College, and excels at the piano.  Her numbers included the Prelude form 
Richard Czervanka, Reverte by Schutte, Romance by Schumann, and Impromptu by 
Chopin.  Mrs. Frank Service sang the latest composition by Mrs. Yore entitled “Shadows” 
and was accompanied with a violin obligato by Mr. Carter, with Mrs. Yore at the piano.  
The finished musicianship shown by Miss Elizabeth Dean Fickett was evident to all 
present, in her Beethoven Sonata and the numbers by Grieg, Debussy, and Rachmaninoff.  
Miss Katherine Smith is deserving of much praise for her share in this program.  Mrs. 
A.I. Root also assisted with several splendid vocal selections.  She will appear to the 
public in the musical to be given by the club 4 August 1921. 

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Sacred Concert Attracts Many.  The sacred concert given at the 
Presbyterian Church Sunday night was very attractive, the latecomers being unable to 
find standing room.  The Burton family were assisted by E.J. Lintt of Lincoln, Nebraska, 
and Mrs. Frank Service of Estes Park.  The choir was composed of sopranos Mrs. 
Montgomery and Miss Burton, altos Mrs. Bowman and Miss Burton, tenors Mr. Bowman 
and Rev. Montgomery, and basses Mr. Shepherd and Mr. Cooke.  There will be another 
concert next Sunday night.



29 July 1921 – E.A. Shinn, accompanied by Mrs. F.D. Aldridge and Mrs. J.A. Bendix of 
Wellington, Colorado, and Mrs. Henry Weatherald of Howard, Nebraska, came to Estes 
Park last Thursday, and were guests of Mrs. Shinn at “Sh-Inn”.  Several auto and fishing 
trips were made during their stay.  On Sunday, Mr. F.D. Aldridge and daughter came up 
for the day.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Campfire Girls Damage Beautiful Grove of Birch Trees.  A 
number of our citizens are much incensed at the action of the Kopa Camp Campfire Girls 
who were in Estes Park last week from Golden.  There were 18 girls in the party, and they  
camped on the Cowden place near a beautiful birch grove.  Of course, Campfire Girls and 
Boy Scouts are always welcome in Estes Park, for it is generally understood that they are 
taught to enjoy and preserve the beauties of nature and animal life.  These Golden, 
Colorado, girls, however, cared little for nature and the rights of others, as their actions 
while in Estes Park would indicate, and as a result of their visit, there are 14 of the finest 
trees in the birch grove dead.  Each tree was girdled, having a strip of bark a foot wide 
removed the entire circumference of the tree, killing each one.  When spoken to by Mr. 
Cowden, the girls and their chaperone became very indignant that anyone should care 
what they might do, and left Estes Park threatening to do all they could to keep people 
from coming here.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Popular with Eastern Walking Clubs.  The Prairie 
Club of Chicago, Illinois, are on their 1921 western outing, and are to spend it all in the 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  There are 45 in the party, and they are dividing their 
time between the Lewiston Chalets, Fern Lodge, Grand Lake Lodge, and Stillwater 
Camp.  They are planning to climb Longs Peak next Wednesday.  The outing began 23 
July 1921 and lasts until 14 August 1921.  They are a bunch of good hikers, and are 
strong in their praise of the Rocky Mountains.  The Omaha, Nebraska, Walking Club held 
its first annual outing in Rocky Mountain National Park last week, dividing their time at 
Grand Lake Lodge, the Lewiston Hotel, Fern Lake Lodge, Bear Lake Camp, and Longs 
Peak Inn.  By a generous mixture of auto rides and hikes, they thoroughly toured Rocky 
Mountain National Park, and left it declaring that their trip here shall hereafter be annual.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Nightwatch Sisk gets Bootlegger.  Night watchman Sisk 
arrested O.W. Armstrong Wednesday night for bootlegging.  He had five pints of 
whiskey, and claimed to be from Longmont, Colorado.  He was arraigned before police 
magistrate J.J. Duncan, and fined $100 and cost.  Armstrong has since made his tracks 
scarce around here – we understand he is still going.

29 July 1921 – A number of Estes Park people have been in the valley this week buying 
cherries, as this is the height of the season.  They are being sold for 5 cents a pound.



29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Murphy, NA. RD. [no idea what these invented titles 
might stand for]  Root Beer!  Needs no recommendation.  Homemade candy by Mr. 
Jacob Heininger.  Fountain drinks by the doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn Avenue [this is 
a completely fictitious, self-assigned street address for this block 6 business, because 
Estes Park didn’t have street addresses until the mid-1950s].  Estes Park.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Bakery goods fresh daily.  Leave orders at Boyd’s Market 
[a block 3 business].  Busy Bee Bakery.  “The Quality Shop”

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Market Company [a block 2 business].  The 
new public market.  Formerly Estes Park Creamery and Mercantile Company.  Staple and 
fancy groceries.  Fresh meats, creamery products, delicatessen service, fruits, vegetables, 
breads, and pastry daily.  Our luncheonette a cozy place to eat.  F.E. Brainard and Chester 
B. Hall, proprietors.  Free delivery.  Creamery telephone #202.  Store telephone #203.

29 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Hand-decorated baskets, fans, and novelties done to 
order, also original gifts at the What Not Shop [a block 6 business] across from the 
Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business]…Mrs. R.P. Yeatman and daughter of Birmingham, 
Alabama, are guests at the Columbines for an indefinite stay…Mr. and Mrs. E.C. Elliott 
of Chicago, Illinois, are registered at the Columbines.  Mr. Elliott has traveled through 
Europe extensively, and says the scenery of Switzerland cannot compare with the Rocky 
Mountains of the Rocky Mountain National Park…E.A. Shinn, accompanied by Mrs. 
F.D. Aldridge, and Mrs. J.A. Bendix of Wellington, Colorado, and Mrs. Henry Weatherale 
of Howard, Nebraska, came to Estes Park last Thursday and were guests of Mrs. Shinn at 
“Sh Inn”.  Several automobile and fishing trips were made during the stay.  On Sunday, 
Mr. F.D. Aldridge and daughters came up for the day…Mr. and Mrs. A.L.Bee and family 
of Wellington, Colorado, camped in Estes Park from Friday until Sunday.  Semi-
advertisement:  See the new midsummer sweaters and scarves just received by Miss 
Ruple [a block 5 business], also yarns for dresses, sweaters, scarves, hats, golf hose, 
etc….Mr. A. Sandwell and daughters, Miss Agnes [Sandwell, presumably] of Longmont, 
Colorado, and Mrs. F.F. Wegerer of Marion, Kansas, are spending a few days at Eagle 
Cliff Inn.  Mrs. Bert Stevens of Longmont brought them up, and they are taking all the 
popular drives in Estes Park…Mr. and Mrs. H.W. Clatworthy and little son from Fort 
Morgan are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clatworthy.  They will leave Thursday morning 
for Grand Lake…Mr. B.M. Scofield of Sterling, Colorado, is building a cottage on lot 30 



in Broadview.  They expect to move in next week…William Beckfield, one of the 
pioneers of Estes Park, was in town this week…District Deputy Attorney W.H. Winslow 
of Fort Collins was an Estes Park visitor Sunday…Superintendent Thomson of the fish 
hatchery informs us that there are 250,000 native trout in the hatchery at the present 
time…Mr. George Metcalf of Kansas City, Missouri, has been entertaining the guests of 
Fall River Lodge with his wonderful bass voice…Miss Louise Crawford with her parents, 
Dr. and Mrs. Crawford, have spent some time at Fall River Lodge.  Miss Crawford is 
teacher of music in Cedar Rapids, Iowa…Mr. and Mrs. E.H. Baxter Rinquest, noted 
musicians of Denver, are guests at Lester’s Hotel.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel at 
home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and motoring.  Here 
you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric lights, good meals, 
telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, shed for automobiles, 
tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but using rings instead of 
shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

29 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our business 
a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage, and that 
of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain drinks, 
quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

29 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-J3.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars – We have been appointed agents for the 
Buick cars through the Bonnell Buick Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  
Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3-1/2 nonskid $13.95.  Springs – 
Temme quality guaranteed springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars.  
Charging station maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – 
Two service cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] 
basis.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  National Parks Chief Engineer Crosby Putting Fall River Road 
in Fine Condition.  Colonel Crosby, recently appointed chief engineer in charge of roads 
in national parks, has been in Rocky Mountain National Park for the past week for the 
purpose of putting the finishing touches to the Fall River Road.  Colonel Crosby is a man 
of wide experience in highway building, having been state highway engineer of Maryland 



for 15 years, where the famous Maryland system of highways testifies to his ability.  
Through the efforts of Colonel Crosby, a large force of men has been placed on the rough 
spots of the Fall River Road with graders and trucks, and he states that the force will be 
doubled and trebled [i.e., tripled] as he is able to procure men.  He now reports the road 
in very passable condition, and has promised that it will be in first class condition by 1 
August 1921, and judging from his past reputation he will surely keep his promise.  We 
suggest that everyone in Estes Park make their arrangements to take the finest scenic trip 
in the United States, and very possibly in the world, during their visit here.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Episcopal Services.  Services at Elkhorn Lodge Sunday 
morning at 11:00 a.m.  Mrs. A.I. Root will sing.  Evening services at Steads at 7:30 p.m.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Cadillac 8’s.  Cautious drives.  For the best automobile 
service, telephone #160.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company [sic 
punctuation, which may be intentional].  Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 
business].  Lawrence E. Grace, manager.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The most up-to-date shoe repair shop in northern 
Colorado.  If you want your shoes repaired, take them to Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a 
block 2 business].  Better service – lower prices.  The New Electric Shoe Shop.  Fine 
shoe repairing.  Harold M. Dunning, proprietor.  The all-American shop.  Loveland, 
Colorado.

29 July 1921 – The 10-year-old girl found murdered by drowning near Eno, Adams 
County, was Helen Maxine Short, daughter of Mrs. Thelma Hill, a barber, employed in 
Denver.  This is the bare statements of the latest development in probably the most brutal 
murder case Adams County police annals show…Frank Allen, Jr., son of a Farmington, 
New Mexico, hotel proprietor, is in the hospital at Durango with a fractured skull 
received when he was hit in the back of the head with a stone thrown, presumably by a 
young man with whom he had trouble while both were attending a dance at Kirtland, 
New Mexico.

29 July 1921 – Subhead:  Notice of final settlement and determination of heirship.  Estate 
of Henry Cowgill, deceased.  No. 2333.  Notice is hereby given that on 22 August 1921, 
the undersigned will present to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, his 
account for final settlement of administration of said estate, when and where all persons 
in interest may appear and object to them, if they so desire.  Notice is also hereby given 
that application for the determination of heirship of said Henry Cowgill, deceased, has 
been made, and that the court will on said date hereinbefore mentioned, or at any time to 
which the hearing may be continued, proceed to ascertain and determine who are the 
heirs of the said Henry Cowgill, deceased, and as such, entitled to inherit any lands, 
tenements, hereditaments, or other property, real or personal, constituting all or a part of 
the estate of the said Henry Cowgill, deceased, and enter a decree accordingly, at which 



hearing all persons claiming to be heirs at law of said deceased may appear and present 
their proof.  [signed] H. Morse Cowgill, administrator.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  “Send it to the Laundry”  © The ALM Company [perhaps 
an acronym for the American Laundry Merchants, or similar]  Ladies and children’s work 
our specialty.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  12%.  You money is worth 1% banking interest per 
month.  Investments $100 or more.  Guaranteed by national bank deposits.  Choice of 
maturities – 12 December 1921, 12 May 1922, or 12 December 1922.  J.D. Blue, Jr., 
Company.  Investment bankers.  Sterling, Colorado.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American Plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American Plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European Plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European Plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  Grand Lake 
Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its 
western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building 
and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has 
its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass road, by rail and 
stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per 
day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, 
Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

29 July 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Nelle Howard, news 
editor [this is the first appearance of Nelle Howard’s name in the masthead, and it appears 
in two more issues, through the 12 August 1921 issue].  Office hours:  8:30 a.m. to 9:00 
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in the Josephine Hotel 
building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the 
Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription 
rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 
cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or 
more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  
Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents 
per printed line per issue, blackface type double price…Classified advertising, want ads – 
2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum 
charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, 



socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents 
per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in 
advertising copy must reach this office not later than Monday, to insure insertion same 
week.  New advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print 
any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the 
author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails 
as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

29 July 1921 – Poem reprinted from “Exchange”:  The Echo.  You always know what an 
echo will do./Whatever you say it sends back to you;/If you speak gently, with voice low 
and sweet,/The echo your words and tone will repeat./If your words are cross and your 
voice is shrill,/The answering voice sounds crosser still;/Send a pleasant call with might 
and main,/You will hear a happy shout again./When we are happy and cheery and bright, 
The world around us is sure to go right./We must be careful of voice and word,/For they 
come back – as life’s echo is heard.

29 July 1921 – Prose poem and byline:  Eating Too Much by Walt Mason.  I eat too 
much, the doctor tells me; with arguments like this he quells me, when I inform him that 
his potions, of which I’ve swallowed endless oceans, don’t cure my shingles, mumps, or 
tetter, or make me feel the least bit better.  “There’d be less sickness, grief, and wailing, 
there’d be less suffering and ailing,” the doc says, pausing in his carving, “if men would 
leave the table starving.  Oh, let your meals be slim and meager; quit eating while you 
still are eager for more roast beef and spuds and gravy, and beans – the kidney kind or 
navy.  Oh, leave the table while you’re hollow, and while you still desire to swallow the 
bill of far from A to Izzard, from soup right down to chicken gizzard.  Then you’ll be 
cured of your disease, as laundered dog relieved of fleas is.”  Thus do the wise and 
learned physicians attack the modern-day conditions.  We cure ourselves, by means 
distressing, and pay the doctor for his guessing.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

29 July 1921 – Mrs. Katherine Lindsay Perkins of Topeka, Kansas arrived today to spend 
the rest of the summer.  Mrs. Perkins and Miss Witwer of the What-Not Shop [a block 6 
business] are this year conducting the Indian Store also [it would be interesting to 
determine if this was the Indian Store on block 2, which seems unlikely, or what would 
become Charles Eagle Plumes on Highway 7]…Burn [sic] Kenton, real estate man from 
Loveland, spent the weekend in the hills…Admiral Winslow and party, Mrs. John Towne 
and party of five, Mrs. Charles Scullen and party of five, from Elkhorn Lodge, and Leo 
Westheimer with a party of five, from Moraine Lodge, attended the Frontier Day [sic, 
although it was still called this early on, even when it expanded to more than one day, it is 
unlikely it was officially being called Frontier Day singular in 1921] celebration at 



Cheyenne, Wyoming…Miss Mary A. White and Miss Lucile Witte of Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
are among the guests at the Columbines.  These young ladies are teachers in the city 
school at Tulsa, Oklahoma.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Annual Meeting.  Notice is hereby given that the 
annual meeting of the stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company will be held in the 
Estes Park Bank building in Estes Park, Colorado, on Saturday, 27 August 1921, at 3:00 
p.m., for the purpose of electing a board of directors, and for the purpose of voting on the 
question of increasing the capital stock, and such other business as may properly come 
before the meeting.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, secretary.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental X-ray.  
Telephone #198-J.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Riding and outing suits for men, women, and children.  
Duxbak and Kampit line from the famous Utica [New York] Duxbak Corporation.  Our 
house has carried this line for years, and have found them to be the best for quality, fit, 
and style.  We have also outing clothes for girls and boys.  Come in and look at them.  
Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business].

29 July 1921 – John Timothy Stone of Chicago, Illinois, is in Estes Park for a few days…
Charles Angove, superintendent of the Great Western Sugar road [likely railroad], spent 
Sunday in Estes Park…Mr. and Mrs. M.D. Graves of Prospect Heights are spending a 
few days in Loveland, Colorado…Mr. and Mrs. L.B. Smith  left Monday for an 
automobile trip through North Park.  Their daughter Miss Maud Smith of Greeley joined 
them at Loveland.  The expect to be gone a week…Glen Brown of Merino, Colorado, is 
spending a few days in Estes Park, guest of the Frank Anderson family in Prospect 
Heights.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and Ford 
cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin tires and 
Savage tires at Denver prices.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Are you going to live in Estes Park this summer?  Then, 
you can’t be more comfortably situated than in one of Hayden Brothers’ [a block 5 
business] bungalows at Broadview.  These are all new and modern, attractively designed 
and furnished, beautifully located, away from the noise and dust of the main roads, and 
yet but ten minutes’ drive from the post office.



29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved 
property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  
Estes Park, Colorado.

29 July 1921 – Tired of waiting for the state highway commission to build the bridges 
damaged or washed out by the flood of 2 June 1921, the Larimer County commissioners 
have started to build three bridges without state or national help.  The bridge across the 
Little Thompson River, south of Berthoud, will be put in first.  It will be a wooden 
bridge.  The bridge at Bird Dump, where the approach was washed so badly that another 
span will be required, will also be started, and the bridge over the Big Thompson River is 
the third…Colorado Springs doesn’t intend that it shall be known as a heaven on earth, 
though its streets are to be paved gold.  This gold will be poured into cement mixtures 
and used to finish a $100,000 paving job.  The rock which will be used to make the 
paving is to come form the dump of the old Vindicator Mine at Cripple Creek.  In this 
dump, according to reports made by mining engineers and assayers, may be found 
thousands of dollars worth of pure gold…John Morgan, 9-year-old son of Frank Morgan, 
a sheepman, was instantly killed on Barlow Creek, ten miles north of Rico, when he was 
caught by a rockslide.  His head was crushed, and his body badly bruised.  Members of 
the family, and friends from the Morgan sheep camp on Lizard Head were spending the 
day fishing and picnicking.  The children were rolling rocks down the mountain when the 
rockslide caught young Morgan…Mrs. Alvrettie Miller has been arrested at Fort Collins 
on the charge of being accessory before the fact in a burglarizing of several cabins in the 
Big Thompson Canyon last winter, following the report of the jury in the district court 
convicting her two sons, J.R. Miller and George Miller, of burglary on the charge of 
stealing various articles from the cabins.  The court granted the brothers 15 days in which 
to file a motion for a new trial…Owing to the inability of the members of the Greenwood 
Post, GAR [Grand Army of the Republic], to climb the stairs to their old meeting quarters 
in the Odd Fellows’ building at Cañon City, the county commissioners have given them a 
room on the first floor of the courthouse, opposite that of the county superintendent of 
schools, for their use in holding their meetings.  Since the first of the year, Greenwood 
Post decreased in number from 45 to 37…Fully 10,000 trade unionists are expected to 
march in Denver’s annual Labor Day parade, Monday, 5 September 1921, members of 
the joint Labor Day committee of the Denver Trades and Labor Assembly and the 
Building Trades Council said yesterday.  Far more than this number will gather in the 
afternoon and evening, they predict, for the picnic which the organized labor bodies of 
the city will promote at Lakeside.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants 425.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 



shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Sprague tires are 10% oversize.  [Illustration:  Schematic 
cross-section of Sprague tire on the left, with the advertising copy placed inside the cross-
section.  The tire is “exploded view” on the bottom, either to prove that it is 6-ply, or to 
give the cross-section some type of platform to rest on, so it doesn’t roll off.]  Sprague 
fabric tires have two more plies of 17-1/4 ounce long-fiber cotton fabric than most 
standard tires, and one more play than any.  A Sprague fabric tire is considerably oversize 
over standard.  [Illustration caption:]  30 x 3-1/2 6-ply Sprague.  [Illustration:  Schematic 
cross-section of standard wimpy tire on the right, with the advertising copy place inside 
the cross-section.  The tire is again “exploded view” on the bottom, likely to show how 
insufficient a 4-ply tire is compared to a 6-ply tire, although it also gives the cross-section 
a base to rest on.]  A tire of standard make has only four plies of fabric.  It does not have 
the strength or endurance of a Sprague.  This cross-section of a standard tire is used only 
for comparing the number of plies.  [Illustration caption:]  30 x 3-1/2 4-ply standard tire.  
The cross-sections tell the story.  Francis Tire Service Company [Illustration:  Tube and 
central ribbon logo, with the four words “Francis Tire Service Company” superimposed 
on the design].  “Service that satisfies”

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Front Range Camps.  Fern Lodge – By Fern Lake.  
Bear Lake Camp – At Bear Lake.  Two of the most popular excursion points in Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Special combination riding and walking parties will be 
conducted each week by capable guides from Estes Park over the famous Fern Lake Trail 
– to Fern Lake – Lake Odessa – Notch Mountain – Grace Falls – around the base of 
Flattop Mountain – to Bear Lake, Loch Vale, and the Glacier Basin, with overnight stops 
at Fern Lake and Bear Lake.  Other parties will be conducted to Bear Lake, then to Grand 
Lake via Flattop Mountain, returning to Estes Park by automobile via the new Fall River 
Road, with overnight stops at Bear Lake and Grand Lake.  Persons making one-day trips 
to Fern Lake and Bear Lake regions may secure splendid dinners at either place.  For 
further information, telephone Bear Lake at #201-R2, or Fern Lodge at #201-R3.  
Arrangements for joining parties on the three-day trips should be made at Lewiston Café 
[a block 6 business], Estes Park.  Telephone #80. 

29 July 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Semi-advertisement:  The Cain 
Sister’s Kitchen for homemade candy, doughnuts, sandwiches, and picnic lunches, at the 
Bluebird Cliff on the hill, one block behind the Estes Park Bank.  2t…Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Reed of the Brinwood called on Mr. and Mrs. Sprague Sunday…Miss Margaret 
Smutz is at Spragues for the rest of the summer…Semi-advertisement:  Remember, 
Thursday evening, 4 August 1921, is the date of the musical to be given at the Rocky 
Mountain School of Music by the Estes Park Music and Study Club, presenting Mrs. A.I. 
Root, contralto, assisted by Eugene Shaw Carter, violinist, and Miss Elizabeth Dean 
Fickett, pianist.  Eric Oldburg at the piano…Mr. and Mrs. A.L. Bee of family of 



Wellington, Colorado, camped in Estes Park from Friday until Sunday…Semi-
advertisement:  Get your tickets for the musical at Rocky Mountain School of Music, 
Thursday evening, and reservation for transportation.  Remember the date, 4 August 1921 
at 8:00 p.m….Semi-advertisement:  Fresh bread, cakes, and pastries, baked daily at the 
Home Bakery [a block 3 business].  Just like Mother used to bake.  Mrs. C.O. Johnson, 
proprietress…Dr. Turgeon of Wilson, Kansas, accompanied by his family and Professor 
Lotspeich of Cincinnati, Ohio, left Prospect Inn on Tuesday to attend the big show at 
Cheyenne, Wyoming.  They expect to be gone several days…Miss Gertrude Munn and 
Miss Dorothy Lilly of Chicago, Illinois, are registered at the Columbines.  These young 
ladies are professional swimmers, and are registered life savers and examiners…Semi-
advertisement:  Artistic treat to the public Thursday evening, 4 August 1921, by the Estes 
Park Music and Study Club.  Make transportation reservations now.  Ticket to concert 50 
cents…Semi-advertisement:  Beautiful trip to Rocky Mountain School of Music, near 
Griffith’s Lumberyard, to hear the well-known soloist, Mrs. A.I. Root, contralto, of 
Omaha, Nebraska, presented 4 August 1921 by the Music and Study Club.  8:00 p.m., 
shary [sic, the best way to correct this obvious typo may be “sharp”]…Semi-
advertisement:  Telephone us the news each week…The guests at Spragues enjoy a 
campfire with stories and talks each evening…Mr. Carl Buckingham and a number of 
friends from New York, guests at Spragues Lodge, climbed Longs Peak Wednesday…
Many trips are made each day to Emerald Lake, Glass Lake, Sky Lake , Mills Lake, and 
Loch Vale by the guests at Spragues…A party consisting of Mr. M.L. Lickner, J.B. 
Grimer, Stanley Midgley, Miss Helen Bagley, Miss Gertrude Morris, and Abner E. 
Sprague went to Fern Lake, Odessa Lake, and Helene Lake by the way of Moraine Park, 
returning by the way of Flattop Mountain and Bear Lake…Semi-advertisement:  The 
Tuesday and Friday dances at the Big Thompson Hotel have become as popular as they 
were last year.  Friends and visitors to Estes Park are cordially welcome…Semi-
advertisement:  Handsome imported bead bag with carved ivory frame.  National Park 
Outing Company [a block 3 business].

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  A great name imposes a great obligation.  Our 
merchandise is backed by names that are well known to the readers of the magazines, and 
leading newspapers, and the lines we carry are guaranteed as well as advertised.  The 
Goshen shirt.  One of our new arrivals is the Goshen shirt, and this shirt is so well known 
among men that it needs no introduction, but the new low collar soft shirt that has just 
arrived is a departure from the “ordinary”, and will appeal to all young men.  To see them 
means to buy them.  Warl and Wilson collars.  This well-known collar is the best that is 
made, and the new “thintex” in the stiff collar is so much more comfortable than any 
other that there is no comparison.  The very newest soft collars are now in stock, and we 
have a complete line of sizes.  You can find here your size as well as your style.  Fadcraft 
sport suits.  Backed by the “Fadcraft” advertising, this wonderful merchandise is 
guaranteed to fit, and the close margin on which we sell this line of goods, combined with 
the values given us by the factory, enables us to give you real bargains, in goods and 
workmanship better than any on the market.  Vanity Fair silk underwear.  To the lady who 



is “particular and who wants the very best in silk underwear, we offer Vanity Fair” as the 
best that money can buy.  The quality of glove silk put into this line of merchandise 
excels that of any other on the market today, and the workmanship is unsurpassed.  
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

29 July 1921 – Subhead:  Notice of adjustment day.  Estate of George Patton, Jr., 
deceased.  No. 2436.  All persons having claims against said estate are hereby notified to 
present them for adjustment to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, on 22 
August 1921.  [signed] Edith Patton, administratrix.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Dry cleaning and pressing.  We do it the “Right 
Way” [likely the name of the business on block 6].  Satisfaction guaranteed.  Next to 
[Estes Park] Drug Store [a block 6 business].

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W [the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company’s telephone 
number].  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

29 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Beautiful imported silk and wool knit dresses at the 
National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…Mr. and Mrs. Frank Canby and 
daughter Gene of Dayton, Ohio, who have spent the month of July 1921 with Mrs. Albert 
Thresher, are returning home Friday…W.P. McPhee and Lester Darian of Denver spent a 
few days at Williams Lodge this week…Miss Mary Metz is returning to her home in 
Wooster, Ohio, after spending a month at the Crags…Semi-advertisement:  C.A. Ball, 
optician, will be at the Hupp Hotel [a block 2 business] next visit, 1 August 1921…Miss 
Louise Troening and Miss Francis Sayer of Chicago, Illinois, are resting at Prospect Inn, 
and incidentally singing praises of the beautiful scenery of Estes Park…James O’Connell 
of New York City, New York, a well-known writer of Irish plays, writes from California 
that he expects to visit Estes Park soon on his return trip to the east.  Friends here mean to 
try to persuade him to give some readings from his own plays during his stay in the 
village…Miss Inez Gadd of Knoxville, Iowa, and Miss Pearl Mathews of Kansas City, 
Missouri, guests of the Prospect Inn, are taking fullest advantage of the opportunities for 
long rides on horseback and hikes over the trails to the various points of interest 
hereabout.

29 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  Deer Ridge Chalet Attracting Attention.  
Is located at the summit of the High Drive, at Deer Ridge, elevation 9176 feet above sea, 
five miles beyond Estes Park, Colorado, and in the heart of the Rocky Mountain National 
Park.  At no other point in the Rocky Mountain region can there be seen such a superb 
array of craggy, snow-covered peaks, every one of the 18 or more in the chain towering 
above the 12,000-foot elevation mark, nearly a dozen of them well over 13,000 feet, and 
with Longs Peak buttressing the chain, head and shoulders above them all.  From this 



point, the return trip to the village of Estes Park is made over an entirely different route, 
affording splendid panoramic views of the main range, and the lesser peaks to the east 
throughout the entire distance.  Deer Ridge is a privately owned tract of land, and is 
thrown open for your special enjoyment.  At the Chalets, lunches and refreshments are 
served, and the finest collection of photographic enlargements, prints, and postcards are 
to be had.  Deer Ridge is the most beautiful beauty spot in the Rocky Mountain National 
Park, and you should arrange to make the High Drive trip and pay them a visit.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley.  Builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the [Park] Theatre [so on the east side of what is now called Moraine Avenue] or 
third house on High Drive at Pinerift.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of the 
outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing by experts.

29 July 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Adverrtisements.  Read them for 
profit – Use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Help wanted – 
Women and girls at Estes Park Laundry.  tf…Wanted – Furnished cottage for month of 
August 1921.  Address G, care Estes Park Trail, or telephone #27 J-3 [the Estes Park Trail 
telephone number]…Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Large furnished cottage on the best 
site in Big Thompson Canyon, across river below Loveland Heights.  Owner can be seen 
at “Iowa” next door.  Address Laura Wolf, Drake, Colorado, via Loveland Heights…For 
sale – Extension oak dining table, three extra leaves, $10.  J.E. Macdonald.  tf…For sale 
– Six griddle Majestic kitchen range, water front, good condition.  Mrs. C.B. Lyman, 
telephone #54 J-2.  16-3p…Subhead:  Lost and found.  Strayed – One bay mare branded 
on left front shoulder, – 7 [presumably Bar 7] or – 7V [presumably Bar 7V, the downward 
stroke of the 7 is illegible in this grouping, but the upper part looks just like the earlier 7.  
This advertisement appears only in this issue, so there is no better copy to compare it 
with.], star-bald face.  Reward.  Call Big Thompson Livery [is this the precursor to the 
Blue Ribbon Livery, which started out near the Big Thompson Canyon?].  Telephone 
#157…Lost – Last Saturday, gold bar pin set in center with a pearl.  $5 reward offered by 
owner if left at Estes Park Trail office.  15-2…Found – Packard hubcap.  Owner apply at 
Estes Park Trail office…Subhead:  For sale.  Fore sale – Two porch awnings, one 
swinging porch couch, cheap.  National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…For 
sale – Electric heater, practically new.  Post office box 113.  tf…For sale – Hay, baled, 
best quality, $25 per ton.  Donald MacGregor.  11-tf…For sale – Furnished cottage 
inventory sheets. Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 
acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of 
shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last long at the price.  Address 



CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…For sale or trade – Fruit and vegetable lands. What 
have you to trade?  S. Brown, Florence, Colorado.  Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – Two 
lovely rooms, accommodations for four, day, week, or season.  Bath, electricity, exclusive 
use of screened porch.  Garage for large car.  Splendid location, one-half mile from 
village, on Devils Gulch Road.  Board if desired, next door at the Mary Grey Tea Room.  
Address Catherine B. Rogers, post office box 23, or telephone #43J3…For rent – First-
class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf…Homes to rent 
– One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith…Subhead:  Miscellaneous.  Automobile 
trips – Experienced driver, Estes Park to Fort Collins, Longmont, and Loveland at any 
time.  Telephone #27-J3 [the Estes Park Trail telephone number] of address post office 
box 263, Estes Park.  B.S. Tedmon, Jr.  14tf. 

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and fountain 
service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  
We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and 
you will be steady customers.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed embalmer.  
Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate work, 
reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 390 
[Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”]

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes Park.  
S.H. Stockton.  Telephone #Loveland 77J

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European Plan.  Rates reasonable.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial order 
means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.  

29 July 1921 – O.W. Bechtel reports that ex-President William Howard Taft and family 
were in Rocky Mountain National Park, and were registered at the Deer Ridge Chalet…
Mr. Robert Collier gave a very interesting talk to the guests of Fall River Lodge, which 
was much appreciated by all.  They kept Mr. Collier busy answering questions about the 
wildflowers, game, and other things pertaining to Estes Park…Mrs. Roe Emery of 
Denver is entertaining Miss Margaret Kenny, Miss Catherine Kenny, and Miss Rosemary 
Kenny of St. Paul, Minnesota, at the Lewiston Hotel this week…  The district attorney 
has served notice that all punch boards [gambling devices] must be removed, and 
hereafter, operators of same will be prosecuted…Semi-advertisement:  Homemade 
candies, fresh every day.  Telephone #79.  Miss Inez Hoover, Virginia Drive, north of post 
office [which was in what is now called Bond Park].  tf…J. Shwayder of the Shwayder 



Trunk Manufacturing Company of Denver and family are spending a few days at Fall 
River Lodge.  They have planned a trip to Copeland Lake and Peaceful Valley before 
returning to Denver…Roy Alexander of Boulder, chauffeur for Bruce G. Eaton of Woods 
Lake, near Eaton, Colorado, had the misfortune to get caught on the belt at the Estes Park 
power plant, breaking his leg in two places below the knee.  He was taken to the Hupp 
Hotel, and is under the care of Dr. Reid.  He is reported as doing nicely.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Clearance sale of women’s and children’s shoes.  We are 
going to discontinue our line of women’s and children’s shoes.  Consequently, to effect a 
quick clearance, we offer all grades at greatly reduced prices.  Children’s white canvas 
shoes.  Nearly all sizes from 5 to 1S [sic], including our entire stock of button with 
leather soles and Keds, former prices $1.75 to $3, your choice $1.50 per pair.  One lot 
children’s black Vici kid and patent leather shoes and pumps, sizes 4 to 8, former prices 
$1.75 to $2.50, your choice $1.50 per pair.  Children’s Buster Brown and Hard Knocker 
shoes, sizes 9 to 2, regular prices $3.25 to $4, clearance sale price all sizes $2.50.  One lot 
women’s shoes, button and lace, broken line of sizes, value $4.50 to $6, clearance sale 
price $2.95.  Women’s cordovan brown lace shoes - $10 grade reduced to $7.50, $8 grade 
reduced to $6.50, $7 grade reduced to $5.50, $6.50 grade reduced to $4.75.  All shoes at 
reduced prices for men, women, and children.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business]. 

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 
week.  Per day $4 to $6.  For information, call G.M. Derby, manager [no telephone 
number appears in this advertisement].

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We can’t satisfy you unless you wish the best developing 
and printing of your Kodak films.  The Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  “We put the 
snap in snapshots.”  Lawrence E. Grace.  Estes Park, Colorado.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  [We] 
extend a cordial welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to make the 
acquaintance of new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde M. Low and 
O.P. Low.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Automobile 
repairing and tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your hometown.  30 x 3 
safety $14.  30 x 3-1/2 safety $16.60.  36 x 4-1/2 cord $54.40.  Other sizes accordingly.  
Automobile accessories and Ford parts.  Storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble.  
Night service until 11:00 p.m.  

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music.  Students accepted at 
any time.  Address Mountain Hall.  Estes Park, Colorado.



29 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Try an Estes Park Trail want ad.   

29 July 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  You are cordially invited to attend all 
the services of the church.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 31 July 1921.  Saul teaching 
at Antioch.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 11, verses 19-30.  Golden text – A whole year they 
assembled themselves with the church, and taught much peopole – Acts chapter 11, verse 
26.  Reference material.  Acts chapter 5, verse 42. I Timothy chapter 2, verses 5-7, II 
Timothy chapter 2, verse 2.  Primary topic – Carrying help to Jerusalem.  Junior topic – 
Saul helping others in the Christian life.  Intermediate and senior topic – Entering upon a 
new career.  Young people and adult topic.  A year’s teaching in Antioch.  When God was 
about to launch the missionary enterprise among the Gentiles, He arranged for a new 
religious center.  Antioch was admirably adapted for such a center.  The upper classes 
were Greeks and used the Greek language.  The government officials were Romans and 
used the Latin tongue.  While the masses were Syrians, sprinkled among them were Jews 
who had come for commercial purposes, also travelers from all parts of the world were in 
evidence.  I. A religious awakening at Antioch (Acts chapter 11, verses 19-21).  The 
occasion (Acts chapter 11, verse 19a).  The persecution of Jerusalem scattered the 
disciples abroad.  This God permitted in order to separate them from the home people at 
Jerusalem.  2. The preachers (Acts chapter 11, verse 19a).  They were ordinary men and 
women, not officials, but they were filled with the yearning desire for lost souls, and 
witnessed of the Lord Jesus in the power of the Holy Ghost.  3.  What they preached 
(Acts chapter 11, verses 19b and 20).  They preached the “Word” and the “Lord Jesus”.  
All who preach the Word will preach the Lord Jesus, for He is its center.  The real reason 
why there are not conversions today is the failure of ministers to preach the Word.  II. 
Barnabas sent to inspect the work at Antioch (Acts chapter 11, verses 22-24).  This was a 
wise selection.  1. The character of Barnabas (Acts chapter 11, verse 24).  He was a good 
man.  It is highly important in sending a man to follow up a work of the Spirit that his 
character be good.  He not only must be of an unblemished character, but his sympathies 
must be broad.  He must be capable of entering into full appreciation of the things about 
him.  Much mischief often results from sending injudicious men to look after the Lord’s 
work.  He was full of the qualification for pastoral work.  Only a Spirit-filled man can 
appreciate the workings of the Spirit of God.  He was also a man of great faith.  2. Work 
done by Barnabas (Acts chapter 11, verse 23).  He gladly endorsed the work and 
earnestly exhorted them to steadfastly continue in the faith, clinging until the Lord.  
There are many allurements to temp young Christians.  The rejoicing of Barnabas shows 
that he was a man who could rejoice in the work of others.  He did more than inspect the 
work, for many people were added unto the Lord.  Doubtless, he preached.  III. Barnabas 
brings Saul (Acts chapter 11, verses 25 and 26).  The work grew to such an extent that 
help was needed.  Barnabas had the good judgment to seek Saul for this important work.  
Barnabas knew that the brining of Saul would mean his taking a secondary place.  It is 



the duty of Christian leaders to seek out men who are qualified for the Lord’s work, and 
bring them from their places of obscurity, setting them to work in the Lord’s vineyard.  
There are many men in obscurity which it requires a Barnabas to bring forth.  IV.  The 
disciples first called Christian (Acts chapter 11, verse 26b).  They were not called 
Christians in derision, as is so often asserted.  It was a consequence of Saul and Barnabas 
teaching there for a year that they were called Christians.  The name was a consequence 
of the teaching.  In all Saul’s teaching, he showed the unique relation which the Christian 
sustains to Christ.  Since the body closely resembles its head, Christ, they were called 
Christians.  V. The church at Antioch sends relief to Jerusalem.  (Acts chapter 11, verses 
27-30).  The Holy Spirit through Agabus made known a great dearth throughout the 
world.  This came to pass in the days of Claudius Caesar.  Every man according to his 
ability determined to send relief unto the brethren which dwelt in Judea.  They made up 
money for the poor saints at Jerusalem, and sent it by the hands of Barnabas and Saul.  
This act not only proved the genuineness of the work at Antioch, but it emphasized the 
fact that there is no division between Jew and Gentile.  

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the Continental 
Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  This 
wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher than any 
road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, Lyons, and 
Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The Rocky 
Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Licensed operators for 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado. 

29 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail advertisements are result getters.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Let the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It 
prolongs the life of the clothes and makes washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop.  
Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. Horrel [sic, suggest Hurrel].

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a Huppmobile/
Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor along/With a 
merry song/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the Hupp 
Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” know/That’s 
the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The store that satisfies.  We are introducing a lotion 
which we make especially for sunburn, chapped skin, and for use after shaving.  Ask for 
menthol lotion.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Telephone #41.



29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Baldpate Inn.  Charles Mace and Gordon Mace.  Our 
chicken dinners have had a great deal to do with our success.  Fourth season.  Same cook.  
Telephone #2-W.

29 July 1921 – Headline:  Many People Entering Rocky Mountain National Park.  The 
high record of tourist visitors to the Rocky Mountain National Park of last year has been 
broken by several thousands for the first five weeks of the season, according to the count 
of the Rocky Mountain National Park checkers.  The number of visitors for the first five 
weeks of last year was 52,593, and the number of automobiles to enter Rocky Mountain 
National Park last year was 13,985.  This year’s count shows 75,212 people to have 
visited Rocky Mountain National Park, in 19,352 automobiles.  Last season’s record of 
230,000 visitors, which far exceeded the number of tourists of the previous year, 
promises to be broken.  And this in the face of the fact that many false reports of the 
conditions in the west were circulated throughout the east.  Mr. Mace of Baldpate Inn 
states they did just three times the business in June this year over last, and have heavy 
bookings late into September 1921, something never before known.  Mr. Lewis, president 
of the Lewiston Hotels Company, states all their hotels are ahead of last year, and 
indications are that the rest of the season will continue good.  Grand Lake is proving 
popular, and the road over the range is again in good condition.  Many of the hotels are 
nearing their capacity, and all anticipate a good season.  [Compare with article appearing 
in the 1 August 1921 Loveland Reporter, which raises the question:  “Did the Loveland 
Reporter copy and slightly modify the article appearing in the Estes Park Trail, or did 
both newspapers start with the same “wire service” story?” – Headline and subhead:  
Tourists’ Trade at Estes Park is Increasing.  Reports show first five weeks of present year 
exceeds last year’s attendance record.  The high record of tourist visitors to the Rocky 
Mountain National Park of last year has been broken by several thousand for the first five 
weeks of the season, according to the count of the Rocky Mountain National Park 
checkers.  The number of visitors for the first five weeks of last year was 52,593, and the 
number of automobiles to enter Rocky Mountain National Park last year was 13,985.  
This year’s count shows 75,212 people to have visited Rocky Mountain National Park, in 
19,352 automobiles.  Last season’s record of 230,000 visitors, which far exceeded the 
number of tourists [illegible, but “of the previous year,” based on comparison with the 
Estes Park Trail article] promises to be broken.  And this in the face of the fact that many 
false reports of the conditions in the west were circulated throughout the east.  Mr. Mace 
of Baldpate Inn states they did just three times the business in June this year as [“over” is 
the word used in the Estes Park Trail article] last, and have heavy bookings late into 
September 1921, something never before known.  Augustus Denby Lewis, president of 
the Lewiston Hotels Company, states all their hotels are ahead of last year, and 
indications are that the rest of the season will continue good.  Other hotelkeepers report 
similar increase in business this year.  [This sentence does not appear in the Estes Park 
Trail article.]  Many of the hotels are nearing their capacity, and all anticipate a good 
season.]



29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The modern way.  Have your clothes pressed on an 
American steam pressing machine.  Sanitary.  We sterilize your suit with live steam, and 
drive out all dust and dirt.  Steam pressing restores the “life” to your clothing – makes it 
look like new.  Keep your garments in good condition by having them pressed regularly – 
the modern way.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50-J.

29 July 1921 – Miss Mary Mayfield and Miss Sallie Wyatt of Colorado Springs are 
spending a week at Twin Owls cottage…C.M. Gevrez and A. Morrison are building a 
cottage for Miss Harriet Tuggy on the McCreary Ranch.  Miss Tuggy is a teacher in the 
public schools in Denver, Colorado…Mr. and Mrs. T.J. Fox of Colorado Springs are 
guests at the Crags Hotel for a week…Bruce G. Eaton and family, who have been 
spending several days in Estes Park, left Wednesday for their home at Woods Lake near 
Eaton, Colorado…Semi-advertisement:  Fresh bread, cakes, and pastries, baked daily at 
the Home Bakery [a block 3 business].  Just like Mother used to back.  Mrs. C.O. 
Johnson, proprietress…Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have you telephone the news.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  John Bechtel Baird, 
successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Developing and printing.  24-hour service.  If you 
are not getting the results you wish in your Kodak work, let us help you.  Eastman 
agency, postcards, Kodaks rented.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your convenience, 
open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and domestic exchange, 
or safety deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank your bank.”  James D. 
Stead, chairman of the board.  Augustus Denby Lewis, president.  Julius Foss Schwartz, 
vice president.  Albert Hayden, vice president.  Charles F. Hix, cashier.  The Estes Park 
Bank [a block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  Hours 9:00 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County lump.  Fireplace wood and stove 
wood.  Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley Hotel entrance in 
season.  Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Estes Park Produce.  Telephone #197.  Albert 
Schwilke.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Eugene Shaw Carter (Pupil of Leon Samitini).  Violinist 
teacher.  A limited number of pupils accepted for summer.  Address by letter general 
delivery.



29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  What Not Shop [a block 6 business].  Latest ideas in arts 
and crafts.  Party favors.  Ouija boards.  Gifts for everyone.  Marie Witwer and Mrs. 
Katherine Lindsay Perkins.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find nearly 
all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service.  
Telephone #15.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  ‘Right Way’ Shoe Shiners [a block 6 business].  Open for 
business.  We polish all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work guaranteed.  
Next to [Estes Park] Drug Store [a block 6 business].

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison phonographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records – player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and showcases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at [Estes Park] Drug 
Store [a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.

29 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Ladies Aid will conduct a sale of fancy and 
useful articles, cooked food, candy, etc., at the home of Mrs. J.D. McDonald [sic, suggest 
Mrs. J.E. Macdonald], Wednesday, 17 August 1921.  Proceeds to be used for the 
improvement of the [Community] Church property.  Your support is earnestly solicited…
Fred Rinquest, who sings at the Trinity church in Denver, is stopping at Lester’s Hotel…
Rev. M.R. Laird, Presbyterian minister of Omaha, Nebraska, with his family, are stopping 
at Lester’s Hotel for the summer…Te camp at the beginning of Longs Peak trail had 50 
or 60 cars over Sunday…Mr. A.F. Peters and family returned to Meade after spending 
some time at their cottage in the Longmont Colony…Mr. Robert Baird is taking a 
vacation at Bob Inn in the Longmont settlement…Semi-advertisement:  I.D.O. Board – 
The educated Ouija board for sale at the special price of one dollar.  What-Not Shop [a 
block 6 business], across from the Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business]…W.H. Bennett 
and family, O.B. Depue and family, and Charles S. Thomas motored from Chicago, 
Illinois, to Estes Park, where they met A.G. Bennett and family, formerly of Chicago, 
Illinois, but not of Pasadena, California.  They are all camping on the Dave Stirling place 
in Horseshoe Park, and expect to stay a month…Bryul [sic] I. Becker and family of Fort 
Collins came up Saturday for a week’s visit with Mr. Becker’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert A. Becker.  Mr. Becker works for the Great Western Sugar Company in Fort 
Collins…Mr. George McKnight and family returned to Longmont Thursday, after 
spending a few days at Journey’s End cottage.  Mr. McKnight is one of the firm at the 
Carter and McKnight Store at Longmont…Mr. and Mrs. Norval H. Robinson and 
daughter Lotus spent a couple of weeks at Glen D. Baird’s cottage, returning to Denver 
the last of the week.  Robinson is one of the fiscal managers for the Western Union 
Telegraph Company…Mrs. Glen D. Baird spent Monday and Tuesday at Boulder…The 
fish hatchery has been a very popular place this summer, there having been visitors from 
35 different states already, and several foreign countries.   



29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].  
Taxidermy museum.  Furs, heads, trophies for sale.  Camp equipment for sale or to rent.  
Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  Stock of furs just 
received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright 
Higby.  Telephone #205-J.  Estes Park, Colorado.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American Plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well-stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle horses and 
driving horses.  Our own dairy farm furnishes our milk, cream, butter, and eggs.  
Telephone or write for rates and reservations.  Charles E. Lester and Company.  
Telephone #4 J-2.  Estes Park, Colorado.

29 July 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.

29 July 1921 – Miss Rosamund Whiteside, daughter of the famous Walker Whiteside of 
New York, who is spending the month of August 1921 with her cousin Clem Yore at the 
Big Thompson Hotel, will be the next artist to be presented by the Estes Park Music and 
Study Club on its Thursday morning program, 11 August 1921.  The members and friends 
of the Estes Park Music and Study Club are looking forward to a rare entertainment by 
this talented young singer of such recent prominence in the public eye…Mr. and Mrs. 
C.H. Detrick of Caldwell, Kansas, are at their pretty cottage “The Blue Spruce” on the 
High Drive.  They have been coming to Estes Park for eight years.  They have as their 
guest Mr. Detrick’s brother, Dr. A.M. Detrick of DeLand, Florida…Last week, Mr. J.H. 
Roediger brought his family and a party of friends to his beautiful place, Virginia Vale, 
2-1/2 miles west of the village on the Fall River Road.  Mrs. Roediger has christened the 
lodge Wah-Wah-Tay-See.  The party is made up of Mrs. J.H. Roediger and daughter 
Virginia, Miss Marjorie Coe of Evanston, Illinois, Miss Sarah E. Crouch of LaGrange, 
Missouri, and Miss Almira Mason of Fort Morgan, Colorado.  After two days of fishing, 
Mr. Roediger returned to their splendid home in Fort Morgan, where he is president of 



Morgan County Bank.  Mrs. Roediger is a prominent club woman, being a DAR, a PEO, 
a member of the city Federation of Clubs of Fort Morgan, and a member of the Chicago, 
Illinois, Women’s Club.  She spent several months in the east the past year to give her 
daughter the advantage of instruction in the Art Institute Dramatic Work, and dancing 
lessons with the great Russian.  Miss Roediger is an accompanied solo dancer.  Mrs. 
Roediger and daughter will spend the summer at Virginia Vale, where their many friends 
will always be welcome…Dave Warnack and family are at the McCreary cottages…Dr. J. 
Holland Rose, professor in Cambridge College, England, was a much-interested visitor at  
the fish hatchery last week…Miss Verda Harris of Johnstown, Colorado, sister of the 
Estes Park Trail editor [Arthur B. Harris], is spending a couple of weeks at Prospectus in 
Prospect Heights.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthys [a block 3 business] for:  – 
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park.  
Largest collection in the state.  – Developing and printing.  The kind that brings you back.  
– Navajo blankets and Native American baskets.  Finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Water Company requests a public mass 
meeting at the schoolhouse on Monday night, 1 August 1921 at 7:30 p.m., for the purpose 
of discussing present conditions of the water supply.  All interested parties are requested 
to come.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

29 July 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Company.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  
Telephone #48.

[31 July 1921 Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent’s Report:  Clifford Starr 
Higby was appointed as a temporary Rocky Mountain National Park ranger on 16 July 
1921.]

[Additional Colorado news:  Harry Catlin of South Cañon City by mistake poured some 
carbolic acid into his eye, thinking it was an eye lotion.  The sight of the eye is believed 
destroyed…Mrs. A.G. Rowe, 35 years old, of Denver, was instantly killed, her husband 
received injuries which may result fatally, and her two children were slightly hurt in an 
automobile accident near Arvada recently…The Great Western railroad handled 8000 
carloads of beets during the last season, and switched as many more for other roads to the 



various factories in northern Colorado, according to Charles E. Angove, superintendent of 
the road…Fire destroyed an automobile truck, a storage barn, and some hay belonging to 
Toliver and Kinney at Fort Collins, causing a loss estimated at about $1500 or more.  The 
fire had got well started before it was discovered, and could not be extinguished…Mrs. 
Ernest Giesecke of Honolulu [Territory of Hawaii] is dead, and Miss Bertha Giesecke, 
Ernest Giesecke, and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Giesecke were seriously injured as the result of 
a waterspout [i.e., tornado] that swept away their automobile on Wolf Creek Pass, near 
Del Norte…An army of workmen is now employed rehabilitating the grounds, improving 
the grandstands, repairing the track, and erecting enclosures preparatory to the third 
annual stampede, which will be held at Monte Vista 3 August 1921, 4 August 1921, and 5 
August 1921…Neil Gaurley, 17 years old, a high school girl of Arriba, Colorado, was 
drowned, and three other girls narrowly escaped death, while the four were swimming in 
a big irrigation reservoir one mile south of Flagler.  The had gone to the lake with three 
companions, including two men, and had been in the water only a few minutes when the 
tragedy occurred…Denver is to have the general offices of the operating company of the 
Denver and Rio Grande Western railroad, it is stated in articles of incorporation granted 
by the state of Delaware recently.  A copy of the articles have been filed with Secretary of 
State Milliken.  Although the chief place of business of the operating company will be 
Wilmington, Delaware, the general offices will be opened in Denver…Benjamin 
Wilfong, 50 years old, a homesteader living with his wife 17 miles south of Las Animas, 
is in the county jail at Las Animas, charged with the killing of John J. Keelon, a neighbor 
about the same age, over a boundary line fence through a tract of pasture land.  After the 
killing, which took place in Wilfong’s yard, Wilfong telephoned to Sheriff Thaxson that 
he was willing to surrender…Accused of using improper methods and veterinary 
instruments in the treatment of tuberculosis, Dr. L.B. Overfelt of Boulder has suffered 
loss of his license, revoked by the Colorado State Board of Medical Examiners…
Gunnison County and Montrose County have joined in the establishment of a splendid 
tourist park right in the midst of the mountains at the Halfway House, which is halfway 
between Montrose and Gunnison on the Blue Mountains.  Two hundred and forty acres 
have been purchased jointly by the two counties for a magnificent park, which will be 
thrown open to the tourists of the world who travel over this scenic road…A total of 
112,364 automobiles have been registered with Secretary of State Milliken the first six 
months of 1921, according to a report just issued.  License fees paid into the automobile 
department total $780,395.10.  Of this sum, $246,152.66 was paid by Denver owners on 
31,548 machines.  This is an increase of over 5090 cars registered last year.  Collections 
of the state automobile department from outside counties for the first five months of the 
year total $534,242.44…Victor, Colorado, must raise $38,000 by 1 September 1921 by 
means of an immediate tax levy, or show cause on that date why it did not do so.  The 
First National Bank of Ithaca, New York, caused a writ of mandamus to be issued against 
mayor George Bromley and J.E. Riley, John J. Henkins, and Edward Olson, members of 
the Victor city council, and Blanche Corbitt, treasurer, by the federal judge of the United 
States district court.  The bank claims the above amount now due because Victor has 
failed to pay either the interest or principal, it is alleged.]



5 August 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     Epigram 
by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go on a 
vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 17     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, August 5, 1921     Price 10 cents

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Moonshiner will Think it Over at Fort Collins.  John 
Burnside, who was recently arrested above Lyons for operating a moonshine still, will be 
unable to supply the trade for six months.  Unluckily for Burnside, he got into the 
clutches of the county court, which believes in giving violators of the liquor laws a little 
time for quiet meditation, as well as separating them from their ill-gotten gains, and was 
given six months in the county jail, and assessed $300 and costs.  The evidence was so 
strong against Burnside that he pleaded guilty, and took his medicine prescribed by the 
statutes without resistance.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Member of the Omaha, Nebraska, Walking Club gets Lost in 
Boulder Field.  The Omaha Walking Club, which has been touring Rocky Mountain 
National Park on “Shank’s Mare,” have enjoyed immensely their stay in Estes Park.  
Thursday night of last week, they stayed at Timberline Cabin, and climbed Longs Peak 
Friday.  One of the party, S.A. Baranek, turned back at the Keyhole alone and became lost 
in the Boulder Field.  He finally came upon Glacier Creek, which he followed until he 
reached Sprague’s Hotel.  From there, he went to the YMCA camp and on the next day to 
the village, where he rejoined the party.  The club proposed to spend their vacation each 
year in Estes Park, and will keep posted by the weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail at their 
Omaha headquarters.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Chicago, Illinois, Prairie Club Tackles Longs Peak.  Forty-
three members of the Prairie Club of Chicago, Illinois, started for a climb up Longs Peak 
early Wednesday morning from the beginning of Longs Peak Trail.  The party was under 
the guidance of Shep Husted and Warren Rutledge.  Arthur W. Wolfe, leader of the party, 
and 19 others reached the top of Longs Peak.  The party is leaving today for Stillwater 
Camp, and intend to climb the mountains in that vicinity.  Those who reached the top 
were:  Margret Hasty [sic, this is likely Margaret M. Hosty, based on the Longs Peak 
register and the 1921 Prairie Club register of members], Ruth Morse, Drena Hilfer [sic, 
this is more likely Diena Hilfer, based on the Longs Peak register and the 1921 Prairie 
Club register of members], Emma Kaiser, Bertha Kaiser, Fern Paxson [sic, this is likely 
Ferne A. Paxson, based on the Longs Peak register], Mary Speer [from Sherman, Texas, 
according to Longs Peak register from 3 August 1921, although this is in much different 
handwriting], Mable Ansley [sic, suggest Mabel Ansley based on Longs Peak register], 
Edna McClelland [Edna V. McClelland], Katherine Hale [Katherine S. Hale], Harriet 
Crowley [not included on Longs Peak register], Sarah Howard, Arthur Wolfe [Arthur W. 
Wolfe, chairman, already mentioned above], William Von Meadiny [sic, William A. Von 
Meding based on Longs Peak register and 1921 Prairie Club register of members], Carl 



Dortmand [Carl C. Dortmand], James Hasty [sic, likely James P. Hosty, based on address 
shared with Margaret M. Hosty on Longs Peak register], Roger Huntington [likely Dr. 
R.E. Huntington, but not included on Longs Peak register], Otto Schneider [C.O. 
Schneider, M.D., based on Longs Peak register and 1921 Prairie Club register of 
members], John Robertson [J.E. Robertson on Longs Peak register, John E. Robertson in 
1921 Prairie Club register of members], Hugo Brandt, and Claude Erwin Verry, manager 
of the Lewiston Chalets.

5 August 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. W.P. McPhee of Denver will spend the coming week at St. 
Williams Lodge…Mrs. M.L. Harris of Johnstown is visiting her son, the Estes Park Trail 
editor [Arthur B. Harris], this week.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Mrs. Macdonald Finds Interesting Colorado Newspaper 53 
Years Old.  Mrs. J.E. Macdonald of Estes Park recently discovered in a hidden recess of a 
trunk a copy of “The Colorado Miner” 53 years old.  It was published at Georgetown, 
Colorado, and the copy found by Mrs. Macdonald is dated 26 March 1868, and is issue 
number 44 of volume 1.  The newspaper is perfectly preserved, being just as white as the 
day it was printed.  It is a five-column, four-page sheet, and the subscription price would 
take away the breath of our readers, should we bill them their newspaper at the Colorado 
Miner’s rates.  The subscription price was $7 per year, $4 for six months, and $2.50 for 
three months.  Advertising by the week was $4 per single column inch.  The Estes Park 
Trail charges 35 cents.  One of the interesting features to present-day readers is the 
market report.  Flour is quoted at $11 per cwt., oats 9 cents per pound, potatoes 7 cents, 
ranch butter 75 cents, eggs $1 per dozen, sugar 30 cents, tea $2.75, and coal oil $2.25 per 
gallon.  The following item taken from this copy of the Colorado Miner is characteristic 
of the times in which the newspaper was published:  “Some fellow under the influence of 
inebriety, imagined last Sunday night that he had reached his bed chamber, when the fact 
was he had only got into a small outhouse, used for certain purposes, in the rear of the 
restaurant.  Here he lodged all night, instead of being in the calaboose that our city dads 
ought to provide for such cases.”  The makeup of the newspaper is good, although far 
from the art as it is practiced today.  In many places, the printer was forced through 
shortage of type of certain faces to substitute letters of another face to finish out the line.  
In the second or third year of the career of the Colorado Miner, Charles T. Bellamy, an 
uncle of J.E. Macdonald and a brother of Edward Bellamy, author of “Looking 
Backward”, became editor, which position he held for a number of years.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Douglas Malloch will Address Montana Bankers.  Douglas 
Malloch of Chicago, Illinois, “the poet of the woods,” who, with his family, is spending 
the summer in a cottage at the YMCA conference, left Tuesday on a brief trip to 
Montana, going first to Great Falls, Montana, where he will be tendered a public dinner 
arranged by the Advertising Club of Great Falls, Montana, and then to Helena, Montana, 
where he will be the speaker of the evening at the annual banquet of the Montana 
Bankers Association at its annual convention.  He was accompanied by little daughter 



Amy Jean, and before their return to Rocky Mountain National Park, they will spend a 
couple of days with Mr. Malloch’s father, C.F. Malloch, at Milltown, Montana.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Dramatic Recital at Woman’s Club Meeting Wednesday.  The 
Woman’s Club have a treat in store for those who will attend the regular meeting in the 
drawing room of the Lewiston Wednesday afternoon, in Mrs. Francis Carter, dramatic 
reader and interpreter of literature.  The meeting will be opened by a brief business 
session promptly at 2:30 p.m.  Following the business, Mrs. Carter, who is spending the 
summer in Estes Park, will give the recital “Much Ado About Nothing.”  Mrs. Carter is a 
really gifted woman in her line, and well and favorably known and spoken of in many 
parts of the United States, and this opportunity is a rare treat that will not be overlooked 
by many.  The summer entertainment committee of the Woman’s Club has been tireless in 
its efforts to provide the very best programs, and the success of its efforts is attested by 
the splendid attendance and the pleasure expressed with the programs.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Colorado Mountain Club Coming.  The clans are gathering 
for the ninth annual summer outing of the Colorado Mountain Club, to be held for the 
fifth time in the region of Rocky Mountain National Park.  Two of the outings were held 
before Rocky Mountain National Park was created.  In 1913, they covered the heart of it 
from Glacier Basin, and in 1914 the western side, Specimen Mountain and the Mummy 
Range, while both the 1916 and 1919 outings were spent in Wild Basin.  This year, they 
are back to explore the headwaters of the Grand River, the Never Summer Range, and 
Specimen Mountain, with camp in Shipler Park above Squeeky Bob’s.  They will be in 
camp from 6 August 1921 to 20 August 1921, and then climb Longs Peak as the grand 
finale as usual.

5 August 1921 – Evangelist H.P. Dunlop of Chicago, Illinois, and Clint Dumm of Boulder 
are spending the rest of the summer in Estes Park.  They have differentiated 197 species 
of flowers so far in Estes Park.  Evangelist Dunlop, who has been dubbed “the climbing 
evangelist”, having climbed Arapahoe Peak one day and Longs Peak the next, says that in 
all his visits to Europe and Switzerland, he has never found a spot that gets hold of one as 
does Estes Park, and pulls you back year after year, to prepare you for life’s grind the rest 
of the year.

5 August 1921 – If Secretary of the Treasury Mellon has his way about it, we will pay 3 
cents postage, a federal tax of $10 on automobiles, and 2 cents on every bank check we 
write…E.K. Gaylord and R.J. Smith of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, have gone to 
Wyoming on a big game hunt.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Silver Medal Contest at Estes Park Church.  On next Sunday 
evening, 7 August 1921 at the 7:00 p.m. service in the Estes Park Church will be given 
the last lecture on Ecclesiastes by Mr. O.J. Bowman.  This will be a resume of the entire 
series, with outlines furnished.  Following the plans as outlined at the beginning of the 



course, a sterling silver medal will be given to the person preparing the best essay on 
“Ecclesiastes and the Quest of the Chief Good” following the outlines of the course as 
given.  Such persons as have been unable to hear all the lectures could readily gather 
from the review of Sunday evening sufficient material to compete for this medal.  The 
contestants will themselves choose the judges.  Essays must be in by Friday, 12 August 
1921, so that the judges can report in time to make the medal presentation on Sunday 14 
August 1921.  All necessary rules, etc., of the contest will be duly announced Sunday at 
the 7:00 p.m. service.  Widespread interest is being shown on the part of the young folks 
of the community, and several have already turned in their names as entrants in the 
contest.  The judges will allow for age, and thus make it fair to all.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Missouri Picnic at Fort Collins.  The Missouri picnic to be 
held 10 August 1921 will be at Lindenmeier Lake in Fort Collins, instead of at Chasteen’s 
Grove in the Big Thompson Canyon as at first planned.  General Pershing advises that 
owing to the press of official business at Washington, D.C., he will be unable to address 
the “Show Me” people.  Another good speaker has been selected, and a good time 
promised all Missourians who may attend.

5 August 1921 – Sheriff Frank Smith and his deputies are making a good many hauls in 
their war upon bootleggers and moonshine stills.  A still was captured last week this side 
of Lyons located in a potato cellar.  The county jail cannot accommodate all those 
awaiting trial for violating the liquor laws, and the city jail is being used to hold the 
overflow.

5 August 1921 – The rain of Sunday was general over the United States east of the Rocky 
Mountains, and did considerable damage in the New England states…The State Highway 
Commission is completing the Fall River Road from the Continental Divide to Grand 
Lake…R.A. Becker, Jr., severed his connection with the Great Western Sugar Company 
of Fort Collins, and has accepted a position in the National Park Service.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly [Harriet Jane Rogers], proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the 
year round.  Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

5 August 1921 – Dr. Murphy, NA. RD. [no idea what these titles mean] Root Beer!  
Needs no recommendation.  Homemade candy by Mr. Jacob Heininger.  Fountain drinks 
by the doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn Avenue [this is a completely invented address for 
this block 6 business, as Estes Park didn’t have street addresses until the mid-1950s].  
Estes Park.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.



5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Bakery goods.  Fresh daily.  Leave orders at Boyd’s 
Market [a block 3 business].  Busy Bee Bakery.  “The quality shop” 

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business].  Taxidermy museum.  Imported dresses and beaded bags.  Camp equipment for 
sale or to rent.  Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  
Stock of furs just received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  
Mrs. Nina Wright Higby.  Telephone #205-J.  Estes Park, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Hand-decorated baskets, fans, and novelties done 
to order, also original gifts at the What-Not Shop [a block 6 business] across from the 
Sherwood Hotel…Miss Louise Troening of Congress Park, Illinois, and Miss Francis 
Sayer of Chicago, Illinois, are spending a few days in Estes Park…Miss Edna Ferber, 
well-known writer, was the guest of honor at a dinner given at the Big Thompson Hotel 
last Tuesday night.  Covers were laid for 14.  During the usual program in the lobby, Miss 
Ferber gave a most interesting talk on her life in the Rocky Mountains, and is quite as 
enthused with her present visits as she has been in her previous trips to our parks…Miss 
Katherine E. Burns, secretary to George Horace Lorimer of the Saturday Evening Post, is 
stopping with her mother at the Big Thompson Hotel.  Miss Burns has been through our 
other national parks this summer, as well as through southern Alaska.  She is one of the 
shrewdest fiction editors in the country, and an outdoor woman of considerable note.  
Already, she has traveled over much of the region, and will soon climb Longs Peak, after 
which she will go with Shep Husted on one of his four-day trips…Mr. James Fisher of 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, accompanied by E. Carpenter and family of Winfield, Kansas, 
arrived in Estes Park Monday evening, having made the trip by automobile in three days 
from the latter place.  Mr. Fisher is experimental engineer and chief technologist for the 
empire division of the Doherty Research Company of New York.  Mr. Carpenter is 
geologist for the Emerald Oil Company of Winfield, Kansas.  Mr. Fisher joins his family, 
who have been occupying their own cottage in Woodland Heights since 1 June 1921, and 
the Carpenter family are domiciled in the Wren Nest at Woodland Heights for the balance 
of the season…Mrs. Cobb and Miss Cobb were out from the village, as dinner guests of 
Mrs. R.F. French on Wednesday evening last at the Perfect Lark in Woodland Heights.  
Mrs. Cobb, Miss Cobb, and Mrs. French are all residents of Marshalltown, Iowa, and are 
all in Estes Park for the season…Thomas Fitzgerald, Zeida Fitzgerald, and James 
Fitzgerald of Fort Collins spent a couple of days at Estes Park, returning home 
Saturday…Dr. R.F. French of Marshalltown, Iowa, and Dr. H.C. Doan of Humboldt, 
Iowa, arrived in Estes Park Tuesday, 2 August 1921.  They joined their wives, who have 
been in a cottage in Woodland Heights on the High Drive since the last week in June 
1921…Andy McCart, road overseer, has done some fine work on the road to Baldpate 
Inn, and it is in better condition now than it has been for years [although this same road 
comes in for criticism in the 2 September 1921 issue].



5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis courts, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage 
and that of your friends if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.  

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars.  We have been appointed agents for the 
Buick cars through the Bonnell Buick Motor Company at Loveland.  See us for literature.  
Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3-1/2 non-skid $13.95.  Springs – 
Temme quality guaranteed springs for all cars.  Fort front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars 
– Charging station maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – 
Two service cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] 
basis.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

5 August 1921 – Miss I.W. Franklin and Miss L.A. Thomas of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, are stopping at the Columbines for an indefinite stay.  These young ladies 
are teachers in one of the city high schools of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania…Semi-
advertisement:  A real treat after the show, our own ice cream, sherbets, cakes, and 
pastries at the Mary Gray Tea Room…Miss Gertrude Munn, Miss Dorothy Lilly, Miss 
Anna Whitson, Miss Mabel Loucks, and Miss Mildred Loucks, who are guests at the 
Columbines, enjoyed a swimming party at Copeland Lake last Thursday…Mr. and Mrs. 
A.R. Ross, who are in Estes Park for the summer, attended Women’s Christian 
Temperature Union Day at Boulder on 4 August 1921…Semi-advertisement:  The 
Peacock and Helen Ardelle University Girl chocolates at the Mary Gray Tea Room…
Miss Pauline Halliwell, Miss Helen Heffron of Chicago, Illinois, and Mr. Fred T. 
Moseley of Dallas, Texas, are guests at Matteson’s Ranch [in or at] Windvale…A very 



enjoyable dance was given Saturday at the Columbines.  All the guests and their friends 
were among those who participated.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Cadillac 8’s.  Cautious drivers.  For the best automobile 
service, telephone #160.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company [sic 
punctuation].  Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, 
manager.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The most up-do-date shoe repair shop in northern 
Colorado.  If you want your shoes repaired, take them to Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a 
block 2 business].  Better service – lower prices.  The New Electric Shoe Shop.  Fine 
shoe repairing.  Harold M. Dunning, proprietor.  The all-American shop.  Loveland, 
Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Our developing and printing – is the best, and our prices 
are lower.  One trial will convince.  Any size roll developed for 10 cents.  Prints 3 cents 
and up.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business]

5 August 1921 – Subhead:  Notice of final settlement and determination of heirship.  
Estate of Henry Cowgill, deceased.  No. 2333.  Notice is hereby given that on 22 August 
1921, the undersigned will present to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, his 
accounts for final settlement of administration of said estate, when and where all persons 
in interest may appear and object to them, if they so desire.  Notice is also hereby given 
that application for the determination of heirship of said Henry Cowgill, deceased, has 
been made, and that the court will on said date hereinbefore mentioned, or at any time to 
which the hearing may be continued, proceed to ascertain and determine who are the 
heirs of the said Henry Cowgill, deceased, and as such entitled to inherit any lands, 
tenements, hereditaments, or other property, real or personal, constituting all or a part of 
the estate of the said Henry Cowgill, deceased, and enter a decree accordingly, at which 
hearing all persons claiming to be heirs at law of said deceased may appear and present 
their proof.  [signed] H. Morse Cowgill, administrator.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  “Send it to the laundry.”© The ALM Company [likely 
the American Laundry Mechanized, or similar].  Ladies’ and children’s work our 
specialty.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  12%.  Your money is worth 1% banking interest per 
month.  Investments $100 or more.  Guaranteed by national bank deposits.  Choice of 
maturities, 12 December 1921, 12 May 1922, or 12 December 1922.  J.D. Blue, Jr., 
Company.  Investment bankers.  Sterling, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American Plan, with everything in the way of 



luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American Plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European Plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European Plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  Grand Lake 
Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its 
western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building 
and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has 
its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass road, by rail 
and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 
per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, 
Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

5 August 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Nelle Howard, news 
editor.  [This is the next-to-last appearance of Nelle Howard’s name in the masthead.]  
Office hours:  8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 business].  Office telephone #62, shop 
telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above Big 
Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3.  Six months $1.75.  
Three months $1.  Single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per 
issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double 
price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word 
each succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates 
charged for all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  
Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 
lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in advertising copy must reach this office not later than 
Monday to insure insertion same week.  New advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  
The Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in 
unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application 
made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.

5 August 1921 – Those who contribute to the news of the Estes Park Trail will confer a 
great favor if they will send their items in early in the week, and it will also insure the 
insertion in the current issue.

5 August 1921 – Poem and byline:  Success by Henry Victor Morgan.  I hold that man 
alone succeeds/Whose life is crowned by noble deeds;/Who feels not dwarfed by nature’s 



show/But deep within himself doth know/That conscious man is greater far/Than ocean, 
land, or distant star;/Who does not count his wealth by gold,/His worth by office he may 
hold;/Who, battling ’gainst each seeming wrong,/Can meet disaster with a song,/Feel sure 
of victory in defeat,/And rise refreshed the foe to meet,/Who only lives the world to 
bless/Can never fail – he is success.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  So There!  Georgia publishers are becoming “hard-boiled”.  
Editor Otto Middleton, publisher of the Hazlehurst [Georgia] News, says:  “Two or three 
businessmen of Hazlehurst, Georgia, send their printing to large cities.  When they are 
‘laid to rest’, the bereaved ones will expect us to sympathize with ’em, but darned if we 
do it.”  While Editor H.W. Garrett, publisher of the Doerun [Georgia] Courier, says:  “To 
be plain, we have quit saying nice sweet things about people who borrow a newspaper to 
see if the great stunts they do are headlined.”  Mr. Middleton and Mr. Garrett may have 
spoken harshly, but there is a great deal of sound judgment in their frank statements.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

5 August 1921 – Prose poem and byline:  The Dying Fisherman by Walt Mason.  Once a 
fisherman was dying in his humble, lowly cot, and the pastor sat beside him saying things 
that hit the spot, so that all his futile terrors left they dying sinner’s heart, and he said:  
“The journey’s lonely, but I’m ready for the start.  There is just one little matter that is 
fretting me,” he sighed, “and perhaps I’d better tell it ere I cross the Great Divide.  I have 
got a string of stories that I’ve told from day to day, stories of the fish I’ve captured, and 
the ones that got away, and I fear that when I tell them they are apt to stretch a mile, and I 
wonder when I’m wafted to that land that’s free from guile, if they’ll let me tell my 
stories if I try to tell them straight, or will angels lose their tempers, then, and chase me 
through the gate?”  Then the pastor sat and pondered, for the question vexed him sore, 
never such a weird conundrum had been sprung on him before.  Yet the courage of 
conviction moved him soon to a reply, and he wished to fill the fisher with fais [sic, 
suggest “fair”] visions of the sky:  “You can doubtless tell fish stories,” said the 
clergyman aloud, “but I’d stretch them very little if old Jonah’s in the crowd.”  

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Annual Meeting.  Notice is hereby given that the 
annual meeting of the stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company will be held in the 
Estes Park Bank building in Estes Park, Colorado, on Saturday, 27 August 1921, at 3:00 
p.m., for the purpose of electing a board of directors, and for the purpose of voting on the 
question of increasing the capital stock, and such other business as may properly come 
before the meeting.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, secretary.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental X-ray.  
Telephone #198-J.



5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Khaki riding breeches and suits!!  The clothes we sell 
are our best advertisement.  You get the best quality and fit when you buy Kampit, 
Underhill, or Levi Strauss make.  I.T. stands for international tailoring, and good all wool 
made to your measure.  Suits at from $25 to $50.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 
2 business].

5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Be sure to read the Estes Park Trail want ads 
before laying the newspaper aside.  

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and Ford 
cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin tires and 
Savage tires at Denver prices.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

5 August 1921 – The sacred concerts given at the Estes Park church Sunday evenings are 
a rare treat, and those who attend once are sure to go back again.  The Burton Family 
Orchestra are exceptionally good, and deserve much praise for their help in these 
concerts.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – According to the state-federal crop report for 1 July 1921, issued by 
W.W. Putnam, agricultural statistician of the United States Bureau of Markets and Crop 
Estimates, Colorado Cooperative Crop Reporting Service, the apple crop in the state this 
year is about 65% of normal, compared with 72% last year.  The forecast of production is 
3,004,000 bushels, compared with 2,760,000 bushels last year.  About 85% of this crop 
this year will be produced on the western slope, where the crop is making good progress.  
The state crop of peaches had a condition of 60%, compared with 50% last year, and 60% 
the ten-year average.  The total production for the state is forecasted at 728,000 bushels.  
The pear crop in Colorado on 1 July 1921, on a 65% condition basis, was estimated at 
328,000 bushels.  The condition of cantaloupes on 1 July 1921 in Colorado was 83%of 
normal, compared with 90% 1 July 1920, and 89% the ten-year average…All Colorado 
hay had a condition figure of 94% on 1 July 1921, as compared with 98% last year, and 



the forecast of production is 3,250,000 tons, compared with 3,392,000 tons last year.  The 
area to be harvested this year is estimated to be less than last year, or 1,578,000 acres, 
compared with 1,603,000 acres harvested in 1920.  The alfalfa in the state this year 
indicates a good crop, the condition being 92% of normal.  Of the above hay crop, about 
1,780,000 tons will be alfalfa…The family of A.C. Claug left Loveland hurriedly for a 
trip in the mountains.  In her haste, Mrs. Claug left an electric iron standing on an ironing 
board in the kitchen.  She neglected to turn off the current to the iron.  Roy Buck, a friend 
of the family, who knew they were absent, saw smoke pouring from the residence.  He 
broke through a door just in time to avert a disastrous fire.  The iron, heated white, had 
burned its way through the ironing board, a table cover, and two layers of flooring…
Despite the fact that he drove his closed automobile off the side of a bridge between 
Colorado Springs and Manitou, pinning himself in the wreckage on his head, H.C. 
Reynolds of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, escaped injury.  The machine landed upside-
down in a creek bed.  Campers in the vicinity witnessed the accident and rushed to the 
scene, and extricated Reynolds from the wreckage…Two hundred cars of apples will be 
harvested in the Montrose district, according to the estimate made by an expert apple 
buyer, who made a thorough inspection of the main orchards.  His report stated that there 
was very little early fruit, due to the heavy yield last year, that the apples were now thin 
on the trees, but that they should make good size before harvesting time…At the closing 
session of the annual convention of the Colorado Bar Association, held at Colorado 
Springs, the following officers were elected:  George C. Manly of Denver, president, R.S. 
Gast of Pueblo, vice-president, and Robert G. Bosworth of Denver, secretary and 
treasurer…After having elected new officers, having heard addresses on various topics, 
and having enjoyed a royal banquet and dance at Trimble Springs, the second annual 
convention of group four, Colorado Bankers’ Association, adjourned.  Durango was 
chosen as the convention city for next year’s gathering.  Clyde Potter of Durango was 
elected president of the group, George F. Fritz of Durango secretary, and Keith S. Rucker 
of Durango member nominating committee.  Next year’s convention will be held in 
August 1922, the date to be fixed by the officers.

5 August 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers to duplicate the 
above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for information leading to 
the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, shooting, or trespassing on 
their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel Charles P. O’Connor.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Natalie dresses and suits.  A beautiful display for girls 
from one to sixteen years, for boys to five years.  Room 7.  Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 
business].  [This is the only issue of the Estes Park Trail where this particular 
advertisement appeared.]  



5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Front Range Camps.  Fern Lodge – by Fern Lake.  
Bear Lake Camp – at Bear Lake.  Two of the most popular excursion points in Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Special combination riding and walking parties will be 
conducted each week by capable guides from Estes Park over the famous Fern Lake Trail 
– to Fern Lake – Lake Odessa – Notch Mountain – Grace Falls – around the base of 
Flattop Mountain – to Bear Lake, Loch Vale, and the Glacier Basin, with overnight stops 
at Fern Lake and Bear Lake.  Other parties will be conducted to Bear Lake, then to Grand 
Lake via Flattop Mountain, returning to Estes Park by automobile via the new Fall River 
road, with overnight stops at Bear Lake and Grand Lake.  Persons making one-day trips 
to Fern Lake and Bear Lake regions may secure splendid dinners at either place.  For 
further information, telephone Bear Lake - #201 R2, Fern Lodge - #201 R3.  
Arrangements for joining parties on the three-day trips should be made at Lewiston Café 
[a block 6 business], Estes Park.  Telephone #80.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We can’t satisfy you unless you with the best 
developing and printing of your Kodak films.  The Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  
“We put the snap in snapshots”.  Lawrence E. Grace.  Estes Park, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Automobile 
repairing and tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your hometown.  30 x 3 
safety $14, 30 x 3-1/2 safety $16.60, 30 x 4-1/2 cord $54.40.  Other sizes accordingly.  
Automobile accessories and Ford parts.  Storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble.  
Night service until 11:00 p.m.

5 August 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Semi-advertisement:  The Cain 
Sister’s Kitchen for homemade candy, doughnuts, sandwiches, and picnic lunches, at the 
Bluebird Cliff on the hill one block behind the [Estes Park] Bank.  2t…A crowd of young 
people who are guests at the Columbines made the Wild Basin trip Sunday, and all report 
a wonderful time…Semi-advertisement:  Golf hose at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…
Mrs. George P. Howe of Boston, Massachusetts, is a guest at the Columbines…Semi-
advertisement:  Miss Ruple [a block 5 business] is showing a new line of sweaters in pure 
silk, fiber silk, alpaca, camels hair, angora, and popular heather mixtures…Mrs. Mabel B. 
Fuller and daughter Miss Margaret Fuller of Evanston, Illinois, are spending a few weeks 
at Estes Park and vicinity.  Miss Fuller is instructor in geology at Northwestern 
University and is doing geologic investigation while here…Semi-advertisement:  See our 
new stock of men’s suits.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…Mrs. A.S. Minks 
and family returned to Loveland Sunday after spending a week at Estes Park…Mrs. 
Wood and daughter Miss Grace Wood of Pasadena, California, and Miss Delia of 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, are spending a month at one of the Glen D. Baird cottages…
Semi-advertisement:  Artistic pottery for lamp bases at Miss Ruple’s [a block 5 business]
…A great many tourists are making the Fall River trip each day, and report the road in 
fine shape…Semi-advertisement:  Go to Miss Ruple’s [a block 5 business] for up-to-date 
sweaters and yarns…Mrs. Charles Deneen, wife of ex-Governor of Illinois, and daughter 



are renting the Crissman cottage opposite the Country Club.  Mr. Deneen is expected 
soon…Mr. and Mrs. R.J. Adams of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, are renting one of the 
Carman cottages…Semi-advertisement:  Godfrey’s [a block 5 business] for golf hose…
Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news each week…Mr. and Mrs. Lester Varian of 
Denver are spending the week with Mr. and Mrs. Julius Foss Schwartz…Mrs. Clarance 
[sic] A. Campbell, sister of Mrs. S.C. Higby [sic, suggest Mrs. Clifford Starr Higby, 
whose maiden name was DeVol], and family of Swink, Colorado, spent the week visiting 
the Higby home…Mr. and Mrs. Warren Andrews of Syracuse, Nebraska, visited last 
week at the home of their cousin, Mrs. Nina Wright Higby.  Mr. and Mrs. Ted Andrews of 
Scottsbluff, Nebraska, were also at the Higby home last week…Semi-advertisement:  
Exquisite Chinese linen lunch clothes, applique bedspreads, luncheon sets, and etc., at 
Miss Ruple’s [a block 5 business]…A.M. McCarty and family of Denver have rented the 
Bradbury cottage for the month of August 1921…Semi-advertisement:  Handsome 
imported bead bag with carved ivory frame.  National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business]…W.A. MacKenzie and family from Florida are occupying the Fuller cottage…
Chancellor E.H. Lindley, new chancellor of Kansa University, and family, have rented 
cottage No. 10 [presumably a Hayden cottage] in Broadview…Semi-advertisement:  Take 
a water bottle home with you, made by the Guadalapara [sic, perhaps Guadalajara] 
Indians, plate, cup, and bottle only $4 at Miss Ruple’s [a block 5 business]…Mayor Allan 
Clark and sister, Miss Mildred Clark of Wooster, Ohio, who have spent the past month at 
the Crags, will return to their home on Monday.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  A great name imposes a great obligation.  Our 
merchandise is backed by names that are well known to the readers of the magazines and 
leading newspapers, and the lines we carry are guaranteed as well as advertised.  The 
Goshen shirt.  One of our new arrivals is the Goshen shirt, and this shirt is so well known 
among men that it needs no introduction, but the new low collar soft shirt that has just 
arrived is a departure from the “ordinary”, and will appeal to all young men.  To see them 
means to buy them.  Earl and Wilson collars.  This well-known collar is the best that is 
made, and the new “thintex” in the stiff collar is so much more comfortable than any 
other that there is no comparison.  The very newest soft collars are now in stock and we 
have a complete line of sizes.  You can find here your size as well as your style.  Fadcraft 
sport suits.  Backed by the “Fadcraft” advertising, this wonderful merchandise is 
guaranteed to fit, and the close margin on which we sell this line of goods, combined with 
the values given us by the factory, enables us to give you real bargains in goods and 
workmanship better than any on the market.  Vanity Fair silk underwear.  To the lady who 
is “particular and who wants the very best in silk underwear, we offer Vanity Fair” as the 
best that money can buy.  The quality of glove silk put into this line of merchandise 
excels that of any other on the market today, and the workmanship is unsurpassed.  
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

5 August 1921 – Notice of adjustment day.  Estate of George Patton, Jr., deceased.  No. 
2436.  All persons having claims against said estate are hereby notified to present them 



for adjustment to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, on 22 August 1921.  
[signed] Edith Patton, administratrix.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trip to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W [the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company telephone 
number].  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Beautiful imported silk and wool knit dresses at 
the National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…Mrs. Ida J. Root of Denver is 
in Estes Park this week visiting with Mrs. Clifford Starr Higby and family…Semi-
advertisement:  Homemade candies fresh every day.  Cut flowers for sale.  Telephone 
#79.  Miss Inez Hoover, Virginia Drive, north of post office [the post office in 1921 was 
in what is now called Bond Park]…Mr. and Mrs. E.H. Warner of Fort Collins, and Mrs. 
Warner’s mother, Mrs. F.D. Perkins of Sacramento, California, are occupying a cottage in 
Broadview.  They will be here until 15 August 1921…Dr. C.A. Rowand, pastor of first 
Methodist church of Boulder, has rented his cottage in Woodland Heights for the month 
of August 1921, and with his family has returned to Boulder…Miss Margaret Ross went 
to Fort Collins Monday, an expects to make a business trip to Denver before returning to 
Estes Park the last of the week…Mrs. McKinney of Greeley is building a cabin in 
Woodland Heights…The annual reception given by the Estes Park chapter of PEO 
sisterhood to visiting members was held at the Lewiston Hotel on 2 August 1921.  In 
spite of the rain, there was a large attendance, and many chapters from Colorado and 
other states were represented.  Music by the Lewiston orchestra, and delicious 
refreshments, added to the pleasure of the afternoon…Mrs. W.B. Sandifer of Colorado 
Springs, and Miss S.D. Clark of Denver are guests at the Big Thompson Hotel…Hazel 
Hamilen of Fort Collins, who was visiting her aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. P.K. Guy of 
Estes Park, was taken sick Tuesday night of last week, and was taken to the Fort Collins 
hospital Wednesday afternoon.  She had not been well since last June, but was thought to 
be improving.  She passed away, however, Thursday night, at the age of 11 years.  The 
bereaved ones have our sympathy in their time of sorrow…The regular meeting of the 
Estes Park Music and Study Club was postponed on account of the musical given 
Thursday night.  Notice of the next program will be given in the Estes Park Trail.  Miss 
Rosemond Whiteside will be soloist, assisted by Miss Elinore Clark, dramatic reader…
Mr. and Mrs. H.A. Helfenbine [sic] of Kansas City, Kansas, are building on lot 30 in 
Grand View Addition on the High Drive.  Mr. Helfenbine is in the mercantile business in 
Kansas City, Kansas…Miss Mary Allen of New York, known as “Sunshine Mary” and 
the Angel of Blackwell’s Island, is a guest at the home of Miss Elizabeth M.A. Foot.  
Also, Mrs. Elizabeth Chester of Nashville, Tennessee, is a visitor in Estes Park and a 
guest of Miss Foot…Mr. and Mrs. Norman Belrose of Eaton, Colorado, spent a few days 
in Estes Park this week.



5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  Deer Ridge Chalet Attracting Attention.  
Is located at the summit of the High Drive, at Deer Ridge, elevation 9176 feet above sea 
[level], five miles beyond Estes Park, Colorado, and in the heart of the Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  At no other point in the Rocky Mountain region can there be seen such a 
superb array of craggy, snow-covered peaks, every one of the 18 or more in the chain 
towering above the 12,000-foot elevation mark, nearly a dozen of them well over 13,000 
feet, and with Longs Peak buttressing the chain, head and shoulders above them all.  
From this point, the return trip to the village of Estes Park is made over an entirely 
different route, affording splendid panoramic views of the main range and the lesser 
peaks to the east throughout the entire distance.  Deer Ridge is a privately owned tract of 
land, and is thrown open for your special enjoyment.  At the chalets, lunches and 
refreshments are served, and the finest collection of photographic enlargements, prints, 
and postcards are to be had.  Deer Ridge is the most beautiful beauty spot in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park, and you should arrange to make the High Drive trip and pay 
them a visit.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley.  Builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth house 
south of the [Park] Theatre [on the east side of what is now called Moraine Avenue] or 
third house on High Drive at Pinerift.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of the 
outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing by experts.

5 August 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them 
for profit – Use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Furnished 
cottage for month of August 1921.  Address G., care Estes Park Trail, or telephone #27 
J-3 [the Estes Park Trail telephone number]…Wanted – Woman to do washing every 
Tuesday, Gaylord cottage [on Riverside Drive, perhaps what is now called Gaillardia] 
between Crags Hotel and Big Thompson Hotel.  Electric washing machine.  Post office 
box 213…Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Good milk cow.  See John Griffith.  17-2…For 
sale – Upright Kimball piano, used few weeks, reasonable.  Give possession 15 
September 1921.  Address post office box J.  1p…For sale – 1919 Dodge touring car in 
good shape, $500.  Inquire Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business]…For sale – Extension 
oak dining table, three extra leaves, $10.  J.E. Macdonald.  tf…For sale – Six griddle 
Majestic kitchen range, water front, good condition.  Mrs. C.B. Lyman, telephone #54 
J-2.  16-3p…For sale – Hay, baled, best quality, $25 per ton.  Donald MacGregor.  11-
tf…For sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  
Telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity 
water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will 



not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For rent.  
For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  
tf…Homes to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”].

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes 
Park.  S.H. Stockton.  Telephone #Loveland 77J.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European Plan.  Rates reasonable.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial order 
means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

5 August 1921 – Dave Stirling has a fine display of paintings at Horseshoe Inn…Mrs. 
Ben Reese [sic, subsequently Mrs. Reece] and Mrs. S.A. Corey and son Harry of 
Longmont, Colorado, are spending the week at Eagle Kliff [sic] Inn.  Miss Nelle Howard, 
sister of Mrs. Reece [sic, previously Mrs. Reese] and Miss Joe Anna Rogers, of the Estes 
Park Trail force [Nelle Howard has a position with the Estes Park Trail, but this suggests 
Joe Anna Rogers does also], are spending the weekend with them.

5 August 1921 – Buried under a pile of furniture and an old mattress, and with his head 
crushed, the body of Robert Hodges, 60 years old, a hermit who had resided in Salida for 
years, was found in his tiny shack by a tourist from Denver.  The man had been dead for 
about three weeks.  Police are baffled by the case…Robert Lee, 22 years old, of Pueblo, 
lost his speech when he fell from an automobile in Bessemer.  Lee was standing on the 
running board of the machine, and when he stepped off, he fell to the ground, injuring his 
face and neck.  His case is regarded as unique by the medical profession here…Twenty 
automobiles were destroyed by fire at Pueblo which resulted in [story abruptly ends here 
in the Estes Park Trail, but concludes in other Colorado newspapers:  damage estimated 
at $20,000 at the Henderson Automobile Company.  The loss is partially covered by 
insurance.  A short circuit in the ignition system of an automobile is believed to have 
caused the fire.]…Mrs. S.D. McCracken, 60 years old, a pioneer businesswoman and 



widow of a prominent Colorado Springs banker, died after a long illness.  Mr. McCracken 
died a year ago.  Mrs. McCracken owned several hundred thousand dollars’ worth of 
downtown business property.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Special sale of canned goods at less than pre-war 
[World War I] prices.  For one week commencing Monday, the following extremely low 
prices will prevail in our grocery section.  Terms cash.  No goods delivered.  Iowa 
standard corn, two cans for 25 cents.  Missouri handpicked tomatoes, two cans for 25 
cents.  Libby’s tomato soup, two cans 25 cents.  Van Camps pork and beans, two cans for 
25 cents.  Needmore korn kernals [sic, suggest at the very least kernels], two cans for 25 
cents.  Empson’s hominy, large can 15 cents.  Large cans Columbine milk 15 cents.  
Large can pumpkin 15 cents.  No. 2 cans sweet tender peas 15 cents.  Large cans choice 
tomatoes 15 cents.  Some big bargains in canned fruit.  Glass Jar brand muscat grapes 25 
cents.  Libby’s Rosedale apricots No. 1 cans 25 cents.  Libby’s yellow free peaches No. 1 
cans 25 cents.  King’s choice free peaches large No. 2-1/2 33 cents.  Silver Flower 
apricots large No. 2-1/2 33 cents.  Libby’s extra sliced Hawaiian pineapple 33 cents.  Del 
Monte loganberries 33 cents.  Del Monte Greengage plums 33 cents.  Del Monte large 
2-1/2 cans sliced or half peaches 45 cents.  Special this week.  Campbells-Sells large 
loaves butternut bread, two loaves for 25 cents.  Small loaves 8 cents, two for 15 cents.  
Early Breakfast table syrup:  Medium size bottle 25 cents.  Large bottles 33 cents.  Pint 
cans 33 cents.  Quart cans 65 cents.  It will pay you to buy your groceries here.  J.E. 
Macdonald [a block 5 business].

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Broilers and fries [chickens].  Middleby [this is likely 
the name of the individual or the cabin].  High Drive.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Again we say – Kelly-Springfield tires at prices within 
the reach of all.  Francis Tire Service Company.  [Illustration:  These four words 
incorporated on a logo consisting of a tire or tube bedecked with a central ribbon.]  
“Service that satisfies”

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  
[We] extend [a] cordial welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to 
make the acquaintance of new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde 
M. Low and O.P. Low.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music [a John M. 
Rosborough enterprise].  Students accepted at any time.  Address Mountain Hall.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 



week.  Per day $4 to $6.  For information, call G.M. Derby, manager [no telephone 
number is provided in this advertisement].

5 August 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m….Subhead:  Episcopal.  Morning 
services at Elkhorn Lodge 11:00 a.m.  Evening services at Stead’s, 8:00 p.m.  Mrs. 
Troutman, cellist of the Lewiston orchestra, will play at the morning services [sic], and 
Mrs. A.I. Root will sing at the evening service [presumably, by reasons of proximity, 
these apply to the Episcopal services].  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson 7 August 1921.  
Paul in Cyprus and in Antioch of Pisidia.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 13, verses 1-52.  
Golden text – Ye shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in 
Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth – Acts chapter 1, verse 8.  Reference 
material – Matthew chapter 13, verses 31-33, Matthew chapter 28, verses 18-20, Mark 
chapter 16, verse 15, Luke chapter 24, verses 46 and 47.  Primary topic – Adventures of 
Paul and Barnabas.  Junior topic – Saul silences a sorcerer.  Intermediate and senior topic 
– Paul begins his missionary travels.  Young people and adult topic – Paul becomes a 
missionary.  This marks the beginning of foreign missions as the deliberately planned 
enterprise of he church.  I. The gifts of the church at Antioch (Acts chapter 13, verse 1).  
Young as Antioch, the new religious center, was, she had prophets and teachers.  Such are 
essential to church life.  Indeed, they are never absent from the true church.  In Ephesians 
chapter 4, verses 8-12, Paul says that when Christ ascended, He gave gifts unto men for 
the purpose of perfecting the saints unto the work of the ministry.  II. Barnabas and Saul 
sent forth (Acts chapter 13, verses 2 and 3).  While the five ministers were praying and 
fasting, the Spirit of God commanded them to send forth Barnabas and Saul.  The work 
of evangelizing the world was laid so heavily upon these men that they refrained from 
eating, in order to seek the will of the Lord in prayer.  This is the kind of fasting that 
meets God’s approval.  From the fact that they were directed to send forth those whom 
the Spirit called, we learn that the real call to Christ’s service comes from the Spirit.  The 
Spirit calls, and the church seconds the motion by sending those who are called.  They 
sent the very best men from the church at Antioch.  III. Preaching the Word of God in 
Cyprus (Acts chapter 13, verses 4 and 5).  We are not told as to why they first went to 
Cyprus, but we infer that it was because it was the home of Barnabas.  It is most natural 
that those who have heard good news should go with it first to their kindred and friends.  
As they went forth, they preached the Word of God, not civic righteousness, current 
history, philosophy, etc.  The great need today is Spirit-called and Spirit-filled men 
preaching God’s Word.  IV. Withstood by Elymas the sorcerer (Acts chapter 13, verses 
6-12).  When Barnabas and Saul by invitation were telling Sergius Paulus of the Word of 
God, Elymas maliciously sought to turn his mind from the faith.  This is the first obstacle 
they encountered.  This opposer is the same one who came to Adam in Eden and to Jesus 
in the wilderness.  He is the enemy of God and man.  He now weeks to bar the gospel as 
it enters upon its career of the conversion of the heathen.  Saul denounced him in the 



most scathing terms, calling him the child of the devil, full of guile and villainy, and 
pronounced him the enemy of all righteousness, accusing him of perverting the right 
ways of the Lord.  Happily, the deputy heeded Saul’s teaching and believed the gospel.  It 
was in this connection that Saul’s name was changed to Paul.  V. In the synagogue at 
Antioch in Pisidia (Acts chapter 13, verses 15 and 16).  From Paphos, Paul and Barnabas 
went northward to Perga.  From Perga, they went into Antioch in Pisidia, where they 
entered the synagogue on the Sabbath day.  Though he was sent to the Gentiles, he does 
not depart from the order of beginning with the Jews.  After the usual reading of the 
Scriptures, upon the invitation of the rulers, Paul delivered the discourse recorded in Acts 
chapter 13, verses 17-41.  This sermon is worthy of careful study.  In consists of four 
parts:  (1) Historical (Acts chapter 13, verses 17-23), (2) apologetical (Acts chapter 13, 
verses 24-37), (3) doctrinal (Acts chapter 13, verses 38 and 39), and (4) practical (Acts 
chapter 13, verses 40 and 41).  It sets forth the missionary message for all times and 
lands.  Its essence should ever be the same.  In this sermon, he presented the glorified and 
risen Christ as the Savior from sin, basing his proof upon the testimony of living 
witnesses and the inspired Word.  VI. The effect of the sermon (Acts chapter 13, verses 
42-52).  Many of the Jews and proselytes requested them to speak to them again.  Almost 
the whole city came to hear the Word of God the next Sabbath.  This great crowd incited 
the jealousy of the Jews.  This jealousy could not long be restrained, it broke out in open 
opposition.  This opposition was in turn answered by Paul’s rejection of them and turning 
to the Gentiles.  

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the Continental 
Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  This 
wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher than any 
road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, Lyons, and 
Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The Rocky 
Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Licensed operators for 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Let the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It 
prolongs the life of the clothes, and makes washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop.  
Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. Horrel [sic, suggest Hurrel]

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a Huppmobile/
Which makes you feel/That you’re flying thru the air,/As you motor along/With a merry 
song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the Hupp Hotel/
Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” know/That’s the 
place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.



5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The store that satisfies.  We are introducing a lotion 
which we make especially for sunburn, chapped skin, and for use after shaving.  Ask for 
menthol lotion.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Telephone #41. 

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Baldpate Inn.  Charles Mace.  Gordon Mace.  Our 
chicken dinners have had a great deal to do with our success.  Fourth season.  Same cook.  
Telephone #2-W.

5 August 1921 – Lawrence McNulty, 20, was drowned in a reservoir six miles southeast 
of Colorado Springs while swimming with two companions.  It was 45 minutes before 
the body was located…Houses are scarcer in Montrose now than at any period for several 
years, despite the fact that so many residences were recently made vacant when many 
sheep and cattle raisers took their families to the mountains during the summer…After 
lying 24 days in an unconscious condition, Leonard Cross, age 9, died at Loveland of 
injuries received when he was struck by an automobile.  The little fellow jumped from a 
load of hay and ran around behind the wagon just as an automobile load of men came up 
behind the hay, unable to see him in time to stop…Six men were killed and six injured at 
the Schuyler-Doyle Oil Shale Company’s plant, six miles north of Grand Valley, when the 
cable of a tramline down the mountainside slipped from its swivel and let the car crash 
downward 2000 feet.  The car literally was smashed to pieces when it jumped the track 
and hurtled over boulders…Building in Denver for the month of July 1921 totaled 
$740,850, bringing up the average of months to a point where, for the first time in 1921, 
an increase over a similar period of 1920 is shown.  For the first seven months of 1921, 
the building totals $5,689,525, while that for the 1920 period totals $5,618,510, an 
increase for 1921 of $71,015…Colorado’s wheat crop for 1921 will exceed by 7,000,000 
bushels any previous year’s production, according to estimates by the state immigration 
department from reports by county assessors.  With this increase, it is expected that 
Colorado will step from 12th position of last year to sixth or seventh place among the 
leading wheat-producing states of the country…Guy McMurray, 11 years old, with his 
right arm severed at the elbow and a deep cut in his right leg, and with blood pouring 
from the wounds, extricated himself from a mowing machine sickle and crawled and 
walked 100 yards to his home, where his mother gave him first aid and summoned a 
doctor.  He was removed to a Greeley hospital.  Despite the injuries, physicians say he 
will live…Presbyterians of Colorado are to build a fine manse near the campus of the 
University of Colorado to serve as a home for the student pastor and as a common 
meeting place for students of that denomination.  The church of Boulder has purchased a 
lot, and the Rev. M.S. Bush, student pastor, now is canvassing the state for a $5500 
building fund.  The national board of the church has appropriated $4000, on condition 
that a like amount be raised in Colorado…According to plans of the directors of the San 
Luis valley drainage district No. 1, work of laying tile in the covered drains will soon be 
resumed.  In this district, which lies just south of La Jara, is some 10,000 acres of land 
which was once very productive, but which became seeped through the irrigation of the 
higher surrounding land.  The open drainage canal, about 11 miles in length, was 



completed last year, and several of the covered lateral drains were put in.  Then, the work 
was stopped until more funds were available.  Now, arrangements are being completed 
for carrying on the work…Judge Robert H. Bradfield has set the month of September 
1921 for the trial of Rienzi Dickens, Longmont man, who is charged with the murder of 
his father W.H. Dickens in November 1915.  The trial will be held in Weld County, 
having been taken there on a change of venue.  Rienzi Dickens is now in California.  He 
is out on bond.  At his first trial, he was found guilt of second-degree murder.  The case 
was appealed to the Supreme Court, which remanded it back for retrial…The annual fall 
exposition will be held in Colorado Springs beginning 14 November 1921, according to 
present plans completed by the Chamber of Commerce.  The following committees have 
been appointed to take charge of the work:  Luther Hunt, chairman, J.C. Hale, county 
agricultural agent, Jack Carruthers, representing the Pikes Peak Poultry Association, J.J. 
Gauld, representing the El Paso County farm bureau and the El Paso County Purebred 
Livestock Breeders’ Association, Mrs. Inez Johnson Lewis, county superintendent of 
school, and L.S.H. Griffin, representing the Rabbit and Pet Stock Association…Ned 
Hayden of Fraser was killed, and his wife severely burned, when lightning struck a barn 
just as they entered it, 1-1/2 miles from Fraser.  Hayden and his wife had gone in their car 
for a picnic in the mountains, when a storm overtook them.  Near them was an abandoned 
stable, and with the rain coming down in torrents, they hurried to this stable for shelter.  
Just as Hayden opened the door, the building was struck by lightning.  Every particle of 
clothing was torn from his body, and death was instantaneous…A campaign has been 
launched in the state by Paul C. Jamieson, new extension poultry specialist of the 
Colorado Agricultural College, who has just taken up his work at Fort Collins, gradually 
to bring about an improvement in the stock of the poultry flocks by eliminating scrubs 
and non-producers, and making the flocks 100% profitable…Work has started on a cabin 
that will accommodate 40 at the University of Colorado mountain camp, 20 miles west of 
Boulder.  The regents of the university have appropriated $1000 towards the camp fund.  
The camp will be used as a base for mountain climbs and as a summer and winter 
recreation point.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have your telephone the news.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  John Bechtel 
Baird, successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Developing and printing.  Twenty-four hour 
service.  If you are not getting the results you wish in your Kodak work, let us help you.  
Eastman agency, postcards, Kodaks rented. 

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your 
convenience, open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign exchange 



and domestic exchange, safety-deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank 
your bank”.  James D. Stead, chairman of board.  Augustus Denby Lewis, president.  
Albert Hayden, vice president.  Julius Foss Schwartz, vice president.  Charles F. Hix, 
cashier.  The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is 
appreciated”.  Hours:  9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Coal.  Routt County lump.  Fireplace wood and stove 
wood.  Fresh vegetables daily from Estes Park garden west of Stanley Hotel entrance in 
season.  Vegetables, fruit, poultry.  Estes Park Produce.  Telephone #197.  Albert 
Schwilke.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Eugene Shaw Carter (Pupil of Leon Samitini).  Violinist 
teacher.  A limited under of pupils accepted for summer.  Address by letter general 
delivery.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  What-Not Shop [a block 6 business].  Latest ideas in 
arts and crafts.  Party favors.  Ouija boards.  Gifts for everybody.  Marie Witwer and Mrs. 
Katherine Lindsey Perkins.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  “Right Way” shoe shiners.  Open for business.  We 
polish all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  Next to [Estes Park] Drug Store [a 
block 6 business].

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison phonographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records, player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and showcases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at [Estes Park] Drug 
Store [a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.

5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Ladies Aid will conduct a sale of fancy and 
useful articles, cooked food, candy, etc., at the home of Mrs. J.D. McDonald [sic, more 
likely this is Mrs. J.E. Macdonald], Wednesday, 17 August 1921.  Proceeds to be used for 
the improvement of the church property.  Your support is earnestly solicited…Mrs. 
Joseph Shaffner, of the firm Hart, Shaffner, and Marx, Chicago, Illinois, registered at the 
Lewiston Monday evening, and is spending the week there…Honorable C.W. Waterman 
and wife are at the Lewiston for the week…A party of 20 people touring under the 
direction of the American Express travel department spent several days at the Lewiston 
this week.  After covering the Fall River Road, they departed for Yellowstone National 
Park in their special car.  The party came from the east…Semi-advertisement:  I.D.O. 
Board – the educated Ouija board, for sale at the special price of $1.  What-Not Shop [a 



block 6 business], across from the Sherwood Hotel…Mr. and Mrs. Fred Larimer of Fort 
Collins were among the Sunday visitors at Horseshoe Inn…There was a big crowd at the 
entertainment given by the Burton family orchestra Saturday night at Horseshoe Inn…
Semi-advertisement:  Did it ever occur to you that a specialist must do his work well 
because he is dependent on that special line?  The Francis Tire Service Company are 
specialists in tires…Mr. H.C. Bradley from Fort Collins was a guest at Horseshoe Inn 
over Sunday…Mr. and Mrs. G.G. Cazer of Windsor, Colorado, and their guest Miss Ada 
Showers of Zanesville, Ohio, spent ten days in Estes Park…Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Riley 
Cooper from Idaho Springs, Colorado, are guests at the Big Thompson Hotel.  Mr. 
Cooper was formerly associated with the Denver Post, but is now a story writer for the 
Red Book and Blue Book and various magazines…Mrs. John Reese and daughter Miss 
Pauline of Longmont, Colorado, are spending the week at their cottage “Three in One” 
near Glen Comfort.  They have as their guest Miss June Hart from Evans, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Protect your property.  Make arrangements to have your 
property policed and cared for during the winter months.  You will be surprised how 
reasonable you can secure cooperative protection.  While you think of it, write us today 
for an interview.  A.S. Chapman.  Reference:  Estes Park Bank, Hayden Brothers, or any 
merchant.  Estes Park, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Lester’s Hotel.  American Plan.  Hotel and private 
cottages.  Excellent tables, well-stocked trout streams, tennis courts, saddle horses and 
driving horses.  Our own dairy farm furnishes our milk, cream, butter, and eggs.  
Telephone or write for rates and reservations.  Charles E. Lester and company.  Telephone 
#4 J-2.  Estes Park, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthys [a block 3 business] for:  – 
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park.  



Largest collection in the state.  – Developing and printing.  The kind that brings you back.  
– Navajo blankets and Native American baskets.  Finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

5 August 1921 – Quotation from S.D. Gordon.  Subhead:  Power of prayer.  There are 
five outlets of power – through our life, our lips, our service, our money, our prayer.  And 
by all odds, the greatest of these is the outlet through prayer…The greatest thing anyone 
can do for God and for man is to pray.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The modern way.  Have your clothes pressed on an 
American steam pressing machine.  Sanitary.  We sterilize your suit with live steam, and 
drive out all dust and dirt.  Steam pressing restores the “life” to your clothing – makes it 
look like new.  Keep your garments in good condition by having them pressed regularly – 
the modern way.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50-J.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone 
#48.

5 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Bryan-Marsh Mazda [these words incorporated on a 
crown logo].  National quality.  Electric Shop.

12 August 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 18     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, August 12, 1921     Price 10 cents

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Report of Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent 
Way Shows Number of Tourists Ahead of Last Year.  The report of Rocky Mountain 
National Park Superintendent Way shows that the banner attendance of last year for the 
first six weeks of the season has been broken.  The total number of machines to enter 
Rocky Mountain National Park this year up to 31 July 1921 is 13,462, an increase of 
6,891 over the same period last year.  During the same period, there were 76,241 people 
entering Rocky Mountain National Park, an increase of 6,921.  During this period, the 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company have handled 957 persons on special 
tours to Rocky Mountain National Park, most of whom took the circle trip which includes 
the Fall River Drive.  During the month of July, the information bureau handled 3,821 



inquiries, mostly for information about roads, trails, camping facilities, and hotel 
accommodations.  Practically every hotel is full, and most of the cottages are occupied, 
and while the figures for the first ten days of August have not been obtained, it is 
conservatively estimated that more than 25,000 people have entered Estes Park and 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  One firm reports that their business is several hundred 
dollars ahead of last year, and that in the face of the fact that their merchandise is 
considerably lower than last season’s prices.  The garages are all very busy, and report an 
increase in business, while the tire business indicates that people are beginning to realize 
that it is unnecessary to carry a carload of extras, as the very best makes can be purchased 
here at the same price as in any other town in the United States.  Bank deposits are a cool 
half million, another indication that the popularity of Estes Park is increasing. 

12 August 1921 – Headline:  “County Fair” Great Success.  Not since the olden days 
when the ladies gave their bazaar to raise money to support the fish hatchery [for 
example, in 1908] have they made as much from any one entertainment as they did from 
the “County Fair” held at Elkhorn Lodge last Saturday afternoon and night.  The people 
seemed to be in the mood for just such diversion.  The rooms and halls of the lodge were 
thronged with merry crowds all afternoon and evening.  Games of chance cast their spell 
over all, the roulette wheel recalled earlier days when the west was truly wild and woolly.  
Though many had responded generously to solicitation, they also responded as lavishly in 
taking chances on the rafflings, and bought freely of the candy, etc., they had donated.  
Young and old went often to have their fortunes told, and the ballroom was crowded with 
a merry throng.  Mrs. Hondius is to be congratulated on the success of the “County Fair” 
and on having such cooperative, enthusiastic guests.  The Estes Park Woman’s Club is 
grateful to her, and to her good guests too.

12 August 1921 – Photograph:  Black-bordered, 2-1/2 inch by 3-1/2 inch documentary 
image of stone grill with a chimney at the far end, next to what appears to be a long 
covered table on the right.  The long axes of the two objects are nearly parallel, and shot 
at an angle.  The caption indicates this is somewhere on the Lewiston Chalets property, 
further evidence provided by Twin Sisters Mountain is in the background.  Caption [as 
headline]:  Ready for the Beefsteak Fries at the Lewiston Chalets.  The photograph is 
uncredited.  

12 August 1921 – Pioneer Tourist Still a Booster for Estes Park.  John Willy, publisher of 
the Hotel Monthly, the leading magazine of its nature in the world, is in Estes park for a 
short stay from Chicago, Illinois, and is registered at Lester’s.  Mr. Willy is one of the 
pioneer visitors to Estes Park, and one of the greatest boosters Estes Park has ever had.  
Mr. Willy first came to Estes Park 33 years ago, coming in on the stagecoach that also 
had as passengers Shep Husted and William S. Dunning, the present assistant manager of 
the Stanley Hotels.  These gentlemen were also on their first trip to Estes Park [so this 
would have been in 1888].  As the first grand view of Estes Park burst upon the party, Mr. 
Willy exclaimed, “surely this is the garden spot of the United States,” and from that day 



to this, Mr. Willy has been a consistent booster for the Estes Park region.  He at once 
began advocating Colorado as a summer resort, and his opinion that Estes Park would 
become the playground of America has proven to be well-founded.

12 August 1921 – The last regular meeting of the Estes Park Woman’s Club was held at 
the Lewiston Wednesday afternoon after a brief business meeting, during which four new 
members, including Mrs. John Stone of Chicago, Illinois, were voted to membership.  
Mrs. Carter delighted the appreciative audience with her reading of “Much Ado About 
Nothing.”  Aside from the entertaining feature of the rendition of this Shakespearian 
comedy, under Mrs. Carter’s scholarly interpretation, the play took on new psychological 
meaning to her auditors.  Mrs. Carter is a student of human nature as well as an actress.

12 August 1921 – Rev. G. Elton Harris and family of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, arrived 
in Estes Park Tuesday, and are visiting with his brother, the editor of the Estes Park Trail.  
Rev. Harris has been pastor of the City Temple church in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, for a 
number of years, and just accepted a call to the pastorate of the Calvary Baptist church of 
Kansas City, Missouri.

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Trail Representative Finds Fall River Road in 
Splendid Condition.  Mr. and Mrs. Sam C. Escher of Worthington, Minnesota, who are 
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stephens of Longmont and Bert Stephens, also of Longmont, 
came up to Eagle Kliff Inn cottage Saturday and Sunday morning and made the Fall 
River trip, accompanied by Nelle Howard, news editor of the Estes Park Trail.  The road 
was in splendid condition, and the trip was greatly enjoyed by each member of the party.  
A brief stop was made at Chasm Falls, and an hour was spent on the top of the range, 
where an old-fashioned snowball fight rages fast and furiously for a time.  The day was a 
beautiful one, and the view from the top of the Continental Divide was a magnificent one 
that will never be forgotten by any member of the party.  We realize for the first time that 
one has not seen all the beauty of the Rocky Mountains until they have taken this trip, 
and we urge all who can do so to make the trip before leaving Estes Park. 

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Nearly 400 Delegates Attend YWCA Conference.  The 
Rocky Mountain Community Conference, one of 40 conferences being held throughout 
the country by the National Board of the Young Women’s Christian Association this 
summer, is now in session at the YMCA Conference Grounds.  Three hundred and 
seventy-five delegates from town, county, country, and city associations, and representing 
approximately 20 states, are spending ten days in study, rest, and recreation.  The 
program of the conference embraces the four-fold purpose of the Young Women’s 
Christian Association, covers a variety of subjects, including daily morning worship, 
Bible study, and the discussion of association problems and technique.  The afternoons 
are devoted to rest and recreation.  One entire day will be given over to “Mountain Day” 
in order that delegates may have the opportunity of visiting the many places of interest in 
Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park.  This conference, which ends 15 August 



1921, will be immediately followed by the Rocky Mountain Student Conference, which 
is attended by students in colleges and universities in this part of the country.

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Kansas Mouse Comes to Estes Park and nearly Stampedes 
the Village.  As a rule, a mouse is quite content with its lot, and willing to raise its family 
in the community where the parent was reared.  Neither do they as a rule have a great 
desire to see the world.  But not so a certain Kansas mouse.  Tales of the attractiveness of 
Estes Park came to its ears on a certain Kansas homestead, and mother mouse at once 
determined her family should see something of the world and make a visit to the garden 
spot of the United States.  Mother mouse at once acted upon her determination, and 
sought out the family Ford, which she had learned was soon to make the trip, and firmly 
established herself and family in a cozy little nest in the springs of the cushion of the 
back seat.  Everything went well with the mouse family until they arrived in Estes Park, 
and the man of the house had stopped at the post office to inquire about some mail that 
was supposed to have been forwarded.  At this stage of the journey, mother mouse could 
not longer contain her curiosity, and quietly slipped from her nest to view the 
surroundings.  Now it so happened that the housewife has a deadly horror of mice, and 
the family carry-all was so packed that said housewife could not make her escape – only 
her voice could greet those whom might chance to be within range.  To make a long story 
short, there was a large congregation waiting at the post office, and when certain 
unmistakable sounds of cold-blooded murder began to pour forth from aforesaid Ford, 
there was a grand rush of gallant gentlemen from the four corners of the village, and in a 
jiffy the luggage was torn from its moorings, and the victim rescued from the mouse.  Of 
course, villain mouse and family were quickly dispatched. 

12 August 1921 – Mr. Schwartz and Mr. [Arthur K.] Holmes made a business trip to 
Grand Lake Wednesday…Mr. and Mrs. T.R. Beach of Chestnut, Illinois, are visiting Mr. 
and Mrs. S.M. Hurd for a few days…Miss Sarah Jordan of Caldwell, Kansas, is here 
visiting her brother Dr. Jordan and two sisters, Mrs. Johnson and Miss Bessie Jordan…
Ex-Senator Drake and family spent the week in Estes Park.  

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel.  Mrs. Harriet Byerly, 
proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of home 
cooking.  Rates reasonable, telephone #26 [a block 2 business].

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Murphy, NA. RD. [XXX] Root Beer!  Needs no 
recommendation.  Homemade candy by Mr. Jacob Heininger.  Fountain drinks by the 
doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn Avenue.  Estes Park [a block 6 business].

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.



12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Bakery goods fresh daily.  Leave orders at Boyd’s 
Market [a block 3 business].  Busy Bee Bakery.  “The Quality Shop” [which I believe is 
in Loveland].

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business].  Taxidermy museum.  Imported dresses and beaded bags.  Camp equipment for 
sale or to rent.  Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  
Stock of furs just received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  
Mrs. Nina W. Higby, telephone #205-J.  Estes Park, Colorado.

12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Hand-decorated baskets, fans, and novelties done 
to order, also original gifts at the What-Not Shop [a block 6 business] across from the 
Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business]…Bootlegger Armstrong donated $100 for the 
school fund last week…Captain Warren of Fort Collins spent the weekend in Estes 
Park…Classified advertisement:  Room and board for four in cottage on High Drive, 
splendid location.  C.E. Harte.

12 August 1921 – Mrs. Amelia Cachines, 35, wife of Tony Cachines, a farmer northeast 
of Broomfield, was killed when a horse hitched to a buggy ran away, and she was thrown 
out, her neck being broken.  She was the mother of five children.  She and her husband 
were returning from Lafayette, and she had stepped out of the buggy to look in his rural 
post box for mail when the horse became frightened and ran [so if she was out of the 
buggy, how could she be thrown from the buggy?]...Framton Russell was cranking his 
machine at Loveland when it “kicked” and he was hurried ten feet and through the 
window of a barbershop.  His right arm was broken…Ralph J. Mockett, who lost his life 
in the wreck of the steamship “Alaska” off the coast of California, was a Colorado boy.  
He was a resident of Red Cliff, where his father, J.H. Mockett, is a prominent mining 
man…During a terrific thunderstorm, the din of which drowned out the sound of their 
activities, an unknown number of bandits entered the Garfield County State Bank at 
Grand Valley, blew the safe and vault doors to debris with dynamite, and escaped with 
approximately $20,000 worth of securities and cash…William Timm of Montrose has 
completed the Waunita Hot Springs clubhouse, and the addition will enable this resort to 
accommodate more people.  The cost of the structure was $12,500.  The clubhouse is 125 
feet long and 35 feet wide, is two stories high, and at one end there is an auditorium 
which will seat 800 persons…The country population of Colorado has been increasing 
for the past 20 years, although the percent of the population that is from the country has 
not increased all the time.  The rural population of Colorado in 1900 was 202,839, in 
1910 297,427, and in 1920 737,868.  In 1900, 39% of the people of Colorado lived in the 
country, in 1910, 37%, and in 1920, 39% [this blurb appeared verbatim in the 13 May 
1921 issue].

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 



Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage, 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop.

12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.  

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick cars – We have been appointed agents for the 
Buick cars through the Bonnell Buick Motor Company of Loveland.  See us for literature.  
Liberal terms.  Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner 
improved gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drain the tank to the 
last drop.  $4.50 installed.  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3-1/2 non-skid $13.95.  Springs – 
Temme quality guaranteed springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  Exide batteries for all cars 
– Charging station maintained the year round.  We meet all competition.  Service cars – 
Two service cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on a pre-war [World War I] 
basis.  Osborn Garage.  Telephone #17-R2 [a block 3 business].

12 August 1921 – Bronco busting, horse racing, and baseball games will be the daily 
features of the annual fair of the Deer Trail Fair Association 18 August 1921, 19 August 
1921, and 20 August 1921.  The ball games will be between the Deer Trail team and 
those of Strasburg, Byers, and Hugo, and a bucking mule, mule race, and a bucking steer 
will be specialties during the fair.  The general exhibit of agricultural products, cattle, 
hogs, sheep, and horses promises to be the best ever shown at the fair…At least 3,500 
cars will be required to move the wheat crop in that section of northeastern Colorado 
served by the Burlington railroad, according to a report made to the state Public Utilities 
Commission by William Reid, one of its inspectors, after a trip through Logan County 
and northeastern Weld Counties.  The wheat crop, Reid reports, is one of the best ever 
harvested in this section of the state.  The commission will make every effort to assist the 
farmers in obtaining cars and getting their crops to market…Their now is in the hands of 
the American Red Cross $350,000 for the relief of the persons rendered homeless by the 
flood which swept down upon Pueblo, Colorado, early in June 1921.  This amount 
consists of the original $105,000 contributed by the National Red Cross when the first 



news of the serious situation was flashed over the country, $125,000 contributed by 
American Red Cross chapters in response to appeals from President Harding and 
National Red Cross officials, and approximately $125,000 contributed by Colorado 
cities…Dry land wheat that has just been threshed on the C.A. Jeffries farm ran 45 
bushels, machine measure, to the acre, and weighed out 62 pounds to the bushel, which is 
almost a record for dry land wheat in Larimer County.  The Showalter wheat in the same 
district averaged 40 bushels to the acre.

12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  A real treat after the show, our own ice cream, 
sherbets, cakes, and pastries at the Mary Gray Tea Room.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  [XXX] The most up-to-date shoe repair shop in 
northern Colorado.  If you want your shoes repaired, take them to Gooch’s Ready-to-
Wear Shop [a block 2 business].  Better service, lower prices.  The New Electric Shoe 
Shop.  Fine shoe repairing.  Harold M. Dunning, proprietor.  The all-American shop.  
Loveland, Colorado.  

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Our developing and printing is the best, and our prices 
are lower.  One trial will convince.  Any size roll developed for 10 cents.  Prints 3 cents 
and up.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business].

12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Peacock and Helen Ardelle University Girl 
chocolates at the Mary Gray Tea Room.

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Final Settlement and Determination of Heirship.  
Estate of Henry Cowgill, deceased.  No. 2333.  Notice is hereby given that on 22 August 
1921, the undersigned will present to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, his 
accounts for final settlement of administration of said estate, when and where all persons 
in interest may appear and object to them, if they so desire.  Notice is also hereby given 
that application for the determination of heirship of said Henry Cowgill, deceased, has 
been made, and that the court will on said date hereinbefore mentioned, or at any time to 
which the hearing may be continued, proceed to ascertain and determine who are the 
heirs of the said Henry Cowgill, deceased, and as such entitled to inherit any lands, 
tenements, hereditaments, of other property, real or personal, constituting all or a part of 
the estate of the said Henry Cowgill, deceased, and enter a decree accordingly, at which 
hearing all persons claiming to be heirs at law of said deceased may appear and present 
their proof.  H. Morse Cowgill, administrator.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  “Send it to the laundry.”  [Illustration:  Text broken by 
a vignette of a well-dressed woman handing a liveried gentleman a bundle, essentially a 
covered box, of laundry.  The woman’s back is to us, the driver extends his hands to 
cradle the package.  A girl with a small dog stands next to the front fender of the paneled 
delivery truck in the background, and a potted plant behind the gentleman completes the 



tableau.  The copyright logo “©” and “The A.L.M. Company” serve as a caption.  A.L.M. 
likely stands for American Laundry Merchants, or similar.  The graphic is uncredited.]  
Ladies’ and children’s work our specialty.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry 
cleaners.  Telephone #50J

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  For the best automobile service, telephone #160.  
Cadillac 8’s, cautious drivers.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company [sic 
punctuation].  Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, 
manager.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms – 
European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  The café with the 
big electric sign.  The Josephine – European plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table 
d’hote meals in café in same building [a block 5 business].  Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand 
Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its western entrance.  
A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building and attractive one- 
and two-bedroom cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has its own lighting 
equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park over the 
famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage, 
over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, 
$35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes 
Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc. 

12 August 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Nelle Howard, news 
editor [is this the first appearance of Ms. Howard?].  Office hours 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 
3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail 
building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, 
cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising 
rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per 
single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign 
contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per 
issue, black face type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word 
first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  
Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where 
admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, 
resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in advertising copy must 
reach this office not later than Monday to insure insertion same week.  New 



advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

12 August 1921 – Those who contribute to the news items of the Estes Park Trail will 
confer a great favor if they will send their items in early in the week, and it will also 
insure the insertion in the current issue.

12 August 1921 – Poem and byline:  Myself by Edgar A. Guest.  I have to live with 
myself, and so/I want to be fit for myself to know/I want to be able, as days go by,/
Always to look myself straight in the eye;/I don’t want to stand, with the setting sun/And 
hate myself for the things I’ve done./I don’t want to keep on a closet shelf/A lot of secrets 
about myself,/And fool myself, as I come and go,/Into thinking that nobody else will 
know/The kind of a man I really am;/I don’t want to dress myself in sham./I want to go 
out with my head erect,/I want to deserve all men’s respect;/But here in the struggle for 
fame and self/I want to be able to like myself./I don’t want to look at myself and know/
That I’m bluster and bluff and empty show./I never can hide myself from me;/I see what 
others may never see;/I know what others may never know;/I never can fool myself, and 
so,/Whatever happens, I want to be/Self-respecting and conscience-free.

12 August 1921 – Poem and byline:  The Editor – He’s Modest by Walt Mason.  Breathes 
there a man with soul so dead, who never to himself has said:  That editor has quite a 
head, I’m glad to take his newspaper.  He’s got a raft of grit and sand, he prints the news 
of all the land, he boosts the town to beat the band, and that’s the proper capre [sic, 
caper?].  He soaks the grafter in the neck, he saves the ship of state from wreck.  He’s 
Johnnie on the spot, by heck, when things are in a jumble.  He writes the advertisements 
that bring the dough; he chases all our gloom and woe; he tells us all we want to know – 
and yet he is quite humble.

12 August 1921 – Article reprinted from the Chicago, Illinois, Journal of Commerce.  
Headline:  The Newspaper in your Home.  We have shown in two preceding editorials 
something of the dangers which may come to the home and family life through the 
admission of evil guests and unwholesome books and magazines.  Today we consider the 
newspaper.  A filthy-minded guest, or an immoral book and magazine, may easily and 
quickly be banished from the home.  The daily newspaper is a problem of another sort.  It  
has become a household necessity.  The home requires the news of the day, and the daily 
newspaper necessarily chronicles many events of far from elevating character.  But no 
newspaper can serve all the news of the world every day.  No newspaper tries to do that, 
because to do so would be equivalent to giving its readers a volume of from 500 to 1000 
pages, which would require most of the day to read.  For this reason, publishers are 
compelled to select the news they print, and this selection is always based on its character 
and importance.  Hence, we have each day newspapers which vary widely in their 



service.  They may roughly be classified as follows:  1. Clean newspapers, in which the 
news is carefully selected and edited, criminal and shameful events stripped of their 
demoralizing details, and respectable information made conspicuous.  2. Doubtful 
newspapers, which select, feature, and print news of both disreputable and respectable 
character, with a view to pleasing both disreputable and respectable people.  3. 
Newspapers which frankly select and use the most sensational and immoral news with all 
its prurient details, and habitually pander to the depraved tastes and evil desires of the 
immoral.  No argument is required to convince any clear-minded father or mother which 
of these three types presents the most desirable reading for any member of the family, 
young or old.  It is no exaggeration to say that the contents of the daily newspaper read in 
the home have a potent effect.  They supply the topics discussed, openly or secretly, as 
the case may be, and influence the thought of the entire family every day. A man cannot 
toss aside a newspaper full of poisonous immorality when he pushes his chair back from 
the breakfast table, and leave it for the family to peruse, without responsibility for the 
stain its contents may leave on the minds of his wife and children.  We have seen during 
the past few weeks the prurient details of two notorious cases – one, a shameful divorce 
suit, the other, a scandalous murder trial – spread before the readers every morning by 
two Chicago, Illinois, newspapers, with utter disregard for their effect upon the minds 
and hearts of decent families.  Indeed, every appeal of screaming headlines and pictorial 
art has been used to attract daily attention to vice and crime in two unhappy families.  Is 
that the kind of mental stimulus the clean fathers and mothers of Chicago, Illinois, want 
spread before their families year in and year out?  Is there no limit to what publishers will 
do for money?  Surely, there exists in Chicago, Illinois, a field for a clean, wholesome 
newspaper – one that gives the best news of the day and discards the immodest and 
smutty details of lust and the sensational descriptions of criminal life.  The home is the 
strong pillar of the state.  The Chicago, Illinois, Journal of Commerce will not knowingly 
print any fact or story whose tendency is to corrupt the thoughts of those who dwell in 
respectable homes.

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Annual Meeting.  Notice is hereby given that the 
annual meeting of the stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company will be held in the 
Estes Park Bank building in Estes Park, Colorado, on Saturday, 27 August 1921, at 3:00 
p.m., for the purpose of electing a board of directors, and for the purpose of voting on the 
question of increasing the capital stock and such other business as may properly come 
before the meeting.  Charles F. Hix, secretary.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental x-ray.  
Telephone #198-J.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.



12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers will show you a 
variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-date tract – not 
far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Be sure to read the Estes Park Trail want ads 
before laying the newspaper aside.  

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and Ford 
cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin and Savage 
tires at Denver prices.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery.  
We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

12 August 1921 – Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved property, 
cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  

12 August 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tuthill of Michigan City, Indiana, are guests at the 
Big Thompson Hotel.  They expect to remain in Estes Park for the rest of the season…
A.G. Storrs, district manager for the telephone company in Omaha, Nebraska, is a guest 
at Lester’s Hotel.  Mr. Storrs has been a visitor in Estes Park for the past ten summers.  
He is a great hiker, and is enjoying the many beautiful trails around Estes Park and Rocky 
Mountain National Park…Mr. and Mrs. David Kinley and daughter, Miss Janet, from 
Urbana, Illinois, are stopping at Lester’s Hotel.  Mr. Kinley is president of the University 
of Illinois…Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Arkle Clark of Urbana, Illinois, are guests at Lester’s 
Hotel.  Mr. Clark is Dean of Men of the University of Illinois…The Denver city council 
is considering the operation of a municipal coal mine and selling the product to residents 
at cost, which will be $3.50 per ton…Rev. E.L. McCreery and family, who have been in 
Estes Park since 1 June 1921, started Wednesday for their home in Liberty, Nebraska.  
Superintendent Truscott and family, and family of Editor A.W. Barnes [of Loveland?] are 
among the late arrivals at McCreery Ranch…Rev. Strubble and family of Wray, 
Colorado, are in the Knox cottage…Miss Alice O’Connell and Miss May O’Connell of 
Kansas City, Missouri, are spending a week in Estes Park, and are registered at the Big 
Thompson Hotel.

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Alias Summons.  In the county court, state of Colorado, 
county of Larimer, ss.  Della Miller, plaintiff vs. Samuel Miller, defendant.  The people of 
the state of Colorado.  To Samuel Miller, the defendant above named, greeting:  You are 
hereby required to appear in action brought against you by the above-named plaintiff in 
the county court of Larimer County, state of Colorado, and answer the complaint therein 
within 20 days after the service hereof if served within this county, or, if served out of 



this county, or by publication, within 30 days after the service hereof, exclusive of the 
day of service, or judgment by default will be taken against you according to the prayer 
of the complaint.  And if a copy of the complaint in the above-entitled action be not 
served with this summons, or if the service hereof be made out of this state, then ten days 
additional to the time hereinbefore specified for appearance and answer will be allowed 
before the taking of judgment by default, as aforesaid.  The said action is brought to 
procure an annulment of a marriage contract, as will more fully appear from the 
complaint in said action to which reference is here made.  And you are hereby notified 
that if you fail to appear, and to answer the said complaint as above required, the said 
plaintiff will take judgment against you by default, according to the prayer of the 
complaint.  Given under my hand and the seal of said court of Fort Collins in said county, 
this 10 August 1921.  Clark L. Bouton, clerk of the county court.  First publication 12 
August 1921, lat publication 2 September 1921.

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  Gaylord H. 
Thompson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Annual Financial Statement.  Of school district No. 30, 
county of Larimer, state of Colorado, from 1 July 1920 to 30 June 1921.  Received:  
Amount on hand 1 July 1920, held by general treasurer:  General fund $173.05.  Special 
fund $184.43.  Bond fund $976.27.  Received from general fund by apportionment $632.  
From special tax for school purposes $6,306.49.  From special tax for interest on bonds 
$1,276.66.  Overdraft $69.67.  Total $9,618.57.  Paid:  For teachers’ salaries $4,843.50.  
For fuel, rent, insurance, and all current expenses $2,369.75.  For interest on bonds 
$1,172.55.  For rebate taxes and fees $85.74.  Total amount paid out during the year 
$8,471.54.  Balance in hand of county treasurer to credit of district, 30 June 1921:  
General fund $66.65.  Interest fund $1,080.38.  Total $9,618.57.  Balance in hands of 
county treasurer $1,147.03.  Mrs. C.E. Lester, secretary of district No. 30, Estes Park, 
Colorado.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Front Range Camps.  [Illustration of mountain 
cabin, smoke rising from the chimney, with towering pines and snow-capped mountain 
peaks in the background.]  Fern Lodge – by Fern Lake.  Bear Lake Camp – at Bear Lake.  
Two of the most popular excursion points in Rocky Mountain National Park.  Special 
combination riding and walking parties will be conducted each week by capable guides 
from Estes Park over the famous Fern Lake Trail – to Fern Lake – Lake Odessa – Notch 
Mountain – Grace Falls – around the base of Flattop Mountain – to Bear Lake, Loch 



Vale, and Glacier Basin, with overnight stops at Fern Lake and Bear Lake.  Other parties 
will be conducted to Bear Lake, then to Grand Lake via Flattop Mountain, returning to 
Estes Park by automobile via the new Fall River Road, with overnight stops at Bear Lake 
and Grand Lake.  Persons making one-day trips to Fern Lake and Bear Lake regions may 
secure splendid dinners at either place.  For further information, telephone Bear Lake at 
#201-R2, or Fern Lodge at #201-R3.  Arrangements for joining parties on the three-day 
trips should be made at Lewiston Café [a block 6 business], Estes Park, telephone #80.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We can’t satisfy you unless you wish the best 
developing and printing of your Kodak films.  The Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  
“We put the snap in snap shots.”  Lawrence E. Grace, Estes Park, Colorado.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Automobile 
repairing, tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your home town.  30 x 3 safety 
$14, 30 x 3-1/2 safety $16.60, 36 x 4-1/2 cord $54.40.  Other prices accordingly.  
Automobile accessories, Ford parts, storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble, night 
service until 11:00 p.m.  

12 August 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Semi-advertisement:  Golf hose 
at Godfrey’s…Buryl Becker and family were up from Fort Collins over Sunday visiting 
at the parental home…Semi-advertisement:  See our new stock of men’s suits.  Dugald 
Floyd Godfrey…Mrs. G.S. Butler of Sutherland, Iowa, who has been visiting her 
daughters, Miss L.M. Butler and Miss Della Butler for the past month, returned to her 
home Tuesday…Mrs. George B. Storer of Toledo, Ohio, arrived Tuesday and will spend 
the month of August at the Stanley Hotel…Mr. and Mrs. John C. Casey are entertaining 
Mr. Casey’s parents from Oklahoma…R.V. Smith of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, has 
returned from a motor trip through Wyoming…Semi-advertisement:  Godfrey’s for golf 
hose…Mrs. W.P. McPhee and John McPhee of Denver are spending several days at 
Grand Lake Lodge…Semi-advertisement:  Nice line of party favors and handmade gifts.  
Handicraft Shop.  Wigwam Annex…Mrs. W.R. Burnaby from Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, arrived Monday evening to visit Mr. and Mrs. D.F. Godfrey…Chancellor 
Strong and family of Lawrence, Kansas, are in their cottage for the summer…Semi-
advertisement:  Original designs in breakfast sets and aprons, stamped or made up.  
Handicraft Shop.  Wigwam Annex…Visiting in Estes Park for the weekend was Mrs. 
John M. Lytle of Fort Collins, sister of Hubert Work of Pueblo, Colorado, now assistant 
Postmaster General.  She called on her old neighbor W.H. McCreery.  Mrs. Lytle’s son, 
Victor Lytle, and wife, both instructors in Oberlin College, Ohio, are spending the week 
in one of the McCreery cottages…Semi-advertisement:  Hand-knitted scarves and 
sweaters in stock, or made to order in any color or style.  Handicraft Shop.  Wigwam 
Annex…Semi-advertisement:  Telephone us the news each week…Semi-advertisement:  
Charles A. Ball, the Longmont optician, will be at the Hupp Hotel for his last visit 
Monday, 15 August 1921.  Eyes tested by the latest electric methods and glasses fitted, 
satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.  I especially invite any of my old patients to 



call and have any adjustments done they may need.  Remember the place and date.  At 
the Hupp Hotel, 15 August 1921…Semi-advertisement:  Handsome imported bead bag 
with carved ivory frame.  National Park Outing Company. 

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  A great name imposes a great obligation.  Our 
merchandise is backed by names that are well known to the readers of the magazines, and 
leading newspapers, and the lines we carry are guaranteed as well as advertised.  The 
Goshen shirt.  One of our new arrivals is the Goshen shirt, and this shirt is so well known 
among men that it needs no introduction, but the new low collar soft shirt that has just 
arrived is a departure from the “ordinary” and will appeal to all young men.  To see them 
means to buy them…Earl and Wilson collars.  This well-known collar is the best that is 
made, and the new “thintex” in the stiff collar is so much more comfortable than any 
other that there is no comparison.  The very newest soft collars are now in stock, and we 
have a complete line of sizes.  You can find here your size, as well as your style.  Fadcraft  
sport suits.  Backed by the “Fadcraft” advertising, this wonderful merchandise is 
guaranteed to fit, and the close margin on which we sell this line of goods, combined with 
the values given us by the factory, enables us to give you real bargains, in goods and 
workmanship better than any on the market.  Vanity Fair silk underwear.  To the lady who 
is “particular and who wants the very best in silk underwear, we offer Vanity Fair” as the 
best that money can buy.  The quality of glove silk put into this line of merchandise 
excels that of any other on the market today, and the workmanship is unsurpassed.  
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

12 August 1921 – The Great Western railroad handled 8000 carloads of beets during the 
last season, and switched as many more for other roads to the various factories in 
northern Colorado, according to C.E. Angrove, superintendent of the road…Fire 
destroyed an automobile truck, an storage barn, and some hay belonging to Toliver and 
Kinney at Fort Collins, causing a loss estimated at about $1500 or more.  The fire had got 
well started before it was discovered, and could not be extinguished…Mrs. Ernest 
Giesecke of Honolulu, territory of Hawaii, is dead, and Miss Bertha Giesecke, Ernest 
Giesecke, and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Giesecke were seriously injured, as the result of a 
waterspout that swept away their automobile on Wolf Creek Pass, near Del Norte.

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Adjustment Day.  Estate of George Patton, Jr., 
deceased.  No. 2436.  All persons having claims against said estate are hereby notified to 
present them for adjustment to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, on 22 
August 1921.  Edith Patton, administratrix.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W.  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.



12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Hurd and Woolley.  Builders.  Estes Park.  Eighth 
house south of the Park Theatre [on the east side of what is now Moraine Avenue] or third 
house on High Drive at Pinerift.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  XXX F.J. Francis, photographer of the outdoors [a 
block 6 business].  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes 
Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.

12 August 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail classified advertisements:  Read them 
for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, wan anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Help wanted – 
Women and girls at Estes Park Laundry.  1t…Wanted – Exclusive salesman for 
carburetor, guaranteed to increase mileage and power 25% to 45%.  $80 to $200 per 
month.  Write Carburetor Agency, box 196, Boulder, Colorado.  18-2p…Subhead:  For 
Sale.  For sale – Good milk cow.  See John Griffith.  17-2…For sale – Extension oak 
dining table, three extra leaves, $10.  J.E. Macdonald.  tf…For sale – Six griddle Majestic 
kitchen range, water front, good condition.  Mrs. C.B. Lyman, telephone #54J2.  16-3p…
For sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  
Telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity 
water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will 
not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For Rent.  
For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  
tf…Homes to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith.  Subhead:  
Miscellaneous.  To trade – Piano on light car.  Telephone #158.  3tp.

12 August 1921 – [Semi-advertisement] Headline:  Deer Ridge Chalet Attracting 
Attention.  Is located at the summit of the High Drive, at Deer Ridge, elevation 9,176 feet 
above sea, five miles beyond Estes Park, Colorado, and in the heart of the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  At no other point in the Rocky Mountain region can there be 
seen such a superb array of craggy, snow-covered peaks, every one of the 18 or more in 
the chain towering above the 12,000 foot elevation mark, nearly a dozen of them well 
over 13,000 feet, and with Longs Peak buttressing the chain, head and shoulders above 
them all.  From this point, the return trip to the village of Estes Park is made over an 
entirely different route, affording splendid panoramic view of the main range, and the 
lesser peaks to the east throughout the entire distance.  Deer Ridge is a privately-owned 
tract of land, and is thrown open for your special enjoyment.  At the Deer Ridge Chalets, 
lunches and refreshments are served, and the finest collection of photographic 
enlargements, prints, and postcards are to be had.  Deer Ridge is the most beautiful 
beauty spot in the Rocky Mountain National Park, and you should arrange to make the 
High Drive trip and pay them a visit.



12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Beautiful imported silk and wool knit dresses at 
the National Park Outing Company.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service [a block 5 
business].  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

12 August 1921 – Schools are to start in Longmont 6 September 1921, a week earlier 
than usual, due to a change in dates of the county fair.  The latter is not to be held until 13 
September 1921 through 16 September 1921.  Longmont boys and girls will be given a 
day off to attend the fair.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”].

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes 
Park.  S.H. Stockton, telephone #Loveland 77J.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European plan, rates reasonable.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  An Estes 
Park Trail order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

12 August 1921 – The honeymooners at Fall River Lodge are Mr. and Mrs. R.R. Crie of 
Ault, Colorado, Mr. and Mrs. A.L. Rosenthal of Chicago, Illinois, and Mr. and Mrs. 
George C. Siebert, also of Chicago, Illinois.  Mr. Crie is principal of the Ault schools.  
Mr. Rosenthal is cashier of a bank in Chicago, Illinois, and Mr. Siebert is a Chicago, 
Illinois, lawyer…Mr. L.M. Greenlaw, wife, and daughter Miss Shirley of Chicago, 
Illinois, are guests at the Columbines.  Mr. Greenlaw is an attorney for the Pullman 
Company…Judge Hughes of the circuit court of Greencastle, Indiana, with his wife and 
family, are at Fall River Lodge…Judge John T. Jacobs ad wife of Greeley, Colorado, are 
among the guests at the Columbines…Miss Louise Plummer of Ansonia, Connecticut, is 
registered at the Columbines…A notes artist of St. Louis, Missouri, Mr. Fletcher Sultzer 
is also a guest at Fall River Lodge…Miss Marie Richeson of Buffalo, New York, is a 
guest at the Columbines…Miss Vanzee, Miss Bates, Miss Moore, and Miss Whitson of 
the Columbines climbed Longs Peak Friday, under the guidance of Mac Dings.



12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  A sale of suitcases.  Will outlast any $10 suitcase you 
can buy - $4.95.  Guaranteed for one year in writing.  You can stand on a Samson without 
bending it.  This is the famous “Samson” – the strongest suitcase built – sold from coast 
to coast – the most sensation value we have ever offered.  Made on solid wood frame, yet 
light in weight.  Handle and hinges are riveted right to the frame – cannot pull out.  The 
“Samson” will carry all that can be packed in it, without losing its shape or sagging.  
Handsome, brass-plated, reinforced corners, finest figured lining, shirt fold for papers, 
shirtwaists, etc.  Two strong cowhide straps go all around case, for carrying bundles, 
overcoat, etc.  A sturdy, beautiful suitcase that will last for years.  Every “Samson” is 
guaranteed in writing by the makers to give entire satisfaction for one year – if any case 
doesn’t, they will repair or replace it free.  Come in either brown or black.  A regular $10 
suitcase for $4.95.  See them in our window.  J.E. Macdonald.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Broilers and fries [chickens].  Middleby.  High Drive.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Again we say – Kelly-Springfield tires at prices within 
the reach of all.  Francis Tire Service Company [these words within a tire logo with a 
ribbon across the middle].  “Service that satisfies”.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  
Extend cordial welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to make the 
acquaintance of new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde M. Low and 
O.P. Low.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music.  Students accepted 
at any time.  Address Mountain Hall, Estes Park, Colorado.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 
week.  Per day $4 to $6.  For information, call [telephone] G.M. Derby, manager.  [No 
telephone number is provided in this advertisement.]

12 August 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  Subhead:  Episcopal.  Morning services 
at Elkhorn 11:00 a.m.  Evening services at Steads 8:00 p.m.  Mrs. Troutman, celloist of 
the Lewiston orchestra, will play at the morning services, and Mrs. A.I. Root will sing at 
the evening service.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 7 August 1921 [sic, should be 14 
August 1921].  Paul in Iconium and Lystra.  Lesson text – Acts 14:1-28.  Golden text – 
Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and Hm only shalt thou serve. – Matthew 4:10.  
Reference material – Matthew 10:16-18.  Primary topic – Paul heals a cripple.  Junior 
topic – Paul’s narrow escape at Lystra.  Intermediate and senior topic – Early adventures 



in Asia Minor.  Young people and adult topic – Examples of Paul’s missionary methods.  
I. Paul and Barnabas preaching at Iconium (Acts 14:1-7).  As to their work in Iconium, 
observe: 1. Their manner of preaching.  This is suggested by the little word ‘so” in Acts 
14:1.  They “so” spake that a great multitude believed.  They were true preachers.  Only 
that which brings conviction of sin, and induces decision for Christ can be truly said to be 
preaching in the biblical sense.  The same is true of the Sunday school teacher.  Let every 
Sunday school teacher at all times have as his supreme aim to bear the gospel of Christ so 
as to induce decision for Christ.  2. Their attitude toward opposition.  This is suggested by 
the word “therefore” in Acts 14:3.  “Long time therefore they tarried.”  The opposition 
did not prevent their preaching, but incited them to continue preaching.  Christian 
workers should learn not to give up work because of opposition.  3. The Lord 
accompanied their preaching with miracles (Acts 14:3).  Since the opposition was so 
fierce, special help of the Lord was needed.  4. The effect of heir preaching (Acts 14:4).  
The multitude of the city was divided.  Where men faithfully preached the gospel, there 
will be division.  II. Attempt to worship Paul and Barnabas as gods (Acts 14:8-18).  1. 
The occasion (Acts 14:8-10) – the healing of the lame man.  God’s gracious power 
exhibited in healing this lame man occasioned a new difficulty.  That which ought to have 
been a help was turned into a hindrance.  The man was a confirmed cripple.  He had 
never walked.  He heard Paul’s preaching, which caused faith to be born in his heart 
(Romans 10:17).  When Paul perceived that he trusted Christ, he called with a loud voice 
that all could hear for the man to stand upright.  The cure was instant, for he leaped up 
and walked (Acts 14:10).  There was no magnetic touch, no treatment, only the 
command, and the naturally impossible became the possible and the real.  2. The method 
(Acts 14:11-13).  They called Barnabas Jupiter and Paul Mercury, because he was the 
chief speaker.  The priest of Jupiter brought oxen and garlands ready to offer sacrifice 
unto those men (Acts 14:11).  If they had only known, in the person of Jesus Christ, God 
had actually appeared to men (John 1:14, Philippians 2:7-8).  3. Their efforts frustrated 
(Acts 14:14-18).  This foolish act was happily averted by the tact of the apostles, as 
exhibited in the address of the occasion.  (1) They deny that they are divine beings, and 
declare that to worship beings with like passion to themselves is criminal.  (2) They direct 
them to turn away from those vain things until the living God who made heaven and earth 
and has ever left witness of Himself in that He has always done good, giving rain and 
fruitful season, filling their hearts with gladness.  III. The stoning of Paul (Acts 
14:19-22).  Wicked Jews from Antioch and Iconium pursued Paul with relentless hate to 
this place, where they stirred up the very people who were willing to worship them a little 
while ago.  This shows that satanic worship can soon be turned into satanic hate.  This 
hatred took form in stoning Paul and dragging him out of the city for dead.  God raised 
him up, and with undaunted courage he pressed on with his duties as a missionary, 
bearing the good tidings to the lost.  Soon after this, Paul turned back and revisited the 
places where he had preached, telling them that through great tribulation they must enter 
into the kingdom of God.  IV. The organization of churches in the field (Acts 14:23-28).  
Evangelization with Paul did not mean a hasty and superficial preaching of the gospel, 
but the establishment of a permanent work.  Elders were appointed to every church.  The 



work of the missionary is not done until there are established on the field self-governing 
and self-propagating churches.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the Continental 
Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  This 
wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher than any 
road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, Lyons and 
Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The Rocky 
Mountain Parks Transportation Company.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Call [telephone ] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Let the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It 
prolongs the life of the clothes and makes washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop.  
Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. Horrel [sic, suggest Hurrel].

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp.  There’s a Huppmobile/Which makes you 
feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor along/With a merry song,/You 
surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the Hupp Hotel/Where the 
eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” know/That’s the place to go/
When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The store that satisfies.  We are introducing a lotion 
which we make especially for sunburn, chapped skin, and for use after shaving.  Ask for 
menthol lotion.  Estes Park Drug Company.  Telephone #41.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Baldpate Inn.  Charles Mace and Gordon Mace.  Folks 
always talk about a good meal, that’s one reason we’re so widely advertised.  Fourth 
season, same cook, telephone #2-W.

12 August 1921 – The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company is letting a contract to the C.S. 
Lamble Construction Company of Pueblo for the building of 50 hoses, which are to be 
sold at cost and on easy payments to employees of the company who lost their homes in 
the flood.  The total sum to be expended will be close to $140,000, and the houses will be 
of three, four, five, and six room, all thoroughly modern.  They will be built near the old 
Colorado Fuel and Iron hospital, work to begin at once…Hereafter, Montrose firemen 
will not be in danger of being run over by autoists following them to a fire.  The city 
council has passed an ordinance forbidding any automobile to be within 200 feet of fire 
apparatus going to a fire.  Complaint has been filed frequently with the council that 
whenever the companies turn out, they are followed by a stream of automobiles racing 
after them, and when the men spring to make a coupling, they are in danger of being run 
down…Two bandits with ropes let a third down the side of a Pullman car on Denver and 



Rio Grande [railroad] train No. 2 between Grand Valley and Rifle, and he cut the screens 
in the windows and robbed three hammocks in the berths.  One woman reported the loss 
of $200 in travelers’ checks and $40 in cash, and two other passengers reported losses, 
but the amount was not made public.  So far as is known, only the three hammocks were 
robbed.  The federal census bureau has placed an average of $31.22 [presumably per 
acre] on farmlands in Colorado.  This is nearly twice the figure fixed by the county 
assessors, which was $16.45 in 1920.  An increase of 10,000,000 acres of farmland in the 
state is shown by the report.  The average increase in value has been $5.21 an acre.  
Nearly 28,000,000 acres of farmland is reported by the county assessors’ tax rolls…
Howard Penn, an African American, enraged because he has been ejected from a 
Mexican restaurant in Eaton, kicked in the window of a hardware store, helped himself to 
a rifle and ammunition, and returning to the restaurant proceeded to bombard it.  The 
Meixcans ran through the rear door, and Penn was arrested by the town marshal and 
placed in the Greeley jail…Colorado Springs may be immediately chosen as a site for a 
vocational training center for disabled soldiers, according to a statement made by H. 
Allen Nye of Denver, who has been looking over the situation.  Under present plans, the 
new building will be large enough to accommodate at least 300 soldiers.  The proposed 
site contains about 300 acres in the foothills…An increase in attendance is reported by 
the university summer school at Boulder.  The total for the second term is 1,246, as 
against 874 a year ago.  During the first term, the registration was 1,951, compared with 
1,307 in 1920.  The total for the summer is 3,197, as against 2,181 in 1920…Richard 
Hart, 22 years old, son of a prominent mining man of Red Cliff, was killed, and five 
others narrowly escaped death, when an automobile in which the party was returning to 
Red Cliff from Leadville plunged down a 30-foot embankment, four miles west of 
Tennessee Pass…School expenses in Colorado have increased about $3,500,000 in the 
last two years, according to figures made public by the State Immigration Department.  
The statistics are compiled from records of the state superintendent of schools…
Businessmen of Grand Junction are giving their enthusiastic support to the project of the 
Western Concrete Products Company, who are planning the erection of a $70,000 plant in 
the city in the near future…George Washington Musser, former chief justice of the 
Colorado supreme court, and or more than 30 years a resident of Colorado, died at his 
home in Denver, following a heart attack…One man was blinded for life, and another 
may never recover his sight, as the result of an explosion in the limestone quarry at 
Ingleside, near Fort Collins.  Lee Chavez and Frank Florez were lowering a keg of black 
powder into a shaft when the keg struck a rock.  The explosion blew the eyes of Florez 
almost entirely from his head.  All the skin was blown from Chavez’ face, but physicians 
said his sight might be saved…The body of Daniel Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob 
Cook, will be brought to Loveland from France for burial early in August, according to 
word received from the War Department.  He was wounded in action in France, and died 
of his wounds in a hospital.  The American Legion will have charge of the funeral, and 
give the body a military burial…Announcement has been made that the state firemen’s 
meeting to be held in Loveland 5 September 1921 through 8 September 1921 will be 
opened each day by prayer.  A Catholic priest will pronounce the invocation on the first 



day, and ministers of different Protestant denominations will follow on succeeding 
days…C.S. Mills of Las Animas, Colorado, suffered a possibly fractured skull, and his 
son Leo Mills is suffering from internal injuries as the result of a collision between their 
automobile and another machine on a curve near Kellogg, Idaho.  The Mills car left the 
road, and rolled down a 100-foot embankment…W.R. Shade, high line superintendent of 
the Western Light and Power Company, who was frightfully burned by coming in contact 
with a 40,000-volt line of the St. Vrain substation, died in the Greeley hospital…More 
than 500 persons went on the excursion from Denver to Hot Sulphur Springs.  The 
program provides for two days of fun.  Nearly 2000 mountain trout taken from the 
streams near Sulphur Springs were served at the big fry…After being tossed about in the 
waters of the Platte River within the limits of Denver since the morning of 18 June 1921, 
when he was drowned while going to the rescue of his brother, who had been caught in 
the swollen flood waters at that time, the body of Charles Bryont [sic, later Bryant], Jr., 8-
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bryant, was recovered from the river in a badly 
decomposed condition…Colorado as a coal-producing state is leaping to the front.  A 
report rendered by James Dalrymple, state coal mine inspector, shows that the tonnage 
for 1920 from 21 counties was the greatest in the history of the state – 12,509,044, a net 
gain of 2,102,501 tons of 1919.

12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have you telephone the news.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Park Store [a block 2 business]. John Bechtel 
Baird, successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  [Illustration:  Open package of Eastman 
Autographic film.]  Developing and printing, 24 hour service.  If you are not getting the 
results you wish in your Kodak work, let us help you.  Eastman agency, postcards, 
Kodaks rented.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your 
convenience, open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and 
domestic exchange, or safety-deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank 
your bank.”  Chairman of board James D. Stead, president Augustus Denby Lewis, vice-
president Julius Foss Schwartz, vice-president Albert Hayden, cashier Charles F. Hix.  
The Estes Park Bank.  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  Hours:  9:00 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m. [a block 5 business]

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery, Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.    

12 August 1921 – Rocky Mountain Boys Camp is new Estes Park Institution.  The first 
season of the Rocky Mountain Boys’ Camp which opened on 6 July 1921 will close on 
18 August 1921 when the boys will be taken to their special car at La Salle.  The camp 
was organized in August 1919 when the present owners secured 120 acres of the Mill 



Creek Valley and south slope of the Thompson Moraine at the base of Steep Mountain.  A 
shack and corral were then on the land.  Since that time, five log cabins have been erected 
under the supervision of Martin Fagerstedt.  Four smaller buildings [and] a garage 
complete the building equipment.  Water was piped for three quarters of a mile from a 
higher level of Mill Creek to form the basis of a perfect system of sanitation.  Hot and 
cold water in the showers and washstands is more than a convenience at a boys’ camp in 
this region.  Visitors have admired the majestic fireplace in the lodge, where the finest 
overstuffed tapestried furniture, Navajo rugs, and mounted skins adorn the interior.  A 
library, piano, and Victrola complete the furnishings.  One of the most attractive features 
ins the 92 pairs of cretonne curtains hanging in the various buildings.  The owners are 
Rev. Harrison Ray Anderson, former chaplain in the Yankee Division, who is now pastor 
of the First Presbyterian church of Wichita, Kansas, Charles B. Shaffer Evans, a senior at 
Harvard College and member of the track team, and Colville Cameron Jackson, recently 
graduated form the University of Chicago, where he was captain of the football team.  
The advisors are Rev. Dr. John Timothy Stone of Chicago, Illinois, and Dr. Thomas D. 
Wood of Columbia University, who are at present in Estes Park, and Tracy C. Drake, 
president of the Drake and Blackstone Hotels in Chicago, Illinois.  The object of the 
camp is to give 20 boys a fine home in this section of the Rocky Mountains, to give them 
a knowledge of the mountains by at least two trips a week on the camp horses and in its 
cars, to stimulate their minds and to develop their spiritual natures.  The camp has made 
trips to Fern Lake and Odessa Lake, Flattop Mountain and Hallets Peak, Twin Sisters, 
Bear lake, Alberta Falls, Glacier Gorge, the ascent of Half Mountain, Loch Vale to Taylor 
Glacier, Lawn Lake and Crystal Lake, and the ascent of Mount Fairchild, and from the 
Poudre Lakes over Specimen Mountain to La Poudre Pass and “Squeaky Bob’s”.  A 500 
mile camping and fishing trip covering six days was taken to the Medicine Bow Range in 
Wyoming after seeing the first Frontier Days show at Cheyenne, Wyoming.  The camp 
has unusual athletic facilities on its grounds.  A fine baseball diamond, a tennis court, and 
a basketball court overlook the spacious swimming pool which has been constructed, the 
only one in Estes Park.  Opportunities for numerous other events are afforded on the 
athletic field.  The boys golf at the Estes Park country club links.  They enjoy the 
excellent fishing in the Mill Creek beaver ponds which lie within the camp property.  It is 
notable that every boy has his own horse.  At least once a week, the boys go to the 
movies in the village.  Beefsteak fries, marshmallow roasts, huge bonfires, treasure hunts, 
snipe hunts, etc., afford frequent popular surprises.  The boys have been taught 
developing, and make good use of the fully-equipped photographic darkroom.  A 
carpenter shop is in constant use by the young workmen.  The camp has installed a fine 
wireless on the hillside.  Rainy days and dark evenings, the boys congregate in the lodge 
to give plays or to hear stories.  Every Sunday, the camp goes to the YMCA or to the 
village church for religious services.  Chicago, Illinois, St. Louis, Missouri, Kansas City, 
Missouri, Wooster, Ohio, Wichita, Kansas, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Denver are 
represented by the camp members.  At present, the boys are looking forward to the 
distribution of loving cups and other prizes which are being given for supremacy in the 
various camp activities.



12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  What Not Shop [a block 6 business].  Latest Ideas in 
Arts and Crafts.  Party favors, Ouija boards, gifts for everybody.  Marie Witwer and Mrs. 
Katherine Lindsey Perkins.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service, 
telephone #15 [a block 2 business].

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  “Right Way” shoe shiners.  Open for business.  We 
polish all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work guaranteed.  Next to Estes 
Park Drug Store [a block 6 business].

12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Ladies Aid will conduct a sale of fancy and 
useful articles, cooked food, candy, etc., at the home of Mrs. J.D. McDonald [sic, this is 
likely Mrs. J.E. Macdonald, since her home is in town, or Mrs. James D. Stead], 
Wednesday, 17 August 1921.  Proceeds to be used for the improvement of the church 
property.  Your support is earnestly solicited…P.V. Flotham and V.R. Van Sant of Omaha, 
Nebraska, motored to Estes Park by the way of Yellowstone National Park, and are guests 
at the Big Thompson Hotel…Semi-advertisement:  I.D.O. Board – The educated Ouija 
board, for sale at the special price of $1.  What-Not Shop [a block 6 business], across 
from the Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business]…Attorney Ab Romans spent Sunday in 
Estes Park…Semi-advertisement:  Did it ever occur to you that a specialist must do his 
work well because he is dependent on that special line?  The Francis Tire Service 
Company are specialists in tires.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Protect Your Property.  Make arrangements to have 
your property policed and cared for during the winter months.  You will be surprised how 
reasonable you can secure cooperative protection.  While you think of it, write us today 
for an interview.  A.S. Chapman.  Reference:  Estes Park Bank, Hayden Brothers, or any 
merchant.  Estes Park, Colorado.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].  



12 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison phonographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records, player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and show cases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at Estes Park Drug Store 
[a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week. 

12 August 1921 – Headline and byline:  Estes Park Music Club Notes by Mrs. Clement 
Yore.  The members and friends of the Estes Park Music and Study Club enjoyed a rare 
treat in the musical given at the Rocky Mountain School of Music Thursday evening, 4 
August 1921.  Mrs. Alanson I. Root, contralto of Omaha, Nebraska, cannot be too highly 
complemented.  Her voice, rich and beautiful, and especially her last number, “Invocation 
of Eros”, called forth many comments of appreciation.  Her gracious manner, and her 
lovely gown, a Paris, France, creation, enchanted her audience from her first entrance.  
Mr. Eric Oldberg, her accompanist, was a revelation in his exhibition of technique and 
real artistic understanding.  His poise and assurance gave everyone present the 
confidence of a perfect program.  Miss Elizabeth Dean Fickett, piano soloist, and 
accompanist to Mr. Eugene Shaw Carter, played excellently, though she was greatly 
handicapped through the breaking of her glasses after the first number.  Mr. Carter, as 
usual, played exquisitely on the instrument which he made himself.  The whole affair was 
sufficiently delightful to bring requests for a second performance, which will be given at 
the church on Tuesday night, 16 August 1921, at 8:00 p.m. promptly.  The Music and 
Study Club is delighted with the remarkable programs give during the season, and are 
looking forward to a series of entertainments during the balance of the month.  The real 
study work will begin in September, when the meetings will continue, semi-weekly, 
throughout the winter.  The drama and the latest fiction will predominate in the subjects 
taken up during September and October, after which the study of music and art will 
continue in the usual manner.  Miss Helen Collar, of the Chicago Musical College, Mrs. 
Frank Service, local contralto singer, Mrs. Clifford Higby, who has been studying voice 
for the last three years in Italy, and Clem Yore, poet of the Rocky Mountains, were the 
artists appearing on the program given by the Estes Park Music and Study Club at the Big 
Thompson Hotel on Thursday, 11 August 1921, in place of Miss Whiteside, who was so 
suddenly called to Denver.  Miss Collar, although a young student, shows great ability, 
and gave her numbers with ease and deep interpretation.  Mrs. Service needs no special 
mention, as she is so thoroughly appreciated in our midst, and wherever she is heard.  
Mrs. Higby has been away from Estes Park for the last two years, and it was indeed a 
privilege to hear her high soprano voice, so greatly improved through her foreign study 
[what does this suggest about her voice prior to these lessons?].  The program was 
interpreted with original readings by Clem Yore, our poet of the Rocky Mountains, who 
can always be depended upon for a delightful share in entertainments, given.  Some of 
the most interesting poems read were “Mother”, “Will O’ the West”, “Accidents of 



Birth”, “My Tenents” [sic, suggest either “My Tenets” or “My Tenants”], “The 
Vagabond”, and “Hit the Sunshine”.  Miss Rosemund Whiteside, the operatic singer, who 
was to have been the next artist presented by the Estes Park Music and Study Club on 11 
August 1921, was called to Denver Tuesday on account of the serious illness of her 
grandmother, Mrs. John Walker, who is not expected to live.  Miss Whiteside is the 
daughter of Walker Whiteside, known to the public as one of the foremost actors on the 
American stage.  Miss Whiteside has appeared twice on the program given at the Big 
Thompson Hotel, where she has been visiting her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Clem Yore, for 
the past two weeks.  Those fortunate enough to hear this remarkable young singer are 
most enthusiastic in the praise for her future success.  She will continue with the Shuberts 
next year, and will probably be heard in the west during the winter.  A musical program 
under the auspices of the Estes Park Music and Study Club will be given at the 
Presbyterian church on Tuesday evening, 16 August 1921, at 8:00 p.m.  Mrs. Alanson 
Root, with the same assisting artists, will be presented in a program similar to the one 
given by the club on 4 August 1921.  Music lovers will do well to bear this date in mind, 
as a finished, artistic program is assured.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthy’s [a block 3 business] for:  – 
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park. 
Largest collection in the state.  – Developing and printing, the kind that brings you back. 
– Navajo blankets and Native American baskets, finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world.

12 August 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Illustration:  Sketch of a sullen 
man with a nose resembling a large pickle, or half a sledgehammer.  A rain cloud directly 
blocks the sun.  The cartoonist’s name “Charles Sughroe” appears in the top right corner.]  
The trouble collector figures that everybody is trying to put something over on him, and 
so goes around with his suspicious mind hunting trouble and always finding it.  In a 
world so full of everything, we can generally find what we are looking for, whether joy or 
sorrow.

12 August 1921 – Mrs. J.T. Bradley, son, and two grandchildren from St. Louis, Missouri, 
are spending the summer at the Big Thompson Hotel…Mrs. Thomas R. Burns and 
daughter of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, are at the Big Thompson Hotel for the summer.  

12 August 1921 – Headline:  Notice.  The regular Larimer County examination for 
teachers will be held at the courthouse on Thursday and Friday, 18 August 1921 and 19 
August 1921.  The examination for high school teachers’ certificates will be held on 
Saturday, 20 August 1921.  Morning sessions 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.  Afternoon 
sessions 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.  Signed, Emma T. Wilkins, superintendent of Larimer 
County schools.



12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Our dry cleaning department is in charge of a man 
who has had over 20 years experience in all kinds of dry cleaning.  We handle all classes 
of work.  The Estes Park Laundry.  Telephone #50-J.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

12 August 1921 – Bryan-March Mazda [these words part of a royal crown logo].  
National quality.  Electric Shop.

12 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

19 August 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 19     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, August 19, 1921     Price 10 cents

[Note:  No “Town and Countryside” column appears in this issue]

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Installing Free Phones for 
Convenience of Public.  Superintendent Way is having considerable telephone 
construction work under way this summer for convenience in administering the work of 
Rocky Mountain National Park and for the convenience of the traveling public.  Along 
the Fall River Road, telephone instruments are being installed every five miles, so that 
anyone is trouble will not have to walk over 2-1/2 miles to summon aid.  [Today, this is a 
9-mile road, so it seems like one phone was installed around the midway point.]  
Superintendent Way now has 23 miles of government line up here, and when completed, 
it will be 40 miles in length.  Over the top of the Continental Divide, heavy poles are set 
100 feet apart, so that there is but little possibility of the line being severely damaged by a 
wind storm.  No. 10 wire has been used, which makes this one of the best built lines in 
the state.  The National Park Service also has 29 miles of line over Flattop Mountain to 
the Grand Lake Ranger Station and Grand Lake.  In addition to the above, there is a line 
running to Allenspark and Wild Basin 24 miles in length.  All of these lines are for the 
convenience of the public in case of distress or necessity.  Of course, it is impossible to 
use them for long distance unless the charge is made against the phone called.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park High School may become Accredited School.  
The school board is hoping this year to place the high school on the list of accredited 
schools in the state.  It is also planned to put manual training in the school again.  



Domestic science will also be taught this year.  An entirely new force of teachers has 
been employed as following:  William Beck of Denver will be the principal [sic, later 
referred to as superintendent], and will teach mathematics in the high school and manual 
training in the grades.  Miss Nell Ashby of Oklahoma will teach French and English.  The 
weekly moving picture feature will be continued this winter and the very best pictures 
shown, as heretofore.  School children are admitted free to all the shows, and others who 
wish to attend pay the nominal admission charge of 15 cents [it was 15 cents on 29 April 
1921, it will become 25 cents shortly – see 7 October 1921].  This is an educational 
feature we are glad to see the school board maintain, if the same high standard of other 
years is maintained.  The trashy stuff shown at some of the picture houses is not fit for 
grown people to witness, and we are glad to say it will not appear during the winter.  The 
outrageous prices charged by the picture houses are many times not justified by the 
quality of the picture.  The pictures at the schoolhouse, however, are often worth 50 cents 
instead of the 15 cents charged.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club Gift to National Government is Transferred.  
The deed to the site recently donated by the Estes Park Woman’s Club to the national 
government for an administrative building for the Rocky Mountain National Park Service 
has been delivered to Superintendent Way, and will within the next few days become a 
matter of record.  The Department of the Interior already has plans under way for 
improvement of the site, and Landscape Engineer D.R. Hull, who is wonderfully pleased 
with the action of the Woman’s Club, and the wonderful site given the government for the 
new administration building, is busily engaged drafting plans for the beautifying of the 
property.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  New Trail up Longs Peak Opens New Territory to Tourists.  
Superintendent Way has a new survey run and trail built on it that when completed will 
give an easy grade all the way to Boulderfield on Longs Peak, and which opens up an 
entirely new territory to tourists.  The old trail mostly followed the ravines and in many 
places had a grade of 30 to 40%.  Because of its location, it suffered terribly from the 
large amount of water from the watersheds above, while the new trail is laid out with an 
easy 15% grade all the way and follows the ridges most of the way and reaching the top 
of the moraine east of the peak, which opens up entirely new territory, and thence over 
the Chasm Lake ridge.  The new trail is scientifically built to suffer the minimum damage 
from rains and melting snows, and is so located that there is seldom much of a watershed 
above it.  While the new trail is a trifle longer than the old one, the easier grade enables 
the tourists to make quicker time and with much less fatigue, an there is no doubt but that 
Longs Peak, which is said to be the most scenic in the United States, will become more 
popular than ever with tourists.  

19 August 1921 – A party of nine people made a trip to Specimen Mountain on Saturday 
from Sprague’s.  They boarded a Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company car at 
8:00 a.m. and arrived at Poudre Lakes at 10:30 a.m., visiting the old crater after a walk of 



1-1/2 miles through a wildflower garden the entire distance.  [They enjoyed] a lunch 
(with a beefsteak broil) at 1:30 p.m. at which everyone did justice and then started home 
at 2:00 p.m. through the clouds on the Fall River Summit and then winding road through 
the cloud-filled valley and forest.  Everyone pronounced it a most enjoyable trip.  The 
party consisted of Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Atchison of Chicago, Illinois, Mr. and Mrs. W.C. 
Rumsey of St. Louis, Missouri, Miss Ruth Rumsey of St. Louis, Missouri, Dr. and Mrs. 
Williamson of Chicago, Illinois, Miss Isabel Williamson of Chicago, Illinois, and Abner 
E. Sprague of Glacier Basin.   

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Chief Ranger McDaniel 
goes to Timberline on Longs Peak by Motorcycle.  Rocky Mountain National Park ranger 
McDaniel gave the new trail up Longs Peak a tryout Monday by making the ascent 
unaided on a motorcycle nearly to timberline.  This is the first time the ascent has ever 
been made on a motorcycle unaided.  Four years ago, Clymer with an attendant made the 
ascent, but Clymer is conceded to be the best motorcycle rider in the United States, while 
McDaniel is comparatively a novice.  

19 August 1921 - Mac Dings, the Columbines guide, has had wonderful success with his 
Longs Peak parties this season.  Every party that he has started has reached the top, with 
the exception of one.  In that case, the wind was so very high that the party could not 
safely reach the summit.  Mac has a faculty of making every one of his Longs Peak trips 
a pleasure trip.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  July was a Busy Month at Post Office.  Some indications of 
the popularity of Estes Park as a summer resort are to be found in the amount of business 
done at the local post office during the month of July this year.  During July, there was 
$2,058.30 received from sale of stamps and stamped goods.  538 registered letters and 
packages, and 1058 insured packages were received.  During this period, 330 registered 
letters and packages have been delivered.  Some idea of the magnitude of mail handled 
may be gained from the fact that over 47 tons were received during the 31 days of July 
1921.  During July, $6,284.69 in money orders have been issued, and money orders 
amounting to $1,966.27 have been paid.  The average number of letters cancelled daily 
during July 1921 was 4300, and during the first 15 days of August 1921 the average letter 
cancellations were 5010.  The net gains in sale of stamps this year over the same period 
from last year is $237.64.  Postmistress Carruthers informs us that this volume of mail 
has been handled by a force of seven, and that they have been compelled to work late into 
the nights most of the time to handle this vast amount of business, which shows a decided 
increase in all departments over last year.

19 August 1921 – Joke from the “Exchange”:   A little girl of long ago is credited with 
having told the following story of Adam and Eve:  “Dod, he made Adam, and he put him 
in a big garden, an’ Adam he was so, so lonesome; ’n then he putted him to sleep, he did, 



’n then he took out his brains and made a woman of the brains, ’n then Adam, he wasn’t 
lonesome no more.”

19 August 1921 – Mr. B.L. Buckley and his mother, Mrs. G.L. Buckley of New York City 
are registered at the Columbines.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Denver Man Killed on Longs Peak Road Sunday.  Carl 
Watkins Hall of 4423 Zuni Street, Denver, was so badly crushed under a Chalmers car on 
the road midway between Baldpate Inn and Longs Peak Inn Sunday afternoon at 3:00 
p.m. that he died before he could be rushed to the office of Dr. Reid in Estes Park.  Mr. 
Hall, a letter carrier in Denver and 54 years old, accompanied by his wife and a niece, 
Miss Blanche Cain, left Denver in a Chevrolet and were accompanied by a party of 
friends, among whom were Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Fink, 1550 Lincoln Street, in two other 
cars, one a Chalmers.  At the place were Mr. Hall was killed, the Chalmers car broke a 
spring.  The car was jacked up and Hall crawled under and attempted to place a bolt to 
hold the spring, when the jack slipped and dropped the axle of the car on Mr. Hall’s head, 
which was resting on a rock while he worked, crushing the entire right side of the skull.  
The body was released as quickly as possible, but life departed before medical attention 
could be given.  Previous to the leaving of the party Sunday morning, the mother of Mr. 
Hall, who is 82 years old, pled with him not to go on the trip, having a premonition that 
something would happen.  Coroner Balmer of Fort Collins decided an inquest was 
unnecessary.  The Olinger Mortuary of Denver was notified, and took charge of the body.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Brilliant Lecturer to Entertain Woman’s Club.  Dr. Steiner, 
Professor of Applied Christianity of Grinnell, Iowa, which is the only chair of its kind in 
the world, has lately returned from abroad, where he has been on a commission to 
Switzerland, and where he conferred with the rulers and heads of the new republics and 
principalities created since the World War.  He is to deliver his latest lecture, “Viennea 
[sic], the Merry Widow,” to the Estes Park Woman’s Club on Wednesday, 24 August 1921 
at the Crags at 3:00 p.m.  The regular business meeting will be called at 2:00 p.m.  Dr. 
Steiner has had his summer home in Estes Park many years, “Steiner’s Acres” on the 
Twin Sisters.  Besides being the foremost and most brilliant lecturer in America, he has 
written a number of clever and entertaining books, among them being “Introducing the 
American Spirit”, “From Alien to Citizen”, “Confessions of a Hyphenated American”, 
and a “Life of Tolstoy”.  Dr. Steiner knew Tolstoy well, having lived for some time with 
him in the castle in Russia.  This meeting is open to the public, as are all the summer 
meetings of the Woman’s Club, and gentlemen are welcome as well as ladies.  Remember 
Dr. Steiner, 24 August 1921 at 3:00 p.m. at the Crags. 

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel.  Mrs. Harriet Byerly, 
proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of home 
cooking.  Rates reasonable, telephone #26 [a block 2 business].



19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Murphy, NA. RD. [XXX] Root Beer!  Needs no 
recommendation.  Homemade candy by Mr. Jacob Heininger.  Fountain drinks by the 
doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn Avenue.  Estes Park [a block 6 business].

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Bakery goods fresh daily.  Leave orders at Boyd’s 
Market [a block 3 business].  Busy Bee Bakery.  “The Quality Shop” [which I believe is 
in Loveland].

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business].  Taxidermy museum.  Imported dresses and beaded bags.  Camp equipment for 
sale or to rent.  Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  
Stock of furs just received.  You can get your fishing license with your fishing tackle.  
Mrs. Nina W. Higby, telephone #205-J.  Estes Park, Colorado.

19 August 1921 – [Semi-advertisement for Exide batteries and Osborn Garage.  It is 
difficult for me to believe Mr. Osborn is doing anything other than read a prepared 
script.]  Headline:  Wireless will Guide Ocean Pilots through Fog.  As the wireless 
becomes more highly developed, more and more does its possibilities seem infinite.  The 
U.S. Department of Commerce is installing automatic wireless stations in additional to 
whistles and horns to guide ships through fog and stormy weather.  Three of these are 
being placed at the entrance to New York Harbor, according to Mr. Osborn of the local 
Exide station.  “The station,” Mr. Osborn explains, “send out their signals continuously 
during the fog or bad weather.  The signals are picked up by the ships by means of an 
instrument known as a radio compass.  Just as the ordinary compass tells the pilot which 
direction or course he is steering, the radio compass registers the direction from which 
the signal comes.  The captain is thus able to avoid the dangerous spots much easier than 
if he depended on the sound of the regular fog whistle or horn, which would be more or 
less at the mercy of the wind and other elements.  The operation of this latest 
development in safe navigation depends greatly on Exide batteries, which the Bureau of 
Standards of the Commerce Department has installed in the new radio stations.  The new 
system is different from any other wireless method for this purpose, in that a knowledge 
of the telegraphic code is now necessary, either by the lighthouse keeper of the captain of 
the vessel receiving it.  Any vessel equipped with the radio compass can receive the 
signals.”  “Radio signals have so far been installed on Ambrose Channel and Fire Island 
lightships and Sea Girt lighthouses.  Other stations,” Mr. Osborn says, “are to be 
equipped later.”

19 August 1921 – Ms. A.L. Martin and daughter Annette of Hillrose, Colorado, Graydan 
Benson of Fort Morgan, and Worden Vaughn of St. Louis, Missouri, were visiting Mrs. 



J.H. Roediger at Wah-Wah-Tay-See Lodge, Virginia Vale, on the Fall River Road…
Professor Victor Vaughn Lytle and wife of the Oberlin Conservatory of Music are 
spending their summer vacation in Estes Park.

19 August 1921 – A total of 112,364 automobiles have been registered with Secretary of 
State Milliken the first six months of 1921, according to a report just issued.  License fees 
paid into the automobile department total $780,395.10.  Of this sum, $246,152.66 was 
paid by Denver owners on 31,548 machines.  This is an increase of over 5000 cars 
registered last year.  Collections of the state automobile department from outside 
countries for the first five months of the year total $534,242.44.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage, 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop.

19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.  

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick fours – for 1922.  The new four-cylinder Buick 
has been long in the making.  It represents the same constructive advancement as the six-
cylinder Buick, sharing the same engineering experience, the same facilities of immense 
Buick manufacturing plants, and the same competency of the great nationwide service 
organization.  Two open and two closed models comprise the four-cylinder line.  Many 
vital features are common to all four models, such as convenience, comfort, power, and 
genuinely satisfying performance, resulting from the Buick valve-in head motor in 
connection with an equally distinctive Buick chassis mechanism.  Cord tires standard 
equipment on all models.  All prices free on board Flint, Michigan.  22-four-34 two 
passenger roadster $935.  22-Four-35 five passenger touring $975.  22-four-36 three 
passenger coupe $1475.  22-four-37 five passenger sedan $1650.  Easy payment plan can 
be had on all these cars.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].



19 August 1921 – Column title and byline:  Uncle Walt’s Story by Walt Mason.  Ironies 
of Life.  [XXX]  “Tomuelson made a talk to the Commercial Club on “Business 
Efficiency,” observed the retired merchant, “and the next day his store was closed by the 
sheriff.”  “Life if full of such ironies, doggone it,” said the hotelkeeper.  “Low down 
jokes are being played on the best of us, almost every day, and I often wonder what sort 
of an evil genius is behind it all.  I used to know a man who was a wonderful horse 
breaker.  He used to give public exhibitions, taming man-killing brutes, an the way he 
could make them eat out of his hand, half an hour after being formally introduced to 
them, was a sight worth going miles to see.  He always had immense crowds at his 
exhibitions, and it seemed that his future was assured.  But one day, he was loafing 
around a livery stable, just because he liked the atmosphere of the place, and an old, 
weary, hack horse reached out a long, crooked limb, handed him one with it, and broke 
his leg.  He had to go to a hospital for awhile, and when he came out, his occupation was 
gone.  He was as good a horse breaker as ever, but people wouldn’t pay their hard-earned 
money to see the exploits of a conquering hero who had been manhandled by an old hack 
horse.  You must admit that there was some sardonic intelligence back of such a joke as 
that.  If the man had been hooked by a cow, or run over by a traction engine, or chewed 
up by an honest watchdog, it wouldn’t have hurt his renown and prestige.  But, no!  A 
blamed old relic of a horse had to put him out of business.  A long time ago, a very 
important case was tried in an Irish court.  The people were greatly wrought up over it, 
and the courtroom was crowded.  When it was announced that the jury was ready with a 
verdict, the judge addressed the audience, saying he knew there was much feeling over 
the case, but the hall of justice was no place for a display of it, and if there was a least 
sign of disturbance when the verdict was made known, the guilty parties would be 
arrested.  The jury brought in its verdict, and the people heard it in silence, but just then a 
whole doggone gallery, with about a thousand people in it, came crashing down, and the 
noise could have been heard 40 miles out at sea.  After the judge’s solemn warning 
against a disturbance, the fall of that gallery has always seemed to me like a painful joke.  
A long time ago, I was called upon to address a crowd of voters on the living issues of the 
day, and I framed up a speech that would have been a credit to any orator.  I swiped it 
from Roscoe Conkling, and I have always insisted that he was one of the greatest of 
American speakers.  The house was full of refined and cultured people, and I was 
determined to make the hit of my life.  I was just getting warmed up to my work, when 
the lights went out, and the hall was plunged in black darkness.  There’s nothing makes a 
man feel more idiotic than to have the lights shut off at such a time.  The women in the 
audience were giggling, and the men haw-hawing.  It seemed funny to everybody but me.  
I thought I knew where the little table was, that held the pitcher of ice water, and I moved 
toward it, and fell over a chair, and flattened my nose against the edge of a piece of 
scenery.  When the lights were flashed on again, the audience beheld the silver-tongued 
orator on his hands and knees, climbing slowly to his feet, and trying to mold his nose 
into its original shape.  I never saw such a delirious crowd in my life.  Some of the 



women laughed themselves into hysterics, and the fool men weren’t much better.  They 
never heard the balance of that oration, and the last part was the best.”

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Alias Summons.  In the county court, state of Colorado, 
county of Larimer, ss.  Della Miller, plaintiff vs. Samuel Miller, defendant.  The people of 
the state of Colorado.  To Samuel Miller, the defendant above named, greeting:  You are 
hereby required to appear in action brought against you by the above-named plaintiff in 
the county court of Larimer County, state of Colorado, and answer the complaint therein 
within 20 days after the service hereof if served within this county, or, if served out of 
this county, or by publication, within 30 days after the service hereof, exclusive of the 
day of service, or judgment by default will be taken against you according to the prayer 
of the complaint.  And if a copy of the complaint in the above-entitled action be not 
served with this summons, or if the service hereof be made out of this state, then ten days 
additional to the time hereinbefore specified for appearance and answer will be allowed 
before the taking of judgment by default, as aforesaid.  The said action is brought to 
procure an annulment of a marriage contract, as will more fully appear from the 
complaint in said action to which reference is here made.  And you are hereby notified 
that if you fail to appear, and to answer the said complaint as above required, the said 
plaintiff will take judgment against you by default, according to the prayer of the 
complaint.  Given under my hand and the seal of said court of Fort Collins in said county, 
this 10 August 1921.  Clark L. Bouton, clerk of the county court.  First publication 12 
August 1921, lat publication 2 September 1921.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Khaki riding breeches and suits!!  The clothes we sell 
are our best advertisement.  You get the best quality and fit when you buy Kampit, 
Underhill, or Levi Strauss make.  I.T. stands for International Tailoring and good all wool 
made to your measure.  Suits at from $25 to $50.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 
2 business]

19 August 1921 – Among the new arrivals at the Brinwood are Mrs. Olcot of Dallas, 
Texas, Mr. and Mrs. Krouz, Mrs. Alfred Trepp and daughter of St. Louis, Missouri, C.W. 
Roberts and wife of Emporia, Kansas, Miss Helen Benner of Sterling, Illinois, Miss Flora 
Johns of Elgin, Illinois, J.Warren Burket of Denver, and Mr. Elmer Burket of Wayne, 
Pennsylvania.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  Gaylord H. 
Thompson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.



19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We can’t satisfy you unless you wish the best 
developing and printing of your Kodak films.  The Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  
“We put the snap in snap shots.”  Lawrence E. Grace, Estes Park, Colorado.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Automobile 
repairing, tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your home town.  30 x 3 safety 
$13.45 [decreased from $14 in 12 August 1921 advertisement].  Other prices accordingly.  
Automobile accessories, Ford parts, storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble, night 
service until 11:00 p.m.  

19 August 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  [Nelle Howard’s 
name and “news editor” title, which first appeared in the 12 August 1921 issue, is 
dropped from this issue, and never reappears.]  Office hours 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail 
building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, 
cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising 
rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per 
single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign 
contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per 
issue, black face type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word 
first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  
Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where 
admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, 
resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in advertising copy must 
reach this office not later than Monday to insure insertion same week.  New 
advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

19 August 1921 – Those who contribute to the news items of the Estes Park Trail will 
confer a great favor if they will send their items in early in the week, and it will also 
insure the insertion in the current issue.

19 August 1921 – Poem and byline:  Why We Are Here by L.M. Montgomery.  What are 
we here for, you and I,/As the long and wonderful days go by?/Each one stretching to us 
a hand/Filled with privilege high and grand/Born of a meaning our lives must be,/God 
has his purpose in you and me./We are here to sing of hope and cheer,/When the skies are 
dark and the way seems drear;/We are here to be faithful and strong and true/To the work 
that lies to our hands to do;/To make for all that is noble and good,/And be true to the 



bonds of our brotherhood./This are we here for, you and I,/As the long and wonderful 
days go by;/Welcome them gladly, for each one brings/The duty and beauty of common 
things;/And, as they unfold, shall unfolded be/God’s own purpose in you and me.

19 August 1921 – Editorial reprinted from “Paragrafs”.  Headline:  Some Direct 
Adversions [sic, perhaps a play on “aversions”] to Direct Advertisers.  Candy would be 
just as sweet if packed in a shoe box, wrapped in last night’s newspaper and tied with a 
piece of jute twine.  But it would not sell as well.  The package is part of the 
merchandise, and, though you sell it with its contents, you still retain a proprietary 
interest in its advertising value.  But no amount of good advertising or of aesthetic 
packaging can make an inferior piece of merchandise good, a lying label cannot impart 
character to the contents of the package.  If you attempt to sell glucose for sugar, you will 
meet the same fate that awaits all other counterfeiters.  Though you may escape the 
penalties proscribed by statute, you cannot evade the retributive justice of the economic 
laws.  Your name or trademark on the lid of your box or on the sign over your store door 
or on your printed advertisement is your covenant to give quid pro quo, as truly as your 
name written longhand at the bottom of your promissory note.  Advertising is the life 
insurance of a good name, and, marvelous as is its power for influencing the minds of the 
consuming public to a faith in the integrity of the advertiser, the secret of its potency lies 
in the fact that it publicly commits the advertiser to keep the troth with his customers.

19 August 1921 – Editorial reprinted from the Flagler News.  Headline:  Muck-Mongers.  
Some of the daily newspapers have the idea that the reading public has to have salacious, 
rotting, moral carrion presented in their daily news to be satisfied.  These newspapers are 
doing their best to fill that so-called demand, and are combing the wire reports for 
scandalous or questionable items which may be so written as to qualify.  The divorce 
courts, the criminal courts, and the houses of vice seem to be the chief sources of “news” 
nowadays, for some newspapers.  We have always contended that the way to live right is 
to believe in a positive philosophy, pointing out the good things to be lived up to, and not 
pointing to the lurid, nauseating spectacles and saying:  “Thou shalt not.”  The latter 
seems to be the manner of ethical education approved by the yellow press, if it can be 
said to approve of anything of educational nature.  During the war [World War I], the 
newspapers were filled with the all-important war news.  Every degree of interest was to 
be obtained from the war dispatches alone, and the rest of the world’s actions were 
minimized.  Some editors, gone sensation-crazy during the war, continue to call for 
sensationalism.  The places of crime and moral degradation provide it.  Until the editorial 
profession at large gets another viewpoint on public demands, and the likes and dislikes 
of the reading public, crime will continue to be fostered in the minds of those mentally 
unbalanced and defective individuals who devout the morbid details of lust, hate, shame, 
and crime, and will continue to crop out in their actions.  A nationwide revolt among the 
editors of the United States is growing against the news story based on debased morals, 
and those editors who persist in that style of journalism will soon find themselves at odds 
with thousands of editors who believe in presenting the good side of life, and minimizing 



the bad.  If, as we believe, newspaper heroism of criminals tends toward crime, crime is 
going to get a substantial jolt within the next few months, and the reading public will 
again get a daily newspaper which they can feel safe to leave where the children can get 
hold of it and read the front-page stories.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Annual Meeting.  Notice is hereby given that the 
annual meeting of the stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company will be held in the 
Estes Park Bank building in Estes Park, Colorado, on Saturday, 27 August 1921, at 3:00 
p.m., for the purpose of electing a board of directors, and for the purpose of voting on the 
question of increasing the capital stock and such other business as may properly come 
before the meeting.  Charles F. Hix, secretary.

19 August 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [XXX] It’s getting so you can’t tell 
when there’s a show in town anymore, since the younger set have taken to dressing like 
actors.  Fur-collar overcoats, save-the-cloth suits, Adams-apple collars, and Clarence 
Marshmallow hair-part!  Gosh, what next?

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental x-ray.  
Telephone #198-J.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers will show you a 
variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-date tract – not 
far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Be sure to read the Estes Park Trail want ads 
before laying the newspaper aside.  

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and Ford 
cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin and Savage 
tires at Denver prices.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery.  
We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

19 August 1921 – Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and improved property, 
cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 business].  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  
  



19 August 1921 – Headline:  To Longs Peak, an Anniversary Climb.  In 1876, Rev. W.H. 
McCreery made the ascent of Longs Peak, and guided a party, including four persons 
beside himself, although much of the way was without a trail.  He was able to do this 
from a description of the route given verbally by Abner E. Sprague, who had then made 
several trips.  This summer, the “Lure” of Longs Peak, of which there is such a 
magnificent view from his cottage, has been making a pretty strong pull on Mr. 
McCreery, and a few days ago he confided to some friends his desire to at least attempt 
the climb to the “Keyhole” on the 45th anniversary of his former climb.  Several of his 
friends, some of them having altitude ambitions of their own, offered to help make up the 
party.  So a party was arranged for 16 August 1921, the anniversary of the above 
mentioned.  On the morning, the sedans of Rev. Struble and Mrs. J.D. Hyde took a party 
of ten to Longs Peak Inn.  Rev. J.C. Struble and wife, Mrs. Hyde, and Mrs. Charles 
Berger, formerly Miss McCreery, and son Russel, gave countenance and character to the 
expedition by conducting it to Longs Peak Inn.  The other five members of the party took 
horses at the Longs Peak Inn, and tackled the climb with the following result:  Mr. 
McCreery, 82, accomplished his object, the Keyhole, Kenneth Hyde, 18, also stopped at 
the Keyhole, and kindly accompanied and assisted the older man on his way back over 
Boulder Field, while Charles Berger, 52, Earl Hyde, 20, and Miss Mary Struble, 14, made 
their way successfully and expeditiously to the top, and all made the return trip in good 
time.  Notwithstanding the fierce wind on Boulder Field and at the Keyhole, and a slight 
pelting with sleet, the trip was enjoyed by every member of the party.  Mr. McCreery has 
been a resident of Loveland and vicinity from 1874 to 1919, with Estes Park as his 
summer home for practically all that period.  He first visited Estes Park in 1874, and filed 
on the McCreery Ranch in 1875.  He is among the last survivors of the older generation 
of Estes Park settlers.  His present home is with his daughter, Mrs. Tuggy, at 1042 West 
7th Street in Riverside, California.  He will leave Estes Park toward the close of the 
month for California.

19 August 1921 – The head gates at Lawn Lake have been opened and will remain open 
all week, which means some good fishing for the hardy fisherman…Semi-advertisement:  
A real treat after the show, our own ice cream, sherbets, cakes, and pastries at the Mary 
Gray Tea Room.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  “Send it to the laundry.”  [Illustration:  Text broken by 
a vignette of a well-dressed woman handing a liveried gentleman a bundle, essentially a 
covered box, of laundry.  The woman’s back is to us, the driver extends his hands to 
cradle the package.  A girl with a small dog stands next to the front fender of the paneled 
delivery truck in the background, and a potted plant behind the gentleman completes the 
tableau.  The copyright logo “©” and “The A.L.M. Company” serve as a caption.  A.L.M. 
likely stands for American Laundry Merchants, or similar.  The graphic is uncredited.]  
Ladies’ and children’s work our specialty.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry 
cleaners.  Telephone #50J



19 August 1921 – Benjamin Wilfong, 50 years old, a homesteader living with his wife 17 
miles south of Las Animas, is in the county jail at Las Animas, charged with the killing of 
John J. Keelon, a neighbor, about the same age, over a boundary line fence through a 
tract of pasture land.  After the killing, which took place in Wilfong’s yard, Wilfong 
telephoned to Sheriff Thaxson that he was willing to surrender.  [This was first reported 
in other Colorado newspapers near the end of July 1921.  Compare this to a 22 April 1921 
article:  “Frank W. Smith, 33 years old, better known as “Indian Smith”, an eccentric 
character living on an acre plot in the Poudre river bottoms, two miles northwest of 
Greeley, was shot and instantly killed by Chris Neuswanger, 57 years old, a neighboring 
rancher.  The men had been quarreling for a month over a line fence, and Smith had 
frequently threatened to kill Neuswanger.  After killing Smith, Neuswanger telephoned to 
Sheriff Frank Hall to come and arrest him.”  Are these stories manufactured, or could two 
very similar events really take place in slightly different locations at slightly different 
times as described?]…Accused of using improper methods and veterinary instruments in 
the treatment of tuberculosis, Dr. L.B. Overfelt of Boulder has suffered loss of his 
license, revoked by the Colorado state board of medical examiners [this first appeared in 
other Colorado newspapers near the end of July 1921]…Gunnison County and Montrose 
County have joined in the establishment of a splendid tourist park right in the midst of the 
mountains at the Halfway House, which is halfway between Montrose and Gunnison on 
the Blue Mountains.  Two hundred and forty acres have been purchased jointly by the 
two counties for a magnificent park, which will be thrown open to the tourists of the 
world who travel over this scenic road [this first appeared in other Colorado newspapers 
near the end of July 1921]…A field man for the county assessor has completed the 
reassessing of four townships along the Platte River in the southwest part of Weld 
County, and turns in figures showing a loss of $184,500 to property along 12 miles of the 
course of the river.  One thousand acres of land is damaged for a total of $117,500.  On 
this land a property loss of $67,500 is given, including a total loss of 350 acres of beets – 
$35,000, 50 acres of cabbage – $10,000, 200 acres of wheat – $8,000, 200 acres of corn – 
$10,000, and 100 acres of oats – $2,500.

19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Peacock and Helen Ardelle University Girl 
chocolates at the Mary Gray Tea Room.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Final Settlement and Determination of Heirship.  
Estate of Henry Cowgill, deceased.  No. 2333.  Notice is hereby given that on 22 August 
1921, the undersigned will present to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, his 
accounts for final settlement of administration of said estate, when and where all persons 
in interest may appear and object to them, if they so desire.  Notice is also hereby given 
that application for the determination of heirship of said Henry Cowgill, deceased, has 
been made, and that the court will on said date hereinbefore mentioned, or at any time to 
which the hearing may be continued, proceed to ascertain and determine who are the 
heirs of the said Henry Cowgill, deceased, and as such entitled to inherit any lands, 
tenements, hereditaments, of other property, real or personal, constituting all or a part of 



the estate of the said Henry Cowgill, deceased, and enter a decree accordingly, at which 
hearing all persons claiming to be heirs at law of said deceased may appear and present 
their proof.  H. Morse Cowgill, administrator.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  [XXX] The most up-to-date shoe repair shop in 
northern Colorado.  If you want your shoes repaired, take them to Gooch’s Ready-to-
Wear Shop [a block 2 business].  Better service, lower prices.  The New Electric Shoe 
Shop.  Fine shoe repairing.  Harold M. Dunning, proprietor.  The all-American shop.  
Loveland, Colorado.  

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  For the best automobile service, telephone #160.  
Cadillac 8’s, cautious drivers.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company [sic 
punctuation].  Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. Grace, 
manager.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms – 
European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  The café with the 
big electric sign.  The Josephine – European plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table 
d’hote meals in café in same building [a block 5 business].  Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand 
Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its western entrance.  
A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building and attractive one- 
and two-bedroom cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has its own lighting 
equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park over the 
famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage, 
over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, 
$35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes 
Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc. 

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Work in Rocky Mountain National Park 
Progressing Nicely.  Road and trail work in Rocky Mountain National Park is progressing 
nicely, and the close of the season will see considerable splendid work done.  
Superintendent of construction Dean Babcock, and Rocky Mountain National Park ranger 
Tex Eddins are doing a nice job on the Longs Peak Trail.  They will transfer their crew to 
the Lawn Lake Trail as soon as the weather compels cessation of work on Longs Peak.  
The Lawn Lake Trail is about six miles in length, and it is planned to build a first-class 
trail here.  Rocky Mountain National Park ranger Lee Johnson has a force at work on the 
Loch Vale Trail which will shorten the walk to 2-1/2 miles, and a much better trail than 
the old.  The hill on the Glacier Creek Road has been widened, and a number of boulders 
are being removed that will greatly smooth the road.  The Moraine Park Road, the cut-off 



to the High Drive, and the Fall River Road to the eastern boundary of Rocky Mountain 
National Park have all been dragged and smoothed recently.  Work is also in progress on 
a trail in the Wild Basin country.  The McCreary road gang that has been at work all 
spring on the Fall River Road from the top to Grand Lake will this week complete that 
stretch of road and will then move to this side of the range, where they will begin a 
widening process on the Fall River Road to the top of the Continental Divide.  
Superintendent Way has 175 men and 28 teams employed on road work, and now has a 
full complement of road working machinery, including grading machines, from four to 
sixteen horse size, road trucks, etc.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Improvements Made by National Park Service.  Among the 
many improvements made this year in the Rocky Mountain National Park is the 
establishment of a permanent camp on the north slope of Deer Ridge.  This camp will be 
the headquarters for the road workers and others connected with the National Park 
Service in this section of Rocky Mountain National Park.  Here stables, a shop, garage, 
oil house, etc., have been erected.  A storehouse has also been erected in the Glacier 
Basin to serve as headquarters for workers in that district.  At the Grand Lake entrance to 
Rocky Mountain National Park, a checking and a ranger station has been erected.

19 August 1921 – Henry Sebold, 9 years old, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Sebold of 
Brighton, was drowned while swimming in a pond four miles west of Brighton…Mrs. 
Mary Amanda Goodfellow, 81 years old, widow of Charles Goodfellow, pioneer mining 
man, and herself a resident of Colorado since 1862, died suddenly at Greeley of heart 
trouble…Carl Watkins Hall, 54 years old, of Denver, was instantly killed a mile north of 
Longs Peak Inn, when an automobile he was attempting to repair slipped from a jack and 
rushed [sic, suggest crushed] his head [see the front page article in this same issue]…
Eugene Wickham, Jr., 17, died in Fort Collins after being compelled to stop there on 
account of illness while on a trip from Arapahoe, Nebraska, to Estes Park with Dr. J.E. 
Walters and party, for whom he was driving the car…More than $500 an acre off a truck 
farm is the record pust [sic, possibly just] made by Tim Satio [sic, perhaps Saito], a 
Japanese farmer, near Kelim, who has started harvesting his early cabbage crop.  He has 
received $40 a ton for the cabbage, and has sold over $500 worth…Entries for the 
running races, ladder climbing contests, and wet tests for the state firemen’s convention, 
to be held at Loveland, 5 September 1921, 6 September 1921, and 7 September 1921, 
during the county fair, closed with nearly 500 runners entered from 21 different 
departments of the state…The 1922 session of the great council of the Improved Order of 
Redmen will be held at the top of Lookout Mountain, near Denver, it was decided at the 
closing session of the two-day convention at Colorado Springs.  Officers elected, 
including Chris Courtney of Tobasco, as great sachem, were installed at the final 
meeting…Thomas H. Boland, 40, a plumber of Pueblo, was killed by a bolt of lightning 
as he was riding in an automobile 26 miles west of Pueblo.  Three other occupants of the 
car were neither injured nor shocked.  It is reported that Boland was riding alone in the 
back seat of the car.  The bolt knocked Boland out of the car…Miss Geneva Bell, a 



society girl of Boulder, has left for Honolulu, territory of Hawaii, where she has accepted 
a position as an instructor in a girls’ college.  She was accompanied by her mother, Mrs. 
Delphine Bell.  Miss Bell is the fourth of her family to take up the teaching profession.  A 
brother, William Bell, is a professor in Williams College, and a sister, Mrs. R.B. Wolcott, 
is an instructor at the University of Colorado…The Ignacio State Bank at Ignacio, 26 
miles southeast of Durango, was robbed of $600, secured from a cash drawer and safety 
deposit boxes.  The robbers were unable to get into the steel safe, the report said. The 
bank is capitalized for $50,000.  The robbers are believed to have escaped in an 
automobile…G.F. Warner, for 50 years a resident of Colorado, and postmaster of 
Concrete for ten years, and one of the most widely known men in the state, died suddenly 
of acute indigestion.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  A sale of suitcases.  [XXX] $4.95 will outlast any $10 
suitcase you can buy.  Guaranteed for one year in writing.  You can stand on a “Samson” 
without bending it.  This is the famous “Samson” – the strongest suitcase built – sold 
from coast to coast – the most sensational value we have ever offered.  Made on solid 
wood frame, yet light in weight.  Handle and hinges are riveted right to the frame – 
cannot pull out.  The “Samson” will carry all that can be packed in it, without losing its 
shape or sagging.  Handsome, brass-plated, reinforced corners, finest figured lining, shirt 
fold for papers, shirtwaists, etc.  Two strong cowhide straps go all around case, for 
carrying bundles, overcoat, etc.  A sturdy, beautiful suitcase that will last for years.  Every 
“Samson” is guaranteed in writing by the makers to give entire satisfaction for one year – 
if any case doesn’t, they will repair or replace it free.  Come in either brown or black.  A 
regular $10 suitcase for $4.95.  [XXX]  Drawn from an actual photograph showing five 
men, weighing 945 pounds, standing on a “Samson” suitcase without breaking or bending 
it.  See them in our windows.  J.E. Macdonald.

19 August 1921 – H.C. Remington, wife, and daughters, Mildred and Bernice, of Fort 
Collins, are occupying the Wayside Inn cottage for a couple of weeks…Semi-
advertisement:  Telephone us the news each week…Semi-advertisement:  Miss Ruple has 
just received a big assortment of popular yarn – call and see them.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business], 
telephone #20-W.  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next summer.  
Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house now and 
build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of plans to 
choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are satisfied.  
Hurd and Woolley, builders.  Post office box 72.



19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis, photographer of the outdoors [a block 6 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.  [XXX] Most complete photographic outfit in Estes 
Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.  

19 August 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them 
for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Exclusive 
salesman for carburetor, guaranteed to increase mileage and power 25% to 45%.  $80 to 
$200 per month.  Write Carburetor Agency, box 196, Boulder, Colorado.  18-2p…Wanted 
– Hotel help, cook, waitress, chambermaids.  Apply Estes Park Chamber of Commerce, 
Dugald Floyd Godfrey, secretary…Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale – Bargain.  Cadillac car, 
used very little.  Call on hill north of fire-station [so likely on Andersen Lane, what is 
now Big Horn Drive]…For sale – Nicely improved 160 acre farm, 40 acres under one of 
best ditches in county, balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in 
house, one mile from good school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and 
$3000 cash as first payment, balance terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  
19tf…For sale – Extension oak dining table, three extra leaves, $10.  J.E. Macdonald.  
tf…For sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  
Telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity 
water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will 
not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For Rent.  
For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  
tf…Homes to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith.  Subhead:  
Miscellaneous.  To trade – Piano on light car.  Telephone #158.  3tp.
 
19 August 1921 – [Semi-advertisement] Headline:  Deer Ridge Chalet Attracting 
Attention.  Is located at the summer of the High Drive, at Deer Ridge, elevation 9,176 
feet above sea, five miles beyond Estes Park, Colorado, and in the heart of the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  At no other point in the Rocky Mountain region can there be 
seen such a superb array of craggy, snow-covered peaks, every one of the 18 or more in 
the chain towering above the 12,000-foot elevation mark, nearly a dozen of them well 
over 13,000 feet, and with Longs Peak buttressing the chain, head and shoulders above 
them all.  From this point, the return trip to the village of Estes Park is made over an 
entirely different route, affording splendid panoramic views of the main range, and the 
lesser peaks to the east throughout the entire distance.  Deer Ridge is a privately owned 
tract of land, and is thrown open for your special enjoyment.  At the chalets, lunches and 
refreshments are served, and the finest collection of photographic enlargements, prints, 
and postcards are to be had.  Deer Ridge is the most beautiful beauty spot in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park, and you should arrange to make the High Drive trip and pay 
them a visit.  [Because this same article appears in more than one issue, it is likely a paid 
advertisement.]



19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Beautiful imported silk and wool knit dresses at 
the National Park Outing Company.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service [a block 5 
business].  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”].

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Freight service.  Daily trips from Loveland to Estes 
Park.  S.H. Stockton, telephone #Loveland 77J.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European plan, rates reasonable.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  An Estes 
Park Trail order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Baldpate Inn.  Charles Mace, Gordon Mace.  Folks 
always talk about a good meal; that’s one reason we’re so widely advertised.  Fourth 
season, same cook.  Telephone #2-W.

19 August 1921 – [Town and Countryside column “substitute”:]  Dr. E.J. Culp and wife 
of Topeka, Kansas, are guests of Moraine Lodge.  Dr. Culp has charge of the Trinity M.E. 
[Methodist Episcopal] church, his vacation was shortened by receiving word the church 
was destroyed by fire.  Mrs. Culp is still here…Mr. Hamlin Hunt of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, with his wife and sister, Mrs. Truesdale, are guests at the Columbines.  Mr. 
Hunt is director of the pipe organ department in McPhail Conservatory in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota…Mr. and Mrs. F.B. Silsbee of Washington, D.C., are among the guests at the 
Columbines…The guests at the Columbines enjoyed a nice dance in the lodge Saturday 
night…Mr. and Mrs. C.A. Wuerker of Alton, Illinois, and Mr. O.L. Wuerker of Los 
Angeles, California are guests of the Brinwood.  The Wuerker brothers meet here every 
summer to spend their vacation and catch the big ones and swap yarns about the big ones 
that got away…Mrs. M. Lillian Harris and daughter Verda [mother and sister, 
respectively, of Estes Park Trail editor Arthur B. Harris] returned to their home in 
Johnstown, Colorado, Sunday after spending a week with the Estes Park Trail editor and 
family…Professor Oldberg, dean of music in Northern College of Evanston, Illinois, is a 



guest at Moraine Lodge this week…Professor Victor Garwood and son of Evanston, 
Illinois, are spending a few days at Moraine Lodge…Mr. and Mrs. C.S. Elliot and son of 
Topeka, Kansas, are visiting at Moraine Lodge…Miss Katherine fuller, Miss Lorna 
Fleming, and Miss Irene Fleming of Topeka, Kansas, are guests at Moraine Lodge…Mr. 
and Mrs. J.F. VanLuven, Miss Grace Herbest, and Miss Marion Herbest of Chicago, 
Illinois, are guests at Moraine Lodge…The guests at the Brinwood enjoyed a fish fry one 
day last week…Mr. Clatworthy’s autochrome slides were enjoyed very much by the 
Brinwood guests…Mr. Henry Boettcher of Chicago, Illinois, who is stopping at the 
Brinwood, climbed Longs Peak last Friday.  He reported a wet but very interesting trip…
The regular meeting of Prospect Rebekah Lodge No. 126 will be held Tuesday evening at 
the IOOF Hall…Mrs. E.G. Steele chaperoned a party of young people up from Fort 
Collins last week.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Greatest Revenue.  The internal revenue bureau, in the fiscal 
year ended 30 June [presumably 1921, but I have no idea how recent this news is, except 
that it is more recent than 1862], made the greatest annual tax collection since its 
establishment in 1862.

19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have your telephone the news.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Park Store [a block 2 business]. John Bechtel 
Baird, successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Developing and printing, 24-hour service.  
If you are not getting the results you wish in your Kodak work, let us help you.  Eastman 
agency, postcards, Kodaks rented.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your 
convenience open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and 
domestic exchange, or safety deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank 
your bank.”  James D. Stead chairman of board, Augustus Denby Lewis president, J. Foss 
Schwartz vice president, Albert Hayden vice president, Charles F. Hix cashier.  The Estes 
Park Bank. “Where your patronage is appreciated.”  Hours: 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery, Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Phone #56R2.  Estes Park

19 August 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  Subhead:  Episcopal.  Morning services 
at Elkhorn Lodge 11:00 a.m.  Evening services at Stead’s 8:00 p.m.  Mrs. Troutman, 
celloist of the Lewiston orchestra, will play at the morning services, and Mrs. A.I. Root 
will sing at the evening service.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson 21 August 1921.  Paul 



prepares for world conquest.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 15, Acts chapter 16, verses 1-5.  
Golden text – But we believe that through the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ we shall be 
saved – Acts chapter 15, verse 11.  Reference material – Galatians chapter 2, verses 
11-21, Galatians chapter 5, verses 1-26, Ephesians chapter 2, verses 4-22.  Primary topic 
– Some of Paul’s helpers.  Junior topic – Beginning of the second missionary journey.  
Intermediate and senior topic – Revisiting friends in Asia Minor.  Young people and adult 
topic – Paul champions Christian liberty.  I. The controversy in the church at Antioch 
(Acts chapter 15, verses 1-5).  This difficulty was a most serious one, for it threatened the 
disruption of the church into Jewish and Gentile divisions.  The question was, “Shall 
Gentile converts be required to keep the Mosaic law as a condition of salvation?”  This 
issue was brought on by the coming of certain men from Jerusalem who declared, 
“Except ye be circumcised after the manner of Moses, ye cannot be saved.” (Acts chapter 
15, verse 1)  The question was so difficult that Paul and Barnabas were unable to put 
them to silence.  These Jewish legalists had the letter of the Scriptures on their side, they 
could point to the commandments where this was enjoined upon believers (Genesis 
chapter 17, verse 14).  Paul could not point to any Scripture where it had been abrogated.  
If Paul could plead that Abraham was justified before he was circumcised, his antagonist 
could say, “Yes, but after justification the rite was divinely imposed.”  The brethren at 
Antioch decided to refer the matter to the mother church at Jerusalem.  Accordingly, Paul 
and Barnabas and others were sent as a deputation to Jerusalem.  II. The deliberations of 
the council (Acts chapter 15, verses 6-21).  1. Peter’s speech (Acts chapter 15, verses 
7-11).  He argued that god had borne witness to His acceptance of the Gentiles by giving 
the Holy Spirit to them, the same as unto the Jews.  Since, therefore, God had not put a 
difference, it would be folly for them to do so.  God’s action in sending Peter unto them 
was the unanswerable proof that here was no distinction to be made.  2. Paul and 
Barnabas rehearse [sic, recount, in modern parlance, or repeat] their experience (Acts 
chapter 15, verse 12).  They told how that God had set His seal of approval upon their 
preaching of salvation by grace through faith apart from works, by the working of signs 
and wonders through them.  3. The argument of James (Acts chapter 15, verse 14-21).  
He took the fact declared by Peter ad showed how it harmonized with the prophecy of 
Amos.  He showed that the reception of the Gentiles was not in conflict with God’s plan, 
but in strict harmony therewith.  God’s plan for the ages is as follows:  (1) Taking out 
from among the Gentiles a people for his name (Acts chapter 15, verse 14).  This is what 
is now going on – the calling out of the church.  (2) After the church is completed and 
removed, the Israelitish nation will be converted and restored to their land and privileges 
by the Lord himself at His return (Acts chapter 15, verses 16-17).  (3) Following this will 
be the conversion of the world through the agency of converted Israel (Acts chapter 15, 
verse 17, cf. Romans chapter 11, verse 15).  His judgment was that the Gentiles should 
not be troubled with things that are Jewish, but should be warned against the perils of 
heathenism, such as meat offered to idols, fornication, and blood.  III. The decision (Acts 
chapter 15, verse 22-29).  The mother church at Jerusalem came to a unanimous 
agreement and accepted the resolution offered by James.  They not only sent a letter 
stating the decision of the conference, but took the wise precaution to send influential 



men along with Paul and Barnabas to bear the same testimony by word of mouth.  This 
letter denied the authority of the Judaizing teachers (Acts chapter 15, verse 24), and 
declared the method by which this decision had been reached (Acts chapter 15,m verses 
25-27).  IV.  The second missionary journey begun (Acts chapter 15, verses 36-41, Acts 
chapter 16, verses 1-5).  1. Contention over John Mark (Acts chapter 15, verses 36-41).  
Paul was suspicious of Mark because of his desertion on the former journey.  Barnabas 
took Mark and sailed to Cyprus.  Paul chose Silas and went through Syria and Cilicia 
confirming the churches.  The Lord thus overruled it to good, for it gave an opportunity 
for wider dissemination of the Gospel.  2. Finding Timothy (Acts chapter 16, verses 1-5).  
This was at the very place where Paul on his first journey had endured cruel stoning.  
Timothy was with Paul through much of his work ever afterward, a great blessing to him.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the Continental 
Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  This 
wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher than any 
road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, Lyons, and 
Fort Collins.  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any 
information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Let the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It 
prolongs the life of the clothes, and makes washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop.  
Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. Horrel [sic, suggest Hurrel].

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song/You surely do, “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a Guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The store that satisfies.  We are introducing a lotion 
which we make especially for sunburn, chapped skin, and for use after shaving.  Ask for 
menthol lotion.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business], telephone #41.

19 August 1921 – Article reprinted from the “Mountain States Monitor”.  Headline:  
Estes Park.  We do not resent the northern division’s recent excursion into the scenic 
wonderland of the eastern division in search of local color.  Rather, we approve this 
unconscious admission that there is noting doing in their own bailiwick.  We do, however, 
object very much to the use of capital letters in describing Yellowstone National Park as 
THE national park of the United States, and while comparisons between two of nature’s 



beauty spots are not only odious, but seldom conclusive, they may be contrasted without 
transgressing the rules of correct usage.  Yellowstone National Park, with all of its 
attractions of colossal proportions, stuns one with a reverential awe.  Estes Park, with its 
mood for every whim, entrances with its charms.  Therein lies the chief difference 
between these two great playgrounds, and upon the principle that the memory of a delight  
remains with us long after our recollection of a scare has passed away, the prospective 
vacationist will do well to “run his finger easily over the map” until it rests on any one of 
the several gateways to Estes Park.  It makes but little difference whether he selects 
Loveland, Longmont, Lyons, or Boulder – all roads lead to Rome – he will arrive in that 
great amphitheater which God has reserved amid the majestic mountains as a recreation 
place for man.  In Yellowstone National Park, the stage is set for tragedy and grand opera, 
while in Estes Park is it arranged for the romantic drama and catchy musical plays – the 
kind which make you go home whistling.  Yellowstone National park suggests Dante or 
Faust, in Estes Park you unconsciously bend your ear, half expecting to catch fluty notes 
of the pipes of Pan, and see the fairies of all folkland skipping out to dance.  If you are in 
the mood for King Lear or Macbeth, go to Yellowstone National Park, but if you would 
realize “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”, there is no place in the world where you may 
more reasonably expect to find it than in Estes Park.  Here are the words of the United 
States government in an official pamphlet entitled “Rules and Regulations, Rocky 
Mountain National Park”.  “It (Estes Park) is splendidly representative.  In nobility, in 
calm dignity, in the sheer glory of stalwart beauty, there is no mountain group to excel the 
company of snow-capped veterans of all the ages which stands at everlasting parade 
behind its grim, helmeted captain, Longs Peak.”  Very deep emotions are necessary to stir 
our staid old Uncle Sam to such eloquent outburst, but listen to him rave in the very next 
paragraph:  “There is probably no other scenic neighborhood of the first order which 
combines mountain outlines so bold with a quality of beauty so intimate and refined.  Just 
to live in the valley in the eloquent and ever-changing presence of these carved and tinted 
peaks is itself satisfaction.  But to climb into their embrace, to know them in the intimacy 
of their bare summits and their flowered, glaciated gorges, is to turn a new unforgettable 
page in human experience.”  Any one of the town referred to in the opening paragraph 
affords excellent outfitting facilities, though, because of its proximity, the village of Estes 
Park is the one most generally selected, and on account of its delightful situation, has all 
but given its name to the great Rocky Mountain National Park.  It is reached from 
Loveland after a drive of 32 miles along mountain boulevards through the Big Thompson 
Canyon, this trip itself being rich in scenic grandeur.  The hotels of Estes Park furnish 
ample accommodations for those who desire to travel by train and automobile stage, and 
not be bothered with camp equipage, and the rules and regulations prescribed by the 
government are the most liberal of any of the national parks.  The flivver is as welcomed 
as the finest sedan, but will not be admitted unless it appears to be in good running order, 
and carries an extra tire.  Ordinary rules of the road apply, except that horse-drawn 
vehicles are given the right of way over those propelled by motor, though there are a few 
special regulations which the mountainous nature of the country makes necessary.  The 
majority of the visitors prefer to stop at some one of the many first-class hotels, making 



daily excursions to the places of interest, and return to comfortable quarters at night.  By 
whatever method you choose to go there, you will have plenty of company, as the annual 
attendance at Estes Park runs into the hundreds of thousands.  It would be useless to 
attempt to catalogue all of the attractions, much less to describe them, but one may sit on 
the cool veranda and command an incomparable view of a skyline broken by the 
Continental Divide, raising its serrated backbone into the loftiest continuous range of 
mountain peaks in the world, extending from Mummy Mountain on the north to 
Arapahoe Peak in the south, more than 60 miles in length.  This statement does not mean 
that they are the highest mountains in the world, but refers to the highest unbroken series 
of peaks.  In the Himalayas, there is a plateau hundreds of miles in length whose average 
elevation is more than a thousand feet higher than the highest mountains in the United 
States, but the idea of great altitude is lost in the absence of something with which to 
compare it [unless, of course, you rely on altitude sickness as a gauge].  When one has 
“fed up” on the wonders of this region, when he has seen the ancient beds of prehistoric 
glaciers that literally tore down mountains more massive than any that exist today, when 
he has drunk in the wondrous beauty of the placid lakes, and when he has looked upon 
the matchless natural flower garden for the last time, he should head his tireless jitney 
toward the west along the Fall River Road, and cross the Continental Divide at Milner 
Pass, nearly 11,000 feet high, through forests of spruce, pine, and quaking aspen, to 
Grand Lake.  From there, he will pass through a country presenting every aspect of 
natural beauty, cross the Continental Divide again at the far-famed Berthoud Pass, and 
slide gently down through Denver’s mountain parks, past Buffalo Bill’s grave on Lookout 
Mountain, and then over a fine paved highway to the metropolis of the west.  The he can 
go home and, like the tourist of old, exclaim, “Now let me die, I have seen Rome.”

19 August 1921 – Dr. W.D. Scott and son Summers of Evanston, Illinois, are guests at 
Moraine Lodge.  Dr. Scott is president of the Northwestern College at Evanston, Illinois.  
The son was taken suddenly ill with appendicitis, and was rushed to St. Lukes hospital in 
Denver.  At last report he was getting along nicely…Semi-advertisement:  Ladies wearing 
apparel at Godfrey’s…Mrs. T.C. Lyon and daughter are visiting at the A.W. Wooley [sic, 
appears as Woolley in advertisements] home at Pine-Rift for a few days.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  “A stitch in time saves nine”.  Better have those tires 
and tubes fixes properly before you start home – may save you an expensive experience.  
The Kelly-Springfield Store.  Francis Tire Service Company.  “Service that satisfies”

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  
[We] extend cordial welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to make 
the acquaintance of new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde M. Low 
and O.P. Low

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music.  Students accepted 
at any time.  Address Mountain Hall.  Estes Park, Colorado.



19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 
week, $4 to $6 per day.  For information, call G.M. Derby, manager [no telephone 
number is provided in this advertisement].

19 August 1921 – Federal aid in the amount of $96,477.54 was requested by the State 
Highway Commission of the United States bureau of public roads in the proposed 
construction of five miles of concrete-paved road covering two projects near Denver.  
The first project consists of a 0.6 mile stretch beginning at the end of the Berkeley-
Arvada stretch and extending through the town of Arvada, the second proposed concrete 
stretch calls for 4.4 miles on Federal Boulevard toward Broomfield.  The total cost of 
construction is estimated at $194,955.09…The Loveland school district has received 
about $5000 from the county superintendent as its share of the $13,096 received by the 
county in the distribution of state school funds.  The apportionment was made at the rate 
of $2 per school pupil as shows by the last census…The war department has no intention 
of abandoning Fort Logan, Colorado, as an army post, but it will be impossible to station 
a complete regiment there.  This information was given to the Colorado senators by 
Secretary Weeks.  The action of Congress in reducing the personnel of the army makes it 
impracticable to increase Fort Logan to a regimental post, they were informed…The July 
1921 output of mines in the Cripple Creek district amounted to $394,580.78, an increase 
of $29,408,68 over June 1921, while there were 647 cars of ore shipped, bringing the 
total shipped since 1 January 1921 to 4,000.  The total number of tons treated in July 
1921 was 32,592, an increase of 3,211 over June 1921.  The Golden Cycle Mill in 
Colorado Springs treated 22,000 tons, the Independence Mill 15,882, and the Lincoln 
Mill 1,710…Practically complete reports from county assessors to the state immigration 
department show above 52,000 farms on which land is being cultivated in Colorado this 
year, compared with 49,117 farms reported by county assessors last year.  While there is 
apparently a large area in cultivation in the state this year than last, the apparent increase 
in number of farms is perhaps due to more complete returns being made by county 
assessors this year than previous years.  The law requiring county assessors to collect 
agricultural statistics annually became effective in 1919, and this is the third year such 
statistics have been collected.  Assessors are improving their reports this year, due largely  
to the demands of local businessmen and commercial organizations for complete and 
accurate reports…Excavations now being made of ruins on the San Juan National Forest 
at Chimney Rocks, near Pagosa Springs, Colorado, are proving of great interest.  The 
ruins are doubtless the oldest in the United States, and show more primitive workmanship 
than those in other localities.  A permit covering the San Juan Forest was granted the 
Colorado State Historical and Natural History Society, and J.A. Jeancon, director and 
curator of the department of archaeology and ethnology is in charge of the work…Three 
iron bridges which were sent to the forestry bureau for erection in Larimer County by the 
government during the war, and which have never been put into service, are to be taken 
over by the State Highway Department, and will be used on the South Platte River not far 



from Denver.  They were intended for use on the Poudre River, but are only eleven feet 
wide, and for this reason were never erected.  It is thought probable that the bridges will 
be widened when they are put up…Colorado Springs is going to attempt to rival 
Cheyenne, Wyoming’s Frontier Days.  A contract was signed by the Chamber of 
Commerce with Irwin Brothers, who for 23 years have staged Wild West affairs, and the 
event will be held 22 August 1921, 23 August 1921, and 24 August 1921.  A site northeast 
of the city is being secured, and grandstands will be built immediately.  It is the plan to 
make the event an annual one, and to arrange festivities on a large scale…Believed to 
have been one of the victims of the Pueblo flood the night of 3 June 1921, and given up 
for dead by his daughters, the Rev. C.C. Prentiss, a retired Methodist minister, returned to 
his daughter’s house near Mosca, unable to tell the story of his disappearance.  Mr. 
Prentiss recovered his memory in a hospital in Oglethorpe, Georgia, last week, but was 
unable to tell the attending physicians how he arrived there…The state of Colorado was 
enriched by $51,847.77 when the administrators of the estate of Judson M. Bemis, 
Colorado Springs millionaire, who died 6 April 1921, turned over to Roy H. Blackman, 
state inheritance tax collector, a check for that amount.  This sum represents the state 
inheritance tax on a net estate of $1,394,151.99  Bemis was heavily invested in the Bemis 
Bag Company of Boston, Massachusetts…Four hundred and fifty vocational students are 
to receive instruction at the University of Colorado this fall, according to W.J. Shirley, 
coordinator for the government, who has charge of the students sent to Boulder.  There 
are 350 men in training now, 25 of whom will be transferred to other schools.  Vocational 
men are to have a month’s vacation beginning 27 August 1921…Publication of the 
national potato crop estimates of the United States Department of Agriculture for August 
1921 caused much joy in the Greeley district.  The estimate showed a decrease from the 
July 1921 estimate of 61,000,000 bushels, a drop from 377,000,000 bushels to 
316,000,000 bushels…City Commissioner James L. Lovern of Pueblo sent telegrams to 
leading engineering firms of the United States, inviting them to send representatives to 
Pueblo to discuss flood prevention measures which may be taken here.  A date is to be set  
for the conference.  Among the firms invited is the J.M. O’Rourke Company of Chicago, 
Illinois, builders of the Galveston, Texas, sea wall…Dry land wheat is running heavier 
yields this year than irrigated fields, the average being 40 bushels to the acre, but some 
run much higher.  The best yield yet reported came when 40 acres of Tom McCloughan’s 
land southeast of Loveland gave a machine measure of 62 bushels to the acre, with the 
wheat weighing out 61 pounds…Resolutions requesting Congress “to immediately enact 
such legislation as may be necessary to stop excessive profiteering in the retail sale of 
meat and meat products” have been adopted by the North Park Stockgrowers’ Association 
in session at Walden, and have been sent to Colorado’s delegation in Washington, 
D.C….Charles Parcell of Pagosa Springs, after pleading guilty, paid a fine of $127 for 
killing a deer out of season.  He was acting as guide for a party of New Yorkers, and was 
camped on the Upper Pine River when he killed the deer, being caught by rangers in the 
act of skinning the animal…What is said to be the best yield of grain yet reported in 
Larimer County comes from the Clyde Young place near La Porte.  Forty acres of oats 
that have just been threshed yielded an average of 82 bushels to the acre.



19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  “Right Way” shoe shiners.  Open for business.  We 
polish all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work guaranteed.  Next to Estes 
Park Drug Store [a block 6 business].

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].  

19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison phonographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records, player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and show cases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at [Estes Park] Drug 
Store [a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week. 

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

19 August 1921 – Map:  Schematic, hand-drawn map, labeled with typeset letters, of the 
major roads and towns on the circle route out of Denver, taking in both the Rocky 
Mountain National Park and Denver Mountain Parks.  The map is oriented with west at 
the top of the page.  The towns and other features noted include Denver, Broomfield, 
Lafayette, Boulder, Longmont, Lyons, Loveland, the Big Thompson River, Estes Park, 
Moraine Park, the boundaries of Rocky Mountain National Park, Fall River Road, Grand 
Lake, Sulphur Springs, Granby, Coulter, Fraser, Berthoud Pass, Georgetown, Silver 
Plume, the boundaries of Denver National Parks, Idaho Springs, Golden, Morrison, and 
Conifer.  Denver is awarded the largest dot on the map, while the Denver and Estes Park 
labels use the largest typeface.  Caption:  The circle drive, which is becoming so popular 
with motorists.  The map is uncredited.

19 August 1921 – Headline:  Bear and Cubs are Seen at Loch Vale.  While on a recent 
camping trip in the vicinity of Loch Vale, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hayden and Mr. Ed 



Andrews had the unusual experience of observing a mother grizzly and her two cubs in 
their native haunts.  The party had just reached the Loch on the morning of 7 August 
1921, when their attention was attracted to what seemed to be a parade of bears, crossing 
a glade on the opposite side of the lake, near the outlet.  The old bear and one cub soon 
passed into the trees, while the other cub moved toward the lake.  The latter, when he 
discovered that he was lost, announced the fact in no uncertain terms.  Such a wailing and 
squalling, as it is seldom man’s privilege to hear, resounded from cliff to cliff.  At this, 
Mother Grizzly waited in the next clearing until her family was reunited.  Then into the 
lake she led them, heading straight for the observers.  Thinking better of this last move, 
she swam around in a circle and all landed on a rock.  Being cooled off for a run, all three 
‘loped awkwardly along in the tall grass and flowers on the shore until a perpendicular 
edge interrupted.  They swam around this and started up through the timber.  Here again, 
the old bear seemed to change her mind, and the family were all seen once more as they 
swam across the inlet of the Loch and disappeared in the woods on the opposite side of 
the lake from which they had started.  Several parties have since visited Loch Vale in 
hope of catching sight of this interesting family, but as yet none have been successful.  As 
a matter of fact, Mr. Andrews has roamed the wilds of this region for the greater part of 
the last 25 years, and this is only the second time he has been fortunate enough to see 
bears in their natural state. 

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthy’s [a block 3 business] for:  – 
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park.  
Largest collection in the state.  – Developing and printing, the kind that brings you back. 
– Navajo blankets and Native American baskets, finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world.

19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Just arriving, fall suits, coats, dresses, at 
Godfrey’s [a block 5 business].

19 August 1921 – Victor, Colorado, must raise $38,000 by 1 September 1921 by means of 
an immediate tax levy, or show cause on that date why it did not do so.  The First 
National Bank of Ithaca, New York, caused a writ of mandamus to be issued against 
mayor George Bromley and J.E. Riley, John J. Henkins, and Edward Olson, members of 
the city council, and Blanche Corbitt, treasurer, by the federal judge of the United States 
district court.  The bank claims the above amount due because Victor has failed to pay 
either the interest or principal, it is alleged…Neil Gaurley, 17 years old, a high school girl 
of Arriba, Colorado, was drowned, and three other girls narrowly escaped death while the 
four were swimming in a big irrigation reservoir one mile south of Flagler.  They had 
gone to the lake with three companions, including two men, and had been in the water 
only a few minutes when the tragedy occurred…Denver is to have the general office of 
the operating company of the Denver and Rio Grande western railroad, it is stated in 
articles of incorporation granted by the state of Delaware recently.  A copy of the articles 
have been filed with Secretary of State Milliken.  Although the chief place of business of 



the operating company will be Wilmington, Delaware, the general offices will be opened 
in Denver.

19 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Glad to receive your news items.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Our dry cleaning department is in charge of a man 
who has had over 20 years experience in all kinds of dry cleaning.  We handle all classes 
of work.  The Estes Park Laundry, telephone #50-J.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  A Real Gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for 
a short time only.  They go out of style or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Bryan-Marsh Mazda [these words part of a royal 
crown logo].  National quality.  Electric Shop.

19 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

26 August 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 20     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, August 26, 1921     Price 10 cents

26 August 1921 – Headline:  YMCA Conference Camp Closes Most Successful Year in 
its History.  With the YMCA Student Conference this week, at which there are 350 
delegates in attendance, the Conference Camp closes for the season on Monday.  At the 
11:00 a.m. service Sunday morning, Dr. Edward A. Steiner will preach, and all are 
cordially invited to hear him.  The YWCA conference being held this week is the largest 
and most successful they have ever had in Estes Park.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Campfire Nearly Causes Forest Fire in Wild Basin.  A week 
ago, a party of tourists camped near an old sawmill site, and made their fire just at the 
edge of the pile of sawdust.  When leaving their camp, they failed to extinguish their fire 
completely, and it smoldered along for a week, and the wind of Wednesday night, 
following the heavy rain and hailstorm of Wednesday [which apparently did nothing to 
put the fire out], fanned the smoldering sawdust into a flame that would have wrought 
havoc in the Wild Basin country north of Copeland Lake, but for the prompt action of 
Rocky Mountain National Park ranger Siggins.  As it was, the flames were confined to a 
small area.  Campers cannot be too careful of the location of their campfires, and to 



seeing that they are completely extinguished before leaving.  Those who leave fires are 
liable to heavy fines and damages caused by their carelessness.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Globetrotters Captivated by Estes Park.  Mr. Nelson C. 
Field, who is spending the summer in Estes Park, and who is seeing it from valley to peak 
on foot, ways that for beautiful natural scenery, he has seen nothing like the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  This means something, coming from a man of Mr. Field’s 
experience.  He has spent nine years traveling extensively in Europe, visiting all the 
beauty spots of the Alps, the Apennines, the Carpathians, and the Pyrenees.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  New Longs Peak Trail a Time Saver.  Guide Mac Dings 
reports that he saves three-quarters of an hour on each trip up Longs Peak now that the 
new trail is in use.  Ranger “Tex” Eddins and his crew have done a nice piece of work on 
Longs Peak, but we must also give credit to Dean Babcock, who laid out the trail, and has 
general supervision over it.  We are sorry it could not be completed this season, but 
recognize that there are other trail needs which are greater.

26 August 1921 – W.M. Ward is the new cashier of the First National Bank of Loveland, 
succeeding John R. Handy who becomes cashier of the First National Bank of Fort 
Collins.  Mr. Ward has had many years of banking experience, and has been assistant 
cashier of the First National Bank of Loveland for some time.  He is a gentleman of 
sterling character, and a banker of the highest type, and we feel certain that with Mr. 
Ward at the helm, the First National Bank will continue to prosper and enjoy the explicit 
confidence of the public in Loveland and vicinity.

26 August 1921 – Article reprinted form the Longmont Times.  Headline:  Fall River 
Road Finest in the Rocky Mountains.  Ray Barnes and family have returned from a trip to 
Grand Lake, and Mr. Barnes is most enthusiastic over this drive, declaring it to be one of 
the finest in the entire Rocky Mountains.  Mr. Barnes is at a loss to understand why some 
newspapers continue to condemn this road.  He states that for the most part, the road is in 
splendid shape, miles and miles of it being as smooth as paving.  However, there are 
some bad places in the road along the low stretch after descending the hill on the other 
side.  But this is for only a distance of three miles.  Mr. Barnes drove over this stretch just 
after a rainstorm, and says he was able to negotiate the mud holes easily, without the use 
of chains.  The scenery along this drive is simply wonderful.  Many of our people are 
anxious to make the trip, but have delayed owing to the many reports that have been 
published concerning the condition of the road.  Mr. Barnes says that anyone who can 
travel some of our detours during wet weather need have no fear of the Fall River Road.  
Grand Lake is about 40 miles from Estes Park, or about 75 miles from Longmont.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  New Relief Map of Rocky Mountain National Park.  The 
Department of the Interior is planning a new relief map of the Rocky Mountain National 
Park, and also some large models of Rocky Mountain National Park, and chief engraver 



L.J. Kubel, geographer John H. Renshaw, and topographic engineer R.W. Berry, all of 
Washington, D.C., were in Estes Park last week making close study of Estes Park, with 
the intention of starting the work soon.  While in Estes Park, they made the Grand Lake 
trip, and were greatly impressed with this section of the country.

26 August 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. J.F. Irwin, father and mother of Will Irwin, war 
correspondent of the Saturday Evening Post, are moving from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
to Monrovia, California, and are spending several weeks in Estes Park visiting with their 
son Herbert, who is a [presumably Rocky Mountain] National Park guide.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  For the Serious Thought of our Readers – You.  It has been a 
great pleasure to us to constantly receive the good wishes of our readers, both resident 
and nonresident, and we wish to thank one and all for same.  One card just received from 
a summer resident says, “We enjoy our Estes Park Trail, and would like to subscribe for 
the year when the present is run out.”  It is a pleasure to us that the summer visitors are 
pleased with our efforts to give them an interesting and attractive newspaper, and we are 
glad to have them become regular readers.  It will be our constant endeavor to make the 
newspaper just as interesting to them during the winter months, and improve where 
possible.  There is another matter that we wish at this time to call to the attention of our 
reader, which is that of your moral support.  We have enjoyed the support of many of you 
in the way of your subscriptions and all your job printing, and the most of you were 
patient while we were swamped with work and loyal to us through and through.  In our 
endeavor to show our appreciation of your patronage, and give your reasonable service, 
we almost sweat drops of blood, and toiled into the early morning hours while the rest of 
you were gaining much needed rest.  Our force for the most part was loyal to us and gave 
us their best.  But all this does not insure the success of the enterprise which has sought to 
be a benefit and blessing to the community.  There is still something that every reader can 
do to help us during the lean months.  Many of our advertisers will stick to us that we 
may pull through, others will stick if they find their patrons will appreciate it.  You can 
help us all winter by patronizing those who are going to stick to us that you may have the 
local newspaper.  All communities have a few who are willing to take all they can get out 
of the community, but are unwilling to put anything back into the community.  Estes Park 
is no exception to the rule.  Every man as a right to do as he pleases, so long as in so 
doing he does not interfere with the rights of others, and we have no quarrel to make with 
the person who has not advertised with us, nor given us their job printing.  However, we 
do appreciate the support of those who have advertised with us, and will continue to do 
so.  In giving us their support, they have contributed to the community as well, and are 
deserving of your support and patronage.  We want to ask you two questions:  Do you 
appreciate having a newspaper, as all other progressive communities have; will you show 
your appreciation by patronizing whenever possible those who are making it possible for 
you to have a newspaper? 



26 August 1921 – J.C. Vogt, president of the Vogt Machine Company of Louisville, 
Kentucky, and wife are in Estes Park for a short visit.

26 August 1921 – The Wellington Sun is running a column dated “Sixteen Years Ago” 
from which the following interesting item was taken:  Perhaps the oldest bible in the 
country is that one seen on the center table in the home of Mrs. R.S. Campbell, four miles 
south of Wellington.  It was printed in Edinburgh, 1793, by His Majesty’s printers.  The 
book is large, bound in leather, and is quite a relic.  Mr. Campbell’s parents brought it 
from Scotland.

26 August 1921 – Article reprinted from the Loveland Herald.  Headline:  $50,000 Lost 
on St. Vrain Road to Estes Park.  Mr. and Mrs. F.M. Howard of Chicago, Illinois, tourists 
who have been spending the past few weeks in Estes Park, met with a slight auto accident 
Sunday morning on the North Fork above Lyons.  Their car came near going over the 
bank, and in the resultant excitement, a handbag was lost.  They at first seemed inclined 
to make light of the loss, but on further questioning admitted that the loss was a heavy 
one, amounting probably to $50,000 in jewelry.  Mr. Howard stated that the handbag 
contained diamonds, two or three expensive watches, and a valuable pearl necklace 
brought by her husband from South Africa.  Mr. Howard believes it is possible that the 
handbag was stolen by someone of the crowd which gathered at the time of the accident, 
but is in hopes that it was lost and will be returned.  Mr. Howard offers a liberal reward 
for the return of the bag and valuables.  Later – The handbag containing the jewelry was 
found by a tourist and returned intact to Mr. Howard at his hotel in Denver.  

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Texas Car Goes into Ditch West of Loveland.  Turning his 
car too far out of the road to escape a big touring car that was coming at a rapid speed 
toward him, A. Trevor Whayne of San Antonio, Texas, and his wife were injured when 
their Ford went into a ditch west of Loveland Sunday.  Mr. Whayne suffered a badly 
sprained right arm, a deep cut on his left ear, and another over his right eye, while his 
wife was also badly cut about the face and sustained several bad bruises.  The accident 
occurred on the Estes Park road six miles west of Loveland, near the Ed Somers place 
[this is the owner of Somer’s Dainty Shop], and the car was turned completely over when 
it went off into a roadside ditch, breaking the windshield, fenders, and lights, and 
otherwise damaging the body [the fact that it didn’t go into the Big Thompson River 
suggests that Ed Somers didn’t live in the Big Thompson Canyon].  The car was, 
however, driven to Loveland under its own power.  Both Mr. and Mrs. Whayne were able 
to walk after the accident, and were taken to Loveland where their wounds were attended 
to.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Milk Ranks High as Food.  Do you realize the value of milk 
in the diet?  It is very rich in the mineral constituents which are most essential to the 
body.  Milk and cheese are richer in calcium than any other foods.  While the iron content 
of milk is not usually high, metabolism experiments indicate that the iron of milk is 



utilized to especially good advantage.  Its proteins, because of chemical constitution, are 
easily digested.  It is the best sources of the growth-promoting substances necessary for 
children, because of these and the high calcium content, milk is in a class alone when 
nutritive efficiency is taken into account.  Considering the cost of meat and milk, milk 
furnishes more energy and phosphorus than meat, says a writer from the Colorado State 
Agricultural College.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable,  Telephone #26.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Murphy, NA. RD. [no idea what these titles might 
mean, perhaps they are invented] Root Beer!  Needs no recommendation.  Home-made 
candy by Mr. Jacob Heininger.  Fountain drinks by the doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn 
Avenue, Estes Park [because Estes Park didn’t have street addresses in 1921, this is a 
purely invented address for this block 6 business].

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber.  Building material from the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business].  Taxidermy museum.  Imported dresses and beaded bags.  Camp equipment for 
sale or to rent.  Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  
Closing out sale for the season of rugs and furs.  You can get your fishing license with 
your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina W. Higby, telephone #205-J.  Estes Park, Colorado

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Hutchins, the Bird Man, Addresses Mountain Club.  Charles 
Hutchins, the bird man, who is spending the summer at the YMCA, gave a talk to the 
Colorado Mountain Club last week at Camp Chief Ouray on bird life.  Mr. Hutchins is an 
authority on the birds of the American continent and can closely imitate the song of 
hundreds of birds, he is also something of a botanist and greatly enjoys the study of the 
hundreds of varieties of flowers found in the Rocky Mountain National Park.  For a time, 
he conducted a school of birds and flowers at the YMCA, but was forced to discontinue 
this by the ever-increasing demands by it on his time and strength.  It is needless to state 
that the Colorado Mountain Club enjoyed the rare treat brought them by Mr. Hutchins.  
Mr. Hutchins for many years spent much of his time in California, thinking, as he says, 
they had the finest scenery in the world, but says upon his first visit to Estes Park he 
found himself much mistaken, and becomes more attached to this section of the world 
each succeeding summer.  Clifford Starr Higby of the [Rocky Mountain National Park] 
Information Bureau, many years a guide in Estes Park until the outbreak of the world war 
[World War I], when he became engaged in YMCA work in Italy, also addressed the 
Mountain Club, giving a talk on “Climbing the Matterhorn”.  The club with Mr. Higby 



climbed Mt. Richthofen in the Never Summer Range, also known as the Sawtooth Range 
and the Medicine Bow Range.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W, Estes 
Park, Colorado.

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail Want Ads are getting results – 
try them.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage 
and that of your friends if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick Fours – for 1922.  The new four-cylinder Buick 
has been long in the making.  It represents the same constructive advancement as the six-
cylinder Buick, sharing the same engineering experience, the same facilities of immense 
Buick manufacturing plants, and the same competency of the great nationwide service 
organization.  Two open and two closed models comprise the four-cylinder line.  Many 
vital features are common to all four models, such as convenience, comfort, power, and 
genuinely satisfying performance resulting from the Buick valve-in head motor, in 
connection with an equally distinctive Buick chassis mechanism.  Cord tires standard 
equipment on all models.  All prices free on board Flint, Michigan.  22-Four-34 two 
passenger roadster $935, 22-Four-35 five passenger touring $975, 22-Four-36 three 
passenger coupe $1475, 22-Four-37 five passenger sedan $1650.  East payment plan can 
be had on all these cars.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Most of Tourists Overlook our Best Beauty Spots.  Guide 
Willard Day reports having spent two days on a foot trip climbing the peaks of the 
Mummy Range.  We were surprised when he told us that since the Colorado Mountain 
Club put the peak register on the summit of Mt. Ypsilon in 1915, only 64 people had 
climbed the mountain, and the most of these were in 1915 and 1916.  This reminds us 
that many of the other “off-trail” places have not been visited of late even as much as in 
time past.  Here as everywhere, the “good” is the greatest enemy of the “best”.  Our 



automobile roads give us scenery that is so good that with it we are satisfied, and fail to 
see the “off trail” country which is best.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Dr. Steiner Addresses Woman’s Club.  The Woman’s Club 
again won the gratitude of his members and summer friends Wednesday afternoon 
through the splendid address given at its regular meeting held at the Crags by Dr. Steiner 
of Grinell, Iowa.  After a very brief business meeting, during which a beautiful and 
remarkable letter was read from William Allen White concerning the loss of his daughter, 
the meeting was turned over to Dr. Steiner.  Anyone who heard Dr. Steiner Wednesday 
can ready understand why he is considered the foremost lecturer of today.  All afire 
within, feeling his subject so deeply that he is instinctively dramatic, gifted with the 
poet’s power of word painting, witty “human” wonderfully full of living facts, it is no 
wonder he held his hearers spell-bound.  Moreover, the spontaneous inquiries his lecture 
elicited proved he had set his audience thinking.  The lecture Dr. Steiner delivered 
Wednesday is a chapter of his new book which will be off the press in October.  The 
Woman’s Club is deeply grateful to Dr. Steiner for making it possible for them to offer so 
great a treat to its members and summer guests.

26 August 1921 – Newt Miller and wife were renewing old friendships in Estes Park last 
week.  Newt had a two-week vacation and drove through from Canon City.  They 
included Denver, Cripple Creek, Steamboat Springs, and Grand Lake in their trip.

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  A real treat after the show, our own ice cream, 
sherbets, cakes, and pastries at the Mary Grey Tea Room.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  “Send it to the laundry.”  [Text broken by graphic of a 
woman handing a liveried gentleman a bundle, essentially a covered box, of laundry.  The 
woman’s back is to us, the driver extends his hands to cradle the package.  A girl with a 
small dog stands next to the front fender of a delivery truck in the background.  The 
words “Copyright the A.L.M. Company” serve as a caption.  A.L.M. likely stands for 
American Laundry Mission, or similar.] “Send it to the laundry”.  Ladies’ and children’s 
work our specialty.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J

26 August 1921 – Jake Cleveland, Boulder fireman, has a badly-broken right leg as a 
result of a jump of six feet from a ladder in the rear of the fire station at Boulder.  He was 
practicing fire fighting with other members of the department when the ladder on which 
he was standing started to slip.  To save himself from a fall, he jumped…William Mahar 
and J.P. Henthorne of Pueblo escaped death on the Sky Line Drive at Canon City by 
jumping from their automobile just before it backed off the road and plunged 400 feet 
blow.  Mahar attempted to shift from high gear to low while ascending the drive, but the 
clutch and brakes refused to work…Arrangements are being made by American Beet 
Sugar Company to start their factory at Rocky Ford 15 September 1921.  The crop in this 



section appears to be the best in years, and the campaign promises to be one of the 
longest in the history of the factory.

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Peacock and Helen Ardelle University Girl 
chocolates at the Mary Grey Tea Room.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Final Settlement and Determination of Heirship.  
Estate of Henry Cowgill, deceased.  No. 2333.  Notice is hearby given that on 22 August 
1921, the undersigned will present to the county court of Larimer County, Colorado, his 
accounts for final settlement of administration of said estate, when and where all persons 
in interest may appear and object to them, if they so desire.  Notice is also hereby given 
that application for the determination of heirship of said Henry Cowgill, deceased, has 
been made, and that the court will on said date hereinbefore mentioned, or at any time to 
which the hearing may be continued, proceed to ascertain and determine who are the 
heirs of the said Henry Cowgill deceased, and as such entitled to inherit any lands, 
tenements, hereditaments, or other property, real or personal, constituting all or a part of 
the estate of the said Henry Cowgill, deceased, and enter a decree accordingly, at which 
hearing all persons claiming to be heirs at law of said deceased may appear and present 
their proof.  H. Morse Cowgill, administrator.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  [Photograph of an elaborate piece of machinery, 
presumably different stations of “Landis” shoe-repair machinery, involving a long, belt-
driven axle connected to a motor.]  The most up-to-date shoe repair shop in northern 
Colorado.  If you want your shoes repaired, take them to Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop.  
Better service, lower prices.  The New Electric Shoe Shop.  Fine shoe repairing.  Harold 
M. Dunning, proprietor.  The all-American shop.  Loveland, Colorado.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  For the best automobile service, telephone #160.  
Cadillac 8’s, cautious drivers.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company [sic 
punctuation].  Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business], Lawrence E. Grace, 
manager.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company, Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  Grand Lake 
Lodge, Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its 
western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building 
and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has 



its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road.  By rail 
and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 
per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, 
Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

26 August 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, Editor and Publisher.  Office Hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., 3:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in the Josephine 
Hotel building [a block 5 location].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop 
in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  
Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, 
single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – contract rates for one year, 
125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, 
transient rate.  Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading 
notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  Classified 
advertising:  Want ads – 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding 
insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, 
obituaries 5 cents per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  
Changes in advertising copy must reach this office not later than Monday to insure 
insertion same week.  New advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park 
Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the 
signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission 
through the mails as second-class matter, 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 
March 1879.

26 August 1921 – Poem, author unknown:  There is No Unbelief.  There is no unbelief!/
Whoever plants a seed beneath the sod,/And waits to see it push away the clod,/He trusts 
in God./whoever says the clouds are in the sky;/Be patient, heart; light breaketh by-and-
by,/Trusts the Most High./Whoever sees ’neath winter’s wealth of snow/The silent 
harvest of the future grow,/God’s power must know./Whoever lies down in his couch to 
sleep,/Content to lock his sense in slumber deep,/Knows God will keep./These is no 
unbelief!/And day by day and night unconsciously/The heart lives by that faith the lips 
deny–/God knoweth why. [signed] Anonymous. 

26 August 1921 – Prose poem and byline:  At the Theatre by Walt Mason.  I went last 
night to see the play – a drama of the modern kind; and I am feeling tired today; I’d like 
to fumigate my mind.  I’d hate to always recollect those tawdry jokes and vicious cracks; 
for I would fain be circumspect, and keep my brain as clean as wax.  The playwright did 
his best to show that married life is flat and stale; that homely virtues are too slow to 
prosper in this earthly vale; he put Deceit on dress parade, and put a laurel crown of Vice; 
and Honor saw her trophies fade, and Truth was laid upon the ice.  “It held the mirror up 



to life,” and I, who saw it, homeward went, and got a club and beat my wife, and robbed 
an orphan of a cent.  If I saw many plays so rank, so full of dark and evil thought, I’d 
steal a blind man’s saving bank, or swipe a widow’s house and lot.  You may be lustrous 
as a star, with all the virtues in you canned, but if you fool around with tar, you’ll blacken 
up to beat the band.  You may be wholesome as the breeze that chortles through a country 
lane, but if you eat limburger cheese, your friends will pass you with disdain.  And every 
time you see a play, or read a book that makes a jest, of love and home you throw away, 
some part of you that was the best.  

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Something for Nothing.  The following editorial from the 
Filer (Idaho) Record tells its own story.  “The Record has but three tings to sell.  These 
are:  White space, job work, and subscriptions, but the greatest of these is white space.  
People would not think of going into a store and asking the merchant to hand out a 
package of goods free, but will expect newspapers to give, free of charge, one of the only 
three things they have to sell, namely:  space.  It is barely possible that in this community 
there are some who do not yet understand that notices in a newspaper, advertising a 
function, or entertainment, where an admission is charged or goods sold, is subject to 
charge.  There may be some who think it is all right to charge a baker for advertising his 
products, but an outrage to charge some society for advertisements of cooked food, or 
other sales; it seems reasonable to the minds of some that reading notices of admission 
charged for, but the same does not hold true when applied to an organization made up of 
many individuals.  In the olden days, when country editors traded for subscriptions for 
their winter’s supply of vegetables, when print paper was 3 cents a pound, and when a 
$10 a week “hand-pegger” set all the type, this may have been the practice, but in this 
modern commercial age, with costs soaring in every department, high rent, high taxes, 
modern equipment, the demand for speed and accuracy, and 14 cents news print, the 
publisher is a poor businessman unless he makes a fair and reasonable charge for every 
product of his office, or, sooner or later, will be numbered with the thousands of 
newspaper failures.”

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Annual Meeting.  Notice is hereby given that the 
annual meeting of the stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company will be held in the 
Estes Park bank building in Estes Park, Colorado, on Saturday, 27 August 1921, at 3:00 
p.m., for the purpose of electing a board of directors, and for the purpose of voting on the 
question of increasing the capital stock and such other business as may properly come 
before the meeting.  Charles F. Hix, secretary.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  People of our town.  [Illustration of older man, back to the 
artist with head turned to the left, smoking a corn-cob pipe.  His features somewhat 
resemble the caricature of Sigmund Freud.  The rooflines of simple houses are sketched 
in, and the moon is a crescent.  The illustration is signed by Charles Sughroe in the lower 
right corner.]  Every town has a good ole scout who takes a healthy interest in everything 
that’s going on.  Nothing escapes his eagle eye or eager ear, and he’s a regular news mine 



for the editor.  Were in not for the volunteer reporter, the newspaper would not be so 
newsy sometimes.  Here’s to you, Ole Scout!  

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental X-Ray, 
telephone #198-J.  

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  E.D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot. 

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Be sure to read the Estes Park Trail Want Ads 
before laying the newspaper aside.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage, dealers in Dodge, Nash, and Ford 
cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin and Savage 
tires at Denver prices.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Real Estate.  Insurance.  Loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary Public.  Cornelius H. Bond.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

26 August 1921 – Column title and byline:  Uncle Walt’s Story by Walt Mason.  [Column 
illustration:  Cartoon of an overstuffed man sitting, legs crossed, in an overstuffed chair 
on the far left of the frame, lecturing to three people – a pair closer to him consisting of a 
middle-aged man rubbing his chin, seated on a very low or invisible cushion next to a 
young girl, who is standing to his right and wearing a short dress.  An elderly individual 
on the far right with glasses, a very long beard, and a cane in his left hand, again with his 
right hand up to his chin, completes the vignette, as does the word “copyright” above the 
lower border on the right.  The drawing is uncredited.]  Title:  Cheap Sports.  
[Photograph:  A mug shot of the well-groomed, square-jawed journalist, wearing a sharp 
suit and tie, and with a part in his hair more firm than concrete, runs with the column]  “I 
grow weary of reading the despicable flings at women which seem to pass for wit in 
some newspaper offices,” said the professor.  “If men were only half as good as women, 
the world would be a much better place in which to live.”  “Yet you must admit that 
women have a yellow streak,” protested the low-browed man.  “They are great people in 



a general way, and if they were abolished it would be little short of a calamity, but they 
are cheap sports.  That’s the worst I know about them.  Last fall about a thousand women 
came to town as delegates to some sort of a talkfest, and the citizens were asked to 
furnish them with board and lodging during their stay.  These dames came to town togged 
out in purple and fine linen and bespangled with precious stones, and most of them had 
money in every pocket, yet not one of them thought of going to a hotel and paying her 
way like a little man.  In the bunch were the wives of bankers and laundrymen and 
editors, and other notoriously wealthy citizens, and they were such poor sports that they 
were willing to accept a handout rather than loosen up a few bones at the caravansary.  
There were six of these female delegates at our house.  Aunt Julia goes the limit when it 
comes to hospitality.  When she first heard that the women of the town were expected to 
take care of the delegates, she said she would take care of two of them.  A day or two 
later, she sent word that she could provide for four, and then she concluded she could 
handle six, and if she had had a few more days, she’d have volunteered to take charge of 
the whole convention.  She’s a good sport, even if all the rest of the women are four-
flushers.  The six women arrived on time, and the look of them gave me chills and fever.  
They were fierce old relics with tortoise shell combs in their hair.  I was hoping our 
delegates might be young and attractive, but these women all have false teeth and large 
feet.  I was expected to live in the cow stable during their stay, and before they came I 
protested bitterly, but after seeing them I was perfectly satisfied with the arrangement.  
Aunt Julia actually gave up her comfortable bedroom and slept on a cot in the kitchen.  
She had been busy for days fixing up things so the women would be comfortable.  You 
should have seen those six women when they came down for breakfast the first morning 
they were there.  They looked as sour as though they had just been given ten days on the 
rock pile.  They began grumbling among themselves, taking care to talk loud enough for 
Aunt Julia to hear.  One said she had always been used to a good big pillow, and she 
couldn’t sleep on a pillow the size of a pin cushion.  If strangers ever stayed overnight at 
her house, she said, they would be given real pillows, and not graven images.  Another 
old hag said the bed she slept in kept her awake all night with its creaking and groaning.  
It evidently needed oiling.  She didn’t believe that any woman with proper self-respect 
would let a guest have such a bed.  Aunt Julia listened for a while, and I could hear her 
teeth grating like a coffee mill.  After a while she went upstairs and gathered all the 
handbags and other traps belonging to those beldames, and put them on the porch, and 
when the women were done eating, she led them out and showed them their junk, and 
invited them to go down to the railway yards and find lodging in a box car.”

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Alias Summons.  In the county court.  State of Colorado, 
county of Larimer.  Della Miller, plaintiff, versus Samuel Miller, defendant.  The people 
of the state of Colorado.  To Samuel Miller, the defendant above named, greeting.  You 
are hereby required to appear in action brought against you by the above named plaintiff 
in the county court of Larimer County, state of Colorado, and answer the complaint 
therein within 20 days after the service hereof if served within this county, or, if served 
out of this county, or by publication, within 30 days after the service hereof, exclusive of 



the day of service, or judgment by default will be taken against you according to the 
prayer of the complaint.  And if a copy of the complaint in the above entitled action be 
not served with this summons, or if the service hereof be made out of this state, then 10 
days additional to the time hereinbefore specified for appearance and answer will be 
allowed before the taking of judgment by default as aforesaid.  The said action is brought 
to procure an annulment of a marriage contract, as will more fully appear from the 
complaint in said action to which reference is here made.  And you are hereby notified 
that if you fail to appear, and to answer the said complaint as above required, the said 
plaintiff will take judgment against you by default, according to the prayer of the 
complaint.  Given under my hand and the seal of said court of Fort Collins in said county, 
this tenth day of August, A.D. 1921.  Clark L. Bouton, Clerk of the County Court.  First 
publication 12 August 1921.  Last publication 2 September 1921.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Khaki riding breeches and suits!!  The clothes we sell 
are our best advertisement.  You get the best quality and fit when you buy Kampit, 
Underhill, or Levi Strauss make.  I.T. stands for international tailoring, and good all wool 
made to your measure.  Suits at from $25 to $50.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 
2 business].

26 August 1921 – Among the new arrivals at the Brinwood are Mrs. Olcott of Dallas, 
Texas, mr. and Mrs. Krouz, Mrs. Alfred Trepp and daughter of St. Louis, Missouri, C.W. 
Roberts and wife of Emporia, Kansas, Miss Helen Benner of Sterling, Illinois, Miss Flora 
Johns of Elgin, Illinois, J. Warren Burket of Denver, and Mr. Elmer Burket of Wayne, 
Pennsylvania.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commission will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We can’t satisfy you unless you wish the best 
developing and printing of your Kodak films.  The Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  
“We put the snap in snap shots.”  Lawrence E. Grace, Estes Park, Colorado.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Automobile 
repairing, tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your home town.  30 x 3 safety 
$13.45.  Other sizes accordingly.  Complete stock all sizes on hand.  Automobile 
accessories, Ford parts, storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble, night service until 
11:00 p.m.   



26 August 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Dr. Ramey of the Ramey 
Hospital in Lincoln, Nebraska, who has a cottage near the Boulder-Greeley Colony, left 
Estes Park Wednesday morning…The railroads reaching Colorado have made a special 
rate for the American Legion Convention to be held in Kansas City, Missouri, in October 
of one cent per mile. A number of American Legion posts have already chartered special 
cars to the convention…Semi-advertisement:  Closing out sale of rugs and furs at the 
National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…The “kids” of Estes Park have the 
laugh on most of the other “kids” in the county.  The Wellington young folks took their 
books under their arms last Monday morning and hied themselves to the school building, 
where their interests are supposed to be centered for the rest of the year.  The Fort Collins 
and Loveland schools will open next Monday, while the Estes Park schools open 5 
September 1921…A party of young people from the Columbines climbed Longs Peak by 
moonlight Wednesday night.  They reported a good time, and a beautiful sunrise.  Mac 
Dings as the guide for the party…W.E. Baldridge has purchased a lot on the hill by the 
telephone office from the Mountain States Telephone Company, and will build a cottage 
in the near future…Arthur Warfield and wife, formerly Miss Sybil Stewart, both of Fort 
Collins, are spending a two-week honeymoon at Mrs. C.W. Woods homestead cabin…
Semi-advertisement:  Closing out sale of rugs and furs and the National Park Outing 
Company [a block 3 busines]…Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Koch and Miss Koch of St. Louis, 
Missouri, are guests at the Columbines.  Mr. Koch and his family climbed Longs Peak 
Monday…Mr. William G. Holt, a lawyer of Kansas City, Missouri, and wife are at 
Elkhorn Lodge this week, completing a trip that began 5 August 1921, the trip being in 
commemoration of their 25th wedding anniversary.  They first visited Yellowstone 
National Park and then came on to Estes Park.  This is their first visit to Estes Park, and 
they are much in love with it, and declare it to be the most beautiful spot they have ever 
seen…Chester Dunbar and wife of Kalamazoo, Michigan, uncle and aunt of Mrs. E.A. 
Somers, are visiting at the Somers home…Mr. and Mrs. Ed Myers of Brighton, Colorado, 
are guests at the E.A. Somers home this week…Miss Vera Davis of Sturgis, Kentucky, is 
a guest at the Columbines…The Larimer County Fair will be held this year on 5 
September 1921 through 9 September 1921 at Loveland.  The state firemen’s tournament 
will be held in connection with the fair this year…Marshal Cooke caused the arrest of 
E.N. Eggleton in Fort Collins for the theft of a couple of razors and a pocketknife from 
Theodore Schlapfer.  [Schlapfer was the long-time Estes Park dairyman and rancher.  He 
was born in Switzerland, but from his WWI registration card, it seems possible he was 
born on 11 December 1876 instead of 11 December 1869 as everyone, including 
Schlapfer himself, claimed, for example, when he celebrated his 100th birthday in 1969.]  
Eggleton pled guilty and was given thirty days and costs…F.E. Brainard has purchased a 
lot on the hill from Carl Piltz, and plans to build a home there…Semi-advertisement:  
Closing out sale of rugs and furs at the National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business]…In spite of the bad weather during the past week, Mac Dings, the Columbines 
guide, has made five successful Longs Peak trips…Rev. C.C. Dobbs, wife, and two 



children of Aurora, Nebraska, are visiting in Estes Park.  Rev. Dobbs was a number of 
years ago pastor of the Christian church at Longmont.

26 August 1921 – Chicken thieves and allied crafts are waging a strong campaign upon 
the town of Wellington.  Every night, a dozen or more roosts have been robbed, garden 
truck is pulled up, and two 5-gallon cans of gasoline were stolen from an irrigation 
well…The largest increase in acreage grown under irrigation shown for any crop in the 
decade is for alfalfa.  The census bureau showed that 659,912 acres of alfalfa was grown 
under irrigation in Colorado in 1919, compared with 480,586 acres in 1909.  There was 
also a considerable increase in acreage of alfalfa grown without irrigation, the census 
bureau reports showing that 94.4% of all alfalfa grown by the state in 1909 was irrigated, 
while only 84.4% of it was irrigated in 1919.  Records of the state immigration 
department show that the acreage of alfalfa grown without irrigation in eastern Colorado 
counties is increasing rather rapidly each year…Fire threatened desctruction to the entire 
town of Mead.  The flames broke out in the general merchandise store of I.F.  Mead, and 
had been burning for some time before being discovered.  Calls were sent to Longmont 
and Loveland for help while bucket brigades fought the spreading flames.  The Longmont 
department arrived 35 minutes after being called, and by hard work, prevented the fire 
from spreading beyond the Walden store.  The loss is estimated at $19,000.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Music Club Notes.  The musical given by the Estes Park 
Music and Study Club at the Presbyterian church on Thursday evening, 16 August 1921, 
was one that will not soon be forgotten.  Mrs. A.I. Root, contralto of Omaha, Nebraska, 
Mr. Eugene Shaw Carter, violinist, and Miss Elizabeth Dean Fickett, pianist, assisted by 
Mr. Eric Oldberg, accompanist, gave a program worthy of the interest shown, and their 
responses to the encores were liberal and thoroughly appreciated.  The club is grateful for 
the use of the church upon this occasion, and takes the opportunity to thank Rev. 
Montgomery, pastor of the church, and the trustees for their assistance and generosity in 
the interests of the club.  This entertainment was the last of the season’s series, although 
available talent, local and visiting, is by no means depleted.  There has been a keen, 
gratifying interest shown throughout the entire program season, and the club will now 
adjust itself to the regular winter routine, with Mrs. Harry McMahan, vice-president of 
the club, in charge for the next two months, during the absence of the president Mrs. 
Clem Yore, who will spend some time in the east.

26 August 1921 – James Chamberlain, a farmer near Wiggins, claims to have discovered 
a unique way of increasing the flow of milk from his cows.  The Chamberlain farm has 
been the scene of many dances, and Mr. Chamberlain avers that he finds on the morning 
after the dances, particularly when the music lasted until the early morning hours, that his 
cows are more generous with the milk…Weld County is being deluged with hoboes as 
the result of the action of the Union Pacific railroad to employing special agents to rid its 
trains of the non-paying travelers.  Special agent Tom Cole, with a posse of assistants, 
“cleaned” two extra freight trains at Pierce, a station 20 miles north of Greeley, of sixty 



hoboes, many of whom were [and this is completely irrelevant] African-American…
Before a crowd of 1500 persons, one of the largest gatherings ever in attendance at the 
Deertrail annual fair, Cody Martin, about 35 years old, a rider in the grand free-for-all 
half-mile running race, was killed when he was thrown with his mount after the animal 
had stumbled and fallen while holding the inside of the track next to the fence…The cost 
of educating is going up.  The school board of Boulder spent $58.60 per pupil the last 
fiscal year, an increase of $10.38 over last year.  The total cost of the schools was 
$175,775.68, which is $27,656.54 in excess of the preceding year.  The total paid to 
teachers during the year was $132,424.58…Plans for the new national guard armory 
building to be located in Brighton are completed, and as soon as the site is selected, 
building operations will be started.  The cost of the structure is estimated at $31,000…
Sugar beets rank first in value among irrigated crops grown in Colorado, though the 
acreage devoted to this crop is smaller than that devoted to either alfalfa or wild hay.  The 
records of the census bureau showed that 99% of the sugar beets grown in the state in 
1909 were irrigated, while in 1919 only6 82.8% were irrigated.  In both 1920 and 1921, 
the acreage of sugar beets cultivated was greater than for 1919, and the acreage cultivated 
under irrigation was greater each year than that shown by the census bureau for 1919.  
The census bureau report shows only 137,329 acres of sugar beets grown under irrigation 
in 1919, while the records of the immigration department indicate that over 200,000 acres 
were grown under irrigation in 1920, and nearly 200,000 in 1921…Edgar T. Conquest 
has been nominated to be register of the land office in Sterling, Colorado, and James D. 
Gallup to be register of the land office in Buffalo, Wyoming.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  School shoes.  Parents who have children to outfit in 
school shoes will do well to consult our stock.  We are closing out our entire line of 
ladies’ and children’s shoes, and in many instances the prices are about half value.  Our 
line of boys’ shoes, sizes 3 to 6, brown elk, were $5.50, now $4.50.  All ladies’ and 
misses’ shoes are now marked at wholesale cost or less.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 
business].

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trip s to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W [the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company telephone 
number].  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Dresses, coats, and suits.  We have just received the 
largest stock of ladies wearing apparel ever shown in Estes Park.  We have tried our best 
to get good merchandise, and we feel justly proud of the result.  We want you to make 
our store your headquarters, and feel perfectly free to look over the stock as often as you 
like.  Our prices are so low that you can afford to buy the very best.  Call on us often – 
you are always welcome.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].



26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen 
tree growing from a rocky slope, with a mountain peak and cotton-wool clouds 
artistically arranged in the background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed 
“Seid”.]  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business], photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.

26 August 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them 
for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents…Subhead:  For Sale.  For Sale – House 
tent, 12 feet by 14 feet, knocked down, reasonable.  Inquire C.M. Kearns, Hupp Hotel.  
20-4t…For Sale or Trade – Nicely improved 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of best 
ditches in county, balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, 
one mile from good school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash 
at first payment, balance terms at 7% interest.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  
19tf…For Sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  
Telephone #27J3…For Sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity 
water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will 
not last long at the price.  Address CC, care Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For Rent.  
For Rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  
tf…Homes to Rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith…Subhead:  
Miscellaneous.  To Trade – Piano on light car.  Telephone #158.  3tp.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next summer.  
Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your hose now, and 
build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season?  We have plenty of plans to 
choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are satisfied.  
Hurd and Woolley [sic, subsequently Wooley], builders.  S.M. Hurd, post office box 26.  
A.W. Wooley [sic, previously Woolley], post office box 72.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell, funeral director and licensed 
embalmer, Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.



26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business] “in the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European plan, rates reasonable.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Entertainment at Crags Great Success.  That the summer 
entertainments of the Woman’s Club are increasingly popular was evidenced at the card 
party given by them at the “Crags” last Saturday afternoon.  Entertainment Hall was 
packed with tables and people, gay streamers hung over the windows and from the 
evergreen ropes and garland, and beautiful baskets in pastel shades filled with delicious 
homemade candies decorated the white covered tables.  The prize table looked like 
Christmas, so laden was it with gay and interesting packages.  After the winner at each 
table was decided upon, these lucky folks marched round the table to the music of 
Beresford’s unbeatable orchestra, and chose the most alluring bundle there.  Mrs. 
Slabaugh of Omaha, Nebraska, and Mrs. McClenahan of Fort Worth, Texas, each sang 
most charmingly for the very appreciative group gathered there.  Beresford’s orchestra 
also contributed to their enjoyment by playing several selections.  Delicious sherbet and 
dainty cake were served, and everyone went away saying that this was the prettiest party, 
and afforded the happiest time of any of the many delightful affairs the Woman’s Club 
has given.  Mrs. Mills declares the success of the card party was due to her ever loyal and 
enthusiastic guests, who worked like Trojans for it, and to those staunch club members 
who cooperated and contributed toward it.  Thanks to this entertainment, the Woman’s 
Club have less than $100 to raise toward the $1000 goal they set themselves for this 
summer.

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  You can keep in touch with the garden spot of the 
United States by ordering the weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail during the winter…
One of the heaviest rain and hail storms the writer ever witnessed struck Deer Mountain 
Wednesday afternoon.  The stones that fell were many of them over an inch in diameter.  
There was a streak of hail about a half-mile in width in a straight line clear through Estes 
Park and Rocky Mountain National Park coming in on the east side of Longs Peak and 
crossing Deer Mountain where the hail, an hour after the storm, was from two inches to a 
foot deep all over the ground.  The High Drive road was badly washed…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds 
of fine job printing…C.A. Espelin and family of Fort Collins spent the week in Estes 
Park at their cottage in Prospect Heights…Semi-advertisement:  Many are ordering the 
Estes Park Trail for the winter, have you?...Mr. and Mrs. A.R. Ross, who have been 
spending most of the summer at their cottage on the High Drive, will return to their home 
in Fort Collins for the winter the last of this week…Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park 
Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds of fine job printing…Edwin 



Proctor, a prominent attorney of Des Moines, Iowa, is spending his ninth summer in Estes 
Park, and is a guest at the Hupp Hotel.

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Franklin Roadster Stolen.  J.S. Winkler of Chanute, Kansas, 
lost his Franklin roadster by theft Thursday night, supposedly about 11:00 p.m.  The car 
had been left in front of the Hupp Hotel, and was missed early Friday morning.  Mr. 
Winkler and wife had arrived in Estes Park just a few days previously, and had planned to 
tour Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park, but the theft prevented their doing 
so.  The car bore Kansas license number 36725, and Colorado guest number 10203.  
Town Marshal Elmer I. Cooke was notified of the loss as soon as it was discovered, and 
at once got busy on the telephone in an effort to intercept the machine, but without any 
immediate results.

26 August 1921 – Mr. Harry B. Boyd and sister have for guests their cousins Mrs. C.H. 
Pease, Miss Pease, and Mr. John Pease of Cincinnati, Ohio.

26 August 1921 – Column title:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees of 
the town of Estes Park, held Monday, 21 August 1921.  Harry W. Lee $42.  Walker Lee 
$80.  J.T. Sisk $125.  Elmer I. Cooke $150.  Harry W. Lee $21.  Walker  Lee $85.  George 
W. Johnson $95.  Julius Foss Schwartz $11.39.  Harry W. Lee $21 [sic, redundancy].  J.E. 
Macdonald 45 cents.  Harry B. Boyd $9.  E.D. Lindley $6.  Estes Park Creamery and 
Mercantile Company $1.94.  James H. Boyd $53.80.  Stanley Power Department $33.75.  
Estes Park Trail $4.  Theodore Schlapfer $14.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, Town Clerk.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  “A stitch in time saves nine.”  Better have those tires 
and tubes fixed properly before you start home – may save you an expensive experience.  
The Kelly-Springfield store.  Francis Tire Service Company [in a tire logo with a ribbon 
across the center].  “Service that satisfies”

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Low Filling Station.  Lubricating oils and gasoline.  
[We] extend a cordial welcome to old friends and customers, and we shall be glad to 
make the acquaintance of new.  Clear-vision gasoline pump!  See what you get.  Clyde 
M. Low and O.P. Low.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Rocky Mountain School of Music.  Students accepted 
at any time.  Address Mountain Hall.  Estes Park, Colorado.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 
week.  Per day $4 to $6.  For information, call G.M. Derby, manager [no telephone 
number appears in this advertisement]



26 August 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday school.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  Subhead:  Episcopal.  Morning services 
at Elkhorn Lodge 11:00 a.m.  Evening services at Steads 8:00 p.m.  Subhead;  Sunday 
School Lesson, 28 August 1921.  From Asia to Europe.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 16, 
verses 6-18.  Golden text – And they said, believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt  
be saved, an thy house. – Acts chapter 16, verse 31.  Reference material – Romans 
chapter 15, verses 15-21.  Primary topic – A wonderful dream.  Junior topic – Paul 
crosses over into Europe.  Intermediate and senior topic – Beginning work on a new 
continent.  Young people and adult topic – Paul carries the Gospel to Europe.  Subhead:  
I. Forbidden by the Holy Spirit to preach the word (Acts chapter 16, verses 6-8).  We 
have here a lesson on divine guidance.  The inclination of Paul and his companions was 
to tarry in the provinces of Asia preaching the word, but contrary to their inclination, they 
were hurried along.  They might have reasoned “What difference would it make as to 
where we preach, just so the Gospel is preached?”  Though seemingly small, the question 
as to whether the Gospel should be preached among the people in the east or in the west 
has determined the entire history of the church.  Had they preached among the people in 
the east, Christianity would never have become worldwide.  On the other hand, by laying 
hold upon the Grecian intellect, and combining with it the push and energy of the 
Romans, it became worldwide.  In the guidance of the Spirit, we find Him just as active 
and as faithful in closing doors as in opening them.  “The stops as well as the steps of a 
good man are ordered of the Lord.”  We ought to as truly recognize God’s hand in the 
“shut-ins” as well as in the “open-outs”.  Subhead:  II. Called to Macedonia (Acts chapter 
16, verses 9-12).  A vision was given to Paul of a man from Macedonia pleading for help.  
This was the solution of the mystery of closed doors about them.  There is a negative and 
a positive side to the Spirit’s guidance.  If we will note both, we shall be able to 
determine with a surety the proper course of action.  In order to be led aright, we must be 
sure that we are willing to be led, pray definitely for leading, and then render willing 
obedience as fast as the light comes.  As soon as the divine way was known, they 
rendered immediate obedience.  Subhead:  III. The first convert in Europe (Acts chapter 
16, verses 13-15).  The missionaries went to Phillippi.  The Jewish element in this city 
was very insignificant; so much so that they could not afford a synagogue; therefore, the 
devout people were accustomed to worship at the river side.  To this humble gathering, 
Paul came and preached to the women gathered there.  A certain woman from Thyatira 
believed his message, and was baptized.  Lydia was a woman of wealth, culture, and wide 
experience, and yet she had need of Christ.  The steps in Lydia’s conversion are worthy of 
note:  1. Attendance at the place of prayer (Acts chapter 16, verse 13).  This is the case 
with most people who are saved.  2. Listened to the preaching of the word of God (Acts 
chapter 16, verses 12-14).  The instrument used by the Holy Spirit in the conversion of 
sinners is the word of God.  “Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of 
God” (Romans chapter 10, verse 17).  3. Her heart was opened by the Lord (Acts chapter 



16, verse 14).  Regeneration is a supernatural work.  When the Gospel is preached, the 
Spirit of God makes it living and active, opening the sinner’s heart for the reception of 
Christ.  4. She was baptized (Acts chapter 16, verse 15).  It is natural for the one who 
believes in Christ to desire to be baptized.  5. Her household also believed (Acts chapter 
16, verse 15).  Thus we see that hers was a typical conversion.  Subhead:  IV. A spirit of 
divination cast out (Acts chapter 16, verses 16-18).  As the missionaries went out from 
day to day to the place of prayer, they were accosted by a young woman possessed by a 
spirit of divination.  She was owned by a syndicate of men, who derived large gains from 
her sooth-saying.  This act of the woman became a great annoyance to Paul, who, in the 
name of Jesus Christ, commanded the evil spirit to come out.  Here is a case of a spiritual 
medium, a fortune teller, being freed from demoniacal possession.  Many men today are 
making money by the degradation of womanhood, and they resent all efforts to destroy 
their infernal business, even try to destroy those who interfere with their business.  Here 
as everywhere, Satan blocks the way as the Gospel of Christ is carried into new fields, 
but the Lord is again triumphant.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the Continental 
Divide to Grand Lake, is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  This 
wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher than any 
road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, Lyons, and 
Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States Mail, etc.  The Rocky 
Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Licensed operators for 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail Want Ads are result getters.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration of Thor washing machine, a curved metal 
drum on a four-legged stand, with the Thor logo in cursive on the side and the “water 
line” mark below, an electric motor on the bottom, and a wringer on the right side.]  Let 
the Thor take the drudgery out of washday.  It prolongs the life of the clothes, and makes 
washday a pleasure.  The Electric Shop.  W.E. Baldridge and V.D. Horrel [sic, suggest 
Hurrel].

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there”./Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park./By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.



26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The store that satisfies.  We are introducing a lotion 
which we make especially for sunburn, chapped skin, and for use after shaving.  Ask for 
menthol lotion.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Telephone #41   

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Baldpate Inn.  Charles Mace and Gordon Mace.  Folks 
always talk about a good meal; that’s one reason we’re so widely advertised.  Fourth 
season, same cook.  Telephone #2-W.

26 August 1921 – Headline:  Are You Playing Square?  Now that the time has come for 
people to return to home duties, how about the horse or the burro which has served you 
faithfully all summer?  Or the cat or dog which has been your pet and playmate of the 
children?  Every winter, the silent pathetic tragedy of the starvation and slow death of 
faithful animals left “to rustle” saddens the heart of those who live in Estes Park and 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  If you cannot take them to some place where they will 
be cared for, it is much more merciful to kill them before leaving [sic].  Don’t flatter 
yourself that they will “get along all right”.  They don’t:  They suffer just as your children 
would if treated in this way.  He who “watches over the fall of the sparrow” will surely 
recompense this sort of cruelty to the silent creatures of the earth.  Be merciful as you 
hope for mercy.  Provide for your dumb friends before you go.  Be square with the most 
faithful friends you have. –Contributed.

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you 
prompt service for all kinds of fine job printing…Professor F.J. Miller, Dean of Chicago 
University, is a guest at the Hupp Hotel for a few weeks…Mr. and Mrs. B.L. Brannan of 
Loveland, Mrs. Brannan’s father, J.B. Welch, age 84, of Clarinda, Iowa, and her sister, 
Mrs. Corwin, also of Clarinda, Iowa, are Estes Park visitors this week, stopping at the 
Hupp Hotel…Semi-advertisement:  You will want to keep in touch with Estes Park this 
winter by the weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail.  Give us your subscription before you 
leave…Mrs. Milo G. Rice and daughter Louise are spending the week in Allenspark.  Mr. 
Rice is employed by the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company, and upon 
coming here from Longmont, Mrs. Rice and Louise departed for New York in the hope 
the climatic change would benefit the former’s health.  Mrs. Rice found the change was 
not beneficial, and came to Estes Park three weeks ago, and is already enjoying health of 
former years…Semi-advertisement:  Many are ordering the Estes Park Trail for the 
winter, have you?...William Tenbrook Parke, is going through some old newspapers the 
other day, discovered an old trade newspaper publishing in Lyons, Colorado, in 1888, by 
a merchant, H.N. Morey.  The sheet is a three-column, eight page affair, and no doubt a 
gem in the printing line in those days.  We notice Morey advertised “the best work shoe 
in town for $2.”  We dare him to do it again.

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have you telephone the news.



26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  J.B. Baird, 
successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  [Illustration:  Open box of Eastman “Autographic” 
film.  The film cartridge, a black cylinder, protrudes slightly beyond the flaps on the left 
side.]  Developing and printing, 24 hour service.  If you are not getting the results you 
wish in your Kodak work, let us help you.  Eastman agency, postcards, Kodaks rented.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  We solicit your banking business.  For your 
convenience, open a checking account.  If you wish travelers’ checks, foreign and 
domestic exchange, or safety deposit boxes, come in and see us.  “Make the home bank 
your bank”.  Chairman of board James D. Stead, president Augustus Denby Lewis, vice-
president Julius Foss Schwartz, vice-president Albert Hayden, cashier Charles F. Hix.  
The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  “Where your patronage is appreciated”.  
Hours 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

26 August 1921 – Column title:   Coming Events.  Arkansas Valley Fair, Rocky Ford, 30 
August 1921 through 2 September 1921, J.L. Miller secretary…Washington County Fair, 
Akron, 31 August 1921 through 2 September 1921, Joe K. Powelson secretary…Teller 
County Fair, Cripple Creek, 5 September 1921, D.J. Tipton secretary…Larimer County 
Fair, Loveland, 5 September 1921 through 9 September 1921, J.W. Thompson 
secretary…Inter Mountain Livestock and fair, Grand Junction, 6 September 1921 through 
9 September 1921…Moffat County Fair at Maybell, 9 September 1921 through 10 
September 1921…Boulder County Fair, Longmont, 13 September 1921 through 17 
September 1921, Harry E. Niven secretary…Phillips County Fair, Holyoke, 7 September 
1921 through 10 September 1921…Routt County Fair, Hayden, 14 September 1921 
through 16 September 1921, B.T. Shelton secretary…Logan County Fair, Sterling, 13 
September 1921 through 16 September 1921, C.J. Funk, manager…Delta County Fair, 
Hotchkiss, A.N. Minton secretary, 13 September 1921 through 16 September 1921…
Saguache County Fair, Saguache, 15 September 1921 through 17 September 1921, 
William Fellers secretary…Western Slope Fair, Montrose, 20 September 1921 through 23 
September 1921…Adams County Fair, Brighton, 20 September 1921 through 23 
September 1921, George  R. Smith secretary.

26 August 1921 – The long bridge over the Fountain River was completely swept away 
on the night of 3 June 1921 at Pueblo.  It is to be replaced at once.  As soon as acceptable 
plans are made, the contract will be let by the city commissioners, and the structure 
started…C.A. Finch, president of the Colorado Anti-Saloon League, in an address at 
Colorado Springs, said the fight being made in this country against the 18th amendment 
is being staged by English brewers.  He intimated that workers for the amendment faced a 
harder fight to enforce the law than they did to secure its passage…The Berthoud city 



council has decided to discontinue the giving of free light for porch lights in town, 
because the light company asserts that many people have been hooking electrical 
appliances to these lights, and using the free current for housework, and also because 
many of them were never turned on at nights as was intended…The city of Fort Collins 
has just purchased a water right that will increase its available supply of water for 
domestic, irrigation, and fire purposes by 1/8, increasing its total water volume from 
7.151 feet per second to 8.001 feet per second.  The additional 85 feet per second 
acquired cost the city $2,125.  The water right was obtained from ditch No. 1, division 
No. 1, district 3, known as the J.H. Yeager ditch, and is an excellent acquisition, as it has 
all priorities…An inspection trip of the Colorado-to-Gulf highway will be made by the 
executive officers of the North Star Highway Association of Colorado, Nebraska, and the 
Dakotas the second week in September 1921.  The trip will be made in conjunction with 
the Colorado-to-Gulf Highway Association, according to plans being worked out as 
present by C.H. Walker, president of that organization, and E.R. Kielgas, president of the 
North Star organization in Sedgwick.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  ‘Right Way’ Shoe Shiners [a block 6 business].  Open 
for business.  We polish all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work 
guaranteed.  Next to [Estes Park] Drug Store [a block 6 business]

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park on Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will keep 
the blues away.  

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  New Edison photographs.  Baldwin pianos.  Edison 
records – player rolls.  I am closing out my book stock in Loveland, and have for sale 
counters, shelving, and show cases.  H.L. Martin.  Headquarters at [Estes Park] Drug 
Store [a block 6 business].  In Estes Park one or two days each week.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business], telephone #15



26 August 1921 – Headline:  The Myriads of Flowers in Estes Park and Rocky Mountain 
National Park is the Wonder of Visitors.  The roads of Estes Park and Rocky Mountain 
National Park, in common with all mountain roads, have suffered from the unusual 
amount of rain this season, but where the roads have suffered, the flora has gained, and 
we find the flowers in a wealth of profusion such as is not usually found even in this 
region so famous for flowers.  It is unfortunate that the motorist of today is not able to 
enjoy the riot of wildflowers that used to so thickly border all our roads, and would still 
were it not for the thoughtlessness and even greed of those who used to come in from 
every drive with their arms loaded with rare beauties, then so easily picked but now so 
seldom seen along our roadways.  But though the flowers are scarce on the more common 
highways, they are still plentiful along trails and by paths.  We should always remember, 
too, that when the flowers have spent themselves in the lower parts of Rocky Mountain 
National Park, as they now have, they still are to be found in all their splendor by going 
successively higher as the season advances.  First to the upper beaver-built parks, then on 
to the glacial lake valleys, and to the still higher plateaus, and then to that region of 
enchantment, the timberline meadows, and finally to the high divide country above 
timberline, where all but a few of the early ones are nipped by the autumn frosts.  Don’t 
claim to know the secrets and the charm of these peaks and valleys until you yourself 
have learned the story of our flowers.  In doing this, you will learn all the rest.

26 August 1921 – Prose poem and byline:  The Newspaper Graveyard by Walt Mason.  
Beneath the stones they sweetly sleep, the humble toilers of the press, no more to sorrow 
or to weep, no more to labor in distress.  Here lies a youth upon whose tomb, the tear of 
pity often drops; we had to send him to his doom, because he wrote of “bumper crops”.  
Here sleeps the golden years away, the fairest of the human tribe; we slew him at the 
break of day, because he called himself “ye scribe”.  Beneath that yew another sleeps, 
who did his work with smiling lips; we had to put him out for keeps, when he referred to 
“flying trips”.  And one, the noblest of them all, is resting on the windswept hill; in 
writing up a game of ball, he spoke of one who “hit the pill”.  Hard by the wall, where 
roses bloom, and breezes sway the climbing vines, that youth is sleeping in his tomb, who 
used the phrase “along these lines”.  Today the sexton wields his spade, and digs a gave 
both deep and wide, where soon the stripling will be laid, who wrote about “the blushing 
bride”.  

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthys [a block 3 business] for:  – 
Photographs, watercolors, and oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park, 
largest collection in the state.   – Developing and printing, the kind that brings you back.  
– Navajo blankets and Native American baskets, finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world.

26 August 1921 – The only important crop that has shown a substantial decrease in 
acreage in Colorado grown under irrigation since 1909 is oats.  The census bureau 



reported 192,311 acres, or 69.7% of the total crop of oats grown under irrigation in 1909, 
while in 1919 the reports showed that but 97,618 acres, or 56% of the total crop, was 
grown under irrigation.  There was a slight decrease in the acreage of potatoes grown 
under irrigation in the state in 1919, as compared with 1909, the figures being 59,221 
acres for 1909 and 50,631 acres for 1919.  The acreage of potatoes grown under irrigation 
in the state this year is considerably larger than that for 1919, and perhaps the largest in 
the history of the state.  County assessors’ reports show that about 70% of the acreage 
devoted to potatoes in the state now is irrigated…A gymnasium to cost between $350,000 
and $400,000 was authorized by the board of regents of the University of Colorado at a 
special session devoted almost entirely to a discussion of the building program.  Ground 
is to be broken early in September 1921 in an efforts to have the gymnasium ready for 
use with the opening of school in the corresponding month of 1922 [i.e., September 
1922].  A site on the extreme eastern end of the campus, across the Colorado and 
Southern railroad tracks, has been selected.  It adjoins the proposed athletic field to be 
constructed in a ravine that traverses this portion of the university holdings…W.H. 
Logan, former head of the federal vocation board at Pueblo, has been arrested by city 
detective Art Grady on a charge of forgery.  The arrest was made at the request of R.K. 
Goddard of the United States Secret Service.  Logan is alleged to have endorsed and 
cashed at least 16 compensation checks amounting to more than $1000…Lee Hutchinson, 
who lives north of Waverly, was sentenced to six months in jail and fined $300, Wallie 
Johnson was sentenced to 60 days in jail, and Roy Brossman was sentenced to six months 
in jail and fined $250 by Judge Jay H. Bouton in the Larimer County court at Fort Collins 
when the pleaded guilty to the charge of transporting liquor…Glenn Hubbard of upper 
California Mesa, about six miles west of Olathe [Colorado, not Kansas, both because of 
the locale of other articles in this grouping, and because California Mesa was a township 
in Montrose County, Colorado, in census information from the early 1900s], was 
instantly killed by a flash of lightning, while the horse he was riding escaped injury.  This 
is the third sudden death in the family within a few years, one brother being killed during 
the war, and a second suffering a broken neck when thrown from a horse…The filling 
station of the Continental Oil Company at Lake Avenue and Northern Avenue in Pueblo 
was robbed by a man and a lad not over 12 years of age.  Raleigh Tracy, in charge of the 
station, was forced by the man, who had a pistol, to stand with his hands up and face the 
wall, while the boy rifled the cash register of $60.

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Just arriving, fall suits, coats, and dresses at 
Godfrey’s [a block 5 business].

26 August 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Glad to receive your news items.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Our dry cleaning department is in charge of a man 
who has had over 20 years experience in all kinds of dry cleaning.  We handle all classes 
of work.  The Estes Park Laundry, telephone #50-J.



26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for a 
short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Bryan-Marsh Mazda [this is part of a royal crown 
logo].  National quality.  Electric Shop.

26 August 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

2 September 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation that Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 21     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, September 2, 1921     Price 10 cents

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Beta Theta Pi Fraternity Convention in Estes Park Next 
Week.  The annual convention of Beta Theta Pi will be held in Estes Park at the Stanley 
Hotel 6 September 1921 through 9 September 1921, at which there will be an attendance 
in excess of the 600 mark, and it is expected that Governor Shoup will deliver the address 
welcoming the body to the state.  The chief social functions planned for the convention 
are a drive to the top of the Fall River Road, a social tea at the Country Club for the 
ladies, golf tournament for both men and women, and banquet for members only.  The 
closing feature of the convention will be a big dance in the Stanley Casino on Friday 
evening.  This is the first time that a men’s fraternity has ever held a convention in Estes 
Park, and we feel sure that it will by no means be the last.  Some of the most prominent 
men of the state are members of this organization.  Some of the members of the 
committee on arrangements are Fred Payne Clatworthy, Judge Booth H. Malone, Judge 
Greeley W. Whitford, Judge Henry J. Hershey, Judge Robert E. Louis, and Judge Herbert 
L. Shattuck, and Mayor Fred W. Stover.  Earl H. Ellis of Denver is chairman of the 
reservations committee.  Beta Theta Pi is one of the nearly 60 national, Greek-letter, 
college general fraternities for men, and has chapters in about 80 of the universities and 
colleges of the United States.  Each chapter sends one official delegate, and then other 
members and the alumni (one man is registered who graduated in the class of 1869 from 
DePauw) come with their families and guests.  We expect between 600 and 700, with 
members and guests all included.  The fraternity, usually referred to simply as “Beta,” has 
four of its chapters in Colorado:  University of Colorado at Boulder, University of Denver 
at Denver, School of Mines at Golden, and Colorado College at Colorado Springs.  The 
Stanley will be headquarters, but a large number will be registered at the Crags, 
Lewiston, and possibly other hotels, with lots in private cottages.  Six petitioning bodies, 
that is local organizations at colleges where they are not now represented, will appear and 
seek to obtain a charter from the national fraternity.



2 September 1921 – Headline:  Platteville Herald Editor Visits Estes Park – Says “See 
America First”.  The editor and family piled into the old Chevrolet last Friday afternoon 
and pulled out for Estes Park.  Of course we took camp equipment and goodly supply of 
bacon and – [I suppose this ellision is meant to indicate other foodstuffs], fearing that 
probably fish would be scarce.  The trip was made via Lyons and up the South St. Vrain 
to Raymond Place, where camp was pitched for the night.  On the road to Lyons, one tire 
developed “flateritis” and refused to hold air, and of course one knows what that means – 
A change of tires.  This was the only mishap of any kind on the entire trip.  Leaving 
Raymond about 9:00 a.m. Saturday morning, the climb over Stanley Hill was made – 
mostly in low gear.  This is a most beautiful drive and takes one almost to the top of the 
world.  Over the hill we were soon in beautiful Allenspark.  Leaving this place, we went 
into the village of Estes Park, reaching there about 3:00 p.m. Saturday afternoon.  We at 
first thought there was some kind of a celebration going on, as parking space was at a 
premium.  But on careful inquiry we were informed that nothing unusual was happening, 
and furthermore that there were 10,000 people in Estes Park.  It appeared as though there 
were that many cars.  Some busy place.  Of course, we knew that Mr. and Mrs. George 
Hodgson were stopping in Estes Park for the summer, and hunted up their cabin, 
remaining their guests until Monday morning.  George had gone fishing, returning 
Sunday morning with the finest lot of mountain trout one could hope to see.  Yes, we had 
plenty of fish, but someone else had to catch them.  Sunday afternoon, we took an 18-
mile trip up Fall River to Horseshoe Inn and over the hill to Moraine Park and back to 
town.  After a most delightful stay with Mr. and Mrs. Hodgson, we left for home Monday 
morning down the Big Thompson Canyon to Loveland, Johnstown, and in to Platteville.  
The round trip, with the side trips added, made a total of 150 miles, and was one of the 
most delightful trips we have ever had the pleasure of enjoying.  To those who are 
contemplating a trip to Europe, take our advice and “See America First,” and especially 
the trips through the Rocky Mountains.  For a trip to Estes Park, for sightseeing purposes, 
we advise the South St. Vrain via Allenspark, Longs Peak Inn, and down to Estes Park, 
returning via the Big Thompson Canyon.  We are convinced that after a trip through the 
big outdoors in the Rocky Mountains, one will feel that there is considerable more joy in 
life than some imagine.

2 September 1921 – Miss Virginia Lewis of Chicago, Illinois, who is quite well known 
here, is spending the week in Estes Park, the guest of Mrs. Albert Hayden.

2 September 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hayden, Jr., entertained Mr. and Mrs. John 
Casey and Mr. and Mrs. O.D. Howe at the Mary Grey Tea Room Saturday.

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Loveland Newspaper Prints it Crooked – As Usual.  The 
Loveland Reporter, which carries the caption on the front page “The Loveland Reporter 
Prints it Right” has created considerable amusement here this summer in their efforts to 
rewrite the news it clips from the Estes Park Trail.  They rarely get anything correct in the 



news line from here, but the climax has been reached during the past week, when they 
rewrote and printed many of the leading articles carried by the Estes Park Trail in the 
issue of 19 August 1921.  Ed Andrews was amazed to read in the Loveland Reporter of a 
recent trip to Loch Vale when he and the Haydens had the pleasure of observing a bear 
and cubs on the opposite shore of the lake.  They learned that they were in a boat when 
the bears were seen.  Puzzle, who had the nerve to pack a boat on their backs for 2-1/2 
miles up the trail to the lake?  Superintendent Way was surprised to learn upon reading 
the Reporter that he has under his control only 40 miles of government-owned telephone 
line, while he has been “kidding” himself into believing there was 76 miles of Rocky 
Mountain National Park telephone line in operation, and would soon be 93 miles 
completed.  The Estes Park Trail stated explicitly that these phones were for free use 
within Rocky Mountain National Park but could not be used for long distance calls, while 
the Reporter says, “all of which are free to the public for long distance calls.”  Now, 
friend Lewis [presumably the editor of the Loveland Reporter], if it gives you a pain in 
the solar plexus to print it as you find it and give us credit for same, at least please be 
careful to state the facts.  The above are only a few of the sins we might mention, but 
we’ll be kind this time and let you off easy.

2 September 1921 – The Loveland Reporter carried a “beat” on its contemporary to the 
effect that Zane Grey, author of “Rainbow Trail” and “Riders of the Purple Sage”, had 
been visiting at the Longs Peak Inn, but the Longs Peak Inn manager says it’s a hoax – he 
wasn’t there. 

2 September 1921 – Charles Mace of the Baldpate Inn is the proudest and happiest man 
in Estes Park, and he has a perfect right to be.  Little Jeanne D., just six weeks old, and 
mother arrived home from Denver Tuesday.  The trip was made in less than four hours, 
and the baby stood the trip splendidly.  They were accompanied by Mrs. Mace’s father 
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. D.S. Deneen, who will spend a couple of weeks in Estes Park.

2 September 1921 – Congressman Charles B. Timberlake, who represents this district, 
and wife, accompanied by their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Stover of 
Fort Collins, will arrive in Estes Park Sunday or Monday for a short stay.

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Tourists can Assist Library.  Mrs. Bond, librarian, informs 
us that the library would be glad to receive such books as the tourists may have that they 
do not care to take with them when they return to their homes.  Others than the tourists 
who have good books that they would care to pass on to the community will also do the 
library a favor by donating the books.  Leave books at the schoolhouse or Mr. Bond’s 
office.  We are wondering why our young people could not organize a literary and 
dramatic club for the winter, and we feel sure that the community would back them to the 
limit in their efforts.  The proceeds could be made to serve the entire community in the 
form of new books and magazines for the library.  Who will start the ball rolling?



2 September 1921 – Headline:  School Opens 6 September 1921.  School will open 
Tuesday, 6 September 1921, as Monday is Labor Day.  The school board wishes this 
understood, as there seems to be some who were of the opinion that the schools will open 
Monday.

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Boulder County Fair Baby Contest.  The annual better 
baby contest will occur as usual this year in connection with the Boulder County Fair.  
Mrs. Roy Coffin is to be in charge as superintendent, and plans are being made to care for 
the little tots in every way possible to make it pleasant and comfortable.  So everybody 
have your baby ready as the examination under the rules as prescribed in the premium list  
and let the people at the fair see the most precious crop raised in Boulder County.  Miss 
Dora Millice will act as entry clerk, and anyone wishing to have their baby in the contest 
can call her at Longmont 101W or address her at 823 Collier Street, and the proper entry 
will be made.

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Law Enforcement Wins.  Law enforcement in Loveland 
has been something of a joke, but the turn in the road has arrived, and a new police judge 
now metes out a new brand of justice in that town.  The result is that law violation is 
becoming something more of a burden, as several in the past ten days can testify.  A few 
more men like Judge Smith of Loveland and County Judge Bouton at Fort Collins, and 
willful violation of the statutes will become decidedly more rare.

2 September 1921 – Mrs. Dugald Floyd Godfrey entertained at bridge at the Mary Grey 
Tea Room on Tuesday afternoon, in honor of her sister Mrs. W.R. Burnaby of Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma.   

2 September 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  “The hull structure is, in general 
principles, of standard type such as used in Zeppelin airships, and in earlier British types, 
but a very considerable saving of structural weight has been effected by a large number of 
improvements in details.”  This excerpt from the official British description of the ZR-2 
seems to explain the disaster which befell the giant dirigible while on its trial trip last 
Wednesday.  The saving of structural weight was effected at the expense of the entire 
airship, and the lives of 46 of the men who manned her.  According to survivors, an 
abrupt change of direction when the vessel was above Hull strained the framework 
beyond its strength.  It broke in two in the middle, and fell into the Humber River with 
terrific explosions.  Included in the dead were Commander Louis H. Maxfield and 15 
more of the American crew, which was to bring the airship to the United States, and 
British Air Commodore I.M. Maitland and 29 of the English crew.  Only one American, a 
rigger, was among the survivors.  ZR-2 was the largest airship ever constructed, and was 
built by the British government for the United States Navy.  The price was to be 
$2,000,000.  Of course, as she had not yet been turned over to the Americans, the 
financial loss does not fall on the American government.  The catastrophe was not a great 
surprise to those in England who had watched the building and tests of the airship.  On 



several preliminary trials, defects and weaknesses were uncovered, and the final trial 
flight which ended so disastrously had been postponed repeatedly, though the weather 
seemed entirely favorable.  It is said that enlisted men of the British air service stationed 
at Howden, England, had offered to bet ten to one that the dirigible never would get 
across the Atlantic Ocean, that they declared it was structurally weak, and impossibly 
large, with unreliable engines and a framework incapable of standing the strain of its own 
33 tons of dead weight while in the air.  News of the disaster reached Washington, D.C., 
while a congressional committee was listening to arguments in favor of an appropriation 
for the completion of ZR-1, an American-built companion ship of the ZR-2, on which 
more than a million dollars already had been expended.  Officers of the naval bureau of 
aeronautics are confident that the navy will be permitted to continue its rigid airship 
building program, notwithstanding the loss of ZR-2.  Plans for the ZR-1 call for an 
airship of slightly smaller size than the ZR-2, a length of 670 feet, diameter about 80 feet, 
and gas capacity of approximately 2,200,000 cubic feet.  The total cost is estimated at 
$2,500,000.  Her designers have adhered more closely that the British to the structural 
plans of the Germans, who were the original builders of rigid airships.  The naval gas 
extracting plant at Fort Worth, Texas, already has stored enough helium gas to fill the 
envelope of ZR-1.  Helium is far less dangerous than hydrogen gas, being non-
inflammable.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business].  Taxidermy museum.  Imported dresses and beaded bags.  Camp equipment for 
sale or to rent.  Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  
Closing out sale for the season of rugs and furs.  You can get your fishing license with 
your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright Higby.  Telephone #205-J.  Estes Park, Colorado.

2 September 1921 – The State Federation of Women’s Clubs will hold their annual 
convention at Colorado Springs from 20 September 1921 to 24 September 1921…The 
trial of William Riley Hill, charged with the murder of his 10-year-old stepdaughter, 
Helen Maxine Short, 23 July 1921, near Derby, Colorado, has been continued by District 
Judge Johnson of Brighton until 12 October 1921 [see 29 July 1921 Estes Park Trail]…
Boulder is going to Loveland to ask for the 1922 convention of the Colorado Firemen’s 
Convention, and to participate in the hose-coupling and ladder contests provided in the 
program for paid fire departments.  Fire Chief Emil Johnson will present the invitation in 
behalf of the city of Boulder.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrify says I’m going to work for somebody in 
this town.  Every week, I will deliver a message of real worthwhile interest.  But who do 
you suppose has engaged me – Who?  [Answer:  The Estes Park Bank.]  Watch next 
week’s issue of this newspaper – Don’t miss it!  [Actually, the Estes Park Trail jumps the 
gun by including the first installment in this week’s newspaper.]  



2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis courts, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

2 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – 
try them.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage 
and that of your friends if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

2 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone 
#27-J3.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick fours – for 1922.  The new four-cylinder 
Buick has been long in the making.  It represents the same constructive advancement as 
the six-cylinder Buick, sharing the same engineering experience, the same facilities of 
immense Buick manufacturing plants, and the same competency of the great nationwide 
service organization.  Two open and two closed models comprise the four-cylinder line.  
Many vital features are common to all four models, such as convenience, comfort, power, 
and genuinely satisfying performance resulting form the Buick valve-in head motor, in 
connection with an equally distinctive Buick chassis mechanism.  Cord tires standard 
equipment on all models.  All prices free on board Flint, Michigan.  22-Four-34 two-
passenger roadster $935.  22-Four-35 five-passenger touring $975.  22-Four-36 three-
passenger coupe $1475.  22-Four-37 five-passenger sedan $1650.  Easy payment plan can 
be had on all these cars.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].   

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Telephone Service has been Splendid.  As the busy season 
draws to a close, we feel that the “hello” girls are entitled to a few words of praise for the 
splendid service they have rendered.  The position of telephone operator in Estse Park is 
not an easy one.  The girls who come here for the few short weeks are not accustomed to 
the switchboard we have here, nor the system in use here, and during the rush months, 
congestion of traffic is threatened almost constantly.  However, although we are heavy 
users of the line, we found the service remarkable, and the girls apparently always in 
good humor.  seldom were we compelled to wait more than a moment or so for an answer 
from central, and we feel that the management and girls are entitled to the commendation 
of the public for their strenuous efforts put forth to render good service.  We sometimes 



wonder how many seconds the chronic faultfinder would “keep sweet” if he or she were 
in the position of the operator, and had to take the rudeness and insults some people seem 
to enjoy heaping upon “central”.

2 September 1921 – John Dickinson Sherman of Chicago, Illinois, one of the editors of 
the Western Newspaper Union, the largest institution of its kind in the world, is spending 
the month of September 1921 in Estes Park with his family at their cottage in Tahosa 
Valley…Dr. and Mrs. Shingle, with Miss Katherine Shingle and Ella Jane Shingle of 
Cheyenne, Wyoming, are guests at the Columbines…C.A. Cairns of Chicago, Illinois, 
general passenger traffic manager of the Chicago and Northwestern railroad, was in Estes 
Park the latter part of last week, and made the trip to Grand Lake.  Mr. Cairns is very well 
pleased with the success of the tours from Chicago, Illinois, to Estes Park, and greatly 
pleased with Estes Park as a summer resort…W.E. Babb, photographer and advertising 
manager of the Rock Island system, was registered for several days at the Lewiston.  He 
is gathering material for next year’s advertising campaign, and is very enthusiastic about 
the Fall River Drive.  The Rock Island proposes to boost for Colorado to the limit this 
winter for next season’s business…Glen Smith, manager of the Denver Cab Company, 
made the circle trip to Grand Lake the first of the week…Mrs. M.F. Mason Manheim and 
daughter Madelene of New York City, New York, who have been guests at the 
Broadmoor in Colorado Springs for some time, are guests of Mr. Lamborn at the Stanley 
Hotel.  They are greatly pleased with Estes Park, and plan to remain here for some time…
J.D. Hyde, wife, and son returned to their home at Long Beach, California, Wednesday.  
Mr. Hyde has been in the employ of Mr. Service for 13 years, and this makes the fifth 
season that they have made the trip here from California by automobile.  Mrs. H.C. Bond 
[sic, suggest Mrs. C.H. Bond] accompanied them as far as Denver…T.B. Stearns is 
building an ice house, adding a porch to their summer home, and making other 
improvements on their property…Semi-advertisement:  You will want to keep in touch 
with Estes Park this winter by the weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail.  Give us your 
subscription before you leave.

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Obituary.  We failed to mention in our last issue of the 
Estes Park Trail the death of Charles K. Phillips, which occurred in his Moraine Park 
home 15 August 1921.  He was a good citizen, a fine businessman, and an able attorney 
of Denver, Colorado.  He died in his 63rd year.  A wife and several children mourn the 
loss of an affectionate husband and father.  He was buried in Denver.

2 September 1921 – A.W. Thorman, popular Fort Collins druggist, wife, and a cousin of 
Mrs. Thorman’s, Miss Van Goens of Chicago, Illinois, spent several days in Estse Park 
this week.  They were stopping while in Estes Park at the Professor Langworthy Taylor 
residence east of the Country Club…Mr. and Mrs. A.W. Scott of Fort Collins are 
spending the week in Estes Park, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Robertson, also 
Fort Collins residents…Dr. and Mrs. J.C. Carlson, Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Rayburn and 
children, and Miss Sarah Hammon, all of Eaton, Colorado, spent several days at a cottage 



in Estes Park.  Mr. Carlson is a brother of former Governor Carlson…Elijah Robertson 
Rivers has purchased the property formerly owned and occupied by Mrs. Henry Hupp [on 
Cleave Street]…Mrs. Henry Hupp [Josephine Leach Blinn] purchased the Walt Mason 
[the syndicated newspaper columnist] property residence on the hill near the Mary Gray 
Tea Room [in the Al Fresco subdivision]…Harold M. Dunning, who was a licensed guide 
in Estes Park for a number of years, and now running the New Electric Shoe Shop in 
Loveland, took a party of Loveland people to the top of Longs Peak Sunday.  There were 
ten in the party, and each one reached the top.  Harold Dunning is a hustler, and has been 
carrying a generous space in the Estes Park Trail all summer.  His representative in Estes 
Park is the Gooch Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business]…Miss Inez Hupp, who is 
well known and respected in Estes Park, has just been appointed town clerk of Milliken.  
This is the first time that a woman has ever served the town of Milliken in any official 
capacity…Rev. Hull, Baptist pastor at Grand Island, Nebraska, is completing a nice 
cottage near the MacGregor Ranch…Dean Babcock began work Tuesday morning on a 
new residence property…Mrs. A.D. Cottingham, little daughter Frances, and sister Miss 
May Ralls, Mrs. W.F. Smith and sons, and Mrs. Smith’s sister, Mrs. Martha Neher, will 
return to their homes in Kansas City, Missouri, on 3 September 1921, after spending the 
summer in Blue Bell cottage, Manford Place.

2 September 1921 – Property owners in the Greeley-Poudre district are adhering to their 
determination not to pay the tax of $27.63 an acre which was levied against their lands 
last fall for the retirement of the bonds of the irrigation district which have matured.  This 
will add $2.25 million to Weld County’s list of delinquent taxes this fall, prorated among 
361 property owners, according to their acreage.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Reduced prices.  In harmony with the prevailing 
national tendency toward lower prices, we desire to announce a reduction on all classes 
of family work.  Coal still costs us $23 to $24 per ton, and machinery remains at the war 
price, also many other items of equipment and supplies, but we are anxious to do our 
part, that conditions may return to normal.  New prices effective 5 September 1921.  
Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Cadillac 8’s.  Cautious drivers.  For the best 
automobile service, telephone #160.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company 
[sic punctuation].  Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. 
Grace, manager.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American Plan, with everything in the 
way of luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The 
Lewiston Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring 
water, horseback riding.  American Plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and 
Rooms [a block 6 business] – European Plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala 



carte service.  The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – 
European Plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  
Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National 
Park at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large 
central building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in 
every respect, has its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from 
Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the 
Berthoud Pass road, or by rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 
1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to 
Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky 
Mountain Lodges, Inc.

2 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will 
keep the blues away.   

2 September 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail 
building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, 
cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising 
rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per 
single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign 
contract rates – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per 
issue, blackface type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word 
first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  
Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where 
admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, 
resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in advertising copy must 
reach this office not later than Monday to insure insertion same week.  New 
advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

2 September 1921 – Poem by Edgar A. Guest.  Who seeks success/Must look for it in 
paths untrod before,/Must journey on, though weary and footsore;/Striving to climb, 
though steep the mountain seems,/Having the courage to make real his dreams,/Enduring 
pain and heartache, bitter sorrow,/Looking always for better things tomorrow;/Life’s 
prizes are hung high and out of view,/And some reached only by our failures, too;/Who 
seeks success, must falter not nor shirk,/The only road that leads to it is work.



2 September 1921 – Editorial headline:  Financial Stringency Passing.  The press of the 
country has recently devoted considerable space to the loosening of the financial 
stringency that has existed all this year.  Leading financial writers seems to be of the 
opinion that the acute stage has passed, and that we shall soon emerge upon a season of 
healthy commercial growth.  Money ought to ease up now pretty soon.  The bankers 
cannot apply the screws to legitimate business enterprises any longer with safety to 
themselves.  The bankers’ last remaining excuse has been discounted by the action of the 
federal reserve banks in reducing the discount rate to 5-1/2%.  In other words, the reserve 
ratio for the country now actually tops 80%, after adding the 35% required against 
deposits, writes the editor of Sugarman’s Indicator.  Here is good news for the country at 
large.  The extraordinary facilities extended to the bankers by the Federal Reserve Board 
cannot fail in making their accumulated reserves, already sky high, available to the 
average businessman.  In turn, this will mean that millions of unemployed workers will 
soon be returning to their jobs as business picks up and the whole country gets into 
harness once more.  There is every indication that the period of general stagnation has 
touched bottom, never to scrape it again in many moons.

2 September 1921 – Editorial headline:  The Farmer Lost – The Gambler Wins.  The 
farmer has about finished marketing his wheat crop this year, and in view of the world 
conditions of that cereal, you who have not stocked up your larder had better prepare for 
the season of reaping that the gamblers are planning for.  Congress has not passed a law 
preventing gambling in necessities of life, and we may soon expect to be paying what the 
farmer should have had for his labor and investment.  It is estimated that Europe will 
produce 120,000,000 bushels of rye and wheat cereal more than last year’s production, 
but even so, this is hardly sufficient to meet the demand.  In case of a shortage, only scant 
supplies can be expected from this country, for while we shipped abroad 366,000,000 
bushels last year, the chances are that we shall not have much more than 200,000 bushels 
above our national requirements, estimates Sugarman’s Indicator.  Europe is already 
casting a speculative eye on the promising wheat crop of Canada, which is about the only 
considerable source to be drawn on in this hemisphere in case of general world shortage.

2 September 1921 – Poem:  Opportunity.  Senator Ingalls’ great poem “Opporunity”, 
which knocks once and but once at every man’s door, has become a classic.  But “War 
cry” gives us a better one as follows:  They do me wrong who say I come no more,/When 
once I knock and fail to found you in,/For every day I stand outside your door/And bid 
you wake and rise to fight and win,/Wail not for the precious chances passed away,/Weep 
not for the golden age on the wing;/Each night I burn the record of the day,/At sunrise 
every soul is born again.

2 September 1921 – Prose poem and byline:  Knowledge by Mail by Walt Mason.  When 
I was young and fresh and ruddy, and full of snap and vim, my parents used to make me 
study until my head would swim.  I sat upon the schoolhouse bleachers, with pencil, book 
and slate, while sundry bald and weary teachers drilled knowledge through my pate.  For 



some quick method I was yearning, some easy path to tread; “there is no royal road to 
learning,” the bald old teachers said; “stick close to the printed pages, all idleness eschew, 
and then, perhaps, in future ages, you’ll know a thing or two.”  And when I left school 
and college, to climb life’s toilsome hill, I found my little store of knowledge would 
barely fill the bill.  But nowadays the world moves quicker than in the long ago; old-
fashioned methods make us snicker, they were so crude and slow.  By sending seven 
wooden dollars to Messers. Freaks and Freaks, they’ll make our children finished 
scholars, and do it in three weeks.  So let us close the schools and leave ’em to ruin and 
decay, and take the books and maps and heave ’em a million miles away; for now the 
kids take erudition in three-grain capsule form, the teacher loses the position that he so 
long kept warm.

2 September 1921 – Column title:  People of Our Town.  This is the artist’s idea of the 
awful little get [sic, pronounced with a hard ‘g’] who parks her chewing gum on tables ’n 
windows ’n chairs ’n doors ’n beds ’n trees ’n automobiles ’n ev’rywheres.  Remember, 
Li’l Gel [sic, pronounced with a hard ‘g’], a perfect lady does not throw her used chewing 
gum under folks’ shoes.  She swallers it!

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Harry Jordan, dentist.  Estes Park.  Dental X-ray.  
Telephone #198-J.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

2 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Be sure to read the Estes Park Trail want ads 
before laying the newspaper aside.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and 
Ford Cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin and 
Savage tires at Denver prices.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery 
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.



2 September 1921 – Headline:  Marry in Haste.  “Sam Owley brought his bride home last 
evening,” announced the horse doctor, “and they’re going to begin housekeeping right 
away.  Sam says he married the girl three days after first seeing her, and seems to think he 
did something pretty clever, but there’s an old saying about marrying in haste and 
repenting at leisure.”  “It’s worth just about as much as the rest of the old sayings,” said 
the village patriarch.  “They’re all cheap goods, and you don’t get a chromo with any of 
them.  Most married women repent at leisure, whether they married in haste or took their 
time about it.  I sometimes think that the longer an unmarried woman contemplates the 
man she is going to marry, the less she knows about him.  If there is a protracted 
courtship, the man has every opportunity to work up a reputation that doesn’t belong to 
him.  Just this morning, my present wife was telling me that if she had known what sort 
of a man I really was, she’d never have married me.  Yet, she had six months to study me 
before the wedding bells rang out their glad chimes, and she thought I was an exemplary 
man.  I’m naturally of a slouchy disposition.  I never did take much pride in my 
appearance, even when I was a young man, and as I waxed older I became downright 
careless.  I considered it a waste of money and effort to have my clothes pressed, and 
having my shoes blacked seemed merely vanity and vexation of spirit.  Yet when I began 
courting the excellent woman who is my wife, I braced up in the most surprising way.  I 
always did that when I went courting.  And the surprising thing is that it never seemed a 
dishonest proceeding.  It never struck me, until my wife called my attention to the matter, 
long afterwards, that I was obtaining money under false pretenses, so to speak, when I 
created the impression that I was the glass of fashion and the mold of form.  I’d go to see 
that woman all togged out like a young man who is billed to sing a tenor solo.  I’d have 
my whiskers and hair trimmed, and my shoes shines, and my teeth manicured, and I’d be 
wearing a collar as white as the driven snow, and a handkerchief in keeping.  It seemed 
the natural and proper thing to do, yet I was working a flimflam game with the best 
intentions in the world.  The more Arabella considered me, the more she was convinced 
that I was a marvelously neat and tidy man, and she was so impressed that she married 
me without the slightest hesitation.  No sooner were the last sad rites performed, 
however, than I lost all interest in the task of dolling myself up, and I’ve been a sort of 
scarecrow ever since.  My wife has to remind me when it’s time to change shirts, or have 
my hair cut, and she’s completely disheartened.  I don’t blame her in the least, for I 
realize now, since she has explained the matter 10,000 times, that she married a 
counterfeit.  It would have been far better had she caught me when I was running wild, 
and married me without taking time to think the matter over.  But she studied me for 
several months, and you see what sort of a prize package she drew.  I believe a woman, or 
a man, either, will do well to trust to luck in matrimonial matters.”

2 September 1921 – Headline:  “Millions for Defense”.  Charles C. Pinckney was one of 
three envoys sent by the United States to France in 1797 to settle disputes which had 
arisen between France and the United States.  The American grievance was caused by the 
seizure of American vessels by France.  The French grievance was that commercial 



privileges had been granted to England.  Talleyrand, the French foreign minister, refused 
to receive the envoys, but it has been conveyed to them by secret agents that before any 
settlement could be reached, it would be necessary for the United States to pay a large 
sum of money, which was, in fact, little more than a bribe.  It was then that Pinckney 
made his famous declaration that the United States had “millions for defense, but not one 
cent for tribute”.

2 September 1921 – Alias Summons:  In the Larimer County court, state of Colorado, 
County of Larimer, ss.  Della Miller, plaintiff vs. Samuel Miller, defendant.  The people 
of the state of Colorado.  To Samuel Miller, the defendant above named, greeting:  You 
are hereby required to appear in action brought against you by the above-named plaintiff 
in the county court of Larimer County, state of Colorado, and answer the complaint 
therein within 20 days after the service hereof if served within this county, or, if served 
out of this county, or by publication, with 30 days after the service hereof, exclusive of 
the day of service, or judgment by default will be taken against you according to the 
prayer of the complaint.  And if a copy of the complaint in the above-entitled action be 
not served with this summons, or if the service hereof be made out of this state, then ten 
days additional to the time hereinbefore specified for appearance and answer will be 
allowed before the taking of judgment by default as aforesaid.  The said action is brought 
to procure an annulment of a marriage contract, as will more fully appear from the 
complaint in said action to which reference is here made:  And you are hereby notified 
that if you fail to appear, and to answer the said complaint as above required, the said 
plaintiff will take judgment against you by default according to the prayer of the 
complaint.  Given under my hand and the seal of said court at Fort Collins in said county 
10 August 1921.  Clark L. Bouton, clerk of the Larimer County court.  First publication 
12 August 1921, last publication 2 September 1921.

2 September 1921 – Among the new arrivals at the Brinwood are Mrs. Olcott of Dallas, 
Texas, Mr. and Mrs. Krouz, Mrs. Alfred Trepp and daughter of St. Louis, Missouri, C.W. 
Roberts and wife of Emporia, Kansas, Miss Helen Benner of Sterling, Illinois, Miss Flora 
Johns of Elgin, Illinois, J. Warren Burket of Denver, and Mr. Elmer Burket of Wayne, 
Pennsylvania.

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  Gaylord Harper 
Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.



2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  We can’t satisfy you unless you wish the best 
developing and printing of your Kodak films.  The Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  
“We put the snap in snapshots.”  Lawrence E. Grace.  Estes Park, Colorado.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 busines].  Automobile 
repairing – tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your hometown.  30 x 3 safety 
$13.45.  Other sizes accordingly.  Complete stock all sizes on hand.  Automobile 
accessories, Ford parts, storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble.  Night service until 
11:00 p.m.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Farm for sale.  Thirty acres, one mile from best 
town in northern Colorado, with splendid high school and college [this narrows the 
obvious locations to Fort Collins or Greeley] and other educational advantages, fine 
churches, splendid soil, best irrigation rights, orchard improvements.  Will divide place 
into smaller tracts if desired.  Priced right.  Terms:  $5000 down, balance 6%, might 
consider residence property as part payment.  Address H.A., care Estes Park Trail, Estes 
Park, Colorado.

2 September 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Harry G. Cook, who has the 
Buick agency in Boulder, and wife were weekend visitors at the J.F. Liebeman [sic, 
perhaps Liebman] home.  Harry is some fisherman, and spent most of his time in Estes 
Park on the banks of our streams, taking the limit each day in fish a foot long and over…
The Franklin car stolen from in front of the Hupp Hotel Thursday night of last week was 
recovered Saturday in Loveland, where it had been abandoned by the thief…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds 
of fine job printing…Professor Hamilton P. Cady, who holds the chair of chemistry in the 
University of Kansas at Lawrence, and who is an authority on liquid air, has returned to 
Estes Park after a 5-week trip to Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks.  Professor Cady 
says the bears in Yellowstone National Park are too friendly for comfort, and he’s glad to 
get back to Estes Park, where he has owned a summer home for a number of years…
Semi-advertisement:  You can keep in touch with the garden spot of the United States by 
ordering the weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail during the winter…Semi-advertisement:  
Pleased to have you telephone the news…Mrs. E.A. Shinn, who has been in Estes Park 
most of the summer, plans to return to her home in Wellington Saturday…Mrs. W.R. 
Burnsby of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Dugald 
Floyd Godfrey for the past three weeks, returned home Monday morning…Mrs. Gordon 
Mace entertained the Music and Study Club at Baldpate Inn at dinner Wednesday.  A fine 
program was given…The guests at the Columbine enjoyed a very delightful party and 
dance Wednesday evening in the lodge.  One of the special features of the evening was a 
solo dance, given by Miss Charlotte Fowler.  Miss Fowler, with her mother and brother, is 
a guest at the Columbines…J.T. Hall and family of Jacksonville [presume Texas from 
what follows] drove through from Jacksonville, Texas, in the hope that the change would 
benefit Mr. Hall’s health, he being a sufferer from hay fever.  They are stopping at a 



cottage in Tahosa Valley…Professor E.C. Hays of the University of Illinois and family 
spent the week in Estes Park at Homespun cottage.  They are wonderfully in love with 
Estes Park, and plan to return again next year.  This is their first visit…Little Dalton 
Verry [Claude Erwin Verry’s son] celebrated his sixth birthday Thursday evening, 25 
August 1921, by entertaining a number of his little friends at dinner at the Lewiston 
Chalets.  One of “Ty” Cobb’s famous birthday cakes graced the table, and those who 
assisted in giving it proper attention were Theodore Holmes [likely Arthur K. Holmes’ 
son], “Billy” Tallant [is this Leland Tallant’s son?], Dorothy Lewis [Augustus Denby 
Lewis’ daughter?], Mary Louise Kellogg, Dale Kellogg, and Arthur Bennett…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds 
of fine job printing…Mr. and Mrs. Claude Erwin Verry have as their guests Mrs. Verry’s 
cousin, Will Persons and wife, of Cleveland, Ohio.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Skirts are unchanged.  In the matter of styles for 
separate skirts, designers appear inclined to let well enough alone.  The new utility skirts 
for winter are still made of striped or plaid materials, and are usually plaited either in box 
or side plaits.  Their resemblance to summer skirts ends when fabrics are considered.  
These are heavier, and in warm, rich colors.  New Fall Goods.  We have taken special 
pains to get new and up-to-date goods and, we are prepared to give you the very best 
values.  We just received a shipment of ladies’ hats that are sure to please you.  Our stock 
of dresses, coats, and suits for ladies is complete, and new goods are still arriving.  We 
invite you to our store to see the new goods, our prices are right.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey 
[a block 5 business].  Hats that flatter.  Hats are the finishing touch to the costume, and 
they make or mar its success.  There is a hat for every face, one that will enhance its good 
points and be kind to its faults.  Three widely different models for fall and winter, as 
shown above, reveal that beads and embroidery are playing leading parts in trimmings, 
and that shapes are soft and becoming.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We’re ready with a large 
assortment of all the necessities for the school children – Tablets, pencils, pen holders, 
ink, composition books, spelling tablets, drawing tablets, erasers, art gum, crayons, etc., 
etc.  The biggest and best line of tablets at the low price of 5 cents we have ever shown.  
Bear in mind that we are closing out all children’s shoes at extremely low prices.  You 
can save money by outfitting your children here.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W [the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company telephone 
number].  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

2 September 1921 – The peace treaty with Germany has been completed, and last week 
was shows to the members of the Senate committee on foreign relations, and also to other 
senators.  Al who saw it expressed their approval of the pact, and it was to be signed in 



Berlin, Germany.  It must now be ratified by the Senate and the Reichstag.  The treaty 
provides for the resumption of diplomatic and commercial relations between the two 
countries, awards the United States the fruits of victory specified in the Versailles, 
France, treaty, and provides for the payment by Germany of American war damage 
claims.  A similar treaty has been negotiated with Austria, and signed at Vienna, 
Austria…Unless the Dublin, Ireland, correspondents are wrong, another impasse in the 
Irish peace negotiations has been reached.  De Valera, Dail Eireann, and the Irish 
Republican Council, after long debate, have drawn up their reply to Lloyd George’s offer 
and dispatched it to London, England.  Presumably, its contents will be made public 
before this reaches the reader.  It is asserted now that the British offer has been rejected, 
and no counter-proposition made by the Irish, but that the way is left open for futher 
negotiation.  The Sinn Fein leaders believe the premier is not sincere when he says Great 
Britain has made its ultimate offer, they think the truce will not be broken by their 
rejection, and that Mr. Lloyd George will make further concessions.  The Roman Catholic 
church intervened in the Irish controversy last week, with a message to De Valera “from 
the highest authority” delivered by the lord bishop of Dromore, Northern Ireland.  The 
source of the message and its purport were not made public…Federal officials have 
punctured a $50,000,000 financial bubble, they assert, in the arrest of Charles W. French, 
partner of John W. Worthington, already in custody, and a number of his associates in 
various parts of the country.  These men, it is charged, were selling stock in 20 
companies, all organized by French, and having a total capitalization of more than 
$21,000,000.  The federal agents have seized about $27,000,000 in suspicious “paper” 
and are getting confessions from several of the gang.  Developments in the case are 
coming daily…Of concrete interest in the south, and at least academic interest in the rest 
of the country, is the decision of Federal Judge Boyd of Greensboro, North Carolina, 
holding unconstitutional the federal law imposing a tax of 10% on the profits derived 
from products on which child labor is employed.  Regulation of labor, Judge Boyd ruled, 
is one of the powers retained by the states, and not delegated to the federal government.  
State child labor laws are adequate to care for the situation, and provide a penalty, not a 
tax, as is proposed by the act of Congress, the decision said.  The attempt of the federal 
government to regulate labor within the state is a usurpation of authority, and a violation 
of the sovereign rights of the state, the judge declared…The Pennsylvania Railroad 
Company has again challenged the right of the federal railway labor board to dictate the 
road’s policy in dealing with its employees, and has renewed the fight for the open shop.  
The Pennsylvania, in an application filed by Samuel Rea, president, denied the legality of 
the board’s refusal to recognize a recent election of representatives of the railroad’s 
employees.  The ballots which selected them made no provision for unions as such, and 
the board ordered a new election, prescribing the form of the ballots.  Agreements entered 
into subsequent to the first election were declared void…The Republic of Panama is 
officially in mourning.  President Porras has ordered the flag displayed at half-mast on all 
public buildings for one month, because Costa Rica gets the disputed territory of Coto.  
Panama will not seek by force to prevent its neighbor from occupying the district, 
because the United States last week told her that the terms of the White award must be 



accepted, and that warfare between Panama and Costa Rica would not be permitted.  
Porras then had no other course than to yield, though his political foes probably will take 
advantage of his plight and attempt to oust him from office.  It is said they are trying to 
organize a revolution, and this may give some occupation to the battalion of American 
marines that was sent down to the isthmus ostensibly to protect American property and 
lives if the Panamans [sic, now Panamanians] did not give in…When bids for the 
“wooden fleet” were opened by the United States shipping board, there was but one 
bidder for the entire fleet – the Ship Construction and Trading Company of New York.  
This concern offered to take the 205 vessels “as is” at $2,100 each, or a total of $430,000.  
Although this was less than the estimated average cost of one of the ships, the board 
agreed to accept the offer.  Most of the vessels have been lying idle in the James River, 
and it has been costing the board almost $50,000 a month to care for them.  Twenty ships 
were reserved to be sold at highest prices, and 50 others may be kept as pontoons for the 
building of the proposed bridge across the Hudson River.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of 
the Outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing be experts.  

2 September 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit – use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Lost.  Lost – Brown fox fur 
Sunday between Estes Park and Glen Comfort.  Reward.  Ruth Landrum, telephone 
#Loveland 493W…Lost – Lady’s brown purse containing rings, money, and check.  
Finder return to information bureau [presumably the block 5 building].  Reward.  1p…
Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Position as caretaker of hotel or summer home for the 
coming winter.  William Ledoor, telephone #8R5.  1p…Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – 
Land in tract, size to suit purchaser up to 80 acres.  Address post office box 16, Estes 
Park.  21tf…For sale – House tent, 12 feet by 14 feet, knocked down, reasonable.  Inquire 
C.M. Kearns, Hupp Hotel.  20-4t…For sale or trade – Nicely improved 160-acre farm, 40 
acres under one of best ditches in Larimer County, balance dry farmed, two miles from 
Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good school.  Will take small tract or 
cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, balance terms at 7%.  Address 
R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten 
cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly 
situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just 
been put on the market, and will not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes 
Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  
Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf…Homes to rent – One cottage, and land for sale.  
D.B. Griffith…Subhead:  Miscellaneous.  To trade – Piano on light car.  Telephone #158.  
3tp.



2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next 
summer.  Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house 
now and build it in the winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of 
plans to choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are 
satisfied.  Hurd and Woolley [sic, subsequently Wooley], builders.  S.M. Hurd, post office 
box 26.  A.W. Wooley [sic, previously Woolley], post office box 72.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins prefix].

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.  

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Sherwood Hotel [a block 3 business].  “In the 
village”.  Magers and Dawson, managers.  Remodeled and redecorated.  Special attention 
to weekend and fishing parties.  European Plan.  Rates reasonable.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Big Things in Peru.  (Prepared by the National 
Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.)  Peru, which has been celebrating the 100th 
anniversary of its independence from Spain, in the presence of commissioners officially 
representing the United States and other nations, is far enough out of the beaten path of 
most North Americans to be but vaguely known to them.  It is often thought of, no doubt, 
as a little republic clinging to the sides of the lift Andes Mountains lest it slip and be lost 
in the Pacific Ocean.  But in area and interest, Peru is by no means negligible, and if it 
has failed to take an important place in world affairs, either commercial or political, it 
may well be that that fact is due, not to lack of size or resources and potential wealth and 
power, but rather to immaturity.  Peru has every climate under heaven, together with 
many of the products and conditions that go with them.  It has the sand dunes of the 
Sahara Desert, the fertile, sun-bathed, irrigated valleys of California, the dry grazing 
lands of Australia, the productive mountain valleys and uplands of Kashmir, India, the 
bleak plateaus of Tibet, the snowy peaks of Switzerland, and the tropical jungles of 
Central Africa and Brazil.  And off its shores, tropical in latitude but mild in temperature, 
the waters, so cold that often they are uncomfortable for bathing, are alive with the sea 
life of the near-Antarctic.  Much of Peru is occupied by the towering Andes Mountains, 
with few passes less than 15,000 feet high, and with numerous peaks exceeding 21,000 



feet.  These great ramparts are chiefly responsible for the diversity of Peru’s climatic 
conditions.  They precipitate the moisture of the Atlantic Ocean winds and so create the 
tropical jungles that stretch from their bases toward the interior of the continent, thrust 
slopes and plateaus up into the cool regions of the upper air, and cut off the Pacific Coast 
section from the moisture-laden winds, making much of it a desert.  Subhead:  Coast strip 
has rivers but no rain.  Although the strip of Peru between the Pacific Ocean and the 
western foothills of the Andes Mountains is devoid of rain and largely desert, many 
streams from the mountains break across this region to the sea, and the relatively narrow 
valleys, irrigated from their waters, constitute the most fertile land of the country.  Most 
of the desert land between the parallel rivers is not so from lack of fertility, but because of 
the absence of life-giving water.  This is a most unusual region lying within the tropics 
and adjoining the sea, where normally vegetable growth would be abundant.  It if could 
be viewed from a distance of a thousand miles through a telescope, it would probably 
appear much as the supposed canals of Mars have been described as appearing to some 
observers – dark, roughly parallel lines of vegetation on a drab, verdure-less background.  
Some of the bench lands have been reclaimed for considerable distances from the rivers, 
and projects have been considered to impound the waters that rush down form the 
melting Andean snows, and bring under cultivation practically the whole coast region.  
Peru has an area of about 700,000 square miles, and is therefore only slightly smaller 
than Mexico, and well over a quarter the size of the United States, exclusive of Alaska.  If 
Peru could be laid down on the surface of the United States so that its southernmost point 
coincided with the southernmost projection of Texas, its northeastern corner would lie 
near Peoria, Illinois, and its northwestern extremity near Cheyenne, Wyoming.  The 
rough triangle would cover practically all of Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas, half of 
Nebraska, parts of Illinois, Missouri, Colorado, Iowa, and South Dakota, and fragments 
of New Mexico and Wyoming.  Subhead:  Where the Incas flourished.  Just as the United 
States was settled from the Atlantic coast and developed from its coastal strip, leaving as 
an unknown region for generations the country to the west beyond its mountains and 
deserts, so Peru has developed in the reserve direction.  The European conquerors of its 
Inca empire entered the country from the Pacific coast, and it is along this strip of 
coastland that European blood and culture have made themselves most strongly felt.  To 
the east rise the three towering ranges of the Andes Mountains, their slopes, peaks, and 
intervening valleys and plateaus constituting the “Sierra”, the second of the three great 
geographic divisions of Peru.  In this lofty region, the Inca civilization held sway, with a 
marvelously intricate but efficient governmental machine, before the Spanish came.  
Cuzco, Peru, the capital of the Inca empire, was situated in a fertile, protected valley of 
the Sierra region, and remains today one of the important Peruvian towns.  Its population 
now, however, is only 15,000, about 1/10 that of the city when it was the Babylon of the 
western hemisphere.  In the almost inaccessible country to the northwest of Cuzco, Peru, 
and less than 50 miles distant, hidden away among the mountains was Machu Picchu, the 
secret city where the forerunners of the Incas, almost destroyed by barbarians, nursed 
their civilization and culture for centuries before going out into the valleys and founding 
their great empire.  This old city, whose existence had been only a tradition for hundreds 



of years, was discovered in 1911, and uncovered in 1912 by expeditions of the National 
Geographic Society and Yale University.  The Sierra, or region of mountains, valleys, and 
plateaus, is still the land of the heirs of the Incas.  In this portion of Peru lives the largest 
single element in the population, the civilized Indians, descendants of the Incas. Though 
the population of Peru is not known accurately, it is estimated to be about 5,000,000.  The 
Indians of the Sierra number close to 2,000,000.  Subhead:  Immense mineral resources.  
In the Peruvian Sierra, too, are the mining developments.  Peru’s mineral resources are 
almost inexhaustible.  Gold and silver are the minerals on which most emphasis was 
placed by the Spaniards.  Fortunes in both were removed from the country, but rich 
deposits remain.  In recent years, copper has led other minerals in the value of 
production.  The copper mines at Cerre de Pasco, Peru, are among the richest in the 
world.  Almost every mineral substance known is believed to have been compounded in 
nature’s great Andean laboratory.  The list of products from Peruvian mines covers much 
of the alphabet from antimony to vanadium.  Of great importance are the petroleum wells 
of the northern coast, whose production is next in value to the country’s copper output.  
To the east of the Andes Mountains, cut off from the more developed portion of the 
country, lies the third geographical division, the region known as the Montana, Peru’s 
land of the future.  This part of the republic is made up of the wooded landward slopes of 
the Andes Mountains, grassy foothills, and the heavy little-known jungles and forests that 
spread out to the east for a thousand miles or more along the broad valley of the Amazon 
River and its tributaries.  Because of the heavy rainfall, the growth of vegetation in this 
part of Peru is believed to be as heavy as anywhere else in the world.  Even at midday, in 
some of the forests the light is no brighter than at twilight in open country.  In a glade, 
with dense vegetation on all sides, one feels that he has been dropped down into the 
bottom of a deep green-lined pit.  The country on the eastern slopes of the Andes 
Mountains and on the foothills before the dense forest is reached has been settled very 
sparsely, but over thousands of square miles of the jungle, the foot of civilized man has 
never trod.  A few tribes of uncivilized Indians roam through these forest depths.  Many 
large rivers rising on the eastern slopes of the Andes Mountains flow across the Montana 
region of Peru, into Brazil, and finally find their way into the Atlantic Ocean 2000 miles 
away, through the mighty Amazon River.  Ocean vessels ascend the Amazon River to 
Iquitos, Peru, the metropolis of eastern Peru, nearly 200 miles within Peruvian territory, 
and by riverboats the journey may be continued to within 200 miles of the Pacific Ocean.  
Along many of the rivers in eastern Peru are towns of some importance, which are the 
outposts of Peruvian civilization, commerce, and government in this isolated trans-
Andean empire.   

2 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Dr. Murphy [a block 6 business], NA., RD.  Root 
beer!  Needs no recommendation.  Homemade candy by Mr. Jacob Heninger.  Fountain 
drinks by the doctor himself.  4-11-44 Elkhorn Avenue [this is an entirely invented street 
address].  Estes Park.



2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Take it with you.  You will enjoy the regular visits of 
the Estes Park Trail this winter.  Order it sent to your home.  Telephone #27J3 or see 
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Closing out Gates Tires and Diamond Tires at cost, 
Francis Tire Service Company.  “Service that satisfies”.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain view.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 
week.  Per day $4 to $6.  For information, call [telephone] G.M. Derby, manager [no 
telephone number provided].

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if 
it’s lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent – just telephone #27-J3 and 
our little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.

2 September 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  
Presbyterian church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday 
morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both 
services.  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  Subhead:  Episcopal.  
Morning services at Elkhorn Lodge 11:00 a.m.  Evening services at Stead’s, 8:00 p.m.  
[presumably, both of these services are on Sunday].  Sunday school lesson, 4 September 
1921.  From Philippi to Athens, Greece.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 16, verse 9, Acts 
chapter 17, verse 15.  Golden text – The angel of the Lord encampeth round about them 
that fear him, and delivereth them.  Psalms chapter 34, verse 7.  Reference material – I 
Thessalonians and II Thessalonians.  Primary topic – God takes care of Paul and Silas.  
Junior topic – A midnight experience in Philippi.  Intermediate and senior topic – 
Courage in the face of persecution.  Young people and adult topic – Preaching with 
persecutions.  I. Paul and Silas in jail (Acts chapter 16, verses 19-26).  1. The occasion 
(Acts chapter 16, verses 19-24).  When the demon was cast out of the maid, her 
supernatural power was gone, therefore, the source of revenue was dried up.  This so 
exasperated her owners that they had Paul and Silas arraigned before the magistrates on a 
false charge.  Those men ought to have rejoiced that such a blessing had come to this 
poor girl.  They cared more for their gain than for her welfare.  This is true of the 
iniquitous crowding together of the poor in unsanitary quarters in our tenement districts, 
and the neglect of precautions for the safety of employees in shops and stores.  Without 
any chance to defend themselves, they were stripped and beaten by the angry mob, and 
then remanded to jail, and were made fast in stocks in the inner prison.  2. Their behavior 
in jail (Acts chapter 16, verse 25).  They were praying and singing hymns to God.  It 
seems quite natural that they should pray under such conditions, but to sing hymns under 
such circumstances is astonishing to all who have not come into possession of the peace 
of God through Christ.  Even with their backs lacerated and smarting, and feet fast in 



stocks compelling the most painful attitude in the dungeon darkness of the inner prison, 
with a morrow before them filled with extreme uncertainty, their hearts went up to God in 
gratitude.  3. Their deliverance (Acts chapter 16, verse 26).  The Lord wrought 
deliverance by sending a great earthquake which opened the prison doors and removed 
the chains from all hands.  II. The conversion of the jailer (Acts chapter 16, verses 
27-34).  The jailer’s sympathy did not go out very far for the prisoners, for after they 
were made secure he went to sleep.  The earthquake suddenly aroused him.  He was 
about to kill himself, whereupon Paul assured him that the prisoners were all safe.  This 
was too much for him.  What he had heard of their preaching and now what he had 
experienced caused him to come as a humble inquirer after salvation.  Paul clearly 
pointed out the way to be saved – “Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ.”  The word 
“believe” means to yield to and fully obey.  The proof that the jailed was saved is 
threefold:  1. Transformation from brutality to tenderness.  2. Confession of Christ in 
baptism.  3. His whole household baptized.  III. The magistrates humbled.  (Acts chapter 
16, verses 35-40).  The earthquake brought fear upon the magistrates.  They gave leave 
for the prisoners to go, but now they refuse to go, claiming that their rights as Roman 
citizens have been violated, and demand a public vindication.  Paul was willing to suffer 
for Christ’s sake, but he used the occasion to show them that persecuting men who preach 
the gospel is an offense against the law of God and man.  IV. Preaching in Thessalonica 
(Acts chapter 17, verses 17-19).  At Thessalonica, he found open hearts.  He followed his 
usual custom of going first to the Jews (Acts chapter 17, verse 1).  After witnessing to the 
Jews, he went to the Gentiles.  Concerning the Christ he affirmed:  1. “It behooved Christ 
to suffer” (Acts chapter 17, verse 3).  No plainer teaching is to be found anywhere than 
the suffering of Christ (Isaiah chapter 53).  2. The resurrection of Christ from the dead 
(Acts chapter 17, verse 3).  3. The kingship of Jesus (Acts chapter 17, verse 7).  The 
result of this preaching was that many Greeks, [and] some Jews, believed.  V. Preaching 
in Berea (Acts chapter 17, verses 10-15).  His method here was the same as at 
Thessalonica.  He entered the Jewish synagogue and preached Jesus unto them.  The 
Bereans received the gospel with glad hearts.  Two striking things were said about them:  
1. They received the message gladly.  2. They searched the Scriptures daily for the 
truthfulness of their preaching.  All noble minds have (1) an openness to receive the truth, 
(2) a balanced hesitancy, and (3) a subjection to rightful authority.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the 
Continental Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  
This wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher 
than any road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, 
Lyons, and Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Licensed operators 
for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

2 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.



2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens.  Drawing 
and writing books and the other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 
business].  Telephone #41. 

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Baldpate Inn.  Charles Mace.  Gordon Mace.  Folks 
always talk about a good meal, that’s one reason we’re so widely advertised.  Fourth 
season.  Same cook.  Telephone #2-W.

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Where Washington Worshipped.  History shows that the 
plot of ground on which stands Christ church, in the quaint, old-fashioned town of 
Alexandria, Virginia, first settled about 1695, was acquired in 1794 for the sum of one 
penny.  Around this sacred relic of bygone days perhaps revolves more patriotic 
sentiment than that which surrounds any other of the many old and historic churches in 
this nation.  An iron fence, set upon an ancient brick wall, encloses a grassy plot which is 
dotted with many quaint grave stones and also contains the church itself.  Although 
certain interior changes and renewals necessarily have been made, the general appearance 
of the church is practically the same as in the days of old.  The same chancel rail, 
communion table, reading desk and chairs, and brass candle holders are in use, while 
among the relics in the vestry may be seen the first bible used – made in Scotland in 
1776, and the long-handled purses in which the offerings of the parishioners were 
deposited.  It was to this church, both before and after the revolution as well as after 
retiring from the presidency, that General George Washington came from Mount Vernon 
in his “coach and four” to worship.  The pew occupied by the Washington family, as well 
as the one used by General Robert E. Lee, are maintained in exactly the same condition 
as when used by them.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

2 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you 
prompt service for all kinds of fine job printing. 

2 September 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Weld County is second in the 
state in ownership of motor cars, according to reports filed at the state house, citizens of 
that county possessing 8,834 motor vehicles of various sorts at that time.  Denver County, 
which stands first on the list, has 31,548.  El Paso County is third with 6,415, Pueblo 
County is fourth with 5,480, and Larimer County fifth with 5,072.  Yuma County, which 
has the lowest number of passenger cars, leads the state in trucks, with 406.  Adams 
County has 2,267 cars and 247 trucks, Logan County less than 3000 cars and 250 trucks, 
and Larimer County has 220 trucks.  The total registration for the state is 117,204 



passenger cars, 7,402 trucks, and 823 motorcycles…A new cave of vast proportions has 
been discovered about five miles southwest of Victor, in Fremont County.  It is believed 
by persons who have explored it partially that the cave probably extends a mile or more.  
The cavern is in the carboniferous lime formation, and not far from the juncture of 
Wilson Creek and High Creek.  Spacious halls with beautiful stalactite and stalagmite 
formations pillaring their walls run far off into the echoing and unexplored distance.  
Abrupt cliffs in the floors make exploring extremely difficult.  A rock thrown over one of 
these dark abysses did not reach bottom for eight seconds…A gymnasium to cost 
between $350,000 and $400,000 was authorized by the board of regents of the University  
of Colorado at a special session devoted almost entirely to a discussion of the building 
program.  Ground is to be broken early in September 1921 in an effort to have the 
gymnasium ready for use with the opening of school in the corresponding month of 1922.  
A site on the extreme eastern end of the campus, across the Colorado and Southern 
railroad tracks, has been selected.  It adjoins the proposed athletic field to be constructed 
in a ravine that traverses this portion of the university holdings…Sums of $5,000,000 for 
this year and $10,000,000 for next year for road construction within the national forests 
have been approved by the secretary of agriculture, according to a telegram from 
Congressman Vaile to the agricultural bureau of the Denver Civic and Commercial 
Association.  Congress, it is presumed, now will pass a bill that will cover these 
expenditures.  The expenditures of these sums, according to Mr. Vaile, is exclusively for 
the national forests, and means that there will be active construction in all national forests 
of roads…Revenue collections from Colorado for the 1921 fiscal year were 
$33,960,861.21, in comparison with $35,727,957.26 for 1920.  This is a decrease of 5%, 
compared with the 15% decrease for the entire country.  The Colorado collections were 
divided between $25,084,574.17 from income and profits’ taxes, and $8,876,287.04 from 
miscellaneous taxes.  Only 13 states showed increased collections, a 24% [increase] in 
West Virginia being the largest…A new $50,000 fraternity house, one of the best of its 
kind in the west, is being erected opposite the University of Colorado campus at Boulder 
by Chi Psi, which installed a chapter last winter.  It is to be completed Christmas [1921]
…Louis Titus, formerly a member of the Denver police force, was sentenced to six 
months in jail and fined $300 and costs in the Larimer County court at Fort Collins, when 
he was tried on the charge of possessing liquor…Denver employees of the Colorado and 
Southern railroad will hold their 11th annual picnic on Sunday, 4 September 1921 at 
Idaho Springs.  More than 1200 employees and members of their families are expected to 
attend…The Greeley factory of the Empson Packing Company broke all records when it 
received 140 tons of green beans for canning from Greeley growers…The Rev. David 
Sharp, who for the last three years has been engaged in social service and welfare work 
throughout the west, has been appointed student pastor for the Presbyterian church at the 
Colorado Agricultural College, to work in cooperation with the First Presbyterian church 
of Fort Collins, by which he is recognized as assistant pastor.  Mr. Sharp is successor to 
the Rev. H.M. Steidley, who died recently…The Chamber of Commerce of Cedar Edge 
has decided to hold a one-day fair and festival 12 September 1921 for the purpose of 
gathering a representative showing of fruits, grains, vegetables, and livestock raised in 



this community.  Besides the exhibits and regular festival program, there will be a 
program of street sports and other events…The body of Mrs. H.M. Kellogg, wife of the 
manager of the Fremont Abstract Company at Cañon City, was found crushed on the 
rocks along the Arkansas River at the bottom of the Royal Gorge.  Mrs. Kellogg is 
believed to have thrown herself over the cliff into the river while suffering from 
temporary insanity…The Pueblo Manufacturers’ Association, in a meeting at Pueblo, 
commended the insurance companies who have paid policies on plate glass broken in the 
flood.  It was recommended that all policies be discontinued in the case of companies 
who have failed to pay…After an interval of five years, Rienzi Dickens of Longmont and 
California again is to face a jury on the charge of killing his father, W.H. Dickens, pioneer 
Boulder County farmer.  The trial will start shortly after 12 September 1921…Eleven 
teams trained in various phases of fire work, including ladder climbing, hose coupling, 
straightway hose races, wet test hose races, and foot races, will battle for the seven silver 
trophies and $1250 cash prize at the state firemen’s convention, which will be held in 
Loveland 5 September 1921 through 9 September 1921…The use of army airplanes for 
fire protection in western forest will be discontinued next summer, Secretary of War 
Weeks announced, because “the larger reductions not being made in appropriations” 
permitted expenditures “for only the most necessary strictly military needs.”  Mr. Weeks 
made this statement in a letter to Secretary Wallace, who had asked for army aid in 
protecting timber lands in the west…The Loveland Rotary Club has taken the boy 
question in hand.  Deciding that the Boy Scout movement is one of the best builders of 
manly character, the Rotarians are preparing to establish a scout camp in the canyon 
along the Big Thompson River.  A committee of four members of the club, and 
scoutmaster Armstrong, went to the hills to look over sites, and decided on the location.  
Construction of the camp will be started at once, and will be completed for occupancy 
next summer…Frank J. Hagenbarth, president of the National Wool Growers’ 
Association, which held a join meeting at Salt Lake City, Utah, with the American 
National Livestock Association, declared in an address that the present will be the last 
“bad year” for stockmen, in that conditions are becoming stabilized.  He asserted that the 
livestock men could look with confidence to the future…Lee Seuniga is dead in Durango 
from a gunshot wound inflicted 25 July 1921 by Luciana Cienfeugos during a quarrel 
over a hayrack the former is said to have borrowed from the latter two years ago, and 
never returned.  Both men were armed, and both were wounded.  Seuniga was shot 
through the lung, and Cienfeugos received a bullet in the arm…Sixty of the leading 
businessmen of Boulder took the trip to Arapahoe Glacier, where a meeting of the 
Commercial Association was held.  This was the first meeting of a commercial body ever 
held on a living glacier.  The Pathe Weekly took a movie of the meeting.  The glacier is 
located 25 miles west of Boulder at the foot of the Arapahoe peaks, and at the head of the 
Boulder water system…Reports from a number of local farmer and gardeners state that 
the tomato crop this season around Fort Morgan is unusually good.  There are a number 
of people who have considerable tracts of land in tomatoes, and they are convinced that 
the yield will be heavy…Josepha Betancourt, 9-year-old granddaughter of F. Augilera of 



Pueblo, was shot through the right arm while playing in the yard.  The wound apparently 
was made by a .22-caliber rifle.  The person firing the shot is not known.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  “Right Way” shoe shiners.  Open for business.  We 
polish all kinds of shoes.  White shoes a specialty.  All work guaranteed.  Next to [Estes 
Park] Drug Store [a block 6 business].

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement:  The A.H. Buckley Plumbing and 
Heating Company wish to announce the opening of their new shop in Estes Park.  You 
will find that we have a complete and up-to-date stock of plumbing goods, and are 
prepared to take care of anything in the way of plumbing, heating, and tinning.  Mr. 
George Wyatt will have charge of the business, and you will find him a very reliable and 
first-class mechanic.  Mr. Buckley will be in Estes Park Mondays, Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, and will be glad to give you estimates on any work that you may have, or 
are contemplating doing in the future.  Our prices will be as low as is consistent with the 
class of work that we do, and any business that you may entrust to us will be promptly 
attended to.  We are here to stay, and Mr. Wyatt will be here the year around.  A.H. 
Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.  

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.  

2 September 1921 – Headline:  Chamber of Commerce should Take up Matter of Proper 
Construction of Mountain Roads.  The rainy season has demonstrated the fact that our 
mountain roads are not constructed to withstand the sudden downpours of rain, and as a 
result large amounts of the Larimer County road money is not being spent to the best 
advantage.  One rule will not always apply to every emergency, and one plan of road 
building that gives the most satisfactory results in certain places will not always insure 
perfect roads in every community.  The diked or crowned road is the only successful road 
in clay structures, and level or comparatively level communities, but is absolutely 
unsuited to hilly or mountainous communities of sandy and gravelly structure.  The 
crowned road in the mountains, when first completed, is a pleasure to behold, but not so 
after a few freshets.  As an example, we may take the Longs Peak Road via Broadview.  
On the hill by Broadview, the road when completed was as fine as any pavement every 



constructed, but the rains of the season have made it an absolute wreck, and the cost of 
rebuilding it will be considerably greater than the original cost of construction.  Trenches 
had been blasted, and splendid corrugated steel culverts laid, but the first few rains 
washed them full of sand, and then the destruction of the road began.  Deep trenches have 
been washed, and it will be difficult to obtain sufficient dirt to repair the damage.  Proper 
construction would have permitted all the water on the upper side of the road to have 
flowed across the road every 200 or 300 yards, depending upon the grade, and thus have 
relieved it of the possibility of the accumulation of a considerable body of water to start 
washing.  This could have been done without the expense of culverts, which only clog up, 
and the road could have been maintained at a fraction of the cost now necessary.  We trust 
that the Chamber of Commerce will see fit this fall to set aside one night for the special 
consideration of the mountain road questions, and invite the attendance at the meeting of 
all those in Estes Park interested in better roads.  We do not get any more than our share 
of the Larimer County road funds, and we should seek to counsel the most economical 
expenditure of them.  We do not condemn the men who are doing the work, but we do 
feel that the system they are supposed to follow is wrong for this territory.

2 September 1921 – Miss Maude March of New York City, New York, is registered at the 
Columbines.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Go to Clatworthys [a block 3 business] for –  
Photographs – Watercolors – Oils of Rocky Mountain National Park and Estes Park.  
Largest collection in the state.  – Developing and printing.  The kind that brings you back.  
– Navajo blankets and Native American baskets.  Finest assortment in Estes Park.  Ask to 
see the smallest Native American basket in the world.

2 September 1921 – Late Wednesday night, Congress adjourned for a 30-day recess, or 
until 21 September 1921.  The Senate finance committee remains on the job to continue 
its work on the permanent tariff and the tax revision measures which the House of 
Representatives has passed.  Among the bills passed at the closing session were the 
agricultural credits measure, the shipping board deficiency bill of $48,500,000, with its 
amendment carrying $200,000 for expenses of the disarmament conference, and the 
measure extending the dye embargo until 1 January 1922.  Chief interest in the Senate 
centered about the anti-beer bill, which was attacked at length by Senator Reed and 
Senator Stanley.  The dry leaders found by test votes that the measure could not be 
carried, so they allowed it to be thrown into the discard.  They failed even in their effort 
to have it made the unfinished business when the Senate reconvenes.  The more fanatical 
of the prohibition leaders are to be blamed for the failure of this bill, for they rejected all 
compromise and, by their stubbornness, led the wets to form a temporary coalition with 
the agricultural bloc.  The members of the latter helped kill the anti-beer measure, in 
return for the support of the wets for the farm export credits bill, which was in danger of 
being caught in the jam and held up indefinitely.  This credits bill empowers the War 
Finance corporation to issue $1,500,000,000 of its own bonds, and to lend 



$1,000,000,000 for financing agricultural exports.  The House of Representatives refused 
to agree to Senate provisions which would allow the corporation to lend directly to 
European purchasers of the commodities, but the compromise will allow the War Finance 
corporation to lend to anybody, provided satisfactory collateral is furnished to it for the 
sums advanced…Japan has formally accepted the invitation to the Washington, D.C., 
conference, and its embassy is obtaining accommodations for a delegation of about 80 
persons.  A large residence, an office building, and a section of one of the hotels have 
been rented.  Since the meeting of the Japanese Diet probably will keep Premier Hara at 
home, the Japanese delegation is likely to be headed by either Foreign Secretary Uchida 
or Viscount Chinda.  In its note of acceptance, the Japanese government expressed the 
hope that the agenda of the conference on Far Eastern affairs would be arranged prior to 
the meeting, in accordance with its suggestion that matters concerning only a few nations, 
or which are accomplished facts, be not brought into the discussion.  So far, nobody has 
shown any intention of supporting this position of the Japanese, which, of course, is put 
forward solely in behalf of their own selfish interests.  They do not wish to be asked 
about Shantung, or Yap, or Manchuria.  Great Britain also accepted the invitation to the 
conference last week in a graceful note that contained no restrictions or qualifications.  
The representatives of the republic of South China are still asking recognition in 
Washington, D.C., and a bid to the meeting.  They assert that the people of South China 
have set up a government of their own that owes no allegiance to the Peking, China, 
government, and that they constitute a full half of the population of China.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Our dry cleaning department is in charge of a man 
who has had over 20 years experience in all kinds of dry cleaning.  The Estes Park 
Laundry.  Telephone #50-J.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for 
a short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone 
#48.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Bryan-Marsh Mazda.  National quality.  Electric 
Shop.

2 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and 
cured meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado. 

9 September 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation that Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 22     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, September 9, 1921     Price 10 cents



9 September 1921 – Headline:  Chapter Two of Flattop Mystery Discovered by Clifford 
Higby.  Another chapter was written in the mystery surrounding the finding of a body, 
supposed to be that of J.P. Chitwood, by Rocky Mountain National Park rangers on 29 
June 1921, when Clifford Higby and a party of tourists consisting of N.S. Wood, a 
prominent real estate man of St. Louis, Missouri, and sons, and George Cornwell hiked to 
Bear Lake and Dream Lake and thence to Tyndall Glacier on Flattop Mountain Thursday.  
The body of Chitwood, it will be remembered, was found by Rocky Mountain National 
Park ranger Guild, stationed near Grand Lake, about the same time as a letter was 
received by Superintendent Way from a tourist, stating he had seen the body of a man on 
the glacier.  The tourist mentioned having found also saddlebags, provisions, a rifle and a 
revolver, and numerous articles of wearing apparel, all of which was later found by 
Rocky Mountain National Park ranger McDaniel, with the exception of the saddlebags 
[did the saddlebags hold the $300 in cash?].  The party guided by Higby Thursday, upon 
going up Tyndall Gorge and reaching the foot of the glacier, found the carcass of a horse 
that had evidently been used as a pack animal.  The horse was lying on the ice and nearby  
lay a rope halter with a red bandana handkerchief tied to the under part of it, evidently to 
keep flies from the animal, which would indicate that the animal came to its death during 
fly season last year.  Around the tail of the horse was tied a full-length halter rope, 
indicating another horse had been led by this one.  Nearby was also found a toothbrush.  
About 50 yards above and also on the ice was the carcass of another horse, on the head of 
which was found a halter from which the rope had been broken at the halter ring.  
Between the bodies of the two horses was found a saucepan, and above the body of the 
upper horse was found five pieces of canvas.  Higher up on the glacier and on a direct 
line with the bodies of the horses, but beyond reach of the party, was seen some objects 
which glasses revealed to be pieces of harness.  The party then skirted the glacier and 
found at the top of the glacier and at the foot of a precipice two bed blankets, a suit of 
BVDs, and more canvas.  Rocky Mountain National Park ranger McDaniel says a cotton 
throw rope was found near the body of Chitwood, which had evidently been used to tie 
packs on a horse.  It was not known that Chitwood had horses, but the theory is advanced 
that had the horses belonged to any living person, they would have been seeking the 
animals, and announced their escape.  [It seems strange that Chitwood’s two horses could 
have escaped the notice of the other people on the road crew at his departure.]

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Special Articles for the Estes Park Trail this Winter.  The 
Estes Park Trail began last week the publication of a series of articles prepared by the 
National Geographic Society that are very instructive and well worthy of your time to 
read.  None of us know all that we should or could about this wonderful world we live in.  
The Estes Park Trail proposes to help you know more of it.  These articles are well 
written by people who know of what they write, and are instructive and easily understood 
by the children as well as the professor.  They no doubt could be made the subject of 
special study to great advantage in the school.  How many without referring to a map can 
give the boundary of Peru, the subject of the article in last week’s paper?  And, by the 



way, if you didn’t read it, hunt up the paper right now and do so, you’ll be glad you read 
it.  The article didn’t give it, but it did make you wonder, and if you had a map of South 
American, we dare say you looked it up.  Perhaps you were surprised to learn that Peru 
was the seat of a wonderful civilization when America was discovered by white men.  
This week, we publish an article about Abysinia.  How many can guess the first time on 
what continent it is located?  It is a wonderful country with a wonderful history, you’ll 
like the story and then will want to find out more about it by referring to a good history of 
the world.  Most of you will want to read everything you can get hold of about Abysinia.  
Next week we shall publish a story entitled “Russia’s Wild East.”  It is about the expanse 
of land known as Siberia, and the story will be a revelation to you of a vastness and 
richness that will make you wonder why the great Russian nation failed to develop it as 
the Americans would have done with such an asset as it could have been.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Post Office Still Ahead of Last Year’s Business.  The local 
post office has gained over the lead of last month compared with the same period last 
year.  Last year was the banner year in Estes Park for all lines of business, including the 
post office, but the high records of even last year in the post office have been shattered.  
The report for August 1921 shows stamp sales of $2,716.76, an increase of $592.40 over 
last year.  Money orders issued were 811, amounting to $7,065.93, and money order paid, 
84, amount $3,580.16.  This is a gain of 9% over the same month of 1920.  There was 
also a gain of 10% insured mail.  Average daily cancellation be recording machine was 
5,013 letters.  This does not include hand stamping of bulky and odd-shaped letters and 
other first class mail.  Every one of the seven members of the force have been doing 
overtime work the entire month.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Betas of Nation Swoop down on and Capture Estes Park.  
Estes Park fell into the hands of the Beta Theta Pi’s of the nation Tuesday without a 
struggle.  They came from all parts of the country, and the army of 600 enjoyed the 
conquest as few armies have done.  Of course they were well ‘general’ed, and the 
Colorado scouts, the best in the nation, escorted them to an easy victory.  The occasion of 
the coming of the Betas was their annual convention, with headquarters at the Stanley 
Hotel, which is one of the best that organization has ever held.  The visiting Betas came, 
many of them, in a special train from Chicago, Illinois, others in their autos.  They were 
met at Lyons by the Colorado Betas in their machines, and brought into Estes Park.  
Wednesday morning, they were taken over the Fall River Road.  The side trips have been 
many, and many special stunts not on the regular program have been pulled off.  Many 
stated they had never dreamed such a wonderful place as Estes Park was in existence, and 
were greatly pleased that the convention had been brought to Estes Park.  A goodly 
number will remain several days after the close of the convention to become better 
acquainted with the playground of America.  The visitors were greatly pleased with the 
way in which their every comfort was cared for by the Colorado men, and some 
expressed themselves by stating the service was simply wonderful.  Colorado and Estes 
Park hope to see our fraternity friends back soon.



9 September 1921 – Headline:  Immensity of Rocky Mountain National Park Stumps 
Visitors.  The immensity of Rocky Mountain National Park, its natural state, and its 
ruggedness gets the best of some of our visitors.  Some seem to be possessed with the 
idea that Estes Park is a beautiful little place in which are row upon row of towering 
pines, skillfully arranged shrubbery, enchanting flower beds planned with all the art of 
the best landscape gardeners, a maze of wonderful driveways, and an immaculate 
carpeting of grass.  The idea that Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park consists 
of many valleys, sprinkled with a profusion of wild flowers, and numerous rugged peaks 
towering well above perpetual snow, covered on the lower slopes with countless 
thousands of evergreen trees, never seems to enter their heads, and they are amazed when 
told that Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park cover an area of over 450 square 
miles.  The other day, two well-laden Henry’s drove up to Horseshoe Inn and inquired of 
one of the guests where they might find Rocky Mountain National Park, and were 
astounded to find that the wonderful country through which they had been driving for 
miles was the very Rocky Mountain National Park they were so diligently seeking.  [I 
wonder how they made it through the entrance gates so blissfully unaware?]     

9 September 1921 – E.H. Cahill will leave next week for his home in New York City.  
The Cahills have two cottages here and spend nearly every summer in Estes Park.  They 
have ordered their Estes Park Trail sent to them there, as they feel that they wish to keep 
in as close touch as possible with Estes Park

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Basil Burton Instantly Killed Monday.  The many friends 
of the Burton family, who so delightfully entertained the people of Estes Park with their 
wonderful orchestra music this summer, will be grieved to learn of the instant death of 
the son, Basil, in Kansas City, Missouri, Monday.  Death was caused by being run down 
by an automobile thief seeking to get away with a machine which he was driving down 
the wrong side of the street.  The young man was struck by the machine and thrown 
under an approaching streetcar.  The father, M.G. Burton, is assistant superintendent of 
schools in Kansas City, Missouri.  It fell the lot of Rev. Montgomery [of Estes Park] to 
break the sad news to the grandmother, Mrs. Robinson, and Mr. and Mrs. James Marshal, 
the latter an aunt of the boy, of Fort Collins, who are occupying the Burton cottage.  The 
heartfelt sympathy and prayers of the community go forth at this time of sorrow to the 
lovely family.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Fort Collins will Hold Automobile Show.  Fort Collins 
automobile dealers are planning an automobile show to be held in that city on 1 October 
1921.  One block on College Avenue will be closed to traffic by the city council, and 
turned over to the automobile association for the occasion.  Most of the leading cars are 
represented in Fort Collins by the dealers, and the occasion will be interesting to those 
who are interested in “gasoline thoroughbreds.”



9 September 1921 – W.C. Skinner and son, Al, of Denver, spent Labor Day at Stead’s 
Hotel.

9 September 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Over in Hungary, one Lieutenant 
Hejas is emulating the exploits of D’Annunzio in Flume and Korfanty in Upper Silesia.  
The treaty of St. Germain gave the territory of Bergenland to Austria, and the Hungarians 
were highly displeased.  Hejas translated their feelings into action, organized bodies of 
irregular troops and seized considerable parts of the disputed region.  The entente 
officials and troops there were powerless to stop them, but the Austrian government was 
given all moral support and told to establish its rule as best it might.  Thousands of 
Austrian troops will equipped were moved into the territory, and at latest reports were 
preparing to start operations against Hejas and his forces centered at Odenburg…It may 
be assumed that the Upper Silesian row is ended, at least for the present.  The council of 
the League of Nations has accepted the task of solving the problems involved, and 
already has begun their discussion.  Meanwhile, the British, French, and Italian 
governments have decided to send re-enforcements to Upper Silesia, and have called on 
Germany to arrange for their transportation.  The victorious progress of the Greeks in 
Asia Minor toward Angora, Turkey, came to a pause after they crossed the Sakaria River.  
Their right wing found itself in the salt desert where water was scarce, and many of the 
men were stricken with malaria.  The Turks attacked, and in three days’ fighting the 
Greeks were forced back across the Sakaria River and lost heavily in men and material.  
At the same time, they found their communications threatened on the extreme left wing 
by the capture of Bilejik by the Kemalists.  However, the Greeks speedily rallied, both on 
the right wing and in the center, and resumed their advance on Angora, Turkey.  At this 
writing, they are reported as in contact with the Turkish second line of defense at the Ilija 
River…All the nations invited to take part in the Washington, D.C. conference on 
disarmament and Far Eastern questions have agreed to send delegations, the acceptance 
of Italy having been received last week.  It will be comforting to the representatives of 
those nations at the meeting to learn that they will probably be accorded the same 
privileges as extended to duly accredited foreign diplomats, and that therefore, they will 
be permitted to bring alcoholic beverages with them.  Our government will do nothing in 
the way of prohibition enforcement that might embarrass the conference.  President 
Harding, speaking at the fall term of the war college on Thursday, expressed the belief 
that the time was coming when the burdens of armament could be diminished, but 
declared that “no matter where the best aspirations of the world lead us, there never may 
be a time without the necessity for armed forces.”…Despite the objections of railroad 
men, the interstate commerce commission authorized western and southwestern railroads 
to reduce 5-1/2 cents a hundred pounds the rates on grain and grain products for export 
from Missouri River and Mississippi River ports, and on grain from the territory between 
the Missouri River and Mississippi River and from Illinois to Gulf of Mexico ports, 
Mobile, Alabama, to Galveston, Texas, inclusive.  The commission also authorized the 
railroads to publish on five days’ notice reductions on grain ranging from 1 cent to 5-1/2 
cents a hundred pounds from the territory west of the Missouri River in Nebraska, 



Kansas, Colorado, and Oklahoma to Gulf of Mexico ports.  The rates from Missouri 
River and Mississippi River points and territory between and Illinois may be published 
by the railroads on less than the usual 30-days’ notice [a portion of this paragraph appears 
in the same issue in the Colorado news column]…This brings us to Great Britain’s 
greater trouble [not exactly an effective segue, my guess is the lead-in story was either 
omitted or appeared elsewhere] – the Irish question.  Premier Lloyd George, growing 
weary as the rest of the world of the endless row, told the Sinn Feiners that they must 
accept or reject his proposals, for the constant exchange of notes was getting them 
nowhere.  Whereupon the Sinn Feiners dispatched another note to the premier.  It was 
drawn up by the Irish republican cabinet, for Dail Eireann had adjourned after entrusting 
the cabinet with plenary powers.  The note was carried by a courier to Scotland, where 
Lloyd George was taking a holiday, and at this writing, its contents are a secret.  If, as is 
probable, it is only a further elaboration of the arguments put forward by Sinn Fein, the 
premier is likely to lose the temper over which he usually has such complete control.  In 
Belfast, Ireland, the truce was broken last week, and for several days there was continual 
and bloody fighting between the nationalists and the Orangemen, with a number of 
fatalities.  At first, the military there contented themselves with patrolling the streets in 
armored cars, pleading for peace.  But when the lord mayor protested against their 
inaction, they adopted more vigorous methods, with good results.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business].  Taxidermy museum.  Imported dresses and beaded bags.  Camp equipment for 
sale or to rent.  Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  
Closing out sale for the season of rugs and furs.  You can get your fishing license with 
your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright Higby.  Telephone #205-J.  Estes Park, Colorado.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis courts, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

9 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – 
try them.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage 
and that of your friends if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].



9 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone 
#27-J3.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Buick fours – for 1922.  The new four-cylinder 
Buick has been long in the making.  It represents the same constructive advancement as 
the six-cylinder Buick, sharing the same engineering experience, the same facilities of 
immense Buick manufacturing plants, and the same competency of the great nationwide 
service organization.  Two open and two closed models comprise the four-cylinder line.  
Many vital features are common to all four models, such as convenience, comfort, power, 
and genuinely satisfying performance resulting form the Buick valve-in head motor, in 
connection with an equally distinctive Buick chassis mechanism.  Cord tires standard 
equipment on all models.  All prices free on board Flint, Michigan.  22-Four-34 two-
passenger roadster $935.  22-Four-35 five-passenger touring $975.  22-Four-36 three-
passenger coupe $1475.  22-Four-37 five-passenger sedan $1650.  Easy payment plan can 
be had on all these cars.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].   

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Fort Collins has Fine New Weekly Newspaper.  The 
Larimer County Chronicle made it initial bow to the public Friday of last week.  It is 
issued from Fort Collins, and carries at the editorial masthead the names J.W. Sturdivan, 
manager, and Ansel Watrous, associate editor.  The Larimer County Chronicle is a weekly 
publication, eight pages, and the first number is chock full of interesting articles and 
news.  It is splendidly patronized by Fort Collins merchants.  Mr. Watrous is one of the 
pioneer newspaper editors of the state, having founder the Fort Collins Courier in 1878, 
of which he was editor for nearly 40 years, and one of the most respected and widely-
quoted editors the state has ever had.  We welcome him back to the editorial chair with 
open arms.  Mr. Sturdivan is a practical printer of many years experience, has lived in 
Fort Collins about 15 years, and knows the needs of the town and community perfectly.  
We bespeak for the Larimer County Chronicle the success that it deserves, and knowing 
the field as we do, and the progressiveness of the merchants, we are certain with the 
proper men at the helm it will be a success from the start.  Until its own plant can be 
assembled, the Larimer County Chronicle is being printed in the Loveland Reporter 
office, and the mechanical work on it speaks highly of the issuing office.  For those in 
Estes Park who care to keep in touch with happenings in the county seat town, we shall 
be glad to take their subscriptions for the Larimer County Chronicle, and forward them to 
the publisher.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Will Install New Generator at Power Plant.  Manager 
Alfred Lamborn states that the new building at the power plant that will house the new 
big generator recently purchased at a cost of $17,000 is practically completed and that the 
generator is expected daily.  The generator will be installed in October at the close of the 
tourist season and will more than double the capacity of the plant and supply all the 
power in Estes Park for years to come.  For the past few years the present plant has been 
loaded to capacity and during the rush season it was impossible to give as perfect service 



as could have been desired.  Manager Alfred Lamborn will hereafter be able to care for 
all comers, and make happy those who have desired service for several years.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Large Crowds Appropriate Estes Park on Labor Day.  All 
day Saturday, Sunday, and Monday morning, a continuous stream of automobiles poured 
into Estes Park, and had there been a big display of bunting, those uninitiated would have 
thought a big celebration of some sort was about to be “pulled off”.  Most machines 
carried bedding and camp equipment, and every cottage that could be rented was 
occupied.  The hotels also were well patronized.  Had editor Bedford of the Platteville 
Herald been in Estes Park, we are sure his jaw would have dropped in amazement, and 
when he could have again been sure of his breath, he would have exclaimed, “Where 
could they all come from?”

9 September 1921 – The northern Colorado cabbage exchange, which has marketed the 
bulk of the cabbage from the northern Colorado district, has issued checks for the 
remainder of the payment, $117,000, to the growers who are exchange members.  It is in 
payment for all cabbage received by the exchange up to 15 August 1921, and does not 
include payment for a large number of cars shipped since that time.  The other day of 
payment will be 15 September 1921.  It is estimated by W.E. Northway, one of the largest 
and oldest buyers of produce in this section, that the late crop of cabbage will net the 
grower close to $900,000 additional, making more than $1,000,000 for the cabbage crop 
this year from the Brighton district…The finest state armory in the west is at Pueblo.  It 
will house two splendid units of the Colorado National Guard, Battery A and Troop C.  
Troop C has already received about 40 finely-trained cavalry horses from the war 
department, and 60 more are expected soon.  Battery A is to be equipped with the very 
best field artillery, also from the nation’s war department.  Both of these army units did 
splendid service during the great Pueblo flood, and their usefulness locally and for the 
state is sure to be up to the highest military standard.  The armory is to be fashioned after 
the armory at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and will cost $100,000 or more…An increase 
of over 100% in the building operations inaugurated during August 1921 over those of 
the same period in 1920 is shown by the monthly report of the city building department 
issued in Denver.  During August 1920, building permits to the extent of $340,550 were 
issued, while last month the permits totaled $751,450.  Permits for brick residences 
totaled $391,500.  Building operations during the first eight months of 1921 show an 
increase over those of 1920 from January to September, when permits aggregating 
$5,959,000 were issued.  This year, the total is $6,440,975…The body of an unidentified 
man, who probably had been murdered, was found partially wrapped in a sack a few 
miles beyond Vineland on the Santa Fe Trail east of Pueblo.  One bullet hole in the head, 
and another through the body, were found.  The man was well dressed, about 5 feet 10 
inches high, weighed about 200 pounds, and was about 40 or 45 years of age.  A fedora 
hat bore a mark of a Pawnee, Oklahoma, dealer, and in the man’s pocket was found a 
token from the Ford garage at Fowler, Colorado…The Loveland Chamber of Commerce 
has started an advertising campaign for the city.  Five thousand folders of the free 



camping ground are being issued, and 10,000 small booklets with scenes of Loveland and 
Estes Park will be issued this winter.  More signs will be posted along the roads leading 
to Loveland, and special news feature articles will be sent to various trade publications of 
the country…Edith Pinnello, 18-month-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.L. Pinello, 
teachers at Skinners, Colorado, was drowned when she fell in a horse trough.  Her parents 
did not find her until some time later, and immediately summoned two Colorado Springs 
physicians, who made a record run to the ranch, eight miles away, and applied a 
pulmonator.  Efforts to revive the child proved futile…Reports from the six mining 
camps of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company in the Walsenburg district received placed 
the number of miners idle as a result of the walkout at 1,368.  The reports, which came 
from superintendents and other mine officials and employees at the mine, said that only 
150 men were working, and that these were at the Walsen camp.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Reduced prices.  In harmony with the prevailing 
national tendency toward lower prices, we desire to announce a reduction on all classes 
of family work.  Coal still costs us $23 to $24 per ton, and machinery remains at the war 
price, also many other items of equipment and supplies, but we are anxious to do our part 
that conditions may return to normal.  New prices effective 5 September 1921.  Estes 
Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Cadillac 8’s.  Cautious drivers.  For the best 
automobile service, telephone #160.  The National Park, Service Automobile Company 
[sic punctuation].  Office with the Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  Lawrence E. 
Grace, manager.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American Plan, with everything in the 
way of luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The 
Lewiston Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring 
water, horseback riding.  American Plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and 
Rooms [a block 6 business] – European Plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala 
carte service.  The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – 
European Plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  
Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National 
Park at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large 
central building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in 
every respect, has its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from 
Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the 
Berthoud Pass road, or by rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 
1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to 
Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky 
Mountain Lodges, Inc.



9 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will 
keep the blues away.   

9 September 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail 
building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, 
cash in advance $3.  Six months $1.75.  Three months $1.  Single copy 10 cents.  
Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 
25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches – transient rate.  
Transient and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents 
per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 
2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum 
charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, 
socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents 
per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in 
advertising copy must reach this office not later than Monday to insure insertion same 
week.  New ads accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.  

9 September 1921 – Poem by Folger McKinsey.  Go to the box where the smiles are kept/
And take them out one by one;/Scatter them wide where the frowns have slept,/Till the 
clouds give way to the sun./Open that treasure of beauty and cheer/As soon as you’re up 
in the dawn,/And face the bright world with never a fear,/And go with a brave smile on.

9 September 1921 – Editorials:  Miners employed by the Colorado Fuel and Iron 
Company have been reduced in pay $2.50 per day.  The public way now look for a 
reduction in the price of coal upward [sic]…Cigarette sucking females need not expect a 
position in the Kansas public schools, according to the superintendent of public 
instruction.  Also, they will not be considered properly dressed unless the skirt covers the 
knee…The Streetcar Men’s Union of Des Moines, Iowa, has offered the bankruptcy court 
to operate the system for a month, and to accept as wages the remainder of the receipts 
after the necessary operating expenses have been paid.  Fair enough, isn’t it?…The 
initiated amendment authorizing an extra tax levy to save our institutions of higher 
learning from going to the bow-wows carried, and now the University of Colorado at 
Boulder is going to build a gymnasium to cost nearly a half-million dollars.  Paraphrasing 
the language of Jehovah, “It almost repenteth me that I voted for the amendment.”…The 
United States and Germany have signed the peace treaty prepared by Secretary of State 
Charles E. Hughes of President Harding’s cabinet.  When the treaty is ratified by the 
United States Senate, then this country and Germany will be at peace, and diplomatic 



relations between the two nations will be resumed.  It took nearly three years’ time and 
the expenditure of an immense amount of hot air to bring about this beneficent and most 
righteous situation…Under the heading “Estes Park News of Interest to Local People”, 
the Larimer County Chronicle carries a goodly number of items which are preceded by 
the following paragraph:  “The following items of interest to local readers are clipped 
from the especially well-edited weekly, the Estes Park Trail.  It is evident that Mr. Harris 
lets no news items escape his watchful eye, and we are glad to note that his newspaper 
venture in Estes Park is proving a pronounced success.”…Reprinted from the Longmont 
Ledger:  Maybe it is a poor time to kick just as the season is about over, but the plan has 
been tried, and we can now consider the result.  The state legislature has placed the price 
of a fisherman’s license, if the fisherman lives in the county or state, at $1, but if an 
outsider, he must pay $5.  Admitting that the man pays taxes and supports home 
institutions, and sees that the streams are stocked with trout, why make the tourist whom 
we want to come to our state pay such a heavy price for the little fishing he shall want to 
do?  As a rule, he catches few fish, but he wants the fun of trying.  It may be right that the 
man from outside the state should pay more than the home man, but why force him to pay 
five times as much?…George Matthew Adams has given us a paragraph on “Facts” 
which we want readers of this page to look over.  “Facts,” he says, “are the finger points 
of fate.  Get the facts.  Then you may plan your battle.  Without them, you have already 
lost.  Merely because the facts look trivial is no reason why they should be ignored.  The 
source of the Mississippi River is trivial.  Facts have eyes that look great issues squarely 
in the face.  Someone has said, ‘One trouble with our country is that we have so many 
illiterate literates.  It isn’t because we don’t read that we think so sloppily, but because we 
read so much of the platitudinous piffle of the syndicated uplifters.’ That’s a fact.”…
Secretary of War Weeks thinks that an army officer should have practical knowledge, 
gained by actual experience, before he is put in command of troops.  This is in line with 
the world’s experience.  The best newspapermen are those who work their way up from a 
“cub”.  The best railroad men are those who began on the section, and the best merchants 
are those who started out sweeping the store.  The full-fledged successful manager who 
gets his equipment from a correspondence course may know a lot about theory, but it 
takes the actual bumps of actual experience to bring the best equipment for the big job.  
This is a thing which young men should understand, and be willing to accept as a big 
fact…Reprinted from the Johnstown Breeze:  Spend your money where you make it.  
This applies to the businessmen as well as the people in the trade community.  Too often, 
the businessman who is dependent on the people of the community for a market for his 
goods is the first one to run to Denver, Longmont, Loveland, or Greeley for something 
that he could get in the hometown, just because he saves a few cents.  If you do not do 
your own buying in your own town, don’t be surprised if the people, who are in no way 
bound to the community, exercise the same privilege.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Big Bill’s Inheritance.  “Big Bill” Haywood, the IWW 
[Industrial Workers of the World] leader who jumped his $30,000 bail in the United 
States and went to Soviet Russia, where he has become a member of the Soviet “cabinet”, 



has just come in for a $100,000 inheritance.  According to a dispatch from Chicago, 
Illinois, this snug fortune represents one-third of the estate of his first wife, whom 
Haywood deserted with her two children many years ago.  At that time, the Haywoods 
were poor, and Mrs. Haywood was left without support, and with two children to plan for.  
Since then, her father has become rich, and after his death, he left his money to his 
daughter, who died in Nevada without leaving a will.  Under the law of that state, the 
renegade husband who did nothing to earn the money, who deserted his wife and babies, 
leaving them to the cold mercies of a cruel world when they were least able to meet the 
situation, comes in for his one-third.  The general public is interested in what Haywood 
will do.  If he has a spark of manhood about him, he will of course refuse to take the 
inheritance.  If he is a real yellow pup, he will take it and use it for his own enjoyment.  If 
he takes it and is not altogether a fakir, he will turn it over to the Soviet government in 
which he believes, and which is just now in huge need of a little extra cash.  If he comes 
to this country to get it, he will have to face a prison sentence, which is not likely to be 
lessened because of the lapse of time.  “Big Bill’s” course will be watched with interest.  
Meanwhile, Mrs. Haywood’s failure to make a will was little short of a crime against her 
children and against society.  Why people, knowing that they surely must die, and may 
die at any time, fail to make suitable provision for the disposal of their property, is one of 
the mysteries of life.

9 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

9 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Be sure to read the Estes Park Trail want ads 
before laying the newspaper aside.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Estes Park Garage.  Dealers in Dodge, Nash, and 
Ford Cars.  Quick deliveries.  New and used Fords on hand at all times.  Michelin and 
Savage tires at Denver prices.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery 
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.



9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Independent Abyssinia [the present-day Ethiopia].  
(Prepared by the National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.)  A Christian nation 
when our ancestors were floundering in paganism, now as for centuries an African empire 
– one of the three or four remaining empires of the world – and the only bit of land on the 
great continent of Africa, with the exception of the little republic of Liberia, which has 
not been made a possession of a protectorate of a European power – such is Abyssinia, 
little heard of in the world’s affairs, but possessing a history and a promise of future 
economic importance which make it deserve a different fate.  The country owes its 
independence in large part both directly and indirectly to its geographical environment.  
Set upon a great plateau, it is a natural fortress, and while the natives of most other 
sections of tropical Africa dwell in enervating jungles or inhospitable deserts, the people 
of Abyssinia, thanks to their altitude, fertile soil, and temperate conditions in general, 
have an invigorating climate and a land literally of “milk and honey”.  A situation near 
Arabia and Palestine, too, has drawn Arabian and Jewish blood to Abyssinia [warning:  
Nonscientific ignorance follows], and has given the people of the country a racial 
advantage which the African tribes of pure Negro blood have not had.  But while 
geographical situation has in many ways been an advantage to Abyssinia, it has brought 
its disadvantages also.  Without access to the sea for centuries, the Abyssinians, held to 
their inland tablelands, without contact with the outside world, failed to make the most of 
their possessions of a lofty religion and an early start toward civilization, and have 
remained a semi-barbaric people.  It is perhaps remarkable that, isolated as they were, 
they maintained their Christianity in any recognizable form.  Observers marvel at the fact 
that the principal tenets and observances of the faith are practically pure, rather than at 
the growth beside them of certain superstitions and laxities.  Subhead:  Cut off from sea 
and Nile River.  As the situation now stands, Abyssinia is entirely cut off from the sea and 
the Nile River by the colonies of European powers – Italian Eritrea, French Somaliland, 
and British Somaliland on the north, Italian Somaliland on the east, British East Africa on 
the south, and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan on the west.  But this is a mere holding of the 
gates by new keepers.  Since the rise of Mohammedan power in the Near East, the county  
has been cut off about equally as effectively by various Mohammedan tribes.  Those 
people of Arabian blood were able to take possession of the low desert lands, but on their 
invigorating highlands, the Abyssinians were, with rare exception, masters.  Abyssinia is 
more than twice the size of the German republic, and of about the area of California, 
Oregon, and Nevada together.  The country lies in the same latitude as Venezuela and the 
southern islands of the Philippines, well in the tropics, but because of its general high 
elevation it has, like Mexico, a must cooler and more healthful climate than its proximity 
to the equator would indicate.  These highlands are from 5000 to 8000 feet above the sea.  
Their rolling prairies are well watered, and have a good growth of grass.  The climate on 
these uplands is superb, and if one desires cooler surroundings, there are mountain chains 



rising from the plateau in almost all sections of the country.  Some of these mountains 
reach a height of 15,000 feet, and are topped by perpetual snow.  Irrigation could be 
practiced in Abyssinia to great advantage, but the utilization of the abundant water supply  
in that way seems never to have entered the minds of the natives.  Subhead:  Canyons and 
deep valleys.  The great amount of water which runs down from the Abyssinian 
mountains has carved gigantic gorges through the tablelands, some of which, in depth at 
least, rival the Grand Canyon of the Colorado [River].  The gorge of the Blue Nile which 
flows for more than half its length through Abyssinia is from 5000 to 6000 feet deep in 
places.  The material washed from this remote chasm has played an important part, 
incidentally, in the history of the world.  Ground into silt and deposited through the 
centuries and millenniums in the lower valley of the Nile River, it produced there a 
garden spot, and made possible the growth of one of the world’s earliest civilizations.  In 
the bottoms of these deep valleys, some of which are fairly wide, and in other 
depressions, tropical conditions prevail, so that the possible products of Abyssinia range 
from those of the tropics to those of the northern temperate zone.  Little has been done 
toward the development of agriculture beyond its primitive stages.  The raising of cattle, 
sheep, and goats for their milk, flesh, and skins is the more popular pursuit.  The 
Abyssinian has been described by one American as “rather an independent, easy-living, 
battle-loving, raw-meat-eating, sensual, devil-may-care chap”.  Socially, the people are 
living in feudal times.  The various reigning princes of the provinces owe allegiance to 
the emperor, and must furnish soldiers to support him in time of war.  The land is 
theoretically owned by the emperor, and those who make use of it are his tenants.  
“Justice” is administered personally by the rulers and their representatives.  When a 
person is accused of a crime, the first step is to confiscate his property.  Decision as to his 
innocence or guilt can follow in due time.  Because property has been unsafe for a long 
period, people of wealth have buried what they could for safekeeping.  Vast quantities of 
gold, silver, and ivory are believed to lie underground at the present time, the latter, of 
course, deteriorating.  Subhead:  Good roads are scarce.  One great drawback to the 
commercial development of Abyssinia has been the lack of roads leading up to the high 
plateau and over its surface.  The routes of travel which have been used for more than a 
thousand years are mere trails, and the burdens have been carried on mule and camel 
back since the days of the great Queen of Sheba, who, the traditions of the Abyssinians 
say, was the queen of Ethiopia.  The royal line claims descent from her and Solomon.  
Some years ago, the French began constructing a railroad from their port of Djibouti, just 
below the mouth of the Red Sea, toward Abyssinia.  The Abyssinians permitted this to be 
extended into their country, and in 1917, it reached Addis Ababa [or Addis Abeba], the 
capital.  Over this road, a large part of the hides, coffee, beeswax, and ivory, which 
constitute the chief exports of the empire, are shipped.  Specialists in various fields who 
have visited the country believe that this is but a small part of the products that could be 
shipped to the world, and that the people are enjoying but a fraction of the prosperity that 
they might enjoy if they developed their resources along modern lines.  As the only 
African people which has been able to maintain its independence in modern times in a 
war with a European power, the Abyssinians have become rather conceited, and are 



inclined not to recognize the superiority even of Western civilization and culture [not 
even this?].  Their victory was won over the Italians in 1896 at the battle of Adowa, 
where the pick of the Italian army was cut to pieces.  The Abyssinians have bought large 
quantities of modern rifles in recent years, and could probably put in the field in case of 
war an army of 250,000 well-equipped soldiers, a large part of them mounted.  

9 September 1921 – Albert Hayden is improving his home property by the addition of a 
garage attached to the house, and installation of a hot-water heating plant for both…The 
Rocky Mountain National Park has received 30,000 feet of bridge timbers for use in 
repairing the various bridges within Rocky Mountain National Park.  

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  Gaylord Harper 
Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  We can’t satisfy you unless you wish the best 
developing and printing of your Kodak films.  The Gracraft Shop [a block 6 business].  
“We put the snap in snapshots.”  Lawrence E. Grace.  Estes Park, Colorado.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 busines].  Automobile 
repairing – tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your hometown.  30 x 3 safety 
$13.45.  Other sizes accordingly.  Complete stock all sizes on hand.  Automobile 
accessories, Ford parts, storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble.  Night service until 
11:00 p.m.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Farm for sale.  Thirty acres, one mile from best 
town in northern Colorado, with splendid high school and college [this narrows the 
obvious locations to Fort Collins or Greeley] and other educational advantages, fine 
churches, splendid soil, best irrigation rights, orchard improvements.  Will divide place 
into smaller tracts if desired.  Priced right.  Terms:  $5000 down, balance 6%, might 
consider residence property as part payment.  Address H.A., care Estes Park Trail, Estes 
Park, Colorado.

9 September 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  T.S. Eustis, traffic manager of 
the Burlington railroad, came in Friday from Chicago, Illinois.  Mr. Eustis is well pleased 
with the tourist business this year, which was far heavier than had generally been 
supposed, considering the financial condition of the country…R.E. Smith, who has been 
on the second chair in the barbershop, and wife, who has been employed at the telephone 



office, left Sunday for a week’s visit in Denver.  Mr. Smith will be employed this winter 
in the O.K. barbershop in Fort Collins…Miss Gertrude Cain, who conducted the candy 
kitchen in the Blue Bird Cliff, has gone to Holly, Colorado…Semi-advertisement:  The 
Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds of fine job printing…
The Wild West show given at Horseshoe Inn on Labor Day was well attended, and a good 
program of sports was indulged in…Professor Fred G. Person and family of Fort Collins 
spent the weekend in Estes Park.  Professor Person is connected with the State 
Agricultural College…Semi-advertisement:  You can keep in touch with the garden spot 
of the United States by ordering the weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail during the 
winter…Miss Joe Anna Rogers [sic], who has been the Estes Park Trail bookkeeper 
during the summer, left Sunday for Longmont, where she has accepted a position with the 
Mountain States Telephone Company…Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have you 
telephone the news…Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you 
prompt service for all kinds of fine job printing…Mrs. Ben Reece of Longmont, 
accompanied by Miss Nelle Howard, former local editor on the Estes Park Trail [this was 
a short-lived position], spent the weekend in Estes Park at their cottage near Eagle Cliff…
Semi-advertisement:  Automobile tent!  Best made.  Come in and look it over.  National 
Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…Dr. H.T. Pershing, who has spent most of 
the summer in Estes Park at his beautiful summer home, left for his home in Denver this 
week…Mrs. J.L. Wallace of Fort Collins and daughter Miss Mable, who is teaching in 
the Wellington school, spent the weekend and Labor Day at their cottage in Estes Park…
James R. Noland, Jr., was an Estes Park visitor several days the last of the past week…
Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all 
kinds of fine job printing…Casey Rockwell [Clayton Newell Rockwell] and wife enjoyed 
a brief vacation and celebrated by making the circle trip to Grand Lake and Denver last 
week…Semi-advertisement:  Just arriving.  Fall suits, coats, and dresses at Godfrey’s [a 
block 5 business]…Semi-advertisement:  Glad to receive your news items…Charles E. 
Dove, who has been employed by Mrs. J.A. Prouty at Pine Log Inn [I believe this is in 
Moraine Park] for the past three months, returned Monday to his home in Loveland…Mr. 
and Mrs. J.A. Crabb of Greeley, and son Wendell, of Illinois, who have been spending a 
week in Dr. Workman’s cottage, returned home Tuesday.  Wendell Crabb is well and 
favorably known in Moraine Park, having been employed by Mrs. J.A. Prouty for two 
years.  He will return Saturday to Champlain [sic, suggest Champaign, from what 
follows], Illinois, where he will teach in the university…Miss Edna Geister and Miss 
Elizabeth Henry, who have been guests at Stead’s Hotel for several weeks, have rented 
Mrs. Hostetter’s new cottage, and will remain in Estes Park until 1 November 1921…
Mrs. F.M. Osborn, who was called to Cameron, Missouri, by the serious illness of her 
mother, is expected to arrive home sometime this week. 

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Denver Resident Gives Lie to Newspaper Reports about 
Fall River Road.  James A. Keogh of Denver was in Estes Park Wednesday, and was 
greatly surprised to find the roads in such splendid shape.  He says the Fall River Road 
was a revelation to him, and in better shape than the road over Berthoud Pass, and equal 



to the roads in the Denver mountain parks.  He was told at the Denver tourist bureau that 
the Fall River Road was in terrible shape, and that but one or two machines a day were 
succeeding in getting over it, but decided he would make the third over for one day.  
Much to his surprise, he found that from 50 to 500 machines per day had been all 
summer, and were still, making the trip, and that the road was a great surprise to him after 
the false impression he had been given.  The above statement is substantiated every day 
by tourists, including Honorable Charles B. Timberlake, who inspected the Fall River 
Road Wednesday.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Here is the new Thor with a big drop in price.  Will 
do the spring and fall washing for any hotel in Estes Park, 12 big sheets, or their bulk in 
other linen at a time – six-sheet size for the family wash.  We have them in stock at 
Denver prices.  Let us bring one out for a free trial washday.  New Lemin-cylinder, does 
not collect alkali or soap settlings.  The Electric Shop.  Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. 
Hurrel.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Native American Worker Gives Inspiring Address 
Sunday.  R.D. Hall, who has charge of Native American work in Oklahoma under the 
supervision of the YMCA, and is now engaged in making a survey of the conditions and 
needs of the Oklahoma Native Americans, delivered possibly the most inspiring address 
of the season at the Estes Park church.  Mr. Hall took for his theme, following the reading 
of the scripture lesson by A.A. Hyde, “The Native American, the Witness of True 
Christianity.”  [Warning:  Racial ignorance follows]  The address dealt with the 
difficulties of taking the Gospel message to the Native Americans, and of their simple 
faith and power in belief after conversion.  He related touching stories of miracles today 
among the Native Americans that most people think only occurred during the time of 
Christ, and illustrated the power of God in cementing tribes in brotherly love who had 
been for centuries the bitterest of foes, and whom the United States armies have been 
unable to keep within proper bounds until the love of Christ had melted the stone heart of 
the savage.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Extraordinary special offer.  Aluminum ware.  We 
place on sale Saturday morning, 10 September 1921, a special purchase of 25 aluminum 
tea kettles and 25 aluminum double boilers.  The regular selling price of these have been 
until now $2.50 to $3.  Your choice while they last only $1.69 each.  See them in our 
large window, and buy one of each while you have the opportunity.  J.E. Macdonald [a 
block 5 business]

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W [the telephone number of the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company].  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.



9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of 
the outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing by experts.

9 September 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Cheap, 
large size sheet iron heating stove, second hand.  J.T. [sic, suggest J.E.] Macdonald.  
22-2t…For sale – Land in tract size to suit purchaser up to 80 acres.  Address post office 
box 16, Estes Park.  21tf…For sale – House tent, 12 feet x 14 feet, knocked down, 
reasonable.  Inquire C.M. Kearns, Hupp Hotel.  20-4t…For sale or trade – Nicely 
improved 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in county, balance dry 
farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good school.  
Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, balance 
terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished cottage 
inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone $27J3.  For sale – 120 
acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of 
shade.  This has just been put on the market and will not last long at the price.  Address 
CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum 
cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf…Homes to rent – One 
cottage, and land for sale.  D.B. Griffith.

9 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Automobile tent!  Best made.  Come in and 
look it over.  National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…W.E. Sweet is 
improving his cottage by the addition of attractive porches, etc….Thomas Aztell, a 
member of the Denver City Council and of the Civic and Commercial Associations, came 
in Wednesday and stopped at the Elkhorn Lodge.  Mr. Aztell is making the circile trip, 
and spoke very highly of the wonderful scenery and of the Fall River Road drive.  He 
made most of the automobile trips over Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park, 
and was charmed with its beauty…Semi-advertisement:  For a good automobile tent, the 
best made, call at the National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business]…Dr. and Mrs. 
Nichols and daughter, Lucille, of El Paso, Indiana, returned home Tuesday.  They were 
guests at Stead’s Hotel for several weeks…Semi-advertisement:  For a good automobile 
tent, the best made, call at the National Park Outing Company [a block 3 busines]…Mr. 
and Mrs. Dingman and son Hugh, who have been spending the summer with Mr. and 
Mrs. O.L. Green, left Monday for their home in Long Beach, California…A birthday 
party was given Sunday evening at Pine Log Inn [is this in Moraine Park?] in honor of 
Miss Helen Cornish, the occasion being her 17th birthday.  Refreshments of ice cream 
and cake were served.  Covers were laid for 20…William L. Beck, the new principal [sic, 
later referred to as superintendent] of the Estes Park schools, came in from Denver 
Sunday.



9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins prefix].

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
speciality.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try 
us once and you will be steady customers.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next 
summer.  Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house 
now and build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of 
plans to choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are 
satisfied.  Hurd and Woolley [sic, subsequently Wooley], builders.  S.M. Hurd, post office 
box 26.  A.W. Wooley [sic, previously Woollley], post office box 72.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

9 September 1921 – Article reprinted from Popular Science Monthly.  Headline:  Bees 
Eaten for Revenge.  Bees are usually employed as manufacturers of honey, which is 
everywhere considered a delicious food, but there are places where the bees themselves 
serve as a food.  The black people of Guiana, when stung by a bee, proceed to catch as 
many as they can, and in revenge eat them.  It would be interesting to know what happens 
as an effect of the sting thus taken internally.  In Ceylon, the natives hold a torch under 
the bee swarm hanging to a tree, catch them as they drop, then carry them home, boil 
them, and eat them.  

9 September 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  [Illustration:  Pen-and-ink sketch 
of middle-aged male slouched comfortably on a wooden chair, yawning, with left arm 
raised in a fist and right knee bent to prop up his foot on an unseen table.  His face is 
posed 3/4 right profile, and his udder body is likewise turned 3/4 right profile.  His right 
hand is tucked into his right pants pocket.  He wears a straw boater, has a flushed face 
with a prominent right ear and pickle-like nose, and is dressed a bit like a riverboat 
gambler, with a light dotted collarless long-sleeved shirt, black U-neck vest, and plaid or 
checked pants.  The cartoon is signed “Charles Sughroe” in all caps in the upper left 
corner.]  The Loafer hasn’t done a lick of work since the famous “Work or Fight” order, 
when he shouldered a dinner-bucket and rallied to the shipyards.  The loafer was just 
naturally born tired, and he’s still holding his own.  Besides, that, he makes everybody 
else tired!



9 September 1921 – Headline:  The Caverns of Luray.  In the midst of the broad winding 
valley of the Shenandoah River – the “Daughter of the Stars” as the Native Americans 
call it – in northwestern Virginia, flanked on the east by a line of mountains known as the 
Massanuttons, and on the west by the main chain of the Blue Ridge range, is the quaint, 
oldish town of Luray, Virginia.  Ten miles west is Cave Hill, under which is one of our 
great natural curiosities – the Luray Caverns, to which have come to wonder, study, and 
admire scientists, explorers, and tourists from every quarter.  Here, the mysterious 
workings of nature have produced a veritable underground fairy palace, with miles of 
passageways lined with an infinite variety of curious, gigantic, and wonderful formations.  
Almost every object of nature seems to be reproduced with surprising reality.  The 
indescribably fantastic groupings of the weird and grotesque formations, the beauty and 
the coloring of the titanic tapestry effects, and the translucent and symmetrical 
arrangement appear to be the handiwork of nature in a playful mood.  One chamber 
measures almost 400 feet in length by 125 feet in width.  Others possess lofty, arched, 
and elaborately ornamented domes.  A most marvelous formation bears strong 
resemblance to a gigantic pipe organ.  When struck, these “chimes” give out low, sweet, 
full notes which re-echo rather spookily through the surrounding caverns.  This cavern is 
brilliantly electric lighted, surprisingly free from dampness – in fact, the atmosphere is 
pleasingly delightful, the normal, year-round temperature is about 54 degrees, and the 
journey through it an entirely new and novel [sic, how is this different from new?] and 
unusual sensation.

9 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Take it with you.  You will enjoy the regular visits of 
the Estes Park Trail this winter.  Order it sent to your home.  Telephone #27-J3 or see 
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Closing out.  Gates Tires and Diamond Tires at cost.  
Francis Tire Service Company.  [Illustration:  Tire or tube logo bisected by a flowing 
ribbon, incorporating the words “Francis Tire Service Company”]  “Service that satisfies”

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Moraine Lodge.  The resort that is just like home.  
Unexcelled mountain views.  Catering to genteel people at city prices.  $19 to $35 per 
week.  Per day $4 to $6.  For information, call G.M. Derby, manager.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Want ads placed in the Estes Park Trail will find it if 
it’s lost, sell it if it’s worth the money, rent it if it’s for rent – just telephone #27-J3, and 
our little want ads will do the rest.  Try them.  The Estes Park Trail.

9 September 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  
Presbyterian church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday 
morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both 



services.  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  Subhead:  Episcopal.  
Morning services at Elkhorn Lodge 11:00 a.m.  Evening services at Stead’s 8:00 p.m.  
Subhead:  Sunday school lesson 11 September 1921.  Paul in Athens.  Lesson text – Acts 
chapter 17, verses 16-34.  Golden text – In him we live, and move, and have our being – 
Acts chapter 17, verse 28.  Reference material – Luke chapter 4, verses 16-30.  Primary 
topic – Paul telling the people about God.  Junior topic – Paul in Athens, Greece.  
Intermediate and senior topic.   In a famous Greek city.  Young people and adult topic – 
Paul in a center of learning.  Being driven from Berea, Paul fled to Athens, Greece.  I. 
The idolatry of the Athenians (Acts chapter 17, verse 16).  Athens, Greece, was the 
intellectual metropolis of the world at that time, the home of the world’s great eloquence 
and philosophy.  Paul’s spirit was stirred within him when he saw the city wholly given to 
idolatry.  II. The parties concerned (Acts chapter 17, verses 17-21).  True to his usual 
custom, Paul went into the Jewish synagogue, and entered into earnest argument with the 
Jews.  From them, he turned to such as were found in the marketplace.  Here he came 
into touch with the Epicurean and Stoic philosophers.  The former were atheistic 
materialists.  They denied the doctrine of Creation.  They gave themselves up to sensual 
indulgences since they had no idea of future judgment.  The latter were pantheists.  When 
they heard the preaching of Paul, they desired to know what new doctrine he preached, so 
they invited him to the Areopagus, where he might speak to them of his new doctrine.  
They inquired as to what this “babbler” might say.  The word “babbler” means literally 
“seed-picker”.  III. Paul’s Address on Mars’ Hill (Acts chapter 17, verses 23-31).  1. The 
introduction (Acts chapter 17, verses 22 and 23).  He did not accuse them of 
“superstition” as the Authorized Version [of the Bible] would make it, but as in the 
American Revised Version, he introduces his discourse in a courteous and conciliatory 
manner, stating that he perceived that they were very religious.  This he explained by 
stating that as he was viewing their city, he beheld an altar with an inscription “To the 
Unknown God”.  This was his point of contact.  He proceeds at once to connect it with 
the idea of the living God, implying that this altar had been erected to Him.  He was too 
wise to begin at once to denounce heathenism and idolatry.  2. The body of his discourse 
(Acts chapter 17, verses 24-31).  (1) A declaration concerning God (Acts chapter 17, 
verses 24 and 25).  (a) He created the material universe (Acts chapter 17, verse 24).  This 
was a direct blow at the philosophy of both the Epicureans and the Stoics.  he did not 
attempt to prove the existence of God, it needs no proof.  The Bible everywhere assumes 
the existence of a divine being.  (b) His spirituality and immensity (Acts chapter 17, 
verses 24 and 25).  He is not served with “men’s hands as though he needed anything”, 
neither is He confined by any sort of religious temple.  Being essentially spiritual, He 
demands heart-service, and being transcendent above all, He is not confined to earthly 
temples.  (c) His active providence (Acts chapter 17, verse 25).  He gives existence, 
bestows needed gifts, and as sovereign directs all things.  (2) Declaration concerning man 
(Acts chapter 17, verses 26-31).  (a) His common origin (Acts chapter 17, verse 26).  This 
was a blow at the foolish Athenian pride, which supposed that they were superior to all 
other people.  This proposition he proved from their own literature (see Acts chapter 17, 
verse 28).  If men are the offspring of God, and bear His likeness, it is utter folly to make 



images as the senseless idols were.  (b) Nations have their place by the sovereign purpose 
of God (Acts chapter 17, verse 26).  The position and mission of each nation is of God’s 
appointment.  (c) Men should seek God (Acts chapter 17, verse 26).  His goodness and 
grace in supplying all our affairs of the nations should move man to see and seek God, for 
He is indeed very near to everyone, so near that our existence and movements are all 
under His control (Acts chapter 17, verse 27).  (d) Pressing obligation to repent (Acts 
chapter 17, verses 30 and 31).  This was his supreme message.  Though God had formerly 
passed over idolatry, He now calls to all men to repent.  The solemn reason for such 
action is the coming day of judgment, the credential of which is the resurrection of Jesus 
Christ from the dead.  The judgment of God of an unbelieving world is as sure as this 
fact.  Men will be judged on the basis of their attitude toward Jesus Christ.  IV.  Result of 
Paul’s preaching (Acts chapter 17, verses 32-34).  1. Some mocked (Acts chapter 17, 
verse 32).  2. Some procrastinated (Acts chapter 17, verse 32).  3. Some believe (Acts 
chapter 17, verse 34)…Quotation from Fenelon.  Subhead:  All to God.  You should 
frequently arounse within yourself the desire to give to God all the faculties of your soul 
– that is, of you mind, to know Him and think of Him, and of your will, to love Him, and 
further seek to consecrate all your outward senses to Him in all their actions…Quotation 
from Rev. Dr. Douglas.  Subhead:  Christian unity.  The spirit of Christian unity must be 
cultivated between the different churches before formal union can be effected…
Quotation from Job chapter 17, verses 17 and 18.  Subhead:  What is man?  What is man 
that thou shouldest magnify him? and that thou shouldest set thine heart upon him? and 
that thou shouldest visit him every morning, and try him every moment?…Quotation 
from Newman Smyth.  Subhead:  Blessed mysteries of life.  Both death and sleep are 
blessed mysteries of life.  It is of little consequence what time the angel of life opens the 
door of death for us, the supreme concern for us is whether our hearts shall be pure, and 
our souls strong in grace, to rejoice in the vision of the Everlasting Day…Quotation from 
Rev. Andrew Murray.  Subhead:  God gives light and strength.  Give yourself to God’s 
perfect love to work out His perfect will.  For all He means you to do, He will surely give 
light and strength.  The throne of the Lamb is surely proof that there is no surer way for 
us to riches and honor than through His poverty.  

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the 
Continental Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  
This wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher 
than any road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, 
Lyons, and Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Licensed operators 
for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying thru the air,/As you motor along/
With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the 



Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” know/
That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens.  Drawing 
and writing books and other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company.  Telephone #41.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Professor Miller Dies as He Leads Big Parade.  Dr. 
Gordon R. Miller, head of the sociology and economic department of the Colorado State 
Teachers’ College in Greeley, died suddenly Friday morning of last week as he was 
leading the band in a big parade at the Windsor “carnival of progress”.  The professor was 
stricken with apoplexy, and fell in the street.  He was rushed to the hospital, but died in a 
short time.  Professor Miller had been an instructor in the teachers’ college for 16 years, 
and had become widely known over the entire west because of his connection with the 
extension department of the college that took him into every part of the state for lectures 
and talks.  He was 60 years old, a member of the Elks, and had been leader of the band 
for several years.  He is survived by a widow and two sons, Gordon Miller and Marshal 
Miller.  Professor Miller was quite active during the season in the summer school that 
spent their weekends in Estes Park, and was to have been in Estes Park the next day to 
advise in plans that are maturing for a private summer training school for teachers in 
Estes Park.

9 September 1921 – Prose poem and byline:  Health Food by Walt Mason. The doctor is 
sure that my health is poor, he says that I waste away, so bring me a can of the shredded 
bran, and a bale of the toasted hay.  O feed me on rice and denatured ice, and the oats that 
the horses chew, and a peck of slaw and a load of straw, and a turnip or squash or two.  
The doctor cries that it won’t be wise to eat of the things I like, if I make a break at a 
sirloin steak, my stomach is sure to strike.  I dare not reach for the luscious peach or stab 
the lemon pie, if I make a pass at the stew, alas!  I’m sure to curl up and die.  If a thing 
looks good, it must be eschewed, if bad I may eat it down.  So bring me a jar of the rich 
pine tar form the health food works uptown, and bring me a bag of your basic slag, and a 
sack of your bolted prunes, and a bowl of slop from the doctor’s shop, and ladle it in with 
spoons!  I will have to feed on the jimson week, and the grass that the cows may leave, 
for the doctor’s sure that my health is poor, and I know that he’d now deceive.

9 September 1921 – Poem and byline:  The Modern Girl by John Adams.  We hear about 
the modern girl/And how she wears the pants;/how she eats ice cream and fudge/And also 
how she’ll flirt./A little observation shows/She also wears the shirt./The preachers say the 
scant attire/You see upon the beach/Is short, shocking and very incomplete./But the 
summer girl, the winter girl,/Just any girl, if you please,/Doesn’t dress as scant as she did/
In the days of Adam and Eve./But of all the freaks and follies/That we most need to fear, /
Is the girl without a curl,/Or the girl without an ear./No one cares really what she wears,/
Just so it’s the style;/But there is one garb, Oh! don’t discard;/It’s the wearing of a smile.



9 September 1921 – Column title and byline:  Uncle Walt’s Story by Walt Mason. 
Headline:  The First Time.  “I confess that the thought of death always raises gooseflesh 
on me,” said the melancholy boarder.  “The only comfort is that a man dies but once.”  
“That’s what makes it so unpleasant,” observed the star boarder.  “If a man died at regular 
intervals, say once a year, he’d soon get used to it, and regard it as part of the day’s work.  
A man dies, and that’s the end of him, so far as this world is concerned.  He has no 
chance to come back and bore his friends with a long story about it.  If he had that 
chance, it would make a great difference.  The ordinary citizen will undergo anything, if 
he can sit around and talk about it afterward.  The first time we are up against anything 
disagreeable always is the worst.  We can get used to anything, and enjoy anything, if we 
have enough of it.  We are born optimists, my dear Mrs. Jiggers, always looking around 
for a grain of comfort, and manufacturing one if there is none in sight.  I’ll never forget 
the first time I went to see the dentist on professional business.  I had been entertaining a 
rip-snorting toothache for several days.  The agony was so great that it would take the pen 
of a Dante to do justice to it.  Yet I couldn’t muster up enough courage to go to the 
dentist’s.  I had heard so many stories of the atrocious suffering one undergoes at his 
hands that my warlike spirit faltered.  But finally, the man who occupied the room next to 
mine came to my apartment, armed with a large iron poker, and said that I had kept him 
awake for three nights, and the limit had been reached.  If I didn’t chase myself out of the 
house and let him have a night’s rest, he would proceed to make a few dents in my skull.  
Thus turned adrift into the tempest, the first man I met was a dentist, and he simply 
forced me to his parlor.  He was a friend of the family, and wouldn’t take ‘no’ for an 
answer.  He had to carry me up the stairway to his office, I had become so weak in the 
legs.  I supposed he would rend me limb from limb, but he really was a painless dentist.  
In three or, perhaps, four shakes he was holding before my eyes the tooth which had 
caused all the anguish, and I was enjoying solid comfort once more.  Since that 
experience, I look upon the modern dentist as a public benefactor, and my one regret is 
that I can’t drop into his office every day or two and have a few teeth pulled.  But all my 
original teeth were extracted by the painless process long ago, and the lignum vitae teeth 
I am now wearing are strangers to aches and pains.  The first time a man is married, he is 
so excited that he forgets the wedding ring, or the fee for the preacher, of some other 
essential.  For days before the event, he is in such a fever that his friends have trouble 
holding him down, and when at last the fateful hour arrives, he doesn’t seem like a 
responsible human being.  I always feel sorry for a young bridegroom, he looks so rattled, 
and he has such a strong resemblance to a total loss.  But the next time he gets married, 
he is as cool and intrepid as though he made a practice of acquiring a bride before tea 
every day, and if he goes to the altar three or four times in the course of his useful career, 
marriage seems to him no more interesting than receiving an automobile catalogue by 
mail.  And this is true of everything, Mrs. Jiggers.  A man even gets used to a family 
boarding house, where collections are made strictly in advance, and this being admitted, 
no further argument is necessary.”



9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  John Bechtel 
Baird, successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Developing and printing.  Twenty-four hour 
service.  If you are not getting the results you wish in your Kodak work, let us help you.  
Eastman agency, postcards, Kodaks rented.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says “Beware of “get-rich-quick” 
schemes – seek our advice.  Right now our advice is “travel safe” advice.  Before you 
leave Estes Park, stock up with that safety-money called – travelers checks.  Only you 
can cash them – so that their loss is not your loss.  We write them.  Come in.  The Estes 
Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is appreciated.

9 September 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  The Fort Collins Automobile 
Traders Association has definitely decided to hold an automobile show in Fort Collins on 
Saturday, 1 October 1921…Prosecution of more than 1800 Denver corporations may 
follow their failure to file reports containing a statement of their financial condition with 
the secretary of state, as required by the state corporation law.  District Attorney Van Cise 
has been asked to take legal action against the concerns unless they immediately comply 
with the law.  In a letter to the district attorney, Secretary Milliken says he is at a loss to 
understand the actions of the corporations…Clyde Douglas, 30 years old, and W.G. 
Nelson, 33, were drowned in a ditch a mile north of Fort Collins, when the car they were 
in plunged off a bridge into the water, and the machine fell on top of the men, pinning 
them beneath the surface.  Three men were in the car, the third escaping with his life 
when rescued by D.M. Salzer of Fort Collins, who was driving a car behind that of the 
other men…Eighty-five harness horses have been entered for the Colorado State Fair at 
Pueblo.  They come from six different states, and include many of the noted horses of the 
west.  This is a third greater number than ever before…One of the largest real estate deals 
in eastern Colorado was closed when George Waters of Kit Carson traded his 2577-acre 
ranch, 2300 head of cattle, and all personal property to the Siemens brothers of Colorado 
Springs for income property in that city.  The city property was put in at $75,000, while 
the land was valued at $30 an acre…So many improvements have been made and new 
buildings constructed on the state fair grounds that it will not look like the same place 
when the 1921 fair opens on 26 September 1921 at Pueblo…Down the quiet country road 
north of La Porte, a horse and buggy came slowly.  Upright in the buggy sat the body of 
Thomas Levi Elliott, 72 years old.  W.M. Fuller and H.S. West of Fort Collins spoke to 
the aged man.  He did not answer.  They investigated, and found him dead of heart 
disease…Work of rebuilding dikes on the South Side Reservoir, near Berthoud, that went 
out during the flood of 2 June 1921, will be started at once.  The contract calls for the 
rebuilding of 17,000 cubic yards of earth embankment with cement filling.  It is planned 
to finish the dikes in time to catch water from the fall rains this year…Mrs. Fred H. 



Loveland, living west of Loveland, was seriously hurt when she went to the pasture to 
catch a horse.  She got tangled in the rope to the halter, and was thrown to the ground and 
dragged several hundred feet before she got loose.  She received bad body bruises, and it 
is feared was injured internally…Construction of 4-1/10 miles of graded road between 
Buena Vista and Leadville, Colorado, with 50% federal aid is proposed by the state 
highway commission in a project statements submitted to district engineer J.W. Johnson 
of the United States Bureau of Public Roads.  The cost is estimated at $73,000.  This 
project will connect with the Granite-Twin Lakes stretch…A rush has started to the new 
gold camp in the far western part of the state, close to the Utah line, known as Bull King.  
Reports of the finding of exceptionally rich gold ore in the section has inflamed the 
minds of prospectors as nothing else has in years.  In the last 24 hours, nearly 100 
locations have been made by prospectors, and new outfits are rusing in as rapidly as 
possible.  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, capitalists are reported to be interested in finds 
already made…Weld County assessed valuation this year is $117,367,060, according to 
an abstract which Weld County Assessor Robert E. Hanna has prepared for the state tax 
commission.  The total is $424,050 more than last year’s.  This is the smallest increase 
which Weld County has made in valuation for many years.  Deflation of livestock values 
counteracted considerable increases in town and city property.  Irrigated and non-irrigated 
land values remained stationary, while bank deposits and credit items fell off sharply…
County, district, and community fairs of the state are this year scheduled ahead of the 
state fair, and from these will be taken to the state show the winning exhibits, so that 
aside form the usual display by counties, associations, and individuals, the best from all 
the fairs will be shown.  The state fair has become a truly wonderful educational 
institution…Authority was granted by the interstate commerce commission to western 
and southwestern railroads to reduce 5-1/2 cents a hundred pounds the rates on grain and 
grain products for export from Missouri River and Mississippi River points, and on grain 
from the territory between the Missouri River and Mississippi River and from Illinois to 
Gulf of Mexico ports, Mobile, Alabama, to Galveston, Texas, inclusive [an expanded 
version of this paragraph appears in the same issue in the national news column]…E.A. 
Morassy of Lincoln, Nebraska, has purchased the Russell Gates ranch, four miles north of 
Limon, consisting of 2100 acres, for a consideration of $58,000.  This is the old ranch 
home of Russell Gates, the late president of the Russell Gates Mercantile Company of 
Denver.  The purchaser will put in a large acreage of wheat this fall, and conduct a dairy 
business, running thoroughbred stock…Approximately $150,000 in federal and state 
funds is to be expended in road and bridge construction directly south of Greeley this 
winter.  The work includes the building and paving of two miles of trunk line highway, 
and 150 feet of steel and concrete bridges…The rubber of a toy balloon caused the death 
of 2-year-old George Price at the home of Mrs. Morris Drachman in Denver.  An autopsy 
held by Dr. D.W. Dennis revealed a portion of a rubber balloon lodged in the windpipe of 
the child. 

9 September 1921 – Headline:  The Monument to the Pilgrims.  Atop town hill in 
Provincetown, Massachusetts, looking out over the restless sea from the great arm which 



that state flings out into it, stands a great and impressive monument of extraordinary 
beauty and great dignity.  This monument, one of the tallest on this continent, 
commemorates the anchoring of the Pilgrims in this historic “Mayflower” in the year 
1620, their adoption of the first charter of a democratic government in the history of the 
world, the birth of the [note:  racist fact follows] first white child born in New England, 
and the whole chain of happenings which preceded the settlement at Plymouth.  Built 
entirely of Maine granite, the construction supervised by the Engineering Department of 
the United States Army, this structure rests upon a 60-foot square foundation, is 28 feet 
square at the base, approximately 252 feet high, and the site is about 100 feet above the 
tides.  The architecture is of the Italian Renaissance order, the design having been copied 
form the tower of Torre del Mangia at Siena, Italy.  The site was provided by 
Provincetown, Massachusetts, the cost of the monument was defrayed by a joint fund 
contributed by Congress, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the town of 
Provincetown, Massachusetts, and individuals in all parts of the country.  Dedicatory 
exercises were held on 5 August 1910, the President of the United States being in 
attendance.  This staunch and magnificent commemorative structure, standing in silent 
triumph, is typical of the reliance and love of freedom which characterized this little band 
in their battle with the elements and fate, and of their descendants in all parts of the 
world.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  For Young Girlhood.  [Illustration:  Unbordered head-
and-shoulder photographs of three female models of various ages superimposed on each 
other, arranged essentially top to bottom.  The youngest girl, with curly brunette hair and 
a wide-brimmed hat, is on the bottom, posed left profile.  Above her to the left is a 
woman posed full-face, wearing a broader-brimmed hat, eyes looking right, and above 
this woman to the right is another woman posed full-face, her wide-brimmed hat the only 
one of the three whose brim turns slightly downward. The hats are trimmed as described 
in the text.  The photographs are uncredited.]  There is nothing in headware that 
outclasses the fine, soft beaver or felt hats made for children.  Their beauty and 
refinement carry them triumphantly to every part of the world, and they are a safe choice 
from the first to the last hat for girlhood.  Three of them are pictured here, and of course, 
their only trimming is a sash or band of ribbon.

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Our Largest Municipal Pier.  Chicago, Illinois’, municipal 
pier, one of the largest and most useful public structures, is likewise one of the 
stupendous engineering feats of the times. It not only provides 8500 feet of dockage 
space and more than 450,000 square feet of freight storage space, but is also a magnet of 
enormous proportions for recreational purposes.  This great structure juts out into Lake 
Michigan for 3000 feet, and is 292 feet wide. In its construction, there were used 20,000 
pilings, 1,500,000 cubic yards of sand and clay, 50,000 cubic feet of reinforced concrete, 
80 cars of steel sash and doors, and 80,000 window panes.  Although subdivided into a 
headhouse (the shore end), a freight-and-passenger section, a terminal building, and a 
recreation section, it is all under one roof.  Streetcars ascend an incline to the second 



floor, and run out to the terminal building.  Foot traffic is accommodated by 16-foot-wide 
boardwalks, 2340 feet long, reaching out to the recreation end of the building.  In 
addition to spacious waiting and restrooms, there is a hospital, restaurant, art room, 
auditorium – used for dancing, concerts, and banquets – and a roof garden.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Fix it now – Don’t wait until the spring rush before 
thinking about your needs in plumbing and repairing.  First-class workmanship 
guaranteed.  A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.  

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.  

9 September 1921 – Headline:  Nine Thousand People Visit Rocky Mountain National 
Park Each Day During August 1921.  During the month of August 1921, 15,508 
automobiles entered the Rocky Mountain National Park, according to figures just 
compiled from the report of the Rocky Mountain National Park checking station.  These 
automobiles carried 58,893 passengers.  The total for the season to 1 September 1921 is 
36,350 machines and 137,893 persons.  The season was late in starting off, due largely to 
false reports of flood conditions which circulated in the east, many of which led people to 
believe that Estes Park would be inaccessible this year.  However, after the rush did start, 
it appeared as though people almost literally tumbled over one another to get into Estes 
Park.  The season has been a very successful one for almost everyone.  Many report their 
business practically equaled that of last year, and this in the face of the fact that goods are 
considerably lower than last season.  We were glad to note that most of the merchants and 
hotels were reasonable in their prices, and trust it shall ever so continue to be.  Many 
persons have expressed to us their satisfaction with most of the places of business in their 
rates.  As long as this may continue, we shall not suffer the animosity of the public that so 
many resorts have incurred, and justly.  True prices are in some instances higher than in 
industrial and agricultural communities, but the merchants here, and hotels too, have their 
investment upon which they can only hope to realize for a few short weeks during the 
year, hence, those who seek to give value received can doubly be appreciated.

9 September 1921 – Thousands of armed men, led by professional troublemakers, massed 
in the hills of West Virginia, determined to invade the coal-mining counties to unionize 



the miners there, and defying the order of President Harding to disperse and go home.  
Thousands of volunteer troops, deputies, and mine guards gathered to resist the invasion.  
Two regiments of the regular army at Camp Dix, and one at Camp Sherman, ready to 
start for the scene of disturbance to enforce the edicts of the president.  Army airplanes 
with bombs and machine guns waiting at Charleston, West Virginia.  Proclamation of 
martial law in several counties of West Virginia signed by President Harding and about to 
be issued.  Such was the status of our own “war” at the time of writing.  The condition 
was serious enough to demand the undivided attention of President Harding and his 
cabinet.  Brigadier General H.H. Bandholtz, who had been sent to West Virginia to report 
on the situation, had found that there was no likelihood that the insurgents would disperse 
until a show of force was made by the government, and had asked Secretary of War 
Weeks to send federal troops at once.  General Bandholtz, it was understood, would be in 
command.  In Washington, D.C., Secretary of War Weeks said, “I don’t want to say what 
will be done, but if we are forced to use troops, it will be a ‘plenty’.”  The trouble in West 
Virginia is of 20 years’ standing.  In 1901-1902, the miners’ union began their attempts to 
unionize the coalfields there, and the Glen Jean strike was called.  Ever since then, the 
warfare has been going on, at times more serious than at others, but never ceasing 
entirely.  In recent years, the conditions have been growing worse, for the IWW 
[Industrial Workers of the World] and Communists and other agents of disorder and 
violence flocked to the region.  A year ago last May, the operators in Mingo County 
undertook to evict a number of union miners who occupied company houses, and bloody 
fighting resulted.  The unions retaliated by calling a strike in the border counties, but the 
operators obtained plenty of nonunion men.  The present outbreak really began last May, 
after federal troops were withdrawn.  There was what amounted almost to an insurrection.  
Until now, the miners have fought only with the state troopers and the deputies.  Early 
last week, Governor Morgan sent to President Harding and Secretary of War Weeks a 
plea for federal troops, saying the insurrectionists were beyond the control of the state 
forces, and were seizing passenger trains to transport their re-enforcements, and cutting 
all telegraph and telephone wires.  He declared the men assembled to resist the invasion 
of Logan County would be utterly unable to repel the attack.  General Bandholtz, who 
had been sent to investigate the situation, reported to Washington, D.C., that the state had 
made only feeble efforts to check the growth of the insurgent movement, but 
nevertheless, President Harding on Tuesday issued his proclamation, warning the 
insurrectionists that if they did not at once disperse and return to their homes, the army 
would be used to suppress them.  Although John T. Lewis, president of the national 
miners’ union, asserts that all the trouble is traceable “to the continual assaults and 
outrages perpetrated upon individual mine workers by the armed Baldwin-Felts guards 
employed by the coal operators”, he has not gone so far as to defend the miners in their 
defiance of constituted authority.  Vice-president Murray of the mineworkers went to the 
scene of disturbance to try to induce the insurgents to return home.  Other union officials 
have been attempting this for several weeks without avail…American food for the 
starving children of Russia is being unloaded at Riga, Latvia, and Reval [now Tallinn], 
Estonia, in immense quantities, and rushed by rail to Moscow, Russia.  The American 



relief administration has declined to pool its work with the general plan of the British, 
French, Italians, Belgians, and Japanese, on the ground that the latter plan would be too 
much in the control of the Soviets.  The Socialist national executive committee of 
America, running true to form, has cautioned the members of the party and other workers 
against giving any support to the Hoover relief organization, whose agents, the Socialists 
assert, “under the guise of assisting the masses of Hungary, used its machinery for 
counter-revolutionary purposes.”…The assassination of Herr Erzberger at the instance of 
his political foes has thrown Germany into a ferment of demonstrations and counter-
demonstrations, accompanied sometimes by rather serious rioting.  First, the royalists 
took the field, at Potsdam, Germany, for the ostensible purpose of celebrating the victory 
at Tannenberg.  The communists and independent socialists from Berlin, Germany, some 
30,000 strong, enraged by the Erzberger murder, marched to the suburb and attacked the 
royalists.  The police were compelled to intervene, and killed several persons.  Next day, 
representatives of 11,000,000 organized workers assured Chancellor Wirth that they were 
ready to go to the front for the republic, and both the majority and independent socialists 
demanded that the government proceed fearlessly against the elements responsible for the 
anti-republican demonstrations and the death of Erzberger.  At the same time, President 
Ebert issued a proclamation declaring the intention of the government to suppress with 
the “iron hand” and with “unrelenting severity” all opposition to the republic.  He 
threatened the nationalist press with suppression and confiscation, and prohibited 
meetings, demonstrations, and publications likely to encourage seditious movements.  On 
Wednesday, the day the murdered ex-chancellor was buried, 300,000 workers and 
employers in all parts of Germany left their work to take part in meetings “for the 
republic and against political murder”.  There is little doubt that the government will be 
able to control the situation in Germany, and in general keep the reactionaries within 
bounds…And now we move on east to India – for each of the relatively small wars 
demands some attention.  On the Malabar coast, where the Moplahs, who are 
Mohammedans of Tartar descent, have been in revolt, the British have regained the upper 
hand, and the fanatics are reported to be fleeing into the hills, having lost about 700 of 
their number.  Before they ran away, however, they massacred many Hindus, and killed a 
number of British soldiers and civilians.  The Malabar coast is under martial law, and the 
home-rule plans of the Moplahs have gone glimmering.

9 September 1921 – Headline and byline:  The Puzzle of Longs Peak.  A Proposed 
Solution (By W.H. McCreery).  Have you noticed some plain marks and letters, deeply 
chiseled in the granite face of Longs Peak and made prominent by their snow-white 
filling, as seen from north of Estes Park?  And have they seemed a bit mysterious, or 
simply meaningless.  Among these marks are the notch between the twin peaks, and three 
plain capital letters “L”, “V”, and “N”, the two former on the north face of the south or 
lower peak, and the latter under the depression about midway between the two peaks.  I 
have often looked at these marks.  But yesterday, as I lay in my hammock watching the 
ever-varying but never wearying moods of the peak, these markings met me with a 
challenge I had never felt before, and I resolved at least to try to meet the challenge.  



What do they mean, or are they meaningless?  Those letters are as plain as the artist’s 
initials on his canvas.  But they are too prominent a part of the landscape for that.  
Besides, master artists do not advertise their work.  Do they constitute a cipher to be 
deciphered, or a cabalistic record to be searched out?  Well, here’s my try.  I begin with 
what is easiest.  The “LV” on the face of the south peak are simply the Roman numerals 
for 55.  Those look like the two last figures of a well-known measure of altitude.  Well, 
let them occupy the tens and units places.  The other letter “N” occupies a more central 
position as representing the whole mountain mass.  “N”, I believe, has no value in the 
Roman system of numerals, but is has a very important value in higher mathematics as an 
exponent to represent a number or power indefinite-large – too large to be conveniently 
represented by a definite number.  “N” is the literal representative of that which is great, 
verging toward but never reaching infinity.  A small “N” on the face of the peak, would 
be read by the mathematician as an algebraic exponent, telling him of mountain building 
carried to the Nth power.  But the “N” on Longs Peak is a capital, and the letter, besides 
hinting at greatness, has a definite mathematical value from its position or order in the 
English alphabet.  That positional value is 14, and is just the number that gives the 
altitude measurements of the peak, as a mass, in thousands of feet.  Placing this number 
in the order of thousands, we still have the hundreds place vacant.  As the last few 
hundred feet near the summit is characterized by a division into two (2) terminals or 
peaks, we may take 2 as the figure for the hundreds place.  This gives us the final figures 
14,255, the altitude of Longs Peak [presently measured as 14,259 feet], as given in recent 
documents.  Did the great mountain builder start with Longs Peak as station “one” in his 
triangulation and altitudination [sic] of the whole system?  And are these characters his 
altitude “benchmarks” by which to check our measurements and aid our memories?  This 
is my first try.  Perhaps you have a better one.  It’s open season.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  A real gift.  Many expensive gifts afford pleasure for 
a short time only.  They go out of style, or are soon forgotten by the individual who 
receives them.  Why not a lifetime gift for the whole family?  Why not a cozy little 
cottage in the mountains?  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone 
#48.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Bryan-Marsh Mazda.  National Quality.  Electric 
Shop.

9 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and 
cured meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

16 September 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 23     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, September 16, 1921     Price 10 cents



16 September 1921 – Headline:  Hikers to Halletts Glacier Lost for Two Days.  R.D. 
Wilson of Omaha, Nebraska, and Chester Sutphen of Oak Park, Illinois, who are stopping 
at the Crags, had the experience of being lost for two days in the Rocky Mountains 
between Halletts Glacier and the Cache la Poudre River or Pingree Park country.  The 
young men are not tenderfoots to this territory, and exercised rare good judgment when 
they discovered their plight.  Early Friday morning, they secured horses and left their 
hotel for the glacier, planning to return that night.  Night fell, but the men did not return.  
The next morning, one of the horses they had ridden was found at the barn with a feedbag 
on its nose.  Rocky Mountain National Park ranger McDaniel and Clifford Higby at once 
setout in search of the men, Higby taking the usual trail, and McDaniel going up Black 
Canyon to the glacier, where they met.  Sunday morning, the searching party met the 
missing men in charge of Frank Koenig, and they were returned to their hotel, tired, but 
sound and well.  The men had dismounted at the usual place on the trail and reached the 
glacier about 3:00 p.m.  Being somewhat acquainted with the mountains, they decided to 
cross the saddle instead of making the winding detour by trail to where the horses were 
left.  They bore a little too far to the west, and after crossing the saddle finally discovered 
they were in a new and strange world.  They then sought to retrace their steps and looked 
for the sun to gain their bearings.  To their amazement, it could not be seen, and in a few 
minutes they were in the midst of a raging snowstorm.  Their good judgment prevailed, 
and reason told them to do downward and follow the first stream.  When darkness 
overtook them, they made camp and prepared to spend the night.  An inventory of the 
lunch basket disclosed the fact that heir provisions consisted of two bars of Hershey’s 
chocolate.  This they wisely decided must stand between them and starvation until 
civilization could be reached.  The morning dawned bright, and from the sun they got 
their directions, left Cascade Creek where they were camped, and started for the rising 
sun.  They crossed the Mummy Range and dropped down into Pingree Park.  That 
evening, they came upon the home of Hugh Ramsey, where they spent the night, and the 
next morning (Sunday), started for Estes Park with Frank Koenig as guide.  They had 
been 33 hours without food, save for the two bars of chocolate.  This experience 
emphasizes the necessity of those not thoroughly acquainted with this section of the 
mountains of keeping to the trails, unless accompanied by a guide.

16 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Fish and Game Association Getting Ready for Trout Fry.  
The Estes Park Fish and Game Association has recently planted 35,000 rainbow trout fry 
which will be kept for spawning purposes and thus perpetuate this sporting fish in Estes 
Park and Rocky Mountain National Park.  The association is receiving the hearty support 
of Superintendent Way, who says Rocky Mountain National Park belongs to the citizens, 
and that they are entitled to the best possible fishing.  Mr. Way can greatly assist the 
association in its work, and it appreciates his interest and willingness to do all he possibly  
can along this line.  At a meeting Friday evening which was fairly well attended, 



committees were appointed with power to act to arrange for the construction of sizing 
ponds at the ranch house and on the property of Charles Chapman in Moraine Park.  
These ponds are to be in readiness for several hundred thousand native fry that are 
expected to arrive about 1 October 1921.  It is a recognized fact among all our citizens 
that fishing must be kept good if we are to maintain our standing as a summer resort, and 
it is hoped the association will receive the active interest of ever resident of Estes Park, 
and those on the outside who are interested in continued good fishing here.  A meeting of 
the Fish and Game Association is to be held Friday evening at 8:00 p.m. in the Odd 
Fellow’s Hall, at which it is hoped every person interested in the future welfare of Estes 
Park will attend, whether members of the association or not.  

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Chamber of Commerce Discuss Advertising Campaign 
for Next Season.  The Chamber of Commerce held their first meeting of the fall season at 
the National Park Hotel Monday evening, which was fairly well attended.  Several 
matters of importance and of deep concern to the community, including the work of the 
Fish and Game Association, the advisability of appointing a permanent road committee to 
work in conjunction with the road overseer and County Commissioners with the idea of 
getting the best results from monies expended and arranging for the impartial 
improvement of the roads, the public campground situation, and the advertising campaign 
for the ensuing year, were discussed.  Mr. Hower of the Hower Advertising Agency of 
Denver was present, and was authorized to formulate a plan for the next season’s 
publicity activities, which he will present to the body at its next regular meeting to be 
held Tuesday evening, 27 September 1921.  Those present seemed to be well pleased 
with the season, and to feel that the advertising campaign of this year was in some 
measure responsible for the success of the season.

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Timberlake Favors Appropriation for Fall River Road.  
Charles B. Timberlake, congressman for the second district of Colorado, who spent 
several days in Estes Park last week, expressed himself as being well pleased with the 
federal work being done in the Rocky Mountain National Park.  He inspected the Fall 
River Road and thinks it a splendid foundation for one of the best and most scenic 
driveways in the nation.  Congressman Timberlake favors a federal appropriation for the 
purpose of putting the road in such shape that it will at all times be passable when clear of 
snow.  He states that Rocky Mountain National Park is one of the greatest assets of the 
nation, and that the necessary expenditures to properly maintain it are entirely justifiable, 
that it is, in fact, a debt the national government owes its citizens, since it is annually 
visited by hundreds of thousands of citizens from every state in the union.  Congressman 
Timberlake in an interview with an Estes Park Trail representative at the Crags also said 
to tell the people that he was always interested in the welfare of Estes Park, and at all 
times glad to know of their needs and desires, that he was in Congress to serve the district 
that sent him there, as well as to guard the interests of the nation.  Mr. Timberlake stated 
that it is almost like getting to heaven to spend a week here following the terrifically hot 
weather in Washington, D.C.  He also expressed keen interest in the efforts of the Estes 



Park Fish and Game Association, and offered every encouragement looking toward 
securing the quota of fry we are entitled to, considering the immense mileage of streams 
in our territory.  

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Bank Deposits Largest Known in Estes Park.  That Estes 
Park did not suffer from the financial stringency through which the county has been 
passing as did many other summer resorts is evidenced by the bank deposits this year.  
The high mark of $505,000 in deposits was reached last year, and it was thought this 
would perhaps stand for some time to come.  But such was not to be the case.  Bank 
clearances in most other communities showed a big reduction over previous years.  The 
Estes Park Bank, however, gained considerably over the previous year, reaching a grand 
total in deposits a few days ago, after the bank examiner called for statements, of 
$526,000, or $21,000 more than the previous year.

16 September 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Firebrough, son David, R.B. Stout of Chicago, 
Illinois, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy S. Cook of Denver all motored up and spent several days 
this week at Sprague’s.

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Colorado National Forest Closing Successful Season.  
The Colorado National Forest is just closing one of the most successful seasons in its 
history, according to Joe Ryan, supervisor of this section of the national forest.  The 
season has not been conducive to great danger from fire until the present time, when 
many of the rangers are leaving their work for the winter.  Several rangers left their work 
for the season Thursday, as it is usually considered the fire danger is past at this time.  
The lookout station on Twin Sisters also closed at that time.  Over 600 people have 
climbed Twin Sisters, which has an altitude of 11,436 feet, since 1 July 1921, most of 
whom were women.  The climb is 3-1/2 miles long, not nearly so difficult as Longs Peak, 
and has a magnificent view.  In this connection, it might be of interest to mention, 
however, that over 900 people have climbed Longs Peak and registered at the top.  Two 
young men, Harry Milliken, brother of our secretary of state, and a cousin Arthur Hill, 
both of Denver, left the lookout station of Twin Sisters one morning recently at 7:00 a.m., 
climbed to the top of Longs Peak and returned to the lookout station at 9:00 p.m. that 
night, thus having ascended two peaks in one day, one 11,436 feet and the other 14,255 
feet.  The only fire to occur this season within the boundaries of the forest reserve was the 
burning of one of the finest summer homes in Allenspark, just north of the post office.  
The house belonged to A.E. Carney of Oklahoma, and this is the first season for a number 
of years it has not been occupied by Mr. Carney.  Several trees were also destroyed by the 
heat of the fire.  The loss of the property is estimated to be about $1500.

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Townsite of Hewes-Kirkwood Throws Hat into the Ring.  
The townsite of Hewes-Kirkwood, which was platted last spring, is soon to have its first 
buildings erected and begin life as a full-fledged village.  It is beautifully located on 
holdings of the Hewes Brothers in Elkanah Valley, sometimes erroneously called Tahosa 



Valley [a dig at Enos Abijah Mills], and already is soon to have several buildings 
completed.  S.A. Ionides of Denver, and Miss Esther Morgan of Chicago, Illinois, have 
each purchased sites, and begun construction work on nice summer homes.  Don 
Robinson is erecting a store building [what would be called Don-Jon] and will conduct 
the business.  Ivan Kerr is building a garage and service station, while W.A. Kerr and Son 
will operate the Alpine Dairy supplying this region.

16 September 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. R.T. Burdick of Fort Collins spent the weekend at 
Sprague’s.

16 September 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours 8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail 
building, Prospect Heights, above the Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One 
year, cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  
Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 
25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient 
and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents per 
printed line per issue, black face type double price.  Classified advertising – Want ads 2 
cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum 
charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainment, 
socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents 
per printed line, resolutions of condolence 25 lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in advertising 
copy must reach this office not later than Monday, to insure insertion same week.  New 
advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Autumn is Most Beautiful Season of the Year.  Many 
people are beginning to realize that autumn is the most beautiful season we have.  Many 
flowers bloom until the killing frosts come.  The nights are cool, but not too cold, and the 
days are almost always very beautiful, warm, and free from rain.  At this time of year, the 
bushes and trees that lose their leaves take on the most beautiful hues.  The bright golden 
patches of aspens as settings on the emerald mountain sides may be seen for miles, and 
even glitter for long distances in the pure, bright nights of the full moon.  At this time of 
year, the sunrises and sunsets are almost enchanting, and leave a remembrance of Estes 
Park in the minds of those who may have seen them, for many years after they are gone 
and busily engaged in the turmoil of life.  An increasing interest in Estes Park during the 
pleasant months of September and October is evidenced by the larger number who are 
remaining in Estes Park during those months this year.  A number of people have engaged 
cottages this year until 1 November 1921, and many are planning for several weeks’ visit 



at the hotels during these months.  People are making reservations still from the east by 
letter and telegram at the Lewiston, others are doing the same thing at the Stanley, while 
several other hotels will run later into the fall than usual, while a few will probably 
remain open the entire winter season.  Winter sports are becoming of increasing interest 
to many people who love Estes Park, and the fact that we have little bitter cold weather 
only adds to the attractiveness of Estes Park in its beautiful winter dress.  To those who 
are really seeking a rest, the mild winter season usually enjoyed here, with its crisp, 
bracing, exhilarating atmosphere, is appealing more and more.  Contrary to the usual idea 
that we have many heavy, deep snows, is the fact, surprising to many, that we usually 
have less snow than in the valley, and the roads through the Big Thompson Canyon and 
St. Vrain Canyon are open practically every day in the year, and in good condition.  Many 
Denver people, and others who enjoy winter driving, think it is a lark to climb into their 
automobiles and drive here for the weekend.  Since there will probably be a bigger 
variety of accommodations during the winter than ever before, we anticipate an 
increasing number of winter tourists and weekend visitors.

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Climb Longs Peak from South Side over Newly Blazed 
Trail.  On Tuesday, 30 August 1921, a party of four from Copeland Lake Lodge, led by 
Mr. Moomaw and Ranger Siggins, left Copeland Lake Lodge on horseback and traveled 
over the Sandbeach Trail to the new trail just blazed and cleared by Mr. Moomaw, who 
has been planning the trail for the past 20 years.  Leaving the horses at the foot of the 
homestretch, the summit was soon reached.  Though much of the climb was made in a 
dense fog, a beautiful view of Pagoda, Meeker, and surrounding peaks was had.  Arapaho 
Peak and Arapaho Glacier, the St. Vrain Glacier, and Thunder Lake were very clear.  
Horses can be ridden within a mile and a half of the top on this new trail, which joins the 
old trail at the homestretch, and affords an entirely different view than the other.  Another 
party reaching the summit a short time previously had climbed it from Bear Lake via 
Glacier Gorge.  Ranger Siggins reports that the register on top is only about half full, 
whereas last year at this time, it was nearly full.  The top of Longs Peak near the register 
was strewn with papers, orange peels, and rubbish left from lunches, giving the top a very 
disagreeable appearance.  Tourists climbing Longs Peak should be careful to burn or bury 
their lunch refuse.

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park to Denver in Thirty-five Minutes.  Estes Park 
village to Denver in 35 minutes was the record-breaking time made Saturday morning by 
a Curtiss-Humphrey airplane.  It is by far the fastest time ever made between the two 
points, and the opinion was expressed that it would stand for a number of years.  The 
automobile distance is 68 miles via Lyons, and 82 miles via Loveland, and four hours is 
the fastest running time of a car, with five hours being the average [now, an average drive 
time is 80 minutes via Lyons].  The airplane was piloted by Paul Meng, while Harold 
Park was the mechanic, and I.B. Allen, manager of the Lewiston Hotels, was the 
passenger.  “We were 15 minutes getting to an elevation of 4000 feet [presumably 4000 
feet above the 7500 feet elevation of Estes Park] because of the high wind,” said Mr. 



Allen.  “We started from the village of Estes Park, and once having reached 4000 feet, 
Meng carried the airplane 500 feet higher, which was the elevation he sought to turn to 
Denver.  All three of us kept the time, and from the moment Meng turned to Denver to 
the time we landed on the Curtiss-Humphreys field at 26 th Avenue and Oneida Street 
was exactly 35 minutes [which means it took longer than 35 minutes to get from Estes 
Park proper to Denver].  We had the stiff wind in our backs all the way, and that in a large 
measure accounts for the remarkable time we made.”  The airline distance between Estes 
Park and Denver is 48 miles.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business], telephone #15.

16 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Be sure to read the Estes Park Trail want ads 
before laying the newspaper aside.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  E.D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the 
way of luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The 
Lewiston Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring 
water, horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and 
Rooms [a block 6 business] – European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala 
carte service.  The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – 
European plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  
Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National 
Park at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large 
central building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in 
every respect, has its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from 
Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the 
Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 
to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to 
Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky 
Mountain Lodges, Inc.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2



16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By 
day, week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah 
Robertson Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

16 September 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Tuesday, 27 September 
1921 is to be “Denver Day” at the Colorado State Fair in Pueblo.  It is hoped by officials 
of the fair that this day shall be a particularly notable one, and that it be utilized, in the 
words of Manager J.L. Beaman of the fair commission “to further cement the friendly 
feeling between the two cities that has been so successfully started by Denver’s friendly 
spirit shown in the last three months.”  [presumably after the Pueblo flood]  
Arrangements are being made for the accommodation of a full train load of sightseers, 
and the state fair management will make everybody welcome…Work has recently been 
started on the erection of Flagler’s third elevator, on a site previously occupied by coal 
bins belonging to the Colorado Lumber and Coal Company.  The new elevator is being 
built by a recently organized firm, the Flagler Grain and Elevator Company, and will be 
of 15,000 bushel capacity.  The new elevator comes at an opportune time, when the grain 
crop in the Flagler territory will be of record size.  Flagler elevators will no doubt handle 
a large portion of eastern Colorado’s grain this year...A bicycle speed test, undertaken by 
Leonard Brown, a moving picture operator, on one of the paved streets of Fort Morgan, 
cost him three teeth, a severe shaking, and a bicycle.  Brown was speeding south in an 
effort to keep up with an automobile.  He turned west, but didn’t turn soon enough, and 
the wheel struck the curbing.  The forks of the bicycle crumpled under the impact, and 
Brown hurtled through the air.  He landed on the pavement, and his jaw struck the 
curbing, knocking out three teeth…Formation of branches of the Colorado-Made Goods 
Club is to be undertaken immediately in all counties of the state, along the lines upon 
which the women’s county councils of defense were organized during the war.  This is 
one of several important new plans of the club in its effort to arouse Colorado women to 
an increased support of meritorious Colorado products, as a means of advancing the 
prosperity of the state, and the welfare of its people…Weld County will produce 
5,000,000 bushels of wheat this year, judging from present indications.  Figures compiled 
by the field men of the county assessor show that there are 165,000 acres planted to 
wheat in the county this year.  Because of the large amount of moisture, the yield will be 
from 30 to 50 bushels on the non-irrigated land as well as the irrigated districts.  There 
are 56,000 acres of wheat on the irrigated farms, and about 109,000 on the dry land…
Pueblo merchants will be given a long-time loan of $75,000 from members of the 
National Retail Clothiers’ Association, payment without interest, according to an address 
made by G.F. Cottrell, Denver clothier, who addressed the meeting of the Rocky 
Mountain Retail Merchants’ Association in convention at Colorado Springs.  Decision to 
hold the semi-annual meeting in Denver was reached at the close of the meeting…The 
fire and police departments were called out at Colorado Springs to extract from an 
elevator Floyd Bailey, an employee of a transfer company, who was caught between a 
piano and the elevator shaft.  Bailey, with an assistant, was engaged in moving a piano.  



The piano tipped over as it was being trucked into the elevator, and the carriage shot 
upward, catching the transfer man in the shaft.  He was not seriously injured…The gross 
value of the gold produced by the mines of Cripple Creek district during the month of 
August 1921 shows from the unofficial figures an increase of $117,211.22 over the gross 
output during the month of July 1921.  Total production during the month of August 1921 
was $411,792.  For the eight months of the present year, January to August 1921, 
inclusive, the production is given at $3,649,471.98…J.B. Madrill has been arrested and 
charged with attempting to defraud the United States government through the cashing of 
war savings stamps not belonging to him.  Madrill, it is said, removed the name of the 
owner from the certificate, substituting his own, and also removed all identifying 
numbers on the stamps.  The officers say he has served two terms at Cañon City, one for 
burglary, and one for arson, having been sent to prison from Denver…The Delta 
Chamber of Commerce, with like bodies of Delta County cooperating, will send 200 
boxes of choicest peaches from Paonia and North Fork Valleys to the Pueblo fair for free 
distribution.  Western slope growers gladly provided the peaches.  Each peach is to be 
individually wrapped, with the compliments of Delta County…More than nine years after 
a complaint was sworn out against him, charging the embezzlement of $2,120, W.J. Vane, 
51 years old, was arraigned on the charge before Justice George C. Briggs of Greeley.  
Vane will not enter a plea until his hearing, which has been set for 22 September 1921.  
He is held under $2500 bond…A total of $850,389.60 was collected through the 
automobile department of the secretary of state’s office during the period from 1 January 
1921 to 31 August 1921, according to a report issued by Secretary Milliken.  This is 
$30,517.60 more than was collected for the entire year of 1920.  Of the above total, fees 
collected from Denver County have reached the sum of $263,296.27.  Since the first of 
the year, 34,041 owners have been registered in Denver County.  The second largest 
collection of automobile license fees has been made in Weld County, which reports 
$57,719.61…the Grover Packing Company has commenced work on the construction of 
a $50,000 plant at Grand Junction…One hundred and fifty taxpayers of Washington 
County met at Akron, and arranged for a big taxpayers’ mass meeting to demand lower 
tax levies for 1922…Mrs. Gonzales Rominez, 32 years, is dead, and her husband is held, 
charged with the slaying because of a shooting at a wedding celebration at Salt Creek, 
near Pueblo…Many new and novel exhibits form far eastern and southern states are 
announced as coming to this year’s Colorado State Fair at Pueblo, while there will be 
entertaining features never before seen in the west.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s 
Livery [a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class 
equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Reduced prices.  In harmony with the prevailing 
national tendency toward lower prices, we desire to announce a reduction on all classes 
of family work.  Coal still costs us $23 to $24 per ton, and machinery remains at the war 
price, also many other items of equipment and supplies, but we are anxious to do our 



part, that conditions may return to normal.  New prices effective 5 September 1921.  
Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Fix it now – Don’t wait until the spring rush before 
thinking about your needs in plumbing and repairing.  First-class workmanship 
guaranteed.  A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].  George 
R. Wyatt, proprietor.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Farm for sale.  Thirty acres, one mile from best 
town in northern Colorado, with splendid high school and college and other educational 
advantages [this could be either Fort Collins or Greeley], fine churches, splendid soil, 
best irrigation, rights, orchard improvements.  Will divide place into smaller tracts if 
desired.  Priced right.  Terms:  $5000 down, balance 6%, might consider residence 
property as part payment.  Address H.A., care the Estes Park Trail, Estes Park, Colorado.

16 September 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Semi-advertisement:  For a 
good automobile tent, the best made, call at the National Park Outing Company [a block 
3 business]…F.C. Wickersham and wife of Denver, who have spent most of the summer 
at their cottage, Wickhaven, in Woodland Heights, will return to their Denver home the 
first of next week.  They have ordered the Estes Park Trail sent to their Denver address…
Donald MacGregor, wife, and daughter Muriel drove to Colorado Springs Tuesday, where 
Muriel remained to attend Colorado College [she was allowed to enter Colorado College 
after her junior year at Estes Park High School, according to an October 2008 interview 
with Harriet Burgess].  Mr. and Mrs. MacGregor returned home Wednesday.  They report 
the road between Palmer Lake and Colorado Springs as being terribly dusty, being in 
many places from two to five inches deep.  They were glad to get back to Estes Park, and 
expressed a preference for the occasional bump to the heavy dust, which at times was 
flying so badly they could hardly breathe…Semi-advertisement:  See those leather vests 
at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared 
to give you prompt service for all kinds of fine job printing…Mrs. Will Smedley of 
Denver entertained a number of her friends at a bridge and tea party at the Mary Grey Tea 
Room Tuesday afternoon…Mr. and Mrs. J. Harold Ryan of Toledo, Ohio, who have been 
at the Stanley for some [sic, word missing, suggest “time”], returned to their home 
Tuesday…Semi-advertisement:  New stock of men’s suits at Godfrey’s [a block 5 
business]…Semi-advertisement:  You can keep in touch with the garden spot of the 
United States by ordering the weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail during the winter…Mr. 
and Mrs. George Moore of New York City are in Estes Park and guests of the Stanley for 
September and October…Semi-advertisement:  Get a Royal tailored suit at Godfrey’s [a 



block 5 business]…John McPhee of Denver entertained 24 of his Denver friends at a 
house party this week at St. Williams Lodge [is this the current St. Malo’s?], and will 
leave the last of the week for Boston, Massachusetts, where he is attending the Boston 
Technological Institute…Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have you telephone the news…
Mrs. Manley and son of Toledo, Ohio, who have been occupying the Cahill cottage this 
summer left Wednesday morning for Denver…Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail 
is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds of fine job printing…Max [sic, 
suggest Mac] Dings, who has guided 21 parties to the top of Longs Peak, with a total of 
105 persons, of whom all but six reached the top, left Tuesday for Madison, Wisconsin, 
where he is attending the State Agricultural College…C.H. Alexander of the Columbines 
plans to leave Saturday for a two-week visit with his mother in Illinois.  Mr. Alexander 
reports a splendid season…Semi-advertisement:  Trade at home and save money, Dugald 
Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Kiekhofer of Madison, 
Wisconsin, who have spent several weeks at Sprague’s, spending much of their time in 
hikes over the higher ranges, left for their home in the east Wednesday morning…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds 
of fine job items…Semi-advertisement:  Glad to receive your news items…Kenneth 
Evans, who has been employed this summer at the Preston Garage, and Miss Bertha 
Gibbs were united in marriage Wednesday evening of last week at the Preston home by 
Rev. Montgomery.  They left the next morning for Fort Collins, where they will make 
their home this coming winter.  They are both former residents of Phoenix, Arizona…
Semi-advertisement:  Automobile tent!  Best made.  Come in and look it over.  National 
Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W [the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company telephone 
number].  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge, Nash, Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin tires and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Ask for free motor record books.  Estes Park Garage, telephone #166.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Here is the new Thor with a big drop in price.  
[Illustration:  Artistically-framed scene of a woman in a polka-dot dress and her daughter 
hanging laundry outdoors to dry, or taking it off the line.  The wind is blowing briskly, as 
evidenced by its effects on the woman’s hair and clothing, although the mood is 
decidedly placid, as the child calmly bends over to take clothing out of the basket, or put 
clothing in.  At the bottom, for comparison, framed in a circular disc, a woman is bent 
over an old-fashioned wash tub, with the words “Why Us!” on her right.  The Thor 
washing machine, a metal tank with four legs on wheels and a wringer, almost certainly 
all electric, is featured prominently on the bottom right, unframed and standing alone, and 
perhaps the source of the thousands of tiny bubbles that created this bucolic dreamlike 



vignette, with the slogan “Thor makes it easy” in cursive script on the top right.]  Will do 
the spring and fall washing for any hotel in Estes Park, 12 big sheets, or their bulk in 
other linen at a time – Six-sheet size for the family wash.  We have them in stock at 
Denver prices.  Let us bring one out for a free trial wash day.  New Lemin-Cylinder, does 
not collect alkali or soap settlings.  The Electric Shop.  Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. 
Hurrel.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Take it with you.  You will enjoy the regular visits 
of the Estes Park Trail this winter.  Order it sent to your home.  Telephone #27J3, or see 
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  !!Bargains!!  Watch our window for them.  
Pennants, pictures, Navajos [presumably rugs].  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  J.B. 
Baird, successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Eastman agency, postcards, Kodaks rented.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Good coffee.  When we say good coffee, we mean 
of course Chase and Sanborn’s.  There are countless brands of coffee on the market, all of 
which have more or less sale, but all these brands vary from time to time in quality.  
Chase and Sanborn’s coffees are the same, the quality is always kept up to their high 
standard.  We have the exclusive selling privilege for Estes Park, and have in stock four 
grades.  Blend 88 at 35 cents per pound, Crusade at 40 cents, the famous Seal Brand at 50 
cents, and Seal Brand Special Blend vacuum pack at 55 cents.  The last named will please 
anyone using Hill Brothers coffee or Schilling, as it is of essentially the same blend, only 
of higher grade coffee.  Get the habit of using Chase and Sanborn’s coffees and you will 
never change.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].

16 September 1921 – Mrs. Frank Service entertained three tables of bridge Monday 
evening at the Mary Grey [sic] Tea Room, in honor of Miss Leora Lewis, who will be an 
early fall bride.  Her guests include Mrs. Godfrey, Mrs. Wheelock, Mrs. William Tallant, 
Mrs. Stith, Mrs. Robert Lindley, Mrs. Byrd, and Miss Leora Lewis, Miss Mona Schilling, 
Miss Lois Griffith, Miss Florence Bond, Miss Mae Bond, and Miss Elsie Johnson…Miss 
Elsie Johnson and Miss Mona Schilling entertained Tuesday evening, at the home of the 
former, at a miscellaneous shower in honor of Miss Leora Lewis.  There were 12 present, 
and the evening was pleasantly spent playing games.  Dainty refreshments were served…
The Missionary Society of the Estes Park church will have an all-day meeting and picnic 
at the home of Mrs. Gaylord Harper Thomson.  All ladies are cordially invited to attend.  
Those attending will bring a picnic lunch…A number of our good citizens are sporting 
new cars within recent weeks.  Dr. John Timothy Stone and Susan D. Stone each have 
purchased Dodge touring cars from the local agent.  The agent also reports the sale of a 
Dodge touring car to Charles Chapman, and roadster to Joe Ryan.  Mrs. F.W. Crocker and 
E.D. Lindley are driving new Ford touring cars, while Robert H. Lindley purchased a 
Ford roadster.  Oliver Frantz also has a new Ford touring car...Miss Della Butler and Miss 
Lila Butler entertained the teachers and their friends Tuesday evening…Buryl Becker and 



family were up from Fort Collins Sunday visiting at the parental Becker home…Robert 
A. Becker, the village squirrel scraper [colloquialism for “barber”], spent the first part of 
the week flirting with the finny tribe [i.e., fishing], and got considerably the best of it.

16 September 1921 – Certificate of Authority No. 37, report of condition of the Estes 
Park Bank at Estes Park, in the state of Colorado, at the close of business, 6 September 
1921.  Resources:  Loans and discounts unsecured $114,675.70, loans and discounts 
secured by collateral $119,338.60, loans on real estate $11,100.  Overdrafts $856.24.  
United States bonds $17,550.  Other bonds and securities $18,916.50.  Furniture and 
fixtures $3700.  Banking house $4700.  Due from banks (not reserve banks) $8183.58.  
Due from reserve banks $226,782.48.  Checks on other banks $146.57.  Cash on hand 
$15,300.15.  Total $541,249.82.  Liabilities:  Capital stock $25,000.  Surplus fund $3.750.  
Undivided profits (less expense and taxes paid) $897.23.  Individual deposits 
$442,552.82.  Time certificates of deposit $64,565.15.  Cashier’s checks $4,484.62.  Total 
$541,249.82.  State of Colorado, County of Larimer, ss.  We, Augustus Denby Lewis, 
president, and Charles F. Hix, cashier, of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that 
the above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.  Augustus Denby 
Lewis, president.  Charles F. Hix, cashier.  Attest:  Albert Hayden, Ralph R. Macdonald, 
Julius Foss Schwartz, directors.  Subscribed and sworn to before me 12 September 1921.  
My commission expires 25 August 1925.  Cornelius H. Bond, notary public.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Muscular, gnarled, windblown 
evergreen tree growing from a rocky slope, with a mountain peak and cotton-wool clouds 
artistically arranged in the background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed 
“Seid”.]  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business], photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.

16 September 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Ford 
roadster, 1921 model, fine condition.  Ralph Macdonald.  23 tf…For sale – Cheap, large 
size sheet iron heating stove, second hand.  J.E. Macdonald.  23-2t…For sale – Land in 
tract size to suit purchaser up to 80 acres.  Address post office box 16, Estes Park.  21tf…
For sale – House tent, 12 x 14, knocked down, reasonable.  Inquire C.M. Kearns, Hupp 
Hotel.  20-4t…For sale or trade – Nicely improved 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of 
best ditches in county, balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in 
house, one mile from good school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and 
$3000 cash as first payment, balance terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  
19tf…For sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office, 
telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites, gravity water 
system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last 



long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent 
– First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop, telephone #395…Subhead:  
Lost.  Lost – 
Bunch of keys, greatly appreciate return to Lewiston Hotel.  C.D. St. Morris…Lost – 3 
September 1921, in Big Thompson Canyon or Estes Park, large dark gray cape with Red 
Cross buttons.  Reward.  Miss D.M. Hill, 1712 Sherman Street, Denver, Colorado.  
23-3p.

16 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  For a good automobile tent, the best made, 
call at the National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next 
summer.  Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house 
now and build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of 
plans to choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are 
satisfied.  Hurd and Woolley [sic, subsequently Wooley], builders.  S.M. Hurd, post office 
box 26.  A.W. Wooley [sic, previously Woolley], post office box 72.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Phone #Sherwood 
390 [Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”]

16 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

16 September 1621 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says [Illustration:  Cartoon of 
eponymous sprite-like character holding an open checkbook, standing in front of a closed 
walk-in safe.  The number 3 in the bottom right corner indicates this is the third 
installment.  The cartoon is uncredited.]  He who lives by his wits is doing business on 
small capital.  It is well to do your traveling on small capital.  Turn your funds into 
travelers checks before you take your trip, then convert a check into “small capital” from 
time to time as needed.  We quickly issue travelers’ checks at a nominal cost.  The Estes 
Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is appreciated.

16 September 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Directly applicable to the Chicago, 
Illinois, district but materially important generally was the decision of Judge Landis as 
arbiter of the building trades dispute.  After several months of careful study, the jurist 
decreed that the wages of the men in the trades concerned should be reduced by from 



10% to 36%, and promulgated new rules and working conditions that it is believed will 
speedily restore the building industry of Chicago, Illinois, to a sound condition.  The new 
rules free the Chicago, Illinois, district from the domination of the contractors’ 
association, labor unions, material men’s cliques, or from combinations entered into by 
all three of them.  The home builder can now put up any kind of a house he likes, with 
any kind of material, without fear of interference from business agents.  Employers can 
now employ and discharge men according to their efficiency or inefficiency, and not 
because some business agent gives the word.  Material men are free to compete openly 
against each other.  The union workers naturally were greatly dissatisfied with the lower 
wages granted them, but, since the unions selected Judge Landis for the job, they will 
abide by his decision.  One builder said the men actually will make more than before, 
since the new agreements eliminate jurisdictional strikes, and they will have steady work.  
More important in the long run is the fact that Judge Landis has freed the union workers 
from the imminent danger of the open shop.  The carpenters, plasterers, and sheet metal 
works declined to enter the arbitration, and some other crafts were excluded because they 
refused what the judge considered suitable agreements.  It is predicted those crafts will 
have to contend with the open shop before very long…Uncle Sam’s troops did not have 
to fire a shot in West Virginia.  As soon as they entered the disturbed region, the 
rebellious miners submitted, and were disarmed and sent home.  Quiet came so speedily 
that preparations were being made last week to send some of the troops back to their 
camps.  Meanwhile, another but less serious mine war was brewing in southern Illinois, 
where the union fluorspar miners were gathering, with arms, to march through Hardin 
County.  Their objectives were the towns of Rosiclare, Illinois, and Elizabethtown, 
Illinois [both towns along the Ohio River].  The miners had several clashes with deputies 
and detectives who, according to the union officials, are creatures of the mine operators.  
Governor Small ordered an inquiry into charges of persecution and abuse made against 
the Hardin County authorities, mine officials, and guards.  The trouble there involves 
both wages and unionism, and, as in West Virginia, is of long standing…The conference 
between Mexican officials and American oil men concerning taxes on Mexican oil 
resulted in an agreement highly satisfactory to the Americans, and the resumption of 
work in the Tampico fields.  It was believed this would lead to the speedy settlement of 
the treaty dispute between the United States and Mexico, and the recognition of the 
Obregon government.  At present, however, the diplomatic deadlock remains unbroken…
Memorial services, solemn and beautiful, were held in Westminster Abbey for the 
American and British victims of the ZR-2 disaster [a dirigible that exploded in August 
1921], and about the time the muffled notes of a bugle there played “The Last Post”, the 
British cruiser Dauntless steamed slowly out of Devonport harbor bearing the remains of 
the American dead back home for burial.  As the Dauntless passed, every battleship in the 
harbor fired minute guns…Charles G. Dawes has completed a tentative draft of the 
federal budget for the next fiscal year, and submitted it to President Harding, who heartily 
approved it.  President Harding has also declared himself pleased with the course adopted 
by Chairman Lasker of the shipping board, and with the progress made by the joint 
committee on reorganization of the departments and bureaus.  In a long letter addressed 



to Senator McCormick, President Harding replied to the criticisms of the administration 
by Chairman White of the Democratic National Committee.  He praised the work 
accomplished by Congress, and said, “It is plain that we are working our way out of the 
welter of waste and prodigal spending.”  The Senate finance committee is struggling 
manfully with the House tax revision bill, and called on Secretary of the Treasury Mellon 
for a lot of information, after which it began rewriting the measure.  Senator Calder has 
devised a plan for inclusion in the bill of a tax on distilled spirits and beer, which he 
believes would yield $175,000,000…The great hordes of unemployed in England are in 
an ugly humor, and are holding demonstrations in many cities that arte little short of riots.  
In Bristol, England, they carried red flags and attacked the building occupied by the 
board of guardians, and in Liverpool, England, they were kept from violence only by the 
pledge of the lord mayor that a plan to give them work would be formulated.  The British 
Trades Union Congress adopted a resolution approving the calling of the conference on 
limitation of armaments, but declaring the affair would be a failure unless labor were 
adequately represented.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business].  Taxidermy museum.  Imported dresses and beaded bags.  Camp equipment for 
sale or to rent.  Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  
Closing out sale for the season of rugs and furs.  You can get your fishing license with 
your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina W. Higby, telephone #205-J, Estes Park, Colorado.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].   Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W, Estes 
Park, Colorado.

16 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – 
try them

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3



16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Goodyear tires – 30 x 3-1/2 non-skid tires $13.95.  
Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner improved 
gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drains the tank to the last drop.  
$4.50 installed.  Springs – Temme quality guaranteed springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  
Exide batteries for all cars – Charging station maintained the year round.  We meet all 
competition.  Service cars – Two service cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on 
a pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business], telephone #17-R2.

16 September 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  
Presbyterian church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday 
morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 8:00 p.m.  Special music at both 
services.  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  Subhead:  Sunday school 
lesson 18 September 1921.  Abstinence for sake of others (temperance lesson).  Lesson 
text – I Corinthians chapter 10, verses 23-33, I Corinthians chapter 3, verses 16 and 17.  
Golden text – Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory 
of God. – I Corinthians chapter 10, verse 31.  Reference material – Romans chapter 12, 
verse 1, Romans chapter 14, verses 13-21, Romans chapter 15, verses 1 and 2, I 
Corinthians chapter 6, verses 9-20, I Corinthians chapter 9, verses 19-27.  Primary topic – 
A clean, strong body.  Junior topic – How to win the race.  Intermediate and senior topic 
– Presenting one’s body a living sacrifice.  Young people and adult topic – The true 
meaning of temperance.  The occasion of this teaching was the uncertainty as to the right 
attitude toward “things sacrificed unto idols”.  This problem was most vital while the 
Christians were in the midst of the heathen, and with some modifications no less vital 
still.  In mingling with society, many perplexing questions arise, such as amusements, 
way of spending Sunday, enjoyment of luxuries, owning stock in certain corporations, 
etc.  Our lesson contains principles adequate for our guidance in all these problems.  It 
was customary to divide the animal offered in sacrifice into three parts.  One part was 
consumed on the altar, another part was given to the priest, and the third part was kept by 
the party bringing the offering.  The priest’s part was frequently sold in the markets.  The 
part which the offerer kept was sometimes eaten at home, and sometimes in the court of 
the temple.  The Christian who bough meat in the market was liable to get meat which 
had been dedicated to the idol god.  Then, too, one would be invited to eat socially at the 
table of someone who had kept his portion of his offering, and now set it before his 
guests.  Some with adequate knowledge had no scruples about it, others with less 
knowledge thought it sinful.  The one who has knowledge should bear with the weak one, 
and at the same time should seek to teach his brother the truth, so as to set him free from 
bondage of superstition.  The glory of God should control in all things.  I. “All things are 
lawful for me” (I Corinthians chapter 10, verse 23).  This declaration is limited, of course, 
by things which are right in themselves.  It is not true that a Christian is free to do those 
things which are wrong.  The Christian can only indulge in “lawful things” as they are 
expedient and until edification.  As individual Christians, we have liberty to do many 
things which because of their influence on our fellow Christians, we should abstain from.  
Even with one’s self, that which is not edifying should be ruled out.  II. “Let no man seek 



his own” (I Corinthians chapter 10, verse 24).  The Christian is under the control of love.  
The controlling principle of love in unselfishness.  The one dominated by love considers 
the other’s interests rather than his own.  III. “Eat the food set before you” (I Corinthians 
chapter 10, verses 25-30).  It is not incumbent upon us to be on the hunt for occasions of 
the conscience either of ourselves or others.  Exercise your freedom in the enjoyment of 
all right things, but as soon as it is brought to your attention that certain things are to be 
disadvantage of others, you should desist, that is, exercise self-control.  IV. “Do all to the 
glory of God” (I Corinthians chapter 10, verse 31).  This is the grand and supreme rule of 
life for the Christian.  The Christian is not at liberty to do that upon which he could not 
ask the blessing of God.  In our eating, employments, and pleasures, we should have as 
our transcendent aim God’s glory.  How could one ask God’s blessing upon the 
intoxicating cup, dancing, gambling, theatergoing, Sunday desecration, luxurious 
extravagance, etc.?  V. “Give no occasion for anyone to stumble” (I Corinthians chapter 
10, verse 32).  We should so live that no one can ever say that we have been the occasion 
of their downfall.  VI. Follow the example of Jesus Christ (I Corinthians chapter 11, verse 
1).  Christ through love gave up all for the sake of others.  He did not please himself.  
Everyone, therefore, who is a Christian should imitate Him.  VII. The Christian’s body is 
the temple of the Holy Ghost (I Corinthians chapter 3, verses 16 and 17).  This great truth 
is true of the Church as a body, but that which is true of the body is true of the individual 
composing the body, so the point in this Scripture is the serious consequent of defiling the 
body…Quotation from Robert Collyer.  Subhead:  To do our best.  God hides some ideal 
in every human soul.  At some time in our life, we feel a trembling, fearful longing to do 
some good thing.  Life finds its noblest spring of excellence in this hidden impulse to do 
our best…Quotation from Mark chapter 2, verse 21.  Subhead:  Patches.  No man seweth 
a piece of new cloth on an old garment, else the new piece that filleth it up taketh away 
from the old, and the rent is made worse…Quotation from Amiel.  Subhead:  Life.  Life 
alone can rekindle life, what others claim from us is not our thirst and our hunger, but our 
bread and our guard…Quotation from Matthew chapter 4, verse 17.  Subhead:  Jesus’ 
first preaching.  Jesus began to preach, and to say “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is 
at hand.”  

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the 
Continental Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips each day.  
This wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher 
than any road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, 
Lyons, and Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Licensed operators 
for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.



16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying thru the air,/As you motor along/
With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the 
Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” know/
That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens, drawing 
and writing books, and the other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 
business].  Telephone #41.

16 September 1921 – Headline and “byline”:   Estes Park Schools Get Fine Start by 
“school reporter”.  The Estes Park grade school and high school held their first full 
session on 6 September 1921.  The enrollment this year totals 98 pupils, distributed as 
follows:  Grade 1 – 13, grade 2 – 15, grade 3 – 11, grade 4 – 6, grade 5 – 9, grade 6 – 9, 
grade 7 – 15, grade 8 – 6, grade 9 – 1, grade 10 – 4, grade 11 – 6, grade 12 – 3.  The 
faculty report everything running smoothly, but that they are temporarily handicapped by 
a shortage of books, due to the unexpectedly large enrollment.  Plans are being 
formulated, which it is confidently expected will greatly increase the efficiency both of 
the school plant and of the classroom instruction.  In the high school, the various classes 
have been so organized that there is an average of seven pupils in each class, even though 
the total enrollment is but 14.  A real innovation in the upper classes has been the 
introduction of a course in psychology, which is to be followed in the second semester by 
one in economics.  These subjects are considered by leading educators to be of much 
greater value to the future citizen than some of the traditional courses formerly imposed 
upon the students.  These courses are elective this year, but the enrollment is very 
gratifying.  Another popular course is that in chemistry, which is being offered for the 
first time this year.  The first semester’s work will be classroom work entirely, but by the 
end of that time, the school board expects to have a well-equipped laboratory installed 
and completely equipped.  This course will prove a valuable one to both the girls and the 
boys of the school.  One of the most interesting departments this term will be that 
managed by Mrs. Akin, who has the seventh and eighth grades.  The course of study for 
these pupils is being greatly enriched by the addition of some work in general science, 
Spanish, and manual training.  This is a step forward in the direction of modern progress 
as reflected in the junior high schools of our larger cities.  An important and direct result 
of this extended curriculum in the upper grades is to increase the importance of the 
intermediate grades being taught by Miss Cooke, for the objective now is to have the 
pupils master the fundamental tools of learning by the time they leave the sixth grade.  
Educational research carried out in our larger universities has fully demonstrated the 
feasibility of this idea, when progressive methods of instruction are followed.  The largest 
department this year is the primary, under the direction of Miss Butler, with an enrollment 
of 39 pupils.  Miss Butler is well fitted for this work both by education and experience, as 



well as her attractive personality, and expects to show some very real results among the 
children under her charge.  The school is anticipating a visit in the near future from 
President Crabbe of the State Teachers’ College at Greeley.  Dr. Crabbe is perhaps the 
most prominent educator in our state, and the school will feel justly honored by a visit 
from him.  

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Men’s suits.  Our new stock of men’s suits is now 
arriving, and at the prices we are making, you cannot afford to wear your old suit this 
winter.  Corduroy and khaki pants.  Our winter stock of khaki and corduroy pants are the 
best we have ever shown, and we invite you to come in and look them over.  Leather 
vests.  We have just received from the factory a shipment of leather and corduroy vests 
that are the very best values we have ever given.  It will pay you to see them.  The store 
that always gives you a square deal.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].  New 
fall coats and dresses.  We have just received some new coats for ladies, and if you look 
them over, we are sure you will find one just to your liking.  Our prices are so very 
reasonable that you cannot afford to miss this opportunity.  Headline:  Simple and Rich.  
[This is not the first time an installment of the weekly fashion column is placed within the 
body of a Dugald Floyd Godfrey advertisement.  Because the topic is women’s coats, and 
the text of the copy directly above is women’s coats, this placement is decidedly 
intentional.]  [Illustration:  Unframed photograph of female model wearing a dark coat as 
described in the text.  The model’s back is essentially toward the camera, twisted slightly 
counterclockwise so her left arm, bent at the elbow, is in profile, her index finger pointing 
out of frame.  She looks over her left shoulder, so that her face is in 3/4 left profile, with 
her chin and eyes upturned in a Mary Tyler Moore moment, although in this instance, her 
hat remains on.  Her high-collared coat covers up much of her brunette hair, and the 
overall design resembles a priest’s vestry or a choir robe, with the ornamental fringe at 
her ribs and on her forearm adding a western touch.  The photograph is uncredited.]  
When coats are at once simple, rich, and distinctive, they answer all the requirements 
needed to make them a success.  In the model shown here, the designer has used the 
season’s new ideas to the best advantage, and has produced an original and conservative 
wrap, plain enough and trimmed enough to pass without criticism.

16 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Automobile tent!  Best made.  Come in and 
look it over.  National Park Outing Company [a block 3 business].

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Deer Season is 12 October 1921 to 15 October 1921 this 
Year.  The open season on deer this year is 12 October 1921 to 15 October 1921.  This, 
however, does not worry the residents of Estes Park, for we are protected from the 
hunters by a game preserve bounded on the south by Gilpin County, on the west by the 
Rocky Mountain National Park and Jackson County, and on the north by the Cache la 
Poudre River.  The game preserve extends on the east nearly to the towns of Boulder, 
Longmont, Loveland, and Fort Collins.  Needless to say, the residents of Estes Park are 
very proud of its herds of deer, sheep, and other animals, and the fish and game 



association and other residents do not propose to countenance the slightest infractions of 
the game law.

16 September 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.  

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The first cost is practically the last when you use 
fir dimension.  Come in and let us show you the difference.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  
Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Automobile 
repairing and tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your hometown.  30 x 3 
safety $13.45.  Other sizes accordingly.  Complete stock all sizes on hand.  Automobile 
accessories, Ford parts, storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble.  Night service until 
11:00 p.m.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

16 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and 
cured meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

23 September 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 24     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, September 23, 1921     Price 10 cents

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Body of Gregory Aubuchon is Found at Base of 2000- 
Foot Cliff on Longs Peak.  The mystery surrounding the disappearance of Gregory 
Aubuchon from the camp of his parents in Estes Park was solved Friday by the finding of 
his body on a glacier at the foot of the 2000-foot precipice on Longs Peak.  Gregory, who 
was 18 years old, disappeared form camp early the morning of 20 July 1921, following 
an argument with his parents the evening before, concerning his desire to climb the peak.  
His parents had planned to start on the return trip to their home in Michigantown, 
Indiana, via Cheyenne, Wyoming.  When they arose, the young man was missing.  They 



remained in camp a week, thinking he would return, but upon his failure to do so, they 
finally left for Cheyenne, Wyoming, thinking perhaps the boy had gone there.  When the 
boy was reported missing by the parents, Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent 
Way at once put out searching parties, but no trace could be found.  The Rocky Mountain 
National Park rangers have been working under instruction to be continually watchful for 
the body, and Wednesday, Rocky Mountain National Park Chief Ranger McDaniel and 
Clifford Higby made another ascent of Longs Peak and with the aid of the glasses 
discovered something on the glacier just to the left of the precipice toward Chasm Lake, 
which they succeeded in reaching Friday, and discovered the body of young Aubuchon.  
The body had landed in a snow bank after coming down the cliff, and was fairly well 
preserved.  The clothing had been nearly all torn from the body, and nearly every bone in 
the body was broken  [this seems unlikely, the bones in his inner ear were probably 
intact].  The country where the body lay is very round and wild, and it wsa only removed 
with great difficulty.  Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way at once 
telegraphed the parents for instructions for disposition, and the undertaker and sheriff 
arrived Saturday from Fort Collins to view the body and recover it from the glacier.  F.P. 
Aubuchon arrived in Fort Collins Monday, where the body was in charge of the corner, 
and interment took place Tuesday afternoon without a funeral ceremony in Grandview 
cemetery.  How the boy came to go to that side of Longs Peak is a mystery to those 
familiar with the country.  His shoes were worn completely through form climbing, and it 
is supposed that he had reached the top of Longs Peak, although his name does not 
appear among the 934 on the register, and that he sought to return by a shorter route than 
the Keyhole and Trough and came to the edge of the precipice, which is quite steep 
before the pitch-off.

23 September 1921 – Walter E. Baldridge began work Monday on the lot recently 
purchased from the telephone company by starting the foundation for a six-room cottage 
which will be occupied by the family when completed.  [I believe this is the family home.  
They moved in six months later, in March 1922.]

23 September 1921 – Article reprinted from the Byron [California] Times.  Headline:  
Does Business or Sentiment Make “Mare” Go.  [This is from an English nursery rhyme, 
and refers to something difficult or impossible becoming possible with the right stimulus, 
which in the case of the nursery rhyme was money given to the owner of a horse.]  The 
Red Bluff Daily News submits this statement:  “If you had newspaper space to sell, and a 
payroll to meet, would you sell your space to businessmen who want it, or would you 
hold it for local people who won’t take it, and who sometimes declare advertising doesn’t 
pay?”  The question is one that concerns newspaper editors everywhere.  In many places, 
notably smaller communities, the newspaper has a hard struggle for existence.  It may be 
a live sheet, splendidly edited, but the local merchant feels that “everybody knows him” 
and it is not necessary to advertise; that he does about “the same amount of business 
anyway.”  He fails to appreciate what it means to his community to spread the news 
abroad of its doings, of its achievements and of its attractions.  Every new family means 



at least $1000 yearly spent in that community.  Every merchant gets his share of this.  In 
supporting the newspaper by advertising, the merchant encourages enterprise on the part 
of the publisher, and the greater the publicity given the town and district, the more rapid 
the growth.  The local newspaper in the chamber of commerce and publicity bureau 
combined.  It should have the support of everyone, to the end that the greatest amount of 
good may be accomplished.  Thousands of dollars worth of free advertising is given 
every year to the community by the local newspaper.  Every little thing is boosted, and 
people abroad begin to find out what a fine place your town is.  Only in advertising can 
the local newspaper find reward for its effort.  The subscriptions do not pay for the cost 
of printing and delivering the paper.  In supporting the paper by advertising, the merchant 
is contributing not only to his direct benefit, but to the future of the community.  
Naturally, there is not sufficient income from local sources to pay the bills, and leave a 
fair margin of profit.  There can be no question of the justification of the newspaper in 
accepting advertising from abroad.  The people of Byron, California, for instance, would 
not have the Byron Times for another issue if it were not for the outside advertising.  The 
fact that this advertising space is in demand by outsiders is a tribute to the paper – to its 
influence and wide circulation.  The Red Bluff News wisely says that “newspaper space 
is not for handpicked customers, any more than is the commodity of any other business.  
And all other business sells its wares where it can find a customer.  

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Big Thompson Canyon Road being Put in Splendid 
Shape for Winter Travel.  State Engineer Blauvelt has a force of twelve men and two 
there-yard [sic, perhaps three-yard] trucks hard at work surfacing the Big Thompson 
Canyon from the Forks Hotel to a point several miles below the Half-Way Place with 
crushed rock.  This will soon pack and will give a road surface that will not be easily 
affected by the dashing showers of the mountains as has the dirt roadbed in this section of 
the canyon.  Other rough sections of the road are also receiving much needed attention.  
The Rapids Hill has been completely resurfaced, and while still slightly soft, will in a few 
days be in the pink of condition.  With all this road smoothed down before frost enters the 
ground, many should be temped to drive up the beautiful canyon and get a glimpse of 
Estes Park in her pretty winter dress.

23 September 1921 – Proctor Guy, who has been supplying many in Estes Park this 
summer with a mighty fine grade of milk, left Saturday with his saddle horses and dairy 
cows for Tinmath, where he will winter.

23 September 1921 – Article reprinted from the Longmont Call.  Headline:  Smuggler 
Goldmine Near Lyons to Resume Operations.  The Smuggler mine, eight miles west of 
Lyons on the South Fork, one of the richest gold mines in Boulder county, will reopen 
with extensive operations about 15 September 1921, according to an authentic report.  
Unlimited capital is said to be behind the proposition lately purchased by the Beam 
Process Company of Denver, and in which Rothchild [sic, perhaps Rothschild, if this is 
indeed true], eastern capitalist, is interested.  Elmer Warren, experienced miner of Lyons, 



is now on the ground, arranging to open the mine.  A big force of men will soon be 
employed, it is reported, and Lyons merchants are anticipating a boom as a result of 
renewed mining activities on a large scale.  Approximately $2,500,000 in gold has 
already been taken out of the mine, it is said.  Plans of the company include the building 
of a large stamp mill to treat the ore, and the sinking of another shaft.  The Smuggler 
Mines Company, former owners of the mine, which has been idle during the last three 
years, experienced financial difficulties after expending about $60,000 in improving the 
mine, it is understood.

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Popular Estes Park Young Couple Wed.  On Saturday 
morning, 17 September 1921, at 7:00 a.m., Miss Leora Aneta Lewis and Glenard H. 
Preston were united in marriage at the Lewiston Hotel by the Rev. B.C. Montgomery.  
The affair was a quiet home wedding, with only the immediate relatives of the bride and 
groom present, and was followed by a tastily arranged wedding breakfast.  The bride is a 
daughter of A.D. Lewis, president of the Lewiston Hotels Company and of the Estes Park 
Bank, and the groom is the son of Harry Cornelius Preston, proprietor of the Estes Park 
Garage.  Both are well and favorably known, and very popular with the young people of 
Estes Park.  Mr. Preston has been a student in the state university at Boulder for several 
years, where he specialized in chemistry.  They will make their home in Sheridan, 
Wyoming, where Mr. Preston has accepted a position as chief chemist with the sugar 
factory there.  Of course the newlyweds received the kind attention of many loving 
friends before they could make their getaway.  The gas tank of Glen’s coupe received due 
consideration and attention, as well as the car being properly decorated with old shoes, 
trains of tin cans, such phrases as “just married”, “fast mail”, and other decorations and 
appurtenances necessary on such occasions.  Mr. and Mrs. Glen Preston have the very 
best wishes of a host of friends in Estes Park and elsewhere who wish them a long, 
happy, and successful married life.

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Burlington General Passenger Traffic Agent Recuperates 
in Estes Park.  P.S. Eustis, General Passenger Traffic Manager for the Burlington railway 
system, with offices in Chicago, Illinois, together with his family, spent two weeks in 
Estes Park at the Lewiston and Stead’s regaining his former vigor and enjoying a brief 
vacation.  Mr. Eustis is a great lover of Estes Park and a consistent booster, as the 
Burlington folder of Estes Park bears witness, and is always welcome here.  Mr. Eustis 
and family went to Denver Tuesday on their return trip to Chicago, Illinois.

23 September 1921 – The last Union Pacific tour of the season out of Chicago, Illinois, 
arrived in Estes Park Monday with 22 in the party.  These tours have been very successful 
and popular with the Chicago people, and over 2000 persons took them.

23 September 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 



business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail 
building in Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, 
cash in advance $3.  Six months $1.75.  Three months $1.  Single copy 10 cents.  
Advertising rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 
25 cents per single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient 
and foreign contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents per 
printed line per issue, black-face type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 2 
cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum 
charge 25 cents.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, 
socials, etc, where admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents 
per printed line, resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less $1.50.  Changes in advertising 
copy must reach this office not later than Monday to insure insertion same week.  New 
advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

23 September 1921 – Editorial:  Obzervashuns of the Printers Devul [sic, for effect, 
words are intentionally misspelled throughout].  The boss gits my goat cause he don’t 
allus speak rite out and tell the peepul jist what kind o’ razor-backed, tight-fisted, hide-
bound skinflints they is.  So i sez to him, boss, why don’t yew roast these here peepul just 
like ed Somers roasts peanuts, and he sez, which aint at all.  Shucks, sez i, i wish i was 
editur fer a few weeks, darn if i wouldn’t stir up a hornets nest, and the boss buts it agin 
an sez, aint that the truth.  Then sez he, you IMP (he allus sez it in capitals) if you want to 
try it, you kin, but jist remember yew gotter set it an correkt yer own pruuf, an 
REMEMBER (he said that in capitals too) none of yer slang goes, and none of yer 
shocking stuff that’l mortify the ladies.  Gosh, i got on my ear then an tells him i never 
shocked anything in my life but bald wheat like Charley Hixs face and bearded wheat 
like Bob Beckers face and brewin barley.  The boss he shook his head ominus like an sez, 
im afraid theres trouble brewin.  Then i gets on my ear again an sez, well it’l be home 
brew, wont it.  Gosh they’l smell it fer a mile sez he, an i sez, well the marshal will cooke 
em wont he, hes got an ugly eye for stewed prunes anyhow.  Well, as i wuz going to say, 
it gits my goat cause they has sich a fine skule here to exercize us kids brains in which we 
aint got an fer the teachers ter exercize their straps in, an us kids aint got no plaise to play 
but in the street and we might git runned over any ole time, an there is a fine big park rite 
acrost the street which could be fixt up fer a fue dollars which aint doing nothing but 
growin some pretty flours an a little gras an a raft o’ weeds.  Gosh when im president of 
the wimuns club i’ll git all the boosters in the village waked up and tehn the kids can 
have a plaise to play an somthin to play with.  Course somebody will git skeered an holler 
about taxes an then i’ll give em the laff and walk up to Sam with a big paper and say, 
Sam, i wanter touch yer fer a ten spot for a nice equipment for us kids to enjoy in the 
winter an fer the tourist kids in the summer in the park which will be a nice playground.  
An Sam’ll say, becher, kid, go to it an git all the goats in the district, they wuz all kids 



wunct.  An us kids will have a plaise to play and everybody will be happy cauze the 
wimuns club done somthin more fer the kumunity an GOSH, wont i have the laff on the 
editur and he’ll find out all home brew don’t make peepul mad an fight an git throwed in 
the kalabuse.  [Translation:  Observations of the Printer’s Devil.  The boss gets my goat 
because he doesn’t always speak right out and tell the people just what kind of razor-
backed, tight-fisted, hide-bound skinflints they are.  So I said to him, “Boss, why don’t 
you roast there here people just like Ed Somers [of the Somers Dainty Shop] roast 
peanuts?” and he said, “Which ain’t at all.”  “Shucks,” I said, “I wished I was editor for a 
few weeks, darn if I wouldn’t stir up a hornet’s nest,” and the boss butts in again and said, 
“Ain’t that the truth.”  Then he said, “You IMP (he always says it in capitals), if you want 
to try it, you can, but just remember you have to set it, and correct your own proof, and 
REMEMBER (he said that in capitals too), none of your slang goes, and none of your 
shocking stuff that will mortify the ladies.”  Gosh, I got on my ear then and told him “I 
never shocked anything in my life but bald wheat like Charley Hix’s face [clean shaven] 
and bearded wheat like Robert Becker’s face, and brewing barley.”  The boss shook his 
head ominous-like, and said, “I’m afraid there’s trouble brewing.”  Then I got on my ear 
again and said, “Well, it’ll be homebrew, won’t it?”  “Gosh, they’ll smell it for a mile,” he 
said, and I said, “Well, the marshal will “cooke” [A play on the spelling of the town 
marshal’s last name] them, won’t he, he’s got an ugly eye for stewed prunes anyhow.”  
Well, as I was going to say, it gets my goat because they have such a fine school here to 
exercise us kids brains which we don’t have, and for the teachers to exercise their straps 
in, and us kids ain’t got no place to play but in the street, and we might get run over any 
old time, and there is a fine big park right across the street, which could be fixed up for a 
few dollars, which ain’t doing nothing but growing some pretty flowers and a little grass 
and a raft of weeds.  Gosh, when I’m president of the Estes Park Woman’s Club [which 
seems unlikely, as this is a male voice], I’ll get all the boosters in the village woke up, 
and then the kids can have a place to play and something to play with.  Of course, 
somebody will get scared and holler about taxes, and then I’ll give them the laugh and 
walk up to Sam [perhaps Samuel Service] with a big paper and say, “Sam, I want to touch 
you for a ten spot [$10] for a nice equipment for us kids to enjoy in the winter, and for the 
tourist kids in the summer in the park which will be a nice playground.”  And Sam will 
say, “You betcha, kid, go to it, and get all the goats in the district, they were all kids 
once.”  And us kids will have a place to play, and everybody will be happy because the 
Estes Park Woman’s Club did something more for the community, and Gosh, won’t I 
have the laugh on the editor, and he’ll find out all homebrew don’t make people mad and 
fight and get thrown in the calaboose.      

23 September 1921 – The tourist season in Estes Park is drawing to a close, with one of 
the most successful years Estes Park has ever had from point of number of visitors.  The 
total is more than 20,000 in excess of any previous year, and probably the largest 
attendance of any national park in the United States.  There were 25% more automobiles 
in Estes Park than in any previous year, with a total of 46,000 as against 37,000 last year.



23 September 1921 – Headline:  Nearly One Thousand Reach Top of Longs Peak.  
Although the unfavorable weather this year prevented about 50% of those attempting to 
climb Longs Peak from attaining their goal, 934 names are registered at the top, 
according to Rocky Mountain National Park Chief Ranger McDaniel and Clifford Higby, 
who, accompanied by their wives and Mr. and Mrs. G.V. Croft, climbed Longs Peak early 
last week.  They climbed Longs Peak on Tuesday night to witness the sunrise.  The night 
was a moonlit one and perfectly clear, and the sun rose in all its splendor without a cloud 
to interfere with its rays.  The party stated it to be a most wonderful experience, as the 
marvelous beauty of the peaks far as the eye can see burst into view one after the other 
when touched by the first rays of the morning sun, and their snow-clad summits glittered 
in the pure air.  As the sun rose, the reflection of Longs Peak was cast in sharp relief on 
the western sky.  Last Friday night, Elmer Turner, teacher of art in the Fort Collins high 
school, accompanied by his sister, Miss Clara Turner, a teacher in the Greeley public 
schools, made the ascent of Longs Peak and enjoyed the privilege of witnessing a perfect 
sunrise.  They too spoke of the dark purple reflection of Longs Peak in the western sky, 
and wondered if others had ever noticed it.  September seems to be the most favorable 
season of the year for a perfect sunrise at the top of Longs Peak, and a number of parties 
have climbed it late this year.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  The Estes Park Trail.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise – priced right.  Samuel Service 
[a block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

23 September 1921 – J. Frank Gray, who has been employed in the drug store the past 
season, has purchased the stock of the Estes Park Fountain of Neil [sic, also appears as 
Neal] Heaton, and will keep the place open all winter.  Hot drinks and a luncheonette 
service will no doubt add to the attractiveness of the place.  Neal Heaton has purchased a 
tailor shop in Greeley…W.A. Insinger of Greeley is building a nice summer cottage of 
about six rooms in the High Pines addition [north of the Big Thompson River on the 
current Riverside Drive]…The C and A Stores Company, with groceries and markets in 
northern Colorado towns, have purchased a building in Longmont, and will establish a 
wholesale and manufacturing plan in connection with their retail stores.  An extensive 
line of food products will be manufactured.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American Plan, with everything in the 
way of luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The 



Lewiston Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring 
water, horseback riding.  American Plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and 
Rooms [a block 6 business] – European Plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala 
carte service.  The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – 
European Plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  
Grand Lake Lodge.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its western 
entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building and 
attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in every respect, has its 
own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road, or the Berthoud Pass Road, or by rail and stage over the 
Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 per day, $35 per 
week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  
Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material, from the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By 
day, week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah 
Robertson Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.

23 September 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Indications are that the 
tourist season will be prolonged this year in the Rocky Mountain region.  In Denver, for 
example, 10,100 automobiles, containing 36,807 persons and representing virtually every  
state, had been registered early in September 1921.  The 1920 totals were 7,906 cars and 
29,024 persons.  Rocky Mountain National Park officials reported a registration of 
36,359 cars and 137,893 persons on 1 September 1921.  If the cars registered so far this 
season at Overland Park were placed end-to-end, allowing 15 feet for the space occupied 
by each car, they would make an unbroken string 30 miles in length.  Cars that were 
registered at the Estes Park entrance to Rocky Mountain National Park, if similarly 
placed, would form a line of more than 100 miles…A grievance of long standing is said 
to have been the cause of the shooting at Trinidad of Roy Stowe, exalted ruler of the 
Trinidad Lodge of Elks, by Walter Hall of Pueblo, who is in jail.  Stowe was shot through 
the abdomen during a quarrel following a party at a roadhouse at which Stowe, hall, and 
three women were present.  The shooting took place on the highway east of the city when 
Hall, it is said, renewed an altercation with Stowe, who was driving the car, and shot 
him…The Rev. Sumner T. Morgan, 66 years old, until last April pastor of the Loveland 
Christian church, was drowned in Magnum, Oklahoma.  Word was received by his son, 
Wendell Morgan, who immediately departed for Mangum.  Miss Lois Morgan, a 
daughter, resides at Loveland.  The Rev. Mr. Morgan was prominent in church and 
welfare circles while pastor at Loveland, and well known throughout the state…Irrigation 
season is closing around Loveland, with more water stored in the reservoirs and lakes 



than ever known in this section.  Practically all the irrigation systems have ceased 
running water for the season, and many are preparing to make improvements in their 
ditches and reservoirs.  Another late run for fruit trees will be made some time in October 
1921…More than 10,000 attended the fair at Hotchkiss, many of the nearby towns 
declaring holidays to give businessmen and others the opportunity to view the exhibits 
and see the races.  The fair just closed has been the most successful ever held.  A special 
feature has been the community exhibits from seven little neighborhoods on the higher 
mesas…United States Senator Lawrence C. Phipps will be absent form congress during 
the first three weeks of the coming session, it has been announced.  Senator Phipps acted 
on the advice of his physicians in notifying Senator Curtis, Republican senatorial whip, 
that due to his recent operation for appendicitis, he will be unable to attend the session 
opening…Dick Wrather, 5-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. J.H. Wrather of Dallas, Texas, 
was struck by an automobile just after the family had arrived at Colorado Springs on the 
return from Yellowstone National Park.  The child ran out form the Wrather car into the 
street and was run down, receiving injuries form which he died without regaining 
consciousness…During the month of August 1921, 15,508 automobiles entered the 
Rocky Mountain National Park, according to figures just compiled from the report of the 
Rocky Mountain National Park checking stations.  These automobiles carried 59,893 
passengers.  The total for the season to 1 September 1921 is 36,350 machines and 
137,893 persons…The La Plata County Fair Jubilee closed with a masked carnival and 
confetti battle on the downtown streets of Durango.  The attendance during the four days 
was satisfactory and, according to the directors, the programs offered each day were 
highly entertaining to the visitors…Members of the Denver Press Club, with their 
families and friends, attended a barbecue and basket picnic at Rucker’s Ranch recently at 
the invitation of former congressman A.W. Rucker, who extended to the pressmen the 
freedom of the ranch.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Our new stock.  Leather vests and coats, winter 
underwear, wool socks, tweed caps, wool shirts, shoes, and sheep-lined coats are in now.  
The quality is best and prices lowest.  Let us measure you for that international all-wool 
suit.  Gooch’s Ready-To-Wear Shop [a block 2 business].

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s 
Livery [a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class 
equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Send it to the Laundry.  Blankets, comforts, 
carpets, rugs, family washing, dry cleaning.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry 
cleaners.  Telephone #50J.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Fix it now – Don’t wait until the spring rush before 
thinking about your needs in plumbing and repairing.  First-class workmanship 



guaranteed.  A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [either a block 6 or a block 8 
business].  George R. Wyatt, proprietor.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Farm for sale.  Thirty acres, one mile from best 
town in northern Colorado, with splendid high school and college [this limits the obvious 
options to Fort Collins or Greeley] and other educational advantages, fine churches, 
splendid soil, best irrigation rights, orchard improvements.  Will divide place into smaller 
tracts if desired.  Priced right.  Terms:  $5000 down, balance 6%, might consider 
residence property as part payment.  Address H.A., care the Estes Park Trail, Estes Park, 
Colorado.  

23 September 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Mrs. Fred Nichols, daughter 
of Cashier Webb of Fort Collins, and Mrs. Gilmore Davis both drove up from Trinidad 
[presumably Trinidad, Colorado] Friday to the Homsepun cottage in Prospect Heights.  
They were joined Saturday evening by Mr. Nichols, Mr. Davis, and Mr. and Mrs. G.A. 
Webb, who spent the weekend here.  The others will remain for a week or two…W.L. 
Welch and wife are up from Fort Collins and enjoying our beautiful fall weather…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds 
of fine job printing…Theodore Schlapfer, proprietor of the Ranch-house Dairy, plans to 
take care of his Estes Park customers during the winter…Professor Langworthy Taylor, 
who spent the summer in Estes Park as usual at his summer home near the Country Club, 
started for his home in Lincoln, Nebraska, Tuesday…Semi-advertisement:  New suits and 
overcoats at Godreys [a block 5 business]…Fred H. Sharpe of Hamilton, Ontario, 
Canada, and his son, Charles F. Sharpe, who was for a time during the war treasurer for 
the YMCA, Italian army division, came in Monday on the Union Pacific tour, and were 
wonderfully pleased with Estes Park…Semi-advertisement:  You can keep in touch with 
the garden spot of the United States by ordering the weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail 
during the winter…F.C. Jelsema [sic, is this Ted Jelsema?] has been awarded the contract 
for the installation of 2,700 feet of sewer line on the hill that will connect with the present 
town sewer…Mrs. Nellie T. Akin, teacher of domestic science in the local schools, has 
one of the Webb cottages for the winter…Semi-advertisement:  Now is the time for a new 
overcoat, we have a good stock.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…The editor 
of the Estes Park Trail and family enjoyed a nice mess of trout up on the return of barber 
“Bob” Becker from a fishing trip to Grand Lake.  We’ll vote him another vacation soon…
Neal Heaton has purchased a tailor shop in Greeley, and will henceforth see to it that the 
spud-eating citizens of Weld County are property dressed – providing they have the 
price…Semi-advertisement:  Pleased to have you telephone the news…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds 



of fine job printing…The Lewiston had as guests this week two honeymoon parties, Mr. 
and Mrs. R.H. Bourk, both of Denver, and Mr. and Mrs. F.V. Cassiday, the groom from 
Alliance, Ohio, and the bride from Denver…Among the Denver guests at the Lewiston 
are William H. Malone and family and Mr. and Mrs. L.S. Slaton…Active road 
construction work in Rocky Mountain National Park has ceased for the winter, and all the 
men not needed for maintenance work have departed.  A week previous, the state 
highway gangs across the range on the Fall River Road ceased operations…Most of the 
very efficient telephone force we have had with us this season have departed.  Mrs. 
Eathel [sic] Steer, the matron, and Marguerite Wilcox, an operator, left Saturday for their 
homes in Greeley.   Jean Fitzwilliams, chief operator, left Saturday for her home in 
Boulder.  Shirley Bainsley, one of the operators, went to Longmont Monday…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds 
of fine job printing…Semi-advertisement:  Glad to receive your news items.  

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W.  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge – Nash – Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin and Savage tires at Denver prices.  Ask 
for free motor record book.  Estes Park Garage.  Telephone #166.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Here is the new Thor with a big drop in price.  Will 
do the spring and fall washing for any hotel in Estes Park, 12 big sheets, or their bulk in 
other linen at a time – Six-sheet size for the family wash.  We have them in stock at 
Denver prices.  Let us bring out one for a free trial washday.  New Lemin-cylinder, does 
not collect alkali or soap settlings.  The Electric Shop.  Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. 
Hurrel.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Take it with you.  You will enjoy the regular visits 
of the Estes Park Trail this winter.  Order it sent to your home.  Telephone #27-J3 or see 
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  !!Bargains!!  Watch our windows for them.  
Pennants – Pictures – Navajos [sic, meaning Navajo rugs].  The Park Store [a block 2 
business].  John Bechtel Baird, successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Eastman agency, 
postcards, Kodaks rented.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Good coffee.  When we say good coffee, we mean 
of course Chase and Sanborn’s.  There are countless brands of coffee on the market, all of 
which have more or less sale, but all these brands vary from time to time in quality.  
Chase and Sanborn’s coffees are the same, the quality is always kept up to their high 
standard.  We have the exclusive selling privilege for Estes Park, and have in stock four 



graded.  Blend 88 at 33 cents per pound, Crusade at 40 cents per pound, the famous Seal 
brand at 50 cents per pound, and Seal brand special blend vacuum pack at 55 cents per 
pound.  The last named will please anyone using Hills Brothers coffee or Schilling , as it 
is of essentially the same blend, only of higher-grade coffee.  Get the habit of using 
Chase and Sanborn’s coffees, and you will never change.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 
business].

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Russia’s “Wild East”.  (Prepared by the National 
Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.)  A sled drawn over the deep snow by terrified 
horses, a driver wildly beating them, and a pack of ferocious wolves breaking in pursuit 
from a dark pine forest – this is a picture that has given many a person a faulty idea of the 
Siberia of today.  An American woman who had laughed at an Englishman when he 
complained that during his ten days in New York City he had not seen a single Native 
American asked upon her arrival in Vladivostok if there was any danger from wolves in 
the city.  As a matter of fact, one may spend a considerable time in Siberia and cover 
large areas without seeing a wolf, or a pine tree, and what little snow he will see will 
probably not be more than a few inches deep, though there are sections where it is quite 
deep.  And one may meet thousands of people without seeing either exile or criminal.  
One is not likely to be disillusioned about the climate.  The American soldier said, 
“Siberia has two seasons – July and winter.”  This is nearly true, for there is practically no 
spring, the foliage does not appear until June.  July is as warm as the winter is cold.  The 
brief fall is beautiful indeed, and there is something very thrilling about the intense cold 
of the winter, when the temperature goes to 60 and 70 degrees below zero [Fahrenheit] in 
some sections.  Everybody dresses and prepares for the cold, and on the whole it is 
possible to be more comfortable in the steady winter than in the changeable American 
winter.  Subhead:  Beautiful wildflowers.  Siberia’s wildflowers – a feature which does 
not fit into the picture of a frozen waste – are worthy a volume in themselves.  There is a 
wild rose that blooms hugely on big, sturdy bushes.  Then there is the mauve and gold of 
the “Mary and John” that is loved most by the Siberians.  This lovely flower is named 
after the Virgin Mary and the loved disciple.  Siberia is, above all, an Oriental country.  
Out there the traveler sees every phantasmagoria associated with the East.  Oriental 
sunsets, equal to any and inferior to none, thrill the sense with splendors of color ranging 
from volcanoes of rubies to the myriad mysteries of the kaleidoscope.  Then one sees all 
the peoples of the Orient – Chinese, Japanese, Tartars, Manchus, Koreans – men and 
women of every color and condition.  For the most part, the Russians have Russianized 
the country.  Even so, one could easily believe the Tower of Babel incident to have 
occurred in Siberia, for one hears so many languages and sees so many different national 
customs.  Chinese “sampans” and Japanese “dambes” ride the roadstead of Vladivostok 
along with Russian craft and American motorboats, and on the highways and caravan 
routes, camels and oxen are passed by modern automobiles, mostly of American make.  
Subhead:  Native life fascinating.  One gets wonderfully attached to Siberian life.  There 
is something charming and fascinating about it.  The natives, in spite of the scourges of 
typhus and cholera, in spite of the hunger and cold which they have experienced so 



frequently during the last six years, are devoted to their homeland, yet apparently they are 
indifferent to the rich opportunities of their country.  Siberia is a land of rich agricultural 
potentialities, in spite of the shortness of the summer season, and even American tables 
have been served with Siberian cheese and butter.  But the most alluring opportunities of 
the country are presented in its mineral wealth – gold and silver and precious stones.  
There is so much in Siberia that reminds an American of our “Wild West” of earlier days, 
whether it be lawlessness, freedom, opportunity, a place to live life over again, great 
distances, vastness and gloriousness of scenery, or barrenness such as is seen on the Gobi 
desert, where the camels graze.  And there are many features that may be described in 
typical American superlatives.  Vladivostok has the finest harbor in the world, the 
railroad connecting Vladivostok with Petrograd is the longest in the world – thus the 
Siberians rave, and not altogether madly.  But they cannot rave about their roads.  The 
Russian word “doroga” meaning “road” literally means “bad road”, and it would be 
redundancy to speak of a bad “doroga”.  It merely means a place where you may get 
through.  Subhead:  Cities handsome but dirty.  The cities of the Russian “Wild East” are 
not very populous, but each one boasts of sufficient beautiful churches, government, and 
private edifices to give it a noble aspect.  First is Vladivostok, a combination of Gotham 
[New York City, New York] and Chicago, Illinois.  At the other end of the country is 
Omsk, the capital.  In between and top and bottom are Tomsk, Ekaterinburg, Cheliabinsk, 
Chita, Xabarosk, Irkutsk, Harbin, and Nikolsk.  One of the most objectionable features 
about these beautiful cities is their filth, and the attendant odors.  Tomsk has an unusually 
beautiful cathedral, and a great university that has produced more than one famous name 
– Metchnikoff, the great bacteriologist, being one of them.  Vladivostok, the largest and 
most interesting city of eastern Siberia, owes much to Russia’s loss of Port Arthur, for 
that misfortune increased the tsar’s interest in the more northerly seaport until he had 
made it worthy of its name, “Ruler of the East”.  The one disadvantage of Vladivostok is 
that its harbor is frozen during several months of the year.  In spite of this drawback, 
Vladivostok probably possesses the second-finest harbor in the world, and it is claimed 
that from a military standpoint, the city was second only to the Dardanelles [the Turkish 
strait].  The city spreads out at the foot of many hills, and rises into a beautiful and 
sudden spectacle as one’s steamer makes a turn in the approach from the sea.  A cathedral 
with many golden domes occupies a place of vantage, and everywhere rise huge stone 
and brick barracks, mostly white, with an occasional pile in red brick for contrast.  All 
around the city are barracks, barracks everywhere.  It is said that there are sufficient 
barracks in and around Vladivostok to house an army of half a million men.  These 
barracks are substantially built, and provide protection against the heat of July, as well as 
the cold of winter.  The outstanding characteristics of the Siberian Russian are his 
physical strength and stamina, and his gentleness of nature.  Most people will be 
surprised at the second part of that statement, on account of what has been published 
about the Bolshevist cruelties.  It is true that the peasant went from the extreme of an 
absolute monarch to the most fantastic socialism the world has known.  Nevertheless, he 
is gentle and forgiving by nature.  Of course, Siberia did not taste the full bitterness of 
Red Bolshevism.  The extreme elements were present, but they never had full swing.  



Red Bolshevism in Siberia never was more than “pink”, and that pink is becoming paler 
every day.

23 September 1921 – Headline:  The Natural Bridges of Utah.  Forty-five miles north of 
Bluff, in southwestern Utah, within a space of about five miles, are three natural bridges 
which are understood to be the largest of their kind in existence.  Named “Sipapu” (Gate 
of Heaven), “Kachima” (Guardian Spirit), and “Owachomo” (Rock Mound), these 
bridges were discovered in 1895.  The three constitute a national monument, being so 
proclaimed by presidential announcement in 1908.  The larges of the three has an extreme 
height of 222 feet, and is 65 feet thick at the top of the arch, which is 28 feet wide.  It has 
a span of 261 feet, the height of the span being 157 feet.  One has but to fix those figures 
in his mind to gain a fair idea of the immensity of these wonders which nature fashioned 
form the lofty walls of White Canyon.  Near the monument are some caves and ruins, 
which are believed to have been the homes of a prehistoric race which inhabited this 
section.  These bridges are best reached by stage or team from the railroad station at 
Thompson, Utah, to Monticello, Utah, thence by packhorse – a journey through a strange, 
deserted-looking, but interesting land.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail.  Telephone #27-J3.

23 September 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Preliminary work on the conference 
on limitation of armaments and Far Eastern problems is going on steadily, and before 
long it will be known just who will take part in the meeting, and in a general way what 
they will discuss.  The several nations concerned are selecting their representatives, those 
for the United States being the first to be announced.  President Harding has appointed 
for that high duty Secretary of State Hughes, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, Senator Elihu 
Root, and Senator Oscar W. Underwood – three Republicans and one Democrat.  As 
Premier Hara will be unable to come, Admiral Baron Kato has been selected to head the 
Japanese delegation, and ambassador to the United States Shidehara will also be a 
member.  It is still believed Premier Lloyd George will lead the British contingent [this 
proves to be a false belief], and it is likely that his associates will be Andrew Bonar Law, 
secretary for war Evans, and Lord Lee of Fareham, first lord of the admiralty.  The British 
dominions, especially Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, have been strenuously 
arguing their right to representation in the conference in view of their great interest in 
matters concerning the Pacific and Far East, and it is believed that some of their leading 
statesmen will be asked to attend in the capacity of advisors.  Two more nations have 
been added to the list of those invited to the conference.  With the consent of five 
principal powers, Holland and Belgium will participate in the proceedings, insofar as 
their interests in the Far East are concerned.  Their status thus will be the same as that of 
China, for it is not to be supposed they will take part in the discussion on armaments…



Diplomatic conversations and informal exchanges between the governments concerned 
have progressed so far that Secretary Hughes has been able to send to the other four great 
powers and to China a suggested outline of the topics for the conference.  This proposed 
agenda has not been made public, pending its acceptance by the other governments, but is 
believed to include, aside from limitation of armaments, these suggestions:  Territorial 
integrity of Russia, the open door, and equal opportunity for economic activities, the 
powers acting as trustees until Russia shall have recovered and set up a central, 
representative government.  Territorial integrity of China and the “open door”.  The 
substitution of international cooperation for the past practice of seeking selfish, 
monopolistic advantages in China.  Assistance to China in achieving administrative, 
fiscal, and judicial reforms.  A Tokyo, Japan, newspaper says Mr. Hughes also includes in 
his suggestions mandates if they have not been previously settled, and Manchuria and the 
Chinese eastern railway.  That question of mandates – meaning in this case especially Yap  
– is causing the Japanese a lot of worry.  They don’t want it brought up in the conference, 
and are doing their utmost to get it settled before the Washington, D.C., meet opens.  
Their continued occupation of Shantung is another matter they desired to keep out of the 
conference, but in this they are likely to be disappointed.  They have asked China to enter 
into private negotiations for the settlement of that controversy, but the more intelligent 
elements in China rely on the Washington, D.C., meeting to right their country’s wrongs, 
and the Peking, China, government has refused Japan’s proposition, fearing that it would 
be overthrown if it accepted.  Some of the leaders in that government have long been 
suspected of being pro-Japanese.  An interesting report in Washington, D.C., is that 
Robert Lansing, former secretary of state under President Wilson, will be an advisor to 
the Chinese delegation…The assembly of the League of Nations continues to function, in 
disregard of the assertions of various personages that the league is virtually dead.  
Parenthetically, it may be said that the Treaty of Versailles guarantees the league’s life for 
30 years for the purposes of administering the Saar Basin and the control of Danzig, 
Poland.  The chief accomplishment of the assembly last week was the lection of judge of 
the international court of justice.  Elihu Root having declined, for personal reasons, to be 
a candidate, the Latin-American group brought about the election of John Bassett Moore 
of New York.  He and ten others were accepted by the council.  Three deputy judges also 
were elected and confirmed, but there was trouble over the choice of the fourth deputy.  
Three times, the assembly elected Senor Alvarez of Chile, and three times the council 
voted for M. Descamps of Belgium.  At last, the deadlock was referred to a committee.  
Senor Amador of Panama threatened to withdraw his delegation if Alvarez was not 
accepted by the council.  The question of the league’s competence to judge the Taena-
Arica dispute and the Chile-Bolivia treaty was referred to a committee of three jurists.  
Senor Edwards of Chile stated that he was not prepared to admit that the league was 
licensed to intrude in purely South American affairs in violation of the Monroe Doctrine.  
Senor Aramayo of Bolivia, having received new instructions from La Paz, Bolivia, 
withdrew his demand that the dispute with Chile be included in the agenda of the 
assembly…The Irish – meaning the Sinn Feiners – were willing to hold a conference with 
the British cabinet at Inverness, Scotland, this week, as proposed by Premier Lloyd 



George, but, as was easily predicted, they didn’t want to submit to the only condition 
imposed, that the Sinn Fein must abandon its demand for separation from the empire.  De 
Valera sent Harry Boland and Joseph McGrath with his acceptance of the invitation, but 
in his letter, he made several reservations, chief of which was his objection to admitting 
Ireland’s allegiance to the British crown before entering the conference.  He also argued 
that if the premier objected to the secession of Ireland from the empire, he should not 
support the secession of Ulster from Ireland.  Mr. Lloyd Geroge sent the couriers back to 
Dublin, Ireland, with a message to De Valera that his note was unsatifactory, and he had 
better write another.  This the governor supplemented by a telegram to De Valera 
canceling the arrangements for Inverness, Scotland, conference because he felt that, in 
view of the Irish attitude, negotiations would be useless.  The premier was as conciliatory  
as he could be consistently, but at this writing it is uncertain whether the negotiations for 
peace will continue.  The Dail Eirann, however, named its delegates for the conference, if 
it is held, and De Valera is not one of them.  The delegates are:  Arthur Griffith, founder 
of Sinn Fein and republican foreign minister, Michael Collins, minister of finance, Robert 
Barton, secretary of economic affairs, Eamon Duggan, chief Irish republican army liaison 
officer, who helped to arrange the truce, and George Gavan Duffy, the Irish envoy to 
Rome, Italy.  Several of these men are classed as moderates.  The Freeman’s Journal of 
Dublin, Ireland [a newspaper] says: “Their task may have its difficulties, but its 
successful accomplishment will be the crown of a great achievement.  Both nations have 
their hearts set on an honorable ending here and now to the struggle of centuries.  Their 
desire is well within the realm of possibility and practicability.  All the efforts of the 
would-be wreckers in Great Britain hitherto have failed.  There is enough statesmanship 
in the Irish delegation to confirm that failure, and to complete a fabric of peace.”…
Director of the Budget Dawes has informed the senate finance committee of the details of 
the cut of $350,000,000 in the ordinary government expenditures for the current fiscal 
year.  Reductions for the war department, shipping board, railroads, veterans’ bureau, and 
in miscellaneous places will provide $305,000,000 of this.  The remainder will be saved 
by better coordination in handling departmental purchases and sales of supplies.  The 
finance committee completed its redrafting of the house tax bill, and experts began 
getting the measure ready for presentation in the Senate on 21 September 1921 [two days 
before this issue’s publication date].  Disregarding the recommendations of Secretary of 
the Treasury Mellon, the committee voted to repeal the excess profits tax beginning 1 
January 1922, and the capital stock tax effective in 1922, and to substitute for these a flat 
corporation tax of 15%, effective 1 January 1922.  Among other changes in the House of 
Representatives bill voted by the committee are retention of freight and passenger 
transportation taxes at half their present rates and those on express shipments and oil 
pipelines at their present rates for another year, and continuation of many miscellaneous 
taxes which the House of Representatives voted to repeal…The fight against the Ku Klux 
Klan is growing more interesting and more widespread every day, and the Ku Klux Klan 
is fighting back against its enemies with vigor.  Various newspapers in many parts of the 
country have undertaken “exposures” of the organization, and its methods and aims, and 
the Ku Klux Klan has started or says it will start libel suits against those publications that 



misrepresent it.  In Chicago, Illinois, an organization called the National Unity Council 
has been formed, with the avowed purpose of suppressing the Ku Klux Klan and its so-
called “invisible empire”.  The council, which is to be extended throughout the country, is 
headed by Edward F. Dunne, former governor of Illinois.  He says the Ku Klux Klan are 
a menace to the nation because they “avowedly proscribe millions of their fellow citizens 
solely because, either they worship God in a manner permitted by the Constitution of the 
United States, or because they were born without the United States [sic, does this mean 
“outside of the United States”?].  They place the black man without the pale of the law.  
Such organizations foment racial, religious, and political enmities instead of encouraging 
comity and friendship between all classes of American citizens, which should be the aim 
of every broad-minded American.”  Meanwhile, the Ku Klux Klan continues to grow in 
numbers with extraordinary rapidity, now having, it is said, more than half a million 
members, and being organized in every state in the union except New Hampshire, Utah, 
and Montana…The great packing concerns of Armour, Swift, Wilson, and Cudahy last 
week put into operation the newly-devised “American shop representation” system, their 
government-sponsored agreement with their workers having expired.  All disputes are to 
be submitted to shop councils comprised of employees’ elected representatives and 
persons selected by employers, and national councils, to which shop councils may appeal, 
are to be formed in similar manner.  Employees’ representatives must be employed in the 
shop, and must be citizens, or have taken out their first papers.  Any person is eligible for 
employment, whether a union member or not.  While this is “open shop”, the packers say 
it is not a change of policy, since they always have been open shop.  Ninety percent of 
their workers, they say, assented to the plan…The terrific flood that struck San Antonio, 
Texas, and other parts of Texas has subsided, but its full results are just beginning to be 
realized.  Several hundred persons, mostly African Americans and Mexicans, perished.  
The property loss in San Antonio, Texas, is placed at $3,000,000, and elsewhere at 
$10,000,000.  The mayor of the city appealed to Washington, D.C., for army tents and 
cots for the thousands of homeless refugees…The British cruiser Dauntless, bearing the 
bodies of the American victims of the ZR-2 [dirigible] disaster, arrived at New York 
Friday, escorted by a fleet of aircraft, destroyers, and other vessels.  Saturday afternoon, 
the dead were accorded the full naval honors due those who gave their lives in the line of 
duty…The Greek and Turkish Nationalist armies were locked in bloody battle on the 
route to Angora, Turkey, and the Greeks are reported to have the best of the fighting, 
although their losses are heavy.  The Turks lost some 12,000 men, and are falling back 
steadily.  Equally fierce but with fewer fatalities is the fighting between the Spanish 
forces and the Morocco tribesmen.  The Spaniards are using bombing airplanes against 
the Moors, who occupy almost inaccessible strongholds in the mountains.  The tribesmen 
besieging Melilla [Spain, but on the Moroccan mainland] also are kept busy dodging air 
bombs. However, the Spanish supplies are running short, and the offensive may be 
abandoned.

23 September 1921 – A 14-year-old boy, Horace McKnight of Grand Junction, found 
$7500 in currency, and turned it over to the sheriff.  Sheriff Frank Ducray said he 



believed it was part of the $20,000 taken from the Garfield County State Bank at Grand 
Valley in a robbery on 5 July 1921.  The money was in a heavy pouch in the weeds back 
of the Denver and Rio Grande Western railroad roundhouse…Evening programs for three 
days of the fair is the greatest innovation of the Western Slope Fair Association for the 
meeting at Montrose 19 September 1921 to 21 September 1921.  This is the first time that 
evening programs have ever been held.  The main feature of the evening programs will be 
the fireworks display.  In addition to the fireworks, many special acrobatic and other free 
attractions will be given…The disease known as early blight is doing great damage to the 
early potato crop in northern Weld County fields.  The Pleasant Valley and Kersey 
districts have been hit by the disease, which kills the leaves and stems of the potato 
plants.  Abnormally high temperatures and frequent heavy rains are supposed to be the 
causes of the disease…Antonio Archuletta, a miner, is dead at Walsenburg of injuries he 
is alleged to have received in a quarrel with Amarate Martinez and Arvel Martinez, also 
miners.   

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Secretary of Interior and Director of National Parks to 
Arrive Monday.  Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way received a 
telephone message Friday morning from Denver stating that Secretary of the Interior 
Albert S. Fall and national parks director Stephen Tyng Mather and party would arrive 
Monday to inspect the Rocky Mountain National Park.  They will spend Monday and 
Monday night here, and depart Tuesday morning for Grand Lake.  They will be preceded 
Saturday by Chief Engineer Goodwin, who will make a careful inspection of the Fall 
River Road and other roads, and construction work within Rocky Mountain National 
Park.

23 September 1921 – Melissa Husted went to Fort Collins Sunday, where she is enrolled 
at the State Agricultural College, specializing in music and languages…Mrs. Ada C. 
Leonard of Binghamton, New York, has arrived at Wigwam on the Prospect Trail, and 
will spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs. Fred Payne Clatworthy…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail will consider it a favor if you will always inform us 
of non-delivery of your newspaper…Charles Masters, local meat cutter, returned to Estes 
Park Tuesday after several days spent in the valley…Mr. and Mrs. E.X. Glover were 
visiting friends in Loveland the first of the week…Mr. and Mrs. William H. Derby were 
visiting in Loveland the first of the week…Manager Berkley of the telephone company 
office in Estes Park went to Boulder Saturday, and returned Sunday with Mrs. Berkley, 
who has been spending her two-weeks vacation there…Rev. and Mrs. Montgomery spent 
Saturday in the valley…Alice Heline of Greeley spent Sunday with her sister Miss Lucy 
Heline, who is employed at the telephone office…Mrs. Emma C. Clatworthy left Estes 
Park Thursday to spend the winter with her daughter Miss Linda Clatworthy, 2324 South 
Columbine Street, Denver.  Miss Clatworthy is a librarian at Denver University.  They 
will be glad to have their Estes Park friends call when in the capital city [Denver].



23 September 1921 – Certificate of authority number 37.  Report of condition of the Estes 
Park Bank at Estes Park, Colorado, at the close of business 6 September 1921.  
Resources:  Loans and discounts unsecured $114,675.70.  Loans and discounts secured 
by collateral $119,338.60.  Loans on real estate $11,100.  Overdrafts $856.24.  United 
States bonds $17,550.  Other bonds and securities $18,916.50.  Furniture and fixtures 
$3,700.  Banking house $4,700.  Due from banks (not Reserve banks) $8,183.58.  Due 
from Reserve banks $226,782.48.  Checks on other banks $146.57.  Cash on hand 
$15,300.15.  Total $541,249.82.  Liabilities:  Capital stock $25,000.  Surplus fund $3,750.  
Undivided profit (less expense and taxes paid) $897.23.  Individual deposits $442,552.82.  
Time certificates of deposit $64,565.15.  Cashiers checks $4,484.62.  Total $541,249.82.  
State of Colorado, Larimer County, ss.  We, Augustus Denby Lewis, president, and 
Charles F. Hix, cashier, of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above 
statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.  Augustus Denby Lewis, 
president.  Charles F. Hix, cashier.  Attest:  Albert Hayden, Ralph R. Macdonald, Julius 
Foss Schwartz, directors.  Subscribed and sworn to before me 12 September 1921.  My 
commission expires 25 August 1925.  [signed] Cornelius H. Bond, notary public.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of 
the outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing by experts.  

23 September 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Cheap, 
large-size sheet iron heating stove, second hand.  J.E. Macdonald.  23-2t…For sale or 
trade – Nicely improved 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in county, 
balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good 
school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, 
balance terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished 
cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For 
sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  
Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last long at the price.  
Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class 
vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf…Subhead:  Lost:  
Lost – 3 September 1921, in Big Thompson Canyon or Estes Park, large dark gray cape 
with Red Cross buttons.  Reward.  Miss D.M. Hill, 1712 Sherman Street, Denver, 
Colorado.  23-3p.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next 
summer.  Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house 
now and build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of 



plans to choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are 
satisfied.  Hurd and Woolley [sic, subsequently Wooley], builders.  S.M. Hurd, post office 
box 26.  A.W. Wooley [sic, previously Woolley], post office box 72.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answerd at once, day or night.  Telephone #Sherwood 
390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins prefix].

23 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says Man should be gettin’ wise at 
forty, but a lot of ’em are only gettin bald.  A lot more of them – are wisely forsaking 
mail-order catalogs.  Because you don’t have to reach 40 to realize that our local 
merchants give us the service – let us see the things we buy before we buy them – let’s 
patronize them loyally.  The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage 
is appreciated.

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Prominent Poet and Lecturer to Give Address in School 
Auditorium.  A real literary treat of virile heart interest is in store for the people of Estes 
Park and vicinity on Monday afternoon, when Mr. Harry Webb Farrington, “The 
American Poilu [informal term for a World War I French infantryman] Poet”, has 
promised to address the pupils, their parents, and friends in the school auditorium.  Mr. 
Farrington’s rise to fame has been both rapid and remarkable.  He is now known all over 
the United States and is spoken of as “The Poet Ambassador of the War”.  He is the only 
American to hold a life commission in the French Army.  He has addressed more school 
children in the years following the war than has any other man.  His book “Poems from 
France” is now in its fifth edition.  Ernest L. Crandall, director of lectures, board of 
education, New York City, New York, has alone introduced Mr. Farrington to over 
300,000 school children in some 350 school assemblies, besides to the many thousands of 
adult auditors from the regular lecture platform.  His hope is that sooner or later, every 
child in our city schools may have the pleasure, not only of reading, but of hearing his 
poems with the vivid and intimate setting his spoken narrative lends them.  A large 
audience is expected in the school auditorium at 2:30 p.m. Monday to hear this gifted 
man, who has the interest of the school children so strong in his heart.  Lest he be 
misunderstood, let it be said that “Mr. Farrington is no long-haired, loosed-tie poetic 
individual.  His only long hair period was on the Syracuse football team.”  In the service, 



he was director of physical training for 10,000 French troops.  Every man, woman, and 
child in Estes Park should arrange to hear him.  No admission fee will be charged.

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Farewell Party for Steve Hewes.  A farewell party was 
given at Hewes-Kirkwood Inn Saturday evening, 3 September 1921, for Steve Hewes, 
who left Monday, 5 September 1921, for his winter home in Cleveland, Ohio.  There 
were 60 guests present at the party and ball, and all enjoyed the evening immensely.  
Steve, who guides for Hewes-Kirkwood up Longs Peak during the tourist season, is the 
leading producer of the Union Central Life Insurance Company agents, and last year 
wrote over $1,000,000 worth of business.  The Hewes-Kirkwood Inn reports the best 
season they have ever enjoyed, and state all accommodations are reserved until 1 October 
1921, which is something unusual for hotels in this section of Estes Park.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The National Park Outing Company [a block 3 
business].  Taxidermy museum.  Imported dresses and beaded bags.  Camp equipment for 
sale or to rent.  Men’s and women’s outing goods.  Ladies’ furs, sweaters, and yarns.  
Closing out sale for the season of rugs and furs.  You can get your fishing license with 
your fishing tackle.  Mrs. Nina Wright Higby.  Telephone #205-J.  Estes Park, Colorado.

23 September 1921 – Article reprinted from the Loveland Reporter.  Headline:  Two 
Denver Youngsters Wanted to See Estes Park.  Two Denver youngsters, age 11 years, 
wanted to see Estes Park and spend a vacation there, and as their mother and guardian 
would not consent to take them, they set out to see it anyway, and but for Mrs. Wilde at 
Wilde Station west of Loveland, may have succeeded.  The boys sold a bicycle and got 
money to bring them to Loveland on the train.  From here, they started out afoot to Estes 
Park, and got as far as Wilde Station, when they stopped at Mrs. Wilde’s home, and were 
detained until officers could get to them.  They were brought back to Loveland and kept 
all night at the Lincoln Hotel, where they were found this morning by the mother of one 
of them, who came up and took the boys home this afternoon.

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Larimer County Court a Busy Place.  The report of the 
Larimer County court for the first six months of the present year shows a large amount of 
business transacted.  The court has handled 234 cases of various kinds, and in addition 
there have been 72 estates filed for probate.  In the list of cases appear 50 new cases for 
divorce, and 18 cases of insanity.  In the latter cases each person was committed to the 
state asylum at Pueblo.  There were 26 cases in violation of the liquor laws, and in each 
case a fine and costs was paid into the court, and most of them also drew jail sentences.  
One person was sent to the penitentiary for nonsupport, and four other cases of this nature 
were also handled to the advantage of the wife and family.  There were two cases with 
convictions for violation of the pure food and drug act.  In addition to the above, during 
the first six months of the year 34 estates were closed and final decrees issued.



23 September 1921 – Column title:  Real Estate Transfers.  Ruth H.N. Cassidy to Dora 
M. Leach, $275, part northwest quarter of northwest quarter of section 34-5-73…W.O. 
Weber to Estes Park Development Company, $50, right of way across northwest quarter 
of southwest quarter of section 32-5-73…Charles A. Butsch et al. to Sara E. Person, $1, 
part tract 25, Boulder-Greeley Colony [on the Big Thompson River east of the Y 
junction]…W.O. Weber to John C. Crabbe, $600, part of northwest quarter of northwest 
quarter, section 32-735 [sic, suggest 32-5-73 without confirmation at the Larimer County 
clerk’s office].

23 September 1921 – B.S. Tedmon, Jr., and family of Fort Collins are spending the week 
at the Tedmon cottage…Sunday being a pleasant day, many valley people took advantage 
of it and drove to Estes Park.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

23 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – 
try them.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to merit your continued patronage 
and that of your friends if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

23 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone 
#27-J3.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Goodyear tires 30 x 3-1/2 non-skid tires $13.95.  
Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner improved 
gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drains the tank to the last drop.  
$4.50 installed.  Springs – Temme quality guaranteed springs for all cars.  Fort front $4.  
Exide batteries for all cars – Charging station maintained the year round.  We meet all 
competition.  Service cars – Two service cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on 
a pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

23 September 1921 – Headline:  “The Blow has Fallen” – On Prevaricator’s Head.  “The 
blow has fallen.  Next year every person driving an automobile into the Rocky Mountain 



National Park will pay an entrance fee of $5.  This information comes on what is 
considered good authority, though the public announcement has not yet been made,” says 
the Longmont Call, and other newspapers pick up the scarecrow and flaunt it to the 
breeze.  It is strange that when the authenticity of such rumors could be so easily proven 
or disproven, that an editor who wishes to establish himself in the good graces of his 
readers, and who should wish to enjoy the public confidence, should print such bunk 
without first making some investigation.  The article printed by the Longmont Call and 
reprinted by several other newspapers was shown to Rocky Mountain National Park 
Superintendent Way by an Estes Park Trail representative, and he was asked for a 
statement concerning the truth of the article.  Mr. Way said, “tell your readers that there is 
not an atom of truth in the story, nor a single stone to use as a foundation for it.  I have 
never considered making an entrance charge to Rocky Mountain National Park, and I 
have a letter from National Park Service Director Mather [Stephen Tyng Mather] of 
Washington, D.C., in reply to an inquiry from me some time ago, when some people 
became possessed with the idea that such charge was about to be inaugurated, stating 
specifically that he had positively no such intention.  The correctness of such a rumor 
could easily have been established at any time by talking with me, or by writing Mr. 
Mather at Washington, D.C.”  We are wondering if those who printed the false story will 
correct the misleading impression given their readers.

23 September 1921 – The next meeting of the Chamber of Commerce will be held at the 
Hupp Hotel Wednesday evening, 28 September 1921, at 7:00 p.m.  It is hoped that every 
member will make an endeavor to attend.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Grand Scenic Fall River Road over the 
Continental Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  
This wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher 
than any road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, 
Lyons, and Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Licensed operators 
for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

23 September 1921 – Headline:  “Prints it Right”.  The Loveland Reporter bused another 
hame strap and discovered something about Estes Park that we sleepyheads hadn’t 
discovered until we read their newspaper.  We are informed by the staid and always 
truthful Loveland Reporter that “the first fall of snow in Estes Park proper was reported 
Monday night, when a slight covering fell, but was soon melted Tuesday morning.  The 
fall was responsible for the drop in temperature in Loveland.”  A few flakes fell for 10 or 
15 minutes Tuesday morning, and had we a sheet spread over the entire village, we might 
have been fortunate enough to have filled a pint cup could we have kept them from 
melting as fast as they touched the ground.



23 September 1921 – Mrs. Casey Rockwell attended the Boulder County Fair last week, 
and reports it to be better than ever before…Mrs. Carl Piltz entertained four tables of 
euchre at her home Wednesday evening.  The evening was greatly enjoyed, and lovely 
refreshments were served.  The guests present were:  Mrs. Rockwell, Mrs. Robert 
Lindley, Mrs. Rivers, Mrs. Freburg, Mrs. Fred Anderson, Mrs. Wright, Mrs. Stith, Mrs. 
Tallant, Mrs. Gooch, Mrs. Hubner, Mrs. Wiest, Mrs. Frank Service, Mrs. Ralph 
Macdonald, Mrs. Clyde Low, Mrs. Finn, Mrs. Charles Reed, Jr., Mrs. May, Mrs. Charles 
Chapman, Mrs. Godfrey, Mrs. Casey, Mrs. Harriet Byerly, Mrs. Holmes, Mrs. Byrd, and 
Mrs. Wheelock…Mrs. Clem Yore and Miss Alice M. Wood were valley visitors the first 
of the week…Mr. and Mrs. Julius Foss Schwartz drove to Denver Tuesday on a several 
days’ business trip…Charles F. Hix, cashier of the Estes Park Bank, drove to Denver the 
first of the week, returning Wednesday afternoon…G.G. Church drove to Loveland 
Thursday evening to attend a meeting of the Masonic Lodge…John C. Preston is 
attending the State Agricultural College at Fort Collins this year, being enrolled in the 
veterinary department…The Missionary Society met for an all-day meeting with Mrs. 
Gaylord Harper Thomson Tuesday with a good attendance and a fine time reported.  Mrs. 
Clifford Higby was elected to attend the meeting of the synod, which meets next Tuesday 
in Denver, commemorating the 50th anniversary of the organization of the Colorado 
Synod.  Rev. and Mrs. Montgomery and G.M. Thomson [sic, suggest G.H. Thomson], as 
delegate from the session, will also attend the meeting.

23 September 1921 – Column title:  School News.  Another project of great interest to the 
community, as well as to the school, is the provision of playground apparatus and a 
regular playground for the school.  This would be a civic improvement, and would be 
much appreciated by the visiting children during the summer season.  The importance of 
play, organized play, as training for citizenship, is receiving in creased interest and 
attention every year, and it is hoped that all citizens will cooperate with the school’s 
efforts in this direction.  An important interior change in the school is that which gives 
room for games and folk dances in the two lower grade rooms.  These have direct 
instructional value, and are always provided for in the better educational systems.  The 
pupils of the Estes Park school extend a cordial invitation to all of the “grownups”, 
residents, and tourists, to meet with them in the school auditorium on Monday evening at 
2:30 p.m.  This is that all may have the privilege of hearing with them a talk by Mr. Harry 
Webb Farrington, “The Ambassador of the War [World War I] to the School Children of 
America”, the man who best interprets and brings to American hearts the finer, spiritual 
messages from the children of overseas.

23 September 1921 – Column title:  Presbyterian Church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  
Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 
8:00 p.m.  Special music at both services.  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 
p.m.



23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying thru the air,/As you motor along/
With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the 
Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark,/You “auto” know/
That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens.  Drawing 
and writing books and other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  
Telephone #41.   

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Boasts Crack Rifle Shot among Gentle Sex.  
Estes Park can boast of at least one rifle crack shot among the gentle sex, as was recently 
demonstrated by Miss Nellie Simms.  A coyote had been making persistent raids on the 
barnyard fowls at the Simms homestead for some time.  Miss Simms finally determined 
that it must be stopped, so got out the homestead firearm, which happens to be an old 45 
caliber rimfire Ballard rifle made before the Civil War, loaded it, and awaited the visit of 
Mr. Coyote.  In due time, the barnyard raider appeared in the clearing 105 yards distant, 
and Miss Simms, who is a slight girl of delicate physique, decided it was time to get into 
action.  The trusty old Ballard, which has been changed to take a center-fire cartridge, 
was raised to her shoulder, a good aim taken, and the trigger pulled with a steady finger.  
Mr. Coyote lost his equilibrium, went into a tail spin, looped the loop, hit the earth, gave 
up the ghost, likewise his scalp and hide, and passed on to the happy hunting grounds 
where his bliss shall never be disturbed by a cruel little girl with a prehistoric Ballard.

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Public Library to Have New Location.  The 
requirements of the schools are such that the room heretofore used by the Estes Park 
library in the school building will now be used for classroom purposes, and the Woman’s 
Club has arranged with Miss Wolfrom for the use of a room in the Indian Store beginning 
1 October 1921 for the library and reading room [the library in the town park, what 
would become Bond Park, was completed in September 1922].  Until that date the library 
will be closed.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Only new clothes.  Again we start another season 
with a stock of only new clothes.  It gives us great pleasure to inform our patrons that our 
recent reduction sale cleaned out every suit, and our stock does not consist of “old 
styles”, but we are starting the fall season with all new clothes.  New stock of overcoats.  
We are just receiving a stock of overcoats that are so far below what you expected to pay 
for a good overcoat, and the quality so far above what you expected to find right here in 



your own hometown, that the result can only be one thing, namely – a new overcoat.  Big 
stock of pants.  This is the first time we have been able to say that we have a real stock of 
men’s pants.  Now we say it with real pride.  Come in and look over the stock – we can 
fit you.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

23 September 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Fish and Game Association Constructing 
Sizing Ponds.  The Estes Park Fish and Game Association at one of its best-attended 
meetings of the season authorized the construction of two sizing ponds for native trout, 
with a capacity of 200,000 trout a year, on the sites donated by Charles Chapman in 
Moraine Park.  These ponds will be constructed at a cost of about $300, and are to be 
ready for the fry when they arrive in October 1921.  Another pond will probably be 
constructed at the ranch house for rainbow trout.  There is also opportunity for several 
ponds in Barthoff Park above the YMCA if they fry can be secured.  The activities of the 
association means that from 200,000 to 1,000,000 fish from nine inches to a foot in 
length will be turned into the streams each year, and that in a few years, we will have 
fishing that will make the old-timers wish for a renewal of their youth.  The association 
took in 12 new members, and we have no doubt but that there are many others willing to 
unite with the organization and thus help along this splendid work.

23 September 1921 – Prospect Rebekah Lodge will give a dinner Tuesday evening at the 
Odd Fellows Hall at 6:30 p.m. in honor of the 70th anniversary of the Rebekah Lodge 
[not in Estes Park].  The regular meeting of the lodge will follow.  There will be stunts, 
cards, and dancing to pass away the evening.  All Rebekahs are welcome.

23 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Overcoats just arriving.  Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey [a block 5 business].

23 September 1921 – Column title:  Moraine Park.  (Too late for last week.)  Mrs. C. 
Quarrles, daughter Dorothy and son Curtis, who have been spending the summer at 
Stead’s Hotel, left Tuesday for their home in Houston, Texas…Earl Burns left Wednesday 
for his home in Greeley.  Mr. Burns has been assisting in the office at Stead’s Hotel 
during the season…Mr. and Mrs. R.E. Melvin and son George returned Tuesday to 
Lawrence, Kansas, after spending several weeks in their cottage in Moraine Park…Mr. 
and Mrs. W.A. Cornish and family, who have been spending the past three months in 
Moraine Park, left Wednesday via automobile for their home in McAlister, Oklahoma…
Miss C.B. Owen, artist of California, Mrs. L.E. Lewis of Evanston, Illinois, and daughter 
Arlene, a trained nurse of Boston, Massachusetts, are spending this month in Mrs. 
Prouty’s cottage at Moraine Park.

23 September 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Otis Moon, Reathel Wailes, Roy Cobble, and Floyd 
Preston, all of Loveland, spent Sunday evening in Estes Park visiting friends.



23 September 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  Gaylord Harper 
Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The first cost is practically the last when you use 
fir dimension.  Come in and let us show you the difference.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  
Julius Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Automobile 
repairing – tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your hometown.  30 x 3 safety 
$13.45.  Other sizes accordingly.  Complete stock all sizes on hand.  Automobile 
accessories – Ford parts.  Storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble.  Night service 
until 11:00 p.m.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

23 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and 
cured meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

30 September 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 25     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, September 30, 1921     Price 10 cents

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Secretary Fall Says Estes Park must let Nation Know it 
is Pleased with the Government Policy.  Secretary of the Interior Albert B. Fall, in a 
speech before the Estes Park Woman’s Club Sunday night at the Lewiston Hotel, stated 
that the controversy about concessions in Rocky Mountain National Park must cease, or 
he would feel compelled to go before Congress and secure the repeal of the act creating 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  [This is extremely strong coercion for a matter the 
government could have yielded on had it been more imaginative or less stubborn.]  He 
stated that the concessions is nothing more or less than a franchise, such as all cities issue 
to public utilities, for instance, or street railways, telephone, telegraph, power lines, etc., 
and was necessary to properly handle the business of the public, and protect it in the use 
thereof.  He stated that only in granting a franchise could the proper control over 



transportation within Rocky Mountain National Park be secured and proper assurances be 
held forth to the public of service and uniform rates.  [All of the monopolistic examples 
given were issues of public need and/or public safety.  Transportation into Rocky 
Mountain National Park was hardly a matter of life and death.]  When asked about the 
recent report of the action of Budget Master Daws in materially reducing the estimate of 
the requirements of the Department of the Interior, Secretary Fall said the department in 
making up its budget for the coming fiscal year had sought to practice every possible 
economy, and that nothing had been included that was not absolutely necessary to a 
continuance of the business of the department.  He expressed the opinion that Congress 
would grant practically what was being asked for.  When asked about the recent rumor to 
the effect that an admission fee would hereafter be charged those entering Rocky 
Mountain National Park, he stated such a matter had not been given any official attention 
whatever.  W.S. Basinger, passenger traffic manager of the Union Pacific railroad, was 
asked what effect doing away with the Rocky Mountain National Park would have on the 
railroads’ relations to Estes Park, and he stated emphatically further attention to this 
region would necessarily cease.  Should this happen, their road would hereafter devote its 
attention to Yellowstone National Park and the new Zion National Park in southwestern 
Utah.  The five railroads that last year advertised the Rocky Mountain National Park and 
sought to bring before the attention of the traveling public of the United States the 
advantages of this region spent $500,000 in their publicity campaigns.  The party with 
Secretary Albert B. Fall included National Director Stephen T. Mather, Chief Engineer of 
Indian Service W.M. Reed, Chief Engineer of National Parks Goodwin, Assistant 
Engineer Colonel Crosby, and W.S. Basinger, passenger traffic manager of the Union 
Pacific.  The party left the Lewiston Hotel at 8:30 a.m. Monday via the Rocky Mountain 
Parks Transportation Company bus line for Grand Lake, Berthoud Pass, and Idaho 
Springs, and were scheduled to arrive in Denver at 6:00 p.m. Monday night.  The 
Secretary of the Interior has just completed a tour of the Yellowstone National Park, and 
several other of the national parks, and is due to arrive in Washington, D.C., next week 
for a reclamation project hearing, unless is should be postponed.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Secretary Fall Greatly Pleased with Fall River Road.  
After his trip over the Fall River Road to Grand Lake, Secretary Fall expressed himself as 
wonderfully pleased with the road, and stated it to be one of the most scenic in the United 
States, and that he felt it would become and important highway.  He expressed himself as 
favoring further appropriations to improve it, and build safety devices at the curves to 
reduce to a minimum the possibility of accidents.  As an adjunct to the Fall River Road to 
handle with safety the traffic when it becomes exceedingly heavy, and to develop one of 
the most scenic possible drives within Rocky Mountain National Park, the next 
construction work to be started will probably be the Trail Ridge Road from near Moraine 
Park along the crest of the Trail Ridge to a point near the Poudre Lakes where it will join 
the Fall River Road.  The value of the Trail Ridge Road, aside from its scenic value, lies 
in the fact that the cost of construction will only be a fraction of that of the Fall River 
Road, and it will run along the top of the watershed, thus being easy to keep open, and 



the upkeep will be very slight, since it will not be subjected to such volumes of water due 
to rains above and the melting snows.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Enjoys Later Business than Ever Before.  
Many people are learning that September and October are usually the prettiest months of 
the year in Estes Park, and are arranging their vacations so that they can take advantage 
of it.  Of course the hot weather of the east compels people from those states to seek the 
cool Colorado mountains during July and August, but those more favorably located are in 
increasing numbers coming to Estes Park after the rush of eastern visitors has subsided.  
This year, there are still several hotels running, and the past week has seen them doing a 
good business.  The Lewiston has a daily guest list as high as 70, they and the Stanley 
almost running neck and neck.  The Stanley will remain open this season until November, 
and the Lewiston will probably remain open most of the winter if we have as open a 
season as enjoyed last winter.  If the 46,000 automobiles that entered Estes Park this year 
could be placed in a line, allowing 15 feet for each machine, they would make a parade 
135 miles in length, or a line two abreast from Denver to Estes Park, and the tourists 
entering Estes Park would make an army 26 times larger than Washington’s army at the 
battle of Monmouth, when Clinton fled to New York under the cover of night.

30 September 1921 – Stated Convention of Woman’s Clubs to Meet in Estes Park in 
1922.  The delegates from Estes Park to the State Federation of Woman’s Clubs 
Convention held at Colorado Springs last week were successful in landing the convention 
for 1922 to be held early in September in Estes Park.  [This is the convention that 
christened the new library building in the town park.]  Those in attendance were Mrs. 
John Dickinson Sherman, representing the General Federation Department of Applied 
Education, Mrs. Sarah Petrie, Mrs. Albert Hayden, Jr., and Mrs. Joe Mills, representing 
the local Woman’s Club.  There were 400 delegates present at the meeting at Colorado 
Springs, and it was declared to be one of the best conventions ever held.  Joe Mills 
showed his autochrome views on Friday evening, and they were highly appreciated.  
They are mostly autumn scenes in Estes Park, and depict the beauties of the place at this 
time of the year.  Secretary Fall in his address to the Woman’s Club in a pleasing way 
thanked the organization for the gift of the splendid site for the new Rocky Mountain 
National Park administration building, that will be erected if conditions in Estes Park 
warrant it.

30 September 1921 – There are still a number of tourist cars arriving in Estes Park every 
day, and they are enjoying immensely our wonderfully beautiful weather.  A large number 
of cars drove up Loveland Canyon Sunday, and there are still a number camped in Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  A number of good catches of fish have recently been reported.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Automobile Show and Football Game will Draw to Fort 
Collins Saturday.  Fort Collins is preparing to entertain 10,000 people Saturday.  The 
occasion is the First Annual Auto Show and the extra drawing card is the first football 



conference game of the season between the Colorado Aggies, last year’s champions, and 
the University of Wyoming.  Many of the nation’s leading makers of automobiles are sold 
in Fort Collins, and the large number of dealers carry most of the manufactured 
accessories of proven merit, and the dealers, who have an organization known as the Fort 
Collins Automobile Association, decided to put on a first class show, with everything 
free, and invite northern Colorado to attend, which no doubt thousands will do.  The Fort 
Collins City Dads decided the plan was a nice one and gave the association permission to 
use the entire street of College Avenue, which is about a half-block wide and as long as 
two ordinary city blocks, and paved, for the exhibits, and all Fort Collins set to work to 
make the affair a success.  The Fort Collins band, the best in the state, will provide the 
music for the evening and possibly for the afternoon also.  The football game will be 
called at 2:00 p.m., and every business house in town will close for it from that hour until 
4:30 p.m.  The Aggies have one of the finest athletic fields in the state, and the new steel 
grandstand with a capacity of 5000 is just completed.  Fort Collins extends to the people 
of Estes Park a special invitation to attend, and only ask for the opportunity to prove 
themselves royal entertainers.  The show begins at 10:00 a.m. and extends into the 
evening.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Rally Day and Go-to-Church Day Sunday.  Sunday is 
Rally Day and Go-to-Church Day all over the United States, and it is planned to observe 
the day here in unison with all other communities.  In Loveland and many other towns, 
big parades will be held on that day.  During the summer, many, due to vacations, etc., get 
out of the habit of attending church services, and it has been found that this method of a 
special day calls to mind the importance of the church to the community.  It is hoped the 
people of Estes Park will realize what the church means to the community, and lend their 
assistance to its plans for the day by attending and seeking to bring others.  The Sunday 
school will have a special program, and the children it is hoped will be there in large 
numbers.  At the church service, there will be a special program and music.  Be loyal to 
your community and the church by attending next Sunday’s morning service.  

30 September 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
location].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail 
building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, 
cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising 
rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per 
single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign 
contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per 
issue, black face type double price.  Classified advertising.  Want ads 2 cents per word 
first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  
Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where 
admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, 



resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in advertising copy must 
reach this office not later than Monday to insure insertion same week.  New ads accepted 
until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any communication or news note 
that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  
Application made for transmission through the mails as second-class matter, 15 April 
1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

30 September 1921 – Editorial:  Observashuns of the Printers Devul [sic, this editorial 
has intentional misspellings throughout.]  Wow!  That sure wuz sum dreem.  Gee aint 
mister Holmes got a wicked eye, why that ball looked like thirty sents a week after the 
game when us kids found it way upon the hill, an Doc Weist [sic] say Ump derby is jist 
beginning to git his breath wunct more.  Didn’t that gall give him a close shave tho, whee 
im glad i wasn’t the ump.  An say, cant Bob Becker run, say i thought the bob cats wuz 
after him.  That was sure sum game.  Sure the Estes Park Boosters won, they allus do.  
mister Grace chinned the bar seventeen times an mister Beck an Doc Weist [sic] nearly 
wore out the teeter totter an mister Church looked like a spinning wheel what us kids 
have on the Fourth of July when he did the mussle grinder on the trapeez barr an mister 
Ralph Macdonald walked clear around the Park on his hands.  An GOSH didn’t it take 
yur breth when ed Somers an Will Tallant went so high in the swing they went clear over 
the top, gee, the American Legion aint got nothin on em.  an mister Stead an mister Lewis 
got to goin so fast on the whirligig noboby could tell which wuz mister Lewis an which 
wuz mister Stead.  And a lot a men wuz slidin down the ocean wave an the kids carried 
me around on their shoulders and hollered, hurrah fer jimmy cause he helped to get us the 
play ground – an then maw, she cummed in an spoiled it all, an shook me most intoo an 
said jimmy, jimmy, jimmy whats the matter with you, and i sed aw shucks, maw, you 
spoiled it all.  An maw she sez, spoiled what, and i sez why it juest dreemed we got the 
play ground an everything an the old folks wuz havin a play festival an you spoiled it all 
– boo hoo, boo hoo.  An maw she sez tender like, hush jimmy the wimun’s club is goin to 
fix it all up an i went to wurk an maid the fire an swept the floor an the boss came in an 
he didn’t say, you IMP you fergot to sweep under the desk an under the press but he 
smiled at me an patted my head an said, hows the little man this morning jimmy (gosh i 
thought he’d gorgotten my name) an hows that play ground coming?  An i went to skule 
happy an everybody smiled and sed good morning jimmy an gee i was so happy cause im 
sure they want us kids to have a nice play ground like all other nice skules has.  
[Translation:  Observations of the Printer’s Devil.  Wow!  That sure was some dream.  
Gee, ain’t Mister Holmes got a wicked eye, why that ball looked like 30 cents a week 
after the game, when us kids found it way up on the hill, and Dr. Wiest says umpire 
Derby is just beginning to get his breath once more.  Didn’t that ball give him a close 
shave though, whee, I’m glad I wasn’t the ump.  (This suggests the dream included a 
baseball game, where Arthur Holmes hit a long home run, and Dr. Wiest was the umpire.)  
An say, can’t Bob Becker run, say, I though the bobcats were after him.  That was sure 
some game.  Sure the Estes Park Booster won, they always do.  Mister Grace chinned the 
bar 17 times, and Mr. Beck and Dr. Wiest nearly wore out the teeter totter, and Mr. 



Church looked like a spinning wheel like us kids have on the Fourth of July when he did 
the muscle grinder on the trapeze bar, and Mr. Ralph Macdonald walked clear around 
Estes Park on his hands.  And gosh, didn’t it take your breath when Ed Somers and Will 
Tallant went so high in the swing they went clear over the top, gee, the American Legion 
ain’t go nothing on them.  And Mr. Stead and Mr. Lewis got to going so fast on the 
whirligig, nobody could tell which was Mr. Lewis and which was Mr. Stead.  And a lot of 
men were sliding down the ocean wave, and the kids carried me around on their 
shoulders and hollered, “Hurrah for Jimmy, because he helped to get us the playground.”  
An then Ma, she came in an spoiled it all, shook me almost in two, and said, “Jimmy, 
Jimmy, Jimmy, what’s the matter with you?” and I said, “Aw shucks, Ma, you spoiled it 
all.”  An Ma she says, “Spoiled what?” and I said, “Why, I just dreamed we got the 
playground and everything, and the old folks were having a play festival, and you spoiled 
it all – boo hoo, boo hoo.”  And Ma, she says tender-like, “Hush, Jimmy, the Woman’s 
Club is going to fix it all up, and I went to work, and made the fire and swept the floor, 
and the boss came in, and he didn’t say ‘you imp, you forgot to sweep under the desk and 
under the press,’ but he smiled at me and patted my head, and said, “How’s the little man 
this morning, Jimmy (gosh, I thought he’d forgotten my name), and how’s that 
playground coming?”  And I went to school happy, and everybody smiled and said ‘Good 
morning, Jimmy’ and gee, I was so happy, because I’m sure they want us kids to have a 
nice playground like all other nice schools have.

30 September 1921 – Editorial reprinted from the Tupelo (Mississippi) Review.  
Headline:  Why do Merchants Advertise?  Why do merchants advertise?  It is not because 
they do not realize that everybody in their community knows them, and what their line of 
goods are.  It is not that they know that their friends are aware that they are doing 
business.  That has nothing to do with it.  The fact that a man or woman has opened a 
store for the sale of certain lines of goods does not by any means mean that they will be 
successful.  Everyone in the community may be aware of the fact, and they are also aware 
that there are others in the same lines of business.  The fact is that advertising creates 
business.  It creates a demand for the merchandise that the merchant has upon his shelves.  
A person may walk into a store a dozen times, and come out without inquiring for various 
articles that could be had for the asking.  The merchant knows that to be a fact, and that is 
why he advertises in his local newspaper.  He knows that newspaper goes into practically 
every home in the community, and he knows that by advertising his goods, the people 
will go to the store to buy what they see advertised.  Advertising creates a demand.

30 September 1921 – Article reprinted from the National Park Service News.  Headline:  
Red Snow in Rocky Mountain National Park Attracts Wide Attention.  Red snow, which 
has made its appearance in many sections of the Rocky Mountain National Park this 
summer, has attracted wide attention from the thousands of tourists who have visited this 
national playground.  The red snow is seen to the best advantage during the motor drive 
over the new Fall River Road, which crosses the Continental Divide, reaching an 
elevation of over 11,700 feet above sea level.  Many are the explanations offered by 



tourists, and those who have seen the snow at about twilight stoutly maintain that its 
pinkish color is due merely to the reflection of the setting sun.  Knowledge of the real 
cause adds interest to this curious phenomena.  The great masses of color which appear in 
the large snowfields in the higher elevations result from countless billions of tiny 
organisms, which have the power of movement, growth, and reproduction, a microscopic 
plant Protococcus nivalis.  Like many other low forms of life, this one has characteristics 
of both the animal and vegetable kingdoms, and belongs strictly speaking to neither.  A 
close inspection discloses that the color is concentrated in the hollows of the furrowed 
surface of the snow, and reaches its maximum density about 1/4 inch below the surface.  
A slight scraping will produce in some places streaks of almost blood red.  On the tongue, 
its flavor suggests watermelon.  A handful of the snow taken up and allowed to melt away  
will leave a powdery red stain.  Essentially an Arctic species, Protococcus nivalis has 
introduced itself into the United States within the past decade.  It is now found in Glacier 
National Park and Mount Rainier National Park.  So far as known, it has not been 
reported in other sections of Colorado.  It is somewhat of a mystery how the spore is 
carried over such great distances.  Possibly, it is borne on the Chinook Winds.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club will Entertain Public Tuesday Evening.  
The Estes Park Woman’s Club invite the people of Estes Park to attend an entertainment 
at the church on Tuesday, 4 October 1921, at 8:00 p.m.  Mrs. Frank Service will sing 
several numbers, and Mrs. Wickiser of Los Angeles, California, will give a dramatic 
reading of one of Barrie’s new plays, and several African American dialect sections.  This 
will be a rare treat for Estes Park, and all are urged to come. 

30 September 1921 – Frank R.C. Rollins, Mrs. Rollins, and Eugene Shaw Carter are 
leaving Saturday for Greeley, where Mr. Rollins is a big shipper of potatoes.  Mr. Carter 
will be instructor in violin in Colorado State Teachers College.  They have made a long 
stay in Estes Park, being here since 16 June 1921 in the Kraus cottage in Broadview.  Mr. 
Rollins hopes to build a cottage in Estes Park next year.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American Plan, with everything in the 
way of luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The 
Lewiston Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring 
water, horseback riding.  American Plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and 
Rooms [a block 6 business] – European Plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala 
carte service.  The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – 
European Plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  
Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National 
Park at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large 



central building and attractive one and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up-to-date in 
every respect, has its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from 
Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or the Berthoud Pass Road, by 
rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  
Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, 
president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material – From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.  

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By 
day, week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah 
Robertson Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

30 September 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  The Colorado Year Book 
for 1921, now being distributed by the State Immigration Department, contains the most 
complete set of statistical tables for the state and its various counties ever issues by any 
state department.  It contains 75 pages of such tables, or about 25 pages more than were 
contained in the Year Book for 1920, which was the most complete statistical record 
issued by the state up to that time.  On account of the large amount of space utilized by 
statistical tables, it has been necessary this year to omit the county stories that were 
contained in previous editions of the Year Book.  These will be available in the future 
only in the district booklets published by the Immigration Department.  These booklets 
will be revised and reissued early next year.  The 1921 Year Book contains many features 
that were not found in previous editions, most important of which is a set of statistical 
tables showing agricultural development in the various counties…Opening of the new 
Monarch Pass Road, extending 27-1/2 miles from Garfield, in Chaffee County, to 
Sargents, in Saguache County, was held on the crest of the divide, four miles above 
Monarch.  The road was built by the federal bureau of public roads for use of the state 
and federal forest service at a total cost of $204,450.  Of this amount, $150,000 was 
federal aid money.  A large crowd from Salida and other southern Colorado towns 
attended the opening…Forged checks to the amount of $1,673.95 were passed on two 
banks and one merchant of Loveland by a stranger.  Two of the checks were not only 
forgeries, but were written on stolen checks from the printed checkbook of Johnson and 
Lloyd, coal dealers of Loveland, written in the peculiar color green ink used by that firm, 
and “protected” by the firm’s check protector, which had been stolen at the time of the 
checks…The production of lettuce has developed so rapidly in Colorado in the last three 
years that this state now is one of the leading producers of this succulent vegetable, and 
Colorado late lettuce is being shipped to all parts of the country.  This rapid increase in 
lettuce output is due to the successful production of a very high quality of late lettuce at 
high altitudes, in such counties as Chaffee County, Custer County, Grand County, and 
Eagle County…The United States Agricultural Department has announced that the 



estimated sugar beet crop of Colorado this year would be 2,229,000 tons, compared with 
2,325,003 tons in 1920.  This is on the basis of 96%, compared with a 10-year average of 
90%.  All reports of the Great Western Sugar Company previously announced in Denver 
have indicated a lower tonnage, but an increase in sugar content…Ministers and 
congregations of eight churches in Grand Junction have opened a campaign for 
enforcement of the state law denying moving picture theaters the right to operate 
Sundays.  Each church has appointed a committee of three, and the eight committees will 
act together.  Moving picture houses are closed Sunday in Montrose, Boulder, Fort 
Collins, and several other Colorado cities…Movement of the western slope crops is 
taxing railroad transportation to the limit, according to reports from various points.  
Generally heavy crops, maturing simultaneously throughout the slope region, have 
created a big demand for refrigerator cars…Woody Rogers, alias Bill Davis, 28 year old, 
who was arrested in Denver a month ago, charged with passing short checks in Fort 
Morgan, has confessed to the murder of a man in Georgia in 1915, according to Sheriff 
Erne Morse…The Great Western Sugar Company’s factories have opened the 1921 
campaign…So far, this has been one of the best seasons for the harvesting of the seed 
crop known for yours in the Rocky Ford country, and the quality of the vine seeds of all 
varieties is the best known for a long time.  Thousands of pounds of melon and cucumber 
seed are being harvested, and already it is said that orders for more than 50% of the crop 
have been received, a large portion from California…The organization of a 30-piece band 
and the beautiful crops of eastern Colorado are to be jointly celebrated at Seibert, 14 
October 1921, when the first annual band barbecue and community fall festival will be 
held.  A big program is being built around the free barbecue beef feed, which will be free 
to the public.  An auction sale of donated articles, show, dance, etc., will raise money for 
the band…Berthoud is to fight for its city water supply since the consolidated ditches 
taking water from the Thompson River have decided to contest its right to use of water it 
has enjoyed for years.  The city has applied for an injunction to restrain the ditch 
companies from interfering with their use of the water…Fifty-two Colorado rangers are 
jubilant, because as a result of arrangements made by Governor Shoup, members of the 
Denver Clearing House Association purchased $62,000 of the national defense bonds.  
The proceeds of the sale will be placed in the account of the rangers for salaries and 
expenses…Chemical laboratories and research and investigation offices of the United 
States biological survey for the western part of the United States are to be removed from 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and permanently established in Denver…The closing day of 
the fair at Montrose was marked by a number of accidents…Two accidents marred the 
program at the Wild West Show and Fair in Greeley…An unusually large exhibit of farm 
products and livestock was shown at the Yuma County Fair…The Adams County Fair 
was the most elaborate event of the kind ever held in that section of the state.  The 
program of entertainment left few idle moments…A verdict of not guilty was returned in 
the case of Harvey Gibson, accused of the murder of his nephew, Valentine Simon, by a 
jury in the West Side court in Denver…Jimmie Lipcombe, 9 years old, died at a local 
hospital at Colorado Springs following injuries sustained when he was run down by an 
autoist.  It is the third death to local children this summer, officials say.  The campaign of 



the American Beet Sugar Company’s factory started at Rocky Ford with a full force of 
men at work.  A heavy beet crop is available, and it is expected that the drive will last at 
least 100 days…The district convention of the Rotarians of Colorado, Wyoming, and 
New Mexico will be held in Greeley 22 March 1921 and 23 March 1921, it was decided 
in ending of the two-day conference of officers of the Rotary Clubs of the district in 
Denver…Approval of Denver as staff headquarters of the 103rd Reserve division United 
States Army has been received by the commission of army officers for the purposes of 
selecting officers or the units that will compose the division.  Announcement of Denver 
as headquarters was made by Colonel Harry R. Lee, head of the commission, and the man 
who has been selected as chief of staff of the division…William Terry, a farmer living 
one mile south of La Junta, was killed almost instantly by the accidental discharge of a 
shotgun.  Terry was mowing a patch of cane, and discovered a skunk in the field, and was 
carrying the gun with him on the mowing machine, when it slipped down into the moving 
parts of the machine and was discharged.  Terry was hit in the stomach and died almost 
immediately…The body of a man believed to be Sam G. Samarzich of Seattle, 
Washington, was found with a bullet hole in the right temple at the crossing of Park 
Avenue and the Interurban railroad in Boulder.  A revolver was found near the body.  The 
pockets of the dead man had been rifled of everything of value…Marie Godfrey, 19 years 
old and pretty, who told officials she was “beating her way” to the Pacific coast, suffered 
a compound fracture of the left leg when she fell from a moving train west of Grand 
Junction recently.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Closing Tuesday, 4 October 1921.  Last work 
received on that date.  Estes Park Laundry.  Launderers and dry cleaners.  Telephone 
#50J.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Fix it now.  Don’t wait until the spring rush before 
thinking about your needs in plumbing and repairing.  First-class worksmanship 
guaranteed.  A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [either a block 6 or a block 8 
business].  George R. Wyatt, prorprietor.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers will show you a 
variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-date tract – not 
far from the village – with good water piped to every lot. 

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service.  
Telephone #15.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s 
Livery.  We can furnish at all times reliable horse and first-class equipment.  John Frank 
Grubb.



30 September 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  The Estes Park Steam 
Laundry will close Tuesday following a very successful season…The Odd Fellows are 
planning a dinner and general good time for Thursday evening…The Estes Park Post of 
the American Legion will hold their annual election of officers Tuesday evening…Mrs. 
Elizabeth Hoover and daughter, Miss Inez Hoover, departed today for an automobile trip 
to Arizona.  They will be joined in Denver by friends who will accompany them…Mrs. 
R.A. Becker and son, R.A. Becker, Jr., spent the weekend in Fort Collins visiting at the 
home of Buyrl Becker…Helen Knappen-Scripps, for 19 years Dean of Women at Albion 
College, Albion, Michigan, who ha been visiting Mrs. Ida J. Root at Denver, came up 
Friday accompanied by Mrs. Root, for a visit at the home of the Higbys.  She is on her 
way to California, where she will make her home in the future…The first regular meeting 
of the season was held Wednesday afternoon by the Woman’s Club at their new club 
rooms in the Indian Store building [a block 2 location].  This was President’s Day, and a 
splendid program rendered.  Mrs. Albert Hayden, Jr., who was a delegate to the state 
federation meeting in Colorado Springs, gave a splendid report.  Mrs. John Dickinson 
Sherman gave a fine talk on the work of the Department of Applied Education of the 
General Federation, of which she is chairman…C.E. Middleby and wife have gone to 
Dimming, New Mexico, where they will probably spend most of the winter…Mr. and 
Mrs. Harry Cornelius Preston hope to leave Monday on a trip to Sheridan, Wyoming, and 
other Wyoming points.  They expect to be gone about four weeks…Mr. and Mrs. George 
R. Patterson motored to Longmont Saturday afternoon…Miss Car [sic] Derby, who is 
attending Loveland High School, spent the weekend at her home in Estes Park…Mr. and 
Mrs. D.H. Byrd expect to leave Saturday for an extended trip through the east and 
Louisiana.  They go to New York City, New York, by rail, then take the boat to Mobile, 
Alabama, where they will make their future home…Another newlywed couple registered 
at the Lewiston Hotel are Mr. and Mrs. F.L. Burley of Chicago, Illinois…W.R. Owen, 
treasurer of the Denver Dry Goods Company, and wife spent several days in Estes Park 
early in the week, registered at the Lewiston.  They are both expert trout fishermen, and 
made splendid catches of large trout each day while here.  They fished in the meadows…
Mrs. J.C. Mitchel of Denver and a party of friends have been spending the week at the 
Stanley Hotel and enjoying nature at her best…Mr. and Mrs. Huntington, banker of 
Columbus, Ohio, and Mrs. Chapin of New York City, New York, are spending September 
in Estes Park, stopping at the Stanley [the Huntingtons would buy property on the High 
Drive the following year]…C.C. Patrick of the Horseshoe Inn will with his family spend 
the winter in Los Angeles, California, where he will probably be connected with a 
photograph studio [sic, I thought he was a car dealer in Fort Collins]…Mr. and Mrs. Page 
M. Burston of Denver are newlyweds, spending their honeymoon at the Lewiston…Mrs. 
D.S. McDaniel started for DeLand, Florida, where she will spend the winter with her 
grandmother, who is quite feeble.  Mac is kidding himself into believing it’s a lot of fun 
baching…Dennis Sheedy, connected with the Denver Dry Goods Company and the 
Colorado National Bank of Denver, is spending a vacation in Estes Park, a guest at the 
Stanley Hotel…Mrs. W.H. Wallick and son returned to their home in Denver after 



spending several days at the George W. Johnson home…Mrs. Robert C. Davis and 
daughter are expected to spend the weekend with friends in Estes Park…Frank Bond and 
sister, Miss Florence Bond, and Miss Elsie Johnson motored to Fort Collins last Thursday 
to spend the day with friends…John L. Wallace was a visitor in Estes Park a few days last 
week…Mr. and Mrs. Spanier will leave this week for Grand Junction to visit Mrs. 
Spanier’s brother, William Miller [at one time owner of a bakery in Estes Park], who 
moved from Estes Park about a year ago…Mrs. George W. Johnson [and children] Elton 
and June spent one day in Longmont on business…“Mike” Clanda spent the weekend 
visiting Ted Service…John Preston and Byron Service from “Aggies” spent Saturday and 
Sunday with home folks…Mr. Albert Murray and Mr. Griswall of Colorado University at 
Boulder climbed Longs Peak Sunday and reported a delightful trip.  The boys took dinner 
with Elton Johnson Sunday evening, after which all three boys returned to Boulder…
Semi-advertisement:  New suits and overcoats at Godreys [a block 5 business]…Ervin 
Hupp, who is a student at Colorado University in Boulder, spent Saturday evening and 
Sunday with his aunt, Mrs. Henry Hupp…Robert Jordan of Mesa, Arizona, is spending 
the week at the home of his brother, Dr. Harry Jordan…Dr. John C. Crabbe, president of 
the State Teachers College at Greeley, and wife expect to leave Estes Park today to take 
up their duties at the college, which opens next Monday.  Dr. Crabbe has just had erected 
on his property recently purchased near the Country Club a garage and nice summer 
home.  Dr. Crabbe is a welcome visitor and great lover of Estes Park…Howard James 
drove to Denver Saturday on business…The millionaire liveryman, John Frank Grubb, 
spent the first of the week in Denver…Marshal E.I. Cook [sic, suggest Cooke], who has 
efficiently served the town during the tourist season, with his family will return to Fort 
Collins Saturday, his term expiring Friday…Semi-advertisement:  Overcoats just 
arriving.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Lost – 3A Folding Kodak.  Tuesday, 27 September 
1921.  Containing fully exposed roll film.  Liberal reward for return with film intact.  
Karl D. Falk, care Estes Park Bank.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Here is the new Thor with a big drop in price.  Will 
do the spring and fall washing for any hotel in Estes Park, 12 big sheets, or their bulk in 
other linen at a time – six-sheet size for the family wash.  We have them in stock at 
Denver prices.  Let us bring one out for a free trial washday.  New Lemin-cylinder, does 
not collect alkali or soap settlings.  The Electric Shop.  Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. 
Hurrel.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  !!Bargains!!  Watch our windows for them.  
Pennants, pictures, Navajos.  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  John Bechtel Baird, 
successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Eastman agency, postcards, Kodaks rented.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Gentlemen.  We desire to call your attention to our 
assortment of men’s woolen trousers for fall and winter wear.  The line is a good one, and 



prices range all the way from $2.95 to $9, and the values are almost at pre-war level.  
Two numbers in particular are extra-heavy strictly all wool, and just right for hard wear.  
We have also a full line of sizes in corduroy, Duxbak, and khaki trousers at reduced 
prices.  Our prices on wool sweaters, flannel shirts, and leather sleeve vests are down to 
bedrock.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].

30 September 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Congress is in session again, with 
the House marking time while the Senate tries to catch up.  There is a tremendous lot of 
important legislation before the senators, and President Harding, through Senator Watson 
of Indiana, warned them that they must speed up, not only for the benefit of the nation, 
but in order that Republican campaign promises may be redeemed.  As a starter, President 
Harding submitted the treaties with Germany, Austria, and Hungary, without a special 
message, but with the understanding that they shall be ratified before the conference on 
limitation of armaments opens in November 1921.  The treaties were referred to the 
foreign relations committee, and the old opposition of the irreconcilables, led by Senator 
Borah, developed at once.  It centered on the section reserving to the United States the 
right to have a representative on the reparations commission.  Senator Borah contended 
that if this right were exercised, this country would become involved immediately in the 
reparations dispute that forms the crux of the present European problems.  At the first 
session, Senator Penrose reported the tax bill as revised by the finance committee, and he 
said he would seek to keep it before the Senate continuously until it is disposed of.  Next 
day, the measure was called up for consideration.  It may be two weeks before a final 
vote is taken on it.  Senator Gerry was given permission to file a minority report for the 
Democratic members of the committee within seven days, and Senator LaFollette was 
accorded the same time to file his dissenting views.  The Senate calendar, in addition to 
this tax bill and the treaties, contains such important measures as the tariff bill, the 
$500,000,000 railroad funding bill, the Borah bill to exempt American coastwise vessels 
from payment of Panama Canal tolls, and the bill authorizing President Harding and 
secretary of the treasury to refund the $11,000,000,000 owed by the allied governments 
to the United States.  Nevertheless, in what appears to be utter disregard of the best 
interests of the people, the radical “drys” made an attempt to capture the right of way for 
the Campbell-Willis antibeer bill.  Senator Sterling of South Dakota forestalled Senator 
Penrose as soon as a quorum was obtained, and moved renewal of consideration of that 
measure, the conference report on it being the issue.  Senator Reed refused to agree to the 
fixing of a date for a vote.  The “wets” then renewed their filibustering tactics, but failed 
to get an adjournment…From now on, there will be no lack of partisan politics in 
Congress.  This was made evident on the opening day, when Pat Harrison of Mississippi 
entertained the Senate with a violent attack on the administration, in which he asserted tit 
had displayed “pitiable inefficiency” and practiced “outrageous extravagance”.  He 
scored President Harding because he plays golf, and spends weekends on the Mayflower.  
The immediate cause of Harrison’s outburst was the letter written by President Harding to 
Senator McCormick of Illinois recounting the achievements of the Republican party since 
4 March 1921.  This, declared the Mississippian, was for the purpose of influencing the 



New Mexico senatorial election.  Senator Lodge arose to reply to Mr. Harrison, but 
contented himself with reading the returns from New Mexico, showing that Holm O. 
Bursum, Republican, had been elected by a large majority.  Mr. Bursum fills the vacancy 
caused by the resignation of Albert Fall for the purpose of entering the cabinet…
President Harding made two diplomatic nominations last week.  Joseph C. Grew, who is 
now minister to Denmark, is appointed minister to Switzerland, and Dr. John D. Prime of 
New Jersey is named to fill the post in Copenhagen, Denmark.  Dr. Prime is a professor 
in Columbia University…The conference summoned by President Harding to devise 
measures to relieve the stress of unemployment and business depression is now in session 
in Washington, D.C.  The conferees, who were selected by Mr. Harding, and who number 
48, include Secretary of Commerce Hoover as chairman and the country’s leading 
authorities on economics and industries.  Four women are among them – Elizabeth 
Christman of Chicago, Illinois, and Ida M. Tarbell, Mrs. Sarah Conboy, and Mary Van 
Kleeck of New York.  Monthly reports of the bureau of labor statistics show improved 
employment conditions in a number of industries.  In nine groups of industry, there were 
increases in the number of persons on the payroll in August 1921 as compared to the July 
1921 payroll, and in five [groups of industry], a decrease…Presumably all the powers 
invited to the conference on limitation of armaments and Far East questions have 
indicated their approval of he tentative agenda submitted by Secretary of State Hughes, 
for an outline of the proposed outline has been made public in Washington, D.C.  It is as 
follows:  Limitation of naval armament.  Basis of limitation, fulfillment of conditions.  
Rules for control of new agencies of warfare.  Limitation of land armament.  Questions 
related to China, principles to be applied.  Applications to subjects:  (A) Territorial 
integrity, (B) Administrative integrity, (C) Open door.  Equality of administrative and 
industrial opportunity, (D) Concessions, monopolies, and other economic privileges, (E) 
Development of railways, (F) Preferential railroad rates, (G) Status of existing 
commitments.  Questions relating to Siberia.  Similar questions relating to China.  
Mandated islands.  From London, England, comes the regrettable news that Premier 
Lloyd George and Foreign Minister Curzon will not be able to come to the conference.  
Their constant attention will be required by Great Britain’s domestic problems…The 
prohibition unit of the treasury department gave the home brewers an awful jolt last 
week.  To dispose of unfounded reports that permits were being issued for home 
manufacture of wine and beer, it issued a statement in which the following things were 
declared illegal:  1. The manufacture of any intoxicating beer, wine, or spirits in the 
home, even for strictly private home consumption.  2. The manufacture of any beer or 
wine of any alcoholic content without a permit, which permits are not issued to home 
brewers and wine makers.  3. The sale of any hops or other “makings” to a person 
without a permit, which permits are not issued to home brewers.  Only nonintoxicating 
fruit juices may be made without a permit, to the extent of 200 gallons.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Only new clothes.  Again we start another season 
with a stock of only new clothes.  It gives us great pleasure to inform our patrons that our 
recent reduction sale cleaned out every suit, and our stock does not consist of “old 



styles”, but we are starting the fall season with all new clothes.  New stock of overcoats.  
We are just receiving a stock of overcoats that are so far below what you expected to pay 
for a good overcoat, and the quality so far above what you expected to find right here in 
your own hometown, that the result can only be one thing, namely – a new overcoat.  Big 
stock of pants.  This is the first time we have been able to say that we have a real stock of 
men’s pants.  Now we say it with real pride.  Come in and look over the stock – we can 
fit you.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail, telephone #27J3.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Town Board Decrees Better Streets and Police 
Protection.  The action of the town board Monday in employing Walt Lee for the winter 
as town marshal and street supervisor will no doubt meet with the hearty approval of the 
residents of the village and vicinity.  Without question, Mr. Lee has rendered the finest 
possible service to the town during the summer in street work, and he will have the added 
duties during the winter of town marshal.  Dr. Wiest, on behalf of the school board, 
appeared before the town board and requested the use of the park across from the street 
from the schoolhouse [the future Bond Park] for playground purposes.  This request was 
gladly granted, every member of the town board expressing satisfaction that the school 
directors were willing to take hold of the proposition and see to the installation of 
playground apparatus.  The question of a bridge to replace the old one removed from 
across the Big Thompson River near the Boyd blacksmith shop [where the Fall River and 
Big Thompson River join, on East Riverside] last spring was up for discussion, with the 
probable result that a wood and steel structure will be placed there during the winter.  
[Was Estes Park without a bridge here throughout the summer of 1921?  This seems 
impossible.]  The bridge constructed will probably provide for the safety of pedestrians as 
well as vehicles, as this can be done at practically no additional expense. 

30 September 1921 – Rev. B.C. Montgomery and family are spending a few days in 
Boulder and Denver this week.

30 September 1921 – Notice:  Estes Park, Colorado.  26 September 1921.  To the 
stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company.  You will please take notice that there 
will be a special meeting of the stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company, to be held 
at the office of said company in the Estes Park Bank, on 26 October 1921, at the hour of 
2:00 p.m., for the purpose of considering the question of increasing the capital stock of 
said company to provide funds for increasing the working capital of said company, and 
also to consider the question of increasing the number of directors of said company.  
Samuel Service, president.  Charles F. Hix, secretary.



30 September 1921 – Column title:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees 
of the town of Estes Park, held Monday, 12 September 1921.  T.J. Sisk $125.  E.I. Cooke 
$150.  Walker Lee $160.  Harry Lee $40.25.  Stanley Power Department $36.40.  Estes 
Park Lumber Yard $26.74.  Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company $3.50.  
A. Laycook $12.50.  Charles F. Hix, town clerk.

30 September 1921 – Column title:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees 
of the town of Estes Park, held Monday, 26 September 1921.  Harry W. Lee $28.  Estes 
Park Trail $3.50.  E.I. Cooke $150.  Walker Lee $237.50.  Charles F. Hix, town clerk.

30 September 1921 – The railways are facing the prospect of another big strike, with the 
probability of disorder and the open shop as results.  The six federated shop crafts unions 
have voted to strike against the general railroad wage reduction of 1 July, last 
[presumably 1 July 1921], but have deferred action until the United States railway labor 
board promulgates the working rules it has been considering.  The men are bitterly 
opposed to many of the decisions already made by the board.  They believe the railroads 
want them to strike, so that the open shop may be instituted.  The union carpenters of the 
Chicago, Illinois, district, who refused to be a party to the Landis arbitration, have voted 
to maintain their position, and consequently the contractors are beginning to employ non-
union men.  Judge Landis is reconsidering some of the awards he made at the request of 
some trades that thought they got too much the worst of it…The latest war to break out in 
this peaceful world is between Albania and Serbia, and the immediate objective is 
possession of a zone 20 miles long and 8 miles deep.  The Serb commander on the 
frontier ordered the Albanians to evacuate six towns in that territory, and 24 hours later, 
began hostilities.  Bishop San Noll, Albanian delegate to the League of Nations, reported 
the affair to that body, and later, it was secretly considered by the council of the league.  
The Serb delegate was quoted as saying Serbia would not permit the league to intrude 
into the Albanian question, that the supreme council of the Allies must fix the frontiers of 
Albania and thus Yugoslavia would be protected and guaranteed by Great Britain and 
France.  Though the actual war in this case must be comparatively trifling, the matter is 
fraught with serious complications.  Serbia, it is said, plans to cut through to the Adriatic 
by way of Tirana, Albania, splitting Albania in two, and hopes eventually to absorb the 
northern half of that country.  Greece is credited with an ambition to grab the lower half.  
Italy stands ready to seize the naval base and port of Valona, Albania, which would make 
the Adriatic an Italian lake, and this is vigorously opposed by Great Britain…The League 
of Nations admitted three new nations to membership.  They are Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania.  The vote to take them in was unanimous, for the several nations that were 
opposed refrained from voting.  The council of the league set a precedent by referring to 
the assembly for settlement the dispute between Poland and Lithuania concerning Vilna, 
Lithuania.  Intervention in the Greco-Turkish War was suggested by several delegates, 
and probably it would be welcomed by Greece, for her army in Asia has met with another 
setback.  The Salt Desert again proved itself an efficient guard for Angora, Turkey, on the 
west, and the Greeks have once more retired to the Sakaria River with the Kemalists in 



hot pursuit…Of writing many notes there is no end, apparently, in the Irish affair.  De 
Valera wants the proposed conference with the British cabinet, but he wants it on his own 
terms – that the Irish delegates enter it as representatives of a sovereign state.  From this 
attitude, he dare not back down, for his own “official” status depends on his firmness.  
Lloyd George is equally intent in denying this demand, and is fully supported by the 
cabinet, whose members returned to Scotland, where the premier was somewhat under 
the weather at Gairloch, Scotland.  In one of his latest notes, De Valera suggested that 
Britain and Ireland conclude a “treaty of accommodation and association”, expressing the 
belief that this would end the dispute forever and enable the two nations to settle down in 
peace…The British official announcement several weeks ago that the Moslem revolt on 
the Malabar Coast of India had been suppressed was premature.  The trouble is about as 
acute as ever, the rebels control large districts and, except where troops are stationed, the 
lives and property of non-Moslems are not safe.  The British authorities in India have 
obtained a document calling on all Mussulmans [sic, Muslims] in India to proclaim 
complete independence from Great Britain, and set up a republic, in the event that the 
British take action against the Angora government of Turkey…The greatest industrial 
catastrophe Germany ever experienced occurred yesterday when a large synthetic nitrate 
plant at Oppau, Germany, blew up.  Probably 1500 persons were killed, thousands were 
injured, and the entire town was destroyed.  The shock of the two explosions was felt and 
damage done within a radius of 50 miles.  Among the victims were French troops on 
guard duty at the works, and others on a transport.  Oppau, Germany, is in the Rhine 
Palatinate in a region that was developed during the war into one of the most extensive 
and productive of Germany’s chemical munitions supply districts.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  “The Electric Ship”.  The “New Mexico” was the first 
battleship constructed in the United States to be propelled by electricity.  This ship is 624 
feet long, weighs 32,000 tons, and from the waterline to the top of the mast is as high as a 
ten-story building.  To drive it 21 knots an hour requires 28,000 horsepower.  Her oil-
burning engines are fed from tanks which carry approximately 1,000,000 gallons of oil.  
Its nine boilers produce 36,000 horsepower of steam energy.  This steam turns two 
turbines which develop 32,000 horsepower.  These turbines are marvelous savers of fuel 
and space.  Each turbine is connected to an electric generator.  Each generator produces 
16,000 horsepower of electrical energy.  Huge cables carry this current to the control 
board, from which the engineer operates the ship.  From this point, the power is sent to 
four giant motors of 7000 horsepower each – one of which is attached to each propeller 
shaft.  “Let electricity do it” is the motto on the “New Mexico”.  Electricity revolves the 
gun turrets, moves, loads, and fires the guns, raises the anchor, moves the rudder and 
pushes the ship, lowers the boats, pumps the water, runs the machine and blacksmith 
shops, heats and lights the boat, operates the interior communicating, fire protection, 
refrigerating, ventilating, and telephone systems and wireless instruments, peels potatoes, 
washes dishes, mixes the bread dough, washes and irons the clothes in the laundry, 
sterilizes the instruments in the hospital, and does numerous other unlooked-for stunts.  
In every sense of the word, the “New Mexico” is an electric ship.  



30 September 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  Gaylord Harper 
Thompson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and 
cured meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietor.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best 
of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Daily trips to Greeley via Loveland.  J.E. Johnson.  
Office with Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  
Telephone #20-W.  Greeley telephone #Greeley 125.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge – Nash – Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin and Savage tires at Denver prices.  Ask 
for free motor record book.  Estes Park Garage.  Telephone #166.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  State Highway Officials Visit Estes Park Monday.  Bob 
Higgins, head of the maintenance division of the state highway department, and several 
other officials of the department were in Estes Park Monday on an inspection trip.  Walls 
are being built along the [presumably Big Thompson] canyon road where the high water 
of last spring tore out the road, and an effort will be made to make impossible a 
recurrence of similar damage to the road.  This work is progressing nicely, and it is hoped 
to have the work completed before freezing weather sets in.  The party inspected the 
work recently done on the Longs Peak road on their way back to Denver, returning via 
the South St. Vrain road.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Sunday School will Entertain.  On Friday night, 7 
October 1921, the members of the Estes Park Sunday school will give a reception to the 
school board, teachers, and pupils of the Estes Park public schools.  A program of music 
and readings has been arranged, and light refreshments will be served.  A general good 
time is planned, to which the entire community is cordially invited.



30 September 1921 – Headline:  Chamber of Commerce Discusses Future of Estes Park.  
At a well-attended meeting at the Hupp Hotel Wednesday evening, a number of matters 
of concern to the community were discussed.  Mr. Gray gave a brief history of the 
accomplishments of the fish and game association, and the Chamber of Commerce 
appropriated $100 to assist the association in its splendid work.  The sizing pond on the 
Chapman place in Moraine Park has been completed, and it was hoped to plant about 
25,000 trout there the latter part of the week.  A committee of six was appointed to draft a 
resolution endorsing the transportation policy of the Rocky Mountain National Park and 
report at the meeting to be held next Wednesday in Odd Fellows Hall.  Mr. Hower of 
Denver was present, and presented an outline of a publicity campaign, which matter was 
placed in the hands of a committee, which will also report at the meeting Wednesday 
evening.  It is hoped every member of the Chamber of Commerce will be present at the 
next meeting, as both of the above matters should have the expression of all.  Open and 
frank discussion of matters is always a good thing if done in the spirit of neighborliness, 
which we trust can always be done here.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Constable Sale.  Marmon Roadster, 14 October 1921 at 
10:00 a.m. at Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  J.J. Duncan, justic of peace.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business].  Photographer of 
the outdoors.  Estes Park, Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  
Kodak finishing by experts.

30 September 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale or trade – 
Nicely improve 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in Larimer County, 
balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good 
school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, 
balance terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished 
cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For 
sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  
Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last long at the price.  
Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class 
vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf…Subhead:  Lost.  
Lost – 3 September 1921, in Big Thompson Canyon or Estes Park – Large dark gray cape 



with Red Cross buttons.  Reward.  Miss D.M. Hill, 1712 Sherman Street, Denver, 
Colorado.  23-3p.

30 September 1921 – The Brinwood Hotel is enlarging its dining room, and adding nine 
rooms with bath to the second floor…Improvements at the Baldpate Inn include the 
erection of three cottages, an ice house, and rocking the clay bank of the roadside near the 
hotel.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement: Now is the time to plan that cottage for next 
summer.  Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house 
now and built it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of 
plans to choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are 
satisfied.  Hurd and Woolley [sic, later Wooley], builders.  S.M. Hurd, post office box 26.  
A.W. Wooley [sic, previously Woolley], post office box 72.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service [a 
block 5 business].  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks 
a specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try 
us one and you will be steady customers.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins prefix].

30 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says [Illustration:  A smoke ring floats 
like a halo over his head.  An “F” near the lower right corner of Thrifty’s jacket is the 
only indication of an artist’s signature in this entire series.  handwritten:] There will be no 
extra tax on extra smiles.  When traveling, you can have extra smiles instead of anxiety 
over the funds you carry.  Before starting, have us issue to you travelers cheques.  They 
are easy for you to cash.  Useless to others.  Ask for them here.  They cost you a few 
cents, and let you “smile every mile” you travel.  Hours 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, 1:00 
p.m. to 3:30 p.m.  The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is 
appreciated.  

30 September 1921 – Column title:  School News.  Dr. Crabbe, president of the State 
Teachers College at Greeley, honored the school with a short visit on Wednesday.  As a 
“semi-resident” of Estes Park, Dr. Crabbe showed a genuine interest in the school, its 
pupils, and the progressive plans that are being introduced into the work.  He especially 
approved of the alterations being made to provide for cloakrooms and extra blackboard 
space.  Blackboards are being lowered in the two corner rooms to a point where the 



pupils can reach to write on them.  Side blackboards are being installed and serve also to 
conceal cloak corridors for each room.  Completion of this work will aid the faculty 
greatly in instilling correct and orderly habits in the pupils, something which at present is 
difficult, if not physically impossible, because of the design of the building.  Although 
these changes are conspicuous, the greater change will be evidenced later in the form of 
improved conduct and habits in the individual pupils.  The newly-installed work in art 
and music is progressing satisfactorily under the capable direction of Miss Stahl, 
supervisor of these special subjects for the entire school.  Unorganized, purposeless play, 
with its ever-present trend toward roughness and discourtesy, is to be gradually displaced 
this year by character building, cooperative, organized play and games.  The school 
rooms and halls are taking their proper position as places for habit and character-building 
instruction, and the development of good citizenship.  The anticipated playground, with 
its variety of muscle-building apparatus, will give the individual pupil full opportunity to 
expend his surplus energy in the open, leaving him free to control his mental energy 
properly, as directed by his teacher…(Crowded out last week) There was quite a surprise 
in store for the pupils of the elementary school upon their arrival in the building Monday 
morning, when they found that the rooms had been completely rearranged during the 
weekend.  The third grade pupils left Miss Butlers’ room to move across the hall and be 
under the care of Miss Stahl, the new teacher, for the remainder of the term.  The fourth 
graders remained in their same room.  The fifth and sixth grades were moved into the 
room formerly occupied by the laboratories. This rearrangement will mean greatly 
improved work in all the grades this term, and will bring results to the pupils all out of 
proportion to the relatively small cost increase.  In addition to her work in the third and 
fourth grades, Miss Stahl has been appointed supervisor of music and art in the entire 
school.  Miss Stahl’s talents and training especially fit her for this work, and it is expected 
that the long-neglected artistic side of the pupils’ natures will receive its proper 
development this year.  A pleasing feature of present-day art instruction is that the work 
has been closely correlated to industrial needs, and so is intensely practical as well as 
being artistic.  Even in the lower grades, the children design attractive posters which can 
be used in advertising.  The theory and practice of color is introduced early, and gradually 
increases in complexity with the age and grade of the pupil.  In the high school, pupils 
who show marked ability or interest in any department of artistic endeavor will be given 
an opportunity to specialize in that branch once they have mastered the necessary 
groundwork.  Once that the pupils are helped to realize that art and music form a 
necessary part of the make-up of a normal individual, and that lack of interest and effort 
in such studies is really an abnormality which should be overcome if one is to be 
considered at all cultured, then such studies will be among the most popular ones taken in 
school.

30 September 1921 – Women students, arriving for the opening of the fall quarter at 
Colorado State Teachers’ College, 3 October 1921, will find awaiting them three 
attractive buildings equipped with all the conveniences and artistic features of modern 
women’s dormitories…Dr. J.E. Dale, 52 years old, who has practiced in Fort Collins for 



the last 20 years, died at Fort Collins following a long illness with pernicious anemia.  Dr. 
Dale was forced to give up his practice last April, and he spent some time in a Denver 
hospital under the care of specialists, but did not overcome the disorder…The Red Cross 
disaster relief unit has placed more then $27,000 in the local banks at Pueblo as 
maintenance and pension funds for 156 flood sufferers.  Each beneficiary will be able to 
obtain a stipulated sum monthly, until the entire fund placed to his credit is exhausted.  
Similar deposits have been placed in banks in La Junta and smaller towns…Ben Wolf and 
William Harbaugh, crew on a Pueblo city streetcar, while on their way to work, found a 
wallet containing $2600 in checks and cash.  The wallet was the property of Captain C. 
Steele of the United States Army, who went through Pueblo with the ninth infantry troops 
en route south from Fort Logan, and who had lost it while on his way to where his men 
were encamped overnight…The Nushaft coal mine on Coal Creek, near Florence, caught 
fire following the firing of a shot in the workings Monday night by an employee.  It is 
believed that the shot was fired close to an old oil well property, located near the mine.  
Two hundred miners and workmen in the mine were forced to leave on account of the 
dense clouds of smoke, which completely filled the shafts and tunnels.  No lives were 
lost…The Arapahoe County Medical Society was organized at Littleton on 21 September 
1921.  Dr. Walter C. Crysler of Littleton was elected president, Dr. John Simon of 
Englewood vice president, and Dr. O.H. Granthum of Littleton secretary.  The 
membership includes all the physicians in active practice in Arapahoe County…There are 
59,934 farms in the state of Colorado out of a total of 6,448,366 farms in the United 
States, according to the United States census figures.  Of the farms in the United States, 
6,118, 956 report having purebred livestock.  Of the 59,934 farms in Colorado, 56, 933 
report having domestic animals, and the figure show for the stock on Colorado farms 
420,704 horses with 8,781 purebred, 1,756,616 cattle with 33,610 purebred, 1,813, 255 
sheep with 40,478 purebred, and 87,966 swine with 3,245 purebred…Sidney H. Bourne, 
50 years old, suffered a fracture of the skull in a fall down two stories to the basement of 
the town hall of Littleton.  He is at Mercy hospital.  His condition is serious.  Arapahoe 
County authorities said Bourne was in the habit of calling at the town hall to go to lunch 
with his friend Claude Cartwright, Arapahoe County treasurer.  He evidently intended to 
enter the council chamber of the second floor, but instead entered another door, lost his 
balance, and fell.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.



30 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – 
try them.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  We thank you for the part you had in making our 
business a success during the past season, and we plan to meet your continued patronage 
and that of your friends, if quality and service can do it.  Confectionery and soda fountain 
drinks, quick lunches.  Somer’s Dainty Shop [a block 2 business].

30 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone 
#27-J3.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Goodyear Tires.  30 x 3-1/2 nonskid tires $13.95.  
Hoffner gasoline system – We have been appointed agents for the Hoffner improved 
gasoline system for Ford cars.  No more worry on hills.  Drains the tank to the last drop.  
$4.50 installed.  Springs – Temme quality guaranteed springs for all cars.  Ford front $4.  
Exide batteries for all cars – Charging station maintained the year round.  We meet all 
competition.  Service cars – Two service cars ready to go day or night.  All labor back on 
a pre-war [World War I] basis.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

30 September 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  
Presbyterian Church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday 
morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both 
services.  6:30 p.m. – Christian Endeavor, topic “Thy will be done – with my time” 
Matthew chapter 6, verses 7-15.  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  
Subhead:  Sunday school lesson 18 September 1921 [sic, this would be long outdated if 
correct].  Paul in Corinth.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 18, verses 1-23.  Golden text – I 
determined not to know anything among you, save Jesus Christ, and him crucified. – I 
Corinthians chapter 2, verse 2.  Reference material – I Corinthians chapter 2, verses 1-5, 
chapter 4 verse 12, II Corinthians chapter 11, verses 7-9.  Primary topic – Tentmaking 
and teaching.  Junior topic – Paul working and preaching in Corinth.  Intermediate and 
senior topic – Teaching and tentmaking in Corinth.  Young people and adult topic – Paul 
in a commercial center…The establishment of the church at Corinth is an example of 
missionary endeavor for all ages.  The method employed, which resulted in success then, 
will result in success now.  I. The true missionary method (I Corinthians chapter 2, verses 
1-3).  Paul came to Corinth a stranger in a strange city.  He did not have an advance agent 
to do his advertising, neither did he have his photograph put in the daily newspaper with 
sensational announcements upon his arrival in Corinth.  He did not have a trained singer 
with him, neither did he have his salary guaranteed.  His method in gaining a foothold in 
Corinth was as follows:  1. Finding a home (I Corinthians chapter 2, verse 2).  This he 
found with Aquila and Priscilla, Jews who were recently expelled from Rome by the 
cruel edict of Cladius.  Being Jews, he found natural affinity with them.  2. He toiled for 
his daily bread (I Corinthians chapter 2, verse 3).  He was of the same craft with them, 
being tentmakers.  Every child among the Jews was taught some trade by means of which 



he could gain a livelihood should occasion require.  One of the rabbis said that he who 
failed to teach his boy a trade taught him to steal.  II. Preaching in the synagogue at 
Corinth (I Corinthians chapter 2, verses 4-8).  1. Though compelled to toil for a living 
while getting a foothold in Corinth, he did not lose sight of his main work (I Corinthians 
chapter 2, verse 4).  He reasoned in the synagogue every Sabbath, persuading the Jews 
and Greeks.  2. His activity was increased when Silas and Timothy came (I Corinthians 
chapter 2, verse 5).  This resulted from three causes:  (1) They brought good news form 
the church at Thessalonica (I Thessalonians chapter 3, verse 6).  To hear of the 
steadfastness of those who had confessed Christ under our ministry puts new vigor into 
our labors.  (2) They brought pecuniary gifts from the Macedonian churches (Philippians 
chapter 4, verse 15, II Corinthians chapter 11, verse 9).  Being relieved form the necessity 
of toil for a living, they now could devote more time and energy to the preaching of the 
gospel.  (3) Silas and Timothy became assistants to Paul in the work, thereby 
strengthening his hands so as to enable him to accentuate his efforts.  3. Paul opposed (I 
Corinthians chapter 2, verse 6).  His increased activity was met with increased 
opposition.  This can always be expected.  4. Paul announces his purpose to turn to the 
Gentiles (I Corinthians chapter 2, verse 6).  Because of their blasphemy and opposition, 
he ceased to work among the Jews.  There is a time when good judgment causes one to 
abandon work where efforts have been fruitless, but it is difficult to know just when to do 
it.  5. He did not go far away (I Corinthians chapter 2, verse 7).  He remained sufficiently 
near that those whose hearts God touched could easily find him.  It is likewise true that 
although Christ is obliged to depart form the soul that refuses Him entrance, He lingers 
with yearning love around that heart.  6. His success (I Corinthians chapter 2, verse 8).  
Crispus, the chief ruler of the synagogue, was converted.  Perhaps the severity of his 
action in turning away from them moved Crispus to action.  III. Paul’s Vision (I 
Corinthians chapter 2, verses 9-11).  His experiences since coming to Europe were very 
trying.  He needed encouragement at this time.  It is just like the Lord to come at the time 
of the servant’s greatest need.  Note the Lord’s words to him:  1. “Be not afraid.”  When 
one is executing the commission of the Lord, he need not be afraid.  2. “Speak, and hold 
not thy peace.”  The one who has heard the voice of God cannot refrain from speaking – 
cannot be still.  3. “I am with thee.” The Lord is with everyone who faithfully carries out 
his commission.  4. “No man shall set on thee to hurt thee.”  The one sent by the Lord to 
do a work is immune from danger and harm until his work is done.  5. “I have much 
people in this city.” It is most encouraging to know that in the great cities, the Lord has 
His own people, and that the one who goes in His name shall have fruit for his service…
Quote by Dean Larned:   Subhead:  Bible classes necessary.  Bible classes are as 
necessary to a healthy parochial life as are any other religious agencies, and the priest 
who neglects them because they seem to him old-fashioned, or connected with the 
Protestant sectarian system, lays himself open to great blame.  “Thy word is a lamp unto 
my feet and a light unto my paths.”…Hebrews chapter 3, verse 4:  Subhead:  The builder 
of all things.  Every house is builded of some man, but he that built all things is God…II 
Chronicles chapter 4, verses 1 and 2:  Subhead:  The dwelling place of the Lord.  Then 



said Solomon, the Lord hath said that he would dwell in the thick darkness.  But I have 
built an house of habitation for thee, and a place for they dwelling forever.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the 
Continental Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  
This wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher 
than any road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, 
Lyons, and Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Licensed operators 
for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Real Estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying thru the air,/As you motor along/
With a merry song/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the 
Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” know/
That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens, drawing 
and writing books, and the other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 
business].  Telephone #41.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  First annual automobile show.  We extend a special 
invitation to residents of Estes Park.  Admission free.  Showing latest models in leading 
makes, such as Buick, Essex, Hudson, Cadillac, Dodge, Haynes, Stevens, Chevrolet, 
Overland, Chandler, Ford, Paige, Nash, Dort, Olds, Mitchell, Gardner, Studebaker, 
Lincoln, Lexington, Templar, Lafayette, Reo, Oakland, Marmon, National, Elgin, Cole, 
Saxon Duplex, Wills St. Claire, Packard Twin, Packard Light Six, Packard Single Six.  
Saturday, 1 October 1921, Fort Collins, 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.  Fort Collins 
Automobile Trades Association.

30 September 1921 – Headline:  Are Good Schools and Newspapers Community Assets.  
The following letter handed us a few days ago is typical of those received by newspapers 
repeatedly.  People desiring to secure new locations always feel they can judge safely the 
progressiveness of a community by the appearance of the newspaper it supports.  If the 
newspaper has a dead appearance, shoddy advertisements, and few at that, and sloppily 
edited and printed, that community is at once judged as being self-satisfied and 
unprogressive.  They consider the newspaper a mirror of the territory it represents, and 



justly so.  The progressive community takes pride in its newspaper, its school, and its 
churches, and if that pride is manifest in the community “mirror”, the community is on 
the road to prosperity.  The letter follows:  Postmaster, Estes Park, Colorado.  Dear sir:  I 
know not whom else to address, therefore I address you requesting that you kindly 
forward to me the best newspaper edited in Estes Park.  I am enclosing the price of one 
copy.  Also, could you tell me if the schools are good there, and what is the highest grade 
taught?  Very gratefully yours, Mrs. Blank [a placeholder name], Blank [a placeholder 
town], Nebraska.

30 September 1921 – At a meeting, the Pueblo Rotary Club authorized Treasurer C.W. 
Pressey to send to the people of San Antonio, Texas, through the Rotary Club of that city, 
the sympathy of the local people and a check for $500 to be used in flood relief.  The city 
commissioners have also sent a message…Complete returns from county assessors to the 
state immigration department show the total area under cultivation in the state this year to 
be approximately 5,370,000 acres, compared with 5,072,340 acres reported by county 
assessors for 1920, and 5,052,955 acres reported by the census bureau as harvested in 
1920.  These figures in all cases include native hay, but do not include orchards…Ben 
Wolf and William Harbaugh, crew on a Pueblo city streetcar, while on their way to work, 
found a wallet containing $2600 in checks and cash.  The wallet was the property of 
Captain C. Steele of the United States Army, who went through Pueblo with the ninth 
infantry troops en route south from Fort Logan, and who had lost it while on his way to 
where his men were encamped overnight [this article, and the one that follow, already 
appeared in this same issue]…William Terry, a farmer living one mile south of La Junta, 
was killed almost instantly by the accidental discharge of a shotgun.  Terry was mowing a 
patch of cane and discovered a skunk in the field, and was carrying the gun with him on 
the mowing machine when it slipped down into the moving parts of the machine and was 
discharged.  Terry was hit in the stomach, and died almost immediately.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  See the 1922 models of Chevrolet at the 
automobile show in Fort Collins 1 October 1921.  Touring car delivered at $656 and 
$1143.  Greatest values ever offered.  W.C. Johnston.

30 September 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The weekly visit of the Estes Park Trail will 
keep the blues away.

30 September 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Automobile 
repairing and tire service.  Goodrich tires at same price as in your hometown.  30 x 3 
safety $13.45  Other sizes accordingly.  Complete stock all sizes on hand.  Automobile 
accessories, Ford parts, storage.  Call telephone #184 when in trouble.  Night service until 
11:00 p.m.

7 October 1921 – Banner – Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 



on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume 1, Number 26     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, October 7, 1921     Price 10 cents

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Chamber of Commerce Strongly Endorses Concessions in 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  The Estes Park Chamber of Commerce at its meeting 
Wednesday night, in deference to the request of Secretary of the Interior Fall for an 
expression of the businessmen of Estes Park upon the concessions feature of the Rocky 
Mountain National Park, passed a resolution, by a vote practically unanimous, endorsing 
in strong language the present policy of the National Park Service and its management.  
The future of Rocky Mountain National Park is of grave importance to the state, and the 
local chamber felt it high time to let the government and the people know their true 
opinion the trouble a few persons have sought to stir up concerning the concessions 
feature, which is in common with other national parks.  A committee was appointed to 
represent Estes Park at a state meeting of Chambers of Commerce in Denver Friday, and 
to also wait upon Governor Shoup and State Highway Engineer Major Blauvelt, and 
express our appreciation of the work done in this vicinity this past summer.  The next 
meeting will be held at the Lewiston Hotel Monday evening, 17 October 1921, and will 
be a social affair, with an oyster supper as the chief attraction.  The ladies will accompany  
the gentlemen.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Town Lets Contract for Steel Bridge over Big Thompson 
River.  At an adjourned meeting Thursday evening, the town board let the contract for a 
new steel bridge to be placed over the Big Thompson River south of the post office, near 
the Boyd blacksmith shop.  The bridge is to be 60 feet in length and 18 feet in width, and 
all-steel construction and 3-inch plank floor.  It will be single span and will take care of 
the needs of this part of town for many years to come.  The Denver Steel and Iron 
Company has the contract for the bridge, which should be completed by the middle of 
November.  The town will put in the concrete abutments.  

7 October 1921 – Headline:  These Make Editor’s Heart Glad.  Dear Sir:  My 
subscription to the Estes Park Trail expires 4 October 1921.  As I do not want to miss a 
copy, I enclose a $1 bill to renew it for another three months.  I like it fine, it gives me the 
news of all that is going on around Estes Park and in the mountains.  I wish you the best 
success with it and hope you will have many subscribers for it.  Hoping I will not miss a 
copy, I remain sincerely yours, W.S. Wolfe, Omaha, Nebraska.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Longs Peak Climbers Report Tolland Forest Fire to the Estes 
Park Trail Wednesday Night.  Forest fires raging in the neighborhood of Tolland, 
northeast of Berthoud Pass, since Wednesday of last week which threatened destruction 
of a wide area of government-owned timberlands was believed to be fairly well under 
control Sunday.  A good rain will do much to aid the large force of firefighters now on the 
scene, in extinguishing any remaining blazes.  Rough estimates place the total area 
burned over at about 200 acres.  It is feared a careful check will disclose that a large 



range has been destroyed.  The fire started northeast of Tolland Wednesday, in a section 
of privately owned timber, as a result of careless campers, it is believed.  No check has 
been made on the loss of livestock.  It was feared thousands of acres of timberlands 
would be laid waste, when the conflagrations leaped beyond control of the firefighters 
shortly before noon Friday.  C.M. Granger, assistant United States district forester, who is 
directing the firefighting campaign over the state, said that virtually all forest fires 
reported Saturday were believed to be under control.  The forest service has made 
preparation to dispatch addition firefighting equipment and men to any scene on a 
moment’s notice, in the event of another emergency.  Government officials urge that 
hunters and campers exercise every precaution during the danger period, in order to 
prevent further fires in the national forest and privately owned timbered areas over the 
state.  The Tolland fire was reported to the Estes Park Trail Wednesday night by Theodore 
Falk and sons, Theodore Jr., Karl D., and William M., who had climbed Longs Peak that 
day and did not return until after nightfall.  They could see the glare of the fire on the 
night sky, but thought it to be south of Gray’s Peak, which is several miles southwest of 
the fire.  Telephone messages by the Estes Park Trail as far south as the government lines 
reach failed to locate anyone who was aware of the fire, hence no mention of it was made 
last week.  The Falks, who were here from Chicago, Illinois, were probably the first to 
see the fire, as it was not reported until the next day.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Meteor Shower Visible in Estes Park.  The astronomers had 
not announced it, nor was such a phenomenon expected, but Wednesday evening of last 
week, those who happened to be out and stargazing about 10:00 p.m. were pleased to 
observe a meteor shower in the western sky of duration of 10 minutes.  During this 
period, a number of especially brilliant meteors were seen that lighted up the sky and the 
earth to some extent.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Famous Bear Hunters are Off.  The finny tribe, and bear and 
deer as well, in the vicinity of the Michigan [River, presumably] are hereby warned to be 
on the lookout for a party from Estes Park, which it is said will consist of J.E. 
Macdonald, John Frank Grubb, Fred Noble, E.O. Brown, Milo G. Rice, and Arthur K. 
Holmes.  They promised their friends to leave Thursday and not return until the close of 
the deer season.  Art Holmes says it will take 14 deer to fulfill promises, the boss warns 
him a hind quarter must be forthcoming, and we would say he was in a pretty pickle.  If 
he doesn’t get the 14, he’ll get fired, and face a lynching party beside.  If he does, the 
penitentiary will get him, and his wife will get a divorce.  Will some of the wise ones 
please tell Art what to do.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club Entertainment Pleasing Affair.  The 
entertainment given at the church Tuesday evening was well attended by an appreciative 
audience.  Mrs. Frank Service, assisted at the piano by Miss Lois Griffith, sang a number 
of solos which were greatly appreciated.  The readings by Mrs. Wickiser of Los Angeles, 
California were well-received.  Estes Park has considerable local talent, and we trust that 



this entertainment is but the beginning of a series that shall continue throughout the 
winter.  

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Find Prehistoric Corn in Tennessee Stone Graves.  Corn that 
grew in Tennessee in prehistoric times, possibly before Joseph put away his seven year’s 
supply in Egypt, was unearthed recently by W.E. Meyer of the Bureau of American 
Ethnology, and sent to the United States Department of Agriculture for identification.  
During recent excavations in Davidson County, Tennessee, Mr. Meyer came upon a 
number of stone slab graves containing mortuary vessels.  Some of these held specimens 
of charred maize in fairly good condition.  From the size and shape of the grains, it was 
possible to identify the variety as Many-Rowed Tropical Flint, a form about halfway 
between flint and popcorn.  The same type of Indian corn occurs in the West Indies, and 
there is no question in the minds of scientists but that there was a very early 
communication between the West Indies and North America.  Not only corn but beans, 
squashes, pumpkins, and tobacco are of tropical and subtropical origin.  These staples, 
now so important throughout both hemispheres, found their way into North American and 
were cultivated beyond the Great Lakes in Canada long before the discovery of America.  
There is abundant evidence of communication between the West Indies and Florida, and 
up the Mississippi and its tributaries.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Trail will Give World Series Results each Day in 
Godfrey Window.  Well, it looks like little old New York is going to have the whole world 
series to itself, but the management has arranged to set aside 100 seats in the bleachers 
for Gentiles.  This is the second time in baseball history that the big fiasco has been held 
in one town.  Back in 1906, the Cubs and White Sox of Chicago won their respective 
pennants, and met in the so-called classic, the Sox being victorious as Abe Attell was 
abroad that fall.  The Cubs and Sox are clashing again this year for the championship of 
Chicago, Illinois, but it won’t be necessary to bribe either of them.  The coming series is 
the sixth the Giants have been in, but their record is pure outside of 1905, when they beat 
the Athletics four games to one.  That series has never been satisfactorily explained, and 
many efforts have been made from time to time to have it played over and give 
McGraw’s boys a chance.  Whoever the champions of the American and National leagues 
may be, however, the Estes Park Trail has made arrangements whereby the score may be 
received here each day while the world championship games are played.  You will not 
have to await the arrival of the Denver papers to know the outcome of each battle, for as 
soon as the game is completed each day, we will receive it through special arrangements 
just completed, and the score will be posted in Godfrey’s window.  [Godfrey’s is in the 
Josephine Hotel building.]

7 October 1921 – Headline:  American Legion Elects Officers.  The American Legion 
held their annual election Tuesday evening at the office of Hayden Brothers.  The 
following officers were elected:  Commander Frank Bond, adjutant Clifford Mantor, vice-
commander John Sherman, treasurer Charles F. Hix, historian Julian Hayden, sergeant-at-



arms Roland F. Reed, Chaplin Robert H. Lindley.  A banquet is planned for 22 October 
1921 at the National Park Hotel, at which it is hoped every Legion member in Estes Park 
will attend if possible.  The state convention of the Legion will be held at Glenwood 
Springs, 17 October 1921 and 18 October 1921, and Clifford Mantor and D.S. McDaniel 
were elected delegates.

7 October 1921 – The example of Henry Ford in slashing automobile prices has been 
followed by six other manufacturers.  Cuts ranging from $100 to $400 were announced 
recently by the Chevrolet, Overland, Oldsmobile, Franklin, Hudson, and Essex motor car 
companies. 

7 October 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours 8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel Building [a block 5 
business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail 
building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, 
cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising 
rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per 
single column inch per issue. Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign 
contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per 
issue, black face type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word 
first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  
Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainments, socials, etc., where 
admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, 
resolutions of condolence , 25 lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in advertising copy must 
reach this office not later than Monday to insure insertion same week.  New 
advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter, 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

7 October 1921 – Editorial headline:  Whither are we Drifting? – Loveland Bankers 
Catch the Vision.  More and more the leading business and financial institutions and 
leading newspapers are realizing the real moral and commercial value of the church to the 
community.  Many of our leading daily newspapers are in their editorial and news 
columns emphasizing the importance of the church as never before.  The crime wave that 
has swept the country, the lowering of morals, and the growing disregard of that sterling 
quality, truth and honesty, are alarming.  Some are asking if the good old days, when a 
man’s word was more binding than the written contract of today, are to disappear 
altogether.  We have become money-mad, the greed for gain possesses us, we have 
neglected the things that are uplifting and ennobling, and the leaders of the day can 
foresee our impending danger.  Only through a turning to the Almighty God can the 
hearts of men be so transformed that the United States of America may continue as the 



leader of this world.  An evidence of this awakening was furnished near at hand last week 
in the action of the banks of Loveland.  The churches of that city planned a big parade for 
Sunday School Rally and Go-to-church Day, and the day previous to the parade, the 
banks ran a half-page advertisement in one of the Loveland newspapers headed “Why the 
Loveland banks support the churches”.  The text of the advertisement is thought-
provoking, and we give it below in full.  “Every banker in Loveland knows that if the 
churches had not been here since the beginning of the town, the banks would not stay a 
week – would never have been.  Law and order must precede safe banking.  Churches 
induce law and order.  We support the churches, each banker and employee, according to 
his choice, because we want Loveland to grow and become a better place in which to live 
and raise a family.  We know that along the path of righteousness, and this alone, lies 
stable, continuous prosperity.  We want to put our influence on the side of right every 
time.  The bankers of this city know that the church is the sole institution which has for 
its chief business the inculcation of the principles of honesty and right dealing.  Churches 
develop faith, and faith it needed before a man is willing to risk his savings and his labor 
in a project which he hopes will mean much to the city and its workers.  Churches are the 
ally of everything that is good, and the enemy of everything that is wrong.  The banks of 
Loveland stand solidly beside the churches on this platform.  This out-of-the-ordinary 
advertisement is deemed especially timely because of the Sunday School Parade 
tomorrow, Sunday, 2 October 1921, a demonstration which should show in striking 
manner the important place the churches hold in our community.  [signed] The Larimer 
County Bank and Trust Company, The Loveland National Bank, and the First National 
Bank.

7 October 1921 – Editorial reprinted from “Publishers’ Auxiliary”.  Headline:  News and 
Scandal.  The Auxiliary always has maintained that while the newspaper should purvey 
the news of the day in fairly complete form, it is not necessary to go into the nauseating 
details so much enjoyed by newspapers which make a specialty of that class of “news”.  
A piece of news can be told to give all of its news value, and at the same time omit the 
details which make it not merely a piece of news, but a sensation, revolting, nauseating, 
dirty story.  Before Judge Latshaw in Kansas City, Missouri, last Saturday, R.E. Stout, 
managing editor of the Kansas City Star, gave this expert testimony:  “When a scandal – 
and the Arbuckle case certainly is a scandal – reaches the public through the courts in a 
trial for murder, the newspaper is justified in giving its readers the news, carefully and 
decently written.  When a scandal does not come into contact with the law and the 
publication would only injure the persons involved and furnish lascivious reading, the 
average newspaper does not feet it its duty to expose it.”  This view is coming to be more 
generally recognized by editors, though no doubt there always will be newspapers 
catering to the lowest in human minds and morals if the editor of that newspaper has his 
own ideals set at that level.  

7 October 1921 – Article reprinted from the Labor Clarion (San Francisco, California).  
Headline:  Several Birds with One Stone.  A Virginia editor threatened to publish the 



name of a certain young man who was seen hugging and kissing a girl in the park, unless 
his subscription to the newspaper was paid up in a week.  Fifty-nine young men called 
and paid up the next day, while two even paid a year in advance.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  A Health Note.  A contemporary gives the following advice 
to its delinquent subscribers:  “If you have frequent fainting spells, accompanied by 
chills, cramps, corns, bunions, chilblains, epilepsy, and jaundice, it is a sign that you are 
not well, and liable to die at any moment.  Pay your subscription in advance, and thus 
make yourself solid for a good obituary notice.”  We pass the advice along for any of our 
subscribers who may have observed these symptoms, or any of them, in themselves.

7 October 1921 – Article reprinted from the Moore Haven (Florida) Times.  Headline:  A 
Gloomy Prospect.  A town that never has anything to do in a public way is on the way to 
the cemetery.  Any citizen who will do nothing for his town is helping to dig the grave.  A 
man that “cusses” the town furnishes the coffin.  The man who is so selfish as to have no 
time from his business to give affairs is making the shroud.  The man who will not 
advertise is driving the hearse.  The man who is always pulling back from any public 
enterprise throws bouquets on the grave.  The stingy man who is always howling hard 
times preaches the funeral and sings the doxology.  And thus the town lies buried from all 
sorrow and care.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  Lindley 
and Son.  E.D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, Colorado.  
Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the way of 
luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The Lewiston 
Chalets – The company’s artistic country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring water, 
horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and Rooms [a 
block 6 business] – European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala carte service.  
The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – European plan.  
Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  Grand Lake 
Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National Park at its 
western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large central building 
and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up to date in every respect, has 
its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from Denver via Estes Park 
over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the Berthoud Pass Road, by rail 
and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 to 1 October 1921.  Rates $6 
per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to Augustus Denby Lewis, president, 
Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc.



7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2, Estes Park.

7 October 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Most important of last week’s events in 
the United States was the opening of the national conference on unemployment.  The 
social economists and captains of industry summoned to Washington, D.C., by President 
Harding are not expected to work miracles or to find a way in which immediate and 
remunerative employment can be given all the millions of involuntary idle in the country, 
but there is reason to believe than can devise means for relieving the distressing situation.  
In a general way, the solution of the problem, as the leaders of the conference see it, is a 
plan of cooperation among employers and with governmental construction agencies to 
distribute, regulate, and increase the volume of employment in slack seasons.  Among the 
broad phases of the problem, as stated by Secretary of Commerce Hoover, are:  A 
determination of the volume and distribution of employment.  Emergency measures to 
provide employment and mitigate suffering that may arise during the coming winter.  
Measures which may aid in restoring commerce and employment to normal.  
Immediately after the opening session, nine committees got busy, and so rapidly did they 
work that they conference reassembled Friday – a week earlier than had been expected – 
to consider a general emergency relief program.  At this writing, it is not possible to give 
an outline of this program, but some of its suggestions, made by the manufacturers, are as 
follows:  United existing private and public organizations to put through a constructive 
program for your community.  See that there is a suitable employment exchange in your 
community.  Assist private and public employers and labor organizations rather than have 
any single civic or family welfare agency or combination of agencies assume the full 
responsibility.  Bring to the attention of public authorities specific recommendations for 
increasing volume of public work.  Urge both private and public employers to distribute 
labor by rotation in shifts of three days or more at a time.  Persuade each industry to 
absorb definite quotas of unemployed.  Urge not only private and public employers, but 
individual householders and property owners, to make improvements, repairs, and 
general sprucing up of properties.  Formulate standards and rules for temporary 
employment for those out of work dealing with rotation of shifts, wages – preference to 
resident family men, etc.  See that decent sanitary accommodations for homeless men are 
made, and differentiate between resident and floating unemployed.  Discourage migration 
of unemployment to and from your community.  In opening the conference, President 
Harding warned it that the administration would be opposed to any plan that involved a 
further drain on the public treasury.  In this, he differs with the policy followed in 
England, where, of course, the conditions are not the same.  The British government has 
been paying out many millions of dollars in unemployment insurance, and the situation 



there seems to be growing worse.  Lloyd George admits it is “appalling”.  Last week, 
many coal mines in South Wales were closed down, and to add to the trouble, the period 
for which the state subsidy of mine wages was granted expired Friday, and the country 
faced the possibility of another great miners’ strike…Our own strike threat comes in the 
railway work.  For days, the votes of the rail union members have been coming in to 
headquarters, the question being whether there shall be a walkout because of the reduced 
wages established by the federal railway labor board and the working agreements and 
conditions decreed.  The vote of the Brotherhood of  Railway Trainmen already has been 
counted, and is announced as being 90% in favor of a strike.  The votes of the other 
brotherhoods are being counted, and it is taken for granted that they will solidly support 
the stand taken by the trainmen.  Of course, this does not mean that a strike is a certainty, 
for the final decision rests with the brotherhood officials and grievance committees.  
Many of the officials are very reluctant to issue the order that will tie up the country’s 
transportation facilities…Unexpected opposition sprang up to the ratification of peace 
treaties with Germany, Austria, and Hungary, even with the Senate committee’s 
reservation providing that American’s representation on the international commissions 
must be degreed by Congress.  The Democrats decided to fight the pacts to the end, and it 
was reported that they were receiving the active support of former President Wilson.  
They prepared a series of reservations of their own.  With the approval of President 
Harding, the Republican leaders undertook to hurry up the ratification by means of night 
sessions of the Senate, and Mr. Lodge, it was said, told President Harding that enough 
votes were in sight whenever it came to final action.  It was stated that 20 Democrats and 
3 Republicans favored flat rejection of the treaties.  This would not be enough to block 
ratification, and besides, some of them probably would accept the pacts with reservations 
designed to carry out the idea of closer participation in European affairs.  In the 
Reichstag, also, there was much opposition to the treaties as they stand, especially to the 
acknowledgement by Germany of its guilt in starting the war.  They hold that the former 
kaiser’s government, and not Germany, was responsible for the conflict.  What worried 
Germany more than treaties last week, however, was the fact that it was on the brink of a 
tremendous financial panic.  Chancellor Wirth announced the country would go bankrupt 
if it was forced to pay the next indemnity installment of a million marks in gold, and the 
German money market promptly collapsed.  The value of the mark has fallen to a 
ridiculously low point, and for this the financial speculators are blamed, the press 
denouncing them as “treasonable hyenas”…Premier Brand has announced that he and the 
rest of the French delegates to the conference on limitation of armaments and Far East 
questions will sail for the United States on the steamer Lafayette probably 1 November 
1921.  Though in other matters, the Frenchmen may come with open minds, on one point 
they will bring a fixed determination.  They will refuse to discuss the reduction of land 
armaments unless they are fully assured of the support of the allies in case Germany 
attacks France.  The French now have an army of about 750,000, the largest and best in 
the world, and they have no intention of reducing its size or efficiency as long as 
Germany remains the menace to France, which they consider her to be.  It is said that 
Marshal Foch is likely to present to the conference the French reasons for opposing a 



reduction of land armaments, unless some new security is offered France in place of the 
provisions of the Versailles Treaty, which America has declined to accept.  Japan’s 
delegation to the conference is to be headed by Prince Iyesato Tokugawa, who, if the 
feudal system had not been abolished in 1867, would now be the shogun, or virtual ruler 
of Japan.  He is the head of a great family, and is considered Japan’s strongest man.  This 
week, the members of the American delegation are conferring on the policies to be urged 
by them.  It is know that they will stand firm for the practical and against the visionary, 
and that they are agreed that complete disarmament is impractical at present, but they 
believe that an international agreement to restrict and reduce armament gradually may 
well be reached.  Our delegates are of the same mind as President Harding in holding that 
the proposal of the pacifists that the United States reduce armament even if the other 
nations refuse is utterly foolish…The League of Nations had a flare-up over this question 
last week.  The British and French delegates opposed a resolution calling on a fixed 
commission to make general proposals for reduction of armaments, and Lord Robert 
Cecil, representing South Africa, declared it was vital for the league and for peace that 
something be done, and that Great Britain and France should either present their own 
proposals, or cease obstructing the projects put forward by others.  The resolution was 
adopted.  A committee named to submit an opinion on the competence of the league to 
revise treaties, as was asked by Bolivia in the case of the Peru-Bolivia pact, found that the 
assembly cannot of itself modify any treaty, that being solely within the competence of 
the contracting parties…Once more, Premier Lloyd George has sent his “last word” to 
rebellious Ireland, and this time it really sounds like the last.  Briefly, the premier tells De 
Valera that the British government, though sincerely desirous of peace, cannot enter into 
a conference on the basis of the Irish leader’s communications, because despite De 
Valera’s personal assurance to the contrary, it might involve the government in a 
recognition of Irish independence “which no British government can accord”.  
Nevertheless, the government feels that conference is the most practical way of 
accomplishing reconciliation and settlement, and therefore, Lloyd George extends to De 
Valera a fresh invitation to a conference in London, England, on 11 October 1921.  Arthur 
Griffith, who will head the Irish delegation if the conference is held, has declared the 
Sinn Fein has never asked the British government to recognize the independence of 
Ireland as a preliminary to a conference.  This leads to the belief that the Sinn Fein can 
now accept Lloyd George’s invitation without stultifying itself.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

7 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.



7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Storage.  
Accessories, repairing, Goodrich tires.  Gas, oil, Ford parts.  George W. Johnson, 
proprietor.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business], telephone #15.

7 October 1921 – For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a block 4 
business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John 
Frank Grubb.

7 October 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gier and Dr. 
George Waters, wife, and niece of Denver motored to Estes Park Saturday, returning 
Sunday by way of Allenspark…O.V. Webb is moving to his winter apartments at the 
schoolhouse this week…Mr. Robert Scott and family, who have spent the season in the 
Bond cottage, are moving to their new home on the McCreery Ranch…Chester B. Hall 
was up from Denver over the weekend looking after business interests in Estes Park…
Ralph Shay and wife have moved to their new home on Fall River…Semi-advertisement:  
The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds of fine job 
printing…D.M. Parton of Evanston, Kansas, who recently purchased a tract from John 
Simms [who was convicted of statutory rape in 1917 and sentenced to one to two years in 
the state penitentiary] is building a nice sawed-log cottage, which will represent an 
investment of $2000 when finished…Miss Anna Wolfrom has built an addition to the 
Wigwam Tea Room that doubles its capacity…Charles F. Hix went to Denver Saturday 
and returned Monday evening…Miss Mona Schilling, who has been employed at the 
Estes Park Bank during the summer months, returned to Denver Saturday, where she will 
join her mother, Mrs. T.J. Crosby…Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail will 
consider it a favor if you will always inform us of non-delivery of your newspaper…
Little Mary Schwilke entertained her little friends Tuesday afternoon in honor of her 
seventh birthday.  All report a jolly good time, and wish Mary many more birthdays…
Mrs. Walter Baldridge was on the sick list last week, but is much improved at this 
writing…Mrs. Norman A. Billings and children will move to Longmont for the winter.  
They have spent the summer at the Service sawmill, where Mr. Billings is employed…Ed 
Garlough has returned to Estes Park after being absent for some time…Miss Lois Griffith 
went to Loveland last week to visit her sister, Mrs. Robert Miller, for a few days…Miss 
Melissa K. Husted, who is attending “Aggies” [what is now Colorado State University], 
came up to spend Sunday with her parents [Melissa was the lone Estes Park high school 
graduate in 1921]…Semi-advertisement:  You can keep in touch with the garden spot of 
the United States by ordering the weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail during the winter…
Charles W. Emerson, president of the First National Bank of Brush, Colorado, who owns 
one of the prettiest summer cottages in Broadview, located on lots 11 and 12, has 
purchased lot 4, which is the corresponding lot across the street to lot 12…Joe G. Francis 



has been spending several days in Denver, in the hope of securing vocational training.  
Joe is ambitious, and we trust he may be granted the opportunity so many of the boys 
who opposed the Huns have received…Semi-advertisement:  Now is the time for a new 
overcoat, we have a good stock.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…George W. 
Johnson is building a fireproof addition to his [Johnson’s automobile] garage that will 
greatly increase the capacity of the plant.  The building is to be 25 feet by 75 feet, and of 
concrete brick construction…Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cornelius Preston left Monday for a trip 
of several weeks into Wyoming…Mrs. Carrie H. Nicholson of Boulder has sold two 
cottages on the hill to Hayden Brothers, who will remodel them and put them in first-
class condition for the next renting season…Dr. Harry Jordan and sisters planned to leave 
Thursday for Arizona.  The doctor is a splendid dentist, and we trust that we may have 
him with us again next season…Mrs. Clement Yore and Miss Alice Wood, who departed 
last week for an extended visit to Des Moines, Iowa, and Boston, Massachusetts, wrote 
friends in Estes Park from Hastings, Nebraska, that they were enjoying their trip…Ira E. 
Lute, executive secretary of the YMCA Conference Camp, is beginning the construction 
of a summer home just above the Y grounds that will cost approximately $2500 to 
complete…Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Dixon left Estes Park Saturday for their winter home in 
Denver.  They are looking forward to the weekly visits of the Estes Park Trail during the 
winter…Miss Alice Fuller has had considerable work done on her pretty summer home in 
Prospect Place.  Among other things, the buildings have all received a fresh coat of 
stain…Joe Mills was in Estes Park over the weekend from Boulder, where they will 
reside this winter…Manager Berkley has begun work on a garage back of the telephone 
office…The Lewiston Hotel, the Stanley Hotel, the Hupp Hotel, and the National Park 
Hotel were taxed almost to capacity to care for the crowds who spent the weekend in 
Estes Park.  The latter two were unable to care for all those seeking accommodations…
Forty-eight delegates to the Druggists Convention held in Denver spent two days in Estes 
Park, stopping at the Lewiston…Seventeen merchants of Cleveland, Ohio, arrived in a 
body Saturday and remained until Sunday afternoon.  They registered at the Lewiston. 

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Here is the new Thor with a big drop in price.  Will do 
the spring and fall washing for any hotel in Estes Park, 12 big sheets, or their bulk in 
other linen at a time – 6 sheet size for the family wash.  We have them in stock at Denver 
prices.  Let us bring one out for a free trial wash day.  New Lemin-Cylinder [sic], does 
not collect alkali or soap settlings.  The Electric Shop.  Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. 
Hurrel.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  !!Bargains!!  Watch our windows for them.  Pennants, 
pictures, Navajos [blankets, presumably].  The Park Store [a block 2 business].  J.B. 
Baird, successor to William Tenbrook Parke.  Eastman agency, postcards, Kodaks rented.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Gentlemen.  We wish to call your attention to our 
assortment of men’s woolen trousers for fall and winter wear.  The line is a good one, and 
prices range all the way from $2.95 to $9, and the values are almost at pre-war [World 



War I] levels.  Two numbers in particular are extra-heavy strictly all wool, and just right 
for hard wear.  We have also a full line of sizes in corduroy, Duxbak, and khaki trousers 
at reduced prices.  Our prices on wool sweaters, flannel shirts, and leather sleeve vests are 
down to bedrock.  J. Edward Macdonald [a block 5 business]

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

7 October 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Ben Reece of Longmont spent Monday and Tuesday in 
Estes Park at their cottage near Eagle Cliff…Mr. and Mrs. W.E. Graves left Monday for a 
month’s visit around Lincoln, Nebraska, with relatives and friends…The [Western Union] 
telegraph office closed for the winter 1 October 1921.  The work there has been very 
heavy during the tourist season…Miss May Wailes, who has been employed at Longs 
Peak Inn this summer, returned to her home in Loveland Monday with her sister Reathel 
[sic] Wailes and Floyd Preston and Floyd Thompson, who came up after her…F.L. 
Richardson of Michigan and son Lee, who have been visiting at the home of Rocky 
Mountain National Park superintendent L.C. Way, started Tuesday on their homeward 
journey.  They went as far as Denver with Rocky Mountain National Park superintendent 
Way, who was called to the capital city on official business…Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Berkley 
will drive to Longmont Sunday, where Mrs. Berkley will submit to an operation for 
appendicitis, which has been troubling her severely the past two weeks...William B. 
Simms and John C. Simms returned Monday evening from Denver, where they have been 
on business…The automobile show at Fort Collins Saturday was a big success, and those 
who attended from here express themselves as being well pleased with the affair.  Among 
those who attended were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Service, Cornelius H. Bond, Frank Bond, 
and Samuel Service…Mr. and Mrs. R.T. MacCracken [sic] have gone to Denver, where 
Mr. MacCracken has accepted a situation with McPhee and McGinity.  They ask that the 
Estes Park Trail be sent to their new address, and remarked, “We expect to sneak up to 
Estes Park every chance we can get…Miss Laura Freidinger of Peoria, Illinois, arrived in 
Estes Park Wednesday for a few days’ visit with her cousins, the Falks of Chicago, 
Illinois.  The entire party left for their homes Friday by way of Grand Lake…Mrs. 
McGraw entertained a number of the teachers and others at a house dance and luncheon 
Friday evening…The regular meeting of the Rebekah Prospect Lodge No. 126 will be 
held Tuesday evening, 11 October 1921, at 7:30 p.m. at the Odd Fellows Hall.  A feed 
will be served following the meeting…Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. McLaren are rejoicing over 
the arrival of a fine baby boy in Loveland Tuesday…The Sunday school will entertain the 
teachers of the public schools and pupils at the church Friday evening.  It is hoped many 
will take advantage of this social affair, as the invitation extends also to parents and those 
in Estes Park not linked to the schools…The Odd Fellows supper at the Lewiston 
Thursday night is to be followed by a tournament of cards and pool for five nights.



7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Muscular, gnarled, windblown evergreen 
tree growing from a rocky slope, with a mountain peak and cotton-wool clouds 
artistically arranged in the background.  The pen-and-ink sketch or woodcut is signed 
“Seid”.]  F.J. Francis [a block 6 business], photographer of the outdoors.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Most complete photographic outfit in Estes Park.  Kodak finishing by experts.

7 October 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them 
for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Woman 
for general housework, $40 and board per month.  Telephone #14-W…Subhead:  For 
Sale.  For sale or trade – Nicely improved 160 acre farm, 40 acres under one of best 
ditches in county, balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, 
one mile from good school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash 
as first payment, balance terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For 
sale – Furnished cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone 
#27J3…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system 
installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last long at 
this price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For Rent.  For rent – 
First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf…
Subhead:  Lost.  Lost – 3A folding Kodak.  Tuesday, 27 September 1921.  Containing 
fully exposed roll film.  Liberal reward for return with film intact.  Karl D. Falk, care 
Estes Park Bank.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Constable Sale.  Marmon roadster, 14 October 1921, at 
10:00 a.m. at Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  [signed] J.J. Duncan, Justice of Peace.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next summer.  
Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house now and 
build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of plans to 
choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are satisfied.  
Hurd and Woolley, builders.  S.M. Hurd, post office box 26, A.W. Wooley [sic, previously 
spelled Woolley], post office box 72.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 



work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”]

7 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says [cartoon illustration of an older, 
balding gentlemen with wire spectacles, the same character appearing throughout this 
series, closely scrutinizing the back of a document marked “Income Tax”.  He sits at a 
wooden chair and has the paper elevated to eye level, so that it covers the left side of his 
face.  Three beads of cartoon sweat emanate from his head.  A teller cage with the sign 
“Teller” above it is visible in the background.  The copyright symbol and the number 7, 
indicating that this is the seventh illustration in this series, appears in the lower right 
corner.  The illustration is uncredited.] Many an income taxes the nerves.  Estes Park has 
had the pleasure of entertaining many delightful summer tourists and visitors – and if you 
are leaving this vicinity soon, we would like to see you travel without “taxing the 
nerves”.  So we suggest that you come in and turn your traveling money into – travelers 
checks – and secure, at an insignificant cost, complete safety for your funds.  The Estes 
Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is appreciated.  

7 October 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  F.C. Groover of Jacksonville, 
Florida, was chosen president of the National Association of Wholesale Druggists by the 
annual convention.  Colorado Springs was selected for next year’s convention…Each day 
the United States Veterans Bureau, new name for the war risk, sends compensation and 
insurance checks aggregating $17,210.10 to Colorado disabled soldiers of the recent war 
and their dependents…W.J. Carnine, 74 years old, veteran of the Civil War, jumped from 
the bridge into the Colorado River at Grand Junction.  A reward of $100 was offered for 
the recovery of the body.  Carnine has resided at Grand Junction and at Paonia [in Delta 
County] for the last 18 years…Enrollment of students in the high school and grade 
schools of Grand Junction has reached 1,997, and it is expected that this number will be 
increased.  The large school attendance is taken as an indication of the growth of the city.  
All of the schools are crowded to capacity…Twenty-one nursing certificates were 
presented at the annual graduation exercises of the Boulder Sanitarium Training School 
for Nurses.  It was the largest class in the history of the institution, which has sent out 
more than 200 men and women into the nursing field…An automobile driven b George 
Bennefiel, Walsenburg undertaker, was caught and overturned in a whirlwind.  Benefiel 
[sic, previously and subsequently Bennefiel] with his wife and son, Warren, was on the 
way to Pueblo to attend the state fair.  Warren Bennefiel was critically hurt, and his father 
suffered serious injuries…The will of the late William Ballatroll, an Italian of Ouray, 
provided that a band play at his funeral, and that each of his pallbearers be provided with 
a jug of liquor.  The provisions of the will were carried out to the letter when the funeral 
was held, according to reports…Claude Sharrar, a carpenter, 38 years old, shot and killed 
his wife, and then committed suicide in the basement of a partly-completed house on 
which he was working at Hereford, 60 miles northeast of Greeley.  Two small children of 



the Sharrars, one a baby only a year and a half old, were the sole witness to the double 
shooting…The state’s collection of leaf gold from Breckenridge, said to be unsurpassed 
in the world, and valued at not less than $1000, was stolen from the show cases in the 
state mining department on the second floor of the State Museum building, 14th avenue 
and Sherman Street, in Denver.  The collection, experts say, cannot be replaced…From 
Moab, Utah, comes word that probably the richest shipment of carnotite ore ever mined 
was recently sold to buyers at Montrose, Colorado, by Andrew Nyland of Grand Junction.  
The shipment consisted of 40 tons, and brought $20,000.  The ore was mined in the 
Gateway district, and was the last of the output of Mr. Nylund’s [sic, previously Nyland] 
mine there…S.W. Stedman, Denver and Rio Grande [railroad] brakeman of Walsenburg, 
is alive and well, in spite of the fact that three freight cars passed over his prostrate body.  
Stedman fell from the top of a car to the track below, and directly between two cars.  His 
seemingly miraculous escape was due to the fact that his body struck the ground in such a 
position as to permit the cars to pass over without harming him…During the last 15 days 
of September 1921, the State Inheritance Tax Department collected $15,485.32 from 26 
estates in Colorado.  The largest individual amount collected was from the estate of 
Alexander V. Officer of Weld County.  For taxing purposes, this estate was valued at 
$156,354.97, and the amount of the tax was $3,902.88.  Heirs of Owen E. LeFevre of 
Denver paid the state $2,376.78 on a valuation of $152,620.32.  Total inheritance tax 
collected by the state since 1 January 1921 is $381,417.85…L.R. Wigram, a prominent 
rancher of this section, was attacked by a Holstein bull at his ranch near Delta, and 
seriously injured.  The bull had escaped from a corral, and Wigram let it back, and just as 
he turned to close the gate, the animal attacked him.  Wigram was knocked down and 
pawed.  One of Wigram’s legs was broken, and he was bruised from head to feet.  
Wigram finally crawled under a fence, which act probably saved his life, as he was 
completely at the mercy of the maddened animal…Colorado stockmen have been lent 
$724,471 by the Stockgrowers Finance Corporation, the $50,000,000 livestock pool.  The 
two or three applications for loans refused were for small amounts, and are considered as 
negligible.  This is a record, it is said, that has not be equaled any other place in the 
United States, and is taken by Denver bankers as showing the strength and stability of the 
livestock industry in Colorado, and of the character of the men and the safety of their 
securities…All classes of property in Colorado are valued for taxing purposes at 
$1,578,568,449.  This is the final figure submitted by the Colorado Tax Commission to 
the State Board of Equalization in its report for 1921.  Last year, the valuation was 
$1,590,267,667, so that this year there is a decrease of $11,799,218.  In view of the slump 
in the values of sheep, cattle, and farm products, a decrease of less than $12,000,000 is 
considered a remarkable good showing…The prairie dog, which has always been looked 
upon as a pest of the first order, is worth money, according to Albert N. Froom of Olathe 
[Colorado, presumably, in Montrose County, not Olathe, Kansas], who reports that he is 
the only man in the world who has ever cashed in on this animal.  He actually sells them 
for money.  In some parts of the world, they do not have prairie dogs, and there they are 
looked upon as a rarity, and are placed in their zoos alongside of the elephant and other 
natural curiosities…If the plans now under consideration by the Beaver Park Land and 



Water Company materializes, the Beaver Park district, of which Penrose  is the larger 
town, will next spring have under construction a dam and reservoir at Brush Hollow that 
will ensure an adequate water supply for this rich farming district, and will also enable 
close to 2000 acres lying just west of the district to be irrigated and opened to 
settlement…The construction of a new water system with Little Horse Creek, 54 miles 
north of Rocky Ford, as the source of supply, was discussed at a special meeting of the 
city council of that city.  The work would cost $590,000, it is estimated, and 2,500,000 
gallons of water would be furnished.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Fix it now – don’t wait until the spring rush before 
thinking about your needs in plumbing and repairing.  First-class workmanship 
guaranteed.  A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 business].  George 
R. Wyatt, proprietor.

7 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – try 
them

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to feel 
at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

7 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone #27-
J3.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Notice.  We will be open this winter, and would like all 
of our old customers to have their regular stalls again.  Only $6 per month.  Bring your 
car in where it will keep warm.  Mr. Sankey West will be with us this winter [based on 
the 1920 Loveland census, Sankey West would have been no older than 30 in October 
1921].  He is an expert in his line, and thoroughly understands the overhauling of motors.  
We have the best-equipped machine shop in the city, and any worn parts that need to be 
turned out can be done here.  Hood covers – Ford size in stock at $4.50, and other makes 
will be ordered for you gladly.  Will also have denatured alcohol in stock for radiators.  
Exide batteries for all cars.  Goodyear tires 30 x 3-1/2 non-skid $13.95.  Osborn Garage 
[a block 3 business], telephone #17-R2.

7 October 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  Presbyterian 
church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning 
worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both services.  



6:30 p.m. – Christian endeavor.  Topic:  How to improve the meetings of our society.  
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 9 
October 1921.  Paul at Ephesus.  Lesson text – Acts chapter 19, verses 1-41.  Golden text 
– Thou shalt worship the Lord they God, and him only shalt thou serve – Matthew 
chapter 4, verse 10.  Reference material – Revelations chapter 2, verses 1-7.  Primary 
topic – Paul, a loving friend and minister.  Junior topic – Paul and the silversmiths.  
Intermediate and senior topic – Experience in Ephesus.  Young people and adult topic – 
Planting the Gospel in a center of paganism.  I. John’s disciples become Christians (Acts 
chapter 19, verses 1-7).  These twelve disciples had only been taught the baptism of 
repentance as a preparation for the kingdom of God.  Paul taught them to believe in 
Christ, that is, to receive Him as the One who had on the cross provided redemption for 
them.  II. Paul preaching in Ephesus (Acts chapter 19, verses 8-10).  1. In the Jewish 
synagogue (Acts 19:8).  His message is characterized by:  (1) Boldness.  He realized that 
God had sent Him, and that His authority was back of Him.  (2) Reason.  He reasoned 
with them.  God’s message is never sentimental nor arbitrary, but in accord with the 
highest reason.  (3) Persuasion.  It is not enough to come boldly with a reasonable 
message, it must be accompanied by persuasion.  (4) Concerning the kingdom of God.  
He did not discourse on current events, literature, or philosophy, but upon the message of 
salvation through Christ.  2. In the schoolhouse of Tyrranus (Acts chapter 19, verses 9 
and 10).  Paul’s earnest preaching only hardened the Jews.  When they came out and 
spoke openly against this way of salvation in Christ, Paul separated the disciples from 
them, and retired to the schoolhouse of Tyrannus.   III. God working miracles by Paul 
(Acts chapter 19, verses 11-16).  So wonderfully did he manifest His power that 
handkerchiefs and aprons brought from Paul’s body healed the sick and cast out evil 
spirits from those whose lives had been made wretched by them.  IV. A glorious 
awakening (Acts chapter 19, verses 17-41).  1. Fear fell upon all (Acts chapter 19, verse 
17).  News of the casting out of these evil spirits created impressions favorable to 
Christianity.  2. It brought to the front those who professed faith in Christ while not living 
right lives (Acts chapter 19, verse 18).  They believed, but had not broken from sin.  3. 
Gave up the practice of black arts (Acts chapter 19, verse 19).  This means forms of 
jugglery by use of charms and magical words.  All such are in opposition to the will of 
God, therefore, no one can have fellowship with God and practice them.  They proved the 
genuineness of their actions by publicly burning their books.  Though this was an 
expensive thing – valued at $12,500 – they did not try to sell the books and get their 
money back.  When you find you have been in a wrong business, make a clean sweep of 
things, burn up your books on spiritualism, Christian Science, etc., empty your whisky 
and beer into the sewer, and have a tobacco party similar to the Boston tea party.  4. 
Uproar of the silversmiths at Ephesus (Acts chapter 19, verses 23-41).  (1) The occasion 
(Acts chapter 19, verses 23 and 24).  This was the power of the gospel in destroying the 
infamous business of Demetrius and his fellows.  It was clear to them that idolatry was 
tottering before the power of the gospel.  They were not interested particularly in the 
matter from a religious standpoint, but because it was undermining the principal business 
of the city.  (2) The method (Acts chapter 19, verses 25-29).  Demetrius, a leading 



businessman, whose business was the stay of others of a similar nature, called a meeting 
and stated that much people had turned from idolatry, and that the market for their wares 
was materially weakening.  He appealed to his fellows (a) on the ground of business, 
saying “This, our craft, is in danger of being set at naught,” (Acts chapter 19, verse 27).  
(b) on the ground of religious prejudice.  He said, “The temple of Diana should be 
despised.” (Acts chapter 19, verse 27).  He became quite religious when he saw that his 
business was being interfered with.  His speech gained his end, the whole crowd was 
enraged and yelled in unison “Great is Diana of the Ephesians.”  The mob was quieted by 
the tact and good judgment of the town clerk…Quotation from II Kings chapter 24, verse 
11 and verse 14.  Subhead:  The fall of Jerusalem.  And Nebuchadnezzar, king of 
Babylon, came against the city, and his servants did besiege it.  And he carried away all 
Jerusalem, and all the princes, and all the might men of valor, even ten thousand 
captives…Quotation from Hosea chapter 7, verse 2.  Subhead:  The day of reckoning.  
And they considered not in their hearts that I remember all their wickedness, now their 
own doings have beset them about, they are before my face…Quotation from I Saumel 
chapter 3, verse 1.  Subhead:  Word of Lord was precious.  And the child Samuel 
ministered unto the Lord before Eli.  And the word of the Lord was precious in those 
days, there was no open vision.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the Continental 
Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  This 
wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher than any 
road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, Lyons, and 
Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The Rocky 
Mountain Parks Transportation Company [a block 5 business].  Licensed operators for 
Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there”./Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens, drawing 
and writing books and other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business], 
telephone #41.



7 October 1921 – Headline and byline:  Many People Climb Longs Peak During 
September 1921 by Karl D. Falk.  The Kodak, containing a ten-exposure film of postcard 
size pictures taken on Longs Peak 27 September 1921, when Mr. Theo Falk, Jr., William 
M. Groth, and myself of Chicago, Illinois, and Mr. Stephen Brown of Landsdowne, 
Pennsylvania, made the ascent, and which was lost from the automobile on our return to 
the village, has not been reported found, even though you made my advertisement 
attractive and give it a good location in the Estes Park Trail.  I feel certain that if the 
finder has read your excellent newspaper, word of the Kodak would have reached me, 
and am still hopeful that it will.  As we were very anxious to have some pictures taken on 
Longs Peak, our party again made the ascent, this time including Mr. Henry Christopher 
of Dwight, Illinois, on 23 October 1921, which was a perfect day for climbing.  We found 
that one other had registered this month.  Mr. Keyi Tanaka, professor of the Tokyo Higher 
Normal School, Japan, he having climbed alone on 1 October 1921.  During the month of 
September 1921, 104 names were written in the register.  This makes a total of 980 for 
the season who have scaled Longs Peak and viewed the marvelous panorama.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain National Park Improvements:  The Rocky 
Mountain National Park is erecting a log ranger station on the High Drive road near the 
Horseshoe Inn, which will be used as Chief Ranger headquarters.  The building is 18 feet 
by 40 feet.  A telephone line from Longs Peak to Allenspark is being changed from a 
ground line to a metallic circuit.  A maintenance crew is at work on the Fall River Road, 
preparing it for the coming winter by putting the gutters in proper shape and removing 
surface stones from the roadbed.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Moving Pictures at Schoolhouse Beginning Friday Evening 
Next Week.  The Friday evening picture show at the schoolhouse for the winter begins 
Friday evening of next week.  William Tallant will have charge of the machine this year, 
and plans to put on the best possible pictures.  It will be the constant endeavor to show 
only pictures that are wholesome and uplifting, as well as educational in nature.  School 
children will be admitted free, admission charge for others is 25 cents.

7 October 1921 – Letter from president and secretary of the Estes Park Water Company.  
Headline:  Notice.  Estes Park, Colorado.  26 September 1921.  To the stockholders of the 
Estes Park Water Company:  You will please take notice that there will be a special 
meeting of the stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company, to be held at the office of 
said company in the Estes Park Bank, on 26 October 1921, at the hour of 2:00 p.m., for 
the purpose of considering the question of increasing the capital stock of said company to 
provide funds for increasing the working capital of said company, and also to consider 
the question of increasing the number of directors of said company.  [signed] Samuel 
Service, president, and Charles F. Hix, secretary.



7 October 1921 – Word has been received at Boulder that the college of pharmacy, 
University of Colorado, has been unanimously elected to membership in the American 
Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties.  The society is working for the advancement of 
pharmaceutical education and practice…Profits derived from gold mining will be exempt 
from federal taxation, if an amendment to the tax bill introduced by Senator Sam D. 
Nicholson of Colorado receives favorable consideration.  Senator Nicholson declares 
such legislation is needed to stimulate the production of gold…After a week of legal 
fighting in the Fort Morgan court, a jury hearing the trial of F.J. Grace versus the 
Macklem Baking Company for damaged incurred in a collision of a Macklem truck 
driven by Robert Walker of Fort Morgan, and an automobile driven by F.J. Grace of 
Omaha, Nebraska, on the Brush road 22 January [presumably 1921], returned judgment 
against the baking company for $1750…The bondholders of the Orchard Mesa district in 
the Grand Valley, near Grand Junction, are to be paid $150,000 for cancellation of their 
bonds, by the federal government.  This agreement was reached by Secretary of the 
Interior A.B. Fall, Arthur P. Davis, chief of the reclamation service, his lawyer, the 
representative of the bondholders, and the district itself…A motorcycle accident on the 
Buckhorn Road in the mountains near Loveland resulted in the serious injury of C.W. 
McWhinney, prominent Loveland real estate man.  McWhinney was riding with W.J. Arb 
when the brakes refused to work on a steep hill, and the machine went over a bank.  
McWhinney suffered a crushed chest, in addition to cuts and bruises…Ralph 
Hendrickson, 14 years old, was instantly killed at the close of the first day of the fair at 
Holyoke.  A plane has just alighted from a flight over the grounds, and the propeller was 
still in motion when the boy walked into it.  He was thrown into the air, and when he 
struck the ground was dead…The De Beque Chamber of Commerce has asked the 
cooperation of the Grand Junction Chamber of Commerce in making an exhibit of oil 
shale at the World Mining Congress to be held in Chicago, Illinois, 17 October 1921…
C.H. Lawrence, formerly a dishwasher in the restaurant of Uriah Long, the Fowler, 
Colorado, man who was murdered on the road east of Pueblo the night of 29 August 
1921, is in the Pueblo city jail awaiting investigation.  Lawrence was arrested at the 
Union Station in Pueblo after he had been recognized by a Fowler resident.  He was 
known to have left Fowler with Long 29 August 1921, and that night, the night of the 
murder, it is charged, he returned to Fowler and occupied Long’s room.  At 4:00 a.m. the 
next morning, he disappeared in an automobile which called for him.  He claims to have 
no knowledge of the murder, and to have just been released from Minnequa hospital in 
Pueblo, but hospital authorities deny that such is the case…The La Junta Lions Club has 
been launched following an extensive visit of C. Bird Gould, field director of the 
organization.  The club is composed of 35 charter members.  Rr. [sic, suggest Dr.] D. 
McClintock has been elected president.  Fifteen members of the Rocky Ford Lions Club 
were present at the initial meeting…The Alamosa Chamber of Commerce is gathering 
date regarding railroad shipments in connection with the proposed construction of a 
standard-gauge railroad between Alamosa and Albuquerque, New Mexico.



7 October 1921 – Headline:  Real Estate Transfers.  W.B. Grimes et al. to W.W. Booth, 
$100, part SE ¼ section 32-5-73…John C. Simms to Mrs. B.W. Jackson, $50, pt. SW1/4 
of NW ¼ section 34-5-73…Estes Park Development Company to J.S. Danley, $10, pt. lot  
2, section 4-4-73…Ethel M. McArther to Minnie B. Ball, part SE ¼ of SE ¼ section 
27-5-73.

7 October 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  There is a lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right, and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail, telephone #27J3.

7 October 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. Harriet 
Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best of 
home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

14 October 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”  Volume I, Number 27     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, October 14, 1921     Price 10 cents

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Cows not Permitted to Run at Large.  Some people seem to 
be of the opinion that it was only necessary to keep cows and other animals from the 
streets while Marshal E.I. Cooke was in the employ of the town, at least they were turned 
at large the day following his removal to Fort Collins.  The town ordinance forbids 
animals running at large at any time in the streets of the town, and there is an officer 
whose duty it is to see that the ordinance is observed.  We are sure it is only 
thoughtlessness and not a lack of civic pride that permitted the above-mentioned 
violations.  Several people who are seeking to make their homes more attractive by 
maintaining lawns and shrubbery have complained during the past few days of the 
damage done to their property.  The townspeople should ever encourage the beautifying 



of the community and lend every possible assistance to those public spirited enough to 
spend their time and money in making the town more attractive.  It is hoped the 
suggestion will be sufficient and that the authorities will not be forced to take action to 
compel observance of the town ordinances governing stock running at large.  

14 October 1921 – Headline:  State Highway Bonds are Sold to Denver Banks.  It was 
with great pleasure Estes Park greeted the news that the $2,000,000 bond issue of the five 
million authorized by referendum vote at the last state election, had been sold to a 
Colorado banking firm.  The bonds were sold at par, and bear 5% interest, tax free.  The 
bonds were sold Saturday, and just in time to prevent the laying off of 5000 men by the 
state highway commission.  The word had gone forth that all state roadwork would cease
because of lack of funds on Monday.  Friday noon, representatives of Chamber of 
Commerce from various towns surrounding Denver, including a delegation from Estes 
Park, met with the Denver Civic and Commercial Association to consider the seriousness 
of the road situation, and it was decided to put on a drive similar to the Liberty loan 
drives to sell the bonds to residents of the state, and thus keep 5000 men at work.  The 
International Trust of Denver are the purchasers.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Parks are open and in splendid condition.  The 
Fall River Road over the Continental Divide is open to traffic and in good condition.  
Fishing is good.  Weather warm and pleasant.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club Hears Art Talk.  Miss Merry Stahl, Director 
of Art and Music in the local schools, was invited to address the Woman’s Club on 
Wednesday afternoon.  Her subject was “Art Work in the Public Schools” and centered 
mainly around the work proposed for the Estes Park students during this year.  In part, 
she said:  “Drawing is such a pleasing subject and has so many angles to it that most 
beginners become confused as to what is the best way to start.  A little study shows that 
some of our simplest forms of drawing are not only most effective, but help one to learn 
to draw more quickly.  An instructor often hears a pupil say, “I can’t draw, I never will be 
an artist.”  Modern art instruction does not attempt to make artists out of its students.  
From a group of perhaps two hundred, there may be one or two who will make art their 
life work, but there will not be one who cannot learn to draw, or who will not find a very 
definite use for the art instruction he had in school.  Our first lessons were in color, a 
study of primary colors and the mixing and graying of colors.  We find what colors look 
well together, and why.  Later this is extended to poster designs, home decorations, and 
costume design.  Our next studies are drawings from nature, which are first sketched with 
crayola and pencil, then treated decoratively, and in design, black and white or in color.  
The borders and designs are then used for decorating boxes, book corners, calendars, and 
bookmarks.  Lettering and animal and figure drawings are also extended to poster designs 
and are used for patterns for toys.  The toys are cut from white wood or heavy cardboard, 
and painted in colors.  Two weeks before Christmas, we expect to hold a toy sale which 



will be advertised by original posters and arranged and managed by the makers of the 
toys.  Other attractive gifts will also be on display and for sale – Calendars, blotting pads, 
painted bowls and vases, hand-painted beads, and paperweights.  After Christmas, we 
continue the work in commercial design, and introduce object drawing, using crayola, 
pencil, watercolors, and cut paper.  This work will be preparatory to magazine 
advertisements for local shops and industries.  Later the poster is expressed in opaque 
watercolors instead of colored paper.  The objects and lettering are drawn, cut out, 
composed on a background, traced and filled in with opaque watercolors in some definite 
color scheme.  The children are taught to make opaque watercolors from the materials in 
their color boxes.  The teaching of the principle of perspective is preparatory to landscape 
work, and interior decoration.  The furniture, walls, and other furnishings of the home are 
worked out in definite color schemes, and an attractive arrangement for them is carefully 
planned.  In working out exercises in costume design, color schemes previously studied 
are used, making large use of greyed tones, in monochromatic, complementary, and 
analogous color schemes.  In the spring, the work again reverts to nature drawing and 
design.  Drawings are made from spring flowers, leaves, and trees as material for design 
units.  These designs are painted in complementary color schemes, showing all the steps 
in developing a unit beginning with the realistic drawing of the subject to the finished 
unit.  Designs will be made for book covers, wood carving, leather, jewelry, etc.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Fish and Game Association has Finest Nursing Pond in 
West.  Superintendent Gaylord Harper Thomson of the state fish hatchery last week 
visited the Estes Park Fish and Game Association nursing pond in Moraine Park on the 
Chapman place and pronounced it the finest pond of its kind he has ever been privileged 
to see.  The Estes Park Association has been very active this season, and will next year 
turn into the Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park streams 100,000 native trout 
from seven inches to a foot in length.  Because of the scarcity of rainbow spawn, the 
association has decided to establish their own spawning grounds, which will in three 
years supply them with millions of eggs annually.  For this purpose, a fine lake has been 
secured, and will be patrolled by Rocky Mountain National Park guards to prevent the 
taking of fish from it.  In this lake, 45,000 rainbow trout have been planted.  It is the plan 
of the association to make Estes Park within the next few years the finest fishing grounds 
in the west, as there are hundreds of miles of the finest trout streams to be found 
anywhere within the boundaries of Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Westminster Guild to Entertain.  Early last spring, the 
Westminster Guild decided the church should be improved by the addition of attractive 
stone steps, inasmuch as the new sidewalk necessitated the changing of the old wooden 
ones, and assumed full responsibility for them.  The new steps are a handsome addition to 
the church edifice, but the Westminster Guild fount that it did not have quite sufficient 
funds to pay for them, and have planned a delightful program for an entertainment they 
will give at the church Wednesday evening, 19 October 1921, at 8:00 p.m.  Mrs. Frances 
Carter, dramatic reader of New York City, who has pleased many in Estes Park during the 



past season with her splendid readings, will give a reading, “The Cricket on the Hearth” 
by Charles Dickens.  Those who have heard Mrs. Carter before know there is a treat in 
store for all those who can arrange to be present at the church next Wednesday evening.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Dead Sure Chance to Win 250% on the Dollar.  Our readers 
may be surprised to learn that each copy of the Estes Park Trail costs us 15 cents to 
produce.  Those who take the newspaper by the year pay us just six cents per copy.  The 
difference is made up by the advertisers, who want the community to have the paper.  
They make up this difference by buying our space to tell you about their stocks of 
merchandise.  It is the foresighted businessman that sees the value of a paper to the 
community, and it is the foresighted businessman that always has the best buys for his 
customers.  The logical conclusion is, therefore, that it pays the newspaper reader in more 
ways than one to patronize the advertiser.  It has been demonstrated over and over that 
the advertising merchant can sell for less because he sells more goods as a result of his 
advertising campaign.  The merchant who wishes to keep the cobwebs from the door and 
keep his goods moving from his shelves realizes that advertising will keep people coming 
into the store.  The mail order houses sell millions of dollars of goods the home merchant 
should sell because they keep their salesmen on the library tables of the people.  The 
people know that the same goods may possibly be carried by the local merchant, but the 
printed page is at hand, tells of the attractiveness of the goods, price, etc., and the pulling 
power of printer’s ink usually wins and the merchant who doesn’t believe in advertising 
has lost another sale.  So again we say, patronize the merchant who advertises in the Estes 
Park Trail.  He usually has the best bargains, it makes your local paper a possibility, 
places the money in the hands of the man who is out to win (and all the world admires a 
winner), and keeps the money in the community and makes just a little easier your 
breadwinning tasks.  Patronize the advertiser, if the editor gets a little flush, he’ll get 
foolish and give you a better paper, instead of trying to pad his bank account.  Patronize 
the advertiser.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Sunday School Entertains Public Schools.  Friday evening, 
the Sunday school was host to the public school pupils and teachers, and a jolly good 
time was enjoyed by everyone present.  A nice program was given, with best served last – 
punch and cookies.  The program was as follows:  Address of welcome by J.A. Shepherd, 
superintendent of Sunday school, response by Professor William L. Beck [school 
superintendent], readings by Irene Timms and Mrs. Carruthers, piano duet by Carol 
Derby and Helen Service, solos by Mrs. Frank Service and Rev. Montgomery.  There was 
a good attendance, and we trust a closer bond between the two organizations was 
effected.  

14 October 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Office telephone #62, shop telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail 



building, Prospect Heights, above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, 
cash in advance $3, six months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising 
rates:  Display advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per 
single column inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient and foreign 
contract rate – 35 cents per issue.  Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per 
issue, black face type double price.  Classified advertising, want ads – 2 cents per word 
first insertion, 1 cent per word each succeeding insertion, minimum charge 25 cents.  
Regular local reading rates charged for all notices of entertainment, socials, etc., where 
admission fee is charged.  Cards of thanks 75 cents, obituaries 5 cents per printed line, 
resolutions of condolence, 25 lines or less, $1.50.  Changes in advertising copy must 
reach this office not later than Monday to insure insertion same week.  New 
advertisements accepted until Wednesday.  The Estes Park Trail will not print any 
communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature of the author 
as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the mails as 
second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

14 October 1921 – Poem and byline:  My Mountain Cabin by Henry H. Viestenz.  
There’s a rustic little cabin/In the mountain wonderland,/Where rippling streams are 
twining,/Where the stalwart pine trees stand./Where flowers are ever blooming/On hills 
and vales below;/Scenting sweet the balmy breezes,/As across the hills they go./Ofttimes 
sitting by my fireside/I fall to thinking of the days–/Ere I knew the skipping chipmunk/
And his merry, playful ways./Bubbling streams and rustling treetops/Sing of grandeur to 
my years,/Thrill the soul with higher motives,/Banish all my earthly fears./True, I oft 
think of my homeland,/Where the downy cotton grows;/But there’s no place like my 
cabin/Where a breeze refreshing blows./So when I tire of strife and labor,/When I feel the 
need of rest–/My grip I pack and take a trip/Out to the Golden West./Where the skies to 
me seem bluer,/Where the friends I meet are truer,/Where the voice of Nature calling/
Tells me cooling showers are falling,/To my little mountain cabin/In the West. 

14 October 1921 – Editorial reprinted from Fort Worth (Texas) Star-Telegram.  Headline:  
Province of a Newspaper.  It would be comical, were it not somewhat pathetic, the way 
newspaper offices are besieged every day by their friends, urging them to “roast” this and 
that, to “see to it” that this and that is corrected, to have this and that done in the city or 
country, to start this and that kind of movement to correct evils in the state government.  
These friends actually appear to believe that it is the newspaper’s business to handle all 
these affairs.  But a self-respecting newspaper, though ready and willing to carry all 
reasonable responsibility, must remind its readers that they – the people – are the 
authority upon whom rests the responsibility for the present state of affairs local, state, 
and national.  A self-respecting newspaper tries to report the news of what actually 
happens, not what it might wish had happened.  The relation of a self-respecting 
newspaper to the general public is not always understood.  It is the duty of a newspaper to 
be in a position to support any good act, and criticize any bad act, of public policy.  This 
relationship cannot exist where favors are asked and granted.  Honesty is the only policy 



for a newspaper.  If objectors don’t like the way things are going, they should qualify as 
voters, and then raise cain about it.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Gets Deer and Fine.  W.T. Weiss of Lyons knew where to 
find a fine buck deer and to make sure some other fellow didn’t beat him to it, shot the 
deer the day before the opening of the season.  The next morning, he went out and 
brought in the deer.  On the way home, he met a very friendly man, who seemed 
interested to know where the deer were to be found, and when he got it.  Weiss talked 
freely, and when he had told all, the friendly gentleman, who proved to be Warden 
Parkhurst, thanked him for the information and asked him to accompany him to court.  
Wiess paid $100 and costs for his experience.

14 October 1921 – Mrs. M.M. Lord left Monday for Denver, where she will spend the 
winter with her daughter…Range stock in this vicinity were never in better condition at 
the opening of the winter season than this year . The many rains of the summer kept the 
range grasses growing unusually well…Henry J. Baxter, 62 years old, was killed 
Wednesday near the Fort Collins waterworks in Poudre Canyon when the car in which he 
and his son had been driving rolled over a 100-foot embankment…Senator Knox dropped 
dead in Washington, D.C., Wednesday morning…The Fort Collins Express has decided to 
clean house, and will begin by putting their front yard in order.  Hereafter, there won’t be 
enough money in Fort Collins to get an advertisement on the front page…The Woman’s 
Club will not hereafter send out notices of meeting, as the dates are given in the year 
book, and all meetings will be held in the library…Dr. and Mrs. Clyde Smedley of 
Denver came in Saturday, and will spend the rest of the month here…Mr. and Mrs. 
George Moore, who have been stopping at the Stanley Hotel for the past month, left for 
their home in New York City.  Mr. Moore is the inventor of the cyanide process of 
recovering gold…A great many people in Estes Park have enjoyed the efforts the Estes 
Park Trail and Mr. Godfrey went to give them results of the world series each day…A 
baby girl arrived to make its future home with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Payne Clatworthy 
Monday morning of this week.  Barbara Louise weighed 8 pounds.  Mother and daughter 
are doing nicely…Mrs. Walter Talft and Mrs. W.W. Taylor of Fort Collins spent last week 
in Estes Park, the guests of Mrs. Tayor’s daughter, Mrs. Nellie Akin…Dr. harry Jordan, 
Robert Jordan, Bessie Jordan, and Mrs. Margaret Johnson left Saturday moring for Mesa, 
Arizona.  They plan to take in all intermediate points of interest…Mr. and Mrs. B.S. 
Tedmon and B.S. Tedmon, Jr., and family of Forrt Collins spent several days in Estes 
Park the first of the week…George W. Johnson is hard at work on the concrete abutments 
for the new steel bridge over the Big Thompson River south of the post office [that is, on 
Riverside].  The sand and gravel was hauled by Walker Lee…V.E. Blake and family of 
Fort Collins were in Estes Park Wednesday…Mrs. Henry Hupp went to Loveland for the 
winter.  She resides at 1312 Lincoln Avenue [I don’t know what Josephine Hupp did in 
Estes Park during the summer of 1921, as she wasn’t running any hotels, but relatives 
visited her in Estes Park as well]…E.A. Somers has purchased a home in Boulder, and 
will conduct a shop on University Hill…Peter Hondius has returned from Holland, and 



was joined in New York City by Mrs. Hondius.  They will spend some time at Atlantic 
City, New Jersey, before returning to Estes Park…Mr. and Mrs. F.W. Parsons of 
Cleveland, Ohio, who have spent the summer here with their daughter, Mrs. Frank 
Wheelock, returned to their home in the east Tuesday…Judge J.J. Duncan and Charles 
Robbins made an automobile trip last week to Torrington, Wyoming.  The judge says that 
before reaching their destination, he began to think they were headed for the jumping-off 
place.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  E.D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston Hotels Company.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  Operating four hotels.  The Lewiston – American plan, with everything in the 
way of luxurious appointments that can be found in America’s foremost cities.  The 
Lewiston Chalets – The company’s artistic  country place.  Beautiful scenery, spring 
water, horseback riding.  American plan, moderate prices.  The Lewiston Café and 
Rooms [a block 6 business] – European plan.  Wholesome table d’hote meals and ala 
carte service.  The café with the big electric sign.  The Josephine [a block 5 business] – 
European plan.  Rooms with private bath.  Table d’hote meals in café in same building.  
Grand Lake Lodge.  Grand Lake, Colorado.  Located in the Rocky Mountain National 
Park at its western entrance.  A new, complete, permanent camp, consisting of large 
central building and attractive one- and two-room cottages.  The lodge is up to date in 
every respect, has its own lighting equipment and water supply.  Can be reached from 
Denver via Estes Park over the famous Fall River Road, or [from Denver via] the 
Berthoud Pass Road, by rail and stage over the Moffat Road.  Will be open 15 June 1921 
to 1 October 1921 [unclear why this is still being advertised, except to accept reservations 
for 1922 season].  Rates $6 per day, $35 per week.  Address all communications to 
Augustus Denby Lewis, president, Estes Park.  Telephone #Estes 80.  The Rocky 
Mountain Lodges, Inc.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56R2.  Estes Park.

14 October 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Last week President Harding let it be 
known that he wished Congress to go ahead with its legislative program without thought 
of an early adjournment.  There had been some anxiety in Washington, D.C., lest the 
deliberations of the conference on limitation of armaments might be disturbed by the 
doings of Congress if it were in session after 11 November 1921, but President Harding is 



not at all worried by this.  The tax bill is holding up all business in the Senate except the 
treaties and the canal tolls bill.  The treaties are to be voted on 14 October 1921 [the date 
of this issue], and the canal measure comes to a vote on 10 October 1921 [four days prior 
to publication of this issue].  If President Harding’s preference is considered, the tariff bill 
will be taken up before adjournment, though many members of Congress seem willing 
that it should go over to the next session…Major General Leonard Wood was confirmed 
by the Senate as governor general of the Philippines, and next day was placed on the 
retired list of the army, as was also Major General Joseph T. Dickman.  The brigadiers 
promoted to fill these vacancies were Charles J. Bailey and Samuel D. Sturgis, and when 
he gave out these names, Secretary of War Weeks made it known that hereafter, merit will 
be the test for promotion to brigadier general.  Secretary Weeks, in a letter to General 
Wood, paid high tribute to the latter’s achievements.  “I do not consider,” he wrote,” that 
it is too much to say that our efforts contributed more to remedy our unpreparedness for 
war than those of any other individual, and for this your country will give you credit long 
after the circumstances which denied you the privilege of commanding in battle the 
troops your trained are forgotten.”  In accordance with the recommendations of the 
conference on unemployment, President Harding issued a public statement asking 
governors and mayors throughout the country to organize in each community machinery 
for the correction of economic conditions along the lines worked out by the conference.  
Local cooperation, he declared, is absolutely necessary to success, and to give national 
coordination to the efforts for rehabilitation, a central agency will be maintained in 
Washington, D.C., under the auspices of the conference.  Secretary Hoover appointed as 
head of this agency Colonel Arthur Woods, former police commissioner of New York.  
President Harding believes that a large number of men now jobless would be given 
employment if Congress would pass the railroads credit bill, which would mean the 
payment of about half a billion dollars to the railroads.  Therefore, he is urging that the 
measure be adopted at this session…William Howard Taft was sworn in as Chief Justice 
of the Supreme Court of the United States last Monday, and took his seat as the fall term 
of the court opened.  Two days later, he took off his gown, and appeared before the 
Senate judiciary committee to advocate enactment of a law creating 18 additional federal 
judgeships.  The Volstead Act, he said, has added considerably to the congestion in the 
federal courts, and he continued, “I do not hesitate to say that I believe violations of the 
prohibition law will greatly increase before they begin to grow fewer.”  Attorney General 
Daugherty, before the committee, disagreed with this opinion, saying prohibition cases 
have reached their peak, and violations will decrease as the people want to see the law 
enforced, and the tendency of state authorities to leave enforcement to the government is 
beginning to disappear.  Mr. Daugherty should know what he is talking about, but the 
news columns of the daily newspapers do not bear out his assertions…Colonel Charles R. 
Forbes, director of the federal veterans’ bureau, returned to Washington, D.C., last week, 
after an inspection trip throughout the country, and at once made a startling report to 
President Harding.  He asserted that of the 100,000 disabled soldiers who are being given 
vocational education at the government’s expense, 80,000 are being “farmed out” to 
sweatshops and “mushroom institutions crated for the purpose of getting federal trainers 



and government money.”  Forbes declares the Chicago, Illinois, situation is especially 
bad in this respect, and adds that it is nothing short of crime and slavery to put men in 
some of the places they have been put.  He gave orders for the discontinuance of training 
at certain schools and institutions in Chicago, Illinois.  Chicagoans interested in the 
vocational training of ex-servicement could not bring themselves to believe the truth of 
Colonel Forbes’ accusations, though admitting there might be isolated cases of 
exploitation…In an “authoritative” summary of the programs the big powers are expected 
to bring to the conference on limitation of armaments and Far Eastern questions, it is 
stated that Great Britain, France, and Italy will try to make the cancellation of the allied 
debts to the United States of $11 billion one of the subjects to be discussed.  Of course, 
they have not said this, but well-informed persons believe that is their desire.  Now 
President Harding has made it know that he is opposed to having the matter of the allied 
debts brought up at all at the parley.  He believes it can be better settled in other ways, 
and that the conference will have enough to do in considering the questions provided in 
the agenda as it now stands.  He is extremely desirous that something big be 
accomplished in the reduction of armaments, and the settlement of the pressing problems 
of the Pacific and the Far East, and does not with the work of the conference made more 
arduous by the injection of other questions.  When the French chamber of deputies meets 
on 18 October 1921, Premier Briand expects to obtain a vote of confidence, which would 
mean permission for him to attend the conference in Washington, D.C.  Since he has 
declared his intention of coming, Prime Minister Lloyd George has begun to think he, 
too, will be able to attend the parley, believing that the Irish peace negotiations will be so 
well under way that he can leave them to others for a few weeks.  It is said, too, that 
Lloyd George hopes to arrange a preliminary conference with the representatives of 
France and Italy before they come over.  Ostensibly, this would be a meeting to consider 
the report of the League of Nations council on the division of the plebiscite area of Upper 
Silesia.  Secretary Hughes has invited Holland, Belgium, and Portugal to participate in 
the Washington, D.C., conference when it is discussing questions relating to the Far East.  
These three nations have territorial interests in the Orient…The assembly of the League 
of Nations ended its second meeting last week after re-electing Brazil, Belgium, China, 
and Spain as the non-permanent members of the council.  The proposed amendment or 
elimination of article X and the amendment of the article on registration of treaties went 
over the next session, and in the matter of reduction of armaments, action seemed to be 
blocked by the coming Washington, D.C., conference.  Nevertheless, the assembly 
accomplished a good deal.  The international court of justice was established, various 
important technical organizations were set up, and other important steps taken…Hungary, 
warned by the allies, agreed to withdraw entirely from Burgenland, the strip awarded to 
Austria by the Treaty of Trianon.  The trouble there, however, may not be ended, for the 
Hungarian government admittedly has lost control over the irregular troops that are 
holding a part of the territory, and that so far have refused to get out…A special 
committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States has just returned from a trip  
of investigation abroad, and submits a report in which active American participation in 
the economic rehabilitation and stabilization of Europe is recommended.  In every 



country visited, says the committee, the opinion was expressed that western and central 
Europe cannot be restored to conditions that approximate normal without American 
assistance.  The conclusions of the committee, which should be especially grateful to 
French ears, are:  “The United States and the allies should present a solid front in 
demanding Germany make good in the matter of reparations.  There should be formed an 
international committee of businessmen to aid the reparations commission in working out 
difficult financial problems concerning reparations.  The United States should not 
withdraw at this time its army on the Rhine.  The world is operating on a basis of less 
than one-half of the pre-war [World War I] standard.  The consumption by 300,000,000 
persons is reduced to 30% of normal.  France and other countries bordering on Germany 
need protection against future attacks.  Financial aid cannot be extended to Germany to 
enable it to purchase raw materials with which to manufacture goods for the purpose of 
paying its obligations unless there remains a strong central government.”  

14 October 1921 – John Williams, 84 years old, pioneer miner and prospector, was found 
dead in his cabin on the outskirts of Silverton.  He came to the Triangle country in 1880, 
and was known as “Johnny Behind the Rock”.  He had been in poor health for several 
months, and a few days ago, suffered a severe fall on the streets…Gladys Warren, 4 years 
old, was fatally burned at her home in Colorado Springs when her clothing caught fire 
from some unknown cause.  Mamie, an elder sister, seized Gladys, who ran into the yard, 
carried her back into the house, and plunged her into a tub of water.  Gladys, however, 
had inhaled the flame, and died later…the shale men of Mesa County have received an 
urgent invitation to attend the American Mining Congress to be held in Chicago, Illinois, 
17 October 1921 to 22 October 1921.  There will be a shale oil conference at the 
congress, and there will probably be quite a few attending from Grand County.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Storage.  
Accessories, repairing, Goodrich tires.  Gas, oil, Ford parts.  George W. Johnson, 
proprietor.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a 
block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.



14 October 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery left 
early Monday morning for Wyoming, where he hopes to close in on a few bears and if 
good luck permits, a fine buck deer.  He will be gone two weeks, and will spend most of 
his time with Reed Higby, who is a forest ranger in Wyoming…H. McRay Jones, who 
has been located in Mexico for some time, has been transferred by the Westinghouse 
Company to New York City…Mrs. Clyde Low will entertain the Westminster Guild 
Thursday afternoon, 20 October 1921, at which time it is hoped all the old members will 
endeavor to be present, and a cordial invitation is extended to all who are not members to 
join at this meeting…Mayor and Mrs. J.F. Hays and daughter Nina of Longmont, and 
Mrs. Hattie Fuller of Berthoud, spent Sunday of last week with Mr. and Mrs. S.M. 
Hurd…Mr. and Mrs. F.W. Parsons, parents of Mrs. Frank Wheelock, who have spent the 
entire summer in Estes Park, left Tuesday morning for Cleveland, Ohio.  Mr. Parsons says 
they are in love with Estes Park, and were it not for the fact they have an old established 
business in Cleveland, Ohio, they would undoubtedly make their permanent home here…
A deal has been consummated whereby Mrs. Frank Wheelock becomes the owner of the 
property just west of the Mary Gray Tea Room…Mrs. J.B. Mapps of Loveland, 
accompanied by Miss Gladys Mapps, Reatha Wailes, Roy Cobble, and Floyd Preston, 
came up Sunday and spent the day with her daughter, Helen Mapps, who is employed at 
the local telephone office.  A fine chicken dinner accompanied the party…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds 
of fine job printing…Garrett Casey and wife, and Charles F. Hix, cashier of the local 
bank, left Sunday for Canon City, where they will be joined by Newton Miller in a search 
for old bruin and a deer apiece…Dr. Henry Squire Reid and wife have purchased a new 
car, and accompanied by Mrs. Manley and son, who occupied the Cahill cottage this past 
summer, have started for Honolulu [territory of Hawaii], where they will spend the 
winter…Louise Macdonald, Helen Service, Maurine Lewis, Beulah Walker, Florence 
Timms, Ruth Wright [the daughter of Granville Elmer and Beulah James Wright], Marcia 
Macdonald, Wilma Service, and Carolyn James [sister of Beulah James, daughter of 
Loveland postmaster Carrie James, she married Stanley Winterbower in 1925] made up a 
merry party that enjoyed a beefsteak fry up Fall River Saturday evening…Marshal Elmer 
I. Cooke during the past season made a list of the cars he observed from the various 
states, and at the end of the season had 32 states on the list…Charles H. Alexander of the 
Columbines made a business trip to Denver Tuesday, returning Wednesday…Augustus 
Denby Lewis was a business visitor in Denver the first of the week…Lawrence E. Grace 
and George G. Church left Monday on a hunting trip over the range.  They went over the 
Fall River Road.  Here’s wishing ‘em one apiece…Semi-advertisement:  Now is the time 
for a new overcoat, we have a good stock.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…
Charles H. Alexander is making a number of improvements at the Columbines.  Among 
other things, the dining room and the kitchen are being enlarged…Clark Bouton, Clerk of 
the County Court, and brother Jay Bouton of Fort Collins spent the weekend at their 
father’s cottage in Loveland Heights.  Judge J.H. Bouton has a very pretty summer 
cottage, and the boys are making some extensive improvements on it…Mr. and Mrs. 
W.H. Berkley left Sunday for Boulder and Longmont, where they will spend the next two 



weeks.  Mrs. Berkley has not been very well recently, being a sufferer from appendicitis 
[sic], and it may be found necessary to undergo an operation before returning…A.W. 
Woolley of Longmont and George Ellis, who is on Mr. Woolley’s place on the South St. 
Vrain, were Estes Park visitors Sunday…Mrs. Nina Wright Higby left last week for 
Brewerton, New York, where she will spend the winter with her parents.  Her father is 86 
years old, and has resided on the family homestead for 80 years…Mrs. Granville Elmer 
Wright entertained a week ago Friday night in honor of Mr. and Mrs. D.H. Byrd, who 
have gone to Alabama to make their home.  There were 40 guests present…Mrs. Carl O. 
Johnson of Loveland was up last week looking after her property, the Home Bakery…Mr. 
and Mrs. J.B. Baird have gone to Denver where they will spend the winter…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail will consider it a favor if you will always inform us 
of non-delivery of your newspaper…Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Gooch [sic, suggest Ernest C. 
Gooch] are enjoying a new Overland sedan, and are planning to occasionally spent the 
weekends in Loveland visiting relatives…Mrs. Harry A. Gooch, mother of C.E. Gooch 
[sic, suggest Ernest C. Gooch], left England Saturday, 1 October 1921, and will soon be 
at her home in Loveland…Dr. Homer E. James has sold their [sic, Dr. and Mrs. James’] 
home cottage to Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman, who has already taken possession, and 
will spend the winter in Estes Park with her son John, who will be employed by the 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company…Captain Farrington of New York City, 
who has been spending several weeks in Estes Park, left last week or his home in the east.  
While here, he addressed the school children and was greatly enjoyed.  He is a poet of 
merit and a very interesting personality.  We trust we may again soon be favored with 
another visit…Charles H. Alexander says that while in Chicago, Illinois, visiting his 
mother, he suffered considerably from the heat, and that he was glad to get home and help 
us enjoy the wonderful fall weather we are having…Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park 
Trail want ads are result getters.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Here is the new Thor with a big drop in price.  Will 
do the spring and fall washing for any hotel in Estes Park, 12 big sheets, or their bulk in 
other linen at a time – Six-sheet size for the family wash.  We have them in stock at 
Denver prices.  Let us bring one out for a free trial wash day.  New Lemin-cylinder [sic], 
does not collect alkali or soap settlings.  The Electric Shop.  W.E. Baldridge and V.D. 
Hurrel.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Gentlemen.  We desire to call your attention to our 
assortment of men’s woolen trousers for fall and winter wear.  The line is a good one, and 
prices range all the way from $2.95 to $9, and the values are almost at pre-war [World 
War I] level.  Two numbers in particular are extra heavy strictly all wool and just right for 
hard wear.  We have also a full line of sizes in corduroy, Duxbak, and khaki trousers at 
reduced prices.  Our prices on wool sweaters, flannel shirts, and leather sleeve vests are 
down to bedrock.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business]



14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge, Nash, Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin and Savage tires at Denver prices.  Ask 
or free motor record book.  Estes Park Garage, telephone #166.

14 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  Two Historic Facts.  Sugar is first 
mentioned in history when a small quantity was brought from India to Rome, Italy, but 
the Estes Park Trail is mentioned every week in 18 states as the best little weekly 
published.  Is it coming to your home?

14 October 1921 – Headline:  School News.  The following report for the month ending 
on 30 September 1921 has been sent in to the Larimer County Superintendent:  
Enrollment for month 101, average number belonging 95.6, average daily attendance 
92.9, times tardy 41.  Corresponding figures for last year were:  Enrollment for month 88, 
average number belonging 77.3, average daily attendance 73.7, times tardy 7.  From the 
average daily attendance record, we note an increase of 18 pupils in the school this term.  
This partially accounts for the large number of new textbooks which head to be provided 
during September 1921, new studies introduced into the upper grades and the high 
school, natural displacement of worn out or antiquated texts, and a more thoughtful 
provision for the needs of the primary pupils accounts for the remainder.  Of the “times 
tardy” record, all pupils and parents should feel heartily ashamed.  Parents should see to 
it that their children leave home in time to arrive at the school not earlier than 8:40 a.m. 
nor later than 8:55 a.m.  Many of the pupils are tardy in the afternoon.  Is this because 
lunch was not ready when they arrived home?  There will be no school held on 21 
October 1921 and 22 October 1921.  This is in order that all the teachers may attend the 
three-days session of the Colorado Educational Association in Denver.  Speakers of 
national importance are to be in Denver for the occasion, and it should be one of great 
inspirational and instructional value for all who attend.  All friends of education are 
welcomed to membership in the association, $2 pays for a year’s membership and a 
subscription to the Colorado School Journal.  The Estes Park delegation should not be 
composed of teachers alone.  An advance announcement of the meeting and a partial 
program and list of speakers can be found in the office of the superintendent.  
Arrangements have been made to start sewing classes for the girls in grades 3 to 8 
inclusive.  The instruction arranged for is interesting and practical, and is so organized 
that the pupils can advance from year to year without fear of duplication of work due to 
faculty changes.  It is expected that some very pretty work will be turned out by these 
students, and that their usefulness in the home will be greatly increased by the more 
practical work taught.  The course is one which has been worked out by Miss Idabelle 
McGlauflin during her 20 years experience in charge of all the work in sewing in the 
Denver schools.  The students of grades 7 and 8 are showing great interest in the new 



subjects introduced this year.  Spanish and the new mathematics books are especially 
popular.  Civics is also proving a most interesting study.  With the start which Mrs. Akin 
is giving them this year, these pupils should make great records when they get up into the 
senior high school.  Through an unfortunate omission, no mention was made in our last 
school notes of the talk which Mr. Farrington gave to the pupils and patrons of the school.  
Those who did not attend missed a rare treat.  Mr. Farrington’s popularity among the 
student body is evidenced by the fact that over 50 copies of his book of poems (school 
size) have been sent for and sold to the students.  The school board, faculty, and students 
of the school were tendered a delightful reception and program on the night of 7 October 
1921 by the members of Mrs. Shepherd’s class of the Estes Park Sunday school.  The 
program was so pleasing that all participants were called back for several encores.  After 
the program, a pleasant social hour was enjoyed, during which time the girls served a 
delicious punch.  The teachers especially enjoyed the event, which was the first social 
recognition of their presence (as a group) in Estes Park.  All the guests join in thanking 
Mr. and Mrs. Shepherd and the older girls class of the Sunday school not only for a 
pleasant and profitable evening, but even more for the spirit which prompted them in 
giving the program and reception.  Two new students were enrolled in the grade school 
Monday morning, coming from the Loveland school.  They are Janet Duncan, grade 3, 
and June Duncan, grade 4 [likely J.J. Duncan’s children].  –School Reporter

14 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Taxes 40 Percent Higher Next Year.  The 
compilation of the assessed valuation of Larimer County shows a heavy increase in some 
districts, and in others just a trifling increase.  The average increase for the entire county 
is a little over 9%, while the increase in the town of Estes Park amounts to 40%.  The 
town of Estes Park next year will pay taxes on a valuation of $616,310, while the 
valuation of last year was $443,795.  The figures for the property within the territory 
usually referred to as Estes Park are not available, but no doubt are in keeping with the 
increase within the town.  The county commissioners are this week making up the road 
budget for next year, and had we a committee to represent the community, no doubt we 
would stand a show of securing most of the increase in revenue occasioned by the raise in 
valuations in this district.  At any rate, we trust the commissioners will do their best to 
make the county roads compare more favorably with the national roads within the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Following is a comparison of assessment figures for the various 
cities and towns this year and last:  Fort Collins 1921 $8,816,920, 1920 $8,507,100.  
Loveland 1921 $4,624,530, 1920 $4,229,500.  Berthoud 1921 $1,151,920, 1920 $1,071, 
200.  Wellington 1921 $505,090, 1920 $441,060.  Estes Park 1921 $616,310, 1920 
$443,795.  Timnath 1921 $128,510 1920 [no data provided]…Because of lack of funds, 
the county commissioners have instructed the 55 road overseers to dispense with their 
force, with the exception of one man, and to only attempt to drag the roads and keep the 
bridges and culverts in as good condition as the force would permit.



14 October 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them 
for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale or trade – 
Nicely improved 160 acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in county, balance dry 
farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good school.  
Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park, and $3000 cash as first payment, balance 
terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished cottage 
inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office, telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 
acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of 
shade.  This has just been put on the market and will not last long at the price.  Address 
CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For Rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum 
cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next summer.  
Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house now and 
build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of plans to 
choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are satisfied.  
S.M. Hurd, builder, post office box 26 [this is the first time this advertisement appears 
without F.W. Woolley’s name.  Perhaps the partnership was dissolved.]

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once, and you will be steady customers.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says [illustration:  Cartoon drawing of 
recurring bank president-type character in left profile, balding, portly, with wire-rimmed 
spectacles and a stubby cigar on the right side of his mouth.  He wears a suit and checked 
vest, and is handing a sign on the door window which reads “We close at 3 p.m.”  The 
window shade is pulled up and partly visible at the top of the frame, the copyright icon is 
in the lower left corner, just in front of his pot belly, and the number 8 is in the lower left 
corner of the caption, indicating that this is the 8th installment in this series.  The 
illustration is uncredited.] A man with a single track mind must do a lot of switching – 
and a man with a single safety deposit box can protect a lot of valuables.  Three sizes of 
boxes here.  Ask to see them.  Then select the size suitable for your legal papers and 



valuables.  Rentals - $2 a year and up.  Hours 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m.  The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is appreciated.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.  
 
14 October 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Cattlemen of eastern Colorado 
are beating the heavy freight rates in the transfer of their stock to the market by driving 
the cattle overland.  Several lots of drives have appeared on the market this season, but 
the longest drive was completed with C.B. McCoy, William Henry, and O.C. Mugrage of 
Grand County arrived in Denver with 182 head of cattle from Radium, Colorado, a 
distanced of 135 miles.  The cattle were quartered at the Union stockyards and were 
pronounced by local traders to be in the finest condition, after their long trip on the road 
which consumed ten days…A contract for 4000 yards of carpets has been let by the State 
Board of Capitol Managers to the Daniels and Fisher Stores Company.  About 2500 yards 
of the carpet will be laid in the new state office building.  The carpet is of special design, 
and bears the seal of Colorado woven into the nap.  It is brown in color, which was 
adopted by the members of the board for all the offices of the state capitol building.  
Future replacements of carpet in the state buildings will be made under the contract made 
with the local store.  The total cost of the carpets is about $18,000…“The longevity of 
man has been noticeably increasing during the past few years in all countries,” declared 
Dr. W.W. Grant of Denver, a recognized authority on cancer, in an address before nearly 
2000 Pueblo people at the municipal auditorium.  “This longevity is increasing more 
noticeably among women than men,” he added, and stated further that the mortality rate 
had been reduced considerably in every disease, with the exception of cancer, of which 
statistics show three times as many women die as men…J.H. Weisgerber, a Pueblo 
telegraph operator, while touring the country in an automobile recently, had an exciting 
experience with a blue racer snake.  The snake, which was 5-1/2 feet long, crawled under 
the car after having bitten into the tire.  The car was stopped, but no trace of the snake 
could be found.  Eventually, it was discovered in the battery box, only to be lost again in 
the mechanism of the machine.  When finally located in the dust pan, it was killed…A 
special committee from the Denver Civic and Commercial Association has presented a 
request to Governor Shoup that Colorado be fully represented at the proposed conference 
of state water commissioners to be held in Washington, D.C., on 15 October 1921.  The 
meeting is to be held in order that plans may be made for the settlement of state water 
disputes by arbitration, in conjunction with a federal commissioner to be appointed by 
President Harding…Sheriff Erne A. Morse of Morgan County received a postal car from 
Woody Rogers, Georgia convict, who escaped from officers while being taken from Fort 
Morgan to Georgia.  Rogers was arrested at Fort Morgan several weeks ago on charges of 
forgery.  It was then learned that he had escaped from the Georgia penitentiary, where he 
had been serving a life sentence for murder.  Rogers sent “greetings” to Sheriff Morse…
With the completion of repairs on the large fire truck which has been out of commission 
for some time, Grand Junction has three automobile fire trucks, and one of them is the 



most modern machine known – a pumper with capacity for 750 gallons per minute, and 
costing $12,950.  The city plans to sell the smaller truck to Fruita…Men’s and women’s 
wearing apparel valued at $5000 was stolen from the store of the Cable Brothers 
Mercantile Company at Windsor…Estimates by the Durango city commissioner place the 
cost of running the city government next year at $2500 less than the figure for this year.  
The commission has appropriated $88,509 for the 1922 budget…Frank Olsson of 
Telluride has a large number of large, ripe strawberries grown on his farm near the city at 
an altitude of 9000 feet.  The berries are delicious, and he has been picking them every 
day for about a week…The body of John W. Glasgow, Crestone mining man, who has 
been missing for eight days, was discovered in the hills with a bullet hole through the 
chest.  Apparently, Glasgow had been hunting, and had fallen down in such a way that the 
gun discharged.  Evidently death was instantaneous…Hiram Croft, 50 years old, of 
LaSalle, employed by J.L. Biers, a motor truck freighter, was killed at Greeley while at 
work when his neck was broken.  Croft either fell from a motor truck or was hit by a 
plank which broke in two while he and Biers were transferring a safe from one truck to 
another [these are two very different possible causes of death – why can’t the true cause 
be ascertained?]…Joseph Risdon Powell, pioneer coal mine operator of Weld County, 
died at his home in Greeley of heart failure.  Mr. Powell was 75 years old, and had lived 
in Colorado for 53 years.  In addition to his activities in Weld County, Mr. Powell at 
different times was associated with undertaking in Central City and Routt County…
Senator and Mrs. Phipps have sailed for New York on a sea voyage that will take them to 
Cuba, Panama, and Costa Rica.  They expect to return to Washington, D.C., about 24 
October 1921.  Senator Phipps, who recently underwent an operation, is making the trip 
to recuperate from his illness.  He is making a satisfactory recovery…The large mill and 
elevator at Olney Springs, owned by McCullough and Son, was destroyed by fire, 
causing a loss of $25,000.  The mill was partially insured.  It is understood McCullough 
and Son will rebuild.  The Fowler fire department responded to a call for assistance in 
fighting the fire, but arrived at Olney Springs too late…“Not guilty!”  This was the 
verdict returned by the jury in the Rienzi Dickens murder trial at Greely.  The jury was 
out more than 15 hours.  Rienzi Dickens was charged with the killing of his father, W.H. 
Dickens, wealthy Longmont banker, on the night of 30 November 1915.  The elder 
Dickens was shot to death, the bullet breaking a window in the house and striking him in 
the back…D.K. Harvey, former cashier of the Farmers and Merchants Bank at Jaroso, in 
southern Costilla County, who disappeared a week ago, is charged with the 
embezzlement of funds which may amount to $20,000.  The bank has been closed by 
Deputy Bank Commissioner Clark, who has been making an investigation for the past 
week.  No clue to Harvey’s whereabouts has been discovered, though a warrant has been 
issued for his arrest…The United States Civil Service Commission announces an 
examination for United States forest rangers to be held on 25 October 1921 at the 
headquarters of all forest supervisors.  The entrance salary is from $900 to $1220 per 
year, and is open to both men and women.  All persons interested in the examination 
should write directly to the Civil Service Commission, Washington, D.C., or get in touch 
with the local forest supervisor.



14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The undersigned, having taken over 
the business of the A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company, wishes to announce 
that he is splendidly equipped to give first-class service in plumbing, heating, and 
repairing.  Figure with us before starting that next job.  George R. Wyatt [a block 6 
business].

14 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – 
try them. 

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

14 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone 
#27-J3.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Notice.  We will be open this winter, and would like 
all of our old customers to have their regular stalls again.  Only $6 per month.  Bring your 
car in where it will keep warm.  Mr. Sankey West will be with us this winter [based on 
the 1920 Loveland census, Sankey West would have been no older than 30 in October 
1921].  He is an expert in his line, and thoroughly understands the overhauling of motors.  
We have the best-equipped machine shop in the city, and any worn parts that need to be 
turned out can be done here.  Hood covers – Ford size in stock at $4.50, and other makes 
will be ordered for you gladly.  Will also have denatured alcohol in stock for radiators.  
Exide batteries for all cars.  Goodyear tires 30 x 3-1/2 non-skid $13.95.  Osborn Garage 
[a block 3 business], telephone #17-R2.

14 October 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  
Presbyterian church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday 
morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both 
services.  6:30 p.m. – Christian Endeavor.  Topic:  Lessons from patriots of the past and 
present.  Nehemiah 4:1-14.  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  Subhead:  
Christian Endeavor daily bible reading (for next week).  Monday – Genesis chapter 1, 
verses 1-31.  Tuesday – I John chapter 4, verses 11-16.  Wednesday – I John chapter 2, 
verses 21-29.  Thursday – Psalms chapter 37, verses 1-41.  Friday – Psalms chapter 121, 
verses 1-8.  Saturday – Revelations chapter 20, verses 11-15.  Sunday – Psalms chapter 
139, verses 1-12.  Subhead:  Sunday school lesson 16 October 1921.  Paul writes to the 



Christians at Corinth.  Lesson text – I Corinthians chapter 1, verses 10 and 11, I 
Corinthians chapter 13, verses 1-13.  Golden text – And now abideth faith, hope, charity, 
these three, but the greatest of these is charity – I Corinthians chapter 13, verse 13.  
Reference material – John chapter 13, verses 34 and 35, Romans chapter 12, verses 9 and 
10.  Primary topic – How to show our love.  Junior topic – What love does.  Intermediate 
and senior topic – A letter to the church at Corinth.  Young people and adult topic – Some 
problems of the early church.  I. Party spirit in the Corinthian church (I Corinthians 
chapter 1, verses 10-11).  In this church, rival factions were contending against each 
other.  Some were for Paul, some for Apollos, some for Peter, and some for Christ [this is 
actually from I Corinthians chapter 1, verse 12].  The cause of this condition was failure 
to see that the membership composing His body cannot be divided.  By one Spirit all 
were baptized into the one body (I Corinthians chapter 12, verse 13).  II. Love the more 
excellent way (I Corinthians chapter 13, verses 1-13).  All of the Spirit’s gifts are good, 
but the most valuable of all is love.  Not all can preach or interpret tongues, but all can 
have the gift of love.  Love in this chapter is the more excellent way of I Corinthians 
chapter 12, verse 31.  1. The pre-eminence of love (I Corinthians chapter 13, verses 1-3).  
It transcends (1) speaking with tongues.  For men to possess the loftiest eloquence and be 
lacking in love is to be as booming brass and clanking cymbal.  (2) The gift of prophecy 
– the ability to unfold mysteries.  To be able to penetrate the mysteries of nature and 
providence is good, but to love is better.  (3) Faith of the most vigorous kind, even such 
as to move mountains, is of less value than love.  (4) Philanthropy of the most generous 
sort, causing one to surrender all earthly goods for the sake of the poor is praiseworthy, 
but unless actuated by love is valueless before God.  (5) Heroic devotion which leads to 
martyrdom is profitless unless backed by love.  2. The attributes of love (I Corinthians 
chapter 13, verses 4-7).  (1) It is long-suffering and kind.  (2) It is free from envy.  Those 
who love are entirely free from the spirit engendered because of the superior worth and 
success of others.  (3) It is free from boasting and vanity.  Love strives to do good to all, 
and is not careful to seek their admiration and applause.  (4) It is decorous.  Love is 
always polite and mannerly, knows how to behave at all times.  (5) It is unselfish.  It is 
always seeking the good of others, and is forgetful of self.  (6) It does not give way to 
passion.  It does not allow itself to be around to resentment.  It is not quick tempered.  (7) 
It takes no delight in evil, does not impute evil motives to others, is not suspicious.  It is 
forgiving.  Love has no sympathy with that which is evil, but sympathizes with that 
which is true, has a common joy with it.  (8) It beareth all things.  It wraps itself in the 
gracious mantle of love and shuts all evil out.  (9) Love is trustful.  It looks into the future 
with confidence.  (10) Love is hopeful.  It seizes the things of the future, and brings them 
into the present, appropriating them for its use.  (11) Love is firm.  It is free from 
vacillation.  It intelligently sets its attention to things that are right, and with unvarying 
strength holds fast.  3. The permanence of love (I Corinthians chapter 13, verses 8-13).  
(1) It outlasts prophecy.  Prophecy in the Scriptures means both a foretelling of events 
and the teaching of the Word of God.  Prophecy as prediction shall be fulfilled, prophecy 
as teaching shall be brought to an end in the day when teaching is not needed (Hebrews 
chapter 8, verse 11, Jeremiah chapter 31, verse 34).  (2) It outlasts speaking with tongues.  



The race once spoke the same language, but as a judgment for sin and rebellion, God 
brought confusion, and caused the people to speak many tongues.  The day is coming 
when the redemption wrought by Jesus Christ shall have been accomplished in all its 
fullness, all nations shall be brought back to one tongue.  (3) It outlasts knowledge.  The 
knowledge we now have is only relative, but the day is coming when this relative 
knowledge shall be done away by the coming of a wider and nobler intelligence, the 
twilight shall be lost in maturity, for at Christ’s coming we shall see Him face to face and 
shall be like Him.  Love will always abide, for God is love.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The grand scenic Fall River Road over the 
Continental Divide to Grand Lake is now in good shape.  Two scheduled trips every day.  
This wonderful road over the Continental Divide reaches an altitude 3000 feet higher 
than any road in Europe.  Daily automobile service to Denver, Loveland, Longmont, 
Lyons, and Fort Collins.  Freight, express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  The 
Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company.  Licensed operators for Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

14 October 1921 – A total of $10,264.75 was expended by the state of Colorado to keep 
one troop of rangers in the field the last 12 months ending 1 October 1921, according to a 
report made by Colonel Patrick J. Hamrock, adjutant general.  During this time, the 
rangers made 782 arrests of all kinds.  Of this number of arrests, they secured 627 
convictions, with 121 dismissals and 34 cases still pending.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there”./Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens, drawing 
and writing books and other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business], 
telephone #41.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Produces Heavy Crop of fine Potatoes.  Many 
persons no doubt will be surprised to learn that Estes Park annually produces more than 
enough “spuds” to supply its quarter of a million guests and residents.  The quality is 



unsurpassed, and the crop this season, which is now harvested, is better and heavier than 
usual.  The hay crop this year is also exceptionally fine, and is being baled and stored for 
the winter and next season’s use.  The rich soil in the little valleys is also adapted to 
growing a fine quality of vegetables, and the commercial gardens near the village supply 
abundant quantities of the finest the chefs can secure.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Mistaken Idea about Entrance Fee to Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Through some unknown cause, many people over the country are laboring 
under the mistaken idea that if an entrance fee at some future time should be charged to 
the Rocky Mountain National Park, it will have to be paid each time they drive within the 
boundary line.  This idea is absolutely wrong.  When the time does come, if it ever does, 
Secretary Fall explained when visiting here, that the charge would be an annual one, and 
not assessed upon each entry to the Rocky Mountain National Park.  There is no 
possibility of a charge being made for several years yet, and when that time does come, 
we will have roads within Rocky Mountain National Park that will be worth the small 
annual fee charged, and which in turn will be used to improve and extend the roads.  
Secretary Fall was asked about the property owners within Rocky Mountain National 
Park, in case a charge should be determined upon at some future time, and he stated 
special provision would have to be made for him.  We are informed that an entrance fee 
cannot be charged until Congress should so order.  We trust the above explanations will 
set at rest the apprehensions of those inclined to cross the bridges before they get to them.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club Entertainment Pleasing Affair.  The reading 
of Barrie’s play “The Old Lady Shows her Medals” by Mrs. Wickizer [sic, subsequently 
Wickiser] of Los Angeles, California, at the church on Tuesday evening of last week, was 
greatly enjoyed by a very appreciative audience.  Mrs. Wickiser [sic, previously 
Wickizer] has an exceptionally pleasing voice, and her character portrayal was excellent.  
The theme of the play has to do with the war, and the return of certain Scotch soldiers to 
London, England, all of which brings into play a number of interesting characters.  Later, 
she entertained her audience with several humorous selections, those of the [warning, 
what follows may be offensive] African American and Swedish dialects being especially 
well rendered.  She was very ably assisted by Mrs. Frank Service, who sang several 
numbers with Miss Lois Griffith at the piano.  This entertainment is only one of the many 
given by the Woman’s Club during the past season, and they are to be congratulated on 
their success in bringing to the people of Estes Park such splendid and interesting talent. 

14 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Be sure to read the Estes Park Trail want ads 
before laying the newspaper aside.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Greeley Bids Fair to become one of Gateways to Estes 
Park and Rocky Mountain National Park.  The progressive spud-eating town of Greeley 
feels that the spoils are the prey of the captor, and are setting out to become one of the 
leading “gateways” to Estes Park and the Rocky Mountain National Park.  The Union 



Pacific railroad is one of the heaviest boosters for Estes Park, and annually spends tens of 
thousands of dollars advertising it.  Greeley is strategically situated on the mainline of 
Union Pacific, and proposes to let the world know that she is the finest town in northern 
Colorado, and the logical gateway to Estes Park.  This past season, a bus line was 
established between Greeley and Estes Park, and was worked to capacity most of the 
summer.  It is planned to increase the capacity of the Greeley bus lines five times for next  
season’s business.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Gets First Snowfall of Season.  Thursday 
evening of last week, the first snowfall of the season visited us, and kept it pretty lively 
for several hours.  The morning following found a covering an inch deep which 
disappeared rapidly before the warm rays of the sun.  The moisture was quite welcome, 
as it was the first to fall in six weeks.  So far this fall, we have only had a half-dozen 
nights of frost, and the days have been warm and pleasant.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Grand Lake Home Burns.  The fine strictly modern 11-
room residence of P.H. Smith at Grand Lake, one block from the post office, and the 
finest building in the town, was burned to the ground Tuesday evening.  The origin of the 
fire is unknown, and such headway had been gained when the fire was discovered that 
nothing was saved from the flames.  The town has no fire protection, and the only efforts 
made were to prevent the spread of the conflagration.  Mr. Smith, who does a small 
summer hotel business, had just closed the place for the season, and with his family 
started a few days previously for California by automobile, is not yet aware of his loss.

14 October 1921 – Monday evening at the Lewiston, the Chamber of Commerce will 
entertain their wives at an oyster supper.

14 October 1921 – Letter from the president and secretary of the Estes Park Water 
Compnay.  Headline:  Notice.  Estes Park, Colorado.  26 September 1921.  To the 
stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company.  You will please take notice that there 
will be a special meeting of the stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company, to be held 
at the office of said company in the Estes Park Bank, on 26 October 1921 at the hour of 
2:00 p.m. for the purpose of considering the question of increasing the capital stock of 
said company to provide funds for increasing the working capital of said company, and 
also to consider the question of increasing the number of directors of said company.  
[signed] Samuel Service, president, and Charles F. Hix, secretary.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Real Estate Transfers.  14 October 1921 – Josephine Hupp 
to Elijah Robertson Rivers, $4000, lots 11 to 13, block 8, Estes Park…James Newton 
Lott to Richard T. Davis, $10, part SE ¼ of NW ¼ section 25-5-73 and other land.  Quit 
claim deed.  [This is Tibbie Davis Lott’s husband.  Presumably this is Davis Hill 
property].



14 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you 
prompt service for all kinds of fine job printing.

14 October 1921 – Headline:  Reward:  The State Fish and Game Commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  There is a lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right, and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail, telephone #27J3.

14 October 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26. 

21 October 1921 – Banner – Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 28     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, October 21, 1921     Price 10 cents

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Garages Getting Ready for Big Season Next 
Year.  The garages of Estes Park found the heavy season of the past summer taxing their 
capacity to the limit, and are already busily engaged in increasing their capacity for next 
year, which bids fair to eclipse all previous seasons.  The Osborn Garage is making 
extensive improvements, erecting a brick office building where the old shed has hitherto 
stood.  A full plate glass front will be put in, and the workshop will be greatly enlarged.  
The storage capacity will also be increased by 20 cars.  The addition to the Johnson 
Garage has previously been noted.  The addition is 25 feet by 75 feet, and will increase 
the storage capacity and the workshop considerably.  The Preston Garage will be 
improved by a plate glass front and other changes and additions.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Chamber of Commerce Oyster Supper at Lewiston.  The 
Chamber of Commerce held its annual oyster supper at the Lewiston Hotel Monday 



evening with the largest attendance of any dinner the organization has ever held.  The 
dinner was served in regular Lewiston style, which is always high class and always a 
credit to the management.  The members were enthusiastic in their praise of the splendid 
dinner and the good social time, and as the business meeting was not held, the entire time 
was spent in social recreation.  The next meeting will be held at the National Park Hotel 
at 7:00 p.m. Wednesday, 26 October 1921, which will no doubt be the last of the season.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Compelled to Fence Deer out of Garden.  George H. Hardy  
of Greeley, who has a fine summer home in Estes Park near the Big Thompson Hotel, and 
who always has the finest garden in Estes Park, has been compelled to fence his garden 
against the daily raids of deer.  The garden is but one hundred feet from the house, but 
this didn’t worry the deer, neither did a five-foot fence.  To protect his garden and save 
the produce for family use, Mr. Hardy has erected a fence that even deer cannot negotiate.  
It is 12-feet high, and the former raiders must now content themselves with the memories 
of crisp lettuce and tender peas.

21 October 1921 – Walker Lee is doing some good work on the streets that were badly 
washed during the heavy rains of the past season.  The street in front of the telephone 
office [Moraine Drive, now Moraine Avenue] has been resurfaced and the streets on the 
hill are now receiving his attention.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Deer Hunter Catches ‘Em by Hind Leg.  The 
Associated Press last week carried a story about a man, who had but one arm, choking a 
black bear and then beating it into insensibility with a club.  This all happened near Hot 
Springs, New Mexico.  E. Rosenblum, the one-armed bear catcher, has nothing on an 
Estes Park man, whose name we shall not mention.  When out deer hunting, a fine buck 
in seeking to escape another hunter nearly ran over our aforesaid hunter, who, being 
startled by the sudden appearance of the buck, threw his gun to one side, and grabbed the 
deer by a hind leg.  It is said the deer hunter suddenly left his tracks, and began a journey 
through the air in the direction the deer had gone.  This journey continued for about 50 
feet, and then came to a sudden and severe halt when old mother earth interfered.

21 October 1921 – Headline: Joe Mills Lectures to Colorado Mountain Club Tonight.  Joe 
Mills will tonight deliver his newly illustrated lecture “On and Off the Trail” before the 
Colorado Mountain Club in the auditorium of the Wolcott School in Denver.  The same 
lecture was recently given before the state convention of the Federated Women’s Clubs, 
and is highly spoken of.  The announcement sent out by the Colorado Mountain Club is 
as follows:  Mr. Mills has appeared before the Colorado Mountain Club in a former 
lecture, and he has delighted hundreds of people with his tales of experiences and 
camping in the Rocky Mountains, as the greater part of his life has been spent in the out-
of-doors, living intimately with nature.  His lecture will be illustrated with a set of 
beautiful autochromes, most of which have been made during the past year, representing 
all seasons and including the lovely autumn colors of this fall.  This lecture begins a 



series of very interesting meetings to be held throughout the winter and, as usual, we 
know Wolcott Auditorium will be taxed to the limit.  All lectures given by the Colorado 
Mountain Club are open to members and their friends.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  September Business at Post Office ahead of Last Year.  The 
substantial increase in business at the local post office over last year is still being 
maintained.  The stamped goods sale this September was nearly twice that of last year 
with a total of $1,282,41.  The quarterly report just completed for July, August, and 
September shows a gain over last season of $1,331.51, with a total for this year, third 
quarter, of $5,959.81.  The parcel post, registry, and money order departments show a 
corresponding increase.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Loveland Herald [newspaper’s] Hide Added to the 
Collection.  The Loveland Herald injured their community as well as Estes Park when 
they accepted a Denver newspaper report of conditions in Estes Park.  In their remarks, 
they stated that the Fall River Road was blocked by snow for the winter, when as a matter 
of fact there is not a particle of interfering snow on the road.  There are over 50 cars per 
week making the road right now, and they all report it in splendid condition for a 
mountain road.  The snowstorm of two weeks ago did block the road for nearly 24 hours, 
but the snow disappeared rapidly.  Fifteen cents spent for a phone call would have given 
them the truth.  There is another matter that the Loveland Herald should correct which 
appeared in their newspaper dated 26 September 1921.  The article referred to was 
headed “Spirit of Community Service Needed in Loveland.”  In this article the writer 
said, “Make no mistake about this:  Estes Park is the biggest drawing card Loveland will 
ever have.  The profiteers are as surely killing this region as I am sitting here.”  Now we 
wish to inform the Loveland Herald and the author of that article that we have merchants 
and hotel men in Estes Park who are just as alive to sound business development as has 
Loveland, men who know what a reasonable profit is and men who are satisfied with a 
reasonable profit.  It might be of interest to them to know that valley residents have 
purchased their winter clothes in Estes Park because they can be had cheaper right here.  
We know what we are talking about, and have the names we could give should necessity 
demand.  If any Loveland merchant or self-appointed reformed doubts the above 
statement, we are ready to prove that quality for quality, we can beat Loveland clothing 
prices.  Moreover, we have been told by dozens of people from all parts of the United 
States that they have never found a resort community anywhere that was as reasonable as 
a whole as Estes Park prices.  Dr. Grant of Seattle, Washington, told us he had visited 
every national park, and that Estes Park not be accused of being a “Jesse James Park”.  
Every level-headed person who has ever visited Estes Park knows this to be a fact.  
Loveland has its knockers, but wishes to be judged on its merits – so do we.  It depends 
on where you go in Loveland what you pay – it’s the same here.  Will the Loveland 
Herald kindly do what it can to counteract the injustice done.



21 October 1921 – Child Welfare Week will be observed in Estes Park the week of 13 
November 1921 by the Woman’s Club.  The nonresident members will be asked to assist 
in the observance by contributing a juvenile book suitable for ages 6 to 18.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  275,737 Visit Rocky Mountain National Park in Season.  
All records for attendance during the season of 1921 at the national playgrounds were 
broken by the Rocky Mountain National Park, according to figures announced by the 
National Park Service in Washington, D.C., yesterday.  The Rocky Mountain National 
Park had 275,737 visitors compared with Hot Springs National Park with 130,969, 
Yosemite National Park with 91,513, and Yellowstone National Park with 81,651, or 
102,573 more than the combined number of Yosemite and Yellowstone National Parks, 
the two other most famous parks in the United States.  The total number of visitors to all 
the national parks the past season was 1,006,995, so more than 1/4 of all national park 
visitors were in the Rocky Mountain National Park.  There were 164,461 visitors to the 
national monuments, of which 5500 visited Colorado.  Mesa Verde National Park had 
3,003 visitors during the season.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Denver Bootleggers Find Larimer County Rough Sailing.  
Denver bootleggers get the surprise of their lives when they stray into Larimer County.  
Conditions in Denver and here are slightly different.  In Denver, if they are unfortunate 
enough to be caught, they are virtually given a license to go out and recover their slight 
fine of “$100 and costs”.  Several of the Denver bootleggers who have gone out to 
conquer new worlds have come to grief in the Larimer County Court.  Friday, Judge 
Bouton gave a fellow claiming the name of Patton a sentence of $300 and costs, and six 
months in the county bastille [sic, meaning the county jail].  The costs are no trifling 
affair.  Patton will not have to worry as to where the next meal is coming from for more 
than a year.  He had in his possession 40 quarts of moonshine when captured.  Saturday, 
Sheriff Smith captured another Denver man driving a big new Studebaker six, containing 
160 quarts of booze.  The fellow’s name is said to be Perry, but his memory was very 
poor and he didn’t know from whence the whiskey came, nor whither it was going.  
There seems to be little necessity in this county for a vigilance committee to see that the 
officers enforce the law, as has recently been organized in Denver.

21 October 1921 – School was closed Thursday and Friday this week that the teachers 
might attend the State Teachers Convention in Denver.

21 October 1921 – William Tallant and Charles Chapman represented the local Odd 
Fellows Lodge at their conclave in Denver this week.  Mrs. William Tallant and Mrs. 
Chapman were the Rebekah delegates.  

21 October 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 



business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above 
Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months 
$1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate – 35 cents per inch per issue.  Local 
reading notices 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainment, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 
of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

21 October 1921 – Editorial headline:  Brisbane Speaks Out.  Arthur Brisbane, one of the 
very few newspaper men in this country who has sufficient courage to say exactly what 
he thinks about the labor situation, sums up the facts in a very few words as follows:  
“With ‘statesmen’ and the committee on unemployment asking, ‘How far down can we 
bring wages?’, it is a pleasure to hear some civilized talk from C.A. Eaton, of the big 
General Electric Company.”  “High wages is the most economical thing in industry, 
workmen should earn a surplus above the mere cost of living, otherwise no advance 
toward better civilization.  Better machines, better industrial managers, higher efficiency 
in labor, new inventions, work done in great economical units should solve the problem.  
Forever striving to reduce wages is stupid, out of date, harmful to the public interest, 
worthy of the man that reduced his horse to one oat straw, then saw it die.  If you have 10 
million men earning and spending an average of $60,000,000 a day, you’ll have 
prosperity.  Cut that in two, and you have bad times.  If wages of 10 cents a day interest 
you, move your business to China and go bankrupt.”

21 October 1921 – Reprinted from Larimer County Chronicle:  Denver’s “No accident 
week” was a complete failure.  There will be no successful automobile accident weeks 
until gasoline goes to ten dollars a gallon.  [Response from Arthur B. Harris, 
presumably:]  You’re all wrong, Brother Watrous [Ansel Watrous, publisher of the 
Larimer County Chronicle].  The higher gasoline goes, the faster they go to get their 
money’s worth.

21 October 1921 – Reprinted from Colorado Springs Democrat:  Here’s hoping the 
governor may have better luck in reducing high freight rates than he had in reducing the 
number of useless boards.  But if he finds the job a bit difficult, he can turn it over to his 
constitutional convention.  [Response from Arthur B. Harris, presumably:]  Yep, election 
promises are as easily made as New Year’s resolutions, but, by heck, it’s another matter 
to keep them if they don’t happen to please the political machine.

21 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are result getters.



21 October 1921 – Headline:  Secretary of Chamber of Commerce Conspires against 
Editor.  Shortly after noon Saturday, the telephone rang and Secretary Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey challenged us to make a trip to Fort Collins.  The challenge was promptly 
accepted, and it was soon arranged that the families of both should complete the party.  
We were late in getting away, and to make sure his plans should not miscarry [what 
follows seems disjointed, as if one or more lines were omitted], many automobiles were 
out with there high-power searchlights burning brightly.  A big steel truck painted the 
same color as the pavement without lights of any kind was moving slowly toward the 
county seat.  We were traveling a little better than twenty per [20 miles per hour] until the 
truck refused to permit us to pass.  Then we went into the ditch.  But here plans 
miscarried.  We stayed with the car, and Secretary Godfrey made a high-dive for a patch 
of Russian thistles.  The editor’s wife and 3-month-old baby were unacquainted with the 
order of the day, or more correctly, night, and also made a dive for it.  No one was hurt in 
the least, but the car looked decidedly the worst for the encounter.  The owner of the truck 
readily admitted full responsibility for the accident and attended to the repairs necessary.  
We are wondering who the next bold, bad man may be who will be willing to risk a ride 
with us.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Woman’s Club Plant to Raise Library Rent Fund.  To raise 
the necessary funds to pay the library rent for the year, the Estes Park Woman’s Club will 
give a euchre card party at the National Park Hotel Saturday evening.  Admission will be 
$1 per person.

21 October 1921 – Column title and byline:  School News by School Reporter.  The 
teachers are all in Denver attending the annual meeting of the Colorado Educational 
Association.  School closed at noon Wednesday in order that they might be in Denver in 
time for the first meeting on Thursday morning.  There is much school news in the 
making this week, but due to the many special activities of the faculty during the past 
week, there has been no time available in which to write it up.  Steady progress is being 
made toward gaining recognition for the high school as an accredited high school.  These 
plans, when completed, will also have the effect of greatly improving certain conditions 
in the grade school also.

21 October 1921 – Mrs. Clyde Low entertained the Westminster Guild Thursday…Mrs. 
William Fogg spent Wednesday and Thursday in Longmont visiting friends…Mrs. Frank 
Wheelock is driving a nice Ford sedan…Mr. and Mrs. Garrett E. Casey and Charles Hix 
returned Sunday from Cañon City, where they spent a week with Mr. and Mrs. Newton 
Miller…And still tourists are entering Estes Park.  Friday we observed cars from New 
Jersey, Michigan, Minnesota, and Kansas all on the streets at one time…Semi-
advertisement:  The merchant who wants your business goes right after it, and he has the 
goods at the right price.  Read the ads and spend your money at home.



21 October 1921 – Article reprinted from Longmont Call.  Headline:  Will Recommend 
Appropriation to Finish South St. Vrain Road.  John Donovan, engineer of the state 
highway board, stated Tuesday after a tour of inspection of the South St. Vrain Raod with 
county commissioners that he would recommend an appropriation of $20,000 from the 
state funds for finishing the road improvement during the coming year.  He also will 
suggest an appropriation to build an additional span to the Petersen bridge near Lyons.

21 October 1921 – The ladies of the Estes Park chapter of PEO who attended the 
luncheon and play given by the Loveland chapter in their honor Saturday were Mrs. 
Samuel Service, Mrs. Abner Sprague, Mrs. Ralph Macdonald, Mrs. J.E. Macdonald, Mrs. 
Roy Wiest, Mrs. Albert Hayden, Mrs. Augustus Denby Lewis, Mrs. Granville Elmer 
Wright [Beulah James], Mrs. Carrie James [Carrie Shallenberger, Beulah Wright’s 
mother], Mrs. A. Chapman, Mrs. Charles Chapman, and Mrs. Estes Osborn.  Abner 
Sprague accompanied them down.

21 October 1921 – Editorial:  Wouldn’t this be a good time to put in a few more needed 
sidewalks?  There are several places that are badly needed, and a better time could not be 
found in which to do the work.  Two crosswalks should be placed at the bank corner [the 
main downtown intersection of Elkhorn and Moraine], and two at the Service corner [the 
easternmost end of the 100 block of East Elkhorn], and a walk from there to the post 
office [in the city park, corresponding to the 200 block of East Elkhorn].

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston is open with first-class 
accommodations and service.  Just the place for a really comfortable rest.  Weekend 
parties and Sunday dinners a specialty.  Telephone #81.  Estes Park.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.  

21 October 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  When the Senate last week passed the 
Borah bill exempting American coastwise vessels from payment of Panama Canal tolls, it 
started something, and that something may prove later rather embarrassing for the 
administration, provided the House also passes the measure.  In the opinion of the 
opponents of the bill, it is a violation of the treaty of 1914 with Great Britain, assuring all 
nations equal treatment in the operation of the canal, and they are confident that the 



British not only will protest the bill if it is made law, but will demand arbitration of the 
matter.  Some senators asserted that it was unwise to bring up the tolls issue at this time, 
because it would add a new complication to the armament conference.  This view was 
held by Senator Lodge, although he declared the United States had the right under the 
treaty to exempt its coastwise shipping from tolls payment.  Senator Borah, however, 
intimating that he had consulted President Harding, said that “those who are primarily 
responsible for the successful outcome of the conference, so far as the United States is 
concerned, do not share the fears of embarrassment, which have been expressed on this 
floor today.”  When it came to a vote, 35 Republicans and 12 Democrats were recorded in 
favor of the measure, and 17 Republicans and 20 Democrats in opposition.  Free tolls was 
a plank in the Democratic platform of 1912, but it was repudiates by President Wilson, 
and at his insistence, the free tolls clause in the canal act was repealed in 1914, after an 
exciting parliamentary battle.  Last year, the Republican platform advocated the 
exemption of American shipping, and President Harding has urged the passage of the bill.  
In middle-western states, business and commercial organizations are strongly opposing 
the measure, because they believe it is designed to benefit the Atlantic and Pacific coast 
states at the expense of the rest of the country.  Many of the middle-western senators who 
voted in favor of the bill are blamed for blindness to the interests of their sections of the 
country.  The argument that the measure is in contravention of the treaty is weakened by 
the fact that coastwise traffic is restricted by law to vessels of American registry, and it is 
to these only that the proposed exemption will apply.  The real battle over the issue will 
come in the lower house, and it is predicted that the bill will be allowed to sleep there 
until after the conclusion of the conference on armaments…One of America’s most astute 
statesmen and lawmakers, Philander Chase Knox, died suddenly in his home in 
Washington, D.C., last Wednesday.  As attorney general, secretary of state, and senator 
from Pennsylvania, and for many years as one of the leaders of the Republican party, Mr. 
Knox won high consideration and fame.  He was a candidate for the Republican 
nomination for the presidency in 1908, and in recent years was especially prominent as 
an unswerving opponent of the Versailles Treaty, and the author of the resolution 
declaring the state of war with Germany and Austria at an end.  With he was attorney 
general, under President Roosevelt, he directed the suit that smashed the Northern 
Securities railroad merger.  As secretary of state, in President Taft’s cabinet, he did much 
to extend American business in foreign lands, developing the principle of “dollar 
diplomacy”, especially in the Far East.  Mr. Knox often aroused the antagonism of others 
by his downright policies, but his unadulterated Americanism was never questioned, and 
his services to his country were numerous and important.  It was expected in Washington, 
D.C., that the death of Senator Knox would result in brief delay in bringing the peace 
treaties to a final vote in the Senate…If the council of the League of Nations has decided 
on the division of Upper Silesia between Germany and Poland on the lines reported in 
dispatches from Europe, the reactionary elements in Germany will be given a fine chance 
to regain some of their lost power.  Though the reported solution of the problem is a 
compromise, and gives Germany a considerable share of the manufacturing region of 
Upper Silesia, including the districts of Gleiwitz, Hindenburg, and part of Beuthen, the 



Germans are highly displeased with the decision.  The monarchic press is howling for 
revenge, and the radicals and conservatives unite in denouncing the partition as a 
“criminal act”.  The almost immediate result is likely to be the resignation of the cabinet, 
and if Chancellor Wirth is thus forced out, it is most probably that Doctor Streseman will 
come into power as his successor.  He, as had been said before in these columns, is at 
heart a reactionary, and is bitter against the entente allies and the United States.  
Meanwhile, according to rumors, certain of the Silesian cities awarded to Poland are 
preparing to fight to stay in Germany.  The old German military bodies that were 
disbanded when the league troops took charge in the district are getting together again, 
and arms that were buried instead of surrendered are being dug up.  The prospect is far 
from peaceful…King Alexander of Servia [sic, now Serbia] is the subject of a lot of 
international gossip these days.  For weeks, since the death of old King Peter, he has 
delayed his going to Belgrade to assume the crown of Jugo-Slavia [sic, subsequently 
Yugoslavia], and the explanations of this delay have not been at all satisfactory.  One day 
last week, it was reported in Paris, France, where Alexander is sojourning, that he had 
renounced the throne, preferring the pleasures of the French capital to the perils of being 
a king in his own land.  Next day, this story was flatly denied by the Jugo-Slav [sic] 
legation in Paris, France.  One of the rumors afloat is that the young monarch is 
enamored of a French girl who would not be acceptable as queen…Ireland’s peace 
delegates, after receiving a noisy welcome from their fellow countrymen in London, 
England, went into conference with Premier Lloyd George and several other members of 
the British cabinet.  The sessions are likely to continue, with brief interruptions, for many 
weeks, and if the Sinn Feiners have their way, the public will know little of what is going 
on until the whole affair is ended.  Apparently both sides are showing tact and good will, 
and the feeling in London, England, is becoming distinctly optimistic…The conference 
on unemployment adjourned sine die [sic, Latin indefinitely] on Thursday, after 
approving a general program of permanent measures designed to cure involuntary 
idleness and restore the nation’s business and commerce to a normal condition.  These are 
in addition to the steps for immediate relief of the situation already taken, including the 
enlistment of commercial and employers’ associations and municipalities and states in the 
solving of the problem, and the setting up in Washington, D.C., of a centralizing agency 
under Colonel Arthur Woods…While the foreign delegates to the arms conference are on 
their way to America, our own delegation is holding meetings to formulate the policy that 
will be followed by the United States.  At its first session, Secretary of State Hughes 
reported that not one of the participating powers had raised a single objection to any part 
of the tentative agenda he had submitted.  Even Japan, which at first was a bit coy, has 
promised no additions or eliminations.  Mr. Hughes also said he had cabled to the powers, 
as an addition to the agenda, the proposition that the conference consider the question of 
electrical communication in the Pacific, which, of course, means that the controversy 
with Japan over the Yap cable and radio will come up, unless it is settled in the meantime.  
The American delegation elected Basil Miles as its secretary, considered and approved 
the physical arrangements for the conference, and then took up the matter of publicity for 
the big meeting.  The members explained to the anxious representatives of the press that 



this is a question for the conference to determine, but that they would place no obstacle in 
the way of the fullest publicity possible, consistent with the expedition of the 
conference’s business.  Hundreds of idealists have written to President Harding, under the 
impression that the conference is expected to accomplish the complete disarmament of 
the world.  In a reply to one of them, President Harding has undertaken to dispel the 
illusion.  In it, he says, as he has said before, that it is erroneous even to suggest that the 
conference can go so far as to attempt universal disarmament, and that “if we can get a 
reasonable limitation, we shall think that great things have been accomplished.”  
Continuing, he says, “By ‘reasonable limitation’ I mean something practicable that there 
is a chance to accomplish, rather than an ideal that there would be no chance to realize.  It 
is necessary to deal with actualities, to do the best possible.  Universal disarmament 
would be beyond hope of realization, even its desirability at this time might well be 
questioned.  Thousands of years of history recording the wars and controversies of 
mankind suggest that human nature would require revolutionary reorganization to make 
universal disarmament possible.  A consideration of the present state of the world must, I 
think, enforce the conclusion that this is not a hopeful time to undertake that kind of 
revolution…To undertake the impossible and fail might leave our last state worse than 
our first.  The attitude of the nations warrants confidence that we will not fail, but rather 
that substantial results will be accomplished, calculated to lessen the armament burden 
and to reduce the danger of armed conflict.”

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers will show you a 
variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-date tract – not 
far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

21 October 1921 – Sam Hand, 40 years old, who was tried in the district court at 
Walsenburg on a charge of killing Garfield Calland last May following a dispute over 
homestead fences and boundary lines, was found guilty of murder in the second degree.  
The jury was out more than 18 hours.  Hand, who is out on a $10,000 bond, said he 
would file an appeal, or ask for a new trial [see 27 May 1921 issue, where Calland is 
referred to as Gar Calland]…Dr. Ivan C. Wallin of the anatomy department of the 
University of Colorado shot a deer in the mountains four miles west of Boulder on the 
first day of the season.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Storage.  
Accessories, repairing, Goodrich tires.  Gas, oil, Ford parts.  George W. Johnson, 
proprietor.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service.  
Telephone #15.



21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery 
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

21 October 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Lawrence E. Grace and wife, 
G.G. Church and wife, and William Eddy made up a hunting party that crossed the 
Continental Divide to seek such game as they might encounter.  They went to near 
Dillon, where deer had been plentiful until the opening of the hunting season.  They only 
got a shot at a coyote and it made its escape through a marsh, although badly wounded.  
They returned by way of Denver, and report a very pleasant trip…G.G. Church went to 
Denver Monday to attend the Masonic gathering there.  A class of 500 candidates were 
initiated…Ralph Macdonald and wife, and James D. Stead and wife, went to Denver 
Wednesday.  Both parties expect to return Saturday.  P.P. Brehm, manager of the carpet 
and draperies department of A.T. Lewis Dry Good Company of Denver, is spending the 
week in Estes Park.  He is greatly pleased with the wonderful fall weather, and says he 
becomes more attached to Estes Park every time he comes up.  He says Denver friends 
were surprised when he announced his intention of spending his vacation in Estes Park, 
as they were of the impression we were snowed in…William H. Derby is building a small 
cottage back of the Hupp Hotel…Roe Emery, president of the Rocky Mountain Parks 
Transportation Company, came up from Denver Wednesday…Joe Liebman is making an 
addition to his home…James D. Stead is having a new ice house constructed at the Steads 
Hotel…Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to give you prompt service 
for all kinds of fine job printing…J.E. Macdonald, Arthur K. Holmes, and party who 
enjoyed a fishing and hunting trip on the Michigan River returned to Estes Park Sunday.  
The weather was fine, fishing excellent, hunting punk.  E.O. Brown was successful is 
bagging a fine 250-pound black bear.  Arthur K. Holmes and Fred Noble each got a shot 
at another bear, but were unsuccessful in their attempt to secure it.  The bear shot by Mr. 
Brown was two miles from camp when first shot, and traveled halfway to camp before 
dropping.  None of the party were able to get a single shot at a deer.  Fishing occupied 
much of their time, but they found opportunity to climb Mount Richthofen.  Many robins 
were found as high as timberline, and lots of anemones were also found in full bloom…
The entertainment at the church Wednesday evening by Mrs. Francis Carter was splendid, 
and greatly enjoyed by a good audience.  The entertainment was given under the auspices 
of the Westminster Guild for the purpose of paying for the new stone steps at the 
church…Judge Tallant expects to leave shortly for Arizona, where he plans to enjoy the 
fellowship of a number of artists and to paint a few pictures of Arizona scenery…George 
Wyatt has purchased the Buckley Plumbing Shop and is planning to make his permanent 
resident in Estes Park.  George is a first-class plumber, and we are sure he will secure his 
share of the business…Semi-advertisement:  Now is the time for a new overcoat.  We 
have a good stock.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]…Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
Cornelius Preston returned Saturday from a 12-day trip through North Park and 
Wyoming, perfectly content to remain in Colorado the rest of their lives.  They went as 
far as Billings, Montana, but saw nothing to compare with Colorado. They traveled 



Ribbon Canyon and saw but two rabbits and a half-dozen birds.  Dust and sand was 
almost hub deep in many places.  They visited Glen Preston and his wife at Sheridan, 
Wyoming, and stopped at Walden, Colorado, and Steamboat Springs.  Mrs. Preston’s 
sister, Mrs. D.H. Cross, and little grandson Dillon Lemar of Walden, accompanied them 
home for a week’s visit…H.L. Martin, the Loveland music store man who carried a 
generous space in the Estes Park Trail all summer, has delivered six nice Edison 
machines to purchasers in Estes Park during the past three weeks…The Estes Park 
Missionary Society will hold a mission study rally the middle of November, at which it is 
hoped every person in Estes Park will make an effort to attend.  The rally last spring was 
splendidly attended and greatly enjoyed.  A supper will probably be served in connection.  
The book selected for study is “The Why and How of Foreign Missions.”  Those who 
wish to secure the book should hand their names to Mrs. Shepherd, so that a copy may be 
secured for each one desiring it…Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Way 
returned Tuesday evening from a two-week sojourn in Arizona.  Mrs. Way went east for a 
brief visit before returning to Estes Park…Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hondius arrived home from 
Atlantic City, New Jersey, Thursday…Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail will 
consider it a favor if you will always inform us of non-delivery of your newspaper…Miss 
L.M. Butler went to Denver Friday to attend the meeting of the State Teachers 
Association…The regular meeting of the Woman’s Club will be held at the library [which 
means in the Indian Store on block 2] Wednesday afternoon.  The American Citizenship 
Committee, Mrs. Arthur K. Holmes, chairman, in charge. The subject will be American 
History…Dr. and Mrs. Homer E. James expect to leave shortly for California to spend the 
winter…Miss Marian Spinney is a guest at the Stanley this week…Mrs. William H. 
Derby spent several days in Denver this week…Mrs. Sarah Petrie went to Denver 
Thursday for a week’s visit…Semi-advertisement:  The advertisements in this issue tell 
you just where you can save the most money.  Get the habit of reading the 
advertisements, they are just as important as the news.  Remembers, a dollar saved is a 
dollar earned…Semi-advertisement:  Make your dollar buy full value.  Our advertisers 
are able to help you…Mrs. Sarah Petrie entertained the Ladies Aid Wednesday…Mrs. 
Albert Hayden is ill at her home this week.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Here is the new Thor with a big drop in price.  [XXX]  
Will do the spring and fall washing for any hotel in Estes Park, 12 big sheets, or their 
bulk in other linen at a time – 6 sheet size for the family wash.  We have them in stock at 
Denver prices.  Let us bring one out for a free trial wash day.  New Lemin-Cylinder, does 
not collect alkali or soap settlings.  The Electric Shop.  Walter E. Baldridge and V.D. 
Hurrel.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  $ $ $ $ $ - [Dollars] will probably be none too 
plentiful with any of us this winter, so it would seem to be good policy to conserve them.  
Your saving on the grocery bill may be considerable if you watch your step.  Our grocery 
prices are now down to a hard-pan winter basis, and there’s not doubt that that we are 
lower in most cases than our competitors.  Those who have delivery expenses must add 



them to their prices.  If you demand this service, you must pay for it.  There’s not such 
thing as free delivery, the charge may not show on your bill, but it is there just the same.  
Buy your groceries here – pay cash and pay less.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business]

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Fresh and cured 
meats, staple and fancy groceries, fruits and vegetables.  Free automobile delivery.  
Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick Service.  Dodge, Nash, Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin and Savage tires at Denver prices.  Ask 
for free motor record book.  Estes Park Garage, telephone #166.

21 October 1921 – Headline and byline:  The Value of Play by Carolyn James [daughter 
of Carrie James, and future wife of Stanley Winterbower].  There is no surer road to the 
goal of perfect health than playing in the open air, and the modern age is essentially a 
health-seeking age.  Every boy and girl should have a thorough knowledge of at least one 
game, sport, or recreation – such as baseball, hockey, tennis, golf, swimming, or 
horseback riding.  For stirring up the blood, developing the muscles, clearing the head, 
and stimulating the appetite – in fact for building up a strong, healthy body and mind, 
nothing is better than athletic games.  Moreover, engaging with others in wholesome 
sports helps one to overcome many undesirable traits of character – laziness, timidity, 
conceit, and lack of consideration for others.  It must be kept in mind, however, that over-
indulgence in play is as harmful as over-eating and over-drinking.  The player should 
temper his enthusiasm according to the limits of his bodily endurance and never subject 
any part of his system to overwork.  One of the common errors to avoid is sitting in a 
breeze when one’s body and clothes are wet with perspiration after playing some 
strenuous game.  Many people think that developing the body comes after development 
of the mind, but they do not stop to consider that with a physically disabled body, they 
would not have the opportunity to develop their minds.  The recent renewal of the 
Olympian games shows the great antiquity of some of the athletic contests of today, and 
expresses in a definite way the indebtedness of the modern world to Greece.  The Greeks 
were the first people of antiquity to organize sports.  The Greek athlete was as 
conspicuously honored by the citizen as the tragic poet or the leader in battle.  The victor 
in the Olympian games was crowned with laurel leaves in front of the temple of Zeus, 
poets celebrated him in verse, and his triumphal return to his native city was marked by 
songs and processions.  Greek sculptors preserve for us the healthy, well-developed 
bodies in which grace and strength are marvelously blended.  The Romans, who learned 
much from the Greeks, imitated them in their games, but without the moderation which 
was the ideal of Greek philosophy, and which was reflected in detail in the daily lives of 
the people of Athens, Greece.  Still later than the ancient times, during the Modern and 
Medieval period, “When knighthood was in flower”, the knightly jousts and tournaments 
corresponded somewhat to the games of the old Greeks and Romans.  But as time went 
on, not so much attention was paid to the body.  The pleasures of court and social 



excesses caused the people of southern Europe to neglect their athletic sports which have 
only recently been revived.  In the north, this was different.  For a short period only did 
the interest in sports die out in England, for athletic traditions or fables are very strong 
among the Anglo-Saxons and other people of the British Isles, and boxing and wrestling 
are now the most important games played by these people.  The Scandinavians and 
Germans also cultivated a great liking for sports, as we see by their traditions.  The 
ancient people seemed to realize what physical strength meant to happiness, and even 
today we cannot say that the greatest stress should be laid upon the mind or mental 
training.  Were this true, we would produce a weak-bodied generation, but exercise taken 
along with the mental training gives the proper balance.  With brains and a weak body, 
the person may not survive long enough to put his brains to any efficient use.  [Theodore] 
Roosevelt was a weakling while a child and young man, evidently realizing he could 
never accomplish his ideals without health, so he “went west” to play, and succeeded in 
becoming the most perfect American [sic, the cult of Teddy was still strong more than a 
decade after he left office] we have ever had.  Our government realizes the value of play, 
and is spending thousands of dollars in establishing national parks as playgrounds for the 
public, and our cities realize the value of play for its present and future citizens by 
providing city parks filled with much fun-producing apparatus for recreation.  Truly, it 
may be said that play is the mainspring of a well-balanced physical, mental, and, hence, 
moral life. 

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Humane Society for Estes Park.  We are informed that 
there is now a fully organized Humane Society in Estes Park affiliated with the State 
Humane Society.  There is also an officer duly authorized to act in cases of cruelty to 
children or animals, who will be backed by the state organization.  The address of the 
secretary of the local organization is Box 100, and any cases of cruelty should be reported 
to him.  Communications are always considered as strictly confidential, and should, 
therefore, be signed.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Resolution.  Be it resolved by the board of trustees of the 
town of Estes Park, Colorado:  That there is a newspaper having a general circulation 
with the corporation of the town of Estes Park and that the name of this newspaper is 
“The Estes Park Trail” and therefore it is hereby ordered that all by-laws and ordinances 
of the said town of Estes Park which shall be passed and adopted after the date hereof 
shall be published in said newspaper.  Further that this will be the only way in which said 
by-laws and ordinances will be published by the said town of Estes Park after date hereof.  
Passed and adopted this 10th day of October 1921.  (Signed) Albert Hayden, Mayor.  
Attest:  Clerk and Recorder.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Two Historic Facts.  Sugar is first mentioned in history 
when a small quantity was brought from India to Rome, Italy, but the Estes Park Trail is 
mentioned every week in 16 states as the best little weekly published.  Is it coming to 
your home?



21 October 1921 – Headline:  Notice for Publication.  Publisher.  Department of the 
Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  14 October 1921.  Notice is 
hereby given that Henry Lynch, of Box 363, Boulder, Colorado, who, on 20 September 
1916 made Homestead Entry No. 023635 for the lots 2, 3, east 1/2 of southwest 1/4, 
section 19, township 5 north, range 73 west of the 6th principal meridian, has filed notice 
of intention to make three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, 
before the Register or Receiver, United States Land Office, at Denver, Colorado, on 29 
November 1921.  Claimant names as witnesses:  Cornelius H. Bond of Estes Park, 
Colorado, Sam Service of Estes Park, Colorado, William Cheney of Lyons, Colorado, and 
Chester B. Hall [or Charles Byron Hall] of Lyons, Colorado.  [signed] Mary Wolfe 
Dargin, Register.  28-6.

21 October 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read them 
for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale or trade – 
Nicely improved 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in county, balance dry 
farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good school.  
Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, balance 
terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished cottage 
inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 
acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of 
shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last long at the price.  Address 
CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For Rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum 
cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  W.H. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins prefix].

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next summer.  
Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house now and 
build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of plans to 
choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are satisfied.  
S.M. Hurd, builder.  Post office box 26.  [This is the second appearance in a row of Hurd 
without Wooley/Woolley, and establishes that the previous omission was in the 14 
October 1921 Estes Park Trail advertisement was not an oversight.]

21 October 1921 – Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service [a block 5 business].  Fine 
cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  We use only 



the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and you will be 
steady customers.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says [XXX] When you lend a man 
money to tide him over, he don’t always come up with the tide.  When you have money 
to spare – loan it to “C.D.”  C.D. stands for certificate of deposit, familiar to all our 
customers.  C.D. always “comes up with the tide” and for 12 years has paid obligation 
when due or demanded.  Ideal for fall money.  Interest rate 4%.  Hours 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 
noon, 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.  The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your 
patronage is appreciated.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

21 October 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  The large increase in 
cultivated acres in the state this year has been due almost exclusively to a very large 
increase in acreage devoted to winter wheat.  No other important crop, with the exception 
of potatoes, shows a substantial increase in acreage over last year, and many leading 
crops, including corn, hay, sorghums, rye, sugar beets, beans, field peas, and millet, show 
actual decreases.  Slight increases are shown in the acreages reported for oats and barley.  
The increase in acreage of winter wheat reported is 374,117 acres, or about 26,000 acres 
more than the total increase of cultivated acreage, showing that all other crops with the 
exception of winter wheat, taken together, show a decrease in acreage as compared with 
last year.  There was also a slight increase in the acreage devoted to spring wheat…While 
hunting on Steuben Creek, 15 miles west of Gunnison, John Story accidentally 
discovered the bones of Howard Carpenter, who was lost in the hills nine years ago.  The 
remains were in thick timber, and were identified by Carpenter’s gun and watch close by.  
The disappearance of Carpenter, who was a popular young man of 34, occurred on 3 
October 1912, and created great excitement.  He was leading a hunting party, consisting 
of the Rev. C.F. O’Farrel, Catholic priest of Montrose, fire chief Terry Owens of Denver, 
and two Colorado Springs hunters.  They were hunting on the left fork of Steuben Creek, 
and on the return to camp, Carpenter left the party and never was seen again…The 
Tacoma plant of the Western Colorado Power Company at Durango was put out of 
commission when more than 100 feet of flume-providing water for the plant from Electra 
Lake gave way.  It was necessary to switch the current load to the company’s plant at 
Ames.  It will require from two to three weeks to make repairs to the flume, according to 
the statement by an official of the company, who also stated the loss was great.  The 
Tacoma plant furnishes current for Durango and part of the Silverton district…Mistaken 
by a member of another hunting party for a deer, Walter McCafferty of Montrose was 
shot and fatally wounded while hunting near Lake City.  The shot was fired by Charles 
Mendenhall, also of Montrose, who saw a movement in the brush and mistook the flash 
of McCafferty’s coat for a buck.  The bullet tore McCafferty’s right arm to shreds, and 
although he mounted a horse and rode to his camp a mile away in hope of receiving help, 



he died of shock soon after his arrival…His desire to see his wife and 4-month-old baby, 
which was born while he was in prison, led Charles W. Dunbar to escape from the road 
camp at Cedar Creek, Colorado, 11 June 1921, he told officers who arrested him at his 
wife’s home at Lincoln, Nebraska, two hours after he had joined his family.  Dunbar said 
he roamed around the country four months in an effort to throw officials off his trail.  He 
was serving five years for forgery…The University of Colorado Players’ Club will 
present Moliere’s “Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme” or “The Newly Rich” to the alumni on 
Homecoming Day, 5 November 1921, after the football game between Colorado College 
and the University of Colorado.  The play is of the musical extravaganza type.  It will 
carry a chorus of 35 men and women, and 13 leads.  The costuming, as planned by Coach 
Francis Wolle, will be both unique and gorgeous…Linda M. Lee, said to be the only 
woman justice of the peace in Colorado, recently administered justice in the spirit of a 
true Portia.  When Earl Pollard, a waiter at a Boulder hotel, was brought before her on an 
assault charge, she fined him $4.80, and then turned around and fined the complaining 
witness, Walter Carter, a like amount for provoking a fight…A coal miners’ strike of 
employees of the American Smelting and Refining Company at Durango, which was 
inaugurated union leaders last May following an announcement of a wage cut, has been 
settled.  The miners were employed by the San Juan mine, owned by the company.  
During the strike, the company was forced to purchase fuel from other companies…A 
coroner’s jury decided that the death of James Glasgow, prospector, whose body was 
found in the Sangre de Cristo forest reserve, was due to an accident.  Glasgow 
disappeared 30 September 1921, and his body was found by bloodhounds after several 
parties of searchers had failed.  Glasgow was shot just above the heart, the bullet being 
from his own rifle, which was evidently discharged when the prospector fell over a log.  
The bloodhounds were brought from Colorado Springs by Otto Quillan, sheriff, and 
easily picked up a trail nine days old…Joseph Broyer, 11 years old, is the third of Mr. and 
Mrs. Joseph Broyer’s family of six who had died within the last year of Bright’s disease.  
A daughter, 8, and a still younger daughter preceded the boy, the former dying just a 
month ago.  The family has lived in Fort Collins about five years…Plans for a new high 
school building at Rye to accommodate students from the Rye, Abby, and Crow districts 
were held up when a ballot on the proposition in the Crow district resulted in a tie vote of 
22 to 22.  Another vote will be taken.  Rye and Abby districts had previously voted in 
favor of the plan…Salvador Olivas was killed, and Jose Garcia critically injured, when an 
automobile in which they were riding overturned between Walsenburg and La Veta.  Two 
other occupants of the car were slightly injured.  Passing motorists discovered all four 
men lying in the road beside the overturned machine…Dr. P.D. Russell, 50 years old, was 
found dead in his automobile on the Santa Fe Trail, six miles east of Pueblo.  Death was 
due to apoplexy.  The body was found by a rancher.  Dr. Russell was returning to Pueblo 
from a call to the St. Charles mesa.  He leaves his widow and one son residing in Los 
Angeles, California…Brennan Rowan, age 24, held at Pueblo as a material witness in the 
prosecution of several drug cases, is dead as the result of an overdose of narcotics, 
according to authorities.  Rowan collapsed in the courthouse, and was removed to a 
hospital, where he died.  Rowan formerly lived in Denver, Colorado, and Butte, 



Montana…All records for enrollment at the Colorado State Teachers’ College at Greeley 
have been broken this year.  The college enrollment is 712, while high school students 
raise the total to 1442.  The increase in the number of men students is a notable feature.  
There are 76 men, compared with only 44 last quarter…The uncertainty of conditions in 
the livestock industry is causing sheep men to forego the usual autumn purchase of 
feeding lambs, according to indications in northwestern Colorado.  In spite of the low 
price of feeding lambs, the ranchers seem unwilling to take the necessary risk.  Many of 
the feeders expect still lower prices.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The undersigned, having taken over 
the business of the A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company, wishes to announce 
that he is splendidly equipped to give first-class service in plumbing, heating, and 
repairing.  Figure with us before starting the next job.  George R. Wyatt.

21 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Estes Park Trail want ads are getting results – 
try them.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis courts, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Arrange now for next season’s reservations.  Charles 
Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

21 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail, telephone 
#27-J3.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Quality is supreme object.  This store has always 
stood for the very best quality in merchandise, and we have been adding some more good 
advertised lines, and we are especially proud of Wilson Brothers men’s furnishings.  The 
best and the best advertised line of furnishing goods in the world.  Master Craft hosiery, 
Hy Tone suspenders, Vitts leather vests, and many other well-known brands that are 
backed by guaranteed contracts.  Buy your goods in your hometown and help to boost 
home industry, as well as save money for yourself.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 
business].

21 October 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  
Presbyterian church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday 
morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both 
services.  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  6:30 p.m. [Sunday] – 
Christian Endeavor topic – What we know about God.  Psalms 139:1-12.  Subhead:  



Christian Endeavor daily bible readings (for next week).  Monday – Romans 12:11.  
Tuesday – I Corinthians 13:1-7.  Wednesday – Proverbs 18:23-24.  Thursday – Proverbs 
16:21-30.  Friday – James 2:1-9.  Saturday – Luke 11:43-45.  Sunday – Matthew 7:12.  
Subhead:  Sunday school lesson, 22 October 1921.  Paul’s last journey to Jerusalem.  
Lesson text – Acts 20, 21:1-17.  Golden text – Let us not be weary in well doing, for in 
due season, we shall reap if we faint not – Galatians 6:9.  Reference material – Romans 
16:3-16, 21-23.  II Timothy 4:19-21.  Primary topic – How Paul’s friends showed their 
love.  Junior topic – Paul and his friends.  Intermediate and senior topic – Paul and his 
friends.  Young people and adult topic – Paul reviews his ministry.  I. Paul’s visit to 
Greece and Miletus (Acts 20:1-16).  Two incidents marked this trip:  1. The Jews laid 
wait for him (Acts 20:1-5).  This plot obliged him to retrace his steps through Macedonia 
instead of a more rapid sea voyage.  2. Fellowshipping the disciples at Troas (Acts 
20:6-16).  He met with them around the table of the Lord and spoke words of 
encouragement.  While preaching here, Eutychus, in a deep sleep, fell from a window and 
was killed.  Paul restored his life, thus giving to the disciples a sign of divine power 
which was greatly needed at that time.  II. Paul’s farewell to the Ephesian elders.  (Acts 
20:17-38).  His object in this address is to impress upon them their responsibility.  1. 
Review of his three years’ ministry (Acts 20:18-21).  (1) The spirit of ministry (Acts 
20:19).  He was humble, tender, and faithful, in spite of the many trials which befell him.  
(2) The faithfulness of his ministry (Acts 20:20-21).  He made known unto them 
everything which was of profit, taught them both in public and in private.  He neglected 
no class, Jews or Greeks.  He was impartial in all his ministry (3) The theme of his 
ministry (Acts 20:21).  Repentance and faith.  This is the preeminent note in the message 
of true ministers today.  2. The present state of things (Acts 20:22-27).  Having reviewed 
his ministry, he now points out the present state of tings.  (1) His immediate purpose was 
to go to Jerusalem (Acts 20:22).  (2) Bonds and afflictions were lying across his path 
(Acts 20:23).  Despite these, he went forward with undaunted courage.  He knew that 
God was leading him, so he went forward.  (3) His fixed purpose (Acts 20:24).  He was 
determined to complete his ministry at whatever cost – even giving up his life.  (4) His 
consciousness of obligation discharged (Acts 20:25-27).  Knowing that they should see 
his face no more, he called them to record that he had not shunned to declare the whole 
counsel of God, therefore was free from the blood of all men.  3. His charge to the elders 
(Acts 20:28-35).  (1) The ground of (Acts 20:28).  The flock for which they must care 
was purchased by the precious blood of Jesus, and they had received their commission 
from the Lord.  (2) The impending evils. (Acts 20:29-30).  False teachers would arise 
from their own number.  Grievous wolves would devour the stock.  The most deadly foes 
of the church are those ministers and Sunday school teachers who are unfaithful to their 
trust.  (3) Incentives to faithfulness (Acts 20:31-35).  His own example of watching night 
and day for three years is held up before them, his unselfish service, laboring with his 
own hands night and day, that he might be free from suspicion of selfishness.  III. Paul 
tarrying seven days at Tyre (Acts 21:1-6).  His point of destination was Jerusalem.  He 
was pressing onward thither with all speed, but on account of the unloading of the ship, 
he was obliged to wait at Tyre for seven days.  During this delay, he searched out the 



disciples who lived in that city.  While here, certain disciples said that Paul should not go 
to Jerusalem.  The information which these disciples received by the Spirit was doubtless 
the same as that given to Agabus (Acts 21:10-11).  Agabus told exactly what the Spirit 
said, which sets right what the Tyrian disciples seemed to say.  The same Spirit which 
showed to these disciples that suffering awaited Paul, revealed unto him the same 
suffering, and sent him forward into it.  IV. Paul tarrying in Philip’s house (Acts 21:7-14).  
Resuming their journey, they paused briefly at Ptolemais to greet the brethren there, after 
which they went to Caesarea.  Here they took up their abode with Philip, who had so 
successfully wrought in the early days of the church.  V. Paul at Jerusalem (Acts 
21:15-17).  The brethren at Jerusalem gladly received them.  Paul’s lodging place was 
with an old disciple. 

21 November 1921 – Quote from Jeremy Taylor.  Headline:  Blessings of this Day.  
Enjoy the blessings of this day, if God sends them, and the evils bear patiently, and 
sweetly; for this day is ours; we are dead to yesterday, and are not born tomorrow.

21 November 1921 – Quote from Bishop Hall.  Headline:  Near Him.  We come too near 
Him when we search into His counsels.  The sun and the fire say of themselves, Come 
not too near.  How much more the Light which none can attain unto?

21 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company [a block 5 business].  Daily automobile service to Loveland, Longmont, and 
Lyons.  Also Fort Collins and through service to Denver during tourist season.  Freight, 
express, baggage, and United States mail, etc.  Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

21 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

21 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

21 November 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens, drawing 
and writing books, and other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  
Telephone #41. 



21 October 1921 – Headline:  Fern Lodge Preparing for Winter Sports Carnival.  Frank 
W. Byerly informs us that the building operations at Fern Lake Lodge, which have been 
going on since the close of the season there, are progressing satisfactorily, and that 
everything will soon be in readiness for the winter sports carnival that will be held there 
this winter.  The new dining room has been completed at the lodge and a twelve-foot 
porch built across the front and south sides.  Four new cabins are being built, and 
considerable remodeling being done.  There will probably be more than 200 persons in 
attendance at the winter sports carnival this coming season, according to advance 
arrangements already made by the Colorado Mountain Club and the Olinger Highlanders.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Music Club Holds First Meeting of Season.  The Estes 
Park Music and Study Club met Thursday afternoon at the National Park Hotel.  Mrs. 
Robert H. Lindley presided.  Mrs. Frank Service, accompanied by Miss Griffith, sang 
“Last Night and You” by Mrs. Clem Yore.  The program for the approaching season was 
arranged as follows:  27 October 1921:  Music and interior decorating.  Second Thursday 
November 1921:  French literature and art, Mrs. McMahan.  Fourth Thursday November 
1921 [sic, this would be Thanksgiving Day]:  French Music, Miss Griffith.  Second 
Thursday December 1921:  German art and literature, Mrs. Carruthers.  Fourth Thursday 
December 1921:  German music, Mrs. Service.  Second Thursday January 1922:  Italian 
art and literature, Mrs. Lindley.  Fourth Thursday January 1922:  Italian music, Mrs. 
Gaylord Thomson.  Second Thursday February 1922:  Russian art and literature, Mrs. 
Byerly.  Fourth Thursday February 1922:  Russian music, Mrs. Low.  Second Thursday 
March 1922:  Spanish art and literature, Mrs. McGraw.  Fourth Thursday March 1922:  
Spanish music, Mrs. Fred Payne Clatworthy.  Second Thursday April 1922:  American art 
and literature, Mrs. Graves.  Fourth Thursday April 1922:  American music, Mrs. Service 
and Miss Griffith.  Meetings will be held on the second and fourth Thursdays of the 
month.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Streets should be Marked.  There is no doubt but that the 
streets should be marked by street signs and the houses numbered so that the tourist may 
be enabled to find his way more easily about the town.  [So clearly the streets are not 
marked, and the houses not numbered, in 1921.]  As it now is, great difficulty is 
experienced in giving plain directions that enable those unacquainted with the community  
in readily finding their way about town.  The post office department is making an effort 
to have the streets and houses in cities with carrier service plainly marked and numbered 
and, while we do not yet have this service, we feel that the effort would be well spent in 
better marking out the town.

21 October 1921 – There were about a dozen deer killed in this county during the hunting 
season, but not a single Estes Park hunter was successful in bagging a deer.  There were 
about as many bear killed as deer.  E.O. Brown of Estes Park was successful in securing a 
fine specimen of a black bear weighing 250 pounds.



21 October 1921 – Headline:  Real Estate Transfers.  Walt Mason [the syndicated 
columnist] to Josie H. Hupp [sic, suggest Josephine Leach Blinn Hupp], $5,500, lot 109, 
Al Fresco Place, Estes Park…Albert Hayden et al. to Charles W. Emmerson, Lot 4, 
Broadview subdivision, $1…Freelan Oscar Stanley to Hugh R. Plumb, $850, partial  
north 1/2 of northwest 1/4 of section 35-5-73…Homer E. James to Mary K. Sherman, 
$5,500, partial block 10, Estes Park [This is supposedly his home cottage.]…Freelan 
Oscar Stanley to Enoch Joe Mills, $6500, partial south 1/2 of section 25-5-73 [it would 
be interesting to see what section near downtown Estes Park this was.]…Arthur O. 
Lovejoy to E.W. Paul, $500, partial southeast 1/4 of southeast 1/4 of section 27-5-73.

21 October 1921 – L. Estes Osborn has taken over the Continental Gas wholesale station 
for the winter…Colonel W.W. Crosby, who has had charge of the engineering work in 
Rocky Mountain National Park during the summer, was called Tuesday to Mesa Verde 
National Park in the southern part of the state to supervise some engineering work there.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Notice.  Estes Park, Colorado, 26 September 1921.  To the 
stockholders of the Estes Park water company:  You will please take notice that there will 
be a special meeting of the stockholders of the Estes Park Water Company, to be held at 
the office of said company in the Estes Park Bank on 26 October 1921, at the hour of 
2:00 p.m., for the purpose of considering the question of increasing the capital stock of 
said company to provide funds for increasing the working capital of said company, and 
also to consider the question of increasing the number of directors of said company.  
[signed] Samuel Service, president.  Charles F. Hix, secretary.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  [XXX] $25 f.o.b. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  The 
new rugged Exide Junior battery.  Designed specially for Ford cars.  Here is the battery 
you have been hoping for.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  The personal service 
garage.  Telephone #17-R2.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees of the 
town of Estes Park, held Monday, 10 October 1921.  Stanley Power Department $37.50.  
Loveland Reporter $3.50.  Harry Lee $35.  Carl Hyatt $14.  Walker Lee $87.50.  J.E. 
Macdonald $4.75.  Lewiston Hotel $13.  James H. Boyd $3.35.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, 
town clerk.

21 October 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The State Fish and Game Commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park – Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
H. Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.



21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  There is a lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail.  Telephone #27J3.

21 October 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year around.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

28 October 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 29     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, October 21, 1928 [sic, should be October 28, 1921]     Price 
10 cents

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company Makes 
Sweeping Reductions in Former Freight Rates.  Henry Ford’s railroad, the Detroit, Toledo 
& Ironton, is the only railroad in the United States to make voluntary reductions in freight 
rates, and, incidentally, it is the only railroad in the United States on which a strike is not 
threatened, for the employees are satisfied with conditions.  The road is making money, 
too, and probably will revolutionize railroading in this country.  However, Ford’s action 
in voluntarily reducing rates will not stand alone, much to the joy of Estes Park residents, 
for the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company have announced a voluntary 
reduction in freight rates of approximately 20%, to become effective 1 November 1921.  
The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company has never paid a dividend during 
the five years it has been in operation, but Manager [Arthur K.]  Holmes states the trend 
of things is downward, and they wish to do their bit to help conditions to become normal.  
It is not known yet to just what extent this substantial reduction in freight rates will go in 
lowering prices of commodities within Estes Park, but they will no doubt be reflected in 
lower retail prices.  There are some things in some of the stores, notably the meat 
markets, that are entirely too high, and as a result, trade that should and would remain at 
home has been driven elsewhere, and the merchant who seeks to make the best possible 
prices has been made to suffer unjustly.  The Estes Park Trail has no patience with the 
individual who cares nothing for his community, and who does not prefer to trade at 
home, neither has it any sympathy for the merchant who exacts an unfair profit for his 
goods.  Neither are doing the best for the community.  The Estes Park Trail knows there is 
greater cost in laying goods down in Estes Park than in the valley towns, and is willing to 
pay a little more, so are most of the residents of Estes Park.  The most unjust prices asked 



in Estes Park are for meats.  We are familiar with the statement that the local butchers 
have to pay a higher rate because the consumers demand the finer cuts, but we can’t 
connect with the cheaper cuts at prices much less than 100% over similar cuts in valley 
communities.  We do not know just how far the reduced freight rates will reduce the 
selling price of meats, but we are confident they will shortly be considerably less than at 
present, and down to a level the consumer will be glad to pay, with the result that 
consumption will increase materially.  There are many articles that can be purchased right  
here at home for less than in the valley, many others just as cheaply, and we trust the 
residents will encourage those willing to bid for their trade by making sure about what 
they want before going elsewhere for it.  The larger the local merchant’s sales, the smaller 
margin he can afford to take.  Since the above was placed in type, one of the local meat 
markets has announced a reduction in its selling prices, as may be learned by reading the 
advertisements.  Let the merchant encourage the consumer to spend his money at home, 
let the consumer encourage the merchant who wants your trade by spending every cent 
possible right here in Estes Park.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  No snow in Estes Park.  
Weather pleasant.  Four hotels open.  Coldest night 26 degrees above zero.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Rail Strike would not Materially Affect Northern Colorado.  
The whole country is discussing the possibility of a rail strike and its effect upon the 
nation.  And there is no doubt about many parts of the county being seriously affected by 
a tie-up of rail facilities.  A tie-up, however, would not seriously affect northern Colorado, 
from the fact that there are many auto trucks that could be pressed into service, and thus 
maintain good connections with Denver.  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company alone could care for the entire passenger, mail, and express traffic for all points 
north of Denver within the state of Colorado, and give just as quick and as reliable 
service as the railroads.  [This is pure fantasy.  If they could replace the railroads, they 
already would have.]  This company is equipped to start out from Denver with 400 
passengers at one time, and have 25 monster trucks left to handle the mail and express 
shipments.  In the event this company should find more business offered it than it could 
conveniently handle, the Denver Cab Company [also owned by Roe Emery], with its fleet 
of 85 motor cars, 24 of the monster bus trucks, could be called upon.  With the Rocky 
Mountain Parks Transportation Company at hand, and the many mills and factories 
nearby, and big wholesale warehouses in Denver filled with the necessities of life, the 
people of Estes Park are not losing any sleep over the outcome of the threatened strike.

28 October 1921 – The Estes Park Woman’s Club will observe Child Welfare Week the 
week of 13 November 1921 and each member is asked to contribute a juvenile book 
suitable for any age from 6 to 18 [an essentially identical article appeared on the front 
page of the 21 October 1921 issue]. 



28 October 1921 – Headline:  Golf and Country Club Elects Officers.  The Estes Park 
Golf and Country Club held its regular election of officers at the clubhouse Monday 
afternoon with a special representation of stockholders.  The officers elected for the 
following year were president Howard James, vice-president J.E. Macdonald, secretary 
W.B. Tallant, and treasurer Charles F. Hix.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Post Office Outgrows Present Quarters.  The 
Estes Park post office building which was erected in 1914 [sic, this date is repeated in the 
article, but I think it actually finally opened in 1915], and which was expected to care for 
Uncle Sam’s needs here for many years to come, has already become inadequate.  The 
building which was erected especially for the post office in 1914 [sic], is of a decidedly 
attractive rustic design and very spacious, but the rapidly increasing tourist business has 
outgrown the fondest hopes of the builders, and during the season the post office force 
find it almost impossible to handle properly the vast volume of mail.  The increase in 
postal business has been remarkable, and the office here has passed the second-class post 
office classification door and has now approached the necessary amount of business to 
give the community city carrier service.  The requirement for city carrier service is the 
annual stamp sale of $10,000.  This amount will be passed before the close of year.  The 
present post office building is located on a corner of a city park, and it is probable that 
this building will be enlarged by an addition on the rear.  Although the post office 
department has never arranged for a carrier service in a community for a fraction of each 
year, it is said by attaches that there is nothing to prevent the Postmaster General 
establishing season service, transferring carriers here from the winter resorts where they 
are not needed during the summer, and thus giving us city carrier service during the rush 
season and thereby assisting in lessening the congestion during June, July, August, and 
September.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Loveland Herald [newspaper] Attempts Alibi.  The 
Loveland Herald disclaims that it gets his news from the Denver newspapers, and 
possibly the Estes Park Trail was unjust in its remarks, for perhaps they have not yet 
heard that Denver was on the map.  They assert “a prominent citizen of Estes Park came 
into our office and gave us that bit of information concerning the Fall River Road.”  Now 
we will accept their explanation when they give us their informant’s name, and we’ll 
apologize in the bargain then, too.  However, the Loveland Herald ignored entirely the 
main portion of our complaint, and sought to excuse themselves by uttering a tirade of 
flamboyant phrases that didn’t bother us and didn’t answer our question.  The Loveland 
Herald can call us all the names they wish to, and we’ll consider it a compliment, but 
they can’t print unjust accusations against our community and get away with it.  We still 
ask, will they correct the injustice done the community?

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Chamber of Commerce Bids Rocky Mountain National 
Park Superintendent Way Farewell, and Welcomes Mr. Toll.  The last meeting of the 



Estes Park Chamber of Commerce was held at the National Park Hotel Wednesday 
evening, and was one of the most largely attended meetings of the year.  The chamber 
had as their guests former superintendent of the Rocky Mountain National Park L. Claude 
Way, and the new superintendent Roger W. Toll, as well as other employees of the 
National Park Service.  The body asked Superintendent Toll to ascertain what 
arrangements could be made toward securing a herd of buffalo for Rocky Mountain 
National Park, which no doubt would be an added attraction for Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  A road committee was appointed with Cornelius H. Bond, Samuel 
Service, and Dr. Roy Wiest as members.  A civic committee was also appointed as 
follows:  Arthur K. Holmes, W.B. Tallant, and J.E. Macdonald.  We understand it will be 
the duty of the members of the civic committee to herd the village aggregation of 
bovines, and we would suggest that a police committee be appointed to watch the civic 
committee to see that the cows were returned to their owners each night without first 
being milked.  On the other hand, since the public is furnishing the bovine stamping 
ground, why not milk the cows and prorate the fluid among the residents free of cost.  
The booklet committee reported, and their report was accepted, and 20,000 illustrated 
folders ordered printed as soon as possible.  This committee was also instructed to design 
and supply for next season a tourist register by states, to assist visitors desiring to look up  
friends.  To illustrate this necessity, one of many amusing incidents might here be related.  
A man whose wife was spending some time in Estes Park thought to surprise her by 
coming unannounced.  When he arrived, she could not be found, although every possible 
method was used to locate her, until several days later the plan of mailing her a letter was 
hit upon, and within a few hours the couple were united.  The booklet committee was also 
authorized to devise ways and means for the encouragement of the organization of Estes 
Park clubs throughout the east, these clubs to be made up of friends and visitors of the 
Estes Park region.

28 October 1921 – The household effects of Rocky Mountain National Park 
Superintendent Roger W. Toll arrived Wednesday, and L. Claude Way began the same 
day packing a car at Lyons for his new home in Arizona.

28 October 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above 
the Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months 
$1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate – 35 cents per inch per issue.  Local 
reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 



of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter, 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

28 October 1921 – Poem and byline:  Fern Lake/Rocky Mountain National Park by 
Henry H. Viestenz.  Only a little mountain lake,/So peaceful and serene–/A masterpiece 
of God’s handiwork/And fairer than a dream./Surrounded by majestic mountains/All 
garbed in spruce and pine/Where near-by, snow is sparkling/In the brilliant sunshine./It’s 
only a little mountain lake/So glorious to behold–/Truly the song of the ripples/Have 
never quite been told./There is silence all around it/Except the birds that sing–/There is 
perfume in the breezes/That make the hillsides ring./You can watch the glorious sunset/
Behind the distant hills–/And see golden rays of sunshine/Reflected on the lake and rills./
The balmy breath of spruce and pine/And flowers at their feet/Just making you fancy you 
are in/the place were fairies meet./No artist’s hand in all this land/Can paint this lake so 
fair,/As the divine hand’s creations/Fashioned it, and put it there./No tongue can tell or 
words express/Of treasures held in store–/In hidden spots of the Rockies–/“There are 
charms by the score.”  –Henry H. Viestenz, Estes Park.

28 October 1921 – Reprinted from Larimer County Chronicle:  Estes Park is a growing 
town, as shown by the following figures.  The assessed valuation of the village is 
$616,310, an increase of $172,515 over last year.  The school enrollment is 101, the 
average number belonging 95.6, and average daily attendance 92.9.  The next thing we 
know, Estes Park will want the county seat moved up there.  [Editorial response by 
Arthus B. Harris, presumably:]  At last the valley people are coming to their senses.  Of 
course, Estes Park is the logical place for the county seat, aren’t we the metropolis of the 
county?  We have more people each year than all the county combined.  And when the 
bugs and the scab take the potato crop in the valley, we can send them our surplus, and 
thus keep the wolf from the door.  And when the drought takes their gardens, our splendid 
gardens can feed them. Of course, we are thankful to them for the sugar for our coffee 
and the bread upon our tables.  But really, the county could get better work from its 
officials if they did not have to swelter through the summer heat in a stuffy valley 
courthouse, and the winter frosts up here are not a bit more severe than in the valley, 
public opinion to the contrary, neither do we have more snow, so that they could easily 
keep in better humor.  That’s right, Brother [Ansel] Watrous [editor of the Larimer 
County Chronicle], put the county seat up here where it logically belongs.

28 October 1921 – Article reprinted from Craig Empire.  Headline:  The Gospel Truth.  
The last issue of the Western Farm Life, published in Denver, carries a page 
advertisement for a big Chicago, Illinois, mail order house.  The same newspaper had 
very little publicity matter for Colorado manufacturers, who are still trying to induce 
business to come their way through appeals of public patriotism, sent newspapers as 
“news” by press agents.  The big mail order houses realize that publicity costs money.



28 October 1921 – Editorial:  The Supreme Court of Maine recently decided a case 
involving the question of “free speech”, in which it gave the following excellent 
definition:  “The great degrees of liberty which we enjoy in this county, the degree of 
personal liberty which every man and woman enjoys, is limited by a like degree of liberty 
in every other person, and it is the duty of men and the duty of women in their conduct, in 
the exercise of the liberty which they enjoy, to consider that every other man or woman 
has the right to exercise the same degree of liberty, that when one person enters into 
society – and society is the state in which personal liberty exists – each gives up 
something of that liberty in order that the other may enjoy the same degree of liberty.  It 
is a conception that perhaps some people find difficult to understand, but it is the 
conception of liberty which we enjoy.”

28 October 1921 – Editorial reprinted from the Wray Rattler.  Headline:  A Flapper 
Described.  Another thing we should prohibit by constitutional amendment is the flapper.  
A flapper, as you may know, is a girl who refuses to use her own or anyone else’s brains.  
A flapper is long on bobbed hair, short skirts, arms, neck, back, chatter, and jazz.  Having 
all these – why brains?  The ultimate achievement of a flapper is a jazz date with a parlor 
lizard with slick black hair and a chummy roadster.

28 October 1921 – Editorial reprinted from the Waverly (Iowa) Democrat.  Headline:  
Why Trade at Home?  Many people ask that question, but very few trouble to seek the 
answer. Why should people patronize their home merchants?  Because it is a great saving 
of time, and time today represents money.  Because the home merchant can only remain 
in business through the patronage of home people, and a town without merchants would 
be a sorry place in which to live.  Because the home merchant sells goods that do not 
have to be returned because of defects or inferiority of quality.  It is the only way in 
which a local man can hold his trade.  Because the local merchant is not in the habit of 
charging excessive prices.  You may at times be able to get the same article elsewhere for 
a little less money, but the quality will invariably be reduced in proportion to the price.  
The local merchant cannot afford to sell “cheap” stuff.  His customers would not tolerate 
it.  The merchant who is exorbitant in his prices does not deserve your trade, and the 
community should not suffer because of him – seek out the merchant with reasonable 
prices, he’s the fellow who advertises for your business.  Because the prosperity of a 
community depends upon the amount of money in circulation in the community, and that 
is regulated mainly by the marketing of surplus products abroad, and the keeping of as 
much as possible of the receipts at home.  Because a community that spends most of its 
money abroad for supplies soon finds that it has but little left for the purchase of 
additional supplies.  It is so simple a child could understand it, and what a child can 
comprehend should not go unheeded by adults.  Think it over.  Thinking may accomplish 
much good.  It certainly will do no harm.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.



28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston is open with first-class 
accommodations and service.  Just the place for a really comfortable rest.  Weekend 
parties and Sunday dinners a specialty.  Telephone #81.  Estes Park.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.      

28 October 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  If the American businessman felt that 
he could not go ahead until the war with Germany, Austria, and Hungary was formally 
declared at an end, he need hold back no longer.  Last Tuesday, the Senate ratified the 
peace treaties with the central powers, and only the exchange of ratifications remained to 
be done – a mere formality.  The vote in the Senate was 66 to 20.  Fourteen Democrats 
lined up with the Republican majority, and only two Republicans – Borah and LaFollette 
– voted in opposition with the 18 other Democrats.  Two reservations, recommended by 
the foreign relations committee, were attached.  One reserves to Congress the power to 
control American participation in the reparations commission under the treaty of 
Versailles.  The other is designed to prevent Germany from escaping payment of claims 
for loss of life and property based on the destruction of the Lusitania.  The Democrats 
offered a lot of amendments and reservations, but they were all voted down.  Senator 
Johnson of California voted for ratification, but first he told his colleagues how fearful he 
was that the views of Secretary of State Hughes will get the country into trouble later.  
The hope, he said, is with President Harding’s restraining hand…Surplus supplies and 
materials held by the shipping board have suffered an inventory loss of $90,000,000, 
according to a report of a commission which has been making a survey of the board’s 
physical assets.  Also, the shipyard equipment, land, buildings, and dry docks, which cost 
$117,000,000, are now worth $22,437,000, and uncompleted wooden hulls that cost 
$58,475,000, are valued now at only $199,000.  Sir Ernest Raeburn, who has come across 
to settle Great Britain’s debt of $21,000,000 to the shipping board, has revealed the 
existence of secret contracts made by the old board or shipping-control committee which 
will largely reduce the sum due.  Earlier in the week, E.S. Gregg, chief of the 
transportation division of the bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, made public 
figures showing that the American merchant marine is failing to hold its own in 
competition with the shipping interests of other nations…Quite characteristic of the 
idiotic methods adopted by the Reds abroad as well as in American was the attempt on 
the life of Myron T. Herrick, our ambassador to France.  A bomb was mailed to him, and 
on being opened by his valet, it exploded, injuring the valet and wrecking the room.  The 
foolish thing is that this was done by Communists who are protesting against the 



execution of two Italian radicals convicted of murder in Braintree, Massachusetts.  Mr. 
Herrick and the American ambassadors to London, England, and Rome, Italy, have all 
received letters threatening them with death unless the Italians are set free, and in 
Brussels, Belgium, the Communists held a demonstration under the windows of the 
American embassy.  Incidentally, the sentence of the convicted men in Massachusetts has 
been deferred pending a plea for a new trial…On Monday, General Pershing laid the 
Congressional Medal on the grave of the unknown warrior in Westminster Abbey, 
American thus paying the highest possible honor to the gallant dead of Great Britain.  
The ceremony, attended by a host of notable personages, was most impressive.  General 
Pershing was accompanied by a guard of 500 picked doughboys from the army of 
occupation.  In a graceful message of thanks to President Harding and the people of the 
United States, King George announced that the Victoria Cross would be bestowed on the 
American unknown soldier at Arlington, Virginia, on Armistice Day…At the opening of 
Parliament, Premier Lloyd George announced that he hoped to come to the armament 
conference in Washington, D.C., as soon as the public business permitted, and that the 
other British delegates will be Arthur J. Balfour and Lord Lee of Fareham.  Sir Auckland 
Geddes will act for Mr. Lloyd George or any other delegate in their absence.  The other 
empire delegates will be Robert Borden for Canada, Senator George Foster Pearce for 
Australia, sir James Salmond for New Zealand, Mr. Sastri for India, while General Smuts 
commits the South African interests to the British delegation.  The British experts will be 
Earl Beatty for the navy, Earl Cavan for the army, and Air Marshal Higgins for the air 
force…The two main problems which are likely to delay the arrival of Premier Lloyd 
George in America are, of course, the Irish negotiations, and the matter of unemployment.  
Of the former, there is little new to be said.  The conferences in London, England, are 
proceeding intermittently, and the public can only guess as to the progress that is made.  
The prime minister laid before Parliament on Wednesday the government’s plans for the 
relief of unemployment.  The main feature is a scheme to restore trade with central 
Europe, now impossible because of exchange conditions, by insuring credits to the full 
value of 100%, with recourse against the exporter for one-half the risk in case of loss.  
Immediate relief measures include a special fund to increase the unemployment dole, and 
financial assistance for former servicemen to emigrate to the British dominions…The 
Greeks announced another considerable victory over the Turks in Asia Minor, but their 
successes there are not sufficient to satisfy the people, and the government is much 
worried.  British support did not materialize, so the Greeks have turned to France for 
help.  This week, Premier Gounaris is in Paris, France, and Bekir Samy Bey, Turk leader, 
also is there.  The expectation is that secret negotiations started by Premier Briand will 
result in peace in Anatolia, Turkey, before long.  A British mission is about to leave 
Constantinople, Turkey, to confer with the Kemalists.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  It’s fall by the calendar.  And fall by those wonderful 
breezes that blow across the range and make us thankful that we live in Estes Park.  It’s 
fall also by the stock of goods we are showing – not for visitors who are “here today and 
gone tomorrow”, but for you – our friends and neighbors who live in Estes Park, and are 



glad to say that you patronize your own home merchants.  Our invitation to visit us is 
extended to both men and women.  For men:  Wilson Brothers furnishings.  This is the 
biggest and best line of furnishing goods in the world, and we want to show you this line.  
It consists of the very latest and best in underwear, hosiery, etc.  Prices on this line far 
below even inferior goods.  Vitts overalls and work clothing.  Leather vests that are far 
above the “ordinary” with a quality unexcelled.  Work shirts, flannel shirts, corduroys, 
moleskins, and a great number of garments for cold, stormy weather.  For women:  Bon 
Ton corsets.  We have always been very enthusiastic about our line of Bon Ton corsets, 
but never have we been so delighted with the line as when our new fall models began to 
arrive.  They are simply beyond comparison in quality, and the prices are most 
reasonable.  Suits, coats, dresses.  We are showing a most excellent line of the new styles 
and shades of ladies garments, and we know that our prices are below the amount 
charged for the same quality of goods in the other stores throughout the state.  For men, 
women, and children:  Overshoes, rubbers, shoes for heavy and light work as well as a 
good line of dress shoes.  Hosiery for everybody regardless of age or occupation.  We are 
now receiving a new stock of hosiery of high quality at low prices.  Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey [a block 5 business].  “The store that gives your service”

28 October 1921 – The cornerstone for the $40,000 state armory has been laid at Monte 
Vista.  Grand Master M.H. Van Fleet and Senior Grand Warden Jesse Wiley of the 
Masons had charge of the ceremonies.  The procession was led by Troop A, National 
Guard.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 3 business].  Storage.  
Accessories, repairing, Goodrich tires.  Gas, oil, Ford parts.  George W. Johnson, 
proprietor.

28 October 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Semi-advertisement:  Now is 
the time for a new overcoat, we have a good stock.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 
business]…Moraine Lodge has been making a number of improvements and painting up.  
Among other improvements a new spring has been developed, and will add its supply to 
that of the old spring supplying the lodge.  A concrete tank has been built for storage 
purposes.  There are 22 baths connected with the lodge’s water system, and during the 
heavy tourist season it has heretofore been taxed heavily…Among improvements at 
Baldpate Inn is a fine new ice house…While in Denver last week, Mr. and Mrs. E.D. 
Lindley had the misfortune to lose their handbag.  It was left in the car for a few minutes 
while they attended to some shopping, and when they returned they discovered their 
property had left for parts unknown.  The loss amounted to about $25, but E.D. says the 
damage to his temper amounts to several hundred…Mrs. Harry Cornelius Preston’s 
sister-in-law, Mrs. D.H. Cross of Walden, returned to her home Friday…The Maces 
visited Sunday at Moraine Lodge…Moraine Lodge has provided recreation for its guests 
by constructing a clock golf green…Charles Mace, wife, and baby have gone to Denver 
for the winter…Cornelius H. Bond and Frank Bond were Fort Collins visitors Monday…



E.D. Lindley left Monday for Virginia Dale, Colorado, where he has a plumbing contract.   
He will be gone a week or ten days…These are indeed dropping days.  A few nights ago, 
many stars in various parts of the universe were observed to be dropping.  Net, the 
Interstate Commerce Commission decreed that freight rates should drop, the rail workers 
threaten to drop their work, and now the Dodge auto has dropped in price.  The Dodge 
drop is $20, making a touring car sell at $1140 in Estes Park…Mrs. Fred Payne 
Clatworthy and two-week old baby daughter returned home from Longmont Sunday…
Mrs. Robert C. Davis and daughter from Loveland spend Saturday and Sunday with 
friends in Estes Park…Miss Linda Clatworthy, librarian at Denver University, has started 
work on a nice new cottage.  It will be two stories, and will have six or eight rooms…
Mrs. Ida E. Springer has gone to Chicago, Illinois, where she will probably spend most of 
the winter…A Clatworthy picture entitled “Winged Victory,” a tree on the Longs Peak 
trail, appeared as a recent cover design for Leslie’s Weekly.  The Sunday automobile 
section of the Denver News two weeks ago had a half-page scene with Elkhorn Lodge as 
a background…Colonel C.F. Derby of Los Angeles, California, father of G.M. Derby, 
manager of Moraine Lodge, was a delegate to the recent GAR encampment at 
Indianapolis, Indiana, and spent ten days following with G.M. Derby.  They visited 
several places of especial interest to them, before the elder’s departure Thursday of last 
week for his home in California…The local post of the American Legion are planning a 
Halloween Dance at the Odd Fellows Hall for Saturday night, to which all are 
invited…”Bob” Larimer and mother were in Estes Park Monday calling on old friends.  
Bob was at one time a partner in the Hayden Brothers real estate business, and is well 
known to the old timers here.  He left here about ten years ago, and noted many 
improvements during his absence [I think he purchased the original block 3 Clatworthy 
shop on West Elkhorn from Mrs. Latimer around 1910]…F.M. Stephens, Mill Creek 
ranger, is recovering nicely from an injury to his ankle suffered while getting in the 
winter wood supply…Albin Griffith and Dan Griffith went to Denver Wednesday for a 
few days on a business trip…Mrs. George W. Johnson, Elsie, and June motored to 
Longmont Thursday, where Elsie took the train to Denver, where she will spend the week 
visiting friends…James A. Woods, Harold Watson, and H.S. Woods, all of Denver, were 
visiting friends in Estes Park Thursday evening, returning to Denver Friday morning…
Mary E. Fogg spent Thursday in Longmont shopping.  She expects to leave about 1 
November 1921 to spend the winter with her sons in North Park…Semi-advertisement:  
Make your dollar buy full value.  Our advertisers are able to help you…Alyse [sic, 
perhaps Alice] Grubb, who is attending school in Longmont, spent a few days last week 
visiting her parents…Carol Derby came up Wednesday evening to spend her vacation 
with her parents at the Hupp Hotel…Robert Church, who is attending junior high school 
in Denver, was home several days last week, returning Sunday, accompanied by his 
mother, who will spend the winter in Denver…G.G. Church and wife went to Loveland 
Thursday evening to attend the Eastern Star Lodge…Semi-advertisement:  Don’t 
overlook having the Estes Park Trail sent to your winter address…Mr. and Mrs. Abner E. 
Sprague are occupying the Richards cottage for the winter…Wilma Baldridge was rushed 
to the Longmont hospital Wednesday night, where she was operated upon at once for 



appendicitis.  Mrs. Baldridge is with her.  As we go to press she is reported to be doing 
nicely…Semi-advertisement:  The merchants who are advertising in this issue want your 
business.  Read their advertisements, they will usually save you money.  Be loyal to the 
community and trade at home…Mrs. E.A. Somers will entertain a number of Estes Park 
ladies at her home in Boulder Monday at a Halloween bridge luncheon.  Those who will 
attend are Mrs. Albert Hayden, Mrs. Schwartz, Mrs. [Arthur K.] Holmes, Mrs. Ralph 
Macdonald, Mrs. Edsal [sic, this occasionally appears as Edsall], Mrs. Casey, Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, Mrs. Derby, Mrs. Gooch, Mrs. Godfrey, Mrs. Wheelock, and Mrs. 
Bond…Charles Bache is making some additions and improvements to his cottage in 
Horseshoe Park…Semi-advertisement:  The advertisements in this issue tell you just 
where you can save the most money.  Get the habit of reading the advertisements, they 
are just as important as the news.  Remember a dollar saved is a dollar earned…Joseph 
McMasters Larimer, well know to the old times in Estes Park, was married in Denver 
Monday to Miss Coralie Rozelle Nickolson…Mrs. Shuman and Mrs. Rourke of Reading, 
Pennsylvania, who have been visiting the past three weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Milton 
Clouser, will leave in company with the Clousers on an overland trip to California, where 
they will all spend the winter…Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Denby Lewis are spending the 
week at Virginia Dale, Colorado, with a sister of Mrs. Lewis…Mrs. John Dickinson 
Sherman was in Denver the first of the week…Mrs. Charles E. Lester and son are 
occupying the Jim Boyd cottage for the winter…Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park 
Trail is prepared to give you prompt service for all kinds of find job printing…R.C. Scott 
is building an addition to his cottage on the McCreery ranch…Freelan Oscar Stanley 
plans to leave Estes Park for his home in Boston, Massachusetts, Sunday…The Hyatts 
have moved to Estes Park for the winter from their ranch in Devils Gulch, that the 
children might have the privilege of the schools…Pete McDonald, who is in the employ 
of the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company, and family have moved up from 
Lyons for the winter…Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Bryson of Fall River Camp will occupy the 
Chapin cottage for the winter.  

28 October 1921 – The military movement against the government in Portugal 
culminated in a successful coup, which forced the resignation of the ministry.  Troops 
occupied strategic positions in Lisbon, Portugal, and its environs, and through there was 
little opposition, several cabinet members were killed.  A new ministry was formed by 
Manuel Maria Coelho, once a well-known revolutionist.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Two Historic Facts.  Sugar is first mentioned in history 
when a small quantity was brought from India to Rome, Italy, but the Estes Park Trail is 
mentioned every week in 16 states as the best little weekly published.  It is coming to 
your home?

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Men’s winter underwear – We have received a large 
shipment of men’s union suits in heavy cotton, cotton and wool, and all wool.  The values 
we offer are exceptional prices almost at pre-war level – Men’s union suits at $1.95, 



$2.25, $2.75, $2.95, $3.75, and $4.75.  We can clothe you right for winter and save you 
money.  See the new stock of all leather and leather sleeve vests, sheep-lined coats and 
vests, Mackinaws flannel shirts and sweaters.  Our prices are always lower than most 
places, and you’ll find no better variety to choose from than right here.  J.E. Macdonald 
[a block 5 business]

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Loin steak, 
pound 35 cents.  Round steak 30 cents.  Shoulder steak 25 cents.  Boiling beef 12-1/2 
cents.  Pot roast 17-1/2 cents.  Rib roast 25 cents to 30 cents.  Lamb chops 35 cents.  
Lamb shoulder 25 cents.  Free automobile delivery.  Telephone #32.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Halloween Dance given by American Legion at IOOF 
Hall.  Saturday night, 29 October 1921.  Admission $1.50 per couple, plus war tax.  
Ladies free, plus tax.  Van’s orchestra.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Boys Shoes.  Army last $3.25 and $3.50.  English last 
$3.50.  Scout shoes $2.85 to $3.50.  Gooch’s Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business]

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge, Nash, Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Denatured alcohol for radiators $1 gallon.  Estes Park Garage, telephone #166.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Roger W. Toll is New Superintendent of Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  Without any forewarning, Superintendent L.C. Way resigned as 
superintendent of the Rocky Mountain National Park upon his return from a vacation trip 
to Arizona with Mrs. Way.  Mr. Way had been offered the superintendency of the new 
national park in Hawaii, had accepted the offer, and wired Washington that he would be 
ready to sail 4 November 1921.  He then left Denver for a vacation trip into Arizona and 
while there found a big ranch that especially appealed to him.  The ranch was at once 
purchased and his resignation from the National Park Service forwarded to Washington, 
D.C.  The ranch purchased by Mr. Way is located on the San Pedro River near 
Mammouth [sic, suggest Mammoth], Arizona.  It comprises 2400 acres, and is stocked 
with about 500 head of cows.  1700 acres of the ranch can be irrigated, most of the ranch 
being bottom land.  There is an artesian well flowing 700 gallons per minute on the 
ranch.  It is Mr. Way’s intention to increase considerably the number of stock on the 
place.  Mr. Way’s friends in Estes Park extend to him in his new venture the best wishes 
for every success.  The Rocky Mountain National Park was created the fall of 1915, and 
the following fall, Mr. Way was given charge.  Under his direction, a great amount of 
improvements of a substantial nature have been made, and we are sure he will not soon 
be forgotten, and his works will remain a monument to his tireless efforts to make Rocky 
Mountain National Park an attractive summering place.  Mr. Way’s successor is Robert 
W. Toll of Denver.  Mr. Toll is a civil engineer, and was for two years superintendent of 



Mount Rainier National Park in Washington, so that his work is not new to him.  Mr. Toll 
knows almost every foot of Estes Park and the Rocky Mountain National Park, being the 
author of a book published by the government entitled “Toll’s Mountaineering in the 
Rocky Mountain National Park.”  Over 500 copies of this book were sold this year in 
Estes Park.  Mr. Toll is also a member of the Colorado Mountain Club, and last but not 
least, is a perfect gentleman.  Mr. Toll is a Colorado product, and says the Rocky 
Mountain National Park has always held a fascination for him that no other spot on the 
earth has been able to break, and he looks forward to his duties here being those of 
pleasure as well.  On behalf of the residents of Estes Park, the Estes Park Trail extends to 
Superintendent Toll and his family a hearty welcome to the community, and the wish that 
his relationship with us may ever be one of the best and for the best.

28 October 1921 – Column title:  School News.  During the first two weeks of October 
1921, there has been an excessive number of tardy pupils.  Eleven pupils are causing the 
other 89 to be disgraced all over the county by our miserable record in this respect.  Next 
month will see some stern methods taken to combat this growing evil of laziness or 
carelessness.  The annual meeting of the Colorado Education Association proved a very 
strenuous affair.  Sessions were held almost continuously from 9:00 a.m. in the morning 
until 11:00 p.m. at night, with barely time for meals in between.  Warm weather added to 
the physical discomfort of the teachers attending.  Mrs. Aurelie Henry Reinhardt and Dr. 
W.C. Bagley proved the most inspirational speakers from out of the state. Hon. Will C. 
Wood was also well received.  The teachers all seemed glad to return to their duties in 
Estes Park, tired though greatly benefited by their recent contact with some of the 
foremost educators of the United States.  Monthly examinations have been much in 
evidence this week.  Some of the students are concluding that it might be advisable to 
study more at home the other three weeks of the month.  Report cards also testify to the 
advisability of that plan.

28 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe to the Estes Park Trail and be happy 
all the winter through.

28 October 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Subhead:  Ordinance No. 21.  An 
ordinance in relation to taxes for the year 1921.  Be it ordained by the board of trustees of 
the town of Estes Park, Colorado.  Section 1. That there be and is hereby levied upon the 
assessed valuation of the real and personal property of the town of Estes Park for the year 
1921 a tax of 9.7 mills on each dollar of such valuation for the purpose of paying the 
current general expenses of said town of Estes Park, of which the sum of 0.7 of a mill 
shall be set apart as a fund to pay interest on the Estes Park Sewer Bonds, series of 1918.  
Introduced, read, passed, adopted, and ordered published 24 October 1921.  [signed] 
Albert Hayden, mayor.  Attest:  Charles F. Hix, clerk and recorder…Subhead:  Notice for 
publication.  Publisher.  Department of the Interior, U.S. Land Office at Denver, 
Colorado.  14 October 1921.  Notice is hereby given that Henry Lynch, of Box 363, 
Denver, Colorado, who, on 20 Septmber 1916, made Homestead Entry No. 023635 for 



the lots 2, 3, east 1/2 of southwest 1/4 of section 19, township 5 north, range 73 west 6th 
principal meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year Proof, to establish 
claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, U.S. Land Office, at 
Denver, Colorado, on 29 November 1921.  Claimant names as witnesses:  Cornelius H. 
Bond of Estes Park, Colorado, Sam Service of Estes Park, Colorado, William Cheney of 
Lyons, Colorado, and Chester B. Hall [or Charles Byron Hall] of Lyons, Colorado.  
[signed] Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  28.6…Subhead:  Resolution.  Be it resolved by the 
board of trustees of the town of Estes Park, Colorado:  That there is a newspaper having a 
general circulation within the corporation of the town of Estes Park, and that the name of 
this newspaper is “The Estes Park Trail”, and therefore it is hereby ordered that all by-
laws and ordinances of the said town of Estes Park which shall be passed and adopted 
after the date hereof shall be published in said newspaper.  Further, that this will be the 
only way in which said bylaws and ordinances will be published by the said town of 
Estes Park after date hereof.  Passed and adopted, 10 October 1921.  (Signed) Albert 
Hayden, mayor.  Attest:  [name omitted, but suggest Charles F. Hix] Clerk and Recorder.

28 October 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements:  Read them 
for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale or trade – 
Nicely improved 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in county, balance dry 
farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good school.  
Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, balance 
terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished cottage 
inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For sale – 120 
acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of 
shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last long at the price.  Address 
CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For Rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum 
cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  W.H. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins prefix].

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next summer.  
Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house now and 
build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of plans to 
choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are satisfied.  
S.M. Hurd, builder.  Post Office Box 26.



28 October 1921 – Tallant’s confectionery and fountain service [a block 5 business].  Fine 
cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a specialty.  We use only 
the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us once and you will be 
steady customers.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says [XXX] Don’t mistake conversation 
for information.  For accurate information on banking subjects – See our officers.  Ask 
them about:  Bank drafts, travelers cheques, foreign exchange.  Information here is free – 
and freely given.  Stop in, write, or telephone.  Hours 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, 1:00 p.m. 
to 3:30 p.m.  The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is 
appreciated.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

28 October 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Reports of county assessors to 
the State Immigration Department show that more farmers in Colorado are growing corn 
than any other crop, though the acreage of wheat under cultivation is much greater than 
that of corn.  These reports for 1921 show 52,245 farms being operated in the state, of 
which 28,091 are producing corn.  The number of farms reporting winter wheat is 15,587, 
and 14,553 farms report spring wheat.  A considerable number of farmers, however, grow 
both winter and spring wheat, so that the total number of farms reporting wheat this year 
is not in excess of 25,000.  The census bureau found that 22,873 farms in the state were 
producing corn in 1919, while the number producing wheat was 23,961.  Winter wheat 
then was reported from 14,400 farms, and spring wheat from 12,766 farms.  Since that 
time, there has been an increase of more than 5000 in the number of farms reporting corn, 
and an increase of only a little more than 1000 in the number of farms reporting wheat.  
But for 1919, the census bureau reported only 22.17 acres of wheat for each farm 
reported, while this year county assessors report 34.18 acres of wheat for each farm 
reported.  The census bureau reported 15.52 acres of corn harvested, exclusive of that cut 
for silage, for each farm reported for 1919, while county assessors report 20.09 acres of 
corn planted in the state for all purposes in 1921.  From these figures, it will be seen that 
corn is now being introduced into new territory in Colorado more rapidly than any other 
crop, but the acreage such new territory is giving over to the crop is comparatively 
small…By proclamation, Governor Shoup has placed his stamp of approval upon the 
week of 23 October 1921 to 30 October 1921, when he asks that all true Coloradoans buy 
Colorado-made goods.  No matter what the article may be, if it is made in the state, and 
just as good for the same money, our people are asked to show a preference for Colorado 
product.  Women’s clubs, public schools, churches, business houses, and other 
organizations are cooperating to make the movement a success.  Everybody can help, and 
remember the slogan:  “For more employment, better trade, buy goods Colorado 
made.”…The valuation of $194,041 was placed on the Western Light and Power 
Company’s system in Loveland, Colorado, including the “fringe lines” not within the city 



but which serve close in rural population, by F.C. Hamilton of South Orange, New Jersey, 
a public utility valuation expert, when he appeared on the witness stand in the district 
court as a witness for the company in the case brought by the city of Loveland to 
condemn the system in Loveland and acquire control of it…The second regular labor pay 
day for the Great Western Sugar Company was $35,000, paid the 320 laborers at the 
Loveland factory.  It is reported that practically all the beets will be out of the ground by 
the last of this month, and the regular monthly pay day to farmers, 15 November 1921, 
will distribute nearly $2,000,000 among the growers around Loveland…D.W. 
McWilliams, who resides on a farm near the schoolhouse at Trinidad, has issued a 
general invitation to hunters to visit his place and exterminate a band of coyotes that are 
feeding on his poultry.  They have become so bold that they enter the chicken yard in 
broad daylight and carry off chickens, fighting the dogs that are sent against them…
Joseph Broyer, 11 years old, is the third of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Broyer’s family of six 
who had died within the last year of Bright’s disease.  A daughter, 8, and a still younger 
daughter preceded the boy, the former dying just a month ago.  The family has lived in 
Fort Collins about five years [this article appeared verbatim in the 21 October 1921 issue]
…The Colombian Senate, after three sessions during which there was much discussion, 
ratified the treaty with the United States by which Colombia is to receive $25,000,000 
[this is national news, not Colorado news]…All of the old-time athletes at the University 
of Colorado are to be invited to return into Boulder for Homecoming Day to be held 
Saturday, 5 November 1921.  The “C” [letter] men are to lead a parade of university 
students and be honor guests of their alma mater at the alumni banquet which will be one 
of the features of the day…Adolph Chenot, 57 years old, a farmer living in Fremont, 
committed suicide by hanging himself in his barn.  The body was discovered an hour 
later by Chenot’s 17-year-old son, who cut it down and tried to revive his father.  It is 
understood that Chenot had been despondent for some time…The potato crop in the San 
Luis Valley is expected to set a new record this year.  Approximately 3000 carloads 
already have been shipped, according to a recent report.  Last year, only 4000 carloads 
were consigned during the entire season…James N. Carlile [sic, Colorado state treasurer 
from 1891 to 1892], former state treasurer, railroad builder of pioneer days, and long a 
leader in the councils of the Democratic party in the state, died at his home in Pueblo.  He 
was 85 years old, and had been ill several weeks…Frank M. Hobbs, 49 years old, 
committed suicide by hanging at his farm, 33 miles southwest of Yuma.  Hobbs was the 
owner of a section of land which was heavily mortgaged.  He had been very despondent 
for some time, because he could see no way of liquidating his debts.  A coroner’s jury 
brought in a verdict of suicide…Colorado’s share of federal aid road funds for the current  
fiscal year will exceed $1,200,000 in all probability, if the proposed federal aid act is 
passed by Congress, and if the method of distribution is based on previous 
apportionments, according to estimates taken by officials of the United States bureau of 
public roads in Denver…Donald, the 20-month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Brady of 
Pueblo, died as a result of having eaten several anti-fat tablets.  The child was taken ill, 
but for a time the parents failed to realize his danger.  When it was discovered that the 
tablets were poisonous, a physician was called, but all efforts to save the baby’s life were 



unavailing…W.W. Dimmit, who lives it the southwestern part of Lincoln County, while 
rounding up his cattle, found what appears to have been the thigh bone of some large 
prehistoric animal.  The bone was about three feet long and a foot in diameter at the large 
end.  The relic was washed out on the banks of Rush Creek during the flood a short time 
ago…Great impetus has been given to the oil shale industry of Colorado by the 24th 
annual convention of the American Mining Congress, whose session was held in 
Chicago, Illinois.  This statement was made by Dr. Victor C. Alderson, president of the 
Colorado School of Mines, Lewis B. Skinner, and H.B. Lowden of Denver, who led in 
the permanent organization of the national oil shale conference as a subsidiary 
organization of the mining congress…Of native-born white persons in Colorado, 1.4% 
are illiterate, according to a report of the United States census bureau.  In Wyoming, 
Utah, Idaho, and Montana, only 0.3% are illiterate, this report declares, but in New 
Mexico the percentage is 11.6%, and in Arizona 2.1%.  The report says there are 8,624 
illiterate native-born whites in Colorado, and 14,224 illiterate foreign-born.  Among the 
foreign-born white population, the illiteracy is 12.4%…Students of the University of 
Colorado have been asked to vote on a proposed change in the fees of the Associated 
Students.  At present, the fee is $6 per year.  This is considered too little by members of 
the athletic board.  It is impossible to run student activities on this basis.  Last year, the 
A.S.U.C. faced a deficit of $3,249 because of the low fees.  It is hoped to get the students 
to increase the revenues by adding $1 per quarter to the present fee.  This would bring a 
yearly revenue of $10 from each student…Bonds and securities valued between $90,000 
and $100,000, and cash totaling between $3000 and $4000 were stolen from the State 
Bank at Vernon.  The money was the property of the bank, and the securities belonged to 
farmers and other patrons of the institution, having been taken from the safety-deposit 
vaults.  The discovery of the robbery was made when the officers of the bank unlocked 
the bank the following morning.  Entrance had been gained by drilling through a brick 
wall, and breaking into the boxes of the deposit vault.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The undersigned, having taken over 
the business of the A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company, wishes to announce 
that he is splendidly equipped to give first-class service in plumbing, heating, and 
repairing.  Figure with us before starting the next job.  George R. Wyatt.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 



shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Arrange now for next season’s reservations.  Charles 
Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery 
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

28 October 1921 – Column title:  The Church and Sunday School.  Subhead:  
Presbyterian church.  Rev. B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday 
morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both 
services.  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  [Sunday] 6:30 p.m. – 
Christian Endeavor Topic:  How can we apply the golden rule today?  Subhead:  
Christian Endeavor bible readings (for next week).  Monday – Proverbs 3:9.  Tuesday – 
Ephesians 4:28.  Wednesday – I Timothy 5:8.  Thursday – Ecclesiastes 5:13-17.  Friday – 
Luke 6:38.  Saturday – Luke 16:9-13.  Sunday – Matthew 6:7-15…The Ladies Aid will 
meet Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. J.E. Macdonald…The Westminster Guild 
will meet Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Harriet Byerly. 

28 October 1921 – Headline:  School of 54 Years Ago Holds Reunion near Arkins.  
Wednesday, 26 October 1921, the first public school class ever held in Larimer County 
met at the home of the teacher, Mrs. Sarah Smith, near Arkins.  There were eight 
members of the class, and five of them were present at the reunion.  Another living 
member, Mrs. Amy Terrel of Durango, was unable to attend.  This class was organized in 
the year 1868, one year before the creation of the first school district in Larimer County.  
They met in a log building one mile south and a mile east of the town of Loveland.  The 
six present at the reunion were the teacher Mrs. Sarah Smith, Mrs. F.N.B. Scott of Fort 
Collins, Milo Osborn of Loveland, Mrs. Arah Sprague Chapman, mother of Charles and 
Allison Chapman, and sister of Abner E. Sprague, Mrs. Winona W. Taylor of Fort 
Collins, mother of Mrs. Nellie Akin, teacher in our public schools, and Abner E. Sprague 
of Estes Park.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company 
[a block 5 business].  Daily passenger service to Loveland, Longmont, and Lyons.  
Notice:  In accordance with the present trend of business policies, we announce a general 
reduction in freight rates of approximately 20%, effective 1 November 1921.  Licensed 
operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any 
information.  Estes Park, Colorado.



28 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Water Company Increases Capital Stock.  At a 
called meeting Wednesday afternoon, the Estes Park Water Company voted to increase its 
capital stock from $20,000 to $100,000, and the directorship was increased to seven, the 
directors now being Samuel Service, Homer E. James, Howard Perry James, Donald 
MacGregor, A. Lamborn, Albert Hayden, and Cornelius H. Bond.  The tremendous 
growth of Estes Park the past few years has made the present water system wholly 
inadequate to meet the demands, with the result that many connections could not be made 
that should be made, and those already connected could many times not secure during the 
height of the season water from their taps.  The company has been a paying investment, 
but was forced to increase their capital stock, that sufficient funds might be provided to 
enable them to lay mains with three times the capacity of the present ones, and to build 
additional supply lines.  Actual construction work on the new pipeline will begin in the 
spring when an 8-inch line will be laid.  In the meantime, it is up to the people of Estes 
Park who have the best interests of the community at heart to see that the additional stock 
is sold and ample funds provided for the proper installation of such work as is attempted.  
A good water supply such as we can have here should be a great drawing card for those 
seeking a place in which to establish a summer home, and we are sure it will prove a 
mighty factor in the development of Estes Park.  Every resident who can possibly 
purchase one or more shares will not only be doing his bit toward the substantial 
development of the community, but will at the same time be securing a dividend-paying 
investment.

28 October 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Column title:  Mickie Says.  Don’t let an out-of-
town slicker have your orders for job work!  We can do your work as well as any printer!  
Spend your money where ya make it!  Don’t be a [derogatory term for a man from 
China].  Subscribe to your hometown paper.  Charles Sughroe.  

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary Public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [Hupp Hotel, a block 2 business].  There’s 
a Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying thru the air,/As you motor along/
With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the 
Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” know/
That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens.  Drawing 
and writing books and the other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 
business].  Telephone #41.



28 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Trail will Display Football Results in Godfrey 
Window.  The Estes Park Trail has made arrangements whereby each Saturday evening, 
the football scores of the leading teams will be secured and displayed in the window at 
Godfrey’s clothing store [a block 5 business].  The Estes Park Trail gave this service 
during the World Series of baseball, and it proved to be so popular that a similar service 
will be given the people of Estes Park during the football season.  So if you are anxious 
to know how your favorite fared, and can’t wait for the Denver newspapers to arrive the 
next day, just come down to town after 5:00 p.m., and learn who the winners are.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Chamber of Commerce One of Liveliest Bodies 
in Northern Colorado.  Recently, various towns in northern Colorado have been face-to-
face with a crisis in their commercial bodies.  They persist in expiring while still infants, 
unless heroic efforts are resorted to almost annually.  Most of them have done good work, 
too, but seem to be lacking in some peculiar way the proper vitality to keep things going.  
The writer is more of less acquainted with three commercial bodies besides the local one, 
and feels that to some extent he has been able to observe the strong and weak points of 
each.  The Estes Park Chamber of Commerce has displayed splendid vitality during the 
season we have known it, and we believe has some splendid points other bodies would do 
well to study.  The local body is a very representative one of the community, and enjoys a 
splendid community fellowship.  The membership fee is but $10 annually, and yet the 
body raised for various purposes $4000 the past season to carry on the work of the 
organization.  Here, we believe, is one of the weak points of similar organizations in 
other communities – they place their membership fee so high that many who really have 
the interests of the community at heart feel that they cannot unite with it.  Estes Park 
Chamber of Commerce has a membership of 61, making an annual income from dues of 
$600, but nearly six times that amount was raised through voluntary subscriptions, and 
the treasurer has a balance in the bank.  Meetings are held about every two weeks, except 
during the rush tourist season and during the dead of winter, and are usually attended by 
more than 35 members.  A banquet is usually indulged in, which almost invariably 
insures good fellowship and harmonious meetings.  Practically all matters of importance 
are handled in open meeting, and not by the executive committee, as in so many other 
places.  This may at times prove somewhat cumbersome, but it serves to help the 
members feel that they are having a direct part in the activities of the organization, and 
not merely called upon to pay up once a year and then hear nothing of the activities and 
work of the body for another year.  Of course, the local body is made up of mere humans, 
and subject to making mistakes, but we believe the members are big enough to overlook 
petty individual differences and to pull continually together for a bigger and greater and 
better Estes Park.

28 October 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. L.M. Stith are spending the week in Denver.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Community Picture Show Popular as Ever.  Both the shows 
given at the schoolhouse this fall have been good, and were well attended.  They are 



given each Friday night at the schoolhouse, and school children are admitted free, others 
pay the nominal admission of 25 cents.  The picture for tonight is a Paramount production 
entitled “Civilian Clothes”, featuring Thomas Meigham.  A girl marries a uniformed 
officer, and later hears of his death.  She then returns to American and seeks to forget.  
Her husband unexpectedly arrives in civilian garb, then she realizes that she does not love 
him.  He obtains employment with her father, and she tries to keep people from finding 
out her husband is a butler.  You will enjoy it, and if you wish to know the rest, you will 
have to se it – we have told all we are going to.  Ford’s weekly educator film will also be 
shown.  The picture secured for Friday night of next week is also a Paramount picture, 
and is entitled “Deep Waters”, and you’ll think its deep waters before it is over with.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Handy Ditch Company Constructing New Dam in Big 
Thompson Canyon.  John A. Bell of Berthoud has the contract for the construction of a 
new concrete dam across the Big Thompson River about 200 feet west of the present 
dam.  A concrete flume will carry the water from the new dam to the old flume.  The old 
dam has withstood the spring floods for many years, and it was deemed advisable to 
construct a modern dam before the old dam should be taken out by high water.  The total 
expenditure of the Handy Ditch Company in the Big Thompson Canyon will probably 
approach $14,000.  Work has already begun on the dam.

28 October 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Carruthers spent Monday in Greeley.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  [XXX] $25 free on board Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  
The new rugged Exide Junior battery.  Designed especially for Ford cars.  Here is the 
battery you have been hoping for.  Osborn Garage [a block 6 business].  The personal 
service garage.  Telephone #17-R2.

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Real Estate Transfers.  William J. Workman to Herbert C. 
Hansen et al., $500, northwest 1/4 of section 33-5-73…Robert M. Shea to Harrietta F. 
Shea, $1, part of northwest 1/4 of northwest 1/4 of section 34-5-73, and other land…Enos 
Abijah Mills to Edwin F. Gillette et al., $150, roadway across northeast 1/4 of southeast 
1/4 of section 27-4-73 [presumably, this is not the road to the Columbine Lodge, because 
that property had already been sold to Charles H. Alexander].

28 October 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The State Fish and Game Commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
H. Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.



28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail, telephone #27J3.

28 October 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietor.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best 
of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

4 November 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 30     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, November 4, 1928 [sic, should be 1921]     Price 10 cents

4 November 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Steam Laundry Forced to Make Extensive 
Improvements – K and B Packing Company of Denver gets the Main Street Building.  
The Estes Park Laundry, Ralph Macdonald, proprietor, has been forced to enlarge its 
plant, and work on an addition has already begun.  The work at the two plants owned by 
Mr. Macdonald has become so heavy that some arrangement whereby more machinery 
could be installed and greater efficiency obtained had become necessary.  Mr. Macdonald 
decided to consolidate the two plants, and two large wings to the property on Moraine 
Road [technically on West Riverside Drive] are being built, and George Johnson has the 
foundation work in.  As soon as the building is completed, Mr. Macdonald will leave for 
Chicago, Illinois, where much new machinery will be purchased.  The new building and 
added equipment will double the present capacity of the two plants.  The K and B 
Packing Company of Denver has leased the laundry building on main street [i.e., Elkhorn 
Avenue] and will put in at once a modern cold storage and refrigerating plant that will 
enable them to care for the immense wholesale meat trade of Estes Park in a first class 
manner.  The K and B Packing Company is one of the largest packing houses of the west, 
and their action in locating here will fill a long-felt need.  [K and B was started by Fred 
Klink, who came from Germany to the United States, and eventually ended up in Denver.  
In 1921, Louis Sigman was the secretary of K and B.]  

4 November 1921 – Headline:  Motorcycle Gets Almost to Top of Fall River Road.  Don 
Eaton, Rocky Mountain National Park ranger, rode a motorcycle within a quarter mile of 
the top of the Fall River Road, and says the snow is going rapidly.  Should the warm 
weather continue for any length of time, there is a good possibility that the road will 
again be opened for traffic to Denver.  The road is open to the top from Grand Lake.  
Eaton reports the snow around Poudre Lakes to be from 6 to 8 inches deep.  The Fall 



River Road is 300 feet higher than any automobile road in Europe, and has been 
pronounced by people who claim to know to be much more scenic that any road in the 
Alps.

4 November 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  No snow in Estes Park, 
weather pleasant.  Four hotels open.  Maximum temperature this week 57 degrees 
[Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature this week 24 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum 
temperature Thursday night 40 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Precipitation this month 0 inches.  
Maximum temperature for month of October 1921 75 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum 
temperature for month of October 1921 25 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Precipitation during 
October 0.87 inches.

4 November 1921 – Article reprinted form the Larimer County Chronicle.  Headline:  
Teach Larimer County History is Plan of Superintendent Miss Wilkins.  If Miss Emma T. 
Wilkins, superintendent of Larimer County schools, can get the cooperation of the 
teachers, the schoolchildren of Larimer County will be taught the history of Larimer 
County in a way to make the study fascinating.  “The early history of Larimer County is 
most interesting,” said Miss Wilkins, who is just back from Denver, where she attended 
the meeting of the Colorado Educational Association.  One of the most helpful addresses 
at that meeting was on the subject, “The Art of Making Local History Interpretive Natural 
History to Young People,” by Professor Arthur B. Hurlburt of Colorado College.  Mr. 
Hurlburt told the teachers how the study could be made interesting for the children.  
Larimer County is replete with interesting tales, and Miss Wilkins plans to get in touch 
with pioneers who can furnish data that will be of use in the teaching of history in this 
county.  She is of the opinion that the people of Larimer County should know more of 
their history.

4 November 1921 – Headline:  Senior High School Entertains Junior High.  On Tuesday 
afternoon after school, the members of the Senior High School entertained the members 
of the newly-formed Junior High School at a party in the school auditorium.  The party 
was arranged and managed by a committee headed by Helen Service, Marcia Macdonald, 
and Richard Bache, advised and aided by Mrs. Akin and Miss Stahl.  Halloween games 
were played along with others, some of them of a decidedly mysterious character.  
Dancing was enjoyed by the older pupils.  For refreshments, apple cider and some of 
Mrs. Akin’s prize-winning doughnuts were served.  The party was a decided social 
success, and the pupils of the Senior High School and their committee are entitled to a 
great deal of credit for the way in which the festivities were planned and conducted.  
Question:  How is the Junior High going to “get even?”

4 November 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. W.E. Graves returned Sunday from a month’s visit 
around Lincoln, Nebraska.  They made the return trip in three days, and were 



accompanied by Mrs. Graves’ father, Isaac Lint, who enjoyed greatly the trip, although he 
is 79 years of age…Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Toll and Mrs. Toll 
went to Denver Wednesday morning on a brief business trip, expecting to return Monday.

4 November 1921 – Headline:  Flashlight Found that may have Played Important Part in 
Bank Robbery.  C.M. Kearns, familiarly known as “Red,” found a flashlight Sunday in a 
narrow space between the bank and an adjoining building [is this Boyd’s Market, which 
seems to be attached?  Or is this the original Clatworthy building on lot 4, what would 
eventually become the Charles A. Ball jewelry shop?] that may have played a leading 
role in the robbery of the bank on 16 October 1920.  The yeggs [slang for thieves, 
especially burglars or safecrackers] reached the bank roof from an adjoining building, cut 
a hole in the roof, and let themselves down through the hole by ropes.  A flashlight was 
quite necessary for the accomplishment of their purpose, and it is supposed that if the one 
found was the same used by the robbers, they dropped it while crossing to the other roof 
in their flight.  The battery in the flashlight was an Ever-Ready Tungsten three-cell type, 
and the case a French Flasher, made by the French Battery and Carbon Company of 
Wisconsin.  Erosion had become so great that the date stamped on the battery could not 
be deciphered.  The lens in the case was a very powerful one.  The robbers secured $762 
in cash, and some securities, but a repetition of the feat would be rather difficult, as the 
bank is now equipped with two burglar-proof safes, and a vault that would require some 
skill in opening.  [According to contemporary accounts from October 1920, the thieves 
also took $1700 worth of bonds from Postmaster Carruthers safety deposit box, and $300 
from W.E. Graves safety deposit box, yet left a floor safe untouched.]

4 November 1921 – Joe Ryan has been busy with the paintbrush these days, brightening 
up the exterior of the [sic, suggest his] home.

4 November 1921 – Photograph:  Exterior image of Brinwood Hotel façade.  The wooden 
building has two floors, a hipped roof, and a front porch which extends the entire length 
of the main floor.  It is painted or stained a dark color.  Caption:  “Brinwood Hotel, 
Moraine Park. Many improvements are being made that will add materially to the 
capacity of the hotel and the comfort of the guests.”

4 November 1921 – Headline:  Memorial Number.  The Estes Park Trail plans to publish 
next week a memorial number for Lathrop Ripley, the Estes Park artist who died several 
years ago from appendicitis.

4 November 1921 – Mrs. W.H. Berkley expects to return home a week from Sunday, 
following an operation for appendicitis at Longmont…The Rebekah Lodge will hold 
their regular meeting at the Odd Fellow’s Hall Tuesday evening, and the committee in 
charge announces good eats.



4 November 1921 – Headline:  Sale of Highway Bonds Means Better Roads for Colorado 
Soon.  The International Trust Company of Denver has been successful in disposing of 
the complete issue of $2,000,000 Colorado road bonds recently purchased by it at par.  
The state highway commission announces that construction work requiring the total 
receipts from the recent bond issue will begin within 90 days, and be pushed to rapid 
completion.  Colorado is one of the largest summer resort states of the nation, and is 
vitally interested in the permanent development of her highways.  The rapidly increasing 
number of automobiles on our highways has made the upkeep of our dirt roads a serious 
problem that can only be solved by concrete construction.  Estes Park has seen one of its 
finest roads, that of the Big Thompson Canyon, ruined in a single day by over a thousand 
automobiles passing over it while wet from rain.  We shall be glad to see the permanent 
construction work enlarged so that the constantly growing stream of traffic shall not in 
the future hold the terrors as heretofore for the road maintenance crews.  The enlarged 
program of the state highway commission will also provide winter work for many men 
who otherwise would be without employment through the winter season.

4 November 1921 – Headline:  A Splendid Holiday Gift.  Some are already making use of 
the Estes Park Trail for gift purposes.  In what better way can you for an entire year 
remind friend or loved ones of your esteem than to arrange that they may regularly 
receive the Estes Park Trail?  The young folks away at school would also greatly 
appreciate receiving the weekly visits of the newspaper.

4 November 1921 – Augustus Denby Lewis left Monday morning for a two-week trip to 
eastern points, including New York City.

4 November 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in Estes Park Trail Building, Prospect Heights, above 
the Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months 
$1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate 35 cents per inch per issue.  Local 
reading notices 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  
Classified advertising rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for 
all notices or entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes 
Park Trail will not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied 
by the signature of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for 
transmission through the mails as second-class matter, 15 April 1921, under 
congressional act of 3 March 1879.

4 November 1921 – Editorial:  The editor of the Estes Park Trail greatly appreciates the 
many kind words of commendation continually received from both resident and non-



resident readers.  It is a pleasure to labor when we know our efforts are appreciated, we 
are intensely human, and, therefore, enjoy being told when our efforts please our readers.  
Ten days ago, we sent out 39 notices of expiration to non-residents, and 19 to residents, 
and have had but one cancellation from each class of readers.  One of the non-residents in 
sending remittance wrote, “During our stay in Estes Park this summer, we enjoyed the 
Estes Park Trail, and each week since it has found its way into our home – a real joy and 
sunshine – a lovely reminder of a happy vacation in the Blue Bell cottage in Manford 
Place.”  We are just past six months old, and have enjoyed greatly the work of making the 
Estes Park Trail.  In this, we have been assisted greatly by splendid friends who are on 
the alert for items of news for our columns.  We have sought to be loyal to the best 
interests of the community as we saw them, and greatly appreciate the loyalty shown us 
in return, not only by our readers, but by our advertisers, who have made it possible for 
us to continue publication.  As we said before, our work has been one continual round of 
pleasure, and we trust God may give us the strength and ability to property represent the 
spot of earth, known as Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park, which we feel is 
His crowning glory of creation.

4 November 1921 – Editorial:  The threatened nationwide railroad strike did not 
materialize, and thereby hangs a tale that “listens good” to the American public in 
general.  If newspaper reports are correct, the rail union heads sought through the 
threatened strike to force the government to adopt the Plumb plan, the plan in a word 
being to take over the management of the roads, and place it in the hands of a board 
composed of an equal number of men representing the railroad owners, the government, 
and the workers.  The rail owners hoped for the strike, as could be clearly discerned in 
their statements, for they felt that during the time of distress among the laborers, they had 
a splendid opportunity to break the labor unions.  They were not greatly concerned about 
the welfare of the public, unless we are greatly mistaken, although they were not slow to 
charge the union men with the same unconcern they themselves felt.  The victors in the 
threatened battle are clearly the railroad labor board, or in other words, the American 
public.  Through consolidation of interests, the rail owners have sought at various times 
to enrich themselves at public expense, entirely unwarranted.  Through consolidation of 
efforts, the laborers have sought to better their conditions, and have not always 
considered the public welfare.  Through the railroad labor board, the public at last has a 
representative in transportation matters as they effect the labor situation, and both the 
former groups must now consider the public, and at times surrender their personal 
opinions to the public welfare.  Through the recent threatened struggle, the labor board 
has vindicated its existence, and hereafter both the operator and laborer must bow to 
public welfare.  Thus is the labor problem being gradually evolutionized.

4 November 1921 – Editorial:  There are two classes of advertising that the Estes Park 
Trail will not accept at any price.  One is the cigarette advertisement, the other is the 
patent medicine advertisement [this policy changed, even during the editorial reign of 
Arthur B. Harris].  We have no objections, as a publication, to a mature man using either 



if he so chooses, but few of them have a special desire for their immature children 
forming the habit, and we don’t propose to flaunt the temptation in the children’s faces 
each time they pick up the newspaper.  The Estes Park Trail aspires to one of the chief 
seats on the library table in the most particular homes, and we feel sure none will censure 
us if we choose for your children’s sakes to forego a portion of the immense amount both 
the above-mentioned classes of advertisers are spending annually to increase the sales of 
their wares.  We don’t claim any particular merit or praise in the matter, but we do admit 
we can sleep just as soundly as though our bank account was fattened from 10 to 50 
“bucks” per month by throwing our columns open.

4 November 1921 – Editorial reprinted from the Turlock (California) Tribune.  Headline:  
The Community Newspaper.  In several recent issues, the Turlock Tribune has tried to 
suggest some of the purposes entertained by a good community newspaper.  It has tried to 
make it clear that a newspaper is not simply a business enterprise of the ordinary kind, 
but that it has certain functions to perform as a representative of the community.  It 
interprets that community to the outside world.  Also, it is its duty to ally itself with every 
force in the community working for progress, it must work to arouse public sentiment in 
favor of all advance movements, to distribute information that shall familiarize the public 
with such efforts, and try to convince the people that they should cooperate with projects 
formed for the good of the community.  No newspaper can perform these functions 
thoroughly unless it has good public support and the backing of the people and the 
businessmen.  The better financial backing a newspaper gets, the more actively it can 
work to help organize community movements, and to spread abroad in other places the 
impression that its hometown is an advancing and wide-awake modern town.

4 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  All kinds of engraving at the Estes Park Trail 
office.

4 November 1921 – Editorial:  The cigarette is losing out.  The past year’s consumption 
of them was two billion less than that of 1919, when it appeared that the nation was about 
to be engulfed by the smoke of the “pills”.  The consumption of tobacco in its various 
manufactured forms was 14,000,000 pounds, less in 1920 than in 1919.  It is noticeable 
that with the ebbing of the tide of cigarette smoking, there is beginning to be a reduction 
of crime in the nation.  It is a well-known fact that in the individual who is naturally 
criminal bent, cigarette smoking tends to blunt the finer senses and give the baser self the 
mastery.  The use of cigars is increasing with the decrease of the use of the cigarette.

4 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  Hometown Newspaper Week.  The 
week of 7 November 1921 is “Hometown newspaper week” all over the United States.  
The home newspaper constantly works for the upbuilding of its community, and every 
good citizen owes it to the community as well as the newspaper to at this time see that 
their name is on the hometown newspaper subscription list. 



4 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Lewiston is open with first-class 
accommodations and service.  Just the place for a really comfortable rest.  Weekend 
parties and Sunday dinners a specialty.  Telephone #81.  Estes Park.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.

4 November 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  “Railway strike called off.”  The 
entire country heaved a sigh of relief Friday morning when it read that headline in the 
newspapers.  “We couldn’t strike against the government,” said L.E. Sheppard, head of 
the conductors.  “As the situation developed, we found that in striking, we would not be 
hitting the people we wanted to hit, the railroads, but would be fighting the government.  
It was never our purpose to combat the government.”  Principal credit for averting a 
strike which would have been disastrous, even though not successful for the workers, is 
given to three men.  These are Ben W. Hooper and W.L. McMenimen of the labor board, 
the former of the public group and the latter of the labor group, and W.G. Lee, chief of 
the trainmen.  The two board members worked like nailers day and night to bring about 
peace, and the public statements and private arguments of Mr. Lee did much to lead his 
confreres to the stand they finally adopted…Of course “the woman did it”. That is to say, 
former Empress Zita is blamed as the moving spirit in her husband’s second futile attempt 
to regain the throne of Hungary.  It was spectacular, and interesting while it lasted, and 
for a short time there was some chance for its success.  Karl and Zita flew across Austria 
in an airplane, landed in Burgenland, and summoned the faithful.  The royalists, headed 
by Count Andrassy and Rakovsky, who abandoned his office as premier, flocked to Karl’s 
support and proclaimed him king, and he and Zita declared their venture must terminate 
in victory or death.  Well, it was not victory, and is was, as usual, death only for the poor 
misguided soldiers who fought in their behalf.  Regent Horthy sent all available troops 
out to meet the royalists as they advanced on Budapest, Hungary, and afer a battle at Tota 
Tovaros, in which several hundreds were killed, Karl and Zita, together with Rakovsky, 
Andrassy, Prince Windisch-Graetz and the other leaders, were taken prisoners near 
Komorn.  The ex-royal couple were interned in an ancient Benedictine abbey at Tihany, 
Hungary, and the others were locked up to await trial and punishment.  As soon as Karl 
landed in Hungary, the members of the little entente, especially Czechslovakia, began 



mobilizing to frustrate his plan, and the greater allied powers also were active in other 
ways.  But Horthy attended to the attempted coup without their aid.  The little entente, 
however, has demanded that Hungary pay the cost of mobilization, and give guarantees 
of the disarmament of Hungary, and also it requires that Karl be surrendered to it or to the 
allies.  What disposal to make of the troublesome couple is worrying the powers.  A 
suggestion that they be exiled on some remote island has been rejected as giving them too 
much importance.  Switzerland says they cannot return there, and Spain has not offered to 
take care of them.  Regent Horthy announced he would soon convoke the assembly for 
the purpose of electing a King of Hungary, and it was believed that he himself stood a 
good chance of being chosen for the position…President Harding made a three-day trip 
into the southland to attend the semi-centennial celebration of Birmingham, Alabama, 
and he took the occasion to speak some plain words on the race problem.  He declared 
that “unless our democracy is a lie”, there must be economic, educational, and political 
equality for the African American, but without attempt at social equality.  Here are a few 
of his pithy sentences:  “I would say let the African American man vote when he is fit to 
vote, prohibit the white man voting when he is unfit to vote.”  “I wish that both the 
tradition of a solidly Democratic south and the tradition of a solidly Republican African 
American race might be broken up.”  “Men of both races may well stand 
uncompromisingly against every suggestion of social equality.  This is not a question of 
recognizing a fundamental, eternal, inescapable difference.”  “Racial amalgamation there 
cannot be.  Partnership of the races in developing the highest aims of all humanity there 
must be, if humanity is to achieve the ends which we have set for it.”  “The African 
American man should seek to be, and he should be encouraged to be, the best possible 
African American man, and not the best possible imitation of a white man.”…Doctor 
Wirth and the rest of the German ministry resigned, as was foreseen, because of the 
partition of Upper Silesia.  But at the urgent request of President Ebert, the chancellor 
retained his position, and selected a new cabinet, which was given a vote of confidence 
by the Reichstag, 230 to 132, on the question of its decision to send a commissioner to 
negotiate with the Poles.  This vote, however, was more of a courtesy to Wirth than a real 
expression of support, and it is believed the ministry will be short-lived.  While the 
German government will negotiate with the Poles relative to the economic situation in 
Upper Silesia, it has declared, through the chancellor, that reference of the Silesian 
question to the league council was illegal, and contrary to the Treaty of Versailles, and it 
does not accept the partition which deprived Germany of much of the best coal and 
industrial sections of the district.  The flag of the German republic is kept at half mast 
over the Reichstag building, in mourning for the Silesian decision.   

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  It’s fall by the calendar, and fall by those wonderful 
breezes that blow across the range and make us thankful that we live in Estes Park.  It’s 
fall also by the stock of goods we are showing – not for visitors who are “here today and 
gone tomorrow”, but for you – our friends and neighbors who live in Estes Park, and are 
glad to say that you patronize your own home merchants.  Our invitation to visit us is 
extended to both men and women.  For men:  Wilson Brothers furnishings.  This is the 



biggest and best line of furnishing goods in the world, and we want to show you this line.  
It consists of the very latest and best in underwear, hosiery, etc.  Prices on this line far 
below even inferior goods.  Vitts overalls and work clothing.  Leather vests that are far 
above the “ordinary”, with a quality unexcelled.  Work shirts, flannel shirts, corduroys, 
moleskins, and a great number of garments for cold, stormy weather.  For women:  Bon 
Ton corsets.  We have always been very enthusiastic about our line of Bon Ton corsets, 
but never have we been so delighted with the line as when our new fall models began to 
arrive.  They are simply beyond comparison in quality, and the prices are most 
reasonable.  Suits, coats, dresses.  We are showing a most excellent line of the new styles 
and shades of ladies garments, and we know that our prices are below the amount 
charged for the same quality of goods in the other stores throughout the state.  For men, 
women and children:  Overshoes, rubbers, shoes for heavy and light work as well as a 
good line of dress shoes.  Hosiery for everybody regardless of age or occupation.  We are 
now receiving a new stock of hosiery of high quality at low prices.  Dugald Floyd Godrey  
[a block 5 business].  “The store that gives you service”

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Storage.  
Accessories, repairing.  Goodrich tires.  Gas, oil, Ford parts.  George W. Johnson, 
proprietor.

4 November 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  The past few weeks has seen 
great activities within Estes Park in the building lines.  Two of the garages have put up 
fine additions, two nice residences are under construction, and many smaller buildings 
have been or are being built.  In addition to this, many of the hotels are making extensive 
improvements…The rotogravure section of the Rocky Mountain News Sunday carried a 
full page of glaciers in Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park.  The photographs 
were the work of Oliver Frantz and were a credit to the community.  The automobile 
section also carried a nice write up of Estes Park’s tourist business.  The entire state 
beings to realize that Estes Park is destined to become the most popular summering place 
in American, if it is not already such…The American Legion enjoyed a splendid oyster 
supper Tuesday evening at the National Park Hotel as a result of a rifle shoot recently 
held, in which it was agreed the losing side should treat the members of the American 
Legion to an oyster supper…Semi-advertisement:  Make your dollar buy full value.  Our 
advertisers are able to help you…The picture show Friday promises to be on a par with 
those already given.  The feature picture this week is “Deep Waters,” a Paramount 
production.  Ford’s weekly educator film will also be shown.  Next week’s bill is “Miss 
Rebellion” featuring Dorothy Gish.  School children free, others 25 cents…Walter Jones 
has just completed a nice garage on his home property…The Osborn Garage has secured 
the agency for the Compression Inner Tube for automobile tires that promises to 
eliminate most tire trouble for the motorists in the future.  It is said they practically 
double the life of the casing, and they just love nails, spikes, and such things.  Whenever 
you pick up a nail all that is necessary is to pull it out with a pair of pliers or other 
instrument and go ahead – they just won’t leak air, since the construction of the tube wall 



is such that all holes automatically close, and no patching is necessary…Rocky Mountain 
National Park Superintendent Roger W. Toll has for some years been an active member of 
the Colorado Mountain Club, and was this past summer a member of the club’s Outing 
Committee.  He is also one of the board of directors, his term expiring this fall, and a 
successor will be chosen at the annual meeting of the club to be held Saturday night, 19 
November 1921, in Denver…Dr. H.T. Pershing of Denver and family spent the weekend 
in Estes Park at their summer home south of the village…Platteville, a town in Weld 
County with half the assessed valuation of Estes Park, is feeling her oats these days.  The 
state highway is headed her way, and she doesn’t propose to be a moment behind the 
times – therefore, will probably pave her main street in the spring…Semi-advertisement:  
The merchants who are advertising in this issue want your business.  Read their 
advertisements, they will usually save you money.  Be loyal to the community and trade 
at home…Semi-advertisement:  Don’t overlook having the Estes Park Trail sent to your 
winter address…Rev. B.C. Montgomery is preparing to move his family to Boulder, 
where Byrl can have better school advantages…The K.P. Girls Club will initiate some 
new members at the home of Miss Lois Griffith on their regular meeting night of this 
week.  The girls anticipate a good time as this is the first initiation…Word has been 
received from Mrs. A.G. Birch that she is improving very slowly at her home in 
Denver…Mr. Wylie Wood, who conducts the Moraine Livery, has been in very poor 
health since going to his home in Loveland…Miss Isabelle Matteson entertained Miss 
Florence Bond and Miss May Bond, Frank Bond, and Howard Wood at 6:00 p.m. dinner 
Wednesday…The teachers Miss Ashby, Miss Cook, and Miss Butler entertained friends 
from the valley over Sunday…Cornelius H. Bond is building an addition on his garage…
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Service have moved home after spending the season at the Woodard 
Ranch…G.G. Church informs his friends that he expects to close his store and go to 
Denver to spend the winter…Mr. Nelson, “The Edison Man” from Loveland, makes 
regular weekend trips to Estes Park.  Some attraction, eh?…Florence Bond and May 
Bond entertained a number of their girlfriends Tuesday evening.  Those present were Lois 
Griffith, Nell Ashby, Daisy Cook, Elsie Johnson, and Helen Service…Semi-
advertisement:  The advertisements in this issue tell you must where you can save the 
most money.  Get the habit of reading the advertisements, they are just as important as the 
news.  Remember, a dollar saved is a dollar earned…James D. Stead and wife left 
Tuesday for New York and Baltimore, Maryland, where they take the boat for a trip down 
the coast through the Panama Canal to California, where they will spend the winter…
John Frank Grubb is remodeling his cottage on the hill, where they expect to move in the 
near future…Walter Baldridge motored to Longmont Sunday to visit his daughter Wilma, 
who is in the hospital there…Charles F. Hix went to Denver Sunday for a few days, the 
attraction is a mystery to town folks…Little Dennis Griffith had the misfortune of getting 
his arm broken while playing on the school grounds Monday afternoon…George W. 
Johnson has finished the work on the new bridge over the Big Thompson River and is 
working on the foundation for the addition to Ralph Macdonald’s laundry [the Riverside 
Drive location]…H.C. Bradley [still the Horseshoe Inn co-owner with C.C. Patrick?] and 
a party of friends of Fort Collins were up Wednesday looking after things at Horseshoe 



Inn…The Aggie-Denver University game will be played in Fort Collins on Armistice 
Day, and will probably be a stiff game.  The Estes Park Trail will give the results in 
Godfrey’s window…Dr. S.C. Halley and party of friends of Fort Collins were at the Dixie 
cabin Wednesday.  Dr. Halley has just returned with his family from a month’s visit with 
friends and relatives in Missouri…Dr. and Mrs. Crabbe of Greeley spent the weekend in 
Estes Park…Magers and Dawson, proprietors of the Sherwood Hotel, were up from 
Denver over the weekend…Mr. and Mrs. F.P. Stover of Fort Collins were in Estes Park 
Tuesday looking after their property…Jess Jones, Loveland architect, was in Estes Park 
Tuesday looking after business interests…Buyrl [sic] Becker and family were up from 
Fort Collins over the weekend and with father and mother Becker, enjoyed a picnic 
dinner at Mills Lake Sunday…Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail is prepared to 
give you prompt service for all kinds of fine job printing…Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ryan, of the 
Old Man ranger station, went to Denver Thursday, where Mr. Ryan will transact official 
business for the forestry department, and Mrs. Ryan will visit with a sister there.  They 
expect to return to Estes Park Sunday…Mrs. W.H. Berkley, who was operated on at the 
Longmont hospital for appendicitis, is getting along splendidly…Mr. and Mrs. Julius 
Foss Schwartz drove to Denver Tuesday for a visit of several days…O.P. Low has 
purchased the property adjoining his on the hill from Mrs. Lou R. Wiles, which is 55 feet 
on the east side of lot 5, block 10, Estes Park…Mr. and Mrs. George E. Smith of 
Houston, Texas, are visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Byerly.  Mrs. Smith 
and Mrs. Byerly are sisters.  This is the Smith’s first trip to Estes Park, and they are 
greatly pleased with the country.  They made the Fall River Road trip Sunday a week ago, 
and were charmed with the beauty of the trip…E.H. Graham of Denver, who has been in 
Estes Park since early last summer, has purchased a three-acre tract of M.J. Miller of 
Fowler, Kansas, which was originally a part of the Cassidy homestead.  Mr. Graham will 
make many improvements on the cottage acquired in the purchase, and will erect a 
number of other cozy cottages…Halloween was fittingly observed in Estes Park, but the 
many pranks of the youngsters were of a harmless nature.  Many old tires, boxes, barrels, 
and other moveable objects mysteriously found their way to the middle of the main street.  
The good judgment of the youngsters prevailed, however, and no real damage was done.  
Marshal Lee was on the job to see that no undue liberties were taken…Alfred Lamborn 
and W.C. Humphreys were in Denver the first of the week on business.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Men’s winter underwear.  We have received a large 
shipment of men’s union suits in heavy cotton, cotton and wool, and all wool.  The values 
we offer are exceptional prices almost at pre-war level – Men’s union suits at $1.95, 
$2.25, $2.75, $2.95, $3.75, and $4.75.  We can clothe you right for winter and save you 
money.  See the new stock of all leather and leather sleeve vests, sheep-lined coats and 
vests, Mackinaws flannel shirts and sweaters.  Our prices are always lower than most 
places, and you’ll find no better variety to choose from that right here.  J.E. Macdonald [a 
block 5 business].
 



4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Loin steak, 
pound 35 cents.  Round steak 30 cents.  Shoulder steak 25 cents.  Boiling beef 12-1/2 
cents.  Pot roast 17-1/2 cents.  Rib roast 25 cents to 30 cents.  Lamb chops 35 cents.  
Lamb shoulder 25 cents.  Free automobile delivery.  Telephone #32.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Xtra special.  Just received – another shipment of 
Bon Ton corsets.  Latest models – best corset made, prices right.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey 
[a block 5 business].

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge, Nash, Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Denatured alcohol for radiators $1 gallon.  Estes Park Garage, telephone #166.

4 November 1921 – Column title and “byline”:  School News by “School Reporter”.  As 
a result of the giving of a series of standardized psychological tests to the pupils of the 
schools, the superintendent has been enabled to effect a reorganization of the students 
into groups of approximately equal ability.  This is a great step forward, as it means that 
each pupil will now be getting exactly the instruction which he is fitted for by reason of 
age and ability.  Progressive school administrators all over the United States are finding 
these tests invaluable as a means of supplementing the teacher’s estimate of a pupil, and 
for placing each one where he will derive the greatest good from his time and effort.  
Only such educators as have lagged behind the times, or are themselves incompetent to 
correctly give and interpret there tests every register any doubts as to their usefulness or 
reliability.  The superintendent also takes pleasure in announcing the placing of the work 
of the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades on a junior high school basis.  This means that 
students in these grades can now be promoted by subjects, rather than by grades.  
Likewise, failure in any subject will not prevent any pupil from passing on the next term 
in everything excepting the subject failed in.  The advantage of the arrangement is too 
obvious to require further comment.  On Monday afternoon during the regular recess 
period, little Dennis Griffith, age seven, fell from the stone bank which surrounds the 
school building into the road, and badly dislocated his elbow [or broke his arm, according 
to another article].  He was taken to the valley for treatment.  Perhaps this accident will 
awaken the people of Estes Park to a realization of the school’s need for a regular 
playground supplied with proper apparatus for the children’s exercise and enjoyment.  
Such a playground would be a civic asset, for it would be very popular with the children 
of the summer tourists.  For this reason, it should be paid for by funds other than those 
raised for direct school purposes.  The sum of $600 would suffice for buying and 
installing the apparatus.  What businessman or group of men are public spirited enough to 
take up this matter?  Children are more important than dollars.  The school is the most 
distinctive edifice in the village.  Were a regular playground provided, the ground 
between the building and the street could be planted with grass, thus greatly improving 
the appearance of the corner.  The following report has been sent to the Larimer County 



superintendent for the month ending 28 October 1921:  Total enrollment for month 101, 
average number belonging 95.2, average daily attendance 90.9, times tardy 33.  
Corresponding figures for last year are:  Total enrollment for month 72, average number 
belonging 68.9, average daily attendance 67.3, times tardy 5.  It is probable that tardy 
records are being more carefully recorded this year, otherwise it is difficult to account for 
the increased number this year.  The figures show an average increase in attendance of 
23.6 pupils over last month.  For September 1921, there were but 18 more.  Changing 
children form one school to another in the middle of a term is a distinct mistake, and 
always reacts to the disadvantage of the child.  Parents leaving Estes Park for a few 
months during the winter would do well to make arrangements to leave the children here 
in the care of some other family.  Another features deserving of mention is the provision 
of a study hall for the use of the Junior and Senior school students.  No longer will they 
be required to study in a room in which another class is carrying on a recitation.  
Improved concentration and general mental efficiency will be a direct consequence of 
this much-needed innovation.  The lack of recitation rooms on the second floor of the 
building is being keenly felt this year.  Makeshift classrooms are being devised as rapidly 
as possible, to satisfy the emergency, and sever until more permanent building 
alternations can be planned and financed.

4 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe to the Estes Park Trail and be happy 
all the winter through. 

4 November 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Subhead:  Ordinance no. 21.  An 
ordinance in relation to taxes for the year 1921.  Be it ordained by the board of trustees of 
the town of Estes Park, Colorado.  Section 1. That there be and is hereby levied upon the 
assessed valuation of the real and personal property of the town of Estes Park for the year 
1921 a tax of 9.7 mills on each dollar of such valuation for the purpose of paying the 
current general expenses of said town of Estes Park, of which the sum of 0.7 of a mill 
shall be set apart as a fund to pay interest on Estes Park Sewer Bonds, series of 1918. 
Introduced, read, passed, adopted, and ordered published 24 October 1921. [signed] 
Albert Hayden, mayor.  Attest:  Charles F. Hix, clerk and recorder…Subhead:  Notice for 
publication.  Publisher.  Department of the Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, 
Colorado.  14 October 1921.  Notices is hereby given that Henry Lynch, of post office 
box 363, Boulder, Colorado, who, on 20 September 1916 made Homestead Entry No. 
023635 for the lots 2, 3, and east half of the southwest quarter of section 19, township 5 
north, range 73 west of the 6th principal meridian, has filed notice of intention to make 
three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the register or 
receiver, United States Land Office, at Denver, Colorado, on 29 November 1921.  
Claimant names as witnesses:  Cornelius H. Bond of Estes Park, Colorado, Sam Service 
of Estes Park, Colorado, William Cheney of Lyons, Colorado, and C.B. Hall of Lyons, 
Colorado.  [signed] Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  28-6…Subhead:  Resolution.  Be it 
resolved by the board of trustees of the town of Estes Park, Colorado.  That there is a 
newspaper having a general circulation within the corporation of the town of Estes Park, 



and that the name of this newspaper is “The Estes Park Trail”, and therefore it is hereby 
ordered that all bylaws and ordinances of the said town of Estes Park which shall be 
passed and adopted after the date hereof shall be published in said newspaper.  Further, 
than [sic, suggest that] this will be the only way in which said bylaws and ordinances will 
be published by the said town of Estes Park after date hereof.  Passed and adopted, this 
10 October 1921.  (Signed) Albert Hayden, mayor.  Attest:  Charles F. Hix, clerk and 
recorder.

4 November 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit – use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale or trade – 
Nicely improved 160 acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in Larimer County, 
balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good 
school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, 
balance terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished 
cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For 
sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  
Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market [sic, it was first advertised in May 
1921] and will not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…
Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  
Telephone #395.  tf.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390. [Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next 
summer.  Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house 
now and build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of 
plans to choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are 
satisfied.  S.M. Hurd, builder.  Post office box 26.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says “A small fortune will buy more 
groceries than a large experience.”  Groceries, like other household expenses are 
generally carefully bought, and carelessly paid for – in cash.  Ladies’ checking accounts 



enables careful buying to be followed by careful paying.  Women who watch expenses 
find checks so simple, and so helpful, they recommend them to others.  We do likewise.  
Hours:  9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, 1:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.  The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 
business].  Where your patronage is appreciated.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail. 

4 November 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Greeley gets the next 
American Legion meeting.  Alamosa, which began a campaign a month ago, lost out in 
the final balloting with Greeley winning the count easily.  Without a dissenting voice, Leo 
P. Kelly, past commander of Pueblo post No. 2, holder of the distinguished service cross, 
was chosen as state commander…Weld County commissioners have under consideration 
highway plans which, if carried out, will shorten the automobile distance from Greeley to 
Denver from 56 to 53 miles, a saving of three miles…Four hundred have enrolled in the 
Pueblo evening schools, which are being conducted at the Central and Centennial high 
schools and at the Street Works YMCA, under the direction of H.C. Stillman, formerly 
Americanization secretary at the latter institution…Colorado contributed 2,019 by 
automobile and 304 by train to the visitors in Yellowstone National Park the past season, 
the total number of visitors being 81,651, according to the annual report of Horace M. 
Albright, general superintendent of Yellowstone National Park…Nearly $50,000 has been 
paid to head lettuce growers at the sheds in Florence so far this season, this being about 
half the total amount for the Fremont-Custer County district.  It is estimated that the 
average yield per acre in the district tributary to this city is $300, while the best known is 
a 10-acre tract that yielded $6000 worth of lettuce…Four persons were injured, one of 
them seriously, when a large supply of fireworks, which had been confiscated by the 
police, exploded in the Bath Beach section of Brooklyn, New York.  An aerial bomb 
suddenly went off, causing the explosion.  Inspector James Butler of the fire department, 
inspector of combustibles, had his left arm torn off, and suffered other injuries [this is a 
national news story, not a Colorado news story]…A club, made up of church men, and 
which will have for its principal object the general welfare of boys and young men, was 
formed at Greeley, at a meeting of nearly 50 men identified with Trinity Episcopal church 
of Greeley.  The meeting was attended by prominent businessmen, lawyers, judges, 
college professors, and others more or less active in the life of the city…The Industrial 
Sugar Company is expected to make about 175,000 bags of sugar this year in its factory 
at Fort Lupton, which will be an increase over last year of 50,000 bags.  The tonnage is 
expected to run to 80,000 tons from 6500 acres of beets, making a campaign of about 125 
days.  The factory started operating 24 September 1921…City employees face a 
reduction in wages as the result of a resolution adopted by the city commission of Fort 
Collins.  The reductions were recommended by city engineer John Revell.  Street railway 
employees will be reduced from 40 cents an hour to 35 cents and 37-1/2 cents, teamsters 
from 43-3/4 cents to 40 cents, truck drivers from 53-1/2 cents to 50 cents, and foremen 
from 53-1/2 cents to 50 cents.



4 November 1921 – The Senate has received majority and minority reports from its 
committee on privileges and elections on the Ford-Newberry senatorial election contest 
from Michigan.  In two respects, the reports agree – that Henry Ford was not elected, and 
that too much money was spent in the Michigan primary.  On all other major issues they 
diverge.  The majority report clears Newberry of all charges, including corruption, 
declares him the duly elected Senator, and recommends that he be seated.  The minority 
report, signed by Democrats, finds Newberry was elected by corrupt and illegal methods, 
and recommends that his seat be declared vacant.  Final action by the Senate may not be 
taken for several weeks.  There is little doubt as to what it will be.  Meantime, it is 
understood Mr. Newberry will not attend Senate sessions…The war department has made 
public its plan for the creation of the organized reserve of the army on a basis that will 
permit the quick mobilization of more than 4,000,000 fighting men.  Twenty-seven 
infantry divisions of the reserves are provided for, numbering from the 76th to the 104th, 
thus preserving both in number and the geographical location where each originated the 
16 wartime national army divisions.  The same territorial distribution as to armies and 
army corps areas is followed as in the regular army organization and the present structure 
of the National Guard.  The three arms of national land defense forces will be on an 
identical basis, with control decentralized from Washington, D.C., and all three in the 
hands of the corps area commanders…Premier Briand of France successfully passed 
through one of the severest tests to which he has been put, withstood a fierce attack by 
Tardieu and others of his bitter opponents, and received from the chamber of deputies the 
vote of confidence which he required as a mandate to represent France in the conference 
on limitation of armaments.  Belief in the sincerity of President Harding in seeking 
reduction of armaments led the radical socialists to support Briand, and the vote stood 
381 for the premier and 186 against him.  He intimated that his policy in Washington, 
D.C., would be that which has been predicted in this review, saying, “If France obtains 
reliable guarantees for her territory, she is willing to approve of the disarmament 
arrangements.”…Singly and in groups, the distinguished foreigners called to the United 
States by the Washington, D.C. conference, the Armistice Day ceremonies, or the 
American Legion convention are arriving, and receptions, reviews, and other showy 
affairs are an everyday occurrence.  Among those already here are Admiral and Lady 
Beatty, and General Armand Diaz of Italy.  Briand sailed Saturday, and at this writing 
Marshal Foch is on his way across, with General Pershing on another vessel trying hard 
to reach New York in time to participate in the welcome to the generalissimo.  Other 
eminent Europeans are in America on private missions, these including M. Venizelos, 
former premier of Greece and his bride, and Right Honorable Reginald McKenna, former 
chancellor of the exchequer and the leading financier of Great Britain.  Mr. McKenna was 
the guest of honor at a dinner given by the Chicago Commercial Club, and delivered an 
address that has aroused widespread comment.  Briefly, he advocated the cancellation of 
all war debts between nations as the only remedy for the economic distress of the world.  
Debtor nations, he said, have no alternative but to attempt to square their obligations by 
flooding the markets of their creditors with goods.  Great Britain and the United States, 



he said, have war debts owing them of approximately equal size – about 
$10,000,000,000, and his inference was that if cancellation of the debts was fair for one, 
it was fair for the other.  Some American financiers in commenting on Mr. McKenna’s 
views agreed with him in the main, but others asserted that the plan as a political proposal 
was impossible at this time, and would not be entertained by the American people.  They 
did not fail to point out that, while the United States derived no material benefit from the 
war, Great Britain not only obtained vast territories, but also insured her naval and 
merchant supremacy by the destruction of the German fleets.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The undersigned, having taken over the business of 
the A.H. Buckley Plumbing & Heating Company, wish to announce that he is splendidly 
equipped to give first-class service in plumbing, heating, and repairing.  Figure with us 
before starting that next job.  George R. Wyatt [a block 6 business].

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Arrange now for next season’s reservations.  Charles 
Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery 
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

4 November 1921 – Column title:  Church Notes.  Subhead:  Presbyterian church.  Rev. 
B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 
a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both services.  Prayer meeting 
Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  6:30 p.m. [Sunday] – Christian Endeavor topic “Thy 
will be done with my money.”  Subhead:  Christian Endeavor bible readings (for next 
week).  Monday – John chapter 1, verses 35-41.  Tuesday – John chapter 3, verses 1-11.  
Wednesday – John chapter 4, verses 1-14.  Thursday – Acts chapter 8, verses 26-40.  



Friday – Luke chapter 10, verses 38-42.  Saturday – Luke chapter 9, verses 57-62.  
Sunday – Matthew chapter 4, verses 18-22, Matthew chapter 9, verses 9 and 10.

4 November 1921 – Headline:  Abner Sprague Writes of Reunion of First Public School 
in Larimer County.  The class that graduated from the first school organized under the 
public school system in Larimer County, territory of Colorado, in 1868 held its annual 
reunion on 26 October 1921.  This class were schoolmates in the first public school 
building in Larimer County, and their teacher was the first one to teach a public school in 
Larimer County.  There were others who taught private schools before the public system 
was started.  The first school of this kind in Larimer County was taught by Mrs. Albina 
Washburn in a little log building, one mile couth of Loveland.  The teacher of this class of 
1868 was Miss Arah Milner (Mrs. Ed C. Smith), now living near Masonville, Colorado, 
and at her home the reunion of 1921 was held.  Of the original class of eight, five were at 
this last reunion, one of the eight who could not be with us this year, Mrs. Amy Terrel, 
being in Long Beach, California, two of the eight have passed on, Millard F. Osborn died 
quite a young man.  Clarence Chabbuck was murdered at a round-up in June 1875, just 
before he expected to return to Estes Park with Abner E. Sprague and build on claims in 
Willow, now Moraine Park.  The class to meet with their teacher this year were Milo Y. 
Osborn of Lovleand, Mrs. Ella Osborn Scott of Fort Collins, Abner E. Sprague of Estes 
Park, Mrs. Areanna Sprague Chapman of Estes Park, and Mrs. Winona Washburn Taylor 
of Fort Collins.  A schoolmate of the class, Mrs. Maggie Henney Blow of Loveland, who 
has been with us at other reunions, was with us again this year.  Several relatives of the 
class were at the banquet, needless to say they could not get in a word edgewise.  This 
first public school building in Larimer County was of logs with a dirt roof, and was used 
for all public meetings, the writer remembers hearing a political speech by Henry M. 
Teller in this building.  The building was situated on the south bank of the Big Thompson 
Creek, 1-1/2 miles south and a little more than a mile east of Loveland, on a road running 
up and down the creek from ranch to ranch.  These meetings after 54 or 55 years, 
rehearsing our pranks and mishaps, makes us all young again, at least for a day.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company [a block 5 business].  Daily passenger service to Loveland, Longmont, and 
Lyons.  Notice:  In accordance with the present trend of business policies, we announce a 
general reduction in freight rates of approximately 20%, effective 1 November 1921.  
Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any 
information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

4 November 1921 – Headline and subhead:  The Ford Psalm (Ford owners – take notice).  
The Ford is my auto, I shall not want another; it maketh me to lie down under it by the 
roadside; it leadeth me into much trouble; it draweth upon my purse; I go into the path of 
death for its sake.  Yea, though I understand my Ford perfectly, I fear much evil, for the 
radius rods or the axles might break.  It has a blowout in the presence of mine enemy; I 
anoint the tire with a patch; the radiator boileth over.  Surely this will not follow me all 



the days of my life, or I will dwell in the bughouse forever.  P.S.  1925 Fords will be 
equipped with a cuckoo clock attachment to the cow-catcher, and when the car starts over 
a railroad crossing and the driver does not pay any attention to the approaching train, the 
cuckoo on the front of the car will start singing the old familiar psalm “Will There be Any  
Stars in my Crown”.

4 November 1921 – Fort Collins poultry fanciers are planning to hold their poultry show 
early in December 1921 this year.  This event is an annual affair, and has become more 
popular each year, as well as being highly educational

4 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Column title:  Mickie Says.  [Note:  “Mickie, 
the Printer’s Devil” by Charles Sughrue was a regionally- or nationally-syndicated four-
panel cartoon strip at the time, at least from the examples I have seen in other 1921 
newspapers, for example the Loveland Reporter.] Do you remember th’ old-fashioned 
merchant who refused to advertise an’ then got madder’n a hoot owl becuz th’ editor sold 
th’ space to a live neighboring town merchant.  No “Dawg in the Manger” stuff goes 
here.  Charles Sughroe.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you fell/That’ you’re flying thru the air,/As you motor along/
With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the 
Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark/You “auto” know/
That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens.  Drawing 
and writing books and the other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 
business].  Telephone #41.

4 November 1921 – William Tenbrook Parke, Jack Dillion [sic], Frank Bond, and Garrett 
Casey were visiting Elks from Estes Park to the Loveland lodge Monday night…Dr. and 
Mrs. R.E. Wright [Granville Elmer Wright’s parents] were Estes Park visitors from 
Loveland the first of the week, and guests of the Hupp…R.A. Becker, Jr., and sister, Miss 
Edna Mae Becker, a student at Colorado Agricultural College, went to Colorado Springs 
Saturday to see the Aggie-Tiger game, and of course were pleased to see the Aggies win a 
splendid clean victory…The ladies who attended the Halloween bridge luncheon at the 
home of Mrs. E. Al. Somers [Edward Somer’s wife] in Boulder Monday report the affair 
a most delightful social occasion.  The rooms were appropriately decorated with the color 
scheme of the season, and even the ice cream was suggestive of the customary golden 



pumpkin and black cat.  The guests were Mrs. Albert Hayden, Mrs. Schwartz, Mrs. 
[Arthur K.] Holmes, Mrs. Ralph Macdonald, Mrs. Edsal [sic, this occasionally appears as 
Edsall], Mrs. Casey, Mrs. Harriet Byerly, Mrs. Derby, Mrs. Gooch, Mrs. Godfrey, Mrs. 
Wheelock, Mrs. Bond, and Mrs. Mills…Mary Martha Hewes arrived [meaning was born] 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Steve Hewes, Lakewood, Ohio, on 30 October 1921.  
Mother and child are dong nicely…Semi-advertisement:  Sunnysuds Electric Washer and 
Wringer demonstration at Services [a block 2 business], Estes Park agents.  Something 
that will interest you, come in and watch it work.  Gives the wife a sunny disposition, and 
banishes washday backache forever…The American Legion will give a brief program in 
connection with the picture show next Friday evening, Armistice Day, at the 
schoolhouse…Mrs. R.C. Scott was taken to the hospital in Loveland and operated on 
Wednesday for appendicitis.  Mr. Scott is the mechanic at Preston’s Garage [i.e., the Estes 
Park Garage]…The Estes Park fish hatchery is expecting a shipment of 700,000 eastern 
brook [trout] eggs within a few days.  These will be hatched this winter, and ready for the 
streams early in the spring.

4 November 1921 – Column title:  Elegant and Useful.  Crepe de chine was chosen for 
making this handsome blouse for fall.  It is in a bright henna shade with stitchery in 
white, and white crepe d chine facing the sleeves and neck opening.  The collar may be 
worn open, disclosing the facing, and a small, plain vestee of the white crepe.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  $25 free on board Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  The 
new rugged Exide Junior battery designed especially for Ford cars.  Here is the battery 
you have been hoping for.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  The personal service 
garage.  Telephone #17-R2.

4 November 1921 – Column title:  Real Estate Transfers.  Freelan Oscar Stanley to Fred 
Payne Clatworthy, $1, northwest quarter of southeast quarter of section 25-5-73 [this 
almost certainly has to be a portion of this, rather than the entire 160 acres]…Carl Piltz 
has filed in the County Clerk’s office a resubdivision of lot 23, block 10 and lots 25 and 
26, block 8, of Estes Park.  [This latter needs more investigation, as this is the extreme 
west end of block 8 on Cleave Street, and could be considered block 10].

4 November 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker, Colonel Charles 
P. O’Connor.



4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right, and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail.  Telephone #27J3.

4 November 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

11 November 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 31     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, November 11, 1921     Price 10 cents

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Plan on Foot to Erect Memorial to Lathrop Ripley – 
Artist, Musician, Author, and Friend of Estes Park.  Sidebar:  Lathrop Ripley. Born 27 
February 1881, Died 9 November 1916.  Lathrop Ripley, son of Charles C. Ripley and 
Theresa Lathrop Ripley, was born 27 February 1881, and named after his grandfather, 
John Hiram Lathrop, L.L.D., founder and president of the Wisconsin and Missouri State 
Universities.  He was the first grandson of Erastus Lathrop Ripley, mathematician, 
botanist, and author, who was a prominent instructor of the Michigan Normal, the 
Missouri University, and schools of Kansas City, Missouri.  He became an excellent 
student, and possessed a fine education.  His artistic talent was shown at an early age in 
the drawing of horses, of which he was extremely fond, and for 16 years he studied and 
painted the wonderful scenery of the Rocky Mountains, among which in recent years he 
had made his permanent home – and at whose feet he fell asleep.  A proposition to name 
the baby, artist-to-be, after his parental grandfather was enthusiastically supported by 
Eugene Field, the children’s poet, an old friend of the parents, who loved to tease the 
mother because she thought the first name was too old-fashioned.  Lathrop Ripley, artist, 
of Estes Park, Colorado, died at Longmont Hospital 9 November 1916 from heart 
exhaustion after an operation for gangrenous appendicitis, and a brave fight for life under 
four weeks of wonderful surgical care.  Aged 35 years.  The funeral service on Thursday, 
16 November 1916 at St. Paul’s Church in Kansas City, Missouri, his birthplace, seemed 
a fitting tribute to his life and talent; his love of the beautiful in nature, typified by a 
wealth of flowers from his friends, and of music, told in a sweet cornet solo, “Say au 
revoir, but not good-bye,” which he had last played on his own cornet over an echoing 
mountain lake.  His body was born away by old friends and classmates to the sacred 
ground of Forest Hill Cemetery.  [This is the same text that appears in the 6-page 
memorial pamphlet on file in the Kansas City, Missouri, public library.]  Lathrop Ripley 



came to Estes Park 21 years ago, and at once fell in love with nature as found here, and 
from that time until his death four years ago [sic, five years ago], was almost constantly 
within Estes Park.  He was of a lovable disposition and he made friends readily.  While 
not a painter of rare pictures, his works were of considerable merit, and sold readily.  He 
was a lover of fine horses and of mountains and pines.  His sudden going was the cause 
of a sorrow among his many friends in Estes Park that finally led to the establishment of 
a fund for a memorial to him.  It was at first thought appropriate to erect a bronze tablet 
to him on the shores of Fern Lake, which he loved so well, for he, with Dr. Workman, had 
pioneered this and Odessa Lakes, but National Park Service rules do not permit the 
erection of monuments or tablets on government property, so this idea was given up.  The 
form that the memorial will take has not yet been decided, but will largely be determined 
by the manner in which the memorial fund is boosted by the old friends of Mr. Ripley 
who live in Estes Park.  Over $500 has been subscribed among his relatives, and the cash 
is on deposit with the Estes Park Bank.  Charles Edwin Hewes, who was a great friend of 
Lathrop’s, was asked to act as trustee of the fund, and is hoping the many friends of Mr. 
Ripley will contribute nobly to this memorial from loving friends, and that a memorial 
worthy of the community will be erected.  The town board will probably be asked to 
determine just what shall be the nature of the memorial, but it is hoped friends and 
acquaintances will first do their part.  After leaving Fern Lodge, which he and Dr. 
Workman built, Mr. Ripley established a studio in Estes Park in the old post office 
building [probably after the new post office opened in Bond Park in 1915, at which time 
the old post office became vacant].  He was not only an artist, but an accomplished 
musician. 

11 November 1921 – Poem by Charles C. Ripley [Lathrop Ripley’s father].  Headline:  
Lines Written to Lathrop Ripley.  The artist’s Friend is brave and strong,/A leader of men 
is her;/Who tells of his thoughts in story and song,/And of what he hopes to be./His home 
he built where air has zest/And the spruce grows straight and tall;/Where ever in view is a 
snowy crest/Or a crater’s graven wall./Of Longs and other peaks he wrote –/Of the park 
wherein he dwelt;/The shadowy depth of the canyon’s throat/And the joy in them he felt./
Of changing lights and lofty heights/That come with the dawn of days/And the shafts of 
flame there stopped in their flights./With lingering yellow rays./The painter, who had 
caught their glow/And hues of aspen and pine –/The sparkle of waters that fall below/The 
glacier’s icy mine./He held as a companion near/Whose vision he understood./The Artist, 
whose loves were his “mother dear”/And his art, to soul the food./For years had made 
each tint his own,/Gazing with wondering search/At mountain and plain in marvels of 
tone/And heaven’s pellucid arch;/At spires and domes of granite red/Snowy peaks of 
hoary gray/Greeting with flames, though volcanoes be dead/The glorious orb of day;/The 
turquoise blue of distant sky/And the fiery clouds that pile/Among the rocky crags, or 
float and lie/Serene and dreamy the while,/Or, stirred with storm come scudding through,/
Frowning rain and lashing snow –/Rolling down the slopes – blotting out the view –/
Slanting hail and hanging low;/On timberline the struggling pines/Writhing and gnashing 
at fate;/Their tortured, twisted, maimed and out-stretch limbs/Begging the winds to 



abate./The peaceful trail he pictured bright;/Basins leveled up with snow/Where 
graduated, fleeting tones of light/Mark the wane and waxing glow./By side and silent oft 
they stood/Watching the range and valley,/The pen and brush their bond of brotherhood,/
His sweet toned horn their rally./The setting sun its colors flung/O’er cliff and stately 
cloud/While the misty blue in the canyons grew/Like a blue and filmly [sic, perhaps 
filmy] shroud./The artist, like a stricken deer/Amazed, at the wounded side,/With the 
days of yore and the dying year/Passed on, when his brave heart died./Memories sweet 
his pictures greet/And friendly hearts hold him dear,/Though parting us wide seems the 
great divide,/Love and our thoughts keep him near./”Say au revoir, but not good-bye,”/
For that was the song he played/At the echoing Lake of Ferns up high/Where scenes in 
his life were laid./Farewell to the mountains above!/Adieu! the dear village street!/
Farewell, brother guides and all friends, with love,/Farewell, till we all shall meet! 

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  No snow in Estes Park.  
Weather pleasant, four hotels open.  Maximum temperature this week 57 degrees 
[Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature this week 24 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum 
temperature Thursday night 40 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Precipitation this month 0.00 
inches.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Building Material Moving Rapidly.  Just one little 
indication of the healthy growth of Estes Park is contained in the fact that the local 
lumberyards during the past month have ordered and received seven cars of building 
material.  A great amount of building in the way of small improvements is being done, 
and many cottages have been erected during the season.  Every indication is that with the 
opening of the next season, there will be a resumption of cottage building on a larger 
scale than ever before.  Freelan Oscar Stanley, proprietor of the Stanley Hotel and the 
Estes Park power plant, predicts that within 50 years, there will be a summer population 
residing in cottages of 250,000 people.  The many natural attractions and accessibility is 
appealing to people more and more, and will continue to do so in ever increasing 
numbers year after year.  The substantial growth of Estes Park in the face of the recent 
financial stringency is a splendid indication for the community.  

11 November 1921 – Headline and subhead:  For the Boys Who Saved Democracy.  
Armistice Day to be celebrated by the community at big program in schoolhouse.  
Armistice Day will not go by unheeded in Estes Park, and a big time is planned for the 
public at the schoolhouse Friday night.  The usual picture show will be postponed to 
Saturday night, giving the entire evening over to the joint committee of the American 
Legion and the American Legion Auxiliary, which has planned a very interesting program 
for the evening – with eats for the climax.  The entire affair is absolutely free, and it is 
earnestly hoped every person in the community will be on hand to enjoy the program 
planned for the entertainment of the public.  The affair will take the form of a community 



sing at which old-time popular songs will be sung.  Rev. Montgomery, with his splendid 
voice, will lead the singing, and has consented to also make a talk befitting the occasion.  
The public school will have a place on the program, and Miss Della Butler will give a 
reading.   Mayor Hayden, who is also a member of the American Legion, has been asked 
to make an address, and Miss Ashby will preside at the piano.  Mrs. Sherman will also 
make an address.  The refreshments will consist of real homemade doughnuts and 
coffee… Subhead:  American Legion Auxiliary Organized in Estes Park.  On 7 
November 1921, several of the mothers, wives, and sisters of the members of the Estes 
Park Post of the American Legion met and decided to organize an American Legion 
Auxiliary to cooperate with the local post.  The following officers were elected:  
President Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman, vice-president Mrs. Robert Lindley, secretary 
Miss Mae Bond [sic, more often spelled May], and treasurer Mrs. Albert Hayden Jr.  
Committees were appointed to work with the American Legion members for different 
events that will be announced elsewhere.  The women present were very enthusiastic in 
their desire to do everything possible to aid the Estes Park Post and make the “boys” feel 
that the community is giving them hearty support.  The next meeting of the American 
Legion Auxiliary has been called for Tuesday evening, 15 November 1921, and will be 
held in the Woman’s Club Library [presumably Anna Wolfrom Dove’s store on block 2] 
at 7:30 p.m.  It is greatly desired that all eligible women in the community will attend.  
Any woman who has a father, husband, son, or brother belonging to any American 
Legion Post is eligible.  For further information as to eligibility, call Mrs. Clyde Low, 
telephone number #88.

11 November 1921 – Mrs. Mary Hardy, mother of George H. Hardy of Estes Park and 
Greeley, on Monday celebrated her 87th birthday.  Mrs. Hardy is remarkably spry for one 
of her age, and is as young as ever, except in years.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Clatworthy Studio Opens Branch in Denver.  Fred Payne 
Clatworthy has found it advisable to open a studio in Denver to care for the foreign 
business that is coming his way.  Headquarters in Denver have been opened at 415 17th 
Street, just across the street from the Brown Palace Hotel, second floor, and Mr. 
Clatworthy extends the invitation to Estes Park people to make this their headquarters 
when in Denver.  Miss F.O.W. Haskel, who has been with the local store all summer, will 
be in charge of the Denver store, assisted at such times as possible by Miss Linda 
Clatworthy, who is librarian at Denver University.  Mr. Clatworthy will divide his time 
between Estes Park and Denver when not making lecture tours in connection with his 
autochrome exhibits.  A feature of the Denver store will probably be a weekly free 
autochrome exhibit and lecture for the benefit of Denver residents who may be interested 
in Estes Park.

11 November 1921 – The Woman’s Club held their regular meeting at the library 
[presumably Anna Wolfrom Dove’s store on block 2] Wednesday afternoon.  This was 



one of the most largely attended meetings of the season.  Miss Wolfrom gave a very 
interesting talk on the one-act drama.

11 November 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in the Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, 
above the Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six 
months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display 
advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches of more, 25 cents per single column 
inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate – 35 cents per issue.  
Local reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 
of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

11 November 1921 – Poem and byline:  Autumn by Mrs. Arthur B. Harris, Estes Park.  
Fair Autumn, you are here once more./Your days we cherish well,/For after you come 
wintry winds,/And ice and snow pellmell./The mountains are your favored friends,/’Tis 
there your art is seen;/The best of all your handiwork,/Better than the artist’s screen./I 
gaze upon the lofty heights./What splendor greets my eye!/I catch a glimpse of brilliant 
gold,/Which causes me to cry–/”What riches then would I possess/Where all of nature 
mine!”/But as I gaze I hear a voice/Which seems to me divine./”Oh child, why mourn 
you idly thus/For what is now thine own?/Ye would not wish the realms of nature/Thine 
and thine alone./They who here have made their dwelling,/For their love of nature’s 
home,/Theirs is all this wonderous [sic] beauty,/Theirs it is and theirs alone.”/They who 
in the realms of nature/See God’s great and wondrous love;/See his image mirrored 
clearly/In the lakes and skies above;/Theirs are true hearts, bold and fearless,/For they 
know that God is real;/That his love is everlasting,/Who on nature sets his seal.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Trailettes.  We’ve been told there is always something to 
be thankful for in every situation or predicament, but we can’t for the life of us figure out 
what to be thankful for with all these coal strikes about us, unless it may be that the coal 
man won’t get our hard-earned cash…Speaking of strikes.  Who doesn’t dance with glee 
when he receives a telegram announcing a big strike on his favorite oil property…
Someone please make us a present of a block of worthless oil stock and then fake us a big 
strike telegram, that we might experience for a few minutes the oil magnate’s “jag”…The 
biggest and most frequent “strokes” are made by the oil stock promoter when he connects 
with a “Greenie” with a wad…The latest “strike” is the clock, tolling us to bed at the 
midnight hour.



11 November 1921 – Headline:  Announcement:  To the Friends of the Late Lathrop 
Ripley.  There is now deposited in the Estes Park Bank a fund known as the Lathrop 
Ripley Memorial Fund, the same representing contributions by the friends, relatives, and 
acquaintances of Lathrop Ripley, and which is to be expended in a memorial to be erected 
according to the direction of the town board of Estes Park.  The undersigned, as trustee of 
said fund, respectfully solicits the subscriptions of those of Mr. Ripley’s friends who may 
not as yet have subscribed or been informed of this effort to erect in permanent form an 
expression of those who cherish the works and acquaintance of this rare and beloved 
mountain artist.  You will find subscription blanks at the Estes Park Bank, and any 
amount, small or large, will be much appreciated.  [signed] Charles Edwin Hewes.  [This 
announcement is repeated in the 18 November 1921 and 25 November 1921 Estes Park 
Trail.]

11 November 1921 – Headline:  School Board Makes 5 Mill Levy – Larimer County 
Levy is 14.2 Mills.  The tax levy in Larimer County for 1922 has just been fixed by the 
board of Larimer County commissioners at 14.20 mills.  The levy for this year was 11.40.  
As the result of a new state law, the school levy in 1922 will be 3.2 mils, while this year it 
was only 1 mill.  The new law accounts for the increase in the levy.  The Estes Park 
school board has made a levy for next year of 5 mills, an increase of 1.2 mills.  The levy 
for 1921 was 3.8 mills, and provided a fund of $6,945 on an assessed valuation of 
$1,837,810.  The mill levy for 1920 was 3.5, for 1919 was 3.4, and for 1918 was 3.8 
mills.  The new school building was built and put into use in 1916 [sic, construction 
started in 1915].  At that time, $22,000 in bonds were issued, and the levy for that year 
was 4.9 mills.  The school board ran into debt to the amount of $4000.  The assessment 
for 1917 was placed at 4.6 mills, it being necessary that year to pay for the new furniture 
put in the school building.  The $4000 indebtedness of the district was wiped out at the 
beginning of the present school year, with the exception of about $27.  The increase in the 
school levy for next year was made necessary by the increased corps of teachers, increase 
in salaries, and the necessity of providing for the installation of chemical laboratories, 
domestic science, and manual training equipment.  This is all necessary to place the 
school on the accredited list.  The increased levy, together with the increase in valuation 
for the district, and the increased levy for the general fund provided in the new state law 
should yield to the district an income nearly twice that of last year.  The school levy in 
Fort Collins for next year is 8.8 mills, and Loveland’s levy is 9 mills.  The town levy is 
9.7 mills, school levy 5 mills, county and state 14.2 mills, making a total tax levy of 28.9 
mills within the corporate limits of Estes Park.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  New Fish Hatchery in Estes Park.  Fred [sic, likely Ted] 
Jelsema has just completed a fish hatchery on his property south of the Lewiston Chalets.  
The hatchery was built for private purposes, and will be supplied with spawn from 
reservoirs, also the property of Mr. Jelsema.  The hatchery will have a capacity of about 
50,000 per hatch, and will supply a number of reservoirs being built by Mr. Jelsema.  The 



hatchery and reservoirs will be fed by a couple of springs especially suited for the 
propagation of trout.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 company].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Community sing.  Auspices of American Legion, 
Women’s Auxiliary.  Schoolhouse auditorium – Friday night.  Armistice Night.  Songs, 
good music, drills, eats.  Everybody welcome.  8:00 p.m.  No charge.  Remember what 
the boys did for us “over there”.  Compliments of the Lewiston Hotels Company.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By 
day, week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah 
Robertson Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.

11 November 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  With some of the greatest warriors 
of the allied nations and the United States as its guests, the American Legion met in 
convention last week in Kansas City, Missouri.  Seldom have such scenes of enthusiasm 
been witnessed in an American city, and never before have we had here such a 
distinguished group of military and naval leaders as those who brought to the American 
Legion the greetings of our association in the world war [World War I] and sat in the 
reviewing stand as the thousands of American veterans of that conflict marched in the 
grand parade.  Naturally, Marshal Ferdinand Foch of France, generalissimo of the allied 
armies, held first place in the interest and enthusiasm, but General Pershing ran him a 
close second, and Admiral Lord Beatty, the hero of the battle of Jutland, General Diaz, 
chief of the Italian armies, and General Baron Jacques of Belgium could not complain of 
the welcome accorded them.  All of them addressed the convention, and all of them paid 
full tribute to the gallantry of the soldiers of the armies of the allied nations, with always 
reverent words for those who gave up their lives in the cause of liberty, and words of 
great sympathy for those to whom the great conflict brought wounds and illness.  The 
American Legion elected Hanford MacNider, lieutenant colonel of the ninth infantry in 
the war, and a banker of Mason City, Iowa, its national commander, and by unanimous 
vote conferred on Major General Milton J. Foreman of Illinois the title of pass 
commander, with all privileges of that office.  Commander MacNider, who is a Harvard 
graduate, holds these decorations:  Distinguished Service Cross and one cluster, chevalier 
of the Legion of Honor, Croix de Guerre, with citations, three palms, one gold and one 
silver star, and the Italian war cross.  He was cited three times in general orders.  Just 



before it adjourned, the convention adopted several interesting resolutions.  One of them 
declared for bonus legislation and “deplored the request of President Harding to delay 
passage by Congress of a measure for the same, and the acquiescence of Congress in that 
respect.”  Another resolution, mildly censuring Ambassador Harvey for his London, 
England, speech, declared that address “does not represent the true American attitude as 
interpreted by the American Legion, and let it be known now and for all time that 
American fought not only for the maintenance of America’s right, but for the freedom of 
the world.”  The American Legion opposed the freeing of Debs, declared itself against 
[Warning:  Blatant racism follows] Asiatic immigration and for loyalty in schools, and 
adopted the daisy as its official flower…From the moment when he landed in New York 
and grasped the hand of General Pershing, who had won the race across the Atlantic 
Ocean by an hour, Marshal Foch has been kept busy with ovations, parades, receptions, 
and banquets in Gotham [New York City, New York], Washington, D.C., Kansas City, 
Missouri, Chicago, Illinois, St. Louis, Missouri, and everywhere else that the admiring 
populace can get to him.  The same is true, only in lesser degree, of the other eminent 
foreigners who are now in America.  All of them are now turning their steps toward the 
national capital, where they will take part in the impressive burial of the “Unknown 
American Soldier” in Arlington, Virginia, on Armistice Day, and then take up their duties 
in connection with the conference on limitation of armaments, the formal opening of 
which was postponed until the next day, 12 November 1921.  In good time for that 
momentous event, Premier Briand and his colleagues from France arrived on the 
steamship “Lafayette”, and a little later Arthur J. Balfour and his associates came from 
England.  Mr. Balfour will be acting chief of the British delegation, because the Irish 
negotiations have caused Premier Lloyd George to delay his departure from London, 
England.  Mr. Balfour is accompanied by the Earl of Cavan, Air Vice-Marshal Higgins, 
Sir Maurice Hankey, Miles Lampson, Sir John Jordon, and a large staff of clerks and 
experts.  The Italians also arrived, and the large number of Japanese delegates and 
advisors have been coming for days.  With the assistance of a big advisory committee that  
was named last week, the American delegates have formulated the armament reduction 
proposals they will submit to the conference.  Details of the plan, of course, were 
withheld for diplomatic reasons, but it is understood to aim at a joint agreement that 
would operate to cut down naval construction without changing the relative naval 
strength of the United States, Great Britain, and Japan.  The Americans, it is believed, 
have no definite plan for limitation of land armament, and it may be the conference will 
come to no agreement on that matter.  Japan’s representatives in the conference were 
unusually talkative last week.  Besides denying emphatically the oft-heard charges that 
the government of Japan is an autocracy, and that the militarists control it, they let it be 
known that their plea for expansion on the Asiatic mainland will not be based on 
overpopulation, but on the necessity of obtaining the enlarged supply of raw materials 
and other resources that will enable Japan to transform itself from an agricultural to an 
industrial nation.  The Japanese hold that it is not feasible to obtain from China, in the 
ordinary course of trade, the coal, iron, and other materials which Japan must have, and 
in which China abounds.  Therefore, they say, Japan must obtain concessions and 



political control of the mine districts.  It remains to be seen how the Japanese delegates 
will make this claim stand up, in view of the fact that Japan joined with the other powers 
in pledges to preserve the territorial integrity of China.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  It’s fall by the calendar, and fall by those wonderful 
breezes that blow across the range and make us thankful that we live in Estes Park.  It’s 
fall also by the stock of goods we are showing – not for visitors who are “here today and 
gone tomorrow”, but for you – our friends and neighbors who live in Estes Park and are 
glad to say that you patronize your own home merchants.  Our invitation to visit us is 
extended to both men and women.  For men:  Wilson Brothers furnishings.  This is the 
biggest and best line of furnishing goods in the world, and we want to show you this line.  
It consists of the very latest and best in underwear, hosiery, etc.  Prices on this line far 
below even inferior goods.  Vitts overalls and work clothing.  Leather vests that are far 
above the “ordinary”, with a quality unexcelled.  Work shirts, flannel shirts, corduroys, 
moleskins, and a great number of garments for cold, stormy weather.  For women:  Bon 
Ton corsets.  We have always been very enthusiastic about our line of Bon Ton corsets, 
but never have we been so delighted with the line as when our new fall models began to 
arrive.  They are simply beyond comparison in quality, and the prices are most 
reasonable.  Suits, coats, dresses.  We are showing a most excellent line of the new styles 
and shades of ladies garments, and we know that our prices are below the amount 
charged for the same quality of goods in the other stores throughout the state.  For men, 
women and children:  Overshoes, rubbers, shoes for heavy and light work as well as a 
good line of dress shoes.  Hosiery for everybody regardless of age or occupation.  We are 
now receiving a new stock of hosiery of high quality at low prices.  Dugald Floyd Godrey  
[a block 5 business].  “The store that gives you service”

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Storage.  
Accessories, repairing.  Goodrich tires.  Gas, oil, Ford parts.  George W. Johnson, 
proprietor.  

11 November 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Owing to the issuing of the 
Lathrop Ripley memorial edition this week, and to the press of other material, we are 
compelled to omit School Notes, they being too lengthy to be sandwiched in…Semi-
advertisement:  Make your dollar buy full value.  Our advertisers are able to help 
you…“Aunt Ruth” [I can’t even hazard a guess as to who this might be] is visiting 
friends in Denver this winter and is enjoying very good health…Dugald Floyd Godfrey 
made a business trip to Denver Monday to purchase goods for the store…Mrs. Charles E. 
Lester was in Greeley last week having some dental work done…Dr. Homer E. James is 
taking treatments at the sanitarium in Boulder…Semi-advertisement:  Read the 
advertisements, patronize the advertiser – it helps the merchant, it helps us, it helps the 
bank, it helps us all to help each other…A number of members of the PEO and their 
families and friends enjoyed a picnic at Sprague’s Sunday.  Those present were J.E. 
Macdonald and wife, Mrs. Ralph Macdonald, Mr. and Mrs. A.E. Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. 



C.E. Bryson, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hondius, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Holmes and Mrs. 
Holmes’ mother, Dr. and Mrs. Wiest, Miss Cranker, Miss Ruth Wright [daughter of 
Granville Elmer Wright and Beulah James Wright], and Ed Andrews…William Tenbrook 
Parke left Wednesday morning for Chicago, Illinois, for a brief visit, and from there he 
will go south for the winter…The water in Fall River is so low that the electric light plant 
is making use of every drop coming down the river.  If the water should become much 
lower, it may become necessary to shut down the plant from 12:00 midnight to 5:00 a.m. 
each morning, so that a reserve of water may be accumulated…Semi-advertisement:  The 
merchants who advertise in the Estes Park Trail this week really want your business…
Over 7000 newspapers in the United States have printed the resolutions passed recently 
by the Estes Park Chamber of Commerce condemning the fight against the transportation 
policy of the National Park Service.  According to the Denver newspapers, the Denver 
Civic and Commercial Association has recently taken similar and drastic action backing 
up the action of the local body…The State Constabulary has been instructed to enforce 
the state traffic laws to the letter.  Violations have become so numerous that obedience to 
them was the exception rather than the rule, and as a result many serious accidents in 
recent weeks have occurred.  The speeder will get a chance to explain to the judge, as 
well also the fellow who fails to use dimmers when approaching another car, and the 
fellow who fails to make sure his rear lights are burning properly.  All infractions are to 
be punished, and we will agree, it’s high time it was so…Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mills and 
president Cheney of the First National Bank of Boulder spend the weekend at the 
Crags…Mrs. William H. Derby spent the first of the week in Denver…Rocky Mountain 
National Park chief ranger D.S. McDaniel went to Fort Collins Sunday to visit his 
mother, and that afternoon was suddenly stricken with acute appendicitis.  He was rushed 
to the hospital and operated on at once.  Latest reports indicate that he is doing nicely.  
His friends in Estes Park wish him a speedy and complete recovery…Semi-
advertisement:  A loyal bunch of fellows always mean progress.  Be loyal to your home 
merchant, the most of them will show their appreciation by making you good prices, and 
you’ll see our little community on the map twelve months in the year…Miss Alice Fuller 
has recently made a number of improvements of her pretty summer cottage…The Fort 
Collins Daily News made its initial bow to the citizens of Fort Collins Thursday 
afternoon of last week.  The Fort Collins Daily News has the International News service.  
Ansel Watrous, the pioneer editor of Colorado, conducts a daily column.  The initial 
number was well filled with interesting news and indicated a splendid advertising 
patronage.  We wish the new venture every success [is this newspaper related to the 
Larimer County Chronicle, first published in September 1921, that Ansel Watrous was 
also involved in?]…Miss Marcia Spinney of Denver is the guest of Mrs. Lamborn…
Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Toll spent Wednesday on the Fall River 
Road marking it so as to expedite the work of clearing the road next spring.  Snow gauges 
have been printed on the telephone poles so that hereafter the exact dept of the snow can 
at all times be determined…Mr. Lamborn and Mr. G.M. Derby of Estes Park, and Calvin 
Morris of the Brown Palace Hotel of Denver, are attending the Hotel Men’s Association 
in Chicago, Illinois, this week…Mrs. Garrett Casey is spending the week in Loveland 



with her mother…Semi-advertisement:  If you read the advertisements in this issue of the 
Estes Park Trail and consider quality, you will spend your money at home…Mrs. Ralph 
Macdonald entertained three tables of bridge Thursday afternoon in honor of Mrs. Julius 
Foss Schwartz, who will leave in a few days for the east, where she will spend some time 
with her mother…Mrs. Irene McGraw will entertain a number of guests at luncheon 
Saturday…Charles Hix will go to Denver Monday where he will spend most of the week.  
While in Denver, he will take the Scottish Rite degrees in Masonry…Several members of 
the Estes Park Fish and Game Association spent Thursday at Sheep Lake in Horseshoe 
Park, gathering feed sufficient to supply the winter’s requirements at the nursing pond in 
Moraine Park, where 50,000 native trout are being sized for the streams in Estes Park and 
Rocky Mountain National Park…Semi-advertisement:  You can almost always buy as 
well at home, and when you do, your money has an opportunity to get back to you…
Wilma Baldridge returned to her home in Estes Park Tuesday following an operation in 
the Longmont hospital for appendicitis.  She is recovering nicely, and hopes to soon be 
back to her studies in school…Mrs. Lois Griffith is spending a few days in Fort Collins 
on business…The young folks that had a picnic at Bear Lake Sunday all report having a 
fine time…Elmer D. Lindley is improving his premises with some new sidewalks put in 
by George Johnson…Norman A. Billings has moved his family to Estes Park, where Mr. 
Billings is manager of the [Samuel] Service sawmill…Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Gooch 
have been absent from Estes Park for about ten days, combining a purchasing and 
pleasure trip to Denver and Colorado Springs. 

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Dollar Social at National Park Hotel.  The Westminster 
[Guild] has attempted big things, and with the aid of the good people of Estes Park, have 
accomplished much this year, but have not yet attainted the goal which they set for 
themselves.  Last spring, the guild spent $75 in furnishings for the manse, and since then 
have built the beautiful new steps at the church, on which they have paid $211.88.  There 
is, however, still $49.66 unpaid on the steps, and so the guild has planned a Dollar Social 
to be given at the National Park Hotel next Thursday afternoon, 17 November 1921, from 
2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., at which time it is hoped sufficient funds will be raised to wipe 
out the present indebtedness.  The ladies have striven nobly, and we are sure the entire 
Estes Park will see to it that on this occasion, the ladies are amply rewarded for their 
tireless efforts.  Let every person possible attend, and those who can’t be present may 
send their friendly dollar with someone else.

11 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail today.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  How much are you paying for canned goods – 
perhaps this list will show you where you can save.  Small cans condensed milk 8 cents, 
large cans condensed milk 15 cents, small cans tomatoes 13 cents, medium cans tomatoes 
15 cents, large cans tomatoes 19 cents, Iowa standard corn 2 cans for 25 cents, early June 
peas 15 cents, Van Camps pork and beans, small 14 cents, Van Camps pork and beans, 
large 19 cents,  large cans pumpkin 19 cents, large cans hominy 17 cents, tall cans pink 



salmon 19 cents, tall cans medium red salmon 25 cents, Libby’s sliced beets 19 cents, Del 
Monte spinach 23 cents, shredded wheat 17 cents, Quaker oats 17 cents, puffed wheat 17 
cents, Post Toasties 17 cents, Kellogg’s Corn Flakes 17 cents, Washington Crisps 15 
cents.  American Beauty macaroni, spaghetti, or noodles, 3 packages 25 cents.  A dollar 
saved is a dollar earned.  Buy your groceries here – pay cash and pay less.  J.E. 
Macdonald [a block 5 business].

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Loin steak, 
pound 35 cents, round steak 30 cents, shoulder steak 25 cents, boiling beef 12-1/2 cents, 
pot roast 17-1/2 cents, rib roast 25 cents to 30 cents, lamb chops 35 cents, lamb shoulder 
25 cents.  Free automobile delivery.  Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Cleaning and pressing.  We solicit your cleaning 
and pressing business.  We send you work to a wholesale cleaner in Denver, and do the 
pressing ourselves.  We do this only when no one else in Estes Park is doing this line of 
work.  Satisfaction guaranteed.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge – Nash – Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin tires and Savage Tires at Denver 
prices.  Denatures alcohol for radiators $1 per gallon.  Estes Park Garage.  Telephone 
#166.  [This is Harry Cornelius Preston’s garage]

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Longs Peak Register Proves Growing Attraction of 
Colorado Giant.  Longs Peak is rapidly coming to the front as a mountain for climbers, 
according to figures just released by the Colorado Mountain Club, through Carl A. 
Blaurock, chairman of the mountain registers committee.  “There is only one way that 
one may get to the top of Longs Peak, and that is by climbing.  That mountain wasn’t 
made for a wagon road, and I don’t believe that a road will ever be made for the 
mountain.  The register for Longs Peak for the year1921 shows 1060 names.  This may 
well be compared to the year of 1916 to show the growth in the number tackling the 
mountain.  In 1916, there were 623 climbers.  Of the 1060 who climbed in 1921, 799 
were men, and 261 were women.  The Prairie Club of Chicago, Illinois, and other clubs 
and organizations beside the Colorado Mountain Club made the climb.  During one big 
outing last summer, we met one day with the Prairie Club members, and exchanged 
greetings and talked over the work of our respective clubs.  At that time, the Chicago, 
Illinois, prairie hikers were camped near us, and were enjoying the hospitality of the 
mountains.  The Rocky Mountain National Park management and the United States 
forestry service cooperate with, and aid, the Colorado Mountain Club to a great extent 
along the lines of placing registers, and of gathering information concerning the 
mountains.  The Longs Peak register shows that August is the favorite month for 
climbing.  There were 11 registered in June 1921, 361 in July 1921, 581 in August 1921, 
102 in September 1921, and 5 in the first three days of October 1921, at which time we 
made our trip and took the last readings.  During other months of the year, the peak is 



almost inaccessible, due to snow, ice, danger of storms, and the general risks that must be 
taken by anyone attempting the ascent.  A comparison, state by state, shows that the 
Colorado climbers were true to their own mountain.  There were 529 Coloradoans who 
reached the top.  Illinois was second with 113, Nebraska third with 72.  Other states in the 
order in which they came are Missouri 41, Kansas 32, Ohio 33, Texas 33, New York 23, 
Iowa 27, Oklahoma 24, Pennsylvania 15, Massachusetts 10, other states with less than 
ten 93, and foreign countries 15.  Among the foreign countries represented are Ireland, 
Greece, Canada, China, Japan, South Africa, Turkey, Korea, Italy, Switzerland, Holland, 
England, and Germany.  We expect a far larger registration next year, as more persons are 
realizing that a little “back to nature” occasionally is adding year to the short stay on this 
earth.

11 November 1921 – Classified advertisement:  Headline:  Wood for Sale.  Stove wood at 
the mill, per cord $3.50, delivered $4.  Also fireplace wood.  Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

11 November 1921 – Charles F. Hix motored to Boulder Saturday to see the football 
game between Boulder and the Tigers [of Colorado College, not the Missouri Tigers] 
which was won by Boulder 35 to 14…Rev. B.C. Montgomery and family motored to 
Boulder Friday afternoon, where they spent Saturday and Sunday with friends, returning 
home Sunday evening.  

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Notorious Pryor Creek Wolf Caught by Federal 
Trappers.  A lone wolf which for six years has robbed the ranches of southern Montana, 
near Billings, Montana, and taught the farmers’ dogs to run with him and prey on 
livestock, has ended his reign of terror.  Trappers of the United States Department of 
Agriculture have just reported his capture.  The wolf was the last of its kind in the 
vicinity.  By strength, cunning, and wariness bred of constant pursuit, he had eluded 
hunters for years, while continuing his work of killing calves, cattle, horses, and valuable 
colts.  Not less than 150 animals, it is estimated, had fallen before the four-footed bandit, 
and the loss due to his depredations amounted to thousands of dollars.  Several dogs from 
time to time had taken up with the wolf, and were taught the way of his kind.  One 
shepherd dog became so well educated that it killed a Shetland point in its owner’s yard.  
The ranchman’s son killed the dog.  Not long afterwards, the same ranchman’s son 
encountered the lone wolf and a shepherd dog that had been running with him all 
summer, and took after them on his pony.  The wolf was too fleet, but the dog was killed.  
The wolf was reported as measuring 5 feet 10 inches.  Its weight was 82 pounds.  While 
this is not a record for size, the wolf was considerably above the average.  It was trapped 
on the last day of the county fair at Billings, Montana, and was exhibited there to 
thousands of persons.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Leading Picture of Season at Schoolhouse next Friday 
Night.  “Humoresque” is the title of the picture to be shown next Friday night at the 
schoolhouse.  It is one of Paramount’s leading productions, and the local management 



feels elated that they were successful in securing this film.  It, no doubt, will enjoy a large 
patronage.  The picture for Saturday night of this week is Dorothy Gish in “Miss 
Rebellion”, which is said to be a first-class production.

11 November 1921 – Rumor has it that “Dan Cupid” is about to steal another Estes Park 
“Society Belle”…Miss Ashby and Miss Cook went to Longmont Friday afternoon to 
spend the weekend with home folks…Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe to the Estes Park 
Trail and be happy all the winter through.

11 November 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Notice for publication.  Publisher.  
Department of the Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  14 October 
1921.  Notice is hereby given that Henry Lynch of post office box 363, Boulder, 
Colorado, who, on 20 September 1916, made Homestead Entry No. 023635 for lots 2 and 
3 and the east half of the southwest quarter of section 19, township 5 north, range 73 west  
of the 6th principal meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three-year proof to 
establish claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, United States 
Land Office, at Denver, Colorado, on 29 November 1921.  Claimant names as witnesses:  
Cornelius H. Bond of Estes Park, Colorado, Sam Service of Estes Park, Colorado, 
William Cheney of Lyons, Colorado, and Chester B. Hall of Lyons, Colorado.  [signed] 
Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  28-6.

11 November 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit – Use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want 
a position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale or trade – 
Nicely improved 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in Larimer County, 
balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good 
school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, 
balance terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished 
cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office. Telephone #27J3…For sale 
– 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty 
of shade.  This has just been put on the market [sic, the advertisement first appeared in 
May 1921] and will not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…
Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  
Telephone #395.  tf.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]



11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next 
summer.  Material is down, and labor is down, shy not let us help you plan your house 
now, and build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of 
plans to choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are 
satisfied.  S.M. Hurd, builder.  Post office box 26.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says even genuine merit has t’be 
advertised before it pays.  One of the genuine merits this country has is its ex-service 
boys.  The anniversary of Armistice Day is again with us, and brings to mind the splendid 
deeds of the ex-servicemen.  This bank, along with this community, is grateful for the 
service they rendered their country – and which they continue to render through their 
everyday industry and thrift.  U.B. Thrifty at the the [sic redundancy] Estes Park Bank [a 
block 3 business].  Where your patronage is appreciated.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement – Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail. 

11 November 1921 – More evidently than ever before, peace in Ireland is up to Ulster, if 
the guesses of the London, England, correspondents are correct.  The Sinn Fein, it is said, 
has submitted specific plans which the government thinks may be feasible if Ulster 
agrees to them.  Consequently, the cabinet asked Sir James Craig, the Ulster premier, to 
go to London, England, for consultation.  The plan, it is believed, provides for the 
extension of powers and the democratization of the council of Ireland to make it really a 
national parliament, with Ulster consenting to come in as a province, retaining its 
autonomy.  The scheme would call for a plebiscite in the counties of Fermanagh and 
Tyrone, to determine whether they should adhere to southern Ireland or Ulster.  So far, the 
utterances of the Ulster leaders indicate that they will not countenance anything leading 
to the diminution of the area under the control of the Ulster government.  However, the 
Sinn Fein delegates were very hopeful last week that a common-sense agreement would 
be reached before long…Vexed by the predatory designs of the little entente against 
Hungary, and the demands made on that nation, the allied powers came to the rescue, and 
ordered the little entente to stop its military plans against Hungarians.  They also 
demanded the Hungary should surrender former Emperor Karl and his wife, and should at  
once pass a law deposing for all time the Hapsburg family.  The national assembly was 
called together in Budapest, Hungary, and a bill introduced that would have this effect, 
and that postpones the election of a new king until a more favorable date.  Karl and Zita 
were turned over to the British, placed on a gunboat, and started on their way to exile, 
probably on one of the Madeira Islands.  This, however, does not bring peace to central 



Europe.  Both Greece and Yugoslavia, it is reported, have invaded poor Albania, one from 
the south and the other from the north.  And General Petlura has started another serious 
revolt in the Ukraine against the Russian Soviet government.  Large bodies of his 
supporters from Romania and Poland swarmed across the border and gained control of 
virtually all of Podolia, capturing Kaminetz-Podolsk and other cities…Soviet Russia, 
through Foreign Minister Tchitcherin, has made overtures to the rest of the world, asking 
especially that the United States, Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan make peace with 
the republics of Russia and the Far East.  He says the Soviet government is prepared to 
recognize the debts Russia contracted previous to 1914, including the enormous bond 
issues held mostly in France.  This new step of the Lenin government toward 
conservatism has not so far around great enthusiasm among the other nations, though 
Great Britain is sufficiently interested to ask for further particulars…According to reports 
received by the federal permanent committee on unemployment, the number of jobless 
workers in the United States has decreased by about one-third during the last month, 
being now approximately 2,000,000.  The mills in the south are again busy, blast furnaces 
in the steel centers are starting up, and the railroads are taking on additional shop 
workers.  To offset this, the coal miners of Indiana nearly all quit work in protest against 
a federal court decision against the “check-off” system of collecting union dues.  There 
was much talk about the walkout becoming general, but this seems unlikely, unless 
President Lewis of the United Mine Workers should issue mandatory strike orders.  New 
York and the surrounding towns were subjected to deprivation and confusion by a strike 
of milk wagon drivers, and the job printing houses of the Chicago, Illinois, district faced 
a possible strike of their employees for higher wages, and against a return to the 48-hour 
week…The Democratic party has not been satisfied with its leadership since the defeat at 
the polls last November 1920, so the other day, the national committee elected former 
Congressman Cordell Hull of Tennessee as chairman, to replace George White of Ohio…
The Senate spent most of the week plowing through the tax bill, and the numerous 
committee amendments and those offered by individual senators.  Senator Smoot fought 
persistently for his sales tax idea, offering three alternative plans, and the sentiment in 
favor of it grew so strong that the House of Representative leaders were constrained to 
send to the Senate another warning that under no circumstances would the House of 
Representatives accept a sales tax as an amendment to the bill.  Chairman Fordney of the 
House of Representatives Ways and Means Committee, however, said he would 
incorporate a sales tax in the soldiers’ bonus bill, which he intends to introduce at the 
beginning of the December 1921 session, and he believed the House of Representatives 
might accept this.  Among the many changes in the House of Representatives bill voted 
by the Senate was the elimination of taxes on musical instruments, sporting goods, 
chewing gum, toilet soaps and powders, tooth washes and toothpastes, electric fans, 
thermos bottles, and articles made of fur…Senator Tom Watson of George created a 
sensation during the debate on the soldiers’ bonus by making charges that many 
American soldiers were executed in France without trial, and offering a photograph of a 
gallows at Gievres, France, on which, he asserted, at least 22 boys had been hanged.  A 
special committee was named to investigate Watson’s charges, which were promptly 



denounced as preposterous by those who should know.  Senator New produced War 
Department figures showing the death sentences in France numbered 28, only ten of 
which, mostly for crimes against women, were carried into effect.  Captain W.M. Larner, 
who was camp quartermaster at Gievres, France, says the scaffold mentioned by Watson 
was erected by him for the execution of one man, who had murdered a military 
policeman, and that no other man was executed there during the entire war…The peril 
that resides in overwhelming majorities, always recognized by politicians, is being 
demonstrated again to the Republicans in congress in the case of the tax bill.  The Senate 
Republicans have been split up into several groups, that so far have been unable to agree 
on the changes to be made in the measure as passed by the House of Representatives, and 
the Democratic minority, consequently, is hopeful of carrying out its program.  The main 
features of this are:  A higher surtax rate than 32% to affect incomes in excess of 
$500,000, a graduated corporation income tax in place of the proposed 15% rate, 
retention of the corporation capital-stock tax, repeal of the freight, passenger, and 
Pullman transportation taxes, and of the $2000 exemption allowed to corporations, and 
decreased normal income tax rates on incomes of $15,000 or less.  Senator McCormick, 
Senator Capper, Senator Lenroot, and others of the so-called agrarian bloc, together with 
a number of other Republicans, have been working hard to devise a program that will be 
acceptable to a majority of the Senate, and the one they have drawn up tentatively 
includes the following changes:  A graduated corporation income tax instead of a flat tax, 
as a substitute for the excess profits tax, further reduction in the lower surtax rates on 
individual incomes, but an increase from the 32% maximum in the bill to 50%, which 
represents a compromise between the proposed maximum and the rate of 65% present 
law, retention of the corporation capital stock tax which is repealed in the Senate 
committee bill, an increase in the higher rates of estate taxes, and repeal of the taxes on 
freight, passenger, and express transportation.  Senator Smoot of Utah, and a few others, 
are advocating a 3% production or manufacturers’ sales tax, but the group above 
mentioned is opposed to this, and so is Representative Mondell, Republican leader of the 
House of Representatives, who, after a conference with President Harding, asserted there 
was no change that the House of Representatives would accept anything of the nature of a 
general sales tax.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The undersigned, having taken 
over the business of the A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company [a block 6 
business], wishes to announce that he is splendidly equipped to give first-class service in 
plumbing, heating, and repairing.  Figure with us before starting that next job.  George R. 
Wyatt.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.



11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, and quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Arrange now for next season’s reservations.  Charles 
Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

11 November 1921 – For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a block 4 
business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John 
Frank Grubb.

11 November 1921 – Column title:  Church Notes.  Subhead:  Presbyterian church.  Rev. 
B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 
a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both services.  Prayer meeting 
Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  6:30 p.m. [Sunday] – Christian Endeavor topic: “The 
Goodness of God”.  Subhead:  Christian Endeavor daily bible readings (for next week).  
Monday – Exodus chapter 34, verses 1-7.  Tuesday – Psalms chapter 25, verses 1-11.  
Wednesday – Matthew chapter 19, verses 16 and 17.  Thursday – Psalms chapter 31, 
verses 19-24.  Friday – Ephesians chapter 2, verses 1-7.  Saturday – Psalms chapter 103, 
verses 13-22.  Sunday – Psalms chapter 34, verses 1-10…A special Armistice Day 
service will be held at the church Sunday morning at the regular preaching hour.  Rev. 
Montgomery will preach on “The Fortified Nation”.  Music of a special character also 
will be arranged for.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Ford Sticks in Drift at Top of Fall River Road.  Mack 
Bickling and wife of Greeley left home last Saturday for a lark in Rocky Mountain 
National Park by way of Denver and Berthoud Pass.  They drove a Ford runabout, and 
everything went lovely until they neared the top of the Continental Divide on the Fall 
River Road from Grand Lake Sunday.  They bucked the snowdrifts successfully almost to 
the top, and then apparently the gasoline gave out.  As the afternoon was rapidly waning, 
they sought refuge at a nearby ranch house and started out the next morning to walk to 
Estes Park for assistance.  They reached Horseshoe Inn where they secured a late lunch 
and were then brought on into the village by Mr. Bache.  Tuesday morning, Mr. Bickling 
and Harry Cornelius Preston started out in the service car with gasoline and water, but 
were forced to stop when within a half-mile of the top.  They then walked over the top to 
the Ford, and proceeded to coax and push the obstinate machine a considerable distance, 
but were unable in the blizzard that was raging on the top of the Continental Divide to get  



the car entirely over to clear ground on this side.  Wednesday morning, Mr. Bickling, 
accompanied by three other men, again went after the Ford with a fresh supply of 
gasoline and water, and after much coaxing, pushing, lifting, and carrying got it over the 
big drift and onto dry ground, when it regained its old-time pep and vigor and snorted 
into the village under a full head of steam.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company [a block 5 business].  Daily passenger service to Loveland, Longmont, and 
Lyons.  Notice.  In accordance with the present trend of business policies, we announce a 
general reduction in freight rates of approximately 20%, effective 1 November 1921.  
Licensed operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any 
information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  The Pyramids.  A group of mounds, about 70 in number, 
located in southwestern Illinois, not a great distance from St. Louis, Missouri, comprise 
what is said to be the largest remaining work of the aboriginal north of Old Mexico.  
Whence came these mound builders, how long they remained, and whither they went, 
history seems not to record.  Scientists have failed to establish the definite period of time 
which their construction represents.  That these monuments of prehistoric man directly 
connect us with a vanished people of whose history we know little or nothing there is, of 
course, no question.  It is thought by some that the so-called missions of California, many  
of which are falling into decay, are as infants compared with these ancient piles of earth, 
which stand in mute evidence of the fact that, years before modern civilization, this 
section was the seat of an empire of a most primitive race.  The greatest of these mounds 
is known, locally, as Monk’s Mound (legend has it that a colony of Trappist monks once 
lived upon it).  It is more than 100 feet high, covers 16 acres, and, it is believed, must 
have required 3000 men two years to build.

11 November 1921 – Column title:  Soft and Elaborate.  If the fashion reporter were 
compelled to point out the outstanding style features in new fall hats, she would be apt to 
say “soft” and “elaborate”.  Three representative models in the picture include a wide-
brimmed hat, with soft crown, of panne velvet, a small hat of duvetyn adorned with flat 
rosettes of narrow ribbon, and an off-the-face model of duvetyn embroidered with white 
beads.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [Hupp Hotel, a block 2 business].  
There’s a Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying thru the air,/As you 
motor along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed 
right,/To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You 



“auto” know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, and pens.  
Drawing and writing books and the other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 
6 business].  Telephone #41.

11 November 1921 – James D. Stead and wife are spending a couple of weeks in 
Chicago, Illinois, previous to sailing from Baltimore, Maryland for Los Angeles, 
California via the Panama Canal.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Post Office Still Forging Ahead of Last Year.  
It’s becoming an old story, but one of which Estes Park does not tire – post office 
business ahead of last year.  The figures for October 1921 just compiled show the local 
office ahead of October 1920 in sale of stamps $46.17.  The increase of parcel post in 
count and weight is 15%, and the increase in registered letters, received and sent, is 12%.  
Money orders, issued and paid, show an increase of 10% in number and amount.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Million National Park Tourists New Plan of Colorado.  
Colorado seeks to set a new travel pace whereby 1,000,000 tourists will annually be 
attracted to Rocky Mountain National Park and Mesa Verde National Park.  Rocky 
Mountain National Park led all others in 1921 with an attendance of 275,737 persons, 
while Mesa Verde National Park, in its swaddling clothes as national parks run, attracted 
3003 visitors from many states.  These areas – one a prehistoric land of a forgotten race, 
the other a glacier-bound region high in the Rocky Mountains – are destined to each have 
an annual attendance of 500,000 before long, in the opinion of travel authorities in 
Denver. The four corners of the United States will be bombarded this winter with a 
program of travel education, outlined by the Denver Tourist Bureau.  National forests and 
national parks are to be extensively advertised, by picture and story, in anticipation of 
next year’s travel.

11 November 1921 – Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent and Mrs. Toll 
returned to Estes Park for a couple of weeks on Tuesday.  Mr. Toll’s winter headquarters 
will be Denver in the Federal building, since much of the winter work is routine, and can 
be better handled from the capital city.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  $25 free on board Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  The 
new rugged Exide Junior battery, designed especially for Ford cars.  Here is the battery 
you have been hoping for.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  The personal service 
garage.  Telephone #17-R2



11 November 1921 – Column title:  Real Estate Transfers.  Albert Hayden et al. to Ed. B. 
Andrews, $400, lot 35, Broadview…Albert Hayden et al. to Ed. B. Andrews, $300, lot 
24, Broadview…C.H. Rea to Alice W. Rea, $1, part of the southwest quarter of the 
southeast quarter of section 33-5-73.

11 November 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $50.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offer to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail.  Telephone #27 J3.

11 November 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

[Additional Colorado State News (Western Newspaper Union News Service):  Mr. 
McCullough and sons plan to rebuild the grain elevator at Olney Springs, which was 
recently destroyed by fire.  The building will cost approximately $10,000…The cabbage 
season has closed in Adams County.  During the summer, $262,000 worth of cabbage was 
handled by the Brighton exchange, and more than 3000 carloads shipped out.  J.E. Collett 
and E.W. Sprout of Denver, Henry Brown and Ben Clawson of Yuma, Colorado, and J.A. 
Lott, a traveling salesman, received severe bruises and cuts when the automobile in 
which they were riding did not take a curve on the road just outside of Breckenridge, and 
turned over…Tentative plans for the construction of two great Colorado state highways 
were formed in a meeting of six civic clubs called by the Rotary Club in the Denver 
Athletic Club recently.  The proposed roads would extend from Wyoming to New Mexico 
and from Utah to the eastern border of the state…Appropriations of $700,000 of the state 
highway for maintenance purposes, to be expended under the direction of the highway 
department, along with $600,000 to be furnished by the counties, has been approved by 
Governor Shoup.  The governor met with the members of the highway advisory board 
and discussed the budget for 1922 with them…The short course in agricultural 



instruction, held each winter at the Agricultural College in Fort Collins, is attracting 
attention of persons engaged in the farming business the short course instruction covers.  
Bee keepers are interested in the course offered to those proposing to take up the care of 
the honey makers, and men who have been years in the business will try to get added 
knowledge…A resolution was adopted to form a committee with three delegates each 
from the Rotary, Kiwanis, Lions, Optimists, Motor Club, and Gyros, who are to work for 
the establishment of a state organization to push a campaign for the adoption of a state 
bond issue to build the roads.  It was estimated that the highways, which will total about 
1000 miles, will cost in the neighborhood of $30,000,000…John Mitchell, assistant 
auditor of the Broadmoor Hotel at Colorado Springs, departed with his wife, police 
authorities were informed, under circumstances that have led to a request for his 
detention.  The hotel management charges that $3000 disappeared at the same time that 
Mitchell went away, part of it being the hotel payroll for the week, and part of it money 
alleged to have been raised on forged checks…With three deaths from acute alcoholism 
in Denver in October 1921, the total of deaths from imbibing moonshine so far this year 
is 11.  For all of 1920, only five deaths from alcoholism were reported to the city health 
authorities.  According to the report of Miss Florence Leach, registrar of vital statistics, 
the total of deaths from drinking bootleg in Denver in October 1921 was the highest of 
any month so far this year…John Ramer, former secretary of state of Colorado, has 
received orders to report to Washington, D.C., in preparation to taking over the office of 
United States minister to Nicaragua.  Mr. Ramer was appointed minister to Nicaragua 5 
October 1921 by President Harding.  Ratification by the United States Senate followed, 
and Mr. Ramer received official notification, and a letter from Secretary of State Hughes 
requesting his presence in Washington, D.C….Too much to eat, with consequent lack of 
exercise [sic, this seems preposterous, based on the effective treatment described below], 
is attributed as the cause of the appearance of “black leg” among the cattle of the 
mountain districts of northern Fremont County, resulting, it is reported, in a good many 
deaths, especially among the last spring’s calves.  A serum is being used by many 
stockmen which is said to make the animal immune…The civic improvement ticket won 
at the city election at Montrose.  There was not much of an issue involved, though three 
tickets were in the field.  Those chosen for city commissioners are A.L. Anderson, C.M. 
Thompson, W.G. Haney, J.J. Gatschett, and W.A. Scribner.  The $36,000 bond issue for a 
water works system was carried…The half-burned body of William T. Keough, 45 years 
old, county assessor, was found in the ruins of the Frank Richards house in west 
Breckenridge.  The house was destroyed by fire shortly before midnight.  Della Murphy, 
owner of the house, was arrested a few hours after Keough’s body was found, pending an 
investigation of the fire and the cause of the assessor’s death…A contract to build an 
additional unit on the First Christian church at Fort Collins, to cost $18,000, has been let 
to O.E. Long.  Construction will begin at once.  The church plans to add other units from 
time to time, the total planned improvement amounting to $75,000…Bryant Hooper, a 
rancher, attempted to crank a gasoline tractor while it was in gear on a ranch near Hooper 
recently.  The tractor started forward, knocked Hooper down, and one wheel passed over 
his body.  He suffered severe lacerations, but is recovering…Many Colorado farmers will 



compete for prizes on a wide variety of hay and grains at the International Hay and Grain 
Show, to be held in connection with the International Livestock Exposition at the 
Chicago, Illinois, Union Stockyards, 26 November 1921 to 3 December 1921.  Prizes 
totaling $10,000 are offered on corn, wheat, oats, rye, barley, soybeans, field peas, kafir 
and milo, alfalfa, clover, and timothy.  The Colorado State Board of Immigration has 
arranged to have John Howell of Montrose and James Morrison, county agricultural 
agent for Logan County, represent the board at the show, and look after all Colorado 
exhibits that are sent with no one accompanying them.  This has been done to encourage 
Colorado farmers who are unable to go to Chicago, Illinois, to prepare exhibits and send 
them, with the assurance that they will be properly entered and cared for until the judging 
is completed, and collected and returned to the owners when the show is over.  Colorado 
growers were fairly well represented at this show last year, and made an excellent 
showing, considering the fact that growers from all parts of the United States and from 
Canada were among the competitors.  Colorado exhibits took 27 prizes, including four 
firsts and five seconds…A total of 283 deaths in Denver were recorded by the city bureau 
of vital statistics for the month of October 1921, as compared to an aggregate of 301 for 
the corresponding month the previous year, according to a monthly report made by Miss 
Florence Leitch [sic, previously spelled Leach], registrar.  Thirty of the mortalities were 
children under 1 year old.  The record for the same month in 1920 was 28.  Other deaths 
recorded included two from poison taken with suicidal intent, one by hanging, three by 
firearms, one by asphyxiation, five by accidental falls, three by railroad, street car, and 
automobile accidents, three by crushing, and four by murder…Aztec, New Mexico, has 
become an oil and gas center with very good prospects of a through railroad, and 
agricultural development of the surrounding county undreamed of by the most optimistic 
resident.  A group of Aztec men, believing it to be an oil region, formed a local company, 
financed it, and brought in two drillers and sunk a well.  At less than 1000 feet, the drill 
struck gas, and is spouting more than 40 feet, is wet, and experienced oil men assert that 
it is a sure indication of the presence of a new oil field…F.N. Sherfick, 64 years old, a 
farmer near Paonia, died from the effects of wounds received when he was gored by a 
bull in the corral back of his home.  Sherfick’s wife played a heroic part in the incident, 
beating off the enraged animal with a club in a vain attempt to save her husband’s life.  
The bull attacked Sherfick, according to his wife’s story, when he went into the corral to 
do some work.  He attempted to jump over the fence, but was knocked down…There will 
be no permits issued for the manufacture or sale of beer in Colorado, according to a 
message received by E.H. McClenahan, director of prohibition enforcement in Colorado, 
from Roy A. Haynes, federal commissioner.  The reason is given that no such permits 
will be issued for any state where there is “bone-dry” state prohibition, and it will be 
recalled that Colorado was dry before the nation…The annual meeting of the State Farm 
Bureau will be held on the campus of the Agricultural College at Fort Collins on 9 
December 1921 and 10 December 1921.  Farm bureau delegates to the Farmers’ 
Congress, which will assemble 6 December 1921, will save thereby considerable railroad 
expense, as well as other incidentals…Professor W.L. Carlyle, for years connected with 
the State Agricultural College at Fort Collins, has been selected as manager of a large 



model stock farm and cattle ranch owned by the Prince of Wales, and located in Alberta, 
Canada…Thirty days each was the sentence passed at Pueblo by federal judge Robert E. 
Lewis upon James A. McDonald and Alexis Byrne, who pleaded guilty to transporting a 
stolen automobile from St. Cloud, Minnesota, to Colorado.  The men have been confined 
in jail since their arrest.  Santos Juarez, 17-year-old Mexican youth, pleaded guilty to 
robbery of the post office at Crook, Colorado, and was sentenced to two years in the 
reformatory at Boone, Missouri…Fort Lyons Naval and Marine Hospital at Las Animas 
has been abandoned to the Veterans’ Bureau by the United States naval hospital corps.  
Thirty officers and 16 enlisted men of the navy and marine corps have been ordered to 
Denver, and most of them have reported to the Fitzsimons General Hospital at Aurora for 
treatment…Colorado is one of the leading producing states in alfalfa meal, there being 
several large mills scattered in the agricultural districts of the state.  Those familiar with 
this product declare that Colorado alfalfa makes the finest meal of any alfalfa grown in 
the country.]

18 November 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 32     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, November 18, 1921     Price 10 cents

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Trail Appreciates Loyalty of Firms who 
Prefer to Have their Printing Done at Home.  Certain of the businessmen of Estes Park 
are calling our attention to a letter being sent out trying to induce them to purchase 
envelopes from the government.  The letter, which is directly contrary with the policy of 
the government, in that the government does not make personal solicitation for envelopes 
– merely supplying those who think these to be what they want, states that “Uncle Sam 
furnishes the very best of material to the patrons of his post offices at the actual cost of 
the paper, cutting, stamps, and printing – so of course no one else can complete, either in 
price or quality.”  There was a time when the above statement was correct – but that is in 
the dead and buried past.  The writer knows paper qualities, and knows the price of 
government envelopes, the regulations governing what you can print on a government 
envelope if you have it done through the post office, and the price of envelopes of better 
quality purchased on the regular paper market.  The letter also purports to induce 
purchases by suggesting that others may send in orders.  The Estes Park Trail appreciates 
the loyalty of the business firms that prefer to trade at home, and wishes to remind them 
that it takes weeks to get an order from the post office.  Besides, the Estes Park Trail will 
print anything you want on the envelope, and will print it any style you want and any 
color you want, the government will not do any of these things.  The government made 
its envelope contract during the war, when paper prices were at the peak, and this contract 
will run for several years yet.  The result is that envelopes not made for the government 
are cheaper than are the stamped envelopes.  The Estes Park Trail has been exceedingly 
loyal to the post office and has never let an opportunity pass to give it a boost, but the 



people are entitled to know the facts in the matter.  [Especially when the Estes Park 
Trail’s business might suffer.]

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  Two hotels open.  
Maximum temperature this week 61 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature this 
week 0 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature Thursday night 0 degrees 
[Fahrenheit].  Precipitation this month 0.48 inches.  Report from the United States station 
at the fish hatchery.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Boulder Bootlegger Fined $300 and Six Months in Jail.  
Ralph Perry, said to be from Boulder, who gave bond Thursday of $1000 for his 
appearance on trial on the charge of bootlegging, after pleading not guilty, changed his 
plea Saturday to guilty, and was fined $300 and sentenced to serve a term of six months 
in jail by Judge Jay H. Bouton of the county court.  Perry was arrested 15 October 1921, 
and forty gallons of liquor was seized, which Perry was charged with transporting to Fort 
Collins.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Winter is Here at Last.  Winter called on Estes Park 
Wednesday night, and left a nice soft downy blanket seven inches deep.  The farmers in 
the valley were anxious to see the wonderful fall weather chased away, for their winter 
plantings of wheat were badly in need of moisture.  The snowfall will help to increase the 
flow of water in Fall River, which had become so low that there was grave danger that 
the electric plant would soon be compelled to operate only a portion of each day, instead 
of continuously as at present.  The snow in Estes Park and at Hewes-Kirkwood was seven 
inches in depth, at the George Dennis Ranch in Devils Gulch and in Allenspark the snow 
was but four inches deep, while at the fish hatchery, there was nine inches of snow.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Black Hills Beetle Discovered in Rocky Mountain 
National Park.  The Black Hills beetle, one of the worst enemies of the yellow pine, has 
been discovered in Horseshoe Park by Gaylord Harper Thomson.  Mr. Thomson found 
nine trees that have been killed by the beetle, and six others affected by the beetle.  They 
were on privately owned land, and the owner advised of the situation.  The female beetle 
is about as large around as a common match and one-quarter inch in length.  She enters 
the bark and upon reaching the inner bark, which carries the sap to the tree, makes a 
straight channel up or down the tree, depositing in the sawdust many eggs which the 
following spring hatch and the larvae start around the tree, soon completely girdling it.  
The larger trees are usually attacked first, and the only method of control is to fell the 
affected tree and burn the branches and bark.  The beetle and eggs are not affected by 
cold, but the fire will destroy them.  The trunk of the tree may, after burning the bark, be 
used for firewood.



18 November 1921 – Headline:  13,000,000 Trout Eggs of Eastern Brook Variety to be 
Hatched in State.  More than 13,000,000 trout eggs of the eastern brook variety are being 
shipped to the hatcheries over the state by field agents of the state game and fish 
commission, who are collecting the eggs from the important fish streams in Colorado, 
according to Commissioner Roland G. Parvin.  The work of taking these eggs will be 
completed by 25 November 1921, it is predicted.  “In some cases, it takes two and three 
months for these eggs to hatch,” Mr. Parvin said recently.  “Soon after the eggs are 
hatched, the fry is placed in nurseries, and retaining ponds scattered over the state, until 
large enough to be placed in the swift streams.  Fish grow to be about six inches long in 
nine months in properly supervised retaining ponds, while it takes as long as three years 
to grow the same length in swift streams.” 

18 November 1921 – Headline:  American Legion Plans Oyster Supper and Dance.  The 
American Legion and Woman’s Auxiliary are planning an oyster supper and dance to be 
held at the Odd Fellow’s Hall Saturday evening following Thanksgiving.  For those who 
do not care to dance, cards will be provided.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Highway Work Pleases Estes Park.  Roadwork in the Big 
Thompson Canyon has progressed very satisfactorily this fall, and most of the damage to 
the road caused by the unusual floods of last spring has been repaired.  In several places, 
retaining walls of rock have been built and the road otherwise put in good condition.  The 
state highway department has just apportioned to Larimer County $26,750 for road 
maintenance during the coming year, and we trust that the Big Thompson Canyon road 
during the heavy tourist season and the roads within Estes Park and Rocky Mountain 
National Park may receive even better attention.  The state is fast realizing the true value 
of Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park and the better highways are quite 
necessary if we are to properly care for the rapidly increasing traffic.  Estes Park 
appreciates the splendid work being done by Major Blauvelt, state highway engineer, and 
is looking forward to the early completion of the concrete highway north from Denver 
through Longmont, Loveland, and Fort Collins to the Wyoming line.

18 November 1921 – George H. Hardy and family, who have occupied their nice summer 
home since 13 April 1921, left for their home in Greeley Thursday afternoon.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Community Gathering Great Success.  The community 
gathering at the schoolhouse Friday night planned jointly by the American Legion and the 
Woman’s Auxiliary was one of the most successful affairs given in Estes Park for many 
moons.  The singing of folk and popular, as well as patriotic, songs, ably led by Rev. 
Montgomery, was a big feature of the evening.  A number of splendid short talks by Mrs. 
Sherman, Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Toll, and others were made.  
The schoolchildren also had a prominent part on the program, and before adjournment, 
the members of the American Legion were called to the platform and then informed 



impromptu speeches were in order.  The splendid community spirit manifest was most 
pleasing to behold, and it is hoped this is but one of many similar happy occasions.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Large Mountain Lion Captured Near Estes Park.  
Clifford Merritt, foreman of the Mountain Home Ranch north of Dunraven Glade, and 
about eight miles northeast of Estes Park, trapped a mountain lion Tuesday night that 
measured seven feet in length.  The lion had killed a large calf about 150 yards from the 
house three nights previously.  The commotion was heard at the time, but it was supposed 
that the cattle were fighting, and no attention was paid to the matter.  The following 
morning, Merritt found the dead calf.  Number Four steel traps were set for the lion, but 
not much hopes of its capture were entertained, for they seldom return to an animal they 
have killed.  The lion, however, returned that night, sprung all the traps, and devoured a 
large portion of the carcass.  The traps were again set, and the lion returned the second 
time to the carcass, this time he was not so fortunate and was found by Merritt at dawn 
with both hind legs secure each in a trap.  Lions are more plentiful this year, as they have 
not been hunted much the past two seasons, the weather not being conducive to 
successful hunting.  While they are very powerful animals, they are very cowardly, and 
most any dog will tree a large lion.  They prey mostly on deer and other game, and are 
said to destroy about 50 deer each per year.

18 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Four new subscriptions since last publication 
day, and none personally solicited.  Just here we wish to say that the Estes Park Trail 
always sends out notices of expiration, and they should be answered promptly.  If you 
can’t send the money now, tell us to keep the newspaper coming…Subscribe for the Estes 
Park Trail today.  

18 November 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above 
Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months 
$1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches – transient rate.  Transient rate – 35 cents per inch per issue.  Local 
reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 
of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

18 November 1921 – Poem and byline:  The Call of Colorado by Emma Jacobson [Emma 
Jacobson was a member of the Chicago, Illinois, Prairie Club, and came to Estes Park 



with the Prairie Club in July 1921 and August 1921].  (Read at reunion of Western Outing 
Party, 23 September 1921.)  In the heart of Colorado, in the land of peaks and pines,/
Where the distant snowfields beckon, and the sun so brightly shines;/There’s a welcome 
to the stranger, there are greetings on the way,/And the sparkling streamlets, even, in their 
rapture seem to say:/”Come ye back to Colorado,/Where the silver rivers flow,/Where the 
mountain trout awaits you,/Where the purple sunsets glow.”/There live Shep [Husted], 
and Warren Rutledge, [Frank W.] Byerly, and Enos Mills,/And their lives are true and 
steadfast as the granite of the hills./There ’mid peaks of solemn grandeur, Lakes Odessa, 
Fern, Helene,/Shout a welcome as you wander, on their flower-decked banks serene./
Come ye back to Colorado,/Where there’s health and strength and play,/Shake the dust of 
grimy “Main Street,”/Come where beauty rules the day./There rise Hallett, Mummy, 
Chapin, and Mount Flattop’s famous pass,/And, the goal of all the climbers, Longs Peak’s 
most majestic mass;/(There we plodded, long and bravely, over Boulder Field and trail,/
For the peak we strove, but many learned, there’s such a word as “fail”./At the Key 
Hole’s mighty fortress – where Jim Cleary [Jim Cleary was a member of the Chicago, 
Illinois, Prairie Club, and based on the poem and the Longs Peak register, was another 
member of the club who attempted to climb Longs Peak but did not make it to the top] 
met the bear–/We were huddled in a hailstorm, and our hopes were buried there.)/Come 
ye back to Colorado,/Land of mountain, vale and glen,/If you fall once by the wayside,/
You can always try again./Land of chalet, lodge and cabin, land of ranch-house, tent and 
barn,/(Where the bronco-buster busted, and the ranchman spun his yarn),/Land of 
columbine and lily, land of miners’ hopes and fears,/We shall hear you calling to us, 
through the passing of the years;/”Come ye back to Colorado,/To the spirit of the West,/
Where the folks are glad to see you,/Where there’s sport and play and rest.”

18 November 1921 – Reprinted from the Loveland Reporter.  Ever see a hen stop 
scratching because worms were scarce?  Well, why do some businessmen stop scratching 
for business when business gets a little scarce?

18 November 1921 – Doesn’t it “get your goat” the way the spineless yaps will knock the 
man with backbone enough to try to do things when he makes a mistake?

18 November 1921 – Editorial:  Secretary Mellon of the United States treasury has 
proven himself unfit to hold public office, and has laid himself open to the ridicule and 
contempt of the entire nation.  The government which we love, and for which so many of 
our finest young manhood died, is based upon certain fundamentals that must be 
jealously guarded if it is to endure, and when a public official tramples those principles 
under his feet, and chooses to place himself above congress, the lawful law-making body 
of the land, and above the very majority themselves, he is unworthy to longer enjoy the 
slightest trust at the hands of the American people.  The constitution is supreme, and no 
man has the right to pervert it.  Secretary Mellon should be speedily replaced by a man 
who can respect the spirit of the constitution.  If the constitution is not to be respected, we 
shall speedily go the way of all the nations of the earth in the past.



18 November 1921 – The editorial of the Estes Park Trail’s two weeks ago with reference 
to cigarette advertisements was the subject of the following editorial in the Raymer 
Enterprise last week.  The Enterprise’s remarks follow:  [Headline:] Agrees with 
Enterprise Policy.  We are glad to know that one editor views this question as we do.  It is 
especially gratifying coming from as delightful and successful a newspaper as the Estes 
Park Trail.  Perhaps others are pursuing the same policy, but saying nothing about it.  We 
know some of our readers have felt that we were unduly particular in this matter, but at 
least one man (and he is the father of several boys) has taken the pains to tell us that he 
appreciated our stand after we announced last spring the rejection of a cigarette 
advertising contract that would have been very attractive so far as space and money went.  
We suspect that the mother of the boys felt the same way, only more so.

18 November 1921 – Headline, subhead, and byline:  Announcement.  To the friends of 
the late Lathrop Ripley by Charles Edwin Hewes.  There is now deposited in the Estes 
Park Bank a fund known as the Lathrop Ripley Memorial Fund, the same representing 
contributions by the friends, relatives, and acquaintances of Lathrop Ripley, and which is 
to be expended in a memorial to be erected according to the direction of the town board 
of Estes Park.  The undersigned, as trustee of said fund, respectfully solicits the 
subscriptions of those of Mr. Ripley’s friends who may not as yet have subscribed or been 
informed of this effort to erect in permanent form an expression of those who cherish the 
works and acquaintance of this rare and beloved mountain artist.  You will find 
subscription blanks at the Estes Park Bank, and any amount, small or large, will be much 
appreciated.  [Signed] Charles Edwin Hewes.

18 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

18 November 1921 – Photographic advertisement.  Caption:  Grand Lake Lodge.  
Lewiston Hotels Company.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material, from the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By 
day, week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah 
Robertson Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.

18 November 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  Saturday, 12 November 1921 may, 
and it is to be hoped will, be set apart in the history of the world as one of its most 



momentous dates.  On that day was formally opened in Washington, D.C., the conference 
on limitation of armaments and Far East questions which, if it is successful, will go far 
toward curing some of the worst ills of what we are pleased to call civilization.  The 
projectors of, and participants in, this meeting do not entertain the illusory hope that it 
will result immediately, or even soon, in the abolishing of warfare, but they do believe, 
and the world trusts, that their deliberations and agreements will settle peaceably the 
tangled affairs of the Pacific and the Orient, and so far cut down the naval and army 
programs of the great powers that the tax-burdened peoples will experience a tremendous 
financial relief, and the threat of another general or even important war will be far 
removed.  It was in the handsome auditorium of the Continental Memorial Hall that the 
opening session of the conference was held.  When Secretary of State Hughes arose to 
call it to order, he faced the most distinguished assemblage of en and women this county 
ever has seen.  Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Belgium, Holland, and China 
had sent each some of her most eminent statesmen, and our own representatives are 
acknowledged of the first rank.  After the delegates were the extensive advisory staffs 
and, of course, the diplomatic corps was there in full force.  The members of the senate 
and house of representatives, invited guests, and other privileged persons filled the hall to 
overflowing.  Mr. Hughes, in opening the conference, welcomed formally the foreign 
delegates, and stated briefly the objects of the gathering.  President Harding then stepped 
forward and, after the storm of applause had subsided, he told more at length of the hopes 
and purposes that had led him to invite the powers to this conference.  He spoke 
persuasively and well, even the most pessimistic of his hearers could not help but feel 
that there was a fair chance that those hopes would be realized.  After the formalities, the 
conference organized for business, Secretary of State Hughes being elected chairman, and 
other officers being chosen.  Adjournment was taken until Monday.  One great figure was 
absent from the opening of the conference – David Lloyd George, premier of Great 
Britain.  Kept at home for the present by the Irish negotiations and the unemployment 
situation, he cabled to the government the assurance that he would sail for Washington, 
D.C., as soon as possible…All Colorado is to be represented in the Colorado Industrial 
Exposition and Prosperity Carnival to be held 20 February 1922 through 25 February 
1922 in the Auditorium at Denver.  Cooperation of 40,000 women members of the 
Colorado-Made Goods Club is assured…The Ulster cabinet has received from Lloyd 
George an outline of the negotiations with the Sinn Fein representatives and of the 
tentative peace plan, and is considering it.  Meanwhile, the Ulsterites issued this 
statement:  “Sir James Craig (the premier) on behalf of the cabinet of northern Ireland, 
wishes it clearly understood that there can be no surrender of Ulster’s rights.”  Parliament 
was prorogued on Thursday, after being reassured that nothing would be finally settled 
with regard to Ireland without calling the house together…At the close of a 15-hour 
session, the senate passed its version of the tax-revision bill, and on Thursday, the 
conference committee began its task.  The Republican “insurgents” in the lower house, 
who favor the senate maximum surtax rate of 50%, forced an agreement that the house of 
representatives would be given a chance to vote on that feature before the conferees 
reached a final decision on it.  The “insurgents” claimed to have from 80 to 85 votes, 



which, with the votes of the Democrats, would be enough to accept the senate rate.  The 
bill, as passed by the senate, is estimated by treasury experts to yield about 
$3,250,000,000 for the fiscal year ending 30 June 1922, or $200,000,000 less than the 
existing law.  But ultimately, it would reduce the nation’s tax bill by approximately 
$750,000,000…Elections held last week in various parts of the country were highly 
pleasing to the Democrats, though the most talked-of contest, in New York City, New 
York, really was not much influenced by party politics.  There Mayor Hylan, Tammany 
candidate, was reelected, having a tremendous plurality over Curran, the coalition 
candidate.  Hylan stood for 5-cent streetcar fare and for local self-government, with 
which the Republican state assembly was trying to interfere.  In Kentucky, the Democrats 
regained control of the legislature, in Maryland they increased their control, in Virginia 
they elected E. Lee Trimble for governor and the entire state ticket…The assassination of 
Premier Hara of Japan by a young political crank was startling, and greatly shocked the 
diplomats gathered in Washington, D.C., but there was swift assurance that the event 
would not change the nation’s policies.  The selection of a new cabinet was virtually in 
the hands of Marquis Saonji and Prince Yamagata, the elder statesmen, and it was 
understood the former would take the office of premier for the present.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Don’t patronize us unless we can sell you good 
merchandise as cheaply as you can buy it anywhere, and unless we can sell you as good a 
suit made to your measure, and fit you as well as any peddler, who does not help to 
support the town.  If we do meet these requirements, why don’t you give us a trial?  We 
stand back of any article we sell.  All you have to do is tell us if goods purchased are not 
satisfactory, and we make it right.  What more can we do?  Don’t forget – We are 
headquarters for Wilson Brothers men’s furnishings, Hamilton-Brown shoes, Rothschild’s 
clothes, LaVogue suits and coats, Bon Ton corsets, Hytone suspenders, Chippewa gloves, 
Vitts overalls, Earl and Wilson shirts and collars, and Fadcraft clothes.  Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey [a block 5 business].  “The store that gives you service”

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Clatworthys [a block 3 business, and at] 415 17th 
Street, Denver.  We have just opened a Denver branch at the above number, and will be 
glad to see our Estes Park friends at any time.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Storage.  
Accessories, repairing, Goodrich tires.  Gas, oil, Ford parts.  George W. Johnson, 
proprietor.

18 November 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Semi-advertisement:  It costs 
the local merchant the same to do $10 worth of business per day as it does to do $100 per 
day.  The more he sells, the cheaper can he sell it…The delinquent tax list is this year 
published in the Loveland Reporter, and reveals the fact that there are but few tracts 
within Estes Park on which the taxes were not paid.  Throughout Larimer Country, 
however, the tax list is larger than usual, due to the depressed condition at the present 



time of agricultural products…There were a large number of visitors in Estes Park over 
the weekend for this time of year.  The writer counted 56 cars that he met while coming 
through the Big Thompson Canyon Sunday…Semi-advertisement:  All sizes and kinds of 
overshoes at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…Mr. and Mrs. R.A. Becker enjoyed a visit 
over the weekend from their daughter, Edna Mae, and friend Lucille McGruder, both of 
whom are students at the State Agricultural College.  They were accompanied to Estes 
Park by little Lowell, who wished to spend a week with his grandfather…Charles Masters 
has about completed a nice addition to his property on Elkhorn Avenue.  The addition 
will be occupied next season by Cook’s Soft Drink Emporium [both block 3 businesses]
…Semi-advertisement:  You make your money in Estes Park, try to spend it here where it 
will benefit the community…Mr. Schwartz was in Denver the first of the week taking 
some Masonic work.  Charles Hix also enjoyed a round with the obstreperous goat…The 
speed laws of Colorado are being enforced, as the Ford dealers of Loveland will testify.  
The state rangers swore that as the aforesaid dealers were approaching Denver, they 
actually were traveling over 35 mph, and in a Ford at that.  Surely the goblins will get the 
speed demons if they don’t watch out…Semi-advertisement:  Overshoes at Godfrey’s [a 
block 5 business]…F.J. Francis and wife returned to Estes Park after more than a month 
spent in touring the Great Lakes states.  Roads were good all the way, and Mr. Francis 
says they had a most enjoyable trip…N.E. Miller, secretary of the Allenspark Chamber of 
Commerce, was transacting business in Estes Park Saturday…Samuel Service has 
already piled in his wood yards for next season’s needs, nearly 400 cords of fireplace and 
stove wood…The Estes Park Trail is informed in a letter that Dr. Charles A. Lory, 
president of the Colorado Agricultural College at Fort Collins, was attending the national 
meeting of agricultural colleges in New Orleans, Louisiana, last week…The Estes Park 
Trail editor and Secretary Godfrey were visitors in Allenspark Tuesday.  They also 
enjoyed the hospitality of Charles Edwin Hewes at a luncheon…Semi-advertisement:  
You’ll need overshoes when the snow flies.  Big stock at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]
…The Estes Park Trail notices that a number of our exchanges give Estes Park credit for 
a fire that occurred at the Big Thompson Consolidated school at the entrance of the 
canyon, about six miles from Loveland.  No, friend editors, we haven’t had a fire our 
way, and trust we shall not soon be called upon to experience that thrill…Albert Schwilke 
moved the household effects of R.C. Scott up from Loveland the first of the week…Mrs. 
R.C. Scott, who recently underwent an operation at the Loveland hospital for 
appendicitis, is doing nicely, and will be at her home in a few days…Semi-advertisement:  
The more money you spend at home, the cheaper will your merchant sell you his goods…
D.S. McDaniel is recovering nicely in the Fort Collins hospital from an operation for 
acute appendicitis.  Mrs. McDaniel arrived from the south, where she had gone for the 
winter, to be at the bedside of her husband…Many people of Estes Park drove to Fort 
Collins on Armistice Day to witness the struggle between Denver University and 
Colorado Aggies.  Many of the Aggie team had just gotten back into their uniforms after 
attacks of la grippe, and did not display their usual pep.  The final score was Denver 
University 21, Aggies 14…Estes Park was well represented at the Denver University – 
Aggie football game Saturday, which was won by Denver University, 21 to 14.  Those 



from Estes Park were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Service, Mr. and Mrs. William B. Tallant, Mr. 
and Mrs. Ernest Gooch, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carruthers, 
Sam Service, Howard James, Charles F. Hix, Frank Bond, Oren Burke, Glen Waters, Ted 
Service, Philip Freberg, Elsie Johnson, Helen Service, and Mae Bond [sic, more often 
spelled May]…William Beck and Miss Stahl went to the valley to spend the weekend…
Rev. B.C. Montgomery and family went to Boulder Monday, were Beryl will attend 
University Hill school.  She will thus secure musical advantages not available in Estes 
Park…George W. Johnson was very busy Monday putting in the foundation for the John 
Frank Grubb cottage on the hill…Miss Carol Derby was home over the weekend…Miss 
Helen Service will entertain the K.P. Club on their regular meeting night of this week…
Little Robert Rivers, who is quarantined for scarlet fever, is reported to be getting along 
nicely…Chester B. Hall, manager of the Estes Park Market Company, was in Estes Park 
Friday and Saturday, looking after business interests, returning to his home in Denver 
Sunday afternoon by way of Loveland.  Mr. Hall is teaching in the Ebert and Smedley 
schools in Denver…Miss Emma T. Wilkins, superintendent of [Larimer County] schools, 
was in Estes Park Tuesday and Wednesday on official business…Mr. and Mrs. G.V. Croft 
expect to leave in a few days for Denver, where they will spend the winter…Norton 
Billings is a new senior student in Estes Park school this week.  He formerly attended the 
Longmont high school…Mr. William Carwell spent Saturday in Denver on business…
Samuel Service is spending a few days in Denver this week…Elton Johnson is expected 
home to spend Thanksgiving, and have Erwin Hupp as his guest.  Both boys are students 
at the State University [in Boulder]…Semi-advertisement:  A turkey shoot will be held on 
the vacant lot just east of the old steam laundry [note how this is already being referred to 
as the “old steam laundry”, just two weeks after the announced move] on main street 
[Elkhorn Avenue] Monday morning at 9:00 a.m.  Come and get your Thanksgiving 
turkey…Mrs. J.H. Roediger and party of high school students drove up to Estes Park 
Friday from Fort Morgan, and remained until Sunday to enjoy our pretty November 
weather.  Those who composed the party were Mrs. Roediger, Graydon Benson, Orlo 
Bird, Virginia Roediger, Dorothy White, and Almira Mason…Rocky Mountain National 
Park Superintendent Toll and Mrs. Toll drove to Denver Wednesday afternoon, where 
they will remain the rest of the month.  Miss L. M. Butler accompanied them…Semi-
advertisement:  If you want a big bill of goods, try the merchant who advertises in the 
Estes Park Trail.  Give him a chance at the business…J.E. Macdonald and wife were in 
Denver the middle of the week buying goods for the store, and taking a brief rest from 
business cares.  Charles E. Lester looked after the wants of patrons during their 
absence…Larimer County Commissioner Harris Akin of Fort Collins was in Estes Park 
Wednesday, and in consultation with the road committee of the Chamber of Commerce.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  How much are you paying for canned goods – 
perhaps this list will show you where you can save.  Small cans condensed milk 8 cents.  
Large cans condensed milk 15 cents.  Small cans tomatoes 13 cents.  Medium cans 
tomatoes 15 cents.  Large cans tomatoes 19 cents.  Iowa standard corn two cans for 25 
cents.  Early June peas 15 cents.  Van Camps pork and beans, small 14 cents.  Van camps 



pork and beans, large 19 cents.  Large cans pumpkin 19 cents.  Large cans hominy 17 
cents.  Tall cans pink salmon 19 cents.  Tall cans medium red salmon 25 cents.  Libby’s 
sliced beets 19 cents.  Del Monte spinach 23 cents.  Shredded wheat 17 cents.  Quaker 
oats 17 cents.  Puffed wheat 17 cents.  Post Toasties 17 cents.  Kellogg’s Corn Flakes 17 
cents.  Washington Crisps 15 cents.  American Beauty macaroni, spaghetti, or noodles, 
three packages 25 cents.  A dollar saved is a dollar earned.  Buy your groceries here – pay  
cash and pay less.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Loin steak, 
pound 35 cents.  Round steak 30 cents.  Shoulder steak 25 cents.  Boiling beef 12-1/2 
cents.  Pot roast 17-1/2 cents.  Rib roast 25 cents to 30 cents.  Lamb chops 35 cents.  
Lamb shoulder 25 cents.  Free automobile delivery.  Telephone #32.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Cleaning and pressing.  We solicit your cleaning 
and pressing business.  We send your work to a wholesale cleaner in Denver and do the 
pressing ourselves.  We do this only when no one else in Estes Park is doing this line of 
work.  Satisfaction guaranteed.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge – Nash – Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin tires and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Denatured alcohol for radiators $1 per gallon.  Estes Park Garage.  Telephone #166.

18 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Want a really classy individual holiday 
greeting card?  Telephone the Estes Park Trail to show you the beautiful line of samples.  
Do it now and avoid the rush.  Telephone #27-J3…A new floor and other improvements 
have been made in Secord’s confectionary [a block 6 business, the old post office 
building on the south side of West Elkhorn]…There was a grand “booze smashing party” 
in the Larimer County Courthouse when the sheriff destroyed 40 gallons of highly 
poisoned moonshine in the presence of a delegation of Women’s Christian Temperance 
Union women and church representatives…Miss L.M. Butler and Miss Della Butler 
entertained four tables of 500 at the National Park Hotel Thursday evening…Semi-
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail will not knowingly accept the advertisement of any 
person who does not strive to deal fairly.  Try our advertisers and see if they will not 
show their appreciation of your business…The Odd Fellows enjoyed an oyster supper 
Thursday evening at the hall, the losers in the recent pool tournament being the hosts to 
the members…Mrs. Julius Foss Schwartz left Wednesday morning for Wooster, Ohio, 
where she will visit Mr. Schwartz’s parents, and then will go on to Wapakoneta, Ohio, to 
remain for some time with her aged mother, who is quite feeble…Estes Park was visited 
Saturday by a wind of such force that 25 electric light poles between the plant and the 
town were blown down, and the town was in darkness that night.  This line will soon be 
rebuilt with heavy poles and wire that will insure against a repetition of the experience…
Mrs. Garrett Casey entertained two tables of bridge at her home Wednesday afternoon…



Judge Richard H. Tallant writes from San Diego, California, that he is enjoying his 
sojourn there.  He will go on to Long Beach, California, in a few days, where he plans to 
spend the rest of the winter.  His friends, however, expect him in Estes Park in time for 
Christmas dinner…Semi-advertisement:  There is a determined campaign on in Denver to 
make this an electrical Christmas.  There are few gifts of a practical nature than can give 
greater comfort of be more useful than electrical articles…Semi-advertisement:  Already 
many merchants are beginning to advertise their holiday wares.  People are beginning to 
realize the advantage of doing their holiday shopping early…Semi-advertisement:  You 
can almost always buy as well at home, and when you do, your money has an opportunity 
to get back to you.

18 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  A Splendid Holiday Gift.  Some 
are already making use of the Estes Park Trail for gift purposes.  In what better way can 
you for an entire year remind friend or loved ones of your esteem than to arrange that 
they may regularly receive the Estes Park Trail.  The young folks away at school would 
also greatly appreciate receiving the weekly visits of the newspaper.

18 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  All kinds of engraving at the Estes Park Trail 
office.

18 November 1921 – Classified advertisement:  Headline:  Wood for Sale.  Stove wood at 
the mill, per cord $3.50, delivered $4.  Also fireplace wood.  Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Music Club Discusses French Literature and Art.  The 
regular meeting of the Estes Park Music and Study Club was held at Hillcrest, the 
Carruthers’ home, Thursday, 10 November 1921, with Miss Snodgrass and Mrs. 
Carruthers as hostesses.  Mrs. McHahan [sic, suggest McMahan, although the use of 
“McHahan” is persistent] was in charge of the program, and presided at the business 
meeting in her capacity as vice president.  The subject was “French Art and Literature”, 
and being on the eve of Armistice Day, the rooms were beautifully decorated with the 
tricolors of France, and the Stars and Stripes.  Even the flowers and refreshments carried 
out the color scheme beautifully.  Miss Wolfrom, who studied French literature in Paris, 
France, three years, handled the subject in a masterly manner, sketching very effectively 
the rise of modern literature in Europe – bearing especially on the predominant influence 
on the French visitors and artists.  Mrs. McHahan [sic, suggest McMahan, but see above] 
had secured some beautifully-illustrated books on French art, and after Miss Wolfrom had 
given a most interesting introduction by telling of her personal observations in the French 
salons, the study was continued from the books, which were thus made doubly 
interesting.  The conversation continued in a social manner during the serving of the 
refreshments, which combined French daintiness with American abundance.  The next 
meeting will be held at the McGraw Ranch home, where their subject will be French 
music.  Miss Lois Griffith will have charge of the program.



18 November 1921 – Mrs. Charles A. Lory entertained Wednesday night at an informal 
dinner.  Miss Fannie Husted was the guest of honor, as it was her 12th birthday, and the 
dinner was given in honor of this event.  A color scheme of pink and white was carried 
out in the birthday dinner.  The evening was spent in music and fun.  The guests were 
Fannie Husted, Mrs. Shepherd Husted, and Melissa Husted of Estes Park, Ethel Husted of 
Denver, Charles Koenig, Helen Koenig, Orrin Smith, Arthus Moinat, Mrs. Richards, Miss 
Richards, Anna Lory, Marion Lory, Earl Lory, and the hostess Mrs. Lory.

18 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  See our beautiful line of Christmas greeting 
cards.  Telephone #27J3 and ask us to show you the line.  Get your order in at once, so 
that you will not be disappointed in the rush.  The Estes Park Trail.

18 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe to the Estes Park Trail and be 
happy all the winter through.

18 November 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Subhead:  Notice for publication.  
Publisher.  Department of the Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  
14 October 1921.  Notice is hereby given that Henry Lynch of post office box 363, 
Boulder, Colorado, who, on 20 September 1916, made Homestead Entry No. 023635, for 
lot 2, lot 3, and the east half of the southwest quarter of section 19, township 5 north, 
range 73 west of the 6th principal meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three-
year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, 
United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado, on 29 November 1921.  Claimant names 
as witnesses Cornelius H. Bond of Estes Park, Colorado, Sam Service of Estes Park, 
Colorado, William Cheney of Lyons, Colorado, and C.B. Hall of Lyons, Colorado.  
[signed] Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  28-6.

18 November 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit – use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale or trade – 
Nicely improved 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in Larimer County, 
balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good 
school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, 
balance terms at 7%.  Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished 
cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For 
sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  
Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market [sic, it was first advertised in May 
1921] and will not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…
Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  
Telephone #395.  tf.



18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone  
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”]

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to plan that cottage for next 
summer.  Material is down, and labor is down, why not let us help you plan your house 
now, and build it this winter, so that it will be ready for next season.  We have plenty of 
plans to choose from.  Let us figure with you.  Our contract is not ended until you are 
satisfied.  S.M. Hurd, builder.  Post office box 26.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says “Many a man who banks on his 
dignity overdraws his account.”  As we see this bank serve neighbors and friends each 
week.  The privilege of being Estes Park’s home bank is daily appreciated by us.  For 
none “bank on their dignity” here, but all bank on our personal service and friendly 
cooperation.  This is truly a “home bank for home people”.  U.B. Thifty at the the [sic 
redundancy] Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is appreciated.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

18 November 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  A total of 283 deaths in 
Denver were recorded by the city bureau of vital statistics for the month of October 1921, 
as compared to an aggregate of 301 for the corresponding month the previous year, 
according to a monthly report made by Miss Florence Leitch [sic, subsequently spelled 
Leach], registrar.  Thirty of the mortalities were children under 1 year old.  The record for 
the same month in 1920 was 28.  Other deaths recorded included two from poison taken 
with suicidal intent, one by hanging, three by firearms, one by asphyxiation, five by 
accidental falls, three by railroad, street car, and automobile accidents, three by crushing, 
and four by murder [this story appeared one week earlier in other Colorado newspapers]
…Conrad Greenamier, 57 years old, a rancher, shot his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Greenamier, 
55 years old, and then killed himself, on their farm 12 miles east of Brighton.  
Undersheriff Virgil C. Clemmons and Deputy Sheriff Harry P. McKinney of Adams 
County, who investigated the tragedy and brought Greenamier’s body to the Brighton 
morgue, attributed the shooting to an incessant quarrel, which is said to have raged 
between the couple for several months.  They have four grown children…A platinum and 
gold medal set with a ruby measuring half an inch in diameter, and carrying an insurance 
value of $10,000, has just been sent by the Japanese emperor to Captain Jacob Berry, a 



resident of Denver, for meritorious service with the 27th Infantry in Siberia.  This honor, 
which signifies the Order of the Rising Sun, is believed to be held by only three other 
Americans – General Wood, who received his emblem last week, General Morrow, and 
Major Miller…Thirty days each was the sentence passed at Pueblo by federal judge 
Robert E. Lewis upon James A. McDonald and Alexis Byrne, who pleaded guilt to 
transporting a stolen automobile from St. Cloud, Minnesota, to Colorado.  The men have 
been confined in jail since their arrest.  Santos Juarez, 17-year-old Mexican youth, 
pleaded guilty to robbery of the post office at Crook, Colorado, and was sentenced to two 
years in the reformatory at Boone, Missouri [this story appeared one week earlier in other 
Colorado newspapers]…John Slipley saved half of $1000 collections for a local concern 
at Leadville by quick wittedness, but he lost his watch and $500 when two armed bandits 
stopped the team which he was driving at Arbenz, a settlement just outside of Leadville.  
He had been making collections for the Frank Zaitz Mercantile Company, and when the 
robbers emerged from a clump of bushes and confronted him, he managed to slip $500 to 
his wife, who accompanied him…Walter Osterick, Jr., the 2-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Osterick, living 28 miles north of Keota, while playing with his 6-year-old sister, 
found a loaded shotgun in a closet.  The lad held the muzzle of the weapon with both 
hands, and pressed the trigger with his foot.  His head was nearly blown off, and he died 
instantly.  Mrs. Osterick was seriously ill in bed at the time, and it is feared the shock of 
her son’s death might prove fatal…Denver must raise $113,996 during the canvass to be 
made 28 November 1921 to 3 December 1921 if it contributes its share of the $200,000 
now being asked of the people of Colorado by the university for the establishment of the 
new state general hospital.  This quota has been assigned to Denver by the university as 
its fair apportionment to be raised in contributions of $1 or more.  It is based upon the 
population figures as shown in the 1921 Colorado year book…Alpha Bix, 22 years old, a 
student at the State Teachers’ College in Greeley, was held up on the campus by a man of 
apparently 25 years.  The young man, who is from Seibert, handed over 50 cents, all he 
had.  “Aw, you’re only a kid,” said the holdup, disgustedly, and he handed back the half 
dollar…Mrs. Jane Baker, aged 94 years, who twice crossed the western plains in an ox 
cart, and who is reputed to have been the first white woman to live in Denver, died at the 
home of her adopted daughter in Murtaugh, Idaho.  On her second trip across the plains 
in 1857, from Tennessee, she stopped at the present site of Denver, where she saw the 
first house erected, and bought the first yard of calico offered for sale there, paying $1.50 
a yard for it…There will be no permits issued for the manufacture or sale of beer in 
Colorado, according to a message received by E.H. McClenahan, director of prohibition 
enforcement in Colorado, from Roy A. Haynes, federal commissioner.  The reason is 
given that no such permits will be issued for any state where there is “bone-dry” state 
prohibition, and it will be recalled that Colorado was dry before the nation [this story 
appeared one week earlier in other Colorado newspapers]…The Loveland Real Estate 
Exchange has voted unanimously to join both the nation and state boards of realtors.  
Twenty-seven members of the exchange were present at the meeting.  W.C. Moore was 
elected committeeman to attend the meeting of the national committee in Des Moines, 
Iowa…City managership amendment to the city charter carried in the Grand Junction city 



election.  The vote was 1,148 to 560.  Mayor Cherrington was defeated by Walter G. 
Jones by a vote of 987 to 437.  J.W. Haynes was elected water commissioner over Garber, 
incumbent, by 899 to 485.  John Fonder was elected civic beauty commissioner over 
Rowland, 757 to 423. Fred Peck was reelected commissioner of finances.  Those elected 
will serve two months before seven councilmen, automatically, elected with city 
managership plan, take office [this story appeared one week earlier in other Colorado 
newspapers]…Saving of 24 hours in the delivery of freight form Chicago, Illinois, and 
the east to Denver houses is announced by John F. Vallery, general agent of the 
Burlington freight department, in a reduction in time of the Burlington’s through freight 
train to Denver…Pueblo refused to adopt the city manager plan of municipal 
government, voting it down by a majority of 728.  Unofficial tabulation of the vote put it 
at 2,778 for the amendment, and 3,506 against it, with the result that Pueblo will continue 
under the present form of commission government…The civic improvement ticket won 
at the city election at Montrose.  There was not much of an issue involved, though three 
tickets were in the field.  Those chosen for city commissioners are A.L. Anderson, C.M. 
Thompson, W.H. Haney, J.J. Gatschett, and W.A. Scribner.  The $36,000 bond issue for a 
water works system was carried [this story appeared one week earlier in other Colorado 
newspapers]…To assist in the campaign to raise $200,000 needed to complete the fund 
for the new University of Colorado medical school and state hospital, 14 seniors of the 
university have gone to different parts of the state to organize the work.  The campaign 
will be conducted from 28 November 1921 to 3 December 1921, during which time 
200,000 citizens of the state will be asked to give $1 each…Five soldiers from 
Fitzsimons hospital in Denver escaped serious injury when they were pinned beneath an 
overturned automobile at Pomah Crossing, five miles south of Castle Rock.  The car was 
driven by Sergeant George Beebe.  Numerous accidents have occurred lately at this point 
in the road.  A dangerous curve and lack of warning signs are held responsible…Aztec, 
New Mexico, lying just across the borderline between Colorado and the former state, will 
be the first city in the San Juan Basin to be heated and lighted by gas.  The Aztec Oil 
Syndicate has secured the pipe for the erection of a gas plant that will carry the gas from 
the oil well, situated about a mile from the city, to the homes and business houses of the 
community, and work will begin at once upon the construction…With three deaths from 
acute alcoholism in Denver in October 1921, the total of deaths from imbibing 
moonshine so far this year is 11.  For all of 1920, only five deaths from alcoholism were 
reported to the city health authorities.  According to the report of Miss Florence Leach 
[sic, previously spelled Leitch], registrar of vital statistics, the total of deaths from 
drinking bootleg [liquor] in Denver in October 1921 was the highest of any month so far 
this year [this story appeared one week earlier in other Colorado newspapers]…
Appropriation of $700,000 of the state highway for maintenance purposes, to be 
expended under the direction of the highway department, along with $600,000 to be 
furnished by the counties, has been approved by Governor Shoup.  The governor met 
with the members of the highway advisory board, and discussed the budget for 1922 with 
them.  



18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The undersigned, having taken 
over the business of the A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company, wishes to 
announce that he is splendidly equipped to give first-class service in plumbing, heating, 
and repairing.  Figures with us before starting that next job.  George R. Wyatt [a block 6 
business].

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date trace – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Arrange now for next season’s reservations.  Charles 
Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service, 
telephone #15.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s 
Livery [a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class 
equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

18 November 1921 – Column title:  Church Notes.  Subhead:  Presbyterian church.  Rev. 
B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 
a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both services.  Prayer meeting 
Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  6:30 p.m. [Sunday] – Christian Endeavor topic “Among 
the Immigrants”…Subhead:  Christian Endeavor bible readings (for next week).  Monday  
– Deuteronomy chapter 10, verses 12-22.  Tuesday – Ruth 2-11 [sic, there are four 
chapters in the Book of Ruth, so “2-11” probably indicates the verses in one of these four 
chapters].  Wednesday – Luke chapter 7, verses 1-10.  Thursday – Genesis chapter 41, 
verses 25-43.  Friday – Exodus chapter 1, verses 1-14.  Saturday – Exodus chapter 5, 
verses 1-9.  Sunday – Isaiah chapter 43, verses 1-7.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Article has an Interesting Word on “Wet” Situation.  The 
Los Angeles Evening Express in a recent article under the caption of “A Little Counsel to 
the Wets” has the following which carries with it the proper ring:  The “wets” are 
wantonly slow in their obedience to the prohibition amendment to the federal 



constitution.  Some seem to be sustained by a hope that the amendment will be repealed.  
Others have persuaded themselves that by some species of judicial legerdemain, some 
decision of a judge willing to “distinguish and divide a hair twixt south and south-west 
side”, the amendment will be devitalized.  The prohibition amendment will not be 
repealed [for another decade, anyway].  It is as fixed as the center of the earth’s gravity.  
It will not be devitalized.  The manufacture or sale of alcoholic liquors for beverage 
purposes will remain a violation of the constitution of the United States as long as the 
nation endures.  As generation succeeds generation and the taint of alcohol gradually is 
eliminated from the blood of the race, the demand for repeal or modification will grow 
weaker and ever weaker, and the sentiment in support of prohibition will grow stronger 
and stronger.  Alcohol has had, and abused, its day.  The day never will return.  That 
home-wrecking day never can return.  As booze has been banished from America, so will 
it ultimately be driven out of the whole earth.  It must go as slavery has gone.  The “wets” 
may as well adjust themselves to the situation voluntarily as compulsorily.  Every man 
who makes liquor, every man who sells it, and every man who buys it, for beverage 
purposes, violates the constitution and the laws of the United States.  There are no 
degrees of guilt in offending against the constitution.  One part is just as sacred as any 
other.  A man cannot say:  “I will obey this clause of the constitution and that clause, but 
this other clause does not meet with my approval, and I will violate it as and when I 
choose.”  If that sort of philosophy is allowed to function, there is an end of government.  
When it manifests itself, as it now does, the remedy is to be found in the enforcement, not 
in the repeal, of the law.  The tail must not be allowed to wag the dog.  Government has 
been very indulgent in dealing with the situation.  It has employed its power of action 
with restraint.  The consideration it has shown has been abused.  The leniency often 
exhibited in administration has been construed as a relenting weakness of a confession of 
official incapacity or disinclination, or as an implied license.  Kindness and moderation 
having proved ineffective, nothing remains but to enforce the law with vigor, and apply 
such penalties as well prove a deterrent punishment to offenders and a warning to all who 
would offend.  In pursuing such a policy, government will be supported, as a matter of 
patriotism, by every citizen who loves the constitution.  It will be supported by every 
social, political, and business agency that realizes that the maintenance of the law is the 
supreme social necessity.  If the prohibition law is to be violated with impunity, the reflex 
action will be to create conditions under which all laws will lose their power.  It is but a 
step from manufacturing illicit whiskey to counterfeiting currency and forging checks, 
from selling moonshine to tapping a till, and from buying it to buying stolen goods.  
Break down respect for one law and you undermine the sanctity of all.  The prohibition 
law, therefore, must be enforced.  Men who have been violating it would better mend 
their ways.  The agencies that have been seeking loopholes in the law, hunting 
technicalities whereby its force may be thwarted or lessened, would better cease their 
irritating endeavors.  The home distillers and the lawbreakers who make a business of 
illicit distillation must put an end to their activities.  The men whose slavery to booze 
prompts them to buy the wretched stuff the moonshiners make must curb their appetites, 
for the day of official indulgence nears its end.



18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company [a block 5 business].  Daily passenger service to Longmont and Lyons.  Notice:  
In accordance with the present trend of business policies, we announce a general 
reduction in freight rates of approximately 20%, effective 1 November 1921.  Licensed 
operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any 
information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Splendid Picture for Friday Night.  One of Paramount’s 
best productions is billed for Friday night of next week, and it will no doubt draw a good 
attendance.  “Something to Think About” featuring Cecil De Mille, is the title of the 
picture to be shown.  The last picture shown was one of the best seen in Estes Park for 
many a day, and those billed for this week and next are said to be on a par with it.  The 
picture tonight is “Humoresque” featuring Alma Rubens, and is taken from the story of 
the same name by Fanny Hurst.

18 November 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Alexander of the Columbines and Charles 
Levings came down from Longs Peak Thursday evening and left Friday morning for 
Denver.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens.  Drawing 
and writing books and the other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 
business].  Telephone #41.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Allenspark Secures 100,000 Trout Fry.  The Allenspark 
Fish and Game Protective Association has this season been successful in securing 
100,000 trout fry for the streams in the southern end of the Estes Park district.  Sixty 
thousand fry have been placed this year in Rock Creek and Willow Creek, and 40,000 fry 
were placed in Fox Creek.  In addition to this, the Longmont and Lyons associations have 
placed a considerably number of trout in the Estes Park stream.  The Allenspark people 
have three sizing ponds that are properly constructed, and two of these are stocked for the 



winter.  Stephen Tregemba, Allenspark postmaster and a consistent booster for 
Allenspark, is secretary of the Allenspark Fish and Game Protective Association.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Phipps Road Bill Gives $1,341,175 for Colorado Roads.  
The $75,000,000 appropriated under the new road act signed by President Harding last 
week in the presence of Senator Phipps and Senator Townsend represents the federal 
government’s contribution to the work of building highways in the various states, and 
must be matched dollar for dollar by funds from the state treasuries, except in states 
including Colorado, where more than 5% of the area is unappropriated public land.  The 
bureau of roads announced that under the act, Colorado allotments aggregated 
$1,341,175.69.  The roads to be built by the federal aid and state money, if placed end to 
end, would encircle the earth, and extend from New York to San Francisco, California, on 
the second lap.  Of the $275,000,000 previously appropriated, practically $200,000,000 
has been put to work in projects which are entirely completed or now under construction.  
Prior to five years ago, the federal government took no active part in the road 
construction of the country.  Work being done throughout the country under previous 
appropriations is now giving employment to about 25,000 men.  The new act signed will 
keep these men at work so far as weather conditions will permit, and thereby prevent the 
employment situation from becoming more serious.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Tires down.  Goodyear makes big reduction while 
stock lasts on casings and tubes.  30 x 3 smooth tread $9.85.  30 x 3-1/2 non-skid $10.95.  
32 x 3-1/2 non-skid $19.15.  32 x 4 non-skid $25.45.  33 x 4 non-skid $26.80.  34 x 4 
non-skid $27.35.  30 x 3-1/2 cord $18.  Hood covers are in order now – better see us 
today.  Alcohol for radiators.  Repairing, storage, accessories.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 
business].  Telephone #17-R2.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Fish Hatchery Filled to Capacity.  Superintendent 
Gaylord Harper Thompson of the Estes Park fish hatchery last week received a shipment 
of 600,000 eastern brook trout eggs for hatching in the local hatchery.  Another shipment 
of 400,000 eggs will arrive the latter part of the week.  These shipments will fill the 
hatchery to capacity.  The spawn came from Westlake, about 50 miles northwest of Fort 
Collins.  The Estes Park hatchery is one of the best in the state, and especially suited for 
winter hatching.  It will require about 40 days for the spawn to hatch, and the fish will be 
ready for the streams about 1 April 1922.  Many of these, no doubt, will be placed in the 
sizing ponds, which means that they will be about seven inches long when turned into the 
streams.

18 November 1921 – Column title:  Real Estate Transfers.  Ed B. Andrews to Charles W. 
Emerson, $500, lot 24, Broadview…George W. Barnes et al. to Jessie M. Barnes et al., 
$1, lot 17, Waltonia, and other land…John F. Redman to Jennie M. Jordan, $20, part lot 
21, Idle Wild subdivision…Carrie H. Nicholson to Albert Hayden et al., $1500, part lot 



144, Alfresco Place…Peter Hondius to Lulu M. Grothouse, $300, lot 37, Woodland 
Heights, second subdivision.

18 November 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commission will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right, and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail.  Telephone #27J3.

18 November 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

25 November 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 33     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, November 25, 1921     Price 10 cents

25 November 1921 – Headline:  Colorado and Wyoming will Draw 1.5 Million Tourists 
Next Year.  A million and a half travelers to the national parks in 1922!  That’s the 
anticipated tourist business upon which the National Park Service is working out its 
forthcoming activities, as expressed Saturday in Denver, following a conference between 
Arno B. Cammerer of Washington, D.C., assistant director, and the park superintendents 
of Yellowstone, Rocky Mountain, and Mesa Verde National Parks.  It will mean, 
according to Mr. Cammerer, a contemplated increase of fully 300,000 visitors over the 
1921 season, which totaled approximately 1,200,000, and indicates the Rocky Mountain 
National Park, for example, can count upon an attendance of 300,000.  This year, Rocky 
Mountain National Park led all others with an attendance of 273,737.  Also conferring 
with the Washington official were W.F.R. Mills, president of the Denver Tourist Bureau, 
F.A. Wadleigh of the Denver & Rio Grande western railroad, Roe Emery of the Rocky 
Mountain Parks Transportation Company, W.K. Cundiff of the Union Pacific railroad, 



D.S. Spencer of Salt Lake City, general passenger agent of the Oregon Short Line 
railroad, and E.E. Sommers, member of the state highway advisory committee.  Road 
improvements and camp facilities in Rocky Mountain and Mesa Verde National Parks 
will amount to $50,000, according to figures that have been approved by the bureau of 
budget in Washington, D.C.  Of this, $25,000 is to be used in improving the Fall River 
Road, and about $5000 for developing an auto campsite of 100 acres at Glacier Basin, 
near Estes Park village, according to Mr. Toll.  The Rocky Mountain National Park 
superintendent is asking for $75,000 for Rocky Mountain National Park, beginning 1 July 
1922, against $65,000 for the present year.  Speaking of road development projects 
leading to and within the national parks in Colorado, particularly the Rocky Mountain 
area, Mr. Cammerer said:  “The National Park Service recognizes two things.  One is the 
cooperation given by the Colorado state highway department in pushing unfinished 
roadwork to completion.  The other is the reputation Denver has earned in attracting and 
holding travel, through national channels and through the interest taken in the city’s 
welfare by its businessmen.  Denver holds the enviable place of leader among the cities.  
The figures of Rocky Mountain National Park bear out this contention.”

25 November 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  Two hotels open.  
Maximum temperature this week 81 [degrees Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature this 
week 13 [degrees Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature Thursday night 41 [degrees 
Fahrenheit].  Precipitation this month 0.48 [inches]. – Report from United States station 
at fish hatchery.

25 November 1921 – Headline and subhead:  Thanksgiving.  Lifted above All Nations.  
The history of Thanksgiving Day has been told innumerable times in song and story, from 
pulpit and platform and in the press.  From the time of its first celebration 300 years ago, 
men and women and children of this nation have heard the message of the serious 
purpose of this commemorative day.  No less mindful than were our fathers are we today 
of the sacredness of its purpose.  True, in days gone by, it was a much more simple event.  
In the early days of its origin, a little settlement here and another there rendered thanks to 
the Deity for the blessings they felt He had bestowed upon them.  And they were simple 
blessings for the most part.  Gratitude for the gifts which nature had handed them, 
rejoicing that in an alien world they were none the less happy and contented – these were 
the returns for which they gathered in family groups to give thanks.  Nature has not 
withheld from us this year her customary bounty.  Our harvests have been gratifying, we 
do not in this regard lack cause for rejoicing.  Nor indeed is our present state in matters 
that do not pertain merely to harvests and fields of grain, one that is altogether without 
splendid prospects for great achievement.  By a combination of circumstances, we are 
today the one nation in the world to whom her sister nations may look for aid and 
comfort in their hour of need.  As a potential world power for good, America has reason 
to be grateful for the privileged position it holds among her sister nations.  That is at least 



one cause for national thanksgiving…Poem and byline:  Give Thanks for All by Esther 
Clark Hill.  Thanksgiving, Lord, Thanksgiving!/For the blessing of our days;/For the joy 
that sings through homely things/In the common trodden ways./For life and love and 
plenty./For laughter and for tears;/For Thy wise plan of good to man,/Thanksgiving 
through the years!/Thanksgiving, Lord, Thanksgiving!/For Thy bounty unto us;/For the 
gracious yields of ripened fields/That are so marvelous./For the summer’s golden 
promise/That the fruitful autumn bore,/Thy people raise the voice of praise –/
Thanksgiving evermore!/Thanksgiving, Lord, Thanksgiving!/For all Thy ships at sea/
That bear afar the ships that are/In service unto Thee./Thanksgiving, Lord, 
Thanksgiving!/For Thy hosts in every clime/And every land, where’er they stand,/
Thanksgiving through all time!

25 November 1921 – Headline:  Dr. Wiest Building Fine Apartment House on the Hill.  
Estes Park will soon boast one of the finest apartment houses in the state, and strictly 
modern in every respect.  The building is being erected by Dr. Roy Wiest on the hill near 
the Catholic Church [when the Catholic Church was on Macgregor Road, north of the 
school], and will be a rustic frame with six three-room apartments [potentially in one 
large structure?].  Each apartment will also have a glassed-in sleeping porch and 
screened-in front porch, bath, etc.  The bedrooms and sleeping porches will be equipped 
with Murphy Pullman beds and many other of the latest features.  The work on the 
building was started last week, and is already progressing rapidly.  It is hoped to have it 
ready for occupancy at the opening of the tourist season next spring.

25 November 1921 – American Legion Planning Good Time Saturday Night.  The Estes 
Park American Legion Post and the Woman’s Auxiliary are planning a big dance and 
oyster supper, with cards provided for those who do not care to dance, at the Odd 
Fellow’s Hall, Saturday evening, 26 November 1921.  These organizations are seeking 
ways and means for the erection of a community building in the city park [what is now 
Bond Park], which will provide a place for conventions that meet in Estes Park, to hold 
their meetings, and a meeting place of the various community activities.  Club rooms for 
the American Legion may also be included in the structure, if its erection is found 
feasible.  [This is an early proposal of an Estes Park convention hall, although a late 
proposal for a meeting hall for particular clubs or organizations, since the Estes Park 
Woman’s Club proposed a clubhouse as early as 1913.] 

25 November 1921 – Headline:  Trappers Getting their Traps Set.  The recent snow has 
set the village trappers blood a’tingling, and all the traps that can be found are out and a 
number of good catches are already reported.  “Bobcat” Becker, the village squirrel 
scraper [barber], has two fine lynx pelts already this fall, and some fine pictures of the 
beasts while still full of fight.  Coyotes and [mountain] lions are also being caught.

25 November 1921 – Headline:  Olinger Highlanders to Hold Snow Carnival at Fern 
Lake in April.  High above Estes Park, below the sentinel walls of Flattop and Notchtop 



Mountains, nature has dropped two lakes of surpassing loveliness – Fern Lake and 
Odessa Lake.  Dense evergreen forests clothe the steep slopes to the ascending ridges, 
and mirror their pointed treetops in the cold water of the lakes.  In the summer time, one 
may drift over the shadowed water of Fern Lake in a canoe, and watch the thousands of 
trout glide below the surface.  In the winter, these lakes freeze solid.  The snows, which 
swirl down from the summits, bury the blue water, the trout and summer’s changing 
shadows beneath a drift many feet deep.  Thus is formed a playground for Highlanders, 
who are willing to dare the somewhat strenuous snowshoe hike to the hushed solitudes of 
winter.  It is a place of wonder – the land of joy!  The Highlanders First Winter Snow 
Carnival!  The party makes the trip from Denver by automobile, about 90 miles, to Estes 
Park by either the Big Thompson Canyon or the St. Vrain Canyon.  From Estes Park 
village, the trip takes the boys through Moraine Park beyond the Brinwood Hotel, where 
autos are parked and the snowshoeing begins.  Once beyond the Brinwood Hotel, a 
wonderful, soft, shimmering fairyland lies all about and opens far ahead – beckoning.  All 
is whte but the files of somber trees buried thigh deep, and waiting.  All is still but the 
restless wind, roaring over the frozen ridges.  Mush-mush-mush up the frozen waterway, 
one eye attentive to the scientific placing of the snowshoes, the other to the beauties of 
the snow-decked landscape.  If fortune and weather be favorable, the five-mile hike will 
be completed in late afternoon with Fern Lodge looming up in the distance with a cheery 
welcome within its hospitable walls. There will be waiting steaming bowls of appetizing 
soup, plenty of good things to eat, crackling fires of roaring logs, and luxurious springs 
and mattresses piled high with blankets and fluffy quilts.  The hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. 
Byerly is well known.  The lodge is built at the edge of Fern Lake.  It is entirely of logs 
outside and in, with a cunningly constructed mosaic floor made from cross-sections of 
trees.  The great fireplace provides warmth, dries clothes, and forms the central attraction 
for the evening’s fun.  A roomy kitchen and dining room, and several nearby cabins for 
sleeping, complete the establishment.  Here one may enjoy the novel experience of living 
in comfort in a house with snowdrifts over the roof.  For two days, high carnival reigns 
on the lakes.  The slopes above Fern Lake offer excellent opportunities for skiing and 
tobogganing.  Be the slope desired gentle or steep, it is easily found, while the expanse of 
snow-covered lake makes an ideal terminus for all courses.  Skating can be enjoyed on 
patches of windswept lake.  Higher up in the country above Odessa Lake, several 
courses, the longest perhaps a half-mile, terminate in a sweeping basin.  It is here that the 
novices in ski-running, while gathering experience for themselves, provide the others 
with much merriment.  It is here also that the ambitious amateur becomes an expert, and 
that the expert rides to glory with never a spill.  Another trip of interest will be made to 
nearby Spruce Lake and Spruce Canyon, a fairyland of soft, white snow, quiet and 
peacefulness, protected by rank on rank of rugged, gigantic, snow-massed granite peaks, 
where the wind whistles and whips the snow form the summits and in every changing 
fancy rolls and tosses the white billowy clouds about.  And what opportunities there are 
in this outing for boys who are camera enthusiasts!  In a world of snow, snow-burdened 
trees, snow-pillowed rocks, snow-hung ridges, frozen waterfalls, and weird effects of sun 
and shade, the boy with his Kodak has come into his own.  Evening finds the crowd 



around the roaring fire in the fireplace, or perhaps a huge bonfire on the frozen lake.  
Informal talks, stories, and singing wile away the short hours until “Taps”.  The 
mountains can call as insistently in winter as in summer.  Those boys who enjoyed the 
short winter sports trips to the Highlander Cabin in Parmalee Gulch last winter will agree 
that those trips were worthwhile.  Those who have never felt the magic of winter 
fairyland in the high mountains have a most inspiring experience before them.  It was to 
bring the splendor and livability of the snow lands to the Highlander Boys that this first 
winter sports outing has been inaugurated.  [The writing style in this article is so different 
from Arthur B. Harris’ usual prose, I would submit that it was written by someone on the 
Olinger Highlanders staff, or someone sympathetic to their cause.] 

25 November 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above 
the Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months 
$1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches of more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate – 35 cents per inch per issue.  Local 
reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 
of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

25 November 1921 – Poem and byline:  Little Things That County by Henry H. Viestenz, 
Estes Park, Colorado.  Only a drop of water – how small–/Yet think of the mighty sea;/
Only a tiny kernel of seed–/But later the lofty tree./Only a flake of feathery snow–/But 
soon is the landscape white./Only a star mild shining afar–/Anon are the heavens all 
bright./Only a thought of some kindly soul, But how it may cheer the sad;/Only a deed of 
helpfulness done,/And a downcast heart made glad./Only a tender, comforting word,/But 
what a blessed relief/Comes with its sound to spirits fast bound/In chains of trouble and 
grief./Only a beam of the morning glow/That heralds the coming day;/Quickly it spreads 
and scatters the gloom–/The night has vanished away./Only a flower blooming so sweet–/
How dear, although it must fade;/Only a kiss, and a mother’s bliss/Fills the breast where 
her babe is laid.

25 November 1921 – Headline:  Old Faithful Geyser.  The Lord didn’t make many 
geysers or water volcanoes, but he gave a distinct individuality to each of the few which 
he did make.  He placed the majority of them in Yellowstone National Park, and of these, 
one has been dignified with the name Old Faithful, because of its dependability.  Geysers 
are do-as-you-please freaks of Nature.  Their activities are generally devoid of any 



regularity.  Some “go off” with great frequency, others only at long intervals.  But, Old 
Faithful, true to the name, can be depended upon, day and night, winter or summer, to 
thrust her tremendous column of water high into the air (sometimes 170 feet), for four 
minutes at a time, at intervals of from 65 to 80 minutes.  From a bowl-shaped surface 
opening an irregular passage, known as a tube, reaches down to the intensely heated 
regions.  Water from the surface or underground springs trickles down through rocks and 
holes, and collects in the bottom of this tube.  The heat makes it boil.  Then it turns to 
steam.  The steam forces the water toward the top.  Later, clouds of steam arise.  Finally, 
the pressure of the steam overcomes the weight of the water above, and the geyser erupts 
with astonishing force, continuing to do so until all the water in the tube has been 
expelled.  The discharged water falls to the ground and cools off.  Soon, the water again 
collects in the tube, becomes heated to the breaking-out point, and the operation is 
repeated.  According to observations made by the United States Geological Survey, Old 
Faithful “shoots” 1,500,000 gallons of water at each eruption, or about 33,225,000 
gallons every 24 hours – enough to supply a city of 300,000 inhabitants.    

25 November 1921 – Headline:  Among Smart Furs.  Among smart furs there are coats 
that maintain their style supremacy without going to great lengths.  One of these shorter 
models, which may be made of mink, squirrel, sealskin, or other fashionable skins, is 
shown here.  It meets all the requirements of the new season.

25 November 1921 – Headline:  Unadorned but Smart.  The plain tailored suit always 
finds admirers among the most tastefully-dressed woman, and when it contrives to be 
original and clever, they become its enthusiastic devotees.  Claiming these two factors in 
dress distinction [sic, this sentence fragment appears to be missing some words].  The 
smart suit, pictured here, invites scrutiny.

25 November 1921 – Headline, subhead, and byline:  Announcement.  To the friends of 
the late Lathrop Ripley by Charles Edwin Hewes.  There is now deposited in the Estes 
Park Bank a fund known as the Lathrop Ripley Memorial Fund, the same representing 
contributions by the friends, relatives, and acquaintances of Lathrop Ripley, and which is 
to be expended in a memorial to be erected according to the direction of the town board 
of Estes Park.  The undersigned, as trustee of said fund, respectfully solicits the 
subscriptions of those of Mr. Ripley’s friends who may not as yet have subscribed or been 
informed of this effort to erect in permanent form an expression of those who cherish the 
works and acquaintance of this rare and beloved mountain artist.  You will find 
subscription blanks at the Estes Park Bank, and any amount, small or large, will be 
appreciated.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.



25 November 1921 – Photographic advertisement:  [Black-bordered, 4 inch by 4 inch 
scenic image of a lone sailboat with two passengers on Grand Lake.  The lake is calm, 
and the sky is sunny with fluffy clouds.  The photograph is uncredited.]  Caption:  Grand 
Lake.  Lewiston Hotels Company.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By 
day, week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah 
Robertson Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.

25 November 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  It appears that the prophets in 
Washington, D.C., were all wrong.  The great conference seemingly is going to reach and 
sign an agreement on limitation of naval armament without waiting to settle the problems 
of the Pacific and the Far East.  This tendency is a result of Secretary of War Hughes’ 
downright action in laying before the conference in its first session the American 
proposal as to navies.  Briefly, that proposal is that the United States, Great Britain, and 
Japan agree to suspend naval construction for ten years, and during the succeeding ten 
years build only for replacement, that all uncompleted capital ships and many other 
specified capital ships be scrapped at once, that the aggregate capital ship tonnage be 
limited to 500,000 each for England and American, and 300,000 for Japan, that the sea 
power of the three nations be maintained on this basis.  There are other features of the 
program, but everyone is familiar with it by this time.  The conference, and the world, 
were at first astounded by this unexpected laying of the American cards on the table, and 
then the plan was greeted with loud and universal acclaim.  The delegates of the other 
nations could not, if they would, refuse to endorse it, and at the second open session, 
Great Britain, Japan, Italy, and France formally accepted it “in principle” with minor 
modifications.  These, as set forth then and later, were as follows:  By Great Britain – 
Limit size and tonnage of submarines, permit construction of one capital ship a year 
during ten-year period to retain shipyard facilities, permit retention of more light cruises 
and gunboats to police the high seas, reduction in number of naval shipbuilding yards.  
By Japan – Increase of Japan’s naval strength to 70% of British and American, cessation 
of construction of naval bases and new fortifications in the Pacific Ocean.  By France – 
Allowance of eight capital ships to safeguard French colonies.  By Italy – Allowance of 
six capital ships to protect Italian interests.  A committee, of which Colonel Theodore 
Roosevelt is chairman, set to work at once to study the plan and proposed modifications, 
and by the end of the week, it was predicted an agreement would be reached within two 
or three weeks.  Among the American experts, there was considerable opposition to the 
British suggestions, and the Englishmen dropped the idea of one battleship a year.  
Japan’s proposition that there be no more naval bases or fortifications constructed in the 



Pacific Ocean was expected, and perhaps proves a bit awkward for the United States.  It 
means the abandonment of work and plans in the Philippines, Dutch Harbor, Alaska, and 
elsewhere, which have been considered more necessary for the safety of our possessions 
in the Pacific Ocean, if not for that of our Pacific coast.  But if Mr. Hughes’ general 
program is accepted by the other powers, it would seem the United States cannot well 
decline to accept this plan of Japan.  In the ship-scrapping proposal, America has been 
most unselfish, and perhaps she can afford to be as generous in other matters…When the 
time came to put forward plans for settlement of the problems of the Far East, none of the 
great powers seemed ready with a program.  But China, whose status is the crux of the 
situation, set before the committee on far eastern affairs the demands of the Asiatic 
republic.  Dr. Alfred Sze, head of the Chinese delegation, was the spokesman, and he held 
a preliminary conference with American officials, and in his demands followed their 
advice in all except one point – the creation of a permanent court of arbitration in the Far 
East.  China asks respect for her territorial integrity, restitution of seized provinces and 
regions, abandonment of special rights, monopolies, privileges, and extraterritorial rights, 
withdrawal of foreign troops from her soil, and permission to direct her own domestic 
affairs and govern her own internal and foreign policies.  She does not demand that all 
foreign monopolies and privileges in China be abandoned at once, but that she be given a 
chance to put herself on a level with other powers, and that as time goes on and 
conditions warrant, the economic and political fetters on her be loosened.  The British 
delegation approved the Chinese demands in general, especially the open door policy and 
the abandonment of “spheres of influence”.  The Japanese, it was understood, accepted 
the Chinese program in principle, but would insist that withdrawal of interest in China 
should include all foreign powers.  The Chinese delegates say they make their demands 
on behalf of all China, including the southern part, where Sun Yat Sen holds somewhat 
precarious sway, and that Manchuria, Inner Mongolia and Outer Mongolia, Tibet, and 
Turkestan are included in “the Chinese republic”. It is believed one result of the 
discussion of China’s program may be the friendly abandonment of the Anglo-Japanese 
alliance, and the British would be glad to see this source of trouble replaced by some 
form of agreement by the great powers…President Harding last Monday signed without 
any ceremony the proclamation of peace between the United States and Germany, and 
there is much debate as to whom he will select for ambassador to Berlin, Germany.  First 
choice among the guessers is Congressman Alanson B. Houghton of Corning, New York.  
He was born in Massachusetts 58 years ago, graduated from Harvard and the universities 
[article ends here in the Estes Park Trail, but continues in other Colorado newspapers as:  
of Gottingen (in Gottingen, Germany), Berlin, Germany, and Paris, France, and speaks 
German and French.]     

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Don’t patronize us unless we can sell you good 
merchandise as cheaply as you can buy it anywhere.  Unless we can sell you as good a 
suit made to your measure, and fit you as well as any peddler, who does not help to 
support the town.  If we do meet these requirements, why don’t you give us a trial?  We 
stand back of any article we sell.  All you have to do is tell us if goods purchased are not 



satisfactory, and we make it right.  What more can we do?  Don’t forget – We are 
headquarters for Wilson Brothers men’s furnishings, Hamilton-Brown shoes, Rothschild’s 
clothes, La Vogue suits and coats, Bon Ton corsets, Hytone suspenders, Chippewa gloves, 
Vitts overalls, Earl and Wilson shirts and collars, and Fadcraft clothes.  Dugald Floyd 
Godfrey [a block 5 business].  “The store that gives you service”.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Clatworthy’s [a block 3 business, as well as at] 415 
17th Street, Denver.  We have just opened a Denver branch at the above number, and will 
be glad to see our Estes Park friends at any time.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Storage.  
Accessories, repairing, Goodrich tires.  Gas, oil, Ford parts.  George W. Johnson, 
proprietor.

25 November 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  The Estes Park Trail last 
week overlooked mentioning that the poem entitled “The Call of Colorado” was written 
by a member of the Chicago, Illinois, Prairie Club [Emma Jacobson], and read at a 
meeting of their club in Chicago, Illinois.  Reminiscences of their outing in Estes Park 
were indulged in, and all declared it to have been the most pleasant outing they had ever 
had.  The party secured some of the best pictures of Rocky Mountain National Park, 
including Longs Peak, it had ever been our privilege to see…Semi-advertisement:  It 
costs the local merchant the same to do $10 worth of business per day as it does to do 
$100 per day.  The more he sells, the cheaper he can sell it…Augustus Denby Lewis 
returned Saturday from an extensive trip through the east…The Rebekah Hard Time 
dance and party Saturday evening was a very successful affair.  Mrs. Frank Wheelock and 
Claude Erwin Verry won the prizes for the best costumes…Semi-advertisement:  All sizes 
and kinds of overshoes at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…The Westminster Guild Dollar 
Social at the National Park Hotel last week was a decided success, and well patronized…
Semi-advertisement:  Dainty colored linen handkerchief squares at Miss Ruple’s [a block 
5 business], only 20 cents…Semi-advertisement:  Kodak finishing at Francis [a block 6 
business].  Prompt service…Don Eaton is spending the holidays at Greeley and Eaton…
Miss Nell Ashby and Miss Daisy Cooke are spending their Thanksgiving vacation at their 
homes in Longmont.  Miss Margaret Richardson and Aaron Richardson were their guests 
at Thanksgiving dinner…Semi-advertisement:  You make your money in Estes Park, try 
to spend it here where it will benefit the community…Semi-advertisement:  Oveshoes at 
Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…Carol Derby is home to spent Thanksgiving with her 
parents…Russell James, the new teacher in the high school, is spending the Thanksgiving 
vacation with his relatives in Fort Collins…Mrs. M.J. Shepherd is spending the 
Thanksgiving season with her son Frank Shepherd and family at Fort Morgan, 
Colorado…Semi-advertisement:  You will find the merchant who is a steady advertiser, 
and who advertises as though he wanted your business, is willing to help you get the most 
out of your money…What is said to be one of the heaviest winds for many years, visited 
this section Sunday [sic, either this means Sunday morning and/or afternoon, or should 



read Saturday] and Sunday night.  No great damage was done, outside of taking down 
many of the poles in the power line between the plant and the village, with the result that 
we were without electricity for 36 hours…Semi-advertisement:  Want a really classy 
individual holiday greeting card?  Telephone the Estes Park Trail to show you the 
beautiful line of samples.  Do it now and avoid the rush.  Telephone #27J3…Ed Blair had 
the misfortune to lose his best saddle horse Saturday.  It is not known what caused its 
death, but it is thought it was kicked by a mule…Semi-advertisement:  You’ll need 
overshoes when the snow flies.  Big stock at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…Jack 
Woods, caretaker of Dr. Stone’s property, has traps out for bobcats, and Saturday when 
paying the traps a visit, found a lion nearby.  Jack only had a .22 caliber rifle with him 
and took a shot at the animal and wounded it.  He then got Everett Edgington and they set  
out to trail the lion, but were unable to overtake it…The new generator for the power 
plant arrived in Lyons Tuesday…The Ladies Aid will give a picture show at the 
schoolhouse Tuesday evening, 29 November 1921.  The picture secured for the occasion 
is “Always Audacious”, a Paramount production, featuring Wallace Reid.  Refreshments 
consisting of pumpkin pie, whipped cream, and coffee will also be served…Semi-
advertisement:  The more money you spend at home, the cheaper will your merchant sell 
you his goods…The Fort Collins Daily News has a contest on, in which they are giving 
away several automobiles and several others prizes for subscriptions turned in.  George 
Patterson, assistant cashier of the bank, is in the contest and representing Estes Park.  We 
are sure Estes Park people will want to see their candidate come out on top and that they 
will do their best to help him win.  The Fort Collins News is a live paper representing the 
county seat, and the cheapest daily in the state in price, and carries considerable 
telegraphic news…Semi-advertisement:  See our beautiful line of Christmas greeting 
cards.  Telephone #27J3 and ask us to show you the line.  Get your order in at once, so 
that you will not be disappointed in the rush.  The Estes Park Trail…The picture to be 
shown this Friday night is “Something to Think About” featuring Cecil B. DeMille, and 
is said to be a good one.  Friday night of next week, William Hart will appear in “Cradle 
of Courage”…Monday was the warmest day we have had in Estes Park since July, when 
the thermometer registered just the same as Monday, 81 degrees, and was probably the 
warmest day we have ever had in November…400,000 trout eggs arrived Wednesday for 
the fish hatchery.  This shipment fills the hatchery to capacity…Semi-advertisement:  
Subscribe to the Estes Park Trail and by happy all the winter through…Semi-
advertisement:  You can almost always buy as well at home, and when you do your 
money has an opportunity to get back to you…Semi-advertisement:  A want ad in the 
Estes Park Trail will probably find a buyer for that article you no longer need…Joe 
Francis who went to Denver some time ago to secure vocational training, has just been 
released from a hospital where he underwent an operation on the nose, in which three 
pieces of bone were removed.  The tonsils were also badly affected as a result of being 
gassed, and they were also removed. Mr. and Mrs. F.J. Francis left Wednesday morning 
for Denver, where they expect to eat Thanksgiving dinner with Joe…Semi-advertisement:  
We have a nice line of genuine hand-colored photo cards with Estes Park scenes, 
especially suitable for holiday greeting cards, also plain prints with holiday sentiments.  



Plain photo prints with sentiment and your name, 10 for $3, hand colored, 10 for $3.75, 
larger quantities at a reduction.  Mail orders given careful attention.  The Estes Park 
Trail…Mrs. R.C. Scott returned to her home in Estes Park Saturday following an 
operation for appendicitis at the Loveland hospital two weeks ago…The Macdonald store 
has a nicely arranged display window of the fixings necessary for the Thanksgiving 
feast…Semi-advertisement:  If you want a big bill of goods, try the merchant who 
advertises in the Estes Park Trail.  Give him a chance at the business.

25 November 1921 – Headline:  A Splendid Holiday Gift.  Some are already making use 
of the Estes Park Trail for gift purposes.  In what better way can you for an entire year 
remind friend or loved ones of your esteem, than to arrange that they may regularly 
receive the Estes Park Trail?  The young folks away at school would also greatly 
appreciate receiving the weekly visits of the newspaper.

25 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  All kinds of engraving at the Estes Park Trail 
office.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Headline:  Wood For Sale.  Stove wood at the mill, 
per cord $3.50, delivered $4.  Also fireplace wood.  Griffith, telephone #27-R2 

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Good eats for Thanksgiving and Thanksgiving for 
good eats.  Here are a few items to be found in our stock, which will contribute materials 
to the success of your dinner.  For additional suggestions, see our large window.  Fresh 
vegetables – Pascal celery, lettuce, hothouse tomatoes, cauliflower, Hubbard squash, 
parsley, young onions, radishes, carrots, parsnips, turnips, Spanish onions.  Other 
necessities – Santa Clara Dri-pak prunes, Cape Cod cranberries, Tokay grapes, emperor 
grapes, bananas, oranges, grapefruit, delicious apples, figs, dates, raisins, Diamond brand 
English walnuts, mixed nuts, jams, jellies, preserves, Sunshine wafers, plum pudding, fig 
pudding, Japan crab meat, ripe olives, Queen olives, stuffed olives, fruit salad.  To make 
the dinner complete, you will want salad dressing, sweet pickles, Heinz mince meat, 
maraschino cherries, Lee and Perins [sic, suggest Lea and Perrins] sauce, A-1 sauce, 
citron and orange peel, comb honey, grape juice, Virginia Dare wine – and a can of Chase 
and Sanborn’s Seal Brand coffee.  “The finest grown”.  Don’t leave it out! [Illustration:  
Photo-realistic drawing of a can of Chase and Sanborn Seal Brand coffee, the label of 
which resembles a can of Quaker State motor oil, the top of which appears to have an 
anchor symbol ringed by words, likely the product name, in front of and slightly 
obscuring a wicker basket placed at an angle, essentially a picnic basket, heaped with 
produce.  Items visible include a bunch of celery or beet tops, apples, a trio of carrots or 
peppers, perhaps a potato or two, and an intact whole turkey, head and neck flopped over 
the basket’s front corner, because nothing says Thanksgiving like “dead turkey head 
flopped over the front of a basket”.  The drawing is uncredited.]  And please remember, 
our prices are always a little lower.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business]  



25 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  A loyal bunch of fellows always mean 
progress.  Be loyal to your home merchant, the most of them will show their appreciation 
by making you good prices, and you’ll see our little community on the map twelve 
months in the year.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Loin steak, 
pound 35 cents.  Round steak 30 cents.  Shoulder steak 25 cents.  Boiling beef 12-1/2 
cents.  Pot roast 17-1/2 cents.  Rib roast 25 cents to 30 cents.  Lamb chops 35 cents.  
Lamb shoulder 25 cents.  Free automobile delivery.  Telephone #32.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Cleaning and pressing.  We solicit your cleaning 
and pressing business.  We send your work to a wholesale cleaner in Denver, and do the 
pressing ourselves.  We do this only when no one else in Estes Park is doing this line of 
work.  Satisfaction guaranteed.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

25 November 1921- Headline:  Watch Godfrey Window or Phone for Football Results.  
Colorado Aggies will meet the Nebraska University team Thanksgiving Day in Lincoln, 
Nebraska.  The Cornhuskers outweigh the Aggies 15 pounds per man, but we are sure the 
Colorado team will give a good account of themselves.  Other games to be played within 
the state Thanksgiving Day are Denver University and Colorado College at Colorado 
Springs, Boulder and the Miners at Denver, Gunnison High and Fort Collins High at Fort 
Collins, and probably Loveland High and Loveland American Legion at Loveland.  The 
Estes Park Trail will get the results of all these games and place them on display in 
Godfrey’s window.  The returns will be in at 5:30 p.m.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Thanksgiving.  Our pilgrim forefathers set aside 
one day each year for the solemn purpose of forgetting their hardships and giving thanks 
for their blessings.  That day of the year is again with us, and amid its problems this 
community, like the whole nation, is pausing to remember its blessings and give thanks.  
1921.  Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].

25 November 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson drove to Boulder by way of Loveland 
and Longmont Wednesday to bring Elton home for Thanksgiving…Mr. Noble, circulation 
manager of the Fort Collins Daily News, and Mr. Williams, owner of the Nedley 
apartments in Fort Collins, were in Estes Park Tuesday on business…Ed Andrews, 
Allison Chapman [sic, is this Alson Chapman?] and Charles Chapman have the contract 
for a nice 5-room cottage for H.B. Ober of Lawrence, Kansas, in Woodland Heights.  The 
cottage will have bath and glass-enclosed porch.

25 November 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Subhead:  Notice for publication.  
Publisher, Department of the Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  14 
October 1921.  Notice is hereby given that Henry Lynch, of post office box 363, Boulder, 



Colorado, who, on 20 September 1916, made homestead entry No. 023635, for the lots 2, 
3, and the east half of the southwest quarter of section 19, township 5 north, range 73 
west of the 6th principal meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year proof, 
to establish claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, United 
States Land Office, at Denver, Colorado, on 29 November 1921.  Claimant names as 
witnesses:  Cornelius H. Bond of Estes Park, Colorado, Sam Service of Estes Park, 
Colorado, William Cheney of Lyons, Colorado, and C.B. Hall of Lyons, Colorado.  
[signed] Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  28-6…Subhead:  Notice for publication.  
Publisher, Department of the Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  17 
November 1921.  Notice is hereby given that Carl B. Hartsell of Proctor, Colorado, who, 
on 18 August 1916, made homestead entry No. 023496, for the south half of the northeast 
quarter of section 33, township 5 north, range 73 west of the 6th principal meridian, has 
filed notice of intention to make three year proof, to establish claim to the land above 
described, before the register or receiver, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado, 
on 9 January 1921 [sic, suggest 9 January 1922].  Claimant names as witnesses:  L.E. 
Osborn, S.W. West, Dan Griffith, and Frank Adams, all of Estes Park, Colorado.  [signed] 
Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.

25 November 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit – use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale or trade – 
Nicely improved 160-acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in Larimer County, 
balance dry farmed, two miles from Fort Collins, city water in house, one mile from good 
school.  Will take small tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, 
balance terms at 7%.  Address RHC, care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – Furnished 
cottage inventory sheets.  Ten cents at Estes Park Trail office.  Telephone #27J3…For 
sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  
Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on the market, and will not last long at the price 
[sic, this classified advertisement first appeared in May 1921].  Address CC, care the 
Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour 
or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.

25 November 1921 – [Unstated column title and “byline”:  School News by “School 
Reporter”.]  Subhead:  Junior high news.  Mr. Russel W. James of Fort Collins, a graduate 
of the State Agricultural College, and well known to many residents of Estes Park, was 
elected to teach the newly organized ninth grade.  The boys of the school will particularly 
rejoice over the addition of Mr. James to the school faculty, as he is an all-round athlete, 
and expects to organize and coach whatever teams we have sufficient material to work 
with…Subhead:  General news.  Thanksgiving vacation cut the school week to two days 
only.  Most of the teachers are planning to spend at least a part of their vacation in Estes 
Park in order not to miss the many social events scheduled for the weekend.  Miss Stahl 



expects to be in Greeley, Miss Butler is planning to visit her sister in Denver, Mrs. Akin 
is going to Fort Collins, and Mr. Beck [the superintendent] is to spend the holidays with 
his folks in Denver.  Supplies and apparatus for the new chemistry laboratory arrived the 
end of last week.  Laboratory chemistry will start the week after Thanksgiving, with a 
class of 11 pupils.  The school was honored last week by a two-day visit from Miss 
Emma T. Wilkins, Larimer County superintendent of schools.  This was Miss Wilkins 
first opportunity to meet most of the teachers.  She visited many classes, gave some good 
constructive criticisms, and expressed herself as well pleased with the work accomplished 
thus far, and the plans of the work for the remainder of the year.  Miss Wilkins’ visit was 
very helpful to the school, and we all would be glad to have her visit us more often…
Subhead:  News from the art department.  A new class in arts and crafts for the boys of 
grades three to six was organized several weeks ago.  This class meets every Friday 
afternoon while the girls of the same grades are taking sewing under Miss Cook’s 
direction.  The handicraft work consists of scroll saw work with wood, stenciling, block 
printing, and clay modeling.  The boys have begun the work on toys for the toy sale, 
which is to be held before Christmas.  The class for special art work which is held every 
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday evening is being well attended.  The boys of the upper 
grades are particularly interested in the work, and are turning out some very clever 
drawings.  These show the promise of much better work after training and practice.  
Donald Wiest, Winslow Shepherd, Charles Bishop, and Harold Rush are all showing the 
industry and talent so necessary for successful drawing, and should derive much 
advantage from these special lessons.  The better work of the students of all grades will 
be displayed at an art exhibit which will be held for patrons and visitors some time in the 
spring.  A junior chorus for both boys and girls has been practicing now for some time.  
The members are very enthusiastic, and are fine little singers.  This glee club promises to 
be the leading musical group of the school.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”].

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge – Nash – Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Michelin tires and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Denatured alcohol for radiators $1 per gallon.  Estes Park Garage.  Telephone #166.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

25 November 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Prosperity prevails over the 
western slope today, as the result of the abundant fruit harvest, and the excellent prices 



which have been received throughout the entire marketing season.  Millions of dollars 
will come in to western Colorado from this year’s harvest, and while the country at large 
is experiencing dull times, this section is blessed with exceptional business conditions.  
Up to this time, there has been shipped a total of 7,516 carloads of fruit and vegetables, 
and with the apple shipments still heavy, it is estimated that the 10,000 mark will be 
reached before the harvest is completed…Inheritance tax collections of the state 
Inheritance Tax Department for the first 15 days of November were $25,351.28.  The 
largest single tax was from the estate of Sam S. Glauber of Denver.  The tax was 
$7.229.80 on gross value of estate estimated at $261,592.11.  The second largest tax of 
$4,867.30 was on the estimated gross value of $200,651.70 on the estate of Charles H. 
Wheeler of Weld County.  Thirty-two other taxes from 14 counties netted the remainder 
of the total.  In addition, 57 waivers brought $57 into the state coffers, six examination 
fees $80, and 11 $5 fees $55…Samuel Leck, an aged recluse, was found dead in his cabin 
at Cripple Creek as a result of a shot from his own gun, fixed as a trap over the door, and 
evidently intended for intruders, according to authorities.  The gun was placed over the 
door with a string from the trigger to the doorknob.  The weapon discharged when the 
door was opened.  Leck was called a man of mystery.  He has resided there 20 years 
without visible means of support.  Suicide is not suspected, as authorities believe he 
accidentally walked into the trap…The preliminary estimate of the apple crop of the state 
is 2,990,000 bushels, or about 428,000 bushels less than the crop of 1919, which was 
reported by the census bureau as 3,418,000 bushels.  The national crop declined slightly 
from 1 October 1921, and 1 November 1921 was figured at 102,000,000 bushels, 
compared with 244,022,000 bushels in 1920.  The commercial apple crop of the United 
States dropped from 19,766,000 barrels in October 1921 to 18,600,000 barrels on 1 
November 1921…John Phillips, 76 years old, shot himself to death in his store at Cañon 
City following an alleged fit of insanity, during which he beat his wife severely.  Mrs. 
Phillips returned from church, a quarrel arose, and Phillips started beating her.  She 
appealed to neighbors for help.  They succeeded in quieting Phillips, but later in the night 
he left the house and went to his store, where he shot himself in the right temple with a .
38-caliber revolver…Approximately 3000 acres of state lands will be sold at public 
auction to actual settlers or to persons who will improve them, on Wednesday, 7 
December 1921, by the state land board, register George Stephan announces.  The sale of 
the lands, which are located in Alamosa County, Crowley County, El Paso County, Logan 
County, Moffat County, Otero County, Pueblo County, Rio Grande County, and 
Washington County, will be held in the office of the land board at the state house…A 
crop of 10,872,000 bushels is the 1 November 1921 forecast for Colorado corn, according 
to the report just issued by the state federal crop reporting service, compared with the 
tentative estimate of 18,940,000 bushels last year, and 10,106,000 bushels of corn 
harvested in 1919 as reported by the federal census bureau.  The average yield this year is 
estimated at 12 bushels per acre, as compared with 20.7 bushels last year…Hog raisers of 
El Paso County met at Colorado Springs to discuss steps to present the spread of hog 
cholera, which has appeared in four herds in the vicinity of Tructon.  The disease, an 
infectional malady, is infectious [sic] and usually fatal.  Serum vaccination is regarded as 



a sure preventative, and will be used to avert an epidemic…The Farmers’ mill and grain 
elevator at Crag caught fire and was a total loss.  The building is just outside the city 
limits, and beyond reach of the water system.  The Cooperative Farmers’ Company, 
which owns the elevator, is one of the few successful companies of the kind in the state.  
The loss will be about $150,000 [this article, minus the final sentence, is repeated 
verbatim in the 2 December 1921 issue]…Mrs. Peter Johnson of Denver, Colorado, was 
shot and killed, and her husband seriously wounded, while riding in an automobile 40 
miles east of Yuma, Arizona.  William S. Estaver, 30 years old, who was riding with them 
when they were shot, was taken to jail and held in connection with the affair…Recent 
snows in eastern Colorado have virtually saved the fall crops of wheat and rye.  With no 
moisture since August 1921, when they were planted, it was feared these crops would be 
a total loss.  The snow extended east from Colorado Springs as far as Phillipsburg, 
Kansas, a distance of 345 miles…A bomb plot directed against Sophia of Greece, who is 
en route to Saloniki, Greece, was frustrated, according to a news dispatch from Vienna, 
Austria.  An inspector attached to the queen’s party was killed when the plot was 
discovered [this is international news, not Colorado news]…Despite the inclement 
weather, several thousand persons attended the ceremonies for the laying of the 
cornerstone of the new $1,000,000 cathedral of the Rocky Mountain Consistory No. 2, 
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite, at East 16th Avenue and Grant Street in Denver…
27,600 acres of rich lands in Moffat County, lying just northeast of Craig, Colorado, will 
be thrown open to homestead entry shortly after the first of the year, with present bona 
fide settlers given preferential rites…Forty thousand license number plates for use in 
Denver next year on automobiles of the passenger type have just been received by 
Secretary of State Milliken for distribution to owners 20 December 1921.  An additional 
20,000 plates which were received have been shipped to the county clerks of El Paso 
County, Pueblo County, and Weld County…The Arkansas Valley has this year 
experienced one of the most remarkable falls known.  The temperature has been above 
normal almost all of the time, and only one day since the middle of August 1921 has had 
any precipitation of moment.  Seed men state that the weather has favored their work so 
that the crop has been harvested in the best of conditions.  The sugar beet men report the 
same favorable autumn…Criminal cases in Denver increased 81% during 1921 over the 
average total number of prosecutions for each of the four preceding years.  The annual 
average of the years 1917 to 1920 was 1,325 cases filed by the district attorney’s office.  
In the fist nine months of 1921, 1,796 cases have been filed.  If the same proportion 
continues, the total for the year will be 2,396, an increase of 1,071 over the previous 
average…The Denver Country Club horse shoe and wild west exhibit at the stockyards 
stadium has been postponed from 26 November 1921 to 17 December 1921, it was 
announced by Frank Harris, who is in charge of the show…The Colorado Supreme Court 
issues a stay of execution in the case of M. Stoltz, Denver real estate man, convicted by a 
jury in the west side court a month ago on a charge of embezzlement.  Stolz’s attorney 
announced he would furnish bond for his client, who has been confined in the county jail 
since his conviction.  Stolz was found guilty of embezzling $300 from Mrs. J. Kennedy, 
who lives in the Golden road, near Denver…The meeting of farmers at Fort Collins 6 



December 1921 to 9 December 1921 will include representatives from all the local and 
state agricultural, horticultural, livestock, and housewives’ organizations, as well as nine 
delegates at large from the state, and one from each county.  Special fare-and-a-half rates 
have been granted by all railroads in the state to those who attend the congress.  The three 
days’ discussions will be confined to the problems of finance, transportation, and 
marketing…Three employers’ organizations have filed notices with the state industrial 
commission of proposed reductions in wages.  The Hidden Treasure mine at Ouray 
announced a proposed reduction in wages.  Electrical contractors of Pueblo propose to 
reduce wages from $8 to $7 for an eight-hour shift, beginning 11 December 1921.  
Andrew Daniel, secretary of the Denver Employing Photo-Engraves, which represents six 
firms, gave notice of a proposed change of the existing contract and working agreement 
with the local union on 2 January 1922.

25 November 1921 – Advertisment:  Announcement.  The undersigned, having taken 
over the business of the A.H. Buckley Plumbing and Heating Company, wishes to 
announce that he is splendidly equipped to give first-class service in plumbing, heating, 
and repairing.  Figure with us before starting that next job.  George R. Wyatt [a block 6 
business].

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Arrange now for next season’s reservations.  Charles 
Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s 
Livery [a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class 
equipment.  John Frank Grubb.

25 November 1921 – Column title:  Church Notes.  Subhead:  Presbyterian church.  Rev. 
B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 



a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both services.  Prayer meeting 
Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  6:30 p.m. [Sunday] – Christian Endeavor topic “Among 
the Immigrants”…Subhead:  Christian Endeavor bible readings (for next week).  Monday  
– Genesis chapter 11, verses 1-9.  Tuesday – Jeremiah chapter 22, verses 13-19.  
Wednesday – James chapter 4, verses 13-17.  Thursday.  II Samuel chapter 7, verses 1-10.  
Friday – Romans chapter 1, verses 8-13.  Saturday – Ephesians chapter 2, verse 10.  
Sunday – Matthew chapter 6, verses 7-15…Subhead:  Vesper service.  Vesper services 
will be held at the church Sunday afternoon at 4:00 p.m….Quote from Hafiz.  Subhead:  
Learn the true wisdom.  Learn, O student, the true wisdom.  See you bush aflame with 
roses, like the burning bush of Moses.  Listen, and thou shalt hear, if thy soul be not deaf, 
now from out it, soft and clear, speaks to thee the Lord Almighty…Quote from Acts 
chapter 4, verses 19.  Subhead:  A question of right.  But Peter and John answered and 
said unto them.  Whether it be right in the sight of God, to hearken unto you more than 
unto God, judge ye.  

25 November 1921 – Column title and subhead:  How to be healthy.  The crusade of the 
double barred cross.  Practical talks on disease prevention.  Prepared by the Colorado 
Tuberculosis Association.  (Practically every adult person is infected with tuberculosis.  
This infection need not be a source of danger.  To keep the latent infection from 
becoming disease, bodily resistance must be kept at its best.  This series of articles shows 
you how to keep healthy.)  Headline and byline:  No. 3.  Building Resistance by Professor 
Allen K. Krause, M.D., Johns Hopkins University Medical School, Baltimore, Maryland.  
Man is the only animal that habitually and unnecessarily uses his bodily functions to 
excess – in overwork, overplay, overexercise, overworry, in prolonged mental and 
emotional stress, in unnatural hours of activity without rest.  And being organized into 
communities, men herd together and thus establish continual contact with one another, 
and become unduly exposed to one another’s infections.  In most men’s bodies are little 
growths of tissue called tubercles, in which lie concealed the germs of tuberculosis.  
These tubercles form spherical walls around the germs, called tubercle bacilli, and thus 
imprison the germs.  As long as the wall is strong and unbroken, the germs cannot spread, 
they cause no illness and are no more to be feared than a common wart or a mole in the 
skin.  If the tissues around the tubercles function normally, these walls tend to remain 
strong, and so tight that few or no bacilli can make their way out of them and spread 
throughout the body.  But too prolonged activity of the body as a whole, or of the part in 
which may be the tubercles, will in general bring about conditions that favor the 
weakening of the tubercle wall and the emergence of bacilli.  We heal tuberculosis by rest 
– of a knee, or the lungs, of the whole body.  We become ill with tuberculosis by reason 
of overstrain.  Other diseases, especially those that cause inflammations and congestions 
in the lungs, whip up the physiological activities of the body and throw a strain upon the 
walls of tubercles.  So do certain bodily activities, like repeated and long-continued work 
without sleep, pregnancy, childbirth, dissipation, etc.  The point where activity becomes 
overstrain is an individual affair.  The miner, the broker, the farmer, the schoolteacher, 
might every one of them become fatigued by the other’s ordinary labor.  The phlegmatic 



and the irritable, the beefy and the wiry, respond very differently to the same stimulus, 
whether this be play, labor, exercise, or dissipation.  Every man’s point of fatigue is his 
own, registered in his own consciousness by sensations that all have experienced.  Every 
rational man knows when he is tired, or experience soon teaches him what will make him 
tired.  And no rational man should push himself beyond this point unless he must.  To 
reduce exposure to all infections to a minimum, and to balance one’s activities so there 
will always be a healthy surplus on the credit side of rest, nay, more, a good reserve to 
draw upon in time of need – this is building up resistance.  At 30, we built it a little 
differently than at 20, at 40, again differently than at 30, there is a different proportion of 
details, yet principles and details remain the same.  Food, clean air, adequate clothing, 
and decent hours of sleep conserve and promote health – the normal body.  But the 
normal machine was built for one man power, and a too persistent effort to squeeze out 
more will sooner or later mean an overheated boiler and outworn gears, rusted, 
roughened, and thinned out metal, and then – the collapse or the explosion.  Then may an 
insignificant tubercle become ablaze.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company [a block 5 business].  Daily passenger service to Longmont and Lyons.  Notice:  
In accordance with the present trend of business policies, we announced a general 
reduction in freight rates of approximately 20%, effective 1 November 1921.  Licensed 
operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any 
information.  Estes Park, Colorado.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens.  Drawing 
and writing books and the other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 
business].  Telephone #41.  

25 November 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail today.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Tires Down.  Goodyear makes big reduction while 
stock lasts on casings and tubes.  30 x 3 smooth tread $9.85.  30 x 3-1/2 non-skid $10.95.  



32 x 3-1/2 non-skid $19.15.  32 x 4 non-skid $25.45.  33 x 4 non-skid $26.80.  34x 4 non-
skid $27.35.  30 x 3-1/2 cord $18.  Hood covers are in order now – better see us today.  
Alcohol for radiators.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business], telephone #17-R2

25 November 1921 – Alexander finally went to Belgrade to be crowned king of Jugo-
Slavia [sic, later Yugoslavia], and found himself in the midst of difficulties immediately.  
The Serbs were pressing their invasion of Albania, in the hope of reaching Tirana, 
Albania, before the meeting of the League of Nations council in Paris, France, on 18 
November 1921, and the council of ambassadors ordered them to get outside the 
boundaries it had just decided on for Albania.  Premier Pachitch offered his resignation, 
but Alexander refused to accept it, indicating he was satisfied with the premier’s foreign 
policy, and the Serbian army continued its advance.  The Montenegrins, who never have 
consented to the merging of their national identity in the Jugo-Slav state, have joined 
forces with the Albanians, and the prospects for another Balkan war are excellent…Two 
governments have announced that they will not be bound by an agreements reached by 
the Washington, D.C., conference.  Neither is represented in that meeting.  First came 
defiance from Moscow, Russia, the Soviet rulers declaring they not only would not 
recognize the decisions of the conference, but would adopt all means to defeat them.  
next in this line of action was Dr. Sun Yat Sen’s southern China government.  Ma Soo, 
representative of Dr. Sun in American, departed from Washington, D.C., after announcing 
that the government of southern China would fight any plan for the settlement of China’s 
affairs that is accepted by the official Chinese delegation to the conference.  For the time 
being, the latter case may be the more important of the two, but the time will come when 
Russia’s power and interests in the Orient will have to be taken into account.  Tchitcherin, 
Soviet foreign minister, says Russia’s policies are now directed only by economic 
interests, and not by doctines, and Russia is welcoming vociferously every indication of 
the investment of foreign capital.  Premier Lenin is predicting that the chase for gold will 
lead to war between American and Japan or American and Great Britain in 1925 or 1928.  
The Soviet announced it had succeeded in suppressing the revolt in the Ukraine led by 
General Petlura, partly because the inhabitants of that region refused to aid the 
revolutionists.  But this was contradicted by later advices

25 November 1921 – A glare of automobile lights caused the death of William Hopkins, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Hopkins of Pueblo, when the automobile in which he and 
Marvin C. Woodward were driving to Pueblo from Colorado Springs ran into a small 
buggy driven by a prospector, who was on his way to Breckenridge, at a place three miles 
north of Pueblo.  Woodward was driving, but not injured.

25 November 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The State Fish and Game Commission will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 



information leading to the arrest and conviction of persons or person hunting, shooting, 
or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker, Colonel Charles P. 
O’Connor.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail, telephone #27J3.

25 November 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

2 December 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 34     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, December 2, 1921     Price 10 cents

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Dr. Wiest Shoots Time and Conventionalities and Upsets 
Accepted Theory of Builders.  Just because grandfather used an auger to make holes in 
boards when building, and because the brace and bit is the conventional and accepted 
method used by builders of today in boring holes in lumber, is no reason why these 
instruments should forever hold exclusively their field over every other instrument, 
according to Dr. Roy Wiest, who is building a fine apartment house on the hill in the 
village.  The forms for the foundation concrete were set, and then it became necessary to 
bore the holes for the tie wires.  The use of the usual auger bit would necessitate the 
taking of considerable time for this work.  Even the use of a power drill would take 
considerable time, and some care would also be necessary to see that the holes in the two 
walls of the form corresponded.  Dr. Wiest believes that time saved is money saved, so 
secured a rifle and proceeded to the work of shooting in the holes.  This method worked 
admirably, and within a few minutes, the work was completed and well done, according 
to the carpenters, and soon the forms were tied and ready for the running of the concrete.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Another Attempt to be Made to Climb Highest Mountain 
in the World.  Colonel Sir Francis E. Younghusband, president of the Royal Geographic 
Society of England, announced that Brigadier General Charles Bruce, who is well 
acquainted with the region, has accepted the leadership for next year of the expedition 
which will attempt to reach the summit of Mount Everest in the Himalayas, the highest 
peak in the world.  Mount Everest is over 29,000 feet high, and has never been scaled, 



due to natural difficulties and the hostility of the Tibetans.  The hostility of the natives, 
however, has been pretty well overcome, and the last English expedition succeeded in 
getting within a few thousand feet of the top, and think they have found a route that will 
make it possible to reach the summit.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  Two hotels open.  
Maximum temperature this week 45 degrees.  Minimum temperature this week 22 
degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature Thursday night 25 degrees [Fahrenheit].  
Precipitation last month 0.72 inches.  Report from the United States station at the fish 
hatchery.

2 December 1921 – Photograph:  Unbordered, 5 inch by 3 inch image of S-shaped, 
unpaved, heavily forested road in foreground with snow-covered Mount Meeker and 
Longs Peak in background.  Caption:  “Fish Creek Drive”.  The photograph is uncredited.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Artist Paid High Tribute by Art Magazine.  One 
of Estes Park’s most highly esteemed artists was highly spoken of in an extended article 
in the American Art Magazine for November 1921.  Along with the article were a number 
of pen drawings and woodblock cuts.  The artists is Dean Babcock, and it seems that the 
art critics of America are being most favorably impressed with his works, which are 
mostly in black and white.  Mr. Babcock has done some very creditable oil painting and 
watercolor paintings, but is specializing in the black and white drawings which are 
coming so much in to favor now with those who are lovers of art.  It is impossible to 
reproduce the article appearing in the art journal, much as we would like to, but we shall 
endeavor to select a few of the paragraphs that will give some idea of the regard in which 
Mr. Babcock’s work is held by the critics.  “In oil painting and watercolors he has done 
some eminently creditable work, but as time has passed, his interest in these two 
mediums has largely given place to occupation with pen-and-ink drawing and woodblock 
prints.  In these mediums, largely self-taught, Babcock has attained a remarkable 
proficiency, and found congenial avenues of expression.  First, then, concerning his 
decorative pen drawings, which are, of course, devoted to landscape themes.  The 
illustrations and incidental designs for “Songs of the Rockies”, a book of verse by 
Charles Edwin Hewes, would alone confirm his right to be ranked with our most 
distinguished men in this field.  Unhappily for the artist’s fame, the book was a privately 
printed one of small edition, and so known to but few.  This work has a technical 
maturity, with that incisiveness and assurance in drawing and design which the medium 
so preeminently demands.  Of like kind are Babcock’s bookplates.  There were originally 
taken up to meet the request of friends, but in time have come to be one of his chief 
occupations.  They offer added confirmation to the artist’s ability to see things in the 
large, and combine a few significant elements in a pleasing and striking way, all of which 
are, of course, prime requisites of the successful bookplate.  If it is true that all art is 



spiritual autobiography, we are not surprised then to find reflected in Babcock’s work the 
inclusiveness of scope and interest just suggested, but, as well, a basic sincerity and 
masterly handling of all he attempts.  One is impressed by an originality and authority of 
method on the one hand, and on the other a personal outlook matured yet charged with 
the unbounded vigor of youth, a freshness as of mountain winds, a flash and sparkle like 
that of woodland streams, and the virile poetry of the snowy peaks and timbered 
wilderness.”  The Estes Park Trail is more than pleased to state it has made arrangements 
to publish from week to week many of the drawings of Mr. Babcock that were used in 
“Songs of the Rockies”.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Ice Cream Cones Fell out of High Chair.  The one great 
lament of the kiddies for several years past has been the high price of ice cream cones.  
They were so high, the little fellows could seldom reach them, and the kiddies’ daily visit 
to the soda fountain ceased.  They now pass the refreshment parlors with sad eyes and 
silent lips.  The kiddies’ smiles are due to return, however, and they can at least play 
they’ve got the real thing.  Ice cream cones are now on sale in Estes Park for one cent.  
And they are filled to the brim, white and tempting – not with real ice cream, but with a 
fine tempting marshmallow cream that makes them a delicious confection, and causes the 
little fellows to stick their noses up in disdain at the real thing.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Fresh Meats Take a Tumble in Estes Park.  Mr. Boyd of 
Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business] informs us that he is going to make a further 
reduction in meat prices, with the hope that the consumption will warrant the cut.  Mr. 
Boyd is noted for the high quality of the meats he carries, and tells us that the quantity 
sold governs somewhat the necessary selling price as well as the quality.  Anyone can 
readily see that if a merchant’s sales increase from $25 to $100 per day, he can do 
business on a smaller margin, and Mr. Boyd tells us that if the community will stand 
behind him, he is going to give them the benefit of their loyalty.  We believe every 
consumer in the community will appreciate Mr. Boyd’s action, and will see that he gets 
all the business to be had.  We believe that the new prices announced on another page of 
the Estes Park Trail will not only keep all the meat trade at home, but that they will 
increase meat consumption.  Remember, this action of Mr. Boyd can only stand through 
the cooperation of every person in Estes Park [this is a bit of an overstatement].  Show 
your appreciation of his action by walking in today, and securing a prime cut that will 
make similar cuts of other markets shrivel up in comparison.

2 December 1921 – Beginning this week, the Estes Park Trail carries correspondence 
from the Allenspark region.  Allenspark properly belongs to Estes Park, and since their 
and Estes Park’s interests are identical, we feel that each should know the other better, 
and trust that through the medium of the Estes Park Trail this may be brought about.  
Allenspark joins the Rocky Mountain National Park on the east, and their Chamber of 
Commerce has just recently taken similar action to that of the Estes Park Chamber of 



Commerce and the Denver Civic and Commercial Association in endorsing the Rocky 
Mountain National Park transportation policy.

2 December 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above 
the Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months 
$1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate 35 cents per inch per issue.  Local 
reading notices 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 
of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

2 December 1921 – Poem and byline:  Deceptions by Henry H. Viestenz.  There are 
whirlpools in still-looking waters,/And danger in many a safe-looking stream;/There are 
traitors that go in sheep’s clothing,/And others who are not so true as they seem./There 
are pleasures some say are “quite harmless” –/Such ever has been the poor wine-bibber’s 
plea –/But the world is a stage of deceptions,/There’s danger wherever we happen to be./
There are germs in the clearest well-water,/And insect destroyers of fruit and of grain;/
There are wrongs and mistakes that do mischief/And cause us much trouble, much 
sorrow and pain;/But when things that are evil beset us,/Deceiving our eyes with a 
treacherous light,/There’s a way of outfacing such dangers:/Just take a brave stand and 
then fight a good fight.  Estes Park, Colorado.

2 December 1921 – Editorial comments:  The fellow who constantly fears someone may 
talk about him never sets the world on fire…If you would have the other fellow respect 
your opinion, you must be willing to grant the same respect to him…The fine new steel 
bridge is ready for use.  Wouldn’t it be fine if the road should be fixed up so one might 
make practical use of the bridge?

2 December 1921 – Editorial reprinted from the Berthoud Bulletin.  Headline:  Bully for 
Nicholson.  A very large majority of Senator Phipps’ constituents will deeply regret his 
vote on the “medical beer” bill in Congress.  We may frankly concede that Senator 
Phipps is sincere in the reasons which he gave for voting against the bill, but they are the 
same old arguments that have been advanced by the opponents of prohibition for the last 
25 years that “prohibition does not prohibit”, and the vast majority of the people of 
Colorado believe that prohibition does prohibit, and they propose to “show” Mr. Phipps.  
Of course, Sam D. Nicholson stood where he has always stood.  “If the people want 



prohibition I am for prohibition, and will do all in my power to enforce it,” and he voted 
against the “medical beer” bill without any apologies or explanation.  Good for Mr. 
Nicholson.

2 December 1921 – Editorial and byline:  How Appearance Counts by Raymond W. 
Horn.  Appearance means just as much to the newspaper as it does to the individual.  
Sometimes we meet a successful man who does not look the part, but he is the exception 
rather than the rule.  Go over the list of newspapers which you read, and nearly every one 
of these which you call the best are particularly attractive typographically.  A writer in the 
trade publication called “Circulation” hit this subject squarely, using as his theme “Good 
Makeup Sells Newspapers.”  He says the proper fulfillment of the task of the man who 
directs the typography and makeup of a newspaper in the composing room is of marked 
importance to its circulation.  His article deals mainly with the makeup on larger 
newspapers, and gives good pointers on front-page makeup, but his ideas are of value to 
any newspaperman.  A daily or weekly newspaper should be pleasing to the reader’s eye, 
and its contents should be readable.  By readable, I mean that it must have a clear print, 
good headlines, tasteful arrangement of advertisements and news as far as possible, and 
minimum of long or difficult jumps when an article breaks into another column.  
Something I occasionally find as I watch and try to correct the makeup of pages is that 
some stories are practically lost to the reader by being started at the foot of one column 
with only a few lines under the heading, and the remainder of the story in the next 
column.  Often, this can be avoided, and the head given more prominence, by a different 
arrangement.  A small amount of time devoted to improving the appearance of a 
newspaper, by the more tasteful arrangement of news and advertisements, is time well 
spent by any editor.  [Thus concludes one of the least relevant editorials, as far as 
intended versus actual audience, run in Volume I of the Estes Park Trail.] 

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Editorial Sifitings.  From “Index”:  If every man has his 
price, every woman has her figure…From “Chicago Daily News”:  Men are not 
necessarily big guns just because they are big bores…From “Edinburg [sic] Review”:  
One more thing this country needs is fewer fashion magazines and more cookbooks…
From “Stonewall News”:  The man who growls every day shows each day be 
indisputable evidence that he is leading a dog’s life…From “Lena Star”:  It is best to 
throw the mantle of charity over the mistakes of your neighbor.  You may need a circus 
tent to cover your own…From “Eufaula Journal”:  One man is told of who always carries 
a whisk broom with him to brush his clothes off when he gets up after taking a drink of 
hooch.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  The Devil’s Tower.  This peculiar freak of nature which 
has become one of Uncle Sam’s national monuments is located near Sundance in 
northeastern Wyoming.  It is a gigantic rock, 600 feet high, probably 60 feet in diameter 
at the top and a mile around at the base.  Rising sheer from the level plain, it is visible in 
some directions for almost a hundred miles.  Undoubtedly, this tower was useful to 



primitive races as well as to early pioneers as a landmark.  It is thought that during the 
subsequent Native American wars, members of the Sioux and Crow tribes directed their 
marches by the aid of fires and other signals flashed from the ever-visible tower.  As one 
approaches this mountainous rock, his amazement and awe increases, because it seems 
incredible that any force of nature could have carved this solitary monument.  To climb to 
the top would seem an impossibility, yet it is said that a number of years ago, a man and a 
woman accomplished this feat successfully.  Now that the war [World War I] is behind us 
and Uncle Sam has more time to devote to home matters, it seems not unlikely that he 
may deem it advisable to send an expedition to the top of his new possession, and cause a 
series of stairways to be constructed for accommodation and convenience of venturesome 
tourists bent on getting acquainted with their own country.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

2 December 1921 – Advertisment:  [Photograph:  Black-bordered, 2 inch by 5 inch image 
of the interior of the Grand Lake Lodge dining hall.  The distinctive central open 
fireplace is surrounded by single wooden chairs and clusters of wooden chairs on rugs, a 
wooden coat tree, and naked wooden beams and rafters.  If this truly is the dining hall, 
the paucity of tables of any reasonable size is worth noting.  Caption:  Spacious dining 
hall, Grand Lake Lodge.  The photograph is uncredited.]  Operated by Lewiston Hotels 
Company.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.

2 December 1921 – Column title:  Current Events.  With the final adoption of two 
measures of importance – the tax bill and the anti-medicinal beer bill – Congress wound 
up the business of the special session and adjourned Wednesday afternoon.  The senators 
and representatives will have about ten days’ vacation before the regular session meets.  
Enactment of the tax bill into law means the repeal of the transportation taxes and a 
considerable number of other miscellaneous taxes on 1 January 1922.  While the repeal of 
the excess profits tax and the changes in corporation income tax and individual surtax 
rates also become effective on that date, taxpayers will not get the benefit of the changes 
until they pay their taxes in the early part of 1923 on income of the calendar year 1922.  
The individual taxpayer will get the benefit of increased exemptions applying to 
dependents and to heads of families with moderate incomes on their taxes paid in 1922 
on 1921 income.  The chief features of the new law are substitution of a 12-1/2% flat 



corporation income tax for the excess profits tax and the present normal tax of 10%, 
retention of present normal taxes on individual incomes, but a decrease in surtax rates, 
the new maximum being 50% instead of 65%, repeal of a number of miscellaneous taxes, 
and imposition of some new manufacturers’ taxes…E. Mont Reily, governor of Puerto 
Rico, arrived in New York the other day, and almost immediately afterward, Senor 
Cordova-Davila, resident commissioner from the island in Washington, D.C., received 
cabled instructions from San Juan, Puerto Rico to request President Harding to remove 
the governor from office for injudicious and indiscreet actions.  Among the specific 
charges against Reily are:  He publicly declared himself leader of the insular Republican 
party and the “friend of the Socialist party”.  Annulled the “moral power” of judges by 
announcing they would be removed if a decision was rendered “considered by the 
governor unjust”.  Pardoned criminals “to please Socialist leaders” and these criminals 
immediately committed new crimes.  “Directed or permitted” police to break up 
reception organized to greet Antonio Baroelo, president of the senate, and leader of the 
Unionist party, “later promoting the police officer who broke up the demonstration.”  
Appointed three departmental heads “opposed to the spirit of the organic act and to the 
laws of Puerto Rico” on recommendation of “corporations whose directors reside outside 
Puerto Rico”…Diplomatic relations between the United States and Germany were 
resumed last week by exchange of ambassadorial calls in Paris, France, and by the arrival 
in Washington, D.C., of Baron Edmund von Thermann as charge d’affaires to prepare the 
embassy for the coming of an ambassador.  He is fitting up the building with furnishings 
plain and inexpensive enough to suit the most democratic, having brought most of them 
from Berlin, Germany.  Any extravagance would be inconsistent with the poverty pleas of 
the German government, which is now seeking foreign credits to enable it to pay the 
reparations and customs installments due the allies early next year.  The riots and strikes 
in Berlin, Germany, due to high prices of food and the low value of the mark, are 
spreading to many other parts of the country, and the government is said to be in fear of 
monarchists and communist uprisings.  A general strike is threatened unless those 
arrested in the riots are released…In Belfast, Ireland, too, there has been serious rioting, 
resulting in the death of a dozen or more persons and the looting of many stores.  The 
clashes, judging from the cabled reports, seem to have been instigated by the Orangemen.  
Bombs were used freely and with deadly effect, and the military was unable to stop the 
sniping of the Sinn Fein and Ulster factions.  The speaker of Dail Eireann, Eoin 
MacNeill, accuses the British government of organizing “the most horrible of all the 
kinds of war in Ireland – a war as fanatical as the religious wars of the 17th century.”  
The Irish delegates met with the British cabinet members on Wednesday, but what 
progress they made was not made public…And yet more rioting – this time in Bombay, 
India.  The arrival there of the Prince of Wales was the signal for the outbreak, and for 
four days there was a wild time in the Indian city.  A score of persons were killed, 
hundreds wounded, and many fires started.  In the Malabar district, the British have been 
making some progress against the rebels.  Several hundred Moplahs [a Muslim group] 
were killed in two engagements.



2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Special Sale.  Ladies’ suits, coats, and dresses.  We 
are closing out the remaining stock at a great sacrifice.  We want you to benefit by these 
bargains.  We are also closing out sweaters, middies, hose, etc., to make room for the 
prettiest and best stock of holiday goods ever shown in Estes Park.  Come often.  Dugald 
Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business]  “The store that gives you service.”

2 December 1921 – Sixty thousand dollars is now available to assist Colorado State 
Treasurer Arthur Strong in re-establishing the credit of the state, which has been stamping 
all warrants “no funds”.  The state land board, through register George Stephan, and the 
state industrial commission, through commissioner Hilts and commissioner Reilly, put 
$30,000 each at the disposal of treasurer Strong to purchase interest-bearing salary 
warrants of state employees and warrants issued to cover their traveling expenses.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Clatworthys.  415 17th Street, Denver.  We have just 
opened a Denver branch at the above number, and will be glad to see our Estes Park 
friends at any time.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Johnson Garage [a block 6 business].  Storage.  
Accessories, repairing, Goodrich tires.  Gas, oil, Ford parts.  George W. Johnson, 
proprietor.

2 December 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Bryan Service spent the 
Thanksgiving vacation at Home.  Bryan is taking the veterinary course at the Agricultural 
College at Fort Collins…The American Legion oyster supper and dance was a 
pronounced success and the treasurer wears a happy smile…Cornelius H. Bond spent 
several days the first of the week in Denver on business…Estes Park’s candidate in the 
Fort Collins Daily News automobile contest, George R. Patterson, is forging right to the 
front in his campaign and by the end of the week will be well toward the top of the list of 
contestants.  The people of Estes Park are lending their hearty support to him, and we 
fully expect to see him bring home one of the prizes…Semi-advertisement:  Kodak 
finishing at Francis [a block 6 business].  Prompt service…We are pleased this week to 
call your attention to the large advertisement of Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Mr. 
Boyd is entitled to your trade, and we trust every person in Estes Park will prove their 
willingness to meet him halfway.  Prices have been pared to the bone, and can only 
remain where they are if accorded liberal patronage.  We are acquainted with the 
wholesale price on prime stuff such as carried at the Boyd Market, and know the retail 
prices to be down to bedrock.  You can’t buy the kind of stuff at Boyd’s that would better 
grace the sole of your shoe than your meat platter…Semi-advertisement:  Overshoes at 
Godfreys [a block 5 business]…The holiday shopping season is at hand, and most of our 
local merchants are arranging for a fine showing of practical gifts.  There will be toys, 
too.  Let your motto this Christmas season by “Try the home merchant first”…John Baird 
and wife, proprietors of the Park Store [sic, formerly the William Tenbrook Parke Store], 
were up from Denver for a few days the first of the week…Mary E. Fogg left Thursday 



afternoon to visit a few days with friends in Lyons before she goes to Boulder to visit her 
sister…Semi-advertisement:  You will find the merchant who is a steady advertiser, and 
who advertises as though he wanted your business, is willing to help you get the most out 
of your money…Alice Grubb, who is a senior at Longmont High School, spent 
Thanksgiving with her parents in Estes Park…Elton D. Johnson returned to Boulder 
Sunday, where he will resume his studies at the university, after spending several days 
with home folks…Semi-advertisement:  Want a really classy individual holiday greeting 
card?  Telephone the Estes Park Trail to show you the beautiful line of samples.  Do it 
now and avoid the rush.  Telephone #27J3…Glen Baird and family returned the first of 
the week from several weeks spent in Arizona and Mexico [This information will be 
repeated in another section of this same issue, and indicates they went into both New 
Mexico and Old Mexico].  Glen says he was glad to get back to civilization, and caps the 
climax with “never again” [which is amusing, because he returned to Arizona and New 
Mexico almost every winter, and went into Old Mexico not infrequently]…The picture 
show given by the Ladies Aid Tuesday evening at the schoolhouse was most liberally 
attended.  The picture was splendid, and the pumpkin pie and trimmings better…
Tonight’s picture will be “The Cradle of Courage” and is said to be a high-class 
production.  Next week’s picture will be “The City Sparrow” featuring Ethel Clayton…
Semi-advertisement:  It costs the local merchant the same to do $10 worth of business per 
day as it does to do $100 per day.  The more he sells, the cheaper can he sell it…Joe 
Francis left the first of the week for Michigan, where he will probably spend the most of 
the winter…Mr. and Mrs. O.P. Low left Sunday for an extended visit in the Great Plains 
states.  Their first stop will be Superior, Nebraska, from there they will go to Republic, 
Kansas, and then to Tarkio, Missouri, for a visit with Mrs. Low’s mother…William 
Simms and John C. Simms [who was convicted of statutory rape in 1917 and sentenced 
to one to two years in the state penitentiary] returned last week from a couple of weeks 
spent on their farm near Denver, where they were gathering the season’s corn crop…Joe 
Ryan and wife spent the first of the week in Allenspark on business connected with the 
Forest Service…Rocky Mountain National Park Superintendent Toll was up several days 
the first of the week from Denver…Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe to the Estes Park 
Trail, and be happy all the winter through…Mrs. Hattie Fuller of Berthoud visited her 
brother S.M. Hurd and family from Wednesday until Sunday…Charles P. O’Conor [sic, 
suggest O’Connor] and wife of Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, spent Thanksgiving at the 
home of Mrs. O’Conor’s [sic, again, suggest O’Connor’s] parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. 
Crocker.  Mr. O’Conor [sic, suggest O’Connor] is an engineer, and left the first of the 
week to superintend the bringing in of a new oil well in Texas…Mr. and Mrs. W.H. 
Berkley took Thanksgiving dinner with Charles Pierce and family of Loveland.  Mr. 
Pierce is wire chief for the telephone company at Loveland…Semi-advertisement:  You 
can almost always buy as well at home, and when you do, your money has an opportunity 
to get back to you…Miss Helen Mapps, local telephone operator, attended the annual 
Fireman’s Ball at Loveland Thanksgiving evening…John Preston, who is attending the 
State Agricultural Collage at Fort Collins, spent the Thanksgiving season at home, and 
had as his guest Burke Waddell, also an Aggie student…Sidney J. Hirsch, auditor for the 



Lewiston Hotels Company, returned Saturday from Denver, where he spent ten days…
Semi-advertisement:  A want ad in the Estes Park Trail will probably find a buyer for that 
article you no longer need…Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hondius had as Thanksgiving guests C.F. 
Bache and family and Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey…Reathel Wailes, Roy Cobble, and Floyd 
Preston of Loveland, and Helen Mapps of Estes Park were guests Sunday of Mrs. 
William Noel at Happy Hollow in the canyon…Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Denby Lewis 
spent the Thanksgiving season in Denver…Mrs. Harry Cornelius Preston was called to 
Oberlin, Kansas, a week ago last Saturday by the death of her father, William Redman.  
Mr. Redman would have been 91 years old on 18 January 1922.  He was well known in 
Loveland, but has been a resident of Oberlin, Kansas for the past 30 years…The old 
water main running up the hill from Prospect Inn [a block 1 business] is being replaced 
by a larger one…The local merchants are getting in nice lines of practical gifts for the 
holiday season, and we trust our readers will encourage their efforts by looking over their 
line of goods…Mrs. Claude Erwin Verry has been confined to the house by an attack of 
tonsillitis…Mrs. Abner E. Sprague was in bed for several days suffering from an attack of 
la grippe…Semi-advertisement:  A loyal bunch of fellows always mean progress.  Be 
loyal to your home merchant, the most of them will show their appreciation by making 
you good prices, and you’ll see our little community on the map 12 months in the year…
Fred Kroeger made a business trip to Estes Park one day last week…John L. Wallace of 
Fort Collins was a business visitor in the village one day last week…The K.P. Girls Club 
will meet at the Bond cottage on Riverview Drive on the regular meeting night of this 
week…Miss Della Butler entertained last week at a card party at the National Park Hotel.  
Those present were Miss Beulah Hix, Miss Lois Griffith, Miss Florence Bond, Miss May 
Bond, Miss Elsie Johnson, Miss Della Butler, Mr. Frank Bond, Mr. Charles F. Hix, Mr. 
John Preston, Mr. Burke Waddell, Mr. James Manning, and Mr. Fred Noble…G.V. Croft 
and wife left Sunday for Denver, where they will spend the next few months…Mr. and 
Mrs. Alfred Lamborn left Thursday for Denver, where Mr. Lamborn will attend the 21st 
annual convention of the Rocky Mountain Hotel Men’s Association, of which he was 
president for three years.  The meeting will also be attended by Claude Erwin Verry and 
Augustus Denby Lewis of the Lewiston Hotels Company, and Gordon Mace and Charles 
Mace of Baldpate Inn…O.V. Webb and wife were entertained at the home of Cyril 
Williams for Sunday dinner.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  A Splendid Holiday Gift.  Some are already making use of 
the Estes Park Trail for gift purposes.  In what better way can you for an entire year 
remind friend or loved ones of your esteem than to arrange that they may regularly 
receive the Estes Park Trail?  The young folks away at school would also greatly 
appreciate receiving the weekly visits of the newspaper.

2 December 1921 – Classified advertisement:  Wood For Sale.  Stove wood at the mill, 
per cord $3.50, delivered $4.  Also fireplace wood.  [Albin] Griffith, telephone #27-R2.



2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Less than three weeks to Christmas.  Don’t wait until 
the last moment – start your Christmas buying now.  Here’s a chance to secure a splendid 
gift at less than half value.  We purchased form the Daniel and Fisher Stores Company 
(who are going out of the wholesale business) a lot of 10 dozen ladies handbags, 
pocketbooks, and traveling cases, which we offer at 1/2 to 1/3 their real value.  One lot of 
ladies real sheep leather pocketbooks, worth $1.50, at 75 cents each.  One lot ladies fine 
grade real seal leather pocketbooks and handbags, actual value $2.50 to $4.  Your choice 
at $1.25 each.  Two dozen ladies waterproof traveling cases, worth $1.50, at 75 cents 
each.  Felt slippers.  We are now showing a very attractive holiday line of colored felt 
slippers for men, women, and children at exceptionally low prices.  Don’t fail to see 
them.  Christmas candy.  A fine variety of strictly pure candies at a low price, 35 cents per 
pound.  Consult our stock before you make your Christmas selections, you may find just 
what you want.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business]

2 December 1921 – Column title:  Allenspark Items.  The Allenspark Commercial 
Association held its regular meeting on Tuesday evening, 22 November 1921.  And at this 
meeting, the association unanimously adopted resolutions protesting against the waged 
fight that is being made against the transportation system of the Rocky Mountain 
National Park [i.e., the Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company]…Allenspark 
was well represented at the football game in Longmont on Thanksgiving Day.  The 
following attended:  Mr. and Mrs. George Hart, Mr. and Mrs. William Morgan, Mr. and 
Mrs. O.H. Andrew, and Mr. and Mrs. N.E. Miller…A number of joy seekers from 
Allenspark attended the old time dance at Lyons Thanksgiving night…Andy Hansen now 
occupies his new home, which he erected recently in the Park…Contracts for the erection 
of 21 cottages and summer homes has been secured for Allenspark and vicinity…William 
Morgan has recently purchased a choice hotel site in Allenspark, and contemplates the 
erection of a large, modern hotel…These items help us to conceive the idea that 
Allenspark has a bright future…N.E. Miller, secretary of the Allenspark Commercial 
Association, has been instructed by the association to attend a meeting and luncheon of 
the Boulder Commercial Association at Hotel Boulderado in Boulder Tuesday evening, 
29 November 1921.  This is an open meeting, held for the purpose of organizing a 
Glacier Region Association…The Allenspark Fish and Game Protective Association will 
hold their annual meeting Tuesday evening, 6 December 1921.  At this meeting, officers 
for the coming year will be elected…The above association has received about 100,000 
trout frys, which were placed in retaining ponds and beaver dams in and around 
Allenspark.  These trout will go into the large streams next year.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Smashed meat prices in Estes Park.  We are going to 
make lower meat prices to the people of Estes Park and vicinity, and if the trade merits, 
we will be enabled to maintain these prices through the winter season.  You know the 
quality of meats we handle, and we know that, quality considered, you can’t beat these 
prices anywhere.  Beef steaks, according to cut, 20 cents to 35 cents.  Pot roasts 17 cents 
and 20 cents.  Rib roast 25 cents.  Boiling meat 10 cents.  Pork chops 25 cents.  Pork 



shoulder 20 cents.  Pork hams 30 cents.  Veal cuts and chops 30 cents.  Veal shoulder 20 
cents.  Veal stew 15 cents.  Lamb chops 30 cents.  Lamb leg 25 cents.  Lamb shoulder 20 
cents.  Lamb stew 8 cents.  Bacon, Holly 35 cents.  Bacon, Mayflower 45 cents and 55 
cents.  Hams, whole 35 cents.  It will pay you to investigate our grocery prices, too.  
Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].

2 December 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Subhead:  Notice for publication.  
Publisher Department of the Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  17 
November 1921.  Notice is hereby given that Carl B. Hartsell, of Proctor, Colorado, who, 
on 18 August 1816, made homestead entry No. 023496, for the south half of the northeast 
quarter of section 33, township 5 north, range 73 west of the 6th principal meridian, has 
filed notice of intention to make three year proof, to establish claim to the land above 
described, before the register or receiver, U.S. Land Office at Denver, Colorado, on 9 
January 1922.  Claimant names as witnesses:  L. Estes Osborn, S.W. West, Dan Griffith, 
and Frank Adams, all of Estes Park, Colorado.  Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  33-6.

2 December 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – Fat hens 
25 cents per pound dressed.  Donald MacGregor…For sale or trade – Nicely improved 
160 acre farm, 40 acres under one of best ditches in county, balance dry farmed, two 
miles from Fort Colllins, city water in house, one mile from good school.  Will take small 
tract or cottage in Estes Park and $3000 cash as first payment, balance terms at 7%.  
Address R.H.C., care Estes Park Trail.  19tf…For sale – 120 acres, splendidly situated for 
cottage sites.  Gravity water system installed.  Plenty of shade.  This has just been put on 
the market [sic, this classified advertisement had been running since May 1921], and will 
not last long at the price.  Address CC, care the Estes Park Trail.  tf…Subhead:  For rent.  
For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”].

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge, Nash, Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin tires and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Denatured alcohol for radiators $1 gallon.  Estes Park Garage, telephone #166.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 



specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says [Illustration:  Simple pen and ink 
sketch of the balding, portly, self-satisfied character “U.B. Thrifty”, posed essentially in 
full face and full body cut off just below the waist, although slightly turned towards right 
profile (his right ear is visible, his left ear is not), smoking a cigar angling out of the left 
corner of his tight-lipped, but widely smiling mouth, and wearing a vertically striped 
jacket, a white or light-colored, slightly rumpled, four-button vest, dark bow tie, and 
pinstriped pants.  The smoke from his cigar rises into a curlicue resembling a very 
elaborate question mark, his right hand, except for the thumb, is tucked into his right 
pants pocket, and his left hand clutches a single piece of paper about chest level.  The 
copyright icon © and the number 14 are in the lower right corner of the frame, indicating 
this is the 14th installment in this series.  The cartoon is uncredited.] The fellow born 
with a silver spoon in his mouth sometimes cuts his eye-teeth on a pewter one – and the 
bank account born with a silver dollar cuts its eye-teeth on 4% interest here.  This bank, 
the home for savers since 1908 – welcomes your “silver dollar” start, but urges that your 
best interests lie in keeping your account growing.  Start – and grow – with us.  The Estes 
Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is appreciated.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

2 December 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  No only is there a steady 
increase in the number of farms being operated in Colorado from year to year, but 
evidently there is also an increase each year in the average number of acres under 
cultivation for each farm.  Reports of county assessors to the state immigration 
department show that the average number of acres under cultivation per farm in the state 
this year was 102.5, compared with 101.99 last year and 100.67 acres in 1919.  County 
assessors reported 52,245 farms being operated in the state in 1921, compared with 
49,117 last year, and 47,887 in 1919.  The actual number of farms in the state is 
considerably above the numbers here given, the census having reported 59,934 farms on 
1 January 1920.  The number, however, includes a great many farms on which no land is 
being cultivated, but which are being used only for pasture purposes.  It is estimated that 
there are not fewer than 55,000 farms in the state on which land is actually being 
cultivated each year.  The increase in cultivated acreage per farm, as shown by assessors’ 
reports, is due chiefly to a gradual increase in the acreage of winter wheat being grown 
on eastern Colorado farms.  In 1921, there was an average of 26.95 acres of winter wheat 
reported for each farm in the state, compared with 20.20 acres per farm reported for 1919.  
Nearly all other crops show slight decreases in acreage reported per farm in 1921 as 
compared with 1919…A larger percentage of the acreage in cultivation in 1921 was 
devoted to wheat than to any other crop, approximately 1/3 the cultivated area being 
devoted to winter and spring wheat combined.  Corn ranks second in this respect, with 



19.59%, and alfalfa third, with 11.92%.  The following percentages of the cultivated area 
are devoted to other leading crops:  Oats 5.13%, barley 4.48%, rye 2.37%, sorghums 
6.06%, sugar beets 3.10%.  In many eastern Colorado counties, more than 40% of the 
cultivated acreage is devoted to wheat, the largest production being reported for Phillips 
County, which shows 59.25% of its cultivated area devoted to wheat.  Nine counties in 
this section of the state have more than 40% each of their cultivated areas assigned to 
wheat…Harry H. French, forest supervisor of the Holy Cross forest, with headquarters at 
Glenwood Springs, has been transferred to the Uncompahgre National Forest, with 
headquarters at Delta, Colorado.  He goes to the Uncompahgre Forest with 16 years 
experience as a forest officer, having been appointed forest guard on the Holy Cross 
National Forest in November 1905, and supervisor of the same forest a year later, which 
position he has held up to this present time.  The Uncompahgre is indeed fortunate to 
secure a man of such training and ability to fill the place left vacant by Supervisor Jeffers, 
who resigned to become head of the forestry school at Ames, Iowa…Federal Judge Lewis 
ordered the sale of the airplane seized last June when Eddie Brooks, its driver [sic], was 
arrested on the charge of transporting liquor in it from Canada to Colorado.  The court 
denied the petition of the Nebraska Airplane Corporation, which claimed to be the 
innocent owner of the airplane, for an order restoring it to the concern’s possession.  
Counsel for the Nebraska company gave notice that an appeal would be taken…
Candidates for the position of postmaster of Denver must have their applications in the 
hands of the Civil Service Commission at Washington, D.C., on or before 20 December 
1921, according to an announcement made by John G. Teicher, district secretary of the 
commission.  The examinations will not be held until some time in January 1922…Mrs. 
Celeste Hicks, 83 years old, a pioneer of Upper Bear Creek, and widow of the late Daniel 
Hicks, who made the Hicks Ranch famous to sportsmen and tourists, is dead at 
Morrison…Illness caused by overwork is thought by friends and faculty associates to 
have led Miss Evan Baum to take her life in the chemistry building of the University of 
Colorado at Boulder.  No notes or any other explanation for the suicide have been found.  
Her father came from Salina, Kansas…The War Finance Corporation announced 56 
government loans, amounting to $2,073,000, for agricultural and livestock purposes.  
Among the loans were Wyoming $436,000, Iowa $429,000, Nebraska $95,000, Oregon 
$23,000, Colorado $41,000, Montana $232,000, and Kansas $43,000…A charred body, 
identified by the authorities as that of James Williams, 77 years old, African American, 
veteran of the Civil War, and a member of the Grand Army of the Republic, was found by  
firemen who responded to an alarm at the aged man’s home at Pueblo.  The cause of the 
fire, which did $500 damage, is unknown…The Farmers’ mill and grain elevator at Craig 
caught fire, and was a total loss.  The building is just outside the city limits, and beyond 
reach of the water system.  The Cooperative Farmers’ Company, which owns the elevator, 
is one of the few successful companies of the kind in the state…Alve L. Richey, an 
experienced forest officer, has been appointed supervisor on the Holy Cross Forest.  He 
was appointed forest ranger on the Hayden National Forest 1 June 1911, served in the 
same position on the Routt, and became supervisor of the Arapahoe in March 1920.  
Besides his preliminary education, he was two years a student at the University of 



Colorado.  This, with his 10-1/2 years’ experience in forestry work, has well fitted him 
for the position as supervisor of the Holy Cross National Forest…Mrs. Hilda Walters, 
schoolteacher at Griffith, near Durango, who was struck by a motorcycle and hurled 30 
feet, is dead from the injuries sustained.  She is survived by four small children…
Authorities have identified as Raymond Keogh, 20 years old, the youth who was found 
unconscious in the business section in Pueblo, suffering from severe head injuries.  His 
condition is reported as serious.  How he was injured remains a mystery…Approval of 57 
advances for agricultural and livestock purposes aggregating $2,505,000 has been 
announced by the War Finance Corporation.  The include Nebraska $221,000, Montana 
$217,000, Colorado $540,000, South Dakota $222,000, and Iowa $691,000…Direct 
information has been filed against John Book in connection with the death of 2-year-old 
Loraine Segar at Rush, Colorado.  A coroner’s jury held Book responsible for the baby’s 
death.  Book is said to have beaten and choked the baby, left in his care by its mother, a 
Nevada teacher…A woman about 30 years old, who came to Colorado Springs from Los 
Angeles, California, and registered as Sophia Graven, committed suicide by drowning 
herself in the lake at the Broadmoor Hotel.  A note found in the woman’s handbag stated 
that she was suffering from tuberculosis, and that she decided to end her suffering by 
drowning…Ed Wagner, a rancher near Sunnyside, 20 miles south of Durango, was shot 
and killed instantly by Luke Busser, 55 years old.  Meager information obtained on the 
shooting reported that the two revived an old racial quarrel.  Wagner was of German 
parentage.  Busser is a native of Alsace-Lorraine.  They had argued in times past on the 
question of governmental control of Alsace-Lorraine…Frank Fortuna, held in the 
Huerfano County jail at Walsenburg on a charge of burglary, escaped by digging a hole 
through the ceiling over the roof and dropping to the ground.  Fortuna was arrested 
following the robbery of the store of the Huerfano Trading Company at Camp Shumway.  
A shotgun, cigarettes, and a quantity of stamps were taken.  The store also is the camp 
post office.

2 December 1921 – Quotation by H. Monsell.  Subhead:  Christ’s blessing.  From Heaven 
Christ sends down a blessing.  He communicates His nature to us, and so we learn how 
we are to live, and how we are to let Him live in us, and we see somewhat of what we 
might be if we had faith, and hope, and love, to bear the weight of the glory.

2 December 1921 – Subhead:  Where love reigns.  “The best way to cultivate love in you 
heart is to enthrone Jesus there – for He is love, and, where He is, love reigns.”

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  That’s my business.  Plumbing, heating, tinning.  
Figure with us before starting that next job.  George R. Wyatt [a block 6 business].

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.



2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is maid to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Arrange now for next season’s reservations.  Charles 
Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business], telephone #15.

2 December 1921 – For saddle horses telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a block 4 
business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John 
Frank Grubb.

2 December 1921 – Column title:  Church Notes.  Subhead:  Presbyterian church.  Rev. 
B.C. Montgomery, pastor.  Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 
a.m.  Sunday evening worship 7:30 p.m.  Special music at both services.  Prayer meeting 
Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  6:30 p.m. – Christian Endeavor topic – Thy will be 
done with my plans.  Subhead:  Christian Endeavor Daily Bible Readings.  (For next 
week)  Monday – Matthew chapter 14, verses 22-33.  Tuesday – Jeremiah chapter 31 
chapter 31-34.  Wednesday – John chapter 10, verses 22-30.  Thursday – James 1-21 [sic, 
the book of James has only five chapters, and only chapters 1 and 2 have more than 20 
verses.  So this may be James chapter 1, verses 1-21, or, less likely, James chapter 2, 
verses 1-21, or some other portion of the book of James].  Friday – Daniel chapter 6, 
verses 1-11.  Saturday – I Corinthians chapter 16, verse 10-18.  Sunday – Luke chapter 9, 
verses 57-62…The Ladies’ Aid will meet Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. 
Allison [sic, is this Mrs. Alson?] Chapman at 2:30 p.m….The Westminster Guild wishes 
to thank those who made is possible for the Dollar Social to be such a success…A 
splendid prayer meeting was held Wednesday evening, and will hereafter be a regular 
feature on the church calendar….Subhead:  Notice, young people.  The Christian 
Endeavor meeting will be held at 6:30 p.m. Sunday evening as heretofore, just preceding 
the evening service.

2 December 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Milton Clauser returned to Estes Park last week after an 
absence of about three weeks.  Most of their time was spent in the southern part of the 
state.  During their absence, they acquired a fine enclosed Franklin car…J.J. Manford left 
Wednesday for Boulder, after spending a few days there he will go to Patriot, Indiana, to 
visit relatives…Glen D. Baird and wife returned to Estes Park Friday after a month’s trip 
through the states of New Mexico and Arizona, and through Old Mexico [this has already 



been mentioned on another page of the same issue]…Dick Wilson and wife are visiting 
with his brother-in-law, L.M. Stith and family…The Estes Park Music and Study Club 
held their regular meeting Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Fred Payne Clatworthy.  
The topic was French music, and the meeting was led by Miss Lois Griffith.  The opera 
Sampson and Delilah by Saint-Saens, and the opera Faust by Gounod, were studied, and 
several selections from them were enjoyed.  The club had as its guest Miss Cranker of 
Longmont, who gave several selections from the operas under discussion, and from 
several other French composers…Mrs. Fred Payne Clatworthy is driving a new Ford 
sedan…Frank Service started this week construction on a new four-room modern cottage 
adjoining the one in which he lives on the hill…The mail service from the north the past 
week evidently is badly “shot.”  Several of our exchanges for last week have never 
arrived, and the Loveland newspaper and Fort Collins newspaper have missed three days 
during the past week…Mrs. J.J. Duncan and Sam Stockton were business visitors in the 
valley a few days this week…Arthur K. Holmes was a business visitor in Denver 
Wednesday…Fred Payne Clatworthy will lecture tonight before the Colorado Mountain 
Club in the auditorium of the Woman’s Club building [presumably, this is in Denver, not 
in Estes Park].  His subject, which will be illustrated with autochrome slides, is “The 
Painted Desert”…Semi-advertisement:  The merchants who advertise in the Estes Park 
Trail this week really want your business.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company 
[a block 5 business].  Daily passenger service to Longmont and Lyons.  Notice:  In 
accordance with the present trend of business policies, we announce a general reduction 
in freight rates of approximately 20%, effective 1 November 1921.  Licensed operators 
for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Wants Union Pacific Tours Through Loveland.  According 
to the Loveland newspapers, there is a chance to get the two weekly Union Pacific tour 
trains to run direct to Loveland instead of going to Denver and then taking the buses to 
Estes Park.  The plan is to run the special trains over the Sugar Road from Eaton to 
Loveland, and thence to Estes Park by buses.  The Loveland Civic Association has 
appointed a committee to work to this end.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  More Snow in Estes Park.  Thursday night, six inches of 
snow, and wet at that, fell, which adds materially to the prospect for the farmers’ water 
supply next summer.  During November 1921, there was a snowfall of 22 inches, 
containing 0.72 inches of water.  This compares with the same month last year as follows:  
Snow 9 inches, precipitation 0.39 inches.  The maximum temperature in November 1920 
was 45 degrees [Fahrenheit], minimum 0 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Maximum November 
1921 was 81 degrees [Fahrenheit], minimum 0 degrees [Fahrenheit].  On 18 November 
1921 was the warmest day we have had in Estes Park since 30 July 1921, when the 
thermometer at that time stood at 81 degrees [Fahrenheit].



2 December 1921 – Quotation from Ecclesiastes chapter 4, verse 6.  Subhead:  A handful 
with quietness.  Better is a handful with quietness, than both the hands full with travail 
and vexation of spirit…Quotation by Rev. Andrew Murray.  Subhead:  Meet each other.  
Who can measure the difference between the great sun and that little blade of grass?  Yet 
the grass has all the sun it can need or hold.  In waiting on God, his greatness and your 
littleness suit and meet each other most wonderfully…Quotation from Psalms chapter 95, 
verses 6 and 7.  Subhead:  A Sabbath thought.  O come, let us worship and bow down, let 
us kneel before the Lord our maker.  For He is our God, and we are the people of his 
pasture.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottage for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  School supplies.  We have a good supply of the 
necessary things the children will need for school.  Pencils, tablets, ink, pens, drawing 
and writing books, and the other necessities.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 
business], telephone #41.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Weasel as Pet a Genuine Curiosity.  It is so thoroughly 
instilled into the bones of human beings to kill a weasel on first sight that one would 
hardly think of making pets of them, but at the Estes Park fish hatchery is a weasel that 
has been associating with human beings since his early babyhood days.  Superintendent 
[Gaylord Harper] Thomson one day last summer missed 13 chickens, and shortly after 
discovered in his woodpile the marauder, a full-grown female weasel.  The weasel was 
shot while trying to make her escape with three little weasels.  A box was handy, and Mr. 
Thomson quickly made the little ones captive.  The little weasels were kept, and proved 
to be of great interest to visitors to the hatchery.  When about half grown, the two larger 
weasels killed the smaller, leaving a pair.  It was thought the pair would live in peace, and 
so were left together, but one morning recently Mr. Thomson discovered the smaller of 
the pair had been killed by the other.  Now that the winter weather is approaching, the 
brown coat of the remaining weasel, which belongs to the ermine family, is turning to a 
pretty white, except the tip of his tail, which remains a jet black.  Mr. Thomson handles 
the weasel freely, but considers it the part of wisdom to do so with heavy leather gloves 
on his hands.  He finds the creatures very interesting, and believes that they are not as 



destructive as usually considered, and that they do considerable real service to farmers by 
destroying rodents and other pests.

2 December 1921 – The Northern Colorado Poultry Show will be held in Fort Collins 
beginning next Monday, and continuing until Saturday evening.  This show is an annual 
affair, and is becoming very popular.  The corn and potato show will be held in 
connection this year.

2 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  All sizes and kinds of overshoes at Godfrey’s [a 
block 5 business]

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Tires Down.  Goodyear makes big reduction while 
stock lasts on casings and tubes.  30 x 3 smooth tread $9.85.  30 x 3-1/2 non-skid $10.95.  
32 x 3-1/2 non-skid $19.15, 32 x 4 non-skid $25.45, 33 x 4 non-skid $26.80, 34 x 4 non-
skid $27.35, 30 x 3-1/2 cord $18.  Hood covers are in order now – better see us today.  
Alcohol for radiators.  Repairing, storage, accessories.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 
business].  Telephone #17-R2.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Many Farms have City Electricity.  Already, many farms 
have electricity delivered to them by the central station plants, and within a very short 
time, it is to be expected that the rural districts will have the same efficient and modern 
service as is possible in the thickly-populated cities.  The same plants that serve the cities 
now furnish service to the smaller communities and to the farms.  One company alone 
may serve hundred of communities from its central station energy-producing plants.  That 
is why the rendering of service is now regulated by the state, rather than by individual 
localities.  It is nowadays possible for farmer and rancher to enjoy the comfort of electric 
current, even though he may live in a secluded spot miles from the nearest power station.  
The simplicity and efficiency of the modern farm power plant, as well as the price, has 
made it possible for every rancher to have his own plant and enjoy the lights of his city 
cousins and every other city electric convenience by the simple turning of a switch.  Estes 
Park has one of the finest power plants in the west, and in addition to this, there are a 
number of individual plants, many of them being driven by water power, and others by 
gasoline or kerosene engines.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees of 
the town of Estes Park held Monday, 14 November 1921.  Monarch Engineering 
Company $1790.  Monarch Engineering Company $1000.  Stanley Power Department 
$37.50.  Elmer D. Lindley $3.  Julius Foss Schwartz 75 cents.  Harry Lee $36.75.  Walker 
Lee $87.50.  Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company $6.65.  George W. 
Johnson $325.60.  Walker Lee $77.25.  Estes Park Trail $6.52.  James H. Boyd $3.35.  
[signed] Charles F. Hix, town clerk.



2 December 1921 – The Estes Park Trail would be pleased to receive stories of the 
pioneer days in Estes Park, and also stories of the attractions within Estes Park.  If you 
have anything you think would be of general interest, we shall be glad to hear from 
you…Bryan Service, Ted Service, and Helen Service went to Longmont Thursday 
afternoon to see the Longmont-Colorado Springs football game and attend the dance at 
Mead, Colorado.  They returned Friday, accompanied by Miss Georgia Munson.

2 December 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their property. [signed] Frank W. Crocker, Colonel Charles P. 
O’Connor.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz, telephone #48.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right, and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail, telephone #27J3.

2 December 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietor.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  Best 
of home cooking.  Rates reasonable, telephone #26.

9 December 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 35     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, December 9, 1921     Price 10 cents

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Mountain Club Sees Autochrome Slides of Rocky 
Mountains, Artist Speaks.  Mr. Fred Payne Clatworthy will give an autochrome lecture at 
the schoolhouse Saturday night on the Painted Desert and California, for the benefit of 
the Woman’s Club library fund.  An admission fee of 25 cents will be charged.  The 
majestic wonders of the Painted Desert, the Rocky Mountain National Park, Estes Park, 
and the Grand Canyon were depicted and illustrated by autochrome slides by Mr. 
Clatworthy, who delivered a lecture at the regular meeting of the Colorado Mountain 
Club Friday night in the auditorium of the Woman’s Club building in Denver.  In spite of 
the snow and cold, the place was filled to capacity, says the Denver News.  The 



autochromes are masterpieces of color and composition, and showed Mr. Clatworthy to 
be an artist of unusual ability.  He spoke briefly on the adventures that befell Major John 
Powell, the first man known to make the perilous trip through the Grand Canyon.  The 
remarkable thing about his accomplishment was the fact that he had but one arm, the 
speaker said.  Less than 50 men have made the trip in the last 100 years, Mr. Clatworthy 
said.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Bert Preston Goes to Puerto Rico.  Bert Preston [Bert 
Brinkley in 16 December 1921 article] arrived in Estes Park Tuesday evening from 
Sheridan, Wyoming, where he is connected with the Holly Sugar Company as a chemist.  
He will sail from New York 31 December 1921 on the steamer San Lorenzo for Fajardo, 
Puerto Rico, where he is being sent to assist in the sugar mills there during the winter.  
Mr. Preston drove through from Sheridan, and says the roads in the northern part of 
Wyoming are in bad shape.  There is considerable snow and the wind is drifting it so 
badly that it was hard to tell where the road was in some places.  Wyoming is also 
suffering from a much lower temperature than we have here in Estes Park.  Bert reports 
Glen Preston and wife now have a nice little bungalow [presumably in Wyoming?], and 
that Glen has been promoted to warehouse foreman.

9 December 1921 – Maye Crutcher was a visitor in Estes Park Sunday.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  Two hotels open.  
Maximum temperature this week 45 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature this 
week 22 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature Thursday night 25 degrees 
[Fahrenheit].  Precipitation last month 0.72 inches.  Report from the United States station 
at the fish hatchery.  [This report is identical to the report appearing in the 2 December 
1921 Estes Park Trail, which I suppose is possible, although the minimum and maximum 
temperature identity is suspicious.]

9 December 1921 – Illustration:  Hand drawn sketch of mountain stream and tall pines by 
Dean Babcock.  Caption:  “Pen Drawing by Dean Babcock from “Songs of the Rockies” 
courtesy Edgerton-Palmer Press”

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Poet Soon to Bring out New Edition of Poems.  
Charles Edwin Hewes, who might properly be termed the poet laureate of the Rocky 
Mountains, author of “Songs of the Rockies” published seven years ago, is to bring out a 
new edition of the book about 25 January 1922.  The first edition contained 128 pages, 
and the several thousand copies were soon sold.  The book found its way into Harvard 
and Yale, and he who found himself the owner of the volume considered himself 
fortunate.  The book takes the very breath of nature as found in the Rocky Mountains into 
the library of the fortunate owner.  It is also a classic as a poetical work and uplifting to 



the reader.  The Estes Park Trail has received inquiries from some of the largest 
wholesale booksellers of New York City, but the edition being exhausted, we were unable 
to supply their demands.  It is a pleasure to us to know that a new edition is soon due 
from the press, and we are sure thousands who have desired the book will welcome the 
news that it will soon be out.  Already advance subscriptions are pouring in, and another 
printing may be necessary before the ink is dry on the present edition.  The new volume 
will be handsomely bound in purple and gold, and will contain about 300 pages 
embellished with 50 original drawings by Dean Babcock, who is the subject of much 
favorable comment among the art magazines at the present time.  The new edition of the 
“Songs of the Rockies” will be a remarkable work, unique, original, monumental – there 
is nothing like it in all literature.  Devoted almost exclusively to that region which the 
nation has reserved as a great national park and proclaimed as most sublimely 
representative of the Rocky Mountains, both the poet and the artist have combined in 
creating a volume which carries the very spirit and atmosphere of the mountains to the 
most distant city dweller.  In its pages, the game – footed, winged, and finned, the great 
peaks, streams, forests, lakes – all the voices of the wilderness, in fact, speak with 
expressions eloquent of beautiful verse and sketch.  Many of its subjects are 
supplemented with interesting prose notes descriptive of their more prosaic features.  As a 
home book, presenting native scenes, almost as revelations in many instances even to the 
oldest inhabitant, it is indispensable.  As a gift book designed to convey to a distant 
reader art’s finest expression of the Rocky Mountain region, it is unequaled.  As a 
souvenir of the Estes Park and Rocky Mountain National Park country, to be prized as a 
beautiful memento by those who have visited its scenes and to interest and attract the 
multitudes of people who have not as yet visited the region, it is unsurpassed.  The Estes 
Park Trail has obtained the agency for the book from the Edgerton-Palmer press.  The 
advance subscription is $2 per copy.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Poachers Arouse the Membership of Estes Park Fish and 
Game Association to Promise Drastic Action against Further Violations.  The taking of 
several deer and mountain sheep recently east of the village has thoroughly aroused the 
Estes Park Fish and Game Association to promise drastic action against further violations 
of the game laws.  The association held a largely attended meeting Monday night, at 
which it was universally decided it was high time to see that game law violators were 
brought to justice, regardless of who he or they might be.  Some have suggested that 
outside people were guilty of slipping into Estes Park and making away with a deer 
occasionally, and while this may be true, it seemed to be the prevailing opinion that other 
violators are not located that far away.  In fact, there is a strong possibility that 
developments in the next few days may make it advisable for certain violators to come 
through with a confession and save the possibility of being given the limit in county court  
under a conviction.  The law provides a fine of $100 to $500 and six months in the 
county jail for the killing of a deer.  In addition to this, the state offers a reward, which 
has been duplicated by private citizens and now again duplicated by action of the game 
association.  These are also supplemented by an additional reward by the Elks Lodge in 



the killing of an elk, making the total reward for the evidence leading to the conviction of 
the killing of an elk of $350.  In the case of deer, sheep, or pheasants, the reward would 
be slightly less.  The association pledged their individual membership to hereafter report 
any suspicious actions or circumstances at once to the proper authorities.  This action 
makes in fact a game warden of each of the 62 members, and pledges its active and moral 
support to the authorities.  The resolution covering this action is published herewith:  
Whereas violations of the game laws within the Estes Park region have been called to the 
attention of the Estes Park Fish and Game Association.  Therefore, be it resolved that the 
Estes Park Fish and Game Association go on record as pledging themselves individually 
and collectively to report immediately the hunting and killing of protected game within 
the Estes Park region.  And further be it resolved that any suspicious circumstances, such 
as the carrying of high power rifles, will be investigated by the association.  Several 
members of the association have already signified their willingness to turn such rewards 
for the capture of poachers as they might receive into the treasury of the association and 
thus assist it in its work of not only protecting the game within Estes Park and Rocky 
Mountain National Park, but of restocking the streams with trout ready for the fisherman.  
The secretary was also instructed to post the entire Estes Park and canyon leading to 
Estes Park with notices of the rewards offered by the state, private citizens, and the 
association.  From the determination evident at the meeting Monday night, there is a 
strong possibility of someone’s pocketbook suddenly becoming fatter or of the necessity 
of the treasurer writing a receipt for several hundred dollars.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Will Collect Nearly $50,000 in Taxes from Estes Park 
Next Year.  The assessed valuation of the Estes Park region for the next year is 
$2,126,210, which will yield for all purposes in taxes $46,547.23.  Of this sum the town 
of Estes Park will receive $5724, and the school district will receive $14,131.05.  A net 
balance will be paid in to the state school fund of $92,203.87, all of which will be used to 
assist other districts in the state to pay the salaries of their teachers.  There are 46 school 
districts that have made reports to the county superintendent of schools of their tax levy 
for school purposes next year.  Of these, 24 will have a tax levy equal to or greater than 
ours, and 22 have a tax levy less than five mills.  Estes Park will contribute to the Larimer 
County roads fund $5,704.55.  

9 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Glad to receive your news items.

9 December 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey, in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above 
Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months 
$1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate – 35 cents per inch per issue.  Local 



reading notices 10 cents per printed line per issue, black face type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charge for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 
of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter, 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  The Estes Park Trail’s Policy toward “School Notes”.  
Possibly the reader can imagine how dumbfounded we were when we ran into the rumor 
Tuesday that the Estes Park Trail was refusing to print “School Notes”.  The Estes Park 
Trail has been printing more school notes than any other newspaper in northern Colorado 
that comes to our desk, and we do not doubt but that more than any newspaper in the 
state.  More than that, we have printed every contribution to that department that has been 
turned in, with the exception of one article that was strictly controversial in nature, and 
one that would have required that we open our columns with an equal amount of space to 
the other side of the controversy.  After submitting the article to persons who were in 
agreement with the contention of the article, it was agreed that it would be unwise to 
publish it at this time, in that it would likely add fuel to the flame, without the slightest 
possibility of settling the matter properly.  In handling “School Notes”, we have seldom 
exercised our editorial privilege, and when we did so, it was merely to cut out 
personalities and prevent offense.  We are prepared to prove this, for not one particle of 
the copy is destroyed in this office.  As soon as the rumor came to our attention, we went 
at once to the superintendent of the schools, and he gladly and in the proper spirit, we 
think, gave us the following statement for publication:  6 December 1921.  Mr. Arthur B. 
Harris, editor.  The Estes Park Trail.  Dear Mr. Harris:  Through an unfortunate 
misunderstanding on my part, a rumor has been started that the Estes Park Trail has not 
been giving proper support to the local school.  Since then, I have been shown my 
mistake in this matter, and wish to do my part toward rectifying it.  Knowing now the 
motives which prompted school notes being temporarily withheld from publication, I am 
confident that it is to the advantage of all concerned that you have done so.  I will be glad 
to have you publish this statement in the next issue of the Estes Park Trail.  [signed] Very 
sincerely yours, William L. Beck, superintendent.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Christmas hints.  For the ladies – Georgette waists 
and blouses, Phoenix jersey silk vests and bloomers, Cadet and Phoenix silk stockings, 
real Irish linen handkerchiefs, felt bedroom slippers, jersey silk petticoats, wool 
stockings, wool middies in red, green, and navy, breakfast caps, ivory toilet articles, 
playing cards in leather cases.  For the men – A selection of the finest line of knitted and 
fancy silk ties in Estes Park, best knit silk and silk lisle hose, traveling sets in leather 
cases, leather vests and sheep-lined coats, tweed caps, felt slippers, all wool heavyweight 
and jersey sweater coats.  For the boys and girls – Brownie Kodaks, Native American 
bows and arrows, pocketbooks, albums, stationery, watches, stockings, toys.  Gooch’s 
Ready-to-Wear Shop [a block 2 business]



9 December 1921 – Column title:  Allenspark Items.  Ranger and Mrs. Joe Ryan of Estes 
Park spent Monday and Tuesday in Allenspark.  Mr. Ryan was looking after the interests 
of the government…N.E. Miller and William Morgan attended an open meeting of the 
Boulder Commercial Association in Boulder Tuesday evening.  This meeting was held 
for the purpose of organizing a Colorado Glacier Recreation Association for Boulder 
County.  N.E. Miller, representing the Allenspark Commercial Association, spoke on 
“The Possibilities of Allenspark as a Tourist Resort.”  Miller was named a member of the 
board of directors for the new organization…Scott Vanatta and son made a business trip 
to Lyons Tuesday…Mr. and Mrs. Burns Will are spending a few weeks in Boulder…Mr. 
and Mrs. William Morgan and son spent Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. Andy Hansen…D.K. 
Daniels and family made a business trip to Longmont Monday…O.H. Andrew and family 
spent Tuesday evening with Mr. and Mrs. George Hart of Copeland Lake Lodge…
Allenspark Commercial Association met Tuesday evening, 6 December 1921.

9 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Don’t blame us for not having that item of 
news if you didn’t give it to us.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  That’s my business.  Plumbing, heating, tinning.  
Figure with us before starting that next job.  George R. Wyatt [a block 6 business].

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is made to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Arrange now for next season’s reservations.  Charles 
Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith, telephone #27-R2.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially trained saddle horses at all times, by day, 
week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah Robertson 
Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2, Estes Park.



9 December 1921 – Full-page advertisement:  [Holiday-related graphics and design fillips 
are scattered throughout this advertisement.]  For Christmas shoppers.  We offer the best 
and most practical gifts that we could obtain for this season.  Our prices are absolutely 
right.  Xmas [Christmas] boxes.  Suitable for ties, gloves, shirts, or any other article you 
may desire to give.  High-grade hosiery.  Silk socks with drop stitch and clox [sic] for 
men.  Fancy wool hose for men and women.  Never in the history of our business have 
we felt so grateful for the support of the Estes Park people as the present.  We have 
secured as good merchandise as we do for the tourists, and have made the prices as low 
as we could, considering the high quality of our goods.  Quality neckwear.  Knotted four-
in-hands, black and colors.  Silk four-in-hands in college stripes.  Bows, and in fact all 
the newest creations at prices that are right.  Vanity Fair underwear.  This line that is 
advertised in all the leading magazines is just what the most fastidious ladies desire.  
Vests, bloomers, step-in chemise, etc., are always appreciated as gifts.  Tom Wye 
sweaters.  The famous Tom Wye stitch gives the garment a sort of homespun quality.  The 
make an ideal gift for men.  Handkerchiefs for everyone.  Plain and fancy handkerchiefs 
for men, women, and children – no danger of giving too many handkerchiefs, they can 
always be used.  Gloves for men.  We have the Chippewa glove which we believe to be 
one of the best on the market.  A splendid gift.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 
business].  “The store that gives you service”

9 December 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Santa Claus has established 
headquarters in Estes Park this year and will be pleased to have you give the home 
merchant every consideration…According to Associated Press reports, William Allen 
White of Emporia, Kansas, a famous newspaper editor and well known in Estes Park, 
where the family have made their summer home for years, has been made editor of 
“Judge”. We extend to the publication and to the new editor congratulations.  While filled 
with jokes, “Judge” is no joke, nor it is a joke that the Estes Park Trail will find a place 
each week on Editor White’s desk as heretofore…Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Macdonald left 
Monday morning for Chicago, Illinois, and other eastern points.  Mr. Macdonald will 
purchase much new machinery for the laundry while in Chicago, Illinois, and then will go 
on to Washington, D.C., and points in Massachusetts and New Jersey, where they will 
visit with Mr. Macdonald’s sister, and with relatives of Mrs. Macdonald.  They expect to 
be away about a month…Fred Walker, who has been employed by Clatworthy’s studio, 
left last week for Black Canyon, Arizona, where he will spend the winter…
Announcements have been received in Estes Park stating that the daughter of Dr. and 
Mrs. John Timothy Stone of Chicago, Illinois, Elizabeth Parsons Stone, would be united 
in marriage with Mr. Colville Cameron Jackson on Tuesday evening, 12 December 1921, 
at the Fourth Presbyterian church in that city.  The many friends in Estes Park extend 
heartiest congratulations.  Mr. Jackson is also known to Estes Park residents, having been 
connected the past summer with the Rocky Mountain Boys Camp…Fred Payne 
Clatworthy and family spent Thanksgiving with Grandmother Clatworthy in Denver…
The local post office is still forging ahead of last year’s figures.  The report for business 
done during November shows a gain of $72.03 over same month last year…The 



schoolboys are planning a toy sale at Tallant’s next Saturday.  The toys were all made by 
the boys themselves [in an arts and crafts class, according to a follow-up article 16 
December 1921, which notes that the boys are grade-school children]…Mrs. W.H. 
Berkley has been suffering all week from an attack of bronchitis, and is confined to her 
bed…Semi-advertisement:  All sizes and kinds of overshoes at Godfrey’s [a block 5 
business]…Howard James and Mr. Rogers went to Denver for a few days’ visit on 
Monday…Semi-advertisement:  Kodak finishing at Francis [a block 6 business].  Prompt 
service.  Films for sale…All the new machinery for the power house has arrived, and will 
be placed in position as rapidly as possible…Dr. W.A. Kickland of Fort Collins, who has 
a nice cottage in Prospect Heights, has been quite ill at his home for some time, but is 
reported to be some better…Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Alexander of the Columbines have 
located in Denver for the winter…Rocky Mountain National Park chief ranger D.S. 
McDaniel, who was recently operated on for appendicitis, is able to be around again and 
was greeting his many friends Tuesday…Mrs. J.H. Roediger, Mrs. Arta Reithman, Alva 
Edmonds, Orlo Bird, Virginia Ann Roediger, and Graydon Benson, all of Fort Morgan, 
made up a weekend skating party at the Roediger cottage, Wah-Wah-Tay-See [sic, also 
spelled Wah-Wah-Taysee, and rarely, Way-Way-Tay-See] Lodge at Virginia Vale [sic, this 
is not Virginia Dale, it is a potentially self-invented place name for a particular property 
along Fall River Road]…Mr. and Mrs. F.J. Francis and Miss Ruple spent several days in 
Denver the first of the week…Mr. and Mrs. Julian Hayden [sic, is there a Mrs. Julian 
Hayden?] and Mrs. Albert Hayden left last week for California where they will spend the 
winter.  They were accompanied as far as Denver by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hayden, 
Jr….Semi-advertisement:  Overshoes at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…Mr. and Mrs. 
Chlanda and family of Longmont were dinner guests at the Service home on Sunday…
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carruthers made a business trip to Loveland Monday…H.A. Milne 
drove to Greeley Monday to look after farm interests…W.E. Graves was a Fort Collins 
visitor one day last week…Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hadley left Tuesday to spend the winter 
on the western coast…Ted and Helen Service drove to Loveland Tuesday to visit the 
dentist.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  E.D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

9 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  A Splendid Holiday Gift.  Some are 
already making use of the Estes Park Trail for gift purposes.  In what better way can you 
for an entire year remind friend or loved ones of your esteem, than to arrange that they 
may regularly receive the Estes Park Trail.  The young folks away at school would also 
greatly appreciate receiving the weekly visits of the newspaper.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.



9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Christmas suggestions.  Why not make your gift 
something useful and practical?  Too much money is wasted every year on gifts which 
have no real value to the recipient.  Why not give a handsome pair of blankets or a 
comforter?  We are showing a splendid assortment of both, and at prices greatly reduced.  
Sweaters make a good practical gift for men, women, and children.  We offer you a large 
selection at surprisingly low prices.  For men, we have shirts, underwear, sweaters, 
leather vests, sheep-lined vests, mackinaws, gloves, socks, handkerchiefs, neckties, etc.  
Golf socks would make an acceptable present.  We offer some fine ones at $1.35 and 
$2.50 per pair.  Men’s old-time, hand-knit, pure-wool hose will make a present sure to be 
appreciated.  Handkerchiefs.  Handkerchiefs are always acceptable, no one ever has too 
many.  Our showing of handkerchiefs for men, women, and children is large, and you will 
find prices much lower than last season.  You will receive full value for every dollar spent 
with us in any line.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business].

9 December 1921 – Photographic advertisement:  Black-bordered, rectangular 
documentary image of the interior of the Grand Lake Lodge, with scattered groupings of 
wooden tables and chairs, some on rugs, log pillars and beams, overhead lights, a wooden 
coat and hat rack, and a central open fireplace which would not pass a modern safety 
inspection.  Caption:  Spacious lobby, Grand Lake Lodge.  Operated by Lewiston Hotels 
Company.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Clatworthy’s [a block 3 business, as well as on] 415 
17th Street, Denver.  We have just opened a Denver branch at the above number, and will 
be glad to see our Estes Park friends at any time.

9 December 1921 – The high school dramatic club is planning a musical for Saturday 
evening of next week at the schoolhouse titled “Neighbors”.  There will be a small 
admission fee, which, we understand, will go towards an athletic fund.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commission will pay the 
following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk 4100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor…The Estes Park Fish and Game Association will pay the following 
rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of anyone killing game in the 
Estes Park region:  Elk $50, deer $50, mountain sheep $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] W.A. 
Gray, secretary.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Notice.  The regular county examination for teachers will 
be held at the court house on Thursday and Friday, 15 December 1921 and 16 December 



1921.  The examination for high school teachers’ certificates will be held on Saturday, 17 
December 1921.  Morning sessions 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.  Afternoon sessions 1:00 
p.m. to 5:00 p.m.  Signed Emma T. Wilkins, Superintendent of Larimer County Schools

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Smashed meat prices in Estes Park.  We are going to 
make lower meat prices to the people of Estes Park and vicinity, and if the trade merits it, 
we will be enabled to maintain these prices through the winter season.  You know the 
quality of meats we handle, and we know that quality considered, you can’t beat these 
prices anywhere.  Beef steaks, according to cut 20 cents to 35 cents [presumably per 
pound, as with all the subsequent prices, except where stated], pot roasts 17 cents and 20 
cents, rib roast 25 cents, boiling meat 10 cents, pork chops 25 cents, pork shoulder 20 
cents, pork hams 30 cents, veal cuts and chops 30 cents, veal shoulder 20 cents, veal stew 
15 cents, lamb chops 30 cents, lamb leg 25 cents, lamb shoulder 20 cents, lamb stew 8 
cents, bacon, Holly 35 cents, bacon, Mayflower 45 cents and 55 cents, hams, whole 35 
cents, sweet cider, extra fine, gallon 75 cents.  It will pay you to investigate our grocery 
prices, too.  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business]

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Annual Meeting.  The annual meeting of the 
stockholders of the Estes Park Bank will be held in the banking rooms on Tuesday, 10 
January 1921, at 10:00 a.m., for the purpose of electing directors for the ensuing year, 
and such other business as may properly come before the meeting.  Transfer books will 
be closed for ten days previous to said meeting.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, secretary.

9 December 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Notice for publication.  Publisher:  
Department of the Interior, U.S. Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  17 November 1921.  
Notice is hereby given that Carl B. Hartsell of Proctor, Colorado, who, on 18 August 
1916, made Homestead Entry No. 023496, for the south ½ of the northeast ¼ of section 
33, township 5 north, range 73 west of the 6th principal meridian, has filed notice of 
intention to make three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before 
the register or receiver, U.S. Land Office at Denver, Colorado, on 9 January 1922.  
Claimant names as witnesses:  L. Estes Osborn, Sankey W. West, Dan Griffith, and Frank 
Adams, all of Estes Park, Colorado.  [signed] Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  33-6.

9 December 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements:  Read 
them for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For Sale.  For sale – Fat hens 
25 cents per pound dressed.  Donald MacGregor…For sale – New Oliver typewriter, No. 
9.  Telephone #22, or address post office box 225.  35-3t…For sale – All kinds of 
wrapping paper, bags, and twine.  The Estes Park Trail…[Subhead:  Lost and Found.]  
Found – Exhaust pipe and cutoff valve for automobile.  Prove property and pay for 
advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail…Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Within five miles of 



Estes Park post office, on stream with some pine timber, for a permanent home, five acres 
or more, must be reasonable, for cash.  Address R.E.J., care of the Estes Park Trail.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”].

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge, Nash, Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Denatured alcohol for radiators $1 gallon.  Estes Park Garage, telephone #166.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says, “The fellow who plants his money 
in a glass jar never raises a large crop.”  [Cartoon illustration of nattily-dressed, portly, 
older gentleman wearing a boater hat and smoking a cigar, with wire-rimmed glasses and 
a bow-tie, holding an open booklet in his left hand which says “Bank Book” across the 
top of the pages.  His right hand rests on the counter, and the number 15 is just below 
some sheaves of paper on the counter, indicating this is the 15th installment in the series.]  
No, putting money in glass jars is fruitless work.  That’s why the Estes Park Bank calls 
your attention to a checking account, and the opportunity such an account affords for 
controlling, protecting, and keeping track of your every cent – in safety.  U.B. Thrifty at 
the [this is part of a logo of the same gentleman, now without a hat and posing full face.  
The remnants of his hair make him look something like Bozo the Clown, and his right 
arm and hand, the only limb drawn in, points downward.]  The [sic redundancy, the bank 
or the newspaper didn’t know how to correctly incorporate this logo into the 
advertisement] Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is 
appreciated.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order mans a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Efforts to Check Black Smallpox Unavailing.  The efforts 
of health officials in Denver have so far been unable to check the black smallpox now 
raging there, and there were four deaths there Thursday.  Long distance telephone advices 
Friday morning were that those who did not find themselves compelled to make trips to 
the capital city at this time should remain at home.  Those who must make the trip should 
by all means be vaccinated before doing so.  A fresh supply of vaccine has just been 
received in Estes Park.  The disease has broken out in some of the other valley towns, but 



so far as we have learned, it is of a lighter nature than in Denver.  With hospital facilities 
30 miles away, it behooves us in Estes Park to be careful.

9 December 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lowery Reed went to Fort Collins Sunday, 
where they will spend the week.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Presents for your friends [framed with holiday-
themed curlicues and holly berries].  Mr. and Mrs. Christmas Shoppers:  Step down to the 
Electric Shop, and let us show you the prettiest and most useful lot of presents that can be 
bought.  They can be used every day in the year.  In giving any of these, you can be 
assured the gift will be appreciated.  Nothing so beautiful, useful, nor reasonable before 
shown in Estes Park.  Let us suggest a beautiful coffee urn, loving cup type, with tray, 
sugar, and creamer, an ornament to any dining room or table.  We also have urns alone, 
percolators, grills, toasters, the kind that will suit you, the flip-flop kind.  Ovenettes for 
your grill, it bakes and roasts.  Curling irons and curling iron heaters, electric irons large 
and small, warming pads for beds these cold nights and for the sick room, better than the 
hot water bottle, and will not burn.  Here is something extra fine, the Westinghouse 
aluminum waffle iron, automatically opens and closes ay lifting the handle.  Put on a 
little batter, pull down the handle, and you have three waffles cooked on both sides alike 
in no time, no grease, no smoke.  Nothing better.  In buying electrical appliances to sell to 
our friends and patrons, we have selected the best for the money.  [Illustration of Thor 
washing machine, a curved metal drum on a four-legged stand, with the Thor logo in 
cursive on the side and the “water line” mark below, an electric motor on the bottom, and 
a wringer on the right side.]  Then, Mr. Husband, how about a washing machine for the 
wife?  The most practical and useful gift you can buy for the wife that does her own 
work.  We have the Thor, a revolving cylinder-type machine.  After more than 50 years of 
continuous experimenting, all large and successful laundries are still using this type.  
Why, because no other way has ever been found to wash with power as good.  The Thor 
will last the average family a lifetime.  We will demonstrate it against any machine on the 
market.  They are made to wash clothes clean and not to wear them out.  Next to the 
washing machine is the electric sewing machine.  We have the Free Westinghouse.  A 
combination of two of the best articles ever made in their line.  The old Will C. Free 
sewing machine and a Westinghouse motor can’t be beat.  The Royal vacuum cleaner and 
vibrators are the best made in their line.  The vibrator is just the thing for that tire feeling, 
backache, and headache.  Come in and see our line.  Glad to demonstrate any of the 
above at any time.  Our prices are right – either at or below Denver prices for same 
goods.  The Electric Shop.  V.D. Hurrel and W.E. Baldridge.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Rev. Montgomery Resigns to Re-enter Evangelistic Work.  
The many friends of Rev. B.C. Montgomery regret his action in resigning the pastorate of 
the local church.  The resignation was received Sunday, and by request acted upon at the 
meeting of the church Wednesday evening.  He is now in a series of meetings at 
Berthoud, and expects to reenter that line of work.  Rev. Montgomery has had a host of 



friends here who felt that he was peculiarly fitted for this field, and who wish him well in 
the new line of endeavor.  This closes the third pastorate of the local church begun last 
spring.  His estimable family will reside at their home in Boulder.  Arrangements for all 
the usual regular church services have been made, and it is hoped the members will 
support by their attendance all the services until another pastor may be secured.

9 December 1921 – Franklin Low from Loveland was calling on friends in Estes Park 
Wednesday.  Franklin Low has been employed at the Johnson Garage the last three 
seasons…F. Brandt of Loveland was an Estes Park visitor on Wednesday…A branch of 
the Colorado Mountain Club was organized at Fort Collins Monday night, with 27 charter 
members…Of the 900,000 fish eggs recently received at the fish hatchery, 104,000 were 
found not to be fertilized.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business], telephone #15.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:   For saddle horses telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery 
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

9 December 1921 – Column title:  Church Notes.  Subhead:  Presbyterian church.  
Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 
7:30 p.m.  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m.  6:30 p.m. [Sunday] Christian 
Endeavor topic:  “Thy will be done with my plans.”  J.A. Shepherd will preach at the 
morning service, and F.I. Waters at the evening service.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  Address Wanted.  Will K.S. Smith of Denver kindly 
communicate with the Estes Park Trail, giving address to which mail may be delivered?

9 December 1921 – Column title:  Real Estate Transfers.  Fred F. Carruthers to Jessie R. 
Green, $1000, part of lot 2, section 5-4-73.

9 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Make this an electrical Christmas.  Read the 
Electric Shop advertisement in this issue…L.C. Freyermuth, a hotel keeper at Fort 
Collins, was convicted for selling liquor, and fined $300 and costs, and given six months 
in which to think it over while a guest of the county jailer…Semi-advertisement:  The 
advertisements in this week’s Estes Park Trail tell you where to do your Christmas 
shopping – be sure to read them before laying the newspaper aside…Mr. and Mrs. F.J. 
Francis were in Denver the first of the week…Walter Baldridge and Mr. Hurrel made a 
business trip to Denver the first of the week, to secure a fine line of electrical goods for 
the holiday trade…Semi-advertisement:  Don’t forget that the Estes Park Trail will 
always appreciate your giving us those items of news…Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hondius 



entertained Saturday evening in their home at cards.  The guest list included Miss Daily 
Cooke, Miss Nell Ashby, Miss Elsie Johnson, Miss Florence Bond, Miss May Bond, Miss 
Della Butler, Miss Bertha Cranker, Miss Mary Stahl, Mr. Frank Bond, Mr. John Sherman, 
Mr. Thomas Manning, Mr. Howard James, Mr. Russell James, Mr. Donald Eaton, Mr. 
William L. Beck, and Mr. Charles F. Hix…Mrs. O.V. Webb made a business trip to 
Longmont Thursday, returning the same day…The Estes Park Trail editor and family 
[Arthur B. Harris and family] were this week the recipients of two fine pieces of fresh 
meat that will keep the wolf from the door for at least a week.  The gift came from the 
Griffiths, who are butchering hogs and cattle, and selling in chunks at about wholesale 
prices…A fine baby girl was born to Mr. and Mrs. Roe Emery at St. Luke’s hospital in 
Denver Thursday night.  Both mother and daughter are doing splendidly [I wonder if this 
was the daughter that married the Arizona politician?].

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company 
[a block 5 business].  Daily passenger service to Longmont and Lyons.  Notice:  In 
accordance with the present trend of business policies, we announce a general reduction 
in freight rates of approximately 20%, effective 1 November 1921.  Licensed operators 
for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any information.  Estes 
Park, Colorado.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there”./Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  [Illustration of the proposed front 
cover of the book “Songs of the Rockies”, with the title at the top and the author’s name 
at the bottom in ornate script, and a Dean Babcock woodcut in the center, of what appears 
to be the silhouette of a woman with her hair in a bun seated beside a tall tree, playing a 
violin.  A mountain towers in the background, which strangely resembles Devils Tower in 
Wyoming, but according to people more knowledgeable, may represent the back of 
Longs Peak as viewed from Wild Basin.  On the actual cover, the lettering and illustration 
is executed in gold leaf.  This same cover design was used on the third edition as well.]  
The Estes Park Trail cordially solicits your advance subscription to a new edition [the 
second] of “Songs of the Rockies” by Charles Edwin Hewes, with drawings by Dean 
Babcock.  The first edition of this work appeared in 1914, as a slender book of verse, 
unreviewed, and unrecognized in the world at large, but at home, and among those who 



visited the scenes of its inspiration and learned of it, it caused a demand which exhausted 
the edition.  In the seven years which have elapsed, the author has added to the original 
text, which is included in the work, a large number of fresh compositions, that, in 
connection with a handsome new cover design, and over a score of new drawings by the 
artist, made up an interesting and representative volume.  The date of publication will be 
on or about 25 January 1922.  This book is a masterpiece of Rocky Mountain poetry and 
of western bookmaking as well, being handsomely bound and nicely illustrated.  The 
advance subscription price is $2 postpaid, and subscriptions are now being received at the 
Estes Park Trail office.  Personal checks will be excepted [sic, suggest accepted].  Estes 
Park Trail, agents, Estes Park, Colorado.

9 December 1921 – Headline:  “Held by the Enemy” at Schoolhouse Next Week.  The 
picture to be shown at the schoolhouse next week is a thriller, and no doubt will draw a 
record crowd.  Jesse L. Lasket, Jack Holt, Agnes Ayers, Wanda Hawley, and Lewis Stone 
are the stars that appear in the picture.  Following is a brief summary of the play, the 
scenes of which are laid in the south during the Civil War period:  Looting of the old 
Hayne Manor and dispersal of the vandals by federal troops who protect the inmates.  
The smuggling of quinine by a federal surgeon to a southern girl who sends it to a rebel 
hospital by an African-American servant.  The capture of Captain Hayne, and his 
conviction by a court-martial as a spy.  Hayne is sentenced to death.  The bombardment 
of the manor, and escape of the prisoners.  Colonel Prescott wounded by shell fire, and 
his horse killed.  Rachel Gordon’s ruse to pass her wounded husband through the lines as 
a dead man.  The dramatic suicide of Captain Hayne to save his young wife, so that she 
may marry the federal colonel whom she loves.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  During the fall is the best time to build.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius 
Foss Schwartz, telephone #48

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Toy Headquarters. [These words surrounded by 
holiday filigrees, including a central holly and ivy motif, and well-executed illustrations 
of a girl with bows in her hair playing with a doll on the left, and a boy with a page-boy 
haircut playing with a jack-in-the-box on the right.  Both of the children’s heads are 
framed by wreaths in the background.]  For the kiddies – All kinds of toys to bring joy to 
their hearts.  Games – Bring pastime and pleasure to both grown-ups and kiddies.  
Eversharp pens and pencils – If in doubt as to what to buy, you can’t go wrong with 
these.  All prices, all styles.  Stationery – A complete line of gift stationery.  Ivory – Look 
over our line, as we carry the best grained ivory.  Perfuume sets – Some new odors that 
are sure to please.  Manicure sets – These are new and will make a very popular gift.  Box 
candy – Christmas is not complete without it.  Christmas cards – Our assortment includes 
all kinds of seals, cards, and tags.  Cigars [we are certainly drifting away from the topic 
of toys] – A box of cigars is always appreciable [sic] to the man who smokes.  Smoking 
sets – We are showing something novel in these.  Cutlery [always a fun toy] – Pocket 



knives, scissors, embroidery and manicure scissors, etc.  The Estes Park Drug Company 
[a block 6 business].  Extends to you the season’s greetings – to add a big to your 
Christmas cheer, and bring best wishes for the coming year.

9 December 1921 – The picture shown at the schoolhouse tonight will be “One a 
Minute”, featuring Douglas McLain.

9 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Tires down.  Goodyear makes big reduction while 
stock lasts on casings and tubes.  30 x 3 smooth tread $9.85, 30 x 3-1/2 non-skid $10.95, 
32 x 3-1/2 non-skid $19.15, 32 x 4 non-skid $25.45, 33 x 4 non-skid $26.80, 34 x 4 non-
skid $27.35, 30 x 3-1/2 cord $18.  Hood covers are in order now – better see us today.  
Alcohol for radiators.  Repairing, storage, accessories.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 
business], telephone #17-R2.

16 December 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality     Volume I, Number 36     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, December 16, 1921     Price 10 cents

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Government Selects Seed Potatoes Grown in Estes Park 
Because of their Hardiness.  Shep Husted has sold a carload of seed potatoes through the 
United States Department of Agriculture to growers in sections of the country that have 
suffered from the potato scab and other diseases.  These potatoes were closely observed 
during the growing season by government agents, and found to be perfectly free from all 
diseases common to potatoes.  A very fine quality of potatoes is grown in Estes Park, and 
it is believed that they will prove immune to blight, scab, and dry rot that is proving so 
disastrous to growers in many sections.  The present shipment will go to growers on the 
western slope.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  The School Sale.  The toy sale which is being conducted 
by the arts and crafts class of the school will begin on Saturday morning, 17 December 
1921, at Tallant’s Confectionery store.  Even though you have no kiddies who would like 
the toys, come and see the circus anyway.  The boys will be glad to show you the whole 
menagerie, from the purple roosters to the modest little gray elephants.  You will be 
surprised at the work which these grade school children have learned to turn out after so 
short a period of instruction.  The toy sale will continue on through the next week, or 
until the stock is exhausted.  Come early, for the best of these unique animal toys will go 
fast, and your child may be disappointed if you delay too long.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  What Thrift Does.  Statisticians have been making some 
extraordinary discoveries in connection with the preachment of thrift.  The rapidity with 
which wealth accumulates is indicated by a new set of figures made public, showing that 
were workers of the country to save 10% of their wages, and invest these in safe 



securities, such as those of the electric light and power, gas, and telephone company 
serving them, paying 6% annually, they would in a single generation accumulate more 
wealth than has been accumulated in all of these centuries and generations.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  Two hotels open.  
Maximum temperature this week 55 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature this 
week 10 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature Thursday night 10 degrees 
[Fahrenheit].  Precipitation this week 0.15 inches.  Report from the United States station 
at the fish hatchery.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  An Essex Speedster, a Nimble Footed Man, a Dear, and a 
Deer.  Charles F. Hix, cashier of the Estes Park Bank, has found a new use for his Essex 
speedster.  It has not yet brought home the “bacon”, but it certainly has brought home the 
venison.  It happened like this:  The Loveland Elks gave a little society hop Thursday 
night, and Mr. Hix couldn’t resist the temptation to take in the event.  Old Man Time was 
forgotten until the wee small hours of the morning, and then the snow was falling thick 
and fast.  The Essex and its owner were soon on their return journey, and all went well 
until the head of the Big Thompson Canyon was reached.  The snow was too thick on the 
windshield to permit a good vision of the road, and Mr. Hix was compelled to drive 
peering around the end of the glass.  Suddenly, Mr. Hix saw a band of deer scatter, and 
also felt a jar as the front end of the car struck some object.  Stopping to investigate, he 
discovered he had run over a doe, and that both its hind legs were broken.  Friday 
morning early, a party left the village in a Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company car and went to the scene of the accident, where the deer was found and shot.  
The carcass weighted dressed about 125 pounds, and on order of State Game 
Commissioner [Roland G.] Parvin, was shipped to the state capital building.  It is asserted 
by those who claim to know that Charlie’s difficulty was a case of too much dear or deer 
or whatever is the proper spelling, if both are not correct.

16 December 1921 – Illustration:  Hand-drawn Dean Babcock study, no larger than an 
old-style cigarette card, which could just as easily be a woodcut or copper-plate etching 
as what the caption claims, of tall, perfectly vertical pines beside a mountain lake, with 
weathered, snow-covered mountains in the background.  The Asian influence on this 
design is unmistakable, and his distinctive geometric block “DB” signature is stamped 
just above waterline on the lower right.  Caption:  “Pen drawing by Dean Babcock from 
“Songs of the Rockies”, courtesy Edgerton-Palmer Press”

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Seventh Winter Snowshoe Outing.  Already, inquiries 
and registrations are coming in for the February 1922 Winter Outing.  They exact dates 
for the outing have not yet been set, but late February 1922 will be the time, and Fern 
Lodge the place, as usual [presumably, this is the annual Colorado Mountain Club outing, 



which began in 1916].  To register, send your name and check for $5 to Mr. Carl 
Blaurock, 1526-1/2 Champa Street, Denver.  He will later notify you of the dates and the 
exact amount of the fee.  Last year, the expense was $18 for those driving their own 
machines, $24 for others.  This year, the outing will probably run for ten days over two 
weekends.  The amount of the fee will then depend on the length of time you stay.  

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Colorado Prepares for Greater Tourist Year.  Camp, road, 
and shelter improvements totaling $500,000 are in contemplation for the greater comfort 
of travelers to Colorado’s national and municipal parks and forests in 1922.  Denver and 
twenty other cities will spend $225,000 on automobile parks facilities, according to 
advices coming to the tourist bureau of the Denver Civic and Commercial Association.  
New roads and shelter places will cost $225,000, according to the United States Forest 
Service, which had 1,200,000 visitors, an increase of 10,000 over 1920.  Overland Park 
had a registration of 11,087 cars containing 39,854 persons from all states, an increase of 
10,830 travelers over 1920.  There were 4,727 Colorado campers at Overland Park.  
Denver will spend $125,000 on camp improvements.  Rocky Mountain National Park, 
which led all others in 1921 in travel patronage, will take $25,000 of its appropriations to 
improve the Fall River Road, the highest skyline automobile stretch in the world.  Road 
improvements are planned for Mesa Verde National Park, according to Jesse Nusbaum, 
Superintendent.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Association will Push Development Work on Park to 
Park Highway.  Tourist travel to national parks broke all records in 1921, and the 
National Park-to-Park Highway Association, cooperating with the Department of the 
Interior, seeks to continue its work in 1922 through a proposed budget of expenditures 
totaling $100,000.  This amount is to be raised through membership campaigns in 
Colorado and ten other western states.  Gus Holmes, managing secretary, will direct the 
Colorado campaign, which began Monday, and will continue until Denver’s 
apportionment of $100,000 has been raised.  Public-spirited men will assist in the 
campaign, which, among other things, will result in the greater advertisement of Rocky 
Mountain National Park and Mesa Verde National Park, and the encouragement of 
legislation for the eventual hard surfacing of the 6000-mile giant’s lariat.  The highway is 
routed through Denver in connecting the twelve national parks and industrial and scenic 
centers.  The wonder loop at present is hard surfaced for a distance of 1175 miles.  
Campaigns will be put on in 150 other cities, including San Francisco, California, Los 
Angeles, California, Portland, Oregon, Seattle, Washington, Spokane, Washington, 
Oakland, California, Cheyenne, Wyoming, and Great Falls, Montana.  Among the 22 
cities in Colorado are Fort Collins, Boulder, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cañon City, 
Salida, and Durango, which come within the campaign area of G.V. Hodgin, president of 
the Cañon City Commercial Club and state director for the association.  Supporting the 
underlying purposes of the association are the American Automobile Association, the 
National Highways Association, and many state good roads and automobile 
organizations.  Stephen Tyng Mather, director of the National Park Service, says in his 



1921 travel report:  “The National Park-to-Park Highway, which touches in one great 
circle the major national parks of the west, has undoubtedly stimulated motor travel.”  
The association, cooperating with 1500 Chambers of Commerce throughout the west, 
was in communication with 12,500 automobile travelers during 1921 who expected to 
visit one or more national parks either this year or next.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Preparations Made for Colorado Mountain Club Winter 
Sports Carnival.  The Rocky Mountain National Park and Manager [Frank W.] Byerly of 
Fern Lake Lodge have completed the work preparatory to the winter sports carnival of 
the Colorado Mountain Club, which will be held in February 1922 at Fern Lake.  Rocks 
and trees and tree stumps have been removed from the vicinity of the toboggan and ski 
courses, and the courses so constructed that all danger from accidents on the courses was 
practically impossible.  Four hundred and fifty pounds of TNT were used in the work, 
and it is said the courses are as fine as can be found anywhere.  Superintendent Toll says 
that Fern Lake is an ideal spot for winter sports, from the fact that there is an annual 
snowfall there of more than five feet, and the surrounding hills make possible some very 
fast ski and toboggan courses.  Both courses run onto the ice of the lake.  Portions of the 
lake are always kept free from snow by the winds, and the ice is usually in splendid shape 
for ice events.  The winter sports event of the Colorado Mountain Club will this winter 
extend over two weekends, with a total stay of ten days.    

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  The dates of 12 January 
1922 to 21 January 1922 are marked with a great big circle on the calendars of all the 
livestock men of the west, for a great deal of interest to them is being crowded into those 
ten busy days.  From all over the United States, delegates to [the] American National 
Livestock Association are coming to Colorado Springs on a “fare and one-third” rate that 
gives them a stopover privilege on the return trip, in order that they may attend the 
National Western Stock Show in Denver on 14 January 1922 to 21 January 1922.  On 16 
January 1922, the annual meeting of the Colorado Stock Growers’ Association will be 
held in Denver, and with the “fare and half open” rate from all states west of the Missouri 
River on tickets to Denver and return, good from 14 January 1922 to 30 January 1922, 
inclusive, all indications point to the largest attendance of prominent stockmen of the 
west than the National Western Stock Show has ever had…More than $37,000 was 
derived by the state board of land commissioners in the sale of 3060 acres of state lands 
to actual settlers, according to registrar George Stephan.  The land is located in nine 
counties, and the prices averaged $12.11 an acre.  Sixty-one thousand acres of lands will 
be auctioned to the highest bidders by the commissioners 19 December 1921.  The sale 
will be conducted on the county courthouse steps at Las Animas, Colorado.  The land will 
be sold in tracts varying from 40 to 160 acres.  The minimum price per acre has been set 
at $10, Mr. Stephan said…Plans for the construction of a $10,000,000 electrical smelter 
on the site of the old Hardy Ranch in Arapahoe County, near the city limits of Denver, 
were made public by Charles E. Havener, president of the Utah-Colorado Mining and 
Milling Company, and also president of the Colorado-Utah Mines Holding Company of 



Kansas City, Missouri, which is backing the proposed smelter.  The plan’s daily 
production is estimated at 25,000 to 50,000 tons of ore daily, and it is estimated that it 
will give employment to about 6000 men…Superintendent [Gaylord Harper] Thomson of 
the Estes Park fish hatchery has a pet weasel that is the sole survivor of a family of one 
mother and three little ones, the mother being shot several months ago and the two other 
weasels being killed by its companion.  After shooting the mother, he put the three little 
ones on a box and tried to raise them.  It was a survival of the fittest, and the other two 
were killed by the one he now has, which has developed into a pet that he plays with as if 
it were a little kitten…James Yager Hamilton, who attained the rank of major in the world 
war [World War I], and who served in the Spanish-American war, has been elected 
commander of the Spanish-American war veterans’ post in Pueblo.  W.C. Porter was 
chosen senior vice commander, Berhard Greenwood junior vice commander, H.J. Sparr 
chaplain, and Walter Rainey officer of the day.  Records of the post were lost in the flood 
[which occurred in June 1921], and rehabilitation of the post is to begin at once…State 
treasurer Strong has appealed to the state supreme court for a review of district judge 
Charles C. Butler’s recent decision directing him to abide by the instructions of the 
Colorado Industrial Commission in the use of state compensation insurance funds.  The 
dispute arose between the commission and the state treasurer several months ago over the 
investing of $200,000 available funds in the insurance department in government 
bonds…The safety vault of the First National Bank of Mead, Colorado, was broken into, 
and $100 in cash, and securities – the value of which has not been determined, was taken.  
Fingerprints on the door of the vault were positively identified as those of Joe Clark, 
convicted bank robber, and Reverto Martinez, a Mexican, who escaped from the Weld 
County jail after sawing their way through a quarter-inch steel wall…Three days on bread 
and water was all that Cy Check of Loveland could stand, and then he notified city 
marshal Williamson that he was ready to go to work on the street.  He had been fined $25 
and costs for disturbance, and refused to pay the fine and went to jail.  He then refused to 
eat unless the marshal carried meals to him.  His actions brought about a rule to work 
everybody in the city jail, for any cause whatever, on the streets of the city…The Rocky 
Mountain National Park enjoyed the largest travel this year of any of the national parks in 
the United States, Stephen Tyng Mather, director of National Park Service, announced.  
He gave the total number of visitors to Rocky Mountain National Park at 273,737, against  
240,966 in 1920.  Mesa Verde National Park had 3003 visitors, as compared with 2890 in 
1920…Denver stands 20th in a list of 44 representative American cities with a population 
of more than 100,000 for its 1921 building program, according to a comparative 
statement received by Frank M. Ladd, city building inspector, from the civic development 
department of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States…John Coyle, proprietor of 
the St. James Hotel in Boulder, has been bequeathed a third interest in the estate of R.J. 
Burke of Hotentot, Pennsylvania [sic, if this was the name of a Pennsylvania town in 
1921, or the more likely spelling Hottentot, neither Hotentot nor Hottentot exist any 
longer], Pennsylvania, according to information received.  Coyle was a son-in-law of 
Burke, and is the father of nine children.  Mrs. Coyle is dead…



16 December 1921 – Photographic advertisement:  Black-bordered, documentary image 
of two-story Josephine Hotel façade and adjoining partial or entire block 5 building 
facades east and west of the Josephine Hotel.  [An identical photograph of much better 
clarity appears in the 23 December 1921 issue.]  Structures east-to-west:  1.  Partial 
(west-half) frame building with stenciled “Books & Stationery” on the window 
[obviously the Macdonald Store], with a narrow alley separating this building from the 
Josephine Hotel building to the west.  2.  Josephine Hotel.  A sign indicating “Café” 
hangs just under the second-floor railing on the east, and the sign “Godfreys” hangs 
under the first-floor arch on the west.  A telephone pole or electric pole is just in front of 
the building on the far west.  3.  Hayden Brothers.  4.  Tallants.  The last two buildings, 
identical in construction, resemble cabins with gable roofs.  Caption:  Josephine Café 
[underline mine] and Rooms”.  Operated by Lewiston Hotels Company.  Credit:  The 
photograph is uncredited, although the quality and composition suggests it is a Fred 
Payne Clatworthy photograph.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Christmas suggestions.  Tire chains, folding water 
pails, tire testers, Goodyear tires, Goodyear tubes, Recto timers, C.T. Plyers [sic], 
crescent wrenches, Gabriel shock absorbers, Liberty spark plugs, screwdrivers, tool 
boxes, automobile chamois, Jiffy tire valve dust caps, automobile polish, fire 
extinguishers, Shaler vulcanizing outfits, flashlights, all kinds, running board mats, 
Dodge bumpers, new model flashlights throw a beam 300 feet.  Hydro battery testing 
outfits, minute spark plug cleaners, new Ford license brackets.  We thank you for your 
purchases, no matter how small.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-
R2.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property, cottages for rent, notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

16 December 1921 – Column title and “byline”:  School Notes by School Reporter.  
Subhead:  School entertainment.  The following program is to be presented by the pupils 
of the Estes Park school in the high school auditorium at 8:00 p.m., Saturday evening, 18 
December 1921 [sic, Saturday would have been 17 December 1921].  Admission:  Adults 
50 cents, children 25 cents.  Program:  Lovely Night, O Tender Night, “Barcarolle” by 
Hoffman, Canoe Song by Pestalozza – Girls Glee Club.  English Folk Song “In Candy 
Land”, The Clock, Creep, Mouse, Creep by Miessner [sic, W. Otto Miessner, an 
American music educator and composer] – Third and Fourth grades.  Darkey [sic, 
derisive term for African American] Lullaby by Dvorak, Curly Headed Babby by 
d’Hardelot – Girls Quartette, Folk Song “In a Boat” – Fred Clatworthy and Mildred 
Carvell, Swing Song by Lohr, A Monkey’s Tail by Bergh – Girls Glee Club.  Folk Songs:  
Italian folk song “Black Bird”, English folk song “Sweet Nightingale”, Dutch folk song 
“Katrina”, Spanish folk song “Spanish Dance”, Spanish folk song “Basque Lullaby” – 
Junior chorus.  “Neighbors”, a one-act play by Zona Gale – Presented by the high school 



dramatic club.  Cast of characters:  Dianthy Abel – Carolyn James [daughter of Carrie 
James], Grandma – Louise Macdonald, Ezra Williams – Ruth Wright [daughter of 
Granville Elmer Wright and Beulah Wright], Miss Trot – Florence Timms, Peter – 
Maurine Lewis, Inez – Helen Service.  Subhead:  School notes.  The superintendent’s 
report to the Larimer County superintendent for the month of November 1921 is given 
herewith.  Corresponding figures for the same month in November 1920 are given for 
comparison.  Total enrollment 94 (1921), 71 (1920), average number belonging 90.8 
(1921), 69.1 (1920), average daily attendance 88.6 (1921), 65.7 (1920), times tardy 29 
(1921), 8 (1920).  The attendance for the month is seen to be practically 23 more than for 
last year.  Subhead:  High school.  The high school pupils are making out their programs 
of studies for the coming semester, in order that there will be no delay through having to 
wait for books.  The course in psychology offered during the first semester has aroused 
such an interest in the social sciences that nearly double the number of students are 
enrolling in these new classes for the next half.  Economics, civics, and some elementary 
philosophy will be taught during the rest of the year.  The study of these sciences will 
give a greatly broadened outlook on life to the students, and will be directly helpful to 
those who go on to college through making them able to plan their courses more 
intelligently.  In reference to such subjects, an extract from “The Undying Fire” by H.G. 
Wells is interesting.  In stating his policies as headmaster of a certain school, Mr. Huss 
says, “What has made my boys all that they are, has been the history, the biological 
sciences, the philosophy.  For these things are wisdom.  All the rest is training and mere 
knowledge.  If the school is to live, the head must be philosopher, biologist, and 
archeologist as well as scholar.”  The pupils of all departments of the school have shown 
a very commendable spirit of cooperation in the sale of Christmas Seals for the benefit of 
the Colorado Tuberculosis Association.  The Larimer County superintendent has offered a 
cash prize for the school which sells the most stamps per capita, and the honor of winning 
this prize is well worth working hard for.  The first stamps have been sold out, but more 
are on the way.  Just one more week of school remains before the Christmas vacation.  
Everyone will have to play hard during that week, for holidays will be very few and far 
between during the remainder of the school year.

16 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Glad to receive your news items.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Christmas Hints.  [Illustration:  Stylized vase, 
mostly curlicues and scrollwork overflowing with holly, to the left of a simple wooden 
box with a circular inlay on the front, decorated with clusters of holly at the 3 o’clock and 
9 o’clock positions.  The words “Christmas Hints” on two lines are superimposed on the 
box.  The drawing is uncredited.]  Just one week left until Christmas!  We are now 
showing a more complete and better-selected line of holiday goods than ever before.  
Sweaters.  Thermo knitted sports coats for office, hiking, and motoring, special at $6.  
Heavyweight all wool sweaters with shawl collars, slipover, and coat styles.  Coats and 
leather vests.  Belted sheep-lined moleskin coats at $17.75.  Leather vests, extra length at 
$9 to $18.50.  Neckties.  Silk four-in-hands at 50 cents to $1.75.  Knitted silk ties at $1.  



Hosiery.  Men’s silk hose $1, men’s lisle hose 45 cents, men’s cotton hose, 2 pairs for 35 
cents.  Gloves.  For dress, work, or driving purposes at all prices.  Complete lines of 
Phoenix silk vests, bloomers, camisoles, and silk hosiery.  You know the Phoenix quality.  
Also have nice line of pajamas and nightgowns.  Felt slippers for men and women are 
always appreciated.  Gooch’s Shop [a block 2 business].

16 December 1921 – Miss Lois Griffith and Mrs. Dan Griffith drove to the valley 
Wednesday…Mrs. William H. Derby entertained a number of young people on Tuesday 
in honor of Miss Timm’s 18th birthday.  Games were played until a late hour.  Those 
present were Miss Nell Ashby, Miss Daisy Cooke, Miss Margaret Richardson, Miss Anna 
Parker, Miss Helen Service, Miss Marcia Macdonald, Miss Elsie Usher, Miss Laura 
Usher, Miss Marjorie Simpson, Miss Beulah Walker, Miss Ruth Wright [daughter of 
Granville Elmer Wright and Beulah Wright], Miss Carolyn James [daughter of Carrie 
James], Miss Marian Derby, Mr. Russell James, Mr. Richard Bashaw, Mr. Neil 
Niswender, Mr. Elmer Lester, Mr. Richard Bache, Mr. James Bishop, and Mr. Aaron 
Richardson.  Refreshments were served…The American Legion is sponsoring the sale of 
the Red Cross Christmas seals, and are sure the people of Estes Park will use them 
liberally, since the proceeds are used for a splendid purpose.  The seals are on sale at the 
post office, Macdonalds, Godfrey’s, Miss Ruples, the Estes Park Drug Store, and 
Gooch’s…The Estes Park Music and Study Club met at the home of Mrs. Robert Lindley 
8 December 1921.  Mrs. Gaylord Harper Thomson presided.  The study of German 
literature was taken up under the leadership of Mrs. Carruthers, who traced the 
development of their literature from Ulfilas, through Martin Luther, Schiller, and many 
others down to the present time.  Mrs. McGraw told how a real German Christmas is 
celebrated.  Lois Griffith told one of those marvelous German fairy tales, and Mrs. 
Lindley held the audience spellbound with the weird traditions of castles on the Rhine 
River.  Miss Mary Stahl gave a most interesting as well as educational sketch of German 
art.  She handled her subject unusually well, having made a trip to Germany several years 
ago.  Dainty refreshments were served at the close of the program…The editor [Arthur B. 
Harris] and family were entertained at dinner in the Clatworthy home Sunday.    

16 December 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in the Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, 
above Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six 
months $1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display 
advertising – Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column 
inch per issue.  Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate – 35 cents per issue.  
Local reading notices 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 



of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

16 December 1921 – Poem and byline:  There’s a Land by Charles Edwin Hewes.  
There’s a land where a man has a showing/To live down his worst with his best;/Beside 
the bright rivers of Somewhere/In the heart of that place they call West./You’ve a chance 
where the country lies virgin–/Where you breathe and get a full breath;/Where you speak 
and honest Truth answers–/Where you choke evil things to their death./There’s a land 
where mountains and glaciers/Form waters that fill up the seas;/Where canyons squeeze 
rivers to ribbons/And dark forests stir in the breeze./This Land is where both worlds are 
closer– /The world of God and the world of Man;/For their greeting point is Nature,/A 
language we all understand./There’s a land where the gray wolves are calling/Across 
valleys of moon-sparkling snow;/Where the sun mounts the peaks in the morning/And 
red rubies that snow with its glow./This Land is the country of spirit–/Where the soul has 
full room to expand;/Where living, and laughter, and loving/Are equal to one’s greatest 
demand./There’s a land where the bighorn are browsing/’Mong crags that were hewn by 
the wind;/Where the cows and the bull elk are feeding/In pastures most sweet to their 
kind./This Land is the land of big feelings–/The land where a golden sun shines;/Where 
you cure the canker of worry/With health and strength gained ’mong the pines./There’s a 
Land where the wilderness greets you–/Creation you meet face to face;/And you know by 
the feeling it gives you/That you are one of the Chosen race./This land is a land still 
unconquered–/Broken by man it never will be;/From its peaks you see cities beneath 
you,/But here you are one of the free./There’s a Land where you live your religion–/You 
can drive sin and hell from your soul;/And the thought of Death is a pleasure,/For here 
you know it’s Life’s final goal./This Land, tho it’s miles in the reaching,/Yet it has no 
room for the bad;/Its skies and its hills do the preaching–/Better sermons were never had./
There’s a Land where the eagles are soaring–/Where the chick-a-dee chirps soft to its 
mate;/Where the tempests of winter are roaring–/Where sweet dispensations challenge 
fix’d Fate./This land is where heroes are moulded–/Courage undaunted is bred in their 
blood;/They measure their strength for the battle/By the force of the storms they’ve 
withstood./There’s a land where the angels are winging–/Where peaks sing to the 
neighboring stars;/Where the heart feels the pulse of the Master–/Where the spirit has 
cast down the bars./O!  Land of the Soul!  Rocky Mountains!/Far upraised to lift Man on 
high:/To show him the beauty of living/When the presence of God is nigh…The above 
poem by Charles Edwin Hewes is being used this winter by the Union Pacific lecturer, 
Mr. Robert G. Weigh, and distributed by the thousands wherever he lectures.  Mr. Hewes 
has kindly consented to our publishing from week to week some of the new poems from 
the “Songs of the Rockies” to be published about 25 January 1922.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  The Largest Brick Building.  The pension office building 
in Washington, D.C., is often referred to as the largest brick building in the world.  That 
statement is easy to believe when one learns that 15,500,000 bricks were used in its 
construction.  It is four stories high, exclusive of the basement, 400 feet long, 200 feet 



wide, and contains 175 rooms.  The court contains eight columns, each eight feet in 
diameter at the base and 75 feet high.  Each column contains more than 55,000 bricks and 
1449 square feet of plaster, all beautifully colored in representation of many historical 
scenes.  First occupied during the year 1885, this building was constructed as a memorial 
to the brave soldiers and sailors who had so well served their country during the Civil 
War, as well as to house the employees and records of the pension bureau.  The corridor 
accommodates 18,000 people, and it is here that the presidential inauguration balls have 
been held.  Precious indeed are the records which are filed away in this great structure.  
In passing, it is interesting to note that the report of the commissioner in charge for a 
recent year shows 748,147 pensioners on Uncle Sam’s payroll, and the total disbursement 
as more than $165,000,000.

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Mickie Says.  Th’ merchant who moans he “aint 
advertisin’ becuz folks aint buyin” is all mixed up!  Mebbe folks aint buyin’ becuz he aint 
advertising!  No Sir!  We can’t work and visit both so –.  Charles Sughroe.

16 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Don’t blame us for not having that item of 
news if you didn’t give it to us.       

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  That’s my business.  Plumbing, heating, tinning.  
Figure with us before starting that next job.  George R. Wyatt.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood.  A hotel where everyone is maid to 
feel at home, is situated in Moraine Park, one of the most beautiful parks in the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Here one will find fishing, horseback riding, hiking, and 
motoring.  Here you will find Mother Nature at her best.  Hot and cold water, electric 
lights, good meals, telephone, telegraph, automobile and horse livery, two daily mails, 
shed for automobiles, tennis court, swings, quoits [a game similar to horseshoes, but 
using rings instead of shoes].  Arrange now for next season’s reservations.  Charles 
Lowery Reed and Sons.  Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business], telephone #15.

16 December 1921 – For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery [a block 4 
business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  John 
Frank Grubb.



16 December 1921 – Headline and byline:  Romania and Its Capital by John Oliver La 
Gorce.  With unsettled Russia just over her border, and the border itself in dispute, 
Romania is conducting a watch on the Dniester River, the boundary which she claims, as 
vigilant as any that was ever set on the Rhine River.  Romania has organized her 
government in Bessarabia, but the Russians have never consented to the severance of this 
former Russian province, and each movement of Soviet troops toward the Dniester River 
has set Europe aflutter, for fear a new war will break out in her southeastern corner.  
However, it is not Bessarabia nor the other war-gained territories that have doubled 
Romania’s size, that are in the mind of the average person when Romania is mentioned.  
He thinks rather of the pre-war [World War I] nucleus, the little kingdom that since the 
Turk was pushed south, has stood enfolded by the lower Danube River, the River Pruth, 
and the Transylvanian Alps.  in the whirlpool of racial rivalries of southeastern Europe – 
where Roman and Goth, Hun and Slav, Magyar and Mongol, with all of the descendant 
people, have run over one another and been run over in their turn – fate left the 
Romanians in the majority, in a territory of more than 90,000 square miles.  It scattered 
more than 12,000,000 of them over these lands – more than 7,000,000 in old Romania, nd 
some 5,000,000 elsewhere.  The old Romania was a country of 53,000 square miles, with 
a population of less than 8,000,000.  It was thus slightly larger than Pennsylvania, 
although it had half a million fewer people than the Keystone State.  The new Romania 
has a n area of 122,000 square miles and a population of 17,000,000.  The country is 
governed by a king, who is a constitutional monarch, and a parliament made up of a 
senate and a chamber of deputies.  The pre-war [World War I] constitution was rather 
reactionary, with the masses practically disenfranchised.  The new constitution, however, 
is more liberal, permitting voting by all citizens over 21 years of age, paying taxes.  
Subhead:  Small farms and big estates.  Industrially, Romania is almost entirely given 
over to agriculture, and, area for area, it produces more cereals than any other great grain-
producing nation in the world.  Before the world war [World War I], its farmlands were 
about equally divided between the small farmer and rich landowner.  There were about a 
million farms with an average size of eight acres, and then there were over 1000 estates 
with an average size of 2200 acres.  Since the conclusion of the world war [World War I], 
steps have been taken to break up many of these large estates, and to create a body of 
peasant proprietors.  The result of the occurrence of both huge estates and tiny farms is 
that one finds the strangest contrasts in farming methods.  Here is a big estate where 
every sort of farm machinery that the United States has to offer is to be found – the 
binder, the mower, the stream gang plow, the riding cultivator, the manure spreader, and 
even the steam header and thresher.  And then hard by are a hundred small farmers who 
still harvest their grain with the sickle, thresh it with the flail, or tread it out with oxen, 
and winnow it with the homemade fork.  They mow their grass with the scythe, rake it 
with the hand rake, and haul it in with oxcarts.  But even with the very primitive methods 
that characterize half of the farming of the country, they manage to coax a rather 
bountiful crop out of the soil.  The great bulk of Romania’s population belongs to the 
peasant class, for there are comparatively few cities, and most of them are small.  Many 



of the peasant families have lived for generations on the great estates, farming for the 
absentee landlords.  An interesting class the Romanian peasants form, with their peculiar 
customs, their striking superstitions, and their primitive ways of looking at things in 
general.  Subhead:  No race suicide here.  The evil of race suicide has never invaded rural 
Romania.  It is regarded as worthy of honor to be the head of a numerous family.  As in 
all lands where many of the people are more or less illiterate, there is a high death rate, 
though the fact that the bottle-fed baby is almost unknown in peasant Romania tends to 
overcome the high infant mortality that would otherwise result.  “Many hands make light 
work” is a proverb of the Romanian peasant, often put into practice.  Almost every night 
there is a neighborhood gathering, like the old-fashioned apple-cutting or apple-butter 
boiling in early American rural history.  One-third of the area of the country toward the 
north and west is inhabited by semi-civilized shepherds.  Up in the Carpathians in 
summer and down in the sheltered valleys in winter, they lead their flocks, sleeping in the 
open with them and despising any other shelter than that which primitive nature and the 
starry sky afford.  They seldom speak, indeed, their solitary lives leave them little 
opportunity for conversation.  But if there is primitive simplicity in Romanian peasant 
life, there is ultra formality in the political circles of Bucharest, Romania, the national 
capital.  “The Paris, France, of the east”, its inhabitants proudly call their city, and in the 
character of its architecture, the ways of its people, the prices in force at its hotels, it 
justly deserves the title it has vauntingly assumed.  Subhead:  Bucharest, Romania, a 
lively city.  This near-eastern metropolis is about equal in size to our own national capital, 
and yet it has 20 times as many restaurants and cafes, ten times as many street lights, and 
twice as many theaters.  It is regarded as the most expensive place in the world for the 
well-to-do, and the cheapest for the poor.  Prices at the Hotel du Boulevard are higher 
than in New York or London, England, and travelers who have visited Monte Carlo’s 
leading hotels, and then journeyed to Bucharest, Romania, have found its rates from 15% 
to 25% higher than those obtaining in the hostelries of Monaco.  But if their prices are 
high, their service and their food leaves nothing to be desired.  The cuisine of the leading 
hotels and private homes is French, and money is no consideration – quality is 
paramount.  Some of the finest restaurants east of Paris, France, are in Bucharest, 
Romania, and the night life, with its passionate, pulsating gypsy music, its sparkling 
wine, its beautiful women, its scintillating jewels, its handsome men, is as gay and 
alluring as anything the world has to offer.  As to clothes, everybody who pretends to 
dress at all dresses in the mode of Paris, France, and the gowns of the elite are as up-to-
the-minute as those to be seen on the Champs Elysees.  Gambling flourishes openly, and 
high stakes are the rule rather than the exception.  Many of the players own farms as big 
as an American county, and their incomes are proportionately large.  Surrounded on every 
side by the Slavic Sea – the deep ocean of Russia, the bay of Serbia, and the gulf of 
Bulgaria – who can say whether in future centuries the attrition of the Slavic tide will 
wear away the Romanian shore, or whether the great war [World War I] will have fixed 
political boundaries that will be as firm as the geographic boundaries themselves?



16 December 1921 – Headline:  Lack of Power Delays Estes Park Trail.  Low water 
pressure and heavy use of current for heating reduced the power so that the motors in the 
Estes Park Trail office wouldn’t turn – result, the Estes Park Trail didn’t get into the mails 
until Saturday afternoon.

16 December 1921 – Augustus Denby Lewis and family have been ill in Denver, the 
result of being vaccinated against smallpox.  It has been found necessary to lance Mrs. 
Lewis’ throat in two places.

16 December 1921 – Article reprinted from [the Colorado Mountain Club publication] 
Trail and Timberline.  Headline:  The Restless Urge.  One thousand sixty enthusiasts 
climbed Longs Peak this year – the largest number on record.  But 40 years ago, Longs 
Peak was considered unclimbable – had never been scaled by a human being [this seems 
doubtful].  One by one, the summits of the earth have fallen before determined feet.  
While many virgin peaks still remain in remote and inaccessible regions of the earth, 
these will surely succumb in the end.  For restless man will never be content, so long as a 
spot on the earth’s surface defies him.  And every expedition that marks a peak as 
unclimbable will but whet the appetite and steel the determination of its successor.  With 
one day’s preparation and one day’s climbing, we now easily reach the highest summits 
in the United States – up to 14,501 feet.  With one year for preparation and one year for 
the real climbing, the most skilled and hardy alpinists of the world are now attempting 
Mount Everest (29,002 feet), just twice as high as our highest.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Receipts from National Forests Shared by Twenty-eight 
States.  Twenty-eight states have received checks totaling $619,993 from the United 
States treasury as their share of the receipts from the national forests for the fiscal year 
ending 30 June 1921.  An additional $247,997 of the receipts has become available for 
road and trail construction by the forest service of the United States Department of 
Agriculture within the national forests of these same states, making a grand total of 
$867,990.  The amounts are considerably smaller than for the previous fiscal year, when 
the total was $1,652,088.  This is due largely to the concession made by Congress to 
stockmen, whereby they are allowed until 1 December to pay their grazing feed due last 
spring.  This action was made necessary by the widespread depression in the livestock 
business.  A small portion of the reduction is due also to a falling off in timber sale 
receipts of the forests due to business conditions.  Only states within which national 
forests exist share in the receipts.  By act of Congress, 25% of the funds derived from 
timber sales, grazing fees, special uses, etc., are returned to the states for roads and 
schools.  The amount thus received is redistributed to counties in lieu of taxes, based on 
the area of national forest land within their boundaries.  In addition, 10% of the forest 
receipts are spent within the counties by the forest service on road and trail construction 
and maintenance.



16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Santa’s Candy Store.  We are carrying an extra-fine 
assortment of Baur’s chocolates, hard candies, decorated mints, caramels, etc., candy 
beads, apples, and toys for your Christmas tree, also fine line of Christmas candies and 
nuts.  A large assortment of fine cigars and tobaccos for Christmas gifts.  We carry vanilla 
ice cream at all times, and will gladly supply brick ice cream or sherbets for special 
occasions.  Among our assets we like to count the only one money cannot buy, your 
goodwill.  So at this holiday season, we extend to you – not as a customer alone, but as a 
friend – the best wishes for the coming year.  Tallant’s Confectionery [a block 5 
business].

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Beef steaks, 
according to cut 20 cents to 35 cents [presumably per pound], pot roasts 17 cents and 20 
cents, rib roasts 25 cents, boiling meat 10 cents, pork chops 25 cents, veal stew 15 cents, 
lamb stew 8 cents.  Free automobile delivery.  Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service.  
Telephone #15.

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  A young lady arrived to 
make her future home with Rocky Mountain National Park chief ranger D.S. McDaniel 
and wife early Wednesday morning.  Her name is Monica Denise, and she weighs four 
pounds.  Mother and daughter are getting along nicely…L.E. Osborn was a Loveland 
visitor Tuesday…Benjamin Hawkins of Chicago, Illinois, who married a relative of F.J. 
Francis and spent their honeymoon in Estes Park last summer, died this week from an 
attack of inflammatory rheumatism which went to his heart…Charles Mace and Gordon 
Mace and families were up from Denver the first of the week and secured a pretty tree 
from the homestead for the baby’s first Christmas…Mrs. R.C. Scott, who returned home 
form Loveland hospital recently following an operation for appendicitis, suffered a 
relapse Saturday from overextension and was rushed back to Loveland that night…
Murphy Stephens, a Rocky Mountain National Park ranger, had the misfortune to break 
the bridge of his nose Saturday evening.  He started to crank a flivver that was rigged 
with a saw pulley and the heavy cast iron crank flew off and struck him on the nose…
Semi-advertisement:  The Electric Shop has the finest display of useful gifts ever shown 
in Estes Park.  Every piece useful the entire year through, and each a handsome addition 
to any home.  You will be surprised to learn how reasonably they are priced…Miss Ella 
Snodgrass has been visiting friends in Loveland the past week…W.C. Humphries has 
been on the sick list a few days…Charles Chapman and family motored to Loveland 
Saturday to spend the day…William L. Beck and Miss Stahl went to Denver to spend the 
weekend…Miss Alice Grubb was visiting home folks over the weekend, returning to 
Longmont Sunday afternoon…The K.P. Girls Club will give a dance in the IOOF Hall 23 
December 1921…Della Butler will take teachers examinations at the county seat this 
week…Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carruthers motored to Loveland Monday, where Mrs. 



Carruthers is taking chiropractic treatments…Frank Bond drove to Fort Collins 
Wednesday, accompanied by two fair school-ma’ams…Semi-advertisement:  Kodak 
finishing at Francis [a block 6 business].  Prompt service.  Films for sale.  Florence 
Bond’s pleasant face was seen at the post office window during the absence of the 
postmistress on Monday…Ted Service, who was taken to the Longmont hospital, 
threatened by pneumonia, Saturday morning, is reported much better, and will be home in 
a few days…Miss Stella Gray left Sunday for Longmont, where she will spend some time 
before returning to Estes Park…Charles F. Hix and mother motored to Denver Saturday, 
where Mrs. Hix had some dental work done.  They returned home Sunday…Will Carvill 
and family moved to their ranch one day last week…A party of young folks enjoyed a 
skating party at Marys Lake one night last week…Many joy riders are seen along the 
Loveland Canyon these beautiful moonlit nights…Bert Brinkley expects to leave Sunday 
for Indiana points, where he will spend a few days before going to New York, from where 
he will sail for Puerto Rico…The Estes Park Trail hopes to go to press early next week, 
and asks that advertisers will get their copy in Monday.  And don’t forget the new items, 
but get them in early too…Semi-advertisement:  The Barber Shop will be closed each day  
except Saturday from 8:00 p.m. until 9:30 a.m…Classified advertisement:  For Sale – 
Few fine young turkeys.  Theodore Schlapfer…The Rebekah Lodge held their regular 
meeting Tuesday evening.  Several candidates met the far-famed and much-respected 
goat.  Their nerves were, however, somewhat quieted by a splendid feast later in the 
evening…Semi-advertisement:  Up to Tuesday evening, the Estes Park Trail sold 672 
holiday folders and greeting cards.  We did not expect to sell over 100.  We are convinced 
that advertising pays – for that’s what did it…Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Gooch spent 
Sunday in Loveland visiting relatives, returning early Monday morning…Mrs. W.E. Gray  
returned this week from Fort Collins, where she has been the past two weeks caring for 
her daughter, Mrs. M.A. Gates, who recently had her tonsils removed…Semi-
advertisement:  Overshoes at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business]…George Patterson, Estes 
Park’s candidate in the Fort Collins Daily News automobile contest, is steadily climbing 
toward the top of the list.  He moved from twelfth to ninth place during the past week.  
He has a week to go yet, and we expect to see him among the prizewinners…Semi-
advertisement:  Santa Claus’ Headquarters at Miss Ruples [a block 5 business].  Buy now.  
Clearing sale of baskets, needlework, table linen, towels, yarn, aprons, Sanitas sets, etc., 
1/3 off.  Hats valued at $7.50 at $2.95.  Children’s sweaters $1.95 and $1…Semi-
advertisement:  New line of Christmas good just received by Miss Ruples [a block 5 
business], includes the season’s novelties. Gifts suitable for all.  Come and see them…
Semi-advertisement:  Latest models in crocheted hats and dainty bed jackets at Miss 
Ruples [a block 5 business].  Instructions free…Semi-advertisement:  Miss Ruple [a 
block 5 business] has the toys the kids want.  Don’t fail to see them.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone 35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.



16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Presents for all.  Why not make your gift a book  
We have a large stock of books, including all the latest publications.  The following are 
among the bestsellers:  Master of  Man, Pride of Palomar, The Shiek, Helen of the Old 
House, Stepsons of Light, The Flaming Forest, To Him that Hath, The Cross Cut, Alice 
Adams, The Seventh Angel, In Red and Gold, The Mysterious Rider, Galusha the 
Magnificent, Her Father’s Daughter.  Over 100 of the bestsellers in the popular edition of 
copyrights at $1 each, including all Zane Gray’s and James Oliver Curwood’s works.  
Books for children in great variety.  Books for boys and girls.  A good selection of gift 
books in attractive bindings.  Magazine subscriptions.  No better or more appreciated gift 
could be selected than a magazine subscription.  A reminder of your gift every month or 
every week in the year as the case may be.  We take subscriptions for all magazines at 
lowest prices obtainable anywhere.  We are the authorized agents for all Curtis Brothers 
publications, including Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal, and Country 
Gentleman.  Percolators at reduced prices.  We have a large assortment of the Universal 
and Manning and Bowman percolators in both nickel and aluminum, all offered at 
substantial price reductions.  Just received – Flexible sleds, four sizes, $1.95 to $3.50.  
J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 business]

16 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  A Splendid Holiday Gift.  Some 
are already making use of he Estes Park Trail for gift purposes.  In what better way can 
you for an entire year remind friends or loved ones of your esteem than to arrange that 
they may regularly receive the Estes Park Trail?  The young folks away at school would 
also greatly appreciate receiving the weekly visits of the newspaper.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

16 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The advertisements in this week’s Estes Park 
Trail tell you where to do your Christmas shopping.  Be sure to read them before laying 
the newspaper aside…Reprinted from the Pierce Leader:  There is really very little 
economic difference between the man and woman of today.  A woman spends her money 
for attire, and a man spends his money for a tire…Semi-advertisement:  You make your 
money in Estes Park, try to spend it here where it will benefit the community…Semi-
advertisement:  By the way, if you have a useful article about the place for which you 
have no further need, a few cents spent for a want ad will probably find a buyer for it.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offers 
to duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 



shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor…The Estes Park Fish and Game Association will pay the following 
rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of anyone of killing game in the 
Estes Park region:  Elk $50, deer $50, mountain sheep $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] W.A. 
Gray, secretary.

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees 
of the town of Estes Park, held Monday, 15 December 1921 [sic, suggest 12 December 
1921 if it was indeed held on a Monday].  Hattie S. Carruthers $20.02.  Harry Lee 
$31.50.  Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company $1.35.  Jonas Heaton 
$10.50.  Homer Gibhart $10.50.  Harold Alsup $12.50.  Julius Foss Schwartz $11.95.  
Walker Lee $100.  Stanley Power Department $37.50.  Mountain States Telephone and 
Telegraph Company $2.65.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, town clerk.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Annual Meeting.  The annual meeting of the 
stockholders of the Estes Park Bank will be held in the banking rooms on Tuesday, 10 
January 1922, at 10:00 a.m., for the purpose of electing directors for the ensuing year, 
and such other business as may properly come before the meeting.  Transfer books will 
be closed for ten days previous to said meeting.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, secretary.

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Subhead:  Notice for publication.  
Publisher Department of the Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  17 
November 1921.  Notice is hereby given that Carl B. Hartsell, of Proctor, Colorado, who, 
on 18 August 1816, made homestead entry No. 023496, for the south half of the northeast 
quarter of section 33, township 5 north, range 73 west of the 6th principal meridian, has 
filed notice of intention to make three year proof, to establish claim to the land above 
described, before the register or receiver, U.S. Land Office at Denver, Colorado, on 9 
January 1922.  Claimant names as witnesses:  L. Estes Osborn, S.W. West, Dan Griffith, 
and Frank Adams, all of Estes Park, Colorado.  Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  33-6.

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit, use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want a 
position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – New 
Oliver typewriter, No. 9.  Telephone #22, or address post office box 225.  35-3t…For sale 
– All kinds of wrapping paper, bags, and twine.  Estes Park Trail…For sale – 120 acres, 
spendidly situated for cottage sites or hotel.  Gravity water system installed.  Number of 
other springs.  Well wooded:  Yellow pine, spruce, limber pine, aspen, cedar, etc.  
Improvements:  One house with seven rooms and bath, one house with four rooms and 
bath.  Also fireplaces and breakfast rooms.  Barn, garage, and cave [sic].  Property is 
fenced.  Will divide and sell 40, 60, or 80 acres of the unimproved end at a reasonable 
figure.  Address C.C., care of Estes Park Trail…Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – Within five 



miles of Estes Park post office on stream with some pine timber, for a permanent home, 
five acres or more, must be reasonable, for cash.  Address R.E.J., care of Estes Park 
Trail…Subhead:  Lost.  Lost – A pair of child’s tortoiseshell rim glasses.  Telephone 
#186…Subhead:  For rent.  For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by hour or day.  Electric 
Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390 [Sherwood is a Fort Collins “prefix”]

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge – Nash – Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin tires and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Denatured alcohol for radiators $1 per gallon.  Estes Park Garage.  Telephone #166.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where 
your patronage is appreciated.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  The 30th annual National 
Horse Show, which was this year held at the Squadron A Armory in New York City, New 
York, was a wonderful success, and the owners of these horses are expecting to bring 
them to Denver in January 1922 for the National Western Horse Shoe.  This circumstance 
alone causes the show to promise to outdistance any of its predecessors in numbers, as 
well as in the quality of the horses…The Seibert municipal light system, white way, and 
waterworks were put in service with a parade, mammoth bonfire, and old-time country 
dance attended by 2000 persons from Seibert and surrounding towns.  Music was 
furnished by the Seibert community band.  In the last four months, Seibert has completed 
a $25,000 addition to its consolidated school, a $65,000 light system and waterworks, and 
reduced the grade on its streets to uniformity…During the past week, the War Finance 
Corporation has approved 256 advances, aggregating $13,280,000 for agricultural and 
livestock purposes.  Of this amount, $500,000 went to Colorado banks, which in turn will 
lend it to livestock raisers of the state.  By these advances, farmers are able to borrow 
money to meet old obligations at their banks without having to sacrifice their livestock by 
selling at disastrous prices…Although escaping from the Fitzsimons general hospital at 
Aurora, Colorado, 13 months ago while a patient at that institution, Robert Wright, 26 
years old, has been arrested finally, and is again in the custody of the officials.  He was 
taken into custody by State Ranger Julius Weinberger of Walsenburg, Colorado, and was 
turned over to army officers…A new bulletin entitled “Household Pests” has jus been 
issued by the extension division of the agricultural college at Fort Collins.  It tells how to 
control and eradicate flies, ants, bedbugs, moths, etc….Denver post office receipts were 



$214,645.49 in November 1921, compared with $196,195.46 in November 1920, 
Postmaster General Will Hays announced in Washington, D.C.  Receipts for the month 
just ended represent a gain of $18,450.03, or 9.41% over November 1920…3500 acres of 
state land was offered for sale at Denver by George Stephan, registrar of the State Board 
of Land Commissioners.  The price ranges from $6 to $24 an acre, although $50 an acre 
is asked for a tract in Rio Grande County.  The land was sold to settlers only…Judge 
Lindsey of Denver, in an address at Chicago, Illinois, warned against brutality in the 
handling of criminals that inspires hate and revenge, but asserted he was no sentimentalist  
who wanted to defend the criminal.  “We are entering a new era,” he said, “and we should 
do all in our power to advance it.”…Newton C. Dougherty of Greeley was reelected 
president of the Farmers’ Congress at the annual election held at Fort Collins.  I.L. 
Gotthelf of Saguache was elected first vice-president, W.T. Lambert of Sedalia second 
vice-president, and Roud McCann of Fort Collins was reelected secretary-treasurer…Oil 
and gasoline consumption in Colorado reached 7,639,300 gallons during November 
1921, state oil inspector Duce reported.  The state tax upon this quantity, collected at the 
rate of 1 cent per gallon, amounted to $76,393.  Half of this sum goes to the State 
Highway Commission, and the other half is distributed among the counties on a basis of 
state highway mileage…Paper money is taboo in Telluride from now on.  After a period 
of several years during which a larger amount of paper money was in circulation in 
Telluride than ever before, the local banks have announced they will go back to the pre-
war [World War I] practice of paying principally in gold and silver.  For the first time in 
several years, the cages in paying teller stations at the banks are filled with gold and 
silver.  Heretofore, they have been piled with paper money.  During the past four years, 
there has been very little silver handled locally…W.H. Kellogg, 40 years old, a Boulder 
grocer, died at the University hospital from an attack of lockjaw [tetanus].  According to 
local physicians, this is the third death from this cause in the history of Colorado.  
Kellogg ran a nail into his foot Thanksgiving Day 1921 while visiting at the home of a 
neighbor.  Te foot became infected, but the injury was not considered serious at the time.  
In a few days, Kellogg’s leg began to stiffen, and the stiffness gradually spread through 
his body and affected his jaws.  He was rushed to the hospital, but efforts to save him 
were unsuccessful…An invitation to Henry C. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture, to 
attend the National Western Stock Show in Denver next month will be delivered in 
Washington, D.C., by former Governor E.M. Ammons, president of the Western Stock 
Show Association.  Secretary Wallace virtually has acceded to the request of the program 
committee of the American National Livestock Association to be present at the annual 
convention of that body in Colorado Springs just before the stock show in Denver…P.M. 
Webster of Fort Collins has a setter that had even better luck than he did on one of their 
trips recently.  The pit on the shore of the lake where Webster decided to shoot was not 
big enough to conceal both himself and the dog, so the dog received instructions to 
remain at the automobile until wanted.  Webster failed to get any ducks, and returned to 
the car to go home.  The dog, who was sitting in the back seat, nudged Webster in the ribs 
as he was preparing to start the car.  When Webster turned around, the dog showed him a 
duck he had caught and brought to the car.  The duck, which was still alive, had had a 



wing broken near the tip, and couldn’t fly well…Three bandits entered the Parker State 
Bank at Parker, locked the young woman clerk in the vault, and gathered up what cash 
was in sight, believed to have been between $2000 or $3000.  Miss Elizabeth Shultz, the 
clerk, was alone in the large business room of the bank just at closing time, 3:00 p.m. in 
the afternoon, when the three men drove up in an automobile.  They all entered the bank, 
and one confronted Miss Shultz with the command that she keep silent, while the others 
hastily drew down the curtains as though the bank was closed…Two small gold nuggets 
were found while men were excavating for a bungalow on Lookout Mountain, about one 
mile from the [William F.] Cody Monument, according to Joseph Setter of Denver, owner 
of the land…William Graham, 63 years old, living alone on a ranch 15 miles southeast of 
Victor, was found dead in his cabin by William McCreedy, a neighbor.  Coroner 
Smalzried of Victor took cfharge of the body, and declared Graham died a natural 
death…Gladys Irene, the 1-year-old daughter of Lewis Williams [sic, this may be Louis 
A. Williams, whose wife was Maggie B. McKinley Williams, and who had a son named 
James Russell Williams, born September 1918], was fatally burned at her home near 
Oleson [this town no longer exists as a Colorado place name in 2009].  She was taken to 
Fort Morgan for medical treatment, but died.  The child’s [article ends here in the Estes 
Park Trail, but from other Colorado newspapers, it continues “clothes caught fire, it is 
believed, from the kitchen range, when the mother had gone to the well.”]…Jackrabbits, 
fleeing from pursuit, attain a speed of 50 miles an hour for the first mile, Colorado 
Springs Motorcycle Club officials reported at the conclusion of a cross-country chase in 
which the rabbit was run down at the end of five miles.  In the second mile, the rabbit 
made a 40 mph speed, and in the last three miles, slowed down to 35 miles a hour…The 
reports of county assessors show that there were 4,497 farm tractors owned and operated 
by farmers in the state this spring, compared with 3,613 reported for last year, and 2,253 
for 1919.  The use of tractors in the general farming districts of eastern Colorado has been 
increasing very rapidly in the past three years, and there has been a steady increase in 
other districts.  This year, there were only six counties in the state that reported no farm 
tractors, all of them being mining counties, in which very little farming is being done.  
Weld County holds first place with 504 tractors reported, and Logan County ranks second 
with 431.  There are now 13 counties in the state reported more than 100 farm tractors 
each.  Ten counties which reported no farm tractors in 1919 have reported from one to 
twenty each this year.  Kit Carson County, which reported 26 tractors in 1919, reports 226 
this year…John E. Hayes, chief engineer of the Farmers Reservoir and Irrigation 
Company, owned of the dam at Marshall, declared that $150,000 was to be spent upon 
the dam.  The company is installing a 100-foot buttress that will make the dam 550 feet 
thick…The first two Colorado road projects under the new federal highways act, for 
which Congress recently passed a $75,000,000 appropriation, have been submitted by the 
State Highway Commission to the Federal Roads Bureau, aggregating a total estimated 
cost of $215,944.  The first proposes the construction of 11-3/4 miles of highway between 
Lake George and Hartsel, gravel surfaced.  The second proposes the improvement of the 
highway between Cañon City and Florence, in Fremont County, also with a gravel 
surface…W.F. Droge, county agricultural agent of Otero County at Rocky Ford, and 



secretary of the Arkansas Valley Livestock Breeders’ Association, reports that unusual 
interest is being taken in the valley this year in the coming National Western Stock Show.  
Among the exhibits from the Arkansas valley will be the Stonemoor Farm herd of 
Guernseys from Pueblo, H.D. Rustler’s Durocs from Pueblo, L.C. Grant’s Herefords 
from Avondale, the American Beet Sugar Company of Rocky Ford, with their Holstein 
herd from Lamar, Otis Crow and Son of Rocky Ford, with a carload of fat hogs, the 
Amity Canal Model Dairy of Holly, with Holsteins, and no doubt numerous other 
breeders, who have not yet announced their intentions. 

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Church Notes.  Subhead:  Presbyterian church.  
Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 
7:30 p.m.  6:30 p.m. – Christian Endeavor topic:  “Following the star:  What do men 
find?”  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m….Rev. F.I. Waters will preach at 
both services Sunday…The Christmas program will be given Sunday evening, 25 
December 1921…Subhead:  Christian Endeavor bible readings (for next week).  Monday 
– Revelations chapter 22, verses 1-6.  Tuesday – Psalms chapter 43, verses 1-5.  
Wednesday – Luke chapter 4, verses 16-21.  Thursday – Matthew chapter 23, verses 
1-12.  Friday – Matthew chapter 4, verses 18 and 19.  Saturday – Matthew chapter 11, 
verses 25-30.  Sunday – Matthew chapter 2, verses 1-12.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Alaska Forest Rangers Travel by Motorboat.  A forest 
ranger who rides a motorboat instead of a horse would be a novelty in the western states, 
but is the rule in the Tongass National Forest, Alaska.  In a report to the United States 
Department of Agriculture of conditions there, E.A. Sherman, associate forester, writes as 
follows:  “The Tongass National Forest is completely equipped with an admirable system 
of waterways.  Here, instead of saddle and packhorse, the ranger rides a seagoing 
motorboat.  He guides his steed by means of a wheel instead of reins, feeds it gasoline 
instead of oats, tethers it at night with an anchor in some sheltered cove instead of with a 
picket rope in a mountain meadow, and uses the paint brush in lieu of a curry comb.”  
Rangers in that national forest travel in couples, two men to each motorboat.  The boat is 
a staunch, seaworthy craft, 35 to 40 feet long, equipped with 25-horsepower engines, and 
with fully enclosed cabin and pilothouse.  Except when they are at headquarters or 
actually at work in the woods, the rangers eat, sleep, and live on their boats.  “Summer is 
the busiest season,” Mr. Sherman reports.  “Their day is not an 8-hour day, but usually a 
16- or 20-hour day, with only one man actually on duty while the boat is running.  The 
ranger is just as proud of his boat as the Bedouin horseman is of his steed, and the ranger 
boats in Alaska are the most distinctive craft sailing the waters of the Alexander 
archipelago.”

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company [a block 5 business].  Daily passenger service to Longmont and Lyons.  Notice:  



In accordance with the present trend of business policies, we announce a general 
reduction in freight rates of approximately 20%, effective 1 November 1921.  Licensed 
operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any 
information.  Estes Park, Colorado.   

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Roger W. Toll, Rocky Mountain National Park 
Superintendent.  Trail and Timberline, the official publication of the Colorado Mountain 
Club, has the following to say about the appointment of Roger W. Toll as superintendent 
of the Rocky Mountain National Park:  “Mr. Roger W. Toll, for years director and 
enthusiastic worker of the Colorado Mountain Club, has been appointed superintendent 
of the Rocky Mountain National Park.  By training an engineer and rarely gifted 
personally, Mr. Toll is an ideal man for the place.  His two years’ experience as 
superintendent of the Rainier National Park will increase the ease with which he takes on 
his new duties.  The Colorado Mountain Club is honored, and the state is signally 
fortunate, in having a man of Mr. Toll’s ability and breadth at the head of the Rocky 
Mountain National Park.”

16 December 1921 – Robert Lindley drove to the valley Tuesday.  He has not been 
himself lately, and is taking a needed rest…A.T. Richardson and sister spent the greater 
part of last week in Denver…Semi-advertisement:  All kinds of engraving at the Estes 
Park Trail office…Semi-advertisement:  Don’t forget that the Estes Park Trail will always 
appreciate your giving us those items of news.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail cordially solicits your advance 
subscription to a new edition of “The Songs of the Rockies” by Charles Edwin Hewes, 
with drawing by Dean Babcock.  The first edition of this work appeared in 1914 as a 
slender book of verse, unreviewed, and unrecognized in the world at large, but at home, 
and among those who visited the scenes of its inspiration and learned of it, it caused a 
demand which exhausted the edition.  In the seven years which have elapsed, the author 
has added to the original text, which is included in the work, a large number of fresh 
compositions that, in connection with a handsome new cover design and over a score of 
new drawings by the artist, make up an interesting and representative volume.  The date 
of publication will be on or about 25 January 1922.  This book is a masterpiece of Rocky 
Mountain poetry and of western bookmaking as well, being handsomely bound and 
nicely illustrated.  The advance subscription price is $2 postpaid, and subscriptions are 
now being received at the Estes Park Trail office.  Personal checks will be accepted.  
Estes Park Trail, agents.  Estes Park, Colorado.

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Allenspark Items.  The Allenspark Fish and Game 
Club held their annual meeting last Tuesday evening, and elected officers for the ensuing 
year…A committee from the above club held an interview with R.G. Parvin, state game 
and fish commissioner of Denver last Friday…The Allenspark Commercial Association 
sent N.E. Miller as a delegate to the state conference held in Colorado Springs Friday and 



Saturday…Mr. and Mrs. O.H. Ruhendall and daughter Vera spent Wednesday and 
Thursday in Denver…The county commissioners were in Allenspark Saturday looking 
after Boulder County’s interests in highway construction…James Howard has received 
from the Boulder County commissioners an appointment as road supervisor for the 
Allenspark district…Mr. and Mrs. George Hart spent Sunday evening at the home of 
O.H. Andrew.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Presents for your friends.  Mr. and Mrs. Christmas 
Shoppers:  Step down to the Electric Shop and let us show you the prettiest and most 
useful lot of presents that can be bought.  They can be used every day in the year.  In 
giving any of these, you can be assured the gift will be appreciated.  Nothing so beautiful, 
useful, nor reasonable before shown in Estes Park.  Let us suggest a beautiful coffee urn, 
loving cup type, with tray, sugar, and creamer, an ornament to any dining room or table.  
We also have urns alone, percolators, grills, toasters, the kind that will suit you, the flip-
flop kind.  Ovenettes for your grill, it bakes and roasts.  Curling irons and curling iron 
heaters, electric irons large and small, warming pads for beds these cold nights and for 
the sick room, better than the hot water bottle, and will not burn.  Here is something extra 
find, the Westinghouse aluminum waffle iron, automatically opens and closes by lifting 
the handle.  Put on a little batter, pull down the handle, and you have three waffles 
cooked on both sides alike in no time, no grease, no smoke.  Nothing better.  In buying 
electrical appliances to sell to our friends and patrons, we have selected the best for the 
money.  Then, Mr. Husband, how about a washing machine for the wife?  The most 
practical and useful gift you can buy for the wife that does her own work.  We have the 
Thor, a revolving cylinder type machine.  After more than 50 years of continuous 
experimenting, all large and successful laundries are still using this type.  Why, because 
no other way has ever been found to wash with power as good.  The Thor will last the 
average family a lifetime.  We will demonstrate it against any machine on the market.  
They are made to wash clothes clean and not to wear them out.  Next to the washing 
machine is the electric sewing machine.  We have the Free Westinghouse.  A combination 
of two of the best articles ever made in their line.  The old Will C. Free sewing machine 
and a Westinghouse motor can’t be beat.  The Royal vacuum cleaner and vibrators are the 
best made in their line.  The vibrator is just the thing for that tired feeling, backache, and 
headache.  Come in and see our line.  Glad to demonstrate any of the above at any time.  
Our prices are right – Either at or below Denver prices for the same goods.  The Electric 
Shop.  V.D. Hurrel and Walter E. Baldridge.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  “A Full House” is Picture Next Week.  Couples who 
have outgrown the happy “honeymoon” stage will live again that ecstatic period when 
they see “A Full House”, a Paramount picture, at the schoolhouse Friday evening of next 
week.  The screen version of the famous Fred Jackson farce tells a most amusing story of 
a newlywed who has to go on a business trip on the day of his marriage.  A combination 
of love letters belonging to another man, stolen jewels, exchanged suitcases, and a 
thieving maid create situations that are rapid-fire in their continuous creation of hearty 



laughs.  The bride and groom and their troubles provide an exceptionally funny evening’s 
entertainment, and one uproariously appreciated.  Mr. Washburn is excellent as George 
Howell.  Charming and pretty Lois Wilson makes a delectable bride.  In the minor parts, 
Guy Milhan, Hazel Howell, Vera Lewis, Catherine Wallace, Lottie Williams, John Wild, 
Z. Wall Covington, and Frank Jonasson achieve individual successes.

16 December 1921 – A high wind of about an hour’s duration Thursday evening put the 
power line out of commission about 8:00 p.m., and Estes Park was without lights until 
late the next day.  This is the third time this trouble has occurred this fall, and everyone in 
the community will rejoice when the new line is completed this winter…Semi-
advertisement:  Nice Christmas boxes for your packages at Godfrey’s [a block 5 
business]…Mrs. George Johnson and Miss Elsie Johnson were valley visitors Friday…
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Johnson and June Johnson drove to Loveland Saturday, and 
spent the day shopping and visiting friends.  Claude Erwin Verry, who has been having a 
serious time with a vaccination and the grippe, both contracted while attending the Rocky  
Mountain Hotel Men’s Association Meeting in Denver, is becoming himself rapidly…
Semi-advertisement:  All sizes and kinds of overshoes at Godfrey’s [a block 5 business].

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery  
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

16 December 1921 – Column title and byline:  Uncle Walt’s Story by Walt Mason.  The 
kind word.  “I read such a beautiful article in the Uplift magazine today,” explained the 
landlady.  “It said that the kind word is the greatest civilizing influence in the world.”  “I 
have often thought,” said the star border, “that the value of the kind word is greatly 
exaggerated by our gifted sunshine writers and orators.  When properly used, at the right 
time and place, it is an excellent thing, but you must admit, my dear Mrs. Jiggers, that it 
doesn’t always bring results.  Only this morning, I heard you saying that the housework 
never would be done if you didn’t keep after the hired girl all the time, and I assume that 
you don’t keep after her with kind words.  In fact, I have heard you say to that languorous 
damsel that she isn’t worth the coal oil it would take to blow her through the roof.  I am 
partial to kind words, and use them whenever the signs seem right, but they don’t always 
work out as they should.  On my way home this evening, I stopped to witness a dogfight, 
which was in progress in the middle of the street.  A great crowd had assembled, and the 
street was jammed.  All the beauty and chivalry, fair women and brave men, were there.  
It is rather remarkable, when you come to think of it, that a dogfight has a great 
fascination for our leading citizens.  They wouldn’t go ten feet out of their way to listen 
to a college glee club, or hear an elevating lecture on the regeneration of the race, but 
they’ll sprint ten blocks at the risk of apoplexy or heart failure to see a couple of 
misguided bowwows chew each other up.  Mr. Junkman, the banker, was at my left hand 
in the crowd this evening.  Everybody knows how polite and suave he is at ordinary 
times, but he was greatly incensed because he couldn’t get a good look at the wrangling 



pups.  A man with a tall hat stood right in front of him, and shut off the view, and Mr. 
Junkman knocked his hat down over his ears, without a word of apology or explanation.  
Why is a dogfight thus ruinous to our veneer of civilization?  A large man with a 
truculent face was right in front of me, and I tapped him gently on the shoulder, and 
informed him in the most courteous terms, that he was standing on my foot, and doing 
great injury to my favorite corn.  Nobody could have broken the news to him more gently 
than I did.  If kind words were what they are cracked up to be, the large man would have 
apologized and moved off.  But he glowered at me in the manner of one who is willing to 
meet grief halfway, and proceeded to argue the question.  He said he wasn’t standing on 
my foot, that I was laboring under a hallucination, and if, by any mischance, he was 
standing on my foot, it was because that foot was so large he couldn’t do otherwise.  And 
in any event, he finally inquired, what was I going to do about it?  I didn’t see that I could 
do anything worthwhile, for the man was as large as an ordinary cottage, and he seemed 
impatient for trouble.  I was just explaining to him that I rather enjoyed having people 
stand on my feet, when the crowd shuffled around, and he was pushed to one side.  In his 
new position, he was in front of another citizen as large and dangerous-looking as 
himself, and presently, this second citizen took him by the ear, and twisted his head 
around, and said, ‘Say, you big loafer, get off my foot!’  The truculent gentleman hadn’t a 
word of argument on this occasion.  He squirmed away, and the second citizen gave him 
a prod in the small of the back that made him groan, and he didn’t indulge in so much as 
a reproachful look.  Thus we see, Mrs. Jiggers, that kind words don’t always bring home 
the bacon, and so I’ll trouble you for the stewed apricots.”  [This identical column 
reappears in the 8 December 1922 Estes Park Trail.]

16 December 1921 – Column title and subtitles:  How to be Healthy.  The crusade of the 
double barred cross.  Practical talks on disease prevention prepared by the Colorado 
Tuberculosis Association.  (Practically every adult person is infected with tuberculosis.  
This infection need not be a source of danger.  To keep the latent infection from 
becoming disease, bodily resistance must be kept at its best.  This series of articles shows 
you how to keep healthy.)  Headline and byline:  A Clean Mouth by Arthur M. Hunter, 
DDS.  A few years ago, Dr. Mayo, one of America’s foremost surgeons, said that the next 
step in preventive medicine must be made by the dentists.  In line with this prophecy, the 
new campaign for mouth hygiene aims to teach three things:  1. How much damage is 
done to the general health of the body by an unclean mouth, with teeth badly broken 
down, large cavities, or inflamed gums.  2. Proper methods of correcting mouth diseases.  
3. How to prevent dental disease.  Very few persons realize that the three vital sources of 
life – food, water, and air – are affected by mouth conditions.  No one can live without 
these three things.  The government spends enormous sums to insure the cleanliness of 
food and water.  Housewives see that cooking utensils, china, and cutlery are washed so 
that the food may be served clean.  All the details of bringing pure food to the mouth are 
carefully looked after, but when it passes the lips, the food is abandoned and left to its 
fate, for most mouths are unclean, and food, however clean before, becomes quickly 
contaminated after it passes the lips.  How can the mouth best be kept clean, and dental 



decay prevented?  Here are four practical suggestions:  1. Have the mouth put in good 
condition by a good dentist.  Go to the best man that you can find.  It is economy of 
health and pocketbook to go to him often.  Three or four times a year should be the 
minimum.  2. X-ray examinations of the teeth should be made to ascertain the condition 
of root fillings, and the condition of bone surrounding the root ends of the teeth, for it is 
these areas that may cause systemic disturbances which will lower resistance to disease.  
All teeth with the pulps removed (nerves killed) must be held as suspicious characters 
until proven innocent.  The lack of pain is not a safe sign of no infection.  There may be a 
“blind” abscess, which only the X-ray can discover.  3. Get your dentist to give you 
minute directions as to the proper way to perform your mouth toilet.  It is necessary to 
spend at least three minutes every night and every morning brushing your gums and 
teeth, in order to property cleanse them.  That amount of time and energy will give you 
big dividends in good health.  Remember, a clean tooth will not decay, and a clean mouth 
will not pollute the food.  [Although the number 4 does not appear here, it doesn’t appear 
subsequently, and this is the only logical place for it to appear.]  Stop the use of free 
sugar, because sugar will cause the decay of teeth more than any other one thing.  Nature 
never intended that we should use sugar in a concentrated form, but preferred to give it to 
us in its natural state, namely, in fruits and vegetables.  I would like to paraphrase that 
well-known quotation from Robert Burns, “Oh, would the gift the good God give us to 
see our mouths as the dentist sees them.”  The dentist not only sees the unclean mouth 
with inflamed gums, but he sees the long chain of events, namely, an unclean mouth, 
small cavities, large cavities, pollution of food with digestive disturbances, death of the 
tooth pulp, abscesses at the end of the root, absorption of the poison, lowered resistance 
against disease, and finally, broken-down health.  The late Professor [William] Osler, who 
held a place at the head of the profession of medicine, said, “You have one doctrine to 
preach, and you have to preach it early and late, in season and out of season.  It is the 
gospel of cleanliness of the mouth, cleanliness of the teeth, cleanliness of the throat.  
These three things must be your text through life.  Oral hygiene – the hygiene of the 
mouth – not one single thing is more important to the public in the whole range of 
hygiene than that.”    

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Coats and suits for ladies.  We are giving real 
bargains in the stock of these garments that we are closing out.  Better come in and select 
one.  Useful presents.  A useful article is the most appreciate this year, and we have a 
stock that is new and up-to-date.  Men’s silk socks, ladies’ silk hose, men’s silk ties, 
men’s knitted ties, young men’s “College stripe” ties, men’s sport coats, men’s sweaters, 
gloves for everybody, and many other useful gifts.  Prices right.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey 
[a block 5 business].

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying thru the air,/As you motor along/
With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/To the 



Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” know/
That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, Colorado.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Let us care for your printing needs.  Stationery, 
catalogs, folders, engraving, lithographing, embossing.  Arrange with us for next season’s 
needs before leaving Estes Park.  Our prices are right, and high-class work guaranteed.  
Mail orders given careful attention.  Estes Park Trail.  Telephone #27-J3.

16 December 1921 – Headline:  Daniel J. March Tells of Experiment with Black Hills 
Beetle.  Sir:  I have been an interested reader of your splendid newspaper since the first 
issue, and enjoy every item very much.  After reading the last one, Mrs. March made the 
remark, “It’s like getting a letter from home,” and it surely was, but when I see anything 
which is a little misleading, I feel like correcting it, so far as I am able.  The item I refer 
to is the one regarding the Black Hills Beetle, which would lead the reader to believe it 
was something entirely new, but I am not a “bugologist” and what I don’t know about 
forestry would make a far bigger book than what I do know.  I am not writing this letter 
with the intention of calling anyone down, but giving a little of my own experience and 
correcting a mistake if possible.  If you will take the trouble to go to our place, which is 
Fall River Lodge, you can satisfy yourself as to the correctness of the statement I am 
about to make.  While living in Horseshoe Park, my experience has been that the Black 
Hills Beetle will attack any yellow pine tree, preferably the larger ones, if for any reason 
said tree has been weakened from any cause such as digging too close to the roots, 
seepage, or anything which make it harder for the tree to live its normal condition.  If you 
go to our place, you will find about eight stumps of pine tree which I myself cut down for 
the reason of their being killed by said beetle, just above the road, north and a little east 
of the lodge, and where the building of the road necessitated the cutting away of a very 
considerable portion of the hill where the trees grew, thus exposing a great many of the 
roots.  And just below the little lake in front of the lodge, you will find several stumps 
where the trees were weakened by seepage, making them easy prey for the beetle, and I 
had to cut them own to save the other trees, not knowing any other way.  About that same 
time, I noticed a fine large tree just beyond our place on Mr. Hondius’ land had been 
attacked by those same bugs.  When entering the bark, they always leave a small bunch 
of pitch on the outside, and knowing as I did that the tree was doomed if left to its fate, I 
though I would try an experiment.  So taking a good sharp axe, I cut the bark off of the 
tree each place where I could find any evidence of a beetle, which happened to be on the 
east side of the tree, from the ground to about the height of my head.  I was very careful 
not to cut deeper than the bark, then I burned the bark to destroy the eggs, and this tree is 
living and healthy today, or at least was the last time I was there, which was last July.  
[signed] Yours truly, Daniel J. March.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Toy headquarters.  For the kiddies – All kinds of 
toys to bring joy to their hearts.  Games – Bring pastime and pleasure to both grownups 
and kiddies.  Eversharp pens and pencils. – If in doubt as to what to buy – you can’t go 



wrong with these.  All prices.  All styles.  Stationery – A complete line of gift stationery.  
Ivory – Look over our line, as we carry the best grained ivory.  Perfume sets – Some new 
odors that are sure to please.  Manicure sets – These are new and will make a very 
popular gift.  Box candy – Christmas is not complete without it.  Christmas cards – Our 
assortment includes all kinds of seals, cards, and tags.  Cigars – A box of cigars is always 
appreciable [sic] to the man who smokes.  Smoking sets – We are showing something 
novel in these.  Cutlery – Pocket knives, scissors, embroidery and manicure scissors, etc.  
The Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business] extends to you the season’s greetings 
– to add a bit to your Christmas cheer and bring best wishes for the coming year.

16 December 1921 – Column title:  Real Estate Transfers.  Mary S. Blair to E. Kittrell, 
$350, lot 26, Woodland Heights, in southeast quarter of southeast quarter of section 
27-5-73…William H. Lamb to Frank J. Annis, $1, west half of northwest quarter of 
section 14-5-72, and other land…Arthur F. Brown to Katie E. Brown, $1, one-quarter 
interest in part of the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section 13-5-72.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  The carpenters will be glad to attend to your repair work now – before the 
rush.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48.

16 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail today.

16 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Clatworthys [a block 3 business, although this 
advertisement may refer only to the Denver location].  Open until after Christmas.  
Special discounts.  Denver store at 415 17th Street.

23 December 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume 1, Number 37     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, December 23, 1921     Price 10 cents

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Scoundrels Strip Disabled Car on Lyons Road.  W.C. 
Humphreys made a trip to the valley Saturday and on the return trip one of the front 
wheels of the Ford crumpled up near the Minnings [sic, a 30 December 1921 article 
mentions a “Meining” Ranch near Lyons, I don’t know if either are spelled correctly, or 
related] place this side of Lyons.  The Ford turned over and Mr. Humphreys suffered an 
injury to his leg.  He started to walk to the village as best he could and was soon picked 
up by another car.  Aid was secured here and upon returning to bring the car in, it was 
found everything of value had been taken.  Mr. Humphreys lost about $60 worth of tools, 
a buffalo robe, laundry, a spare tire, and many other articles, totaling in value about $150.  
Sheriff Smith was notified, and came up Monday to investigate.  Persons were found who 
had seen someone at the car, and who had taken their number and a description of their 
car.  It is expected an arrest will be made within a few days.



23 December 1921 – Headline:  Weatherman Favors Estes Park this Week with Fine 
Brand.  Estes Park has been enjoying mild April weather all week, and it has been 
something of a surprise to our people who have made trips to the valley to suddenly run 
into a temperature about half-way down the canyon from 20 to 30 degrees colder than 
here.  According to reports reaching here from the valley, the thermometer down there 
has been uncomfortably intimate with the zero figure marked on it, and the people there 
think when we tell them of our balmy weather we are gifted with a membership in the 
Ananias Club [Ananias was a biblical liar struck dead for his lie].  Monday and Tuesday 
nights, rain fell, and during the days the snow banks on the north sides have been melting 
rapidly.  Old timers state that the rains this week remind them of January 1905, when a 
big rainstorm badly washed the Lyons road.  The warmest in Loveland Sunday was 33 
and Monday was 32.  The records at the government weather station at the fish hatchery 
show that the thermometer here registered 49 with a minimum of 32.  

23 December 1921 – Mrs. Emma C. Clatworthy and Miss Linda Clatworthy of Denver 
are expected in Estes Park Saturday to spend the Christmas holidays with F.P. Clatworthy.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  Two hotels open.  
Maximum temperature this week 49 [degrees Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature this 
week 30 [degrees Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature Tuesday night 32 [degrees 
Fahrenheit].  Precipitation this month 0.15 inches.  Report from the United States station 
at the fish hatchery.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Millions to be Spent on Roads within State Next Year.  
Estes Park is much interested in the budget for state roadwork made public in Denver the 
first of the week.  It seems certain that a good many miles of concrete road will be laid 
between Fort Collins and Denver.  There is now between these two points about 15 miles 
of concrete, and by this time next year there will be fully double that amount.  This is of 
great interest to Estes Park because it means better traveling between here and the capital 
city.  Much other work of special interest to us is also to be done next season.  In addition 
to the $450,000 to be spent on the road north from Denver, $5000 is to be spent on a new 
bridge across the Big Thompson River just below the village.  $3500 will be spent on the 
road from Longs Peak to the village, and it is hoped to double track and relocate this road 
so that it will the better accommodate the constantly increasing traffic this way.  $12,000 
will be spent on the road from the village through the Big Thompson Canyon to 
Loveland.  The canyon road is one of the most popular mountain drives in the west, and 
more than 100,000 autos passed over it last summer.  The state will also spend $30,000 
on the road from Granby to Estes Park – the west end of the Fall River Road.  The 
National Park Service will spend another $25,000 on improvements to the Fall River 
Road within the Rocky Mountain National Park.  In addition to this, the National Park 



Service will spend many thousands of dollars on other roads and trails within Rocky 
Mountain National Park.  Under the budget, there will be 143 road building projects 
launched in Colorado in 1922.  The Poudre Canyon Highway will be completed from the 
Laramie-Poudre tunnel to Chambers Lake, $42,500 begin set aside for this project which 
will be carried across the range and into Walden, Colorado, by the fall of 1922.

23 December 1921 – Letter from G.M. Derby.  Headline:  G.M. Derby Writes of Rocky 
Mountain Hotel Men’s Association.  I very much miss the news items of the Estes Park 
Trail, it going to [Moraine] Lodge while I am here in Denver.  Please have it mailed to 
me here at the hotel.  Not having seen the Estes Park Trail for a month, I do not know 
whether you have covered the news of the Rocky Mountain Hotel Men’s Association 
convention or not.  But you no doubt know that it met in Denver on 1 December 1921 
through 3 December 1921, and Estes Park was fairly well represented by the following.  
Mrs. M.I. McPherson [of Moraine Lodge], Mr. Alfred Lamborn [of the Stanley Hotels], 
Mr. A.D. Lewis [of the Lewiston Hotel and more broadly the Rocky Mountain Lodges], 
Mr. G.M. Derby [of Moraine Lodge], Mr. Gordon Mace and Mr. Charles Mace [of the 
Baldpate Inn], Mr. Verry [of the Lewiston Chalets and more broadly the Rocky Mountain 
Lodges], and Mr. Alexander [of the Columbines].  If there were others from Estes Park, I 
did not see them, although Squeaky Bob (Wheeler) was there from the Grand Lake 
region.  Mr. Lamborn was re-elected on the Executive Board, and can no doubt give you 
all the information as to what was done and what left undone.  I can say this, that the 
entertainment afforded was all that could be desired.  I expect to remain in Denver until it  
is time to put up the ice, and will then return to Estes Park for that purpose.  Mrs. 
McPherson will remain in Denver with friends over Christmas.  She is stopping at the 
Metropole [Hotel].

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Supervisor Doing Good Work on Streets.  Estes Park is 
beginning to show a decided improvement in her streets.  The town council several 
months ago decided to continue the street work throughout the winter.  This has made 
possible some needed work on them that has been impossible to do in the summertime.  
Supervisor Walker Lee has been the past week and this removing the large boulders that 
have jutted out into the street near the church, and will enable the entire width of the 
street to be used during the tourist season.  A large amount of splendid work has also been 
done on the hill.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Local Holiday Trade Excellent.  The local merchants 
who have been advertising in the Estes Park Trail inform the editor that their holiday 
trade has been excellent.  The people of the community seem to be most loyal to the 
town, and we are glad to observe this splendid community spirit.  Most of the stores have 
displayed a fine line of practical gifts, and their enterprise has been duly appreciated.  The 
Electric Shop informs us that they never before had nearly as fine a line of holiday gift 
articles, and they were completely sold out last week, and were compelled to lay in 



another stock to satisfy the demand.  The proprietors were generous in attributing their 
success to correct and liberal advertising space in the Estes Park Trail.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Santa Claus Window Busy.  The Santa Claus window at 
the post office has been a busy place the past week, and the holiday season has given the 
local office the usual amount of extra work.  Both the incoming and outgoing mail has 
been quite large for more than a week.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Nation Must Turn Attention to Reforestation Problems.  
“The United States produces more than half of the entire lumber cut in the world,” says 
Colonel W.B. Greeley, Chief of the Forest Service, United States Department of 
Agriculture, “and uses 95% of that amount right here at home.  The exhaustion of our 
timber supply is coming about, not because we have used our forests freely, but because 
we have failed to use our timber-growing land.  The problem, in a nutshell, is the 
enormous area of forest land which has been so logged and burned that it is producing 
little or nothing.  We have more than 80,000,000 acres, 80,000,000 timber-denuded acres, 
which could be made productive again with proper attention and protection against fires.”  
Some of the chief reasons why these forests are needed are as follows”  “Our 
manufacturing centers are drawing at an enormous rate upon our timber supply – from 
two to four times as fast per capita as the country at large.  Our railroads require 
125,000,000 wooden crossties annually to maintain their roadbeds in fit condition and 
take care of new construction.  Our average American uses 125 pounds of paper a year – 
made largely from wood – and the growing circulation of our newspapers and magazines 
is increasing that very generous per capita allowance.  Our average well-kept farms – 
using the upper Mississippi Valley as an instance – require 2000 board feet of lumber 
annually for repairs and improvements.  Our Florida citrus crop alone, for marketing, 
takes 13,000,000 boxes of 5-1/2 board feet each every year. 

23 December 1921 – Illustration:  Hand-drawn sketch of mountainside lone tree and 
clouds by Dean Babcock.  Cutline:  “Pen Drawing by Dean Babcock from “Songs of the 
Rockies” courtesy Edgerton-Palmer Press”

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Save the Pretty Cards.  At this time of year, you will 
receive many pretty pictures and cards, calendars, etc.  Don’t burn them, but let them 
make someone else happy.  Give them, with your old magazines, to any member of the 
Mission Circle Sunday school class, taught by Mrs. Shepherd.  The cards, pictures, and 
greetings are made up into scrapbooks, and sent to the foreign missionaries, who find 
many uses for them in their work among the children and others.  

23 December 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above 



Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months 
$1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches or more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate – 35 cents per inch per issue.  Local 
reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 
of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.  

23 December 1921 – Poem and byline:  The Guide by Charles Edwin Hewes.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.  If you were come to a wonderful land–/A land you had never known;/And met 
a man there, who, with pointed hand, Had made that land all your own./I deem that the 
man, the Guide you had found–//You would cherish his honest fame,/As one who had 
shown you, Life without bound–/Where the soul shines bright in the flame,/Of the 
wilderness pure, where truths endure;/A life that is lived in God’s name./He said, as you 
vaulted your saddle gay/When over the mountain broke the new Day,/“I’m leading you to 
a beautiful land,/A land of the sun and the sky./I’m taking you to a solitude strand,/A 
strand where the alp zephyrs sigh./I’m showing you a region most grand,/A region, vast, 
lofty, and high./I’m guiding you where the Great Mountains stand/Among scenes that can 
never die;/A prospect so fair – you’ll say God lives there;/In joy, the truth of my words 
you’ll declare.”/So you followed him off, and hit the trail,/Little heeding his boasting, 
simple tale./You followed him into his beautiful land–/You drank of its sun and its sky./
You rode to the shore of that solitude strand–/Where the zephyrs on you did sigh./You 
entered the gates of that region grand–/Gazed aloft on its summits high./You traveled to 
where the Great Mountains stand–/Viewed those scenes that can never die;/And affirmed 
full fair–/that God DOES live there–/The words of your guide, most true, you declare./
Now that you’ve seen that most wonderful land–/That land you had never known;/And 
met a man there, who, with pointed hand,/Made that land your very own;/I deem that the 
man, the Guide, you thus found–/You will honor his honest fame,/As one who had shown 
you, Life without bound–/Where the soul shines bright in the flame,/Of the wilderness 
pure, where truths endure;/A life that is lived in God’s name.

23 December 1921 – Editorial reprinted form the Cody (Wyoming) Herald.  Headline:  
Citizens First Duty to Obey Law.  There are too many laws, of course.  Many of them are 
unnecessary, some are vexatious, and some are even vicious.  But it is the duty of every 
citizen to obey the law so long as it is on the statute books.  There is no other safe course.  
It is perfectly proper to insist that a law is wrong, and to work for its repeal, but it is never 
safe to violate any law.  When we begin to violate any law, we create disrespect for all 
other laws, and when our laws fall into disrepute, our civilization ends.  Ours is 
government of law.  We cannot have government without laws and obedience to the laws.  
Without this, life and property is not safe.  It is, therefore, the duty of every citizen to 



obey the law himself, and to insist upon obedience to the law by all others.  A good 
citizen will not only obey the law himself, but he will insist in the enforcement of the law 
upon and for others.

23 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Don’t forget that the Estes Park Trail will 
always appreciate your giving us those items of news.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  American Campanile.  The records of past ages are 
authority for the fact that campaniles or bell towers became very common in Italy and 
especially in Rome, Italy, between the 8th and 11th centuries.  Almost everybody has at 
some time seen a picture of that famous old one of old St. Mark’s Church in Venice, Italy.  
On the other hand, campaniles are rarely seen in the United States nowadays, and yet 
California boats what is perhaps the most splendid example of a bell tower on the western 
hemisphere.  It is one of the most pleasing and graceful architectural structures one can 
hope to look upon, and is located in the grounds of the University of California at 
Berkeley.  The gift of a Mrs. Sater, it cost about $200,000, is 302 feet high, approximately  
36 feet square, and is constructed of California granite, with the exception of the 
pyramidally-shaped top piece, which is of white marble.  Within the tower is an immense 
clock and a chime of 12 beautifully-toned bells.  These precious bells were safely 
transported through the submarine-infested waters of the Atlantic Ocean on their journey 
from the old world during the earlier days of the world war [World War I].  These bells, 
also the gift of Mrs. Sater, range in weight from 349 to 4118 pounds.  The tenor or largest 
bell carries the following inscription, written especially for the purpose by Professor 
Flagg of the university:  “We ring, we chime, we toll;/Lend ye the silent part,/Some 
answer in the heart,/Some echo in the soul.”

23 December 1921 – Column title:  Mickie Says.  Send our newspaper to an out-o’-town 
friend, or to th’ son or daughter away at school.  You’ll never realize how hungry one gits 
fer home news until yer away yerself sometime.  Ask the boys of the American 
Expeditionary Force – they know!  Charles Sughroe.

23 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Don’t blame us for not having that item of 
news if you didn’t give it to us.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  That’s my business.  Plumbing, heating, tinning.  
Figure with us before starting that next job.  George R. Wyatt.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning that 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village, with good water piped to every lot.



23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood wishes you a right Merrie [sic] 
Christmas and a happy and prosperous new year.  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  
Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By 
day, week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah 
Robertson Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.

23 December 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Final reports from all 
county assessors to the state Immigration Department, and corrections in the acreage 
figures contained in these reports based upon the census report for 1919, show that the 
total area under cultivation in Colorado in 1921 was slightly in excess of 6,000,000 acres, 
which apparently was about 3% above the area cultivated in 1920, and was without doubt 
the largest acreage ever cultivated in the Centennial state.  The season was unfavorable in 
the northeast counties, where the largest acreages under cultivation are to be found.  The 
result was that total production fell considerably short of that last year.  Prices of farm 
products were lower at market time in 1921 that at market time in 1920, and much lower 
than in 1919, with the result that the value of all crops grown in the state this year was 
perhaps slightly below $100,000,000, the lowest in five years.  Final estimates of crop 
values have not yet been completed, but a few examples will show the sharp decreases 
from last year.  The farm value of the state’s wheat crop will be in the neighborhood of 
$20,000,000 this year, compared with about $35,000,000 for last year.  The value of the 
corn crop this year will be less than $4,000,000, compared with about $12,000,000 last 
year.  Te value of the hay crop will be apparently in the neighborhood of $18,000,000, 
compared with more than $35,000,000 last year…Visitors to the National Western Stock 
Show in Denver, 14 January 1922 to 21 January 1922, will find the Pikes Peak region of 
the state well represented in the breeding classes, with purebred livestock from the large 
herds of this vicinity.  A full herd of Holsteins will be shown by both Spencer Penrose 
and the Modern Woodman Sanatorium.  James J. Gauld, superintendent of the Myron 
Stratton Home farms, may also show a few Holsteins and Durocs, while J.W. Brauer and 
R.I. Love will both be represented by a string of good red hogs.  The Pine Valley Dairy 
and Farms Company will show a full string of milking Shorthorns, and the Allen Cattle 
Company will show a full string of beef Shorthorns…James Dugan, 62 years old, is dead 
as a result of a quarrel with his partner, Fred Rockwell, 63 years old.  Rockwell 
surrendered to Sheriff Dorsey of Montrose County, declaring that he had killed his 
partner because he was “quicker on the draw”.  The two men owned a sawmill near the 
Montrose County-San Miguel County line.  According to Rockwell’s story, they 
quarreled over the management of the mill, and Dugan seized a shotgun and threatened 
Rockwell.  Rockwell then drew a pistol, he said, and shot Dugan.  The two men were 



alone at the mill at the time of the shooting…The body of Asarias Latenen [sic, 
subsequently Lastenen or Latensen], a Finnish laborer at the Arkansas Valley smelter, was 
found in the cabin near an old slag dump below Leadville, where he lived alone.  
Lastenen [sic, see above] had been murdered by a person or persons whose identity has 
not yet been learned, the motive evidently being robbery.  Lastenen was shot three times, 
and also beaten about the head and body, either with the butt end of a revolver or a rock.  
Latensen [sic, see above] was 43 years old, and had worked at the smelter since 1913…
War savings stamps sales have been discontinued, according to word received in Denver 
by F.T. Frawley, acting postmaster.  The stamps have been on sale during the holidays 
since 1918.  It was announced that the government seeks to attract investors, who 
otherwise might put their money into stamps, to the new treasury certificates, which 
come in denominations of $25, $50, and $100…R.J. Jones, a resident of Eldorado 
Springs, filed suit in the district court at Boulder, asking $200,000 damages from the 
Order of Railroad Conductors and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, and 
approximately 50 members of the two organizations…The issuance of a large number of 
building permits in Grand Junction lately indicates that the city is on the eve of a building 
boom.  Seven permits for new structures have been issued, including one for a $3500 
gasoline filling station.  Local architects are planning the construction of several other 
business buildings and residences, and it is predicted that building in the next six months 
will exceed all previous records…John N. Cordenaz, one of the 33 applications for free 
lodging at the police station in Pueblo, showed so little appreciation, police say, that he 
proceeded to make away with a fur-lined coat, knife, cigarettes, and other articles 
belonging to one of the trusties.  He was caught by officer M. Porter, who had befriended 
him, and then fined $300 in police court.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Christmas hints.  Just two days left until Christmas!  
We are now showing a more complete and better selected line of holiday goods than ever 
before.  Sweaters – Thermo-knitted sport coats for office, hiking, and motoring, special at 
$6.  Heavyweight all-wool sweaters with shawl collars, slipover and coat styles.  Coats 
and leather vests – Belted sheep line moleskin coats at $17.75.  Leather vests, extra 
length at $9 to $18.50.  Neckties – Silk four-in-hand at 50 cents to $1.75.  Knitted silk 
ties at $1.  Hosiery – Men’s silk hose $1.  Men’s lisle hose 45 cents.  Men’s cotton hose, 
two pairs for 35 cents.  Gloves – For dress, work, or driving purposes at all prices.  
Complete line of Phoenix silk vests, bloomers, camisoles, and silk hosiery.  You know the 
Phoenix quality.  Also have nice line of pajamas and nightgowns.  Felt slippers for men 
and women are always appreciated.  Gooch’s Shop [a block 2 business].

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile/Which makes you feel/That you’re flying through the air,/As you motor 



along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark,/You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

23 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.       

23 December 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Mrs. Shep Husted and 
daughter Melissa, who is attending college in Fort Collins, came up to spend the 
Christmas vacation with Mr. Husted.  Mrs. Husted has just recovered from an attack of 
pneumonia…Dr. Homer E. James and family have arrived in Eagle Rock, California, 
where they will spend the rest of the winter…Bryan Service came home from college 
Tuesday to spend the holidays with the home folks…Miss Edna Mae Becker came up 
from Fort Collins to spend the holiday season with her parents…The next regular 
meeting of he Rebekah Lodge will be held Tuesday evening, 27 December 1921…Arthur 
K. Holmes and William Tallant drove to Loveland the first of the week to have some 
dental work attended to…A letter from Judge Tallant states he is now located at San 
Bernardino, California, where he is doing some sketching…Semi-advertisement:  The 
Electric Shop has the finest display of useful gifts ever shown in Estes Park.  Every piece 
useful the entire year through, and each a handsome addition to any home.  You will be 
surprised to learn how reasonably they are priced…Mrs. Julius Foss Schwartz is now 
enjoying a visit with her mother in Ohio.  She also visited the parents of Mr. Schwartz…
Nearly 30 people will receive the Estes Park Trail next year as Christmas gifts from 
people in Estes Park…A concrete floor is being laid in the Preston Garage…I.C. 
Baldridge, father of Walter E. Baldridge, is seriously ill at the Longmont hospital, 
suffering an attack of neuralgia of the heart.  Mr. and Mrs. Baldridge were down 
Wednesday…Semi-advertisement:  The barbershop will be open from 9:30 a.m. to 8:00 
p.m., except on Saturday…William L. Beck went to Denver Friday morning to spend the 
holidays with his parents.  This is the first opportunity he has had to spend Christmas at 
home since 1913…School closed Thursday for a one-week holiday vacation…Charles 
Hix spent the first of the week in Denver…Dan Griffith was confined to the house this 
week by an attack of the grippe…Semi-advertisement:  Overshoes at Godfrey’s [a block 
5 business]…Semi-advertisement:  Kodak finishing at Francis [a block 6 business].  
Prompt service.  Films for sale.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.  

23 December 1921 – Headline:  “An Old Fashioned Boy” is Next Week’s Picture.  
Charles Ray invariably is artistic in his county boy impersonations, and in “An Old 
Fashioned Boy”, his latest Thomas H. Ince production for Paramount release, he does not 
violate the standard he has fixed for himself.  Mr. Ray has a typical role in “An Old 
Fashioned Boy” of which he makes the most.  As David Warrington, a bashful suitor for 



the hand of a rather snobbish girl, he displays all those mannerisms which have 
contributed to make him famous in his especial field of entertainment.  His trials when a 
trio of boisterous children are placed in his care, and when to amuse them he engages in a 
sort of taffy pulling contest with more or less direful results, provoke many a laugh.  How 
he finally wins the love of the girl he woos, makes a worthwhile picture.  Ethel Shannon 
as the girl is excellent.  The support is clever, and the work of the three juvenile players is 
effective.  Jerome Storm directed this picture, of which Agnes Christine Johnston is the 
author.

23 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The advertisements in this week’s Estes Park 
Trail tell you where to do your Christmas shopping.  Be sure to read them before laying 
the newspaper aside…Semi-advertisement:  You make your money in Estes Park, try to 
spend it here where it will benefit the community.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $50.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offer to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor…The Estes Park Fish and Game Association will pay the following 
rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of anyone of killing game in the 
Estes Park region:  Elk $50, deer $50, mountain sheep $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] W.A. 
Gray, secretary.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Hotel and Automobile Camps.  Hotels apparently keep 
pace with automobile camps in tourist patronage, despite the growing novelty of tent 
pitching beneath the stars, an instance of which is the registration in Overland Park 
campgrounds, in Denver, of 29,024 campers in 1920 and 39,854 in 1921, with all states 
represented.  While the rail passenger business was not all that hotels might have 
anticipated, the travel tab kept by the Denver Tourist Bureau shows that there were 
82.393 inquiries across the counter at its Union Station branch office alone, according to 
the latest report, compared with 63,451 for 1920.  One of the functions of the station 
branch of the bureau is to interest travelers in stopovers, and 12,736 were directed to 
hotels.  Others took side trips, after which many changed their mind about resuming the 
cross-country journey immediately.  Instead, they went to a hotel and remained several 
days.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Santa’s Candy Store.  We are carrying an extra-fine 
assortment of Baur’s chocolates, hard candies, decorated mints, caramels, etc., candy 
beads, apples, and toys for your Christmas tree.  Also fine line of Christmas candies and 
nuts.  A large assortment of fine cigars and tobaccos for Christmas gifts.  We carry vanilla 



ice cream at all times, and will gladly supply brick ice cream or sherbets for special 
occasions.  Among our assets, we like to count the only one money cannot buy, your 
good will.  So at this holiday season, we extend to you – not as a customer alone, but as a 
friend – the best wishes for the coming year.  Tallant’s Confectionery [a block 5 
business].

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  To all residents of our village, we extend our best 
wishes for a Merry Christmas and a prosperous Happy New Year.  For the business you 
have given us during the year about to close, we think you and trust to be favored with 
your continued patronage.  Please bear this in mind.  1 January 1922 we will commence a 
special Christmas sale for the purpose of reducing stock before inventory.  It will pay you 
well to watch this sale, for we propose to sell many goods at astonishing low prices.  
Look out for a more detailed announcement next week.  J.E. Macdonald [a block 5 
business].

23 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Headline:  A Splendid Holiday Gift.  Some 
are already making use of the Estes Park Trail for gift purposes.  In what better way can 
you for an entire year remind friend or loved ones of your esteem than to arrange that 
they may regularly receive the Estes Park Trail.  The young folks away at school would 
also greatly appreciate receiving the weekly visits of the newspaper.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  An electrical Chrismas means a happy one.  Any 
one of these will please.  Coffee urns, percolators, grills, toasters, ovenettes, curling irons, 
electric irons, warming pads, waffle irons, lamps and lampshades, Thor washing 
machines, Free-Westinghouse sewing machines.  The Electric Shop.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Annual Meeting.  The annual meeting of the 
stockholders of the Estes Park Bank will be held in the banking rooms on Tuesday, 10 
January 1921, at 10:00 a.m., for the purpose of electing directors for the ensuing year, 
and such other business as may properly come before the meeting.  Transfer books will 
be closed for ten days previous to said meeting.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, secretary.

23 December 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Subhead:  Notice for publication.  
Publisher.  Department of the Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  
17 December 1921.  Notice is hereby given that R. Jack Dillon of Estes Park, Colorado, 
who, on 2 January 1915, made Homestead Entry No. 020843 for the northwest quarter of 
the northeast quarter of section 14, township 4 north, range 73 west of the 6th principle 
meridian, and the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section 11, township 4 
north, range 73 west of the 6th principle meridian, has filed notice of intention to make 



three-year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the register or 
receiver, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado, on 7 February 1922.  Claimant 
names as witnesses:  Mr. Gordon Mace, Mr. Charles Mace, and Mrs. Robert H. Lindley, 
all of Estes Park, Colorado, and Mr. Julian Johnson [formerly of Estes Park, but now 
residing in], Eagle, Colorado. [signed] Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  37-6t…Subhead:  
Notice for publication.  Publisher.  Department of the Interior, United States Land Office 
at Denver, Colorado.  17 November 1921.  Notice is hereby given that Carl B. Hartsell of 
Proctor, Colorado, who, on 18 august 1916, made Homestead Entry No. 023496, for the 
south half of the northeast quarter of section 33, township 5 north, range 73 west of the 
6th principal meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three-year proof, to establish 
claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, United States Land 
Office at Denver, Colorado, on 9 January 1922.  Claimant names as witnesses:  L.E. 
Osborn, S.W. West [this is likely Sankey West], Dan Griffith, and Frank Adams, all of 
Estes Park, Colorado.  [signed] Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  33-6.

23 December 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit – Use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want 
a position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – New 
Oliver typewriter, No. 9.  Telephone #22, or address post office box 225.  35-3t…For sale 
– All kinds of wrapping paper, bags, and twine.  The Estes Park Trail…For sale – 120 
acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites or hotel.  Gravity water system installed.  
Number of other springs.  Well wooded:  Yellow pine, spruce, limber pine, aspen, cedar, 
etc.  Improvements:  One house with seven rooms and bath, one house with four rooms 
and bath.  Also fireplaces and breakfast rooms.  Barn, garage, and cave [sic].  Property is 
fenced.  Will divide and sell 40 acres, 60 acres, or 80 acres of the unimproved end at a 
reasonable figure.  Address C.C., care of Estes Park Trail…Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – 
Within five miles of Estes Park post office on stream with some pine timber, for a 
permanent home, five acres or more, must be reasonable, for cash.  Address R.E.J., care 
of the Estes Park Trail…Subhead:  Lost.  Lost – A pair of child’s tortoiseshell-rim 
glasses.  Telephone #186…Subhead:  For rent – For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by 
hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390.  [Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”]

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge – Nash – Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin tires and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Denatured alcohol for radiators $1 per gallon.  Estes Park Garage.  Telephone #166.



23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says “If you must use a hammer, build 
a house.”  Also use this bank when we can be of service to you.  Consult with our officers 
whenever you need information along banking lines – and remember always that home 
men are here in the Estes Park Bank who will keep your problems and affairs in strictest 
confidence.  Consult with them freely.  U.B. Thrifty at the the [sic redundancy] Estes 
Park Bank [a block 3 business].  Where your patronage is appreciated.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.      

23 December 1921 – Ill health, lack of work, and extreme destitution are believed to have 
prompted Jay S. Noble, 60 years old, a carpenter, to commit suicide in his little shack on 
the outskirts of Loveland.  Noble shot himself through the head…John J. Phillips and his 
son, Alex Phillips, prominent Hereford breeders of Goodland, Kansas, have made entries 
in the breeding Hereford classes for the coming National Western Stock Show to be held 
in Denver 14 January 1922 to 21 January 1922…A man whose name is believed to be Ira 
Batin was found wandering in a demented condition near Wray by Sheriff Hitchcock.  
Batin had $5000 on his person.  He was unable to tell officials what he was doing, or 
where he lived…Drake University will play its first intersectional football game in Des 
Moines, Iowa, 11 November 19222, when it will meet the Colorado Aggies from Fort 
Collins, Colorado, according to an announcement made by K.L. Wilson, athletic 
director…Deputy Sheriff Frank Bell and Deputy Sheriff Ralph Norton of Arapahoe 
County discovered a 50-gallon still in a dugout on the bank of Little Dry Creek, seven 
miles northeast of Littleton.  Joe Skull and Anton Skull, brothers, were arrested, charged 
with operating the still.  Joe Skull was fined once before for violation of the prohibition 
laws…[The following ran in other Colorado newspapers, but was deleted from the 
section of Colorado news running in the Estes Park Trail:  A speeding automobile met a 
deer in a snowstorm at the head of the Big Thompson Canyon, and now there is one less 
deer in Colorado.  The machine was driven by Charles F. Hix, cashier of the Estes Park 
Bank.  The driver could not see the deer in the blinding snow, and the deer – a doe – 
failed to get out of the way of the machine…] Disbursements totaling $11,245,935 will 
be made for road construction and maintenance purposes in Colorado next year, 
according to the budget drawn by the state highway advisory board and presented to 
Governor Shoup for his approval.  Of this amount, $4,00,000 will be made available for 
new federal aid projects in the state, in addition to $1,326,143 for the completion of 1920 
and 1921 federal aid projects.  Approximately $409,569 will be spent to complete state 
road projects, according to the budget, and $1,182,176 will be used for new state 
projects…After four months of life, the Loveland Business College has closed its doors, 
and C.H. Worley, the founder, has gone to Denver.  No notice of the close of the 
institution, that had 30 day and night students, was given, except by a notice posted on 
the door after the night session of school that “it would be impossible to continue its 
operation.”…We’ll see you in Denver,” is reported to have been the parting admonition 
of hosts of breeders and stockmen of the west and middle west who attended the recent 



International Livestock Exposition at Chicago, Illinois.  The one big show of the season 
after the International Livestock Exposition is that held at Denver.  This season, it will be 
held during the week of 14 January 1922 to 21 January 1922…Expenditures of 
approximately $15,000 as the balance of the appropriation authorized for building 
construction and repairs at the state fairgrounds has been approved by the auditing board.  
The money was made available for the construction of a poultry house and other 
buildings.  It is expected the state will save between $2000 and $3000 of the 
appropriation through economy…The dairy division of the National Western Stock Show 
in Denver promises to be larger this year than ever before in the history of the show.  All 
of the principal Holstein herds of the state will be represented, both in the show ring and 
the annual sale.  The Guernsey breeders, who made a most excellent showing last year, 
will be on hand again with a choice offering, and several other breeders of this popular 
dairy breed plan to show this year.  The McClenahan herd of Jerseys, of Greeley, 
expected to be on hand as usual, and there is a possibility that some Jersey breeders from 
neighboring states may help fill the ranks of this division in January 1922…Sheriff’s 
deputies in Larimer County were looking for clues to the thieves who stole 25 sacks of 
sugar from a boxcar as it stood on the track near Kelim, as part of a shipment from the 
Loveland factory to the Johnstown warehouse.  The sugar was loaded into an automobile 
and taken to Loveland, where all trace of it was lost by the officers who had traced the 
tire tracks that far.  The car was sealed and the robbers broke the seal.  Two trips were 
made by the automobile that carried away the sugar.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottages for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Coats and suits for ladies.  We are giving real 
bargains in the stock of these garments that we are closing out.  Better come in and select 
one.  Useful presents.  A useful article is the most appreciated this year, and we have a 
stock that is new and up-to-date.  Men’s silk socks.  Ladies silk hose.  Men’s silk ties.  
Men’s knitted ties.  Young men’s “College stripe” ties.  Men’s sport coats.  Men’s 
sweaters.  Gloves for everybody.  And many other useful gifts.  Prices right.  Dugald 
Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Christmas suggestions.  Tire chains, folding water 
pails, tire testers, Goodyear tires, Goodyear tubes, Recto timers, C.T. plyers [sic], 
crescent wrenches, Gabriel shock absorbers, Liberty spark plugs, screwdrivers, tool 
boxes, automobile chamois, Jiffy tire valve dust caps, automobile polish, fire 
extinguishers, Shaler vulcanizing outfits, flashlights, all kinds.  Running board mats, 
Dodge bumpers, new model flashlights throw a beam 300 feet, Hydro battery testing 
outfits, Minute spark plug cleaners, new Ford license brackets.  We thank you for your 
purchases, no matter how small.  Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-
R2.



23 December 1921 – Photographic advertisement:  Black-bordered, documentary image 
of two-story Josephine Hotel façade and adjoining partial or entire block 5 building 
facades east and west of the Josephine Hotel.  [An identical photograph of much poorer 
clarity appears in the 16 December 1921 issue.]  Structures east-to-west:  1.  Partial 
(west-half) frame building with stenciled “Books & Stationery” on the window 
[obviously the Macdonald Store], with a narrow alley separating this building from the 
Josephine Hotel building to the west.  2.  Josephine Hotel.  A sign indicating “Café” 
hangs just under the second-floor railing on the east, and the sign “Godfreys” hangs 
under the first-floor arch on the west.  A telephone pole or electric pole is just in front of 
the building on the far west.  3.  Hayden Brothers.  4.  Tallants.  The last two buildings, 
identical in construction, resemble cabins with gable roofs.  Caption:  Josephine Café 
[underline mine] and Rooms”.  Operated by Lewiston Hotels Company.  Credit:  The 
photograph is uncredited, although the quality and composition suggests it is a Fred 
Payne Clatworthy photograph.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery  
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

23 December 1921 – Column title:  Church Notes.  Subhead:  Presbyterian church.  
Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 
7:30 p.m.  6:30 p.m. [Sunday] – Christian Endeavor, topic [no topic given].  Prayer 
meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m….Rev. F.I. Waters will preach at both services 
Sunday…The Christmas program will be given Sunday evening, 25 December 1921.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Estes Park Backing Contestant Strong.  The people of 
Estes Park were pleased to see the showing made by George Patterson in the Fort Collins 
Daily News automobile contest, and since there is a splendid probability of his brining 
home the fine Buick Six, they are getting behind him strong.  Ten days ago, Mr. Patterson 
was in the 12th place, and Saturday, he climbed to 4th place and is still going strong.  It’s 
our guess that the valley people will wake up Saturday morning to the fact that Estes Park 
is on the map.  Those who are backing “Pat” [George Patterson] say that he must take 
them over the Fall River Road to Grand Lake Christmas Day in the new machine.  If the 
machine shows the same pep displayed by “Pat” [George Patterson], we’ll wager the 
whole crowd will get there in one load.

23 December 1921 – Column title:  Real Estate Transfers.  Ruth N.H. Cassidy to Wilma 
H. Jewell, $50, part of the northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of section 
34-5-73…Wilma H. Jewell to R.L. Sterling, 41, part of the northwest quarters of the 
northwest quarter of section 34-5-73…C.B. Tisdel to Minnie B. Tisdel, $1, one-half 
interest in lot 22 and lot 23, High Pines.



23 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  All kinds of engraving at the Estes Park Trail 
office.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company [a block 5 business].  Daily passenger service to Longmont and Lyons.  Notice.  
In accordance with the present trend of business policies, we announce a general 
reduction in freight rates of approximately 20%, effective 1 November 1921.  Licensed 
operators for Rocky Mountain National Park.  Call [telephone] #20-W for any 
information.  Estes Park, Colorado. 

23 December 1921 – Headline:  States Given Great Quantities of War Materials for Road 
Building.  Approximately $150,000,000 worth of surplus war materials, turned over by 
the War Department to the Department of Agriculture, was distributed through the Bureau 
of Public Roads to the various states for road-building purposes by 1 November 1921.  
Under the Wadsworth-Kahn bill, this surplus war material is sent to the states, with the 
sole provision that is be used only for road-building purposes.  A vast accumulation of 
machinery, equipment, supplies, and motor vehicles that was to have been used in France 
ahs thus been diverted to a useful peacetime purpose.  Included in the supplies distributed 
among the states are 27,198 motor vehicles, mostly trucks, 172 locomotives of various 
sizes, 25,000 gross tons of rails, more than 4,500,000 pounds of powder, and nearly 
10,000 tons of TNT.  A compilation showing total deliveries of war material to the 
various states up to 1 July 1921 places the value of machinery, equipment, and supplies 
so delivered at $30,648,779, of motor vehicles $74,730,568, and of spare parts, at 
$11,731,424.  The total value of deliveries to the states up to that date was $117,110,751.  
That figure did not include material to the value of approximately $11,000,000, which 
was retained by the Department of Agriculture, largely for forest roadwork, which is not 
done by the states.  Also, it is believed that the states have received, in addition to the 
amount above mentioned, approximately $5,000,000 worth of material shipped by the 
War Department from the various army camps, and not reported by the states as 
delivered.  Colorado has received $2,527,640 worth of material. 

23 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  By the way, if you have a useful article about 
the place for which you have no further need, a few cents spent for a want ad will 
probably find a buyer for it.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The Estes Park Trail cordially 
solicits your advance subscription to a new edition of “Songs of the Rockies” by Charles 
Edwin Hewes, with drawings by Dean Babcock.  The first edition of this work appeared 
in 1914 as a slender book of verse, unreviewed, and unrecognized in the world at large, 
but at home, and among those who visited the scenes of its inspiration and learned of it, it 
caused a demand which exhausted the edition.  In the seven years which have elapsed, 
the author has added to the original text, which is included in the work, a large number of 
fresh compositions that, in connection with a handsome new cover design, and over a 



score of new drawings by the artist, made up an interesting and representative volume.  
The date of publication will be on or about 25 January 1922.  The book is a masterpiece 
of Rocky Mountain poetry and of western bookmaking as well, being handsomely bound 
and nicely illustrated.  The advance subscription price is $2 postpaid, and subscriptions 
are now being received at the Estes Park Trail office.  Personal checks will be accepted.  
Estes Park Trail, agents.  Estes Park, Colorado.

23 December 1921 – Headline:  Kind Words from Estes Park Trail Readers.  The Estes 
Park Trail has recently received many letters along with renewals that make glad the heart  
of the editor.  We are passing along a few of them for your perusal.  From W.S. Wolfe of 
Omaha, Nebraska:  Received a card from you saying my subscription would expire 15 
January 1922.  Please keep on sending it.  I like it fine.  Will send the money to renew as 
I do not want to miss a single copy.  I get it every Tuesday usually, sometimes on 
Monday.  I expect to come out there next summer, and if I do I will call to see you…
From Rev. A.W. Atkinson of Loveland:  Congratulate you upon your success with the 
Estes Park Trail.  You have put out a fine newspaper, and I know it must give 
satisfaction…[Perhaps an anonymous letter:]  Yes, indeed, I wish to continue the 
newspaper.  Please send it just the same.  I have a friend that gets the newspaper and 
reads it while I am away.  I will soon returned to Estes Park, then I will pay for same…
From John M. Rosborough of Lincoln, Nebraska:  Enjoy the visits of the Estes Park Trail 
very much, and wish to compliment you on its attractiveness and interest.  Enclosed is 
check for year’s subscription…From E.H. Cahill, New York City, New York:  Mrs. Cahill 
and I read your newspaper every week with interest, and are glad to keep in touch with 
the affairs in Estes Park through this medium.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Toy Headquarters.  For the kiddies – All kinds of 
toys to bring joy to their hearts.  Games – Bring pastime and pleasure to both grown-ups 
and kiddies.  Eversharp pens and pencils – If in doubt as to what to buy, you can’t go 
wrong with these.  All prices.  All styles.  Stationery – A complete line of gift stationery.  
Ivory – Look over our line, as we carry the best grained ivory.  Perfume sets – Some new 
odors that are sure to please.  Manicure sets – These are new and will make a very 
popular gift.  Box candy – Christmas is not complete without it.  Christmas cards – Our 
assortment includes all kinds of seals, cards, and tags.  Cigars – A box of cigars is always 
appreciable to the man who smokes.  Smoking sets – We are showing something novel in 
these.  Cutlery – Pocketknives, scissors, embroidery and manicure scissors, etc.  The 
Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business] extends to you the season’s greetings – to 
add a bit to your Christmas cheer and bring best wishes for the coming year. 

23 December 1921 – Column title:  Allenspark Items.  William Morgan made a business 
trip to Denver Thursday…Shelby Dannels left Monday for Lincoln, Nebraska, where he 
expects to attend an automobile school of mechanics…D.K. Dannels and family went to 
Denver Monday…Cottage building in Allenspark is progressing nicely…O.N. Rubendall 
recently purchased a new Essex automobile…The Allenspark Fish and Game Club has 



arranged to construct another large retaining pond for baby trout…A membership rally is 
now underway for the above club.  We hope to reach the 200 mark soon…The Allenspark 
Commercial Club will meet Tuesday evening.  This club is cooperating with the various 
associations of the state in organizing a state Chamber of Commerce…Arrangements are 
underway for the construction of an electric light plan for the Allenspark vicinity.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Beef steaks, 
according to cut 20 cents to 35 cents.  Pot roasts 17 cents and 20 cents.  Rib roasts 25 
cents.  Boiling meat 10 cents.  Pork chops 25 cents.  Veal stew 15 cents.  Lamb stew 8 
cents.  Free automobile delivery.  Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.

23 December 1921 – Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ryan left Wednesday afternoon for Denver, where 
they will spend the holidays.  Mrs. Ryan will probably make an extended visit in the 
capital city before returning.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  The carpenters will be glad to attend to your repair work now – before the 
rush.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48

23 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail today.

23 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Clatworthys [a block 3 business].  Open afternoons 
until Christmas.  Special discounts.  Denver store 415 17th Street.

[Additional Colorado news:  Camp, road, and shelter improvements totaling $500,000 are 
in contemplation for the greater comfort of travelers to Colorado’s national parks and 
municipal parks and forests in 1922.  Denver and 20 other cities will spend $225,000 on 
automobile park facilities, according to advices coming to the tourist bureau of the 
Denver civic and commercial association.  Rocky Mountain National Park, which led all 
others in 1921 in travel patronage, will take $25,000 of its appropriation to improve the 
Fall River Road, the highest skyline automobile stretch in the world.  Road improvements 
are planned for Mesa Verde National Park, according to Mesa Verde National Park 
Superintendent Jess Nusbaum…Two places on the Interstate Commerce Commission 
now occupied by Commissioner Aitchison and Commissioner Hall fall vacant 31 
December 1921 by expiration of their terms, and there are indications that President 
Harding might send to the Senate at an early date reappointment for both.  Commissioner 
Aitchison was appointed from Oregon, and Commissioner Hall from Colorado.]

30 December 1921 – Banner:  Estes Park Trail     (Rocky Mountain National Park)     
Epigram by President Warren G. Harding:  “I can think of no more delightful place to go 
on a vacation than Colorado, a state of true western hospitality.”     Volume I, Number 38     
Estes Park, Colorado, Friday, December 30, 1921     Price 10 cents



30 December 1921 – Headline:  Unnecessary to Go to California for the Winter.  The 
weather that we have enjoyed almost constantly this fall and winter is a marvel to all.  
The weather of the past two weeks has been especially remarkable from the fact that the 
country on every side of Estes Park has been having real winter weather, while we have 
been enjoying April weather.  Friday night of last week was the coldest we have had for 
two weeks, and the thermometer dropped to 14 above zero [Fahrenheit].  That same 
night, the temperature recorded at Fort Collins was 16.5 below zero [Fahrenheit].  Those 
who have gone to the valley tell us the days there are much cooler than here.  Frequently 
the snow has melted all night, and rain fell two days last week.  The days are warm and 
sunny.  The ice crop is usually harvested by the first of the new year, but there has been 
no opportunity to put up ice this winter, as it has never been more than five or six inches 
thick.  Several hundred tons are required annually, and some are beginning to wonder if 
they will have to haul their ice up from the valley.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Housebreaker is Caught with Goods.  Jim Barnes of Fort 
Collins, who has been in Estes Park since last spring when he came up to work at the Big 
Thompson Hotel, was placed under arrest last Friday, charged with breaking open a 
cottage at the Elkhorn Lodge.  When arrested, two gallons of moonshine were also found 
in his possession.  Barnes, it is said, confessed to taking a rifle and coat that were valued 
at $100, and which were the property of Dave Noble.  Barnes, according to the sheriff, 
was in trouble last spring for killing a deer.  Barnes only worked at the Big Thompson a 
short time, and since then has existed without any visible means of support.  He has been 
occupying a cottage near the Dr. Chrisman cottage east of the Country Club.  The arrest 
was made by Marshal Lee, and Barnes was taken to Fort Collins Saturday by Deputy 
Sheriff Andy McCart.  [Barnes would later be found innocent.]

30 December 1921 – The Ladies Aid society will meet Wednesday afternoon, 4 January 
1922, with Mrs. C.E. Lester.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Road and Trail Report.  All roads and trails to and within 
the Rocky Mountain National Park are open and in splendid condition.  The Fall River 
Road over the Continental Divide is closed by snow at present.  Two hotels open.  
Maximum temperature this week 55 [degrees Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature this 
week 7 [degrees Fahrenheit].  Minimum temperature Thursday night 21 [degrees 
Fahrenheit].  Precipitation this month 0.87 inches.  Report from the United States station 
at the fish hatchery.  

30 December 1921 – Illustration:  Hand-drawn sketch of mountain range and clouds by 
Dean Babcock, with cutline “Pen Drawing by Dean Babcock from “Songs of the 
Rockies” courtesy Edgerton-Palmer Press”

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Car of Estes Park Potatoes go East.  Shep Husted and his 
neighbors have received another order for a carload of seed potatoes.  This car will go to 



growers in Nebraska.  Estes Park is known as the most famous summer resort in the west, 
and it now begins to look as though some of its agricultural products were going to make 
the rest of the country sit up and take notice.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Read the Advertisements and Win a Prize.  The Estes 
Park Trail has arranged for several prizes to be given to the persons who can find the 
most misspelled words in the advertisements appearing in this issue of the Estes Park 
Trail.  Any subscriber or members of the subscriber’s family can participate, and you 
don’t have to buy a thing.  The prizes offered are any of them well worth your effort to 
secure, and in addition, furnish an incentive for an interesting evening.  The prizes are a 
six-month subscription to the Estes Park Trail, a pair of leather mittens, and a book – the 
latter two offered by a couple of the leading merchants.  Look this issue of the newspaper 
through carefully and set down all the misspelled words, stating in what advertisement 
each one appears.  Webster’s New International dictionary will be the guide, and 
simplified spelling is not correct unless it is given in Webster’s.  Your list should be 
mailed to the Estes Park Trail not later than Tuesday evening if you want it to be 
considered.  The lists will be checked over by three businessmen, and awards announced 
in next week’s Estes Park Trail.  In case of a tie, winners will be selected by lot.  Get busy  
right now and see how many words you can find.  Write them down in ink, and use only 
one side of the paper.  [In the 6 January 1922 issue, the total number of misspelled words 
in the 30 December 1921 issue is given as 61.  The idea was obviously to make the 
readers examine the advertisements word for word, and the easiest way to produce a 
given number of spelling errors would be to modify correctly spelled words from 
previous advertisements, rather than admit that long-running advertisement always had 
spelling errors.  Given this, either pages are missing from the Estes Park Library’s copy 
of the 30 December 1921 Estes Park Trail, Webster’s has changed drastically between 
1921 and today, or the definition of “advertisement” was more liberal in 1921, because it 
would be difficult to convincingly argue for more than 20 “new” spelling errors in the 
display advertisements and classified advertisements in this issue.  My guess is, some 
“busybodies” found a whole bunch of intended and unintended spelling errors, some of 
which had appeared in previous issues, plus numerous “apostrophe versus no apostrophe” 
errors in the J.E. Macdonald advertisement, so, to save face, the editor included all those 
that couldn’t be reasonably dismissed in the final count.  For those who are especially 
cynical, one prize each was awarded by Dugald Floyd Godfrey, the Estes Park Trail, and 
J.E. Macdonald, so the corresponding advertisements probably contain the bulk of the 
spelling errors.]   

30 December 1921 – A letter from Oliver Frantz says they have recently enjoyed a trip to 
California, but found nothing to compare with Estes Park.

30 December 1921 – John Preston, who is a student at Colorado Agricultural College, 
recently injured his knee while playing basketball.  It became infected, and he had a 



rather serious time with it for about a week.  He is now able to get around, and hopes to 
be himself in a few days.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Third Prize in Newspaper Contest Comes to Estes Park.  
George Patterson of Estes Park, who was entered in the Fort Collins Daily News 
salesmanship contest, won third prize, which was a trip to California or its value in cash.  
George was late in entering the contest, but after deciding to enter, he proved that George 
could do it.  Mr. Patterson says that judging from the way the Estes Park people backed 
him up, they are able to do anything almost they set their hearts to.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Fish Creek Hatchery Gets Eggs.  Ted Jelsema received a 
shipment of 107,500 eastern brook trout eggs on Sunday for his hatchery on Fish Creek.  
Mr. Thomson of the Estes Park fish hatchery assisted Mr. Jelsema in placing the eggs, 
and reports them an especially fine lot.  There was a loss of but 1500 in the shipment, 
which is considered an unusually small percentage.  

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Lewiston Interests Purchase Hotel in Idaho Springs.  A 
deal was consummated Friday in Denver whereby the Rocky Mountain Lodges, Inc., 
owners of the Grand Lake Lodge and the Lewiston Chalets near Marys Lake, become the 
owners of the Hot Springs Hotel at Idaho Springs.  The deal makes possible large weekly 
tours of the Rocky Mountain National Park and the Fall River circle trip out of Chicago, 
Illinois, with all accommodations provided automatically by the purchase of a round trip 
in Chicago, Illinois.  The Hot Springs Hotel at Idaho Springs is the leading hotel there, 
and famous all over the western country for the curative properties of its hot spring 
medicinal water piped directly into the hotel.  It has accommodations for 150 persons, is 
strictly modern, and in addition has a number of cottages adjoining.  This deal is a 
fortunate one for the eastern people who have not the means to spend a vacation in Estes 
Park, since they will be enabled to at moderate expense purchase a trip ticket out of 
Chicago, Illinois, and make a tour of the most beautiful section of the Rocky Mountains 
and be back to their work the next week.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Burlington to Put Another Train on to Lyons.  The 
Longmont Call is authority for the following statement to the effect that beginning 1 
February 1922, another passenger train will be put on between Lyons and Denver, which, 
if true, will greatly please the people of Estes Park.  A portion of the article follows:  Two 
trains each way will be run from Lyons to Denver over the Burlington railway.  
Passengers will be transferred at Louisville Junction to he Boulder and Denver interurban 
cars, which will be run direct to the Union Station in Denver on 1 February 1922.  
Longmont will have five daily passenger trains to Denver under new arrangement, 
running on a convenient schedule to accommodate the traffic.  Trains on the Burlington 
will probably be run leaving here at 8:30 a.m. for Denver, returning at 11:30 a.m., 
returning to Denver at 2:00 p.m., and back to Longmont at 5:00 p.m., thus giving an early  
afternoon train for the capital.  Interurbans will be run over the Burlington tracks from 



Burns Junction to Denver, it is stated.  Poles are already in place to make the change, and 
wires are now being strung.  Interurban tickets will be sold at the Union Station. 

30 December 1921 – Article reprinted from Longmont Call.  Headline:  Freak Weather in 
Estes Park, Forty Degrees above Zero [Fahrenheit], Twenty Degrees above Zero 
[Fahrenheit] in Longmont.  Freak weather conditions exist in this section of Colorado, as 
shown by reports from Estes Park.  Estes Park is now gaining a reputation as a desirable 
winter resort through the warmer weather there as compared to the valley.  It was too 
warm to snow in the mountains and continued raining Tuesday night with a temperature 
of 40 degrees [Fahrenheit].  Reports at the Longmont sugar factory showed a temperature 
of 15 degrees above zero [Fahrenheit] reached Tuesday night, and the maximum reached 
during Tuesday as 20 degrees above zero [Fahrenheit].  Practically the same low 
temperature prevailed here Wednesday.  The driver of the Rocky Mountain Parks 
Transportation Company car, who drove to Longmont Wednesday, reports that the first 
cold is reached near the Boulder County line, which is near the top of the big hill east of 
the Meining Ranch.  He encountered a fog at this point, and much colder atmosphere than 
higher in the mountains.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Poacher Loses Deer.  According to the Fort Collins 
newspapers, a deer had been shot near Log Cabin, northwest of Fort Collins, and placed 
on a pack animal to be taken to its destination.  After the deer had been secured to the 
horse, the horse evidently became frightened and broke away.  Persons up the Poudre saw 
the horse with its burden and reported to Game Warden Grey, who went in pursuit 
immediately.  It’s our guess the owner of the horse will have some tall explaining to do. 

30 December 1921 – Masthead:  Estes Park Trail.  Published every Friday in Estes Park, 
Larimer County, Colorado.  Arthur B. Harris, editor and publisher.  Office hours:  8:30 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m. with Dugald Floyd Godfrey in Josephine Hotel building [a block 5 
business].  Telephone #27-J3.  Shop in Estes Park Trail building, Prospect Heights, above 
Big Thompson Hotel.  Subscription rates:  One year, cash in advance $3, six months 
$1.75, three months $1, single copy 10 cents.  Advertising rates:  Display advertising – 
Contract rate for one year, 125 inches of more, 25 cents per single column inch per issue.  
Less than 125 inches, transient rate.  Transient rate – 35 cents per inch per issue.  Local 
reading notices – 10 cents per printed line per issue, blackface type double price.  
Classified rate given on want ad page.  Regular local reading rates charged for all notices 
of entertainments, socials, etc., where admission fee is charged.  The Estes Park Trail will 
not print any communication or news note that is sent in unaccompanied by the signature 
of the author as guarantee of good faith.  Application made for transmission through the 
mails as second-class matter 15 April 1921, under congressional act of 3 March 1879.

30 December 1921 – Poem and byline:  The Great Bright Night (Christmas poem) by 
Charles Edwin Hewes, Estes Park, Colorado.  Long the storms of winter had run their 
course–/Deep snows filled the Vale from every source./The peaks were spires of alabaster 



white–/They flushed in the sun and blanched with the night./The valleys were hollows of 
drifted fleece–/The ridges, iced wave-crests, of frost’s increase;/And all the slopes, argent 
with arctic floss,/Gleamed ’neath a full moon, in silvery gloss./The Milky Way was a 
River of Light;/The Stars, Constellations – celestial bright –/Were moored, lanterned, in 
the Harbors of Night./Shooting-star and streaking meteorite/Dived like dolphins in sky’s 
deep infinite;/Planets and suns flashed in zodiac flight;/And all space, yawning empty 
’mong the gleams,/Was filled with soft ’lumings from solar beams./’Twas the Great 
bright Night of Winter’s noon,/When the snow-clad mountains sang in tune/With distant 
worlds and the soaring moon,/Of something beyond – a mystic rune–/Of Thing most 
wondrous that men have known;/A cryptic chant of the Spirits own–/ The cosmic hymn 
of the Holy One/Lifted above to the Great White Throne;/Peaks joining their song with 
those of far suns,/Adoring God’s name and his crowned son’s;/The Great Bright Nigh 
when all creation sings,/Glory of Christmas, Christ Jesus, the King’s!/A moment, Poet 
gazed wondrous scene o’er,/Standing silent, awe-struck, by his cabin door–/This was the 
sounding of the mountains heard,/That, not again, the ancient prophet feared./Emotions 
ecstatic on him down bore,/Then into his hut, he too, to adore/Mary’s sweet Child born, 
the manger in, pure–/Dear Lord, whose reign that for Aye will endure;/And as peaks and 
stars sang Messiah’s hymn,/He lighted the Christmas candles within./As they flamed and 
mellowed to golden glow,/He kneeled low before their tapering row;/Repeated the words, 
which in Bethlehem/Angels caroled of Old to shepherd men;/Glory to God in the highest, 
anthem;/On earth peace, and good will toward men./Then heaping the hearth with boughs 
of pitch pine,/Cabin panes lit with the flame’s rosy shine/Sparks leaped from chimney in 
fiery stream–/Hut joined the far planets in Christmas gleam./’Twas the Great Bright 
Night of Winter’s noon,/When the snow-clad mountains, sang in tune/With distant worlds 
and the soaring moon,/Of something Beyond – a mystic rune–/Of Thing most wondrous 
that men have known;/A cryptic chant of the Spirit’s own–/The cosmic hymn of the Holy 
One/Lifted above to the Great White Throne;/Peaks joining their song with those of far 
suns,/Adoring God’s name and His crowned Son’s;/The Great Bright Night when all 
creation,/Glory of Christmas, Christ Jesus, the King’s!      

30 December 1921 – Editorial headline:  Our Wishes for the Coming Year.  The Estes 
Park Trail extends its best wishes to its readers for the coming year.  We trust that 
whatever measure of success has attended your plans and labors the past year, that the 
coming year may have greater successes in store for you.  The year just closed has 
brought us as individuals, as a community, as a state, and as a nation many and varied 
experiences, discouragements, and successes.  From the experiences and 
discouragements, we hope all may profit.  The successes, we trust, may be but indicators 
of greater achievements.  The year 1921 has been an eventful one, and we feel certain, a 
profitable one for the whole world.  The floods of the early spring damaged several 
portions of our fair state, and the rumors of them damaged our own community.  The 
financial situation of the world, following the great war [World War I], was depressing, 
and yet the Rocky Mountain National Park entertained more visitors the past season than 
ever before, and more than any three other national parks.  During the year, we feel 



positive world history has been made.  The greed of individual Americans has been 
overshadowed by the nation’s generosity and unselfishness, and the nation again stands 
out as the world’s exponent of peace and righteousness.  The blessings of an unfettered 
press in our nation, in spite of its glaring imperfections, is holding the world within the 
traces.  Verily, do we believe the Prince of Peace has made this past year great advances 
against the power of the air.

30 December 1921 – Column title:  People of our Town.  The merchant has worried 
himself baldheaded because he is caught with a lot of high-priced goods, but tomorrow 
he will slash prices to the bone, run a big advertisement in the newspaper, and get rid of 
them.  Then he will stock up with the new low-priced stuff and run a safe-and-sane, 
before-the-war [World War I] business.

30 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Subscribe for the Estes Park Trail today.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  We extend the season’s greetings and best wishes 
for a prosperous New Year.   Osborn Garage [a block 3 business].  Telephone #17-R2.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Heartiest greetings [the original “word” was 
intentionally spelled “gteetings”, likely an error awaiting discovery in the “find the 
misspelled words in the advertisements” contest] and best wishes for the New Year.  
Lewiston Hotels Company.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  For saddle horses, telephone #31-J.  Grubb’s Livery  
[a block 4 business].  We can furnish at all times reliable horses and first-class equipment.  
John Frank Grubb.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Real estate, insurance, loans.  Cottage sites and 
improved property.  Cottage for rent.  Notary public.  Cornelius H. Bond [a block 2 
business].  Estes Park, Colorado.

30 December 1921 – Banner:  Supplement     Estes Park Trail

30 December 1921 – Abuses attributed to many holders of Colorado special automobile 
tags (X licenses) will be reduced materially, it is believed, following steps taken by 
Secretary of State Milliken to check the list preparatory to the 1922 registration.  More 
than 1800 of these plates, which under the law, are placed on vehicles in the service of 
the state, a municipality, county, or department of the federal government, are outstanding 
at the present time.  Mr. Milliken expects to reduce this number by at least 400, he said.  
Under the new regulations, the applicants must certify that the vehicle for which an X 
license is to be issue, is used exclusively or owned by some governmental or recognized 
charitable department…Reflecting the growing public interest in timber production and 
the need for forest protection and reforestation throughout the country, state 



appropriations for forestry show an increase of 78% over those of 1919, according to 
figures compiled by the Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture.  The 
total appropriation by 32 state legislatures for 1921 amounted to $4,065,434.  New York 
leads with over $1,000,000, and Pennsylvania holds second place with $860,000.  The 
greatest percentage of increase is shown in California, where the forestry appropriation of 
$45,800 for 1919 was raised to $398,800 for 1921, or 771%.  Kentucky, Minnesota, and 
West Virginia alone show decreased appropriations…The body of Robert A. Hoffman, 
president of the Greeley Loan Company and of the Greeley Loan and Trust Company, 
was found in an unoccupied house at Greeley.  A bullet hole in the roof of the mouth told 
the story of his death.  The discovery of his body was made by Samuel Maybry, who had 
made an offer to rent the house, and had gone there to look it over.  When he went up the 
stairs to the second story, he saw a man’s feet sticking out of a door.  Hoffman had been a 
resident of Greeley for about nine years, and had been prominent in church and civic 
affairs…Colorado’s total bonded indebtedness as on 1 December 1921 was 
approximately one-half of the total resources of the state, which total $12,847,785, 
according to the quarterly report of State Treasurer Stong [sic, I’m fairly convinced this is 
the correct spelling for Arthur Stong, the Colorado State Treasurer in 1921, whose last 
name is only five letters long in numerous unrelated Colorado newspaper articles from 
this period.  However, there is a big push on the internet to modify his name to “Arthur 
Strong”, which appears more “normal”, but may be inaccurate.].  The total bonded 
indebtedness amounts to $6,284,500, the report shows.  Of the total resources, 
$4,081,000 is carried as cash in the banks or in the vaults of the state treasurer.  Colorado 
is unable, however, to pay the November 1921 and December 1921 salary and expense 
warrants without drawing on the funds of the workmen’s compensation department and 
the state land board…The new Federal Reserve Bank building to be built in Denver will 
cost approximately $600,000.  It will be completed within a year, and will be ready for 
occupancy 1 January 1923.  This was announced by directors of the Tenth District of the 
Federal Reserve Bank after a meeting with architects.  Seven Denver architects, two from 
Chicago, Illinois, and one from Colorado Springs, submitted plans and estimates for the 
building.  The architect will be selected at the next meeting of the board of directors in 
Kansas City, Missouri, 12 January 1922…The total amount of bullion operated on in the 
United States mint in Denver in 1921 amounted to $29,928,333.48, compared with 
$10,359,668.97 last year, according to an announcement made by Robert J. Grant, 
superintendent of the mint.  Colorado this year furnished $4,832,041.66 in gold, 
$49,546.15 in silver, and a total of $4,881,587.81.  This compared with $5,273,385.47 in 
gold, $165, 251.55 in silver, and a total of $5,439,087.02 last year…Blame for the 
Satanic mine disaster in Morrison, in which six men lost their lives, was placed upon the 
management of the Colorado Collieries Company by a coroner’s jury in Golden…The 
district meeting of the Rhode Island Red Club will be held at the Union Stock Yards, 
Denver, 16 January 1922 to 21 January 1922, in connection with the National Western 
Stock Show.  The fifth district, the members of which voted to hold their official show in 
Denver, comprises the states of Arizona, California, West Canada [which is not a state], 
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming…Fire 



destroyed the three-story, red sandstone chemistry building of the Colorado Agricultural 
College, located on College Avenue just south of the main building at Fort Collins.  The 
estimated loss is approximately $70,000, all the chemicals and chemical apparatus of the 
college, in addition to valuable geological specimens and records, having been 
consumed…President Harding reappointed Henry Clay Hall of Colorado as a member of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission.  Two Colorado men and a woman received 
commissions as postmasters for Christmas gifts.  Their nominations were sent to the 
Senate by President Harding.  They are William A. Hopkins of Nucla, Alice Payne of 
Hudson, and Henry N. Chapman of Branson…The body of another victim of the Pueblo 
flood of 3 June 1921 was discovered on the Barnum Ranch, six miles east of Pueblo.  The 
body was that of a woman, although little but the skeleton, topped by bobbed auburn hair, 
was left.  It had been lying in sand which, when it dried out after the water had seeped 
away, had forced the body into an almost perfect natural casket.  A pair of shoes, the 
bobbed hair, and three rings, it is believed, will lead to identification.  The body lay a 
quarter of a mile away from the present channel of the Arkansas River…The board of 
directors of the Civic and Commercial Association of Denver voted to conduct a 
campaign to raise a fund for the purchase of stock of the Livestock Finance Corporation, 
so that organization could function and borrow money from the War Finance Corporation 
to be loaned to livestock men and save that industry in Colorado.  The board was asked to 
raise a fund of $200,000, but the board did not name any sum that should be raised.  It 
plans to raise all that it can, and named a committee that represents all the various 
business elements of Denver to conduct the campaign [this story appeared in other 
Colorado newspapers in the first half of December 1921].

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Tallant’s [a block 5 business] confectionery and 
fountain service.  Fine cigars, Johnston’s chocolates, Baur’s hard candies, malted milks a 
specialty.  We use only the purest of fruits and syrups.  We sterilize our glassware.  Try us 
once and you will be steady customers.

30 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The barbershop will be open from 9:30 a.m. 
to 8:00 p.m., except on Saturday.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  “Behold My Wife” at Schoolhouse Friday Night Next 
Week.  A picture that is distinguished by its breadth of theme and background is “Behold 
My Wife!”, George Melford’s latest production, based upon Sir Gilbert Parker’s thrilling 
story of the Canadian northwest, “The Translation of a Savage”.  The central characters 
are a Native American girl and the aristocratic young Englishman who marries her in a 
moment of rage, because of word that his fiancée back in England has thrown him over, 
due largely to his family’s efforts.  Determining to humiliate them, he sends his Native 
American bride oversees to them.  Then he proceeds to go to the devil in his own way.  
However, dramatic events bring about the regeneration of the man, and the translation of 
the girl into a beautiful, cultured woman, and the ending is a happy one.  “Behold My 
Wife!” has the rare good fortune to have a cast of players that interprets each role with 



rare sympathy.  Mable Julienne Scott is the heroine, and Milton Sills portrays the part of 
the young Englishman.  Elliot Dexter and Ann Forrest also have important roles.  The 
picture is a Paramount, and was adapted to the screen by Frank Condon.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Like putting money in the bank to send your old 
shoes to us for repairing.  For we do the work so perfectly that you get [initially 
intentionally misspelling was “git”] back practically new shoes at much less than half the 
expense of a new pair.  The difference is pure saving.  If you have not yet learned how 
efficient modern shoe repairing can be, send us a pair and you’ll enjoy both the results 
and the saving.  E.C. Gooch [a block 2 business], Estes Park agent.  Harold M. Dunning.  
New Electric Shoe Shop.  Loveland, Colorado.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Estes Park Plumbers [a block 8 business].  
Lindley and Son.  Elmer D. Lindley, telephone #35.  Robert H. Lindley, telephone #78.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Nice selection of toys, games, and other gifts still 
to be had here.  Estes Park Drug Company [a block 6 business].  Telephone #41.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  National Park Hotel [a block 2 business].  Mrs. 
Harriet Byerly, proprietress.  Located in the heart of the village.  Open the year round.  
Best of home cooking.  Rates reasonable.  Telephone #26.

30 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  Don’t blame us for not having that item of 
news if you didn’t give it to us.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Notice of Annual Meeting.  The annual meeting of the 
stockholders of the Estes Park Bank will be held in the banking rooms on Tuesday, 10 
January 1922 at 10:00 a.m., for the purpose of electing directors for the ensuing year, and 
such other business as may properly come before the meeting.  Transfer books will be 
closed for ten days previous to said meeting.  [signed] Charles F. Hix, secretary.

30 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  You make your money in Estes Park, try to 
spend it here where it will benefit the community.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  Reward.  The state fish and game commissioner will pay 
the following rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of killing game in 
Estes Park:  Elk $100, mountain sheep $50, deer $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] Gaylord 
Harper Thomson, deputy warden…In connection with the above, the undersigned offer to 
duplicate the above amounts as stated, and in addition, offer a reward of $50 for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any persons or person hunting, 
shooting, or trespassing on their properties.  [signed] Frank W. Crocker and Colonel 
Charles P. O’Connor…The Estes Park Fish and Game Association will pay the following 
rewards for evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of anyone of killing game in the 



Estes Park region:  Elk $50, deer $50, mountain sheep $50, pheasants $25.  [signed] W.A. 
Gray, secretary.

30 December 1921 – Column title:  Estes Park Trail Classified Advertisements.  Read 
them for profit – Use them for results.  If you want to buy, sell, or trade, want help, want 
a position, want anything, lost anything, try an Estes Park Trail want ad.  They usually get 
results, and the cost is only 2 cents per word first insertion, 1 cent per word each 
following insertion.  Minimum charge 25 cents.  Subhead:  For sale.  For sale – New 
Oliver typewriter, No. 9.  Telephone #22, or address post office box 225.  35-3t…For sale 
– All kinds of wrapping paper, bags, and twine.  The Estes Park Trail…For sale – 120 
acres, splendidly situated for cottage sites or hotel.  Gravity water system installed.  
Number of other springs.  Well wooded:  Yellow pine, spruce, limber pine, aspen, cedar, 
etc.  Improvements:  One house with seven rooms and bath, one house with four rooms 
and bath.  Also fireplaces and breakfast rooms.  Barn, garage, and cave [sic].  Property is 
fenced.  Will divide and sell 40 acres, 60 acres, or 80 acres of the unimproved end at a 
reasonable figure.  Address C.C., care of Estes Park Trail…Subhead:  Wanted.  Wanted – 
Within five miles of Estes Park post office on stream with some pine timber, for a 
permanent home, five acres or more, must be reasonable, for cash.  Address R.E.J., care 
of the Estes Park Trail…Subhead:  Lost.  Lost – A pair of child’s tortoiseshell-rim 
glasses.  Telephone #186…Subhead:  For rent – For rent – First-class vacuum cleaner by 
hour or day.  Electric Shop.  Telephone #395.  tf.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  W.T. Hollowell.  Funeral director and licensed 
embalmer.  Fort Collins, Colorado.  First-class service, best motor equipment, accurate 
work, reasonable charges.  All calls answered at once, day or night.  Telephone 
#Sherwood 390.  [Sherwood was a Fort Collins “prefix”]

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Authorized Buick service.  Dodge – Nash – Ford.  
Another substantial reduction on Fords.  Michelin tires and Savage tires at Denver prices.  
Denatured alcohol for radiators $1 per gallon.  Estes Park Garage.  Telephone #166.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  U.B. Thrifty says “Don’t worry why a black hen 
lays a white egg – get the egg.”  Poultry and prosperity are much alike.  The more hens 
you have, the more eggs you get.  Likewise, the more dollars you have, the more interest 
you get.  Get the 4% interest that awaits your dollar here at the Estes Park Bank.  If you 
are not getting interest now, bring in one or more dollars as a “nest egg”.  U.B. Thrifty at 
the the [sic redundancy] Estes Park Bank [a block 2 business].  Where your patronage is 
appreciated.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Printing?  Yes, we do it – the quality kind.  A trial 
order means a regular customer.  Estes Park Trail.



30 December 1921 – Column title:  Church Notes.  Subhead:  Presbyterian church.  
Sunday school 10:00 a.m.  Sunday morning worship 11:00 a.m.  Sunday evening worship 
7:30 p.m.  6:30 p.m. [Sunday] – Christian Endeavor topic [no topic given, although it 
may be “Better Christian Endeavor Societies”, a naked line that appears as a non sequitur 
about halfway down the same column].  Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 8:00 
p.m….Rev. F.I. Waters will preach at both services Sunday…The Westminster Guild will 
meet Thursday afternoon, 5 January 1922, at 2:30 p.m. with Mrs. Walter Finn…Subhead:  
Christian Endeavor bible readings (for next week).  Monday – Acts chapter 16, verses 
13-15.  Tuesday – Luke chapter 10, verses 30-37.  Wednesday – John chapter 13, verses 
3-17.  Thursday – John chapter 5, verses 1-9.  Friday – John chapter 1, verses 6-13.  
Saturday – Matthew chapter 25, verses 41-46.  Sunday – Genesis chapter 41, verses 
14-40, and II Corinthians chapter 6, verses 1 and 2.

30 December 1921 – Joe Ryan and wife returned Thursday from Boulder and Denver, 
where they spent the holidays.  Mr. Ryan reports that the thermometer Saturday morning 
registered 6 [degrees] below [zero Fahrenheit].  Our coldest that night was 14 [degrees] 
above [zero Fahrenheit]…Lauren M. Edwards, D.D., pastor of the Trinity Methodist 
Episcopal church of Denver, who has just completed a nice summer cottage at the YMCA 
conference grounds, was up Wednesday to inspect the building…Loveland newspapers 
were crowing because their temperature last Friday was 12 degrees [Fahrenheit] warmer 
than at Fort Collins.  Loveland’s was 4 [degrees] below [zero Fahrenheit].  Ye Loveland 
scribes step aside and give Estes Park the floor – the government thermometer here 
registered 14 [degrees] above [zero Fahrenheit]…Semi-advertisement:  The 
advertisements in this week’s Estes Park Trail tell you where to do your Christmas 
shopping [sic, this advertisement is outdated].  Be sure to read them before laying the 
newspaper aside.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation 
Company [a block 5 business] extends to its friends and patrons the greetings of the 
season, and wish you all a happy and prosperous [spelled “prosperos” in the original 
advertisement, likely an intentional error for the “find the spelling errors” contest in this 
issue] new year.

30 December 1921 – Column title:  Allenspark Items.  The Allenspark school district and 
Bunce school district each gave a Christmas exercise Friday afternoon, 23 December 
1921, and all reported a jolly time.  The schools are dismissed until 2 January 1922…A 
move is now underway for the consolidation of the Allenspark school district and Bunce 
school district, with the erection of a school building and equipment sufficient for high 
school work…Crystal Springs Hotel had 14 guests over the Christmas holidays…George 
Pheiffer is spending the holidays with friends in Lyons…Mr. and Mrs. O.H. Andrews and 
family and Mr. and Mrs. N.E. Miller took Christmas dinner with C.O. Andrews of 
Longmont…Mr. and Mrs. O.N. Rubendall are entertaining friends from Denver over the 
holidays…D.K. Dannels and family went to the valley Monday…Mr. and Mrs. Scott 



Vanatta and Mr. and Mrs. Clay Vanatta took Christmas dinner with Mr. and Mrs. O.F. 
Rubendall.

30 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  By the way, if you have a useful article about 
the place for which you have no further need, a few cents spent for a want ad will 
probably find a buyer for it.

30 December 1921 - James R. Bruce, a rancher living near Elbert, Colorado, has 
imported a new breed of hogs known as the Sapphires, which are, so far as is known, the 
first of the kind to be brought into the state, says the El Paso County Democrat.  These 
hogs are blue in color and unusually tame and kind dispositioned.  They are a curiosity in 
the neighborhood on account of their beauty both in color and form.  The Sapphire hogs 
are a comparatively new breed, originating in Massachusetts, no breeding stock having 
been sold until several years ago [this story appeared a week earlier in other Colorado 
newspapers].

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Announcement.  The Estes Park Trail cordially 
solicits your advance subscription to a new edition of “The Songs of the Rockies” by 
Charles Edwin Hewes, with drawings by Dean Babcock.  The first edition of this work 
appeared in 1914 as a slender book of verse, unreviewed, and unrecognized in the world 
at large, but at home, and among those who visited the scenes of its inspiration and 
learned of it, caused a demand which exhausted the edition.  In the seven years which 
have elapsed, the author has added to the original text, which is included in the work, a 
large number of fresh compositions, that, in connection with a handsome new cover 
design and over a score of new drawings by the artist, made up an interesting and 
representative volume.  The date of publication will be on or about 25 January 1922.  
This book is a masterpiece of Rocky Mountain poetry and of western bookmaking as 
well, being handsomely bound and nicely illustrated.  The advance subscription price is 
$2 postpaid, and subscriptions are now being received at the Estes Park Trail office.  
Personal checks will be accepted [the original word in the advertisement was “excepted”, 
which might be considered an intentional error for this issue’s “find the misspelled 
words” contest, except that it has been “excepted” throughout the run of this 
advertisement beginning with the 9 December 1921 issue].  Estes Park Trail, agents.  
Estes Park, Colorado. 

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  January 1922 clearance sale at Macdonald’s [a 
block 5 business].  We begin on Monday a determined effort to reduce our stock before 
our annual inventory.  We realize the fact that it is difficult to force the sale of goods at 
this, the dullest time in the year.  The people in Estes Park buy when they need the goods 
and are always willing to pay fair prices, and are too intelligent to be stampeded by 
sensational methods.  Every item printed in this advertisement will be recognized as a 
genuine bargain, and those who can afford to anticipate their wants will save considerable 
money by making their purchases here during the next 30 days.  These prices will hold 



good only until the lots advertised are closed out, or until the close of the sale on 1 
February 1922.  Big bargains for men.  Balance of our stock of men’s winter caps, values 
$2.75 to $3.25.  Your choice at $1.50.  One lot of men’s and boys’ light, medium, and 
winter weight caps, $1.50 to $2.25 values, your choice 98 cents.  Men’s cotton gloves, 
good weight, two pairs for 25 cents.  Men’s heavy cotton gloves, worth 25 cents, at 19 
cents.  men’s leather lined cotton gloves 35 cents.  Men’s extra heavy gauntlet gloves 25 
cents.  Big values in lined mittens at 75 cents to $3.  Men’s Arrow brand laundered 
collars 15 cents.  Men’s soft collars, 35 cents to 50 cents grades, 19 cents.  Men’s ties, 50 
cents grades at 25 cents.  Men’s ties 75 cents and $1 grades at 50 cents.  Notions.  Spool 
cottons 5 cents.  Spool silk, 50 yards 8 cents.  Spool silk, 100 yards 10 cents.  Tatting 
cotton, small ball 5 cents.  Richardson embroidery floss, two skeins for 5 cents.  Snap 
hooks, card 6 cents.  Hooks and eyes, card 6 cents.  Common pins, paper 5 cents.  Shell 
hair pins, box 10 cents.  Darning cotton, ball 5 cents.  Ric rack and trimming braids worth 
15 cents and 20 cents, 10 cents.  Lot hairnets, four for 25 cents.  Shoes.  One lot infants 
soft sole shoes, former prices 45 cents to $1, sale price 25 cents a pair.  One lot children’s 
button and lace shoes, sizes mostly 7 to 8 and a few large sizes, were $1.50 to $2.25, sale 
price $1 pair.  One lot children’s button and lace shoes, oxfords and pumps [this word 
was initially, perhaps intentionally, spelled “fumps” for the “find the misspelled words in 
the advertisements” contest], box calf, patent leather and Vice [sic, later spelled “Vici”, so 
one of these two options must be correct] kid, former prices $3.75 to $6, sale price $2.50.  
One lot comprising our entire stock of ladies late model high top lace shoes, cordovan 
leather, and black Vici kid, former prices $7.50, $8.50, and $9.50, your choice $4.98 per 
pair.  One lot ladies natural elk lace outing shoes, former price $5.50, sale price $3.95.  
One lot misses heavy cordovan brown lace school shoes, former price $6, sale price 
$3.95.  One lot children’s Buster Brown school shoes, sizes [no sizes provided], were $6, 
sale price $2.75.  One lot boys’ and youths’ heavy cordovan brown school shoes, were $6, 
sale price $3.95.  Men’s shoes.  One lot men’s black dress shoes, button and lace, regular 
$5.50, $6, and $7, your choice of this lot $3.95.  Big bargains in men’s work shoes, all at 
reduced prices.  Big bargains in children’s hosiery.  One lot children’s black ribbed cotton 
hose, small sizes at 10 cents a pair.  Children’s black ribbed cotton hose, size 6 to 8-1/2.  
Two pairs for 25 cents.  Boys heavy ribbed cotton hose, were 50 cents, large sizes now 25 
cents.  Ladies hose.  All grades ladies hose reduced in price.  Ladies cotton hose, black 
and cordovan brown at 25 cents, 35 cents, and 45 cents a pair.  Ladies wool hose at 35 
cents, 50 cents, and $1.  Ladies silk hose at 75 cents, 98 cents, $1.35, and $1.75.  Piece 
goods at reduced prices.  Figured Silkalines, 25 cents quality, 19 cents.  Figured 
[originally spelled Eigured, either an accidental or an intentional typo for the “find the 
misspelled words in the advertisements” contest] Silkaline, 30 cents quality, 22-1/2 cents.  
Dress ginghams, 25 cents and 30 cents grades, 21 cents.  Percale, 35 cents grade, 29 
cents.  Percale, 25 cents grade, 21 cents. Yard-wide cretonne, 45 cents and 50 cents grade, 
37-1/2 cents.  Remnants of gingham, outings, launs [sic], calicos, etc.  All at 12-1/2 cents 
per yard.  72-inch bleached table damask, worth $1.50, at 88 cents per yard.  Reduced 
prices on all silks, voils [sic, suggest voiles], satins, georgette crepes, etc.  One lot little 
boys belted play suits, were $2.25.  Sale price $1.25.  All ladies’ and children’s ready-to-



wear goods to sacrifice at less than cost.  One lot percale and gingham sunbonnets at 25 
cents.  One lot ladies linen and percale waists, good quality but slightly soiled and 
mussed.  Sale price 50 cents each.  One lot ladies fine embroidered white lawn waists, 
were $2 and $2.25.  Sale price 75 cents.  One lot children’s chambray and gingham 
dresses and rompers, were $1 and $1.25, sale price 50 cents each.  One lot ladies Madras 
and percale Corwall [sic, based on advertisement in subsequent issue, suggest “coverall”] 
aprons, were $2.95, sale price $1.75.  One lot girls’ gingham dresses, sizes 8 to 14, were 
$2.75, sale price $1.50.  Men’s work shirts.  Men’s blue and gray work shirts, regular 
price $1.25 to $1.75, sale price 98 cents.  Men’s flannel shirts, gray, khaki and brown, 
regular price $2.50, $3.00, and $3.50.  Sale price $1.95.  Black sateen work shirts, the 
Black Beauty brand, last season’s price $3.75.  Sale price while they last $1.95.  Men’s 
pure wool olive flannel shirts, last season’s price $6.50.  Sale price $4.95.  Men’s olive 
twill O.D. serge shirt, last season’s price $8.75.  Sale price $4.95.  Remarkable bargains 
in men’s, women’s, and children’s sweaters.  Prices almost cut in two.  Ladies heavy 
cotton sweaters, black and white and maron [sic, perhaps maroon] and white, worth 
$3.75, reduced [sic, initial word was, perhaps intentionally, spelled “redued” as part of 
the “find the misspelled words in the advertisements” contest] to $1.95.  Ladies wool 
sweaters, $5 values, $2.75.  One emerald green silk sweater, was $18.50.  Sale price $10.  
One rose pink wool sweater, was $10.50.  Sale price $6.  Men’s sweaters at $1.95, $2.25, 
$3.50, $6, to $10, all tremendously reduced.  Men’s trousers.  One lot men’s wool and 
worsted trousers, worth $3.75 and $ at $2.75.  Men’s fine worsted trousers, $6 and $7 
values at $5.  Men’s all wool extra heavy trousers, $8.50 and $8.75 values.  Sale price 
$7.50.  Mackinaw coats and leather vests.  Men’s sheep-lined vests, reduced from $6.50 
to $5.  Vests, full leather lined and leather sleeves, reduced from $12.50 to $8.50.  Extra 
heavy leather-lined vests, $16.50 and $18 grade, reduced to $12.  All leather vests, finest 
quality, last season’s $28.50 and $35 values, reduced to $15 and $19.  Men’s Mackinaw 
coats, all wool, heavy grades at $12.50 and $15, reduced from $18 and $20.  Boy’s 
Mackinaw coats, reduced from $5 to $3.75.  Men’s crown bumper overalls, blue denim, 
sale price $1.25.  One lot children’s overalls, small sizes 59 cents a pair.  Save money on 
your groceries.  Note these prices.  Granulated sugar, 12 pounds for $1.  Flour, 25 pound 
sack $1.25.  Flour, 50 pound sack $2.45.  Buckwheat flour, three pounds for 25 cents.  
Corn crisps, two packages for 25 cents.  Rolled oats small 15 cents, large 35 cents.  Grape 
Nuts 19 cents.  Red Moon pancake flour 17 cents, four-pound sacks 48 cents.  Aunt 
Jemima pancake flour 21 cents.  Aunt Jemima buckwheat pancake flour, 4 pound sacks 
55 cents.  Condensed milk, large size 15 cents.  Condensed milk, small size 8 cents.  
Campbell soups, two cans for 25 cents.  Van Camps beans, two cans for 25 cents.  
Standard Iowa corn, two cans for 25 cents.  Columbine tomatoes, small cans, two for 25 
cents.  Holly rice and milk, two cans for 25 cents.  Hand-packed tomatoes, No. 2 cans, 15 
cents.  Large 2-1/2 pound cans tomatoes 15 cents.  Large cans peaches and apricots, can 
33 cents.  Knit goods.  One lot knit wool tams, were $1.25 to $2.25, your choice 98 cents.  
Velvet tams, were $3.50, sale price $1.50.  Knit wool caps, marked from 75 cents to 35 
cents.  Knit silk caps, marked from $1.50 to 98 cents.  Ribbons.  The balance of our 
ribbon stock to go at half price or less.  One lot ribbons, plain and fancy, 2 inches to 4 



inches wide, former prices 25 cents and 35 cents, your choice 10 cents.  Ladies neckwear.  
One lot neckwear, consisting of bows, jabeaus [sic], collars, etc., were 25 cents to 50 
cents.  Your choice 10 cents each.  Special offering of aluminum ware.  86-pieces 
aluminum ware, including tea kettles [originally, perhaps intentionally, spelled “ketfles” 
as another entry in the “find the misspelled words in the advertisements” contest], 
percolators, double boilers, pans, and kettle, worth from $1.50 to $2.95.  Your choice at 
$1.25.  Pyrex ware.  The balance of our stock of Pyrex dishes at – actual wholesale 
prices.  In addition to the items above quoted, there will be many other reductions in price 
throughout the store.  Terms of this sale cash, except with our regular customers having 
30-day accounts.   

30 December 1921 – Column title:  Town and Countryside.  Mr. Shepherd expects to 
leave for Washington, D.C., on official business the first of the week.  He will spend the 
month of January in Washington, D.C., and will then spend two weeks with relatives in 
Virginia before returning to Estes Park…Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman left Tuesday 
morning for Chicago, Illinois, where she will visit Mr. Sherman and attend a board 
meeting of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs.  Mrs. Sherman will also visit 
Washington, D.C., before returning to Estes Park…E.E. Draper was on the sick list the 
first of the week…J. Frank Gray and wife spent the Christmas holidays with relatives at 
Eaton…Is Friday the 23rd [Friday, 23 December 1921] an unlucky day?  Well, it depends 
upon whom you ask.  Ask the winner in the Fort Collins Daily News and he will declare 
it a lucky day, ask about a dozen other contestants and they will declare it unlucky…
Laurence Thomson and wife are spending the Christmas holidays at the parental 
Thomson home [Gaylord Harper Thomson].  Lawrence is a vocational student at Denver 
University.  His two brothers were both unable to come to Estes Park for the holidays…
R.A. Becker, the genial village barber, proved himself a friend of the kids of the 
community last Saturday by distributing among them a whole washtub full of popcorn 
balls made by Mrs. Becker…The Clatworthys and their guests drove to Denver 
Wednesday to spend the rest of the week…Joe Mills came up for a few days Monday.  He 
reports everything going nicely in Boulder.  Mrs. Mills, who underwent a major operation 
three weeks ago at the University hospital is sitting up and doing nicely…Frank W. 
Byerly brought home a new Chandler Six sedan as a Christmas present to Mrs. Byerly…
Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy and Mrs. L.H. McHenry of San Antonio, Texas, were 
Christmas guests at the Frank W. Byerly home…Mr. and Mrs. D.F. Godfrey took 
Christmas dinner with Mr. and Mrs. George W. Patterson…Ernest C. Gooch and family 
spent the Christmas holidays with relatives in Loveland…The rotogravure section of the 
Sunday edition of the Rocky Mountain News of Denver has recently found much 
material in Estes Park for its subjects.  Recently it contained a full page of Longs Peak 
scenes depicting the various stages of the climb to its summit, and last Sunday it 
contained winter sports scenes taken in Estes Park…The church was well filled Sunday 
evening for the Christmas program, and it was greatly appreciated.  The music was 
especially fine…Elijah Robertson Rivers and family spent last week and Christmas in 
Longmont.  Mr. Rivers states the weather was considerably colder in the valley than here 



in Estes Park…Mrs. J.A. Shepherd and son Winslow spent the Christmas holidays in 
Denver…Semi-advertisement:  Don’t forget that the Estes Park Trail will always 
appreciate your giving us those items of news…Mrs. Fred Payne Clatworthy entertained 
Tuesday evening in honor of Mrs. E.C. Clatworthy and Miss Linda Clatworthy of 
Denver, who were spending the holidays here.  Those present were Mrs. Charles Reed, 
Sr., Mrs. Albert Hayden, Mrs. Ed Macdonald, Mrs. [Arthur K.] Holmes, Mrs. Edsall, 
Mrs. Lewis, Mrs. Verry, Mrs. Hondius, Mrs. Bond, and Miss Cranker…Semi-
advertisement:  Kodak finishing at Francis [a block 6 business].  Prompt service.  Films 
for sale…The K.P. Club met Wednesday evening with Miss Elsie Johnson…The Estes 
Park Music and Study Club met at the home of Mrs. Frank Service Friday, 23 December 
1921.  Mrs. Thomson presided.  Mrs. Service had charge of the program, the subject 
being German music.  Lois Griffith gave a sketch of the opera Lohengrin with piano 
selections.  Mrs. Robert Lindley gave a sketch of the opera Tannhauser, from which opera 
Miss Cranker played the Pilgrims Chorus.  Mrs. Carruthers gave an interesting discussion 
of the classical composers.  This was followed by a discussion of modern composers by 
Mrs. Gaylord Harper Thomson.  A delightful hour was then spent around the tea table.  
Members and guests present were Mrs. Gaylord Harper Thomson, Mrs. Laurence 
Thomson, Mrs. Carruthers, Mrs. Harriet Byerly, Mrs. Robert H. Lindley, Mrs. Grace, 
Mrs. Hondius, Mrs. Clatworthy, Mrs. Bache, Mrs. Graves, Miss Cranker, Miss 
Snodgrass, and Miss Griffith.

30 December 1921 – Letter from George R. Patterson:  I hereby take this opportunity to 
thank the citizens of Estes Park for their most loyal support during the subscription 
campaign of the Fort Collins Daily News.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  The Plymouth Rock.  When the Pilgrim fathers landed 
from the “Mayflower” at Plymouth, Massachusetts, they stepped out upon a boulder 
which has become famous as the Plymouth Rock.  This rock is said to weight seven tons, 
possess a greenish hue, to be very hard, and its surface capable of taking a high polish.  
Oval in shape and having a flat top, it offered a made-to-order landing place for the 
forefathers.  Scientists declare that it was undoubtedly carried by a glacier from some 
strange and distant land.  Like most movable things of peculiar historic value, a loving 
public has been wont to disturb this valued relic, and change its location.  In 1774, while 
plans were underway to move the rock to the town square, it was discovered that the 
action of the elements had separated the upper and lower portions.  Nevertheless, the top 
portion was moved.  In 1834 – 60 years later – it was again moved, this time to a location 
in front of Pilgrim Hall, and enclosed with an iron fence.  Here it remained for 46 years.  
Then, it was decided that the rock should be returned to its original location.  
Accordingly, after a separation of more than 100 years, the upper portion of the rock was 
carefully placed over the lower portion, where it now reposes under an ornate canopy.  
Here, this treasured shrine, to which come visitors from every clime, shall undoubtedly 
remain for all time, looking much the same as when its side was first grazed by the good 
ship “Mayflower”.



30 December 1921 – Column title:  Legal Notices.  Subhead:  Notice for publication.  
Publisher.  Department of the Interior, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  
17 December 1921.  Notice is here by given that R. Jack Dillon of Estes Park, Colorado, 
who, on 2 January 1915, made Homestead Entry No. 020843, for the northwest quarter of 
the northeast quarter of section 14, township 4 north, range 73 west of the 6th principal 
meridian, and the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of section 11, township 4 
north, range 73 west of the 6th principal meridian, has filed notice of intention to make 
three-year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the register or 
receiver, United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado, on 7 February 1922.  Claimant 
names as witnesses:  Mr. Gordon Mace, Mr. Charles Mace, Mrs. Robert H. Lindley, all of 
Estes Park, Colorado, and Mr. Julian Johnson [formerly of Estes Park, but now 
apparently living in], Eagle, Colorado.  [signed] Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  37-6t…
Subhead:  Notice for publication.  Publisher.  Department of the Interior, United States 
Land Office at Denver, Colorado.  17 November 1921.  Notice is hereby given that Carl 
B. Hartsell of Proctor, Colorado, who, on 18 August 1916, made Homestead Entry No. 
023496, for the south half of the northeast quarter of section 33, township 5 north, range 
73 west of the 6th principal meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three-year 
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, 
United States Land Office at Denver, Colorado, on 9 January 1922.  Claimant names as 
witnesses:  L.E. Osborn, S.W. West [this is likely Sankey West], Dan Griffith, and Frank 
Adams, all of Estes Park, Colorado.  [signed] Mary Wolfe Dargin, register.  33-6.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  That’s my business.  Plumbing, heating, tinning.  
Figure with us before starting that next job.  George R. Wyatt [a block 6 business].

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Now is the time to buy a lot and start planning the 
summer cottage of your “very own” for next year.  Hayden Brothers [a block 5 business] 
will show you a variety of locations at different prices.  Broadview is an especially up-to-
date tract – not far from the village – with good water piped to every lot.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Brinwood [Illustration:  Pen-and-ink drawing 
of two snow-covered pinecones, tips pointing to the 5:00 and 7:00 positions hanging from 
a single near-horizontal snow-covered branch, with clusters of long pine needles used to 
fill in the blank spots.  The drawing is uncredited] wishes you’re a right Merrie [sic] 
Christmas and a happy and prosperous New Year.  Charles Lowery Reed and Sons.  
Telephone #14-W.  Estes Park, Colorado.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Lumber, building material.  From the log to the 
consumer.  Everything for the building complete.  Estimates cheerfully given.  Albin 
Griffith.  Telephone #27-R2.



30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Specially-trained saddle horses at all times.  By 
day, week, or month.  First-class service and equipment.  Stanley Livery.  Elijah 
Robertson Rivers, manager.  Telephone #56-R2.  Estes Park.

30 December 1921 – Column title:  Colorado in Paragraphs.  Word was received in 
Boulder of the death of Donald McGinnis, 19 years old, a sophomore in the University of 
Colorado.  McGinnis, according to the dispatch, was run over in the railroad yards at 
Seligman, Arizona.  He left Boulder last week for San Diego, California.  McGinnis was 
the son of Harry McGinnis, prominent attorney of Buena Vista, Colorado…William Riley 
Hill, found guilty last month in the murder of his 9-year-old stepdaughter, [Helen] 
Maxine Short [see 29 July 1921 Estes Park Trail and 2 September 1921 Estes Park Trail], 
was sentenced to life imprisonment in the state penitentiary by Judge Samuel Johnson at 
the opening session of the district court at Brighton.  Hill was granted a 60-day stay of 
execution, and 60 days in which to file a bill of exceptions…J.E. Braiden of La Jara, 
Colorado, for many years an exhibitor of choice feeding cattle in the National Western 
Stock Show, and winner of a number of prizes in former years, among them reserve 
champion in 1917, has entered three carloads of his white face feeding steers for the 
coming National Western Stock Show, 14 January 1922 to 21 January 1922.  Mr. Braiden 
will have one car of yearlings and two cars of 2-year-olds on exhibition…Approximately 
$5,703,000 has been set aside by the state and government for the construction of federal 
aid projects carried over to next year, according to the semi-annual report of State 
Highway Engineer L.D. Blauvelt to the highway advisory board which has been made 
public.  On projects completed prior to 1 December 1920, an amount exceeding 
$1,390,00 was expended, while $2,061,908 represents the total cost of federal aid 
projects completed from 1 December 1920 to 30 November 1921.  The balance is to be 
expended on unfinished 1920 and 1921 federal aid projects…The trial of Dr. E.L. Willis, 
charged with complicity in the alleged murder of Miss Mary Park, Greeley school 
teacher, was continued until the last day of the present court term, 9 January 1922, in the 
West Side Court in Denver.  The continuance was granted by Judge Warren A. Haggott 
because of the inability of witnesses in the case to appear for the trail at present.  Dr. 
Willis is alleged to have assisted Dr. Nicholas J. Phelan, who stood trial for the crime 
several days ago, in performing a criminal operation [perhaps an abortion?], which 
resulted in the girl’s death.  Dr. Phelan is being held now pending a formal hearing on his 
mental condition…Livestock consisting of more than 9,500,000 cattle, sheep, horses, 
swine, and goats grazed on the ranges of the national forests during the past fiscal year, 
and of the great store of timber in those reservations, more than 1,170,000,000 board feet 
were sold.  Receipts paid in or still due from these two items combined to swell the 
income-producing business of the national forests during the year to $4,468,940, says the 
forest service, United States Department of Agriculture, in its annual report made public 
today…Two hundred thousand persons from all parts of the world visited Lookout 
Mountain between June 1921 and November 1921.  This is indicated by statistics 
compiled from registration books at Pahaska Tepee, the William F. Cody memorial 
museum on Lookout Mountain.  The books show that 70,586 persons registered between 



17 June 1921 and 11 November 1921.  Every state is represented among the registrants, 
as well as [the territory of] Alaska, [the territory of] Hawaii, the Philippines, and almost 
every foreign country.  It is estimated that but one person in three visiting Lookout 
Mountain registers at the museum, which would indicate that the total number of visitors 
was approximately 200,000…Coyotes or dogs got into the sheep pens of Charles 
McManee, a farmer, near Brush, and 153 sheep were dead and 47 others crippled.  The 
raiders jumped the fence and attacked the sheep, the latter, following a custom of their 
kind, bunching in corners and many of them dying of suffocation as they piled up.  Many 
of the dead sheep were badly mangled, being torn by the teeth of the attacking animals.  
Some of the wounds were of the kind indicating they were inflicted by the snappy, cutting 
teeth of coyotes.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Groceries and general merchandise.  You can find 
nearly all your needs at our store.  Standard merchandise, priced right.  Samuel Service [a 
block 2 business].  Telephone #15.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  [Illustration:  Pencil or charcoal sketch of male 
model wearing a suit and tie, face in right profile, full body posed 1/2 right profile, with 
right arm tucked in pants pocket and left hand down at his side, holding an account book 
or somesuch propped full-length against his left upper thigh.  Caption:  The F.R. Brand.  
Manufactured by Felix Rothschild and Company.  Chicago, Illinois.  The drawing is 
uncredited.]  Suits and overcoats from the quality makers Felix Rothchild [sic, suggest 
Rothschild, and this is unlikely to be part of the intended words in the “words misspelled 
contest” running in this issue] and Company.  We just received [likely intentionally 
misspelled for the contest as “recieved”] a shipment of suits that are the most exceptional 
values we have ever been able to offer.  Their style is right up to the minute, and their 
quality is guaranteed, their workmanship is correct, and best of all their prices are down 
to bedrock.  The policy of this store is to give all we possibly can for the money, and 
make our profit on the volume of business that comes by having the support of the entire 
community.  We have never asked [word in the original advertisement is “ask”, which is 
technically a tense error, not a spelling error] anyone in Estes Park to “help us” by giving 
us their trade unless they could do better here than anywhere else, but if you can be 
convinced that you can save money and at the same time get up-to-date new goods, why 
not patronize the only store in Estes Park selling ready-made clothing?  Overcoats.  We 
are closing out our stock of overcoats at a great sacrifice, and we want you to have the 
benefit of these bargains.  Remember that every overcoat is guaranteed to give 
satisfaction, and you can’t [no hyphen in the original advertisement, so this is possibly 
another intentional error for the “find the spelling errors” contest running in this issue] 
lose.  High-grade suits.  If quality counts for anything, or if good workmanship and 
proper fit appeals to you, then we know we can please you, for our prices are right.  We 
are receiving [as above, spelled incorrectly, perhaps intentionally as part of the contest] 
good up-to-date young men’s spring models and business suits on the more conservative 
[spelled “conserative” in the original advertisement, which is likely another intentional 



error for the “find the spelling errors” contest running in this issue] may be another styles, 
so we will be sure to have what you want.  Trade where your business is appreciated.  
Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].  “The store that gives you service”

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  The Hupp [a block 2 business].  There’s a 
Huppmobile [sic, the vehicle from this era was spelled “Hupmobile”, but this is a play on 
the hotel name]/Which makes your feel/That you’re flying thru the air,/As you motor 
along/With a merry song,/You surely do “get there.”/Get where?  If you’re headed right,/
To the Hupp Hotel/Where the eats are swell/And the price just hits the mark./You “auto” 
know/That’s the place to go/When you motor to Estes Park.  By a guest.  Estes Park, 
Colorado.

30 December 1921 – Semi-advertisement:  The Estes Park Trail for quality printing.

30 December 1921 – Letter and byline:  The Black Hills Beetle:  “Dendroctnous 
ponderosa” by Joe Ryan, Estes Park, Colorado.  Some interesting articles have appeared 
in the Estes Park Trail regarding this bug, and I hope not to change or improve on these, 
but I might add something of interest to the tree-loving public.  He is called the Black 
Hills beetle because of being first identified in the Black Hills National Forest years ago, 
where he did much damage to the pine forests.  His advent to Estes Park is unknown, but 
he was possibly here ahead of any of the present population, his first identification here 
was in 1908.  The beetle attacks all pine trees, but is successful only on weakened ones, 
on account of their lack of free-flowing pitch.  It takes 250 beetles to kill a tree.  They 
enter through the bark, and work upward and to either side, laying their eggs and eating 
away the inner layer of bark until the tree is entirely girdled, thus cutting off its source of 
supply, and the tree dies.  When but a few pitch tubes are found on one side of a tree 
trunk, there is no great need for alarm, for it is evident that there is enough flow of pitch 
to prevent further progress, and especially if the pitch tubes are white and free of bark 
borings, but if these pitch tubes which appear on the bark extend entirely around the trunk 
of the tree and up to the limbs, it is apparent that the tree is doomed, and there is but one 
thing to do, cut it down in cold weather and peel off the bark, or work it into small sticks 
of wood and burn the limbs.  If this is done in warm weather, the opening up of the bark 
will allow the escape of some of the beetles, which will enter other trees, but if done in 
cold winter weather, the rapid drying and freezing of the bark will destroy them, and it 
will be unnecessary to immediately burn the bark.  The most common weakening of the 
trees is cutting their limbs during the summer months, when the sap is flowing, thus 
sapping them of the very thing that prevents a successful attack of the beetle, and many 
fine trees have been lost around Estes Park by this very method.  It is of no value to cut 
beetle-infested trees after they are dead, for when the tree is dead the beetle is gone, for 
he lives on live tree sap only, or the inner layer of bark which conducts the sap.  Do your 
cutting and trimming between 1 October and 15 March, if you wish to protect the trees 
around your summer home.



30 December 1921 – The United States government, which recently put into service 
armed marines to protect mail clerks and mails, have placed government locks on all mail 
wagons in Denver, taking keys from drivers, and also installed armed guards in the 
offices of the collector of internal revenue in the customs house, with probability that a 
burglar alarm system will be added as additional protection in the latter department…Oil 
and gasoline tax collections by the state oil inspector for November 1921 exceeded those 
of the corresponding period last year by $24,844.27.  This increase was due, officials 
said, to the recent decision of the state supreme court upholding the legality of the tax on 
gasoline and kerosene.  The total collections by the department for November 1920 were 
$51,548.88, and those of last month were $75,393.58.  The increased collections 
amounted to 48% more than those of the same period in 1920…Complete reports of the 
county assessors to the state board of immigration show a total of 3,774 silos in Colorado 
on 1 April 1921, compared with 3,309 reported last year, and 2,528 reported for 1919.  
These reports are somewhat short of the actual number of silos in the state at the time 
they were compiled, and a considerable number have been constructed since 1 April 
1921, so that the actual number of silos completed at this time is very close to 4000.  The 
increase in silo construction in the past two years has not been quite so great as it was 
during the two preceding years, due chiefly to unfavorable financial conditions, which 
have influenced farmers to keep their expenditures down as low as possible.  Forty-two 
of the 63 counties in the state now report silos, the numbers reported for the various 
counties ranging from 2 to 523.  Weld County reports the largest number.  The leading 
dairy-farming districts of the state have more silos that other districts, but in the past few 
years, the number in general farming districts has been increasing steadily.  Several 
counties have doubled the number of silos in their borders in the past three years, and 
some counties have increased them as much as five-fold, while there are comparatively 
few counties in which there has not been some increase…The first of the 700 seventy-ton 
gondola dump cars ordered by the Denver and Rio Grande Western railroad will be 
delivered 1 January 1922.  The 700 cars were ordered to take care of increasing business 
along the road, and will be for handling coal, principally, though they can be used for any 
cargo that is dumped.  The cars will be of the very latest pattern…The Farmers’ Alfalfa 
Milling Company of Brighton charges that carelessness on the part of employees of the 
Union Pacific Railroad Company caused the destruction by fire of its Brighton plant 17 
October 1921, in a suit filed in the federal court.  The petition states that sparks from a 
locomotive started the blaze.  The company asks $18,935.77 damages…Frank Lux, 15-
year-old Shelbyville, Indiana, boy, won the sweepstakes in the junior corn contest at the 
International Grain and Hay Show in Chicago, Illinois.  The judges declared his ten-ear 
sample the best ever exhibited.  District winners in the junior corn contest, for which a 
special premium list was offered by the Chicago, Illinois, Board of Trade, in addition to 
the $10,000 in prizes, included George Hoffman, Jr., of Cliff, Colorado…That good 
chickens are in demand was evidenced by the public sale record at the A.O. Smith sale at 
Loveland, where White Leghorns sold for $1.55 each…The Brush city council has 
accepted the plans drawn by City Engineer Glen A. Izett for paving the main streets of 
the town, the estimated cost being $150,000.  Bids for the work will be received up to 1 



February 1922.  A movement is now on foot to curb and gutter all of the streets of 
Brush…A movement is on foot among women members of the Civic Association to make 
Loveland the most beautiful city in Colorado.  In addition to seeing that the streets are 
kept clean and free from weeds, that the houses have pretty lawns and the back alleys are 
cleaned, it is proposed to start a community flower growing contest…An accidentally 
discharged rifle caused the instant death of Arlo Stoops, 4-year-old son of V.V. Stoops, a 
farmer living 15 miles from Brush.  The little boy was struggling for possession of the 
gun with his elder brother, 9 years old.  The rifle struck a chair and was discharged.  The 
bullet passed through the boy’s head.

30 December 1921 – Headline:  The Thinker who Acts “Gets There”.  [Thomas] Edison 
claims that only 8% of the people really think.  He may be right, but we wouldn’t place 
heavy stakes on his assertion.  However, it will not take much of a thinker to decide that 
the best place in the state to trade is right here in Estes Park.  You will be of the same 
opinion after reading carefully the advertisements appearing in this issue of the Estes 
Park Trail.  There are many advertisements appearing just now in various newspapers that 
are largely fakes – new manager sales, adjustment company sales, and other cleverly-
designed schemes to fool the public.  Fortunately for the public, these have not as a rule 
recently been attracting the dollars that they did when people were not so careful about 
values.  We believe, however, that this week’s advertisements in the Estes Park Trail 
mean real values and real savings worth taking advantage of.  Encourage the home 
merchants, spend your money right here in Estes Park whenever you can, and boost for 
the community to “beat the band”.

30 December 1921 – Column title:  Bills Allowed.  At the regular meeting of the trustees 
of the town of Estes Park, held Monday, 26 December 1921.  Harry Lee $22.75.  Carl 
Hyatt $15.  Frank C. Bond $7.  Rocky Mountain Parks Transportation Company $47.81.  
Elmer D. Lindley $99.53.  Jonas Heaton $9.06.  Harold Alsup $2.50.  Everett May $4.06.  
Ed Bergman $9.06.  Tom Caplis $7.50.  Herman Gibhart $9.06.  Clifford Mantor to Ed 
Lindley 7.00. [signed] Charles F. Hix, town clerk.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  There is lasting satisfaction in owning a home in 
Estes Park.  The carpenters will be glad to attend to your repair work now – before the 
rush.  Estes Park Lumber Yard.  Julius Foss Schwartz.  Telephone #48.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Bon Ton corsets trademark [Illustration:  Pen and 
ink drawing of brunette model wearing a knee-length corset.  The pose is essentially full-
face, right neck muscles slightly contracted, and full-body turned slightly to the right, cut 
off at the shin.  The woman has both arms bend at the elbows, both hands resting on her 
chest.  The corset design is plain above the waist except for flowers on the straps and 
neckline, and busily patterned with flowers connected by diagonal strings of beads below 
the waist, with a lace-up front and the words “Bon Ton Corsets” at the hemline.  The 
drawing is uncredited.].  That gowns may fit the form modishly.  Correct corseting is 



essential [these four words are written using completely different font from the phrase 
above, are not justified with the copy below, and appear to have been added as an 
afterthought, as if everything else in the advertisement was a preset template].  To the 
woman who appreciates this need, we suggest Bon Ton corsets.  Their graceful lines 
enhance the charm of any figure.  Their correct design assures corset comfort.  The new 
models are now being shown.  Dugald Floyd Godfrey [a block 5 business].

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Clatworthys [a block 3 business along with a] 
Denver store at 415 17th Street.

30 December 1921 – Advertisement:  Boyd’s Market [a block 3 business].  Beef steaks, 
according to cut 20 cents to 35 cents.  Pot roasts 17 cents and 20 cents.  Boiling meat 10 
cents.  Pork chops 25 cents.  Veal stew 15 cents.  Lamb stew 8 cents.  Free automobile 
delivery.  Telephone #32.  Estes Park, Colorado.   

[Additional Colorado news:  L.F. Eppich, president of the Colorado board of realtors, 
announced the program for the annual meeting of the board in Boulder 12 January 1922.  
A special train over the Denver and Interurban, leaving Denver at 9:00 a.m. in the 
morning, and arriving in Boulder at 10:20 a.m., will take the Denver and other members 
to Boulder…Theodore Mortenson, living 14 miles out of Pueblo on the Rye Road, was 
arrested for having a gallon of liquor, two stills, and four barrels of mash on it.  It cost 
him $100 in police court.]


